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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:17 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

RE: Academic Center Staff meeting 

Lissa 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 7:54 PM 
TO: Woodard, Harold 
¢c~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Academic Center Staff meeting 

Hi Harold, 
Thank you vein much It will be my pleasure to come to the meeting on Tuesday Lissajoin us if you can as 
well 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Cllair of fl~e Facults" 
Dir¢clor. Pan" Ccnlcr for Ethics 

Michel De Montaigne 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 28, 2012 3:01 PM 

Subject: RE: Academic Center Staff meeting 

He]!o Jan, 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 2:47 PM 
TO: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Academic Center Staff meeting 

Hi Harold, 



Given all that is going on these days, as Faculty Chair, I would like to attend the meeting of the Academic Suppor[ Center 

for Student Athletes next Tuesday to bring them faculty support. Lissa Broome would also like to attend if you think this 

is appropriate. I think face to face suppor~ would be much appreciated by them, so I hope you accept my request to 

attend. 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of Nor[h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Athletics Committee 

Minutes of Meeting: 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome Glynis Cowell, ~evedy Foster~ Layna 
Mos[ey, E~gene Omnger, Barbara Osborne Andre~v Pemn, Ei[een Parsons Joy 
Rennet, John Stephens, Holden Tho~ 

Athletic Depar~men~ Persmmel: Bubba Cunningham 

Other Advisors: Mario Ciocca, HaroldWoodard 

Guests: (D [ H) (Hi stow) 

i Preliminary Matters 

Committee members and guests int*oduced themselves The minutes flora the meeting 
were approved following the de]etion of a sentence The modified minutes were circulated prior 
to the meeting There u, ere no further additions or corrections to the minutes 

II lnfom~ation from the Chancellor 

I1[ [nformatio~ from the Ath]etics Director 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham discussed some of the recent athletic successes of some of 
the schooFs teams 

IV Report from the Faculty Athletics Representative 

Lissa Broome ~oted that the FAR’s annual report to Faculty Council would be presented on 
She reviewed with the committee an attachment shou, ing the Academic Progress 

Rate (APR), Oraduatiol~ Success Rate (GSR), and kederal Graduation Rate ([~GR) for UNC-CH 
and four of its high profile teams (football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and women’s 
soccer) since the inception of the APR and GSR Committee members expressed a desire to 
review this data for all 17NC teal’as over time Richard Sourhall, a UNC faculty member and 
head of the College Sports Research Institute has compiled another gTaduation rate based on an 
ac~iustment to the kGR to i~clude only fi.ll]-time students lull-time students graduate at a higher 
rate than part-time students and student-athletes are all hAl-time students Pro~ssor Southall’s 
Adjusted Graduation Gap calculation may be especMly meaningfid tbr institutions that have a 
large part-time student cohort 
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V Report from the FAC Chair 

Joy Renner reported that the t’aculty informational video is still in the works She mentioned that 
a document with all the cont*act infommtion for each sport has been posted o*~ the committee’s 
Sakai site Professor Rennet encouraged committee members to contact liaisons in their 
expertise topic area in preparation for FAC’s review and monitoclng of that topic, and to 
coordinate with their FAC parmer on how to proceed with collecting in~Brmation and gathering 
and addressing questions about the topic area She also encouraged FAC members to continue 
~elationsldp development with thei~ assigned teams Professor Renne~ suggested that each 
department or school designate a represetuative t’or student-athletes and advisors to contact with 
questions about majors and careers Proi?ssor Rennet stated that the committee would discuss 
admissions in          and possibly advising in 

VI Closed Session 

Pursuant to a motion by Lissa Broome i*~ accordance with NC Gen Stat § 143-318 [ l, the 
committee went into closed session to prevent the disclosnre of privileged or co~fidential 
in~Brmatlon That motion was seconded and approved Visitors to the committee left the room 
and the committee proceeded in its closed session 

At the co*~clusio*~ of the committee’s discussion (at "~vhich no action was taken), Lissa B~oome 
moved that the comrnitiee conclude its closed session and move ituo open session That 
was seconded and approved Visitors rej oined the committee as the committee resumed its open 
session 

VII Discussion of Team Liaison Role 

Pmt~ssor Renner lead a disc~ssion of the dudes associated with the team liaison role, including 

Communicating with the coaching staff of the team to discuss the student-athlete 
experience at UNC from recruitment through graduation; 

Meeting with the team so that the student-addetes know that the t~culty and the FAC are 
interested in learning more about their comrnitn~ents as studem-athletes: 

Contacting ASPSA counselors and academic advisors assigned to their team to learn 
ahout any policies, processes, or support that might be needed; and 

Represetuing the team in FAC discussions regarding the special needs of the sport 

VI[[ Studetu-Athlete Experience 

Jotm Stephens, Glynis Cowell, and Barbara Osborne are the conten~ resources on student-athlete 
experience Vince Ille oversees the student-athlete experience in the Athletics Department Exit 
survey i*~sttuments fbr senior student-athletes who have exhausted thei~ playing eligibility fiorn 
several schools have been reviewed in order to fashion the best possible sur*ey instrurnent The 
Odum Institute has agreed to help design the sup,’ey instrument from these sample instruments, 
incoq~o~ ating the feedback on those instruments ah eady provided by I*AC members Hm su~wey 
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will be administered by each sport administrator who will also interview the student-athlete 
abont how UNC can improve the ove~ a]l student-athlete experience The sutwey data will be 
housed at the Odum Institute and accessible to the Athletics Department and FAC for review and 
analysis 

So that FAC does not lose this oppol~tmity to ir~teract with stude*~t-athletes, iI will meet anr~ually 
with the SPadent-Ath]ete Adviso~T Council (SAA(), which has representatives Prom each team 
(not all seniors) to discuss issues related to the students’ academic experience at UNC and how 
better to manage the conflicting demands of athletics and academics 

The rneeIi*ig adjourned at 6:05 pm 

The next meeting is 

Minutes respectfu]ly submitted by Lissa Broome 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Athletics Committee 

Minutes of Meeting: 

Committee Members: Lissa Broome Glynis Cowell, ~evedy Foster~ Layna 
Mos[ey, E~gene Omnger, Barbara Osborne Andre~v Pemn, Ei[een Parsons Joy 
Rennet, John Stephens 

Athletic Depar~men~ Persmmel: Bubba Cunningham 

Other Advisors: Mario Ciocca, HaroldWoodard 

Guests: (D [ H) (Hi stow) 

i Preliminary Matters 

Committee members and guests introduced themselves The mi,’mtes tom the meeting 
were approved following the de]etion of a sentence The modified minutes were circulated prior 
to the meeting There u, ere no further additions or corrections to the minutes 

II lnfom~ation from the Athletics Director 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunl~inghan~ discussed some of the recent athletic successes of some of 
the school’s teams tie noted that there u, ere nine events being hosted on campus over the course 
of three upcoming days 

Report fiom the Facuhy Athletics Representative 

Lissa Broome aoted that the FAR’s annual report to Faculty Council wou]d be presented on 
She rex’iewed with the committee an attachment showing the Academic Progress 

Rate (APR), Graduation Success Rate (GSR), and Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) for UNC-CH 
and four of its high profile teams (football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and wommFs 
soccer) since the inception of the APR and GSR Committee members expressed a desire to 
~eview this data lot all UNC teams over time Richa[d Southa]l, a UNC Paculty member and 
head of the College Spor~s Research Institute has compiled another graduation rate based on an 
ac{iustment to the FGR to include only full-time students Full-time students ~aduate at a higher 
rate than part-time stodents and student-athletes are all t’ull-time students Professor Southall’s 
Adjusted Graduation Gap calculation may be especially meaningful for institutions that have a 
large part-time student cohort 

IV Report f~om the FAC Chair 

Joy Pcenner reported that the ~Sculty infom~ational video was nearing completion She 
mentioned that a document with all the contract in~Brmation for each sport has been posted on 
the committee’s Sakai site Professor Rennet encouraged committee members to contact liaisons 
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in their expertise topic area in preparation ibr FAC’s review and monitoring of that topic, and to 
coordi hate vdth their kAC partner on how to proceed vdth collecting information and gathering 
and addressing questions about the topic area She also encouraged FAC members to continue 
relationship development with their assigned teams Proi’cssor Rennet suggested that each 
department or school designate a representative t’or student-athletes and advisors to contact wkb 
questions about rnajo[s a~d careers Beverly Foster suggested that this cou]d be accomplished 
eftSciently at the periodic meetings of the Directo~ s of Uader~radaate Studies Professor Rennet 
stated that the committee would discuss admissions in          and possibly advising in 

VI Closed Session 

Pursuant to a motion by Lissa Broome in accordance udth NC Gen Slat § 143-318 11, the 
committee went into closed session to prevent the disclosure of privileged or co~fide~rtial 
information That motion was seconded and approved Visitors to the committee left the room 
and the committee proceeded in its closed session discussing confidentM issues related to 
specific students and personnel issues 

At the co~clusio~l of tim committee’s discussion (at which no action was taken), Lissa Broome 
moved that the committee conclude its closed session and move into open session That motion 
was seconded and approved Visitors rqioined the committee as the committee resumed its open 
session 

Discussion of Team I.iaison Role 

Professor Rennet lead a discnssion of the duties associated with the team liaison role, inc]uding 
Communicating with the coachi*~g stall’oflhe team to discuss the student-athlete 
experience ar UNC from recraltment throngb graduation: 
Meeting with the team so that the student-athletes know that the faculty and the I~AC are 
interested in learning more about their commitments as student-athletes; 

Contacting ASPSA counselors and academic advisors assigned to their team to learn 
about any policies, processes, o~ support that might be needed; and 
Representing the temn in FAC discussions regarding the special needs of the sport 

VIII Student-Athlete Experience 

John Stephe~s, Gly~is Cowell, and B~bara Osborne are the content resources on student-athlete 
expe~ie*~ce Vi*~ce Ille oversees the student-athlete experience in the Athletics Departmem Exit 
smwey instruments t’or senior student-athletes who have exhausted their playing eligibilit3, from 
several schools hax, e been reviewed in order to t:ashlon the best possible survey instrument The 
Odum llns~itute has agreed to help design the survey instrument from these sample instruments, 
incorporating the feedback on those instrun~ents already provided by FAC members Joy Renner 
suggested that the goal be to bare the survey instrument ready to be administered electronically 
by The survey will be administered by each sport administrmor who will also 
intervieu, the student-athlete about how L~-C can improve the overall student-athlete experience 



The survey da*a will be housed at the Odum rd~stitute and accessible to the Athletics Department 
and I~AC t’o~ review a~d analysis 

So that FAC does not lose Ibis opporttmity to interact with studem-athlc~es, it will meet anmtally 
with the Student-Athlete Advi sol), Council (SAAC), which has representatives from each team 
(not all seniors) to discuss issues ~elated to the students’ academic expe~ience at UNC and how 
better to manage the conflicting demands of athletics and academics 

The meeti*tg ad~iourned at 6:05 pm 

The next meeting is 

Minutes respectthlly submitted by Lissa Broome 
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Iii Alec I know you have talked with Jacaueline Car ock a ready, but just some reminders about some items you will be responsible for as Institute Editor as we 













Subject 

Boger ack 

Sunday, 5:15 PM 
Mostelle, Robert Pau!i Ke ~/edv Joseph ~; Mye s, R c a~d ~: Sizemore~ Bore@ A 

Broome, Lissa L 

FW: Global V siting Students at UN~C Prog~arn 

Subjech Global Vis t ng Students at UNC Program 

Co]leaguos 

Board of Trustees. 

")he pim is read3; for impbmentatkm and en.ioys th~ enthusia,slic st/pport of !he Deans 

oct il. 

Special recognhion goes to Dr, Robert "Bob" Miles who will lead the implementat on and administration 
ncw program ll~rough the Study Abroad ()l~Sce in the Coilege ol Arts and Sciences.’ Man} o                   l~e s will be 
invc, bed in bringing Ihs program ’o life To all. ~c are deepl) grateful 

Otr expectation is ~hat the llrsl Global Visiting Stude ~ts w’h arrh e at our ca npt s ~ At gust 2013 and we will 





Global ~/Tsitiltg St~de~lts at UNC: Program Plan 

drafted in 2009. stated that: 

Additionally, in 20 l ]. the univ~l’sity adopted a ~aew A~’a~lcmic !>ian which i~eh~ded six cozy 
themes ra~xging fiom uterdisciplinar.’, acfiv ly io engaged sehoIarship, lhe sxth theme addresses 
gl’abalixatlon and the ex*e~sion o~’Cmolin~’s gJoba~ p:esencc, teachl.ng, research, and public 
service Among *s recommendations: m augmcm giobal !eanfing OpFOZtwni ies L:or ~all Caroiina 
students. Whle eff’ur~,s eolx irme to grow oppommlzles fbr our degree-seeking stk’.def~ts to study or 

i~:terna imml t’.nde~gvaduate ant? graduate smdenls on cm~apus to help diversil~, the st~dem body 
and deepen all students’ t~ndcrstaud~ng of gloha! perspecfi yes. Fhis goal cm~ be bette~ 
accomplished through t]~e development ofa s ~ccessYul Giobcl/ Vsi~i;~g.Dt~de~.~r~ I’~-oL*~am 

in{ecrmtional student,s ~o armed UN( .Cl~apel Hill fi)r up o ot~e year of cred~-beavi~g instruction, 

The Globa.~ I’isiti~ £?t~dent; l’ro;.~-am seeks to increase tI~c presence of we l-qualilied 
ntemation~l students o~ the UNC-Chapel l IilI cm~pt,.8, to suppo’;t their presence aI~d 
i~volvement £n tl~c academic coIq!~/atl~l~ty, and to l\n~her gIobalize ~ INC’s st tdent body. 
"]his progra~: ~ill p*ovidc outs’,~mdi~g educatio~al, schoku-ly: and c~Ilu~al e×pez’ier~ces to both 
deg;ee-secklng INC students and visiting global s!udent~ i~ zhe context o+’a~ ope~ lead ng U.S 
pubiie research u~dversit>. 



1. To have additional welbquaiif]cd gIo5 smde~!ts in atte dance and eraoiled it~ a f~[ll-t[me 
xogram of s Y o1~ the ~N( c mtpus, Rnd~er g~obaHzhm [JNC’~ studeu bo& and 
leading to etmnced cultural exchange. 

2 !o ol~r oppommi~bs ibr om stmtcaic alobal parme~s :rod oJ~e~ partner universkie~ and 

studem exehm~ge ll-amework ~]his ~iil i~crease ~e capac~ of UNC to meez requests fur 

lhink creatively about addr<ssing presdem globa~ issues. 

reiationshlp i8 out of ba]ance. 

cq)acity in the tbllowing schools: 

Pcogram emoihnem ~at the tmdcrgladua e ~evel) x~ill gro~ sk~vdv as R;!lox~s: 

Year Three: 60 



Define emrv criteria: B~ing together Ihe Office of Lndergraduate Admissions and the 
Study Abroad Oi’~iee to es~ab ish and endorse enl~v criteria, ~t is recommended that we 
consider the fi>Ito~vi~g crfferia ~r em’ol]ment o5 ~nder~raduate e~cbange students: 

a. Applications subm~ed to the Study Abroad O~ce by fbr 
cnrollme>l mid t~,r spring enrol ment 

b. Equivalency grade point average of 3 2 on a 4.0 scale. 
c A high level o ’ Engiish hmguage proficiency wi~h a minimum score of ~ 00 on ibc 

"l’t )EFL iBT, a minimum score of 600 on the TOI£FL PBT. or a band score of 7.0 
or higher on the IEI,TS. 

d. Pers°nai statemenffessay; official co lege ~ransc:-ipt: letter of approval fl.om the 
home university’s interest onal ot}]ce or equivaIent; acadc nic reIkrenees 
[tou~ing Prc~kr~me ff~rm; and oth{r application materials as requested by 

online s{te: 

e Graduate student entry requiremems wili be devc opcd ~ffh inpm flora the 
Gn~duate School ~md component unts. 

3 ~dentif~I~adcrshi~andAdministrat~n:~b~.sit/~g,S~m~en~Pr~.~ra~¢wi~b~ 
administered ny the UNC S~udy Abroad Office under the direclion of Dr. Robert Miles. 

Additional staff’support fbr this endeavor wo~ld be d:av, n ~?om tuitlm: and i~es 
generated by the program and in the long-te~m, his program ~xouid be expected to be 
self-supporting. 

Mcliale. I)eAbn Baucom, Chris Dcrlcl~son. l-run% [IliGrd. Bob Miles and Chr s~opher 
Pa.ync). 

the:-e ~vere i,747 f,~II tlmc students from abroad on cm~,,1)us from 102 ~mtions. 
There were: 

Overall Ibere were 3,567 students, trainees and scho!a~’s f?om otber n ~tions on lhc LNC 

UNC ~om partner universities in ,~hich the stade it pa~,s ~uition to tileir i~omc uni\ers/ty 

Through the Study Abroad Office,         UNC bad !.216 UNC undergraduates 
stadying abroad. Interest abroad in atlending Carolina Ibr a semester or ~vear bas ~rov, n 
beyond zhe cap lciiy of exchanges vdth parmer univcrsi ies. Several natiot~s bare aiTeady 

indicated ibeir desire to send L~’~C ~i~[]y Rmded students in scch an arrangement. 



Studenis participating in t e ’      " ~    - , .... 
out~c,z-s art t d o a cos s "~lthou tile bellefit of~%ancial aid fiom UNC Some of Ihe 

students v, ould enroll thro @~ tMbscholarship programs made available through flaeir 

( e ~ l ca ~oe c I b nances, 

7Lc tundlng plan for t:e 
collection ofudtiot~ and f’ces at UN(’s ~tandard non,resideat rate, p!us ~m additional lee 

the Stud? Abroad Of’l’ce. For t~e         ,     . 

I’ e 1’ c e Wo k      ¯ g tp xeccmnend,~t, o Fm~dmgM~ 
.... gtl " dl 

the goais of the Workgroup involved recomme~din~ a f, mdi~g model Ihat admesscs the 

\\ orkgroup recognizes that ollner considerations or additional inibrmation rcgmdlng ~he 
f}asibilib of marketing the program might have an impact on the f~md decision 



5 Develop Stude~l 5e~w[ces Pla~!: Advance planni lg wil! be required to aI,’ange 

On-campus dor~ ~itory morns, dinh~g and housing pim~ with Studcnt Aft~irs 

tiealth insnrar~ce (Campus Healtk) 

Visa ~ ssis~ancc (~SSS) 

Orientation (JSSS/Smdy Abroad 

Welcoming materials and events (~SSSiS udy Abroad ONce/Global Relations) 

Possible E iving-Lear~x~ng oppoxXunities 

Learning and Writing Center assistance 

, Cultural events, 1rave1 opportunities, holiday gap pians 
¯ Creation of appropria?e enro!lme~t codes (Sludy Abroad 

OfflceiReglstrar:Cashier’s Otliccs) 

Administrative m~d academic sapport systems s~tch as billing, registration 
academica ly appropriate courses, registration prlori~y a~d academic adv{si~tg 

ioglstica[ support, and counseling 

hfitiat~_~ M~Ekeli>< plaE Outreach to pa~.ner tmiversities, spol~soring govenm:er.ts, and 
oil:era as program grows, will bc required to inlbrm eligible smdenls and tmiversities of 

of Global Reiatiolas. 

Ensure that al! otlPr letter or publicity materials cicarIy h~dicate that acceptance b~lo this 

program i3 not al~ acceptance into tl~e Univcrsity’s degree-seeking program, nor skouId 

S~bmltted on behalf of U~<7 Global 

(%tudent representatives) 

Ron Strauss (Chairl 

Eiizabeth Barmm 

Katie [~owler 

Chris Derickson 

B~{Srr~ Hennings 

Daniel Lcbold 

Mciissa Mc Murr~.v 

,, Tammy McHale 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 12:25 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email unc edu>; Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med unc edu> 

RE: Dept newsletter for Feb 

Lissa 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent; Thursday, February 28, 2013 10:23 PM 
TO; Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 
Subject~ RE: Dept. newslet[er for Feb. 

Hi, 
Great story and person I did not know her when she was here; it was before my time as well 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihc Facully 
Dkrector. Pall Center for Etl~ics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 10:06 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 

~ Boxill, Jan 
Sub~ect= Dept. newsletter for Feb. 

Please read about on the last page, you may know her sto~% but I did not 

Bubba 

Hi all, 
Herc,’s Lbu dupartment nuwslcttur for b’ubruary: 

Don’t miss the interview with a former INC student athlete and 
a truly amazing trailblazer, on page 4. 
Also check out the Game Operations summary on page 3 it’s been an eventful 
spring so far, and bore’s hoping March is another successful and fun month. And 
congratulations again to the inaugural RISE Award winners~ 
All the best, 



p.s. If you have contributions for future newsletters, please send them my way. 
Thanks! 

Dana GeEn 
Associate Director of Athletic Con~munications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 212{; 
Chapel Hill. NC 2751:) 
(919) 962 0083 
dgelin~l uncaa.unc.edu 
www.goheels.com 



The Latest from Louderm~lk 
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Thursday, 

10:30 11:15 

11:15 

Registration 

Please take your seats. 

My name is Lissa Broome and I am the director of the 

Cenler lbr Ba~ing and Finance at the Umversity of North 

Carolina School of Law, the sponsor of this program. I am also 

a prol’essor al the law school. 

Today and tomorrow we will have the chance to discuss 

a varie~ of issues related to banking. We are going to begin 

with a panel about the issues Paced by community banks m the 

new post-crisis, post-Dodd-Frank world. 

Before we begin the panel’s discussion, let me refer you 

to yonr white lblder On the lell side, it contains an 

agenda ~br the progq-am as well as shmt bios tbr the 

speakers and immlists. O13 the right side are progrmn 

materials begriming ruth copies of the PowerPoint slides 

~br the upcoming panel. These materials are also online 

m case you want a larger view, or an in-color view~ 

You can go to law.unc.edu (click on CLE), go to the 

registration portal and have access to the materials. 

{PAGE } 



Wireless intemet access is available If yon would like it, 

please see Lance lbr a password. We do pay extra for 

each person ~vho signs up, so if all you need to do is 

check something at hmch, you might want to consider 

using d~e fi~ee wi-fi in the hotel lobby Otherwise, Lance 

can take care of you. 

In addition 1o lbe while folder, you a~so received 

Volume 16 of the Banking Institute Journal. There are a 

number of articles m the.journal that will be relevant to 

the issues we discuss al lhis Institute and olhers which 

you will want to read and reference later on. I think you 

will agree with me that this is an invaluable resource for 

those interested in bm~,cing and fitmnce 

A reminder to turn cell phones offor on vibra*e. 

I will now mm it over to our first panel oa the New 

Normal of Communily Banking: Key Ingredients to 

Survive and Thrive. Thales to Paul Pilecki of Kilpatrick, 

Townsend & Stockton in DC tbr coordinating this panel. 

Future of Securitization. Paul, l turn it over to you. 

{PAGE } 



12:30 Thank yon *br getting us offto a great start by helping ns 

con/emplate "the new nonr~al "’ Our luncheon is next door. 

There is one rose,wed table and the rest is open seating. You 

ma_v leave yonr materials here. One of the nnique aspects of 

onr program is the participation ofonr law students. There are 

a number of them here today and l suggest that they spread 

themselves out among the tables and not sit all together. So, il~ 

you see a young person all by him or herse]l; please m*roduce 

yourself and make a new friend. Our after-lunch speaker is Bob 

Johnson of 

{PAGE } 



About 1:0~t- l:t}.g: I want to take a moment and acknowledge the many law, 

students who have worked diligenlly this year as staffand 

editors of the North Carolina Ba~tkmg Institute journal. First, 

woNd 

16 stand and remain standing? Would 

of Vohm~e 

, the 

for Volume 16 plea;~e stand and remain 

standing? And finally would our other Banking.lournal 

students in Ntendance please stand and be acknoMedged? 

We encourage you to get to know these t]ne students and 

use your lime with them to help them learn more about the 

areas in which you practice. In this challenging legal market, 

I’m sure they would love to hear about job opportunities you 

may be aware of as well. 

Severn years ago we began asking a bauk general 

cotmsel m provide af*el-Im~ch renmrks, and this sessiou has 

qnicldy become one of the nmst popular of the Bmikmg 

Institute. 

I’d like to ask ,loe Smith to come *brward to introdnce 

today’s speaker. Joe needs no introduction, but some of you 

ma.~ not be aware that he has resigned a~ the North Carolina 

{PAGE } 



|:35 or 1:4~t: 

|:45 or 

Commissioner of Banks, has become of com~sel to Poyner 

Sprmll, and will be lhe monitor of the $25 billiml setllement 

bem’een the United States, 49 states, m~d five major financial 

institutions regarding settlement and fi~reclosure activities. Joe 

is rejoining fl~e Board of Advisors for the Cen~er lbr Banldng 

and Finance following his tremendous service to our state. 

l’hank you, Joe, for your service as Commissioner, besl of luck 

on your new task as Settlement Monitor, and please do the 

honors of introducing our next speaker. 

I’hank you, Bob, fi~r lhose lhoughlful remarks, Would you be 

willing to take a question or two from the audience? 

We will adjourn until 2:00 when our Dodd-Frank Act 

Regttla~ory hnplementation Panel will begin 

{PAGE } 



2:00 

3:30 

Please take yore seats so we can begin with onr a[/ernoon 

session. The Financial Crisis. It was a real bmraner, but :[br a 

program planner like me it is the gift that keeps on giving In 

we talked abont lhe crisis, m we talked about 

pending legislation, last year we had an immersion in the 

resulting ~egislation, the Dodd-Frank Act~ and this year we’re 

still trying to figure out what it ,all means fhcusing now on the 

regulato~T implementation Thanks to Pat Doyle from Arnold 

&Porler IBr coordinabng the next panel on that sui~ject. 

Thank you fbr a very inlbrmative panel. We will take a break 

and convene promptly at 3:45 p.m. Remember, our reception 

begins N 5:00 at lhe conclnsion oflhe next panel and all are 

invited. For those of you who sigmed up tbr dirmer, it roll 

begin promptly at 6:00 Diuner was a separately ticketed item, 

bnt is included lbr lhose attending on the complm~entary 

cm~omte sponsor admissions. Jeili-ey Lacker, the President of 

the Federal Rese~we Bauk of Richmong will provide a~er- 

dinner remarks. 

{PAGE } 



3:45 

4:45 

Please take your seats so we may begin our next panel on 

Capital a subject tlmt was also part of Dodd-grank and one 

that often touch npon at the Banking Institute. 

Thank you for that excellent and thorough discussion. Our 

reception is set lbr outside This year, the reception is 

sponsored by a generous girl from The Clearing House, and 

because of that you’ll notice some upgrades (notably liquor 

addition to beer and wine, and hor d’ourves). The Clearing 

House is the oldest banking association and payments company 

in the U.S., having been established in 1853. It is owned by 

world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 

Payments Company provides payment, clearing, and settlement 

services, clearing nearly half of fl~e automated clearing house, 

funds-transt~r, and check-image paymems made in the US. 

The Clearing House Association LLC is a nonpaUisan 

advocacy organization representing fl~e interests of its owner 

banks on a variety ofimpo~tmrt bm~ing issues. In addition to 

this reception, The Clem ing House supports m~r New York 

Lecture Series, the third installment of which will be held in 

November. Please join me in thanking Paul Saltzman and Alex 
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RadetskT flom The Clearing House. Promptly at 6:00 those 

who eae staying lbr ditmer will move m/o the dimmer room (and 

the bar will close down) to enjoy dimmer and af*er-dinner 

remarks from Dr. Jeffrey Lacker of the Federal Resee,~e Bank 

of Rictm~ond. There roll be one rese~ed table at dimmer, the 

rest is open seating. Stadents please spread yourselves around 

the room 

{PAGE } 



8:30 

9:30 

9:45 

Friday, March 30 

Please take your seats so we can begin tl~ts morning’s poltion of 

ore program. A new entity created by the Dodd-Frank Act was 

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Tha*fl;s to Ed 

O’KeePc of Bank of America (who unfortunately could not.join 

us today) and Jake I,utz ol~Troutman Sanders for organizing 

this next panel of experts on the CFPB. Jake, I’ll turn it over to 

you. 

I’hank yota to the panel for an enbghlening disctassion. We will 

reconvene N 9:45 lbr the Clifford Lecture 

Boger 
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11:15 

|2:30 

Thatfl¢ you Margot lbr that wonderful tail Margot and her co- 

author present much of this salne itffommtion in an article in 

ore Banking Institute journN We appreciate you also taking 

the time to con/ribute to omjom~al. We’re going to move 

righ* into our nex* panel which in my humble opinion has the 

best name, "Dirl for Debt... and Oilier Calas~ropbes 

Commercial Lenders." Another by-produc* of our 

crisis. Many thanks *o Tom Dunn (coming out of retirement to 

help coordinate 1his panel) along wilb I,eonard Gilberl from 

Holland and Knight. 

Thanks ve~T much *o *his panel. Thanks *o each of you for 

attending ~his yeN"s Ba*fldng institute. Watch your email lbr 

o~ web-based evNuafion ~d please help design a great 

program *br next year by sharing with us your ideas ~br topics 

and speakers Members oflhe Board of Advisors lbr the Center 

~br Ba~ing and Finm~ce (or their desigmates) shotfld proceed 

next door [to Gleal Room II] [br our board’s luadmon nmetiag, 

which wil~ begin right away. 

Safe travels home. 
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IINC School of Lag’ Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors Meefing 

12:40 Introductions (circulate sign-in sheet) 
12;50 Approve Proposed Ne~ Members 

NC Banking Iastitute journal ( 
BarU Harris, Ffi st Citizens, Raleigh 
Mark Kanaly, Alston & Bird, Atlanta 

,) 

NC Banking Institute journal ( 
Tom Va~tanian, Dechert, Washington, DC 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 

Resignations 
Benjami~ Brownlow (former h~sfimte Editor) 
Charles Kabugo-Musuoke (former Editor-in-Chie0 
Kent Carstater, tk~immly ofFBR & Co 

12:55 Approve Notes from Augnst Meeting {pp. 5-11) 

Set date and location for second Board of Advisors meeting 
Purpose: to identify panel topics, coordinators and speakers; to review the 
Center’s annual report lk~x 
Proposed: Monday,          ; location? Call in capability 

1:05 Report of Sckolarship Committee 
Expected payout (approx $7000) from endowed scholarship 
Second scholm ship of equa] amount t’oml sponsorship current use 
Scholarship recipients for 

l:10 Report on Fundraising 

Beischer Challenge 

1:20 Allocation of Sponsor Funds 
$4,000 to oftset rooms and travel for Banking Journal students 
Approximately $7,000 to fi.md second scholarship 

1:25 Banking Journal Topics 
Io lbroome@email unc edu by 

Report on Career Trek 
BB&T and Womble Carlyle, Thursday, 
ErNC fall break) 
Proposed Career Trek, Hosts? 

{first day of 

1:30 Report on The Political Economy of Financial Regulation 
Washington, DC 

Thanks to The Clearing House and Poyner Spmill for sponsorships 



:40 

:45 

1:55 

2:00 

Specla[ Volume of the journal to be published this fall 

Video available at http:ll’aa~a~ la~, g~ edulNe~vsi20 ]2- 
Events/Pages/Politi cal Economy aspx 

Preliminary report on The ABCs of Banking Law 

I-acuity 
Hosted by Alston I Bird 

Prelimlnary report on Banking Institute 

Please respond to online survey 

Begin planning for Institute 
Feedback on hotel 
Potential dates for next year (pp 3-4) 
Begin thinking about speakers and panel topics (especially if imerested in 
coordinating a panel) and send in advance of August meeting 

Update on Director Diversity Initiative 
"Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board 

Seat https/dd la~uncedu/programs/defaultaspx 
Rizzo Conference Cea[er, Cbapel Hill 

Potential Diverse Dh’ector Database, 
https:i/ddi la,a, uric edu/database/lo~n aspx 
Release of censu s of di rector diversity of top 50 NC public corporations 

Other Center Programming 
Central Bank of Nigeria Training on Bank Holding Companies, 
(field trip to BB&T) 

North Carolina Bank D~rectors’ College (p~anned l~r summer 
Dan K. Moore Program in E~hlcs (October or 

ideas l~r upcoming program? 

Ne~ York Leclure Series - Sponsored by The Clearh~g House 

2:10 Other Items 

2:30 Adjourn 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
Board of Advisors Meeting 

Worable+ Carlyle, Sandridge &. Rice 

Welcome and Introductions 
Lissa thanked Steve Dunlevie a~td Chris Leon tiom Womble Carlyle t’~r bosdng the 
meeting The meeting began no~,vithstanding technical difPiculties in beginning the 
cord~rence call The conference call was connected latei in the meeting and those still on 
the call were able to participate in the discnssion Everyone in the room introdnced 
themselves (see list at page ,l) 

Minutes and Board Members 
The minutes from the meeting were approved The board unanimously 
approved Meg Tayhar t’rom Davis Polk to replace John Douglas as the firm’s board 
repiesentative whde John is on a tluee-yea~ sabbatical to ro mn a church program in the 
norihem half of the l)ominican Republic I,issa noted that Megwas the co-autho~ vdth 
Professor Saule Omarova of an article on the definition of bank under the Bank ttoldlng 
CompaW Act published in a recent issue of the Review of Banking and Financial Law 

Banking Institute 
bl preparation ~or the discussion of the Banking Institute, I.issa briefly reviewed the 

Banking lnstitote The total number of attendees was the largest ever and just one 
short of the largest numbe~ of paid attendees Of the 237 people attending some part of 
the program, 139 were from North Carolina Twenty-five participants were from DC or 
Virginia, eight from Georgia, six tiom Texas, and five from Georgia Forty-two 
pal~icipanrs were affiliated with a bank, with Bank of America leading the way with 
twelve participants Cadwalader once again sent the largest number of’participants flora 

a single fim~ nineteen, Moore & Van Allen had night registrants and Hunton & 
Williams sent seven attorneys to the program Twenty-four banking journal students 
atte*tded Almost half of the participants beard about the program through their bank or 
firm which was a program sponsor The financial results were positive The Clearing 
House sponsoied an upgraded reception Expenses fBr speakei travel and lodging were 
slightly higher ihan in ihe past, in part because the Banking Institute absorbed ihe extra 
lodging expenses of those teaching at the ABCs of Banklng Law program held the day 
before the Banldng Institute 

Speakers and pa*ml topics t’~I the     Banking Institute to be held at The Ritz-Carlton in 
Charlotte on , were also discussed That discussion is captured on tbe 
separate document, Banking Institute Planning 

Volume 17 of the North Carolina Banking Institute ,Iournal 
aIld were present 

represenOngtbebankingjoumal The journal ended the              fiscal yearwitb 
net income oP $5,587 and a cash balance of $29,788 Studen t stafP members a~ e 
beginning *heir notes and members of the board will receive a list of students and note 
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topics and are invited to contact them via emall if the board members (or someone the,,, 
know) can provide knowledge, advice, or context about a particular topic 
The journal’s orientation for new staffraember is tomol~ow (         ) and the journal 
has arranged as part of the orientation day a career lunch with five attorneys, three of 
whom are jonrnal alums, to discuss their day-to-day work and to provide candid advice to 
the studems about thdr ~esumes Thanks to Carnder~ Betz, K&L Gates; Debra Eidsor~, 
Se]f-Help (redit Union; Phillip Kennedy, Xeriura I echnologies; Matt McGuire, Alston 
& Bird; and Stuart Pdgot, Gaeta & Eveson t’~,r their time and efforts 

The journal is planning its next Career Trek over fall break on Thursday,           to 
Winston-Salem The students will be hosted by BB&T and Wornble Car]yle Thanks to 
Bob Johnson and Tim Shelburne of BB&T, and Chris Leon of Womble for assisting with 
this event 

The ABCs of B~nldng 
Lissa Broome and Karol Sparks reviewed this prodam which was held t’~r the first time 
on          the day preceding the annual Banldng Institute Thanks to Moore & Van 
Al]en 1"o~ providing the space 1"o~ the program, which greatly reduced the costs of p~tting 
on this e~’ent ~here were twenty-eight pa~’~icipants The program made money, but 
some of the program’s costs ~i,r speaker trax, el and lodging were absorbed by the Banking 
institute, since many of the pro.~am’s panelists were also panelists at the Banking 
Institute 

The Board decided to hosting the program a second consecutive year (instead of pntting it 
on an evetW-other-vear rotation) to ttT to build momentum Suggestions included trying 
to market the program to experienced attorneys needing an ovetwiew or t@ ng to be sure 
they were caught up vdth all recent developments It was also suggested that the program 
could be m~keted to ba*tk risk and complia*me prolkssionals as wall as to bank 
examiners who might find the one-day overview of the bank regulatolw structure helpful 
in their work Paul Donohue of I)~ed space at Alston ~ Bi~d 1"o~ the program Karol noted 
that we vd II need to find a substitute panelist for John Douglas who covered deposit 
insurance and bank failures Other instructors included Karol, Lissa, Scott Cammarn, 
Gene Katz, and Lawrence Ba~ter (Duke Law School) 

Paul Saltzrnar~ of The Clea~ing House had previously suggested holding a program in 
New York City in col~junction with the Center’s New York Lecture Series The costs of 
holding a program in Neu, York would likely be high Karol’ s experience with similar 
programs on banking law basics hi New York is that they have not drawn a lot of people 
from the area Karol noted the success of a 2 !’; day version of the program held at the 
George Washington University Law School this summer with fifiy-fi~ e or so in 
mtendance Scoti Cammarn suggested an alternative ABCs Program on swaps and 
derivatives Following this year’s version of the ABCs of Bankir~g Law program we will 
consider whether to schedule a third session of the program in Charlotte, a session in 
New York City, or to develop an ABCs on Swaps and Derivatives pursuant to Scott 



Cemer Budget 
I,issa revie~ved the Cente~ ’s sources of ~nds which include registration fees fl~m the 
Bank Directors’ College and the Broadening Corporate Board Diversity" program, 
sponsorship girls, income from endowments, and cunent use fimds These receipts 
suppol~ed the expenses of the Center Pledges t¥om the Beischer Challenge are 
continuing to be paid Unfortunately, some of the li~nds endowed during the Beischer 
Cha]lenge are undet~,vater and not yet yieldi ng a payout 

The Board of Advisors voted to permit the following distributions out of the Sponsorship 
fund account which has a current balance of just over $50,000: 

$4,000 to the Journal to help of’rEel the cost of stadent transportation and lodging 
at the annual Banking Institute 

~ Up to $20,000, if needed, to fund the salad" and benefits of the Center’s assistant 
,, $3,000 to add to the scholarship of 

Lissa suggested that the Scholarship committee select two scholarship ~ecipients in 
, one of whom would receive the scholarship ~?om the endowed 

scholarship account (in the approximate amount of $7,000), and the second recipient to 
receive a scholarship in an equal amount to be paid out of sponsorship funds 

Other        A,etivltles mml Opl}ortunltles for Board Involvement 
Lissa reviewed the upcoming Center events and invited Board members to participate in 
these events More details about each e~’ent begin at page XX 

~ The Dan K Moore Program in Ethics, 
,, The New York Lecture Series sponsored by The Clearing House: Domestic Bank 

Regulation in a Global Environment 
The Politica] Economy of Financial Regulation, Washington, DC, 

o Law firm sponsors ($2,500) 
Festivalofl,egal I.earning, Consumer I.aw and Consumer Credit Symposium 
Febmat3, 8-9 

* Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat. 
o Fiml or company sponsors ($[,000) 

,, NC Bank Directors’ College (likely to be held in , unless there is su~tlcient 
demand for a session in 

Other Betas in the Annual Report 
Lissa invited board members to review pages 7-13 of the Annual Repol~ which detail 
other activities of the Center during          She pointed out the strong publishing 
record of Professo~ Sau]e Omarova, and noted that she has become a recognized expert 
on financial regulation 

The meeting adjourned at 2:00 pm 
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August ~eeti~g Atte~dance (in person) B) Phone 

BT Atkinson, B~yarl Cave Geol" Adams, Smith Andersoa (fbr John Je~nigan) 
David Batty Winston & Strawn Nathan Batts, NC Bankers Association 

Reid Brewer, Sandier O Ne I1 (guest) Ruff~s Bea~y, II) Bank 

Lissa Broome, UNC School of Law Jack Boger, UNC School of Law 

Sco~ Clark, Sandier O’Neill James B~Tant, Kingstree Group 

l~C School of Law AP Carlton, Alien, Pinnix & Nichols 

Paul Donotme, Alston & Bird Jer~ Comizio, Paul Hastings 

Steve Dt flex, e, Womble Carlyle Beth DeSimone, FNB UaiIed Corp aI [ 

Tony Gaeta, Gaeta & Eveson Tom Dunn, Moore & Van Allen (ret) 

Rink Hazle~t, Moore & an Allen Adam Feibelman, Tulane Law School 

Jim Hedrick, McGuire Woods Leonard Gilberk Holland & Knight 

Carol I~tselberger, Ma}er Bro~n Charles Horn, Morrison & Foers*er 

Jewell Hoover, Hoover and Associates Phillip Huber, Hutchison Company 

Char]es Kabugo-Musoke, Smilh Andelson Jergv HursL RBC Bank (Geolgia), NA 

Germ Katz ~e[ls Fa~o Bob Jo[mson. BB&T 

Don Lampe, Dykema Kenneth Johnston, Kane Russell 

Renee LeB[anc-Allman, Winston & Strawn Satish Kini, Debevoise 

Mike Nedzba[a, Hunton & Williams Bill Lathan, Ward & Smith 

Ed O’Keefe, Bank of ~efica Chris Leon, Womble Carlyle 

RN ?h Strayho- , Cape Po’nt Ad~sory PaWners, LI.C Meghan I.luberas, King & Spalding 

Susan I al-nower, Kilpatrick Stockton (fol Paul Pilecki) Jake I.utz, % outman Sanders 

UNC School of Law Dan McCarde]l, The Clea~ing House 

Kimberly Zirkle, Moore & Van Allen (~est) Ed O’Keefe, Bank of America 

Rcggie O Shields, FcderN Home Loan Bank of 

Atlanta 

Pat Oliver, Votys SaIer 

Steve Poe, Bell, Davis & Pitt 

Hank R al slon. Robinson Bi adshaw 

Ron Raxter, Wil]iams Mul]en 

Paul Re~’nolds, Fifth Third 

Albe~ M Salem Jr <ret) 

Joe Smith, Poyner & Spruill 

Kaml Sparks, Ba~ack Fer~azzano 

Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk 

Bi]l Wagner, Raymond James 

UNC School o[’Law 
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Center Programs for 2012-13 

Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics: Adjnsting to the "Ne~ NormaF~: Ethical 
Challenges lbr In-House and Outside Counsel 
Friday~ October 26~ 2012~ The William m~cl Ida Friday Continuing Eclucatlm~ 
Center 

Registration fee $195; $’~50 if three or more registrants from one 
organization 

Program ISghligbts lnclude: 
o Review of privilege and conflicts issues common for businesses 
o Discussion of expectations of general counsel for outside counsel wfih respect to 

budgeting, billing, staffing, communication, coordination 
Examination of ethical and practical issues presented by outside counsel 
guidelines 

, Exploration of ethical issues in disaggregating legal ser,,ices and outsourcing 
Examination of allocating and sharing responsibility for errors, omissions, or 
v*orse 

The panelists are: 

Peter C Buck, Robinson. Bradshaw & Itinson 

Bernard A Burk, UNC School of Law 

Jana J Litsey, Deputy General Counsel and Director of I.itigafion and Regulatory 
lnqulrles tbr Bank of A~nerlca 

James P McLougblin, Jr, Bank of Amefica 

Karen A Popp, Sidley Austin 

Sandra van der Vaart, Senior Vice P~ esident and General Counsel for I.abCo~p 

The Clearh~g House and tJniversi~y of North Carolh~a Cen~er for Banking and 
Finance Fall Lectnre Series: Domestic Bank Regnlation in a Global Environment- 
A Comparative Dialogne, The Metropolilan Club, Ne~ York City 
November 14, 2012 
Domestic financial institutions are impacted by the u, ork of international standard se*ters 
like the Basel (ommiltee of the Bank for International Settlements and the Financial 
S~abili~- Board Cross-border financiN institutions straggle with the issues raised by 
operations in muhiple countries white being primarily regulaled by their home stale 
regulmor What is the appropriate balance between domestic regulation and global 
financial ~egulafions? Should there be different t~ameworks [~r whol]y domestic 
instilotions and those that operate globa]ly? How do the post-crisis approaches to home 
count~T regulation taken by the Vickers Commission and the Dodd-Frank Ac* fffec* the 

activities of financial institutions in host cottntfie8~? 

o Mdchael tlelfer, Vice-Chairman, Citi 
Lissa Broome, Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
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Pandi sts: 
Cyrus Amir-Mokri, Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions. US 
Deparml ent of trea sut~ 

* Chris Bates, Clifford (hance 
* Chris BrummeL Georgetown University Law Center 
~ Robert Hockett, Cornell Law School 

The Political Economy of Bank Regulation 
Thursday and Friday, February 7-8, 2813 
At George Washington University I,a~+ School 
Co-sponsored by: 

George Washington University Law School’s Center for Law, Economics & 
Finance (C-LEAF) 
Universit~ of North Ca~ olina Schoo] of I,aw’s (;enter t’o~ Banking and [-inance 
University of Connecticut School of Law’s Insurance Law Center 
institute for Law and Economic Policy 

Keynote speakers: 
Simon Johnson, MI[ S[oan Management 

, lVl~chael Barr, Michigan 

, Joseph Stiglitz. Columbia (invited) 
Panels: 

Regulatory State, Capture, and Financial Regulation Retbrm 
c, Lissa Broome, UNC, moderator 
o RachelBarkow, NYU 
r) ChrstiFord, Britisb Columbia 
o Sandy Gordon, NYU 
> Jake Gersen, Hacv-a~ d 

Capture Dynamics in Agencies 
o ltowell Jackson, ltarvard, moderator 
o Gera~vt Cap6o, Williams 
r) Ha~’ey Goldschmid, Columbia 
o Robert Jenkins, FSA 
<> Brett McDonnell, Mhmesota 

Financialization, Economic Opportunity, and the Future of American Democracy 
o Pat McCoy, Connecticut, moderator 
o Bob Fiank, Comell Johnson School of Management 
<> Robert Hockett, Cornell 
o Tim Noah, Neu, Republic 
o Ma*c Scbneiberg, Reed College 
o Don Tomaskovic-Devey, 1 niversity of Massachusetts 

Political Accountabili~- Campaign Finance and Reg~llatoW Reform 
o Ed Labaton, ra~stltute fl, r Law & Economic Policy, moderator 
o Catherine H~er, NYU 
o James Kwak, Connecticut 
o Heidi Schooner, Catllolic University 



Mdchael Waldman, N’*qd Brennan Center for Justice 

Roundtuhle Future Direction Post-Election 
.am Wilmar~h, George Washington, moderator 
Lawrence Baxter, Duke 
Jim Cox, Duke 
Michael Oreenberger, Ma@and 
Steve Labaton, special advisor Goldman Sachs (former NWT reporter) 
Frank Pm~tnoy. San Diego 

Thursday, FebruaW 7 Dinner lbr Speakers and Sponsors Stan]ey Spolkin 

The Banking Journal has agreed to publish a special issue with papers from this 
conference in fall 20 It 

Sponsorships: $2,500 for inclusion on website and program materials, Sporkin dinner, 
cont’erence atiendance (unlimited m~rnber, but advance registrafi on required), copy of 
Banking Journal volume 

Festival of Legal Lcarrdng, Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium 
Frida3 attd Satmday, February 8-9 2013. Friday Cenle~. Cbapd Hill 
The Festival is an ec]ectic CLE pmg~am he]d over two days Each hour there a~e at least 
8 separate topics available for participants to select t’rom during each hour 

The ABCs ol" Banking Law 
March 20, 2013, ABton + Bird, Charlotte, NC 
Encourage new lawyers, seasoned professionals looking t’~r a big picture review, hank 
compliance or risk professionals to attend 

2013 Banking Institute 
Thursday and Friday, March 21-22. 2013, The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. NC 

Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat 
51ay 29, 2013, Chapel Hill, NC 
Enrollmem is limited to 25 potential diverse corporme directors Panelists include 
cu~ent board members, corporNe governance expels, and those involved in board 

recruitment Participants learn about tbe job of a director, how to position oneself for a 
dh-ector position, and resources avNlahle to assist with that process We will solicit 
corporatu sponsors this y ear In return tk~r a $1,000 sponsorship, each corporalion will be 
prominently listed in the program material s, invited to send two high potential employees 

to attend tbe prodam, and invited to select a ddecto~ Io appea~ as a panelist 

Nolth Catv, lina Baiik Directors’ College 
2014 
Palll J. Rizzo Conference Center, (hapel Hill 
This pro~am is co-sponsored with the North Carolina Commissioner of Banks and the 
1- I)1(     We wdl only offer this prog~ am in 2013 if there is sufficietu demand 
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IINC School of Lag’ Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors Meefing 

12:40 Introductions (circulate sign-in sheet) 
12;50 Approve Proposed Ne~ Members 

NC Banking Iastitute journal 
BarU Harris, Ffi st Citizens, Raleigh 
Mark Kanaly, Alston & Bird, Atlanta 

NC Banking Institute journal ( 
Tom Va~tanian, Dechert, Washington, DC 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 

Resignations 
Benjami~ Brownlow (former h~sfimte Editor) 
Charles Kahugo-Musuoke (former Editor-in-Chie0 
Kent Carstater, tk~immly ofFBR & Co 

12:55 Approve Notes from Augnst Meeting {pp. 5-11) 

Set date and location for second Board of Advisors meeting 
Purpose: to identify panel topics, coordinators and speakers; to review the 
Center’s annual report lk~x 
Proposed: Monday,          ; location? Call in capability 

1:05 Report of Sckolarship Committee 
Expected payout (approx $7000) from endowed scholarship 
Second scholm ship of equa] amount t’oml sponsorship current use 
Scholarship recipients for 

l:10 Report on Fundraising 

Beischer Challenge 

1:20 Allocation of Sponsor Funds 
$4,000 to oftset rooms and travel for Banking Journal students 
Approximately $7,000 to fi.md second scholarship 

1:25 Banking Journal Topics 
Io lbroome@email unc edu by 

Report on Career Trek 
BB&T and Womble Carlyle, Thursday, 
ErNC fall break) 
Proposed Career Trek, Hosts? 

{first day of 

1:30 Report on The Political Economy of Financial Regulation 
Washington, DC 

Thanks to The Clearing House and Poyner Spmill for sponsorships 



:40 

:45 

1:55 

2:00 

Specla[ Volume of the journal to be published this fall 

Video available at http:ll’aa~a~ la~, g~ edulNe~vsi20 ]2- 
Events/Pages/Politi cal Economy aspx 

Preliminary report on Tile ABCs of Banking Law 

~aculty 
Hosted by Alston I Bird 

Prelimlnary report on Banking Institute 

Please respond to online survey 

Begin planning for Institute 
Feedback on hotel 
P~tential dates for next year (pp 3-4) 
Begin thinking about speakers and panel topics (especially if imerested in 
coordinating a panel) and send in advance of August meeting 

Update on Director Diversity Initiative 
"Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board 

Seat," https:i/ddi law unc edu/programs/default aspx 
Rizzo Conference Coaxer, Cbapel Hill 

Potential Diverse Dh’ector Database, 
https:i/ddi la,a, unc edu/database/lo~n aspx 

Release of censu s of di rector diversity of top 50 NC public corporations 

Other Center Programming 
Central Bank of Nigeria Training on Bank Holding Companies, 
(field trip to BB&T) 

North Carolina Bank Directors’ College (planned l~r summer 
Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics (October or 

ideas for upcoming program’? 

Ne~ York I,ecture Series - St~onsored by The Clearing House 

2:10 Other Items 

2:30 Adjourn 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
Board of Advisors Meeting 

Worable+ Carlyle, Sandridge &. Rice 

Welcome and Introductions 
Lissa thanked Steve Dunlevie a~td Chris Leon tiom Womble Carlyle t’~r bosdng the 
meeting The meeting began no~,vithstanding technical difficulties in beginning the 
cord~rence call The conference call was connected latei in the meeting and those still on 
the call were able to participate in the discnssion Everyone in the room introdnced 
themselves (see list at page ,l) 

Minutes and Board Members 
The minutes from the meeting were approved The board unanimously 
approved Meg Tayhar t’rom Davis Polk to replace John Douglas as the firm’s board 
repiesentative whde John is on a tluee-yea~ sabbatical to ro mn a church program in the 
norihem half of the l)ominican Republic I,issa noted that Megwas the co-autho~ vdth 
Professor Saule Omarova of an article on the definition of bank under the Bank ttoldlng 
CompaW Act published in a recent issue of the Review of Banking and Financial Law 

Banking Institute 
bl preparation ~or the discussion of the Banking Institute, I.issa briefly reviewed the 

Banking lnstitote The total number of attendees was the largest ever and just one 
short of the largest numbe~ of paid attendees Of the 237 people attending some part of 
the program, 139 were from North Carolina Twenty-five participants were from DC or 
Virginia, eight from Georgia, six tiom Texas, and five from Georgia Forty-two 
pal~icipanrs were affiliated with a bank, with Bank of America leading the way with 
twelve participants Cadwalader once again sent the largest number of’participants flora 

a single fim~ nineteen, Moore & Van Allen had night registrants and Hunton & 
Williams sent seven attorneys to the program Twenty-four banking journal students 
atte*tded Almost half of the participants beard about the program through their bank or 
firm which was a program sponsor The financial results were positive The Clearing 
House sponsoied an upgraded reception Expenses fBr speakei travel and lodging were 
slightly higher ihan in ihe past, in parr because the Banking Institute absorbed ihe extra 
lodging expenses of those teaching at the ABCs of Banklng Law program held the day 
before the Banldng Institute 

Speakers and pa*ml topics t’c~i the     Banking Institute to be held at The Ritz-Carlton in 
Charlotte on , were also discussed That discussion is captured on tbe 
separate document, Bankina Instit~te Planning 

Volume 17 of the North Carolina Banking Institute ,Iournal 
aIld , were present 

represen~l{g the banking journal Thejourn£1 ended the             , fiscal year with 

net income oP $5,587 and a cash balance of $29,788 Student stafP members ar e 
beginning ~heir notes and members of the board will receive a list of students and note 
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topics and are invited to contact them via emall if the board members (or someone the,,, 
know) can provide knowledge, advice, or context about a particular topic 
The journal’s orientation for new staffraember is tomol~ow (          I and the journal 
has arranged as part of the orientation day a career lunch with five attorneys, three of 
whom are jonrnal alums, to discuss their day-to-day work and to provide candid advice to 
the studems about thdr ~esumes Thanks to Carnder~ Betz, K&L Gates; Debra Eidsor~, 
Se]f-Help (redit Union; Phillip Kennedy, Xerium I echnologies; Matt McGuire, Alston 
& Bird; and Stuart Pdgot, Gaeta & Eveson t’~,r their time and efforts 

The journal is planning its next Career Trek over fall break on Thursday,           to 
Winston-Salem The students will be hosted by BB&T and Wornble Car]yle Thanks to 
Bob Johnson and Tim Shelburne of BB&T, and Chris Leon of Womble for assisting with 
this event 

The ABCs of B~nldng 
Lissa Broome and Karol Sparks reviewed this prodam which was held t’~r the first time 
on March 28, the day preceding the annual Banldng Institute Thanks to Moore & Van 
Al]en lb~ providing the space lb~ the program, which greatly reduced the costs of p~tting 
on this e~’ent ~here were twenty-eight pa~’~icipants The program made money, but 
some of the program’s costs ~i,r speaker trax, el and lodging were absorbed by the Banking 
institute, since many of the pro.~am’s panelists were also panelists at the Banking 
Institute 

The Board decided to hosting the program a second consecutive year (instead of pntting it 
on an evetW-other-vear rotation) to ttT to build momentum Suggestions included trying 
to market the program to experienced attorneys needing an ovetwiew or t@ ng to be sure 
they were caught up with all recent developments It was also suggested that the program 
could be m~keted to ba*tk risk and complia*me prolkssionals as wall as to bank 
examiners who might find the one-day overview of the bank regulatolw structure helpful 
in their work Paul Donohue of I)~ed space at Alston ~ Bi~d lb~ the program Karol noted 
that we vd II need to find a substitute panelist for John Douglas who covered deposit 
insurance and bank failures Other instructors included Karol, Lissa, Scott Cammarn, 
Gene Katz, and Lawrence Ba~ter (Duke Law School) 

Paul Saltzrnar~ of The Clea~ing House had previously suggested holding a program in 
New York City in col~junction with the Center’s New York Lecture Series The costs of 
holding a program in Neu, York would likely be high Karol’ s experience with similar 
programs on banking law basics hi New York is that they have not drawn a lot of people 
from the area Karol noted the success of a 2 !’; day version of the program held at the 
George Washington University Law School this summer with fifiy-fi~ e or so in 
mtendance Scoti Cammarn suggested an alternative ABCs Program on swaps and 
derivatives Following this year’s version of the ABCs of Bankir~g Law program we will 
consider whether to schedule a third session of the program in Charlotte, a session in 
New York City, or to develop an ABCs on Swaps and Derivatives pursuant to Scott 



Cemer Budget 
I,issa revie~ved the Cente~ ’s sources of ~nds which include registration fees fl~m the 
Bank Directors’ College and the Broadening Corporate Board Diversity" program, 
sponsorship girls, income from endowments, and cunent use fimds These receipts 
suppol~ed the expenses of the Center Pledges t¥om the Beischer Challenge are 
continuing to be paid Unfortunately, some of the li~nds endowed during the Beischer 
Cha]lenge are undet~,vater and not yet yieldi ng a payout 

The Board of Advisors voted to permit the following distributions out of the Sponsorship 
fund account which has a current balance of just over $50,000: 

$4,000 to the Journal to help of’rEel the cost of stadent transportation and lodging 
at the annual Banking Institute 

~ Up to $20,000, if needed, to fund the salad" and benefits of the Center’s assistant 
,, $3,000 to add to the scholarship of 

Lissa suggested that the Scholarship committee select two scholarship ~ecipients in 
, one of whom would receive the scholarship ~?om the endowed 

scholarship account (in the approximate amount of $7,000), and the second recipient to 
receive a scholarship in an equal amount to be paid out of sponsorship funds 

Other        A,etivltles mml Opl}ortunltles for Board Involvement 
Lissa reviewed the upcoming Center events and invited Board members to participate in 
these events More details about each e~’ent begin at page XX 

~ The Dan K Moore Program in Ethics, 
,, The New York Lecture Series sponsored by The Clearing House: Domestic Bank 

Regulation in a Global Environment Novembel 14 
~ The Politica] Economy of Financial Regulation, Washington. DC, 

o Law firm sponsors ($2,500) 
Festivalofl,egal I.earning, Consumer I.aw and Consumer Credit Symposium 

Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat. 
o Fiml or company sponsors ($[,000) 

NC Bank Directors’ College (likely to be held in      unless there is su~tlcient 
demand for a session in     ) 

Other Betas in the Annual Report 
Lissa invited board members to review pages 7-13 of the Annual Repol~ which detail 
other activities of the Center during          She pointed out the strong publishing 
record of Professo~ Sau]e Omarova, and noted that she has become a recognized expert 
on financial regulation 

The meeting adjourned at 2:00 pm 
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August ~eeti~g Atte~dance (in person) B) Phone 

BT Atkinson, B~yarl Cave Geol" Adams, Smith Andersoa (fbr John Je~nigan) 
David Batty Winston & Strawn Nathan Batts, NC Bankers Association 

Reid Brewer, Sandier O Ne I1 (guest) Ruff~s Bea~y, II) Bank 

Lissa Broome, UNC School of Law Jack Boger, UNC School of Law 

Sco~ Clark, Sandier O’Neill James B~Tant, Kingstree Group 

l~C School of Law AP Carlton, Alien, Pinnix & Nichols 

Paul Donotme, Alston & Bird Jer~ Comizio, Paul Hastings 

Steve Dt flex, e, Womble Carlyle Beth DeSimone, FNB UaiIed Corp aI [ 

Tony Gaeta, Gaeta & Eveson Tom Dunn, Moore & Van Allen (ret) 

Rink Hazle~t, Moore & an Allen Adam Feibelman, Tulane Law School 

Jim Hedrick, McGuire Woods Leonard Gilberk Holland & Knight 

Carol I~tselberger, Ma}er Bro~n Charles Horn, Morrison & Foers*er 

Jewell Hoover, Hoover and Associates Phillip Huber, Hutchison Company 

Char]es Kabugo-Musoke, Smilh Andelson Jergv HursL RBC Bank (Geolgia), NA 

Germ Katz ~e[ls Fa~o Bob Jo[mson. BB&T 

Don Lampe, Dykema Kenneth Johnston, Kane Russell 

Renee LeB[anc-Allman, Winston & Strawn Satish Kini, Debevoise 

Mike Nedzba[a, Hunton & Williams Bill Lathan, Ward & Smith 

Ed O’Keefe, Bank of ~efica Chris Leon, Womble Carlyle 

RN ?h Strayho- , Cape Po’nt Ad~sory PaWners, LI.C Meghan I.luberas, King & Spalding 

Susan I al-nower, Kilpatrick Stockton (fol Paul Pilecki) Jake I.utz, % outman Sanders 

UNC School of Law Dan McCarde]l, The Clea~ing House 

Kimberly Zirkle, Moore & Van Allen (~est) Ed O’Keefe, Bank of America 

Rcggie O Shields, FcderN Home Loan Bank of 

Atlanta 

Pat Oliver, Votys SaIer 

Steve Poe, Bell, Davis & Pitt 

Hank R al slon. Robinson Bi adshaw 

Ron Raxter, Wil]iams Mul]en 

Paul Re~’nolds, Fifth Third 

Albe~ M Salem Jr <ret) 

Joe Smith, Poyner & Spruill 

Kaml Sparks, Ba~ack Fer~azzano 

Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk 

Bi]l Wagner, Raymond James 

UNC School o[’Law 
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Center Programs for 

Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics: Adjnsting to the "Ne~ NormaF~: Ethical 
Challenges lbr In-House and Outside Counsel 
Friday~ , The William m~cl Ida Friday Continuing Eclucatlm~ 
Center 

Registration fee $195; $’~50 if three or more registrants from one 
organization 

Program ISghligbts Include: 
o Review of privilege and conflicts issues comraon for businesses 
o Discussion of expectations of general counsel for outside counsel wfih respect to 

budgeting, billing, staffing, communication, coordination 
Examination of ethical and practical issues presented by outside counsel 
guidelines 

, Exploration of ethical issues in disaggregating legal sep,’ices and outsourcing 
Examination of allocating and sharing responsibility for errors, omissions, or 
v*orse 

The panelists are: 

Peter C Buck, Robinson. Bradshaw & Itinson 

Bernard A Burk, UNC School of Law 

Jana J Litsey, Deputy General Counsel and Director of I.itigafion and Regulatory 
Inquiries tbr Bank of-aanerlca 

James P McLougblin, Jr, Bank of Amefica 

Karen A Popp, Sidley Austin 

Sandra van der Vaart, Senior Vice P~ esident and General Counsel for I.abCo~p 

The Clearh~g House and Universily of Norlh Carolh~a Center for Banking and 
Finance Fall Lectnre Series: Domestic Bank Regnlation in a Global Environment- 
A Comparative Dialogne, The Metropolitan Club, Ne~ York City 

Domestic financial institutions are impacted by the u, ork of international standard setters 
like the Basel (ommiltee of the Bank for International Settlements and the Financial 
Stabili~- Board Cross-border financial institutions straggle with the issues raised by 
operations in muhiple countfies while being primarily regulated by their home state 
regulator What is the appropriate balance between domestic regulation and global 
financial ~egulations? Should there be different t~ameworks [~r whol]y domestic 
instilutions and those that operate globa]ly? How do the post-crisis approaches to home 
count~T regulation taken by the Vickers Commission and the Dodd-Frank Act affect the 

activities of financial institutions in host countfie8’~ 

, Mfichael tlelfer, Vice-Chairman, Citi 
Lissa Broome, Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
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Pandi sts: 
Cyrus Amir-Mokri, Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions. US 
Deparml ent of trea sut~ 

* Chris Bates, Clifford (hance 
* Chris BrummeL Georgetown University Law Center 
~ Robert Hockett, Comell Law School 

The Political Economy of Bank Regulation 
Thursday and Friday, 
At George Washington University I,a~+ School 
Co-sponsored by: 

George Washington University Law School’s Center for Law, Economics & 

Finance (C-LE,~) 
Universit? of NoAh Ca~ olina Schoo] of Law’s (;enter t~ Banking and Einance 
University of Connecticut School of Law’s Insurance Law Center 
~stitute for Law and Economic Policy 

Keynote speakers: 
¢ Simon Johnson MI[ S[oan Management 

, N~chael Barr, Michigan 
~ Joseph Stiglitz. Columbia (invited) 

Panels: 

, Regulatory State, Capture, and Financial Regtdation Retbrm 

o Lissa Broome, UNC, moderator 
o ~chelBarkow, NYU 
o ChrstiFoN, Britisb Columbia 
o Sandy Gordon, NYU 

~ Jake Gersen, Hatw-a~ d 
Cap~ure Dynamics in Agencies 

o ltowell Jackson, lta~’ard, moderator 
o Gerald Capiio, Williams 
o Ha~’ey Goldschmid, Columbia 

o Robe~ JenMns, FSA 
~ Brett McDonnell, Mhmesota 

Financializafion, Economic Oppo[tunity, and the Futu[e of’American Democracy 
o Pat McCoy, Connecticut, moderator 
o Bob Fiank, Comell Johnson School of Management 

~ Robe~ Hockelt, Cornell 
o Tim Noah, Neu, Republic 

o Ma*c Schneiberg, Reed College 

o Don Tomaskovic-Devey, i niversity of Massachusetts 

Politica] Accountabili~- Campaign Finance and Regi~latoD’ Ret~rm 
o Ed Labaton, E~stltute fl, r Law & Economic Policy, moderator 

o Catherine H~er, NYU 
o James Kwak, Connecticut 

o Heidi Schoone[, Catholic University 
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Nrdchael Waldman, NX~’~d Brennan Center for Justice 
Roundtuble Future Direction Post-Election 

.az~t Wilmar~h, George Washi~lgton, moderator 
Lawrence Baxter, Duke 
Jim Cox, Duke 
Michael Greenberger, Ma@and 
Steve Labaton, special advisor Goldman Sachs (former NYT reporler) 
Fra*tk Pmanoy. San Diego 

Thursday, Dinner lbr Speakers and Sponsors Stanley Spolkin 

The Banking Journal has agreed to publish a special issue with papers from this 
conference in fall 

Spoxtsorships: $2,500 for inclusion on website and program materials, Sporkin dinner, 
cont’erence ariendance (unlimited mamber, but advance registrati on required), copy of 
Banking Journal volume 

Fcstiv~l of Legal Lc~rrdng, Consumer Law and Consumer Credit S?mposium 
Frida’. attd Satmday,                   Friday Cenle~, Cbapd Hill 
The Festival is an eclectic CLE p~og~am held over two days Each hour there a~e at least 
8 separate topics available for pa~icipants to select fl-om during each hour 

The ABCs ol" Banking Law 
ABton + Bird, Charlotte, NC 

Exmourage new lawyers, seasoned professionals looldxtg tk~r a big picture review, bank 
compliance or risk professionals to attend 

Banki~g [nstR~te 
Thursday and Friday, The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. NC 

Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat 
Chapel IlilL NC 

Enrollment is limited to 25 potential diverse corporate directors Panelists include 
current board members, corporate governance experts, and those involved in board 
recruitment Participants learn about tbe job of a director, how to position oneself for a 
director position, and resources available to assist with that process We will solicit 
corporate spo*taors this y ear In return t’c~r a $1,000 sponsorship, each corporation will be 
prominently listed in the program material s. invited to send two high potential employees 
to attend tbe program, and invited to select a ddecto~ to appear as a panelist 

North Carolina Ba~tk Directors’ College 

Paul .I. Rizzo (m~ference Center, (hapel Hill 
This pro~am is co-sponsored with the North Carolina Commissioner of Banks and the 
FDI(     We will only of Per this prog~ am in      if there is suft5 cietu demand 
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Lissa Broome 

Meg Tahyer 

Jerry Comizio 

Charles Horn 

Bob Johnson 

Don Lampe 

Chris Leon 

Marion Cowell 

Rufus Beaty 

Steve Dunlevie 

Mark Kanaly 

Erich Helludd for Paul Pilecki 

Meghan Lluberas 

B.T~ Atkinson 

Ralph Strayhorn 

Jacob A. Lutz 

Jeff Wolfe for John Jernigan 

Hank Ralston 
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Karol Sparks 

Joseph A. Smith Jr. 
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Beth DeSimone 

John W. Springer 

Michael D. Waters 

William Ray 
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Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft 

Bank of America 

Wells Fargo 

KRCL 

Fifth Third Bancorp 

Kane, Russell, Coleman + LoBan 

Sun Trust 

Barack Ferrazzano 

Poyner Spruill, LLP 

American SavJn~s Bank 

FNB United Corp~ 

Nelson Mullins 

Jones Walker 

UNC 

UNC 

UNC 

UNC 

Ward and Smith, PA 

WyrJck Robbins 











2011-2012 Amlual Report 

Mission. To play a leadership ~ole in the continual evoluIion of the financial services industry 
by studying the legal and policy issues related to banking and finance, ad’~ancing the teaching of 
banking and finance, and sponsoring educational conferences for industry proi~ssionals 

The Center and its Staff. The Center for Banking and Finance was established on July 1, 2000, 
and has ius~ completed its twelfth full year of operations The director of the Center, Prot~ssor 
Lissa Broome has a reduced teaching load Since 2009, Conrad Bo~z has provided 
adminisuative support fo~ the Center 

Jacqueline Caflock in the Oftice of Continuing Legal Education provides program support for 
the Dan K Moore Pro,gain in Ethics, the Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium at 
the Festival of Legal Learning, the ABCs of Banking Law, and the Banking Institute Brandon 
Wright f~om the Office for Advancement p~o’vides invaluable assistance with fund~aising and 
grams Other law school departments, including fiscal affairs, information lechnology, and 
faculty support, provide additional help when requested LrNC Law t:aculty assist the Center as 
needed Several faculty work closely with the Center, inc]~ding Bernie Burk, John Conley Tom 
Hazen, and Saule Omarova 

Research pmiects of fl~e Cemer are supported by student research assistants who work under the 
direction of the Center’s director During the summer of 2011 and [br the 2011-12 academic 
year, the (ente~’s research assistant was Benjamin Brown]ow ((lass of 2012) David Hammel 
(Class of 201,0 is the summer 2012 research assistant The 24 students who served as staff and 
editors of Volume 16 of the banking journal also furthered the Center’s research mission 

Many members of the Center’s Board of Advisors p~ovide countless hours assisting in the 
Center’s activities 

Governance. Ihe Center is guided by a disting~.lished Board of Advisors Board members 
volunteer their time to assist the Center in its many activities The board includes the general 
counsels of Bank of America, Wells Fargo & Company, BB&T, RBC Bank, and SunTmst 
Banks, ],nc Other members include distinguished balaking law practitioners t¥om firm s in North 
Carolina and throughout the country Tom Hazen and Saule Omarova from the UNC Law 
facnlty participate as board members as do the cun ent Fditor-in-Chief and the [nstitute Editor of 
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the banking j ournal and their immediate predecessors The board meets tu, o times a year -- at the 
conc[nsion of the annual Banking Institute and again in August 

Finances. The Center receives fimds from registration fees tbr the Bank Directors’ College, 
endowment income and c~rrent use gifts s~q?porting the Center, and sponsorship gifts made in 
connection with the annual Banking Institute The Wells Fargo p~ol~sso~ship provides support 
for the Center’s director and for other aspects of the Center’s operations Ihe ]aw school’s CI 
office bears the ~II costs of the Dan K Moore Program, the Consumer Law and Consumer 

Credit Symposium at the Festival of Legal Learning, the ABCs of Banking Law, and the 
Banking Institute, and receives all the program revenues Each of these CLE programs is 
planned to break even or bette~ The financial ~esults t?om the ABCs of Banking Law and the 
Banking Institute are included in this repot; so that the board may have s~fficient lnf~wrnation to 
provide advice on registration fees and expenses associated with these programs 

The Director Diversity Initiative, under the auspices of the Center and in conjunction with the 
Center for Civil Rights, was supported by a grant in the principal amount of $40,000 from the Z 
Smith Reynolds Foundation and a $75,000 gram from the F~dfilling the Dream F~md: North 
Carolina Consortmm These grants were ful]y expended du6ng 2010-I [ The funds supported 
t~avel, dues, and transcription costs associated with a dh-ector inter~’iew study, and our annual 
training program The ra~iti~tive is now supported by the modest registration fees paid by 
participants in the annual training program Ibr potential diverse directors The htitiadve will 
explore a new funding model in 20 [ 2-13 based on co*~orate sponsorships 

The Beischer Challenge successt5lly concluded on J~me 30, 201 l, prior to George Beiscber’s 
death in September 2011 The Center is vet3, grate£51 to all the contributors to the challenge and 
to George and Susan Beischer for their generous $1 million match of all the gifts and pledges 
made du~qng the challenge period The payout from the endowment established with these gifts 
was expected to begin in the 2012-13 fiscal year, but the endowment accoums are cur*emly 
~mderwater Current t*se gifts and sponsorship funds have been s~afficient to provide support for 
201 [- 12 and should be adequate fo[ 2012-13 

The Center’s revenues (from registration ikes, endowment income, and ~fts) £hllv supported its 
programs, including the costs of running the Center no~ associated with any particular program 
Costs of the Center not reflected in this report include a portion of the Center Director’s salmT 
and a portion oPthe salaW of Jacqueline Catlock and others who spend substantial time assisting 
the Center The Banking Institute, the ABCs of Banking I.aw, and the Dan K Moore Program 
generated some net revenue for the CLE office, helping to compensate for the time Jacqueline 
Carlock spends on the Cente~ ’s pmg~ ares 
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66.344 3.122 

62 
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Banking Institute (CLE Office)                                                       ~.6a8 
Total Re,~enue (includes $5,4)z tom ’ ¯ ’ " ~*" Ihe (lea ~g House tot ., .~ 

J7,_12 71,574 
the cocktail reception) 

Dan K. Moore Program (CLE Office) 240 
Registration Revenue 12,080 11,840 

ABCs of Banking Law ICLE Officel 4A67 
Registration Revenue 8,~ 0 3,783 

North Carolina Banking Institute 3ournal (Student Journal) 

Net ]5~come FYE 6/30112 5,586 
(ash Bala ~ce 6,30~ 12 29,788 

Frandralslng. In March 2007. an extraordinat3~ pledge by George and Susan Beischer was 
announced to the board The Beischers agreed to match up to $1 million raised to support the 
Centelqs operations between July l, 2007 and June 30. 2010 h~ ligh~ of the economic crisis, the 
Beischers agreed to extend their Challenge peiiod by one yea~ to June 30, 201 I Cash gills, 
multi-year pledges and documented plammd gifts qualified to be matched under the Beischer’s 
agreement The successful completion of the Challenge u, as announced on April 15, 2011 
during Carolina Law’s annual black-tie donor dinner which George, Susan, and David Beischer 
attended The Center is very grateful to the Beischers for their thoughtfulness, commitment, and 
motivation that encouraged other donors to make significant gjf’~s to ensure tl~e Center’s long- 
term financial viabilfiy 

A number of board members assisted in malting the Cha]lenge a success Many board members 
either made personal commitments or worked to secure a cont~{bution from their fire, s or banks 
In total, more than $1,110,000 was received in .~fla or pledges during the Challenge, with the 
Beischers making a $1,000,000 endowment gift 

Prior to the onset of the Beischer Challenge, significant gifts fiom the ~Aachovia Foundation 
(now Wells Fargo) and the Bank of America Foundation were placed in endowments with the 
proceeds to support the Center’s Director and the Center’s activities 

The eleventh annual Banking Journal Scholarship created by Banking Institute sponsorship funds 
was been awarded to Charles Kabugo&fusoke, Editor in-Chief, and Christopher T Fowler, 
Publication Editor of the Banking Journal Charles and Chris received a scholarship of 
approximately $3,150 each The twelfth ammal scholarship was awa~ ded to Benjamin Wendon 
Executive Editor of Volume 17, for the 2012-13 academic year in the approximate amount of 
$7,000 
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Funds Supporting the Center and |ts Activities 

E~dm~ed Use Amount of N[kt. , Expe~dable 
Funds Gift/Pledge 

Wells Fargo Wells Fargo (hair in BanMng Law $~00.)00 $oz8, 84 $23,478 
ffon~erly ~held by Professor I.issa Broome) 

Wachovia) Salary support, prof~ssiona] 

(95663) developmem, and other Cenler needs 

Bank of Fund to Suppo~ the Center’s $140,000 $141,468 
America Research Activities {Suppo~ 

and other opportunities) 
BanMng Center ibr BanMng and Finance $75,000 $124,288 $7,062 
Institute Scholarship Fund 
Sponsors 

(95639) . 

Banking l~u d to Super o t Resea ch Ass sta ~ts $37,500 $39,261 $1z,46 
Institute materials, and travel for Center and 
Sponsors associated faculty for the Center fo[ 

95659) Banldng and Finance 

Center t’<~r Center t’<~r Banldng and Finance (1M $916,747 $878,824 $9.024 
Banking & from Beischer contribution)(Support 
Iqnance for facul~-, visiting lecturers. 

(95470) research and other opportunities for 

lhe center) 
Moore and (enter tbr Banking and Finance $151.000 $155,6M $1z,60 
Van Allen (Support for faculty visiting 
(.570a) lectulers, research and othel 

oppommities for the center) 

NC Center f¢~r Banking and Finance $9,250 $9.567 $425 
Community Discretionm y Account 

Bank (95704) 

Renger ( enter tbr Banking and Finance $26,207 $26,357 $1,;8, 
Discretional3, Discretional3, Fund 

(95708) 

Winston& Center for Banking and Finance $17,068 i $[8,860 i $949 
Strawn Supporl Fund 

{95z I 0) 

Hnnton & $ !0,250 $.~ ],03.~ $ ~.022 
Williams 

(95714) 
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Womb[e Center t’<~r Banldng and Finance Fund $22,5 [ [ $23,005 $503 
Carlyle F~nd (SuppolI fBr Center administlation) 

{957 ~ 5) 
÷ 

Mullen Fund (enter lbr BanMng and Finance $10,000 $10,127 $111 

t95, ~ ,) Suppo~ Fund 

(W&[ (ente~ t~r Banking and ~inance Ound $5,000 $5.028 $57 
DiscretionaW (DiscretionaW suppo~ for Center 
Fund (95727) administralion) 

The Clearing Center fbr Banldng and Finance Fund $90,000 $90,505 $1,=o9 
House Fund (DiscretionaW suppo~ t~r (ente~ 

(95726) administration) 

Hinson Fund Center t~r Banldng and Finance Fund $7,510 $7.400 $20 
(95737) (Support fbr Center administration) 

TOTALS $1,83~,043 $1,889,~40 $84,~S7 

Currenl Use Gills                                     Opening Used in Avail in 12- 

÷ 

(.enterfBrBankmg(9_79z) Cu~mntusegifisincl~ding $11,002 $56,419 $66225 
The Clearing House Gift to sponso~ NYC I,ecture Series 
Banldng Institute Sponsors $53,832 $25,000 $50,469 
CLE (95762) 
Broome Fund (9579~1) $27,360 $0 $27,384 

TOTALS $92,1~4 $81,41 $144,~78 

Fully Expended 

Fulfilling the Dream 
(5-47456) 

Z Smith Rcyttolds 
Folmdadon 

Grant to Support the Director Diversity 
Initiativc ($40,000 i~ 06-07 :rod $35,000 in 07- 

Grant to Support the Director Diversity 
Ini6adve (paid initially in 05-06 and extended 

Avail. in 
12-13 

$75,000 $0 

$40,000 $0 

15 -49605/5 -49606) to 
[’om&SusanRoss (*[ oSuphort ieD~eco D~estyl rathe $25)40 $0 
No~th Carolina Office of Research Cont~;a’t to Support Work ou the i $5. $0 
the Commissioner of I otentml Rexqsmn of N C GS Chapter 
Bmfl~s 
Banking Institute Gi~ expended since 1997 for purchase of i 112.079 $0 
Sponsom Ba~ing JoumNs, computers for Joumd office, 

brochure printing 
Robe~son Scholars Grant For expenses associated with Duke-UNC La~ $5.200 $0 

& Finance Spcakcr Series 
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The Center’s 2011-12 Activities 

In addition to this annual report, please see the Centers’s annual newsletteL available at 
http:i/www law mac edl~icentersibankin# (boitom of page) 

Stu dyi~tg Legal and Polity I~sues 

The Center organized and participated in a number of pro~gams that studied the legal and policy 
issues related to banking and finance Highlights for 20 [ 1- [2 included: 

November 8. 20111. UNC Center for Banking and Finance New York Lecture Series 
sponsored by The Clearing Ilouse+ ’A Spirited Conversation Assessing the Costs and 
Benefits of Big Banks" [he panelists were John C D~gan. Covington & Bmling 
(former Comptroller of the Currency,; Ingo Walter. NYU Stem School of Business; 
Arthur E Wilmm~h. George Washington University School of Law; and Phillip Swagel. 
University of Maryland School &Public Policy Paul Saltzman. the President of The 
Clearing House Association and Lissa Broome served as moderatois The debate took 
place at the New York Palace in New York City The event brought together law school 
alumni and £Sculty. The Clearing }louse board of advisors and senior leadership, national 
banking regulators, and prominent banking lawyers The edited transcript was published 
in Volume t6 of the North Carolina Banking Institute journal 

Professor Saule Oma~o’ca presented some of her scholarship in scholarly colloquia a~ound the 
country: 

Presenter. Liceme ~o De~d: Ma~datory Approved q/ (k~mplex Fi~.~mcial Products 

* Georgetown University Law College Faculty Workshop. March ~. 2012 

* Roma&able on ~ntern~fional FinanciN Regtdation. Georgetown University 
Law College. February 3.2012 

~ Duke University’s Kenan Nstitme t)~r Ethics. "Rethinking Regulation" 
Program. Janua,T 19. 2012 

SEALS Junior-Senior Schola~ Workshop. Wake Forest Utdve~sity School of 

Law. October 28-29. 201 [ 
Panelist, Boston University’s Review qi Btmking ~ Fmm~cial [,~’ Annual 
Symposium, "Shadow BanMng: Past, Presenl, and Fmure," Febmatw 2~, 2012 

Presenter. Bankers. lJurea~cral.~, attd Guardiag*s: ~bward D’ipartLsm fit l’~gmncm[ 

Wharton Summer Conference on International Financial Regulation. The 
Whmaon School. University of Pennsylvania. July. 21-22. 2011 

Professor Lissa Broome presented "The Dodd-Frank Act: What You Need to Know." to the 
Annual Meeii~g of the Association of Real Estate License I.aw Professionals in Baltimore, MD 
on October 1,2011 
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The Center for Banking and Finance was invited to help represent the United States in an 
international, rnulfi-disciplinaU consortium on banking systems in crisis Professors Saule 
Omarova, John Conley, and Lissa Broome, along with Professor Cynthia Williams of the 
University of illinois College of Law, prepared a chapter ~%r the forthcoming volume, Banking 
Systems in Crisis 

’Fhe Center’s Resom ces and News webpage, http:/iwsv5vlawuncedu/centers/banking}resources/, 
was updated throughout the year with links to the Dodd-Frank Act, law firm websites and blogs 
related to financial regulatory retbnn efforts, and to RSS feeds I?om the I~deral financial 
regulatuW agencies The page features content from fim~s that sponsor the Banking Institute or 
participate in its boa*d of advisors Center faculty also responded to numerous media inquiries 
related to the financial crisis and the Dodd-Frank Act 

$~att~tory Reform. Ihe Cente~ has assisted over time in p~oviding research support for the 
North Carolina Office of the Commissioner of Banks for the review and revision of North 
Carolina’s statutes relating to the regulation of banking This effort culminated in the passage of 

Senatu Bill 816 in Jm~e, 2012, which comprehensively modernized North Carolina’s Banking 
Laws lb~ the first time since the C~eat Depression 

Director Diversity Initiative (DDI). The Center is u, orklng with the law school’s Center for 
Civil Rights on an iniiiative tbcused on increasing racial, ethnic, and gender diversity on 
coat)orate boards This effort was initially supported by grants from the Z Smith Reynolds 
Foundation the F~flfil]ing the Dream Fund: North Carolina Consortium These two grants have 
been fifily expended We are hopefi*l d~at program registration tees will continue to provide 
sufficient funds to support DDI pro~amming An electronic newsletter was distributed in July 
201 ~ describing some of the 2010-~] DDI activities to those on the I)l)[ email list-secv-e The 
newsletter is available at https://ddi law unc eduinewsletteri 

On May 30, 2012. we held our seventh annual one-day progr~m ar the Rizzo Cetuer in Chapel 
Hill, ~Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: E~rn~ng ~ Board Seat." Twenty-one diverse 
potential board members registered for the program |here were eight panelists and a moderatur 
who discussed topics such as skills needed and how to develop them, realistic approaches to 
advancing your candidacy, diverse directors in non-diverse settings, networking, and e~ akiafing 
companies and opportunities Some comments from the program evaluations: 

’l;.vcel/etlt program, l reside’ tq¥~/aud your ~ffo*’l,s Io broad~t~ boards, at~d too,st 

e.specia/~, reach out lo olhers am~ help g¢#de lhem o~ preparit~g to advat~ce themselves. 

"Acmall.v, i~ wax ew¢n he~er them I expected, ~o*d t,~e~erally set ¢tO: bar pre*O~ 

The registration fee was $250, down from $295 in the prior year A reduced fee of $125 was 
provided to eight participants who cited special financial hardship We collected registration 
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fees of $,1,250 to o~t~et the $3,263 costs incmTed by the program and to help fund next year’s 
e~’ent and other DD~ activities 
In 2007, Lissa Broorne and Professor Kim Krawiec began an inte~,’iew study of corporate board 
members, executi~ es, institutional shareholders, and regulators about how and whether diversity 
affects board processes and corporate pefforn~al~ce Professor John Conley joined the study in 
2008 Professor Conley presented their most ~ecent pape~ fIom the study at the University of 
Illinois College of I,aw in March 2012, "|he Dange~ of Difference: Tensions in Dhectors’ 
Views of Corporate Board Diversity" This fall they will deliver a book manuscript on their 
research to the Uni~ ersity of Pennsylvania Press 

Lissa Broome and P[of~sso[ Thomas Hazen published "Board Diversity and P[oxy Disclosure," 
37 University of Dayton Law Review 39 (201 l) Lissa Broome spoke about board diversity on 
several occasions: 

’Cracking the Code: Women in I,eade~ship," Iriangle Commercial Real Estate Women 
(CREW), Raleigh, NC, August 1, 2012 

’The Director Diversity Initiati~ e at UNC School of Law," N C Treasurer’s Office Lunch & 
Learn, July 27, 2012 

’Creative Leadership in the Boardroom: Corporate Social Responsibility, the B Corporation 
and (rifical Mass and Diversity in the Boardroom," North Carolina Bar Association Women 
in the Profession Committee, Asheville, NC, April 27, 2012 

’Diversity in the Boardroom Our role in increasing the consideration of women for public 
company boards," WomenCorporateDirectors, Charlotte Chapter Meeting, Febmat3~ 28, 
2012 

’Proxy Disclosnre and Corporate Board [)ive~ siw," Women on Boards, Schoo] fo~ Advanced 
International Studies, Johns lIopkins University, Washington, D C, September 9, 2011 

The Director Diversity Initiative counts at least fou~een individuals as successes, having landed 
a corporate board, government commission, o~ nonprofit board position after attending one of the 
I)[)[~s      programs             These      individuals      are      t;,~amred      at 
https:/iddilaw unc eduisuccesses/de~Sult aspx They include Linda Combs (DeslgnLine), Nicole 
Crawford (Chapel klill Public Library Foundation), Jewell Hoover (Fifth Third Bank), Keith 
Pigq~es (Prometheus Group and O~Sce of Mortgage Settlement Oversight), and Richard ~Stick" 
Williams (Bank of Commerce) 

_North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. Volume 16 of the North (’arohna Bank#lg institute 

journal was published in Ma~h 20[2 and distributed at the Banking Institute Ten ~l,s se~’v-ed as 
editors of the journal and there were fourteen 2L staff members Ten students have been elected 
to editorial positions £Br 2012-13, and tifineen new stiff members will join the journN 

The jonrna] published the transcript of" tile debate on tile risks and benefits of" big banks, which 
occun:ed ar the Center’s New York Lecture Series in November 20It; an article by Margot F 
Saunders and Johnson M Tyler on the threats to federal safew net benefits in bank accounts; and 
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Reggie O’Shlelds’ article on what comes aRer Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac In addition, there 
were eleven student-written comments and notes, and a hook ~eview contributed by I,onis 
Massard, a 201 l [NC Law graduate 

Career Trek. On October 20, 201 I, over the Universiiy’s fall break, the third Charlorle career 
t~ek occurred af’fo~ding journal students the opportunity to meet with attorneys and learn more 
abo~t legal career options The sRldents were hosted by Wells I~a~No and toured the [)~ke 
Energy Center building with Rich Belthoft; Senior Counsel, Enterprise Services Division, Wells 
Fargo Wells Fargo graciously provided kmcb £Br the students attending and Wells Fargo’s 
Carla Archie, Rebecca ltenderson, Marc lverson, and, Eugene ~Gene’ Katz After a lunch 
discussion with the attorneys, the students went to the offices of" McGuire Woods and met with, 
Carler Arey, Jim Hedrick, Matfllew Morrison, Meredith Sorrenfio, and, Scoti Vaughn, who 
described their varied areas of practice The Center is especially gratefifl to Gene Katz of Wells 
fargo and Ji m Hedrick of McGui re Woods fo~ facilitating these visits 

"77ta~tk~-.fi)r tke opi)or~mtiiy to .sl~eak ltt this even~. [ tkottght it ~as extremely well done 

a~d a grea~ ogpor/ut~iO’.]br ghe slude~lt~. " 

From a j ournal student: ’7 really e~?jqved getting some h~s@t into c~ueer poss~bilmes h~ 
[kis area ~( law. ~md L~etli~ xome em:ouragemem jrom ~ke .~t~eakers about the ct~rrem 

Faeu~ly Sel.~olarshlp. Faculty associated with the (ente~ have pub]ished a wide variety of 
scholarship on important issues related to banking and finance, including the following books 
and articles published in 2011 and 2012: 

Lissa L Broome, ?he Dodd-~)’ank Act: ?;4RP Bailout ttackla~h and 7bo Big to l~k¢il. 15 

NC BANKN(~INsl 69(201~) 

Thomas Lee H~en, Stock Broker l’Mncmty Duties a*ld tke lmp~wt ~[ the Dodd-l+ank 

Act, 15 N C Ba, NKING INSI 47 (201 l) 

Melissa B Jacoby, Dodd-]~r~mk; Regu/atoo~ Inr~o~vui(m, a~d the SajeO~ q/(2mxumer 

FnlancialProduc~, ]5 NC BANKING INS" 90 (2()~ ]) 

Meliasa B Jacoby, 1he Legal ln/i’as#’uclure q/ Ex Posg Cotlsume~" Debtor grol~wlion~, 38 
FORDHAM URB L J 751 (2011) (Symposium) (exchange with Anna Gelpern) 

Saule T Omarova, ]3ankers; ]3ureaucrat,~, a~ld (]uardiar~s: ]bu’ard ~Hpartism #~ 

Saule T Omarova, l,)’om Gramm-Leach-Bfi/e3, lo Dodd-],~atlk: 2ke 
q,{?;ec#on 23A qf the federaI Rewrve Ac/ 89 NCL Rev 1683 (2011) 
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Saule T Omarova, "lha/ Which We 

Saule T Omarova, 1he Dodd-l+’tmk Ac¢: A New Deal for A New Age?. 15 NC BAlx~aNO 
INS’I 83 (2011) 

Saule T Omarova, lhe U.i/ed Sgales: ’~Td~ l,?ee&)m ami LiberO’ /br A/l’(udth Lissa 
Latakia Broome and John Conley flora UNE School of Law and Cynthia Williams flora 

the UniversiD of Illinois College of LawL in BANKING SYS’IEM’~ IN THE CRI’~IS: THE 

FACES OF L:BFRAI CAPI’IA] ISM, El) BY SUZANNE J KONZEI MANN ~ MARC FOVARGUE- 

DAVrES (Routl edge, fo~hcoming 2013), pp 57-79 

Saule T Omarova, ~45d]Streeta~(7ommtmi&q/Fa~e: 

Regub~on, 1591 PA L RI~V 411 (7_01 

Mark C Weidemaier, (?o~l#’aeti.g ~)r Stole Imerve.l~o.: ]he Or¢gms qf 3overeig. Debt 
Arbitration, 73 Law & CONIEM~ PROBS 335 (201 l) 

Advancing the Teaching qf Banking and Finance 

Practitioners in Residence. The Practitioners in Residence Program brought attorneys and 
industD, pro[~ssionals to the law school to participate in classes 

Scott Cammarn, Special Counsel, Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft (formerly with Ally 
Financial/GMAC Financial Service~, Lending Tree, and Bank of America), October 12, 
201 [, Volcker Rule, Affiliate Transaction Rules 

Gene Katz, Senior Company Counse] (Regulato~T and Compliance) for Wells I~a~go & 
Company, November 8, 2011, Supervision and Enforcement Activities by Bank 
Regulators 

Teaching Materials. Center £Sculty have published teaching materials for a variety of banking 
and finance courses 

*MND NEArEPPPPPPPPKU~LS (wflh J Markh~xn) (4th ed 2011) (with Selected Stalutes and 
Regulations and Teacher’s Manua]) 

Chinese translation published in 2006 

(wilh S Schwmcz & B Markell) (Lexis-Nexis 2004) 

CAROL N BR:IWN. BASIC MORIGAGE LAW: CASES A2~D NE~,I’EKIALS (with D llill) 

(Carolina Academic Press 2d ed 2007) 
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(West 3rd ed 20 [ [) 

AND TiIEIR INIE~VADL&PdE8 (with J Gabilondo m~d J Marld~) (Thomson-West, 3d ed 
20~ ~) 

~g~YERiALS (wi[]1 J M~M~am) (WesgT]~ompson -Reuters 3d ed 2009) 

supplement 2009) 

2009) 

(WesgThomson-Reuters Wes~ 10th ed 2009) 

Se~es) ~SVest,Thomson 3rd ed 2010) 

(West/Thomson-Reuters 6th ed 2009) 

Edition) (Concise Hornbook Series) ~SVest,%omson-Reuters 6th ed 2009) 

Editmn) West Publishing 3d ed {b~hcoming 20] ]) 

C~urscs. Courses offered at the sdmol of law in addition to our t*aditional business law 
curriculum indnde: 

Advanced Commercial Law and Contracts (Caroline Brown) 
Banldng I.aw (Lissa Broome) 
Business Planl~ing (Mike Abel) 

Business Transactions (IVlictlael Kadens) 
Global Finallcial Markets (Saule Omamva) 
International Banking (Saule Omarova) 
Imemational Bnsiness Transactions tJolm Coyl e) 

Rea] Estate Transactions (Caiol Brown) 
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Externships. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) hos*ed Alex Abramovlch as 
a ~ll-time extem for 12 hours of academic credit for the 20] I fall semesk~r Adam Batenhorst 
and Eunice Park were full-time extems at the SEC during the spring and 2011 fall semester, and 
Danyeale Hensley was there ~Br the 2012 spring semester The Law School continues to offer a 
one-course credfi ex~ernship with the North Carolina Office of fl~e Commissioner of Banks 
Other one-course extemships flom the Sp~ing 2012 semester included Asanka Pathfiaja at 
BB&I, David Herring at the [-inance Division of the NC I,egislalslre Bill D~afting Section, Zach 
Marquand udth the Forclosure Unit of Legal _add of North Carolina, and Eric Roeling at the Self- 
Help Credit Union 

C~mmunlty Devel~pnlem Law Clinic. The Community Development Law Clinic, headed by 
Professor Tom Kelley, was established in 2001 The Center assisted in 
this clinic The CDL Clinic provides legal se~’ices to not-~)r-profit community development 
organizations whose activities setwe to improve the quality of life in economically di sadvantaged 
places Legal se~qces include selecting ~’pe of enti~; entity fom~ation, furnishing advice 
regarding tax-exempt status, smmtufing ten estate ~ranaactions, and forming subsidiaries and 
private/puNic pannerships 

C~)nsumer Fina~eial transactions C~inie. This Clinic will be headed by Clinical Assistant 
Pro~ssor of Law Laura Brlrton I~ is fimded by sertlemen* thnds received by the NC Attorney 
General’s Office as part of a recent mortgage ~Breclosure settlement The Clinic will begin 
operations in the fall of 2012 as a foreclosure prevention clinic 

~ponsori~g Conferences f!~r Practici~g Attorneys and Finance Pro.fessiona~ 

N~)rth Caroli~a Ba~k D~reelors’ College, Ibis program is sponsored by the Center in 
conjunction with the North Carolina Office of the Commissioner of Banks and the FDIC 
Carolina Law began its association with the Directors’ College in the ,e~ll 2002 semester The 

college now consists of two, two-day sessions 0-educed from three, two day sessions) Class 
XXI of the Bank Directors’ College was just completed (June 28-29 and July 19-20, 2012) 
Normally, 40 to 60 slsldents attend each year Hlirty-eight students attended class 
{including one member of the Banking Commission) Compllmentap,, admission is sometimes 
offered to one or more members of the Banking Commission or potentM bank directors who 

would add diversity to a board The excess of the tuition receipts over the progqam expenses, 
help fi.md the Center’s activities 

The financial results from the college are reported belou, The numbers set forth capture all 
revenue and expe~ses for the entire college even though on our financial reports some of these 
numbers are reported in different fiscal years since our fiscal year ends on June 30 and the 
College occurs each summer in June and July Tuition receipts t’~r the 2012 program are only 
$37,500 because of the reduced enrollment, bu~ net revenue increased, partially because of the 

dmatio~l a~d frequency of the program during this period of bank consolidation 
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Tuition receipts 

Meeting Expenses 

Speaker lIonoraria 
Speaker Travel 

Supplies and Materials 

Revenue over expense 

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 

$38,604 $42,230 $62,700 $57,840 $66,000 

$20,267 $28,146 $41~042 $40,965 $39~587 

$6,336 $6,200 $6,200 $6,200 $10,653 

$596 $1,720 $1,480 $1,119 $1,452 

$0 $0 $0 $0 $388 

$ll,404 $6,164 $13,978 $9.556 $13,920 

Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics: Whistle White You Work: Ethical Issues Associated 
with the Dodd-Frank Act’s Whisfleblower Provisions and other Whistleb|o~er Regimes, 
October 14, 2011, Center for School Leadership and De~relopment, Chapel Hill. The 
program addressed a variety of ethical issues of interest to corporate lawyers, both in-house 

counsel and attorneys in private practice, discussing particular issues that arise in the 
representation of corporations and how the attorney should proceed when he o~ she suspects 
wrongdoing within the corporation The panel explained the variety of whisfleblower statutes, 
including the relevant provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Retbnn and Consumer 

Protection Act of 2010 Special mtemion was focused on the impact of whistleblowing 
provisions on corporate complia*~ce programs 

The pro~am also included a netu, orklng lunch for panelists and pa~icipants 

The program’s panelists were: Bernard Burk, I.SNC School of Law; David B Fountain, Progress 
Energy; Matthew T Ma~ens, SEC; Valecia McDowelI, Moore & Van Alletu Edwa*d P 
O’Keefe, Bank of America: Reid L Phillips, Brooks Pierce McI.endon, Humphrey & Leonard: 

Dr Elliot M Silverstein, Dorothea Dix Hospital; Dr Martha Simpson, ItRC Behavioral ttealth & 
Psychology-; Kun. I-. Wolfe, McGuireWoods Professors Hazen and Broome served as co- 
directors and co-moderators of this progqam 

There were 73 registrants for the program Fifty three percetu of the artendees who completed 
evaluations rated the program better than othe~ CLE programs they had attended in the last two 
years Comments from the evaluations inclnded: 

’7 li~ed tha/ the ~pic~ ~ere more applicabA~ tu io hogtie co~#lsel thZ~ year. i~he 

panel selection ~ as also L~reat. 

The registration fee was $195 (including lunch) and was reduced to $150 for lhree or more 
registrants from fl~e same firm or company 
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Festlval of Legal Learning: 10th Annual Cm~sumer Law a~d Cm~sumer CredR 
Symp~slum. [~ebma~y, t0-] I, 2012, Chapel Hil] This program included twelve separate 
sessions with topics on a variety of consumer law and credit issues, including: 

KoboCalls and Do Not Call En~orcemen : David N KJ~kman. Assistant A~omey General, 
Consumer Pro~ecfion Division, North Carolina [)epamnent 

¯ Lawyers on Nonprofit Boards; Mm~y Martin, Ma~in Law Firm 
¯ Access to Justice in North Carolina; Thomas A. Kelley I11, Pml%sso~ of Law and Director 

of Clinical Programs, I~C School of Law; Jennifer M Lechner, ~xecutlve Director, 
Noah Carolina Equal Access to Justice Commission 

The Practical (But Mostly lmpracticN) Impact on Bankruptcy Practice; Susan E Hauser, 
Associate Prot)ssor, NCCU School of Law; Clara L Rogers, Oliver Ffiesen Cheek, 

¯ Mandatory Binding Arbitration Agreements in Consumer Contracts; Mallam J Maynard, 

Executive Director, FinanciN Pro~ection Lau, Center 
¯ Nonprofit Governing Board Members’ Fiduciary Duties and Liability; Thomas Lee 

Hazen, Ca~y C Boshamer Distinguished ProfFssor of Law, UNC School of Law 

Remedies Under Consumer Protection Laws: Noah Carolina; FederN and Beyond, 
l)onald C Lampe, Dykema Gossett, PIAA7 

Hot Topics in A~bitration; Carlene McNulty, StalP Attorney, North Carolina Justice 
Center; Kathryn A Sahberh, Assistant Professor of I.aw~ !~C School of Law; W Mark 

WeidemNer, Assis~t Professor of Law, L~-C School of Law 
ldenti~- TheR~ Scares and "four Communi~-; Caroline Farmer, Deputy Director, Noah 
Carolina State Attorney 

MentN IteN~h Issues and Bankruptcy Cases; A Thomas Small, US Bankruptcy Judge, 
Eastern District of No~h (arolina (Retired); Jay C Williams, Visiting Clinical Professor 
of Social Work and Clinical Associate Pro~?ssor of Psychiatry, L~-C-Chapel 

Auto Sales and Finance in a Changing Regulatory Environment; John W Van Alst, 
Attorney, National Consumer Law Cente~ 

Consumer FinanciN Pro~ecfion Bureau: What We Have Learned; Jett~ey P Taft, Mayer 

The ABCs of Banking Law. The Center held its first ~’ABCs of Banking Law" program on 
Wednesday, March 28 in Charlorle at tl~e offices of Moore & Van Allen This program focused 
on the basics of banking law The registration l~e fBr this program was $325, but those also 
attending the Banking Institute received a $50 discount Ihe faculty was composed of Karol 
Sparks, Lissa Broome, John Douglas, Gene Katz, Scott Cammarn, and Lawrence Baxter (Duke 
Law School) "rwcmy-ei~tt students attended, including two attorneys l)om Moore & Van Alien 
who received complimenta~," admission The program was well-received and did not lose money 
since costs were ~educed by tl~e flee use of the Moore & Van Alien conference room and some 
speaker travel and lodging was covered by the Banking Institute 90% of attendees surveyed 
rated the program better than other CLE events in the past two years 

2012 Banki~g Institute was held on March 29-30, 2012 at The Ritz-Carlton, Chadotte, NC 
The 2012 Banking Institute featured special presentations by: Robert J Johnson, Jr, General 
Counsel, Corporate Secretary, and Chief Governance Counsel, BB&T; Jeffrey M Lacker, 
P~esident, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond: and Ma~got Saunders. Of" Counsel, National 
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Consumer Lau, Center There were panel discussions on the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau; Dodd-F~ ank Act regulato~T implementation: Basel Ill a~d capital m~der Dodd-Frank; the 
new role of community banks and thlifts; and restructuring commercial loans 

There was a total registration of 237 i~lcluding speakers, students, law school personnel, and 
invited guests The numbe~ of paid attendees, 170 (which includes sponsors using 
complimentaU admissions), was higher than for 2008 2009, 2010, and 201 t but below ore best 
year in 2007 We had 67 complimentary registrations for the Institute, including speakers, 
students, UNC personnel, and invited guests There was a separate charge ($7000) tbr the 
dinner 

Number of Ba~klng I~stltute Attendees 

Year Total Paid Year Total Paid Dinner ~ 
1997 ] 15 86 2005 2 [ ] ] 53 154 100 

1998 138 89 2006 223 143 163 95 

1999 143 9,1 2007 233 171 139 80 

2000 155 96 2008 201 128 125 76 

2001 202 1~7 2009 196 ]24 116 76 

2002 212 149 2010 214 140 140 92 

2003 198 146 2011 215 147 150 114 

2004 177 132 2012 237 170 165 125 

An overv,,helming majority of the participants were from North Carolina, 139 to be exact There 
were 65 participants from out-of state: Vi@nia (14), District of Columbia (l I), Geo@a (8), 
Texas (6), New York (5), Florida (3b Ohio (3), and one from Alabama, California, Connecticut, 
Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and West Vi*~4inia 

There were 42 participams affiliated with a bank: Bank of America (12), Federal Reserve Bank 
of Richmond (9), Wells Fargo/Wachovia (6), BB&T (5), FItL Bank Atlanta (2), TD Bank (2), 
Associated Bank (1), First Bank (I), First Citizens Bank (I), Home Savings and Loan (I), RBC 
Bank tl), TmPoint Bank (l), Firms sending four or more attendees were: Cadwa/ader 
Wickersham & TaIi, LLP (19), Moore & Van Allen (8), Hunton & Williams (7), Alston & Bird 
(4) Poyner Spmill (4), and TI Ol.~tu~an Sal~ders (4) 

Twenty-tbur banking ioumal students attended the E~stitute, compared with 18 in 2011 The 
journal reimbursed lodging and mileage for the journal students and the Board of Advisors 
transferred $4.000 to the journal fiom the sponsorship ~eceipts to help offset the costs 

Participant Evaluations. On-line evaluations were submitted by 37 attendees (compared with 
55 in 2011) Ninety-five percem of the respondents would recommend the prodam to someone 
who did not attend StaFf assistance, registration, and meeting rooms were rated quite highly 
The Ritz-Carlton was a convenient ]ocation for attorneys who worked in uptown Charlotte 
Many pa~icipants were able to walk to the hotel To reduce costs, a brochure was nor mailed to 
potential participants Forty-six percent of our respondents heard about the program from their 
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bank or finn that was a participating sponsor The compiled evaluations will be circulated 
separately to the Board of Advisors The speakers and topics were highly praised, but some 
commenmrs suggested that the panels should include more 

’Tje]t aE ¢~peaker:~9 ~ ere g~eat, eve~ the speakers o~ topicx that [ m~’ht hm,e,ielt ~ere 

Press Coverage. Repo~ers from B/oomhe~T¢ and Reuters attended at 11o charge and filed news 
reports about subjects covered ~t the Banking Institute and mentioned the Center for Banking 
and Iqnance 

Financial Results. The re.~stration fee was increased to $425 in 2009 with the charge t’c~r dinner 
increased to $70 Almost 14% of evaluation respondents fllought the registration fee was too 
high (compared with I% in 2008); 7% lbund the l~’e low, a~d the ~emainder of the ~espondents 
thought the tee was just right We ofl;,:red a reduced admission fee for government employees 
and for those currentb, unemployed We consider other requests tbr the reduction on an 
individual basis and try to be sure that we cover our direct out-ot:pocket costs for those charged 
a reduced fee Other complimentat3~ admissions included speakers, panel coordinators, [JNC 
personneh banking joulnaI students, and othel UNC law’ students 

Registration Fee 

Year Program 
1997 325 

1998 350 

1999 375 

2000 375 

2001 375 

2002 395 

2003 3!)5 

2004 395 

Dinner Total Year 

n/a 325 2005 

n/a 350 2006 

n/a 375 2007 

n/a 375 2008 

n/a 375 2009 

n/a 395 2010 

nla 3!)5 20]1 

n/a 395 2012 

Program Dinner Total 

395 55 450 

395 55 450 

395 55 450 

395 55 450 

425 70 495 

425 70 495 

425 70 495 

425 70 495 

Sponsorships, Each sponsor pays $1500 and is entitled to two complimentary admissions to the 
Institute Fox each sponsor, $990 0wo $495 admissions) is recorded as registration l;¢es and 
$5 I0 is considered a tax deductible contribution to the School of Law’s Center for Banking and 
Finance and is deposited into the Sponsorship Account. f~om which two endowments have been 
created Sponsor gifts are no longer used to pay ~nstimte expenses Instead, tbis account is used 
by the board to make additions to endov,,ments to support the scholarship or research endowment 
or to provide other operating f’unds for the (ente~ In 2011-I 2, the Boa~ d of Advisors transf’erred 
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$21,000 from sponsor funds to the Center to help oft%et the salaD" of the Center’s assistant, and 
$4.000 to the Banking Journal to of Iget student lodging and travel to the Banking Institute 

Corporate Sponsor Contributions 

No. of Amt per Contr. Total 
Sl~onsors Sl~m~sor Amt Amount PrlntlnR Total 

1997 20 1000 675 13,500 --- 13,500 
1998 21 1000 650 13.650 In kind 13.650 
1999 24 1.500 750 18.000 3.300 21300 
2000 25 1,500 750 18,750 3,000 21,750 
2001 30 1,500 750 22.500 3,315 25.91st 
2002 31 1,500 710 22,010 3,568 25,578 
2003 32 1.500 710 22.720 3.500 26.395~ 
2004 37 h500 710 26.270 3.066 29.336 
2005 1,500 600 21,000 2,825 
2006 1,500 600 21d)00 3,027 24.127 
2007 344 1 500 600 20.400 2690 22.900 
2008 1.5(10 600 19~800 2.5(10 22300 
2009 315 h50{} 510 15.300 0 15,400 

2010 37 1,500 510 18.870 0 18,970 
2011 37 1500 510 18360 0 18 360’ 
2012 33 15(/{/ 510 16.830 0 16.830~ 

~ I~cludes contribution received from Journal alum 
2 This figure includes a $300 additional contribution from Gary Pannell at the Miller Hamilton 

firm and reflects a partial allocation of the RR E)onne]ly contribution to registration t~es 
3 Includes contributions received from Journal alum, but does not include 2 $600 sponsor ~fts 

received in this fiscal yea* tBr the Banking ~talitute held in the prior fiscal year 
4 Wachovia (now Wells Fargo) and Ba~k of America are also designated sponsors and entitled to 

two complimentaU admissions to the Institute in recognition of tbei[ prior git~s to the Center 
Banking and Finance 
5 Moore and Van Allen was designa*ed as a sponsor and entitled to two complimemary 

admissions in recognition of its significant pledge ~o the Beischer Challenge The to~al anlouilt 
9f gifts also reflects an additional $ [00 contribution by Gary Pannell at Jones Walker 
~’ The total amount of’git~s also ~eflects an additional $100 contribution by Gray Pannell at Jones, 
Walker, Waechrer, Poitevem, Carrere & De~egre 
: Reduced from $18870 as Robinson, Bradshaw & ISnson PA had their $510 sponsorship 
monies included w~th anoflmr 
s Reduced from $17,850 as Robinson, Bradshaw & lfinson PA and The Clearing House had their 

$510 sponsorship monies included with additionN gifts 

Conclusion. The Center er~ioyed another successfld year and hopes to continue this success in 
2012-13 Please see the separate document Plannlng for 2012-13. The Center will continue to 
strive to find new and creative ways to serve tbe continual evolution of the financial services 
industlw, and analyze the new regulatory framework set fo~h in the Dodd-Fmnk Act 
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Revenue 2012 2011 2010 
Registration fccs (including sponsor registration) $#1,%0 $(~8.250 $(A.’!85 

The Clearing House $5.452 

Meeting Expenses $41,49:; $37.142 $32.450 

Catcring $31,916 $29.884 $25.691 

Reception $5.452 $2,728 $2,268 

Venne rental $650 $~00 $4011 

Audio visual $2.625 $2,930 $2,946 

Namcta~s & officc suppIics $350 $350 $350 

Photocopying $500 $750 $800 

M~rketing $550 $1,000 $1,511 

Broclmr¢ d4sign $0 $0 $0 

-Jhlllrllal $~.510 $7,746 $8,0/19 

Jonmals (250 X $2950) $~.510 $7,~75 $7,3~5 

Speaker-author reprints $0 $371 $1,234 

CLE Fees & Speaker Fees 

Speaker lodging 

Spcakcr ~ifls 
Board of Advisors hlncheorl 

$20,087 $15,434 $12,!18~ 

$2,048 $2,191 $1,842 

$10,259 $6,5¢4 $5,314 

$5.970 $I,284 $3,914 

Expenses for [ NC personnel 
Staff" moms 
Tra~ el (mileage) 

$1.93~ $1,537 $1,234 

$1.492 $90~ $9011 

$4,11 $63,1 $33,1 

Total Expenses $71,574 $62,860 $56,49~ 

REVENUE OVER EXPENSES $5~638 $5~390 $4~888 

2009 2008 
$57.648 $50,059 

$31.564 $25,302 

$25.6 ~4 $?0,223 

$2,250 $2.285 

$2,380 $1,895 

$300 $250 

$500 $300 

$2,721 $5.306 

$650 $630 

$2511 $400 

$700 $519 

$500 $200 

$0 $397 

$250 $200 

$8,046 $7.688 

$671 $313 

$10,383 $6725 

$1,555 $1427 

$3,722 $836 

$3,27(; $2,731 

$791) $980 

$1,040 $750 

$1,348 $23)97 

$1,010 $1.053 

$338 $415 

$54,082 $4%117 

53~586 $8,942 
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2012 Lecture - Domestic Bank Reg- 

ulation in ~ Global Environment 

2012, "Domestic Bank Reg~alat~im ir a 

2011 I.ecture - The Costs and Benefits of Big 

Banks 

Dialogue." The discussionw±ll 

Stability Board T;~e strc:ggle~ o: 

in multiple counmes while being, primarily re~%lated 

~>r ,3:holly domestic iizs2m~ons and rEose rZa~ oper 

a~e globally, and how the post cnsis app’-oacEes 

mission and tee Dodd Fr, mk Ac~ a~})c~ tee acuv*fies 

of 71ae Treasuu; mad Nick O~Neil, Cli[}k>t-d CE~mce 

LEP L*ssa Broo~e and Michael Helfer, Vice 



Jeff*ey M. Lacker, the Presider t 

tud &sml Bcischer who umtchcd $I million in gifts 

Margot Saunders, 



2011 Program - Whisdeblowers 

Matthe~v T. Martens, SEC 

Dr, Elliot M SiNerstein, UNC 

Kurt E, Wolfe, 

2012 Program - The "New Normal" 





Panelist ~, included: 

Biue Shield of North (;a,oli ~a, -he NC (]enter for 

al As ~,ociarion of Store Board~, of Accoulrancy, a~d 

D, Keith Pigues On the boad of the Off3ce of 

ley have bee~ e ~S<aged in a staldy blsed on inte~z ie,x s 

of comoza e board mcmbcz~ about ,~ he l~c~ and ho~ 

Pote~ti~ dlve* se di ectors should *eglster on d~e l)l)l’s 



Corp. L 621 (2012). 

From Gr~unm L<~ch Bliley :o Dodd 

Fr, u:k: The Unff.ifilled Prom-se of Sect-on 

23A o the l,~:dcral Rcserve AcL 89 N.C.I.. Roy. 

1683 (201 

License to Deal: M~u-dato 

’[ha Which \\e (2dl a ] 3>ink: Rev>i h~g th~ [ [is 

The United St ~tes: ’\V~th Freedom and Llber~) 

RJBC Bank (Georgi@, N.A. 
Robinson, Br,tdshaw & I Iin~ on, PA 

XMu-d ;nd S~rith, Pk 
XX)IIs F~go & Company 

disfin~41ishl d Boml of Adqsors. 



2014, 

Thl jou "z~t la hi>hi d lhe tml>/:lpi ot7 lhe/h MII: 

’lhis schol.lrshil? is ~x~a’dcd amtt ily io :m NCBI cdi~or b~scd on schol stic ~nd 
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Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat 

UNC School of Law Director Diversity initiative 

May 30, 20:~2 

Panelists 

Maryann Bruce. Maryann is the former President of Evergreen Investment Services (a 

Wachovia subsidiary) and former President and CEO of Allstate Financial Distributors, Inc. (a 

division or AIIsta[e). She now serves as [he President of Tumberry Advisory Group, where she 
offers consulting services to boards and executives, which has included a two year stint as 

President of Aquila Distributors, Inc. She is a Founder and Co-Chair of the Women Corporate 
Directors’ Charlotte Chapter, Maq~ann serves on the Board of Allianz Global Investors Fund. 

@gmaiLcom 

Wa~ter Davenport. Walter is a consultant and retired partner From the CPA Firm, Cherry, 
gekaert & Holland, LLP. lie serves on the boards of Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina, the 

N.C. Center for Nonprofits, I ntraHealth International, Inc., National Association of State Boards 
of Accountancy, and the United Way of the Greater Triangle. He is a member of the University 

of North Carolina Board of Governors and serves on the Raleigh City Advisory Board for BB&T. 

)nc,rr,com 

Genevia Gee Fulbright. Genevia is a CPA and the President and COO of Fulbright & Fulbright, 

CPA, PA, a business strategy, accounting, tax, and consulting CPA firm. She is a Director for the 
Research Triangle Chapter of the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) and a 

Trustee for a start-up no-load mutual fund, NCM Capital Mid-Cap Growth Fund, a series of the 
NCM Capital Investment Trust, She formerly served as a director for M&F Bancorp and its 
subsidiary Mechanic & Farmers Bank, as a Trustee For the AICPA Foundation, as a Director of 

the YMCA (Lakewood), and as a Director of the Small Business Technology Development Center 

(SBTDC). Genevia recently was certified as an NACD Governance Fellow. 
ggf@ moneyful.com 

girn I{rawiec. Kim is the Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law at Duke Law School, Her 

expertise is in corporate, securities, and derivatives law. Her research interests include 
corporate board diversity, derivatives hedginB practices, "rouBe" trading, and forbidden or 

taboo markets. She is working with UNC School of Law Professors Ussa Broome and John 
Conley on a book that will be published by Penn Press based on interviews the three have done 

with corporate board directors about how diversity impacts the way the corporate board 

Functions 

Krawiec@law.duke.edu 

D. Keith Pigues. Keith isthe Dean of the School of Business at North Carolina Central 

University. He was formerly the Chief Marketing Officer at Ply Gem. He has also held executive 
positions at CEMEX, RR Donnelly, ADP, and Honeywell International. Keith is the co author of 

Winning with Customers: A Playbook for B2B {Wiley & Sons 201~0). He was recently appointed 



to the board of directors of the Office of Mortgage Settlement Oversight, the organization that 
provides oversight for the historic $25 billion settlement between several maior banks and 

Attorneys General in 49 states. He is a member of the board of Prometheus Group, a privately 

held software company. 
DPigues@ nccu.edu 

Edward {Ed) I{ose. Ed is a retired audit partner with KPMG, Cleveland office. He was 

responsible for the firm’s nonprofit and governmental practices in Northeast Ohio. In 

re[iremen [, Ed has been involved in nonproE[ board leadership as well as volun[eer consulting 
on financial matters for Triangle nonprofits through the Executive Service Corps of the Greater 

Triangle (ESQ. Ed led the development of Triangle Board Connect (TBC) under the auspices of 

ESC. 
@mindspring.com 

Laurie WiMer. Laurie is Executive Vice Presiden[ and Managing Direc[or of Parker Executive 
Search in Atlanta. I ler practice is focused in the fields of academic health services, higher 

education, and athletics administration and coaching. Laurie also has experience in middle- and 
senior level searches in the sales, marketing, material management, logistics, human resources, 

general management, operations, manufactudng, construction, and financial disciplines. 
Iwilde r@ pa r kersea rch,com 

Porsha Williams. Porsha is a Principal with Parker Executive Search in Atlanta where she serves 

as an executive recruiting coordinator, She is involved in determining search strategies, 
conducting original research to identify potential candidates, and communicating with clients 

throughout the search process. 
pwilliams@parkersearch.com 

Moderator 

Ussa L 8roome. Lissa is a professor at the UNC School of Law and serves as Director of the 

Center for Banking and Finance She also heads the Director Diversity Initiative. Her 
substantive areas of expertise include banking law, commercial law, and contracts. Lissa also 

serves as [he Universi[y’s Faculty ALhle[ics Represen[a[ive to the Atlantic Coast Conference and 

the NCAA. 
Ibroome@email.unc.edu 





Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat, May 29, 2013 

Panelists 

John Ausura. John is a Director and Chairman o1 the Audit Committee of Mastech Holdings, 
Inc. {NYSE MKT: MHH}, Treasurer of the DC based Fulbright Association, and Founding Director 

of the Carolinas Chapter of NACD. He founded Capital Resolution, LLC, a financial advisory and 
restructuring firm, and held senior executive roles in Campbell Soup, Sunshine Biscuits, PNC 

Financial Services, and Xroads Solutions Group, LLC He served as CEO of PNC Bank (Credit 

Card), Talent Tree, and Day Runner, lnc John was a board director with Day Runner, Spectrum 
Diagnostic Imaging, PNC Alliance, and the Association for Certified Turnaround Professionals. 

ja usura @ca pitalresolution.com 

Jim Fraser..Jim is a Vice President with Goodwin Executive Search where he leads the board 
services practice. Jim has served as a manager, strategic planning executive, and senior 

marketing executive with Mobil Oil, Chrysler Corporation, Federal Mogul, Lord Corporations, 

and Merrill Lynch. He has also served as the Managing Director of CompassPoint Strategic 
Advisors, assisting boards with strategy, marketing, and business development. Jim served on 
the board of the Research Triangle Chapter of the National Association of Corporate Directors, 

as its Director of Governance Education, and as Dean of the Director’s College..Jim also served 
on the board of three Federal Mogul European subsidiaries, Evatran LLC, and on the Advisory 

Board of Ingage, Inc. 
jim @goodwinsea rch.com 

Jewell D. Hoover, Jewell is a former bank regulator with the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency and is now the president of Hoover and Associates LLC, a bank consulting firm. She 
has served on the North Carolina Banking Commission and on the board of directors for First 

Charter Bank in Charlotte She currently serves on the board of Filth Third Bancorp (which 

purchased First Charter) and on the board of AARP. 
~carolina.rr.com 

Laura Kendall Laura has served successively as Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, 
and President of Tanner Companies LLC, a privately held, family owned U.S. women’s luxuw 

apparel company (Doncaster brand). She began her career in public accounting with Arthur 
Anderson and has worked as VP of Finance at Perw Drug Stores, Inc. and as Chief Financial 

Officer of F & M Distributors, Inc., Food Lion, Inc., and Delhaize America, Inc. She also served as 
owner of CFOdynamics, a consulting firm providing executive advisory services. Laura was an 

organizing director of the Bank of Commerce and continues to serve on its board. She served 

on the board o1 directors for Charles & Colvard and recendy joined the board of Tanner 
Companies. 

Ike ndall@ta nne rcos.com 

William G. Pappas. Bill is a partner and a member of the board of directors of Parker Poe law 
firm and is based in the Raleigh office. He provides general counsel and corporate and 

governance counsel to national and intema tional clients. Bill serves on the board of directors 



of Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company, National Association of Corporate Directors {Research 

Triangle Chapter), Marbles Kids Museum, and is on the board of advisors for the Greater 
Raleigh Chamber of Commerce. He speaks frequently on governance and directors’ liability 

billpappas@parkerpoe,com 

Trudy Smith. Trudy has served as the Executive Director of the Executive Service Corps of the 

Triangle (ESC} since April 2006. ESC provides professional, affordable consulting to area 

nonprofi[s [o help them achieve their missions. Trudy has an Advanced Certificate of Nonprofit 

Leadership from a specialized program at Duke University. She has served on a number of 

nonprofit boards, including the Durham Art Guild and Girls Rock NC, and currently serves on the 

Governance Committee of A Ban Against Neglect. She was a Trustee on the Triangle Day School 

Board of Trustees for seven years, including several years as Board Chair She is also on the 

national Board of the Executive Services Corps Affiliate Network and was elected for a second 

term as Board Chair in September 2010. 

Trudy@esctriangle.org 

James H. Speed, Jr. James is the President and CEO of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance 

Company. He began his career with Deloitte & Touche, joined Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc., and 
served as CFO of CKE Restaurants after it purchased Hardees. He joined NC Mutual as CFO in 

2003 and was shortly therea[ter named President and CEO James serves on [he boards of 
directors of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Mechanics & Farmers Bank, Brown 

Capital Management, Tilson Investment Trust, Investors Title Company, AAA Carolinas, UNC 
Healthcare Systems, and Communities in Schools of North Carolina. He formerly served as Vice 

Chairman of the President’s Council on Efficiency and Effectiveness for the Dniversity of North 

Carolina and on the Governor’s Business Council for Fiscal Reform, as well as on numerous 
other boards and commissions 
JSpeed@ncmutuallife.com 

Edwina Woodbury. Edwina is the former Executive Vice President, Chief Financial & 

Administrative Officer of Avon Products, Inc. She is currently President and owner of Chapel Hill 
Press, Inc,, a custom book publishinB firm. She serves on the board of directors of RadioShack 

Corp., and has previously held directorship positions at Click Commerce, Inc. in Chicago and 
R.H. Donnelley Corp, in Cary. Edwina also serves on the Roverning board of the Medical 

Foundation of NC. She is a co-chair of the Charlotte chapter of Women Corporate Directors. 
Edwina,woodbury@ chapelhillpress.com, 

Moderator 
Lissa L Broome. Lissa is a professor at the UNC School of Law and serves as Director of the 
Center for BankinB and Finance, She also heads the Director Diversity Initiative. Her 

substantive areas of expertise include banking law, commercial law, and contracts Ussa also 
serves as the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the Atlantic Coast Conference and 

the NCAA. 

Ibroome@email,unc.edu 
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Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat, May 29, 2013 

Panelists 

John Ausura. John is a Director and Chairman o1 the Audit Committee of Mastech Holdings, 
Inc. {NYSE MKT: MHH}, Treasurer of the DC based Fulbright Association, and Founding Director 

of the Carolinas Chapter of NACD. He founded Capital Resolution, LLC, a financial advisory and 
restructuring firm, and held senior executive roles in Campbell Soup, Sunshine Biscuits, PNC 

Financial Services, and Xroads Solutions Group, LLC He served as CEO of PNC Bank (Credit 

Card), Talent Tree, and Day Runner, lnc John was a board director with Day Runner, Spectrum 
Diagnostic Imaging, PNC Alliance, and the Association for Certified Turnaround Professionals. 

ja usura @ca pitalresolution.com 

Jim Fraser..Jim is a Vice President with Goodwin Executive Search where he leads the board 
services practice. Jim has served as a manager, strategic planning executive, and senior 

marketing executive with Mobil Oil, Chrysler Corporation, Federal Mogul, Lord Corporations, 

and Merrill Lynch. He has also served as the Managing Director of CompassPoint Strategic 
Advisors, assisting boards with strategy, marketing, and business development. Jim served on 
the board of the Research Triangle Chapter of the National Association of Corporate Directors, 

as its Director of Governance Education, and as Dean of the Director’s College..Jim also served 
on the board of three Federal Mogul European subsidiaries, Evatran LLC, and on the Advisory 

Board of Ingage, Inc. 
jim @goodwinsea rch.com 

Jewell D. Hoover. Jewell is a former bank regulator with the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency and is now the president of Hoover and Associates LLC, a bank consulting firm. She 
has served on the North Carolina Banking Commission and on the board of directors for First 

Charter Bank in Charlotte She currently serves on the board of Filth Third Bancorp (which 

purchased First Charter) and on the board of AARP. 
@carolina.rr.com 

Laura Kendall Laura has served successively as Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, 
and President of Tanner Companies LLC, a privately held, family owned U.S. women’s luxury 

apparel company (Doncaster brand). She began her career in public accounting with Arthur 
Anderson and has worked as VP of Finance at Perw Drug Stores, Inc. and as Chief Financial 

Officer of F & M Distributors, Inc., Food Lion, Inc., and Delhaize America, Inc. She also served as 
owner of CFOdynamics, a consulting firm providing executive advisory services. Laura was an 

organizing director of the Bank of Commerce and continues to serve on its board. She served 

on the board o1 directors for Charles & Colvard and recendy joined the board of Tanner 
Companies. 

Ike ndall@ta nne rcos.com 

William G. Pappas. Bill is a partner and a member of the board of directors of Parker Poe law 

firm and is based in the Raleigh office, He provides general counsel and corporate and 

governance counsel to national and intema tional clients, gill serves on the board of directors 



of Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company, National Association of Corporate Directors (Research 

Triangle Chapter), and is on the board of advisors for the Greater Raleigh Chamber of 
Commerce and the UNC Lineberger Cancer Center. He speaks frequently on governance and 

directors’ liabili[y issues. 
billpappas@parkerpoe.com 

Trudy Smith. Trudy has served as the Executive Director of the Executive Service Corps of the 

Triangle (EBC} since April 2006. ESC provides professional, affordable consulting to area 

nonprofi[s [o help them achieve [heir missions Trudy has an Advanced Cer[ifica[e of Nonprofi[ 

Leadership from a specialized program at Duke University. She has served on a number of 

nonprofit boards, including the Durham Art Guild and Girls Rock NC, and currently serves on the 

Governance Committee of A Ban Against Neglect. She was a Trustee on the Triangle Day School 

Board of Trustees for seven years, including several years as Board Chair She is also on the 

national Board of the Executive Services Corps Affiliate Network and was elected for a second 

[erm as Board Chair in September 2010. 

Trudy@esctriangle.org 

James H. Speed, Jr. James is the President and CEO of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance 

Company. He began his career with Deloitte & Touche, joined Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc, and 
served as its Senior VP CFO & Treasurer. He joined NC Mutual as CFO in 2003 and was shortly 

[hereafter named President and CEO. James serves on the boards of directors of North 
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Mechanics & Farmers Bank, Brown Capital 

Management Mutual Funds, Tilson Investment Trust, Starboard Investment Trust, Investors 
Title Company (Nasdaq ITIC), AAA Carolinas, UNC Healthcare Systems, and Communities in 

Schools of North Carolina. He formerly served on the board of the Federal Reserve Board 
Richmond - Charlotte Branch, as Vice Chairman of the President’s Council on Efficiency and 
Effectiveness for the University of Nor[h Carolina and on [he Governor’s Business Council for 

Fiscal Reform, as well as on numerous other boards and commissions. 
jspeed@ncmutuallife.com 

Edwina Woodbury. Edwina is the former Executive Vice-President, Chief Financial & 

Administrative Officer of Avon Products, Inc. She is currently President and owner of Chapel Hill 

Press, Inc, a custom book publishing firm. She serves on the board of direc[ors of RadioShack 

Corp., and has previously held directorship positions at Click Commerce, Inc. in Chicago and 

R.H. Donnelley Corp. in Cary. Edwina also serves on the governing board of the Medical 

Foundation of NC. She is a co chair of the Charlotte chapter of Women Corporate Directors. 

Edwlna woodbury@ chapelhillpress.com 

Moderator 
Lissa L 8roorae. Lissa is a professor at the UNC School of Law and serves as Director of the 

Cen[er for Banking and Finance She also heads the Director Diversity Ini[iative. Her 
substantive areas of expertise include banking law, commercial law, and contracts. Ussa also 

serves as the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the Atlantic Coast Conference and 

the NCAA. Ibroome@email.unc.edu 





DIRECTOR DIVERSITY iNiTiATIVE 

AT UNC SCHOOL OF LAW 

The objective of [he Director Diversity Initiative at UNC School of Law is to encourage boards of 
directors of public companies to increase their gender, racial, and ethnic diversity. The 

Initiative also works with the North Carolina State Treasurer’s Office and the North Carolina 
Commissioner of Banks. The Treasurer’s Office has assisted in identifying and inviting potential 

diverse directors to the annual training program "Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: 

Earning a Board Seat." The Commissioner of Banks’ Of[ice invites several potential diverse 
directors to attend the North Carolina Bank Directors’ College which it co sponsors with the 

UNC School of Law’s Center for Banking and Finance. 

The Initiative maintains a computerized database of potential diverse directors. Corporate 
nominating committees are invited to contact Lissa Broome to identify board candidates from 

[he database. The Initiative periodically collects and publishes inrormation about the diversity 
of the fifty largest public companies headquartered in North Carolina. 

UNC Law faculty members with a colleague at Duke Law School are also engaged in several 

research projects regarding how board diversity affects board processes and corporate 
performance and have examined the role of the SEC’s proxy disclosure requirement regarding 

[he considera [ion of diversity when nominating directors 

Henry Frye, the retired Chief Justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court and the first African 
American to serve in that position, and Tom Ross, then the Executive Director of the Z. Smith 

Reynolds Foundation, suggested the formation of the Director Diversity Initiative. The first 
meeting of a working group of academics and business professionals related to the Initiative 

was held in May 2003. 

The Initiative has benefitted from grants from the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation, Fulfilling the 

Dream Fund: North Carolina Consortium, and the suppor~ of the law firm of Moore & Van 

Allen, PLLC 

More informaLion about the DirecLor DiversiLy IniLiative, including highlights of some o[ its 

board placement successes, is available at http://ddi.law.unc.edu/default.aspx. Lissa Broome 

directs the Initiative and can provide additional information {Ibroome@email.unc.edu; 919- 

962 7066}. 

Thanks to King & Spalding LIP for its generous sponsorship in 2013 of Broadening 
Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Beat. 



Top 7 Board Priorities (in order) 

When Recruiting New Directors 

Leadm ship experience 

Cm po~ate gox eu]ance expmience 



Trends in Time Commitment 

A~tending meetings 76.~ 54.2 

Rmdewing reports & materials 66.8 5z~o 

Representing at public e*ents 7.5 17.7 

Total 2~9 ~72 





How is stock-based compensation calculated for directors? 

¯ What is the split of the total compensation elements? 



Example of a Director Search; Overall Process 

Define cm’rent & long-term board skilliknowledge 
needs 
Compare to current board skilis/knowledge 
Prioritize needed skilis/knowledge 
Through one source or another, identif}T candidates 
Re~i~ew candidate skills/backgrounds 
Develop the shor~ list 
Prepare for and then conduct initial interviews 
Conduct second interviews if needed 

Make selection, issue invitation to ~oin board 

I,’oHow-up actions ~ ’~:’~ ~ 

Director Selection Methods 

Which Methods of’ Director Selection 

Does Your Board Typically Use? 

Semch fi~n: 



Methods of Director Selection 
(private companies) 

36.8% 
38,8% 

6.9% 



Board Turnover 

How Many Directors Have You Replaced in the LastYear? 

How Does "*’our Board Renew and Replace Its Mernbership? 



68 or below ~6% 8,8% 

70 ~6,5% 3~,9% 

74 1.9% .9% 

Soulce: NA(D Public Company Gm,ez na;~ce 



Director’s R sum  

Domain Knowledge: f*~our core pro/i.ssio~tal skill,s examples fi~llo~ ) 

~ Human Resources, Manu£hctufing, Finance. etc 

Current and Former Director or Advisory Board Positions: ~om most s~g~ficcmt to least 

includi~ l~.ad~.rshi# po,silio~ts, an example jollow,s) 

u (;hairpe~son office Board, XYZ (ompany, since ~999 

~ Board mext k e, ~ Non-profit O gan zat on, s ~ce 1996 

Board member, A Big Company, 1999 - 2001 

Board member, Local School Board, 1998 - 2000 

Advi sol5’ Board member. A Small Company, 1996 - 2000 

Audit Commit~eet s) 

Ethics Committee(s) 

Governmental Relations Committee(s) 

Marketing Committee(s) 

Committee I~’.xperlence: ¢alphahetica] hy committee 07~e, (’ottq)m~v ~mte, flora ~o &re,s, fi"om most recent 
bach,,arc0 

Compensation Commi~ee(s) 

~:xecufive Committee(s) 

Human Resources Committee(~) 

Nominating Committee(a) 

Signlfican~ Contributions @liorm{): (at0 ~rea,s you believe you made a s~g~t~qc’~mt comributio~ /o a boards 

I established a I~nctiona[ Nominating Committee £Br XYZ Corp This committee was used to 
replace Ne CEO~ and over Ne course of four years~ find and recruit one Nird of the Board 
~eplacing inside directors with independent directors 

"tO 



Professional Organlzatlons (optional): (m~y ()rganlzatlo~ that ~ o~dd supp~r~ yo~r ~um led~e as a pr~ess]~mal 
direclor, art e.vample /o/Iows) 

~ Member of the Naliona] Association of Corporate Directors, since [098 

~ Member of the Society tbr Jud~ent and Decision Making, since 2000 

Articles Regarding Boards Written (Ol)t~o~d): (alphabetical t~l ~t/e, include dates and yubhca~(ms~ 

Director Related Programs Attended (~pl/ot~aO: (most recet~L backward some examples are provider0 

Researcl~ Triangle Chapter - National Associalion of Corporate Directors, Speakers’ Program, 
Executive Compensation, "How Much is Enough?" I I-7-02 

~ Research Triangle Chapter - NafionN Association of Coq~orme Directors, one day Directors’ 
College, Duke University, 4-13 -02 

Well, Gmshal & Manges, EEP, Directors’ one day WoNshop on Mergers and Acquisitions, 2- 

19-00 

Pnblications you subscribe to (bpiio~a[): (examp/efi~//owg]: 

> Subscriber to Compliance Week, a~info~)compliance~veek corn 

Subscriber to Corporate Board Member magazine 

Books that have affected you as board member/opiio~ml): 

A quote that describes your philosophy about boards 

’Boards are like sub<m)mic l)~rt~cles, they a~t d{ff~’re~tly ~ he~ be#~ obse~n,ed " 









Percent minority board members 

2008 2010 

i7.07 iB.i 

1524 J5.5 

Fortune 500 

Catalyst2 

Percent minority board members 

Board Diversity and Company Size 

Percentage of Board Members Female 

Fortune 100                 Fortune 500                  NC Top 50 

181% (201 O)            "15.7% {2010)            123% (2009) 

Percentage of Board Members that are Minorities 

For!une 100                   Fortune 500                   NCTop 50 

lS,S% (20Z0)             9.g% (2010)             7.1% (2009) 

NC Top 50 Public Companies~ 

1992 2003 2006 2009 2012 

% women 4.3 101 11.2 12.2 12.0 

% minorities 1.8 5.3 6.0 7.1 7.1 

h~tiafive) 
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UNC DDI Survey Results 

Most Diverse NC Corporate Boards (as of 9/30/2012) 

Company (and rank in size) 

l lanesbrands 1201 

Bank of America (1) 

BB&T (5) 

Red Hat (9) 

Coca Cola Bottling Consolidated (35) 

Krispy Kreme Doughnu[s (36) 

Furiex Pharmaceuticals (45) 

Laboratory Corp. of America (1_0) 

Lowes 

Family Dollar Stores (I I ) 

SPX (1.3) 
Piedmont Natural Gas (24) 

455% 

44.4% 

37.5% 

33.3% 

333% 

33,3% 

333% 

33.3% 

30.0% 

27,3% 

273% 

25,0% 

250% 

Twelve of the top 50 NC companies had no women or minority board members as of 

September 30, 20~.2 (and rank in size) 

Insteel Industries 
Pike Elecl:r c 

FNB Un}ted 

Sc O,uest 
friang e Capital 

Sonic Automot ve 

Cato 

Hatteras Fi~ancia[ 

48 

46 

43 

42 

37 

34 

33 

32 

30 

26 

23 

]6 



Selected Research and Reports on Board Diversity 

Catalyst, The Bottom Line: Corporate Per~formance and Women’s Representation on Boards 

{2007). 

Fortune 500 companies with higher percentages of women board directors, on average, 

financially outperformed companies with the lowest percentages of women board 

directors by significant margins 

Catalyst, Lois Joy, Advancing Women Leaders: The Connection Between Women Board Directors 

and Women Corporate Qfficers (2008), 

Analyzed the relationship between the percentage of women board directors a Fortune 

500 company had in 2001 and the percentage of women corporate officers the same 
company had in 2006. The analysis controlled for industry, revenue, and percentage of 

corporate officer positions held by women in 2000 

Results showed a clear and positive correlation between the percentage of women 
board directors in the past and the percentage of women corporate officers in the 

Women board directors appear to have a greater effect on increasing the percentage of 

line positions held by women than they do on staff positions held by women. 

NACD Blue Ribbon Commission, The Diverse Board: Moving From Interest to Action (20~L2), 

http:i/NACDonline org 

Virtcom Consulting, Board Diversification Strategy: Realizing Competitive Advantage and 

shareholder Value (commissioned by the CalPERS board and delivered to i% Investment 

Committee on Feb 27, 2009), http://www calpers-governance org. 

¯ Discusses the importance of "skills" diversity as well as "visual" diversity. 

¯ Recounts other research regarding the value of diverse boards, 

¯ Discusses a Diversity ROI, as first described in a 2004 Harvard Business Review article, 

Diversity as Strategy. 

CalPERS is raising corporate board diversity with candidates for its 2009 Focus List of 

underpe~orming companies. 

Renee B, Adams & Daniel Ferreira, Women in the Boardroom and Their Impact on Governance 
and Performance (October 2008), available at http:i/ssrn cam 

More diverse boards are more likely to hold CEOS accountable for poor stock price 

performance. 

Gender diversity has beneficial effects in companies with weak shareholder rights, but 
detrimental effects in companies with strong shareholder rights. 

David A. Carter, Betty Simkins & W, Gary Simpson, Corporate Governance, Boord Diversity; and 

Value, 38 Financial Review 33 (2003) 
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Finding a statistically significant relationship between the presence o[ women or 

minorities on the board and firm value, as measured by Tobin’s Q, controlling for size, 

industry, and other corporate governance measures. 

Adams & Ferreira {above) note that [he findings of Carter, e[ al, showed a correlation, 

but not a causal relationship. 

Quientta M. Robertson & Hyeon Jean Park, Examining the Link Between Diversity and Firm 
Pecformance: The Effects of Diversity Reputation and Leader Racial Diver.sity~ 32:5 Group & 

Organization Management 548 (2007). 

Higher degrees of racial diversity among corporate leaders was significantly related to 

revenues, net income and book-to-market equity 

Vicki W. Kramer Alison M. Konrad & Sumru Erkut, Critical Moss on CorToorote Boards: Why 
Three or More Women Enhance Governance (2006}, available at httA://www~wcwonj]ne~org. 

Value of women directors includes 

o Collaborative leadership style that increases the amount of listening, social 

support, and win-win problem-solving 
o Greater willingness than males to ask tough questions and demand direct and 

detailed answers. 

o Introducing new issues and new perspectives to the boardroom. 

Critical mass 
o Single female board member makes a difference, but sometimes reports not 

being listened to, excluded from some socializing and even decision making, 

being forced to represent the "woman’s point of view," and on occasion subject 
to inappropriate behaviors indicating that the male directors notice their gender 

more than their substantive contribu [ions to the board. 

o Second female board member is helpful since each can help assure that the 
other’s comments are heard and processed fully by the board. Sometimes two 

women may develop strategies to ensure that issues will be raised and fully 

considered. 
o Third female board member seems to mean thai having women in the room is 

the normal state of affairs. Women are treated as individuals with different 
personalities, styles, and interests. The collaborative style adopted by many 
females may start to become the boardroom norm. 

An entire issue of the North Carolina Law Review was devoted to papers at a 2009 Conference 

held at UNC on Board Diversify, h[[p://wwwnclawreview.or~/category/archives/89/89-3/, 

including: Lissa L. Brome, John M. Conley & Kimberly D. Krawiec, Dengerous Categories; 

N~rr~tives of Corporate Director Diversity, North Carolina Law Review, 89 North Carolina Law 

Review 759 

Lissa Lamkin Broome & Kimberly D. Krawiec, Signuling Through Board Diversity’: is Anyone 

Listening? 77 University of Cincinna[i Law Review I~05 {2009) 



John M. Conley, Lissa L. Broome & Kimberly D, Krawiec, Narratives o~* Diversity in the Corporate 

Boardroom: What Corporate Insider~ Say Ahout Why Diversity Matters {2009), available at 

www,ssrn.com 

Lissa Lamkin Broome, John M. Conley & Kimberly D. Krawiec, Does Critical Moss Matter? Views 

From the Boardroom, 34 Seattle University Law Review 1~049 (20:[1~), 

http://lawpublications.seattleu.edu/sulr/vo134/iss4/5/. 

$£C Proxy Oisdosure Discussion of Diversity 

iissa L Broome & Thomas L Hazen 

Board Diversity and Proxy Disclosure, 37 U Dayton L Rev. 39 (2013.) 

Fortune :~00 {91 companies with proxies in both years) 

Diversity 63 89 

Race 3 26 

Ethnicity 6 26 

Gender 9 45 

NC Top S0 (48 companies with proxies in both years) 

2009 20:[0 

Diversity 2~[ 44 

Race 2 15 

Gender 2 17 
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Financial Services, and Xroads Solutions Group, LLC He served as CEO of PNC Bank (Credit 

Card), Talent Tree, and Day Runner, lnc John was a board director with Day Runner, Spectrum 
Diagnostic Imaging, PNC Alliance, and the Association for Certified Turnaround Professionals. 

ja usura @ca pitalresolution.com 

Jim Fraser..Jim is a Vice President with Goodwin Executive Search where he leads the board 
services practice. Jim has served as a manager, strategic planning executive, and senior 

marketing executive with Mobil Oil, Chrysler Corporation, Federal Mogul, Lord Corporations, 

and Merrill Lynch. He has also served as the Managing Director of CompassPoint Strategic 
Advisors, assisting boards with strategy, marketing, and business development. Jim served on 
the board of the Research Triangle Chapter of the National Association of Corporate Directors, 

as its Director of Governance Education, and as Dean of the Director’s College..Jim also served 
on the board of three Federal Mogul European subsidiaries, Evatran LLC, and on the Advisory 

Board of Ingage, Inc. 
jim @goodwinsea rch.com 

Jewell D. Hoover. Jewell is a former bank regulator with the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency and is now the president of Hoover and Associates LLC, a bank consulting firm. She 
has served on the North Carolina Banking Commission and on the board of directors for First 

Charter Bank in Charlotte She currently serves on the board of Filth Third Bancorp (which 

purchased First Charter) and on the board of AARP. 
@carolina.rr.com 

Laura Kendall Laura has served successively as Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, 
and President of Tanner Companies LLC, a privately held, family owned U.S. women’s luxury 

apparel company (Doncaster brand). She began her career in public accounting with Arthur 
Anderson and has worked as VP of Finance at Perw Drug Stores, Inc. and as Chief Financial 

Officer of F & M Distributors, Inc., Food Lion, Inc., and Delhaize America, Inc. She also served as 
owner of CFOdynamics, a consulting firm providing executive advisory services. Laura was an 

organizing director of the Bank of Commerce and continues to serve on its board. She served 

on the board o1 directors for Charles & Colvard and recendy joined the board of Tanner 
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Ike ndall@ta nne rcos.com 

William G. Pappas. Bill is a partner and a member of the board of directors of Parker Poe law 
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of Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company, National Association of Corporate Directors (Research 

Triangle Chapter), and is on the board of advisors for the Greater Raleigh Chamber of 
Commerce and the UNC Lineberger Cancer Center. He speaks frequently on governance and 

directors’ liabili[y issues. 
billpappas@parkerpoe.com 

Trudy Smith. Trudy has served as the Executive Director of the Executive Service Corps of the 

Triangle (EBC} since April 2006. ESC provides professional, affordable consulting to area 

nonprofi[s [o help them achieve [heir missions Trudy has an Advanced Cer[ifica[e of Nonprofi[ 

Leadership from a specialized program at Duke University. She has served on a number of 

nonprofit boards, including the Durham Art Guild and Girls Rock NC, and currently serves on the 

Governance Committee of A Ban Against Neglect. She was a Trustee on the Triangle Day School 

Board of Trustees for seven years, including several years as Board Chair She is also on the 

national Board of the Executive Services Corps Affiliate Network and was elected for a second 

[erm as Board Chair in September 2010. 

Trudy@esctriangle.org 

James H. Speed, Jr. James is the President and CEO of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance 

Company. He began his career with Deloitte & Touche, joined Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc, and 
served as its Senior VP CFO & Treasurer. He joined NC Mutual as CFO in 2003 and was shortly 

[hereafter named President and CEO. James serves on the boards of directors of North 
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Edwina Woodbury. Edwina is the former Executive Vice-President, Chief Financial & 

Administrative Officer of Avon Products, Inc. She is currently President and owner of Chapel Hill 
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R.H. Donnelley Corp. in Cary. Edwina also serves on the governing board of the Medical 
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Edwlna woodbury@ chapelhillpress.com 

Moderator 
Lissa L 8roorae. Lissa is a professor at the UNC School of Law and serves as Director of the 

Cen[er for Banking and Finance She also heads the Director Diversity Ini[iative. Her 
substantive areas of expertise include banking law, commercial law, and contracts. Ussa also 

serves as the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the Atlantic Coast Conference and 

the NCAA. Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 1:02 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: USADA Project 

Lissa 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent; Wednesday, June 05, 2013 12:48 PM 
TO; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; USADA ProJect 

Hope you r summer is going well and that you are having time for R&R. I am writing to invite you to par[icipate in a 

discussion about a USADA project. 

As you know I have been working with USADA for several years on their Education Outreach programming. Last year we 

produced ’qrue Sport" which was a 3 year project about clean sporL While it was sponsored by USADA, it was 

conducted by Discovery Education. It is a pretty comprehensive repo~ on issues in youth spo~ [ages 8-18]. I can give 

you a copy of this. Now given all that is going on with intercollegiate spor~s, they would like to produce "True SportU" 

which would be about intercollegiate sports. To do this we want to have a summit with the theme "Beyond 

Compliance" to discuss what "clean sport" at this level involves. Much of what gets people in trouble is not compliance, 

but issues beyond compliance. This is what got us in trouble, and Penn State. They wanted to launch the summits at 

Penn State and UNC, but we now think given the latest issue with Penn State, we will hold off on that one. 

I met with Bubba on Monday and he thinks it would be a good thing to do here. Travis Tygart, CEO of USADA, and a Tar 

Heel Alumni, will be here this Friday and we are meeting together with Bubba at 10:30. As FAR you would be an 
essential resource. Would you be available on Friday to meet with us? I know this is a late notice, but I just confirmed 

with Bubba & Travis for Friday. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of Nor[h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 

Office Phone 919 962 3337 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 1:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: USADA Project 

See yoL~ Friday, 

Lissa 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent~ Wednesday, June 05, 2013 1:26 PM 
TO~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject~ RE: USADA Projed 

Great~ We wiJl be meeting irl Bubba’s office. I had USADA send me some hard copies and they should arrive today, but 

the rrleantime, you can go to: http://www.truesporLorg/about/true sport report 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2013 1:02 PM 
TO; Boxill, Jan 
Subject; RE: USADA Project 

Lissa 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent; Wednesday, June 05, 2013 12:48 PM 
TO; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: USADA Project 

Hope you r summer is going well and that you are having time for R&R. I an] writing to invite you to participate in a 

discussion about a USADA project, 

As you know I have been working with USADA for several years on their Education Outreach programming. Last year we 

produced ’qrue Sport" which was a 3 year project about clean spor[. While it was sponsored by USADA, it was 

conducted by Discovery Education. It is a pretty comprehensive repor[ on issues in youth spor[ [ages g lg]. I can give 

you a copy of this. Now given all that is going on with intercollegiate spor[s, they would like to produce ’qrue SportU" 

which would be about intercollegiate sports. To do this we want to have a summit with the theme "Beyond 

¢ompliance"todiscusswhat"cleansport" atthislevelinvolves. Muchofwhatgetspeopleintroubleisnotcompliance, 

but issues beyond compliance. This is what got us in trouble, and Penn State. They wanted to launch the summits at 



Penn State and UNC, but we now think ~iven the latest issue with Penn State, we will hold off on that one. 

I met with Bubba on Monday and he thinks it would be a 8ood thin8 to do here. Travis Tysart, CEO of USADA, and a Tar 

Heel Alumni, will be here this Friday and we are meetin8 tosether with Bubba at 10:30. As FAR you would be an 

essential resource. Would you be available on Friday to meet with us? I know this is a late notice, but I just confirmed 
with Bubba & Travis for Friday. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of Notch Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 

Office Phone 919 962 3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 
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Leadership from a specialized program at Duke University. She has served on a number of 

nonprofit boards, including the Durham Art Guild and Girls Rock NC, and currently serves on the 

Governance Committee of A Ban Against Neglect. She was a Trustee on the Triangle Day School 

Board of Trustees for seven years, including several years as Board Chair She is also on the 

national Board of the Executive Services Corps Affiliate Network and was elected for a second 

[erm as Board Chair in September 2010. 

Trudy@esctriangle.org 

James H. Speed, Jr. James is the President and CEO of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance 

Company. He began his career with Deloitte & Touche, joined Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc, and 
served as its Senior VP CFO & Treasurer. He joined NC Mutual as CFO in 2003 and was shortly 

[hereafter named President and CEO. James serves on the boards of directors of North 
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Mechanics & Farmers Bank, Brown Capital 

Management Mutual Funds, Tilson Investment Trust, Starboard Investment Trust, Investors 
Title Company (Nasdaq ITIC), AAA Carolinas, UNC Healthcare Systems, and Communities in 

Schools of North Carolina. He formerly served on the board of the Federal Reserve Board 
Richmond - Charlotte Branch, as Vice Chairman of the President’s Council on Efficiency and 
Effectiveness for the University of Nor[h Carolina and on [he Governor’s Business Council for 

Fiscal Reform, as well as on numerous other boards and commissions. 
jspeed@ncmutuallife.com 

Edwina Woodbury. Edwina is the former Executive Vice-President, Chief Financial & 

Administrative Officer of Avon Products, Inc. She is currently President and owner of Chapel Hill 

Press, Inc, a custom book publishing firm. She serves on the board of direc[ors of RadioShack 

Corp., and has previously held directorship positions at Click Commerce, Inc. in Chicago and 

R.H. Donnelley Corp. in Cary. Edwina also serves on the governing board of the Medical 

Foundation of NC. She is a co chair of the Charlotte chapter of Women Corporate Directors. 

Edwlna woodbury@ chapelhillpress.com 

Moderator 
Lissa L 8roorae. Lissa is a professor at the UNC School of Law and serves as Director of the 

Cen[er for Banking and Finance She also heads the Director Diversity Ini[iative. Her 
substantive areas of expertise include banking law, commercial law, and contracts. Ussa also 

serves as the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the Atlantic Coast Conference and 

the NCAA. Ibroome@email.unc.edu 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:42 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: The UNC Faculty Council and COIA 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:21 PM 
TO: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= FW: The UNC Faculty Council and COIA 

Lissa, 
Are the reps for this are by conference or schools? I knew you were a member previously but I don’t think we 
have a rep now, is that correct? 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Clmir of fl~e Facults" 
Dir¢clor. Pan" C¢lacr for Ethics 
Master LcchtrCr, Dcpamncnl of Philosoph3 
University orNonh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Clmpel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Robert Eno [eno@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:11 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: The UNC Faculty Council and COIA 

Dear Professor Boxill, 

I’m contacting you on behalf of the leadership of the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) The 
Coalition is an alliance of faculty senates and councils at schools in the NCAA’s Football Bowl Subdivision 
(Division I A), devoted to addressing major problems in college sports through faculty engagement at local and 
national levels COlA was founded in 2002, and has grown to 61 member senates, w-ith faculty representatives 



from all conferences se~w-ing on its national Steering Committee 

The UNC Faculty Council joined COIA in 2004, and as the Coalition prepares for the coming year’s work, 
we’re renewing contact with our member senates by writing to their chairs and to continuing senate 
representatives to COLA, such as Professor Broome, whom I’m copying on this message (My apologies 
Professor Broome actually received an earlier mailing; I’m afraid I initially misspelled your name and this note 
is actually my second t~) 

I’m attaching COIA’s 2012-13 annual report, which you initially received when it was sent to the membership 
by the Coalition Steering Committee in March ]-he report describes our cu~lent initiative to engage faculty 
governance more effectively in oversight of intercollegiate sports on campus, proposals that were invited by the 
NCAA We would like to draw your attention to the report again now, because, with the NCAA’s 
encouragement, we will be pursuing these ideas through discussions with the national association of Division 
I A Faculty Athletics Representatives in September We expect to contact our member senates later this summer 
as we prepare for those discussions and the beginning of what promises to be an active year 

More infom~ation about the Coalition is available on our website (I’ve added the link below) If you have any 
questions about COIA or comments you would like to convey, please feel free to write to me or to the Coalition 
Chair, Mike Bowen (University of South Florida), who is copied on this message 

Best wishes, 
Bob Eno 
Indiana University 
COIA Associate Chair for Membership Organization 
http://blogs comm psu edu/thecoia! 





Pat 





Briefing for Chancellor Carol Folt and Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Jim Dean 

Academics and Athletics at UNC-CH 

Ovea, lew of Subjects Covered 

Admissions for Student-Athletes 

Academic Support Program ~br Student-Athletes (ASPSA) 

Academic Advising positions and integration with ASPSA 

Facul~y involvemen~ 

FAR 

FAC 

Advisory Committee to ASPSA 

Faculty Council 

Academic Metrics 
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Admlssions for Student-Athletes 

Admissions Policies Relating to Studem-Athletes 

The Board of Trustees’ policy on admissions establishes a framework of competitive admissions 
and mandates that candidates be selected largely on the basis of the I, JniversiEf s ’special 
~esponsibility to ~esidents of North Carolina" and its ’Jud~nent of the applicant’s ~elative 
qualifications for sad sfactot3, perf~rrnance" in tbe program to whicb the applicant seeks 
admission At the same time, this policy explicitly states that these two broad selection criteria: 

shall not prevent the admission of selected applicants (a) who give evidence of 
possessing special talents for Uni~ msity programs requiring such specM talents, (b) 
whose admission is designed to help achieve variety within the total number of 
students adnlitted and enrol]ed, or (c) who seek educational programs not ~eadily 
available at other institutions 

The Statement on the Evaluation of Candidates for Admission, approved by the Ad visory 
Committee on Undergraduate Admissions in September 2007, commits the University to 
"comprehensive and individual eval~ations" of all candidates for undergraduate admission 
These evaluations, in the words of the Statement, ’aim to draw togefller studems wbo will enrich 
each other’s education, strengthen the campus community, contribute to the betterment of 
society, and help the University achieve its b~ oader mission" 

In keeping with this commitment, the Advisory Committee charges the Subcommittee on Special 
Talem with advising the ONce of Undergraduate Adrni ssions on the admission of students who, 
in accordance with trustee policy, "give evidence of possessing special talents for University 
programs ,eq~iring such special talents" 

Subcommittee on Special Talent Membership 

tenure-track faculiy members in the College of Arts and Sciences Witb the exception of the 
Faculty Athletics Representative to the NC~%k and the Associate Dean for Academic Advising, 
who se~we as voting members of the subcommittee e:c q~cio, voti ng members are appointed by 
the chair of the Adviso~T Committee on ( ndergraduate Admissions and smwe an initial term of 
three years Members appointed by the chair may be reappointed for one additional term but may 
not se~,e more than six consecutive years 

The subcommittee chair is appointed by the chair of the Adviso~T (ommittee and serves a term 
of one ,,,ear The subcommittee chair may be reappointed but may not serve more than three 
consecutive years 

2012-2013 Membership [If 2013-14 Membership has been determined, Steve may want to 
update with tbat 

Voting appointed members: 
Layna Mosley, Political Science (Chair) 
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John _Akin, Economics 
Napoleon Byars, Schoo] of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Jane lIawkins, Mathematics 

Voting ex @Tcio nlembers: 
Lissa Broome. Faculty Representative to the NCAA and Prot~ssor. School oP Law 
I .ee May Di rector and Associate Dean, Academic Advi si ng Program 

Non-voting ev o,~)’ich) members: 
Stephen Farmer, Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 
Vince ll]e, Senio~ Associate Director ot’Attdetics 
Barbara Polk, Deputy Director of !51dergraduare Admissions 
ttarold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director, Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling as Interhn Directur of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Student-Athlete Admission Decisim~s 

The OflSce of" Admissions p~ovides [ 60 slots each yea* fbr student-athletes Senior Associate 
Director of Athletics Vince [lie wo~ks with the coaches to determi ne the students who will be 
proposed ~i,r admission using these slots Barbara Polk, Deputy Director of Undergraduate 
Admissions, processes these recommendations and determines with Vice Provost Steve Farmer 
which of these students need to be presented to the Subcommittee for its review and 

The Subcommittee will review applicants who have special talent and who 

(a) have a predicted first-year GPA (PGPA) lower than 2 3; 
(b) require review tbr possible breaches of community standards tbr academic or personal 

behavior; or 
(c) may only be admi tted as exceptions to UNC-system policies because they do not meet 
minimum course or admissions ~eqnirements established by the UNC BOG 

The PGPA is derived flom an analysis of seven years of data of student-athletes and is based on 
the NCAA core course high school GPA, the SAT/ACT score, and the program which the 
student is expected to join Applicants with a PGPA bdow 23 a~e rel~*~ed to as Level ] and 
must be reviewed by tbe subcormrdttee Level 2 is defined as those applicants with a PGPA of 
23-26, and Level 3 includes applicants with a PGPA greater than 26 The subcommittee is 
attentive to the distribution of students in all levels, par~icular]y those in I.evel 2, and to the 
distribution by team The Subcommittee discusses each Level I candidate with the coaches, the 
Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), and sometimes the 
ASPSA counselor to tbe team to understand the support structure that would be present for the 
student In addition, the committee reviews the past performance ot’the students on the team 
which the student will be joining 

The UNC Board of Governors has established minimum course requirements (MCR) and 
minimum admissions requirements (MAR) for all students matriculating in the UNC system 
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The MCR is four years of high school m~th, including one ,,,ear of m~th higher than Algebra 2, 
and t~o years of the same foreign language Ihe MAR, fo~ admission in Fall 20 It, is a 
minimum weighted high school GPA of 2 5 and an ACT of 17 or SAT (critical reading and 
math) of 800 TheBOGhasi~tcreasedtheMCRfrom20/7OOtbrstude~ttsenterit~gintbeFall 
2009 to 23/750 for students entering in the Fall 2011 The 25/800 requirernents are effective 
lbr students entering in the Fal] 2013 BOG policy ~equi~es that applica~ts who a~e MCR or 
MAR deficient be re~’iewed by a facnlty committue and repo~ed to the Chancellor as 
"exceptions" to the BOG policy 

The review of student-athletes based on PGPA and classifying them in Level l, 2, or 3 began in 
2012-13 The PGPA replaced a set of criteria based on test sco[es and high scboo] GPA "~vhich 
previously determined which studems were reviewed by ll~e Subcommittee The consideration 

of the number of student-athletes recommended for admissions in the Level 2 and 3 categories 
has the goal to ove~ time impro’~e the academic profile of student-athletes by reducing the 
number of Level [ and Level 2 students 

[Can Steve provide publicly available darn here about ll~e number of commiitee cases/Level 
studems recommended ove~ the past f)w year?I 
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Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Role of the ASPSA 

The role of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) is to provide support 
for studem-afllletes to achieve academic success atld graduate This commitmem to student 
learning supports the university’s mission to "teach a diverse community of undergraduates " 

The ahleti c depanraenr recently developed a strategic plan under the direction of the then newly 
hired Director of Athletics, Bubba Cunningham Dr Michelle Bro~n, Director of the ASPSA, 
was hired in May 2013 Starting in fall 20El, Dr Brown will lead the ASPSA staffin the 
strategic planning process for the ASPSA for the development of a clear mission and the 
identification of objectives The ASPSA strategic plan will align with the tmiversky’s missiot~ 
and the athletic department’s strategic plan 

Director and Reporting Structure 

Dr Michelle Brown took on the role of Director of the ASPSA in May 2013 Dr Bro,a,n comes 

to UNC-(hapel Hi]l from Florida Atlantic Unive~ sip," where she secv-ed as the Associate Ath]etic 
Director for Academic Support and Student Life and Dh-ector of the Student-Athlete Center for 
Academic Excellence Her work experience includes bei*tg act instructor at the tmiversity level, 
serving as an academic advisor for freshmen students, and ser*ing as an athletic academic 
counselor for fbotbalI Hel varied background contributed to her selection fbr the 
multidhnenslonal i ole of Directoi of the A SPSA 

Coincident with Dr Brown’s hiring, the ASPSA moved fiom the College of Arts and Sciences, 
where it was a unit within The Center for Student Success and Academic counseling (CSSAC), 
which reported to the Senio~ Associate Dean 1"o~ Undergraduate Education in the Co]lege of Arts 
& Sciences, to the Provost’s office The Director of the ASPSA reports to the Provost and the 
ASPSA staff are under the O~tlce of the Provost The Provost’s Executlve Team has functioned 
as the support for the directo~ as she has transitioned to the university Ihe A SPSA is not only 
housed under academics, it is part of academics as a unit intertwined with the colleges, faculty, 
and advising units 

The creation of a Provost’ s Roundtable was proposed in conj traction with the commitmet~t to 
move the ASPSA from the College of Arts and Sciences to the Office of the Provost The 

Provost’s Roundtable will consist oPindividua]s appointed by the Provost and D[ Brown is 
charged with coordinating the Roundtable on behalf of tim Provost Ihe charge oPthe 
Roundtable is to bring many constituents across campus together to provide support, review 
policies and procedures, raise questio*ts, and provide t’cedback regardi*tg issues that impact the 
academic experience and success of student-athletes and the support provided by the ASPSA 
The appointments to the Roundtable will be made by the new P[ovost with a goal oPbeginning 
meetings in fall 2013 
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Other Communications Lines 

Faculty Advisory Committee to ASPSA. Ihis committee is described in more detail latur 

in this document and provides advice to the Director about ASPSA programming 

l~tctdtyAtMetlc* ~mmlttee. This committee is descfibed in more detail later in this 
documetu The Director is an ativiser to this committee and attends its monthly meetings 

Funding 

The ASPSA is an academic unit, but its financial support is provided by the Department of 
Athletics Before tile airival of the new Director, discussions weie underway regarding whether 
the money should be housed within the Athletics Deparimem’s budget or ~r~msfen:ed to the 

Provost’s office This discussion will be resumed u, ith the hire of the new Provost For 2013-14, 
the Athletic Department has committed to $150 000 in addition to the funding allocated for 
2012-13 ($444,687 operating budget excluding salafies and benefits; $1,345,328 total) The 

$350,000 is a combination of a $250,000 new allocation and a $100,000 reserve to draw tiom if 
the initiatives under the new director exceeti the $250,000 allocation Bubba Cunningham has 
expressed his commitment to financially supporting the ASPSA; however, he has asked for 
reliab]e data to justify the spending Dr Brown anticipates that he~ initiatives v,,il] exceed the 
$250,000 allotment, but at the time of the budget meetings was unable to provide data to support 
that amount The $100,000 rese*s e allows her the ability to access these fimds upon providing 

data-driven justification Mr Cunningham has stated that regardless of where the money will be 
housed, Dr Brown has tiae decision-making power over the allocation of fi.mds witiain ASPSA 

Academic Advising 

The ASPSA and the Academic Advising unit within tile College ot" Arts & Sciences are working 
together to formalize the collaborative process of working with student-athletes II~is includes 
revisiting roles and responsibilities of each unit and outlining hou, each unit supports each 
other’s efforts This is a work in progress and exactly how the two units will work together is 
being defined Pursuant to a recommendation from a report issued in the summer of 20~2 by a 
subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee and endorsed by the Chancellor, every 
studem-athlete musl see an academic ativisor every semester Two new positions were crealed 
within Academic Advising in the College of Arts & Sciences at the Assistant Dean level and tu, o 
individuals have been hired for ti~ese positions The College and its Academic Advising unit 
later decided that a team approach would be implemented by Academic Advising and that five 
advisors (including the two new Assistant Deans as the lead) were identified as a core group that 
would work with student-athletes for a ~otal of 2 FTE The advisors will spenti time in the 
Louderrni]k Center (where ASPSA is located) so that tiaey can work close]y with the ASPSA 
counselors and so that they may be available to the student-athletes 

Bui[dlng 

The ASPSA is honsed in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, a 150,000-square-foot facility 
that opened in the ~11 of 2011 in the east endzone of the ~)otball stadium (under the Blue Zone) 
Within Loudermilk, the John W Pope Student-Athlete Academic Support Center provides 
classrooms for teaching and tutoring, advanced computer technology, a writing lab, reading 
morns and ofiice space 
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Staff 

Director: 
Michelle Brown 

Associate Directo~: 
Brent Blanton 
Jenn Townsend 
Two openings 

Learning Specialist: 
Beth Lyons 

Reading and N’riting Specialist: 

Bradley Bethel 

Academic Counselors: 

Jaimie Lee 

Kym 
Tia Overstreet 
Tony Yount (part-time) 
One opening 

7~ tor Coordinator: 
Susan Maloy 

O~ce Manager: 
N~e Yarbrough 

In 2012-13 the staffwas assisted by 6 part-time learning assistants and 57 part-time tutors 
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Facul~- Involvement 

The Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR) 

Lissa Broome was appointed as the FAR by Chancellor Holden Tho~p effective July I. 2010 
Professor Broome is the Wells Fargo Professor of Banldng Law in the School of Law She also 
directs the law school’s Center for Banking and Finance 

’Fhe PAR is appointed by the Chancellor from among the voting faculty for a~ indefi nile term, 

subject to fomml review at least every five years The general duties of the FAR are to serve as 
an advisor to the Chancellor and the Director of Athletics and as a liaison to the [’actdty, help 
ensure academic thregrity and compliance with ACC and NCAA rules, and assist in proraofing a 
positive student-atidete experience at the university The FAR makes an annual report to the 

I~aculty Coundl and makes special reports to the Com~cil from time to time as raay be requested 
by the Agenda Committee 

Within the ACC, tbur individuals t’mm each member institution bare the primary governance 
and operating responsibility They are the chancellor/president, the director of athletics, the 
senior women’s administrator, and the lhculty athletics ~epresentative The FAR is the 
university’s voting delegate to the ACC and the university’s faculty representative to fl~e NCAA 
Pro~kssor Broome serves on the ACC’ s Finance Committee, Constitution and By-Laws 
Committee, and Women’s Basketball Committee 

The FAR is an ex ot’iScio rnenther of a number of committees including the 

Faculty Athletics Committee 
Special Talent Subcommittee of the Undergraduate Adnalssions Committee 

Educational Foundation Executive Board 
Faculty Advisory Committee to ASPSA 

The FAR meets each month separately with the Chancellor, the Athletics Director, and the 
Director of ASPSA 

The Faculty Athletics CommRtee (FAC) 

The cha*ge of" tbe Faculty Athletics Committee in Faculty Code is "inlb~miag the f~.culty and 
advising the chancel]o~ o~ any aspect of ath]etics, inc]uding, but not ]iraited to, the academic 
experience for varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for members of the University committee, 
and the general conduct and operation of the University’s alhletic program" Faculty Code § 4- 
7(b) 

The committee is composed of nine elected members fiom the voting *<actdty who serve 
staggered d~ree-year terms No person may serve more than ~wo consecutive t)ll temps Tbe 
FAR is a*~ ex ol~Scio membe[ of the committee if not otherwise an elected member of the 
comraittee 

The committee meets monthly during the academic year with the Chancellor, the Director of 
Athletics, the Senior Associate Director of Athletics, and the Director of ASPSA 
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The Committee’s roster for 2013-1d : 

I.issa Broome, School of I,aw. FAR, ex oftialo 
Michelle Brown, ASPSA, Advisor 
Bubba Cunningham, Athletics, Advisor 

Carol Foil, Chancellor, ex oPiicio 
Beve~]y Foster, Nursing, 2014 

Vince Ille, Athletics, Advisor 
Layna Mosley, Political Science, 2015 
Engene Orringer Medicine, 20 ] 5 
Barbara Osborne, Exercise & Sport Science, 2014 
Andrew Perrin, Sociology, 2015 

Joy Rennet. Allied Health, 2016. Chair 
John Stephens, Scboo] o[’Government, 2014 
Deborah Stroman, Exercise & Sport Science 
Kimberly Strom-Gottffied, Social Work, 2016 

ASPSA Advisory Committee 

This advisor3, committee consists of tenure-track and fixed-term faculW, as u, ell as some 
appropriate f~]l-time p~ ot;.*ssional staff~EPA non-facnhy) membe~ s Ihe committee has been in 
place since the mid-1980s and its level of activity has varied over the years A report u, as issued 
by a sl~ate.~c planning group dated September 1, 2011, which recommended that this committee 
be revitalized with a systematic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, serving as a 
sounding boa*d for programming and ploviding advice on day-to-day issues as wel] as Iong-telm 
planning 

The 2012-13 Committee was appointed by Senior Associate Dean t’~r Undergraduate Education 
Bobbi Owen f’or staggered te~ns The 2012-I 3 Committee members and ex oPficio members are 
listed below With the transition of ASPSA to the Provost’s Office, the Provost may wish to 
reconsider the ex officio members of the committee and needs to fill the slots of the committee 
members whose terms are expiring and whose names are highlighted below 

2012-13 Appointed Corn mittee members: 

Kim Abels, Writing Center, 2011-14 
Kenneth Janken..M’rican and Afro-American Studies, 2012-15 
Genna Rae McNeil, History, 201 I -13 
Abigail Panter (chail), Psychology, 201 I - 14 
t:;ileen Parsons, Education, 2011-14 
Chloe Russell, Academic Advising Program, 2011-14 
Sherry Salyer. Exercise & Sport Science, 201 [-14 
John Stephens, Political Science. 2011 - 13 
Isaac Uriah, Political Science, 2012-14 

2012-13 Ex Officio (Voting) Committee m embers: 

Lissa Broome. Faculty Athletics Representative 
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Vince IIle, Athletics 
Bobbi 0wen, Undergraduate Educatio~ 
Joy Rennet, Chair, Faculg~" Athletics Committee 
Michelle Brown, Director, ASPSA 

The Advi sory Commitiee tries to meet five times a year, twice each semester and once during the 
summer 

Faculty Conncil 

Faculty Council meets monthly during the academic year The voting faculty elect delegates by 

division The FAR and the FAC make an annual reporl to the Faculty Council During the 
2012-13 academic year, Joy Rennet, the chair of FAC, made sho~t mo*~thly reports to the Faculty 
Council 
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Academic Metrlcs 

The Academic Progress Rate (APR), the Graduation Success Rate (GSR), and the Federal 
Graduation Rate (FGR) are publicly a~ allable metrics (defined below) which are available for 
Universities The cbarl on the next page provides some summat? inforrnadon on these meirics 

The Department of Ath]efics Strategic P]an lists academic achiex’ement as a priority and sets the 
goal as being in the top 3 in the ACC and top 10 nationally 

FGR Federal Graduation Rate This graduation rate is reported by the Department of 
Educatio*~’s National Cente~ fo[ Education Statistics as pa*t of the Integrated Postsecondao’ 
Education Data System (1PEDS) This metdc is a six-year rate that includes studetus who 
received athletic scholarship aid in their first semester of enrollment The ikderal graduation rate 
counts student-athlek~s x~,ho left the Unive~ sity in good standing prio~ to graduation as non- 
graduates This data is available for student-athletes at an institution and for the student body so 
it is a way of comparing the performa~tce of student-athletes with the student body 
http:i/fs ncaa or~ocs/newmedia/public/rates/index Nml 

GSR Ch adaation Success Rate The GSR is an N(AA metric and is only ax, ailable for student 
athletes who received athletics aid The GSR adds students who transikrred into the institution to 
the grou p of first-yea* students who received athletics aid and also differs from the FGR in that 
schools are not penalized when a student-athlete leaves in good academic standing to transfer to 
another instittuion, pursue a prof~ssio~al career, or for any other reason U~der the FGR, such 
departures are counted as failures to graduate from tbe institution of original enrollment, even if 
the student later graduates from another institution 
bttp :i/fs n caa org/Docs/n ewm ed i a/pub l i c/rates/i Ildex him I 

APR Academic Performance Rate This is a*t NC.a~k metric based on the academic eligibility, 
retetuion, and graduation of student-athletes Poitus are awarded each semester per studetu- 
athletes on the basis of eligibility/g~aduation and retention Each team membe~ may earn two 
points pel semester: one point f~r maintaining eligibility OI for graduation and a second point 
for being retained On a team with ten members. ~i,r instance, there would be a maximum of 
possible points in an academic year ll’two student-atttletes on the team were not eligible in the 
spring semester and were not retained, then the hypothetical team would only earn 36 points 
(losing 2 points for each student duri*~g that spring semester) The APR in this hypothetical 
example is calculated by fir dividing 2,6 by 40 (equals 9), and then multiplying by 1000 to get an 
APR of 900 For 2012-13 and 2013-1,1. a team must have a d-year ax, erage APR of 900 to be 
eligib]e for postseason play or a 930 APR f~r the most recent tx~,o years In 20 t4-15, the 
threshold is a 4-year APR of 930 or 930 for the most recent two years, and for 2015-16 going 
fc~rward the standard fc~r postseason play is a four-year APR of at least 930 
http://fs ncaa org/Docs/newmedia/public/rates/index Nml 
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Academic Performance Ys’Ieasu yes - Studem-Ath|etes 

UNC-Chapel H~II: Multi-year GSR, FGR, and APR 

04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 

GSR 80 81 87 85 i 87 87 88 88 
=r~lBB i 82 70 i 86 80 75 88 89 91 

, -Fball +i 64 70 +i 79 78 +i 80 75 75 75 

-WBB i 64 56 64 90 i I00 100 85 79 

-WSoc 78 88 i 100 94 i 88 73 73 67 

FGR 70 70 i 71 73 73 73 74 74 

-St.body 81 82 83 83 84 84 85 87 

-Diff (I I) (1~) 02) (~0) (I ~) (I I) (~ 1) (13) 

APR 
-MIgB 989 993 995 989 995 985 963 959 

-Fball i 943 948 i 947 947 i 957 955 4z 934 

-~VBlg i 982 989 i 975 970 i 979 960 959 963 

-WSoe 993 965 i 974 974 i 972 965 959 962 

, 10-11 1JNC=CI| NC Slate UVA Duke WFU 
GSR 88 74 87 97 94 

-I"~IBB 89 80 50 100 [ 00 

-Fball 75 56 69 93 81 

FGR 74 50 76 85 79 

-St.bod~’ g5 71 93 94 89 

-Diff (~ ~) (~5) 07) (9) 00) 
APIt 

MBB 6.~ 9 ~4 939 995 939 

Fbal[ 4.~ 93 I 944 989 973 

For 2011- [ 2, UNC-CH had fi ve sports in the top 10% of" thei~ spo~ fbr APR: 
Men’s swimming 
Women’ s fencing 
Women’ s golf 

VoUeyball 

End of spring 2012, average cumulative GPA 
AI] student-athletes = 292 
All degree-seeking students = 3 12 
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UNC School of Lag’ Center for Banking and Finance 
Board of Advisors Meeting 

Notes 

Introductions, Those attending int*oduced themselves The following new members 
were approved 

, NC Banking ~s*itme j ournal 
Barxy Harris, First Citizens, Raleigh 
Mark Kanalv, A]ston & Bird, Atlanta 

NC Banking Institute journal 
Pamcia Robinson, Wachtell Lipton, New York, NY 
Tom Va~anian, Dechem Washington, DC 
Amy Williams, K&I, Gates, Charlotte 

The following members resigned their positions: 

Kent Ca~state~, fommrly of’FBR & Co 

Notes from Angust Meeting. The notes from the 
meeting were approved 

Board of Advisors 

Board of Advlsors Mee6ng, The next rneeIing of the Boa*d of 
Ad,~isors will be held on Monday,                 Carol Hfiselberger offered space for 
the meeting at the Charlotte office of ~ayer Brown, 214 N Trvon Street, Suite 3800 

Ihe purpose of the meeting is to identify panel topics, coordinators and speakers t’or the 
2014 Banking Institute and to review the Center’s annual report for 2012-13 

Scholarship Committee. Li ssa Broome fl~anked the Scholarship Committee (Broome 
Daniel Tracey, and Ron Raxter) There were six applicants for the two scholarships 
Dan Tracey reported on behalf of the committee that the endowed scholarship had been 
awarded to            , who will be the                          (the special issue 
based on papers from the Februat3,     continence on 1"he Political Economy of 
Financial Regulation) The expected payout from the endowed scholarship will be 
approximately $7,000 A second scholarship in an equivalent amount will be awaided 
t’rom our annual sponsorship funds to                 who will be the 

Increased Interaction with Banking ,Iournal Staff and Editors. Tony Gaeta 
challenged the Board of Advisors to help him consider how to increase interaction 
between the banking journal studems and the board of advisors The pul~ose of the 
interaction would be lbr board members to provide ideas and assistance to the students in 
de’celoping their caree~ goals and job search strategies Of course, considering journal 
students for job openings or recommending them to others for open positions is also 
welcome 



Following the meeting, Tony and Lissa solicited resumes and personal statements from 
journal students Nine of the students submitted int\~rmation which Iony then circulated 
to the Board of Advisors Some of these students already had employment, but Tony 
asked boa*d members to consider reaching out to students working or li~ing in their cities 
for the summer to give them the benefit of the board members’ memorb~g advice and to 
help tile students build career networks Wi~en new stafPmembers come on boald in 
August, Iony will collect and circulate their resumes and personal statements, along with 
those of the returning 3Ls who are interested Tony asked board members and the journal 
students to provide feedback on this program and suggestions t’c~r its improvement 

Fmtdr~isittg. Brandon Wright ~eported that the Center’s endowment will be paying out 
money to help support the Cetuer’s activities and that pledges still being collected of 
$431,000 will provide further suppor, to the Center when those multi-year gifts have been 
completed 

ARacatian af Spin,sot Funds. Lissa thanked the banks and firms that were sponsors of 
this year’s Banking Institute The nnmber of sponsors was at or above the level of prior 
yea~s The Board voted to transl~r $4,000 f)-orn the Sponsorship fhnd account to tim 
Banking Journal to help offset the travel and lodging costs for journal students attending 
the Banking Institute The Board also voted to transfer an amount equal to the pavout on 
the endowed scholarship to provide an equivalent second scholarship to 

Banking Join’hal Topics. Board members who have ideas for jonrnal notes for onr 
journal staff members should submit them by July 31 to Lissa, Ibroome@email uric edu 
Ihe.iomnal students are anxious to write on topics of interest to the boa~ d and the other 
attorneys who receive the Banking Institute journal at the Banking Institute 

Report on Career Trek. Another effort that has bee~ helpfid to studems in 
understanding career paths is ti~e Ca~ee~ T~ek The trek will occur this year on Thursday, 

tile f5 rst day of the UNC fall break We have held three career treks to 

Charlotte and one to Winston-Salem BB&T and Womble Carlyle hosted last year’s 
Winslon-Salem visit The opportunity tu meet with bank in-house counsel and attorneys 
in private practice to learn more about different areas of practice and different career 
paths has been invaluab]e to our students as they tidnk about their career trajectories 

Any bank or firm interested in hosting the event, should contact Lissa to learn more In 
the past, we bare visited a bank and visited a firm a~d a lunch has been provided by o~le 
ofthe hosts Lunch has often included all of the atturneys participating in the event 
Sometimes a tour has been included as part oftheday Last year, tbrinstance, wetoured 
the Piedmont Research Triad Park 

rph¢ Political Economy of Fi~ancial Regulation.                    This academic 
conf)rence was held at George Washington University School of Law in February It 
was co-sponsored by the Cemer, the Insurance Law Center at the University of 
Connecticut School of Law, the Institute of Law and Economic Policy, and the Center for 
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Law, Economics and Finance (C-LEAF) at the George Washing, ton University School of 
I.a~, I.issa thanked Poy~e~ & Spmi]l and The Cleating House for theh generous 
sponsorship of the progqam The papers presented at the program and edited transcripts 
of some of the remarks will be published in a special edition of the Banking E~stitute 
Jo~rnal this fall Those interested in D~rchasing a copy of this special edition, sho~dd 
contact Lissa Br oome Video of the conl~rence is a’~,ailable at 
http://w~wv law g~a~ edu/News/          E;vents/Pages/PoliticalEconomy aspx 

Preliminary report on The ABCs of Banking Law, Karol Sparks reported on the 
second ABCs of Banking Law progqam Twenty-eight people registered to attend the 
program, which was held at the oflices of A]ston + Bird in Charlotte Facu]ty inc]uded 

Karol, Lissa, ScoU Cammarn, Gene Ka~z. and newcomers for       Saule Omarova of 
the L_~C lay,, ~Sculty and Mark Kanaly of Alston ÷ Bird Karol explained that the 
enrollment goal was somea,vhere betx~,een 20 and 35, in a deliberate effort to make the 
session interactive, provide networking opportunities, and to allow us to minimize costs 
by contbming to hold it at a law firm The board suggested that a save the date email be 
setu out in Augus~ to alert people to this program 

Preliminary report ~      Banking Institute, Ihere were approximately 204 
attendees at the     Banking Institute Lissa thanked the many firms and banks that 
sponsored and The Clearing House ~Br its continuing spo*tsorship of the "thursday 
reception Lissa asked board members to respond to the online program evaluation when 
it is distributed by emall next week 

Planning for i     [nstitnte. The board reviewed the calendar £1,r next spring and 
selected April 3-4 as the top choice for lhe prog~ am The second choice was March 20- 
21 We were subsequently able to contract with the Ritz for April 3-4, meaning 

that the .M/,Cs of Banki*tg Law program will be held on 

Lissa asked board members to begin thinking about speakels and panel topics (especially 
if they interested in coordinating a panel) Board members shou]d u>- to get their ideas to 
Lissa before the August board meeting Some preliminatT ideas were discussed: 

Beischer AddresstThl~rsday dinner) 
o William Hanison, fb~nel CEO of Chase 
o Frank Holding, Jr, First Citizens 
o Gene Taylor, Capital Bank (recommended by Ron Raxter) 

Clifford Lecture (consumer oriented) 
o Gall Hillebrand, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

General Counsel’s Remarks (usually after lunch on Thursday) 
> Ray Fortin, SnnTmst Banks 
o Robert Hoyt, PNC (suggested by Scott Cammam) 

Potetuial Panel Topics 
o CFPB Implementation 

Update on Director Diversity Initiative. Lissa reminded the board about the annual 
one-day training p~ ogram for women and minorities interested in learning more about 



board service, "Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat" This 
year’s program will be held on I            at The Rizzo Cont;,~rence Center in Chape] 
ltill Thanks to King & Spalding for sponsoring the program Please mention the diverse 
director database to clients wtto are i*tterested in considming diverse board candidates 
Lissa can run a search and provide resumes that match the search criteria Colleagues 
and clients [i-orn diverse backgrounds who are interested in corporate board service 
should be encouraged to regi ster on the database at 
https:i/ddi lau, uric edu/database/login aspx Lissa also reported on the DDI’s release of 
its 2012 ce*tsus of corporate board diversity of Itte top 50 NC public corporations (12% of 
directors are female and 7 I% are non-white), 
https:i/ddi law unc edu/boarddiversity/def~.u]t aspx 

Other Center Programming. From May 6-9 the Center is hos*ing delegates from the 
Central Bank of Nigeria to learn about bank holding company regu]ation in the United 
Slates They will spend May 9 at BB&T learning about its holding company operations 

The North Carolina Bank Directors" College (co-sponsored witb the NC Office of the 
Commissioner of" Batiks and tile FDIC) wil] riot be held in       With bank 
conso]idation and no start-ups we have already t~ ained most directors We plan to ho]d 
the College in the summer of    , assuming there is suft]cient demand 

The Center has been approached by Beth Whitehead of Ame~{can Savings Bank and may 
participate in a custom bank director training program with Jewell Hoover o[’Hoover & 
Associates for tbe directors of that bank in Honoluh* 

Ihe Dan K Moo~ e Program in Ethics vdl] be held on Friday,          in Chapel Hill 
Bob Johnson of BB&T and Ed Winslow of Brooks Pierce are just ~,vo of the confirmed 
panelists 

The Center will participate ir~ The Clearing House Aroma] Conf)r ence 

in Ne~v York (;it}" 

The meeting adjourned at 2:15 pm 



UNC 

Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft 
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DKM 2~13 Panelists and Planners 

Lissa L Broome 
University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB ~ 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 2759c~ 
919-962-7066 
C: 

lbroome@email uric edu 

Bernard A Burk 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB ~ 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
(919) 962-3688 

Barbara L Fred~ckson. PhD 
Department of Psychology 

Davie Hall, CB 3270 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel ltill, NC 27599 
919-843-0091 
FAX: 919-962-2537 

bl~)~)unc edu 

David Goldman 
McDermott Will & Emery LLP 

340 Madison A,:enue 
New’ York, New’ ¥oik 10173 
Office ~el: 212 547 5512 
Cell: 
eEax: 646-390-2881 
dgoldman@mwe corn 

Thomas L Hazen 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB # 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel ltill, North Carolina 27599 
919-962-8504 
thazen@unc edu 

Robert Johnson 
BB&T 
200 W Second St 
Winston-Salem, NC 27101 



33(>-733-2180 
R JJohl~son@BBal~d | corn 

Greg McPolin 
Pangea3 
New’ York 
greg mcpolin@thomsonreuters corn 

Edward ( Winslow III 
2000 Renaissance Plaza 
230 North Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
{336) 271-3112 
F: t336) 232-9112 
ewinslow@b~ ookspierce corn 
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I’r[ends Thanks so much for agreeing to join us this Tuesday at the law school to share your expertise with our students. 

other general job ti 















Center for Bankhlg and Finance Board of Advisors 
Meeting Notes August 19~ 2013 

Plmming for the Banking Institute, April 3-4, 2014 

Thursday, Apri] ~ After lunch speaker 
o Ra,/Fortin, SunTrust Steve Dunlevie asked Ray subsequent to the meeting and 

RW has a conflict, but would be interested in speaking in 2014 
® Rohert lIo}~, PNC Kieran FMlm~ at PNC should ask Robe~if he is willing to 

join us on April 3 
Thursday, April 3 Beischer Address ibllowing dinner 

Mike Carpenter, Ally (ScotI Cammarn has invited) 
Other names if Ca~enter is unable to participate 

¯ Jim Blaine, SECU an~gor Thad Woodard, NC Bankers Association 
¯ Richard Moo~e, First Bank 
¯ Peter ~auer. Bloombe~g 
¯ John _~lison, BB&T 
¯ William Ha~ison, former CEO of Chase 
¯ Nido Qubein, President of Hi~ Point University, BB&T board of 

directors 
Thursday, April 3 or Friday, April 4 Cllft),rd Lec*ure 

c~ Gad Hillcbrand, CFPB (Don I,ampe wi]l invite) 
o John T@or, Nationd Communi~- Reinvestment Coalition 

Panels (Please contact tbe panel coordinator if you have suggestions tk>r panelists Tony 
has clNmed his panel’s day and time; other coordinators need to contact Lissa to 
determine the best date and time for the0 panel) 

o The Future of Communi~’ Banks T~ny Gaeta has organized this panel (for 
Thursday, April 3 from 3:45 to 5:00 pm ) ~o include as panelists: 

Rick CdicutL Ba~k of NoN~ Carolina 
Lee Burrows, Ba*~ks Street Pa~ne~s 
Scot~ Clark, Sandier O’Neill + PaWners 
Bill Wagner, Raymond James & Associa*es 
Phil Huber, I he Hu~chiso~ (ompany 

o Enforcement Actions by Federal and S~ate Regulators. To discuss 
enii~rceme~t a~ions by fcderN and state (primarily New York) regtdators against 
banks and service providers We anticipate having a regulator or two on this 
panel Meg Tahyar, Don Lampe, a~d Amy Williams will help in planning this 
panel 
Cybersecuri~ Issues. This panel will include infbrma*ion sharing with the 
government, cyber attacks by soverei~ states, considerations fBr private firms 
Engage some of the relevant government re~lators who den with this issue as it 
ielates to banks ~lelinda Berres ofHunton & Williams a~eed to work wflh 
Mike Nedzbala on coordinating this panel Melinda mentioned tbat Lisa Solo 
from the firm’s New York office u, ould be a good panelist 
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Mortgage Lendh~g, This panel could focus on the new Dodd-Frank ~egulations 
relating to mortgages and how they a~ e a~k~cti ng the products off, red by banks 
In addition, it might be timely to discuss GSE reform Discrimination based on 
disparate impact mighl be another poaalb[e topic tBr Ibis panel Tom Vartanim~ 
agreed to se~-e as the panel’s coordinator 
Dodd-Frank Update. Provide updates on the Dodd-F~ank regulatory et~ t, 
being carefi*l not to duplicate materials that will be covered by anod~er panel 
Paul Pilecki will coordinate 
The role of the panel coordinator, reimbursement policy for panelists, and other 
details are covered on page 4 of these notes 

Prefiminary Matters 

I.issa thanked Carol Hitselberger and her team at Mayer Brown for hosting the board of 
advisors meeting 
Those atiending introduced themselves A list of those pal~icipafing in person or by 
phone is at page 5 Please forward any additions o~ co~ections to Conrad Bortz 
cbortz@emall unc edu 
The minutes of the March 2013 meeting were approved 

Lee Burm’ws, Banks Street Partners, Atlanta and The~ese Paul Fifth Third, Cincinnati 
were approved as new members of the Board of Advisors I.issa noted that Paul 
Reynolds, recently retired from Fi~h Third was continuing on the board of advisors as an 
Emeritus member 

ABCs of Banking Law 

Carol Hitselberger and the Mayer Brown office in Charlotte graciously offered to host the Apcll 
2, 2014 ABCs of Banking Law program Suggestions for ma, keting the program included : 

Sending out a save the date emall in the early fall; 
Contacting law firm CLE coordinators to learn how val~ous CLE programs come to the 
attontion of thek attorneys and t*ying to publicize the ABCs program through those same 
channals; and 
Ta’Mng advantage of social media The UNC’s School of Government Twitter iced was 
cited as an exemplar of effective outreach through social media 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 

fi-om the journal reviewed the financial results of the journal 
f~r 2012-13 The journal will be issuing a special issue lhis fall containing transcripts of some of 
the talks and papers delivered at the Fehmao, 2013 conference, "The Political Economy of 
Financial Regulation," held in Washington, DC This special issue wi]l be marketed to the 
board of advisors closer to its pub]ication 

Career [nitia t~ves 
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(areer Lm~ch. On August 20, the Banking Journal sVadents will meet ~,,,itb ’Friangle 
area law alums (most of whom are also journal alums) to bear about career options and 
receive candid ad vice on their resumes and job search strategies "fhanks to 

o Nancy Coppola, First Citizens 

o Na~cy Coppola, First Citizens 
o Drew Kifner, Moore & Van AI 
o Bryan Meaeham, Smith Anderson 

c~ Jason Strickland, Ward and Smith 
® Sara Weed, NC Office of the Commissioner of Banks 

Career Trek. This event will occur on Thursday, October 17 in RaleiN~ and will be an 
opportunity for up to 15 journal students to visit f~rrns, banks, o~ government agencies to 
learn mo~ e about different career paths McGuire Woods (througb Jim Hedrick) 
G~tes (through _Amy Williams and Lee tlogewood), Smith Anderson (through Geoff 

Adams), and BB&T (throu~ Bob Johnson) may be willing to help host Ibe event Lissa 
Broome will reach out to them and others in Raleigh to tW to organize the day 

Career Me~tori~g. ~ony Gaeta,                                discussed the first 
round ofjournal students’ resume distribution to the board of advisors Tony was 
advised that f~r fall recmitMg, int\~rmation about the journal students (resumes and 
personal statements) needs to be circulated in July Tony reminded tbe board that in 
addition to assisting students with jobs, this effort is also to help the students develop 
professional networks and he encouraged board members ~o reach our to students with 
whom they shared interests electronically, by phone, o~ fbr an in-person meeting when 
that was convenient Kimberly Zirkle and Meghan [,hlberas suggested that the Center 
consider creating a Linked In Group tbr journal students, journal alums, and members of 
1he board of advisors to provid e anolber forum for interaction 

Review of 2012-13 

I.issa rexdewed the Annual Report, including tbe financial results She tbanked the board again 
for its Ni:,s during the Beischer Challenge which are now starting to provide support tbr the 
operations of ~he Center and to .~ve it the flexibility to explore new initiatives and 
programm ing 

[Ypcoming 2013-14 Programs 

Dan K Moore Program in Ethics: "fhe ChanNng Model of Legal Services Delivery in 
tbe ~New Normal," October 4, 2013, The Center for School Leadership and 
Development, Chapel Hill, NC (near the Friday Center) 

The Clearing tlouse and University of Noah Carolina Center for BanMng and Finance 
Fall Lecture Series: Eft~cti~ e Compliance ~sk Management in a Rapidly Changing 
Re~latoD, Environment, November 2~, 2013, The Pierre, New York City 

~estivN of Legal Learning, Consumer I,aw and Consumer Credit Symposium, Februaw 
14-18, 2014, Friday Center, Chapel Hill 

The ABCs of Banking Law, April 2, 2014, Offices of Mayer Brown LLP, Charlotte 

The Banking Institute, April 2-3, 2014, The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte 
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Broadening (orporate Board INversity: Earnhlg a Board Seat, May 28, 20 [4, |he Rizzo 
Conference Center, L~-C-Chapel Hill 

NC Bank Directors’ College, July and A~g~st TBD, 20114, The Rizzo Cont’erence 
Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 
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Role ol’ Pa~el Coordi~ators. Each panel coordinato~ is entitled to a complimentaly admission 
to file Banking institute, but not to reimbm sement of expenses (tra’cel and hotel), unless the 
coordinator is also a substantive speaker on the panel If there is more than one coordinator for a 
panel, there is still only one complimentary admission Typically, the panel coordinator is also 
the moderator of the panal If the coordinator asks someone else to moderate the panel who is 
not a substantive pane]ist, the mode~ato~ may transfer his/her complimentary admission to the 
moderator, bur other~ise the moderator will not receive cornplimentary admission or 
reimbursement of expenses 

The panel coordinator is responsible for finding and organizing the panelists We suggest a limit 
of three or four panelists so that each has a sufficient oppo~lunity to speak and so ~here may be 
time for interchm~ge will~ the audience Participants seem to especially welcome the 
participation of’f~deral or state ~egulato~s on panels The soone~ speakers are identified, the 
better lhe panelists should be finalized in December so we may advertise the program and 
begin registration 

The coordinator should be sure that speakers do not "read" their talks from their PowerPoint 
slides, but engage in a gO re-and-take with other panelists and with d~e coordinato~ Speakers 
should also speak into fl~eir microphones and questions from the audience sbould be repeated by 
the coordinator so evet3,one hears the question Questions posed to each panelist by the panel 
coordinator (they should be prepa~ ed in advance) work wall to ~¢manage" a panal i~stead of 
proceeding down the row for short presentations by each panelist We want a dialog and 
con~ ersation, no~ four people each talking in turn Ibr 15 minutes 

The panel coordinator is also responsible for ensuring that there are written materials to 
accompa~y the panel’s presentations Ihese materials may include PowerPoi~t slides and 
background materials that will be posted on the Banking Institute webalte and available to 
pro.~-am participants in advance of the institute High quality written materials are necessary to 
obtain CLE credit These handouts should be received two weeks befi~re the program, by l~|areh 
20, 2014. We also hope that one representative fiorn each panel will submit a manuscript on the 
panel topic for publication in *he banking journal 

Pot journal planlting purposes, we would like to know if’you are collsidering submitting a 
manuscript by November | |, 2013 To be published in the journal, the manuscript should be 
subntitted via email attachmenl by December 16. 2013, or preferably soo~er The attthor will 
be notified by December 20 whefl~er fl~e manuscrip* has been selec*ed for publication The 
manuscfipt’s sources shou]d be [botnoted and in Blue Book form Mo~e detailed guidelines wil] 
be provided to each author and journal edito~ s are happy to provide assistance to authors in 
tracking down sources, preparing citations, ibrmatdng, and editing Other members of the Board 
of Advisors are invited to submit mmmscripts for publication in the Banking Journal 

The meeIing was adjourned at l:55 pm 

Notes prepared by Lissa Broome 
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Highlights 

¯ A record number of UNC student-athletes - 329 - made the ACC 
Academic Honor Roll in The total was 35 more than UNC’s 
previous high of 294 in 2004-05. 

¯ 88 student-athletes earned AII-ACC Academic Honors 

¯ UNC had three winners of the            , which goes to the student- 
athlete with the highest cumulative GPA at each championship/final four 
site. Carolina students won for women’s ( ), 
( ’) and women’s ). No school had 
more than three last year. 

the 

(women’s ) and (men’s ) were 
as was 

¯ The NCAA honored women’s 

the top 10 percent nationally. 

, women’s                    , men’s 
for Academic Progress Rates among 

¯ Carolina student-athletes performed more than 2,000 hours of community 
service, men’s teams were honored by 
the ACC f~r alona with two women’s players and a 
women’s 

¯ This coming year is the 10th year of operation of the Baddour Carolina 
Leadership Academy. Staff has conducted more than 42,000 hours of 
programming over the first nine years of the Leadership Academy to 
develop leadership skills in students, coaches and administrators. 

¯ Donna Papa inducted into Softball Coaches Hall of Fame 

¯ Sylvia Hatchell will be inducted in Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame in 
September and former track coach Dennis Craddock will be inducted into 
the Track Coaches Hall of Fame in December 



¯ ACC Player or Performer of the Year in 
, men’s and women’s 

and women’s        and 

¯ ACC Female 

¯ National 

( 

¯ Sports Illustrated’s 

in women’s 
each won for 

(both 
, women’s , mens 

of the Year 

women’s 

and women’s 

) 

¯ ACC champions - 

¯ National for women’s 

¯ National championships in women’s 

and men’s 

and women’s 

¯ Seven Top 10 NCAA finishes including women’s , women’s 
men’s , women’s 

and men’s 

¯ Had 13 teams finish in the NCAA Top 20 

¯ Our women’s program won the Capital One Cup and the men finished 
ninth. Carolina and Florida were the only two schools to have both men’s 
and women’s programs finish in the Top 10 in the Capital One Cup. 

¯ 8th place in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup, our fifth consecutive Top 
10 performance 

¯ UNC’s 17’h Top 10 finish in the 20-year history of the Directors’ Cup and 
its 11t~, in the last 12 years 

¯ UNC was the highest finishing ACC school in the Directors’ Cup for the 
15’h time in 20 years. Carolina is the only ACC school to finish in the Top 20 
in each of the award’s 20 seasons. 



Briefing for Chancellor Carol Folt and Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Jim Dean 

Academics and Athletics at UNC-CH 

July 2013 

Ovelwiew of Subjects Covered 

Facuky involvement 
¯ FAR (Faculty Athletics Representative) 
¯ FAC (Faculty Athletics Committee) 
¯ Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions; Subcommittee on 

Special Talent 
¯ Advisory Committee to ASPSA (Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes) 
¯ Faculty Council 

Admissions for Student-Athletes 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) 

Academic Metrics 



Faculty Involvement 

The Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR) 

Lissa Broome was appointed as the FAR by Chancellor Holden Thorp eft’ecfive July 1, 2010 
Professor Broome is the Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law in the School of Law She also 
directs the law school’s Center for Banking and Finance 

The FAR is appointed by the Chancellor from among the voting f~culty for an indefinite term, 
subject to formal review at least every five years The general duties of the FAR are to se~w-e as 
an advisor to the Chancellor and the Director of Athletics and as a liaison to the faculty, to help 
ensure academic integrity and compliance with ACC and NCAA rules, and to assist in promoting 

a positive student-athlete experience at the university The FAR makes an annual report to the 
Faculty Council and makes special reports to the Council from time to time as may be requested 

by the Agenda Committee 

Within the ACC, four individuals from each member institution have the primary governance 
and operating responsibility They are the chancellor/president, the director of athletics, the 
senior women’s administrator, and the faculty athletics representative The FAR is the 
university’s voting delegate to the ACC and the university’s faculty representative to the NCAA 
Professor Broome serves on the ACC’s Finance Committee, Constitution and By-Laws 
Committee, and Women’s Basketball Committee 

The FAR is an ex off]cio member of a number of committees including the 

¯ Faculty Athletics Committee 
¯ Special Talent Subcommittee of the Undergraduate Admissions Committee 
¯ Educational Foundation Executive Board 
¯ Faculty Advisory Committee to ASPSA 

The FAR meets each month separately with the Chancellor, the Athletics Director, and the 
Director of ASPSA 

The Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC) 

The charge of the Faculty Athletics Committee in Faculty Code is "informing the f~culty and 
advising the chancellor on any aspect of athletics, including, but not limited to, the academic 
experience for varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for members of the University committee, 
and the general conduct and operation of the University’s athletic program" Faculty Code § 4- 

7(b) 

The committee is composed of nine elected members fiom the voting faculty who se~we 
staggered three-year terms No person may serve more than two consecutive full terms The 
FAR is an ex officio member of the committee if not otherwise an elected member of the 
committee 



The committee meets monthly during the academic year with the Chancellor, the Director of 
Athletics, the Senior Associate Director of Athletics, and the Director of ASPSA 

The Committee’s roster for 2013-14: 

Lissa Broome, School of Law, FAR, ex officio 
Carol Folt, Chancellor, ex oft]cio 

Michelle Brown, ASPS& Advisor 
Bubba Cunningham, Athletics, Advisor 
Vince Ille, Athletics, Advisor 

Joy Renner, Allied Health Sciences in School of Medicine, 2016, Chair 
Beverly Foster, Nursing, 2014 
Layna Mosley, Political Science, 2015 
Eugene Orringer, Medicine, 2015 
Barbara Osborne, Exercise & Sport Science, 2014 
Andrew Perrin, Sociology, 2015 
John Stephens, School of Government, 2014 

Deborah Stroman, Exercise & Sport Science 
Kimberly Strom-Gottfried, School of Social Work, 2016 

The Committee restructured somewhat over the past year Each committee member serves an 
"expert" on one or more topic areas and each committee member serves as a liaison with 
assigned sports from the 28 sports teams lopics include admissions, advising, academic 
support, student athlete experience, operations, policies and procedures, and academics 

Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions: Subcommittee on Special Talent 

The Board of Trustees has charged the Oft]ce of Undergraduate Admissions with applying 
policies and procedures approved by the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions, a 
faculty committee appointed by the Chancellor The faculty code charges this committee with 
"addressing the design and application of admissions policy, recommending guidelines for 
special talent and exceptional admissions, and monitoring and responding to the national college 
admissions environment" The Advisory Committee is chaired by the dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences or his or her designee; members include at least two other deans, faculty 
members fiom various departments, and administrators fiom Academic Advising, Student 
A~airs, Institutional Research and Assessment, and other oft]ces on campus The group 
typically meets four to six times per year and reports annually to Faculty Council 

Trustee policy provides for the admission of students "who give evidence of possessing special 
talents for University programs requiring such special talents" As currently interpreted by the 
Advisory Committee, this clause applies to students recommended to the admissions office by 
the athletics department and by the faculty in music and dramatic art 



The Adviso~N Committee has established a Subcommittee on Special Talent and has charged that 
subcommittee with designing, assessing, and revising the guidelines and procedures that govern 
the admission of all special-talent students, including those recommended by athletics The 

group also meets regularly during the academic year to evaluate a small number of special-talent 
candidates and advise the Office of Undergraduate Admissions as to whether they should be 
offered or denied admission 

The subcommittee consists of at least six voting members, the majority of whom are tenured or 
tenure-track faculty members in the College of Arts and Sciences With the exception of the 
Faculty Athletics Representative to the NCAA and the Associate Dean for Academic Advising, 
who serve as voting members of the subcommittee ex q[/~cio, voting members are appointed by 
the chair of the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and serve an initial term of 
three years Members appointed by the chair may be reappointed for one additional term but may 
not se~w-e more than six consecutive years 

The subcommittee chair is appointed by the chair of the Advisory Committee and serves a term 
of one year The subcommittee chair may be reappointed but may not se~e more than three 
consecutive years 

Members of the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions for 2013-2014: 

Faculty: 

Ex officio: 

Paul Cuadros, Journalism and Mass Communication 
Dan Gitterman, Public Policy 
M Layna Mosley, Political Science 
Thomas Otten, Music 
Jennifer L Smith, Linguistics 
Sabrina Burmeister, Biology 
Jon Engel, Physics 

Gain Marchionini, Information and Library Science 
Kristen Swanson, Nursing (tentative) 

Chris Derickson, University Registrar 
Stephen Farmer, Vice Provost for Enrolhnent and Undergraduate Admissions 
Lee May, Associate Dean for Academic Advising 
Bobbi Owen (chair), Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, Arts 

and Sciences 
Barbara Polk, Deputy Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
Bettina Shuford, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student A~airs 
Dan Thornton, Associate Director of Scholarships and Student Aid 
Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost and Director of Institutional Research and 

Assessment 
Harold Woodard, Associate Dean, Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling 



Members of the Subcommittee on Special Talent for 2013 -2014: 

Voting: John Akin, Economics 
Lissa Broome, Law (and Facuky Athletics Representative) 
Napoleon Byars, Journalism and Mass Communications 
Lee May, Associate Dean for Academic Advising 
M Layna Mosley (chair), Political Science 
Todd Taylor, English and Comparative Literature 
One member from music or dramatic art (to be appointed) 

Non-voting: Michelle Brown, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Stephen Farmer, Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 
Vince Ille, Athletics 
Barbara Polk, Undergraduate Admissions 

ASPSA Advisory Committee 

This adviso~T committee consists of tenure-track and ftxed-term faculty, as well as some 
appropriate full-time professional staff(EPA non-faculty) members The committee has been in 
place since the mid-1980s and its level of activity has varied over the years A report was issued 
by a strategic planning group dated September 1,2011, which recommended that this committee 
be revitalized with a systematic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, serving as a 
sounding board tbr programming and providing advice on day-to-day issues as well as long-term 
planning 

The 2012-13 Committee was appointed by Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 
Bobbi Owen tbr staggered terms The 2012-13 Committee members and ex officio members are 
listed below With the transition of ASPSA to the Provost’s Office, the Provost may wish to 
reconsider the ex offtcio members of the committee and needs to ftll the slots of the committee 
members whose terms are expiring and whose names are highlighted below 

2012-13 Appointed Committee members: 

Kim Abels, Writing Center, 201 I- 14 

Kenneth Janken, Afiican and Afro-American Studies, 2012-15 
Genna Rae McNeil, HistotT, 2011 - 13 
Abigail Panter (chair), Psychology, 2011-14 

Eileen Parsons, Education, 201 I - 14 
Chloe Russell, Academic Advising Program, 2011-14 
Sherry Salyer, Exercise & Sport Science, 2011-14 
John Stephens, Political Science, 2011-13 

Isaac Unah, Political Science, 2012-14 



2012-13 Ex Officio (Voting) Committee members: 

Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Vince Ille, Athletics 
Bobbi Owen, Undergraduate Education 
Joy Renner, Chair, Faculty Athletics Committee 
Michelle Brown, Director, ASPSA 

The AdvisorT Committee tries to meet five times a year, twice each semester and once during the 

summer 

Faculty Council 

Faculty Council meets monthly during the academic year The voting faculty elect delegates by 
division The FAR and the FAC make an annual report to the Faculty Council During the 
2012-13 academic year, Joy Rennet, the chair of FAC, made short monthly reports to the Faculty 
Council 

Admissions for Student-Athletes 

Admissions Policies Relating to Student-Athletes 

The Board of Trustees’ policy on admissions establishes a framework of competitive admissions 
and mandates that candidates be selected largely on the basis of the University’s "special 
responsibility to residents of North Carolina" and its "judgment of the applicant’s relative 
qualifications for satisfacto~T performance" in the program to which the applicant seeks 
admission At the same time, this policy explicitly states that these two broad selection criteria: 

shall not prevent the admission of selected applicants (a) who give evidence of 
possessing special talents for University programs requiring such special talents, (b) 
whose admission is designed to help achieve variety within the total number of 
students admitted and enrolled, or (c) who seek educational programs not readily 
available at other institutions 

The Statement on the Evaluation of Candidates for Admission, approved by the Advisory 
Committee on Undergraduate Admissions in September 2007, commits the University to 
"comprehensive and individual evaluations" of all candidates for undergraduate admission 
These evaluations, in the words of the Statement, "aim to draw together students who will enrich 
each other’s education, strengthen the campus community, contribute to the betterment of 
society, and help the University achieve its broader mission" 

In keeping with this commitment, the AdvisotT Committee has charged the Subcommittee on 
Special Talent with advising the Office of Undergraduate Admissions on the admission of 
students who, in accordance with trustee policy, "give evidence of possessing special talents for 
University programs requiring such special talents" 



Student-Athlete Admission Decisions 

The Advisory Committee and the Subcommktee on Special Talent have established the 
following framework for student-athlete admissions 

The Depariment of Athletics may make up to 160 recommendations to the admissions office 
each year fbr first-year student-athletes Senior Associate Director of Athletics Vince Ille works 
with the coaches to determine the students who will be proposed for admission Barbara Polk, 
Deputy Director of Undergraduate Admissions, receives these recommendations and reviews the 
credentials of the students who have been recommended 

Special-talent students may be admitted without review by the Subcommittee provided they: 

(a) have a predicted first-year GPA (PGPA) of 2 3 or higher; 
(b) do not require review fbr possible breaches of community standards for academic or 
personal behavior; and 

(c) meet the minimum course requirements (MCR) and minimum admissions 
requirements (MAR) established by the Board of Governors of the university system 

Any special-talent student who does not meet all of the above criteria may only be offered 
admission if reviewed and recommended by the Subcommittee on Special Talent 

The PGPA for student-athletes is derived fiom an analysis of seven years of data of student- 
athletes and is based on the NCAA core course high school GPA, the SAT/ACT score, and the 
program which the student is expected to join Applicants with PGPAs below 2 3 are referred to 
as Level 1 and must be reviewed by the subcommittee Level 2 is defined as those applicants 
with a PGPA of 2 3-2 6, and Level 3 includes applicants with a PGPA of 26 or higher The 
subcommittee is attentive to the distribution of students in all levels, particularly those in Level 
2, and to the distribution by team The Subcommittee discusses each Level I candidate with the 
coaches, the Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), and 
sometimes the ASPSA counselor to the team to understand the support structure that would be 
present for the student In addition, the subcommittee reviews the past pevi’ormance of the 
students on the team which the student will be joining 

The UNC Board of Governors has established minimum course requirements (MCR) and 
minimum admissions requirements (MAR) for all students matriculating in the UNC system 
The MCR is four years of high school math, including one year of math higher than Algebra 2, 
and two years of the same foreign language The MAR, fbr admission in Fall 2013, is a 
minimum weighted high school GPA of 25 and an ACT of 17 or SAT (critical reading and 
math) of 800 The BOGhas increased the MCR from 20/700 for students entering in the Fall 
2009 to 23/750 fbr students entering in the Fall 2011 The 2 5/800 requirements are effective 
for student s entering in the Fall 2013 BOG policy requires that applicants who are MCR or 
MAR deficient be reviewed by faculty and approved by the Chancellor before admission BOG 
policy also requires that these students be reported as "exceptions" to the BOG policy each year 



The review of student-athletes based on PGPA and classifying them in Level I, 2, or 3 began in 
2012-13 The PGPA replaced a set of criteria based on test scores and high school GPA which 
previously determined which students were reviewed by the Subcommittee The consideration 
of the number of student-athletes recommended for admissions in the Level 2 and 3 categories 
has the goal to over time improve the academic profile of student-athletes by reducing the 
number of Level 1 and Level 2 students 

The following table applies the Level 1-2-3 fiamework to the cohorts entering 2006-2012 

Year Group 2 Group 2 Group 3 Unassigned Groups 1 and 2 

2006 29 28% 43 27% 85 54% 0 0% 72 46% 

2007 28 18% 44 28% 81 52% 3 2% 72 41% 

2008 17 12% 65 43% 69 45% 1 2% 82 46% 

2009 30 29% 63 40% 66 42% 0 0% 93 58% 

2020 17 21% 60 40% 72 48% 0 0% 77 51% 

2011 23 14% 49 30% 91 56% 0 0% 72 44% 

2012 23 14% 52 31% 91 55% 0 0% 75 46% 

Avg 2006-2012 4% 

2013 16 10% 49 31% 95 59% 6 4% 65 41% 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Role of the ASPSA 

The role of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) is to provide support 
for student-athletes to achieve academic success and graduate This commitment to student 
learning supports the university’s mission to "teach a diverse community of undergraduates" 

The athletic depa~ment recently developed a strategic plan under the direction of the then newly 
hired Director of Athletics, Bubba Cunningham Dr Michelle Brown, Director of the ASPSA, 
was hired in May 2013 Starting in fall 2013, Dr Brown will lead the ASPSA staff’in the 
strategic planning process for the ASPSA for the development of a clear mission and the 
identification of objectives The ASPSA strategic plan will align with the university’s mission 
and the athletic department’s strategic plan 

Director and Reportin~ Structure 

Dr Michelle Brown took on the role of Director of the ASPSA in May 2013 Dr Brown comes 

to UNC-Chapel Hill fiom Florida Atlantic University where she se~wed as the Associate Athletic 
Director for Academic Support and Student Life and Director of the Student-Athlete Center for 



Academic Excellence Her work experience includes being an instructor at the university level, 
serving as an academic advisor for freshmen students, and serving as an athletic academic 
counselor for football Her varied background contributed to her selection for the 
multidimensional role of Director of the ASPSA 

Coincident with Dr Brown’s hiring, the ASPSA moved from the College of Arts and Sciences, 
where it was a unit within The Center for Student Success and Academic counseling (CSSAC), 
which reported to the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts 
& Sciences, to the Provost’s office The Director of the ASPSA reports to the Provost and the 
ASPSA staff are under the Office of the Provost The Provost’s Executive Team has functioned 
as the support for the director as she has transitioned to the university The ASPSA is not only 
housed under academics, it is part of academics as a unit intertwined with the colleges, faculty, 
and advising units 

Provost’s Roundtable 

The creation of a Provost’s Roundtable was proposed in conjunction with the commitment to 
move the ASPSA fiom the College of Arts and Sciences to the Office of the Provost The 
Provost’s Roundtable will consist of individuals appointed by the Provost and Dr Brown is 

charged with coordinating the Roundtable on behalf of the Provost The charge of the 
Roundtable is to bring many constituents across campus together to provide support, review 
policies and procedures, raise questions, and provide feedback regarding issues that impact the 
academic experience and success of student-athletes and the support provided by the ASPSA 
The appointments to the Roundtable will be made by the new Provost with a goal of beginning 
meetings in Pall 2013 

Other Communications Lines 

Faculty Advisory Committee to ASPSA. This committee is described in more detail in 
this document and provides advice to the Director about ASPSA programming 

FacultyAthleties Committe~ This committee is described in more detail in this 
docmnent The Director is an adviser to this committee and attends its monthly meetings 

Subcommittee on Special Talent. This committee is described in more detail in this 

docmnent The Director is adviser to this committee and attends its meetings 

Funding 

The ASPSA is an academic unit, but its financial support is provided by the Department of 
Athletics Before the arrival of the new Director, discussions were under.ray regarding whether 
the money should be housed within the Athletics Department’s budget or transferred to the 
Provost’s office This discussion will be resumed with the hire of the new Provost For 2013-14, 
the Athletic Department has committed to $350,000 in addition to the funding allocated for 
2012-13 ($444,687 operating budget excluding salaries and benefits; $1,345,328 total) The 
$350,000 is a combination of a $250,000 new allocation and a $ 100,000 rese~w-e to draw fi-om if 
the initiatives under the new director exceed the $250,000 allocation Bubba Cunningham has 
expressed his commitment to financially supporting the ASPSA; however, he has asked for 
reliable data to justify the spending Dr Brown anticipates that her initiatives will exceed the 



$250,000 allotment, but at the time of the budget meetings was unable to provide data to support 
that amount The $100,000 reserve allows her the ability to access these funds upon providing 
data-driven justification Mr Cunningham has stated that regardless of where the money will be 
housed, Dr Brown has the decision-making power over the allocation of funds within ASPSA 

Academic Advising 

The ASPSA and the Academic Advising unk within the College of Arts & Sciences are working 
together to formalize the collaborative process of working with student-athletes This includes 
revisiting roles and responsibilities of each unit and outlining how each unit supports each 
other’s eflbrts This is a work in progress and exactly how the two units will work together is 
being defined Pursuant to a recommendation from a report issued in the summer of 2012 by a 
subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee and endorsed by the Chancellor, eveW 
student-athlete must see an academic advisor eve1T semester Two new positions were created 
within Academic Advising in the College of Arts & Sciences at the Assistant Dean level and two 
individuals have been hired for these positions The College and its Academic Advising unit 
later decided that a team approach would be implemented by Academic Advising and that five 
advisors (including the two new Assistant Deans as the lead) were identified as a core group that 
would work with student-athletes fbr a total of 2 FTE The advisors will spend time in the 
Loudermilk Center (where ASPSA is located) so that they can work closely with the ASPSA 
counselors and so that they may be available to the student-athletes 

Buildin~ 

The ASPSA is housed in lhe l,oudermilk Center for Excellence, a 150,000-square-t’ool facility 
that opened in the fall of 2011 in the east endzone of the football stadium (under the Blue Zone) 
Within Loudermilk, the John W Pope Student-Athlete Academic Support Center provides 
classrooms for teaching and tutoring, advanced computer technology, a writing lab, reading 
rooms and office space 

Staff 

Director: 
Michelle Brown 

Associate Directors: 
Brent Blanton 
Jenn Townsend 
One opening 

Learning A)~ecialist: 
Beth Lyons 

Reading and Writing Specialist: 
Bradley Bethel 

Academic Counselors: 
Jaimie Lee 
Kym Orr 
Tia Overstreet 
Tony Yount (part-time) 
Two openings 



Tutor Coordinator: 
Susan Maloy 

Office Manager: 

Nate Yarbrough 

In 2012-13 the staff was assisted by 6 pad-time learning assistants and 57 part-time tutors 

Academic Metrics 

The Academic Progress Rate (APR), the Graduation Success Rate (GSR), and the Federal 
C~-aduation Rate (FGR) are publicly available metrics (defined below) which are available for all 
Universities The chart on the next page provides some summa~T information on these metrics 

The Depa~ment of Athletics Strategic Plan lists academic achievement as a priority and sets the 
goal as being in the top 3 in the ACC and top l0 nationally 

FGR Federal Graduation Rate This graduation rate is reported by the Department of 
Education’s National Center for Education Statistics as pa~ of the Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) This metric is a six-year rate that includes students who 
received athletic scholarship aid in their first semester ofenrolhnent The federal graduation rate 
counts student-athletes who left the University in good standing prior to graduation as non- 
graduates This data is available for student-athletes at an institution and for the student body so 
it is a way of comparing the performance of student-athletes with the student body 

hrtp://fs ncaa or~Docs/newmedia/public/rates/index html 

GSR C~-aduation Success Rate The GSR is an NCAA metric and is only available for student 
athletes who received athletics aid The GSR adds students who transferred into the institution to 

the group of first-year students who received athletics aid and also dift’ers from the FGR in that 
schools are not penalized when a student-athlete leaves in good academic standing to transfer to 
another institution, pursue a professional career, or for any other reason Under the FGR, such 
departures are counted as failures to graduate from the institution of original enrollment, even if 

the student later graduates from another institution 

http://fs ncaa org./Docs/newmediedpublic/rates/index html 

APR Academic Performance Rate This is an NCAA metric based on the academic eligibility, 
retention, and graduation of student-athletes Points are awarded each semester per student- 

athlete on the basis of eligibility/graduation and retention Each team member may earn two 
points per semester: one point for maintaining eligibility or for graduation, and a second point 
for being retained On a team with ten members for instance, there would be a maximum of 40 

possible points in an academic year If two student-athletes on the team were not eligible in the 
spring semester and were not retained, then the hypothetical team would only earn 36 points 
(losing 2 points for each student during that spring semester) The APR in this hypothetical 
example is calculated by first dividing 36 by 40 (equals 9), and then multiplying by 1000 to get 
an APR of 900 For 2012-13 and 2013-14, a team must have a 4-year average APR of 900 to be 



eligible for postseason play or a 930 APR for the most recent two years In 2014-15, the 
threshold is a 4-year APR of 930 or 930 for the most recent two years, and for 2015-16 going 
forward the standard for postseason play is a four-year APR of at least 930 
http://fs ncaa org./Docs/newmedia/public/rates/index html 

Academic Performance Measures Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill: Multi-year GSR, FGR, andAPR 

04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 
80 81 87 85 87 87 88 88 

82 70 86 86 75 88 89 91 
64 70 79 78 80 75 75 75 

64 56 64 90 100 100 85 79 

78 88 100 94 88 73 73 67 

70 70 71 73 73 73 74 74 
81 82 83 83 84 84 85 87 

(]l) (]2) (]2) (lO) (I]) (I]) (]l) (13) 

989 993 995 989 995 985 963 959 
943 948 947 947 957 955 943 934 

982 989 975 970 979 960 959 963 
993 965 974 974 972 965 959 962 

10-11 UNC-CH NC State UVA Duke WFU 
88 74 87 97 94 

89 80 50 100 100 
75 56 69 93 81 

74 56 76 85 79 

85 71 93 94 89 

(11) 115) 117) (9) (10) 

963 974 939 995 939 

943 931 944 989 973 

For 2011-12, UNC-CH had five sports in the top 10% of their sport for APR: 
Men’! 
Women’s 
Women’s 

End of spring 2012, average cumulative GPA 
All student-athletes 292 
All degree-seeking students 3 12 



Academic Recognition of UNC Student-Athletes 

Capital One 

Capital One Academic 
M. 

NCAA 

Award for Women’s 

Coach Wooden                         : 

NSCAA ~ 

ACC 
M. 

AII-ACC Academic Teams: 

ACC                : 



ACC 

Wachovia Futures 

ACC Futures 

NFFA 

National Football Foundation Hampshire 

National 

NCAA 

NCAA 

NCAA 

Order of the Golden Fleece: 



East Atlantic 

{Nominee’s) 
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REVENUE 

Department: Center for Banking and Finance 

Purpose Description 3bject Code Request Events    Adjustments Budget 

Gift Business 4225 

SPA 1212 

Fringe 1800 

Teleuom charges 3200 

Transit Fees 3914 

Travel 3100 

Meetings & Amen ties 3931 

SPA 1212 

Fringe 1800 

Teleuom charges 3200 

Transit Fees 3914 

9,255 9,255 

2,129 2,12£ 

50 5C 

24 24 

11,458 

7,500 7,50C 

0 

1,725 1,725 

500 50C 

10,000 10,000 

2,300 2,300 

54 54 

24 24 

11,683 available as of 7/11/13 

SPA 1212 

Fringe 1800 

Telecom chmges 3200 

Printing 3411 

Transit Fees 3914 

21,864 21,864 

5,029 5,02£ 

4,000 4,00C Printing Vol 18 supplemental 

Telecom 3241 174 174 

Suholalship 

Event >= $1,000 3100 

Event >= $1,000 Event 3 

7,000 7,000I 

5,000 5,0001 

76,862i      Oi -12,378 

ol 
64,484i 

Travel to NY - Broome, Saule & student(9) 

45 

48 

v3 3[ 9,622 22 

53 
54 

56 

8,882 

T&T 308 

Other 16,674 

State 0 

9626, 6 /3 

Trust 

957921 15.805.31 5,805.31 ; Private 

27,964.96! 27,964.96! 

000039.13494250002xlsxFinal 9/19/2013 



Cell: C56 
Comrner~t: heqovo User: 

$5K in 81 

000039.1349425 0002 xlsxF hal 9/19/2013 
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Department: Bank Director College 

Account I Purpose IDescription Object Code Adjustments 

O58O 

1951 

1952 

3931 

Total 

iRevenue 

iNetlncome 

Request i Events 

13,000 

REVENUE 
IRegist ration tees 

Nonora0u~n 

Meetings & Amenities 
Honorarium expenses 

29,000I 

13,00C =une exp woRl hit till July 2014 FY15 

13,000 

22,000 

9,000 

000039.1349420.0003.:~s:~:inal 9/19/2013 
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Department: Ranking Director Diversity 
Account Purpose Description Object Code Request Events Adjustments Rudget , 

Registration fees 0580 4,500 

Sponsorship 3,000 

Travel 1992 2,000 2,000 
Meetings & Amenities 3931 3,500 3,500 

000039¯ 1349425 0004 xlsxFinal 9/19/2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:35 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 
RE: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: NCAA Division I Academic Performance 
Program 

Great Thanks for all of your work on fltis, Brent 

Lissa 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 

Scnl: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:16 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subj ccl: RE: Universdy or Norlh Carolina. Chapel Hill: NCAA Division I Academic Pcrronnancc Program 

Have a great Wednesda>, 
BreN 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frmn: Bromne, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Brown, Michcllc; Blanton. Brenl S: Pogge, Paul 
Sul~iect: FW: U~tiversit) of North Carolitm, Chapel Hill: NCAA Division I Academic Peffonnance Program 

Based on Michclle’s commcnls a/Ihe coaches’ meeting yesterday, I know we’re all over Ihis; nevcrlheless. I jusl received l]0s 

LJssa 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 

Scnl: Tucs&~y, Scplcmb¢r 24. 2013 10:00 PM 
To: Bromne, Lissa L 
Subject: University o f North Carolina, Chapel Hill: NCAA Division I Academic Perfomlancc Program 

University of Norlh Carolina. Clmp¢l Hill. 

Thank you for your work to date inpuhing the required NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) data As a 
rethindet; this data must be submrded to the NCAA sLx weeks front fire start of the htstllution’s fall classes Based on hffonnation 
supplied by your histllution, your institahioffs data is due within seven days Tlds is simpl? a courtesw re~hi~lder entail to all of the 
hisld ulion’s APP users of this upcoming due dale 

As a reinhtder, the legislated peimh) for not suhinllting the NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate and Acadenllc Peffonnance 
Census data by the deadlhte is to render all of the i~tstllution’s reruns and sta~dent-athletes hteligible for postseason competition 

ff rite iitsflmtion has nlltigating circannstances that prevent it froin meethtg the desigimted deadlhte, an ex~tension of the deadlhte inW 

be submhicd Io 111¢ NCAA ushig the instlhhiona[ Legislative Ser~ ices Database for Ih¢ hllcmel (L SDBi) wcbsll¢: To access the 
wcbsllc, log in Io NCAA org using your ¢mail and password and selccl Ih¢ LSDBi applicallon Born Ihc M} Applicallons seclion 

extmtsion request Additiotml htstmctimts are provided on this webslle 

Please do not reply to rids entail If your instita~tion believes it has ahead,," submrded the data, please contact file N CAA staf~ 

Mafia D¢ Julio    Binh Ngwcn 





Hi, 

PRESS RELEASE 























htt#:[/www law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

and a sc~ n of my comments on his paper. [ will return the h a rd copies of both plus s cou pie of things I 











I lave put in 

comments (also attached here) In addition, the copy in the mailfi e has some additional documents that I printed off to read to help hie inderstalld the sub, e~t 

Lissa L ~roome 



htt #:~’/www Isw.u nc.edu/cent ers/ba n king 









x 

policy document that on pare 62 discusses Scheduling Policies and Procedures {cont nued) If you could send me a link, would appreciate t 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Wednesday,               2:15 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

RE: NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program 

LJssa 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 

Sent: Wednesday 2:14 PM 
To: Bmome, Lissa L 
Sul~iect: RE: NCAA Division I Acade~rfic Peffommnce Program 

It is rite vebffication entail that I submitted what you signed 

The one you jltsl [oP,~ ardcd was veli[icalioll of her c]lallgC 

correction bas aheady come tltrough - took less than an hour 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froln: Bromne, Lissa L 
Seal: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 
TO: Blanlon. Bronl S 
Sul~ject: FW: NCAA Division I Acadenfic Peffonnance Progrmn 

Hi Brenl -- Ijusl got this I don’l know ifil is rclcvanl Io whal Ijusl signed 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froin: autonmted emafl@ncaa mg [!~dlto:aa~omated enmi]gJrcaaot~:d 
Seal: Wednesday, 1:07 PM 
To: Bmome, Lissa L 
Subject: NCAA Division I Academic Perfomnance Program 

Tlfis entail serves as l~otfficafion that your institution has indicated that it has no correctioits to its NCAA Division I Acadenfic 
Performance Program (APP) dala or has complclcd submission of all correcbons Io ils dala If diis indicalion was made in error, 
please conlacl Ille NCAA staff: 

Maria De Julio Bit~lt Ngmyen 

913/397-7668 317/917-6613 

mdeju[io@ncaa otg bngmyen?1 ncaa org 

Your htstitufion is still wiflfin the 14 calendar day period to t~quest am" NCAA Division I Acadenfic Progress Rate (APR) 
a~jusimcnis These a~juslmcnis may be rcqucslcd dirough die Lcgisla/ive Services Database for Iha Interact (LSDBi) wcbsil¢ To 
access tbe website, log in to N CAA org using your email and pass~ ot~l and select the L SDBi application from fire M) Applicatio~ts 
scclion Click on Ihc "Academic Performance Program" lab and II1¢11 selecl "APP APR Dala A¢juslmcnl Rcquesl Form " Addilional 
inslmclions are a~ailable on ibis websilc 

You may view your APR and Penalty Report(s) on die APP data sl~bmission wcbsil¢ <b>This is official nolic¢ Io your inslilulion of 
any p¢nalb¢s </b> 

ff rite iltsfimtion has no APR adjustments to request, the instita~tion ma) indicate tiffs in the APP data program trod bypass tlfis phase of 
Ihc da/a collcclion process To access die APP dala program log in Io NCAA org using your ¢mail and password and sclccl Ihc APP 
application front tbe My Applications sectimt Click on the "Corrections/Aqiustments/Pe~mbs" Waivers" tab If tbe instita~tion bas no 

Please do nol reply Io tiffs cmail Qucslions about making APR adjustment rcquesls or APP pcnalli¢s may b¢ directed Io die NCAA 



amlthnan@ncaa o~g 

<b>LcvcI-On¢ and Level-Two Pcnallics and Waivcrs</b> Kaly Yurk 
317/917-6506 
k5 urk~ancaa org 

Andrew Louthain 

alouthain@ncaa org 

NCAA oig using your email and passwot~l mtd select the APR hnprovement Plan application front the My Applications section 

Ka/y Yurk 
317/917-6506 
k5 urk~ancaa org 

















Sentfrom myiPhone 





Hey 



























































T{~: Ussa Broome <lbroome @email unc ed u>, "Brown, M chelle" <michel ebrown ..’Sunc ed u>. Dana Gelin <dFe in@unc edu>, "[ane, Cricket" <cricket@unc edu>, 















































Aloe is aso waitin~ to receive your revised reports Obv ously, the con- mitt ee will need a chance to review them and offer any further su_~estions before they are 

















Dave, thanks for the thorough response. I will ponder what you have provided. 
DL 

Hope this email finds you well It’s Daren Lucas, OU Spor[s Ad class of’88 and UNC class of’87 
Much has been of UNC lately, even by you on ESPN last night. 
Given 1hat you are probably not thal close to UNC and that how I understand how shows like OTL work, I 
thought I would pass along some facts that you may not know. They are probably not known by many, since 
UNC has been woefully silent in defending whal should be defended 



Let me start by saying, that as a former UNC football player, any athlete who cheats or takes money deserves 
whatever fate they bring on themselves. No defense from nqe. 

Now comes Mary Willingham and Dan Kane these 183 athletes that Mary has supposedly researched. Kids 
that were admitted correctly and rightly Sham research. Flawed notions of illiteracy and UNC-sponsored 

Consider these facts from the UNC Fact Books...published annually since 1986. 

(t%) 

- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admilted annually has dropped ~om 650 in 1993 to 248 in 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s 
history not some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students There has been a 20 year systematic shift 
in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of "at risl¢’ students ..you will notice figs through 
the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s 1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to 
allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all .. or the need to support these students. 
Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that 
Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. I also 
understand the average incoming SAT of this year’s football team was over 1,000 and has been in the 

You see. this 30 year veteran espoused that complete research would have considered EVERY student who 

9 years So her athlete cohod only represents only 15% of the students, who by admissions standards, have 
similar credentials Woeful research test group, if you r premise is kids at these entry levels probably dent 
belong. 

comprehension. So by most accounts, English 100 WORKS! 
So lets apply some math. 81% of 183 athletes means 148 or so (given reasonable distribution) moved on with 
full endorsement. So [hat leaves another 35 athletes over a 10 year span that probably struggled and likely 

the fittest. 
So what is my point in contacting you. Well. UNC is going to fight back. I hope that as you consider future 



Tha~)ks for your time 























TO: 

CC: 

S{JB ECT: 

DALE: 



Recently we have received questions about ACC rules on the visiting zeam bench area and isotonic 

beverage b’anding Specifically, questions have a’isen as to whether visitillg teams call hrng cooiers 

with the brand identification of tbeir re<pective isotor ic beverage provider, or if they iray cover 

coolers provided by the home team if they are identified by a competitoCs brand 

H storically, ACC Basl<e~bali (men’s and women’s) has recognized member nstitution branding 

rights Consequently, visiting teams have ~mifonnly agreed Ilot to alter existing marks ill an ACC 

opponent’s arena, including thosein the visiting team bench area. ]he ACC women’s basketba I 

committee has made this a formal rule 

ACC Winter Meetings are scheduled for the end of January This will be a discussion to~ic for zhe 

leag ]e’s Athletics Directors In the intervenillg weeks, visiting teams trlay not brand their bench 

areas with the coolers of an isotonic beverage provider that conflicts with that of the home team 

Visiting teams must use coolers provided by the home team, however, they may be filed with their 

ddrk of choice 



I home this e mail provides short term clarification until a more formal discussion can ca ke place 

Karl 
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From: Broo he, Ussa L <lbroome @emaiLunc er:u> 

Ma,dy Hitchcock 

Clinical Assistant Professor of Law 

mhitchcock~3unc.edu 



919-962-5384 



















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February II, 2014 8:36 PM 

Debbi Clarke,                 @gmail corn>; Brown, Michelle 

<mbrown3@email unc edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc edu> 

RE: APR improvement group 

Lissa 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailLo @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:57 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Broome, Lissa L 
~: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: APR improvement group 

Dear Michelle, Brent and Lissa, I met this afternoon with Paul Pogge to discuss APR improvement He 
provided helpful information; I will send you a draft of the process document that I’m putting together 

He mentioned two item s that would be helpful: 
1 Brent and Michelle, you have a spreadsheet that you use to track APR points per team 
2 Michelle, you have a picture chart that shows multi-year APR 

Also, Paul shared with me APR reports and improvement plans, but I didn’t take them with me Do you think it 
would be helpful to share a copy of these with the Working Group? Obviously this is FERPA protected 
information so we would need to go into closed session to discuss I feel it would suffice to provide a general 
description of what information these provide, but let me know what you think 

Many thanks, as ever, 
Debbi 











You’re invited to our Annual Faculty and Staff Picnic on March 28 from 
4:30-7 pro. 
We will have entertainment for the children and adults. There will be 
good oie BBQ and fried chicken with all the fixin’s. 
Please RSVP by March 24, 20t4. 
Yes, I will attend 
No, I will not attend 
# of guest(s) 
Thank you, 



You’re invited to our Annual Faculty and Staff Picnic on March 28 from 
4:30-7 pro. 
We will have entertainment for the children and adults. There will be 
good ole BBQ and fried chicken with all the fixin’s. 
Please RSVP by March 24, 20i4. 
Yes, I will attend 
No, I will not attend 
# of guest(s) 
Thank you, 







Bank of Amedca Col#o,ation* 

BB&T Coq3oration* 

Bell Davis & Pi:t, PA 

B~adley Arant Bout Cummings, LLP 

Brooks, I:~ierce, McLendon, Humphrey & Leona*d, LLP 

Bryan Cave LLP* 
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Wels Fargo & Company 





ACC finalizing details to play its tournament at 

Barclays Center 





Ben Alked 



Calling all Farm Members!! 
Join us for our 

~’eek ! ! 

The week of Monday-Saturday 
March 24-29, 2014 

Durh’~g Farm Fitness Discover WeeA, The Fam~ will launch a variety of" new Faim 
Fitness P~ograans Cominue eading to see the NhWweekly baml F tr~ess Schedule aa~d 
description of the instmcto~-s and thdr classes The Ni:}I’Farm Fimess Sche&~le will ~hen 
continue the fbllow~ng v,,eek on Monday, Ma~ch 31~’~ 2014 

All classes a*~d programs are FREE dm’in:~ Farm Fitne~.~ Di.~coverv [4"~ek Classes will 
then start os~ Monday, Masch 31~ and at1 classes wit1 be $10 (iffa a good deal~ No~- 
members also $10iclass) For ease we cau bill yore: account or disc~ss other options 
payment if yo~t prelect 

(And t’7~lure Week{ PTtne,~s Schedule 

3/26 

Friday 
3/28 

Monday Tuesday 
3/24 3/25 

8:am 

Thursday 
3/27 

Salurday 
3/’29 

~, 7p 



Description of Farm Fitness Programs 

Tai Chi With ,lames Sutton 
Day: Monday, s 

|’ime: 6-7pro 

Location: ( lubhouse 

Group Cardio Workout with Katie Corley! 
Days; Tuesdays & ~m~sda~ s 

Time: 8:30mn-9:30am 

Location: Clubhouse 

Pila~es with Bela NEW!! 

Day: Wednesda3 s 
Time: 6-7pro 



n~tke these cllangN s, yon will lmve the best chance of aclfievmg effecti~ e and long-lasting resltits 

Yoga with Genevieve 

Times/Days: Wcdncsda? s 8:45-9:45 Frid~,s 8:45-10mn m~d Saturd~)s 10am-ll:15mn 
Location: Fanu Yoga Room 

Body Sculpt with Ilope 
Days & Times: ~mrsdays 6-7pm, Saturdays 10-I lain 

Location: Clubhouse 
Pr~gram Descrip~iom Body S~tipt is a dyiTatlttc ~ttil body strength ~£ fle~Ibtiit} trgfimng workout designed to build 
nnlscular strength, power mtd flexibihts" m all of fire lnuscle groups Classes utihze a w~rietv of equipmem 
mcludht] dumbbells, resistance bmtds, & kettle belJs 
About the IMstmc~m hope Atiams: itope is a certified through the &erobic & Fiutess Associatimt oi America in 
boot Group Exercise Instruction mtd Pmcbcal Pilates She also is a group t~utess iltstmctor at tile UNC 
Meadowmont Wellness Centers ht Chapel Uill and in Car?, NC 

Nutrition & Fitness Challenge Program 
When: April 1-June Ist (2 months) 

Pr~ram Descriptiom Get ready for s~ in,suit season with tbe F~m Nutrition & Fitness Cl~lenge] Farm Fitness 

Acupuncture with Pat NE~4i!! 
Day: Sa~ mda~ s 
Time: 12-Spin by Appointment 
Cost: $45 pcr scssion 
Location: Yoga Room 



Therapeutic Massage wRh Daniel 
Day: TBA 

Time: TBA. We ~ill bc offering frcc mini massage sessions during the evenings m~d possibly dunng the 

da?s of Farm FitnessDi~co~’erp Week Wc arc still working out the dctmls! 

Location: Yoga Room or Clubhottse loft 

Pr~gram Description: Dmfiel specigflizes m £herapeuhc Nk~ssage, speciftcall? the Active Release TecNfique 

problems with nmscles, tendm~s, li.gament s, Nscia m~d ~erves Headaches. back pahk cat, a1 tmmel syndrome, sNn 

Release Teclu~iq~te AppoiNment please call DaNel at 540-818-6333 or email him at: 

h~stmctor Dame1 et}ioys using lug experience to educate lfis cliems on tl~e importance of Nnctio~ml movemems, soft 

We hope that you are able to join us 
Farm Fit~ess Discovery 

and the new fitness programs a2 The Fm mr’. 

Please ctmtact Beck)" Biuuey, Farm Fitness Director, with any questions 
you might have. 

Phone: 919-923-7448 
Emaik ~a:gmail.co m 
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Johnston, Kenneth C. 

Kat~ Eugene M 

Kim ,Jonathan 

King, Charles Bailey 

Lampe, Donald C 

LeBlanc-A Iman Rene 

I ee Regina S 

Lendino, Robert 

Lluberas, Meghan M 

Lorence MarKS 

Mayfield, Gerald K 

McDougald, Lisa B. 

McNamara IV, James J 

McRee, Ruth 

Millefl Barbara Do~sey 

Muller, John J. 

Nedzbala, Michae 

O’Shields Reginald 

Poe, StephenD 

Pray, Francis C 

Raxter, Ronald D 

Firm 

Kane Russe I Coleman & Logan 

Wells Fargo & Company 

Wnston & Strawn 

Federal Rese[,,’e Bank of Richmond 
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Robinson, Patricia 
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MEMO 
TO: ACC Women’s Basketball Committee 



































Burge, Davd J 

Hnsey, C (o MkeWae ) JonesWalker 

Johnston. Kenneth (or Rob Gifford) Kane Russell Co eman & logan 

SalemAIbert 

Shumaker, Michael 

Smith Jr.,Joseph A 

Strayhorn, Ralph 

Tahyar, Meg 





At kinson, BT. 

Beaty, Rufus 

Broo~ ]e, Lissa 

Burke, Davd 









Cowell, Marion Ki[pat rick Townsend 

DeSimone, Beth FN~3 United Corp 

Eveson, Todd H Wylick Robbins 
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Organization 

(None) 

Total Registered: 2 

Guinan Jr, Richard Charles 

IBuffington Jr, Philip C 

ISalem AlbeR M Jr, 

ICalaby, Cece ia A. 

Nunt Janet B. 

Kul~e,a Paul E 

Muller, John J. 

Roth Robed J 
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Burkholder David 

Carroll, James P 

Cohen, Steven N 

YablonskJ, Joshua 

Page 2 of 7 

Total Registered: 13 

Carlton Law ICarlton Jr, Afred P IActive 

Webster Brian 

Morris, Lucy E. 

Active 

Active 

Active 

IActive 

IActive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 
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Organization 

Federa Housing Finance Agency IPollard, Alfred 

IMantilla, Catherine C 
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Registrations by Organization 
Organization I Name I Registration Status 

Total Registered: I 

Total Registered: 2 

McGuireWoods 

Dunn J~, J Thomas Active 

Hazlett, J. Richard Active 

Fowler, Chdstophe T Active 

ILam~e Denad C IActive 

Ac[ive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Ac[ive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Ac[ive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Ac[ive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Ac[ive 
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Total Registered: 2 

Paul I lastings 

Total Registered: 

Smith Anderson 

Active 

Ac[ive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 
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Active 

Active 
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IBeab~’, Rufus F 

Newel, Jeremy Rondeau 

Bet~, Demian J 

Chatteliee, Neera 

Henderson, Rebecca S 

Katz, Eugene M 

Kronovet, Alan 

Lamberson Pamela M 

Mayfied GeraldK 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Ac[ive 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Ac[ive 
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Organization 

Total Regis~ereg: 3 

Womble Cadyle Sandridge & Rioe 

Monday Mike Name 

Meade Daniel 

IRice, David J. 

INea, Charles S 



IINC School of Law Center for Banldng and Finance Board of Advisors rv|eeting 

12:40 
12:50 

1:05 

1:20 

1:25 

1:35 

Introductions (circulate sign-in sheet) 

Approve Proposed New Members 
David Burge, Smith Gambrell & Russell, Atla~ita 
Iodd F, veson Wyrick Robbins Raleigh 
Vince Lichtenberger, Capital Bank Financial Corp, Charlo*te 

NC Banking Institute ~ournal t 
RC Banking Institute journal 

M~cbael Shumaker, Bryan Cave. At]anta 
Resignations 

(fbrmer Institute Editor) 
t~mmr Editor-in-Chie~ 

Emeritus 
Tony Gaeta, Wyfick Robbins, Raleigh 

itor-in-Cbiet)) 
Institute Editor) 

Approve Notes from August Meeting (pp. 3-7) 

Set date and location for second Board of Advisors meeting 
Purpose: to identify panel topics, coordinators and speakers~ to review the Center’s 
annual report for 

Proposed: Monday, ~      location? Call in capability 

Report of Scholarship Committee 
Expected payout (approx $7000) from endowed scholarship 
Second scholm ship of equa] amount t’onn sponsorship current use 
Scholarship recipients for 

Report on Fundraising 

Upcoming L n]versiD- (ampaign 

ARocation of Sponsor Funds 
$4,000 to oftset rooms and travel for Banking Journal students 
Approximately $7,000 to fi.md secoad scholarship 

Banking Journal Topics 
Io lbroome@email unc edu by 

Banking Journal Articles 
Publication opportunity for board members and thei~ colleagues 

Specia~ [ssne The Pofitical Economy of Financial Regula{ion 
Complimentary copies available fbr board members 

Career Initiatives 
(1) Journal Orientation Lunch on (Triangle area attorneys candid advice on 
resumes, interviewing, and job search strategies) 
(2) Career Trek on Thulsday, 
BB&T and Smith Anderson, hosted     Career Trek in Raleigh Charlotte hosts for 



(3) Resume distribution to board to help journal students begin to build their proi?ssional 
~mtworks collection and thning; resumes a~d/o~ other informatio~ from the students; 
commitment from each board member to reach out to one or more students 

1:45 

[:50 

2:05 

Preliminary report on Tile ABCs of Banking Law 
Numbe~ of attendees 
Faculty 
ttosted by Mayer Brown 

Preliminary report on Banking institute 
Numbe~ of attendees 
Please respond to online snrvey 

Begir~ p~annlng for ir~stitute 
Feedback on hotel 
Poter~tial dates for next year (p 8) 
Begin thinking abom speakers and panel topics (especially if interested in coordinating a 
parlel) and serld in advance of August meetirlg 

Update on Director Diversity Initiative 
"Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat," 

https:/ /ddi law unc edu/programsidefault asp× 
Rizzo Conference Ce*~ter, Chapel Hi]l 
Potential Diverse Director Database, hrtps:i/ddi law unc edu/database/login aspx 

Other Center Progrnmming 
American Savings Bank, FSB (Honolulu), Custom Board Training with Jewell Hoover and 

Dax id Rtd~II, 
North Carolina Bank Directors" College (p~anned for summer 
Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics 

Ideas for upcoming p~ ogram? 

New York Lecture Series Sponsored by The Clearing Ilouse 
(aflernoo~ pm~el on ~overnance’~ 

Part of TCit Annual Conference on ) 

2:15 Inq~firy by Center for Law Environment Adaptation and Resources (CLEAR) - Bank Asset 
Managers and California carbon offsets for tbrested land 

2:30 Adjourn 
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Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Meeting Note~ 

Plamdng for the Banking Institute, 

Thursday,         After luncti speaker 

o Ray Foltin, SunTmst Steve Dunlevie asked Ray subsequent to the meeting and Ray t~as 
a conflict, but would be interested in speaking in 

Robe~Hovt, PNC ~eranFallonatPNCshouldaskRobe~ifheiswilllngtojoinus 
on 

Thursday,         Beischer Address fbllowing dinner 
o M~ke ( arpenter, Ally (Scott Cammarn has imrited) 

Other ~ames if" Cmpente~ is unable to participate 
~ Jim Blaine, SEC( and/or Thad Woodard, NC Bankers Association 
~ Richard Moor< First Bank 
¢ Peter @a~eL Bloomberg 
~ John Allison, BB&T 
~ Wiiliam Harrison, fb~nei CEO of Chase 
~ Nido Qubein, President ofttigh Poim University, BB&T board of 

dimctors 

Thursday,       or Friday,         Ciiflbid Lectuie 
o Gall ~illebrand, CFPB tDon Lampe will in~ite) 

o John Taylor, Nationa] Communib, Reinvestme~it CoMition 

Panels (Please contact the panel coordinator if you have suggestions for panelists Tony has 
clMmed his panel’s day and time; other coordinators need to contact Lissa to detmmine d~e best 
date and time for their panel ) 

Tile Future of Community Banks Tony Gaeta has organized this panel (f~r Thursday, 
5ore 3:45 to 5:00 pro) to include as pandists: 

Nck CNicu~, Bank of Noah Carolina 
Lee Buriows, Banks Street Palmers 
Sco~ Clark, Sandler O’Neill + PaAners 
Bill Wagner, ~ymond James & Associams 
Phil Hnber, The Hntchison Company 

Enforcement Actions by FederM and State Regulators. To discuss enfbrcement 
actions by federal and state (primarily Ne~v York) regidators against banks and se~wice 
providers We ~ficipate having a regulator or two on this panel Meg Tahyar, Don 
Lampe. and Amy Williams will help in planning this panel 

o Cybersecuri~ issues. This panel will include information sharing win the government, 
cybei attacks by sovereign states, consideratio~is lbi piivate fiims Engage some of the 
relevani govemmem regulators who deal with fl~is issue as it relaies to banks Melind~ 
Belles of Itunton & Williams agreed to work u, ith Mike Nedzbala on coordinating this 
panel Melinda mentioned that Lisa Sot~o from the firm’s New York offSce wo~ld be a 

good panelist 
Mortgage Lending. This pane[ could focus on the new Dodd-Frank regulations relating 
to moAgages and how they are affecting the products offered by banks In addition, ii 
might be timdy to discuss GSE refb~n Disciiminatio~i based on disparate impact might 

he another possih[e topic for this panel Fore Vart~nian agreed to se~’e as tim pand’s 
coordinator 
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])odd-Frank Update. Provide updates on the Dodd-Frank regulator3, effort, being 
care~l nottoduplicatematerialsthatwfll be covered by another panel Paul Pileckiwfll 
coordinate 
’rite role of the panel coordinator, reimbursement policy for panelists, and other details 
are covered on page 4 of these notes 

Preliminary Matters 

Lissa thanked Carol Hitselbe~ger and her team at Mayer B~own fbr hosting the board of advisors 
meeting 
Ihose attendi~lg introduced themselves A list of those participating i~ person or by phone is at 
page 5 Please forward any additions or corrections to Conrad Bo~z, cbo~z@emall uric edu 
The minutes office meeting were approved 

Lee Burrows. Banks Street Partners, Atlanta and Ihe~ ese Paul Fiftb H~ird (inchmati we~ e 
approved as neu, members of the Board of Advisors Lissa noted that Paul Re~,nolds, recentb 
retired Iiom Fifth Third was continuing on the board of advisors as an Emeritus member 

ABCs of Bar, king Law 
Carol I litselberger and the Mayer Brown office in Charlotte graciously offered to host tbe 
?dB(s of Banking Lau,, program Suggestions t’or marketing the program included: 

Sending out a save the date email in the early fall; 

Contacting law fim~ CLE coo~ dinators to learn how rations CLE programs come to the attention 
of thelr attorneys and trying to publicize the ABCs program through those same channels; and 

Taking advantage of social media The UNC’s School of Government Twitter feed was cited as 
an e×empla~ of efYective outreach through social media 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 

and                 hom the journal reviewed the fi~a~cial results of the journal for 
The journal vdll be issuing a special issue this fall containing transcripts of some of the talks and 

papers delivered at the February     conference, "The Political Economy of Financial Regulation," 
held in Wasbingqom DC This special issue will be marketed to the board of advisors closer to its 
publication 
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Career Initiatives 

Career Lunch. On         ), the Banking Joulnal students will meet with Triangle a*ea ]aw 
alums 01aost of whom are al so journal alums) to hear about career options and receive candid 
advice on their resumes and job search strategies Thanks to 

> Nancy Coppola, First (itizens 
o Drew K~fner, Moore & Van Allen 
~ Bryan Meacham, Smith ~derson 
r~ Jason Strickland, Ward and Smilh 
o Sara Weed, NC Of’rice ofihe Commissionei of Banks 

Career Trek. This event will occur on Thursday,           in Raleigh and will be an 
oppofltmi~y for up to 15 journal studems to visit firms, banks, or government agencies to learn 
more about die, rent career paths McGuire Woods (through .lira Hed~{ ck L K&L Gates (through 
Amy Williams and Lee Hogewood), Smith Andeison (through GeofP Adams), and BB&T 
0hrou~ Bob Johnson) may be willing to help host the event I.issa Broome will reach out to 
them and others in RNeigh to try to organize the day 
Career Mentoring. discussed the first round of 
j ouma[ students’ resume distribution to the board of advisors was advised that for fNII 
recr@ing, information about the j ournal studems (resumes and personal stmements) needs to be 
circulated in           reminded the boa*d that in addition to assisting siudents with jobs, this 
etYoA is al so to help the students dex’elop p~ otk:ssiona[ ne~,orks and he encouraged board 
members to reach out to students udth u, hom they shared interests electronicNlv, by ~hone. or 
fBr an in-person meeting when tha~ was convenient 
suggested that the Center consider creating a Linked In Group for journd students, journal 
Hums. and members of" the boa*d of advisors to provide another t~rum lbi interaction 

Review of 

Lissa reviewed the Annual Repork including the financial resuhs She thanked the board again f~r its 
gifts during the Beischer Challenge which are now starting to provide support for the operations of the 
Center and to give it the t]exibili ty to explore new ini tiatives and programming 

Dan K Moore Program in Ethics: The Changing Model of Legal Services Delivery in the "New 
Normal," The Center f~r School Leadership and Development, Chapel Hill, 
NC (near the Friday Center) 
The Clearing House and University of North Carolina Center ~r Banking and Finance Fall 
Lecture Series: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory 
Environment,                    The Pier~e. New York City 
Festival of Legal Learning, Consumer Lay,, and Consumer Credit Symposium 

, Friday (enter, Chapel Hill 
The ABCs of Banking Law, ¯ OtI]ces of Maye~ Brown LLP. Charlotte 
The Banking Institute, . The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte 
Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earaing a Board Seat, the Rizzo 
Conference Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 
NC Bank Directors’ College, The Rizzo ConiC’fence Center, 
UNC-(hapel Hill 
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Role of Panel Coordinators, Each panel coordinator is entitled to a compiimentat3, admission to the 
Banking Institute, but not to rehnbursement of expenses (travel and hotel) unless the coordinator is also 
a substantive speaker on the panel If there is more than one coordinator for a panel, there is still only 
one complimemary admission Typically, the panel coordinator is also the moderator of the panel If 
the coordinator asks someone else to moderate the panel who is not a st,bstantive panelist, the moderator 
may t~ansl~r his,,her complimentary admission to the moderator, but otherwise the moderato~ wi]l not 
receive complimentmy’ admission or reimbursement of expenses 

’rite panel coordinator is responsible for finding and organizing the panelists We suggest a limit of 
three or four panelists so that each has a suft~cient opportunity to speak and so there may be time for 
interchange with the audience Participants seem to especially welcome the participation of f~deral o~ 
stare regulators on panels The sooner speakers are identified, the belier The panelists shonld be 
finalized in December so we may advertise the program and begin registration 

The coordinator should be sure that speakers do not "read" their talks from their PowerPoint slides, but 
engage in a give-and-take with other panelists and with the coordinator Speakers should also speak into 
their microphones and qnestions t’ron~ the audience should be repeated by the coordinator so everyone 
hea~s the question Questions posed to each panelist by the panel coordinator {they shou]d be p~epa~ed 
in advance) work well to ’~manage" a panel instead of proceeding down the row for short presentations 
by each panelist We want a dialog and conversation, not t’~,ur people each talking in turn for 15 

The panel coordinator is also responsible fbr ensming that the~e are written materials to accompany the 
panel’s presentations These materials may include PowerPoint slides and background matefials that 
will be posted on the Banking ra~stltute webslte and available to program participants in advance of the 
Institute High quality written materials are necessacv to obtain CI ,E credit These handouts shonld be 
received ~,vo weeks before the program, by                 We also hope that one representaOve from 
each panel will submit a manuscript on the panel topic tbr publication in the banking journal 

For journal planning purposes, we would like to know if" you a~e considering submitting a manusclipt by 
To be published in the.ionma], the manuscript should be submitted via email 

attachment by ~                   ~r preferably sooner The author will be notified by 
whelher Ihe manuscfipt has been selected [Br publication The manuscript’ s sources should be tBomoted 
and in Blue Book form More detailed guidelines will be provided to each author and journal editors are 
happy to provide assistance to authors in tracking down sou~ves, preparing ci tations, f’ommtting, and 
editing Other members of the Board of Advisors are invited to submit manuscripts for publication in 
the Banking Journal 

The meeting was adjourned at 1:55 pm 

Notes prepared by Lissa Broome 
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Name 

Adams, Geoff (for John JerniBan) 

Atk~nson, B.T. 

Beaty, Rufus 

Broome, Lissa 

Burge, David J 

Burrows, Lee R 

Carlton, A. P. 

Cowell, Marion 

DeSimone, Beth 

Disser, Tom 

Doyle, A, Patrick 

Eveson, Iodd H 

Fleming, John (for Barry Hams) 

Gaet a, Tony 

GilBert, leonard H 

Hazlett, J, Richard 

Hedrick, James T, 

Hinsley, Chris (for Mike Waters) 

Hitselberger, Carol 

Hoover, Jewell 

Horn, Charles 

Johnston, Kenneth (or Rob Gifford) 

Kanaly, Ma~k C 

Keading, Mike (for Frank Hirsch) 

Lampe, Don 

LeBlanc AIIman, Rene 

LichtenbergeG Vince 

Lluberas, Meghan 

Lutz, Jacob A 

Nedzbala, Michael 

McCullough, Bill 

McDougald, lisa {for Bob Iohnson) 

Newell, Jeremy (for Paul Saltzman) 

O’Shields, Reggie 

Smith Anderson 

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP 

TD BanR 

UNC 

Smith Gambrell & Russell LLP 

Banks Street Partners 

Carlton Law PLLC 

Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft 

Banking institute Journal 

Kilpatrick Townsend 

FNB United Corp. 

Arnold & Porter 

MVA retired 

Wyrick Robb[ns 

First Citizens Bank 

Wyrick Robbins 

Holland & Knight 

Moore & Van Allen, PLLC 

McGuire Woods 

Jones Walker 

Mayer Brown 

Fifth Third Bank 

I he Hutchison Company 

Morgan Lewis 

Kane Russell Coleman & Logan 

Alston & 81Id, I [P 

Wells Fargo 

Alston & Bird, LLP 

Winston & Strawn 

Capital Bank Financial Corp. 

King & Spalding 

I routman Sanders LLP 

Hunton & Williams LLP 

Holland & Knight 

BB&T 

Banking Institute Journal 

The C[eaBng House 
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Pannell, Gary (for M~ke Waters) 

Pilecki, Paul 

Poe, Steve 

Pray, Francis 

Raxler, Ron 

Salem, Albert 

Shumaker, Michael 

Smith Jr., Joseph A. 

[ahyar, Meg 

Wagner, William 

Williams, Amy P. 

WrlghL Brandon 

Jones Walker 

Kilpatrick lownsend 

Bell, Davis & Pitt 

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP 
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Date of birth: 

Home Address: 

NC FACULTY-STAFF RECREATION ASSOCIATION 

2014 DIVING LESSON APPLICATION 

Email Address: 

Ernail Address: 

Swim Team Member? Y 

Age: 
N Cell Phone: 

Sex: 

City Zip 

p~iotity, however l~ space is avcdlable, non campers may sign up lo take #dye lessons dining the day as well. Day Camp 

Cos{: $50/week members; $55/week non- members Please check the weeks/sessions desired 

Total # Classes:                       Total Payment Enclosed:                 (checks payable to FSRA) 

Please make checks to: FSRA m~d send payments to: FS1L4, #1 Alice hlgram Drive, Chapel Ilill NC 27514 

l-or mo~’~ informalion call 13~ cky: (cell)               (mail; fal:mdi dng(~:gmad.com 



ACC Bylaws provide two options through which a Non-Qualifier can transfer to an ACC 

school from another four-year school and be immediately eligible for practice, athletically- 

related financial aid, and competition 

Option No. 1 is articulated in the conference’s "Initial-Eligibility Rule" (Article Vl, Section 1). 

This option requires three or more semesters of attendance, at least 48 transferable credit 

hours, and a GPA of 20 or better This is not the option we are seeking to access 

Option No. 2 is articulated in the "International Transfer Exception" (Article Vl, Section l-a). 

This option requires that the incoming transfer is a foreign citizen, transferring from a foreign 

institution, that he/she not have taken a standardized test prior to initial collegiate enrollment. 

and that he/she not have been recruited prior to initial collegiate enrollment It is this option 

that we seek to access via this petition to you. 

Had Mr Essome enrolled at a university in his native Germany in the fall of 2013, his case 

would not be before you, because he would have met all conditions of Option No. 2. 

However, because Mr. Essome chose to attend university in the United States. we are 

compelled to ask you to extend to him the same courtesy extended to other qualifying foreign 

nationals, recognizing that the geographic location of the chosen collegiate institution is 

irrelevant. 

Thank you for your consideration of this case. 



Fact Sheet Regarding the Case of Prospective Student-Athlete Sor~ Essome 

Som is a German citizen who lived his entire life in Germany (until August 2013). 

He received his Abitur upon completing German secondary school in 2011. 

He did not enroll in a collegiate institution in 2011 or 2012. Due to this, he incurred two NCAA 

penalties - a one-year residence requirement and loss of one season of competitive eligibility - 

resulting from the NCAA’s delayed enrollment bylaw (Bylaw 14.2.3.2). 

These penalties made him unattractive to potential recruiters from NCAA Division I schools during 

the spring and summer of 2013. 

In 2013, Som’s family hired a German company to solicit scholarships from American colleges and 

universities. As a result of the penalties, he was "marketed" academically, rather than athletically 

(another reason he was not recruited by Division I college coaches). 

He matriculated at Lindenwood [Jniversity (located outside of St. Louis) with a partial academic 

scholarship in August 2013. 

Lindenwood is a four-year school. He is not a member of Lindenwood’s soccer team. He is not a 

student-athlete there. 

Had he remained in Germany to attend university, he could have continued to play soccer on a 

club team at a high level, perhaps even opening doors to future professional opportunities. 

I Iowever, he did not. This is further evidence that his major decisions since 2012 - including the 

decision to attend Lindenwood - have not been driven hy athletics, but rather t~y academics and 

other "life" objectives (cultural, career, social, etc.). 

Our recruitment of Som began after he had enrolled at Lindenwood. Coach Brizendine became 

aware of him through third-party contacts in Germam/. 

Beca use he becarne a full-time collegiate student prior to taking the SAT or ACT, NCAA regulations 

do not allow him to become a Qualifier. He is therefore classified as a Non Qualifier. 

I le meets all conditions of the exception to the ACC Non Qualifier Rule, except that his collegiate 

institution is in the U,S,, rather than in another country. 



Schermbeck~ March, 25th 2014 

To whom it may concern: 

In the summer of 2013 a friend of mine, a soccer coach from the Buhrgebiet area, told me 
about Sore Esseome, a striker on the team ETB SW Essen. His team pia~ed Sore’s team, 
ETa6 SW Essen, on Jtme 30th 2013 and Sore scored two go~s. My friend hea~’d th~b Sore 

was going to study in the United States and asked me if I was workto~ ~dth him prior, but 
I was not. I found out that Sore was supposed to go to Lindenwood 0nivorsity. 
When the college season started, I tried to look him up but never found him on their 

roster. Through a contact I got in touch with Sore on September, 26th 2013 and found out 
that he was working with an academic service, who has placed him on an academic 
scholarship at Lt~denwood as he was not a~lowed to play CoLlege Soccer right away. Sore 
told me that he definitely wanted to study at an American University to get to know the 

mflt~]re and the w~ of life in the United States. 
As his situation was very unusu~ and he had been with an academic service before 
alread~~, I was not sure if I could help him with getting an athletic scholarship to play 
college soccer for the following season. ’]]he fact, that he did not take the SAT prior to his 
flfll time enroI]ement, simply because he did not need it to enroll at Lindenwood as a 
re~,~tlar student, ~so played a role. I told Mike Brizendine at Vir~a Tech, who I was 
regularly in touch with, as he had been to Germany and recruited some of my players, 

about Sore’s situation and he askod me to get his contact information to look into his 

If you shonid have any questions, please do not hestitate to contact me. 

Kind regards, 



622014 Print My Grades 

Addie: RoomM/ I~E4z 

Grade 
Course ID         Course Name                    Credits      Grade    GPA Hrs 

COM J J0O0 8TI 3 00 

Poinls 

Attempted Earned GPAHours Grade Points GPA Comp Ratio 

Tem 1700 /700 1700 100OO% 



622014 Print My Grades 

Addie: RoomM/ I~E4z 

Grade 
Course ID         Course Name                    Credits      Grade    GPA Hrs 

Poinls 

C im dailve foi 

20 OO 20.00 20.00 100 00 !~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, LissaL</O UNCEXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN LBROOME> 

Tuesday              7:55 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; 
cholliday@uncaa unc edu 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu> 

RE: Waivers to be Reviewed During        Meeting 

NCSU - (FB) pdf 

Corey and Madelle Are you both avai!able to meet at Z9:00 on Monday .      i to discuss the waiver request for 

’ I am happy to meet at the Football Center if that is convenient for everyone, I have attached the waiver request 

which will be considered by the FARs ol , u nless we determine that we need more time to prepare oul response. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 3:25 PM 
To: Broome, Liss~ L; ille, vince 
~:: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Waivers to be Reviewed During April 16 Meeting 

available all day on Monday 

We mentioned the date to Corey ttolliday this morning and asked that any relevant information ~)e gathered and 

provided to us as soon as possible, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 



Phone: (919) 962 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Broome, Li$sa L 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
TO: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Q:: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Waivers to be Reviewed During Meeting 

Hi Made[le and Vince I have not reviewed these yet, but we shou!d discuss before.        I will be out of the office 

this Th~Jrsday and Friday, so let’s find a time on Monday         I’m free that day before noon and after 3:Z5, 

From: Burgemeister, Mat~ [mailto:mburqemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent~ Monday            11:27 AM 
TO~ Carolyn Callahan (cmc(~virainia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodee(~clemson.edu); 
Larry Killough ~’larrv(~vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (Dutallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins 
(mdawkins(~miami.edu~; Michael J. Wasylenko (miwasvle@svr.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (aDerrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia 
Bellia (obellia(~nd.edu); Reggie DesRoches ~’re~inald.descoches@ce.aatech.edu); Richard D Carmichael 
(carmicha(~wfu.edu~; Robert Taggart Jr. ~robert.ta~aart(~bc.edu); Roby B. Sawyers (robv sawvers(~ncsu.edu); Sam 
Pardue (sam oardue@ncsu.edu~; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstruD(~chbe.aatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01(~agt.edu) 
C~ Hostelter, Brad; Giardina, Mary; Brown. Shamaree 
Subjeet~ Waivers to be Reviewed During       Meeting 

Hello all, 

I hope you had a good weekend. This message is to provide the materials for the three waiver requests that will be 
reviewed during ou meeting. As noted on the agenda distributed on Friday, the following waivers have been 
submitted for consideration: 

Initial-Eligibility Waiver- 
Intra-Conference Transfer Waiver 
Intra-Conference Transfer Waiver 

Please let me know if you have a problem with any of the files or any other questions. I look forward to seeing you soon. 
Thanks. 

MAT[ BURGEMEIS FER 

o: 3363694641 
mburqemeister@theac¢ 



Date: 

Re: 

ACC Faculty Athletic Representatives 

North Carolina State University on behalf of 

Waiver of ACC [ntra-Conference Transfer Rule 

North Carolina State University (NC State), on behalf of          , respectfully 

requests relief from the normal application of ACC Bylaw Section VI-2, the lntra 

Conference Transfer Rule, because of the unique circumstances in Ty’s case which 

include, but are not limited to: (I) The short duration of time that the young man 

attended the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (UNC), to take 3-credit hours 

during one summer term in       (2) The amount of time that has passed since his 

attendance at UNC (nearly 4 years); (3) The degree program that    intends to pursue 

not being offered at UNC; (4) The intent of the rule; (5) The disproportionate impact of 

the penalty, lose a year and sit a year, given the short duration of time    was at UNC 

and the amount of time that has passed; and (6) The young man’s well-being, which is 

directly aft’ected by further delaying his ability to compete in intercollegiate athletics 

Facts / Timeline: 

¯ , has not participated in organized football for 4 years. 

¯                     was drafted by the 

league baseball draft 

in the major 

enrolled in a 3-credit hour Basic Writing summer course 

at UNC after having been recruited to attend the institution and participate in 

football by former Head Football Coach Butch Davis       understanding at 

that time was that he would receive an athletics scholarship to attend UNC for 

summer school and the 2010 fall term 



Waiver 
P~ge 2 of 5 

ultimately decided to pursue a professional baseball career 

and informed Coach Davis of his decision One week after informing the then 

head football coach that he would not enroll full-time at UNC during the 2010 

tMI term, . reported he received a release of scholarship letter from UNC In 

addition, thereafter    began receiving bills from UNC related to the one 

summer course he had taken at the institution     and his family continued to 

receive bills and telephone calls related to the unpaid bill for several years 

Unfortunately, due to the amount of time that has passed, neither    nor his 

t~amily has been able to locate the correspondence indicating his release or any 

of the billing statements from UNC 

: does not enroll at UNC for the Pall 

term; rather, he signed a contract and played 

from                   until his release on During 

this three-year period, there were significant changes at UNC including a new 

head football coach and new athletics administration As a result, in the fall of 

. decided to investigate other colleges where he could pursue a degree 
in which he was interested and also pa~icipate in football 

Once    considered returning to college to pursue a degree and 

participate in football, which occurred in the fall of , the issue related to 
billing for the 2010 summer class was resolved subsequently received a 

1098-T tax form for the      tax year indicating that a $3,63056 adjustment 

was made to his account by UNC It would have been expected that had 

athletics aid been provided in he would have received a 1098-T tax form 

for the 2010 year, as opposed to since he did not attend any institution in 

2013 A copy of that form is attached 

visited NC State on an unofficial visit and indicated an 

interest in pursuing a degree program in Construction Management, a program 

not oft’ered at UNC In addition, was familiar with NC State’s head football 

coach, Dave Doeren, because Coach Doeren had recruited in high school 

when Coach Doeren was a member of the football staff at the University of 

Wisconsin 

enrolled as a full-time student at NC State for the 

spring term He did not trigger recruited status as defined by NCAA financial 

aid legislation; is not receiving athletics aid; and is paying his own tuition, tees, 

room, board and costs to attend NC State 



Waiver 
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Application of NCAA Legislation and ACC Intra Conference Transfer Rule 

The primal" issue in this case centers on whether the technical application of the ACC 

lntra-Conference Transfer Rule should apply when the facts and circumstances are so 

far from the intent of the role that a strict application creates an unreasonable and 

unnecessa~5" burden on the student-athlete To understand how the ACC rule applies in 

this case it is also important to understand the interplay with NCAA transfer roles 

¯ For an incoming freshman attending summer school: 

11c the student receives athletics aid, then he/she is a transfer student-athlete 

per NCAA roles AND the ACC Intra-Conference Transfer Rule applies 

AND he/she sits a year in residence at the school to which he transfers and 

loses a season of competition 

11c the student does NOT receive athletics aid, then he/she is NOT a transfer 

student-athlete AND neither the NCAA transfer rule nor ACC 1tara- 

Conference Transfer Rule apply and he/she can compete immediatel,/ 

In      case, because he apparently received athletics aid for one 3-credit 

course at UNC in the summer of       he becomes a transfer student- 

athlete, the NCAA transfer rule and ACC lntra-Conference Transfer Rule 

apply AND he is required to sit a year in residence at NC State and lose a 

season of competition 

In case, even if he received athletics aid, since he meets an NCAA 

transfer exception (NCAA Bylaw 145527, Two Year Nonparticipation or 

Minimal Participation Exception) he would be immediately eligible to 

compete but for the application of the ACC Intra-Conference Transfer Rule 

]-he two-year nonparticipation exception does not require a transfer student- 

athlete to sit a year in residence because any competitive advantage is 

mitigated by the amount of time the student has spent away fi-om the sport 

The institution believes that the NCAA transfer exception the appropriate 

standard to utilize when reviewing the tutalit?," of     circumstances rather 

than unnecessarily penalizing the young man by applying the ACC lntra- 

Conference Rule 



Waiver 
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Overview of Circumstances that Demonstrate the Need for Relief in this Case 

There is certainly a legitimate question regarding whether ever t~iggered the NCAA 

and ACC transfer roles in this situation But regardless, given the unique circumstances 

in this situation, the institution believes that a technical application of the ACC Intra 

Conference Transfer Rule is not consistent with the intent of the role or fair to the 

young man Rather, it would only se~w-e to unnecessarily penalize him and further 

delay his opportunity to participate in the sport of football, which has already been 

delayed for four years The institution notes the following: 

¯ was never enrolled as a full-time student at UNC 

Nearly four-years have passed since the young man attended one, 3-credit hour, 

summer course at UNC    has only a tangential relationship with UNC given 

the amount of time that has passed since the course in question and the changes 

in administration and coaching staffs at UNC 

¯ No competitive advantage would be gained by permitting the young man to 

compete during the       fall term, since he has not pa~icipated in any 

organized football for four years 

¯ The young man’s decision to attend NC State was based upon, among other 

factors, courses offered at NC State that are not offered at UNC 

These unique circumstances t~all outside of the scope and intent of the ACC 

Intra Conference Transfer Rule and are wholly unlike the contemplated scenario 

of a student-athlete who has participated in a conference member’s athletics 

program and then transferred directly to another conference member after 

obtaining an intimate knowledge of the athletics program and having 

legitimately been enrolled as a full-time student That did not occur here 

¯ The young man will have served one semester in residence at the time of 

competition in the     fall term 



Waiver 
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Conclusion 

The NCAA recently recoguized that in some areas the strict application of NCAA 

legislation, subcommittee directives, guidelines or case precedent results in outcomes 

that the membership views as too harsh and inconsistent with the membership’s core 

mission to provide opportunities to student-athletes As a result, in these types of cases, 

reasonable discretion should be exercised to avoid an inappropriate negative impact on 

a student-athlete Similarly, when an ACC role creates a disproportionate impact, as it 

does in this case, it is appropriate to utilize discretion Requiring the young man to lose 

one of his 4 seasons of competition and sit a year in residence is simply too harsh and 

unreasonable 

For the reasons set forth above and based on the totality of circumstances, on behalf of 

NC State respectfully requests relief from the standard application of the 

ACC lmra-Conference Transfer Rule in this case Such relief is in the best interest of 

the student-athlete and does not run contrary to the intent of the rule Thank you for 

your consideration 





¯ The Universily o*" Nor[h Caro iqa gave me my written letter of release iq Augusl 2010 

* : ~,’¢as bNl~d for my class a-~d room a~d board ~rom the dt~ive~aky of Nortq- Caroqqa 
* ~ was at ~e University of Noah Carolina for a brief time and left before footba~t tr~ i;i-i9 cam[: s[ane~ 

[~ essence, t a ~ paying my own way through college ~t# my 
Co~lege Soholarship Program 

The degree ~ am seeking {s offend at NC Stat~ 



Statement of 

On ~ eft UNC to play On or 
around received a ~etter of release from Coach Butch Davis ard the 
Univers~i~y of North Carolina. Beginning                    I received b Iling 
from UNC for.    summer school English class and his dorm fees. These billing 
s[a[emen[s were followed up with collec[~en ca s from the University. 

When decided [o enroll at North Carellna State University on 
using his Major League scholarship plan, it had been almost four years’after he left 

LINC. We nau no knowieage that we na{u any obligation to the university of North 
Carolina after almost 48 months uasseo. 















I li Joe When met with Carol yesterday, she suggested that I write a statement based on some of the thn~s I have worked on in connection wth our athletic 

Thanks, 





The Committee is aware of a Tweet released on Apr[ 6~ 2014 which appears to vio ate guidelines for the 

We call on the Universily Counsel to investigate this situa Lion. 





Mobile Phone: 



Thanks, 

Lissa 

UNC Schoo of law 



I li One of your responsib lities far the £anldn~ Institute is preparing the speaker bias Conrad and [ are st[I trying to collect sonle of the bios, but I think 

[issa 







JD. Candidate, 
Universiiy of Noelh Carolina School of Law 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



Details Updated 6/1/2012: 
Job Title: 

Business Address Street: 
Initials: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Shindler <         ?t~sbcgloba[ net> 

Frida5, April I I. 2014 1:17 PM 

Willmgham, Mar) C <mwillmghama,unc edu> 

Re: Adult readers come in all shapes & sizes 

Happy reading! Wc all look forward to meeting you, too 

Rob 

Sent flora my iPhone 

On Apt 11, 2014, at 10:49 AM, "Willingham, Mar?, C" <mwillingham a uric edu> wrote: 

I received the book - weekend reading! Thanks so much and [ look [’or~ ard to meeting all ol’you Thursday Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www unc edu/-willin~h 

On Apt 9, 2014, at 8:06 PM, "Rob Shindler" ~ sbcglobal net> wrote: 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 9, 2(114, at 6:57 PM, "Willhlghan~, Mai3" C" <mwillinghmn 2l unc edu> wrote: 

On Apt 9, 2014, at 7:54 PM, "Rob Shindler" < 2l sbcglobM net~ wrote: 

Hope you’re havhtg a nice week UPS just emailed me 
~e: a problem with deliver? of the book Can you please gi~e me a dklTe~ent 
address so I can send out another copy-- 
Thmtks! 

Rob 

I:rom: Rob Shindler [mailto:l      @sbcqlobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, April 06, 2014 10:53 PM 
To: Willingham~ Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Adult readers come in all shapes & sizes 

We’ll be watcNng, good luck[ I’ll call you next week so we can 

Rob 



Sent flora my iPhone 

On Apt 6. 2014. at 9:41 PM, "Willingham, Mar3 C" 
<m willin aham ?~ unc edu> wrote: 

Wonderful My calendar is marked for 4/17. 

my cell ntunber is              [ look for~ ard to 

meeting all ol’you Just a heads up that [ should be on 

CNN tomorrow at 4ET with Sara Ganim \~ho is the 

mnazmg young reporier who broke the disi~rbmg 

Penn State stou" We will be discussing literacy and 
my contrm ersiM test scores of athletes as well as 

NCAA reform topics It’s been prem" exciting mound 
here Lately and hopefull) change is coming for our 

athletes 

Best, Mar3 

Mar) Willingham 
CSSAC. UNC CH 

www unc edu/-willin~h 

On Apt 6, 2014, at 10:31 PM, "Rob Shindler" 
<         2l sbcglobal net> wrote: 

Wc arc 
visiting NC on Th 4/I 7 so hopefully that 
works for you Also, I would be honored 
to be part of or conmbute m an) way I 
cm~ to the literacy campaign Look 
forward to meeting & thmtk you for a 
wonderful email on a Sun evening, too 

Rob 

(h~ Apt 6, 2014. at 8:25 PM. 
"Willingham, Mar) C" 
<n~willingham a unc edu> \~rotc: 

Rob. Thank you I’or a 
wonderful email on a 
Sunda5 evening 

Thmtk you for sending a 
cop3 oF"Hot Dogs and 
Hamburgers" I will have 
you sign it when you arc in 



town Please consider being 

our galests for dtmler on one 

ol’thc nights flint you arc 

here in NC It wouldbe an 

honor for me to host your 

I’amily and give you a tour o1" 

our campus (including the 

I’ootball field) Your 
involvement and efforts with 

aduIl literacy is insphalionah 

and I will share your website 
with my colleagues here - 

NC wide Iileracy campaign 
We hope 1o help our alhletes 

a long the \xay 
Best, Mat3 

Mars Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

On Apr 6. 2014. at 8:59 PM. 
"Rob Shindler" 
<         ", sbcglobal net> 

Hi Ms 

A few nights 
ago, our Pa~nily 
Laid together in 
a bed way too 
small for the 

blurted 
out. "hey daddy, 
we got~q meet 
this lady " 
He may onl?. be 

but he’s ~ etT 
smart for his 
age! 

Wc tutor adults 
trying to lean1 to 
read in Chicago 

fl~cir 6P’s and 
70’s & take i~ o 

buses .just to 
have the 



I actually wrote 
a book about 
our journey 
called 
’Hot Dogs & 
Hamburgers ’ 
I scnt out a copy 

how insphing 

to our entire 
hottsehold All 
three kids were 
glued to the 
television 

naively sining m 
disbelief that 
there are realb 
college football 
& basketball 
plwers who 
can’t read 

We’re gob~g to 
be in North 
Carolina 
looking at a few 
colleges for our 
t\\ins on April 
16th. 17th & 
I gth and if you 
arc available. I 
\\ ould love to 
meet \xifl~ you 

Hope you had a 
nice weekend 

Rob Shh~dler 

PS I know how 
busy you arc, 
but if you have a 
moment please 
check out 
robshind]cr corn 
to sec some of 
the things I’m 
m~ o1~ ed with 
concerning adult 
Literacy 



CSSAC. UNC CII 

www unc edu wil/in~h 



CSSAC. UNC CH 

Hi, Mary Patti ’~Jllansen menSoned you had concerns about an 
invifa~on to you for a mee~ng with Ron Sttau~ tomorrow at 
noon In my Match 21 email to you, I expte~ed that we would 
contact you pdo r to any public dissemination of the independent 

analysis Tomorrow’s meeting would present you win an 
oppor~Jnity foran upda~ 
I believe Ron intended this to be a pdvate mooing; I hope you 

will be able to altend. Please confirm with Pat& Thanks, in 

Best, 
Joel 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 5:40 PM, "Wilkinson, Patti" <DattiwC~unc.edu > 

wrote: 

Dear Maw, 

I am writing to follow up on the voice mail I left on your 

office phone this afiernoon I would like to invite you to 

meet with Ron Strauss, Executive Vice Provost, tomorrow 

(Friday, April 1 l) about the status of the external review of 

the data set you provided in January Ron’s is available at 

noon tomorrow, and will provide the findings on the 

external review privately before the information is 

publicly released. 

Please call me, or email me, to confirm your availability for 

this meeting to be held in South Building, Conference 



pattiw(~- uric edu 

Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often 

and loved much; who has gained the respect of children; 







Name Contact ~ubject Fees ~2omments Posting 
Date 

Nancy @~mail co ~cience, for90 Ph D in Biochemistry and Biophysics from UNC July 2013 
Cheng ncluding minutes Futored UNC students fbr the last 5 years in: Cell and 

~HYSICS Vlolecular Biology, Genetics, General Chemistry, 
~)rganic Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry I also tutor 
~ccounting 

Rivero of experience teaching and tutoring all levels of 
Span sh Nat ve (b ngua) spea;er 

@hotmail com Languages /hr 71uent method of Arabic Lived in Damascus, Syria for July 2013 
~ix years and speak Arabic at home Completed the 9th 

grade exam administered by the ministry of education 
hat includes l0 subjects in the Arabic language 

~live unc edu ~Viath /hr rutoring experience, Math minor in Undergrad July 2013 
i(including (~urrently a doctoral candidate in the Economics 
ISAT) 

Ir°gram 

[Math 
(including 

iSAT) 
Nahoo corn ~nath and STOR course and many Physics courses; a 

idecent amount of business and economics 18 years 



reed unc edu I(Including ~rabic and English 

~hysics) 
~banguages 

@gmail com iScience 
i(including 
PHYSICS) 

hr tutoring in computer science, associated math courses ,July 2013 
md introductolT physics courses Is a systems software 
mgineer and entrepreneur 

~liveuncedu    ILanguages 

Igor @gmail corn iLanguages, 
Kuznetsov IMath 

iScience, 
Computer 

iScience 

Antoinette Antoinette@           IHumanities 
Corsentino ~durhameditors corn 

]Native Chinese speaker (Mandarin) Able to write, speak 
Iland read Chinese fluently Highly responsible and wants 
(to teach people who are serious about learning Chinese 

~PhDin Engineering Mechanics UNM faculty member, ,July 2013 
~-isiting scientist at Duke Native Russian speaker 

~Experience in tutoring math, engineering, Russian, 

~Aatlab and Labview 

~eative writing, poettN (New Mexico State University) 
Aas taught English as a tBreign Language, courses in 

~hetoric 
writing Spent years tutoring and creative several 

I1 levels in the NMSU writing center Well versed in 



Oncluding ~v-ith Algebra, Pre-Calc, Calc 1,2 and 3 Also help with 

I~STAT gtatistics 

I~con , 
psyc 
iStor 
iMath 
i    and 

@live unc edu ~Vlath ~ ~hr ’Was a private tutor for one year at Western Carolina 
fincluding Star ~rniversity Tutored in the Math help center at WCU An 

~DUC    Peer Tutor at UNC (Spring/Summer 

Timothy (-a)gmail corn ![’Math’, ’Stat’, ~B (Economics) Halyard ’93 MSc (Economics) London July 2013 
O’Brien l’Business’] gchool of Economics ’94 Doctoral Coursework 

Economics) Boston University 

@liveunc edu !Math ’br -utoring Pysc Cognitive Science minor in the class 

iIncluding of with previous tutoring experience 

]STAT 

,~,live unc edu Computer ....................................... 

iScience ~Jpper level comp sci courses and working as a research 
hssistant in CS department If you have any trouble with 

~OMP (MATLAB section), or , I’m here to 

~elp you out 



Sawyer hnet (including Calculus II 

ISTAT) 
MA in Mathematics fi-om Oxford University, England 

~,live unc edu iScience Individual: 3achelor of Science Biology from UNC, Bachelor of 

(including /hour ~vts Chemistl?z from UNC Current PhD Student 

!PHYSICS) Inquire for 3iochemical Nutrition at UNC TA for 

group rates Tutor 

"or Biochemical Nutrition,            to present 

~ubjects available for tutoring include Biology 

, Chemistry , any 

~ndergraduate or master’s Nutrition Course 

@gmail c Math /ha- ~ taught GRE and LSAT prep courses for the UNC ~July 2013 

~o~m i(including Learning Center for 4 years 

] ISTAT) 

~unc edu !Math /hr am a Statistics PhD candidate with emphasis in 

(including 9robability and time series I have been a STOR 

]STAT) md instructor I have also tutored for STOR 

Very experienced in most stats courses as well as some 

hath 

@med unc edu Languages       /5 hr    ~ am highly proficient inEnglish and Spanish, Spanish ~July 2013 

/ha-      ~eing my native language I scored in the 96th percentile 

)n the written portion of the GRE (exemplifying my 

nasteta£ of the English language) and I am a certified, 

~oilingual teacher I hold a teaching license from the state f Texas that is valid through 2017 I am currently 

pursuing a Masters degree in Speech Language 



nedical terms and would like to focus my tutoring in this 

~articular area (if possible) Othel~vise I am also 

lvailable for introductolT Spanish, both spoken and 

~v-ritten forms 

~bgmail corn Languages for 90 ~nglish as a Second Language TESL/TOEFL Certified ,July 2013 

minutes )uke University 

gubstitute Teacher Certified (K-12) 

@live unc edu ~Math /ha- 2urrently a at UNC Have taken math i in high 

(including ~chool At UNC, I have taken math 

ISTAT) md I have a thorough grasp of undergraduate 

:alculus 

(including lat Campbell University Am currently a Mathematical 

ISTAT) IScience major 

,~?live unc edu IScience /ha- ~enior, 37 GPA, BS-Chemistry (biochemistry), 

(including a~nat omy tutor Ct~M or 

PHYSICS) 3IOL 

@hve unc edu ~anguages , ha- 5NC majonng ~n Anthropology, Shanghm Native 

iProfessionally trained by Peer Tutor Program at Thomas 

~ Johnson Student Resource Center, Rollins College 

ITwo years experience of teaching more than 70 students 
iChinese as a foreign language 



Ua),cahoo corn    ~anguages /session have taken four years of Latin in High School. and plan 

o take more through college I tutored in my senior year 

"ellow students, and would like to help students in their 

5rst or second year of Latin who could use some 

:larification or better understanding in grammatical 

deas I helped my Latin teacher teach his students, and 

utored fellow students in preparation for the Latin SAT 

~nd college placement tests, as well as helped tutor early 

2atin students My high school Latin teacher 

can be reached at 

as a reference 

@unc edu Math /ha gtat PhD candidate with BSc in Math, very experienced 

(including n STAT courses as I have been an instructor, a TA. and 

!STAT) ~ tutor for STOR I have also tutored more 

~dvanced probability and statistics courses as well as 

:alculus and algebra 

~zmail c lScience /br ~.ising earning a biology BS degree On the pre- 

om (including ned track, and have taken the MCAT Also in UNC- 

IPHYSICS) 3EST, getting my teaching license for high school 

;cience Have been a BIOL lab and lecture TA, and a 

utor for the UNC Learning Center for BIOL    and 

HEM        for two years 

North Carolina State University     (GPA:    1. M S 
~ccounting - North Carolina State University (Current) 

@live unc edu Languages :Free ~ave studied language for 9 years and speak 4 foreign 

anguages at a conversational level I am offering 
utoring in Italian language at any level as I recently 
-eturned from a month in the Piedmont region and also 



~pent a semester studying abroad in Florence last year I 
:an also be made available for Spanish, French, or 
?ottuguese tutoring at lower levels (Have taken Spanish 
hrough level , at LrNC, Portuguese through level 
md French for 2 years) 

@live unc edu Languages ~3nspecified ~ have tutored various subjects and I love tutoring I am 

@yahoo corn lScience 

(including 

~PHYSICS) 

3atient and ! tend to be able to understand a tutee’s 
)roblem even when he/she has difficulties explaining the 
;ituation I am a native Chinese speaker because I have 
lad chinese education since young in Malaysia and I am 
llso fluent in English, Malay Language and Cantonese 

........................................................................................................................................................................ 
have been a CHEM    tutor for 2 yews during the 

egular school semesters and summer sessions at UNC 

~live unc edu iScience /hr 3achelor of Science Biology fiom UNC, Bachelor of 

(including ~rts ChemistW from UNC Current PhD Student 

PHYSICS) ~iochemical Nutrition at UNC TA for 
Tutor 

"or Biochemical Nutrition,            to present 
~ubjects available for tutoring include Biology 

Chemistry              Nutrition 
Physics 

@gmail com iComputer /hr ?m an INLS student qualified to help with intro to 

iScience latabases and beginning web development Also, 
tualified to tutor in most SILS classes    GPA,    sils 
,~pa, database tutoring experience Received an A in 
latabases and web development 

@gmail corn iLanguages /hr ~RLA certified level 3 tutor through L NC - C~-eensboro August 
have undergone training as an SAT teacher and tutor for2013 

Kaplan and have three years of experience tutoring 



@email unc edu ~anguages qlr 3A in Spanish Linguistics, earned A’s in majority of August 
~panish courses taken at UNC 2013 
~luency in Spanish, written and spoken 
5 on AP Spanish exam 
~ have previously worked as a Spanish tutor, have also 
utored in Spanish as a volunteer 
nternational immersion experience (Puerto Rico and 
2osta Rica) 

~Vork at local language school as a TA 2013 

@live unc edu Languages /ha- 10+ years of French study 
Excellent GPA in all French courses 
ntensive study abroad experience in Paris, 
Extensive practice reading, writing, and speaking the 

: [language in academic and social settings 

@live unc edu iScience ~hr ~ have taken the following courses; Biology 

i(including 2hemistry Organic Chemistry , as 

pHYSICS) ~-ell as Statistics and Calculus 
worked as a tutor for two years at 

It Jacksonville I am currently enrolled in peer tutoring at 
5NC Chapel Hill I have tutored chemistry privately, for 

~oth high school and college students, for about two and 
,a half years 

@live unc edu ~/iath /ha- 3 S in Aerospace Engineering from , current 

i(including raduate student in Marine Sciences 

iSTAT) Vlath: previous experience in formal tutoring in range of 
Mgebra to Calculus Ill Also capable of helping with 
hath required for data analysis and science application 
?hysics: interned at high school in AP Physics 

~Mechan cs, but can a so he p out w th more e e nenta~T 
]general physics, or intermediate mechanical 
]physics/fluids classes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’,J C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M (iaysmith@email unc edu) 

FW: Supporter 

From:            [mailtc 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 5:39 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Supporter 

@grnail.corn] 

Any time you want I’m available 24/7 

On Apt 8, 2014 2:35 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham(Fg, unc edu> wrote: 

Could we talk again soon? 

Frt~m:            [mailto:            @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 3:39 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Suppor[er 

I dont have any agents or movie producers Im open and willing to join you on the amazing path of 
redemption Lets do this 

On Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 4:34 PM, Willingham, Ma~T C <mwillingham(~unc edu> wrote: 

http://paperclassinc.com/ 

From:             [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 3:31 PM 

@qmail.com] 

To: Willingham, Mary C 
Subject: Re: Supporter 

Here is a preview of the manuscript enjoy .... 

On Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 4:01 PM, 2bgmail corn> wrote: 



My sister speaks very highly of you I think I have something your gonna love Is it possible to speak on the 
phone briefly today? Circumstances are time sensitive due to the doors you have opened in these matters My 
cell is             fyour not comfortable calling me I’ll give you a call tomorrow morning I am on the west 
coast 3 hours behind 
Can’t wait to speak with you This will be a game changer 

On Apr 8, 2014 11:58 AM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham(rbunc edu> wrote: 
know who you are and your sister knows me quite well I would sure like to hear what a[! the ladies think [ worked 

witi~ many of them, You can call me in rny office any morning              . Mary 

From:            [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 2:54 PM 
To: Willingham, Hary C. 
Su~ect: Re: Supporter 

~amail.com] 

I would like to speak with you over the phone if possible You may know me or not But i played for the 
fl-om      to I need your help 

On Apr 8, 2014 I 1:52 AM, "Willingham, Mal7 C" <mwillingham@unc edu> wrote: 
Yes Thank you 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willin~h 

On Apt8, 2014, at 2:50 PM, ~g~mail corn> wrote: 

Is this Mary Willingham? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Thursday,               12:57 PM 

Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad uric edu> 

~live unc edu>; Shambley, Billie K 
<shambley@email unc edu> 

Re: Learning Center peer tutoring hours 

Thank you all 

Mal~i Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On at 12:56 PM, "Behrens, Vicki" <Oi de@ad u~ic eCho> wrote: 

Got it--I deleted the extra hours-- 

Vicki 

On 12:35 PM, "Willingham, Ma~y C" <m’,~i!li~l,~I~l(g_~uqc edu> wrote: 

Vicki, Sorry for the confusion In the midst of the email communication, 

I told that she did not need to add any more hours if she was 

coming the final week of class She had already met her requirement 

Thanks, Ma~’y 

MalN Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

On at 12:13 PM, "Behrens, Vicki" <pixie@ad,~!~edu> wrote: 

Hi, 



Billie is out of the office, and I’m taking care of the appointment 

calendar As you requested, I put you on for Monday the from 3-9 

Please take a look and let me know right away ifrve made any mistakes! 

Vicki 

Vicki Behrens, PhD 

Assistant Director 

The Writing Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

On 

Sent from my iPad 



Begin forwarded message: 

Date: at 12:16:31 PMEDT 

To: "Shambley, Billie K" 

Subject: Peer Tutoring 



Good aftemoon, 

I am a tutor for Biochem and at the Learning Center I am 

currently schedule every Wednesday from 3-6 I was wondering if I could 

also be put on the schedule next Monday from 3-9 Thank you{ 

PID: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham. Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPLENTS/CN WLLLINGH> 

Friday. April II, 2014 11:50 AM 

Rob Shindler <        ~sbcglobal nel> 

Re: Adult readers come in all shapes & sizes 

I received the book - weekend reading! Thanks so much and I look forward to meeting all of you Thursday Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
w~w¢ unc edu/-willinah 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 8:06 PM, "Rob Shindler" < (~sbc~lobal net> wrote: 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 6:57 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillin~ham(~unc edu> wrote: 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:54 PM, "Rob Shindler" (a~sbc~lobal nel> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

Hope you’re having a nice week UPS just emailed me 
re: a problem with delivet’y of the book Cat] you please give me a different 
address so I can send out another copy-- 
Thanks! 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2014, at 10:01 AM, %Villingham, Mary C" 
<mwillin~ham(~unc edu> wrote: 

Ok. Thanks 

Frem= Rob Shindler [mailto:       @sbcqlobal.net] 
Se~= Sunday, April 06, 2014 10:53 PN 
Te= Willingham, Nap/C. 
Subject= Re: Adult readers come in all shapes & sizes 

We’ll be watching, good luck! I’ll call you next week so we can 
make a plat] 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 



On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:41 PM, ’%Villingham, Mary C" 
<mwillin ~ham(i~,un c edu> wrote: 

Wonderful My calendar is marked for 4/17, 

We can touch base next week, 
my cell number is              I look forward to 
meeting all of you Just a heads up that i should be on 
CNN tomorrow at 4EI with Sara Ganim who is the 
amazing young reporter who broke the disturbing 
Penn State story We will be discussing literacy and 
my controversial test scores of athletes as well as 
NCAA reform topics It’s been pretty exciting around 
here lately and hopefully change is coming for our 
alhletes 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www unc edu/-willinRh 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 10:31 PM, "Rob Shindler" 
<        /~?sbc~lobaI net> wrote: 

We are 
visiting NC on Ih 4/17 so hopefully that 
works for you Also, I would be honored 
to be pari of or contribute in any way 1 
can to the literacy campaign Look 
forward to meeting & thank you for a 
wonderful emaiI on a Sun evening, too 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 8:25 PM, 
"Willinghana, Mary 
<mwillin ~ham(i~,un c edu> wrote: 

Rob, Thank you for a 
wonderful email on a Sunday 
evening 



Thm~k you for 
sending a copy of "Hot Dogs 
and Hamburgers" l will have 
you sign it when you are in 
town Please consider being 
our guests for dimmer on one 
of the nights that you are 
here in NC it would be an 
honor for me to host your 
family m~d give you a tour of 
our campus (including the 
football field) Your 
involvement and efforts with 
adult literacy is inspirational, 
and I will share your website 
with my colleagues here - 
some of us are plam~ing a 
NC wide literacy campaign 
We hope to help our athletes 
a long the way 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
~v unc edu/-willingh 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 8:59 PM, 
"Rob Shindler" 

2t) sbc~lobal net~ 
wrote: 

Hi Ms 
Willingham, 

A few nights 
ago, our family 
laid together in a 
bed way too 
small for the five 
of us-- watching 
the IiVo of your 
interview on 
11130, m~d our 
youngest son, 

blurted 
out, "hey daddy, 
we gotta meet 
this lady" 
He may only be 

but he’s very 
smart for his 
age! 

We tutor adults 
trying to learn to 



read in Chicago 
Many of our 
students are in 
their 60’s and 
70’s & take two 
trains and two 
buses j ust to 
have the 
opportunity to 
become better 
readers 
I actually wrote 
a book about our 
journey called 
’Hot Dogs & 
Hamburgers’ 
1 sent out a copy 
to you 
yesterday 

Please know 
how inspiring 
your sto~y was 
to our entire 
household All 
three kids were 
glued to the 
television 
sweetly & 
naively sitting in 
disbelief that 
there are really 
college football 
& basketball 
players ~vho 
can’t read 

We’re going to 
be in North 
Carolina looking 
at a few colleges 
for our twins on 
April 16th, 17th 
& 18th m~d if 

available, i 
would love to 
meet with you 

Hope you had a 
nice weekend 

Rob Shindler 

PS Iknowhow 
busyyou ~e, 



but if you have a 
moment, please 
check out 
robshindler corn 
to see some of 
the things i’m 
involved with 
concerning adult 
literacy 





CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Jason Scukanec <bigsuke@entercom corn> 
RE: HBO Real Sports Piece 

From: Jason Scukanec [mailto:bigsuke@entercom.com] 

Subject= RE: HBO Real Sports Piece 

Mary, 
Would Thursday at 4 PST time work for you? We would love to keep you for 2 segments about 11 rains each, if thats too 
long i understand and one segment would still work great for us. If either of those work let me know and give me a 

number that we can call you at. Thanks so much again for your time 
Jason 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 9:41 AM 

To: Jason Scukanec 
Subject= Re: HBO Real Sports Piece 

Jason, How about Thursday afternoon/evening anytime between 3-6 pacific (6-9ECT)? That would work best 
for this week Thanks! MatT 

MmN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On Apt I, 2014, at 12:31 PM, "Jason Scukanec" <bi~suke(Z#,entercom corn> wrote: 

Mary, 
It was great geeing a chance to speak with you yesterday. My show runs from 3 to 6 pacific standard time 
monday through friday. We are also available to tape from 12 to 3 pst if that fits your schedule better. Just 
let me know if there is a general time or day that works best for you and we will work to accommodate your 
schedule. Thanks so much for your time and voice on this matter. 
Jason 

Prom: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, March 31, 2014 9:34 AM 
To= Jason Scukanec 
Subject: RE: HBO Real Sports Piece 

Jz~son, Thanks for the invitation zmd kind words. If we cap. work out at time, I’d be happy to loin you on 

your show. Please consider checking out my website. 

http://paperclassinc.com/ 
Mary 

From: Jason Scukanec rmailto:bigsuke@entercom.com] - 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 12:19 PM 
To= Willingham, Mary C. 



Subject: HBO Real Sports Piece 

Ms. Willingham, 

My name is Jason Scukanec, I am a former division one football player at Brigham Young University, and 
current host of a radio/TV show that is broadcast from Portland to Seattle and has been named to the 
Talkers Magazine’s 100 best shows for several years now. As a host but also a former athlete I was very 
impressed with your role in the HBO Real Sports piece that aired last week. This is something I have been 
talking about for years and love to see that is is finally getting the coverage it deserves and was hoping you 
would be willing to join my show to discuss what you saw in your time working with UNC athletes and the 
toll is takes on them and the university. Thanks for your consideration and look forward to hearing from 
you. 

Sincerely 
Jason Scukanec 
ESPN Radio J080/Comcast Sportsnet Northwest 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:14 PM 

Willingham, Matt C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Fwd: help circulating statement 

Retired faculty statement final doc 

MAIN: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals who might sign on to this (especially retired 
t~aculty who had endowed chairs--a select group, for sure) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date:Sat, 29 Mar 2014 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H Hunt <n~lr, hu~(~klive~Jnc ed~> 

To:Jay Smith ~.2g2.g!.~all ~c edu> 
CC:Madeline Levine < 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate I will be addressing a good number 
of the histo~2¢ faculty that I think might be sympathetic Madeline will be writing to Tyson, Flora, Fishman, 
Reed, and Slifldn (all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the scandal) 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff Will you invite GB and any otbers who may 
occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W if others she knows to be retirees have expressed support or concern? 
She could write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one of us 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on-going UNC-CH 
scandal If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one of us and indicate how your 
name should appear and what department affiliation should be listed A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local media can publicize this 
concern in a timely fashion 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern 

Michael Hunt 
Madeline Levine (MGL@~.,.nc edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 





Immediate Release 
Contact Karen Grava 
Director of Media Relations 
Universib/of New Haven 
Office: 203-932-7246 
Cell 
KGrava~newhaven edu 

Drake Group Honors University of North Carolina Professor 
With Hutchins Award for Courageous Defense of Academic Integrity 

West Haven, Conn -- A professor who specializes in eady modern French history at the Universib/of North Carolina in 
Chapel Hill and played a significant role in exposing the biggest academic/athleSc scandals at an American university will 
be awarded me Drake Group’s highest honor on Thursday,        at noon 
Jay Smith, who founded U NC’s Athle~c Reform Group (ARG) to uncover the tr~Jth about allega~ons of academic fraud at 
UNC, will be presented with the Rober~ Maynard H utchins award atthe Downtown Columbia MarTiot~ in Columbia, S.C., the 
site of the    ¯ College Spor~ Research Institute Conference (CSRI). 
The award is given annually by the Drake Group, based at me University of New Haven in West Haven, Conn, to faculty or 
staff members who defend academic integrity at their insti~8ons 
Hutchins, the president of the U niversity of Chicago from 1929 to 1951, opposed the rampant commercialization of c~llege 
feoEoall, which he said undermined the c~re values of higher learning He was a skong advocate of academic integri~/ He 
died in 1977 
The Drake Group ~s recognizing Smith for refusing fo look the o~er way when allegaSons arose that many U NC athlefes 
had been pemlilted for nearly [wo decades to enroll in courses and earn grades without altending cla~es or doing any 
work, said AJlen Sack, president of the Drake Group and professor of spor~s management at the Universi~/of New Haven 
"Jay Smith showed tremendous ceurage in refusing to accept the partial, imperfect and misleading answers provided by 
UNC ~rough its reports on the scandal,’ said Sack, noting that Smi~ was instrumental in pressunng UNC to begin work on 
fixing me problems 
’ It is the minion of the Drake Group to defend people like Jay Smith who are merely doing what they are supposed to 
defending academic integd~/in the na~on’s univer si~es," said Ohio University Professor and Drake Group president~lect 
David Ridpa~ In fact, said Ridpath, "it is very sad that an award is even needed for faculty who fell the tru~ and defend 
academic integrity Truth felling is a university’s reason for exisfence ’ 
Smith femled the Athle~c Refem~ Group in     out of ffuskation with the universib/’s response to allegations made about 
cheating and athle~ca Smith and his c~mmit~ee prepared a ’ s~atement of pdnciples"that reaffirmed the values of 
~’ansparency and infegrity and was signed by more than 1 O0 ~culty members 
The Drake Group was founded in 1999 by Jon Ericson, a former professor and provost at Drake University, fe defend 
academic infegrity in higher education fi’om me cerrosive aspec~ of commercialized college sports 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday,             9:43 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: EDUC    Class Tonight 

You are allowed to miss one or two classes- no problem Thanks! 
Ma~’y 

Maw Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On , at 9:31 AM,’ 

Hi Ms. Willingham[ 

I am unable to come to class tonight due to an event that begins at 7pro. I have not missed a class 

yet, so I wanted to check in and see if this is a problem? If it is, I can try and be in class! I was just 

curious if we could see how many hours we’ve been in class for the semester, as I’d like to know if 

I need to make up these hours by coming to a Wednesday session[ 

Thanks so much, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@gmail corn> 

Tuesday,            I 1:44 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

tutoring 

Mrs Willingham, 

Hope you’re having a good week! I was wondering if it would be alright if I missed tomorrow night’s tutoring ! 
have a chemist~’y exam Thursday morning, and rm having a little trouble with some concepts, so a fl~end of 
mine who has already taken the class said they could go over some things with me She said that 7:00 pm works 
for her best, which is obviously right in the middle of tutoring, so I wanted to know if it would be aMght 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email unc edu> 

Thursday,               1:23 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

[PLEASE RESPOND] PASS Campus Partners’ Contributions 

Hello, 

Thanks so much for offering to contribute your time and/or resources for P.A.S.S in the past. I’m sending this to you in 
case you’d like to be involved again this year, whether that means volunteering the day of, having a booth, or providing 
us with free giveaways (but[ons, energy bars, etc.) from your department or organization. Hopefully you’ve had some 
time to think about what you’d like to contribute. If not, hopefully this form will give you some ideas! 

So, please take 5 minutes to fill out this form by Monday         5:00Pl4. This will help us with our publicity (so we 
can list you on our promotional material!) and with planning the day-of logistics. 

Please click !?_~J.~ for form. 

Thank you in advance for your participation, and I’m really looking forward to this event! 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smitil <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:51 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Re: Meeting Request 

On 4/10/14 6:14 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/- willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 6:04 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith{rbemail unc edu> wrote: 

On 4/10/14 5:54 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Not enough notice is what ! said on VM 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/- willingh 

Begin fot~-arded message: 

From: "Wilkinson, Patti" <pattiw(~unc edu> 
Date: April 10, 2014 at 5:40:56 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, MatT C" <mwillin~ham~)unc edu> 

Subject: Meeting Request 

I am writing to follow up on the voice mail I left on your office 

phone this afternoon. I would like to invite you to meet with Ron 

Strauss, Executive Vice Provost, tomorrow (Friday, April 11) about 

the status of the external review of the data set you provided in 

January. Ron’s is available at noon tomorrow, and will provide the 

findings on the external review privately before the information is 

publicly released. 

Please call me, or email me, to confirm your availability for this 

meeting to be held in South guilding, Conference room 311 A. 

I can be reached at 919.843.4747, or via email at pattiw@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 



Patti D. Wilkinson 
Business Officer 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 
103 South Building, CB #9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

919-843-4747 (direct/voicemail) 

919 962 1647 (fax) 

pattiw~unc.edu 

Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often and 

loved much; who has gained the respect of children; who never 

fails to look for the best in others or give the best of themselves; 

who strives to leave the world better than they found it; and 

whose life is an inspiration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cox, Elizabeth Shirer <escox@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   8:37 AM 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn <cnunn@email unc edu>; Cramer, Richard 
<mrcrame@email unc edu>; Willingham, Mal"y C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

FW: Updates: NSM academic worksheet matters 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 
Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Itiil Academic Advising Program 

escox@emaihunc.edu 

From: Shuster, Elizabeth 0 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:46 PM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda Ruth; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen 
Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; Shuster, Elizabeth O; Wyrick, Marilyn J; Collins, Marcus L; Hogan, 
Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Page, Julie; Renner, Joy J; Austell, Todd L 
Cc: Wind, Lara M; Cramer, Richard; King, Richard A; Maroni, Gustavo P 
Subject: FW: Updates: NSM academic worksheet ma[JLers 

Rich Goldberg has approved additiona! courses for BME specialty electives. Below find a list of approved courses taught 

Fall      and Spring 
BME electives offered fall 
BMME 
BMME 
BMME 
BMME 
BMME 
PHYS, 
PHYS I 
CHEM 
CHEM 
BME electives offered spring 
APPL 
BMME 
BMME 
BMME 
BMME 
CHEM 
CHEM 



COMP 

A note about APPL The current worksheets require APPL    for 6raduation. Effective in Fa!l , the admi!~ 

boards have approved replacement of APPL with a requirement for a 4 specialty elective, 

For students with requirement years prior to an earlier memo from Rich gives blanket permission for students 

Beth Shuster 

Elizabeth O. Shuster, Phi) 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advisin6 Pro61am 

Division of N-3tural Sciel-~ces and M-3them-3tics 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 9~9 843 89~,8 

fax: 919 962 6888 

From; Richard Goldberg [mailto:rlg@bme.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:34 PN 
To; Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Subject= Re: Updates: NSM academic worksheet mat~e~ 

Also, this has the complete list of electives this semester: 
h#p://www unc edu/depts/appl sci/ima~es/bme-v ear-by -year pdf 

On at 5:29 PM, Shuster, Elizabeth O wrote: 

Thank you’. i’ll pass the word on. 

Beth 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph:919 843 Bg~g 

fax: 919 967 5888 

From: Richard Goldber9 rmailto:rle~bme.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:28 PN 
To: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Cc: Schreiber, ToNten 
Subject= Re: Updates: NSM academic worksheet mat~eN 

Yes, I approve COMP as an elective We’ll formally add this to the CU~Ticulum once it has a permanent 
course number Also, APPL was resurrected this semester and that should count as a specialty elective for 



evelTone in it 

On at 4:15 PM, Shuster, Elizabeth O wrote: 

Beth 

eshuster@email,unc.edu 
ph: 9i9-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

From: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Monday, 1:42 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Caldwell, Andrea L; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda Ruth; Howard, 
Sarah J; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; Shuster, Elizabeth 0 
Cc: Shugart, Ken 
Su~ect: Updates: NSM academic worksheet matters 

Dear all, 

I write to update you on a some NSM academic worksheet matters: 

Worksheet updates have been made for APPL-BME, APPL-CEG, APPL-MAT, BIOA, BIOB, BIOB- 
QBI, DHYG, ENST, ENSC and MATB. HPM and ENVR worksheets will be uploaded in the coming 
days. 

¯ A big THANK YOU! to Ken %r uploading the worksheets to our ctttrent website (as he is also 
uploading ALL worksheets to our new welosite!) 

¯ Please be sure to use the most updated worksheets you may have to refresh your Advising 
browser/bookmark for each of these academic worksheets. 

¯ Do continue to inform me of any, worksheet discrepancies. If there is an egregious error on the 
worksheet, it will be updated as soon as possPole. However, minor corrections will be collected 
and revised when updates reflect the ~o1~-~o13 Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Some FYIs: 



F~XSS-AT: Effective for Fall      the Administrative Board has approved the EXSS department to 
award credit for F~XSS    five times for a student majoring in EXSS-Athletic Training. As of date, the 
course comets four times in the major even though students must register for the fifth time due to the 
required supervision hours needed for certification. 

F~XSS-SA: When working with EXSS-SA students, be sure to check the date on the worksheet because 
on an earlier version one of the major courses was omitted. In the "Other Major Requirements" 
section, students must take two EXSS>    courses, not one. The most updated worksheet is 

HPM: In consult with SherD- Rhodes in the School of Public Health, the BUSI pre-requisite has 
been deleted and replaced with the pre-requisite course of either BUSI HPM will 
make exceptions now; however, this change will be effective in the Undergraduate Bulletin 
and then reflected on the academic worksheet. 

The Cmriculurn in Applied Sciences and Engineering (APPL BME and APPL-CEG)received approval 
to rex4se course requirements for the computer engineering and biomedical engineering track - 
effective in the fall     semester. Students are definitely, aware of the upcoming changes and may, 
bring this to your attention during their advising appointment. Please note that the changes will not 
be reflected on the current academic worksheets until updates are made based on the 
Undergraduate Bulletin. I have attached the memo and plam~ing sheet from Dr. Goldberg for your 
re~4ew. 

Again, do not hesitate to let me h~ow if you have questions or corrections regarding the NSM 
academic worksheets. 

Best, 
.~drea 

Andrea L. Caldwell 
Senior Advisor, Academic Advising P~’ogram 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
~m8 Steele guilding 
andreac@email.unc.ed u 
V: (9~9) 843 6o5a 
F: (919) 96~ 6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences and General College 
Academic Ad vising’s webpage: htt p://ad ~ising.tme.ed u 

< curriculum revisions approval.pdf><bme-year-by-year (with changes).pdf> 
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"i 3876" 

"2 3878" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano <             ~gmail corn> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 I I:OI AM 

Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

First Mtg - CAP Act Implementation Committee 

Mary, 
You will soon be receiving a link to access an online meeting site for our Dec 6 first CAP Act Implementation 
Committee meeting (4:00-5:00 pro) it may require you to download some software so try to go on about 15 
minutes early to get out the kinks I’ll be available by phone to help you if you have any trouble Once you are 
online - click on the telephone conference icon and it will ask "connect by computer" - say YES .... 
Have a great Thanksgiving 
Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SpovtsManagementResources corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flaglerunc edu> 

Sunday,                  2:44 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Final project 

Hi Mary, 

This is just a reminder that I don’t have to turn in a final essay because I participated in the returning tutors panel earlier 

in the year. Looking forward to seeing you on Tuesday for pizza though ! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 
BS Business Administration I Kenan-Flagler Business School 

ibkenan-flagler unc edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:12 PM 

Donna Lopiano <            ~gmail corn>; Willingham, Ma~N C 
<mwillin~ham@unc edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; Allen Sack 

@yahoo corn> 

vedder-forward < ~gmail corn> 

RI~: Minutes of Dec 6 Meeting 

Good news Rich Vedder will join us for the conference call on Monday, I am copying him on this ernafl so Donna can 

forward all of the call in information, We had a great lunch today and ! believe he has some great ideas and contacts that 
will help us move [orward I look fo[ward to talking again on Morlday 

Dave 

740-593-9496 (0) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ridpath @ohio.edu 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 

From: Donna Lopiano                   ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, December 07, 2013 8:38 AM 
TO= Willingham Man/; Brian Porto; Allen Sack; Ridpath, Dave 
Subject= Minutes of Dec. 6 Meeting 

Team, 
Minutes contain evelNone’s "to do" list 
Allen - Note: House of Reps is in session through Dec 20th 
Onward 
Donna 



Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano(?~SportsMana~ementResources corn 
www SportsM anaaementResources corn 







OMG 

But of course, my position all along has been that the greatest fault lies with ASPSA Those counselors exploited the loopholes Julius gave them and they did it to 
the hilt And compliance officials, who certifv eligibility everV semester, knew damn well that the A’s a n d B’s from AFRI/A rAM were bailing out their weakest 

athletes semester after semester. When M ercer and Blanchard claimed that they had tried to do something a bout all this first in 2002 a nd then in 2006, they 

thereby did 2 things. 1. They admitted that ASPSA knew a bout the funny business in AFRI, a nd 2 They tried to find a cover story for their own complicity, on e that 

unfortunately fell apart once it was revealed that there was ZERO evidence for it 

Too many people a round here refuse to corm ect th e dots staring us directly in the face It’s been, to me, one of the most mystifying an d depressing aspects of the 

entireUNCscandal Weallwanttobelievethebestabouttheinstitutionweworkfor Idid, too, until2010 butcriticalthinkershavearesponsibilitytosearchfor 

answers That’s what I’ve been doing and that’s what I will continue to do (And i’m finding some, I might add ) 

On 1/2/14 11:35 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Friday,              2:11 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Help with EE and HIST Class 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:11 AM 
"ro~ Willingharn, Mary C. 
Subject:       Help with EE and HIST Class 

Dear Ms. Willingham, 

My name is           and I visited your office in November to discuss classes I would need to take during 
my second semester senior year. Due to an issue with my 529 student tuition account, I was not able to sign 

up for classes until this Christmas break. While I have been able to get into two classes thus far, I’ve had issues 
getting into both an EE class and a History seminar class. Even though I’m a HIST major, I cannot get dept 

consent through connect carolina to sign up for a course. I have tried contacting Dr. Matthew Andrews, the 
undergraduate adviser for HIST, but as of yet, I have not received a reply. I have also tried to sign up for POLl 

a research class that counts for EE credit, but the professor I have tried to reach has also failed to send 
me any response. I would be willing to take another course for EE credit -- preferably one of the alternative 

spring break classes -- but cannot get consent to take those classes either. Given that the semester is only a 
few short days away, I was hoping you might be able to provide me with some direction in terms of rectifying 

these issues. 

Sincerely, 





Academic Advising 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

[] [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 8:40 PM 

Gerald S Gumey <ggumey@ou edu> 

follow up 

Gerp,, 
Son) that l have been out o1" touch - throws things off a lit/le hcrc 
som¢what CNN with Sara Ganim was scheduled to run the pi¢ce today but duc to weather n¢ws has b¢en rcschcdul¢d Cot Iomon’ow - 

h~ addition, I h¢ard from Josh Fin¢ a/I~BO and Slev¢ Delsohn Ioday - I~BO is coming Io UNC to inlel~,iew in a row weeks. ESPN is 
still a qucslion Things arc looking good Io dismanll¢ Ihe beast on several I’ronls 
Did you see this piece? Jay was vc~ cxcflcd today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Tuesday, Januat2¢ 7, 2014 3:47 PM 

allen Sack ~yahoo corn>; Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu>; 
Donna Lopiano < ~gmail corn>; Andrew Zimbalist 
<azimbali@smith edu>; David Pddpath <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Some college athletes read at 5th-grade level 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, Janua~ay 7, 2014 8:03 PM 

Gumey, Gerald S <ggumey@ou edu> 

Re: follow up 

Gert5, Have you seen Sara’s twitter feed? You at~ on fit~ out tbete The hate mad is flowing hele, anmzing fltat people tbink it is OK 

Io b¢ inapproptia/c 

gem from m> iPad 

> On Jan 7, 2014, at 6:42 PM, "Gumey, Gerald S" <ggmrn~’@ou edu> wrote: 

> the tv segment and ~ead fire articles Outstanding 

> Sent front m) iPad 

>> On Jan 6, 2014, al 5:40 PM, "Willinghanl, 

>) Sor~" fltat I have been out of touch - tltrows tlfings off a little be~e 



208 

Greetings, 

The EDUC registraris still working on our rosters (my apologies} but please be notified that you are on the list to be added to the section 

OOl(Tuesday)or,    (Wednesday)thaty~uhave~isted~ny~urapp~icati~n.PEERTUT~RTRA~N~N~(Part1)F~RSECT~N     BEGINS 

TOMORROW AT 6PM IN Dey HA[[ #208 Returning tutors do not need to attend training You will all be added to sakai as soon as the 



rosters a re updated Some of you might be waiting on overloa d approval which I un dersta nd a re difficult to get this semester (iust FYI) 

Thank you for your patience IIook forward to meetin~/seein~ all of you Mary 



stoppedbytotalkabouttheindependentstudyforpoli shehasalltheformsandnowwillsoruntheprocessandreturntheformstomebynextWed the 

last day to add a class Mary 

MaW Willinghanl 

UNC CH CSSAC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live unc edu> 

Wednesday,                5:37 PM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: Peer Tutoring 

Pleasedo! Thank you so much Letmeknowifanythingopensup{ 

On 

Mary 

at 4:20 PM, Willingham, Mary C <mw]]i~n#zham’i~u !c bdx> wrote: 

, M’/roster; are full but I can put you on the wNting list and see if anyone falis out this week, 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Willingham, Nary C. 
Subje~: Peer Tutoring 

4:17 PM 

Hi there Professor Willingham, 

My name is                  and I was interested in gaining more information about your peer 
tutoring course Peer tutoring has always been something lve been passionate about, and i have 
previous experience with tutoring in high school I realize that today is the first day of classes, so I 
apologize for e-mailing you so late The course was recommended to me by a friend, 
and I was wondering if there was anyway that I could take further action to complete the steps 
required to enroll in the course Please let me know, and I look forward to hearing from 
you Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <            ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 10:09 AM 

Willingham, Matt C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: follow up 

OMG! That sounds like Steve Farmer had a hand in writing it and he is lying! Robert gave him those 
spreadsheets They are never going to come clean At least some of the people from other schools inte~wiewed 
by CNN owned up to there being a problem 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 11 : 16 PM, "Willingham, MatT C" __ ’ .[__ ’ [ - 

Look at the UNC response to the CNN piece - holy cow! 

Today was extra special day on campus. I need a good long morning run AND an afternoon kayak trip.The 
run should happen tomorrow (if it is above 20) - the kayak trip will have to wait. 
Hope your week is going well, Mary 



~rom:Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <            ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 I 1:20 AM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Re: follow up 

I think Roy Williams is dementing! 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
(919) 218-1459 

He is so missing the point! 

On Jan 8, 2014, at I I: 16 PM, "Willingham, Ma~’y C" 

Look at the UNC response to the CNN piece - holy cow! 
~gj)z[,’~t pcont e n t 5 w~:~rld n ow 

Today was extra special day on campus. 

Hope your week is going well, Mary 



for The Dailv Tar Heel 

The Unive~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

I like this for an article. These numbers are veq/insighL~al, but the piece would need a time peg. I suggest us revisiting this in 
That way it’ll be after finals and I can see the grade distributions in ENGL . Because if the black male atJqletes aren’t 

doing so great in this class plus the dispropod]onate number of them enrolled to begin with, that’ll peg it. Oh just the 
enrollment numbers aL the beginning of the semester. Either way, LhaL will make this super relevant a ve~/important aspect. 

for The Daily Tar Heel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Thursday,               3 : 34 PM 

<      @live unc edu> 

advising notes 

came in to check on his hours/schedule. He has 108 finished, needs 12 hours to graduate, with his current 

enrollment, tracker is saying he is finished. Perfect. 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:04 PM 

Gumey, Gerald S <ggumey@ou edu> 

RE: follow up 

I ant temativel? scbeduled to be imerviewed on tbe Colbert show next Tbm~day 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 

Scnl: Tuesday, Janua~? 07, 2014 8:29 PM 
To: Willhlgham. Maiy C 
Sul~iect: Re: follow up 

I don’l do Iwiiicr How do I scc if? Wh) am 1 oll fire 

> On Jim 7, 2014, at 7:03 PM, "Willhtgham. Mtuy C" <mwdlmgbam.~a unc edu> wrote: 

> Gerr~. Have you seen Sara’s twitter feed? You ate on rite out tbeie The hate mad is flowhtg heie. anmzhtg that people flfink it is 
OK Io be inappropriate 

> Sent front in? iPad 

>> On Jan 7, 2014, at 6:42 PM, "Gum�y, Gerald S" <ggumcy@ou cdu> 

>~ tbe in" segment and lead the articles Outstal~ding 

>> Sent from my iPad 

>~> On Jan 6. 2014. at 5:40 PM. "Wdlinghzun, Mat5 C" <nm il[inghzun@m~c edu~ wrote: 

>)> Geriy, 

somewbat CNN with Sam Gtufim was scbeduled to run the piece toda? but due to weather news Ires been lescheduled for tomorrow - 

>> > In additiol~ I heard from Josh Fine at HBO and Steve Delsolm today - HBO is confing to UN C to interview in a few weeks. 
ESPN is stdl a question Tlfings ate looking good to dish.retie tbe beast on several fronts 
>>> Did you see Ihis piece? Jay was v¢l) cxcilcd Ioday [Jc]cs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Friday, JanumT 10, 2014 8:01 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Re: follow up 

You’ll b¢ greal Jusl laugh wilh him and ¢njo3 yourself 

> On Jan 10. 2014, al 3:03 PM, "Willingham, Mm3 C" <mwillingham~a ~mc cdu> wrote: 

> 1 ant tentativel? scheduled to be inter~-iewed on the Colbert show next Thursday 

> -----Ofigilml Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail corn> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 12:40 PM 

Allen Sack           @yahoo corn>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; 
ridpath697 <ridpath@ohio edu>; Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu>; Richard 
Vedder @gmail corn> 

January 7 Minutes 

January 7 Minutes docx 

Totally forgot to send everyone the minutes of our last meeting Apologies 
See attached 

Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources com 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 7:41 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Donna Lopiano <,            @gmail corn>; Allen Sack <          @yahoo com>; 
Brian Porto <bporto@vennontlaw edu>; Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@m~c edu>; 
Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edt~; vedder-forward < @gmail com> 

Re: Big Five FBS Conferences - Proposals for Restructure 

No not all at 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 7:29 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S" <~,~urr~e:~,@ou cdc~> wrote: 

i don’t see the substantive changes they’ve bee promising Do you? 

On Jan 12, 2014, at 9:32 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

i don’t know if eve~2ione has seen this 
Dom~a 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 

<Board SC onGovernanceDraft SystemDesign 1 9 14CONVENTIONv 5C pdf’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 8:34 AM 

Donna Lopiano < .            @gmail corn> 
Allen Sack < @yahoo corn>; Brian Porto <bpor~o@vermontlaw edu>; 
rldpath697 <ridpath@ohio edu>; Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou edu>; Richard Vedder < @gmail corn> 

Re: Janum3~ 7 Minutes 

I think there is one key difference in the proposal and that is the granting of the Big 5 conferences autonomy 
(this doesn’t appear until p 11) The rest is just fluff 
What is the agenda for today’s meeting? I am going to be late 

On Sun, Jan 12, 2014 at 12:39 PM, Donna Lopiano <             /¢£~ ail co~n~> wrote: 
Totally forgot to send eve,?cone the minutes of our last meeting Apologies 
See attached 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 

(w) (c) 
(SkNpe) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources corn 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma 01063 
ph 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: ,.,~t, w s~’~ill~ c,.’h~’ ~azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <            @gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 9:26 AM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Fwd: 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emlo,~.s(:~,email~mcedt> 
Date: April 18, 2013 at 8:48:56 PMEDT 
To: lyn johnson < ~mad el>m> 
Subject: Re: 

I would send to both! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 18, 2013, at 8:31 PM, "lyn johnson’’< £~’2xmail corn> wrote: 

So, should I send the invoice to Fred or Joey or both? I thought Fred told me to send 
him the amount, not the invoice 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
102 Market Street Suite 103 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Trollinger, Ann E" 
Date: March 3, 2013 11:27:51 PMEST 
To: "Clark, Fred M" <t~~d cl~k2£.~mc edt~>, Lyn Johnson 

Cc: "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <~ln[yl~ns~(~gemN. unc:edu> 
Subject: ~: 



Ann E, Trollin~er 

From: Clark, Fred M 
~ent: Friday, March 01, 2013 7:46 PM 
To: Trollinger, Ann E 
Subject: Fwd: 

Ann, Can you do this first thing on Monday? Thanks Fred 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fo~-arded message: 

From: lyn johnson             5(ggmail corn> 
Date: March 1, 2013, 7:32:13 PMEST 
To: "Clark, Fred M" <~e-,~ _cJ,~rk@ m~c c hi.> 
Cc: Elizabeth M Lyons <eml~’o~!s(~?emai! ur c edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Fred, 
Could someone let me know when the funds have been 
transferred to         account so that I can arrange to meet 
with him to a~Tange payment for the evaluation? I asked Ms 
Trollinger to let me know when the funds were going to be 
transferred, but I have not heard back from her 
Thanks, 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
102 Market Street Suite 103 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 



On Mar I, 2013, at 1:49 PM, "Clark, Fred M" 
<i?ed clark~);~mc ed~> wrote: 

Thanks, but I do not need a copy Fred 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: lyn johnson 
[l~ai[io: ~m all corn] 

Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 1:49 PM 

To: Clark, Fred M 

Cc: Trollinger, Ann E 

Subject: 

Hi, 

Just wanted to let you know that I sent 
report over to Beth Lyons earlier this week I can 
also email it to you if you would like 

Thanks, 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

102 Market Street Suite 103 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <            @gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 9:27 AM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Fwd: Invoice 

I think this is the last time she emailed me 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Lyons, Elizabetil M" <emlvoas(r~,emailtmcedt> 

Date: April 18, 2013 at 7:18:44 PMEDT 
To: " ~mail corn" < 2(.:~’&~. nai! cr n > 
Subject: Invoice 

Can you send ICred an invoice for eval? He seems to have no memo~’y of tills! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <           @gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 9:48 AM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Fwd: info request 

.......... For~arded message .......... 
From: Beth L?ons <emly Ol~S@uncaa unc edll> 

Dale: Wed, 16May 2012 11:27:54 -0400 
Subiect: info recluest 
To:           a;gnmil corn 

That~ks for sending along all tbe information Robert has been loolmtg 
over tbe i~ffo you left for lmn after our meeting and be bas a few 

screened and tested from the yeats: 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 He is 

regarding SAT scores, rcading/\~riling perccnlilcs, and GPA We can 

fommt tlmt would be vet,," helpfid 

Thanks! 

Befit L?ons 
Learmng Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 (office) 

(cell) 
enfl) ot~s@uncaa unc edu 

Lvn Jolntsm~, PhD 
Cognillve Ncuropsycholog3, PLLC 
102 Market Street 
Sufl¢ 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano <             @gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:47 AM 

Allen Sack <          @yahoo corn>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; 
ridpath697 <ridpath@ohio edu>; Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu>; Richard 
Vedder <             @gmail corn> 

Message to Those Orgs and Individuals We Are Asking to Help 

Message to Organizations or Those We Are Contacting to Help doc 

As promised, attached is the "party line" re: the help we are looking for .... 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 

(Sk~pe) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <            ~gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:52 AM 

Willingham, Ma~N C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~2¢ C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:54 AM 

Lyn Johnson < ~gmail corn> 

Re: Email 

Thanks!! I have fltein all- waiting to beai about Colbert, making me nervous that I was bmnped 

CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www uric ¢dld~hallingh 

> On Jmt 13, 2014, at 10:52 AM, "Lyn Jolmson" < a;gmail corn> wrote: 

> l sent an emai[ Ihal l sent to Belh L3ons (she never responded) bul il was returned, so I senl it to yo~tr gmai[ a¢counl 

> Lyn Johitsoit PhD 
> Cognitive Ncuropsycholog3 

> 102 Market Street 
> Suite 103 
> Chal~el Hill, NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 2:29 PM 

Amy Schwartz <amy schwartz@thecolbertreport org> 

Monica Hickey <monica hickey@thecolbertreport org>; Emily Lazar 
<emily lazar@thecolbertreport org> 

Re: Malay Willingham on The Colbert Report Thursday Janum~ 16 

Amy (and all), Thank you I will be available by phone on Wed at 3 I would like to travel on Thurs and if 
possible return Thurs night or vetN early Friday morning I will be in need of accommodations ifI stay over I 
have two fiiends who are telling me that they would like to join, but they may not confirm until tomol+ow 
Ma~’y (cell            ) 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. tmc.edu/- willin~h 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 1:06 PM, "Amy Schwartz" <!!L~_y_ sclra~rtz~_)hecolbertr~y~<~ o~z> wrote: 

Hello Ma~-y 
Below is the information for your appearance on The Colbert Report Thursday 

Booking information: 
TAPE/AIR DATE: 
ARRIVAL TIME: 
TAPE TIME: 
ENTRANCE: 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 
6:30pro 
7:15pm-8:15pm 
513 West 54th St (b/t 10th & 1 lth Aves) 

Here are my questions for you: 

1 Do you need me to book any travel for you? Do you need accommodations I NYC? 
2 Are you available for a pre-interview over the phone with Monica at 3pro on Wednesday? 

* If this works should she call your cell? 
3 Would you like tickets to the taping for friends/family? 

Please let me know that you got this and if you have any questions or concerns 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Ps This information is attached as well 

Amy Schwartz Pischel 
Talent Coordinator 
The Colbert Report 
513 West 54th Street 
New York, NY 10019 
o: 212649 6260 



Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 12:36 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C 
Cc: Emily Lazar; Amy Schwariz 
Subject: Re: ]-he Colbert Report 

Hi MatT, 
Yes, we can confirm you for this Thursday Amy, our wonderful Talent Coordinator, will help to 
sort our your travel, pre-inte~wiew, etc 
Best, 
Monica 

Monica Hickey 
Talent Booker 
The Colbert Report 
513 West 54th Street New York [ NY [ 10019 
phone: 2126496304 [Fax: 2126496288 

From: "Willingham, MatT C" <mwiliiIL~ham@unccdu<m~d!to:mv:iilingimmr?hnnced>> 
Date: Monday, January 13, 2014 at 11:58 AM 
To: administrator 
<monica hickey@~h~ c~lbcru cl;o~t ~wa<ma~lt~:monica bickcy ~-hee~,lbercrei’~,r~ ~ r~>> 
Subject: RE: The Colbert Report 

Monica, Just checking in with you, as I am sorting out my schedule for the week Thanks, Mary 

From: Monica Hickey 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 3:20 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C 

Cc: ’e,nilv !~zar~;~,~l,_ecolberhcp,:wt or~.<mailto:’e~i!v ~ar~ ~h~colbc~rc.~ort or~>’; Amy Schwartz 
Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Hi MatT, 
Thank you for your quick response As per our phone conversation, we are looking to tape this next 
Thursday We will be in touch with you to work out travel, logistics ,etc as soon as our Executive 
Producer confirms 
Talk soon, 
Monica 

Monica Hickey 
Talent Booker 
The Colbert Report 
513 West 54th Street New York ] NY ] 10019 
phone: 2126496304 ]fax: 2126496288 

email :monica hickey@theco]bertrepo~ t org 

From: "Willingham, Mary C" <mwi!li¢~gI~a~)~ t/J~c edu<maiho:m~i!ling[?amrr~/~m, edu>> 



Date: Friday, Janua129 10, 2014 at 1:44 PM 
To: administrator 

Subject: Re: The Colbert Report 

Thank you Monica I am heading to advising where students will be lined up (3rd day of class) but 
I would like to talk about this on your show with Mr Colbert I teach here on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenin~ so Monday or Thurs would be best Mary 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 12:42 PM, "Monica Hickey" 
<monica hickey@~h~ce[be~t~port e~;<mailt:~:monica hicke~ lh ~:~o[be~,eper t org>> wrote: 
Dear Mary, 

I’m a producer working with Comedy Central’s Stephen Colbert I’m writing to see if you would 
be interested in talking with Stephen on The Colbert Report next week about your research that 
shows that between 8% and 10% of UNC’s football and basketball players are reading below a 
third-grade level 

The Colbert Report is the Peabody and Emmy Award winning broadcast where most young people 
get their news 

The inte~wiew would be a 6 minute one-on-one conversation shot live to tape in front of an 
audience at our studio in New York City We tape Monday through Thursday from 7-8pm We 
provide transportation and hotel accommodations when necessary 

Would this interest you? Please let me know if we can discuss this further 

All the best, 

MonicaHickey 
TNentDepartment 
The Colbert Report 
212-649-6304 

Monica Hickey 
Talem Booker 
The Colbert Report 
513 West 54th Street New York ] NY ] 10019 
phone: 2126496304 ]fax: 2126496288 

email :m onica hickey@t/~ec~l bem-epor~ crg 

<Mary Willingham doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 3:41 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

I do nol know wh5 I am just Ilfinking of this bul would a possibilily for my EE and a few cours¢ crcdiis be my inicn~ship in NYC last 
smmner? I worked for a small start up fi]mncial comping> 8-530 eveiydav I do not know what fire lequi]ements are but 1 figmed 1 
would give it a shot 

Univ¢rsil~ of Norlh Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <            ~gmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 4:01 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

UNC Officials Lash Out at Academic Fraud Whistleblower - Businessweek 

Looks like you have a n¢w BFF[ Awesome arlicl¢! How did Ih¢ mceling go? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Martinat <          ~embarqmail corn> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 4:30 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

UNC academics 

Ms Willingham, 
I support your recent release of your UNC athletics and academics report As a retired public school educator 
in NC I have firsthand knowledge of how our system graduates many that are unprepared for college or the 
work force after high school Unfortunately, college athletics has become money d~iven and the late William 
Friday was correct in his assessment and belief that college athletics and academics were headed in different 
directions to the detriment of higher education I am appalled at the situation Carolina has found itself in recent 
years Angry and embarrassed are just two of the feelings I have along with fellow Tar Heel alumni 
If more educators in higher education would publicly reveal similar instances at their schools maybe some 
changes would be forthcoming Thank you for being brave enough to state what many do not want to hear 

Stephen Martinat 
BS, 1973 UNC-CH 
MA, 1979 App State Univ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kc twcbc corn 

Monday, January 13, 2014 4:32 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Student Athletes Grades Cost Me My Teaching Job 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MmTC </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGEADMINISTRATIVEGROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPlENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

MondaY,                 6:56 PM 

~;live unc edu> 

Re: follo\~ up 

Thanks 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www lmc edu/-willint~h 

On at 5:12 PM. 

Thanks for your response If you have a free moment could you give me a quick call? Provost Dean made a 
statement Ihat the CNN report was inacurato and I was ~ondering if you had a response 

Thanks 

University" Desk Assistant Editor 

Sent: ThursdaY. 4:18 PM 
To: 
Sul~iect: RE: follow up 

So sore to miss your email        I was in Steele and s\~ amped wPh students during \~alk ins The 
UniverSity had P~blic Safety contact me I just now got offthe phone \~ilh Officer Barbee who was very nice 
I heard from Ihe Chm~cellor’s office last night just aftor 6:30, just like a year ago, they referred me to public 

safety" After almost I I years here, [ can locate public safety too. but [ appreciate their concern 

Sent: Thursda3, 
To: Willinghmn, Mary C 
Sul~iect: follow up 

1:41 PM 

Hi Mat), 

I realize that you’re probably very busy right no\~, but I did wm~t to follow up \~ith you about \~hcthcr the 
university has been taking any measures to ensure your safety’, in response to the threats made against you If 
you could give me a call this afternoon before 3:30 I would really appreciate it 

Thanks 

University Desk Assistant Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony J Vogt <      ~earthlink net> 

Tuesday, Janual2¢ 14, 2014 8:58 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] petition 

Wben on Friday m~d where is the Facult) Council meeting? ff 
possible. I would like to a/lend 

Tlmnk you 

Tlmnk you 

..... Ofigilml Message ..... 

Senl: Tuesday, Januat? 14, 2014 8:21 PM 
To: atbletics lefoml group 

A~er se~ldmg about a lmlf dozen individual emails to seine of you, 1 
realized tiffs tmght be mine efficient I *believe* you can access tile ratline 
pelilion I’ve crealcd through the link below Please sign and spread Ihc 
wot~l b) entailing file petition to at least a few ffimlds mid colleabmes I’ve 
aheady ldt tile progressive facult? nelwmk 

-- You ate currently subscribed to themg as: lmx illmghanl@unc edu To m~subscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roush, Chris <croush@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Janual~j 14, 2014 9:01 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listse~’ unc edu> 

RE: [thearg] petition 

MaL~" wit1 discuss her meeting with Jiin Dean m toinorrow’s Dady Tm Heel Just f3i 

Cnm~p us Box 3365 
UNC-Chap¢I Hill 
Chal~l Hill, NC 27599-3365 
(919) 962-4092 

From: Anthom" J Vogt      @eartblink net] 
Scnl: Tuest~ly, Januat3 14, 2014 8:57 PM 
To: a/hlelics rcfoml group 
Subject: RE: [Iheargl peftlion 

When on Friday and where is the Faculty Council mccftng? If 
possible. I would like to a/lend 

Thank you 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

Sent: Tuesda3, Januat3 14, 2014 8:21 PM 
To: athletics ~eform group 
Sul!iect: [thearg] petition 

After sending about a half dozen individual cmails to some or you. 1 

pelilion I’ve crcalcd Ihrough Ihe link below Please sign and spread Ihc 
word b~ cmailing Ihc pctilion to a/least a few friends and colleagues I’ve 

Jay 



-- You ate currently subscribed to themg as: croush?~ email unc edu To m~subscfibe 

email to leave-34113450-61803884 77186fSc089626f564 lee356963 faf0d@Iist ser~- uric edu 

-- You ate currently subscribed to themg as: lmx illmglmm@unc edu To m~subsciibe 

entail to leave-34113462-61803878 430656ab622f*E lb8703a97186be94f7@listserv unc edu 





forgot who’s doing this sto[y ....... 

Forwarded by a former student of ours. I’m afraid the UNC "brand" is taking a serious hit We’re going to be the poster child for 

this whole issue Well, that’s both the penalty and the opportunity for leadership, isn’t it? Where’s Bill Friday when we need him. 

Higher education, lower standards 
r 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:55 PM 

~gmail corn 

Fwd: meeting 

datasetPD xlsx; ATTO000 Ihtm 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

Begin fol~varded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C" 
Date: January 15, 2014 at 10:09:55 PM EST 
To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <d~T~o~m_ .¢~<d_~>, "Perrin, Andrew J" 
Subject: Fwd: meeting 

Please see attached 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C" <,:awilim2ghamY~dmc:cd~ > 
Date: January 13, 2014 at 4:01:21 PM EST 
To: "Dean, Jr, James W" <~mcs,,Dean~anc c~h~> 
Subject: F~vd: meeting 

Please see attached 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
w ww. unc.edu/- willin~h 

Begin fol~varded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C" <g~5_[_[i~)_~;~2~_(~.~ ~t~_> 
Date: January 13, 2014 at 7:42:57 AM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <tnw]]li~/g)am(~’~ur c edu> 
Subject: meeting 



Paying athletes figures to be key issue at annual NCAA Convention 





Are televised college sports games news programs or commercial events? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loyola, Jimena <loyola@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:23 AM 

Rutherford, Shaun Patrick <whisper@email unc edu>; Willingham, Mary C 
<mwillingham@unc edu> 

RE: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

Hi Shmm alld Mat5 

This is read3, please I~3 and let me know any problem 

Jhnetm Loyola 
OASIS CompulJng Specialisl 
layola~a email uric edu 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

From: Rulh¢fford, SImun Palfick 

Sent: Wednesday, Jmmaty 15, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: Loyola. Jim¢na: Lerch. Ta¢ 
Sul~iect: RE: UNC-Cha~el Hill Teclabcal Request 

What’s rite latest on fltis? It’s been a wlfile! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Loyola, Jimmm 
Sent: Wednesday, Jmmaty 08, 2014 4:38 PM 
To: Lcrch, Tac 
Cc: Rulhcfford, Slmun Palfick 
Subjecl: FW: UNC-Clmp¢I Hill Technical Rcqucsl 

Hi Tac 

Jhnena Loyola 
OASIS Computing Specialist 
Ioyola@email unc edu 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

From: Rulh¢fford, Slmun Palfick 
Sent: Wednesday, Jmmaty 8, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Loyola. Jbn¢na 
Sul~iect: RE: UNC-Cha~el Hill Teclabcal Request 

Hi again, 

Ha~¢n’lh¢ardawtlfingyel[ Help, Jim¢na[ :) 

..... Ofigiiml Message ..... 
Froin: Loyola, Jimeim 
Senl: Monday, JanuaU 06, 2014 3:10 PM 
To: Rutbeffot~l, Slmun Patrick 
Subjecl: RE: UNC-Chapcl Hill Technical Requesl 



Jhnetm Loyola 
OASIS Computing Specialist 
Ioyola@email unc edu 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 
Froln: Rutheffot~l, Slmun Patrick 
Senl: Monday, Janua~3 6. 2014 3:07 PM 
To: Loyola, Jime]m 
Sul~iect: FW: UNC-Clmpal Hill Teclmical Request 

..... O~igina[ Message ..... 
From: Willhtgham, IVim?, C 
Senl: Monday, Janua~3 06, 2014 3:06 PM 
To: Rutherford, Slmun Patrick 
Subject: FW: UNC-Clu~pcl Hill Technical Rcquesl 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 

Sent: Friday Janual~ 03,2014 3: I(~ PM 
To: Willhlgham, IVim?" C 
Subject: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

A lickcl has bccn crcaled for you in Ihc UNC-Chapcl Hill problem tracking syslcm Please keep Ihis confinnalion message so Ihal 
you may ~efe~ence the ticket nuwber associated with your issue 

Center at (919) 962-HELP 

Crea/c Date: I/3/2014 15:16 

Ticket #: 2675432 

Brief Description: OASIS Teclmical Support Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
IVim?, Willingham (mwi[linghmn ~a unc edu) needs access to the gmdreview oasis unc edu website be? ond just the Semor Review 
sectio~ as she is an advisor in the Graduation Division Hope fltat’s all you ~eed! 
Building: - 
Dcpamncnl: 
os: Windows 
l pe~nil you Io work on d~is issue even when I am nol in m,, office 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Milton Bullock ~hotmail.com> 

Thursday, January $6, 203.4 2:06 PM 

Chancellor <chancellor@unc.edu>; Milton Bullock < @hotmail.com>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Susan Jones Dale _~cox.net>; Vernon Hill @embarqmail.com> 

FW: NC Youth Group Supports UNC Academic Counselor’s Position 

African Americans and Their Academical Aspirations.wps; Do It For The Kids o8o.8if; S- 

Do It For The Kids Group (Big Photo).JPG; $-Ali With Miltons Son - Do It For The Kids.JPG 

Dear Ms. Carol L. Folt/Chancellor-UNC Edu. 

Hi Dr. Folt-Please accept this approach with an open mind in our show of collective support and defense of 

Ms. Mary Willingham-Academic Counselor-UNC most recent and bold position, against illiteracy. It’s no 

secret that here recently for the past 40-50 years HELL has been made increasinqly more vivid and prevalent 

here on Earth, specifically here in North America! Removin8 all doubt from where we first anticipated it to 

be, which has proven to me to be more of a myth than an ideology. 

Ms. Willingham is to be highgly applauded in her merely touching the tip of the needle in her discovery, 
assessment and exposure. And it amazes me to no end, how those who are charged with the responsibility of 

reassuring that all young students gets a quality ed ucation can deduce their moral codes of ethics with regards 
to their profession, to stoop to such a lowly station in the field of education. 

Thank you so kindly Dr.Folt, for digesting our plea, our prayer and our quest for Ms. Willingham’s safety. May 
God bless you with the courage to defy the norm. 

Sincerely, I Am in Suppor~ of Her Project, 

Milton Bullock/CEO & Founder 
Do It For The Children’s Initiatives & Programs, Inc. 

Post Office Box 375 

Tarboro, NC 27886 

(252) 823-3740 

From:            ~hotmail.com 
To: mwillinsham@unc.edu;              @gmail.com; jstancill@newsobserver.com; 

rmtcommunity@ rmtelegram.com; gmetrick@rmtelegram.com; news@newsargus.com; 
shana@wilsontimes.com; jimison@wilsontimes.com; jhudson@ reflector.com; abennett@reflector.com; 

clieberman@usatoday.com; editor@usatoday.com; yourpics@bbc.co.uk; inamerica@cnn.com; 
andersoncoper@cnn.com; askrev@msnbc.com;              @gmail.com; info@anselspress.com; 

@aol.com; ismith@charlotteobserver.com; buzz@charlotteobserver.com; lauralleslie@wral.com; 



heather.king@witn.com; ma~habishop@tacc.org; martha@tacc9.com; ~yahoo.com; 

@aol.¢om; sthalasayee@foxnews.com; anita@longfilmsstudio.¢om; 

reggie.bullock@wa n~oryou rsoul.co m;      ’,@ya hoo.com;         @ hotmail.com; 

@mymailstation.com;     @cox.net; bobby.rush-uscb¢@mail.house.gov; danny.davis- 

uscbc@ mail.ho use.gov; re p.g.k.butte rfield @ mail.house.gov; ~gmail.com; 

@sbcglobal.net; @ hotmail.com; ~earthlink.net; 

~gmail.com; yvonne_murphy@ncsu.edu; newstips@ncsu.edu; www.ppc@pitt.edu; 

nicholsonrj@appstate.edu; info@ecu.edu; info@duke.edu; adskb@augustana.edu; chancellar@ecu.edu; 

st ude ntactivities@ ha m pton u.ed u; info@howard.edu 

CC:            @hotmail.com 

Subject: NC Youth Group Supports UNC Academic Counselor’s Position 

Date: Mon, 13 Jan 2014 08:48:19 -0600 

Date: January 14th, 2014 

RE: "Kid’s Advocacy Concurs with UNC Academic Counselor’s Unveiling Illiteracy of Athletes" 

A Letter of support to UNC’s Ms. Mary Willingham Academic Counselor & The Media! 

Kudos, Kudos with esteemed congratulations for the bravery and bold position UNC’s Academic Counselor Ms. 

Mary Willingham has courageously taken!!! As a legendary youth advocacy myself, with little to no voice in 

such essential matters of literacy; I genuinely embrace and applaud you Ms. Willingham 100% for addressing 

this ’siqht unseen--out ol= siflht, out of mind’ ~cademic-educ~tional svndrome! And this is merely the ’needle 

point’ of just one poorly, neglected area of the country’s educational paradigm. Of which has been a strategic, 

stealthy malfeasant practice for more than 100 years+ and still successfully effective! Ms. Willingham, if I can 

become an active, vital proponent of your campaign, please do not fail to solicit my support. 

I once wrote a thesis on the very subject a few years back (but once again without the suppo~ive influence of 

the local and national media outlets and controllers), such topics have/had little (zero) chance of ever making 

it to the editor’s desk. Mainly fearful of the fact, that some of the ’walking sleepers’ may wake up and become 

empowered and self sufficient, accountable and responsibly independent in the chartering of their own 

destiny. 

Contrary to popular beliefs, most learning institutions dating back as far a Pre-K thru high schools really don’t 

place any significant priorities on academic excellence among Black and indigenous White athletes, This 

nationwide, infectious-malignancy of illiteracy reigns throughout all cultures, but significantly and 

disproportionately high by design, among Black athletes, Permanently putting America at an all time 

intellectual deficit on a global competitive level. 

We here at the youth foundation, wish you the very best and pray that God will send ’Angels of Protection’ to 

surround and protect you, your family and loved ones for taking such a bold and courageous stance! If we 

only had more clones like you, now wouldn’t that be a blessing beyond measure? 



Sincerely, I Am. 

Milton Bullock/CEO & Founder 
Do It For The Children’s Initiatives & Programs, Inc, 

Post Office Box 375 

Tarboro, NC 27886 

(252) 823-3740 

PS: ’Attached is an original similar topic of concern’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:17 PM 

Fwd: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission # 

FINAL Letter for Mary Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16-2014 -on Letterhead pdf; 
ATT00001 htm 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeanne" <lovmo@unc edu> 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 4:01:01 PMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham~?unc edu> 
Co: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelson~?unc edu>, "Entwisle, Barbara" <entwisle~bunc edu>, 
"Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc edu> 
Subject: Letter Regarding Status of ~ Submission ~ 

Mary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter regarding the status of IRB Submission 

Athletes." 
"Screening for ADD/LD in Student 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Ell~ics 
Iovmo@unc.edu I 919 843 8806 I ohre.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham. Mm3- C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ~VILLINGH> 
Thursday, January 16. 2014 5:13 PM 

RE: WTF 

For sure they are about to fire me too. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014~:19 PM 

To: Willingham, Marg C. 

Subject: WTF 

First they bully you into turning over the data. then rescind your IRB approval? 

On Jan 16. 2014. at 4:32 PM. "Willingham, Mar~ C" <mwillin~ham~,unc edu> wrote: 

sent it to them. 

Damned if you do. damned if you don’t The administration demanded the data with names, right’? Masbe 
you should consult your attorne5 s 

On Jan 16. 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Willingham, MaD C" <mwillingham~,unc edu> wrote: 

Ma~Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
wwwunced~-willin~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lowno, Jeamle" <lovmoCa tmc edu> 
Date: Jallual~f 16, 2014 at 4:01:01 PM EST 
To: "Willinghanl. Mary C" <mwillin~hamCa unc edu> 
Cc: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelsonCa~unc edu>, "Entmsle, Barbara" 
<entwisleCa unc edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(a~unc edu> 
Subject: Letter Regal~liug Status of IRB Submission 

Naty Willingham, 

Please see attached letter ~egarding the status of IRB Submission 
ADD/LD in Student Athletes." 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, NA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
IovmoC~)unc.edu I 919 843 8806 I ohre.unc.edu 

"Scleening for 

<FINAL Lelter for Mm3 Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16-2014 -on Letterhead pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Thursday,                 5 : 16 PM 

~live uric edu> 

RE: Student Publication 

Check last nights segment on line. just told me it was out there but I have not seen it yet. Mary 

Sent: Thursday, 2:51 PM 
"l’o~ Willingham, Mary C. 
Sul~ect~ RE: Student Publication 

Thank you for your prompt response I will still watch tonight I will be compiling what Colbert says along with 
the several different reports Is there anything quote or anything that you would like to say about the media 
attention, the scandal itself, or your defense? 

In fairness to you, just to know about my journalist style, when quoted in an email I always copy and paste 
word for word 

Thanks for your time! 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Political Science & Histotay 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:45 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Student Publication 

SonT to disappoint but I was cut from the show yesterday They may still talk about the case 
Mary 

Maw Wi!lingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 



On a* 2:08 PM, ~live un< cdu> wro*e: 

Mary, 

My name is           I work for a national student publication, the College Fix, and I am also a 
Senior here at UNC Chapel Hill My editor has asked me to watch the interview that you are having 
with Stephen Colbert tonight on Comedy Central and write a blog post about it and other sto6es on 
the controversies here at UNC regarding athlete literacy If you wish to extend your remarks or 
would like to mention anything tat you may find of value, please email me back before my deadline 
early F6day morning Thank you for your time! 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willinghmn. Mm3- C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN XVILLINGH> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:18 PM 

RE: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Just confirmation that the data is accurate. 

Sure. what does she want to know’? 

On Jan 16. 2014. at 5:03 PM. "Willingham, Map, C" <mwillin~ham~,unc edu> wrote: 

will you talk with ? - it can be totally off the record. Totally up to you. 

Damned if you do. damned if you don’t The administration demanded the data with names, right’? Ma3be 
you should consult your attome5 s 

On Jan 16. 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Willingham, Ma~ C" <mwillingham~,unc edu> wrote: 

Ma~Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
wwwunced~-willin~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeamle" <lovmo~a talC edu> 
Date: JOaluat3- 16, 2014 at 4:01:01 PM EST 
To: "Willingham. Mary C" <mwillin~ham~a uric edu> 
Ce: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelson~a~unc edu>, "Ent;~isle Barbara" 
<entwisle~aunc edu>, "Owen Bobbi A" <owenbob(&unc edu> 
Subject: Letter Regmxiiug Status of IRB Submission # 

Nary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter ~egarding the status of IRB Submission 
ADD/LD in Student Athletes." 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, NA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Iovmo(~unc.edu I 919 843 8806 I ohre.unc.edu 

"Scleening for 

<FINAL Letter for Mm3 Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16-2014 -on Letterhead pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, January 16,      5:20 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

WTF 

First they bully you into turning over the data, then rescind your IRB approval? 

On Jan 16, at 4:32 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillin~ham(3)unc edu> wrote: 

sent it to them. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 4:42 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: LetLer Regarding Status of IRB Submissior 

Damned if you do, damned if you don’t The administration demanded the data with names, right? 
Maybe you should consult your attorneys 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Wdlingham, Mary C" <mwdlingham(~unc edu> wrote: 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
wwwuncedu~willin~h 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeanne" <[ovmo@unc edu> 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 4:01:01 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillin~ham(3)unc edu> 

Cc: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelson@unc edu>, "Entwisle, Barbara" 
<entwisle~t~unc edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~?unc edu> 
Subject: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission # 

Mary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter regarding the status of IRB Submission 

for ADD/LD in Student Athletes." 
"Screening 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Effiics 
Iovmo(~unc.edu I 919 843 8806 I ohre.unc.edu 

<FINAL Letter for Mary Willingham from UNC IRB I-I 6- -on Letterhead pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 6:38 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Fwd: Let me know if this is OK for CNN sto~ 

Will your attorneys represent me too if they file a complaint with the licensing board? Ha-I have an in there- 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: 
Date: January 16, ~ ~ " at 6:06:50 PM EST 
To: 
Subject: Re: Let me kno~v if this is OK for CNN story 

Looks ok, except "the aptitude test" should be changed to "academic achievement tests" 

Lvn Johnson. PhD 

On Jan 16,       t 5:48 PM, wrote: 

Ok so changes in bold 
Again, thank you! 

CNN talked to a psychologist who administered the aptitude test that Willingham used in her 
research, and that psychologist has confidence in Willingham’s findings. 

The psychologist, who asked notto be identified, said a spreadsheet with the results of the tests 
was given to the UNC academic support center staff each year the testing was done. 

"You have to do really badly on that test to get a low score," the psychologist also said, noting 
that some student athletes scored even lower on later evaluations. 

"1 have the utmost confidence in MaN’s integri[~ and she’s b~/ing to do the right thing, and always 
has," the psychologist said. 

On Thu, Jan 16, :     at 5:53 PM,                                     ¯ wrote: 
Sounds ok, except the data was provmea to start aI me acaoem=c support center for 
student athletes They shared some of the data I think) with the 
admissions committee 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 5:37 PM, 

> Thanks for talking to me 
> 

> How do you feel about me including this in a sto~’y I’m writing for CNN ccan? 
> 



> CNN talked to a psychologist who administered the aptitude test that Willingham 
used in her research, and that psychologist has confidence in Willingham’s findings 
> 
> The psychologist, who asked not to be idenhfied, said a spreadsheet with the 
results of the tests was given to university oflScials each year 
> 

> "You have to do really badly on that test to get a low score," the psychologist also 
said, noting that some student-athletes scored even lower on later evaluations 
> 

> "1 have the utmost confidence in Ma~?~’s integrity and she’s t~3zing to do the ~ight 
thing, and always has," the psychologist said 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~?¢ C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Friday,               7:42 AM 

RE: Educ 

Just ~uick fill this out as well-if you have not already done so .... 

Froml 
Sent~ Friday, 1:32 AN 

Subject~ Re: Educ 

Pr Willingham, 

and I’d like to tutor on Tuesdays Thank you! 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:38 pm, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwi[lit@~22~g)~,~<: edu> wrote: 

Can you send me your PID and which night you will tutor? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On at 10:55 AM, 

My name is               and I spoke to you about enrolling in the Educ    class. I 

have come to the first par~ of the training, but haven been unable to add the section 

on connectcarolina and be added to the sakai page. How can I officially become 

enrolled in the course? Also, where should I send my blog post? Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Freedlander, David <David Freedlander@thedailybeast corn> 
Friday, January 17, 2014 10:27 AM 
Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Deadline Press htquitT--The Daily Beast 

Ms. Willingham: 

Would love to chat for a moment about the report today. Can you give me a quick call? 212 445 4543 

David Freedlander IMedia Editor 
The Daffy ~east 
T 212-445 4543 M 
555 West 18th Street[New Y~rk, NY X0011 
David.Freedlander@thedailybeast.com 
Twitter.com/Fr eedlander 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:29 AM 

Freedlander, David <David Freedlander@thedailybeast corn> 

RE: Deadline Press Inquiry--The Daily Beast 

My co-investigators and I will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit sport athletes 
and students at NCAA DI institutions perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, 
many of our athletes, specifically men’s basketball and football playe~ are getting nothing in exchange for their special 
talents. 
Thanks, Mary 

From: Freedlander, David [mailto:David.Freedlander@thedailybeast.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:27 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Su~ect: Deadline Press Inquiry--The Daily Beast 

Ms. Willingham: 

Would love to chat for a moment about the report today. Can you give me a quick call? 212 445 4543 

David Freedlander IMedia Editor 
The l~dly Beast 
T 2~.2-445 4543 M 
555 West 18th Str~t]New Yt~vk, NY 10011 
David.Yreedlander@thedailvbeast.com 
Twitter.com/Fr eedlander 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quesinbe~vy, Justin A <jquesinberry@wncn corn> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:33 AM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
WNCN News request 

We’re working on a story today about the universit~s decision to limit your research. 

Would you be available to speak with us today? We’d like to get your thoughts on that and an idea of where things go 

from here. 

Thank you for you r time, 

Justin Quesinberr¥ 
Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Freedlander, David <David Freedlander@thedailybeast corn> 
Friday, January 17, 2014 10:33 AM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
RE: Deadline Press Inqui*y--The Daily Beast 

Thanks for this. Do you have a quick minute to chat? 

David Freedlander IMedia Editor 
The Dairy Bea5t 
T 212-445 4543 M 
555 West 18th Street[New Y~rk, NY 10011 
David.Freedlander@thedailybeast.com 
Twitter.com/Fr eedlander 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:29 AM 
"I’o: Freedlander, David 
Subjeet= RE: Deadline Press Inquiry--The Daily Beast 

My co-investigators and I will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit sport athletes 
and students at NCAA DI institutions perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, 
many of our athletes, specifically men’s basketball and football players are getting nothing in exchange for their special 

talents. 
Thanks, Mary 

From: Freedlander, David [mailto:David.Freedlander(~thedailvbeast.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:27 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjeet= Deadline Press Inquiry--The Daily Beast 

Ms. Willingham: 

Would love to chat for a moment about the report today. Can you give me a quick call? 212 445 4543 

David Freedlander IMedia Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:37 AM 

Quesinbelvy, Justin A <jquesinberry@wncn corn> 

RE: WNCN News request 

My co-investigators and I will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit sport athletes 
and students at NCAA DI institutions perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, 
many of our athletes, specifically men’s basketball and football players are geeing nothing in exchange for their special 
talents. 
Thanks, Mary 

From: Quesinberry, Justin A. [mailto:jquesinberry@wncn.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:33 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjeet: WNCN News request 

We’re working on a story today about the university’s decision to limit your research. 

Would you be available to speak with us today? We’d like to get your thoughts on that and an idea of where things go 

from here. 

Thank you for you r time, 

Justin Quesinberry 

Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quesinbe~vy, Justin A <jquesinberry@wncn corn> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:38 AM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
RE: WNCN News request 

]banks for the lesponse 

What does IRB status mean? 

Could we do a quick, on camera interview w[tb ¥oa today? 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, January 17, 2014 10:37 AM 

To: Quesinberry, Justin A. 
Subject: RE: WNCN News request 

My co-investigators and I will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit spor~ athletes 
and students at NCAA DI institutions perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, 
many of our athletes, specifically men’s basketball and football playe~ are geeing nothing in exchange for their special 
talents. 
Thanks, Mary 

From: Quesinberry, Justin A. rmailto:iquesinberry@wncn.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:33 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Su~ect: WNCN News request 

We’re working on a story today about the university’s decision to limit your research. 

Would you be available to speak with us today? We’d like to get your thoughts on that and an idea of where things go 

from here. 

Thank you for you r time, 

Justin Quesinberry 
Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

n ewage@ dissertati on diagnosticsgroup corn 

Friday, January 17, 2014 12:27 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

"Student"-Athletes 

Hello, 

My name is Dr. Derrick Barbee and I have an interest in your study. I am a former college athlete who 
saw a lot of good and bad concerning the "student" side of student-athlete. My background in statistics 
from The Ohio State University and my current business provides me additional experLise. I would like to 
examine your data and/or assist you in anyway. As should be the case with all good statisticians, I do 
come to you as a neutral third-parLy. I encourage you to visit my company’s 

Thank you in advance for your considerations. 

Best regards, 

Dr. Derrick Barbee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quesinbe~vy, Justin A <jquesinberry@wncn corn> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:02 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
RE: WNCN News request 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, January 17, 2014 10:37 AM 
TO= Qu~inberry, Justin A. 
Subject= RE: WNCN News request 

My co-investigators and I will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit sport athletes 
and students at NCAA DI institutions perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, 
many of our athletes, specifically men’s basketball and football playe~ are getting nothing in exchange for their special 
talents. 
Thanks, Mary 

From: Quesinberry, Justin A. rmailtodeuesinberrv~wncn.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:33 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjeet: WNCN News request 

Good morning, 

We’re working on a story today about the university% decision to limit your research. 

Would you be available to speak with us today? We’d like to get your thoughts on that and an idea of where things go 

from here. 

Thank you for you r time, 

Justin Quesinberry 
Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~7/C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Saturday,               3:40 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: I just want to wish you well 

Thank you for your ve~7/kind email This is a vel"y appropriate weekend to take a STAND Take care, 

PS I would love to have coffee sometime this semester 

Ma~?¢ Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willin~h 

On , at 3:03 PM, " 

Dear Miss Willingham, 

I am the ve~7/tall student that you spoke to briefly before the "meet your mentor" function for 
Achieve Scholars, and I was also fortunate enough to be at the "Schooled" screening and Q&A in 
Carroll Hall 

I understand that things must be fuifly difficult for you right now, so now is when I would like to 
thank you, again It takes an awful lot of brave~?¢ and strength to speak up about an unfortunate 
troth, it is most admirable I can empathize with your willingness and persistence in starting this 
important dialogue with the reluctant and embarrassed giant that is LENC I wish you all the strength 
that it will take to get through this difficult time I imagine that it’s not easy, but I’m sure that it will 
pass, and academia will be better for it 

It’s unfortunate that the PR advisors are not above (what seems to me like) the disingenuous 
manipulation of language, facts and circumstances that is quite predictable these days (referring to 
the blanket email sent from the office of Carol Folt and other recent statement) Also unfortunate is 
the ve13~ typical response from Tarheel chauvinists (as in, those with "excessive or prejudiced 
loyalty for a particular cause or group") I hope that this becomes an opportunity for them, too, but 
I won’t hold my breath At any rate, this too will pass 

I want you to know that there are people among us that have been, and will continue to be inspired 
by your actions I offer you my respect and support I wouldn’t begin to know how I could really 
help, but if you ever want to get a cup of coffee and t~?¢ to talk about something else, I’m sure I 
could do that 

Thank you, and I wish you well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Sunday, Janua~2¢ 19, 2014 7:51 PM 

Willingham, Matt C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: Fwd: Confidential: Unsolicited advice on the scandal from an admirer 

Hilarious Though more generally, of course, he’s right 

On 1/19/14 7:13 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

priceless, #4 Ask me where I stand on gun control someday 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/- willingh 

Begin fo~wv-arded message: 

From: William E Jackson <     @bell::oath net> 
Date: JanumT 19, 2014 at 6:42:09 PM EST 
To: "mwfllir~aham~,)’unc edu" <mv, illii~ham@unc ed/l> 
Cc: "~.~i!!i_....~ghat~._......i@:~mc cdu" <~xillir~ham ?.,.’)mtc edu> 
Subject: Confidential: Unsolicited advice on the scandal...from an admirer 
Reply-To: William E Jackson < 

Ms. Willingham, 

As I understand the situation, all of the research that you do with human subjects has to 
be approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB)-- required of all university and 
college research with human subjects whether they be physical, medical or 
psychological 

Now, it looks to me as if you were trapped Apparently, you were told that you didn’t 
need IRB approval for your research since you were not dealing directly with 
individual students but with data from their tests After you revealed the results on 
CNN, you were told that you had violated IRB standards and that you had violated the 
confidentiality required for students by federal law 

In my judgement, UNC is trying to silence you and to make you leave the university 
As if I were advising you, I make the following recommendations: 

I Form a support committee dedicated to both protecting you and advocating 
transparency for the academic program at UNC 

2 Arrange TV inte~wiews in Raleigh and Charlotte showing in detail the tests you 
reviewed, without any individual names 

3 Find an out-of-state trial lawyer to sue Folt and Dean for harrassment of a 
whistle blower; and sue Roy Williams for defamation of character Obviously, you 
would have to find a lawyer or firm not in the grip of UNC Most judges in this state 
graduated from UNC Law 

4 ~/!’the university has provided you with no protection, you might buy an 
automatic pistol, and have yourself filmed on TV as you practice firing it with an 
instructor Also, apply for and receive a permit to Cant and Conceal Your rationale 
for this will be the number of threats that you have already received 



5 Go back for a CNN intetw-iew, manifesting the most serious threats that you 
have received, and the attempts by the university to intimidate you through demotion 
and removal of your access to do research 

You may think this advice to be extreme, but the handwriting is on the wall Most 
UNC faculty will probably not support you as you are viewed as tarnishing the 
institution But they will support Dr Paul Frampton, a convicted drug smuggler rather 
than support an innocent woman tt2cing to expose the troth Dealing drugs is all right 
but telling the truth is not! 

Strength to you Cordially, 

Bill Jackson 
Davidson, NC 
Phone: 

MA,UNC, 1959 













Specializing in Integrated Disabili[y Strategies 

This message and any atiached documents contain information which may be confidential, subject to 
privilege or exempt [rom disclosure under applicable law. These materials are intended only for the use of 
the intended recipient. Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient shall not 
compromise or waive such confidentiality, privilege or exemption from disclosure as to this communication. 



Seut: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Wednesday, Jm~uat’y 22, 2014 8:50 PM 

M <            @gmail corn> 

Fwd: For your info: Academic problems elsewhere 

Mat3z Willinghanl 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: dennis ratliff < 
Date: January 22, 2014 at 5:42:43 PM EST 

Subject: For your iufo: Acadeinic probleins elsewhere 

Ms Willingham, you have probably been inundated with emails, comments, etc since your comments 
were aired on CNN concerning academic grades/performance of athletes at various universities Now 
that coach Witliams has make comments Well??! All tlris rekindled memories of grade changes [and 
other inappropriate actions] by administration at Jacksonville University At least two student/athletes’ 
grades were changed, and/or approved for change, from a ’F’ to a "W" {withdrawal } by the University’s 
top management {Provost and a VP} 
After one professor complained about her student’s grade inappropriately being changed, she 
[nontenured] was notified that her contract would not be renewed m~d she was prevented fiom teaching 
her second term; however, she was paid for tl~e full year For the otl~er professor [tenured], tl~e 

inappropriate grade change started a series of complaints by that professor about several inappropriate 
mm~agement actions m~d he was subsequently fired {even tltough ajut’y awarded him $a good amountS, 
basically no information about his complaints was actually disclosed; however, documentation showing 
grade changes, cover-up by the University, and dealings wflh NCAA are now public records} Pari of 
the iceberg: the president of the University bragged to NCAA that these "two professors" are no longer 
with tl~e University; VP Becker requested a faculty member prepare a statement, which included lies for 
a cover-up for NCAA and/or SACS; a sportswriter for tl~e local paper [Times Union] had written 
several negative articles about Ohio State and their problems, but when he was notified about the 
inappropriate grade chm~ges at Jacksonville University, he responded to tl~e informer by stating 
something to the effect of: who elected you mouth of the group! It was discovered during the discovery 
period for tl~e above-mentioned case tl~at tl~e local paper forwarded to tl~e University tlte informm~t’s 
statements, concerning the grade changes, instead of publishing them in the newspaper 
If you wish to know more or see some documentation please let me l~mw; tl~ere is enough to fill a book 
{or a~cle, research paper, etc } [ Most info is now public record lincluding the grade change 
documentation and lies to NCAA concerning the changes} as a result of the case I hope to hear from 
you; even ifl don’t, please continue your ve~3z important work 
Dennis Ratliff;             or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 8:50 PM 

M <            @gmail corn> 

Fwd: For your info: Academic problems elsewhere 

MaW Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: dennis ratliff <          £rt~l~d! corn> 
Date: January 22, 2014 at 5:42:43 PM EST 
To: <mwilliq~ham(;~)mc edu> 
Subject: For your info: Academic problems elsewhere 

Ms Willingham, you have probably been inundated with emails, comments, etc since your 
comments were aired on CNN concerning academic grades/performance of athletes at various 
universities Now that coach Williams has make comments Well??! All this rekindled memo6es 
of grade changes [and other inappropriate actions] by administration at Jacksonville University At 
least two studenfathletes’ grades were changed, and/or approved for change, from a T’ to a 
"W" {withdrawal } by the University’s top management ]Provost and a 
After one professor complained about her student’s grade inapprop6ately being changed, she 
[nontenured] was notified that her contract would not be renewed and she was prevented from 
teaching her second terns; however, she was paid for the full year For the other professor 
[tenured], the inappropriate grade change started a series of complaints by that professor about 
several inappropriate management actions and he was subsequently fired {even though a jmy 
awarded him Sa good amountS, basically no information about his complaints was actually 
disclosed; however, documentation showing grade changes, cover-up by the University, and 
dealings with NCAA are now public records} Part of the iceberg: the president of the University 
bragged to NCAA that these "two professors" are no longer with the University; VP Becket 
requested a faculty member prepare a statement, which included lies for a cover-up for NCAA 
and/or SACS; a sportswriter for the local paper [Times Union] had written several negative articles 
about Ohio State and their problems, but when he was notified about the inappropriate grade 
changes at Jacksonville University, he responded to the informer by stating something to the effect 
of: who elected you mouth of the group! It was discovered during the discovery period for the 
above-mentioned case that the local paper forwarded to the University the informanfs statements, 
concerning the grade changes, instead of publishing them in the newspaper 
If you wish to know more or see some documentation please let me know; there is enough to fill a 
book {or a~icle, research paper, ere } ! Most info is now public record {including the grade change 
documentation and lies to NCAA conceraing the changes} as a result of the case I hope to hear 
from you; even if I don’t, please continue your very important work 
Dennis Ratliff;              or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams I, Christopher <chris williams@twcnews corn> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:22 AM 

Willingham, Ma~y C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
Re: Time Warner Cable News 

Thank you so much for gehing back wilh 

Sent from m> iPhone 

> On Jmt 23, 2014, at 9:17 AM, "Willinghank Ma~y C" <m~x dlingham,?z unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Clms - TNmks for the entail I need to catch up with ~m." students for the ~est of the week- they need some of lm." atte~rtion I met 
yesterday with Ibc IRB office - here is my statement: 
> 1 ant working with the Office of Human Reseamh Efltics (OHRE) to complete the full application process This process is a bit time 
consuming, hitl I want to make sure Ihal all policies and procedures arc followed and Ibc confidcntialdy of Ihc data is maintained I 
will rely upon Ihc ghidance of Ihe OIARE office hi compleling Ibis process 

> From: Wilbamsl, Cbfislopbcr [cbds williams@lwcnews corn1 
> Senl: Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 8:46 AM 
> To: Willhtgham, IVlmy C 
> Subject: Tbnc Wamer Cable News 

> Hi Ms Willhtgham, 

> Ms name is Chris Williams. and I’m a reporter wilb Time Warner Cable News I jusl wanled to know if you arc going Io seek 
approval to Nrther your leseamh from fire uhivet~bs"? Also, what is your new move to htstdl change at fire uhivet~bs"? How have 
tlmtgs been so far? 

> Are you willing to do mt on-cmnem interview? If not, I can understand, but I did wmrt to get a conmtent from you 

> Thank you, 

> 

> Clms Wilhams 
> Rcporler 

> (919) 882-4040 (desk) 
(cell) 

> This E-mail and ans of ils a/lacbmenls may conlahi Tbne Wamer Cable propfielaU infonna/ion, which is privileged, confidcnlial, 
or subject to cop?fight belonging to Time Warner Cable This E-mail is i~rtended solel? for the use of the htdividual or entit) to which 
it is addressed If you ate not the httended recipient of this E-mad, you ate hereby notified that am" dissentinatio~k distribution. 
cops ing, or action laken in relation to Ibe conlenls of and al/achmenls to d0s E-mail is slriclly prohibited and may be unla\~ rid If you 
ba~c received Ibis E-mail in error, please notifs Ihe sender immediately and pcnnanendy deltic the original and ans cops of Ibis E- 
ntail and mr) pbmtout 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 I 1:42 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu>; Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

RI~: for Mmb~ 

Dave 

740 SgJa 94£16 (0) 

740 593 9342 (F) 

ridpath@ohio.edu 

[witlx~r @drridpakh 

www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 

Tainted Glory: Marshall Lh)iversity, The NCAA, and One tglan*s right for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

Blog at 

bdavidrid @aut horsxpress.com 

Ohio Unh!ecsfl:g Expel[ Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexperLcfm? 

formid-g822088&pageid-2057926 

From: Gurney, Gerald S. [mailto:ggurney@ou.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:49 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
~:: Ridpath, Dave 
Subject: Re: for Mary 

I read in the N&O that you are likely to have difficulty with IRB approval. To what extent can you opine regarding the study 

and litteracy in general? 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 

334 Cate Center, Room 308 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 



Office: (405) 325 1522 

Cell: 

"Uve on University!" 

From: <Willingham>, Willingham Mary <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 at 10:59 PM 

TO: Gerald Gurney <ggurnev@ou.edu> 

CC: David Ridpath <ridDath@ohio.edu> 

Subject: Re: for Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

WWW,U nc.edu/~willingh 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Gurney, Gerald S." <88urnev(~ou.edu> wrote: 

William Ernest Henley 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 

334 Cate Center, Room 308 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 7303.9 

Office: (405) 325 3.522 

Cell: 



From: <Ridpath>, David Ridpath <ridpath~ohio.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 at 2:42 PM 

TO: Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com>, allen Sack <         ~yahoo.com>, Brian Porto 

<BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>, Willingham Mary <mwillingham@unc.edu>, Gerald Gurney 

<~urnev@ou.edu>, Andrew Zim balist <azimbali@smit h.edu>, vedder-forward 

Subject: RE: Most Recent Revisions of CAP Act and Q&A 

Great work everyone, I !ook forward to ti~e next steps! Before I forget Mary Willingbam RocksU! 

<hnage001 prig> 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professo~ and Kahandas Nandola Professo~ af Spo~ts Administration 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 {F) 

ridpath~ohio.edu 

The best student-centered learning experience 

From: Donna Lopiano (~email.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:12 PM 
TO: Allen Sack; Brian Porto; Ridpath, Dave; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Andrew Zimbalist; vedder- 
forward 
Subject: Most Recent Revisions of CAP Act and Q&A 

As agreed upon during our Monday meeting, attached please find the most recently revised version 
of the CAP Act which does not change the financial aid provision .... 
Onward 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 



Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

Skype) 
D Lopiano(-~ SportsManagementResources corn 
www S~ortsManauementResources tom 

<image00J..png> 



HI Mary, 

I worked on two spreadsheets. Book 1 is more simplistic than 2. I separated the tutors/courses by subject in book 2. Hope they are helpful! 

Best, 

From: Willingha m, Mary C. <mwillinghanl @unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 20144:35 PM 



Name (First) ~N        ame (Las~ Preferred Name 









46 Econ 10% Econ 380, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420 

55 Any EXSS class, MATH 231, orBIO 101 

57 BlOC 108 



5O 

52 

55 



Name (First) I      Name (Last) Preferred Name 







M at h/STOR/Col~lp 



E 

CHEM 10% BIO 101 

Geo1101, PHYS 100, Geo~ 120 

Any EXSS class, BIO 101 

ECONI01, STOR155 

ECON 400, 410 

Bus~ 101, 407, ECON 10~ 

Econ 101, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420, Econ 450, Econ 460, Econ 325, Econ 570 

ECON 410 

ECON 101, 400, 410 

ECON lO1, POLl 100 

ECON 101, 410, 420, BUS 101 

European Political Science courses 

Econ 10% Econ 380, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420 

ECON 400, 410, 510 

ECON 100,101, POLl 100,130, 150, 238, 253 

ECON 101, ECON 410, ECON 420, ECON 570 

Math 

MATH 233 

Math 231, 232 

Math 130 

MATH 130, 231, STOR 151, 155, 215, 415 

MATH 110, 130, 231, 232, 233, 381, and 383 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Thursday, 6:46 PM 

Fwd: NCAA Education Reform 

image001 jpg ATT0000[ htm image002png ATT00002 htm: image003 prig ATT00003 htm 

image004 prig; ATT00004 htm: image005 prig; ATT00005 him; NCAA Reform Letter pdf: 

ATT00006 htm 

Just FYI since your show is tomorrow See letter attached 

MaD Willingham 
CSSAC. UNC CH 

w~vw uric eduJ-willin~h 

Begin fern arded message: 

From: Donna Lopimto <              ~2~mai/ corn> 

Date: JanuaD 23. 2014 at 6:06:37 PM EST 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna Lopimm (Skype) 

Good afterlloon, 

Antic x\ anted to share ~ith all of you the attached letter flint ~as sent today to the NCAA Leaders regarding the 
Education Reform 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail corn> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 8:48 AM 

Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Fwd: Front Page Chronicle 

You are great Mary hang in there and know you are right[ 
Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Sk~pe) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources corn 

Fox.yarded message .......... 
From: Gerald Gurney < ircich>~td colr~> 
Date: Fri, Jan 24, 2014 at 7:00 AM 
Subject: Front Page Chronicle 
To: Jay Smith <ia5 sn~ril@en~ail uT~c edu>, Willingham Mary <~nwil[irbz,ha~r,@~ln¢ edu>, allen Sack 

~,.,rdloo con~.>, David Ridpa~ <r~dr,~:h@ohio e~u>, Donna Lopiano < 
Brian Polo <F~POR H)~ ve~mc~0a~ ed~>, Andrew Zimbalist <a~qm~?alfi~Z sn~lh eda> 

January24,2014 

Chapel Hill Researcher’s Findings on Athletes’ Literacy Bring a Backlash 
Chapelboro corn 
After Mary C Willingham, a learning specialist at the U of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, released data 
showing that about 10 percent of the university’s football and basketball players whom she studied couldn’t 
read, the university suspended her work Other scholars at Chapel Hill say that response is likely to have a 
"chilling effect" on any scholarly work that could make the university look bad 
Enlarge hnage 
By Robin Wilson 

Mary C Willingham, the North Carolina learning specialist who has sparked controversy with her data about 
the poor reading skills of college athletes, says her latest work illuminates issues that she has been concerned 
about her whole life 

Growing up on the South Side of Chicago, she saw socioeconomic inequities play out right in front of her 
Then, after working for years as a reading specialist in the athletics department at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, she says, she began to recognize those same disparties affecting players there 

Expecting all athletes to handle the high caliber of academic work required at Chapel Hill is about as realistic as 
expecting her to suit up for a Division I football game, says Ms Willingham, an instructor in the university’s 
College of Arts and Sciences "It would be like dropping me off on the football field, giving me a jersey, and 
telling me to iust figure it out" 



Ms Willingham, who is 52, has been talking about what she sees as the university’s poor track record in 
educating some UNC players since 2010, when the largest academic-fraud scandal in the university’ s history 
broke open 

Now the whistle-blower, who filed a grievance against the university last year after it demoted her for those 
remarks, she says, is in the middle of a new firestorm This time it is for data she released that show that about 
10 percent of the university’s football and basketball players whom she studied can’t read 

University administrators have harshly criticized her research methods and disagreed with her findings They 
have also suspended her work, saying she ran afoul of federal rules requiring that the identities of subj ects 
remain anonymous to researchers To continue her research, officials have said, she must receive approval from 
the university’s institutional review board 

CNN used Ms Willingham’s data in an extensive report this month about low levels of academic achievement 
among college athletes Of the 183 athletes Ms Willingham studied at Chapel Hill from 2004 to 2012 who were 
admitted under special academic standards, 60 percent read between fourth- and eighth-grade levels An 
additional 8 percent to 10 percent were functionally illiterate, she found 

At a faculty meeting this month, James W Dean Jr, the provost, called the research "a travesty," according to 
news reports He said four university employees had spent 200 hours dissecting Ms Willingham’s data and 
found that she had gotten the numbers on athletes’ reading levels all wrong 

In short, Ms Willingham inappropriately used a simple vocabulary test to assess reading ability and then 
mistakenly contlated the scores on that test with specific reading grade levels, Mr Dean said, according to his 
PowerPoint presentation at the faculty meeting Those mistakes, he told professors, rendered her findings 
"nearly meaningless" and were "grossly unfair" to the reputation of the university’s athletes 

Ms Willingham says the university’s critiques are unfounded "I have been working as a reading specialist for 
14 years," she says, "I would never make the mistakes they said I made" 

’Chilling Effect’ 
Scholars at Chapel Hill say the way the university has responded to Ms Willingham’s research has implications 
beyond her work By halting it because of concerns over the anonymity of her subjects, and at the same time 
criticizing her findings, the university appears to be using the IRB as a tool to thwa~ her inquiry, say some 
faculty members 

"This looks vindictive," says Frank R Baumgattner, a distinguished professor of political science at Chapel 
Hill "It puts the university in a defensive posture, where they could instead be taking the initiative and saying, 
Let’s have a national conversation to find the right balance between athletics and academics" 

Instead, says Mr Baumgartner, the university’s attack on Ms Willingham’s research has a "chilling effect" on 
any scholarly work that could make the university look bad 

Daniel K Nelson, director of the university’s office of human-research ethics, who oversees the institutional 
review boards, issued a statement saying he had not been pressured by university administrators into requesting 
that Ms Willingham seek IRB approval 

He said it had simply become clear with the release of her research results that identifying details were in fact 
maintained in her data set (Ms Willingham has never publicly identified her research subjects) 

But Ms Willingham says that nothing has changed since she sought approval from the review board before her 
research began, and that reviewboard officials told her she didn’t need it Since she screened her student 
subjects over time, she says, she has had to keep track of their identities something she says the IRB knew all 



along 

’I’m Stubborn’ 
The groundwork for Ms Willingham’s activism on the education of athletes was laid when she was a teenager 
attending public high school in Chicago "I have this educational and inequality alertness," she says "My 
parents were active in the community to make sure white flight didn’t happen" when the first black family 
moved in across the street 

She refined her opinions as a remedial-reading teacher at Chapel Hill High School in the early 2000s, where she 
saw students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds whom she believes got fewer opportunities than their 
wealthier counterpa~s did "People who can afford it give their kids tutors, enrichment, and after-school SAT 
prep," she says "1 saw the gap between students" 

The same kinds of disadvantages were evident, she says, for some of the athletes with whom she began working 
in 2003 as a learning specialist in the university’s athletics department She worked closely, she says, with most 
of the 183 students in her study and found that many of them were smart but lacked basic reading and writing 
skills 

"We could meet them where they are at academically and get them in shape so they could really get a college 
degree," she says Instead, she says, the university simply passes them through by guiding them to the easiest 
majors and classes "That’s what’s been happening their whole lives" 

Those athletes, she says, don’t want to go back to their communities after earning a University of North 
Carolina degree and power-wash houses, but for some that’s exactly what happens 

With a husband whose income is high enough to support her family, Ms Willingham says she is perhaps in a 
good position to challenge the system 

"I’m stubborn," she says "I don’t like it when people tell me I can’t do something" 

Gaining approval from the institutional review board to continue her work could be difficult, she acknowledges, 
because she must know the identity of her subj ects to follow them over time 

But she won’t back down, she says, despite the death threats she says she’ s received by email since the CNN 
report, and despite what she calls the "character smear’’ by the provost at this month’s faculty meeting Ms 
Willingham is writing a book with Jay Smith, a historian at Chapel Hill, on the campus’s academic-fraud 
scandal and what it means for the education of athletes 

Mr Smith praises Ms Willingham and her research, calling her "committed and compassionate in her dealings 
with students" He likens the university’s critique of her work to a "search-and-destroy attempt to discredit her" 

Ms Willingham says her motivations are simple "Someone," she says, "has to fix this mess" 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Friday, 

Re: Question from 

10:34 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Maw Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~vuncedu/-willingh 

On at 10:01 AM, (-a)live unc edu> wrote: 

I have work at 12:30 on campus so maybe around 9:30 or 10am We can knock out the interview 
and fihn some other footage then head out! 

Thanks! 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:31:46 PM 

To: 

Sllbject: Re: Question from 

Ok for house tomo~TOW What time would you like to run? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/- willinah 

On , at 8:46 AJVI, 9t~live unc edu> wrote: 

Also another option too I believe the journalism studio is in use today at 4:30 I’m 
sorry I wasn’t made aware of that until this morning If it’s convenient for you and 
really would be most ideal for the sto]T if I were to inte~wiew you at your house maybe 
before your run I think it would add a ve~2¢ personal element to the sto]T and put in 
perspective for the audience It" youre uncomfortable with that though, I will tlN and 
rese~we a room in Carroll hall today for 4:30 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:04:21 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Question from 

Come with me for a run tomorrow morning? My colleagues are experiencing paparazzi 



fatigue so we may want to do it away from my offices (Steele and SASB) You could 
always come to my class which is the tutoring program at Dey Hall on Tuesday 6-9pro, 
2nd floor, 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On at 11:54 PM, ~?live unc edu> wrote: 

Also in addition to your intetwiew I want to be able to tell your story and 
let people see you and what you do outside of this issue It’there will be 
any time tomorrow or over the weekend that ! can film you just being you 
or working in your office or walking along campus, I think these visuals 
will enhance the story 

If you think of any opportunities for me to do so, please let me know and I 
am amply available 

Thank you, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

gent: Friday, 12:09:34 AM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Question from 

Can we schedule for later in the day tomorrow - 4:30? My boss has now 
asked me to be at a meeting just before lunch --and ! don’t want to get 
fired (ha) Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/--willin ~h 

On at 3:02 PM, ~,live unc edu> 
wrote: 

Mary, 

Yes, I agree[ I have no class tomorrow, so this works better 

anyway. Can we meet in the lobby at 11am and we will go to 

the studio. 

Thank you ! 



From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:00 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Question from 

Let’s do tomorrow so as not to ruffle any feathers. Anytime except 

2-5 when I am in advising. Let me know widen and where arid I wiil 

meet you. Best, Mary 

Sent: Thursday~ 
TO: Willingham, Many C. 
Subject= RE: Question from 

2:58 PM 

Okay, I think the other reporter feel the same time isn’t 8oin8 

to work. I am available d irectly after them or yes tomorrow. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:56 PM 
TO: 

Subject: RE: Question from 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Wi!lingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Question from 

2:41PM 

Okay. We will see you then. Thank you! 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:40 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Question from 

Meeting her in the lobby of the jschoo[ at 5 so somewhere over 



Sent: Thursday, 2:39 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: QuesUon from 

Okay 8reat, Thank you very much, I have coordinated with 

and I think we will both work together to take up as 
little of your time as possible. 

Where is your office or the interview location? 

From: Willingham, Mary C, <mwillin~ham@unc,edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:38 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Question from 

I could do it after is at 5pm. I am hosting a dinner at 630 

Se~: Thursday 2:36 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Question from 

Mrs. Willingham, 

I believe I know the student you are meeting with at 5pm, Is 

his or her name            ? If you are available right 
after or before that, I’d love to interview you then, I am 

available. 

Phone: 



From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:30 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Question from 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Co: 
Subject: Question from 

2:19 PM 
~qmail.com] 

Hi Mary, 

I hope you are doing well all things considered I heard you 
had a sit down with the IRB yesterday, Fm sure that was very 
interesting 

i am reaching out today to ask for help on a stoxT for another 
news oudet I’m not sure if you knew this about me, but I’m a 
broadcast j ournalism maj or, so I am also part of the weekly 
TV newscast in the journalism school One of my fellow 
reporters,      who I have Cced to this email, has been 
assigned to do a stoPg on what’s been going on with this 
whole mess I was hoping you could work with her and sit 
down for a brlefinterview with her? We would really 
appreciate it and it really wouldn’t take much time 

Let me know if this would be OK, she can work with your 
schedule to find a good time sometime in the next few days 

And I’m sure I’ll be talking to you for the DTH soon too! 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel I dailytarheel corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu> 

Sunday, Janua~’y 26, 2014 7:34 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; ridpath697 <ridpath@ohio edu>; Donna 
Lopiano < @gmail corn>; Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu>; 
Allen Sack < @yahoo corn>; Richard Vedder < ~gmail corn> 

Re: Need new meeting time - CAP Act Implementation 

Those times should work for me this week 

sent from my droid 

On Jan 26, 2014 6:40 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S" <gg~neyi[~)~,u edt > wrote: 
Fridays ok, but may be a little late 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 3:49 AM, "Donna Lopiano" ¯ 

Now that the semester has started, 9:00 am on Mondays doesn’t work any more Please let me 
know which of the following times are open for you - weekly meeting -15 min or so: 

Wed 4 pm 
Thurs 4 pm 
Fri 4 pm 

Thanks, 
Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-53,~ .52~0 (w) (c) 
Donna Lopiano (Skype) 
17~l.cI.,pi a J~o(;~’.~l?o~ t ~M a~a ~:e~n en t Re o~rc~ corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Sunday, JanuaE¢ 26, 2014 9:l0 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Donna Lopiano <             ~gmail corn>; Allen Sack <          @yahoo corn>; 
Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; Willingham, Mma! C 
<mwillingham(?b~unc edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu>; vedder-fo~vard 
<              @gmail corn> 

Re: Need new meeting time - CAP Act Implementation 

For me only the Thursday time slot would work 

Regards, 
B David Pddpath 
Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 6:40 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S" <?~me @or* edu> wrote: 

Fridays ok, but may be a little late 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 3:49 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

Troops, 
Now that the semester has started, 9:00 am on Mondays doesfft work any more 
Please let me know which of the following times are open for you - weekly meeting - 
15 rain or so: 

Wed 4 pm 
Thurs 4 pm 
Fri 4 pm 

Thanks, 
Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna Lopiano (Sk~pe) 
F) i opiar,.~Sper~sMa~?./_.e~!eatRe.,ource~ cor~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Sunday, J anua~’y 26, 2014 3:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Important reading Chronicle 

OMG I should post the first email (thanking me) to his little list serve Poor guy 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 2:55 PM, "Jay Smith" <.iaysr~niih(~b,~n~all m~< edu> wrote: 

Mary--wanted you to be in the loop on this hilarious exchange (and BB’s obvious illness) By the 
way, what’s with the TWO middle initials? Where did they find this creature? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Important reading Chronicle 

Date:Sun, 26 Jan 2014 14:53:54 -0500 
From:Jay Smith ~jays~ith~.q emall ~l~c ed~> 

To:Gurney, Gerald S 

My thoughts entirely 
On 1/26/14 1:38 PM, Gurney, Gerald S wrote: 

He’s a jackass 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 10:34 AM, "Jay Smith" <j.~smi~h~a’~tnall unc ~du> wrote: 

That guy is a piece of work He’s the most clueless know-it-all I’ve ever 

encountered 
On 1/24/14 12:l I PM, Gurney, Gerald S wrote: 

You’ll enjoy this Bradley Bethel lecture on bias 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" 
<bhe/h~(!2~rna3] unc eda> 
Date: January 24, 2014 at 10:20:18 AM CST 
To: "Gurney, Gerald S" 
N4A listse~e listse~w-e <nda~a£1ists nacda corn>, 
Ba~ Byrd <)24~2~ZVl~j2~@>, Brian Davis 
<Er]ar, Da,A~a~hletics utexas eda>, Reagan Hill 
<~h(?03@t~a~k edu>, "Winters, Carla A" 
<cwi~ters~z’ou edt*>, Mafilyn Middlebrook 

Subject: RE: Important reading Chronicle 

N4A Colleagues, 

I am sure Dr Gurney simply forgot to include the 



link below, and so I am sending it for those of you 
following the recent reports concerning UNC 
student-athletes For those of you not following, I 
apologize for the extra email 

The link below is a statement from the Director of 
Human Research Ethics at UNC In it, he corrects 
some of the false claims being repeated in the 
media 

h-t~? s :iirc searcl~ u,tc ed uifi!e:,i2(i ! 4 iI) l !Wil! nailam- 

Many of you may recall from your college 
"Introduction to Psychology" course the concept 
of confirmation bias Confirmation bias is the 
tendency of people to find and believe claims that 
confirm the beliefs they already hold, even when 
those claims are dubious For example, if one 
passionately believes that intercollegiate athletics 
is a corrupt business, he or she is, subsequently, 
likely to believe any claims that appear to support 
that position, regardless of the soundness of those 
claims 

Such confirmation bias has underscored much of 
the reposing and discussion on the recent claims 
concerning UNC student-athletes 

Of course, as humans, we are all, at times, guilty 
of confirmation bias However, I trust, as 
educators for student-athletes, we will interrogate 
our own biases and the biases of others in order to 
provide our students with meaningful and eft’ective 
academic support The one personal bias I cannot 
disavow is the belief that no one cares more about 
student-athlete success and well-being than the 
current academic support professionals reading 
this email Your daily se~wice to student-athletes 
accomplishes more, I believe, than any 
sensationalist public campaign ever will Thank 
you for not only your setwice to students but also 
for the collegiality and encouragement you have 
displayed in your setwice to this professional 
community 

Bradley R H Bethel I Reading and Writing 
Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I Y (919) 962-2237 



c          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bcthe! ~m’,; c&+ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: !!4a<et/uest/?.;/ist,; ~acda :o~n~ [mail 
re~luest@lists ~acda c~n] On Behalf Of Gurney, 
Gerald S 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 7:04 AM 
To: N4A listse~-e listse~we; Bart Byrd; Brian 
Davis; Reagan Hill; Winters, Carla A; Marllyn 
Middlebrook 
Subject: [n4a] Important reading Chronicle 

Janua~N24,2014 

Chapel Hill Researcher’s Findings on Athletes’ 
Literacy Bring a Backlash ChaEclbo~o c~ra After 
Mary C Willingham, a learning specialist at the 
U of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill, released data 
showing that about l0 percent of the university’s 
football and basketball players whom she studied 
couldn’t read, the university suspended her work 
Other scholars at Chapel Hill say that response is 
likely to have a "chilling effect" on any scholarly 
work that could make the university look bad 
Enlarge Image 
By Robin Wilson 

Mary C Willingham, the North Carolina learning 
specialist who has sparked controversy with her 
data about the poor reading skills of college 
athletes, says her latest work illuminates issues 
that she has been concerned about her whole life 

Growing up on the South Side of Chicagu, she saw 
socioeconomic inequities play out fight in front of 
her Then, after working for years as a reading 
specialist in the athletics department at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, she 
says, she began to recognize those same disparities 
affecting players there 

Expecting all athletes to handle the high caliber of 
academic work required at Chapel Hill is about as 
realistic as expecting her to suit up for a Division I 
football game, says Ms Willingham, an instructor 
in the university’s College of Arts and Sciences 
"It would be like dropping me off on the football 
field, giving me a jersey, and telling me to just 
figure it out" 

Ms Willingham, who is 52, has been talking about 
what she sees as the university’s poor track record 



in educating some UNC players since 2010, when 
the largest academic-fraud scandal in the 
university’s histotT broke open 

Now the whistle-blower, who filed a grievance 
against the university last year after it demoted her 
for those remarks, she says, is in the middle of a 
new firestorm This time it is for data she released 
that show that about 10 percent of the university’s 
football and basketball players whom she studied 
can’t read 

University administrators have harshly criticized 
her research methods and disagreed with her 
findings They have also suspended her work, 
saying she ran afoul of federal rules requiring that 
the identities of subjects remain anonymous to 
researchers To continue her research, oftlcials 
have said, she must receive approval from the 
university’s institutional review board 

CNN used Ms Willingham’s data in an extensive 
report this month about low levels of academic 
achievement among college athletes Of the 183 
athletes Ms Willingham studied at Chapel Hill 
from 2004 to 2012 who were admitted under 
special academic standards, 60 percent read 
between fourth- and eighth-grade levels An 
additional 8 percent to 10 percent were 
functionally illiterate, she found 

At a t~aculty meeting this month, James W Dean 
Jr, the provost, called the research "a travesty," 
according to news reports He said four university 
employees had spent 200 hours dissecting Ms 
Willingham’ s data and found that she had gotten 
the numbers on athletes’ reading levels all wrong 

In short, Ms Willingham inappropriately used a 
simple vocabulary test to assess reading ability 
and then mistakenly conflated the scores on that 
test with specific reading grade levels, Mr Dean 
said, according to his PowerPoint presentation at 
the faculty meeting Those mistakes, he told 
professors, rendered her findings "nearly 
meaningless" and were "grossly unfair" to the 
reputation of the university’s athletes 

Ms Willingham says the university’s critiques are 
unfounded "I have been working as a reading 
specialist for 14 years," she says, "1 would never 
make the mistakes they said I made" 

’Chilling Effect’ 



Scholars at Chapel Hill say the way the university 
has responded to Ms Willingham’s research has 
implications beyond her work By halting it 
because of concerns over the anonymity of her 
subjects, and at the same time criticizing her 
findings, the university appears to be using the 
IRB as a tool to thwart her inquiry, say some 
faculty members 

"This looks vindictive," says Frank R 
Baumgariner, a distinguished professor of political 
science at Chapel Hill "It puts the university in a 
defensive posture, where they could instead be 
taking the initiative and saying, Let’s have a 
national conversation to find the right balance 

between athletics and academics" 

Instead, says Mr Baumgartner, the university’s 
attack on Ms Willingham’s research has a 
"chilling effect" on any scholarly work that could 
make the university look bad 

Daniel K Nelson, director of the university’s 
office of human-research ethics, who oversees the 
institutional review boards, issued a statement 
saying he had not been pressured by university 
administrators into requesting that Ms 
Willingham seek LRB approval 

He said it had simply become clear with the 
release of her research results that identifying 
details were in fact maintained in her data set 
(Ms Willingham has never publicly identified her 
research subjects) 

But Ms Willingham says that nothing has changed 
since she sought approval from the review board 
before her research began, and that reviewboard 
officials told her she didn’t need it Since she 
screened her student subjects over time, she says, 
she has had to keep track of their identities 
something she says the IRB knew all along 

’I’m Stubborn’ 
The groundwork for Ms Willingham’ s activism 
on the education of athletes was laid when she was 
a teenager attending public high school in 
Chicago ’~1 have this educahonal and inequality 
alertness," she says "My parents were active in 
the community to make sure white flight didn’t 
happen" when the first black family moved in 
across the street 

She refined her opinions as a remedial-reading 



teacher at Chapel Hill High School in the early 

2000s, where she saw students from lower 
socioeconomic backgrounds whom she believes 
got fewer opportunities tban their wealthier 
counterparts did "People who can afford it give 
their kids tutors, enrichment, and after-school SAT 
prep," she says "I saw the gap between students" 

The same kinds of disadvantages were evident, she 
says, for some oftbe athletes with whom she 
began working in 2003 as a learning specialist in 
the university’s athletics department She worked 
closely, she says, with most of the 183 students in 
her study and found that many of them were smart 
but lacked basic reading and writing skills 

"We could meet them where they are at 
academically and get them in shape so they could 
really get a college degree," she says Instead, she 
says, the university simply passes them through by 
guiding them to the easiest majors and classes 
"That’s what’s been happening their whole lives" 

Those athletes, she says, don’t want to go back to 
their communities after earning a University of 
North Carolina degree and power-wash houses, 
but for some that’s exactly what happens 

With a husband whose income is high enough to 

support her family, Ms Willingham says she is 
perbaps in a good position to challenge the system 

"I’m stubborn," she says "I don’t like it when 
people tell me I can’t do something" 

Gaining approval from the institutional review 
board to continue her work could be difficult, she 
acknowledges, because she must know the identity 
of her subjects to follow them over time 

But she won’t back down, she says, despite the 
death threats she says she’s received by email 
since the CNN report, and despite what she calls 
the "character smear" by the provost at this 
month’s faculty meeting Ms Willingham is 
wliting a book witb Jay Smitb, a historian at 
Chapel Hill, on the campus’s academic-fraud 
scandal and what it means for the education of 
athletes 

Mr Smith praises Ms Willingham and her 
research, calling her "committed and 
compassionate in her dealings with students" He 
likens the university’s c~itique of her work to a 



"search-and-destroy attempt to discredit her" 

Ms Willingham says her motivations are simple 
’Someone," she says, "has to fix ths mess" 
Sent from my iPad 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 3:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Re: Important reading Chronicle 

OMG I should post the first email (thanking me) to his little list selw-e Poor guy 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 2:55 PM, "Jay Smith" <i_a&,’NZd!ing~cmad uac edu> wrote: 

Mary--wanted you to be in the loop on this hilarious exchange (and BB’s obvious illness) By the 
way, what’s with the TWO middle initials? Where did they find this creature? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Important reading Chronicle 

Date:Sun, 26 Jan 2014 14:53:54 -0500 
From:Jay Smith <iavslnith 3~clr~ail c~t~c cd~.’> 

To:Gurney, Gerald S ~R.~_!~g/I l:dtl 

My thoughts entirely 
On 1/26/14 1:38 PM, Gurney, Gerald S wrote: 

He’s a jackass 

On Jan 26. 2014, at 10:34 AM, "Jay Smith" <L~VSufiIh(a eu~i] unc edu> wrote: 

That guy is a piece of work He’s the most clueless know-it-all I’ve ever 
encountered 
On 1/24/14 12:11 PM, Gurney, Gerald S wrote: 

You’ll enjoy this Bradley Bethel lecture on bias 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" 

<bb eft’-:l@ec~ail unc edu> 
Dute: January 24, 2014 at 10:20:18 AM CST 
To: "Gurney, Gerald S" 
N4A listse~we listsetwe 
Ba~ Byrd <bar ~ ba~4o~ ed >, Brian Davis 
<Brian C)avis(~;a~hl~-tic~ ate~as eda>, Reagan Hill 
<~J ~003~’t~ark edu>, "Winters, Carla A" 
<casqn~rs~;~Lou~&~>, Maolyn Middlebrook 

Subject: RE: Important reading Chronicle 

N4A Colleagues, 



I am sure Dr Gurney simply forgot to include the 
link below, and so I am sending it for those of you 
following the recent reports concerning UNC 
student-athletes For those of you not following, 
apologize for the extra email 

The link below is a statement from the Director of 
Human Research Ethics at UNC In it, he corrects 
some of the false claims being repeated in the 
media 

Many of you may recall from your college 
"Introduction to Psychology" course the concept 
of confirmation bias Confirmation bias is the 
tendency of people to find and believe claims that 
confirm the beliefs they already hold, even when 
those claims are dubious For example, if one 
passionately believes that intercollegiate athletics 
is a corrupt business, he or she is, subsequently, 
likely to believe any claims that appear to support 
that position, regardless of the soundness of those 
claims 

Such confirmation bias has underscored much of 
the reporting and discussion on the recent claims 
concerning UNC student-athletes 

Of course, as humans, we are all, at times, guilty 
of confirmation bias However, I trust, as 
educators tbr student-athletes, we will interrogate 
our own biases and the biases of others in order to 
provide our students with meaningful and eft’ective 
academic support The one personal bias I cannot 
disavow is the belief that no one cares more about 
student-athlete success and well-being than the 
current academic support professionals reading 
this email Your daily service to student-athletes 
accomplishes more, I believe, than any 
sensationalist public campaign ever will Thank 
you for not only your se~ice to students but also 
for the collegiality and encouragement you have 
displayed in your service to this professional 
community 

Bradley R H Bethel ] Reading and Writing 
Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center tbr Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd ] Campus Box 3107 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I 1" (919) 962-2237 

C          ]F (919) 962-8247 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ln4a-req uest(~,’/i ses r~acda :o~ [m~il io:~4a- 
r~O/±~£~:~a?.~ m ~Ng~] On Behalf Of Gurney, 
Gerald S 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 7:04 AM 
To: N4A listse~w-e listse~we; Bart Byrd; Brian 
Davis; Reagan Hill; Winters, Carla A; Marllyn 
Middlebrook 
Subject: [n4a] Important reading Chronicle 

Janua~N24,2014 

Chapel Hill Researcher’ s Findings on Athletes’ 
Literacy Bring a Backlash ~a~,clhor~ corn After 
Mary C Willingham, a learning specialist at the 
U of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, released data 
showing that about 10 percent of the university’s 
football and basketball players whom she studied 
couldn’t read, the university suspended her work 
Other scholars at Chapel Hill say that response is 
likely to have a "chilling effect" on any scholarly 
work that could make the university look bad 
Enlarge Image 
By Robin Wilson 

Mary C Willingham, the North Carolina learning 
specialist who has sparked controversy with her 
data about the poor reading skills of college 
athletes, says her latest work illuminates issues 
that she has been concerned about her whole life 

Growing up on the South Side of Chicagu, she saw 
socioeconomic inequities play out fight in front of 
her Then, after working [’or years as a reading 
specialist in the athletics department at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, she 
says, she began to recognize those same disparities 
affecting players there 

Expecting all athletes to handle the high caliber of 
academic work required at Chapel Hill is about as 
realistic as expecting her to suit up for a Division I 
football game, says Ms Willingham, an instructor 
in the university’s College of Arts and Sciences 
"It would be like dropping me off on the football 
field, giving me a jersey, and telling me to just 
figure it out" 

Ms Willingham, who is 52, has been talking about 



what she sees as the university’s poor track record 
in educating some UNC players since 2010, when 
the largest academic-fraud scandal in the 
university’s history broke open 

Now the whistle-blower, who filed a grievance 
against the university last year after it demoted her 
for those remarks, she says, is in the middle of a 
new firestorm ~-his time it is for data she released 
that show that about 10 percent of the university’s 
football and basketball players whom she studied 
can’t read 

University administrators have harshly criticized 
her research methods and disagreed with her 
findings ~-hey have also suspended her work, 
saying she ran afoul of federal rules requiring that 
the identities of subjects remain anonymous to 
researchers To continue her research, oftlcials 
have said, she must receive approval from the 
university’s institutional review board 

CNN used Ms Willingham’s data in an extensive 
report this month about low levels of academic 
achievement among college athletes Of the 183 
athletes Ms Willingham studied at Chapel Hill 
from 2004 to 2012 who were admitted under 
special academic standards, 60 percent read 
between fourth- and eighth-grade levels An 
additional 8 percent to 10 percent were 
functionally illiterate, she found 

At a t~aculty meeting this month, James W Dean 
Jr, the provost, called the research "a travesty," 
according to news repotts He said four university 
employees had spent 200 hours dissecting Ms 
Willingham’ s data and found that she had gotten 
the numbers on athletes’ reading levels all wrong 

In short, Ms Willingham inappropriately used a 
simple vocabulary test to assess reading ability 
and then mistakenly conflated the scores on tbat 
test with specific reading grade levels, Mr Dean 
said, according to his PowerPoint presentation at 
the faculty meeting Those mistakes, he told 
professors, rendered her findings ’~nearly 
meaningless" and were "grossly unfair" to tbe 
reputation of the university’s athletes 

Ms Willingham says the university’s critiques are 
unfounded "I have been working as a reading 
specialist for 14 years," she says, ’~1 would never 
make the mistakes they said I made" 



’Chilling Effect’ 
Scholars at Chapel Hill say the way the university 
has responded to Ms Willingham’s research has 
implications beyond her work By halting it 
because of concerns over the anonymity of her 
subjects, and at the same time criticizing her 
findings, the university appears to be using the 
IRB as a tool to thwart her inquil~, say some 
faculty members 

"This looks vindictive," says Frank R 
Baumgartner, a distinguished professor of political 
science at Chapel Hill "It puts the university in a 
defensive posture, where they could instead be 
taking the initiative and saying, Let’s have a 
national conversation to find the right balance 
bet~veen athletics and academics" 

Instead, says Mr Baumgartner, the university’s 
attack on Ms Willingham’s research has a 
"chilling ePi’ect" on any scholarly work that could 
make the university look bad 

Daniel K Nelson, director of the university’s 
office of human-research ethics, who oversees the 
institutional review boards, issued a statement 
saying he had not been pressured by university 
administrators into requesting that Ms 
Willingham seek INB approval 

He said it had simply become clear with the 
release of her research results that identifying 
details were in fact maintained in her data set 
(Ms Willingham has never publicly identified her 
research subjects) 

But Ms Willingham says that nothing has changed 
since she sought approval from the review board 
before her research began, and that reviewboard 
officials told her she didn’t need it Since she 
screened her student subjects over time, she says, 
she has had to keep track of their identities 
something she says the IRB knew all along 

’I’m Stubborn’ 
The groundwork for Ms Willingham’s activism 
on the education of athletes was laid when she was 
a teenager attending public high school in 
Chicago "1 have this educational and inequality 
alertness," she says "My parents were active in 
the community to make sure white flight didn’t 
happen" when the first black family moved in 
across the street 



She refined her opinions as a remedial-reading 
teacher at Chapel Hill High School in the early 
2000s, where she saw students from lower 
socioeconomic backgrounds whom she believes 
got fewer opportunities tban their wealthier 
counterparts did "People who can afford it give 
their kids tutors, enrichment, and after-school SAT 
prep," she says "I saw the gap between students" 

The same kinds of disadvantages were evident, she 
says, for some of the athletes with whom she 
began working in 2003 as a learning specialist in 
the university’s athletics department She worked 
closely, she says, with most of the 183 students in 
her study and found that many of them were smart 
but lacked basic reading and writing skills 

"We could meet them where they are at 
academically and get them in shape so they could 
really get a college degree," she says Instead, she 
says, the university simply passes them through by 
guiding them to the easiest majors and classes 
"That’s what’s been happening their whole lives" 

Those athletes, she says, don’t want to go back to 
their communities after earning a University of 
North Carolina degree and power-wash houses, 
but for some that’s exactly what happens 

With a husband whose income is high enough to 
support her family, Ms Willingham says she is 
perhaps in a good position to challenge the system 

"I’m stubborn," she says "I don’t like it when 
people tell me I can’t do something" 

Gaining approval from the institutional review 

board to continue her work could be difficult, she 
acknowledges, because she must know the identity 
of her subj ects to follow them over time 

But she won’t back down, she says, despite the 
death threats she says she’s received by email 
since the CNN report, and despite what she calls 
the "character smear" by the provost at this 
month’s faculty meeting Ms Willingham is 
w6ting a book witb Jay Smitb, a historian at 
Chapel Hill, on the campus’s academic-fraud 
scandal and what it means for the education of 
athletes 

Mr Smith praises Ms Willingham and her 
research, calling her "committed and 
compassionate in her dealings with students" He 



likens the university’s clitique of her work to a 
"search-and-destroy attempt to discredit her" 

Ms Willingham says her motivations are simple 
’Someone," she says, "has to fix ths mess" 
Sent from my iPad 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: 



Tutoring Subjects                                                                               ~e 

languages 



Business/Economics/Poli Sci 

Math/STOR/Comp 



BioChem 

Not sure how to categorize these 



GERM 101, 102, 203,204 

Spanish, GERMAN 

RUSS 101, RUSS 102, RUSS 203, RUSS 204 

Hindi 101 

Span 204, Span 255, Span 300, Span 310, Span 327 

Italian 101, 102, 203, 204, ARAB 101, 102, 203, 204 

ENGL 105 

Spanish 101. 102 105, 203, 204, 255, 260, 300, PORT 101, 102, 401 

SPAN 105 and below; American Indian Studies classes. 

Italian 101, Italian 102, Italian 203 

RUSS 101, 102, 203 and 204 

GERM 203 

FREN 101, 102, 105, 203, 204, 300, 310 

FREN 101, FREN 102, FREN 105 

SPAN 260, 300, 372, 373, & 350 ,SPAN 340, 371, 

Spanish 105, 203, 204 

Spanish 100, 101, 102,105 

Span 101, 102, 203, 204, 255, 265 

ENGL 101, 102, 190 

ENGL 105, SPAN 203 

GEOG 120, 130, 121 

BIOL 101 and 202, CHEM 101, 102, and 241. 

BIOL 101, BIOL202, CHEM 101, CHEM 102, PHYS 116, PHYS 117 

CHEM 101, 102, 241, 261, BIO 202, 205 

Any CHEM class, PHYS 104 

Biology 201, 202, 205, CHEM 102, 241, PSYC 101, 260 

Chem 101, 102, 261, 262 

BIO 205, 252PHYS 105, CHEM 101 

CHEMI01, CHEMI02, CHEM261, CHEM262, BIOLIO1, BIOL201, STOR150 

BIOL 101, 252, EXSS 175,273, 276, 360, 376, 385, PSYC 210 

Biol 101, Bio1202, Chem 101, Chem 102, Chem 261, Phys 104, Phys 105 

ART 151, BIO 101, CHEM 101, 102 



Chem: 101, 102, 241, 261, 262, 251, 420, 421, 430, 441, 450, 451, 481, 482, PHYS 116, 117 

PSYC 101, 210,220, 225, 230, 245, 260, 270, 504, 530 

BIOL 101, currently in BIOL 201 (with an A), CHEM 101, CHEM 102, PHYS 104, PHYS 105 

Chemistry 101, 102 High proficiency, High interest in tutoring 

PSYCH 210, Research design PSYCH. 

BIOL 101, CHEM 101, CHEM 102, BIOL 201, BIOL 278, BIOL 272 (now 474), MCRO 251, PSYC 101 

PSYC 101, ASTRO 101 

BIO 101, PHYS 101 

Exercise and Sport Science courses 

CHEM 101, PSYC 101 

Chemistry 261 

CHEM 101, BIO 101 

Geol 101, PHYS 100, Geog 120 

Any EXSS class, BIO 101. 

ECONI01, STOR155 

ECON 400, 410 

Busi 101, 407, ECON 101 

Econ 101, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420, Econ 450, Econ 460, Econ 325, Econ 570 

ECON 410 

ECON 101, 400, 410 

ECON 101, POLl 100 

ECON 101, 410, 420, BUS 101 

European Political Science courses. 

Econ 101, Econ 380, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420 

ECON 400, 410, 510 

ECON 100, 101, POLl 100, 130, 150, 238, 253 

ECON 101, ECON 410, ECON 420, ECON 570 

Math 

MATH 233 

Math 231, 232 

Math 130 

MATH 130, 231, STOR 151, 155, 215, 415 

MATH 110, 130, 231, 232, 233, 381, and 383. 

Stor 155 



MATH 231, MATH 232 

STOR 155, Math 231, 232, 233 

Math 119 

Math 110,230, 231, STOR 155 

MATH 110, 116, 130, 231, 232, 233 

STOR 113, STOR 155 

MATH 110, 118 

MATH ll0,MATH 232, Stor 113, STOR 151 

MATH 110, 118, 129, 231, 232, STOR 155 

COMP 110, 116, Math 232, 232 

STOR 155, MATH 231,232 

Math 231,232,233 

STOR 113, Math 231 

MATH 231 

MATH 231, MATH 232 

BlOC 108 

Biochemistry 107/108 

Biochemistry 107 and 108 

BlOC 108 

Biochemistry 107/108 

AFAM 101, AFAM 102, DRAMA 284, DRAM 287, EDUC 318, PLCY 325, SOCI 130 

I worked as a paralegal for 6 years. My verbal and writing skills are impeccable. I am strong in critical thinking, problem solving, and any social science. I am not sl 

HIS 128, 140, 152, 158, 212 

HIST 140, ANTH 101, GLBL 210, COMM 160 
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2 

2 
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2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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Name (First) Name (Last) Preferred Name 





Tutoring Subjects 

GERM 101, 102, 203,204,GEOG 120, 130, 121 

Math 

BIOL 101 and 202, CHEM 101, 102, and 241. 

BIOL 101, BIOL 202, CHEM 101, CHEM 102, MATH 233, PHYS 116, PHYS 117 

BlOC 108, CHEM 101, 102, 241, 261, BIO 202, 205 

Any CHEM class, PHYS 104,Math 231, 232, Spanish, GERMAN 

Biology 201, 202, 205, CHEM 102, 241, PSYC 101, 260 

Math 130 

Chem 101, 102, 261, 262 

MATH 130, 231, STOR 151, 155, 215, 415 ECON 400, 410 

BIO 205, 252PHYS 105, CHEM 101 

CHEMI01, CHEMI02, CHEM261, CHEM262, BIOLI01, BIOL201, STOR150 

BIOL 101, 252, EXSS 175,273, 276, 360, 376, 385, PSYC 210 

MATH 110, 130, 231, 232, 233, 381, and 383. 

RUSS 101, RUSS 102, RUSS 203, RUSS 204 

Busi 101, 407, ECON 101, Hindi 101 

Biochemistry 107/108 

Biol 101, Bio1202, Econ 101, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420, Econ 450, Econ 460, Econ 325, Econ 570, Span 204, Span 255, Span 300, Span 310, Span 327, Chem 101 

Italian 101, 102, 203, 204, ARAB 101, 102, 203, 204 

MATH 231, MATH 232, ECON 410 

STOR 155, ECON 101, 400, 410, Math 231, 232, 233 

AFAM 101, AFAM 102, DRAMA 284, DRAM 287, EDUC 318, PLCY 325, SOCI 130, Math 119 

ART 151, BIO 101, CHEM 101, 102, ECON 101, ENGL 105, Math 110,230, 231, POLl 100, STOR 155 

Chem: 101, 102, 241, 261, 262, 251, 420, 421, 430, 441, 450, 451, 481, 482, PHYS 116, 117 

Biochemistry 107 and 108 

MATH 110, 116, 130, 231, 232, 233, PSYC 101, 210,220, 225, 230, 245, 260, 270, 504, 530 

STOR 113, STOR 155, ECON 101, 410, 420, BUS 101 

Spanish 101. 102 105, 203, 204, 255, 260, 300, PORT 101, 102, 401 

SPAN 105 and below; American Indian Studies classes. 

Italian 101, Italian 102, Italian 203 

BIOL 101, currently in BIOL 201 (with an A), CHEM 101, CHEM 102, PHYS 104, PHYS 105 

RUSS 101, 102, 203 and 204 



Chemistry 101, 102 High proficiency, High interest in tutoring 

PSYCH 210, Research design PSYCH. 

German 203. European Political Science courses. 

FREN 101, 102, 105, 203, 204, 300, 310 

BIOL 101, CHEM 101, CHEM 102, BIOL 201, BIOL 278, BIOL 272 (now 474), MCRO 251, PSYC 101, FREN 101, FREN 102, FREN 105 

PSYC 101, MATH 110, 118, ASTRO 101 

SPAN 260, 300, 372, 373, & 350 ,SPAN 340, 371, 

Spanish 105, 203, 204, BIO 101, PHYS 101 

Exercise and Sport Science courses, Spanish 100, 101, 102,105 

I worked as a paralegal for 6 years. My verbal and writing skills are impeccable. I am strong in critical thinking, problem solving, and any social science. I am not sl 

MATH 110,MATH 232, Stor 113, STOR 151 

Econ 101, Econ 380, Econ 400, Econ 410, Econ 420 

CHEM 101, PSYC 101, MATH 110, 118, 129, 231, 232, STOR 155 

COMP 110, 116, Math 232, 232 

Chemistry 261 

STOR 155, MATH 231,232, ECON 400, 410, 510 

Span 101, 102, 203, 204, 255, 265, CHEM 101, BIO 101 

Math 231,232,233 

ECON 100, 101, ENGL 101, 102, 190, HIS 128, 140, 152, 158, 212 POLl 100, 130, 150, 238, 253 

Geol 101, PHYS 100, Geog 120, HIST 140, STOR 113, ENGL 105, ANTH 101, GLBL 210, SPAN 203, COMM 160, Math 231 

Any EXSS class,MATH 231, orBIO 101. 

ECON 101, ECON 410, ECON 420, ECON 570, MATH 231, MATH 232 

BlOC 108 

Biochemistry 107/108 



Enrolled 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack           ~yahoo corn> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 4:28 PM 

Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw edu>; Gumey, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu>; 
Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu>; Donna Lopiano 
(?~)gmail corn>; Willingham, Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu>; vedder- 

fol~vard                @gmail corn> 

Re: Umass and Boston College 

Wow! I never suggested that we drop the coaches’ salary cut provision. I merely suggested that we 
get feedback on the issue from potential sponsors. At least that is what I thought I said. 

Allen 
On Monday, January 27, 2014 4:12 PM, Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu> wrote: 

I’m witl~ Gerry Let’s !egve t]~e coac~es salaries provision in, especially at 0ds earl?" stage in the process 

Fl~)m: Gums’, Gerald S [mallto:ggqmle? @ou edu] 
Sent: Monday, Janumy 27, 2014 3:52 PM 
To: Ridpalh. Dave 
Co: Andrew Zimbalist; allen sack: Brian Porto; Domm Lopiano: Wi0ingham Mat5: vedder-forwa~d 
Subject: Re: Umass and Boslon College 

Limiting coach salaries is essential to the bil emoving it would dilute it to being meaningless and ineffectual 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 2:40 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" <rldpath~?ohio edu> wrote: 

It {s deiSnitely worth a t~3" m~til someone does actually d~a~ a line, then we can decide x{hich way to go I 

740-593-9496 (O) 
740-593-9342 (F) 
740       (C) 
ridpath~a ohio edu 



fonnid 1822088~pa~cid 2057126 

The best studeut-center~d lear~i~g experie~ce 

Frum: Andrew Zat~balist ]mallto:azhnbali~a slatth edu] 
Sent: Mon&ly, Janum3 27, 2014 3:37 PM 
Tu: allen sack 
Cc: Brim1 Porto; Ridpath, Dave; Dom~a Lopiano: Gert) Gurne) ; Wilbngham Mat5; redder-fore ard 
Subject: Re: Umass and Boston College 

I think going after coaches’ salaries is central to the act. it changes incentives in the 
system, it fosters financial and ethical integrity, and, I think, can garner popular support. I 
know college presidents like the idea from work I’ve done w knight comm. If it is dropped, 
I drop. 
sent from my droid 
On Jan 27, 2014 3:31 PM, "allen sack" ~?¥ahoo corn> wrote: 
All, 

The financial drain of big-time college sport on higher education should certainly be the focus of 
our pitch One thing I would recommend being brought up with Warren’s staff is the likelihood that 
going after coaches’ salaries would kill the bill I whole heatedly support our position But is it 
politically viable? Chris Shays saw it as a definite problem We need some more feedback from 
our potential sponsors on this 

Alien 
On Monday, Janua~7 27, 2014 9:28 AM, Donna Lopiano 

Andy - all .... 

Can you make the following better? punchier? more horrific? tie it to projected loss 
numbers? or anything that would get people to think twice about chasing the pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow? Tqcing to get ready for conversations with senators’ staff’re: multiple and 
compelling reasons why they should do something .... 

Why evet3~ college president, athletic director and custodian of higher education should be 
concerned about the economic and integrity precipice of commercialized collegiate sport Is the 
recent arrogance of Wall Street about to be replicated by higher education? Academic integrity 
arguments haven’t worked can we scare them economically, with lawsuits, public embarrassment? 

I Uncertainty of the O’Bannon case and it effect on the economic viability of even the FBS 
2 Resolution ofNCAA concussion litigation impactonNCAAdistributions 
3 Cost of COA if FBS schools do this, all D-I schools must follow 
4 Structural and market shifts lead us to question whether recent television rights and 

subscriptions are sustainable going fo~w~-ard eye,Tone is spending as if this will continue 
5 Knight Foundation database transparencyofacademicvs athletic spending invites media 

and public scrutiny athletic programs losses will come under increased scrutiny not only for 
direct institutional support but also for construction debt and indirect institutional facility 
support 

6 Continued vulnerability to Title IX litigation few schools in compliance and backsliding is 
occurring 

7 Mandatu~T student fees have hit their ceiling future challenges are imminent 
8 ConfErence realignment and isolationism of those conferences will shut out non-Big Five 

from revenue growth 
9 EconomiccrunchiscausingD-Ischoolstudropsports opening institutions to criticism and 



withdrawal of support by alumni in those sports 
10 Incalculable "cost" of damage to institutional brand due to academic integrity violations and 

public focus on admission of athletes without the literacy to compete in the classroom 
II Big Five conferences offer of"lifetime" promise to fund completion of undergraduate 

degrees for athletes will set a precedent that few can afford to follow cause public chagrin 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
D Lopiano(~a) SportsManagementResources corn 
http://www sportsmanagementresources corn/ 

On Sun, Jan 26, 2014 at 9:16 PM, Andrew Zimbaiist <azimbali~)smith edu> wrote: 
you asked about my book it is called The Sabermetric Revolution wanted to call it Moneyball 
Revisited but publisher wouldn’t let me It is about moneyball and the biz of baseball its pub date 
is Feb 10, for spring training camps opening, but it just became available on amazon, bn, etc if 
you happen to be in the city on Tues nite, I’ll be reading and discussing the book at Bergino’s 
Baseball Clubhouse 
sorlT again about my droid going dead i am just now charging it my hotel room 

On Sun, Jan 26, 2014 at 5:57 AM, Donna Lopiano 
Andy, 

(7~amail corn> wrote: 

Before I speak with Warren’s legislative aid (this coming Friday), I want to bone up on 
Massachusetts football and basketball Am tbinking that UMass interests and maybe Boston 
College will be a concern 

UMass is in the new American Athletic Conference 2-11 for last two years AAC is going 
nowhere methinks - what is the prospectus financially for the non-Big 5’s do you know anything 
about UMass finances or criticism of their going FBS? Do you know McCutcheon, the AD? 
Vibes? How might the CAP Act benefit UMass? 

Boston College is ACC, right? which is one of the Big Five conferences - private school - at the 
bottom of the conference They must be heavily subsidizing their athletic program Any thoughts 

for why BC might ultimately benefit from the CAP Act - maybe bring more schools into 
competitiveness? 

Thoughts? Call me anytime if this is easier than writing Your thoughts would be appreciated 

Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 



203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype~ 

DLoNano@ S~ortsMana~ementResources corn 
http://www sportsmana~ementresources corn/ 

,~,eb~)ii!: www smith edu/- azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Monday,                 7:39 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Tutor for biomechanics 

Hi Mary! 

When did you say the tutoring was for Biomechanics? Wednesday night? I’m struggling some! 

Thank you[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Monday, 10:05 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Tutor for biomechanics 

Yes for Wed Dey Hall 6-9 2nd floor 

CSSAC 
UNC-CH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday,               10:05 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Tutor for biomechanics 

Yes for Wed Dey Hall 6-9 2rid floor" 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

> On at 7:39 PM, ~t~live uric edu> wrote: 

> When did you say fire tutoring was for Biomechaltics? We&tesdav uight? I’m straggling some! 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~2¢ C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday,               10:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Fwd: Ma~3~ W 

Thanks Dean & Folt modeled the bad behavior LOL (lack of leadership) 
DTH piece Wed might help 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <~avsmilh(~cmail une edu> 
Date: at 5:59:10 PM EST 
To: < ~/ive unc edu> 
Subject: Mary W. 

Deal 

Before I hear more reports about your public characterizations of Mary Willingham, her claims, her 
experiences, and the preparedness levels of UNC athletes, I’d like to ask that you sit down with me 
for a brief chat You have been consistently inaccurate and offensive throughout the Willingham 
aft’air (not something I would expect from                      ) and I would like to help you 
save yourself from any further embarrassing remarks If you’d like a little illumination, let’s arrange 

a meeting 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail corn> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 I 0:31 AM 

Allen Sack <         @yahoo com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; 
ddpath697 <ddpath@ohio edu>; Willingham~ Mary C <mwillingham@unc edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu>; Richard 
Vedder <              @gmail corn> 

Fwd: Proposed O’Bannon Settlement leto, s 

FYI 
DL 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources corn 

Forwarded message .......... 
From: Sathya Gosselin <~osse[in@hausfEIdllp corn> 
Date: Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 10:18 AM 
Subject: RE: Proposed O’Bannon Settlement Temps 
To: Donna Lopiano ~gmai[ corn>, Michael Hausfeld <m[!au~/~!dL~aus~/d!l~,,co~q> 
Cc: Allen Sack< d~vah~o c ~m>, Mary Willingham < ~(~gmafl corn> 

Sathya 

Sathya Gosselim Partner 



From: Donna Lopiano [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 5:02 PM 
To: Sathya Gosselin; Michael Hausfeld 
~c: Allen Sack; Willingham Mary 
Subject: Proposed O’Bannon Settlement Terms 

Michael, Sathya, 

Following up on our meeting of last week, we promised to send you proposed settlement terms that would give 
student-athletes the priceless education we should be promising them - in addition to approximately $5,500 in 
cash for a full cost of attendance scholarship 

Let us know what you think! 

Donna, Allen and Mary 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
20~ ~51~-52go (w) (c) 
Donna Lopiano (Skype) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

allen sack <         @yahoo corn> 

Tuesday, Janua~’y 28, 2014 7:59 PM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu>; Donna Lopiano < @gmail corn> 

Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu>; Willingham, Ma~N C 
<mwillingham@unc edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggumey@ou edu>; Andrew Zimbalist 
<azimbali@smith edu>; vedder-forward < @gmail corn> 

Re: College athletes announce plans to form labor union 

All, 

I just congratulated Ramogi. If you treat athletes like employees, you have to give them employee 
rights. The other option is to make sure they are not treated like employees but as bona fide students, 
an option the current NCAA abandoned long ago. The NCAA can no longer have it both ways. I 
obviously prefer the option of reinforcing athletes rights to as students. 

Allen 

On Tuesday, January 28, 2014 6:48 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath@ohio.edu> wrote: 
Yes it does!! 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 6:45 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

...the plot thickens... 
Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopia’~o(,~por!~;Maqaqem ~otRosources corn 

~2~’nail corn> wrote: 

Forwarded message 
From: Jerry Larson < 
Date: Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 5:14 PM 
Subject: College athletes announce plans to form labor union 
To: "Donna A. Lopiano" < 

Sure you saw this: 

College athletes announce plans to tbrm labor union 



Januar7 28, 2014 04:51 PM 

Comments 2 

BY MICHAEL FAt:LM 

Associated Press 

Calling the NC.a~. a "dictatorship," a handful of Northwestern football players announced Tuesday 
they are forming the first labor m~ion for college athletes one they hope will eventually represent 
players nationwide. 

Quarterback Kain Colter detailed the College Athletes Players .~soeiation at a news conference in 
Chicago, flanked by leaders of United Steelworkers union, who are ending their organizing expertise 
to the effort. Colter said the NCAA dictates terms to its hm~dreds of member schools and thousands of 
college athletes, lea~dng players with little or no say, about financial compensation questions or how to 
improve their own safety. 

"The current model represents a dictatorship," he said. 

CAPA’s president, former UCLA football player Ramogi Huma, said it is an issue of fairness for a 
game that generates billions "off the players’ talent." Not ouly don’t college athletes get paid, he said, 
but scholarships typically don’t cover many, basic 1Mng expenses. 

For now, the push is to unionize only applies to private schools like Northwestern though large 
public universities, which are subject to different sets of regulations, could follow, said Htm~a, who is 
also the head of the National College Players Association he founded in 2OOl to lobby for the interests 
of college athletes. 

"This will be the first domino," Huma said. 

The effort will be closely watched. The NCAA has been m~der increasing scrutiny over its amateurism 
rules and is currently in court, fighting a class-action federal lawsuit in California filed by former 
players seeking a cut of the billions of dollars earned from live broadcasts and memorabilia sales, 
along with x4deo games, and multiple lawsuits filed by players who say the organization failed to 
adequately protect them from debilitating head injuries. 

NC.~a~_ President Mark Emmert and others have pushed for a $2,ooo-per-player stipend to help 
athletes defray some of their expenses, but critics say, that isn’t nearly, enough and insults players who 
help bring in millions of dollars to their schools and conferences. 

Last season, Colter and football players from Georgia and Georgia Teeh had the letters Al)U -- All 
Players United -- written on their gear during games as a show of solidarity, in an effort organized by 
the NCPA. At the time, the NCAA said it welcomed an "open and civil deloate regarding all aspects of 



college athletics." 

The NCAA issued a statement Tuesday making clear where it stands on the athletes’ quest to form a 

union. 

"Student-athletes are not employees," NC.~& chief legal officer Donald Remy said. "We are confident 
the National Labor Relations Board will find in our favor, as there is no right to organize student- 
athletes." 

He added: "This union-backed attempt to turn student-athletes into employees undermines the 
purpose of college: an education." 

The athletes’ first step is to apply for certification by the National Labor Relations Board, specifically 
on behalf of the Northwestern players. Later, the goal is to expand to include athletes at other schools 
and in other sports. 

The key issue the board must resolve is whether the football players are employees as defined by 
federal labor law, said United Steehvorkers official Tim Waters. If they’re deemed employees, he said, 
they would have the legal right to organize. 

"It’s crystal clear that college football players are employees," he said, arguing most put in a 4o-hour 
work week and create revenue, albeit not for themsdves. "Football players are not complaining .... 
They are simply identil}-ing this for what it is pay for play." 

Huma said there is no reason to believe the effort will end up downgrading the quality of college 
sports. 

"Treating players better is only going to improve the product," he said. "This is not going to change 
what is all good in college sports." 

Jerry Larson 
C 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wednesda} Januar? 29. 2014 10:09 AM 
Rulherford, Shaun Palrick <~\bisper?~;email unc edu> 

Cramer. Ricbard <mrcramer?~;email unc edu>: Cox. Elizabelb Shirer <escox(a email unc edu>: 
Wilbnghmn, Ma~ C <m\~ilbnghmn?~;unc edu>: Driscoll, Jessica L}nn <jldrisco?~;email unc edu>; 
Ma~. Lee Y <ma\ l’a email unc edu> 

Re: Adverse weather Won’t be h~ on Jan 29, 2014 

qulia nichols@unc edu) 



Sure you saw this 

College athletes announce plans to form labor 
union 



BY MICHAEL TA~.M 

Associated P~ss 

"The eur~vnt modal ~vpresents a dictatorship," he said. 

For now, tfie push is to unionize only applies to private schools like Northwestern 
tliougfi large public mzlversities, xs lzl ela are suhjeet to differe~at sets of regulatkms, could 
follow, said Huma, x~ho is also the head of the National College Players Association he 
founded in ’2oo± to lobb3 for [lae interests of college athletes. 

"Tbls will be Ll~e first domino," i lmna said. 

Tlae efiL~r t wfil be closely watelaed. ’i’lae NCAA l~as been under ine;easing scrutin3 over its 
amateurism ~les and is eum’ent]y in court, fighting a class action federal lawsuit in 
California filed hy former players seeking a cut of the billions of dollars earned from live 



right to o~ganize student athletes." 

The athletes’ first step is to apply for eer tifleation by the NaBonal I,abor Rdations Board, 
sped~c~dly on beb~d f of the NorthwesLern plwers. LaLer, Ll, e goal is Lo expand Lo include 
athletes at otber schools and in other sports. 

The key issue the board must resolve is wbctbcr the football pla>vrs are cmplo>vcs as 
defined by federal labor Imp, said 17nited Steelworkers official Tim Waters. If they’re 
deemed employees, l,e said, the3 would h~txe Llae leg~d righL Lo org~mlze. 

i I urea s~fid tlaere is no reason to believe tlae ellk~r t will end up downgracHng the quality of 
c~llege sports. 

"Treating pl~t~ ers bet Ler is on13 going to improve the product," lae s~d. "Tbls is not going 
to change xq~at is afi good in eofiege sports2’ 



mwillingham@unc edu 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

@live unc edu> 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Re: 

We are on - we follow the U schedule 

Mal~j Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On , at 4:55 PM, 

Hey, 

I was planning on coming to tutoring tonight at 6and just wanted to make sure it was open with 

the weather conditions, Please let me know if you all are closed tonight, 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~T C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Wednesday,                 5:11 PM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: 

We are on - we follow the U schedule 

MatTe Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On , at 4:55 PM, 

Hey, 
I was planning on coming to tutoring tonight at 6and just wanted to make sure it was open with 

the weather conditions. Please let me know if you all are closed tonight. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl corn> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:41 AM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

RE: Intetwiew Request 

That’s great, Mary. Thank you. 

Could you do it tomorrow morning? We can get you on by phone or if you’d like to come in to the 
studio. Our best slot is 7:06 a.m., if that’s not too early for you. 

Let me know what you can do. 

Thank you, 

Ran No~tham 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9 FM WCHL 
Chapel Hill Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 967 8363 newsroom 
cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:39 AM 
To: Northam, Ran 
Subject: Re: Interview Request 

Ran, Yes for Ron Stutts in the morning MatT 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 6:36 AM, "Nonham, Ran" <RNorthamr~’~,~,chl corn> wrote: 



Hi Mary, 

Do you have time on your calendar now to set up an interview? It would be great to get 
you on the air live with Ron Stutts during the morning news, or we could get you on with 
Aaron Keck during the afternoon and evening news. 

Please let me know when you have some time. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 967 8363 newsroom 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Thursday,                 1:09 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 
RE: math test 

Hi! 
Thank you so much for getting in touch with me about the exam! Typically on bot Tuesdays and Wednesdays 

at those times I have engagements one being staff meetings form my RA job and the other being a discipleship 
group that I lead, but it is possible that I can work it out during those times. How much advance notice would 

you like me to give you for if I want to take it in a particular week at one of the Tuesday or Wednesday times? 
I’m not exactly sure when I want to/will be able to take it but I definitely think that I want to get it out of the 

way before the end of February. 

Thanksin Advance! 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

TO: 

Subject: math test 

Mark McCombs sent me the Math    test- let me know when you want to take it- no rush. Would you ever 

consider taking it at Dey Hall some Tuesday or Wednesday night from 6-9? I am always there on the 2nd floor. 

We have plenty of quiet space. Let me know. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:05 PM 

Willingham, Ma~T C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: FW: Google Hangout Link 

Ma~T--as luck would have it, I had my coffee with 
Good luck 
On 1/30/14 2:25 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

this AM I suspect he will at least be respectful 

TNs sho~3!d be charming ..... 

From: Allison Bresnick [mailto:allison.bresnick@huffinqtonpost.com] 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Google Hangout Link 

Hi Professor Willingham, 

was able to get                , as well as a former        player 
photo of yourself you could send me in case of any tech issues? 

Do you have 

On Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at 11:19 AM, Allison Bresnick <allison bresnick~bhuffin~.~tonpost corn> 
wrote: 
Hi Professor Willingham, 

Thanks so much for testing the webcam out this morning We are looking fo~,vard to having you 
join today’s 4PM EST segment! 

Let me know if you have any other questions before then! 

Best, 
Allison 

On Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at I 1:04 AM, Allison Bresnick <allison bresnick@huffingtonpost corn> 
wrote: 
https://plus goo~le corn/handouts/ /72cpi0ufst31vl lea5e72f~lS0 

ALLISON BRESNICK 

ALLISON BRESNICK 



ALLISON BRESNICK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:55 PM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: FW: Google Hangout Link 

Got a minute to talk? 
On 1/30/14 4:35 PM, Willingham, Mary C wrote: 

Holy cow - was ok but was a tack ass. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: FW: Google Hangout Link 

One thing you should establish right away (IMO): you never said or implied that 60% of" the 
team reads at 8th-grade level or below (let alone all "student athletes") People are angry 

about something you never said          will be making that point, I suspect Push back hard 
On 1/30/14 2:25 PM, Willingham, Ma~’y C wrote: 

This should be charming ..... 

From: Allison Bresnick [mailto:allison.bresnick@huffinqtonpost.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Google Hangout Link 

Hi Professor Willingham, 

I was able to get                , as well as a former        player 
Do you have a photo of yourself you could send me in case of any tech issues? 

On Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at I I : 19 AM, Allison Bresnick 
<allison bresnick(~a)huffingtonpost corn> wrote: 
Hi Professor Willingham, 

Thanks so much for testing the webcam out this morning We are looking fot~-ard to 
having you j oin today’s 4PM EST segment[ 

Let me know if you have any other questions before then! 

Best, 
Allison 

On Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at I 1:04 AM, Allison Bresnick 
<allison bresnickUa)huffingtonpost corn> wrote: 



https://plus ~oo~le com/han~out s/ /72cpiOufst31v 11 ea5e72f~150 

ALLISON BRE SNICK 

ALLISON BRE SNICK 

ALLISON BRESNICK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live unc edu> 

Friday,.               2:46 PM 

Willingham, Mal~J C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: tutor for hire 

TutorsForHireBoardJan2014 docx; ATT00001 htm 

Let me know if there’s anything I need to add or modify Hope it works! 



I - ~ ! [minutes UNC Tutored UNC students for the last 5 years 
Cheng including | ,in: Cell and Molecular Biology, Genetics, 

IPHYSICS | General Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, 

............................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ......................................................... ~na!Yt!~! Ch~m!~uY: ~ ~!~ ~!~r 4qq~n~!n8 ...................................................... 

Pro£ Micia ’arivero@unc edu [’Languages’] $35/N P~ in Spanish ~C faculty member with July 2013 
Rivero many years of experience teaching and tuto6ng 

all levels of Spanish Native (bilin~al) speaker 

 hotma~]~com Languages 20/hr ~iuent method of Mabic~ L~ved in Damascus ~u~y 2013 

Syria tbr six years and speak Mabic at home 

 Completed the 9~ grade exam administered by 

’the minist~N of education that includes I 0 
subjects in the Mabic language 

 @~]ve~unc~edu Math $20/~ Tutoring experience Math minor in Undergrad~ ~u~y 2013 
l(’nc ud’ng 

 SAT) program 

Currently a doctoral candidate in the Economics 

 | i(including evel?~ math and STOR course and many Physics 

iahoo corn 

ISAT) courses; a decent amount of business and 
economics 18 years tutoring for the UNC 

 @ Science 20/hr Bachelor of Science in psychology Proficient in July 2013 
both Arabic and English 

 ned unc edu (Including 
Physics) 

Languages 



| / write, speak and read Chinese fluently Highly 

| / ,responsible and wants to teach people who are 
   

 @gmail corn Languages, ~35-$45/hr ~PhDin Engineering Mechanics UNM t~aculty July 2013 
~iath ,member, visiting scientist at Duke Native 

 ,Russian speaker Experience in tutoring math, 
~Science, engineering, Russian, Matlab and Labview 

iComputer 
iScience 

Antoinette amtoinette@ ’~Iumamnes: ’ ~25-$35/hr College Enghsh: composition:: instructor: w~th’ a July 2013 
Corsentino MFA in creative writing, poetry (New Mexico 

]urhameditors corn State University) Has taught English as a foreign 
,Language, courses in rhetoric and creative 
writing Spent several years tutoring all levels in 
the NMSU writing center Well versed in MLA 
and APA styles 

i nclud n~ can help with Algebra, Pre-Calc, Calc 1,2 and 3 
~STAT Also help with Statistics 

gcon 101, 
Psyc 10l 

Stor 113, 115 

IMath 23 l, 232 
!and 130 

 @live unc edu Math 12/hr Was a private tutor for one year at Western July 2013 



Arreodndo including Stat Carolina University Tutored in the Math help 
center at WCU An EDUC 399 Peer Tutor at 

130/231 UNC (Spring/Summer 2013) 

~ (UNC) 
......Timothy: ........................................ @gmad ml ....................... ̄ ..................................... iMath gtat ................................................................................................................ $45-$60 AB (Economics): .......................................... Hatw-ard a93 MSc (Economics) :July ......................... 2013 ......... 
O’Brien ’Business’] London School of Economics’94 Doctoral 

 Coursework (Economics) Boston University 

 

 .................... i~aih .................................. ~5~)h? ......................................... @~;?~d ~ 5i~ eg;diii~ ggigng ing ~i ~i5 ......... 
~ncluding *he class of 2015 with previous tutoring 

ISTAT :experience 
 @live unc edu ~Computer ~25-$30/hr I’m an expe~ at Java and MATL~ I’m iJuly 2013 

Science currently taking upper level comp sci courses and 
working as a research assistant in CS depa~ment 
If you have any trouble with COMP 110, 116 
(~TL~ section), or 401, I’m here to help you 

out 

~et through Calculus II 
Sawyer i(including 

ISTAT) =MA in Mathematics fiom Oxford University, 
=England 

Scott h@hve unc edu Sctence ndtvtdual: Bachelor of Sctence B~ology from ~C, :July 2013 
I(including ~25/hour Inquire ~achelor of~s Chemistry fkom ~C Current 

Neidich IPHYSICS) 5r group rates PhD Student Biochemical Nutrition at UNC IA 

for Nutrition 400 (Introduction to Medical 
Nutrition), Spring 2012 Tutor for Biochemical 
Nutrition, Spring 2013 to present Subjects 
available for tutoring include Biology I 0 I, 20 I, 
202, 205; ChemistW 101, 102, 241,261,262, 
430, any undergraduate or master’s Nutrition 

Course 



Webb / /(including I 
~ /STAT) I 

Stefanos ............................................. (~unc edu ............................................................ ~Mathi .................................................................... $25-$J5/hr; ............................................................................ ! am a Stahst~cs ........................................... PhD candidate ........................ w~th: ................................... emphas~s ~n :July ......................... 201J ......... 
Kechagias i(including probability and time series I have been a STOR 

ISTAT) 151 155 and~ 113 instructor I have also tutored 
,for STOR 4~5 Very experienced in most stats 
courses as we as some math 

m;d2un~2 ~du ................ L~n~; ................. :2672 ~m h i~hiy profi~i~n~ in En~ii ~h ~nd gp~ni 5~1~0 i5 ......... 
 Spanish being my native language I scored in the 

96th percentile on the written portion of the GRE 
(exemplifying my mastery of the English 
language) and I am a certified, bilingual teacher 
’1 hold a teaching license from the state of Texas 
~hat is valid through 2017 I am currently 
pursuing a Masters degree in Speech Language 
,Pathology with a bilingual focus I am 
comfortable with medical terms and would like to: 
,focus my tutoring in this particular area (if 
ipossible) Othe~vise I am also available for 
introductory Spanish, both spoken and written 
:forms 

 
@hve unc edu 

~Sc~ence 15/hr CHEM 101, CHEM 102, PHYSICS104 :July 2013 

/ 
| (including 

/ PHYSICS) 
 ........................... ......... 

Certified Duke University 
    

 .......................... M~ih ................................ ~i5ihr ........................................ ......... 
,in high school At UNC, I have taken math 2~3, 

] i(including    I 383,521,547, and 528 I have a thorough grasp 



[ [ Mathematics at Campbell University Am 
 ](including currently a Mathematical Science major 

[ ISTAT) 

....................... ............................. ......................................... ......... 

~1 ~Usdiifl ~ 
,430              Anatomy or BIOL tutor 101,Fa11202,2012,252CHEM 101, 102, 24 l, 

) 

 @live unc edu Languages 15/hr UNC Junior majoring in AntNopology, ShanghaiiJuly 2013 
Native Professionally trained by Peer Tutor 
,Program at Thomas P Johnson Student Resource 
Center, Rollins College Two years experience of 
~eaching more than 70 students Chinese as a 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................... 
 ~vahoo corn Languages 5/session ’1 have taken four years of Latin in High School, July 2013 
 and plan to take more through college I tutored 

in my senior year fellow students, and would like 
’to help students in their first or second year of 
Latin who could use some clarification or better 
’understanding in grammatical ideas I helped my 
Latin teacher teach his students, and tutored 
’fellow students in preparation for the Latin 
and college placement tests, as well as helped 
~utor early Latin students My high school ~atin 
~eacher Christopher Semper can be reached at 
christopher semper@bcsemail org as a reference 

 ] [ experienced in STAI courses as I have been 

~(including instructor, a T~ and a tutor for STOR 151, 11~, 
]STAT) 155 I have also tutored more advanced 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................. 



the pre-med track, and have taken the MCAT 

l(including Also in LrNC-BEST, getting my teaching license 

PHYSICS) ’for high school science Have been a BIOL 101 

lab and lecture TA, and a tutor for the UNC 
,Learning Center for B IOL 10l and CHEM 
261/262 for two years 

 ~a~ncsu edu ~Business $30/hr 
AnalysisB S Accounting concentration in Financial(GPA: 4 0),- NorthM S AccountingCar°lina State_ NorthUniversitYCarolina2013 

July 2013 

State University (Current) 

[ire un~i;du ........................... ............................................... ......... 
:foreign languages at a conversational level I am 
offering tutoring in Italian language at any level 

as I recently returned fiom a month in the 
;Piedmont region and also spent a semester 
studying abroad in Florence last year I can also 
be made available for Spanish, French, or 
~Portuguese tutoring at lower levels (Have taken 
Spanish through level 300 at UNC, Portuguese 
through level 204, and French for 2 years) 

 @live unc edu [Languages Unspecified I have tutored various subjects and I iove August 
tutoring I am patient and I tend to be able to 2013 
Understand a tutee’s problem even when he/she 
has difficulties explaining the situation I am a 
,native Chinese speaker because I have had 

chinese education since young in Malaysia and I 
am also fluent in English, Malay Language and 
Cantonese (HongKong dialect) 

(including ’the regular school semesters and summer 201 ~ 



@live unc edu Science 30/hr Bachelor of" Science Biology from UNC,         August 
(including Bachelor of Arts Chemist~T from UNC Current 2013 
PHYSICS) PhD Student Biochemical Nutrition at UNC TA 

for Nutrition 400 (Introduction to Medical 
Nutrition), Spring 2012 Tutor for Biochemical 
Nutrition, Spring 2013 to present Subjects 
available for tutoring include Biology I 0 l, 20 I, 

202, 205; Chemist~ I 0 I, 102, 430, Nutrition 
,400, 600, 601, Physics 104 

 @gmail corn iComputer 20/hr I’m an INLS student qualified to help with intro August 

 iSc~ence to databases and beginning web development    2013 
Also, qualified to tutor in most SILS classes 3 6 
GPA, 38 sils gpa, database tutoring experience 

Received an A in databases and web 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .d~v~!~pm~n} .................................................................................................................................................................... 
Esha @over @gmail corn        Languages     15/hr           CRLA certified level 3 tutor through UNC -     August 

C~-eensboro I have undergone training as an SAT 2013 
’teacher and tutor for Kaplan and have three years 
of experience tutoring French in Greensboro 

Michelle @email unc edu Languages 10/hr ,BA in Spanish Linguistics, earned A’s in majority August 
Pujals of Spanish courses taken at UNC :2013 

iFluency in Spanish, written and spoken 

5 on AP Spanish exam 

I have previously worked as a Spanish tutor, have 
also tutored in Spanish as a volunteer 

,International immersion experience (Puerto Rico 

Hairong Yin @126com !Languages ~8/hr Native speaker of Chinese :August 
2013 



 @live unc edu Languages 20/hr I 0+ years of French study August 
 2013 

,Excellent GPA in all French courses 

,Intensive study abroad experience in Paris, f~ll 
2012 

,Extensive practice reading, writing, and speaking 
’the language in academic and social settings 

@live unc edu Science I~)hr i h~ i~k~n ~h~ foii~win~ ~ur~i 13i~i~ i 0ii O~i~b~r 
(including Chemistry 101 and 102, Organic Chemistry 1 and2013 

PHYSICS) 2, as well as Statistics and Calculus 1,2, and 3 

I worked as a tutor for two years at Florida State 
College at Jacksonville I am currently enrolled 
,in peer tutoring at UNC Chapel Hill I have 
~utored chemistry privately, for both high school 
and college students, for about two and a half 

years 

 @live unc edu Math 20/hr ,BS in Aerospace Engineering from UTK, October 
 (including current graduate student in Marine Sciences 2013 

ISTAT) 
Math: previous experience in formal tutoring in 
range of Algebra to Calculus Ill Also capable of 
helping with math required for data analysis and 
science application 

~Physics: interned at high school in AP Physics 
Mechanics, but can also help out with more 
elementary general physics, or intermediate 
’mechanical physics/fluids classes 



 )live unc edu Science 30/hr I have taught 15 5th graders each day for 4 January 
 (including months for science field trip through YMCA 2014 

Physics) Camp Carter I tutored a college student in 

Organic Chemistry and two high school students 
in remedial Algebra I worked as lab associate in 
,Anatomy, Geology, and Microbiology for 6 
’months at a local college in Texas 

 @live unc edu 
I~Math.         . 

$35/hr "Straight As" iu middle schooVhigh school math January 
 10ncludlng courses fl~rougb AP Calculus AB and BC Calculus 3 2014 

ISTAT) 
’taken last semester at UNC Extensive ~oluntccr 
",~ork ~ith children ages 2-5 aud 9-14 

 ~?~n~ ~cl~ ig~i~n~ zi02br ’~ ar,~ a t’~iit[i gr~d;;~t~d DDS fr;iii th~ lJni,~r~it~ ;f :~anuary 

10nclud~ng Michigau I am curreutly pursuing a dual specialty    2014 

Physics) ,certificate iu Periodontics aud coucurrently a PhD in 
oral biolog3 at dac UNC School ofDentist~ I 
graduated iu the top 10% of my class, aud I have a 
1~assion for students mad dental education At UM, I 
\aas dac Pre-Dental Student Coordinator ofADEA: I 
kuow how difficult it cau be to get iuto professioual 
school I am offering to tutor for the GRE, DAT, mad 
related general requirements to students interested in 

:applying to dental/medical school/graduate school 
Yao Wang @live unc edu Math ~25-$30/hr ,I ~na a Statistics PhD candidate I b~.c been a STOR January 

!(including 113, 15 I, 155,435 aud 456 tutor Also I have taught 2014 
SIAI) STORI55 before I have mttch experience in most 

statistics, biostatistics m~th mad computer science 

 ~blive unc edu Languages 7 50/hr I ~na a n~ti~e Cbmcsc Speaker Therefore I can help :January 
,3ou to practice 3our oral Chinese, and re~.isc 3 our 2014 
essay, aud learu more about Chinese culture at the 
same time 

 Tt~live unc edu lMath i$20-$30/hr I couldteach elemeuta~a’school math middle school January 

i(including anath, and Geometry, Algebra 2, Algebra 1, and 2014 

iSTAT) I Calculus AB (Part i) 



Tenhover Science Illustrator, Drcam\a ca~,cr as ~cll as Web Page Design 20 ] 4 
usiug CSS aud HTML at Durham Technical 

Scott Neidich Y~live unc edu iScience 1~30-50~hr Bachelor of Scieuce Biology fi’om UNC. Bachelor of January 

i(including Stoup and ROTC Arts Chcmistr} from ~C Cugcnt PhD Student 2014 
Physics) tiscouuts o~)red Biochemical Nutrition at UNC Private Tutor since 

Spring 2013 TA for Nutrition 400 (Introduction to 
Medical Nutrition), Spring 2012 Tutor for 
Biochemical Nutrition, Spring 2013 to present 
Subjects available for tutorh~g include Biology 101 
,201 202 205 m~d others: Chcmist~ 10L 102. 430. 
and others: Nutrition 400. 600. 620. and others 

i(including Concord, NC fi’om FN1 2012 through Summer 2013 2014 

]STAT) Su~ects covered: Algebra I and 2. Calculus I. and 
Statistics Cu~cnt economics m~ior at ~C Chapel 
Hill Combined GPA 394 

 @~]ve~unc~edu ’Languages 20/hr :~ ~n a n~]vc Clfincsc speaker from Sh~gb~ fluent ~anuary 
in mandarin, English and also S~ghaincsc I mn    2014 
,enthusiastic about teaching and I hax e plenty of 
experiences in teaching Chinese 

 ~?kenan- ~us~ness 20/hr I rccc]vcd As m ECON 10i ~d 410 as ~xci] as BUSI ~anuary 

lla~er uric edu ,408,406, 401 and 520 ~us, I mainly focus on those 2014 
,classes I mn patient and undcrstm~d tbot every student: 
learns at his or her oxen pace I excel at connecting 
~xith studeuts and determining the best teaching 
ancthod to help them excel 

...................... .................................... .......................... ..................... ~n~r~ ............... 
] ’laugmage I can teach Chinese I am a member iu 2014 

C~na Youfll Writer Association m~d I am fl~c director 
,iu Chiua Youth Writer Association Shanghai Brauch 
I bo~,c published 12 ~aorks on Chh~csc nc~a spapcrs or 
’books 

......... .................................... U~h ...................................... ~(hr .......................................... ~ ~ ~??~ ~r~ ~? ~ 5~ m ~th ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~n~ ~r~ ................ 



(including 231 final score: A (95) 2014 
;TAT 

 @live unc edu Languages ~8/hr N~ii,,~ ~p~k~r ~(;hii~i C]~inese is one of m,, January 
 ,favorite subjects I indulged myself in Chinese :2014 

literature which iucludes classic oues like The Four 
Classics and modem ones like Hong Gaolim~g ~ritten 
b? Mo Ym~ Thin,ks to a great amount of reading, I’m 

:good at Chinese writiug as well 

I 
 v@live unc edu Languages 25/hr Ma5 2013 UNC-Chapel Hill Graduate \~ith Degrees January 

 iu French and Afi’ican Studies, Minor iu 2014 
Medieval/Early Moderu Stadies French Double 
aria jot ~ith high m~jor GPA Highl? proficient/fluent, 
]mviug taken 9 years of French 

 r@live unc edu [Languages ~30-$40/hr I h~.c recci~.cd an International Baccalaureate :January 
r ’diploma in the French lm~guage m~d h~ e studied the 2014 

lauguage for seveu years I received euough credit iu 
college to be m~ Italim~ minor (conversation, 
,composition. grammar) aud have also speut a summer 
iu Rome practiciug the lauguage During my Italian 
courses, I also acted as a student tutor for several of 
my colleagues I stadied Spanish in the latter part of 
my college career, spending a summer iu Mexico 
l~racticing m) Spanish and learning Yucatec Ma) a 
This past semester. I worked with the Museum of 
Modern Art in Ne~x York City. acting as a translator 
for French, Italian, m~d Spm~ish ~isitors to the 
Museum I am also qualified to tutor iu a variety of 

the humanities due to m} degrees: art histo~ histo~ 
,arcb~eolog? m~d anthropolog} 

.................... .................. i )hr ........................................ ................. ............... 
 N~.c t~ken M~jorit} of South Asian Studies classes 2014 

~aith B+ aud above A beiug the highest grade I cau 
read aud ~x rite in Urdu I also have some kuowledge 
of Urdu m~d Hindi poct~ These are some of the 
:focuses of the department I have taken multiple 
,Asian classes thought by the Asiau Stadies 



J  !(including UNC. Extensive experience mwring in economics and,2014 

I 
iSTAT) statistics Williug to rotor Ibr Ecou I()1 310. 320. 

400 420 
.................... ....................... i~i~@i~r ..................... i~h~r ......................................... i~; C 6 i~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ 6i ~;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ii~ n ~ ~r ~ ............... 

 IScience a B I ~as a COMP 110 tutor for m} EDUC 387 2014 
(Peer Tutoring) class FNI of 2013 I took ENGL 105 
iu the Fall of 2012 aud passed with au A I have 
helped mm~} people edit there papers I h~,c taken 
MA~ 231 m~d 232 I h~,c done some tutoring in 
~my EDUC 387 (Peer Tutoriug) class for Pre-Calculus 
and CNculus I & II I mn a non-traditionN student, so 
I tend to ~ant to break thiugs do~u ~ hich seems to 
help people uuders~nd the material be~er 

~live unc edu iScience " 15/hr Can tutor m Bm 101 ~ Phss~cs 104 Rccct~cd htgh January 

~(including grades in both and ha~ e good uudersmndiug of both 2014 

 ~&live unc edu Math ~20-$25/hr Mathematical Decisiou Sciences and Economics January 
 (including ~Majors. GPA of 3 65 H~,c taken MATH courses 2014 

STAT) ~tNough 233 so can help ~ifl~ Algebra fl~rough 
Calculus 3 (specialty in Calculus I-3 or MATH 231- 
233) Received a 5 on AP AB Calc Extort. took talc 
2 & 3 at UNC and did ~ell Cau help with s~tistics 

~p to STOR 215 also 

 @~mail corn Humanities 15/hr I graduated ~ith a BA h~ Histo~ m~d Middle Eastern January 
Studies from the Uuiversity of Virginia in 2010 I 2014 
ha~c also ~orkcd at multiple Colonial era historic 
sites, as ~cll as ~oluntccrcd at fl~c Natio~M ~chi~cs 
Currently, I’m working on a M~ters of Teachiug with 
,a focus on sccondaD social studies 

 ~live unc edu IMath 30/hr Formerly au Assistaut Prot)ssor at Washington aud January 

 ~0nclud~ng Lee Uuiversity, a highly selective liberal a~s college, 2014 

iSTAT) and a teaching assistant at the Uni~crsit? of MaDlm~d 



sa @live unc edu Languages 25/hr I am a French ~ati~e speaker m~d I can help, students January 
~nith their French classes, help them impro~ e their 2014 

 I @ ve unc edu Languages 15-25/hr Undcrgrad student ~ith a great affinit~ and lo~e for January 
 Arabic as a language I’m onb a sophomore and ha~ e 2014 

’nearly completed nay Arabic major I currently t~tor a 



i received an in my math class and i was wondering if i was even close to 
passing? if i am only % off couldnt you just let me pass? this will decide 
weather or not i come back to chapel hil next semester, and i also tried to 
contact you via this email address a while before the exam to ask if there was 
anything i could do extra and you never replied, i went by your office a few 
times and i always missed you. all i need is a passing grade. Thank you for 

your help, 

mr. 

your final course avg is % i understand your disappointment with your 
course grade however, adding points to your course avg would not be fair to 
the rest of the math    students, i did receive your earlier email asking about 
extra credit, but this course does not include extra credit assignments all 
grades are based on the tests and homework covering the course syllabus if 
you would like to discuss this in person, please email me some times that fit 

your schedule, and i will get back to you. 
-Ma~k McCombs 
UNC Math 
Phillips Hall 358 
919-962-5753 



Mr.Mccombs, 
thats the problem, im from and im in till next semester. 
and without a passing grade in math i will be ineligable for next semester, it is 
only percent, and i would have done anything had you responded to my eamili 
sent earlier on. i did all the homeworks but i never herd from you. i herd from my 
teacher that i could pass by doing well on my exam so i studied very hard for it 
just to descover right before the exam that there are many many mistakes on the 
websit so i was learning things that wernt true. there must be some way you can 
see it fit to give me just % more. 

thatsthe problem in; trom          and im in          tiil ne’,~t semestek 
and without a passing @ade in math i will be ine!igable for next semester it ~s 

there wasn’t anything extra for you to do. 

i did ali ti~e homeworks but i never herd ~rom yo.~ 

your homework average is % 

grade, an improved final exam score only replaces the lowest test score. 

so i sludied very hard ~or it iust to descover right before the exam Ihat there a~e 

the mistakes on the website are neither serious enough nor 
frequent enough to cause someone to learn things that are not true. 

-Mark McCombs 



did all ti~e homeworks but i never herd ~rom yo.~ 

this doesnt change the fact that i did all the homeworks and that 

which means my teacher was correct by saying if i did well enough 
then i could pass. 

so i s1~.~died very hard ~or it iu~..t to de.-.cover right before the e~<am Ihat ti~ere a~e 

tb, e mistakes on the website are neither serious eno~gh no~ freq~ent enough to 

If you look on the log rythems you state a few "Rules" incorrectly, 
this to me means i am learning something incorrectly. 

apparently you either dont understand how seriouse this situation is 
for me, or you dont care. if i dont pass this class then i will not be allowed 
to return to study at Chapel Hill. 



Mr. 

Your course grade was determined by your scores on the four in-class tests, 
your homework average and your score on the final exam. As the syllabus 
clearly indicates, each test counts 14% of your course grade, your homework 
average counts 10%, and your final exam counts 34%. In your case, since your 
final exam score was better than your lowest test score, the exam score was 
used in place of that test score. Also, your homework average was computed 
after dropping the lowest of your 9 homework scores The details are as follows: 

Test 1 :    %     Test 2: % Test 8: % Test 4: ~/~ 

HWl : % HW4: % HW2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9: % each 

HW Avg: 

Thus, your course average = 

Final Exam: % 

The syllabus also clearly states that the minimum passing course average is 60%. 
This grading policy applies to every student enrolled in Math Regarding your 
statements below: 

You say that you did every homework, yet you only submitted out of the 9 
assignments. In fact, of the 14 graded assignments in the course, you scored a 
passing grade on only of them. 

Your instructor was correct when he told you that a strong enough score on the 
final exam would enable you to pass the class. Given your test scores, your final 
exam score needed to be greater than or equal to 80.2% in order for your course 
average to be greater than or equal to 60%. 

All of the logarithm rules are stated correctly on the websJte. Although in the 
printed version of the text, there Js a typographical error in the formula for 
radioactive half-life, this error was corrected in class lecture. Moreover, none of 
the final exam questions required the use of the half-life formula. 

The fact that you received no reply from me regarding your emaJl request for 
extra credit has no relevance to your course grade. 

You have the right to appeal your g~ade if you believe you earned a different 
grade, if you choose to do so, you should present the appeal in writing to the 
dean of your school (for students in the College of Arts and Sciences, this is the 
associate dean for advising.) The dean will refer the appeal to the administrative 
board of the College of Ar~s and Sciences, which will meet to consider whether 



you have offered sufficient grounds for referring the appeal to the chair of the 
depaC:ment concerned The department chair will appoint a committee to 
consider the appeal and will make a recommendation to the administrative board 
based on the committee’s findings The administrative board will make the final 
decision and no change of grade will be made except as a result of the decision 
by the board. The chair will report such decision to change the grade to the 
University Registrar’s Office Your appeal must be made no later than the last 

day of classes of the succeeding fall or spring semester 

~ have copied this email to Professor Karl Petersen (Mathematics Department 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Professor Patrick Eberlein (Mathematics 
Department Chair) and Dean Carolyn Cannon (Associate Dean of Academic 
Advising). Please direct any further communications to one of these people 
-Mark McCombs 

i know how the grading works, that is why i am apealing to you to just give me 
%. with that % i will have enough credit to return to school under academic 
probation, without it i will not return to college. 

and on your comment about no mistakes on log rythms, you apparently didnt look 
at property 2 in your explanation in chapeter 4.2 .there are many other mistakes 
like this and i think you should go through and correct them before another 
unfortunate student such as myself gets confused as tho which is correct and 
thus cannot learn the proper things 

Mr. 

Just so there is no misunderstanding, your course grade will not be changed 
unless the appeals committee rules that it should be changed. Please direct any 
further communication to Dean Cannon. 
-Mark McCombs 

Thank you for trying to help me and considering it. My father told me that you 
might be one of those "nice" teachers that would help me out considering it 
decides my future and its only % and that english isnt that language i usually 
take math in and that a long with having a teacher who doesnt speak english 
didnt really help. Im happy to know that there are still people that are good 
enough in this world to help a young forener not flunk out of college becuase of 

!,~,. Thank you again 



Mr. 

Please choose the response that best fits your circumstance. Note: More 

than 1 choice may apply. 

B 

D 

F 

Sincerely, 
-Mark McCombs 



i received an in my math class and i was wondering if i was even close to 
passing? if i am only % off couldnt you just let me pass? this will decide 
weather or not i come back to chapel hil next semester, and i also tried to 
contact you via this email address a while before the exam to ask if there was 
anything i could do extra and you never replied, i went by your office a few 
times and i always missed you. all i need is a passing grade. Thank you for 

your help, 

your final course avg is % i understand your disappointment with your 
course grade however, adding points to your course avg would not be fair to 
the rest of the math    students, i did receive your earlier email asking about 
extra credit, but this course does not include extra credit assignments all 
grades are based on the tests and homework covering the course syllabus if 
you would like to discuss this in person, please email me some times that fit 

your schedule, and i will get back to you. 
-Ma~k McCombs 
UNC Math 
Phillips Hall 358 
919-962-5753 



Mr.Mccombs, 
thats the problem, im from and im in till next semester. 
and without a passing grade in math i will be ineligable for next semester, it is 
only percent, and i would have done anything had you responded to my eamili 
sent earlier on. i did all the homeworks but i never herd from you. i herd from my 
teacher that i could pass by doing well on my exam so i studied very hard for it 
just to descover right before the exam that there are many many mistakes on the 
websit so i was learning things that wernt true. there must be some way you can 
see it fit to give me just % more. 

thatsthe problem in; trom          and im in          tiil ne’,~t semestek 
and without a passing @ade in math i will be ine!igable for next semester it ~s 

there wasn’t anything extra for you to do. 

i did ali ti~e homeworks but i never herd ~rom yo.~ 

your homework average is % 

grade, an improved final exam score only replaces the lowest test score. 

so i sludied very hard ~or it iust to descover right before the exam Ihat there a~e 

the mistakes on the website are neither serious enough nor 
frequent enough to cause someone to learn things that are not true. 

-Mark McCombs 



did all ti~e homeworks but i never herd ~rom yo.~ 

this doesnt change the fact that i did all the homeworks and that 

which means my teacher was correct by saying if i did well enough 
then i could pass. 

so i s1~.~died very hard ~or it iu~..t to de.-.cover right before the e~<am Ihat ti~ere a~e 

tb, e mistakes on the website are neither serious eno~gh no~ freq~ent enough to 

If you look on the log rythems you state a few "Rules" incorrectly, 
this to me means i am learning something incorrectly. 

apparently you either dont understand how seriouse this situation is 
for me, or you dont care. if i dont pass this class then i will not be allowed 
to return to study at Chapel Hill. 



Your course grade was determined by your scores on the four in-class tests, 
your homework average and your score on the final exam. As the syllabus 
clearly indicates, each test counts 14% of your course grade, your homework 
average counts 10%, and your final exam counts 34%. In your case, since your 
final exam score was better than your lowest test score, the exam score was 
used in place of that test score. Also, your homework average was computed 
after dropping the lowest of your 9 homework scores The details are as follows: 

Test 1 :    %     Test 2: % Test 8: % Test 4: % 

HWl : % HW4: % HW2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9: % each 

HW Avg: 

Thus, your course average = 

Final Exam: % 

The syllabus also clearly states that the minimum passing course average is 60%. 
This grading policy applies to every student enrolled in Math Regarding your 
statements below: 

You say that you did every homework, yet you only submitted out of the 9 
assignments. In fact, of the 14 graded assignments in the course, you scored a 
passing grade on only of them. 

Your instructor was correct when he told you that a strong enough score on the 
final exam would enable you to pass the class. Given your test scores, your final 
exam score needed to be greater than or equal to 80.2% in order for your course 
average to be greater than or equal to 60%. 

All of the logarithm rules are stated correctly on the websJte. Although in the 
printed version of the text, there Js a typographical error in the formula for 
radioactive half-life, this error was corrected in class lecture. Moreover, none of 
the final exam questions required the use of the half-life formula. 

The fact that you received no reply from me regarding your emaJl request for 
extra credit has no relevance to your course grade. 

You have the right to appeal your g~ade if you believe you earned a different 
grade, if you choose to do so, you should present the appeal in writing to the 
dean of your school (for students in the College of Arts and Sciences, this is the 
associate dean for advising.) The dean will refer the appeal to the administrative 
board of the College of Ar~s and Sciences, which will meet to consider whether 



you have offered sufficient grounds for referring the appeal to the chair of the 
depaC:ment concerned The department chair will appoint a committee to 
consider the appeal and will make a recommendation to the administrative board 
based on the committee’s findings The administrative board will make the final 
decision and no change of grade will be made except as a result of the decision 
by the board. The chair will report such decision to change the grade to the 
University Registrar’s Office Your appeal must be made no later than the last 

day of classes of the succeeding fall or spring semester 

~ have copied this email to Professor Karl Petersen (Mathematics Department 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Professor Patrick Eberlein (Mathematics 
Department Chair) and Dean Carolyn Cannon (Associate Dean of Academic 
Advising). Please direct any further communications to one of these people 
-Mark McCombs 

i know how the grading works, that is why i am apealing to you to just give me 
%. with that % i will have enough credit to return to school under academic 
probation, without it i will not return to college. 

and on your comment about no mistakes on log rythms, you apparently didnt look 
at property 2 in your explanation in chapeter 4.2 .there are many other mistakes 
like this and i think you should go through and correct them before another 
unfortunate student such as myself gets confused as tho which is correct and 
thus cannot learn the proper things 

Just so there is no misunderstanding, your course grade will not be changed 
unless the appeals committee rules that it should be changed. Please direct any 
further communication to Dean Cannon. 
-Mark McCombs 

Thank you for trying to help me and considering it. My father told me that you 
might be one of those "nice" teachers that would help me out considering it 
decides my future and its only % and that english isnt that language i usually 
take math in and that a long with having a teacher who doesnt speak english 
didnt really help. Im happy to know that there are still people that are good 
enough in this world to help a young forener not flunk out of college becuase of 

%. Thank you again 



Please choose the response that best fits your circumstance. Note: More 
than 1 choice may apply. 

B 

D 

F 

Sincerely, 
-Mark McCombs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Monday, Februat2¢ 3, 2014 6:45 AM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Did show you a jounmlism paper of an atNete who graduated? Told him I fl~ought it looked like fl~e work of a 6tl~ grader 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mm’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday, Febmm’y 3, 2014 I 1:02 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

RE: 

He asked me to watch rite tape of an atlflete reading trod lind me bmess the grade level - tough to do, alfltough he was skipping a lot of 
wotxls Also. he was one of~mne 

..... Ofigi~ml Message ..... 

Sent: MondW Febmmy 03 2014 6:45 AM 
To: Willingham, Mau C 
Subjecl: 

Did show you a jounmlism paper of aJ~ athlete who gin&rated? Told him I Ihought it looked like Ihc work of a 61h grader 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S <ggurney@ou edu> 

Monday, Februat2¢ 3, 2014 3:26 PM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: RE: 

That’s wiet~l 

> On Feb 3, 2014, a/ 10:03 AM. "Willingham, Mat3 C" <mwillingham~a ~mc edu> wrote: 

> Sent: Monda?., Febnla~y 03, 2014 6:45 AM 
> To: Willhtglmm, Mmy C 
> Subject: 

> Did show you a jounmlism paper of an athlete who graduated? Told hint I thought it looked like the work of a 6fit grader 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Monday, Febma~T 3, 2014 8:32 PM 

Donna Lopiano              ~gmail corn> 

Re: Struck out on new times trying again CAP Act Call Times 

Found it - Thanks 

Ma~T Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 7:24 PM, "Donna Lopiano" ~2~ail cc~n> wrote: 

Absolutely you should have received the meeting link if not, let me know and I will resend 
DL 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 6:35 PM, Willingham, MatT C <m~A!h~h~m@unc edu> wrote: 
Hi Donna, Can I join all of you on the conference call tomorrow at 9am and loop back in? SorlT 
for my absence I have been fullowing your emails and will be in DC the week of the 16th at a 
national literacy conference I plan on visiting some folks if they will see me MatT 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/- willingh 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:34 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

Thanks MatT hang in there yell if you want to talk have someone write an 
opinion piece for the local newspaper or do anything you are thinking might be 
helpful if you write it, I’ll send it under my name as an outsider etc etc 
DL 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
20"~ .538 5280 (w) (c) 



(Skype) 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 8:52 PM, Willingham, Ma~7/C <,nlwillin~ham ~£~mc du> 
wrote: 

Thanks Donna I am shutting the media firestonn down on Friday (have eased out 
of this week) and will loop back in with all of you next week The work that you 
have done/are doing continues to amaze me All of" those times work for me 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-~willingh 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 6:47 PM, "Donna Lopiano" ¯ 
wrote: 

I know you are hanging in there! Keep on being tough!!! ! You are 
winning 

Which of these times are best for you? 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
~,3-S ~S-~;’S0 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 

Date: Sun, Jan 26, 2014 at 8:36 PM 
Subject: Struck out on new times ttTing again CAP Act Call Times 
To: Allen Sack <         ~(u;,ahoo co~>, Brian Porto 
< bl~ol I’a~ e,~/~ o*/tlz.w,edu>, "ridpath697 " <vi dpatk {~ ok ~o edu~ 
Willingham Mary <M~vil!ing~mt~y¢ unc edu>, GenT Gurney 
<g/~um~V~p~ edt~>, Andrew Zimbalist <~imb~fl~6£ smith rzdu> 
Nchard Vedder~               @gma[~ o~> 

How about these - tell me which ones you can do 
Monday 5:00 pm 
Tuesday 9:00 am 
Tuesday 5:00 pm 

DL 



Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
~.0,-5_ 8-, st (w) (c) 

(Skype) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday, FebruatT 3, 2014 8:34 PM 

Donna Lopiano               ~gmail corn> 

Re: Struck out on new times trying again CAP Act Call Times 

Found it - Thanks 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

On Feb o, 2014, at 724 PM, "Donna Lopiano" d~_g_rna/l co/~> wrote: 

Absolutely you should have received the meeting link if not, let me know and I will resend 
DL 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 

",~ ww Spor~, \%nagen~e0tRe c!&ce :corn 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 6:35 PM, Willingham, MatT C <m~illi~o~hamik*"ur?c edu> wrote: 
Hi Donna, Can I join all of you on the conference call tomorrow at 9am and loop back in? Sort2/ 
for my absence I have been following your emails and will be in DC the week of the 16th at a 
national literacy conference I plan on visiting some folks if they will see me MatT 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/- willingh 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:34 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

Thanks MatT hang in there yell if you want to talk have someone write an 
opinion piece for the local newspaper or do anything you are thinking might be 
helpful if you write it, I’ll send it under my name as an outsider etc etc 
DL 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 



(Skype) 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 8:52 PM, Willingham, MatT C 
wrote: 

Thanks Donna I am shutting the media firestonn down on Friday (have eased out 
of this week) and will loop back in with all of you next week The work that you 
have done/are doing continues to amaze me All of those times work for me 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/- willingh 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 6:47 PM, "Donna Lopiano" 

I know you are hanging in there! Keep on being tough!!! ! You are 
winning 

Which of these times are best for you? 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 

(c) 
(SkTpe) 

Fol~varded message .......... 
From: Donna Lopiano ¢~ gmail corn> 
Date: Sun, Jan 26, 2014 at 8:36 PM 
Subject: Struck out on new times uTing again CAP Act Call Times 
To: Allen Sack <          _~?~ boo corn>, Brian Porto 
<b~!~ gh~{’~:~nno,n~!~ ,~:,e~!u>, "ridpath697 " <lt~~,-{~ol!i~?~!u.>, 
Willingham Mary <Mwi!!~nN?:mt@un<~x~u>, Gent Gurney 
<g~:;,2~d ou edu>, Andrew Zimbalist 
Richard Vedder < 

How about these - tell me which ones you can do 
Monday 5:00 pm 
Tuesday 9:00 am 
Tuesday 5:00 pm 



DL 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
:’03 338-3~0 (v0 (c) 

(Skype) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Adair            a~gmail com> 

Monday’, Februat3" 3, 2014 8:57 PM 

Willinghmn, Mat3 C <mwillinghmn@unc edu> 

Re: Thank you! 

Great to hear back from you Ma~5" - thanks for the note and hopefully you are getting lots more support fi’om other 
alumni and people who love Chapel Hill m~d the University 

One more thing I forgot to mention that you probably alread)" know - since U N C is a public institution it may not 
retuliate against you fur speaking without violating your constitutional rights If you real like the U niversitv is 
retaliating against you I urge you to get legal counsel with experience in 1st Amendment law 

On Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 8:27 AM, Willinghmn, Mar? C <~.~)’.’.fll].!~g~!.,’!~A~2-.’£~,~ wrote: 
Andrew. Thank you I really appreciate your email (and tx~eet) Time has come to do the right thing for our profit 
sport athletes who entertain us on game day" The ove~vhelming majority of our young men do not make it to 
graduation, or a Super Bowl Only 98 college football pla? crs entered the NFL draft this year, leaving thousm~ds 
behind who (according to the NCAA) "will go pro in something besides their sport" The NCAA uses propaganda, 
and not reseamh to back up these claims My descriptive analysis of athletes admired here at Carolina is far too 
disturbing, and the facts MUST be refuted to keep the machine moving Ibr~ard Frank Deford says, "we don’t like to 
look at ugly things" Indeed wc do not 
Sincerely, Mar? 

CSSAC, UNC CH 
www unc edu/- willin~h 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:13 PM, "Andrew Adair" 

My name is Andrew Adair I am a graduate of Chapel Hill High School (1990) and U N C -Chapel Hill 
(1994) 

I am deeply moved by your commitment to education and to the student-athletes at U N C I think your 
points are right on the money -- an atbleric scholarship should be an opportunity for young people with 
aflflcric talent to get a mcm~ingful education Ifthatmcm~s we give them remedial training in how to 
read--rather than pushing them through fake courses--so be it If the University’s institutional ego can’t 
suffer the idea of admitting students and giving them remedial training at the grade-school (or other 
appropriate) level, then it is using these young people in a cynical wa? to allow everyone else in the 
UNC community to enjoy cheering for the Tar Heels 

As you point out. it’s all about the money But since we are talking about a public university, other values 
should supersede 

Thank you for standing up for truth, basic standards, and tbr respecting the student-athletes as more than 
just a profit center tbr the university with a 4-year window! 

Andrew Adair 
Washington, DC 



It’s also lost that the cornparisons seem to be for all athletes, not just those in revenue sports My                                suggests that ot her stud ents 

wereawareofthespecial"guidance’andn~ajorchoicesforathletesth~re CynicismisappropriatetorallDivisionOneschools andmaybetheothersaswell It 

just seems un reason a ble to expect many athletes to maintain the sam e pace towards gra d uation in th e full range of possible majors as most other students 

Dick C 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EDUC387 ALL SP 14 <no-reply@sakai unc edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 6:01 PM 

EDUC387 ALL SP14 <no-reply@sakai unc edu> 

[ EDUC387 ALL SP 14 - Announcement ] quick interest survey 

An announcement has been added in the "EDUC387 ALL SP 14" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill 
(!!~{~i2~ edujy~orta[ ,~itei ~f3all2 ~7-120d-4!~3d-bc72-d~a7bfT’)30b’~) 

Subject: quick interest survey 

Group: Site 

Message: 

h.ps://unc az 1 qualtrics com/SE/?SID SVbNNxfhgdEkS4m2h 

cut and paste to your browser 

password - 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ LN~C-Chapel Hill ~[i[!p~;~(£~_~£~.!,~.~:L~.u_,~.,~t2~_l) fi-om 
the EDUC387 ALL SPI4 site 
You can modif,/how you receive notifications ~t M,/Workspace > Preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

TO; 

Subject: RE: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

I would argue that "clustering" in certain majors, in itself, should not be seen as something nefarious, if the clustering makes sense 
intellectually and with respect to vocational goals. For example, our athletes, especially in the ~evenue and highly publicized sports, a~e 
celebrities. Whet~er they go on professionally or not, they a~e likely to be in the public eye afber they graduate. A major in Communication 
Studies seems quite appropriate and does not seem to be a source of inordinately high g~ades. 
] would look at grading in particular courses (and instructors) obviously a harder job in lots of departments to find possibly less 
justified "clustering," Eligibility is preserved more with specific course selection than with the selection of majors, 

My two cents, Dick Cramer 
Richard trainer, PhD 



Reply-To: "Brooks, Edwin W,, <ewbrooks@ ve uric edu> 

Subject: RE:[thearg] clustering in N’western article 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio edu> 

Thursday, Februal~7 6, 2014 4:50 PM 

Donna Lopiano             @gmail corn>; Allen Sack           @yahoo corn>; 
Brian Porto <bpor~o@vermontlaw edu>; Willingham, MalN C 
<mwillingham@unc edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggumey@ou edu>; Andrew Zimbalist 
<azimbali@smith edu>; vedder-fo~ard                @gmail corn> 

RE: One Page Fact Sheet Requested by Senator Warren’s Office 

Donna and Ijpg 

I hke the edits by Andy great wolk Donna. Attached is a photo to make everyone smile and keep us motivatedH Two of 

yo~r favorites (u) 

Dave 

B I?av[d R[dpath~ ~d. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate P~ofessor and Kahandas Nandola P~ofessor of Spo~ts Adm[rdstrat[on 

740-593-g496 (0) 

740-593-9342 

ridpath@ohio.edu 

twittei @drr[dpath 

www.ohio.edu ~ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 

Iainted Glory: Marshall Dnive~sity, [he NCAA, arid One Man’s Fight fo[ Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

Blog at 

bdavidrid @aut horsxpress.com 

Ohio Univecsfl:y Expel[ Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexperLcfm? 

formid-1822088&pageid-2057126 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 8:21 AM 
TO: Allen Sack; Brian Porto; RidpaLh, Dave; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Andrew Zimbalist; redder-forward 
Su~ect: One Page Fact Sheet Requested by Senator Warren’s Office 



All - Allen is using this for a meeting today with Senator Blumenthal’s office And I’ve sent a copy to Senator 
Warren’s oft]ce asking for advice and suggestions 

To all of you - especially Brian - edits would be appreciated CANNOT EXCEED ONE PAGE which is 
always a bitch to produce!I!![! Enclosed a Word and a PDF for your convenience 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Cour~ 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna Lopiano 
DLopiano~? SportsMana~ementResources corn 
www SportsMana~ementResources corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu> 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 2:g7 PM 

Meyer, Jayma M <jmeyer@stblaw corn> 

Subject: Re: Terrifi!!!! 

Jayma, thanks for this great work Looking forward to reading it carefully Andy 

On Sat, Feb 8, at 12:08 PM, Meyer, Jayma M <.?n~ier@sth[~w con~> wrote: 

Dom~a: Our point about aggregating the salaries on!y~ applies to the sharing/dissemination of the 

information, Although I understand that some (or most} of the salaries of top football coaches are already 

publicly known, the an-dtrust !aws do not like the sharing of such sensitb~e--current- information among 

comi~etitors Hence, the DOJ guidelh~es for aggregating such information---guidelines which has been 

applied to the sharing of salaries. On the other hand, under 5arbanes Ox[ey, publicly traded companies are 

required to disclose the amount they pay their very top employees so there is some precedent for 

individual and specific pub!ic disclosure of sa!aries. ! do believe the reasons for such a requirement are 

analogous here, My mernor~, is that the concern was that CEO salaries especially had gotten out of hand, 

We can develop that more, 

in suggesting the rebuttable presumption [ was trying to come up with a way [o d[s[inguish be[ween 

salaries/spending caps that have clearer commercial ~ffects (even if savings are tied to academic pursuits) 
and .~he other areas {eligibility etc.) that are more obvious noncommerciah Perhaps, you might consider a 

rebuttable presumption of illegality if the presumption of legality does not fly--that would put the burden 
on the defendant to demonstrate the !eg[timate justifications for the caps. However, ! am not sure that a 

presumption of illegality gets you too much further than what is required under current law. At most, it 
might streamline litigation but the streamlining probably helps the cha!lengers more than the defenders of 

the cap. And, it could even encourage more !awsuits. 

Unfortunately, we have no.~ been able .~o find in our limited research other legislation that includes 

presumptions like suggested--so this may need more development. 

Perhaps, however, you are on to something; and the caps should apply to total salaries of all coaches in a 

particular sport (especially if it is not easy to reverse engineer the data and figure out what the top paying 
coach receives}. Facially, this idea would have more appeal from an antitrust standpoint. It is definitely 

something forth put’suing ---not sure how to simplify 



I have a conflict on Tuesday morning that I w[l! try to change on Monday but am not sure ! wi!l be 

successful. I, otherwise, am pretty flexible this coming week, Written questions are always helpful. 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 8:39 AM 
To: Meyer, Jayma M. 
(;c: Allen Sack; Brian Porto; ridpath697 .; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Andrew Zimbalist 
Subject: Terrific!!! 

Just finished my first read of your memo - absolutely great and so helpful I wonder if you are available on 
Tuesday at 9:00 am EST when our committee meets - to answer any questions members might have? 

I have one for you to think on-and can wait until Tuesday for an answer[ If this time isn’t convenience for 
you, we’ll gather all the questions and send them to you 

I fully "get" the concern over specific salat7 caps and amounts - we all understand this is a huge political 
weakness in our capitalist society, even when there huge salaries are the product of no paid labor force and 
therefore a rigged collegiate sport marketplace 

So, with regard to salaries -- are you saying that advancing a rebuttal assumption of legality for roles limiting 
expenditures and with regard to salaries, this would permit us to cap salaries - but only in the aggregate as 
opposed to by position? (ie, head coaches or assistant coaches, etc) 

For instance/hypothetically -- could we mandate that total salaries among all coaches in a specific sport could 
not exceed a XX% of average total sport operating costs ower the previous three years? Or, could we say, 
that total salaries among all coaches in sports that generate revenues in excess of $ I million annually could 
not exceed the maximum permissible number of coaches permitted by the NCAA for that sport multiplied by 

the 95th percentile average full professor salary among all US higher education doctoral institutions (or 
average 4-yr higher education institution president salaries)? I’m tqcing to get my head around "how" we 
could do it? 

I’m sure I’ll have more questions after my second read but want to throw this one at you 

Again, thanks so much for your hard work on this[![ 

Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 



Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Donna Lopiano (Skype) 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma 01063 
ph 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: ww w st nii~, ed~.~i- azi~l’~a/i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Sunday, 7:36 PM 

Re: Peer Tutoring Enrollment 

Let’s do an add fom~ and this semester a Dean has to approve If you can come to Steele (basement) 
tomorrow between 2 & 5, that would be good My apologies - not sure what happened MatT 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

On , at 6:10 PM, ’ wrote: 

Hello Mary, 

I’m currently a biochemistry peer tutor at Dey hall. Earlier this semester, I submitted an 

application and have been tutoring on Wednesday nights. However I just checked my Connect 

Carolina schedule and noticed that I have not been enrolled in Educ 

Could you officially enroll me in the course? 

Thanks, 



Begin fore arded message: 



IJNC class 

BA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn on behalf of 
@live unc edu> 

Monday,                1 : 39 PM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: advising 

Thank you I will come by and do that later today 

I really appreciate your help! 

On Mon,             at 7:51 AM, Willingham, Mary C <mwiliit~_eha~@urtc edu> wrote: 
I think that you can do it - Shaun in the grad division at the front desk can help you with the form I will be 
there this afternoon from 2-5 Ma]2¢ 

Ma~N Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. tmc.edu/- willingh 

On , at 11:26 PM, 

I am in 12 hours 

On Sun, at 9:04 PM, Willingham, Mary C <n,_,:d]]i~eh~m@unc edu> wrote: 
, How many hours are you in? Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On , at 8:38 PM, 

Hi Mary, 

I came in to see you on       about my graduation status and just had a quick 
question about pass/failing a class Would I be able to pass/fail my Soci    class 
that I am taking this semester? I am just taking it for hours, it is not required for 
my major or needed for any of my Gen Ed requirements My semester abroad 
was all pass/fail so I didn’t know if that would make a difference 

Thanks for the help! 

Best, 



On Wed,           at 3:20 PM, Willingham, Mm~ C 
<~n wi Ili n !~l_~_a_m (2~ u!!c__e_.d_ ~> wrote: 

To graduate- I I hours total needed, for the major 698 (3), & 8 hours of elective 

MatT Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

Universit,/of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

UniversiW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 





Proposals regarding Federal Maximum Wages 

Various proposals have been made for the federal government to more actively control federal wages it pays. For example, see attached NYT Op-Ed with a 

proposal for maximum wages for employees of federal government contractors that would apply a certain ratio of top paying to lowest employees 

Donna A. Lopia no, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203 538 5280 (w) it) 

(5kype~ 

DLO pla n o@Spor ts Ma na~ementResources.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@uncedu 

Monday, II:10 PM 

@liveuncedu> 

Re: Request for a Pr~ect Literacy Speakers’ Event 

sure 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willingh 

On at 11:09 PM, ’ ~,c &lyLc~_l~!> wrote: 

Yeah! Sorry I just reread your first email Could you do 7-8? 

iPhone?SX~-~ 

I 1:03 PM, 

I might not be able to pull offthe entire time Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On 

"Willingham, Mary C" 

at 9:25 PM, ’ (~21ive urc edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary[ Thanks so much for the response[ We were hoping to have the 
talk from 7:00-8:30. Does that time frame work for you and your TA? 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mw(!l)pgham@ur~ ;edq> 
Sent: Friday, 3:13 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Request for a Project Literacy Speakers’ Event 

, Thanks for the invitation. I am at Dey Hall (class-peer tutoring) on 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9, but I might be able to step out for an hour and 



leave my TA in charge. Let me know your time frame. B~t, Man/ 

~ent= Friday 2:53 AM 
~’o= Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject= Request for a Project Literacy Speakers’ Event 

Dear Mary Willinsham, 

My name is and I am a student at UNC-Chapel Hill and the 

dedicated to 

eradicatin8 illiteracy in the ChapeI-HilI-Carrboro area. I actually heard 

more about your story from my good friend who recently 

interviewed you for The Campus Blueprint. 

As a literacy orsanization, Project Literacy is deeply invested in discussing 

issues of education and learning, especially as they apply to our university 

and the surrounding area. We would really love for your story and your 

views on education as well as literacy to be told ! 

And thus we were hopin8 that you might have time to be part of an 

education and literacy panel we are putting together for 

Wednesday,              (We are also planning on having a professor 

from the school of education and a speaker from a local activist group). 

We would love if you could speak about your experience, your story, and 

your views on how to best go about fixing our education system. 

We know that you must be very busy, but we would love for this panel to 
shine a light on larger issues of literacy and ed ucation as well as your own 

story! 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live unc edu> 

Friday,                12:26 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

RE: 

Ms. Willingham, 

Thank you so much. Thanks to classes being cancelled, I am available any time. We can talk at whatever time is 

convenient for you. If it works for you talking at 4 would be fine. My number is Thank you so 

much. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:05 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: 

Let’s set up a conference call for tomorrow- tell me a time and number that works for you and we can 

sort it out over the phone. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On at 4:53 PM, 

Ms. Willingham, 

My name is             I am a      here at Chapel Hill. I was recently accepted in the 

Internship Program, which connects students with internships abroad while 

taking lecture-courses through UNC Chapel Hill; therefore, was I told I could graduate in May 

and still take classes in the summer. This creates an unusual application process for me and I was 

waiting as long as I could to apply for graduation to see if I would take the internship or not. 

With the deadline to apply for graduation on the I was planning on coming into the advising 

office on Thursday or Friday to apply and sort this out. However, due to bad weather, the offices 

are closed on both days, so I can not sort this out before the Sunday deadline. I was wondering 

what I should do In this case, as I will technically not graduate until after taking summer classes. 

Can my application for grad uation be differed? Or should I just apply on time anyways. Please let 

me know what your thoughts and if you have and advice. I am sorry for the inconvenience but I 

would appreciate any and all help. Thank you for your time and take care. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday,                  12:38 PM 

Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email uric edu> 

Fwd: Request for a Project Literacy Speakers’ Event 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~.!ue ~_~£~!.~ > 
Date: at 11:09:51 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary" 
Subject: Re: Request for a Project Literacy Speakers’ Event 

Yeall! Sorry I just reread your first email Could you do 7-8? 

iPhoneh~X£,{~ 

[ 1:03 PM, 

I might not be able to pull offthe entire time MatT 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willin~h 

On at 9:25 PM, ?.,~[ive unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary[ Thanks so much for the response[ We were hoping to have the 
talk from 7:00-8:30. Does that time frame work for you and your TA? 

Best, 



Thanks for the invitation. [ am at Dey Hall (class-peer tutoring) on 
Wednesday evenings from 6-9, but I might be able to step out for an hour and 
leave my TA in charge. Let me know your time frame. Be~t, Mary 

Ftom~ 

Sent: Friday, E53 AM 
TO: Willingham, Mary ~. 

Subject: Request for a Project Literacy Speakers’ Event 

Dear Mary Willingham, 

My name is and I am a student at UNC-Chapel Hill and the 

dedicated to 

eradicating illiteracy in the ChapeI-HilI-Carrboro area. I actually heard 

more about your story from my good friend , who recently 

interviewed you for The Campus Blueprint. 

As a literacy organization, Project Literacy is deeply invested in discussing 
issues of education and learning, especially as they apply to our university 
and the surrounding area. We would really love for your story and your 

views on education as well as literacy to be told ! 

And thus we were hoping that you might have time to be part of an 

education and literacy panel we are putting together for 

Wednesday,              (We are also planning on having a professor 

from the school of education and a speaker from a local activist group). 

We would love if you could speak about your experience, your story, and 

your views on how to best go about fixing our education system. 

We know that you must be very busy, but we would love for this panel to 

shine a light on larger issues of literacy and ed ucation as well as your own 

story[ 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:56 AM 

Robbie Beck ~att net> 

hr@unc edu 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested I/I 1/2014) 

DearMr. Beck- 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your message below, dated Saturday 1/11/2014 (sent to the Office of Human Resources’ 
general account hr~unc ed~!). 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at ~@:.[/!~91_icj_e_s~nc~d_#/~[i.c)_gs_/£.ublic-recordsL 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

From: Robbie Beck [f~ailto:~           ~a,~al:l:.t~e[1 

Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 1:58 PM 

According to Dan Kane at the Raleigh News and Observer, "Willingham, 52, first disclosed her concerns about 
the athletes’ struggles and the bogus classes to The News & Obsep~,er in August 2011. She went public in an N&O 
sto~ Nov. 17, 2012". 

Presumably most of that early communication between the N&O, Kane and Wlllingham was done via email, and 
they have continued to this day 

I ’~’,~uld like to request a cop’,,’ of all emails between Map,,’ Willingham and the News and Obsepver, particularly those 
addressed to Dan Kane. 

Thank you, 
-Robert Beck 
Class of 1981 



I wrde ~o acknowledge i~ceipt of you r request for public i~cords (included in you r message below sent to Karen Moon this morning), in which you wrote: 
"Also, the DTH mentions a strin g of e mails from Dean to Mary Willin gham Can you previde ABC11 with copies of that conversation about 
Willin gham’s research suspension?" 

We are looking into your request and will be back in touch if we have any questions The U niver~ity’s Public Records Policy is available on line at 
http:flpolicies unc edu/policiedpublic records/ 

Sincerely, 
Regina 



DuI hmn, NC 27701 



I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for p ublic records (included in your message below sent to Karen Moon this morning), in which you wrote referencing your 
~quest for records 

’any email exchanges between Willingham and Chancellor Folt as well?’ 

Sincerely 
Regina 

rl’amara Gibbs 
Reporter 





JanuatT 25, 2014 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
News Se~wices 

Attn: Director of News Services 
210 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

RE: Public records request 

I know you are busy, but I want to thank you in advance for helping me gather 

some public records regarding UNC’s recent analysis into student-athlete campus life I 

am writing to request a copy of: 

Emails exchanged between UNC employee MatT Willingham 

(nlwillingham@unc edu) and UNC histo~T professor Jay Smitll 

(jaysmith@mail unc edn) between Aug 10, 2013 and Jan 3 l, 2014 

Emails exchanged between UNC employee MatT Willingham 

(mwillinghama/,unc edu) and UNC Provost James W Dean Jr 

(James Dean@unc edu) between Aug 10, 2013 and Jan 3 l, 2014 

Emails exchanged between employee MatT Willingham 

(mwillingham@unc edu) and men’s basketball coach Roy Williams 

(~i!!~@¢m~it,~¢,vd~) between Aug 10, 2013 and Jan 31, 2014 

Emails exchanged between employee MatT Willingham 

(mwillingharn@unc edu) and Faculty Athletics Committee Chair Joy 

Renner (joy renner@med unc edu) between Aug 10, 2013 and Jan 31, 

2014 

The reading-level dataset submitted to UNC-Chapel Hill from Mat?," 

Willingham the week of Janua~T 13 

It’the files are available electronically and would be more convenient to email, 

tben that would be great I would be happy to pay copying and postage fees and help in 
any way I can, but if the cost is more than $5, please contact me and let me know 

I would vet3/much appreciate a response by the middle of next month, and if 
tbere is information that I am not entitled to, please let me know I understand tl~at 
sometimes some information doesn’t wa~ant disclosure for statuto~T reasons, and might 

need to be blotted out while releasing the public portion 

If there is anything I can do to help witll the request, please do not hesitate to let 
me know (email and my cell,              is the fastest way to reach me) 



Thanks again for all your help 

Sincerely. 

April Dudash 

The Durham Herald-Sun 
2828 Pickett Road 

Durham, NC 27705 
919-419-6646 

adudash@heraldsun corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email unc edu> 

Monday,                  9:37 PM 

Willingham, MatT C <mwillingham@unc edu>; Blanton, Robin C 
<rcb@email unc edu> 

RE: Scheduling a Meeting 

Actually Mary he has a problem with class~ he needs to see you or someone about. Robin he was suppose to make an 
appointment with you. This is the son of the "morn" we were talking to last week. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, 4:45 PM 
"[o~ Blanton, Robin C 

Subjeet~ FW: Scheduling a Meeting 

From~ 
Sent: Sunday~ " 10:39 PM 
TO: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjeet~ Scheduling a Meeting 

Evening Mrs Willingham, 

My name is              ; and I was referred to you by Mrs Billy down at the learning center She told me 
that you are "in charge" of the Biology study groups and that I should get into contact with you about possibly 
scheduling meeting(s) with you so that I could get some extra help in both my BIOL    and BIOL    L 
classes I’m "available" after 2 o’clock on both Mondays and Fridays, so hopefully we can work in some 
meeting times I also plan on t~ing to make some of the normal sessions on Thursdays in order to get any extra 
help that I may have Thanks again for your help, and I hope to hear back from you soon 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday,                9:46 PM 

@email unc edu> 

Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email unc edu>; Shambley, Billie K 
<shambley@email unc edu> 

Re: Scheduling a Meeting 

Thanks for the email Can you come to Dey Hall 2nd floor tomorrow night between 6 & 9? We have lots of 
tutors who can help you with Bio You can find me at the front hall table It would be nice to meet you 
Mal"y 

Ma~?¢ Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willin~h 

On , at 10:38 PM, " 

Evening Mrs Willingham, 

My name is              , and I was referred to you by Mrs Billy down at the learning center 
She told me that you are "in charge" of the Biology/study groups and that I should get into contact 
with you about possibly scheduling meeting(s) with you so that I could get some extra help in both 
my BIOL    and BIOL      classes I’m "available" after 2 o’clock on both Mondays and 
Fridays, so hopefully we can work in some meeting times I also plan on t~2cing to make some of 
the normal sessions on Thursdays in order to get any extra help that I may have Thanks again for 
your help, and I hope to hear back from you soon 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Monday, 9:46 PM 

@email unc edu> 
Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email unc edu>; Shambley, Billie K 
<shambley@email unc edu> 

Re: Scheduling a Meeting 

Thanks for the email Can you come to Dey Hall 2nd floor tomorrow night between 6 & 9? We have lots of 
tutors who can help you with Bio You can find me at the front hall table It would be nice to meet you 
MalN 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willin~h 

On , at 10:38 PM, " 

Evening Mrs Willingham, 

My name is              , and I was referred to you by Mrs Billy down at the learning center 
She told me that you are "in charge" of the Biology/study groups and that I should get into contact 
with you about possibly scheduling meeting(s) with you so that I could get some extra help in both 
my BIOL    and BIOL      classes I’m "available" after 2 o’clock on both Mondays and 
Fridays, so hopefully we can work in some meeting times I also plan on t~Ning to make some of 
the normal sessions on lhursdays in order to get any extra help that I may have lhanks again for 
your help, and I hope to hear back from you soon 

Sincerely, 



Date:Tue, 25 Fell 2014 092506 -0500 



........ Original Mcs~tgc ........ 

~ubject:RE: M3 ResF*)n~ to Mary’s Claims 

Date:Tuc, 25 Fell 2014 093938 -0500 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday,                3:41 PM 

@live unc edu> 

advising 

has completed the 2nd major of 

for 1st major. Currently in last class JOMC 

Mary Willingham 

UNC CH CSSAC 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

He is ok/approved to graduate with that major JSchool must approve 

and needs to successfully complete 9 hours to graduate in May. 



Te= Willingha m, Mary 

I have contacted the chancellor, provost, and faculty chair, and am now wa[H ng to hear back Is there anything else I should do? I have a lot of 

documentation regarding the summer session class in the J-school dean’s office file, and have extensive ema[I correspondence both between Professor 

Aikat and the class, and between myself and J-school dean Susan King. 

From: Willingh a rn, Mary C <rnwillingh am @uric edu> 

From: Willingha rn, Mary C <mwillinqham@unc edu> 

To= Willingha rn, Mary 

Dear Mrs Willingham: 

My name is and I am a here at the University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill First of all, I want to thank you for your 

vigilance in taking steps to assure that the academic integrity of programs here at UNC is maintained for all students Although many of the concerns 



Dean King listened to my concerns and visit ed the class, and spoke with the students enrolled [n % and tried to elicit feedback from them Fur[hermare, 

she and the J-school’s senior associate dean {Chris Roush) also met with Professor A[kat to address their concerns. However, the academic integrity of the 

course itself was never restored Although I was able to Lake and pass a subsequent course that listed JOMC     as a prerequisite, I am concerned about 

the level of academic integrity across Carolina as a whole For example, the course itself only met 23 out of 25 scheduled sessions - not to mention that 

the sesslons were not the entlre scheduled class tlme, and often ended 30 to 60 minutes before the two hours and fo~/five mlnute session was 

completed. 

Although the assignments were eventually handed back before the concluslon of the summer term, the lack of objective evaluation of students’ work and 

the difficulty of communicating with him outside of class sessions (of which there were so few) and the "watering down" of the syllabus were equally 

Furthermore, I have additional concerns about additional courses that may or may nat be of interest to you. These include: 

JOMC     (fall 

should have been 2:25 in length), but in practlce, many days, the course ended after 30 to 45 mlnutes. 

JOMC    {fall 

organization to the administration of the class, and with regard to the syllabus I did not speak to the journalism school dean about this course. This was 

with the same instructor as the     class above. 

SPHS (spring 

This was a three-credit class that met twice a week (so class sessions should have been 2:25 in length). This course also often only lasted 45 - 60 minutes 

GREK (fall 

week hour long class). 

ASIA     {spring 

In this class, which was designed to be a class centered around "Turkey: Beyond Tradition and Modernity", we began the semester with reading 

assignments and a syllabus that listed those. However, over Lime, the instructor became frustrated with what she perceived as a lack of student 

engagement, so often, she would spend the first 20-25 minutes of a class session talking about her frustration and trying to convince students to have 

majority of time in class watching films related to Turkey, and using the university mandated writing policy to assign responses to those instead of the 

POLl     (spring 

This class, in which I am currently enrolled, meets twice a week for lecture and once for a recitation section. However, the instructor does not usually 

begin actually covering material in lecture or slideshows until after about 20-25 minutes into the class session. The time before that is often devoted to 

One of my primary concerns with the POLl     class is that once the details below are taken into account, combined with the fact that at the be~innin~ of 

the semester, her husband {a UNC history professor specializing in Eastern Europe, which is related to the course topic of Politics in East Central Europe) 

and TAs guest-lectured for her because she was out of town for academic conference, as well as the inclement weather that canceled a class session and 

a week’s recitation, the combined and cumulative effert for the class will diminish its effectiveness or quality Furthermore, we often spend class time 

watching CNN videos on Eastern Europe before/d u ring/a fter WWII but yen/little time on lecture. For example, this past Tuesday out of a 

50 minute period, the instructor only lectured for 20 25 minutes, and on did not lecture at all, but merely discussed news clips from the 

Ukrainian conflict 

I have already contacted the attorney (Mr. Ken Wainstein) who is undergoing the new investigation into the AFAM and AFRI depar[ment but I felt that you 

would also be a good person to inform, since you are concerned about student success here at UNC and do not let the power structure and hierarchy of 

administration deter you from your goals. 



On 

Dear Mrs Willingham: 

My name [s and I am a here at the U n[vers[b/of North Carolina at Chapel HIll. First of al 

maintained for all students Although many of the concerns about academic [ntegr[ty here at the U nivers[ty have been 

focused around the former Department of African and Afro-American Studies, I wanted to inform you of several 

[n a newswdt[ng course, JOMC at UNC with professor Deb Aikat [n the School of Journalism and Mass 

with the school’s dean, and which in[tial correspondence I have enclosed [n this email: 



Thank you for taking the time to hear my concerns and thank you for all you do, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tsui. Frank <ftsui@physics uric edu> 

Thursda?,,                 5:20 PM 
djive uric edu> 

Willmgham, MInT C <mwillingham aunc edu> 

Re           email for advising 

I have just submitted an adjusbncnt via TarHccl Tracker allowing this substitution, ic count PHYS 
electives Will let you la~ow once it’s approved by the audit 
Best. 

Frank Tsui 
Professor I Director of Undergraduate Studies I Department of Physics and Astronomy 
The University of North Carolina 
CB# 3255, Phillips Hall I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3255 

On , at 4:25 PM, ~rote: 

Hi Dr. Tsui, 

The advising officelet me know thatthey need approvalfrom you before they can allow metomake course 

changes. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday,                3:44 PM 

Subject: email for advising 

is waiting for an email from Dr. Tsui to forward to me and then I will drop phys 

grad tracker. 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

and approve a late underload in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2054 50:23 AM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa L 

<tmaitlan@emaihunc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N 

<krademacher@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Samuel, Kari 

<kari.samuel@unc.edu>; :@live.unc.edu>; Garwood, Justin 
<sa rwoodj@ email.u nc.ed u> 

Willinsham, Mary C. <mwillinsham@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

closin8 at noon 

Not sure who I’ve emailed in the flurry of sortin~ out the weather so I’m sendin~ one to all to make sure. Given the weather, 

anyone who’s so inclined should feel free to head home at noon. Please contact your students, groups, etc. to reschedule or 

arrange phone meetings etc. If you are able to keep scheduled meetings with students, remember to record session notes in 

the appt. calendar.. 

We’ve also put a hold on appointments for tornorrow through noon in anticipation of icy roads in the rnorning, gray tuned 

for updates in the morning. Let me know if you foresee transport difficulties then. 

Looking forward to more days like yesterday! 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

lear ningcenter.unc.edu 



CSSAC, UNC CH 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mm~J C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 9:03 AM 

@eavthlink net> 

Re: Chicago Responds to My Brother’s Keeper Initiative by Teaching Young Men 
College Success 

Thanks, I’m newous and writing my speech Oh boy 

Mint Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willingh 

On Mar 8, 2014, at 8:00 AM, 

Holy wow! Have an awesome life-changing day 

(-a)earthlink net> wrote: 

On Mar 7, 2014, at 8:54 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham(~unc edu> wrote: 

Maw Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
w~vuncedu/-willin~h 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Proj ect, U S A" < @amerltech net> 
Date: March 7, 2014 at 7:43:46 PM CST 
To: <mwillin ~ham (-a)un c edu> 
Cc: elisabeth solomon < (~#,~mail corn>, dorothy davis 
<dorothy(?~blackstarproiect or~>, Jami Becka 
<iami(Y~blackstarproiect or~z>, "Vince Cain" (Y~mail corn>, 
Raquel Kid                   (~mail corn> 
Subject: Chicago Responds to My Brother’s Keeper hfitiative by 
Teaching Young Men College Success 

Plofessor Willingham, 

201.4. 

Thank you for },our work. 



From= The Black Star Project, USA [mailto:mfm@blackstarproiect.org] 
Sent= Friday, March 07, 2014 7:40 PM 
1"o:            @ameritech.net 
Subject: Chicago Responds to My Brother’s Keeper Tnitiative by Teaching Young 
Men College Success 

Media Advisol?~ 
Phillip Jackson 
For Immediate Release 

Contact: 

Phone: 

March 8, 2014 

Staunch Educational Advocate 
Teaches 

Young Black Men to Succeed in 
College 

University of North Carolina’s Mary 
Willingham Teaches Coaches, 

High School Principals, Parents and Student 
Atheletes How to Earn College Degrees 

Who: Mary Willingham, Clinical Instructor and Academic Adviser 
at the University of North Carolina, has become a national 
folk hero for her efforts to ensure that student athletes leave 
college with a degree rather than just bad knees and hurt 
feelings Her life has been threatened numerous times for her 
work to teach college athletes to read well Her efforts have 
caused major universities across America to reconsider how 
they teach and treat student athletes Ms. Willlngham is 
traveling to Chicago because of the "blurred lines" between 
athletics and academics that have caused major disruptions at 
many Chicago-area schools for student athletes 



What: President Barack Obama was probably speaking directly to 
Mary Willingham when he announced his "My Brother’s 
Keeper" initiative He is asking the United States to do what 
Ms. Willingham has done for years--teach young Black and 
Hispanic men to strive for excellence! The Black Star Project 
is hosting Ms. Willingham in a special session that will 
encourage and show young Black men, and their families, 
how to succeed in college Coaches, teachers and 
administraturs are also invited to this session to learn how to 
advocate for and academically support student athletes 

Why: Over the past two weeks, Curie, Homewood-Flossmoor, 
Hyde Park, Bogan and Uplift High Schools have all been 
banned from the ISHA basketball state championship 
tournament Schools, parents and student athletes must learn 
that these young people are students first and athletes second 
They must also learn that sports is only one means to the end 
of earning a college degree Ms. Willingham will share 
information with student athletes and their families about 
students’ rights and responsibilities to help ensure they receive 
the social/academic supports they need to earn college 
degrees 

Where: The Black Star Project 

3509 S. King Drive, Suite 2B 

Chicago, Illinois 

When: Saturday, March 8, 2014 

3:00 pm (photo opportunities) 

<imageO01 ipg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thc Black Star Project, USA a amcritcch nct> 

Satttrda~. March 8. 2014 10:54 AM 

FW: Black Sta" Responds to President Obama’s My Brotber’s Keeper lnitiati~ e by Teaching Black Male 
Stttdcnt Athlctcs to Earn Collcgc Dcgrcc: Maalik Novels Talks About "Gct Covcrcd Illinois" on 
WVON 

From: @ AOL [mailto:] 
Sent: Saturday, March 08, 2014 8:49 AM 
To:            @ameritech.net 
Subject: Re: Black Star Responds to President Obama’s My Brother’s Keeper Initiative by Teaching Black Male Student Athletes to Earn 
College Degree; Maalik Nevels Talks About "Get Covered Illinois" on WVON 

Hcy Phil] 

I ant m Orlando this weekend and will not be able to hem" May Williams I’d LOVE to hear her! Can I purchase a DVD or 
rccording? 

Have a Beautiful and Prosperous Day! 

Dwayne Bryant. 
President 

www.dbryant.com 
www.inner-vision-international.com 

TEL: 

On Mar 8, 2014, at 9:09 AM, "Thc Black Star Prqjcct, USA" 

The Black Star Project Responds to President 
Obama’s My Brother’s Keeper Initiative by Helping 

Black Male Student Athletes Graduate from 
College 

join 



Academic Adviser, Clinical Instructor 

Mary Willingham 

University 
of North Carolina’s Mary Wi[lingham Will Teach 
Coaches, High School Principals, Parents and Students 
Athletes How to Earn College Degrees 

Who: Mary Willingham, C[inical Instructor and Academic Adviser at the 
University of North Carotina, has become a nationat fotk hero for her efforts 
to ensure that student athletes [eave coUege with a degree rather than just 
bad knees and hurt f~e[ings. Her [if~ has been threatened numerous times 
for her work to teach coUege ath[etes to read weU. Her efforts have caused 
major universities across America to reconsider how they teach and treat 
student ath[etes. Ms. WiUingham is trave[ing to Chicago because of the 
"bturred lines" between athtetics and academics that have caused major 
disruptions at many Chicago-area schoo[s for student ath[etes. 

What: President Barack Obama was probab[y "speaking" directly to Mary 
Willingham when he announced his "My Brother’s Keeper" initiative. He is 
asking the United States to do what Ms. Willingharn has done for years--teach 
young Black and Hispanic men to strive for exceitence! The Black Star 
Project is hosting Ms. Willingham in a special session that wi[{ encourage and 
show young Black men, and their families, how to succeed in co{lege. 
Coaches, teachers and administrators are a[so invited to this session to learn 
how to advocate for and academica{[y support student ath[etes. 

Why: Over the past two weeks, Curie, Homewood-Flossmoor, Hyde Park, 
Bogan and Uplift High Schools have atl been banned from the ISHA 
basketbaU state championship tournament. Schools, parents and student 
athletes must team that these young peop[e are students first and ath[etes 
second. They must also learn that sports is only one means to the end of 
earning a cortege degree. Ms. Willin~lham witt share information with 
student athletes and their families about students’ rights and responsibilities 
to hetp ensure they receive the sociat/academic supports they need to earn 
coUege degrees. 

Where: The Black Star Project 
3509 S. King Drive, Suite 2B 



Chicago, Illinois 

When: Saturday, March 8, 2014 
2:00 pm 

Tune in to hear 

Malik Nevels 
Executive Director 

Illinois African American Coalition for Prevention 

discuss 

The Affordable Care Act, Illinois Health 
Insurance Marketplace, 
Get Covered Illinois 

Saturday,/~arch 8, 2014 
6:00 pm central time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail corn> 

Monday,                1:02 PM 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: Summer Online Course 

would Math fulfill the credit? 

On Wed,            at 9:55 AM,                            [rZ.~gmaJ! c~.m~> wrote: 
Ok thank you I’m also going to keep considering courses at NCCU 

On             at 60a PM, W~lhngham, Ma~’y C ~ ~x~ IIm~ha~n~u~,~ ~:~ wrote 

Math or Phil but ! need a closer look 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On at 5:32 PM, ;~,~mall corn> wrote: 

Ok, thanks for that Are there any online courses with a QI credit that you would 
recommend? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C ca d!!~b_arn~ <n~ ~du 

Cornp counts for a PH not a QI/QR 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:04 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Summer Online Course 

Ok, thank you 

On Mon,            at 6:26 AM, Willingham, Mary C 
<~’~,~[!~ngh~:~-) !! n ~ e’~!u.> wrote 



I can look it up this afternoon in CC and email you back Mary 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

On at 4:57 PM, 
¯ ~mai! cot~> wrote: 

It was a QI requirement I’m about 85% sure that class 
will fulfill the credit, but I can meet with you tomorrow 
just to make sure 

On             at I 1:20 AM, "Willingham, Mary C" 
<m wil[in~,,ha~ i~iu~c ed.~> wrote: 

HI 
I don’t remember which requirement you 
need - is it the QR or QI? Or was it just an 
elective? 
We can meet during walk in hours this week 
(Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday) and 1 can 
look it up Mary 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 11:11 AM, 
,’_,u~A~ail corn> wrote: 

Hi, I was looking at the option 
of taking a course online instead 
oftransfe~ing a credit in If 
memory serves me right, the 
Comp    course, Computers 
and Society, would fulfill this 
last credit Could you let me 
know if this is a better option? 
Thanks for all of your help 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Class of 

Class of 
BA 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 
BA 

Un{versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalN C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Monday,               2:40 PM 

@gmail corn> 

Re: Summer Online Course 

Yes Because you can take 2 QR or 1 QI & 1 QR 
Math           are QR’s 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On at 1:02 PM, 

would Math    fulfill the credit? 

On Wed,            at 9:55 AM,                            ’~9~=mail :,czcr~> wrote: 
Ok thank you I’m also going to keep considering courses at NCCU 

On 

M~h    orPhil 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

at 6:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <~wi[[it~ha~,u~c edu> wrote: 

but I need a closer look 

On , at 5:32 PM, ~2ism;~ll corn> wrote: 

Ok, thanks for that Are there any online courses with a QI credit that 
you would recommend? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On             at 5:17 PM, "Willingham, Ma~’y C" 
<m wi!lirt..g] am@ u nc ed u> wrote: 

Comp    counts for a PH not a QI/QR 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:04 AM 
To: Willingham, Mar~ C. 
~ubject: Re: Summer Online Course 

Ok, thank you 



On Mon, at 6:26 AM, Willingham, Mary C 

I can look it up this afternoon in CC and email you back 

Mat3~ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/- willingh 

On at 4:57 PM, 
@g~ ail corn> wrote: 

It was a QI requirement I’m about 85% sure 
that class will fulfill the credit, but I can 
meet with you tomorrow j ust to make sure 

HI 
I don’t remember which 
requirement you need - is it the 
QR or QI? Orwas it just an 
elective? 
We can meet during walk in 
hours this week (Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday) and I 
can look it up Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willin ~h 

On at ll:llAM, 

Hi, I was looking at 
the option of taking 
a course online 
instead of 
transferring a credit 
in If memory 
selwes me right, the 



Comp      course, 
Computers and 
Society, would 
fulfill this last 
credit Could you 
let me know if this 
is a better option? 
Thanks for all of 
your help 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Class of 

Class of 
BA 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail com> 

MondaY, 4:13 PM 

Willinghmn, Mat) C <mwillinghmn@unc edu> 

Re: Summer Online Course 

I’m still not clear on whether or not I hax e taken 2 QRs because I hax e Math and under my belt 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Wed.            at 9:55 AM.                             ~mail con,> wrote: 
Ok thm~k you I’m also going to keep considering courses at 

iOn ¯ at 6:03 PM. "Willingham. Maw C" <Jt!wi~[{ngJ!a!!LrLm)cedu> wrote: 

Math or Phil but I need a closer look 

CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

Ok, thanks for that Arc there any online courses with a QI credit 
that you would recommend? 

Sent from my iPhonc 

<mwillin~hm~ r; uric cdu> wrote: 



Comp counts for a PH not a QI/QR 

From: )cjmai[ c~m] 
Sent= Monday, 11:04 AM 
To= Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject= Re: Summer Online Course 

Ok, thank you 

On Mon, at 6:26 AM, Willmgham, Mary 

I can look it up this afternoon in CC and email you 
back Mat3 

CSSAC, UNC CH 
www unc edu/-willingh 

On . at 4:57 PM, 
~[. ~m > wrote: 

It was a QI requirement I’m about 85% 
sure that class will fulfill the credit, but I 
can meet with you tomorrow just to 
make sure 

On            at 11:20 AM. 
"Willingham, Mat5" C" 
<mwi!]m~]~r~na ~ ~ mc cd~> wrote: 

HI 
I dont remember which 
requirement you need - is it 
the QR or QI? Or was it just 
m~ elective? 
We can meet during walk in 
hours this week (Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday) and 
I cm~ look it up Mat3 

Mat3 Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www unc edu/-willin~zh 



wrote: 

Hi, I was 
looking atthe 
option of taking 
a course online 
instead of 
transferring a 
credit in If 
memory serves 
mc right, the 
Comp 

Computers 
Society, would 
fulfill this last 
credit Could 
you let me 

better option? 
Thanks for all 
of your help 

UNC-Chapel 
Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPLENTS/CN WLLLINGH> 

Monday               4:14 PM 

~gmail corn> 

RE: Summer Online Course 

From [mailto 
Se~t: Monday, 4:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Summer Online Course 

I’m still not clear on whether or not I have taken 2 QRs because I have Math under my belt 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:39 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham(i~,unc edu> wrote: 

Yes Because you can take 2 QR or 1 QI & 1 QR 
Math          are QR’s 

Mary Willingbam 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willin~h 

On at 1:02 PM, 

would Math fulfill the credit? 

On Wed,            at 9:55 AM,                           ~mail corn> wrote: 
Ok thank you I’m also going to keep considering courses at NCCU 

On at 6:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillin~ham(i~,unc edu> wrote: 

Math or Phil but I need a closer look 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willin~h 

On at 5:32 PM, " 
wrote: 

Ok, thanks for that Are there any online courses with a QI credit 
that you would recommend? 

Sent from my iPhone 



On            at 5:17 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" 
<mwillin ~ham(i~,un c edu> wrote: 

Comp    counts for a PH not a QI/QR 

From: 
@qmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 11:04 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Summer Online Course 

Ok, thank you 

On Mon,            at 6:26 AM, Willingham, Mary 
C <mwillin~ham~,,unc edu> wrote: 
I cat look it up this afternoon in CC and email you 
back Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
~v unc edu/-willingh 

On at 4:57 PM~ 
(a)£mail corn> wrote: 

It was a QI requirement I’m about 85% 
sure that class will fulfill the credit, but 1 
can meet with you tomorrow just to make 
sure 

On           at 11:20 AM, 
"Willingham, Mary 
<mwillin ~ham(i~,un c edu> wrote: 

I don’t remember which 
requirement you need - is it 
the QR or QI? Or was it just 
an elective? 
We can meet during walk in 
hours this week (Monday, 
Tuesday or Wechtesday) mtd 
1 cat look it up Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
~v unc edu/-willin~h 



AM 

Hi, I was 
looking at the 
option of taking 
a course online 
instead of 
trmlsfemng a 
credit in If 

me right, the 
Comp 

Computers mid 
Society, would 
fulfill this last 
credit Could 
you let me know 
if this is a better 
option? Thanks 
for all of your 
help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday,              7:34 AM 

@live unc edu> 

RE: advising update 

You will need to pull your current grad application and reapply for August graduation(in June). Once you do that, you 
should be able to drop SS courses in your cart. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 7:27 PM 
"l’o: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjeet~ Re: advising update 

Dear Ms Willingham, does that mean that they would send me my diploma in December? After I finish my 
summer courses do I have to come back for any reason? Also, when is registration for summer school because I 
haven’t been able to add anything to my cart Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:18 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillingham(~unc edu> wrote: 

Ok No problem, while you can walk graduation in May, you will have to reapply for Aug grad-- 
after you complete requirements 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/- willin~h 

On~ at 6:17 PM, ?blive unc edu> wrote: 

Dear Ms Willingham, 
That’s correct that I would need 2 more hours I planned on doing maymester or June 
summer school to finish up Am I allowed to do that? Thank you for messaging me 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:18 PM, "Willingham, Ma~J C" <mwillingham(~Sunc edu> 
wrote: 

I am in advising working on your graduation pre clearance and I’m confused 

about your hours. Unless I’m missing something, you would need 2 more hours 



after this semester to graduate. Please let me know or come to see me some 

afternoon in advising between 2 & 4 during walk in hours. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

UNC CH CSSAC 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:44 PM 

Liz Arredondo°            @gmail corn> 

Re: MemotoPAGComm 31214 

The ncaa piece was what I was referring to let me send it to you again and maybe tomorrow because I 
posted the Kansas sto~T Also, you might be happy to know that rm traveling with on a 
college tour so I will be offthe g~id for the weekend starting at about Ipm tomorrow - until Sunday late 
evening Thanks!!! 

MalT Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc.edu/- willin~h 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 6:36 PM, "Liz Arredondo" < @gmail corn> wrote: 

I am about to get this up on the blog and then tweet it out Is the link below the article? If so, is it 
really that short? I just want to make sure it’s not something I have to have permissions to, to view 
the whole article Did you want me to post that in media? 

Also, with the PDF,I am going to blog it and then tweet it out, but do you want it under the NCAA 
Reform page? 

Best, 
LIz 

On Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 12:38 PM, Willingham, MatT C <mvA![[nghsm3~.: !!nc ed*~> wrote: 
Liz, 
The attached letter might be interesting to post - the NCAA is ’talking’ reform 
We could tweet with a comment - 
Is the NCAA capable of "real" reform that REALLY puts the education and welfare of athletes 
first and foremost? 

The article is also interesting 

Begin fotwv-arded message: 

Date: March 13, 2014 at 1:26:47 PM EDT 
To: Jay M Smith <] 
Subject: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Two interesting items fiom Donna this morning 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~J C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:44 PM 

Liz Arredondo <            ~gmail corn> 

Re: MemotoPAGComm 31214 

The ncaa piece was what I was refel+ing to let me send it to you again and maybe tomorrow because I 
posted the Kansas stol?~ Also, you might be happy to know that rm traveling with on a 
college tour so I will be offthe grid for the weekend starting at about Ipm tomorrow - un~l Sunday late 
evening Thanks![[ 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 6:36 PM, "Liz Arredondo" < 

I am about to get this up on the blog and then tweet it out Is the link below the a~icle? It" so, is it 
really that short? I just want to make sure it’s not something I have to have pem~issions to, to view 
the whole article Did you want me to post that in media? 

Also, with the PDF,I am going to blog it and then tweet it out, but do you want it under the NCAA 
Reform page? 

Best, 
LIz 

On Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 12:38 PM, Willingham, MatT C <m¢,,ill~n~hma~@~mc eck~> wrote: 
Liz, 
The attached letter might be interesting to post - the NCAA is ’talking’ reform 
We could tweet with a comment - 
Is the NCAA capable of "real" reform that REALLY puts the education and welfare of athletes 
first and foremost? 

The article is also interesting 

Begin fot~-arded message: 

From: <n ~illinglta~v-X~N u nl ~’dt’~> 
Date: March 13, 2014 at 1:26:47 PMEDT 
To: Jay M Smith <~ysn~i~h(;i,’en~ail un~ e~h~> 
Subject: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Two interesting items from Donna this morning 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liz Arredondo <             ~gmail corn> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:50 PM 

Willingham, Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu> 

Re: MemotoPAGComm 31214 

So, you want the PDF posted tomorrow, not today? 

Oh, I just checked the twitter and see that you posted the Kansas state article Did you want that in media too? 

Awesome, college tours are exciting! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <rr~v,i[lin~harr~,=~mc ed~> wrote: 

The ncaa piece was what I was referring to let me send it to you again and maybe tomorrow 
because I posted the Kansas sto~ay Also, you might be happy to know that I’m traveling with 

on a college tour so I will be offthe grid for the weekend starting at about Ipm 
tomorrow - until Sunday late evening Thanks[![ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.mlc.edu/--willin ~h 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 6:36 PM, "Liz A~+edondo" < ~2~a~ai[ c~rn> wrote: 

I am about to get this up on the blog and then tweet it out Is the link below the article? 
If so, is it really that short? I just want to make sure it’s not something I have to have 
pemfissions to, to view the whole article Did you want me to post that in media? 

Also, with the PDF,I am going to blog it and then tweet it out, but do you want it under 
the NCAA Reform page? 

Best, 
LIz 

On Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 12:38 PM, Willingham, Mary C 
wrote: 

Liz, 
The attached letter might be interesting to post - the NCAA is ’talking’ reform 
We could tweet with a comment - 
Is the NCAA capable of "real" reform that REALLY puts the education and welfare 
of athletes first and foremost? 

The article is also interesting 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: 
Date: March 13, 2014 at 1:26:47 PM EDT 



To: Jay M Smith <iaS:smitb~)emai[ u~c edu> 
Subject: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Two interesting items from Donna this morning 

hlcF:iiw~a~-2 !)wo~d comit~ew~,, 7914imari [ 2iku-st~.~den ~-se~,ate-vole~ 
e[imina’tc- s~sdent-i~c-Nk~[i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:56 PM 

Liz Arredondo <            @gmail corn> 

Re: Memo to PAGComm 3 12 14 

Let’s say tomorrow for posting the PDF and the comment - 

Is the NCAA capable of"real" refom~ that REALLY puts the education 
and welfare of athletes first and foremost? 

The March 25th HBO piece is going to be really big 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 6:50 PM, "Liz Arredondo" < ?~/2r~a_~! ~9~_~> wrote: 

So, you want the PDF posted tomorrow, not today? 

Oh, I just checked the twitter and see that you posted the Kansas state article Did you want that in 
media too? 

Awesome, college tours are exciting[ 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Willingham, Ma~’ C" <mwfllh~sz_h ~mi~ unc ed~> wrote: 

The ncaa piece was what I was referring to let me send it to you again and maybe 
tomorrow because I posted the Kansas sto~ Also, you might be happy to know that 
I’m traveling with                    on a college tour so I will be off the grid for 
the weekend starting at about lpm tomorrow - until Sunday late evening Thanks[!! 

Maple Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/~willin ~h 

On Mar ~ ~ " " ~" " I~, 2014, at 6~6 PM, L~z Arredondo" < ~’~n~a~l corn> wrote: 

I am about to get this up on the blog and then tweet it out Is the link 
below the anicle? If so, is it really that short? I just want to make sure it’s 
not something I have to have permissions to, to view the whole article 
Did you want me to post that in media? 

Also, with the PDF,I am going to blog it and then tweet it out, but do you 
want it under the NCAA Reform page? 

Best, 



LIz 

On Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 12:38 PM, Willingham, Malay C 
< n i wi[li n~h at ~?~g. ~2~.~ > wrote: 

Liz, 
The attached letter might be interesting to post - the NCAA is ’talking’ 
reform 
We could tweet with a comment - 
Is the NCAA capable of "real" reform that REALLY puts the education 
and welfare of athletes first and foremost? 

The ardcle is also interesting 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <m~ i!lirLchm’~@ u nc edu> 
Date: March 13, 2014 at 1:26:47 PM EDT 
To: Jay M Smith ~ja)s~n tl,~,el~ait m~¢ edu> 
Subject: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Two interesting items from Donna this morning 

http ://www21jworld com/news/2014/mar/12/ku-student- 
senate-votes-eliminate-student-fee-athl/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~T C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:56 PM 

Liz Arredondo <            ~gmail corn> 

Re: MemotoPAGComm 31214 

Let’s say tomorrow for posting the PDF and the comment - 

Is the NCAA capable of "real" reform that REALLY puts the education 
and welfare of athletes first and foremost? 

The March 25th HBO piece is going to be really big 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 6:50 PM, "Liz Arredondo" < ~.mail coq~> wrote: 

So, you want the PDF posted tomorrow, not today? 

Oh, I just checked the twitter and see that you posted the Kansas state article Did you want that in 
media too? 

Awesome, college tours are exciting! 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Willingham, Mm~’ C" <on ~]lJinfA~am~c~.t., ~c edt~> wrote: 

The ncaa piece was what ! was refe~+ing to let me send it to you again and maybe 
tomorrow because I posted the Kansas sto~’y Also, you might be happy to know that 
I’m traveling with                    on a college tour so I will be off the grid for 
the weekend starting at about lpm tomorrow - until Sunday late evening Thanks[!! 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/~willin ~h 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 6:36 PM, "Liz Arredondo" < ~ gm~=com> wrote: 

I am about to get this up on the blog and then tweet it out Is the link 
below the article? If so, is it really that short? I just want to make sure it’s 
not something I have to have permissions to, to view the whole article 
Did you want me to post that in media? 

Also, with the PDF,I am going to blog it and then tweet it out, but do you 
want it under the NCAA Reform page? 

Best, 
LIz 

On Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 12:38 PM, Willingham, Ma~T C 



<~wi[li~2gham@ut~c ed~> wrote: 
Liz, 
The attached letter might be interesting to post - the NCAA is ’talking’ 
reform 
We could tweet with a comment - 
Is the NCAA capable of"real" reform that REALLY puts the education 
and welfare of athletes first and foremost? 

The article is also interesting 

Begin fot~-arded message: 

Date: March 13, 2014 at 1:26:47 PM EDI 
To: Jay M Smith <)r, snllth’~,~em:~il tree cdn> 
Subject: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Two interesting items from Donna this morning 

senate votes elimit~tc strident fec ~h!i 





If you favor arid could establish such a program, it could also be applied to all the marly st r ugglirlg yourlg merl irl the mirlor leagues of baseball. For all the faults 
and criticisms of Df football and basketball revenue spolts those student athletes are far beret off than their courlterpaHs playirlg for pennies as ’paid athletes’ 
ill the rnirlor leagues That is another story to be sure but also arlot her opport urlity for educators to improve the lives of thc~e young people. 

Btw, I got some positive feedback from my blog article that I sent to you from those in the business of sports This is the li[ik to it 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

@live unc edu> 
Re: Tutoring Wednesday Night 

Thanks and congrats - enjoy your visit Best, 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On at 9:58 AM, 

Hi[ Hope you both had a nice break. I mentioned to before break that I will not be at 

tutoring tomorrow night. I have been accepted to for graduate school and 

am leaving tonight to meet the faculty and graduate students tomorrow. I am unsure of when I 

will be able to get back to Chapel Hill. I can get any notes or forms from the meeting from one of 

the other tutors next week. If I need to do anything else please let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday,                10:08 AM 

@live unc edu> 

Re: Tutoring Wednesday Night 

Thanks and congrats - enjoy your visit Best, Ma~y 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

On , at 9:58 AM, ’ 

Hi[ Hope you both had a nice break. I mentioned to before break that I will not be at 

tutoring tomorrow night. I have been accepted to for graduate school and 

am leaving tonight to meet the faculty and graduate students tomorrow. I am unsure of when I 

will be able to get back to Chapel Hill. I can get any notes or forms from the meeting from one of 

the other tutors next week. If I need to do anything else please let me know! 



mwillingham@unc edu 

Tucsda), 9:31 PM 

?~;gqnail corn> 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Re: Hello Horn future 

Yes¸ 

CSSAC, UNC CH 
www unc edu/-willingh 

On at 9:26 PM. 

Stoele Building, I assume? 

On Tue,             at 9:20 PM. Willingham, Mm3" C <mwillia~bam(. urtc edu> wrote: 
That \~ould be gn-eat Basement, gncad division Mat3 

> On , at 9:17 PM. ~a gmai/cow> wrote: 
> 

> 
> Thank you for your quick response, and my apologies for the slow reply I am tied up before 2 PM on 
Thursday and Pridav. but I have some availability" Thursday afternoon during your advising time Would it 
be okay for me to swing by sometime tben? 

> Best, 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> 
>> Hi 
>> Thanks for Ihc cmail Congratulations on your position as - Ihat’s vet? exciting 
>> I have some flexibilil? before 2pm on Thursda} and Frida? of Ihis \~eek Let me 1~o\~ if you want to 
meet out somewhere or on campus [ also work in advising (lower level, grad division) evely afternoon from 
2-5. and you are always welcome to stop by tbere Look fore ard to meeting you Best. Mm3" 

>>> On at 12:04 AM, (~t,ti] corn> wrote: 

>>> Ms Willingham, 
>>> 
>>> I hol~e d~at you are doing well M? name is and I \~as recentl? 

here at UNC 

>>> I expect tbat you are busy during tbis time oftbe semester but if you have any time in tbe next few 
weeks I would like to come introduce mysell~ Is tbere a time tbat may be com’enient to meet? 

>>> Thanks vet? much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday,              9:31 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Re: Hello from 

Yes¸ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin ~h 

On at 9:26 PM, 

Steele Building, I assume? 

wrote: 

On Tue,             at 9:20 PM, Willingham, Mary C <n~witli~@~((~ u,nc edu> wrote: 
That would be great Basement, grad division Mary 

> On at 9:17 PM, " 2!v~m¢fl corn> wrote: 
> 
> Hi Ms Willingham, 
> 
> Thank you for your quick response, and my apologies for the slow reply I am tied up before 2 
PM on Thursday and Friday, but I have some availability Thursday afternoon during your 
advising time Would it be okay for me to swing by sometime then? 
> 

> Best, 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
>> On at 6:47 AM, "Willingham, Mary C" <m,:,:,ll,rgt!a ~i~.;~,c~du> wrote: 

>> Hi 
>> Thanks for the email Congratulations on your - that’s ve~?~ exciting 
>> I have some flexibility before 2pm on Thursday and Friday of this week Let me know if you 
want to meet out somewhere or on campus I also work in advising (lower level, grad division) 
every afternoon from 2-5, and you are always welcome to stop by there Look forward to 
meeting you Best, Mary 

>> 

>>> On at 12:04 AM, ’ ?.~gcmdl ~?~A> wrote: 



>>> Ms Willingham, 
>>> 

>>> I hope that you are doing well My name is and I was recently 
here at UNC 

>>> I expect that you are busy during this time of the semester, but if you have any time in the 
next few weeks I would like to come introduce myself Is there a time that may be convenient to 

meet? 
>>> 

>>> Thanks very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

UNC Learning Center <learningcenter@unc edu> 

Friday,              12:42 PM 

PenT, Christina <cp@unc edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc edu>; 
Rademacher, Kfisten N <krademacher@unc edu>; Willingham, MalT C 
<mwillingham@unc edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email unc edu>; Maitland, Theresa 
L <tmaitlan@email unc edu> 
FW: Succeeding as an Actor with a Disability: An Evening with RJ Mitre at UNC-CH - 

at 7pro 

RJ mitre flyer pdf 

From~ 
Sent: Thursday, 4:39 PM 
TO~ Carolina Coalition for Disability Justice Li~ 
Subjeet~ [disabilib/~ustice] Succeeding as an Actor with a Disability: An Evening with RJ Mgte at UNC-CH - at 
7pro 

Hi, everyone, 

Please join me in congratulating the Best Buddies Disability Awareness committee for organizing a big-name 
speaker for disability inclusion on campus, RJ Mitte of the hit TV series Breaking Bad. 

Please mark your calendars for the event, and share the attached flyer with your students/peers. 

Further information about the event is in original email below. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 4:08 PM 

TO: 

CC; 

Subject: An Evening with RJ Mitte 

Hi 

I hope this e-mail finds you well! I wanted to reach out to you with an exciting event that Best Buddies is 

sponsoring. Would you mind sharing the below message and flyer with your class and the Disability Justice 

listserv? 

Thanks! 



The Disability Awareness Committee of gest Buddies has made a concer~ed effort to raise the profile of 

disability rights and advocacy here at UNC. We are extremely pleased and proud to announce that we have 

organized for RJ Mitte, Hollywood star of the hit TV show Breaking Bad to come and speak at UNC. RJ has 

cerebral palsy and has cemented himself as an advocate for those with disabilities. 

On Thursday, at 7:00prn, RJ Mitte will be speaking in room G~.O0 of the UNC Genorne Science 

Building. He will be speaking about disability rights, how he transformed his disability into an asset and how 

he went from bullying victim to Hollywood star. Following the talk there will also be a Q&A session. 

Tickets are ~5/person. There are a limited amount of seats available, so be sure to get your ticket today 

at: htt ps://www.event brite,com/e/a-talk-by-ri-mitte-fro m-brea king-bad-tickets-10960582397 

Doors open at 6:15pm 

@live.unc.edu) or @live.unc.ed u). 

@live.unc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to disability justice as: learnin~ center@unc edu 
To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 547623728dc84aalb60fTe3822c3767e692de820&n T&I disability iustice&o 34419003 
(It may be necessata£ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank entail to leave-34419003-547623728dc84aalb60f7e3822c3767e692de820#blistset~/uncedu 





This message and any attached documents contain information which may be cenfidenSal, subject fo privilege 
or exempt from disclosure under applicable law These ma~rials are in~nded only for me use of me intended 
recipient. Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient shall net c~mprem~se or 
waive such c~nflden~alib~, privilege or exemp~en from disclosure as to this c~mmunication 



Ma~y Wfllingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

Specializing in Integra~d Disability S~’a~gies 

This message and any a[tached documents cenfain information which may be confidential, subject to privilege 
or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. These materials are intended only for the use of the intended 
recipient Delivery of this message to any person other than the in~nded recipient shall not cemprom~se or 
waive such cenfldentality, pnvilege or exemption fi’om disclosure as ~) this cemmunication 



Specializing in Integrated Disabili~/Strategies 

This message and any attached documents c~nt~in information which may be c~nfidential, subject to pnvilege or exempt from 
disclesure under applicable law. These materials are intended only fer the use of the intended recipient Delivery ef this message te 
any person ether than the intended recipient shall not compromise er waive such c~nfiden~aliDf, privilege er exemption flora disclosut e 
as fo this c~mrnunication 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willis, Marlea <MWillis@epixhd.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 203.4 3:3.9 PM 

Willinsham, Mary C. <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

Andrew Muscato _~smail.com>; joe fav 

Re: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

_~yahoo.com> 

You made rne laugh. Let’s see if we can fill up your schedule! 

Mwillis@epixhd.com 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 2:18 PM 

TO: Viacom Media Networks <mwillis@epixhd.corn> 

Cc: Andrew Muscato           @~mail.com>, joe fay 

Subject: Re: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

~yahoo.corn> 

Marlea, I’rn not really that busy, just minding rny own business over here in Chapel Hill (me and my whistle). Look forward to 

hearing from Joe. Mary 

My cell number is 

htt p://paperclassinc.com 

Mary Willingharn 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 1:53 PM, "Willis, Marlea" <MWillis~epixhd.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I know that you are busy with interviews this week, but I wanted to let you know that Joe Favorito, the sports 

publicist who worked with us on this project in the Fall, is who will be contacting you regarding press 

requests. He is copied on this note. Thank you again. 

Mwillis@epixhd.com 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 24, 2014 7:53 PM 

TO: Viacorn Media Networks <rnwillis@epixhd.com> 

CC: Andrew Muscato           ~grnail.corn> 

Subject: Re: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

I will be interviewed on ESPN tomorrow at 3 and HgO real sports tomorrow at :~0prn I have (my) football 



players on both shows. Hope it helps! Best, Mary 

On Mar 24, 2014, at 2:50 PM, "Willis, Marlea" <MWillis@epixhd.com> wrote: 

It was 8reat catchin8 up with you. In case I want to reach you outside office hours, is there 

another email address that I should have on file? 

Mwillis@epixhd.com 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:18 PM 

TO: Viacom Media Networks <mwillis@epixhd.com> 

Subject: RE: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

http://paperclassinc.com/ 

Check it out. 

From= Willis, Narlea [mailto:MWillis@epixhd.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:15 PM 
TO: Willingham, Man/C. 
Subject: Re: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

Calling you now. 

Mwillis@epixhd.com 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

Date; Monday, March 24, 2014 2:13 PM 

TO: Viacom Media Networks <mwillis@epixhd.com> 

Subject; RE: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

From= Willis, Marlea [mailto:MWillis@epixhd.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:11 PM 
TO: Willingham, Man/C. 
Subject: MARLEA FROM EPIX SAYS HI 

Hi Mary, 

I hope that you are well. I have a quick question, What time today would be a good time for us 



to talk? 

Thanks, 

Marlea 

Mwillis@epixhd.com 





Academic/Athletic 
Scandal 

Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 

The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 
Stroman of the University of North Carolina 

discuss the allegations of academic fraud at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill on 

ESPN 



Click Here to See Mary 
Willingham, 

Alleged Whistle-Blower 
and Educational 
Freedom Fighter, 

Working to Educate 
Student Athletes 

NCAA men’s basketball 
tournament teams see record 

graduation rates 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 



Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin -0% 
2} Duke - 100% 2) UConn - 9% 
8) Harvard - 100% 3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) Kan~s 1100% 4) St. LOUIS 125~/0 

6) Villanova - 100% 5) New Mexico State 

Northwestern players can form first 

college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

March 26, 2014 

Northwesterrl football playels qualify urlder loderal law as employees ol the 
unl~ersl~ and therefore can legally form the nations first college athletes 



Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 

Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

fQr a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 

1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 

$15.00 Admission 

C[othin~ Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:O0 pm 

Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 



And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; Milas 
Armour- Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 
What Good Black Men Do 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 



By MARLEN GARCIA 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC s 8fl~ al~nt al Gafl~cring of Lcadcrs ~ill 
con\ cnc in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
tbllowed by the ~rhite House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on April 
25-26, 2014 



Click Here to Register Now 

for the 

National Council on 

Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 





From: The Black Star Project USA < bla ckst a rl OO0~,~a me r~ec h net> 



Academic/Athletic 
Scandal 

Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 

The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 
Stroman of the University of North Carolina 

discuss the allegations of academic fraud at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill on 

ESPN 
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Willingham, 
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and Educational 
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Working to Educate 
Student Athletes 
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By Derrick Z. Jackson 
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NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 
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2} Duke - 100% 2) UConn - 9% 
8) Harvard - 100% 3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) Kan~s 1100% 4) St. LOUIS 125~/0 

6) Villanova - 100% 5) New Mexico State 

Northwestern players can form first 

college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

March 26, 2014 

Northwesterrl football playels qualify urlder loderal law as employees ol the 
unl~ersl~ and therefore can legally form the nations first college athletes 
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Educating Black Children’s 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:46 AM 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar < @live corn> 
Allen L Sack < ~yahoo corn>; Donna Lopiano < @gmail corn>; 
tidpath@ohio edu; GenT Gumey <ggurney@ou edu>; Willingham, Mat3~ C 
<mwillingham@unc edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw edu> 

Re: Legal conclusion: women athletes would share same benefits collectively bargained 
for by football players 

exactly 

On Sun, Mar 30, 2014 at 8:44 AM, Nancy Hogshead-Makar < .~J_~..e~ in> wrote 
I agree 
But then the enterprise loses all the economic goodies that come with being in extracurricular for students 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

~?Ho~shead3Au - Twitter/Skype 
(7~Live corn 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 8:30 AM, "Andrew Zimbalist" <az ~a ~,li~¢;~tna r/- edu> wrote: 

thismightbe shortsighted it depends where unionization leads ifitleadstotbecreation of a 
professional NCAA, then the rules defining a sport’s relationship to the school might change for 
instance, matriculation may no longer be mandated under such circumstances, I think that Title 
IX protection may attenuate or evaporate 

On Sun, Mar 30, 2014 at 12:04 AM, Nancy Hogshead-Makar < 

Below is Erin Buzuvis’ legal analysis on why women athletes would benefit if male football 
players are deemed employees and allowed to collectively bargain for insurance or more 
money In short, it doesn’t matter where the money comes from; Title IX requires schools treat 
males and females equally Booster donations can’t create different treatment, nor a sport’s 
ability to produce revenue So by extension, additional benefits that are acquired by a different 
method - by collective bargaining - similarly can’t create different treatment for those athletes 

Since Mark Emmert took over, the focus has been on making money for a few people and 
institutions, rather than advocating for educational improvements Overa 



billion ~ww dolktrs have ~one nto college athlet cs over the past decade, wh le women s 
gender equity has gone backwards 

You may know that the WSF has had three major pushes with the NCAA since 2010, and all 
received the stiff arm (certification, revenue distribution, Go Daddy and advertising 
standards) 

Have a nice weekend[ 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 

Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

@Ho~sheadaAu - Twtter/Skype 
~SLive corn 

On Mar 27, 2014, at I 1:49 AM, "Nancy Hogshead-Makar" < ’i)’l ve c ~ ,~> wrote: 

Judy Sweet was also invited, and law Prof Erin Buzuvis (who writes the i’itle I~X 
blog) wi]l be on too Here is be~ artic]e: 

Here i~a lhe WSF’s staterae*~t as it re]ates to the NY Times a~fic/e. ~,,hich is being 
mo~phed into an espn~ article as lm typing 

The NY Times editorial, Pgo,fi)r Play wM Title/Xgets it right; the NCAA is using 
Title IX as a shield to preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not- 
for-profit economic model 

The Women’s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that 
additional stipends to student-athletes must be allocated equitably between men 
and women, and any multi-year scholarship benefit must be awarded equally If 
athletics are an educational opportunity, as pa~ of a student’ s preparation for the 
future, then women must be given an equal opportunity to participate in this 
unique type of educational opportunity 

The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will 
maintain its not-for-profit status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the 
university’s economic educational model 



Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for 
athlete services as employees Once declared employees, colleges and universities 
couldn’t act collectively to limit the amount of money paid to their employees 
under anti-trust law, any more than the NCAA can limit the amount a basketball 
coach is paid (L~m’ v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of other costs flow fiom 
making the athlete an employee; such as paying worker’s compensation, (Waldrep 
v. it~’xa.s Employet;s ittsura~ce A~.s~t., 2000) paying minimum wage, and costs 
associated with collective bargaining 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business 
model The business economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, 
for faculties to be built with tax-free bonds, for money to flow into athletics 
depamnents from student-fees 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, 
coq~orate sponsorships and concessions would be subject to taxes 

The Women’s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the 
educational mission of athletics; to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics 
and academics While it’s appropriate that there is rightful concern for gender 
equity, it is inappropriate to use gender equity as a defender of the current broken 
economic policies of NCAA athletics These economic policies allow for coaches 
and administrators to being paid multimillions, while its 450,000 athletes aren’t 
even provided with basic inju~T insurance The NCAA’s economic policies allow 
for special-admit students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic 
remediation skills, and fail to graduate The NCAA eliminated it’s 20 year-old 
peer review certification program, similar to the transparency and integrity 
standards seen throughout higher education, allegedly because it was too 
expensive Title IX cannot save college athletics from NCAA economic policies 
Only Congress can step in to mandate economic reform of the NCAA’s 
commercialized athletic programs, in order to pivot towards education, health and 
welfare of these student paramount, and putting an end to the exploitation of 
athletes 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 



From: Donna Lopiano [rt:a Ito: ~mai[ corn] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Willingham Mary; ridpath697 .; Brian 

Porto; Nancy Hogshead Makar 

Subject:Fwd:SendingonbehalfofJoniComstock CallScheduledforToday 3:lSp.m. 

EST 

vex’y interesting 

I plan to join the call and my bottom line will be 

The Title IX gender equality issue is a red herring re: the NW decision. If 
college sports programs have become professional sports, they shouldn’t be 
hiding under the non-profit skirts of higher education. They shouldn’t 
receive tax preferences enjoyed by non-profits -- TV media revenues should 
be taxed, donor gifts should be not be tas deductible, employment taxes 
should be paid, athletes should be eligible for employee benefits and public 
bonds should not be used for athletics facility construction. These programs 
should be operated outside of the higher education institution. Title IX 
doesn’t apply to the NFL or minor leagues. 

If higher education does not want to sponsor professional sports, it must 
reclaim educational sport programs, by prohibiting all of the current 
practices that professionalize student-athletes - many of which were well 
enunciated in the NW decision and many more which are not. If these 
athletic programs remain within higher education enjoying its non-profit 
protections as extracurricular offerings for students who are students first 
and athletes second, male and female athletes must receive equal treatment 
and benefits including scholarships and participation opportunities. 

All suggestions to enhance this statement would be welcome 

Donna 

Donna A Lopiano, PhD 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Donna Lopiano (Sk~pe) 



Fol~,varded message .......... 
From: Villas, Christy <cvillas@m:aa zing> 
Date: Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 9:23 AM 
Subject: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 
pm EST 
To: 

All, 

In light of the decision by an NLRB director finding against Northwestern 
University that its football scholarship student-athletes are "employees," the 
NCAA would like to invite you on a call for the purpose of providing a status on 
the proceeding, inviting your thoughts about the possible Title IX consequences, 
and hearing how you intend to respond publicly and with your constituents 

We would like to schedule a call for 3:15 PM ET today using this call in number: 
86(~ 59..) :,055 passcode: 4559539 

Thank you 
Joni 

Joni Comstock, EdD 
Senior Vice President of 
Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
PO Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(w): 317-9] 7-64~g 
(c): 

i olnstockl~)noaa ore 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged 
information If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 
immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies Any 
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Date;Sm~, 30 Mm 2014 12:1934 0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:46 PM 

@gmail corn 

Fwd: help circulating statement 

Retired faculty statement final doc; ATT00001 htm 

Jim, Alice’s father may be interested in tllis email 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C" 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 10:00:05 AM EDT 
To: "Taylor, Virginia R" < ~-@emm! m~c ed~> 

Subject: Fwd: help circulating statement 

Virginia, Maybe just send it to the retiree list scow-e? Statement is attached Thanks, Mary 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over 
the on-going UNC-CH scandal If you’re willing to associate yourself with 
it, please email one of us and indicate how your name should appear and 
what department affiliation should be listed A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local 
media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our 
concern 

Michael Hunt (mhhunl@iivc tree ed~l) 
Madeline Levine (M(;L",’/!unc ed~.,.) 

Thanks for helping us take tllis initiative! All best -- Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Ma~’y C </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:46 PM 

~gmail corn 

Fwd: help circulating statement 

Retired faculty statement final doc; ATT00001 htm 

Jim, Alice’s father may be interested in this email 

Begin fox.yarded message: 

From: "Willingham, MalN C" <~,wi[[i~zl2~gy~!.~_~? edg> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 10:00:05 AM EDT 
To. Taylor, V rg n a R 

Cc: "h ~ddir~.~l~ells ~uth nel" <h ~ddir~.~l~ellso~lh ne~> 
Subject: Fwd: help circulating statement 

Virginia, Maybe j ust send it to the retiree list serve? Statement is attached Thanks, Mary 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over 
the on-going UNC-CH scandal If you’re willing to associate yourself with 
it, please email one of us and indicate how your name should appear and 
what department affiliation should be listed A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local 
media can publicize tiffs concern in a timely fashion 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our 

Michael Hunt 
Madeline Levine (MGl.@un¢ edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 





All, Please send k) our fnends in me media 
Allen 

Immediate Release 
Contact Karen Grava 
Director of Media Relations 
University of New Haven 
Office: 203-932-7246 
Cell 
KGrava~newhaven edu 

Drake Group Honors University of North Carolina Professor 

With Hutchins Award for Courageous Defense of Academic Integrity 
April 3, 2014 
West Haven, Conn -- A profe~or who specializes in early modern French history at the UniversD/of North Carolina in Chapel Hill and 
played a significant role in exposing the biggest academic/a~letic scandals at an Ame ncan university will be awarded the Drake 
Group’s highest honor on Thursday, Apn124, at noon 
Jay Smith, who founded UNC’s Athletic Reform Group (ARG) to uncover the toJth about allegafions of academic fraud at UNC, will be 
presented with the Rober~ Maynard H utchins award at the Downtown Columbia MarTiolt in Columbia, S.C., the site of the 2014 College 
Sport Research Insfitute Conference (CSRI). 
The award is given annually by the Drake Group, based at me University of New Haven in ’v~,~st Haven, Conn, fo ~culty or staff 
members who defend academic infegrity at ~eir institu fions 
Hutchins, the president of the U niversity of Chicago from 1929 to 1951, opposed the rampant commercializafion of college football, 
which he said undermined the c~re values of higher learning. He was a strong advocate of academic integrity He died in 1977. 
The Drake Group ~s recognizing Smith for refusing fe Ice k the o~er way when allegations arose that many U NC a~letes had been 
permitted for neady two decades fe enroll in courses and earn grades without attending classes or doing any work, said Allen Sack, 
president of the Drake Group and profe~or of sports management at the University of New Haven. 
’Jay Smith showed kemendous courage in refusing to accept the partial, impeFect and misleading answers provided by UNC through 
its reports on the scandal," said Sack, noting that Smith was instoJmental in pressuring U NC to begin work o n fixing the problems 
"It is the mission of me Drake Group to defend people like Jay Smi~ who are merely doing what ~ey are supposed to do defending 
academic integrity in the nation’s universities,’ said Ohio University Professor and Drake Group president~lect David Ridpath In ~ct, 



said Ridpath, "it is very sad mat an award is even needed for ~culty who tell me ~’uth and defend academic in~grity Trum telling ~s a 
university’s reason for existence ’ 
Smith formed the Amletc Reform Group in 2011 out of fi’us~’ation ~th me university’s response to allegations made about cheating 
and athletics. Smith and his commiltee prepared a ’sfatement of principles" that reaffirmed the values of ~-anspar ency and integri~/and 
was signed by mere than 100 faculb/members. 
The Drake Group was founded in 1999 by Jon Eri~on, a former professor and provost at Drake University, ~) defend academic 
integrity in higher education fi’om me corrosive aspects of commercialized college sports 

--30-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Thursday, 12:57 PM 

Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad unc edu> 

~live unc edu>; Shambley, Billie K 
<shambley@email unc edu> 

Re: Learning Center peer tutoling hours 

Thank you all 

Malt Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin gh 

On at 12:56 PM, "Behrens, Vicki" <~?2~i~_;~!~.,L~_c~L~> wrote: 

Got it--I deleted the extra hours-- 

Vicki 

On 12:35 PM, "Willingham, Ma~T C" <rl~x~i!li~s.,,l~a~,~@unc edu> wrote: 

Vicki, Sorry for the confusion In the midst of the emall communication, 

I told that she did not need to add any more hours if she was 

coming the final week of class She had already met her requirement 

Thanks, Ma~2¢ 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

wawtmccd*/v,,i!!ingL~ <ht*+,:,’www *mce~v’ "a’i!!it~> 

On at 12:13 PM, "Behrens, Vicki" <pi-ie~q2:ad ~/"c edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

Billie is out of the office, and I’m taking care of the appointment 

calendar As you requested, I put you on for Monday the from 3-9 

Please take a look and let me know right away ifrve made any mistakes! 



Vicki 

Vicki Behrens, PhD 

Assistant Director 

The Writing Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

On 4:09 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <s~mnb[~e ~ai[ u~tc edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 



Date: at 12:16:31 PMEDT 

To: "Shambley, Billie K" <shamb/eQr~2 mail t-*zc cdn> 

Subject: Peer Tutoring 

Good afternoon, 

I am a tutor for Biochem at the Learning Center I am 



cullently schedule evel?~ Wednesday from 3-6 I was wondering if I could 

also be put on the schedule next Monday from 3-9 Thank you{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc edu 

Friday, 10:28 PM 

Re: PLCY    Analysis 
@email unc edu> 

My pleasure - see you there 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willingh 

On at I 0:26 PM, @email unc edu> wrote: 

Sounds great to me if that location is suitable for you I look forward to talking and appreciate you 
taking the time 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On at 10:12 PM, "Willingham, Mary C" <mwillinuham@unc edu> wrote: 

Wed before 2 works for me Queen Ann room at the Y is a good place to meet How 
about noon? Mary 

On at 10:09 PM, 
Ua)email unc edu> wrote: 

I am super excited especially after the release of the UNC "report" 
today My Wednesday is wide open 10:30-3:30 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, at 9:55 PM 

TO: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PLCY Analysis 

Thomas, 
Let me know some times that work for you Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.mlc.edu/--willin ~h 

On at 2:01 PM, 
~email unc edu> wrote: 



Mrs Willingham, 

I received the all-go from my professor He’ s definitely going 
to be critical of the review and my analysis on the 
whisteblowing framework so I’ll be putting a lot of effort into 
this Let’s set up a time to talk 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, at 6:44 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: PLCY Analysis 

Keep me posted, no rash The professionals (and my friends) 
in DC at GAP (government accountability project) would be a 
good resource as well Mm~ 

http://www whi stlebl ower org 

Mma£ Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.un c.edu/-willin Rh 

On at 4:38 PM, 
##email unc edu> wrote: 

Let me ran this change in direction by my 
professor and I’ll get back to you within the 
week I can do any Monday or Thursday 
afternoon as well as all day Friday so we’ll find a 

time Thanks so much! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." 

<mwillingham @ u nc.edu> 
Date; Monday, at 3:17 PM 

To; 

@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: PLCY Analysis 

I would be happyto speak with you. My 
afternoons are booked from 2-5. On both Tuesday 

and Wednesdmi I hold class/tutoring from 6-9. Let 



Sent: Monday, 2:12 PM 
To: Willingharn, Mary C. 
Subject: PLCY Analysis 

Mrs. Willingham, 

I hope all is well. For my              course, our final 

component is a comprehensive review of a case study 

relating to a topic we’ve studied during the semester. I 

originally was going to write about the duty the 

government has to regulate behaviors in populations 

where health disparities exist. However, I feel that I 

could really take advantage of a unique opportunity to 

explore the whisteblowing framework considering all 

that has happened. I’m in love with this university but I 

have no preconceived notions about you or your role in 

all of this. Obviously, the pivot of this paper is 

dependent upon your willingness to speak with me. 

Would you have any interest in sitting down with me 

for one interview at some point in the next few weeks 

so I can get the perspective from your side and also 

hear your opinions on some of the policy frameworks 

relating to whisteblowing? I look forward to hearing 

from you. 

All the best and Go Heels, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 







mwillingham@unc edu 

Wednesday, . 6:45 AM 

~email unc edu> 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Re: PLCY Analysis 

See you there at noon MatT 

MatT Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willin~h 

On , at 1:04 AM, " ~)email unc edu> wrote: 

Mrs Willingham, 

I just wanted to confirm 12:00 Anne Queen gounge I’ve spent a good amount of time tonight 
looking over the facts so we won’t waste anytime I have a good bit of questions prepared but if 
you’re in a hurry, we can always schedule a 2nd session Thank you again for sitting down with 
me I’m really looking fox.yard to writing this brie£ 

See you tomorrow, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham @ u nc.edu> 
Date: Monday, at 6:44 PM 

To: ’ @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: PLCY Analysis 

Keep me posted, no rush The professionals (and my friends) in DC at GAP (government 
accountability project) would be a good resource as well Mary 

http:Hwwwwhistleblowerorg 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.mlc.edu/--willin gh 

On , at 4:38 PM, " ~email unc edu> wrote: 

Let me run this change in direction by my professor and I’ll get back to you within the 
week I can do any Monday or Thursday afternoon as well as all day Friday so we’ll 



find a time Thanks so much! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham@ u nc.edu> 

Date: Monday, at 3:17 PM 

To: " ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: PLCY Analysis 

From~ 
Sent: Monday, 2:12 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: PLCY Analysis 

Mrs. Willingham, 

I hope all is well. For my ethics in policy course, our final component is a comprehensive review of 

a case study relating to a topic we’ve studied during the semester. I originally was going to write 

about the duty the government has to regulate behaviors in populations where health disparities 

exist. However, I feel that I could really take advantage of a unique opportunity to explore the 

whisteblowing framework considering all that has happened. I’m in love with this university but I 

have no preconceived notions about you or your role in all of this. Obviously, the pivot of this 

paper is dependent upon your willingness to speak with me. Would you have any interest in 

sitting down with me for one interview at some point in the next few weeks so I can get the 

perspective from your side and also hear your opinions on some of the policy frameworks relating 

to whisteblowing? I look forward to hearing from you. 

All the best and Go Heels, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 











@drstroman 



Sign Up for the UNCAA Field Experience 













2014 Date to be announced 

@CSFEunc 



Weclnesclay, 
Tar Hee~ Alum - Chase Jones 

Former UNC baseball player and brain 

cancer survivor, Jones turned his battle 

with the disease into the formation of the 

V~o C~rlce~ Founclat on., a nonprofit 

organization dedicated to saving the lives 

of children. 

hltp://w’6r~.unc edu/meet a la~ heel/chase~ones/ 



Stay tuned! 

CSBC Executive Team Applications will be 

released next week. 

Are you...? 

, Reliable 
, Creative 
, Willingto learn 

, Team-oriented 
, Looking for a leadership opportunity 

hltp:iiwww.unc eduirneet a lar heelichase~ones/ 



2S cares :: $5 

@unc.edu) 



Carolina £1umni in Sport Project, Each one Beach one 

: COqt let: @unc,edu} or 







Entrepreneurship 

Sales and Marketing 

Community Relations 

Finance/Economics 

Analytics 





@CSBC 



Founder of I..if~:~ I Athletes 

An emer~in8 youth sports and 

development non--profit company 

Vision: Where all student athletes have an 
opportunity, to reach their full potential, in 

sports and life, 



PEP! Passion-l~ner~¥- 
Perseverance 

Former NCAA Division I 

Basketball Coach 

Financial Advisor 

Sport business consultant 



Founder - Vs, Cancer 
Foundation 

Tar Heel Baseball Alum 

Kenan--Flagler Business School 

Graduate 







































Subject: OAS: 

Start: 4:05:00 PM 

End: 4:30:00 PM 



Subject: OAS:’ (~id 

Start: 3:40:00 PM 

End: 4:05:00 PM 

Sinew Time As: Busy 



Subject: OAS (pid: 

Start: 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4:55:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subiect: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 2:25:00 PM 

End: 2:50:00 PM 



CourseDlannin~ Exercise and Sport Science Sophomore In Person 

Start: 1:50:00 PM 

End: 2:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Start: 1:25:00 PM 

End: 1:50:00 PM 



Subject: 

Start: 7/11/2012 1:30:00 PM 

End: 7/11/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L: judith cone@unc edu 

Debby Cell 

Judith Cell - 

Judith Cone’s Office Location: 

~ Judith’s office is on UNC campus, in South Buildin0, Room 09M. 

= Souffl Bui dirlg is on Cameron Avenue and is ffle od building n the heart of campus directly across from tile Od Well 

- Once you enLer the building on theCar~eron Avenue side you will wall{througl Lhela~ge foye~ and Lhrough tie door with the glass 

window. Take thestaDwellontheleftonef[ghtdowntothebasement You’llturndghtandgothroughanotherdoorwithagass 

window. The first doorway on the right wll lead you to Judith’s office which is the very first door on the left - 09M 

From: Cone, Judith 

Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 i0:09 AM 

TO: Stroman, Deborah L 

~ Garza, CharloLLe 
Sul~ject: Your note 

HiDebby, 

Thanks for your kind note! It was such a pleasure getting to know you better and learn about your many entrepreneurial 

pursuits, We still need to get together sometime after June! Crazy schedules which includes vacation time 

(hurray). All the best, Judith 





Subject: OAS: (pid 

Start: 6:40:00 PM 

End: 7:05:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: OAS: (Bid: ) Major/MinorAdvisiqsandQuestions ExerciseandSporcS¢ieace Junor 

Start: 6:"-5:00 PM 

End: 6:40:00 PM 

Show 3"ime As: Busy 



Subject: OAS (pd: ) Major/MinorAdv[s[ngandQuestions Exercseand 



Subject: OAS ,(pid 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8:55:00 PM 



Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 7:05:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



(FYDIBOHF 23SPDL I )iCN=RECIPIEN lSiCN=Harrisbp] ~)me com]; [/O=UNC 

@~mai .corn ; @kenan- 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLI)iCN=RECIPIENISiCN=Deborah Lyrlrl Stroman (dstroman)]; [iO=UNC 

@kenan-fla~ler unc edu]; @kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu]; 

f abler unc edu] 

(Admissions) 

(School of Pharmacy); 

(Exercise & S~ort Science) 

Trying a new time please RSVP so I get a head count. Given that the summit is 3 weeks away, we’ll likely start having 

more frequent meetings, so just looking for at least more than half to be able to attend. 

In addition to going over progress on each item in the Project Plan, we’ll also be going over volunteer sign-ups for the 

day of. Please bring your calendars (with exam dates/times)! 





27515 $ USA 



Details Updated 9/28120 

Business Phone: 

Details Updated 2/1012014: 
Company: "~NC Chapel 
Job Title: 
Department: 



27599-8700 $ USA 





PLEASE- 







On Feb 25, ~()8, at [0:09 AM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> 

> how th s 

> is a 

> pdf. 

> 

> The docs are necessary for the construction of the website. 

> 

> Thanks again! 

> 

> Dr. Debby itroman 

> UNC    EKSS    CB 8605 

> Sport Aduinist ation 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0836 

> dst roman@emal ] 

> http://~,’,unc,edu/dept~/exercise/sport adminisfration/index~htm 

> 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> Sent: Monday, February 25, 2@08 10:02 AM 

> TO~ Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: UNC Sport Adi~inistration Conference    Save the Date! 

> 

> The word files are attached¯ 

¯ I do ask that you not 

> rh,-~ s~me as the files 

> 

distribute these to anyone, as they do not look 

I created for distribution to the public. 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday(~4uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro(~tunc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Evaluations 

Corey Hollid~y.vcf 

I’m extremely sorry that you have not received         evaluation yet. It is no fault of       , but 

lies strictly with me traveling the past 2 weeks. I completed the evaluation before leaving for Tampa 

but never returned the papei~vork to        . I will personally walk it over the first thing in the 

morning. Once again, please except my apology for the tardiness of the evaluation and has 

proven to be an outstmlding asset to our program during the fall semester. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 
919 962 0393 (FAX) 

>>> 5:08 PM >>> 

Corey, 

Dr. Stroman’s emall is attached. 

Thanks!! 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman(~lemail.unc.edu> 10:50 AM >>> 

College Sport Researcl~ lnsklttlte 
Carolina Sporks Btlsh~ess Club 
4 Smit]7 Bldg CB# 3r82 

919.843.0336 
dstro ~tmc.edu 
Im p://www.unc.edtx/depts/exercise/spore administration 

"The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we tbi~k we ought to have and that is a moral 





























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Tuesday,                 I I : I I AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Ed Shields 
<shields@email unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email unc edu>; Stroman, 
Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 
Thesis Proposal 

Dear Comnfiltee Membet~, 

Due to a variety of circun~stances and with fl~e support of Dr Soutlmll, 

mean tlmt I would propose on rather titan 1 

soon as possible so I cm~ get a time filmlized and the morn tesein’ed 

I apologize for the incom’emence 

Sport Admhfistrafion 
Univ¢rsilx of North Carolina at Chap¢l Hill 
cell 
office-(919)962 - 1518 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                4:20 PM 

@email uric edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

RE: Exss 

Independent Study is VERY independent :) Tell me wbat your career interests ale and bow you wan to lneasute success for 

Dr Dcbby Stroman 
Sport Admhfistrafion Facubs" and EXSS Acadenfic Achdsor 
9198430336 

College Sport Reseatvh htstitute 
Carolina Sporls Business Chtb 
Sigma Alplm Lmnbda (Leaderslfip Honors Societ~ ) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:  [plailzo £a e:eadl uric edu] 
Scnl: Friday, 12:53 PM 
To: dslroman ~a ¢mall uric edu 
Subject: Exss 

I am so glad I mn into you today I felt like I was in a big mess wilh nU 
classes 
Thank you for lolling me do an indcp¢ndenl stud5 
Is it ok ff I come to see you on Tuesda?, I need to get the add form signed 
so the class is on m? scbedule 
Arc you free around 1230 on Tuesday? 

Have a blessed weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email unc edu> 
Wednesday,                  9:53 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

CONFIRMED Time, Date and Location for Thesis Proposal 

My Ihcsis proposal will b¢ Thursday, 
fl~e Colffeience Room m Fetzer 

Sport Adinhfistrafion 
U niversits" of Norfl~ CaroIiim at Clmpel Hill 

office-(919)962 - 1518 





Good morning! 
You are likely aware that the ACC and the Ci:y of Greensboro wl host the second annual 4Kay Golf Cassio at the Grandover Resori this weekend as one 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 
Friday,                  1:27 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@email unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email unc edu>; Stroman, 
Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email unc edu> 

Hello Attached is Clmotet~ 1 thn~ 3 I look fomat~l to seeing each 
of you nexl Th~trsday, at 2 pm in Fctzcr 201 
(colffetence loom) for m) thesis proposal 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 7:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Official Visit Weekend - East Carolina Game 

Official Visit Weekend - East Carolina Game.msg 

Here are the itineraries and profile information for both of our o~cial visitors this weekend. Like we discussed, we would 
like for you to meet us here at 2:30pm for the Sports Administration academic meeting. Please bring some material that 
he and his dad can take back with them for reference. Again, thank you for your time! Take care and GOD BLESS!!! 

Respeclfully, 

Marcus Berry 
Director of Player Personnel 
UNC Football 
919-962-9175 Office 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:17 AM 

Adam Sumrall <Adam Sumrall@email.unc.edu>; Karen Ocwieja <Karen 

Ocwieja@email.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <Mario Ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton 

<Alex Creighton@med.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <Jeffrey Spang@med.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 

<Tim Taft@med.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Kaufman 

<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker [[ <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; LatE/Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon Simpson 

<bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brett Smith <bsmith8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Davis 

<butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher 

Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Suits, Christina Hanson <Chris~_Suits@unc.edu>; Chris 

Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hooker, Daniel <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Daniel [nman <dinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Duerton <duerton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Bettcher <jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blake, John Fitzgerald <jblake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connors, William J 

<jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Shoop 

<jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spurling, James Israel <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning <kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirk Callahan 

<kcallahan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jen Ketterly <ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu>; KerE/Harbor 

<kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy 

<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Mahecha <mahecha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berl~/ <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda 

Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ericson, Natalie C <natalie ericson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brian Overton <overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Role/Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Tare <rtate@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Doug Halvelson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman 

<spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Troy Douglas 

<tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wes 

Satteffield <wsatteffield@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Official Visit Weekend 

Official Visits 

We will be hosting 2 official visits this weekenl                and               , I’ve attached a file that has 4 tabs across the 

bottom The first four tabs are the individual itineraries for each recruit The next 2 tabs are a brief profile on each Please let me 

know if you have any questions 

























Mission: The Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) u, as established to support the academic 
and prothssio*lal success of University of North Caroli*m at Chapel Hill students pursuing a 
career in the sports industPg CSBC seeks to encourage and empower the leadership development 
of its membership th[ough the identification, partnership, arid participation ir~ purposefu] 
business and/or sporting acfi’Aties CSBC will achieve this mission through the connection and 
collaboration of its membership with the faculty, staft; students, athletic department and 
businesses of the UNC and TFiangle communities 

Proposed Purmership with 

$ investment + Support during Celebration Week 

Annual Club sponsorship 

Club Celebration Week Spring semester weekly program ofeventsincluding a 
prominent sport industiT speaker event Support may include hosting a reception, 
assistance with speaker fees, speaker NI~, etc      Speaker Val Ackennan, Esq 

The Win: 

Increased exposure on campus faculty, staff and STUDENTS 
Access to dedicated students focused on careers in business and sports; Meiiors inc]ude 
Exercise and Sport Science, Business, Economics, and Journalism 
Opportunit? to place your logo/tag line on Club marketing materials (including website, 
t-shirts, and flyers) 
Opportunity to host a X career niN~t or vendor infom~ation event (i e displa?, possible 
caleer and internship opportunities) 
Inclusion on all program speaker panels, as requested 
Opportunity to distribute X career, maNeting, and/or management information to 
studems 
Access to bright, passionate students for research focus groups or internships 
E×clusivity No other (vdthout prior approval by Xt will serve as a partner with 
named benefits 
Engagement with the leaders oftomorro,a, and potential future employees 
Join the/JNC family of supporters of e×peHential ]earning 

Dr Debby Stroman, Faculty Advisor theclub@unc edu 9198430336 
a)em at1 uric edu 
~D em all unc edu 











October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall ~ ~dvisor Night 
you w~Tt to t~ a counsdo~? Come 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Pinancial Management, and CommmlivYiPublic Relations 

Now: The event *WII begin at 6:30p,mo for Chtb Leadermtffp arid dtwm-paying 









919 g43 0336 













Beth 





On il/~/09 3:28 PM. "Debby Stroman" <dst reins nl~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Division of Phys cal Therapy 





Sadye Paez E rr[ckson, PT. PhD 











Raycom Sports 

190~} W, Horehead St 

Charlotte, NC 28209 

704.374.44S0 

Executive Director 

Team & Stadium Relations 

Ticket & Event Operations 

Operations Assistants 

I~edia Relations 

Finance/Herchandise 

Pep Rally Coordinator 

Television Coordinator 

Sponsorship Sales 

Harketing/Digital 

Writer 

wwebb@ raycomsporLs.com 
704.378.4440 
George 3oh~so~ 
gjohnson@raycomsports.com 
704,378.4409 

achristmas@raycomspor~s.com 
704,378.4475 

cknowling@raycomsports.com 
704,374.3755 

fkay@ raycomsports,com 
704.378.4428 

Ihager(e raycom spoFLs,com 
704.378.4500 

sfritts@ raycomsporEs,co~’n 
704.378.4438 
Pete~ II~olfe 
prolfe@ raycomsports.com 
704,378.4480 

sswetoha@raycomsports.com 
704,378.3722 
(:~d $wofford 
cswofford @ raycomsports.com 
704,378.4473 



































copy) 

Happy HO iday Season Share a stole 













The Inside Scoop with [E~-C’s V~Tomen~s 

Basketball Team 

I~a~ina Wood’s Words 

Our game ~s. South Carolina ~as at the Mbi~le Beach Corn e[ltJon Center. M) [tie Beach is one of our great 
trips we take during Christmas Break. We ~,,ill see you all again in Carmichael o. the 29Lh! God Bless’. 

3oung boys ~xere spending the night at their grandparents. At bedtime, the taro bo}s knelt beside 
their beds to sa3 their pra} ers when the youngest one began pra3dng at the top of his hmgs. 

"I PKAY FOR A NEW BICYCLE,,. I p p~a.y FOR A NEW NINTENDO.., I PKAY FOR A NEW VCR,,." 

His older brother leaned o~er and nudged the 3vmnger brotlmr and said, "Wl~y are 3vm shouting your 
pra3~rs? God isn’t deaf’," To which the little brother replied, "No, but Gramma is!" 

Martina Wood #3o 

Coach William’s Wisdoms 
Thai kk you for the Memories at the Smith Center[ Women’s Basketball Moves Back to 



Nothing but 

i was happy, ho~ever, to see fl~e ladies ~ere able to fh~d thne to re]m~ Dora 
practice and stud?ing. On the last day of class, I sa~ some of the team out 
on Fra~dd]n St. and also saw one of the ladies at the mo~ ]es. 

Where Are They Now? 

Nikld Teasley played point guard for the Tar Heels from ~998 2002. 

From Doc’s Desk 



certain former players. We will do our best to find fl~e ans~ser! See ya’ in Carmiehael. Enjo? fl~e holiday 
season. Tha~fl~s for reading, dstro(~’une.edu and now i can be follo~sed (_~ ikes!) on %silter at 

Full Court [h’ess Editor, (~lemaihmm.eduh Let me hear from ?ou this seaso]~! 





Hi Heels We need to meet briefly this wee< to dlscuss student effort for CSRI. Dr 5outhal and I sP~oke recently about the request and we woud like to 

chat with you on Friday at 2:00 pm 

Please advise if you are NOT availab e Ot he~,~ise, I will see you at my office on Friday. 







liaward Aldrich (howardalddch@unc edu) 

A drich 

Howard 

UNC-CH 























UNCAA FB 





E-mail: southall@email unc edu 

Pqease join us Apri3 21 23, 2020 for the 2040 Scho~ar’qy conference on college 
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Class of 2012 Sport Administration Graduate Candidates 
instructions: Use the 1=5 scale below to rate the candidate’s performance in their interview. 

The Interview Rating column should reflect ONLY your evaluation of the candidate’s performance during the interview. 

At the conclusion of the interviews please rank the candidates (1-18) on their interview performance in the Ranking Column. 

Name 

Robert Dickens 

Andrew Disney 

Anthony Eifler 

Devin Fratarcangeli 

Nicholas Fulton 

Scott Howell 

Natalie Lutz 

Autumn Maxey 

Shayna McGeehan 

Scott Palanjian 

Erica Rohren 

Jeremy Rosenthal 

Rating Scale: 1 Poor 2 Fair 3 Average 4 Good 5 Excellent 

Year of Graduation 

2008 

2008 

Exp. 2010 

2009 

2008 

2009 

2007 

2009 

Exp. 2010 

Exp. 2010 

Exp. 2010 

2008 

2008 

2000 

2004 

Exp. 2010 

Exp. 2010 

Exp. 2010 

Interview Rating Comments 

Ranking 1-18 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

13. 

Name) School 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Washington & Lee (VA) 

Univ, of South Carolina 

James Madison Univ, 

Syracuse University 

Univ. of Wisconsin Madison 

UNC Chapel Hill 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Univ. of Texas - Austin 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Univ. of Florida 

UC Santa Barbara 

Duke University 

Univ. of Maryland 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Central Michigan Univ. 

Indiana University 

UNC Wilmington 

(Please Print Last 



A 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 Instructions: Use the 1 5 scale below to rate the candidate’s performance in their interview. 



Adjusted Graduation Gap 
(AGG) 

Sponsored Research 

Richard M. Southall 
E. Woodrow Eckard 
Mark. S. Nagel 



Today’s Presentation 

Graduation-Rate Landscape 

Theoretical Framework 

Methodology 

Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) 

Conclusions & Discussion 

Results 



Division I Graduation Rates 
Reach All-time H~qhs 

"As I think, as you all know, we continue to 
remind folks that our student-athletes in all 
sports, certainly men’s basketball, are continuing 
to outperform the student body" 

Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president of academic and membership 
affairs (FastScripts, April 1. 

"According to the latest NCAA Graduation 
Success Rate (GSR) data, 79 percent of 
freshmen student=athletes who entered 
colle.qe in 2002 earned their 
de.qrees, matching last year’s rate" 

(NCAA, 



Athletes v. Non-Athletes 

Division I Division I 

Athletes Students 
+ 

Federal Graduation 64 62 
Rate (FGR) 



Snapshot of D-I "Revenue-Sports" 

Graduation Rates 
GSR FGR 

79 64 

Sport 

Men’s Basketball 64 48 

Football (FBS) 67 55 



Guidin,q Theoretical Framework 

Institutional Logics 
-Specifically, institutions "... have a central 

logic - a set of material practices and 
symbolic construction - which constitutes its 
organizing principles and which is available to 
organizations and individuals to elaborate" 
(Friedland & AIford, p. 248). 



Competin,q Institutional Lo,q 

Educational 
- "Be assured--the NCAA’s commitment to academics 

is as strong as it has ever been" 
>7 NCAA Interim President Jim Isch (NCAA, 

Jock Capitalism 

- Using ’business’ and ’college sports’ in the same 
sentence is not the same as labeling college sports 
as a business. It is not. College sports exhibits 
business aspects only when it comes to revenues - 
the enterprise is nonprofit on the expenditure side 

>~ (Brand, , para. 2, 10, 16, emphasis in original). 



Why a Focus on Graduation Rates? 

Why comparisons of non-athletes and 
athletes? 

Why Graduation Success Rate (GSR) as 
an independent metric? 

If comparisons are made between data- 
sets, what are some possible comparisons 
and how should they be made? 



Standard 

® 

Comparison: "Graduation 

Gap" 
Student-athlete rate vs. all-student rate 
Difference is graduation gap 

Based on "Fed Rates" (FGR) for all 
students (undergraduates) 
GSR unavailable for all students 

Transfers not tracked 



Proper comparison: 
Full-time to Full-time 

Athlete rates based on full-time 

NCAA requirement for eligibility 

All-student Fed Rates based on full-time? 



Part-time students in Fed Rate 

FGR sample: 
- "First time, full-time freshman" (fall start) 

-"Attend full-time when they begin" 

No correction for switching to part-time 
- Too costly to track all student 

- However, students do transfer and become 
part-timers 

Thus, Fed Rate undoubtedly includes part- 
timers 



Adiustment Strate,qy 

Estimate full-time all-student enrollment 

- Based on relation between Fed Rate and part-time 
enrollment 

- Fed Rate data from NCAA 
- Part-time enrollment from DOE (IPEDS) 

Use male Fed Rate (about 5% less than female) 

Key assumption: 

- More part-timers correlated with greater switching 



Initial Installation of AGG - Sample 

Football: FBS schools and conferences 
(11) 
Basketball: Division i "major" conferences 
(10) 
- Defined as not "mid-major" 

- Per Collegeinsider.com (mid-major poll) 



50 

25 

0 





AGG Methodology (cont.) 

Adjusted All-student Male Fed Rate (FGR) 
Mean full-time estimate (quadratic 
regression) 
- Public = 71.6% 
- Private = 79,4% 
- Part-time = 5% 

Adjustment by school 
- Based on deviation from regression line 

- Reflects school-specific factors 



Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) 

Student-athlete rate minus adjusted Fed 
Rate 
- Calculated by conference 

Individual school estimates not reported 

-Too much statistical "noise" 



FBS Football AGG 
(11 FBS conferences) Unadjusted 

N AGG Gap 

All Schools* 117 -1~.9 -4.4 

Public 100 -19,8 -3.1 

Prival.e 17 -13,9 -12,4 

NEd-American 13 -i0.7 4.4 
Big East 8 -13.0 0.4 

Conference USA 12 -15,6 5.8 
Big 12 12 -16,S -8,1 

Sun Belt 9 -17.0 15.1 

Southeastern 12 -18.8 -11.9 

Atlantic Coast 12 -2.0.5 -16.3 
Western Athletic 9 -2:L6 5,8 

Big Ten 11 -22.~ -15.5 
Hountain West* 8 -26.7 -4.9 

Pacific-lO 10 -30.1 -18.3 



ajor Basketball AGG 
(10 conferences) 

Unadjusted 

N AG~ Gap 

All Schools* 116 -:}:1_! -19.3 

Public 82 -:}3,1 -17,9 

Private 34 -26,2 -22,5 

Conference USA 12 -21,1 0,3 

Big East 16 -26,2 -17.1 

Western Athletic 9 -27.4 0.0 

Big 12 12 -27,7 -19.3 

Southeastern 12 =31,4 -24.6 

Mountain West~ 8 -32,2 -10,4 

Atlantic 10 14 -:}2.2 -23.4 

Big Ten 11 -:}4,:} -27.6 

Pacific-10 10 -:}9,4 -27,6 

Atlantic Coast 12 -41,5 -37,3 



Conclusions- Discussion 

The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) 
believes in the full disclosure of both the FGR 
and the GSR, since one measure is not 
inherently better or somehow fairer than the 
other. 

They simply measure different things. The FGR 
focuses on an institution’s ability to retain the 
students it admits, while the GSR attempts to 
account for athletes who leave a school that 
recruited them, 



AGG Report 

Ongoing Project 
- Division I, I1~ & III 

¯ All sports 

o Revenue / Non-Revenue 

o Male / Female 

Released 3-4 times per year 
- AGG Report 

- Posted on CSRI website 

Graduate and Undergraduate Research 
Internships / Externships 



Some Questions to Ponder 
Should Division-I college athletes’ graduation 
rates, especially those in revenue-generating 
sports, be compared to fuIFtime students’ 
graduation rates? 

Should their rates more legitimately be 
compared to other students who are also 
holding down "full-time jobs" while going to 
school (i.e, part-timers)? 

What are the consequences of a fixation on APR 
scores and graduation rates? 



CSRI Commitment 

CSRI is committed to providing the AGG 
as a public-service for individuals 
interested in college-athlete graduation 
rates and to allow comparisons between 
other published graduation-rate reports. 



Acknowledgments 

Dr. Woody Eckard 

- Lead Researcher 

- CSRI Intern 
¯ Data collection 

- Future-member of UNC Sport-Administration 
Program 

¯ (Class of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc edu> 

Saturday,               7:06 PM 

duffyce@mail uncaa unc edu; johnnyb@mail uncaa unc edu; cholliday@uncaa uric edu; 
markos@mail uncaa unc edu; Russell James <rjames@uncaa unc edu>; 
sreeves@tarheelsports corn; ajschae@unc edu; tsabo@uncaa unc edu; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@email unc edu>; awilliams@uncaa unc edu; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc edu>; ecozan@uncaa uric edu; Greg Drlscoll 
<gdriscoll@mail uncaa unc edu>; Schaft; Karen <kschaff@uncaa unc edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@mail uncaa unc edu>; 

~gmail corn>; 
~gmail corn>; 

~gmail corn>: 
~email unc edu>; 

@yahoo corn>; 

@email unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
~email unc edu>; Mock, Che <cmock@unc edu>; 
@hotmail corn>;                           @yahoo corn>; Brandon Fanney 

<fanney@email unc edu>;                    @email unc edu>; Jaco, Lindsey 
<liaco@email unc edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphfi@uncaa unc edu>; Kristina 

@gmail corn>;_                         @gmail corn>; 
@email unc edu>; Gladchuk, Julie <gladchuk@email unc edu>; 

Freeman, Justin <fi-eemajk@email unc edu>; C~iffin, Blake <bsgriflY@email unc edu>; 
~gmail corn>; Erin Lindsey <eberg@email uric edu>; 

@email uric edu>; Eafley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa uric edu>; 

~email unc edu>; 
,~email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; 
@email uric edu>; 

~email unc edu> 

~email uric edu>; 
@email unc edu>; 

@email uric edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa unc edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

Start of School Year Cookout 

Hi Ever5 one. 
Just a quick l~ote to sa? bello before tbe "begimmlg of tbe school year" 
craziness is full tltrorde! In a spiiit of canmradefie, we have revived 
Ihc sport adminislm/ion gmd~ml¢ sludenls and alumni cookoul The 
cookout will be on Sunday,           at tbe Briar Chapel 
PooVConunumt~ Center from 4:00 - 6:30pro You can get diiecfiot~s by 
entering Ihe following address: 128 Tobacco Farm Way, Chapel Hill. NC 
27516 This will be a pot luck dinner -- I’ll bbmg file Norfll Carolhia 
barbecue -- so please RSVP by Wednesday,         ir you can attend, 
and what you will bring Kids, sl~ouse or sigt~icant otber, me welcome! 

To nmke it easier -.just cut and paste tbe following and entail back to lne: 

I will bring to share 

BaPoam 

BaPoara Osborne, JD 



Associa{¢ Progcssor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Scim~ce 
U niversits" of Norfl~ Carofi~m 
CB 3182, Smilh Building 03 ~Bascmcn0 
Chal~l Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jeanette M <jmboxill@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, August I I, 2010 I 1:3 1 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

eXSS 

Hi Dcbbi¢. 
How are you? HoN you lind a good sunmler It was a busw one for me: 

time in tbe afternoon to talk about your course 

Jan Boxill. PhD 
Direclor. Parr Ccnlcr I’or Ethics 
Seltior Lecturer 
Dcpamnenl of Philosoph3 
University or Norlh Carolina 
Chal~el Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Website:parrcenter uric edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile 
FAX: 919-843-3929 





Erin Ilanehan 

Annie Clark 

J~son Roberts 

Dey 304 

Dey 305 

Dey SQ7 

Dey 402 

Dey 403 

Gardner01 

Gardner 09 

Gardne~ 209 

Dey2Q2 



Dominic Tiani 

Gordon Merklein 

Jaime Kelsky 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jane C <jane smith@unc edu> 
Friday, August 20, 2010 I 1:41 AM 
McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email uric edu>; ’jean folkerts@unc edu’; Swanson, Kristen M 
<swansok@email uric edu>; Mumper, Russell <mumper@email unc edu>; Bashford, 
Robert A <robertbashJ’ord@med unc edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~opp@unc edu>; 
Lienesch, Michael <lienesch@email unc edu>; Simpson, Bland 
<bsimpson@email unc edu>; Reznick, Steve <reznick@email unc edu>; Stenross, 
Barbara <stenross@email unc edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tvveeter@email unc edu>; Andrews, 
William L <wandrews@unc edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Rennet@reed unc edu>; Amago, 
Samuel <samago@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; 
Brabham, Daren C <dbrabham@email unc edu>; Eble, Connie C 
<cceble@email unc edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A <lastra@cs unc edu>; Willis, Rachel 
<Rachel Willis@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 
Smith, Jane C <jane smith@unc edu> 
New Student Convocation Sunday Aug 22 4 pm Carmichael Arena 

TO: Deans and Faculty attending the 2010 New Student Convocation 

FROM: Jane Smith, Office of University Events 

SUBJ: New Student Convocation, Sunday, August 22nd 

Thank you for participating in the 2010 New Student Convocation at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This 

occasion is a formal welcome to the University, designed to engage new undergraduate students (first year and transfer 

students) in the intellectual endeavors of our University and to introduce them to the proud traditions of Carolina. 

Consequently, Deans and faculty participating in the ceremony are asked to wear regalia. 

Mem bers of the Platform Party, Deans and faculty will gather on Sunday, August 22nd between 3:15 and 3:40 pm in the 

Media Room at Carmichael Arena. Parking for Deans and faculty will be available in the newly completed Bell Tower 

Parking Deck. The program begins at 4:00 p.m. with the convocation processional led by Chancellor Holden Thorp. 

The Convocation speaker will be Dr. Peter Ornstein, F. Stuart Chapin Distinguished Professor of Psychology. 

If you have questions, please call the Office of University Events at 962 0045 or email jane smith@unc.edu. In case you 

need to contact me on the day of the event, my cell number is 

You are invited to join the Chancellor and new students at Fall Fest, held on South Road beginning at 9:00 pm. 

Jane C. Smith 

Associate Director, University Events 

208 W. Franklin Street 

Campus Box 2050 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 2050 



919-962-0045 Office 

Blackberry cell phone 

919-843-6319 Fax 

Past President, NAACO 





Amy Perko 

Knight Commission: Athletics vs academic spendinq too unbalanced 

and sports 

Watchdoq proposes dividinq N.C A.A. money based on academics 
New Yor~ limes June 17 2010 By Katie ] hem~s 

Kni~lht Commission urqes that colleqe athletics share the wealth 

NCAA backs Knight Commission’s reform proposals 

Prove the profitability of colleqe sports 

AtMetics Dollars and Values: How Transparent is Transparency? 
Univeloity B~sil~eso July August 2010 



Sit~ma Alpha Lambda 

Meeting Minutes for from 8:02pro 8;35pm 

Called to Order: g:02pm 

Introduction of Officers 

Chapter President- 

o Chapter Vice President- 

o Chapter Secretary 

:: Vice President of Academic AcMevement - 

More involved this year 

o Vice President of Community Service- 

o Vice President of Public Relations- 

:: Chapter Advisor: Dr. Debolah Stroman - Faculty Adivsor 

Leadership 

Exercise and Sports Science dept. - Sports Business Administration 

Spoke about different aspects of EXSS 

She teaches Econ & Finance of Sports 

Also coordinates programs for EXSS Undergraduates 

SAL is about Service and Leadership 

Leaders connect with people 

Gives Ice Breaker activib/- Student Search game 

Began al: 8:09pro - Winner - Ends at 8:] 8pro 

Leaders work on the system 

8:24pm speaks again to SAL members that received a Facebook group/event 

invite great, those who didn’t please Search for SAL on FB 

o Meetln~swill be the :[~t thu~ of every month at 8pro in 3201 UNION 

o Check your emails and ~ooBle docs to events 

o Every meeting members are awarded - 1 point 

o Attending a Philanthropy 2 points 

At the end of the years names go into a hat and members win prizes 

January is the sign-up month for those interested in holding a officer title for the 

next year 

Service is a HUGE pa~t of 

Service projects 1 per month 

SAL Nationwide philanthropy "Food Fight for Hunger" 

Collection @ every meetin~ 

Sororities and Fraternities can participate and help a SAL member 

out and also receive service hours for participation 

No DENTS and No EXPIRED cans, Can must be in good condition to 

be used 



Paper survey passed out about involvement and opportunities for service/leadership 

Group inte~ests 

8:31pm Be able to Talk about SAL and our activities/events! 

o Hoping to have Study hours 

:: Gel:ti~g Career services and the [ear~ing Ce~ter t{) talk aboul sl:udy skills 

Rewards for improved and highest GPA’s 

Meeting closed 8:35pm 

















H My Cherished Informal Advlsory Board. © 

First (very, very first) draft. I wll use thls doc as my t~lklng ponts wth my meet ng wlth the Chance lot next wee/. Too radical ! Too ~onse ~at[ve7 What’s 

mlss n67 Wh~t should be deleted? 

Your thou6hts are very much ~ppredated. Fee free to cal me day or ni6ht {before 

!no vnal) 



Out" vi~iotr is a universi& community t~at 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, suppor~ 

and celebrates" the achievement of Black employees" 

ae ehe Universi& of North Carolina at Umpel Hill, 

cbcinfo@uncedu 

Subject: The University of North Carolina Athletic Department’s Investigation and Sup port of Black 

Student-Athletes and Coaches 

Statement: Tile Caucus expresses its concern regarding the internal investigation of tile atidetic 

department and wist~es to publicly announce its support for the welfare of the Black student athlete and 

coaches. 

What We Know: 

2. The universi~ has begum an inlorma] investigation of UN CAA to identify possible illegal activities and 

t~ reconfirm confidence in the leadership of tbe department to fill fib its mission and goals There is one 

Black employee on this committee. {This commit[ae member has no experience as a former player or 

administrator of major college athleticsj. The majori~- of the committee membership includes white 

persons flom IJNCAA or those holding %truer/current BNCAA-related responsibilities, 

3. Three             players have been released froln tile investigation to ti~e extent tJ~at they are able 

to practice and play in NCAA       games, The players are 

There has been no statement released as to their innocence or guilt, It is assumed that there 

are no illegalities concerning/hese players at fltis lime and that            may have been able to play 

in the tirst       game of the year in Atlanta. 

4 Coach john Blake has resigned his position (effactive                 ) as associate head coach of the 
football team. Coach Slake is a very capable coach, outstanding recruib~r, and had tbe respect of his 
players here at IJNC-CH. 

5. Black student athletes {     #’s) are an integral part of tile tradition and success of U N C~YA. The 

team is predominately Black and the majority of its starters are glack. The economic gains of 

lJNC-CH due to Black student athlete participation cannot be understated, Black student athletes are 

successful in ~be classroom and in competition at UNC CI[ Black student athletes assist in ~be 

achievement of the diversi)- mission ofBNC CH. 



Our Expectations: 

That there will be fairness and due process for all parties involved in the h~vestigation. The 

4. "[’hat increased transparency is necessary to establish and/or maintain trust of those that are charged 





Out" vi~iotr is a universi& community treat 

consistentJy and enthusiastically fosters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Black employees 

ae ehe Universi& of North Carolina at U~apel Hill, 

cbcin&(~unc.edu 

September 20, 20~0 

Subject: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill investigation of the athletic department and 

university support of Black student-athletes and Black coaches 

S~atement: The Caucus expresses its concern regarding the int0rnal investigation of the athletic 

1. The university’s afl~letic department (UNCAA} is under investigation by the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association (NCAA) for possifile violations stemming from illegal activities by certain . The 

remaining ineligible players are Black students: 

2 The universiIy began an informal investigation of UNCAA to identi(y possible illegal acIivities and to 
reconfirm confidence in the leadership of UNCAA ~o ~ulfi]l its mission and goals. "[’here is one Black 
employee on this committee. (This committee member has no prior experience as a student-athlete at 
another NCAA Division ] BCS institution or as an administrator at another NCAA Division I EICS 
institution.) The majorRy of the commit*ee membership includes white persons fi-om UNCAA or those 
holding fbrmer/current UNCAA-related responsibilities. 

3 Three Black        players have been released from the investigation to lhe ex/ont that they are able 
to practice and play in NCAA       games. The players are 

4, The NCAA suspended                six games and                 fottF gan]es for receiving 

improper benefits, Both players must also repay benefits to become eligible. The university is appealing 

the length of ~he suspensions. I~oth players have sat out the first two gain es which cou nt toward their 

sttspensiolls, 



5, Coach John Blake resiglled his position (effective September 5, 2010) as associate head coach of the 

football team. Coach Blake is a very capable football coach, outekanding recruiter, and had ~he respect of 

many of his players here at UN C-CH, 

6 Black s/udenbathleles are an intogral park of the tradition and success of UNCAA. This academic 

semesb~r there are 146 Black shaden~ ath]etos competing for the university’s athletic teams. The football 

team is predominately Black and the majoriPy of its st~rtm~s are Black s~dent athletes {As of Septeln bet 

1.2010, there are 74 Black student a~h[etos on the foo/ba]l team] The economic gains of UNC CI[ due ~ 

Black s~dent athleb9 par~dpation cannot be undersold. ~lack student a~hletes are successN] ~n the 

classroom and in competition at UNC-CH, Black student-atldete perfbrmance has helped to increase tim 

branding of the university as a positive and well-respected academic institution for mitmrity students. 

Black student-athletes assist in ~e achievement of fl~e diversi~ mission of UNC-CH. 

Our Expectations: 

1. That there will be fairness and due process for all parties involved in the investigation. The 

investigation will be conducted with the best interests of the u niversity and studente such that tJmir 

athletic eligibility will not be exhausted due to any tmnecessaW delays. 

2, That the university will advocate fbr a fail and appropriate penalty imposed by the N CAA for the 
infl’actions committed by the st~]denbathletes 

3. That the weltare of the Black student athleb~ must be improved x~thin UNCAA. [t is our 

3, That increased transparency is necessary to esta blish and/or maintain trust of those that are charged 



Team ] ho#e you al are dong wel. If you are ava] ab e, please stop by on Wednesday, at ii:25 a.m. {Union 3102) 



Out" vi~iotr is a univerd& community d~at 

cond,~tendy and enthusiastically foster& suppot’~ 

celebrc~tes" the c~chievement of’Black employees" 

ehe Universi& of North ~’arolit~a at 67~apel Hill, 

cbcin&(~unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

Wednesday, October 6t~ - 22:30 a.m. IUnion 3206) - Caucus Meeting - "A Look 

Back in Time" with Special Guests Professor Charles Da,~*e (Brandis Professor of 

Law and one of the original founders of the Caucus), Dr. ~-lortense McClinton 

(first Black faculty member in the School of Social Work), and Mr. Carl Smith 

(former assistant to five Provosts). Join us as they share the history of the 

Caucus and the state of the campus environment that necessitated our 

beg nnings. A cen’t miss meeting! Additional updates on the athletic and 

housekeepin~ concerns. (See ’You Need to Know’ section below) 

NON-CBC EVENTS 

g, Hearing is Healing: The Intersection of Music and Public Health - September 2& at 5:30 p,m, - FedEx Global 

Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium Discover the power of music to change the world ~n th~s 

lecture and performance by Malawian musician Peter Mawanga. Blending traditional African, jazz, and 

nevertheless rooted in the music of his native Malawk Peter is currently collaborating with UNC 

alumnus and Fulbright mtvU recipient Andrew Magill ’09 on a music proiect which shares the 

stones of t hose infected and affecl:ed by AIDS in Malawi Hear Peter speak about 1his p~oject and 

his work mentoring Malawian orphans and street children through music. Also enjoy a video 

presentation about Peter’s work. Reception to follow. Sponsored by the Curriculum in Global Studies and the 

Insiil:ule for Global Healal & Infeciious Diseases 

2. NC OPT ED Alliance Day (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics, Social, Behavior & Economic 

Sciences) at ale Greensboro Coliseum Complex on Novembe~ ][2th. All Graduate, Dnde~graduate, Community 

College, High School, & M~ddle School Students are encouraged to attend & experience this wonderful 

conference. Alliance Day provides students the valuable experience of presenting scholarly research during 



3. The Temptations and The Four Tops return to the DPAC stage February 9, 2011. These two legendary 

Motown vocal groups are cornerstones of 60s and 70s pop and rhythm-and-blues music. Sweet harmonies 

and precise choreography have always been a part of Temptations and Four Tops sho~s, and original Tempt 

Otis Williams and original Top Abdul "Duke" Fakir [lave kept their groups’ sounds intact into the twenty-first 

century. Dome for a great night of sweet soul music at DPAC. Tickets start at just $38 plus ticketing fees. 

4~ The Instilute of African American Research (IAARI is planning to reserve a block of at least ~0 tickets [or the 

Hugh Masekela performance in the fall of 2010 (http://www.carollnaperformlnarts.org/generes/worldmuslc). 

If you ~ould like to join the IAAR group for the concert and receive a special discount on the ticket price~ 

please email iaar~unc.edu ~ Also, IAAR will sponsor a panel discussion and tea on Masekela’s work within the 

context of historical South Africa on Friday, October 8. 

5. Mavis Staples is coming to town! Friday, October 1 - 8:00 p.m at ] he Carolina [heatre 

http://www.carolinatheatre.org/stage/mavls staples 

6. If you haven’t heard by now.., please visit the 50 foot mural at the School of 

Government that celebrates African Americans! A creative interpretation of 

the Greensboro lunch counter sit in of ~960 is the first in a series of murals 

that will commemorate the contributions of African Americans and Native 

Americans I:o the state. Titled "SERVICE," the 5 by 50 foot painting by 

Charleston, S.C., artist Colin Quashie was dedicated at the School of 

Government this summer. The mural showcases 40 individuals and more than 

eight events symbolizing North Carolina’s African American history associated ,with civil dgbts, government, 

business, journalism and education. The painting shows a gathering of African-American leaders at the counter 

of a diner not unlike Woolworth’s. More: httpl//www.sog.unc.edu/about/service/ 

7~ Melissa Harris-Lacewell will deliver the 18th annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture. Political 

commentator, author and Princeton professor to discuss race and politics at the Stone Center on Thursday, 

October 14 at 7:00 p.m. http~//www~meljssaharrislacewe~! 

8. Ladysmith Black Mambazo blends their South African musical traditions to the sound and sentiment of 

Christian gospel in a musical and spiritual alchemy that represents every corner of the landscape. See this 

incredible performance on Friday, March 11 at 8:00 p.r~. at tile Carolina Theatre. www.carolinatheatre.org 



9~ Light on the Hill Scholarship Awards Banquet on Friday, October 29 at the Sheraton Chapel Hill. A cocktail 

reception will begin at 6:15 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 p.m. (attire black tie optional), This special eveninB 

will honor the accomplishments of outstandinB alumni, faculty and students. Congratulations to these award 

winners! Should you need additional information, please feel free to contact [anea Pettis ’95 at the UNC 

General Alumni Association via tanea pettls@unc edu or (919) 843 9694. 

Mchael Zolli¢offer 85 (MD’~ 

YOU NEED 10 KNOW. 

Carolina Black Caucus’ Website is LIVE! Please visit http://www.unc.edu/cbc today and 

provide us with your feedback. Special thanks to O.J. McGhee for his great work on the site’s 

development, in the next update, the calendar w~ll be interactive so that members will have 

the ability to post events of interest. 

Mark your calendar! Membership Meetings are scheduled for the first Wednesday of each 

month at the Union at 11:30 a.m. The remaining tentative schedule is 11.3 Room 3206, 12.1 

Room 3206, 1.22 Room 3202, 2.2 Room 3202, 3.2 Room 3202, and 4.6 Room 3~02. 

September is/was Membership Month! We encourage your renewal as annual dues are 

S25iyear or 540/2 years. Two year paid memberships will receive a Caucus gift. Remember, 

your ideas and participation will help to make the Caucus what YOU need as a member of the 



Habit For Humanity The coordination is still underway with the BSM. Stay tuned! 

The Caucus announces that the planning for the second annual "UNC Minority Business Expo: 

Engagement Through Entrepreneurship" is underway[ [ he tentative date is February 5, 2011 

If you know of vendors that would be interested in showcasing their products and services, 

please contact Expo Chair, Herb Richmond at herb.richmond@fac.unc.edu. This wonderful 

initiative also supports the university’s Innovate@Carolina Campaign. 

ADVOCACY - The Caucus Steering Committee represents you and your voice’. We addressed 

the current situations surrounding athletics and the housekeepers with the Chancellor. (Note: 

(The prepared Caucus statement has been sent to all Caucus members.) Dr. Thorp is very 

supportive of the Caucus and appreciates the open dialogue regarding both matters. The 

Caucus is now seeking members who are ~nterested in serving on an Athletics 1ask Force I he 

information after September 30, 20:10. We encourage participation, feedback and 

corn munication. Tell your friends and co-workers. The Caucus is YOU! Please let us know what 

activities you would like to see offered/organized by the Caucus, Thanks! 

] hese students 

Interested in a road trip to see the NFL’s Carolina Panthers this season? Send an email to 

cbcchair@unc.edu In the subject line, add PANTHERS -Yes! 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information concerning Black employees, 

Thanks! 

ANNODNCEMENTS 

Institutional NSF funding award for the advancement of women faculty in STEM fields: 

ADVANCE: Increasing the Participation and Advancement of Women in Academic Science 

and Engineering Careers Full Proposal Target Date(s): October 04, 20:[0 The goal of the 

ADVANCE program is to develop syslernic approaches to increase the representation and 

advancement of women in academic science, technology, engineebng and mathematics 

(STEM) caree~, thereby contributing to the development of a more diverse science and 

engineering workforce. 

http:/g~¢nsf,qov/pubs/2010/nsf10593/nsf10593.htrn?V~’Tmc id=USNSF 25&WTmc ev= 

click 















Debby, 

> > > Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc edu > ] 0/12/20i0 4:]8 PM > > > 













Out" vi~iotr is a universi& corr~munity t~at 

consi,~tentJy and enthusiastically f!~ster~q, suppor~ 

and celebrates" the achievement of’Black employees" 

ae fl~e Universi& of Norfl~ ~’arolit~a at 67~apel Hill, 

cbcin&(~unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

Wednesday, November 3~’~ - itlt:30 a.m, (Union 32061 - Caucus Meeting - 

"Conversations" with S~ecial Guests - Our students! As the Caucus and tbe ~lack 
Student Movement both celebrate our November anniversaries, we will spend 

time discussing "who we are~ and the importance of connection. Join us for fun 

interaction with America’s future leaders. Also, new UNC leaders, Dwayne 

Pinkney, Associate Provost for Finance and Academic Planning, and Te[ri 

Houston, interim chief diversity officer and interim executive director of the 

Office of Diversity and MultiBultural Affairs, will "reintroduBe" themselves to the 

Caucus. Regular business agenda items include announcements and an update 

on the Caucus’ Athletics Task Force work. 

YOU NEED TO KNOW... 

Carolina Black Caucus’ Website is LIVE! Please visit http://www.unc~edu/cbc today and 

provide us with your feedback. Special thanks to O.J. McGhee for his great work on the site’s 

development, in the next update, the calendar w~ll be interactive so that members will have 

Mark your calendar! Membership Meetings are scheduled ~or the ~irst Wednesday o~ each 

month at the Union at 11:30 a.m. The remaining tentative schedule is 12.1 Room 3206, 1.12 

it’s time to JOiN the Caucus’. Please don’t delay. We need your support, We encourage your 

renewal as annual dues are ~25/year or ~40/2 years. Two year paid memberships will receive 

a Caucus girt. Remember, your ~deas and participation will help to make the Caucus what YOU 



Habit For Humanity The coordination is still underway with the BSM. Stay tuned! 

The Caucus announces that the planning for the second annual "UNC Minority Business Expo: 

Engagement Through Entrepreneurship" is underway[ [ he tentative date ~s February S, 2011. 

If you know of vendors that would be interested in showcasing their products and services, 

please contact Expo Chair, Herb Richmond at herb~richmond@fac.unc~edu. This wonderful 

initiative also supports the university’s Innovate@Carolina Campaign. 

Discussions are underway with UNC’s Performing Arts. We have formed a partnership with this 

wonderful resource and will have signature event in February 2012. Stay tuned for more 

details! 

The documentation of the history of the CBC is critical to our future. Representatives from the 

Library’s Archivists and Center of the Study of the American South met with the Caucus chair 

to begin planning on the formal process. Thanks to Holly Smith for her leadership! If you are 

interested in serving on this important project please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Save the date![ February 25th at 6:DO p.m. (Stone Center Hitchcock Room) The CBC is working 

hard and smart to prepare for Black History Month. We hope to be the central aggregator of 

all Black events and programs so we can add them to our calendar. If you are interested in 

helping with the inaugural Black Histon/Month Readdn, contact Wayne Blair at 

wb!a[r@ema[!~unqedu. This special event will feature readings related to or written by 

descendants of the African Diaspora. Black staff, faculty and invited guests w~ll read the 

literal:ure of their choice. Ol:her activities include art, dance, spoken wo~d, and drama 

presentations~ 

ADVOCACY [he Caucus Steering Committee represents you and your voice[ We addressed 

the current situations surrounding athletics and the housekeepers with the Chancellor. Dr. 

Thorp is very supportive of the Caucus and appreciates the open dialogue regarding both 

matters. The Caucus is now seeking members who are interested in serving on an Athletics 

]ask Force. An update from the first meeting will be provided at the next CBC meeting [he 

Share the Good News! Caucus members will receive e-newsletters, communications, and 

access to the Caucus Sakai platform. We encourage participation, feedback and 

corn munication. Tell your friends and co-workers. The Caucus is YOU! Please let us know what 

activities you would like to see offered/organized by the Caucus. Thanks! 

These students 

will work closely with the steering committee and serve as campus ambassadors. 

Interested in a road trip to see the NFL’s Carolina Panthers this season? Send an email to 

cbcchair(~unc.edu In the subject line, add PAN[HERS -Yes! 



CommuniW News Pleasesend yourorganization’seventsand activityinformationto 

cbcinfo~uncedu. We wantto collectandshareinformation concerning Blackemployees 

Thanks! 

NON-CBC EVENTS 

1. NC OP] ED Alliance Day (Sdence, ] echnology, Engineering & Mathematics, Social, Behavior & Economic 

Sciences) at the Greensboro Coliseum Complex on November 12h. All Graduate, Undergraduate, Community 

College, High School, & Middle School SludenLs are encouraged 1o altend & experience this wonderful 

conference, Alliance Day provides students the valuable experience of presenting scholarly 

research during the poster and oral presentation sessions. 

2~ The Temptations and The Four Tops return to the DPAC stage February 9, 201:L These two legendary 

Motown vocal groups are cornerstones of 60s and 70s pop and rhythm-and-blues music. Sweet harmonies 

and precise choreography have always been a part of Temptations and Four Tops shows, and original Tempt 
otis Williams and original Top Abdul "Duke" Fakir have kept thei~ g~oups’ sounds intact into the twenty first 

century Come for a great night of sweet soul music at DPAC l ickets start at just SB8 plus ticketing fees. 

3. The Office of Minordy Health Research Coordination of I:he Nalional Institul:e of Diabetes and Digestive and 

Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) has established a communication network of current and potential biomedical 

research investigators and technical personnel from traditionally underserved communities: African American, 

Hispanic American, AmeNcan Indian, Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian, and other Pacific Islanders The major 

objective of the network is to encourage and facilitate participation of members of underrepresented racial 

and ethnic minority groups in the conduct of biomedical research in the fields of diabetes, endocrinology, 

melabolism, digestive diseases, nutrition, kidney, urologiG and hemal:ologlc diseases. The NM RI Soulh 

Regional Conference is Nov. 4 and 5, If you are interested in becoming a member of the N M RI, please send an 

email to: mart[nezw@ma[!:n[h.gov, 

4. V[sittheUNChomepageforasuperarticleonMr. Day http://~.unc.edu/spotlLght/thoraas da~/ 

5~ The Institute of African American Research, along with co-sponsors the Carolina Women’s Center and the 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies, would like to invite mere bets of the public to a panel on 

race and criminalization in the United States. Panelists FranE Baul~gartner (UNC-CH, Richard J. Richardson 
Distinguished Professor of Political Science), Mare I(leiaschrnidt (Mayor of Chapel Hill), and Michelle Laws 

(President, Chapel Hill/Carrboro NAACP) will discuss issues of race and sexual assault, racism in the criminal 

justice system, and the implications of racism in eyewitness testimony. Please join us for the discussion, 

refreshments will be provided. 

What: Learning from Picking Cotton; A Conversation about Race, Sexual Assault, and the U.S. Judicial System 

Where: Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

When: I hursday, October 28, 2 3:30pro 

6 If you haven’t heard by now. please visit the 50 foot mural at the School of 

Government that celebrates African Americans[ A creative interpretation of 

that will commemorate the contributions of African AmeNcans and Native 

Americans to the state, Titled "SERVICE," the 5 by 50 foot painting by 

Charleston, S.C., artist Colin Quasbie was dedicated at the School of 

Government this summer. ] he mural showcases 40 individuals and more than 



eight events symbolizing North Carolina’s African American history associated with civil rights, government, 

business, journalism and education. The painting shows a gathering of African-American leaders at the counter 

of a diner not unlike Woolworth’s. More: http://www.sog,unc.edu/about/service/ 

7. Ladysmith Black Mambazo blends their South AfNcan musical traditions to the sound and sentiment of 

Christian gospel in a musical and spiritual alchemy that represents every corner of the landscape. See this 

incredible performance on Friday, March 1~. at 8:00 p.m. at the Carolina Theatre. www.carolinatheatre,org 

B. Light on the Hill Scholarship Awards Banquet on Friday, October 29 at the 

Sheraton Chapel Hill. A cocktail reception will begin at 5:15 p.m followed by dinner at 7 pm (attire black tie 

oplional). This special evening will honor 1he accomplishments of oul:standing alumni, facuby and students 

Congratulations to these award winners! Should you need additional information, please feel free to contact 

Tanea Pettls ’95 at the UNC General Alumni Association via tanea pettis@unc.edu or (919) 843 9694. 

Hapzey E. Beech Oulslanding Alumni 

Phail Wynn, Jr ’89 (MBA) 

Mchael Zollicoffer 85 

Outstanding Faculty 

Terr Houston 

9. Carolina Seminar with Margaret C. Lee 

October 28th ] 6:30 PM to 9:00 PM [ FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024 

Hear from Margaret Lee, Associate Professor in the Department of African and Afro 

American Studies. Lee’s current research focuses on Atrica and the international 

trade regime, She is also a member of a research project entitled The New Scramble 

for Africa, which is sponsored by the Dag Hammarsl<jold Foundation, the Nordic 

Africa Institute, and the Institute for Security Studies, Lee completed the first 

publication of the project which is entitled I he 21st Century Scramble for Africa, [ he 

Iournal of Contemporary African Studies, Vok 24, No. 3, 2006. This I:alk is parl: of tbe 

Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. 

Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any discipline. For more information, contact Barbara 

Anderson at bandersf~email unc.edu. 



ANNOUNCEMENTS 

E. Congratulations Debra Watk~ns! She has been spotlighted in the October WELL 

publication. Debra has been with the UNC community for almost 20 years and, throughout 

her time here, has ~orked her way up to be the Senior Associate Director for Events 

Management at the Carolina Union. She states, "Being a woman does not define who I 

am, nor does ~t limit what I can acMeve" 

2. Read the October E4th Gazette! A picture of our special guests and the chair are included 

in this week’s publication, 















Minutes of the Facn[t~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010~ 3:30 a.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Agui[ar, Becca Bamaglini, Claudio Bat~aglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, tElizabetb Hedgpetb, Marian Hopkins. G~ay Lipford, 
Bonnie Marks, Robert McMunay, Jason Mibalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara 
Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marty Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, ShertN 
Salyer, Ed Shields, Steve Zinder, and Denise Curtin, EXSS manager 

Members absent: Coyte Coope~, Gual Cremades, Diane G~ot’~; Lee ScbimmellSng, Deb 
Southa[1, Richard Sou~hall, Debby Stroman 

Guests: Jarad Polivka and Connor Wamock 
Staff Present: Victor Anderson, Patrick Barrett, Amy Tufts 

Minntes of September 2t), 2010 were approved 

Barbara Osborne motioned to approve the minutes Joe Myers seconded 
?all in fa~ or and approved 

Website Renovation Project--Victor Anderson 

We need a new software platform that is both accessible and expandable We 
ba,ce collaborated witb l,a~nch I,oft who we bare bired to renovate the b;XSS 

website Jared Polivka and Connor Warnock~ former EXSS alum and owners of 
ka~mc~ ko~t will be cre~ting a site that will generate interest and excitement about 
the program and allow visfiors to ~be site to make donations to the department 

Ja~ed and Connor ga~’e a presentation of some oP ti~e work they ba~,e done so far 
on the website A screenshot of the home page from their presentation will he 
emailed to the t:aculty for suggestlons/ideas Kevin asked that the t:aculty send 
their thoughts to Victor who will relay them onto Jared and Connor Goal is to 

have the new website up and running by January 1, 2011 

Email/(2alendar Migration Victor Anderson 

I~ migrated more people in our depariment to the new b;xchange emai]ica]endar 
client then originally was planned lfyou haven’t received any emails since 
Monday, please let Victor know The storage space tBr exchange email, including 
the calendar, is limited to 2 gigabytes per person When your limit is reached, 
you will be ~nable to send/~eceive emails unIil you delete flies lndivid~als can 
have more than 2 gigs of storage t’or a cha~ge of $25 ()()@ear 

EXSS Zone~Amy Tu[~ts 

a The Public Relations committee met and decided to make ti~e cover sto~y fbr 
fl~is fall’s EXSS Zone about our new t~acilfiies and the histol)’ oftbe 



department If you have any inibrmation about our history, please send it to 
oneofrNe PR committeemembe~s Dr [)ixie Ihomsponwillbethea]um 
spotlight and the faculty spotlight will be Barbara Osborne addressing the 
evolvement of women in the department o~ er the years The Mueller’s 
GarNering Place will be highlighted on rNe ~’rnake a gift" page 
Please let Amy and Ashley know about any good photo opportunities in your 
class/labs, etc for use on the website They also need mateda]s fo~ the boards 
dou, nstalrs to shou, case t:oculty work 

Employee of the Year Award nomination forms are due by November 12 

State Employees Combined Campaign Toil Cheek Hooker is our 
departmental representative Please consider making a contribution to the 
campaign 

Facilities IU palate--Patrick Barrett 

a Fetzer Hall 
¯ installing new signage inside the building to meet disability standards 

,, rNe planned completion date for the Wresting Addition is December 19 
¯ exterior signage and awnings have been rNsralled 
,~ the [~etzer klquipment Room renovation is on hold for now 
¯ no date has been set for the rcroofing Project to begin 
¯ work on the Mueller’s GarNering Place will start f’ollowing rNe 

cornpletion ofrNe wrestling addition 
b Woollen Gym 

Woollen Equipment Room opened October 4 wirN Joel McLawhom as 
~he super~ isor 
The first phase of the Woollen renovation, the creation of a 
multipurpose studio and weight rooms, is funded and is movh~g 
forward The second phase, the renovation of the locker rooms, might 
not happen t’or a year or two as Athletics needs $8 million to fund the 
proj ect 

¯ 203/205 AC Units x,~,ill ~emain fo~ now 
¯ 304 Woollen classroom renovation is complcle 
¯ Go[Sage cans wil] be placed on each floor 

c Woollen and Fetzer 
Gym floors will be closed for a three week period while rNey a*e 
stripped and refinished over Christmas break 
Name change rNe Basketroorns are now called the Equipment 
Checkout Rooms 

d Stallings [4,x, ans 
Designers are still working on the problems of ceiling condensation on 
the main floor and water seepage in rNe laundD- room 

e OEC 
¯ Ongoing routine maintenance 
,, constructing recycling bins 

f Debbie Murray reported that rNe Bowman Gray Pool opened October 6 



g Marly Pomerantz reported that the former racquetball observ ation room/CPR 
I,ab space in I~etzer is now a cycling studio and that outdoor bathrooms and 
water fountains have been installed at the Eddie Smith facility 

6. Hyatt I,ibrary Elizabeth Hedgpeth 

a The space will be used as a browsing ]ihrmy and cont;,~rence room and is not 
for classes It u, ill be reser~,ed ~i,r students’ use in the mornings and 
meetings and theses committees in the afternoons 

b ~ graduate student in the School of Librao" Science, is cataloging 
the books and changing the configuration of the room A checkout system 
will be put in place and bookplates will be placed in each book All library 
materials will be listed in an excel spreadsheet A decision will be made as to 
which donated books will be accepted for the librmy~ Ihere will be no 
journals or class books accepted 

c Goal is to hax e the library ready by January 
d D’vT)’s can be ordered from Davis Libral), Please let Elizabetb know if you 

need one o~de~ed 

7. Blyth Lecture 2011 Kevin Guskiewicz 

Kevin asked the faculty for topic suggestions Topics proposed were 1) student 
athletes and institutional compliance, and 2) public health The genelal consensus 
of the faculty was ~o go with public health 

Speaker suggestions: Jenny Hoop; Ke]ly bvenson. Research Professor in UNC 
Epidemiology; Michele Obama; Shellie Phfol; MatT Jo Kane, sport sociologist 
fiom Mirmesota; Ba*b .adnswo*th. t’~rmerly on the UNC [’acuity; Scott 
Crutchmore, spor~ plrilosopher 

Kevin asked Sher~T to go ahead and speak with Shelly Phfo]e We will have an 
update on Blyth Lecture possibilities at the next t~aculty meeting 

8. IRB Fo|low-Up~Troy B|ackbm’n 

The deparimenr will no longer retain hard copies of [RBs and will instead store all 
proposal materials on the university server as a PDF or word file A fblder for 
each lab will be set up Victor has established the se~’v-er space and Troy will 
create the folders There is a limit to the number of onyens that can have access 
totbesite LabDirectorswillbaxetbeironyensassignedinitially R’the 
Directors want someone else to set up otber onyens, please let Troy know A 
common Excel spreadsheet will list a]l IRBs stored on the server 

9. Mueller Gathering Place Kevin Guskiewicg 

t 8K remains to be raised Kevin asked that everyone tW to give to the pmiect If 
evetyone gave $15 or so, he could infbtm potential donors that 100% of the EXSS 



10. 

Ill. 

fSculty had contributed Kevin will be getting in fldl fund-raising mode the first 

EXSS Tenure and Promotion Poli~ies Review Kevln and Tony 
Materials Distributed: 
arid 7~nur~, Policies arid ]¥acticex; 2) a brief summary of the Task Force Repo~k 
and 3) Pogcies, Proced~¢res, ~o~d (}’ite~Ja (;ow~r~ing h~it~a1.4pl)oi~en~, 
Reagpoit~/menls, gromo¢io~s, arid l~tmrejbr /he /h~ t@’ ~] ~he ~SS L)epartmet~/ 

Faculty should read the entire UNC Task Force document from the Provost The 
five key recommendations of the Task Force are summarized in the handout fl-orn 
the Dean’s Office We ~eed to decide whether we should revise our documem to 
include any of the recommendations The College will probably require all 
departments to do this in the spring We will continue our discussion, s on the 
Tenure and Promotion document at our next faculty meeting 

a Congra~.flations to Tony Hackney ~,ho was inducted as a t;,~[Iow in the 
National Academy of Kinesiology (N~) at the AAI~E’s annual meeting on 

October O, 2010 in Williamsburg, VA 
b Marion reported that the committee for a minor in dance has met once and 

"will meet again on Fliday Ongoing discussion as to where the minor would 
be housed possibly in Dramatic Art or Communication Studies 

c Our next faculty meeting will begin at 3:00 pro, November 17 We will meet 
in ~-etzer 20 ] from ~-4; ] 5 pm f~r a gene~a[ faculty meeting, followed by a 
meeting of the tenured faculty to discuss Tenure and Promotion cases from 
4:15-5:30 p m 

d Christmas Project lt’you are aware of any families that could use our 
assistance this year, please let Debbie Murray know 

e Congra~.flations to Johnna Mihalik who is a recipient of a Unive~ sip," Oraduate 
Impact Award 

The meeting adjourned at 5:30 pm 

NrSnutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C Currin 















Out" vision is a universi& community that 

consi,~tendy and enthusiastically fosters, suppot’~s 

celebrates" the c~chievement o[Btack employees" 

ehe Universi& of North Carolina at 67~apel Hill, 

cbcin&(~unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

Ho~i~lay Social - Friday~ December :[7t~ 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. at the Carolina 

Club. We also will salute Dr~ Archie Ervin, Associate Provost for Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs. R.S.V.P. by email invitation only. There is much to 

celebrate and be thankful for in this holiday season. Members enjoy free 
admission. Guests - ~:[0 in advance and $25 at the door. Mail payments to 

Shandra Jones at UNC campus box 3490. 

YOU NEED 10 KNOW. 

Carolina Black Caucus’ Websil:e is I IVE! Please visit hl:tp://www unc.edu/cbc today and 

provide us with your feedback. Special thanks to O.J. McGhee ~or his great work on the site’s 

development. You may now submit events IUNC and local community activities) on the 

calendar! Stay informed. 

renewal as annual dues are $25/year or 540/2 years. Two year paid memberships will receive 

a Caucus girt, Remember, your ~deas and participation will help to make the Caucus what YOU 

need as a member of the UNC community, Online membership is now available! 

Library’s Archivists and Center of the Study of the American South met with the Caucus chair 

to begin planning on the formal process, Thanks to Holly Smith for her leadership! If you are 

interested in serving on this important project please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Habit Fo~ Humangy -The coordination is still urlderway with the BSM [or the spring semester. 

Stay tuned’. 



Black History M onth Events~ 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregato~ of all Black ~elat ed events and programs. 

go if you are aware of events, please add them to the Caucus calendar. 

http://www.unc.edu[cbc/submit event.htrnl 

2. "An Ar~s Night Out" - We have formed a partnership the Carolina Performing Arts. We will 

introduce our collaboration on Tuesday, February 22,201 ~ at 7:gO pm with the Alvin Alley 

American Dance Theater event. Stay tuned for more details[ 

3, Black Historf Month Read-In Friday, February 25 at B 00 p.r~. (Sto e Center Hitchcock 

Room) Interested in helping with this inaugural event? Contact Wayne glair at 

wb!a[r@erna[!~unqedu. This special event will feature readings related to or written by 

descendants of the African Diaspora. Black staff, faculty and invited guests w~ll read the 

literature of their choice. Ol:her activities include art, dance, spoken wo~d, and drama 

ADVOCACY [he Caucus Steering Committee represents you and your voice[ 3) Housekeepers 

lackie Overl:on, chai~ of the Employee Forum, addressed the membership at the last meeting 

with a detailed overview. The university is now in the process of responding to the 

housekeepers’ requests. 2) Athletics The athletics task force has met and is now in the 

process of gathering data and instituting a mentorship {peer and professional) program. 

Alumni have been identified to assist in this regard. We have held two meetings with current 

student athletes to hear their voice and gain more understanding of their needs. This advocacy 

is long term and will continue over the next year. Chancellor [ horp is very supportive of the 

Caucus and appreciates the open dialogue regarding both matters. 

access to the Caucus Sakai platform. We encourage participation, feedback and 

corn munication. ] ell your friends and co workers. [ he Caucus [s YOU! Please let us know what 

activities gou would like to see offered/organized by the Caucus, Thanks! 

I hese students 

Community News Please send your organization’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information concerning Black employees, 

Thanks[ 



NON-CBC EVENTS 

1. Hortense McClinton: First African American Faculty Hired at UNC will discuss her experiences and how far 

U NC School of Social Work, ] ate I urner Kuralt Building. If you have any questions, please contact Jennie 

Dickson at 919 843 5640 or email at idickson@unc,edu 

2. "Corapeake" photography exhibition enters its final two weeks at the Stone Center. Soulful collection of 

images captured by artist Kendall Messick ends its stay at UNC on Friday, December 3, 2010 8:00 p,m, 

http:/!soniahavnesstonecl:r.unc.edu/programs!events/corapeake/ 

3. The Academic Plan Steering Committee is now scheduling meetings with campus leaders to discuss and elicit 

commenl:s on the draft of N~e plan If you are interested in providing input (see attachment), please contact 

cbcchair@unc.edu before December 6t~’ Provost Carney and Chancellor ]horp have kept the eyes of the 

campus on the new Academic Plan since the process began in the spring 2010 semester. This document will 

serve as a guide for the next decade of academlc programs, priorities, and policies at Carolina It is their goal 

to engage the campus as widely as possible in contributing to the final Plan so that the introduction and 

implementation process can begin in the spring of 2011. 

4~ Cedric the Entertainer at DPAC on December 18u’ at 8:00 p,m. - Considered one of the funniest comics in 

America, actor/comedian Cedric "The Entertainer" is best known as one of the headlining stars of the hit 

feature film "The Original Kings of Comedy," directed by Spike Lee. Cedric has celebrated many career 

successes spanning television, live performances and film~ Some notable accolades include nabbing The AFTRA 

Award of Excellence in Television Programming for his Fox Television series Cedric The Entertainer Presents; a 

record-breaking four consecutive NAACP Image Awards for ’Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series" 

for his portrayal of the lovable Coach Cedric Robinson on the WB’s #&-rated The Steve Hap~ey Show, 

http~//www.dpacnc:com/defau!t~asp?d#ac-19&obj[d-382 

5. Interested in getting fit? Carolina Campus Recreation and Counseling & Wellness Services introduce "Get Fit 

from Head to Heel!" This lO-week healthy lifestyle, weight loss and physical activity challenge is available to 

UNC-Chapel Hill students and employees~ This program is designed for individuals interested in modifying their 

lifestyle and adopting healthy new patterns. Visit http~//campusrec:unc:edu/for more details! With the 

support of a team and coach, participants will have weekly fitness workouts, nutrition sessions and focus 

groups, The program emphasizes the importance of maximizing physical activity and making healthier lifestyle 

and eating choices. The program not only provides motivation and support, but the resources to be successful. 

& Disney’s The Lion King DPAC January 4-30, goii~ Experience the phenomenon. The Triangle’s most eagerly 

awaited stage production ever will leap onto the DPAC stage this season. Visually stunning, technically 

astounding and with a musical score like none other you’ve ever heard. 

http://www.dpacnc.com/default,asp?dpac-19&obild-327 



7. ChuckDavisAfdcanAmericanDanceEnsemble-CarolinaTheater Thursday, January3.3 I 10:00 

a.m. and 1~ :45 am. http://www carolinatheatre.or~/sta~e/chuck-davis-african-american-dance- 
ensemble 

8. The Temptations and The Four Tops return to the DPAC stage February 9, 2011. These two legendary 

Motown vocal groups are cornerstones of 60s and 70s pop and rhythm and blues music. Sweet harmonies 

and precise choreography have always been a part of femptations and Four lops shows, and original lempt 

Otis Williams and original Top Abdul "Duke" Fakir have kept their groups’ sounds intact into the twenty first 

century Come for a great night of sweet soul music al: DPAC Tickets start at just ~£38 plus ticketing fees. 

9 Ladysmith Black Mambazo blends their South African musical traditions to the sound and sentiment of Christian 

gospel in a musical and spiritual alchemy that represents even/corner of the landscape, See this incredible 

performance on Friday, March 11 at 8:00 p,m, at the Carolina ] heatre, www.carolinatheatre.org 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The university student chapter of the NAACP will become an ex officio member of 

the 203_0-12 Steering Committee. Similar to the role of the BSM, the NAACP offers 

the Caucus an important connection to student activities and interests. Thanks to 

DeVel:ta Nash for her leadership with this student group! 
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BACKGROUND 

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT 



Introduction 

Since 2004, significant advancements have been made 
to support undergraduate retention and graduation. 

The 2004 retention study was a university-wide study of 
UNC-Chapel Hill’s undergraduate retention policies, 
services and procedures. 

Institutional performance measures identify retention and 
graduation rates as key performance indicators. 



Introduction 

UNC General Administration’s 2011-12 targets for UNC- 
Chapel Hill (75% four-year and 87% six-year graduation 
rates) have been met more than a year ahead of 
schedule. 

The current report aims to identify this and similar 
successes as well as highlight areas requiring further 
growth and attention. 



Contents of the Report 

Executive Summary 

Introduction 

2004 Study Recommendations and 
Implementations 

Methodology of the Current Study 

Limitations of the Study 

Findings 

Recommendations 

The Future and Concluding Statements 

Append ices 



Todsy’s P~esentation 

Methodology 

Study Limitations 

Key Findings 

Recommendations 

The Future 



LONGITUDINAL DATASET 

STUDY OF NEW INITIATIVES 

3 QUALITATIVE ANALYSES 



Longitudinal Dataset 

First-year cohorts who entered Carolina in the fall of 2002 
(n=3,457) and 2003 (n=3,511). 

Analyses included: 

demograph c variables 

admission application information 

term...by..term records of enrollment 

academ c elig bility stat~4s, grades, and credit hours attempted 
and earned 

fnancia aid e igibility and awards 

responses to first.-year and senior year suF~eys 



Study of New Initiatives 

Study of the data on the ~’~cess of recent 
retention/graduation improvement initiatives, some of 
which were created in response to recommendations 
from the 2004 study findings. 

For example: 
, Outcomes of 2007 r~ew academ c eligibility’ po icies tracked to 

determine if participation in a semester of academic probation 
and intervention helped sludents ~egain eligibility and remain 
in good standing in subsequent semesters 

Members of the first cohorts of Carol na Covenant Scholars 
and C.STEP trens[er sludent programs (initialed in 2004 and 
2007, respeetwely) have also been fol owed and their 
grad~satior~ rates compared with nompart c par~ts. 



Qualitative Analyses 

Qualitative data were gathered through telephone 
interviews and web-based surveys of first-year students 
who had left Carolina in the past two years without 
graduating, 

Interviews with transfer students from different types of 
institutions to better understand their experiences adjusting 
to life at Carolina. 



Study Limitations 

Period of observation which may not capture complete academic 
life cycle of a cohort. 

Difficulty in measuring quality of student experiences and degree 
to which students’ personal issues influence academic decisions. 

Retrospective study o much of what we know about the 
experiences of these students is limited to making inferences 
from existing student records, surveys, and interviews. 

Data reflecting engagement in out-of-class academic activities 
as well as co-curricular and social activities not available for all 
members of cohort group. 



~ Retention and Graduation Rate Comparison 

~ Persistence and Graduation Patterns of First-Year Students 

~ Persistence and Graduation PattemsofTransferStudents 

w Students V~lo Do Not Complete Their Degrees at Carolina 

v Student Perceptions of Factors Related to Their Decision to 
Leave Carolina 

w Factors Related to Retention and Graduation 

w~ Evaluation of the Probation Semester 



Retention and Graduation Rate Comparison 

2. Carolina’s graduation rates increased more between 1998 and 
2003 than did other UNC institutions. 



Retention and Graduation Rates 



Retention and Graduation Rate Comparison 

Compared to the 4 public institutions the University uses most 
often for benchmarking (Virginia, Berkeley, UCLA, and 
Michigan) Carolina’s four-year graduation rate is in the middle 
of its peer group. 





Retention and Graduation Rate Comparison 

4. Carolina students are just as likely as their counterparts at 
peer institutions to graduate in four years, but less likely to 
complete their degrees after that point 



Peer Comparison Gradt~ation Rates at 4, 5 and 6 Years 





Persistence and Graduation Patterns of 1st Years 

1, TI.. }e~r graduator ate l/as reproved sitter/e2004 study 
Inthect em:~tudy ..~ ,fsl cot3,fm~ D~:~gsd/,,ted 
a fo.r yeas o~ ~ess hs t"~e 2004 study os~v/0% of st.~dests 



Change in Graduation Rates 



2002-2003 Cohort 4, S and 6 Year Outcomes 

4 Year Outcomes $ Year Outcomes 6 Year Outcomes 





Change in Retention Ra~es 



Change in Graduation Rates 







Females by Race 





Persistence and Graduation Patterns of 1st Years 

2, Estimated percentage of students graduating over ten years is 
approximately 90%. 

3 Nearly 70% of graduates enrolled in at least one summer 
session. 

4. About 22% of five year graduates and 65% of six year 
graduates "stopped out" for one or more semesters 

Only 21% of five year graduates were actually enrolled 10 
semesters, and only 12% of six-year graduates enrolled for 12 
semesters. 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of 1st Years 

Note on Time to Degree: 

Graduation rates are computed based on actual calendar years 
elapsed since entry as first-year degree-seeking student 

However, most students who graduate in five or six years have 
not been continuously enrolled during those years. 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Transfers 

Retention and graduation rates differ based on the type of 
institution attended prior to transferring (CC vs. 4 year) and 
class standing at the time of transfer (Soph vs. JR). 



Transfer Student Graduation Rates 



Transfer Student 4- and 6-Year Graduation Rates 

Comparisons E~y Ciass and Institutional Origin 

4 Years 5 Years 

JR C-STEP 647% 62.4% 

JR Other CC 41 8% 738% 
JR 4-Yg 59.3% 85.4% 

SO CC 508% 71 4% 

SO 4-Yr 676% 84.2% 

Firsl-Yea~ (Nalive) 76.9% 679% 

* Transfer student graduation rates based on equivalent years of 
study at prior institution plus years at Caro/it~a For example, 
transfer students are counted as having graduated within 4 years if 
they completed degree requLrements wfthh~ h~ years after 
transferring to Caro#na. 

** 5-Year rates include only 2006 cohori 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Transfers 

2. Overall, transfer students were more likely than native students 
to be ineligible or the have withdrawn by the end of their first 
semester, 

Fall 2008 Academic Eligibility Comparison 

N=3865           N=789 
A~I New Transfer 

Academic 
Native Students Students 

Eligibility 
at the End of their at the End of their 

1st Semester 1st Semester 
4% 4% 

less than 1% 2.50% 
Probation 
Ineligible 

Withdrew less than 1% 3% ¯ 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Transfers 

3. Junior transfer students from community colleges are among 
the least likely to graduate from Carolina with only 44% 
graduating in four years. 

4. ~c d~.£e CSTEP ~s~t ,~s~~ts have de]]onstrated excepto~8 ly 
hghpesstence academcachevem.n andgaduaton 



Students Who Did Not Complete Degrees at Carolina 

11% of the 2002t2003 cohort discontinued enrollment at 
Carolina before graduating and had not returned by the end of 
six years. Another 1% of the cohort did not graduate within 
six years either, but continued to enroll at Carolina at the 
beginning of year seven. This is a significant improvement 
over the 1997/1998 cohort statistics which showed that over 
15% had not completed their degrees at Carolina. 

Substantial proportion of students who do not continue their 
studies at Carolina go on to graduate from other four-year 
institutions. No less than 9~ }/of the 2002/2003 ¢o ~ort 
completed a bachelors deg~ee eithe~~ from Carol na or another 
nsttu os witsn sixyeas 





Students Who Did Not Complete Degrees at Carolina 

The majority of students who transfer to another 4 year 
institution do so after the first or second year. 

Students who discontinued their enrollment after year two 
without transferring to another 4 year institution tend to have 
a history of academic difficulty 



Students Perceptions of Factors Related to Their 
Decision to Leave Carolina 

About half of respondents indicated that they decided to 
transfer to a different college because they wanted to: (1) 
pursue a major that was not offered by UNC, (2) were accepted 
by a higher ranked university, or (3) wanted a different college 
experience (closer to home, smaller, etc.). 

2 22 out of the 51 students interviewed citied difficult transitions 
from their high school life at home to life at UNC-Chapel Hill as 
the main reason why they left UNC 



Students Perceptions of Factors Related to Their 
Decision to Leave Carolina 

4. The most frequent recommendation was to improve academic 
advising to provide timely individualized advising 

5. Students from out-of--state recommended the university find 
ways to make them feel welcomed, comfortable and adjust to 
life at UNC, 



Factors Related to Retention and Graduation 

P~og~ess has sees made ~egax~/ing ttse success of fat gene~atios 
colege students I1 tie 2004 stuqy 75% graduated wth ~ 5 
years, nthecu~en study 79A offrs gene~ationstudens 
gad~a e wi~n 5 years 

2. App~ox matey 85% of a students is the 2002/2003 cohorts 
oecs ~"e scsde~ca y se gible at lesst once @s~iag ~hei 
enrollmen~ al ©arc ina whicts is cons @era~:,ly less ltsa ~/"e 1 ~ 
"epo@ed ~{y the S 997,q 998 cohorts 

3. Low-income students do not persist and graduate at the same 
rates as other students. Four-year graduation rates for Pell 
recipients are over eleven percentage point differences than other 
needy students and sixteen percentage points lower than those 
with no need. 



Factors Related to Retention and Graduation 
continued 

4. Four-year graduation rates are lower for males and 
underre 3resented minorities, 

5. Academic performance, as measured by cumulative grade point 
average, has a strong relationship to retention and graduation 
outcomes. 

6. Students are more likely to become ineligible at the end of the 
first-year than at any other time, followed closely by the end of 
the second year. 

7. Of those who became academically ineligible even once, less 
than 40% graduated within six years. (Note: this is for the preo 
probation/2007 cohort) 



Evaluation of the Probation Semester 

Students who have been on academic probation are more likely 
to have the following characteristics compared to their 
counterparts who have not been on probation: male, Black, first 
generation, and low-income, 

2 Students who end up on academic probation are more likely to 
have lower SAT scores (by approximately 100 points) and fewer 
AP credits. 

3 Approximately 3.63% of first-year students ended up on 
academic probation after their first semester, 



Evaluation of the Probation Semester 

Junior transfer students are more likely than first-year students 
to end up on academic probation after their first semester. 
Approximately 6.5% of transfer students (sophomore and 
junior) ended up on academic probation after their first 
semester 

6. Students who complete all of the intervention steps are more 
likely to return to good standing than students who complete 
only some of the steps. 



Evaluation of the Probation Semester 

7. Students who complete the Bounce Back program are more 
likely to return to good standing than those who do not 
complete the program. 

8. Many students, especially transfer students, returned to good 
standing during summer school. 

9. On average, students who completed the probationary 
semester improved their cumulative GPA. 





Recommendations 

I. Continue current practices at Carolina that positively influence 
student retention. 

2. Develop and sustain strategies to improve junior transfer student 
retention and graduation. 

3. Promote the efficient and effective use of resources that lead to 
student success. 

4. Ensure effective and efficient implementation of retention tools in 
ConnectCarolina. 

5. Continue support for cultural and co-curricula programs promoting 
smaller communities, cultural identity, and a sense of belonging at 
Carolina. 



Recommendation 1 

Continue current practices at Carolina that positively 
influence student retention, 

Maintain programs and current practices at Carolina that positively 
influence student retention including, but not limited to, Summer 
Bridge, Carolina Covenant, C-STEP, living-learning communities, 
Bounce Back and academic advising. 

Continue the on-going program of research on student retention 
and graduation at Carolina, stay apprised of best practices at peer 
institutions, and evaluate the efficacy of initiatives targeted at 
improving degree completion rates. 

Include retention efforts and evaluation in the annual reports of all 
programs and units which influence persistence and graduation, 



Recommendation 2 

Develop and sustain strategies to improve junior 
transfer student retention and graduation, 

Support successful programs enhancing junior transfer 
student success including C-STEP, the Junior Transfer 
Seminar, the Transfer Success Group, Tau Sigma and the 
Tar Heel Transfers. 

Develop new strategies to raise the Junior Transfer 
graduation rate from 45 to 50% by 2014. 



Recommendation 3 

Promote the efficient and effective use of resources that 
~ead to student success. 

]4ire and ,suppe~t p~’efess enal staff: at the levele r’equired te cerlt r~[e 
provid~n9 exceptional student support including academic advisors 
}ea~’ning specialists a~d academ}c co~selors, by filling vacant position, s 
as quickly as poss~Me a[d rep acing pos tions ost to budget cutbacks 
Fully ~mplement the system of probation~ This g~owing pr’ogram requ~’es 
more personnel to ma[age the case ~oad a[d previde support to 
students ~n academic ieopa~dy. 
Develop mechanisms [o suppod: s[udents perferming jus~ above 
probation thresho}d (2.000-2200 c~mulat~ve GPAk 

S~[ppor’t efforls to r~o~’ma]ize help seeking behavior among 
u [dergraduates. 
Continue to increase th}s numbe~" of students who participate in 
Su nmer Bridge. 



Recommendation 4 

Ensure effective and efficient implementation of retention 
tools in ConnectCarolina. 

Ensure the development, maintenance and use of an accu~ate 
degree audit system 

Uti ize an online academic ea~y warning system to enhance 
faculty..student communication and to connect students with 
academic resou~ces in a timely manner. 

Make full use of the robust reporting and communicalion tools in 
ConnectCarolina inc ud ng Comments (used for graduation 
c earance), Communications (used to track official 
communications with sludents) and Checklists (used Io 
encourage students to complete essential tasks)~ 



Recommendation 5 

Continue support for cultural and co-curricula programs 
promoting smaller communities, cultural identity, and a 
sense of belonging at Carolina. 

This includes multicultural programs and living..le, arning 
communities as well as programming for transfer stL[dents~ 
first general[on college st[sdents and Co,venant Scholars. 

Expand opportunities for personal contact and counseling 
with minority professional staff and faculty through 
initiatives that address concerns identified by 
discreet populations. 

Gather data on and e,valua~e participation in cooc{srricular 
activities. 



CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE 

RETENTION STUDIES AT CAROLINA 



Faculty-Student interaction and 
Small Learning Communities 

Study after study has proven that faculty-student interaction 
and opportunities for learning in small group settings positively 
influences undergraduate retention. It is recommended that 
the University continues to provide opportunities for students 
to interact with faculty members and instructors in small class 
settings and one-on-one. Furthermore, small learning 
communities across campus should be promoted and we 
should build on the success of learning communities such as 
the Latina/o Collaborative, First-year Seminars, the Junior 
Transfer Seminar, Undergraduate Research, Honors 
Seminars and living-learning communities in Housing and 
Residential Education. Efforts to encourage students to take 
advantage of office hours, utilizing the lecturer-advisors in 
academic advising and providing academic enhancement 
workshops are additional ways to promote smaller 
communities and faculty-student interaction. 



Questions for Future Study 

How do the academic eligibility policies implemented in 2007 
influence retention and graduation? 

How will enrollment growth influence retention and graduation 
rates? 

How will economic climate influence retention and graduation 
rates? 

Why are Carolina students just as likely to graduate in four years 
as their counterparts at peer institutions but relatively less likely 
to complete their degrees after that point? 



The 2007 

it is recommended that the performance of the 2007 
cohort subject to probation and the new eligibility 
standards includin9 the 9th semester rule are 
carefully tracked and the implications of these new 
policies are assessed. Furthermore, the 
implementation of the online academic early warning 
system within ConnectCarolina has great potential to 
positively influence student success and should be 
evaluated after it has been utilized for several 
semesters. 



Study Student Strengths 

While the university continuously tracks institutional retention and 
graduation rates, inevitably there will be a call for another retention 
study of this size. Perhaps in 5 or 6 years when this call comes, 
instead of revisiting the model presented in 2004 or the model 
utilized here, a different, empirical approach should employed. 
Historically higher education assessment has had an eye toward 
pathology with a focus on repairing students’ problems, To this end, 
much research exists on why students fail to persist as opposed to 
why they succeed. It is recommended that a future retention study 
take a strength-based approach. An empirical study of this nature 
would involve studying our successful students and may provide 
new insight into understanding the retention and graduation of our 
undergraduates. Studying what is right with our students may 
illuminate new aspects of successful student experiences which can 
in turn be applied to supporting all students. This work may help 
establish a campus ethos which identifies student strengths and 
encourages students to make informed decisions based upon 
reflection on those strengths. 



Study Excellence to Achieve Excellence 

A retention study of this kind would assess individual traits common 
among successful students, Such a study would involve studying 
not just the least successful students but to also studying flourishing 
students who are fulfilled, accomplished and learning. Key 
questions of this study may be: who are optimally functioning 
students and what can we learn from the students who are 
succeeding? The way in which the current study recognizes the 
interventions that work as well as provides a listing of the many 
initiatives currently on campus in support of retention is a nod in the 
direction of studying what is right with our students and right with 
our institution, UNC-Chapel Hill’s current retention and graduation 
rates are very strong, competitive among public institutions 
nationally and a point of pride for the state of North Carolina, It 
seems appropriate at this juncture to suggest that if we want to 
achieve further excellence, then we should study excellence, If we 
want to increase retention and student success, perhaps we need to 
more fully appreciate not just weaknesses but the unique strengths 
of our students. 



Notes 
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In keeping with the graduate sport administration program’s mission, sport administration (SpAd) 

graduate students have recently been involved in two "real world" experiential learning proiects. As 

part of Dr. Coyte Cooper’s EXSS 746 Economic and Financial Management of Sport course, students 

planned, developed and executed economic impact analyses for clients that included the University of 

North Carolina Athletic Association (UNCAA) and the North Carolina High School Athletic Association 

(NCHSAA) The analyses focused on specific athletic events and the economic impact on the local 

economies of such events as the NCHSAA’s cheedeading and volleyball state championships. 

In addition, as part of EXSS 744 Collegiate Sport Marketing, st udents developed comprehensive 

marketing plans for select Olympic sports (e.g, men’s and women’s golf, softball, women’s basketball, 

swimming and divglg, track and field, and men’s lacrosse) [or both UNCAA and North Carolina Central 

UnNersity (NCCU) athletic department Students will implement their marketing plans as part of this 

spring’s EXSS 747 - Facility and Event Management. 

This spring, first year students will once again organize, plan and manage the College Sport Research 

Inst il:ut e’s (CSRI) 4th annual Conference on College Sport. The con[erence has grown to one of the largest 

sport business related conferences in the United States. Over three hundred researchers, students, and 

practitioners attended last year’s conference, Second year students will submit their master’s thesis 

absttacls for consideration at 1he conference last year, five second year SpAd studenls presented their 

thesis research at the CSRI conference 

Several students, under the direction of Prof. Barbara Osborne, have submitted their research to the 

Sport and Recreation Law Association’s {SRLA} upcoming 2011 sport law conference, to be held March 

3 5, 20~:[ in Savannah, GA EXSS spoil administration students have fared very well gl recent SRIA 

graduate student paper competitions, with program alumni                   and 

winning the prestigious Bernard Patrick Maloy Graduate Student Research Award. 
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3 Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 

4 Alpha Pi Omesa Sorority 

S Arab Student Organization 

6 Asian Amedcan Law Students Association 

z Asia n St udents Association 

8 Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 

9 glack Law Students Association 

$0 Carolina Association Of Black Journalists 

11 Carolina HispanicAssodation 

13 Carolina Indian Circle 

$4 Chinese Undergraduate Student Association 

15 Delta Phi Omega Sorority Incorporated 

$6 Delta Sisma Iota South Asian Fraternit 

17 Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 

18 Friendship Association Of Chinese Students And Scholars 

19 Graduate/Professional Latina/o Organization 

20 Health Sciences Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgendered and Queer Alliance 

21 Ilindu Yuva 

22 Hispanic Latino Law Student Association 

23 Jewish Law Association 

24 .Jewish Medical Association 

25 Korean American Student Association 

26 gorean Association Of Students And Scholars 

27 Minority Association For Pre Health Students 

28 Minority gusiness Student Alliance 

29 Minority Student Caucus 

30 Muslim Students Association 

31 National Association ForThe Advancement Of Colored People 

32 Native American Law Student Association 

33 North Carolina Student I lispanic Dental Association 

34 Pak-SA: Pakistan Student Association 

35 Phi Sigma Nu Fraternity 

36 Pi Alpha Phi 

37 Sangarn 

38 Sigma Rho Lambda 

39 Taiwanese Student Association 

40 Turkish Student Association 

41 UNC Ilillel 

42 Vietnamese Students Association 

43 Zoroastrian Organization at UNC 
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Website 

http://studentorgs.unc edu/akdp/ 

http://www.unc.edu/bgpsa/ 

http://dpouncweebly.com/ 

http://www.uncchina,org/ 

http://studentorgs.unc edu/kasa/index php/home 

http://www.kassunc.com/ 

http://studentorgs,law,unc,edu/nalsa/default.aspx 

http://www.dentistry unc.edu/student/orgs/nchsda/ 

http://www.uncpialphaphi.org/ 

http://uncsangam org/home/ 

http~//v~ww.nchi~eL~r~/h~me/campus~ife/uncchape~hi~/campus~ife/Si~maRh~Lambda.aspx 

http://groups google com/group/unctsa 

http://studentorgs,unc,edu/turkish/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 I 1:39 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu>; Osborne, 
Barbara J <sportlaw@unc edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

’Erianne A Weight’ <eweight@bgsu edu> 

Draft of CSRI Conference on College Sport Proposal & Rationale; CSRI Conference 
program 

Project DescriptionCSRI I 0 docx; CSRI Program Draft 2 02-24-201 Ipdf 

Hello all: 

Attached please find a draft of the CSRI Conference on College Sport project description and rationale for the Arts and 

Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives. 

In addition, I have attached a copy of the 2031 CSRI Conference on College Spot[ program (Draft 3.0). 

Look forward to meeting with everyone tomorrow at l:00pm in Woollen 205. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Assistant Professor - Spor~ Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office 939.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax 939.962 6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http~//exss~unc.edu/graduate-pr~grams/specia~izati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri 

Office Hours:T/R 11:00am-l:OOpm; W 9:00-10:30am and by appt. 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@cmail unc cdu> 

Wednesday, March 30. 201 I 7:52 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tiffanyclarke a~unc edu> 

Cooper, Co3ge <cgcooper@email unc edu>: Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc edu>; Soutball, 
Deborah Joy <djsothll@cmail uric edu>: Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro a~unc edu>: Johnson, 
Shelley H <shj a~emall unc edu>; Bo:dll, Jcancttc M <JMBOXILL@cmall uric cdu>: Sa? re- 
McCord, Geoff<savre-mccord@unc edu>: Guskiewicz. Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; 
’Erianne A Weight’ <eweighhgIjbgsu edu> 

Arts and Sciences Grants for lnterdisciplinat) Initiatives: Proposal 

A S Grants for Interdisciplina~5" Initiatives2011-2013CSRI Proposal Final I 0 pdf: EXSS - 
AS Intcrdisciplinat) Initiahvc Grant LOS pdf: Philosophy - AS Intcrdisciplinat) Initiative Grant 
LOS pdf 

Ms. Tiffany Clarke - Executive Assistant to the Senior Associate Deans 

U NC College of Arts & Sciences 

Campus Box 3100 

205 South Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Ms. Clarke: 

Attached please find an electronic copy of our proposal for the Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives in the area 

of "Conferences." 

I have also attached letters of support from the department chairs of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science (Dr. Kevin 

Guskiewicz) and the Department of Philosophy (Dr. Geoffrey Sagre-McCord). 

I will deliver a hard copy of the proposal to your office tomorrow as well. 

Thank you for your attention to our proposal. 

I look forward to visiting with you tomorrow. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tiffanyclarke@unc edu> 

Thursday, March 31,201 I 8:55 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc edu>; 
Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
<dstro@unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Sayre-McCord, Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email uric edu>; ’Erianne A Weight’ <eweight@bgsu edu> 

RE: Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives: Proposal 

Dr. Southalh 

I write to confirm receipt ofyour proposaland supporting documents. 

Thank you for your submission. 

Kind regards, 

Tiff 

From: Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:52 PN 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
~c: Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara J; Southall, Deborah 3oy; dstroman@email.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; Boxill, 
3eaneEe N; Sayre-NIcCord, Geoff; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; ’Erianne A Weight’ 
Subject: Arts and Sciences Gran[~ for [nterdis¢iplinary [nitiatives: Proposal 

Ms. Tiffany Clarke Executive Assistant to the Senior Associate Deans 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences 

Campus Box 3100 

205 South Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Ms. Clarke: 

Attached please find an electronic copy of our proposalforthe ARs and Sciences Grantsforlnterdisciplinarylnitiativesin 

the area of"Conferences." 

I have also attached letters of support from the department chairs of the Department of Exercise and Spor~ Science (Dr. 

Kevin Guskiewicz) and the Department of Philosophy (Dr. Geoffrey Sayre-McCord). 

I will deliver a hard copy of the proposal to you r office tomorrow as well. 

Thank you for your attention to our proposal. 

I look forward to visiting with you tomorrow. 

Sincerel% 

Richard 



Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ww~.’,~.c!,r[corlfele~ce or~ 

Office Hours: T/R - 11:00am 1:00pro; W - 9:00 lO:30am and by appt. 







CSRI Graduate Case Study Competition 
Presentation Schedule 

Location: Woollen Building 302 (Searc;~ "~Voolle~ on i~lerac~ive UNC mat) h~p://www ~i srnaps unc eduibai[din~search I/) 

Time Institution 
5:17 Bail State 
5:34 East Carolina 
5:51 Geo~a State 
6:06 Baylor (TeamA) 

6:23 Baylor (TeamB) 
6:40 Iri~aca College 

Kelly Dimnond, Elizabclh Wanlcss, David H~nlcy, ?a~drcw Tukc 

Mat~ Blaszka, Jamie Cox. Tiffany Allen, Jenny Arnold 

Facul~’ Sponsor 
La~ rcncc Judge 
Stac? Warner 
Beth Cianfrone 
J cf[~’cy Pctcrsc~ 
Jeffrey Pctcr~cn 
Ellen S~aurowsky 

Note: Teams may come eady and prepare in the Woollen Suites (203) as earl?’ as k00pm This room will be a~ affable to teams throughout the 
competition There arc computers attd scaring ~cas in the suites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

Re: CBC - TOMORROW End-of-the-year Meeting (Out Of Office) 

Monda?, April 18th 

Tlmnks 

Core> HollidW 

>>> "Deborah Slroman" <dslrOman@¢mail uric edu> 04/14/I 1 09:53 >>> 

End-of-the-Yem Meeting - Fridw, April 15 at 11:30 ant (Umon 

aclivilies Please bring an associa/e[ 

Sm’e-tbe-Date: Caucus Social feat~mng "Line Dancing" - FridW, 
May 13 at 5:00 p~n Frmtk Porter Gmlmm Student Umon Begim~ers at~ 
welcome In fact. 99% of us arc beginners Smile Don’l miss oul on Ihis tim 
event[ Food mid libarim~s will be served Please let us know i[’you imve 
amlotlncements as we will recoglt~ze ~rtilestones and acl0evement s leg, 
tefilements, awmds, publicarim~s, promotions, etc) at flris event Send 
hffo to cbchffo@unc edu 

HELP[ (Studcnl requesl) - The Thela Pi chapter of Alpha Kappa 
Alplm SomriB,, Incorporated Aprd 17-21 2011 nmrks theh aroma1 Skee Week 
aclivili¢s and lifts year, we would love for you Io b¢ a parP On Monday. 
April 18, 2011 at 7:00 pro, Tbeta Pi will bost a net~x o rking workshop for 
Ihe campus communily The Ih¢me for Ihe night is "My Black is Professional" 
and our vision for the pmgrmn is to lrigldight successful, black women mid 
allow yoltllg, black women on cal~lplt~ [lie opporlunily to ncl~ork and exercise 
any skills Ih¢y may acquire during the workshop The program will conclude 
b? 8:30 p~n ffyou are willing and avadable to participate in our 
net~vmking mght, please contact                   ?~ mnail unc edu) for 

debby 

Deborah SIroman, PhD CLU 



Exetvise and Sport Science Department 

Sporl Adminislmlion 

CB 8700 

Cl~al~el Hill, NC 27599 

9198430336 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 wilh lag jpg 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Monday, 

Boxill, Bernard R <brboxill@email unc edu>; 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc edu>; 

Fhunsu, Donato <dfl~unsu21 @unc edu>; 

Hall, Pertay A <HALLPA@EMAIL UNC EDU>; 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email unc edu>; 

Lee, 



Margaret Carol <leemc@email unc edu>; 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email unc edu>; 
<rmyers@email unc edu>; 
Julius E <YEN32 I@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email unc edu>; 

Nyang Oro, 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email unc edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email unc edu>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email unc edu>; 
Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah 
Lynn <dstro@unc edu>; 

Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; 

EVENT REMINDER: Black Faculty Cocktail Party 

This is just a tethinder that the Black Studem Moveinent -sponsored evem 
entitled "Honoring Paragons within the Black Cmnpus Cmmnuhit)" will be 
held Tucs&ly,      bcl~ccn 8 and 10:30 al Jack Spml Cafc on Franklin St 



The even[ will give gvadua/ing black seniors Ihc opporlmlily [o 

celebrate and give thanks to tlte black facult~ at fire U]fiversi~ of Noah 
Carol[ira at Chapel HIll wham ~’e spo]~o~ed our success over tbe yea~s 

Thc cvcn~ is an open-bar cockla~l par~; hors d’ocu~ rcs will ha provided 
Recommended a~e is d~essy casu~ 

lfyou lu~vc not alrcad) RS~’cd for tha event you may do so using the 
following lh~: 

Histot3 and African-American Sludics Major 
Spartish Minor 

"Tbe bistofiaffs task is to preserve everything that has substmltive 

-Mmming Mat-able 



Monday, 6:}] PM 

Stroman, Deborah I~,nn <dstro@unc edu> 
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Our vision is a university community that consisten 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

~chievement of’Black employees" a~ the Urffvers’i~y 

NotCh Carolina ae L7~apeI Hill 

**Institute of Aflican American Research (IAAR) Closing** 

Provost Carney recently notified Dr. Fatimah)acksml that the IAAR is scheduled to be closed at 

file end of this month, http://www.unc.edu/iaar / The CBC will host a meeting Monday, June 13 

at 1:30 p.m. in Woollen 203 to discuss the decision and a response. All CBC members and 

interested persons are welcome to attend. 

ilili Oh m~/, what a Spring Social. Thanks to all who attended this special event Great 

~;~ fun was had by all. Blackmail pictures are on the ~@!iP~ ~!~k ~ w~b~!~ (unc.edu/cbc) 



Thanks Our Fearless Leader -         @hotmail.com) Want more? www.meetup.com 

{Search Line Dat~cing and Zumba Fitness/ 

CgC Activities {no June/July/August meetings): 

1. Interested m learning golf? Send an email to cbcchairOunc.edu. We are researching a 
beginner/advanced beginner clinic in late July/early August. 

2. "Caucus Cares"/UNCAA update Follow up meeting held in May with Dick Baddour {athletic 

director). UNCAA requests that CBC work closely with IJNCAA compliance department and John 

glanchard {Senior Associate AD Academics) as we continue to develop and deliver the 

mm~toring program. Additional student athletes have requested participation in the program. 

FYI It is expected that the NC,~A will contact UNC with a Notice ol’Allegations before mid-lulv. 

3. NEW! Blacks in Technology or BIT is a subcommittee of CBC, ltyou know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them 

to OJ at oj mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support these 

associates, 

4. Stay connected. Let us know if there are new [tires ([~tculty, stafl~ post-docs, 

etc.) in your unit or department. Send information to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all universiW employees. Taking place 
throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, worl¢out.s on the go, and 
beginning bicyclit~g and rtmning. For more it~formation, see 

httD: //camr~usrec.urtc.edu ien-miovee-onlv-summer-weilness-workshoDs 

The Huge Africau-Amerieau Gender Gap iu Graduate Degree Programs 

As reported i l~ last week’s ]BHE edition, new data froln the [Ji S, Department of Education shows that in 
2009, there were 342,400 African Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United Stab~s. 
But when broken down by gender, the enrollment statistics are shocking. ~fTlere were 24~,60~ black 

Black Eurolhne~tls in Graduate 

Prog~ams~ 2009 

Are yon a size 8 now? If yon are lake most Americans, in 15 years you could be a size 14 or 
16! The average American woman gains 30 ponnds between the ages of 18 and 35. Not 
only does this mean larger clothes but a greater risk for developing significant health problems 
(high blood pressure, diabetes, high cholesterol, joint pait~), No matter what your size is now or 
whether you are currently at a healthy weight or overweight, you may be at risl~ tot becoming 
overweight or obese. That doesn’t have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP’. 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying novel approaches to 
preventing this weight gain. ~, e are seeking, vohmteers to enroll in a cutting edge research study 
that applies provet~ strategies to target weight gain prevet~tion in young adults. 



Go to www.snapstudy.org for more informalJon and to find oat if you may be eligible. This study 

if funded by the National Institutes of Health, 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Public Health Nursing IRB (Study # 07-1783) 

Non-CBC Events 

June 9 - July 23 - American Dance 

Festival Heralded as "One of the 

(New York Times), the ADF’s sustained 

record of creative achievement is 

indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 2.934, the ADF has remained 

committed to serving the needs of dance, 

p~ofessionals in dance relal:ed fields 

There is a six and a half-week series of residencies and performances by major established 

companies as we[[ as emerging artists from around the world. 

http://www.america ndancefestival.org/index.html 

-- 2. Sunday, June 2.9 @ DPAC- Martin Lawrence - Just as colorful in 

his career as in his real life, popular and successful comedian Martin 

Lawrence visits the I bangle. As star of the FOX f V syndicated series 

Martin and hosl of HBO’s Def Jam Comedy Hour, [ awrence has 

found a wide and varied audience for his humor based on the black 

urban experience. 

3. Friday, June 16 @ The Preserve at Jordan Lake. 8~" Annual 

Banks Foundation CharityGolfTournament Featuring celebrity 

guests: Rod Broadway (Head Football Coach NC A&T); Walter 

Davis (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA All Star); Hubert Davis 

(DNC, NBA Sl:ar); Phil Ford {DNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA 

Star); Levelle Moron (Head Basketball Coach NCCU); Jerry 

Stackhouse (UNC, NBA All Star); AI Wood (UNC, NBA Star); and 

James Worthy (UNC, NCAA Championship, NBA All Star, World Championship, NBA Hall of Fame). 

moving from welfare to work and from public housing to private homeownership. Over the years, 

the Foundation has provided down payment assistance to families who have qualified to purchase 

their first home, Captain’s Choice format, http:iiwww.thebanksfoundation,org/charity-golf- 



That ks [br the g "eat year’. We look l)rward to the li~.ll activities serving YOU’, 

Carolina Black Caucus - www.unc.edu/cbc 
cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843, 0336 

In every hear’t there is the power" to do it " M= Witli~ rnson 





Jess ca Fields, PhD 

(UNC CH Sodolo6y) 

Associate Professo, San Fra~cisco State U niversity 



COMMON COMMITMENTS 

BONNER LEADER 
PROGRAM 

The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Social ju s~ice 

Advocate for fairness and equality while ad- 

dressing systemic social and environmental 

For more information and an applica’~ion, 

Lucy Lewis 

(919) 962-2084 

lwlewis@emaiLunc edu 

h~t p://www.campus y.unc.edu 



BOHHER LEADERS 
PROGRAM 

WHAT iS A I~ONNER 

LEADER? 

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
MODEL 

At a more advanced level, it involves students 

in community-based participatory research 

dressing social issues gives Lhem a sense o1" purpose 

and meaning. 

As a Bonnet Leader, y~LI will learn how to become an 

effecLive change agent for Carolina, our community, 

and beyond! 

The gonner Program develops the skills, 

knowledge, and commitments of students 

immersed in meaningful commLmity service. 

Students move along an intentional develop- 

ment pathway, beginning with direct service 

and culminating with community based par 

ticipatory and public policy ~esearch. This 

model is known as the "Six E’s." 

Who can apply for the 
Bonner Leader Program? 



















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August II, 201 I 2:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

RI~: Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:22 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jeanelte M 
Subject: RE: Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

Yes[ I would love to hear their perspective on being a socially consdo~Js student athlete here at UNC. ;) 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 1:56 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jeanelte M 
Subject: RE: Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

Wonderful[ Clad to hear that Coach gets it.,, 



From: Bexill, Jeanet[e M 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 12:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

Also great about the Hitchcock room PERFECTIH 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 12:46 PM 
To: Boxill, JeanetLe M 
Subject= RE: Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, August 10, 2011 6:45 PM 
TO: Jan Boxhill (jmboxill@email.unc.edu) 

Subject= Sept 12 - Respect and Revolution 

Hi Jan, Do you mind if I make a flyer? If so, where is the location for the event? I will send you a draft. 

Thanks. 

d 



3~5 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chap~d Hill, NC 27599 
9 I9.843.0336 









INVOICE #8204 









CAROLINA SPOKTS 
BUSINESS CLUB 



We]comc~ to "The Club!" ’"" 

CAROLINA 

First bleeting: 





What is our purpose? 

CSBCw@s est@bssec 
suDpo ~ S@ 



_, t .,d~/tlt 







Club 

Club package indudes ticket, arena tour, Q&A ,a, ith team 
persormel, concessions voucher, and team gift bag 



can ~iind 
..... ........ 



We would love o get 
yOU "30/@ 





Coyte Cooper, PhD 
Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27713 
cgcooper @email ut~c,edu 

Blog Website: h~p:i!elRelevelsportmarketinq wordpress com! 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamenfals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

On 



<Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS pdf> 









Infroducfions 



Agenda 



Who we are... 

Our Mission; 
inspire, equip and prepare members l:er successfu! mar~:efing careers" 

How we do this; 
Access !o inforrrla!ion 

Engaging events 

Practicat experience 



Fall Semester Hans 

¯ Internship / Job Panels 

¯ Guest Speakers & Seminars 

American Eagle Case Competition 

, The Lodge Partnership 



P&G 



Info Session @ 5:30pm in Hanes Hall 



Gues~ Speaker @ 7pro 

Uncover deep consumer, competitive, and trend insights 

¯ Marketing Consulting Firm 

Free Pizza 



Guest Speaker @ 7pro 
McCol13000 

., Extremely innovative direct marketing company 

"Best Place To Work For" - Charlotte Business Journal 

o "The Next Google" 

Free Food 



Argyle Social Seminar 

Social Media Seminar @ 7pro 
~TBA* 

Understand Social Media’s value in business 

. Real, Traceable, ROI 

Learn about Social Media from the experts 



American Eagle Case Competition .......... 

interest Meeting at 5:30PM 

Marketing competition between schools 

¯ Top three teams are taken to AE 
Corporate Headquarters to present 

1 ~ place team wins $5000 and the team 
is displayed on the company’s Billboard 

in Times Square 



Padnership |o help them with marketing 
Market Research 
Flyers 
Social Media 

Competition for Marketing Plan 
3-5 people 
5-10 minute presentation 
Prizes for 1 st place! 

Gift card 
Name the new special 



Criteria: 
Market Research 
"Drawing People In" 

Unique Specials 
10-12 PM Crowd 
Slow night growth: Sun, Mon, Wed 

Advertising/Branding 
Social Media 

Important Dates 

Top 3 Presenl fo 



Background Into: 
Target Audience 
Trivia/Wing Night 
Restaurant Menu 
Current Specials 
Alcohol Laws 

...And in the future? 
Winn ng M.arke i,-g Plan 
Commi tees ~vthin Market ng Club 

Adrnin 

Social Media 

Adverlising 

Market Research 

Background into: 

Target audience: undergrad Greek and non-Greek 

What night for tdvia night and wings? Need to decide 

Restaurant: changing their menu, more catS, like wilh paninis and pastas <$1g 

Tuesdays: 1/2 o[1, DJ and 90s, Wed ?, Thurs- Throwback Thursdays & D J, Friday?, Saturday- Standard DJ 

Alcohol laws: no free alcohol, all drink p4ces r~nust remain the serene from open to close 

Follow up: 

On campus menus 

Campaign competgion 

Adveptising and flyeks 

Market survey 

Likes and dislikes 

Specials and drinks 

Social media 

Have a group that controls this, we will get passwords 

Second meeting, have them come in! 

Next Thursday: promote this and get the cover donated to us 





Important Dates 

AE Case interest Meeting, 

The Lodge Presentations, 

Revolution Inc., 

Lodge Winner Presentations, 

Red Ventures, 

Social Media Seminar, 











Ceil: 

Email: @live unc.edu 















Carldice 

Candice Powe[I, M Ed 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, Januat’y 10, 2012 3:04 PM 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa unc edu>; : 
<         ~uncaa unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Saturday night, February 11, WBB event 

I have meetings all day on the 20th from 8-5. Let me look @ what might be a better day 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Boxill, 
Jeanette M" <JM~(OXILL@.emall.Unc.edu> 
Co: Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 10, 2012 19:14:43 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Saturday night, February 11, WBB event 

Hi there guys and Happy New Year ............ 

is there any way we could have a meeting January 20th? 

The topic of discussion is the Saturday night evening festivities at Time Out ........ 
FEbruary :]-:]-t h. 

Coach Hatchell can meet on this day, anytime from :]-0:00 am until ........... 

Please let me know your schedule as soon as possible so we can plan this ...... 

thanks so much. 
donna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 4:28 PM 

a prille@aprilles haffencom; bjc@randolphhospital.org; ~live.com; 
divecamp@embarqmail.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu >; Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOX]LL@email.unc.edu>;           ~bgmail.com; 

@gmail.com _~yahoo.com 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Alumni gift shrunken head 

photo.JPG; Part.002 

Hi guys. attached is one idea for alumni gifts. ] will be sending you two more emails with a picture. Give me a quick 

idea so the order can be placed really soon. thanks so much. 

(I do not have a large head count as of yet, I guess we will have to guess ....... 

donna 

> > > Greg Law 1/10/2012 12:19 PM > > > 

Greg A. Law 
University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962 9663 
(c) 

> > > Kayla h ¯                )yahoo.tom > 1/9/2012 $1:$0 AM > > > 
This can be etched to say womens basketball or whatever 





Sent; Thursday 5:04 PM 

To; Strorqan, DebOl-a h L <dstro@Ull¢ edu> 











Subject: 

















Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

A 

2 

4 
5 

B C D 

4/2 Greenlaw 

Pa[ricia Sawin 228 G[eenlaw 

Debbie Simmons Cahan 227 Greenlaw 

Margaret Seam/ 202 Alumni 

15 Archeology 

24 

962 3536 

962 353? 

966 5496 

962 4019 

962 4065 

962 4062 

962 3841 

962 9382 

966 5?68 

962 2078 

962 3841 

962 65?4 

962 0724 

919 967 2114 

962 0548 

962 0112 

8435340 



Depadment Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

lehame@email unc.edu 

gmaroni@unc edu 

Dir. IJG Studies 

Student Sep~ 

Facully Advisor 

IJG Academic Coord/ 



Depadment Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

Fal~ 2011 only 



Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

55 
56 
57 

59 

62 

65 
66 

B C D 

8437238 

962 2534 

962 0883 

962 5483 

962 0769 

962 5484 

962 4040 

8430965 

69 Wdtmg (ComposJtie~) Jane Danielewioz 201 G[eenlaw 962 1988 



55 
56 

65 

68 

7O 

73 
74 
75 
76 

79 
8O 

82 
83 
84 

86 

9O 

95 

Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

E F 

DIJGS 

Stud Svce. 

Dir. UG Studies 

Lecturer adviSOl 

Student Sen~ices 

Sch el Education (pl advisor) 

Adlqin M,gr, £NGL CMPL 

Lecturer,Advisor 

Stud Svos. ENGL & CMPL 

DIJGS, Lit 

DUGS, CMPL 



Depadment Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 



Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

B C D 

962 2380 

962 9604 

962 1268 

962 1098 

124 Wendy Cox /00 Beard 

Pa~l Goldslon 100K Beard 

John Robe~ls 104 Caldwell 

Kelly C Fnn /0/ Caldwell 

Jonalhan Engel 182 Phillps 

966 4031 

962 009? 

919 689 6294 

962 7291 

962 2619 

962 2078 

962 1386 

131 Yue Wu 180 Phill ps 962 030? 

13,1 Frank Tsui 160 Phill pe 962 0305 

13,! Alice C hurukian /06 Phili pe 962 5001 

134 Dan Re c left 260 Phill ps 962 5310 



124 

134 

14¢ 

144 

144 

154 

Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

E F 

Dir. UG Studies 

Math PL issues 1 st contact 

TR credit re evaluation (emaii) 



Depadment Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 



Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

A B C D 
16C GIeg Gangi 103 Miller 962 9805 



164 

174 

184 

194 

E 

Depadment Contact List 10/11 
September, 2010 

F 



Depadrnent Contact List 10/11 

September, 2010 











ReDly message ..... 

D~* ~ti, ~e~ 1~. 2012 2:~ mt~ 







Student Case Study Competition 

The College Sport Researcb Institute (CSRI) is pleased your school has registered to compete in tbe fourtb annual 
student case competition There will bc separate compctdions for undcrgraduate :rod graduatc studcnts Tcm3~s 
ma3 consist o1" no more Iban 4 students Teams comprised ot’m~der~!r~u]uak~ and graduate stodenls will be judged 
in their ~espective divisions of the con3petdion Each team will be asked to submit a solution paper of no morn 
than 1,000 words prior to the conference m~d present their findings h~ a 15-minute (9-10 min for presentation/5 
min for questions) time slot at tbe conference Tbe top tbree teams in each categow will be recognized at tbe 

Timeline Odl in Eastern time zone2t 
Monda} 5:00 pm R~lease case sludy to pa~ticipaling ~eams 
Mon 5:00 p m l,l~;vADRepresentati~eavailablefbrstudcntquestions 
Frida’,, 5:0//p m Case study solution papers due to Co?*e Cooper (cgcoope~a~nnc edut 
Wednesday, 4pm 9 pm Student presentations in Woollen Bldg on tbe UNC Chapel I lill campus 
Friday, 8:30 am Wirmcrs mmounccd at Cn-ummm3 Auddofium at Ihc Friday Center 

Guidelines for Preparing Solution Papers 
Maximum of 1,000 words 

Cite sources in APA style (Bibliographic materials do NOT count again~ word count) 
Appendixes do not count against word count, but should not be used as additional space to create unique 
case content (ie, Appendices should be used as referenced material fi-om secondary sources) Each group 
is limitcd to thc usc of Ihrcc appendices in their solution papers 
Do not include any identify, ing information in the paper (ie. what school you attend) because the solution 
papers will be blindly reviewed by tbe iudges 
From                   ~#~,n AD Representames xxill be axailable for student questions Please e-mail 
Drue Moore (drue a wintl’a-opintelligence corn) or Kcvin Cohen (kevin cohen@winthropintdligcncc corn) 
to schedule a time to talk 
Email submission to cgcoopcr a~cmail uric edn no later thm~ 5:00pro Fnda?, 

Guidelines for Judges 
Judges will consist of academics m3d practitioners 
No judge may 0ax e a learn I’~om bis or her school competing ir~ t0at division 
Judges will blindly review solution papem ldentit~" of teams xxill not be known until 
Judges will xxeight 60% oftbe total score on the solution paper and 40% on the pmsentanons 







A ! B C D 

I CBCBlack History MonthRead-!n Schedule 

3 ~’OOp.rn:- 9.’30p.m 

6 5!00-6:~5 0.m: Welcome - Wayne Blair 

78 

~ ~Opening Song - Harmonyx6:20~ ~ Barbara Rimer 

12 6:36~ 5 Denise Mitchell 

1413 

6:40, 6~ance/Musical Performance6:bO~ 7 Maria DeGuzman 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



A 

CBC Black History Month Read-In Readers/Performers 

Name 

Camille Brooks 

Verita Murrill 

Herrison Chicas 

Fatima Jackson 

Richard Southall 

9 

32 W~n~ 

17 IMaria DeGuzman 

~Rrenda Malone 

241 



2 

3 Dept Name 

4 Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

5 Training & Talent Development, OH R 

6 Student 

7 Director, IAAR 

8 Professor, EXSS 

9 Student, Junior, African Studies 

Undergraduate Instructor, James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate 

Excellence 

U niversib/Ombuds Office 

Student 

18 £XSS & CBC Chair 

19 Vice Chancellor, Office of Human Resources 

2O 

21 Equal EmploymentOpportunityOffice 

22 Student 

23 Faculty, Director, Parr Center for Ethics and Chair of UNC Faculb/ 

24 Student 

25 Student 

28 WUNC Radio 

29 Actress 

32 Student 

33 Dancers 

34 Equal Employment OpportunityOffice 



C D 

*Pronunciation Key for names needed 

3                                  Name of Work/Author . Type of Performance 

4 "Sister Sway", Camille Brooks (oriBinal work} Reading 

5 ."When MalindySinBs", Paul Laurence Dunbar Reading 

6 Reading 

7 Reading 

8 Reading 

9 ."Nobel LeCture", Toni Iqorrison The Nobel Prize in Literature 1993 Reading 

11 ."The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" by Gil Scott Heron Reading 

12 Reading 

13 Drummer 

14 Reading 

17 Chapter14(only4pages) of. LifeOutofContext (2006). Walter Mosely Reading 

Excerpt from "A Lesson in Consciousness" by Haki R. Madhubuti from the book titled: Black Eyed 

18 Peas for the Soul by Donna Marie Williams Reading 

19 Reading 

20 Reading 

21 "We Wear the Mask", Paul Laurence Dunbar Reading 

22 Reading 

Excerpt from ’Scratching the Surface Some Notes on Barriers to ~Vomen and Loving, from Sister 

23 Outsider: Essays and Speeches, 1984. Audre Lorde Reading 

24 "My Pledge of Allegiance to Me" by Letitia L. Hodge Reading 

25 Reading 



A ! B C D 

I CBCBlack History MonthRead-!n Schedule 

3 ~’OOp.rn:- 9.’30p.m 

78 

~ ~Opening Song - Harmonyx6:20~ ~ Barbara Rimer 

1413 

6:40, 6~ance/Musical Performance6:bO~ 7Mada DeGuzman 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



A 

CBC Black History Month Read-In Readers/Performers 

Amarachi Anakaraoney 

Ann Penn 

Brenda Malone 

Camille Brooks 

Camille Brooks 

Camille Brooks 

Name 

Debby Stroman 

l~Jeremy Martin 18 Leoneda Inge 

201 

22~2 Richard Southal! 

291 

~ Nicholas Spivey 



Dept Name 

Student, Junior, Africa n Studies 

Director, Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Vice Chancellor, Office of Human Resources 

HR Consultant, Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

HR Consultant, Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

HR Consultant, Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Student 

11 EXSS & CBC Chair 

12 Student 

13 Director, IAAR 

14 Student 

15 Archivist, Southern Historical Collection in Wilson Library 

Faculty, Director, Parr Center for Ethics and Chair of UNC Faculb/ 

17 Undergraduate Instructor, James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

18 WUNC Radio 

19 Associate Prof. of English & Comparative Literature Director of Latina/o Studies 

20 Student 

2:[ Student 

22 Student 

23 Professor, EXSS 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Student 

Training & Talent Development, OHR 

Univer sil:¥ Ombuds Office 

Student 



C D 

*Pronunciation Key for names needed 

3                                  Name of Work/Author . Type of Performance 

4 "Nobel Lecture", Toni Morrison--The Nobel Prize in Literature 1993 Reading 

5 ."We Wear the Mask", Paul Laurence Dunbar Reading 

6 Reading 

7 "to the Diaspora" Gwendolyn Brooks Reading 

8 ¯"Sister Sway", Camille Brooks (oriBinal work} Reading 

9 Kimoyo: Language of the Spirit, by Radhiya Ayobami Reading 

10 Reading 

Excerpt from "A Lesson in Consciousness" by Haki R. Madhubuti from the book titled: Black-Eyed 

11 Peasfor theSoul byDonna Marie Williams Reading 

12 Reading 

13 Reading 

15 "The Children of Children Keep CominB" by Russell GoinBs Reading 

Excerpt from ’Scratching the Surface Some Notes on Barriers to Women and loving," from Sister 

16 Outsider: Essays and Speeches, 1984. Audre Lorde Reading 

17 ."The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" by Gil Scott Heron Reading 

18 Selection from "Wench" by Dolen Perkins Valdez Reading 

19 Chapter14(only4pages}of LifeOutofContext (2006}. Walter Mosely Reading 

20 (original work) Reading 

21. Reading 

22 (original work) Reading 

23 Reading 

24 "My Pledge of AlleBiance to Me" by Letitia L Nodge Reading 

2S ’W[e Mali JySi gs’,Pa I[a re eD ~ar Reading 

27 Reading 

28 Performer 







Introduction/Welcome - "To the Diaspora" by Gwendolyn Brooks 

Introduction of Readers 

1. Debby Strohman - Excerpt from "A Lesson in Consciousness" by Haki R, Madhubuti from the 

book titled: Black Eyed Peas for the Soul by Donna Marie Williams 

2. Amarach~Anakaraoney "Nobel Lecture", ]oni Morrison fhe Nobel Prize in L~terature 1993 

3. Robert Anthony Nash "Evictus" William Ernest Henley 

4. Maria DeGuzman - Chapter :14 (only 4 pases) of_Life Out of Context_ (2006), Walter Mosely 

5. Richard Soulhall ? 

6. "My Pledge of Allegiance to Me" by Letltia L. Hod~e 

7. Camille Brooks Sista Sway 

8. Leoneda Inge Selection from "Wench" by Dolen Perkins Valdez 

£. (original work) 

]0. lan Boxhill Excerpl from "Scratcbin~ the Surface: Some No[es on Barriers to Women and 

Lovins," from Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches, ~984. Audre Lorde 

1_2. ? 

13. Amarach~ Anakaraoney "[hat I hing Around Your Neck" Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

$4. Holly Smith - "The Children of Children Keep Coming" by Russell Goings 

$5. Jeremy Martin - "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" by Gil Scott Heron ~6 

(original work) 

Invitation to attend the Reception 



ANNUAL CAROLINA BLACK CAUCUS 

SELECTED I~IBLIOGRAPI|Y 

Ayobmni. Radiyah l~gmqvo: La~guoge o/lhe 5piril I’vc I~mwn Rtvcrs: The MoAD Sto~) Prqlcct Sm~ Francisco: The 
Museum of the African Diaspora, 2006* 

http:i/~ww i~ck~mwttrivcrs orgircad-2 0 php’/id 191 

Brooks. Gwendolyn 7b l)isemba~ Chicago: [bird World Press, 198l 
http:/ /scarch Iib tmc cdu/scarch?R UNCb l S03649 

Chadot*esville: 

Hodge, Letitia L A1)’ Pledge ~!f Alleg~ance t~ Me [ributetoblackxxomen com. 2006* 
htvp://~ ww tfibutctoblackwomcn cont/pocms/plcdgc hnn 

R,,present,~iives Nexx York: Nation Books. 2006 
ht*p:g, seamh lib unc edu/search?R UNCb4801057 

Scot*-IIeron. Gil Now and ?}~en : ?hePoemsqfGi!&:ottHeron Edfi~burgh: Payback Press i Brouhaha Books, 2000 
http:iiscarch lib tmc cdu/scarch?R UNCb3925280 



ANNUAL CAROLINA BLACK CAUCUS 

SELECTED IIIBLIOGRAPI|Y 

Ayobmni. Radiyah ltgmqvo: Languoge o/lhe 5piril I’vc I~mwn Rtvcrs: The MoAD Sto~) Prqlcct Sm~ Francisco: The 
Museum of the African Diaspora, 2006* 

http:i/~ww i~ck~mwttrivcrs orgircad-2 0 php’/id 191 

Brooks. Gwendolyn 7b l)isemba~ Chicago: [bird World Press, 198l 
http://scarch lib m~c cdu/scm’ch?R UNCb 1803649 

Charlottesville: 

Hodge, Letitia L M)’ P]edge r!f A]]eg~ance t~ Me [ributetoblackxxomen com. 2006* 
htvp://~ ww ttibutctoblackwomcn cont/pocms/pledge hma 

Scott-Hemn, Gil Now and ??~en : ?he Poems qfGi! &:ott Heron Edfl~burgh: PaybackPmssiBrouhahaBooks, 2000 

~nd 



Introduction/Welcome - "To the Diaspora" by Gwendolyn Brooks 

Introduction of Readers 

1. Holly Smith - "The Children of Children Keep Coming" by Russell Goings 

2. Amarachi Anakaraoney - "Nobel Lecture", Toni Morrison-The Nobel Prize 

in Literature/,993 

3. Brenda Malone- ? 

4. Robert-Anthony Nash - "Evictus" - William Ernest Henley 

5. Maria DeGuzman - Chapter :[4 (only 4 pages) of Life Out of Context 

(2006}. Walter Mosley 

6. Richard Southall - ? 

7. - "My Pledge of Allegiance to Me" by Letitia L. Hodge 

8. Camille Brooks- "Sista Sway" 

9. Leoneda Inse - Selection from "Wench" - by Dolen Perkins-Valdez 

10. (original work) 

:~1. Jan Boxhill - Excerpt from "Scratching the Surface: Some Notes on 

Barriers to Women and Loving," from Sister Outsider: Essays and 

Speeches, :1984. Audre Lorde 

12. 



13, Debb¥ Strohman - Excerpt from "A Lesson in Consciousness" by Haki R. 

Madhubuti from the book titled: Black-Eyed Peas for the Soul by Donna 

Marie Williams 

14, - ? 

15. Ann Penn - "We Wear the Mask", Paul Laurence Dunbar 

16. ,leren~y Martin - "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" by Gil Scott Heron 

17. (original work) 

18. Ann Penn - 2~’~ selection 

19. - ? 

20. Amarachi Anakaraone¥ - "That Thing Around Your Neck" Chimamanda 

Ngozi Adichie 

21. ? 

22. Fatiraa Jad~son - ? 

23. Verita Murrill- "When Malindy Sings", Paul Laurence Dunbar 

Closing Selection: 

24. Car~ille Brooks - Kimoyo: Language of the Spirit, by radhiyah ayobami 

Invitation to attend the Reception 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Friday, Februaq¢ 17, 2012 12:37 PM 

Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Chris Faison 

l@gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J <           @unc edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email unc edu>; Jeff Cartoon <           @yahoo corn>; Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email unc edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre 

@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita mmTill@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu> 

Clotfelter, Branch and Friday Panel Discussion 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/blogs/news/index.php/2012/O2/collegiate sports panel/ 

Change? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - es - www.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research [nstitute 



Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"f am sure t~et none o~f you would went to rest content with the superficial kind of sociel enolysis thet deaZs 
merely with effects ~nd does not grapple with underlying c~uses.~" Mertin L King, Jr. 





SELECTED IIIBLIOGRAPIIY 

Brooks. Gwendolyn 7k~ l)isemL’ar# Chicago: Third World Press, 1981 
http:i/scarch lib ttllC cdu/sc:~rch?R UNCblS03649 

Dunbar. Paul Laurence Wl~enMalim!3’,~ngs[poems/ NewYork: Dodd. Mead&Co, 1903 
UN(I M J794/)) 

[Jnivcrsity Press ol VJrsinia. 19!)3 

I lodge, Letitia L ~v P!edge of A/!eg.ance n) ,!le Tributetoblack~omen com. 2006* 
http:/;i~ww trib~leloblackwomen corn/poems/pledge htm 

Lo~de, Audre Sisn.r Our~ider: Assays and,gpeeches Fmsmansburg. NY: (tossing P~ess. 1984 
[ N(I b52)0715 

Scott-Heron, Gil Nero and ]71en : ]he Poems o!’Gi!~k’ol>H~ron EdinburyJl: PaFa~ack Press / Brouhaha Books, 20//0 



Introduction/Welcome - "To the Diaspora" by Gwendolyn Brooks 

Introduction of Readers 

$. Holly Smith - "The Children of Children Keep Coming" by Russell Goings 

2. Amarachi Anakaraoney - "Nobel Lecture", Toni Morrison-The Nobel Prize in 

Literature :1993 

3. Ann Penn - "We Wear the Mask", Paul Laurence Dunbar 

4. Robert-Anthony Nash - "lnvictus" - William Ernest Henley 

5. Maria DeGuzman - Chapter $4 (only 4 pages) of_Life Out of Context_ (2006). 

Walter Mosley 

6. Richard Southall - 40 Million Dollar Slaves- William Rhoden 

7. "My Pledge of Allegiance to Me" by Letitia L Nodge 

8, Camille Brooks- "Sista Sway" 

9. Leoneda Inge - Selection from "Wench" - by Dolen Perkins-Valdez 

$0. (original work) 

$1. Jan Boxhill - Excerpt from "Scratching the Surface: Some Notes on Barriers to 

Women and Loving," from Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches, $984. Audre 

Lorde 

$2. Ann Penn - "Let America Be America Again" by Langston Hughes 



:13. Debb¥ Stroman - Excerpt from "A Lesson in Consciousness" by Haki R. 

Madhubuti from the book titled: Black-Eyed Peas for the Soul by Donna Marie 

Williams 

Amaracbi Anakaraoney - "That Thing Around Your Neck" Chimamanda Ngozi 

Adichie 

{original work) 

16. Jeremy Martin - "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" by Gil Scott Heron 

17. - Spoken Word 

18. Fatima Jackson - My Old Master, Colonel P.H. Anderson 

:~9. Verita Murrill - "When Malindy Sings", Paul Laurence Dunbar 

~tosing Selection: 

20, Camille Brooks- Kimoyo: Language of the Spirit, by radhiyah ayobami 

Invitation to attend the Reception 















On 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Storholt, Walter <wstorholt@ 1360wchl corn> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 I 0:17 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Deborah Stroman, PhD 
<debby@dstroman corn>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

Thanks for sending! I really enjoyed doing the game with all throe of us. That was fun! 

Got some good comments from folks at the radio show last night that they enjoyed hearing it. 

Walter Storholt 
WCHL Sports Di~ctor 

W: (919) 967-8363 
C: 

Have a news tip? 

From: Boxill, Jan [JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 10:18 PM 
TO: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L; Storholt, Walter 
Subject: RE: Be~ radio team in Chapel Hill! 

What a great pictur!! ! THANKS 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Universib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 10:16 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, Jan; wstorholt@1360wchhcom 
Subject= Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 



100_3244 

Deborah Stroman, Ph D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace." 

Twitter drstroman 

888668.8403 



CAROLINA SPOKTS 
BUSINESS CLUB 



Welcome to "The Club!" 

CAI,r{OL~N A 

Academic Year 

Twelfth Meet ng: 



Tenth Meeting Recap 

i Head Coach, UNC Field 
Hockey Team 

- Topics discussed: 

o Conference realignment and 
the effect on I.JNC Athletics 

- Volunteer opporLunites at 
UNC Field Hockey Summer 
Camp 

o Advice on entrv into sport 
business 



CSBC Business Cards are now available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = 510 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Upcoming Speakers & Events 
Spring Semester Speakers: 
- Caroline D’Englere - Sponsor Services Coordinator for IMG College 

- Bubba Cunningham - UNC Athletics Director 

- Wasserman Media Group 

Spring Semester Events: 
- Big-Time College Sports Panel Discussion -Tuesday, 

- Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and Game- Friday, 

- CSRI Conference- 

- "Celebration Week" in 

***NEWLY ANNOUCED Celebration Week Speaker Ga~)’ Sobba, GM of Tar Heel Spods P~operties coming Monday, 



Big-Time College Sports Panel Discussion 

3 prominent sports critics 

will discuss the topic, 

"What Needs to Change in 

Collegiate Sports?" 

Will Blythe, renowned 

author of To Hate Like T, Sis 

is to Be Hoppy Forever will 

serve as moderator for the 
evening 

See club website for further 

details! 



Charlotte Bobcats Trip 
,Trip D~te: Friday 

,Game vs. Denver 

Nuggets @7pm 

,Career Fair; 1-4pm 

opre-game question and 

answer session with a 

Bobcats Representative 

,Price: ~20-30, not 

finalized yet 



How can you find us? 

Blackboard Site- general club emails 
~shutting down with full transition over to 
Sakai 

New "Club Members" listserv over Sakai 

EXSS Department emails from Dn Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC UNC 

Website: http://studentorl~s.unc.edu/carsbc/ 



CSBC Respect Wristbands 

Only $2 for students, $3 
for everyone else 

Packages: 3 for $5 for 

students, 2 for $5 
everyone else 

"CSBC" printed inside the 
band 

Promoted by: UNC 

Athletes, UNC Athletic 
Department personnel, 

clients 

..... Side note: Anyone irltelested in sporL~ marketing or just loves baseball, CSBC member and UNC 

baseball player, is putting together a committee to help the baseball team increase attendance at their home games this 

season. There will be an informal commi[tee meeling [ollowing [his one I[ you’re in[erested please come (where is i[ 

...can never have too much help 



Today’s Speaker: Caroline D’Englere! 

Coordinator of Sponsorship Services, IMG College 









Carolina Sports Business Club - First Case Study Meeting 

When: 7:00pro- 
Where: Student Union 
Who: CSBC Case Study Team: Andrea, Ricks; Robert 
Why: Meeting each other; introduction to the case 

Items to Discuss 

Personal introductions 
÷ Where is everyone from? 
÷ Internships/Activities you’re involved in? 

Importance of the Case Study 
~ Stress the fact that everyone needs to take this seriously 
~ Excellent opportunity to set yourself above others 
~ Great resume builder, especially for graduate programs 
~ Emphasize that although I am the team captain, we will 
make every decision together 

Introduction to Case 
--) Give everyone the papers that I’ve printed 
--) Discuss important dates 
--) Basis of the case 
--) Figuring out the online system and the spreadsheet 
--) What direction we are going to go in? 

Next Meeting 
--) Decide how often we are going to meet 
--) Figure out a time and place for the next meeting 
--) Be sure to ask if anyone has any questions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Friday,             10:29 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] let’s meet 

Fo[ks--P,-e not yet beat~l front Bml~ch. but the com’emence of tbe time 

nmkes me fltit~k we skould plmt on meethtg whetter Brm~ch can 
nmke it or not So teser~-e tbe time in your calenikus 

Ijusl had brcakfasl wilh John Shoop. the fired offensive coordinator 
wbo asked the provocative question on Tuesday Wlmt a man (and I dofft 
sa? tlmt vet5 often) It’s tragic and depressing flint he’s not our bead 

On 9:14 AM. Glcss. Dan) l J wrolc: 
> 1 very much like Bdl Friday’s idea. mid yours Item. Jane A tnd) obvious ~md estabtisbed model tlmt could be exXended to tbe 
a/hlctes 

> Sent: Friday’. 7:29 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: RE: I facad~--atlflefics-fonnnl          meeting? 

> Hi all- I Ihoughl Bill Friday’s idea aboul laking r,nds Io support athl¢l¢s’ rchtn~ Io co11¢g¢ is fi3bulous--and as Ancb suggests. Iher¢ 
ate ~m.’riad otber wa) s to use such funds to support tbe umversib"s educatiotml ntissio~t (I’d persolmlly like it to go to support 

> Re: mone? going mote directly to afltletes: to me. it seems appropbtate to use tbe model we’ve establisbed for our graduate studies 
and undcrgmd work/slnd) sludcnls Lel!s oFFer a/hlelcs a *sllpcnd* --/nol/a salm3 - jusl as we do For olhcr sludcnls whose elForls on 
fire universit3"s behalf a~e dtiectl? ~emunet-ative to tbe il]stitution For instance. English mid Comp Lit grad students ~eceive 
for teaching ~.vo sections of first-?ear writing 

compe~tsation for such activities as teaching ~md office work wltich allow sludents to help defr~" ever3 da? costs associated with being 
a slndenl and nol ha~ing a "job" 

sludents -- ~md mote a practical solution to t~al problems athletes ~ace And-- it could have an m~d-com~ption effects Boosters ~md 

> Jane F Thmllkill 
> Associate Prol’cssor& Director of Gmd~ml¢ Admissions D¢pamnenl ol’English and Compamllv¢ Lilcmlurc Universily ol’Norlh 
Carolina. Chapel Hill tkill~a unc edu 
>From: AndrewPerbm [andrew pom~ra;m~c edu] 
> Scnl: Thursday. I 1:38 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Cc: discussion 



> Subject: Re: [~lcully--a/hletics-forunl] hie�ring? 
> 
> I a?, I completel? agree that the case for econmmc compe~sation for atlgctcs is very strong ~gL’cn tbc ~rrcnt situation* The 

"solved" t~ough legal action is im~aN And, to be brutally l~onest: 

nfission of tbe mm’eisi~, 1 titan fire latter is mol~l? wome tlmn the former So ff both issues can be solved, great But if old? one cmt 

ad~mssioi~," a po~ion of aflfletic i~ceiNs going to academic coffei~, etc -- the 1Nelibood is t~t exploitation of fire aflfletes would also 

nol siudcnls could play 

> On Tbu at 22:54 -0500, Ja? Slmth wrote: 
>> Ands/Sylvia cl a]: 
>~ I ague flint tbe Branch pempe~ive wound up dmm~mflng tl~ pauel, and 
>> Ihal was leo bad (Ihough I didn’l mind Cloifclicr’s [Jlli¢ being 
>~ linfited, since Ns position is ’well, tiffs is wlmt we’i~ stuck with’) 

>> I’v¢ Icam¢d aboul ~C’s handling of Ihc foolball "scandal" (and we 

>> NCAA comes calling, uncompcnsaicd for Ih¢ risks Ihc} lake and Ih¢ 

>~ ~’stem tlmt Ires been designed to keep them "eligible," to bell with 
>> aclual ¢ducalion (II go¢s wilhoul saying Iha/we’re lalking aboul 

>~ Tbe NCCU panel is one flint I wish you ~1 could ~’e aRended 
>>         suspended for ha~ing a hotel morn paid for by a ffi¢nd) was 

>~ dfiB" wben I left --i~spm~ible for being complicit in a s? stem t~t 

>~ fi~t defend acade~mc iNegri~--t~t’s how I got engaged in 
>~ ~mssion, and it’s still my passion--but l just can’t see bow mL~ of us 
>~ can sa? to tbese atNetes: you’le not allowed to ~e $50 from selling a 

>> selling Ihings ~ghl is our pmbl¢m (I’d like Io compcnsal¢ Ih¢m 
>~ by pledging to t~e caie of tbefi educatimml needs for life ) Bul in 

>~ ~1 ~ong we’ve known tlmt we disagree about some NndameN~s Let’s 

>> Jay 

>~ On      10:20 PM, SiNia Tomaskova wrote: 
>>> I compl¢icly agree wiih And5 - I frankly was a bil disappoinlcd wilh Ih¢ panel as Bill Ffi~ly’s suggcsiJons - which dcall wilh 
academic side of Ihis busin¢ss and Ih¢ chall¢ng¢s of bringing back the inicgfiiy of Ihc univcrsiiy - worn Iosl in Ih¢ push for "pay 
pla?" witbout addiessing e g s~deNs who ~7 not be a fodder for professimml leagq~e s and wl~o ~e not geeing am" education wont 



implicl or cxplicil help Why should Ihe univcrsily be a minor league For basketball and foolball? this seems like Ihc easy solulion to a 

business problem where integrits" and lno t-alit~" of rite umversits" ate hovering somewhere above 

>>> To siarI Ihc discussion from Ihc pcrspcclive - "Ihis is Ioo big a problem Io solvc" (so wc should acccpl ill?) secmed ahnosl an 
insulI Io acadcmics - I Ihoughl all acadcmics (OK, marts) dcal wiih huge problcms Iha/seem difficulI Io solve Being crca/ivc and bold 

is fire beNlming of such el~terpfise We need to study our bistoiy, learn front previous success and nfistakes and make outrageous 
demands so as to make modest compronfises and move towards an intproved s? stem we can actually be proud of UNC can be a leader 

>>> Silvia 



>>>>> -- You ate curtelllly subscribed to faculty--atlfletics-fonun as: 

>>>>>a drc Agcm ,(~ cod To s bscnbcclcl lore !_~,1~ cd , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Friday,             12:23 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Branch responds 

Shucks He cmt’t do fire Heie’s lfis reply to lne: 

Hi, Jay, 

I’m flee all mormng on but not m the afternoon because of 
classes 
Un forhmalcly, I don’l have anolhcr Tuesday visll allemard unlil 
ff non-Tuesda? s are ever a possibilits’, I’m flee all da~" and 

except noon-2PM 

Is         a possibilits" for people? rm free all allemoon that da~" 
Also rrcc on Ihc      1 could also do Ih¢ morning oflh¢      -Jay 

On      10:36 AM. ma ffly@cmall unc cdu 
> Agreed, Ja) Jol~n Shoop is a gent trod has helped me to lecogrfize that people in athletics can be allies in this Tlmt alliance will 

> Sent front m) Vetizon Wireless BlackBero" 

> -----Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Slmth<jaysnfiflt(aemall unc edu> 

> To: discussion<facuh3 --athletics-fonmt@listserv uric edu> 
> Repl3-To: Ja3 Snllth<ja3 smllh?lenndl unc edu> 

> Subject: Re: [facu h~’--at hletic s - fore m] let’s meet 

> Folks--l~’e not yet heat~l from Branch, but the converfience of the time 

> makes me flfitak we skould phm on meeting wheflter Branch can 

> I jusl had brcakfasl wllh John Shoop, the fired offensive coordina/or 
> who asked the provocative question on Tuesday What a man (and I dofft 
> say dial vet3 often) II’s tragic and depressing Iha/hc’s nol our head 

> with us He has a player advocacy position, and a racial dive t~its" 

> On      9:14 AM, Gloss, Dan31 J wrolc: 
>> I vm3 much like Bill Ftida3 ’s idea. and yours here, Jane A tml3 obvious and established model that could be ex~te nde d to the 

>> -----Original Message ..... 

>> Sent: Friday, 7:29 AM 

>> Subject: RE: [facuh3--athletics-fonnn] meeting? 



>> Hi all- I thoughl Bill Frida) ’s idea about tuking flmds to support atlfletes’ mmrn to college is fabulous--mid as And) suggests there 
are lro.’riad otber wa>s to use such funds to support tile umvet~iB"s educatiotml nfissioi~ (I’d pet~oimlly 1Lke it to go to support 

>> Re: money going more directly to atlfletes: to me, it seems appropriate to use tile model we’ve estabhshed for our graduate studies 
and undmgmd wor!dsmd.~ students Let’s offer athletes a *stipend* --/not/a salat3 -- just as we do for otber students whose efforts on 

for teaching [wo sections of firstqear wrlling 

>~ This would use not a business/salat3 model but a longstmlding educatimml model of adequate (but b? no metals "market rote") 

a student and not havhlg a "job" 

>~ To me, tlfis is less about resolvhlg questions of "exploitation" -- there’s much tu[k about departments "exploiting" tile labor of grad 
students -- mid more a practical solution to real problems athletes ~ace And-- it could have an m~ti-com~ption effects Boostet~ mid 

>> Associate ProFessor& Dircclor oF Gin&role Admissions Departmcnl ogEnglish and CompamlJv¢ Lilemlurc Univcrslly ogNonh 
C~rolina, Chapel Hill Ikill~a unc edu 
>~ From: Andiew Pemn [andrew pemn@unc edul 
>> Seat: Thursday,              I 1:38 PM 

>> Subject: Re: [facullT--athletics-fomnl[ meeting? 

basketball leagae 

>~ I agree flint tile s[~dents am le~ vuhlerable, mid I agree that that is mmall? wrong But 1 flfit~k Ricbaid’s point flint this will likely 
be "solved" through legal action is imporiant And, to be bmtully hanest: 

nfission of tile tam’elsie,, 1 flfit~k file latter is mmall? worse than the former So it’both issues can be solved, great But if oft? one cml 
be solved, I tlmtk it should be tile umvet~iB"s integitt3" 

adimssiot~s," a portion of aflfletic receipts going to academic coffers, etu -- the likalihaod is that exploitation of file aflfletes would also 

not stud�hiS could plat 

>> Best. 

>~ On Tbu, at 22:54 -0500, Ja? Snfith wrote: 
>>> And3/Sylvia at al: 
>~> I agree that tile Branch pet~pective wound up donfinating tile panel, and 
>>> lllat was tuo bad (dlough I didn’t mind Cloffcha~s hlne being 
>~> linfited, since lfis position is ’well, tlfis is what we’re stuck witb’) 

>>> I’ve learned about UNC’s bandling of tl~e football "scm~dal" (and we 
>~> all would agree flint UNC actuall? tries to do tile itghl thing), tile 



>>> syslcm that has been designed to kccp them "eligible," Io hell with 
>>> actual education (It goes wifltout sa)ing that we’re talking about 
>>> tbe atlfletes in tbe revenue sports) 
>>> 
>>> Tile NCCU panel is one/ha/I wish you all could ha~e attended 
>~ >          (suspended for having a hotel room paid for by a friend) was 
>~ > eloquent, as wet~ the la~y’et~ wha defended I felt 
>>> dirly when I loll--responsible for being complicil in a syslcm Ihal 
>)> exploits tbese kids mercilessl? I agree that as faculg" we must 
>>> firsl defend academic inlegfily --Ihal’s how I gel engaged in Ihis 
>~> nfissiosk mtd it’s still m? passion--but l just can’t see haw am" efus 

>~ > You’t~ a pine anmteur because it nmkes us feel good--and dofft you 

>~> of a basic fight tecogmzed in am" econonfic svstenk a violation fltat 
>~> we can no longer countenmtce How we deal with tbe intplications of 
>>> setting Ihings right is ourproblem (I’d like Io compensate Ih¢ln 
>>> by pledging to lake care of Iheir educa/iona[ needs for [ire) Bul in 

>>> see ffwe can talk tbem fltrougk If we can’t, we go our separate ways 
>>> and there are no hard feelings l Ihink we’ve done great work ,qlread3 
>> > Hope to see nmm" of you in a couple of weeks Have a good bleak! 

>>> On 10:20 PM. Silvia Tomaskova wrole: 
>~>> I completel? agree with Andy - I ft-astld? was a bit disappointed wiflt tbe pmtel as Bill Frida? ’s suggestiosts - wlfich dealt wiflt tbe 
academic side of Ihis business and Ihe challenges of bringing back the inlcgrily of Ihc universily - were Iosl in Ihe push for "pay Io 
play" wilhoul addressing cg sludenls who may nol be a fodder for pro fcssional leagues and who are nol gelling any cducalion worlh 
anylhing, or sludenls who are admillcd wilhoul Ihe academic background Io succeed and end up chealing wilh so maW people’s 
implict or explicit help Why should the u nivel~iiy be a minor leaglle for basketball and football? this seems like the ea~." solution to a 
business problem wbet~ integrits" and momlig" of ate umversits" ate havefing somewhet~ above 

>>>> To sia~l Iha discussion from Ihe perspcclive - "lhis is too big a problem Io solve" (so wc should acccpl if?) seemed ahnosl an 
insull Io academics - I Ihoughl all academics (OK, marts) deal wilh huge problems Iha/seem difficull Io solve Being crea/ive and bold 
is ate begisming of such es~terpfise We steed to study our bistosy, learn front previous success and nfistakes mtd snake outrageous 
demands so as to make modest compromises and move towards an improved s5 stem we can actsmlly bc proud of UNC can be a leader 



>>>>> On Tim, at 17:48 -0500, JW Slmth wrote: 

>>>>>> processed Nocera as well as tNs week’s big m’ent), fl~ough 

>>>>>> until 4:45, so this will need to be a late meeting, 5-6:30isk If 

>>>>>> I tltmk it’s time to begin phimfing next steps Speaking ohi? for 

>>>>>> Jay 
>>>>>> PS Have I forgollCll anylhing for Noccm publicily? There are 



-- You ate currently subsciibed to facult) --atlflefics-fonun as: dstro@unc edu To unsubscribe 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email unc edu> 
Sunday,              5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Back to 

dimter with Nocera and a crew of about 10 after lfis talk? We’re hoping 

Io reserve the Carolina Club -Jay 

On      4:39 PM, Stmmat~ Deborah L wrote: 
> Thanks Jay 

> Thanks. 
> Debby 

> DLS from my iPhone 

> On at 2:26 PM, "Ja) Slmth"qja) simth@enmil uric edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Greclings again Afler hearing from most of you, I’ve realized that 5pro is jusl a much belier hine for us Io mcel Only 
2-3 of you could be piesent for an entire afternoon meeting on mtd that’s no good Alld all the EXSS people would likel) 
ha~e lind to skip Ihe whole thing 
>> 
>> So I propose that we meet on          at 5 pnt place TBA, and that we plan on an         meeting wiflt Ta) lor Branch Tlfis 
rim) be best mr) wa) It ghies us time to process the "big" argmments alld to teflm~k our position befme we meet wiflt Bml~ch; it also 
gives us some lime (if we’re inclined) to begin hidlding bridges Ioward Duke and NC 
>> 
>> One quick and mtrelated request: is mr) one willing to voNnteer to escort Joe Nocem from Holden’s office to Keviffs Gfeller 
Center around 3:20ish on ? I have a dept meeting at 3:30 fltat I need to be on time for 
>> 
>> Finally, Io make schedhiing easier ill [he fulnre, lel’s set some dales in advance I]le nex[ [Jllle we’re Iogelhcr! 
>> 
>> On      12:16 PM, Ja) Slmth wrote: 

I were to schedule a meeting from 2-4 that day, who could come to at least part of the meeting? (No need to tespm~d if you’ve ahead) 

perhaps tts" to arrange something with lmn for 

>>> Sort5 for all the entails -Ja) 

>>> On      12:23 PM. Jay Smilh wml¢: 
>>>> Shucks He can’t do the      Hme’s his leply to me: 

>>>> Hi. Jay, 

>>>> If non-Tuesdays are ev¢r a possibilily, l’m fr¢¢ all day ¢xc¢pl noon-2PM 

>>>> Is a possibilily for people’? l’m free all afl¢moon Ihal day Also free on the I could also do file morning of file 

-Jw 

>>>> On       10:36 AIM, maffl) @email unc edu wrote: 
>>>>> Agreed, Ja) John Shoop is a gent mtd bas helped me to lecog~t~ze that people in athletics can be allies in this That alliance 



>>>>> Sent from in? Verizon Wtieless BlackBer~" 

>>>>> -----Original Message ..... 
>>>>> Fmin: Jay Slmth<jaysnfifl~qlellmd unc edu> 
>>>>> Date: Fli,            10:29:11 

>>>>> Repl?-To: JW Sntith~iwslnitl~?*enmil unc edu> 

>>>>> Sul~iect: Re: [facult~’-atl~letics-fomm] let’s ~neet 

>>>>> ~nakes me flm~k we skould plm~ on meeting whefl~er Bmncl~ can 
>>>>> lnake it or not So reserve the ti~ne in your calendms 

>>>>> I jusl had breakfasl wilh John Shoop, the fired offensive coordinalor 
>>>>> wha asked the provocathie question on TuesdW What a man (and I don’t 

>> >>> witl~ us He has a plwer advocacy position, and a racial divmsit~ 

>>>>> On      9:14 AM, Gless, Dan31 J wmle: 
>>>>>> I vel) nmch like Bill Fitda? ’s idea, and yours hale, lane A tnd? obvious alld established model that could be exXended to the 

>>>>>> DarD’l 

>>>>>> -----Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: ThrailMII, Jane F [~ mi[Io:lkflbzunc c~u] 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday                7:29 AM 

>>>>>> Subjccl: RE: [facully--addclics-fontm] rattling? 

>>>>>> Hi all- I thought Bill Friday’s idea aboul laking funds to supporl athletes’ relum to college is fabulous--and as And3 suggesls, 
fl~ete ate myriad ofl~er wa?s to use such Nnds to support fl~e umvetsti~ ’s educatiatml missian (I’d pet~mmlly like it to go to support 

sludics and undcrgmit work/stud} sludenls LCl!S offer a/hlclcs a *stipend* --/not/a sala~ --jltsl as we do for other slltdcnls whose 
efforts on the mfiversti~ ’s behatf ate directly remunerative to tha institution For htstm~ce, Engliah and Comp Lit grad sludents ~ecehie 

for teaclfing t~vo sections of first-? e~u writing 

rate") compensation for such activities as teaching and office wink, which allow students to halp defray ever} da? costs associated 
wdh being a sludcnl and not ha~ing a "job" 

grad sta~dents -- and mine a practical solution to teal problems athletes face And-- it could have m~ m~ti-cormption effects Boostet~ 

Norlh Camlhia, Chapel Hill Ikill@unc cdu 
>>>>>> From: Andrew Pemn [andrew pemn@unc edu] 



>>>>>> To: discussion 

>~>>~ Sul~iect: Re: [facults’--aflfletics-fomm] meeting? 

question is whetber we advocate poyh~g them therefore, or altenmtivel? advocate chzmging tbe s? stem 1 prefer to work toward 
chzmging tbe s? stem since ultinmtel? fl~e integriB" of fl~e umversits" is far mo~e hnportmlt thzm tbe presence of a se]m-pro football or 
basketball league 

[ikel? be "soNed" fltrough leg:fl action is hnportmlt A]ld, to be brutally honest: 

h~telleca~zfl ]mssion of tbe umversiB’, I tlmtk the latter is momll? worse titan tbe former So kf both issues cm~ be solved, great But if" 

>~>>~ On Tbu, at 22:54 -0500, Ja? Snfith wrote: 
>>>>>>> And)/Sylvia ¢1 al: 

>>>>>>> Ihal was Ioo bad (dlough I didn’l mind CIol feller’s lime being 

>>>>>>> I’ve Icamcd aboul UNC’s handling of Ih¢ foolball "scandal" (and wc 
>>>>>>> all would agree Ihat UNC aclually t~ics to do Ihc tight thing), Ihc 

>~>>~> Tbe NCCU pzmel is one that I wish you all could have attended 
>~>>~>          (susponded for having a hotel room paid for by a friend) was 

>~>>~> di~13’ when I left--responsible for being complicit h~ a system that 

>~>>~> first defend acade~mc integrit3 --that’s how I got engaged in this 

>>>>>>> by pledging to lake care of Ihcir cduca/ional needs for life) Bul in 

>~>>~>> I completel3 agree with Andy - I ftm~kl3 was a bit disappointed wifl~ tbe pzmel as Bill Frida3 ’s suggestio~ts - wlfich dealt 



"pay to play" without addressing cg sludcnls who may not bc a fodder for profcssional leagues and who arc nol gching an5 cducalion 
worth ate) tlmlg, or students who ale ad~mtted without the academic hackground to succeed and end up cheating with so n~m? people’s 
hnphat or explicit help Why shauld the umvet~ib" be a ~mnor leagq~e for basketha[1 and football? this seems like the easy solution to a 

>~>>~>> To start the discussion from the perspective - "this is too big a problem to solve" (so we should accept it?) seemed almost 
an hisult to acadenfics - 1 fl~ougN all acadenfics (OK, n~m? ) deal wifl~ huge problems that seem difficadt to soNe Being cleafive m~d 

demands so as to make modest compronfises and move towat~ls an improved s? stem we can actually be proud of UNC can be a leader 

>>>>>>>>> All- 

>>>>>>>>>> Branch-- is what fll aim for (by wlfich time we would have 



>>>>>>>>>> PS Ha~¢ l forgot/on anylhing for Noccm publicity? There a~ 
>>>>>>>>>> posters around llOW the press lelease went out yeste~’: we aH 
>>>>>>>>>> need to minen~er to buRon-hole our colleabmes, but mn 1 ovefloo~ng soinetl~ng? 

>>>>>>>>>> -- You am CUShily s~Oscfibcd Io facully--aihlciics- forum as: 















CAROLINA SPOKTS 
BUSINESS CLUB 



Welcome to "The Club!" 

CAI,r{OL~N A 

Academic Year 

Thirteenth Meet ng: 



CSBC Business Cards are now available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
~unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Upcoming Speakers & Events 
Spring Semester Speakers: 
- Monday at 5:30PM- Gary Sobba, GM of Tar Heel Sports Properties 

- Tuesday atSPM-AmyHerman, UNCAssociateAD for Compliance 

- Wednesday at 5:30PM- Elizabeth Lindsey, President of Sports Consulting 
Division st Wasserman Media Group 
Thursday       st 5PM- Bubbs Cunningham, UNC Athletics Director 

meetings held in Fetzer 109 

Spring Semester Events: 

- Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and Game - Friday, 

- CSRIConference 

- "Celebration Week" 



Charlotte Bobcats Trip 
,Trip Date: Friday 

,Game vs. Denver 
Nuggets @7pm 

,Career Fair: J.-4pm 

opre-game question and 

answer session with a 

Bobcats Representative 

,Price: ~20 for CSBC paid 

members, $25 for non- 

members 

Career Fair: Various employek~ and companies will be in attendance 

Great opportunity to inquhe about internship opportunities and rnake connections! 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Website: 
http://studentorgs,u nc,ed u/ca rsbc/ 



Today’s Meeting: EXSS Sport Administration Faculty 

Shaping Your SuccesM 

CAROI,INA SPORTS 





Welcome to "The Club!" 

CAI,r{OL~N A 

Academic Year 
Thirteenth Meeting: 



CSBC Business Cards are now available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Upcoming Speakers & Events 
Spring Semester Speakers: 
- Monday at 5:30PM- Gary Sobba, GM of Tar Heel Sports Properties 

- Tuesday atSPM-AmyHerman, UNCAssociateAD for Compliance 

- Wednesday at 5:30PM- Elizabeth Lindsey, President of Sports Consulting 
Division st Wasserman Media Group 
Thursday       st 5PM- Bubbs Cunningham, UNC Athletics Director 

meetings held in Fetzer 109 

Spring Semester Events: 

- Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and Game - Friday, 

- CSRIConference 

- "Celebration Week" 



Charlotte Bobcats Trip 
,Trip Date: Friday 

,Game vs. Denver 
Nuggets @7pm 

,Career Fair: J.-4pm 

opre-game question and 

answer session with a 

Bobcats Representative 

,Price: ~20 for CSBC paid 

members, $25 for non- 

members 

Career Fair: Various employek~ and companies will be in attendance 

Great opportunity to inquhe about internship opportunities and rnake connections! 



TPG Sports Career 

Conference 

Friday, 
Saturday, 

Students (with ID)- ~125.59 

Students will have the 

opportunity to learn, engage 

and network in this unique 

setting dedicated to career 

development! 

Social Media 

Sales&Marketing 

Human Resources 

NBA Operations 

Broadcasting 

A resume professional will be giving a 

presentation to build the best resume! 

htt p://www.tpgsportsgrou p.com 

Career Fair: Various employers and comparfies will be in attendance 

Great opportunity to inquire about internship opportunities and make connections! 

Pre game session: oppor[uniby to ask any questions you may have to a representative about the industry and their career 





Today’s Meeting: EXSS Sport Administration Faculty 

Shaping Your SuccesM 

CAROI,INA SPORTS 



EXSS Sport Administration Faculty 

Professors: 

Coyte Cooper 

Barbara Osborne 

Deborah Southall 

Richard Southall 

Deborah Stroman 

Post-Doctorate Fellow: Robert Turner 

WWW, ~XSS. U~C, ~du 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) <overton@psafety unc edu> 

Thursday,               3:32 PM 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email unc edu>; Gray, Karol Kain <kkgray@unc edu>: Malone, Brenda 
Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email unc edu>; 
Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc edu>; Moss, Gary 
<garymoss@unc edu>; Eubanks, Trevaughn B <tbrown3@email unc edu>; ’Delores 
Bailey’ <dbailey@empowem~ent-inc org>; Annetta Streater 

@gmail corn); Brown, Barbara W <barbw brown@unc edu>; Lorch, 
Claire <clorch@email unc edu>; Robettson, Debbie R <drobertson@northcarolina edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Lee, Doris <doris lee@reed unc edu>; Faith 
Thompson (         @yahoo corn); Fred Black t       @nc rr corn); Carter, Gena J 
<gjcarter@email unc edu>; Suitt, Helen <hsuitt@admissions unc edu>; Moon, Karen B 
<karenmoon@unc edu>; LaBron Reid (lreid@mclaurinparking corn); 

~live unc edu>; Houston, Terri C <thouston@email unc edu>; Ca~+ington, 
Vonyee Kermee <VCarring@unch unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email unc edu>; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; ’eculler@uncaa unc edu’; Mann, Shelby 
H <shmann@email unc edu>; Hill, Shayna S <shayna hill@demistry unc edu>; Murrill, 
Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; pufin, Cady (Business Operations) 
<Carly purin@facilities unc edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email unc edu>; Newsom, 
Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; BtTant, Kathy <kathybtTant@unc edu>; 
Fowler, Ma~ha T <mff@email unc edu>; Hurt, Christi <christihurt@unc edu>; Hicks, 
Larry M <hicks@email unc edu>; Agnew, Tracy (Facilities HR) 
<Tracy Agnew@facilities unc edu>; Williams, Gerri Brown <gbwilli@email unc edu> 
Frey, William Allan <will frey@unc edu> 

Bowler, Ollie (Public Safety) <ocbowler@psafety unc edu> 

DPS Re-accreditation 

All, 

The Department of Public Safety is getting ready to tmdergo its re-accreditation process fi*Oln 
Sunday March 25th until Wednesday March 28tb with the Commission on Accreditation for Law 
Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). We have multiple assessors who come in to review files, talk to 
staff, tour campus, do ride alongs und the like to see how we comply with CALEA’s almost 500 
standards. As part of the process, there are two opportunities to solicit feedback ~Oln the general 
pnblic: 

Monday 1:00 - 3:00 pm Callin @ 962-0905 
Monday night 6:00 - 9:00 pm Public hearing at the Friday Center (Sunflower Room) 

You can offer feedback on yonr impression of the department as a whole or for specific individuals 
whom you have had contact with. This is a very important part of our assessment und I hope you 
will take time to help us out. 

We would appreciate it if you would offer feedback to the assessors during these times 

JackieO. 



Professional Development Manager 

Employee Forum Chair 
CB# 1600 Public Safety Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 
(919) 962-5029 phone/voicemail 

(919) 962-2572 fax 
lhe slraightesl path Io out’ greatesl potenlial is slraighl through out’ greale.sl ~,ar. 

Never make someone apriori~y in yo~ t~, ~vken rkey/~ave onl~ made, you an option in 



.Jean I.aw 

































ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

2012 ACC Baseball Championship 
Volunteer Registration Form 

Name: 

Addlvss: 

City: St: Zip: 

(ell Phone: E-Mail: 

Listed below are the volunteer times available for the 2012 ACC Baseball Championship. Please 
check the times you would be available to volunteer, 

Monda’. Ma3 21~t      12:()()pro 5:00pro 

Tuesday. May2T~’~ 8:00am l:00pm 12:30pm 5:30pro 

Wednesday, May 23"d 9:30am 3:30pro 3:00pro 10:30pro 

Thursday, Ma~, 24h 9:30ran 3:30pm 3:00pro 10:3(;~m 

Friday. MaF 25"h 9:30am 3:30pro 3:00pro 10:30pm 

Saturda!.. May 26th 9:30ran 3:30pm 3:00pm 10:3t;,pm 

Sunda2. May 27~’ ll:30am 4:30pro 

these am tentati~ schedules and am sul~lect to change those who are xxorking the secoud shift iu the 
dugouts will need to sta? until the end of the gmnc 

Please scrod completed fiyrm via mail or e-mail 

Atlautic Coast Conference 
Attu: Gmtcheu Miller 
4512 Wcybridge Lmac 
G~veasboro. NC 27407 

gmillcrS~theacc org 
@bellsouth net 





1 Could you describe to me your typical management style and ~qe type of emp oyee that werks well wi~ you~ 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu> 

Thursday,              9:15 AM 

dice@listse~/unc edu; ’NAACP Executive Board members’ 
<naacp exec@li st se~w- unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

@live unc edu) 

Highland, Michael <michaelhighland@unc edu>; Clark, Freddie M 
<fred clark@unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; Perez, 
Josmell <josmell@email unc edu>; Borden, Paula D <pborden@email unc edu>; 
Beecham-Green, Rosalyn <beechamg@unc edu>; Patterson, Tony 
<TonyPatterson@unc edu>; Webster, Linwood <lwebster@email unc edu>; Lewis, 
Lucy W <lwlewis@email unc edu>; Stiles, Tim <Tim Stiles@unc edu>; 
cricket@uncaa unc edu; ’Andre Williams’ <awilliams@uncaa unc edu>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; 
brandibrooks@unc edu; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email unc edu>; Charles, Roy 
Anthony <rac@email unc edu> 

PLEASE LET STUDENTS KNOW: Pass to students, please[ 

Good Morning, 

Can you please remind any students that you work with about our fabulous PASS event tonight? 

Join us at the Peak Academic Success and Satisfaction (PASS) Exam Support Fair! Tonight from 6pm-9pm in the Great 

Hall we’ll have FREE pizza, subs, coffee, tea, trail mix, massages. There will also be give-aways like t-shirts and 

sunscreen to support you as you start exams. Hope to see you there! 

Thank your 

~DeVetta 

Confidentiality Notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information Any unauthorized review use disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message 





GO Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PN D. CLU 

EXel~ise and Sport Sc elite Departme it 

Smort Admin strmt on Pro~essor rand Acmdem[c Advisor 





U NC-Chape Hill 

Heels Please sen d me a recap of what you learn ed this semester {[e., I low doing your own research was valua hie to you ? What 





















I-mail: @gma I tom 





Acadenric Support Pragrmn ~r gtu{ie~t-Athletes (ASPSA) 

Tbe University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Planning Process 

During the           academic year, a s~rategic planning process for the Academic Support Pro[gum for 
Student-Athletes (ASPSA) was led by John Blanchard, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Services and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Airs and 
Sciel~ces and the Michael R McVaugh Distinguisbed Professor of Dramatic Art The relocaiion of ASPSA 
scheduled for            into a new 30,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art Center ~i,r Student-Athlete 
Excellence wherestudent-athletes will ha’ce access to the space, technology, and suppo~ needed to excel in 
Carolina’s increasingly competitive academic environment, was the pthne motivator for undertaking a planning 
process In addition, the          N CAA investigation into agent-related activities of several student-athletes 
on the football team was expanded in             to include an investigation into alleged academic 
misconduct This alleged misconduct involved student-athletes on the fL~otball team as well as a tutor,’ mento~ 
employed at one time in the ASPSA making an assessment of the p~ ogram, focusing on its mission staff, and 
resources including space and budget even more timely 

The committee (see Appendix A) met on 
Two sub-groups also met: Eileen Parsons led a group focused on support services and 

Harold Woodard led one focused on stiffing patterns in this and similar programs ht addition, 
undergraduate              consulted with fellow student-athletes and shared information she received from 
them with the g~oup The notes and dral:{ reports f~om each of these a~eas may p~o~,e usefM as implementation 
of recommendations by the planning committee is considered and explored in more depth 

Student-athletes p]ay an important role in the Universi ty, but the time demands of patlicipating in athletics and 
representing the Universit? a~ e significant The University has both a responsibilit}" and an obligation to 
provide student-athletes with access to high quality academic support services In our discussions, we hax, e 
recognized that there is wide variation in the academic backgrounds and preparation of student-athletes and that 
the services needed by them differ Thus, one of our recommendations is that the ASPSA consider whether 

services should be delivered based on academic preparedness, rather than exclusively on a team-by-team basis 
Some studetu-athletes require more aitenalon than others and wben that focus is needed may vary 

’Phe fo]lowing ~ ecommendations are nleant to include student-athletes who are well-prepa~ ed f~r college as well 

as those less well-prepared for college and to strengthen an already strong program staffed by professionals 
whose goal is academic success t’~r eve~, student-athlete al Carolina Our goal in setling lk~rth these 

recommendations is not to be too prescriptive, bur rather to suggest areas where we believe beneficial cbanges 
could be made In ou~ view, ASPSA would benefit t~om the fbllowing: 

I De~’e[op an{I share the vision. Developing a vision t~r the academic de~’elopment and success of all 
sludent-athletes 1ha* is shared bv ASPSA staf~ team coaches, the Depa~ment of Athletics, and studen*- 
athletes, among others; 

2 Col~bor~e ~it~ other units serving nndergr~dnatus. Actively pa~icipaalng in the ~5~iversity’s 
network of academic support se~ices tu supplement what can be provided within ASPSA; 

3 Re~’itallze the FaeulW Adviso~T Committee. Utilizing the ASPSA adviso~T committee which should 
be revitalized with a commitment to systematic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, 
se*~ ing as a sounding boa*d for progrmnming, and providing advice on day-to-day issues as well as 
long-tem~ planning; 



4 Increase tile ASPSA St~ft: Increasing lhe size of the curretu staff and considering the unit structure tu 
be consistent with University guidelines and to more eff)cfively suppo~ the academic development and 
success of student-athletes at a]l levels including special admission cases and se~wices t~ those student- 
athletes who find themselves on academic probation or below some other academic performance 
threshold; developing a new approach to coordinaling and supervising tutoring and menturing; 

5 Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation, Devaloping and conducting annual assessmetus 
of Ml programming provided to student-athletes in coordination with the ASPSA Faculty Advisory 
Commitlee; 

6 Revie~Admissions. Clafi~ingm~dstrcngflacningthcrolcoftheASPSAintheadmissionofstudent- 
alh[etes as well as the relalionship bclween ASPSA and coaches during the recruiting process 

Recommendations 

Dexelop and sh~re the vision. Devaloping a clear and shared vision fo~ the academic development and 
success of all student-athletes i~-espective of sport is important Degree completion, development of 
academic skills, attainment of learning goals, and the realization of each student’s academic potential is 
the University’ s goal for each student-athlete A shared vision for the academic development and 

success of all student-athletes involves a commitment by all parties in the University community, 
i nclnding f:acultT, start; ad ministrators, coaches, fa mily m em bets, fe]low students, advisors and 
counselors, ASPSA personnel, and even fans 

Academic success for student-athletes must continue to reflect Carolina’s tradition of excellence 
(including but not limited to ~etention and gladuation) when student-athletes are studying f~r class as 
well as when they are on the field Coaches and members of ASPSA’s professional staff should have 
the same definition of academic success and recognize that it may be necessary at some specific times 
for some individual student-ath]etes to be in gra~ni~£~ for classroom pnrposes instead of fo~ their sport 
Put another way, in appropriate cases ASPSA-sponsored academic activities may be required, even if 
they occasionally intert’ere with athkltic-ralated activities Coaches and ASPSA staffmust be parmers 
in this effori and reach nmmally agreeable decisions ],n rare circumstances when this does not occur, 
the Senior Associate Dean fo~ Undergraduate Education and the Senior Associate Athletics Director fo~ 
Student-Athlete Seer-ices will be involved 

’Phis shared vision vdll be articulated in a policy that informs academic expectations and subsequent 
decisions with respect to student-athletes For example, some athletic departments in other research 
universities have instituted a point system If student-athletes accumulate a certain number of points for 
actions tha~ undermine ~halr academic progress teg, missed tuml~ng session, fairing grades on 
assig~mmnts) then time is made available in student-athletes’ schedules lbr them to rebound 
academically before such actions lead to undesirable academic statuses (eg academic probation) 

A shared vision for the academic devalopment and success of student-athletes might also involve the 
development of a completion-to-degree plan but al so an individualized academic development plan that 
evolves with the student-addete’s piogiess A [~mml developmental plan could be created by 
generating semester, monthly, and weekly calendars to help student-athletes manage and monitor 
academic workloads over the course ofi~ur (or more) ,,,ears Working with their academic advoca*e 
their ASPSA academic counsalor who has adequate attthority to negotiate with their coaches what is in 

their best academic interests, the academic success of student-athletes could be enhanced 



2 Collaborate with other ~nits servi~lg nndergradnates. The ASPSA sho~dd utilize I niversity services 

when and where possible to create a s):sle~n or ~etu,ot’k of academic support sea, lces that could 
supplement services proxdded by ASPSA The University has numerous oPtSces and programs that 
provide academic assistance and support including the Writing Center, Disabilities Serv-ices, the 
Learning Center a~td its Academic Succeas Program for Students with LD/ADI4J_), an Academic 
Advising Program, the Noah Carolina Health Careers Access Program, the Carolina Center for Public 
Service, and University Career Services. among many others 

When time allows, student-athletes should avail themselves of the numerous opportunities provided to 
all stude*tts ’rbe professional staff of ASPSA should be actively engaged with these oft~ces and centers 

to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA The demands placed on student-athletes make 
access to these otbe~ pmg~ams difficult, but changes could be made to help student-athletes become 
even more effectively imegrated into the 17niversity environment 

a The Summer Bridge Program could be explored ~i,r u, avs in which it might be adjusted so 
matriculating student-athletes from sinai] and/or rural communities in No~h Carolina could 
benefit fi-om it during the summer before their first year 

b The SCORES program tk~r football student-athletes is conducted duri*tg the second summer 
session for first-year students The ASPSA and the Office of Student-Athlete Development 
could collaborate on ways to locus the program more on academic skills, rathe~ than on lif~ 
skills 

c The ASPSA, coaches, and the Department of Athletics should embrace the importance of 
student-ath]etes pm’~icipating in othe~ University programs f~r undergraduate students, such as 
undergraduate research and international experiences, which are part of the Carolina culture 
The participation of student-athletes in these experiences should be tracked and publicly 

celebrated h~ so much as it is possible, the University commitmetu to having undergraduates 
participate in First Yea~ Seminars. undergraduate ~esearch, intemationa] activities, experiential 
educati o n, se~wi ce I earni n g oppo rttmiti es. etc shou I d extend to student-orb] etes 

d The Office of Disability Services, the Academlc Success Program for Students with LD and 
ADIK) (housed in the Learning Center), and the ASPSA stall" should work together with studetu- 

athletes to develop creative ways for them to advocate for themselves when a documented 
disabi]ity provides them with access to the services mandated under f)dera] law 

e The professional staff members of the ASPSA are not academic advisors by job description or 
training which means that making use of the Academic Advising Program on a regular basis is 

critical As with all undergraduate students at Ca~ olina, the primary, academic advisor in Stee]e 
Building is assigned based on intended major, along with secondary- advisors (in their major 
departments, for their minors and related activities) "If’be professional staff in the ASPSA has 
related responsibilities to document academic progress t’or NCAA compliance purposes, bur tbis 
~esponsibility is distinct [?om that provided by the p~qmary~ academic adviso~ 

f ’Fhe ASPSA staff and coaches shonld encourage student-athletes to take f~ll advantage of other 
programming provided by the Department of Athletics (ibr example, the Carolina Leadership 
Academy, Career Development, Life Skills Seminars, and complia*tce activities) 

Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Con~rtlittee. There has been a faculty advisory committee for the 
A SPSA since the late 1980s "M~ich has been an important resource for the professional staff in the 
program In recent years, it has met less o~ten and new members have not been appointed u, hen 
depm’~ures haxe occurred A vigorous advisory committee, consisti*tg of tenure-track and fixed-term 
faculty, as well as some appropriate full-time professional staff (EPA non-faculty) members would be a 
useful asset The committee meetings should be posted and open as is the case for all other Universit!,, 



commitiees Some members of this review committee have indicated a willingness to participate on an 
advisota/committee and it u, ould be helpful to have them help guide the implementation of the 
recommendatiot~s in this repor~ 

Committee members should be appointed by the Senior Associate Dean ~i,r Under~aduate Education to 
staggered terms Orgat~izadonal suppor~ should be provided by the Directur of ASPSA who would be 
an ex oFiScio (voting) member The Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling (CSSAC) and tbe Senior Associate Athletics Di~ecto~ for Student-Athlete 
Sel~ices would also be ex officio tvoting) members, as would the chair of the Faculty Athletics 
Committee The adviso~T committee should define its role and expectations and hold meetings on a 
regular basis (perhaps twice a semeste~ and o~ce each summer for a total of ~x,e times each year) ’Pbis 
format would be consistent with other advisotT committees at Carolina 

Among the items the advisols, committee could consider would be ways to address the impact of 
cu~icala* changes fbr ~ndergraduates such as ENGL 105 wbich will be implemented in Fall 2012, 
academic standards (for examp]e, the impact of probation on student-athletes), and the mecbanisms t’o~ 
program evaluation and assessment 

|ttcrease ASPSA Staff. It is necessa~" to increase the staff size in ASPSA and consider its 
organizational structure The ASPSA is staffed witb dedicated and accomplished p~ofessiona]s Theii 
schedules reqalre that they rotate through study hall on nights and weekends They are accountable to 
numerous constituencies: coaches, the public, I~culty, start; students, current student-athletes and 
recruits |hey must also maintain a p~ oP,~ssional distance from tbe student-athletes they setwe 
Assigning Academic Counselors team-by-team has advantages but may also lead to duplicative services 
and complex reporting lines it is clea*, however, that coaches £Br each team need a reliable and 

consistent contact within ASPSA This tension should be addressed in the light of the recent Bain report 
(no’~, embodied in Caro]i*la Counts) abottt eflicient business processes that resulted in recommendations 
concerning spans and layers necessitating restructuring in nlally ol"~ces across campus to meet the 
recommendation of having 4-7 direct reports per supervisor 

In the context of ASPSA restructuring and redefining position descriptions, this approach might suggest 
a ~eallocation of stafl’~esou~ces based on tbe support *~eeds oPthe students Some student-atbletes a*e 
admitted to the University with academic deficiencies (for example reading level, writing experience, 
and computarional skills) putting them at a disadvantage in classroom settings with other enrolled 
stude~tts at Carolina where the ave~ age academic credentia]s have improved dramatically in the past I 0 
years It is an injustice to these matriculated student-athletes if they are not provided with skilled 
prol;essionals to help mitigate these disad~ antagns The academic support services provided to those 
students most in need should become more specialized and use file more varied approaches that bare 
bee*~ shown to be eft~ctive i*~ Pacilitati*~g stude*~t learning The ASPSA staff should include 
Readin~’Writi~g/[,eaming specialists who ca~ assist with the dex~elopment of cognitive skills 

National standards suggest that a ratio of 1 to 25 is the appropriate case-load t’~r students who *teed the 
most academic suppo~ Therefore, to appropriately address the needs of the 100-125 current student- 
athletes who fall into tbis high-need categot y, it is necessat y to have 4 to 5 full-time prof~ssio*~als 
working in this area Ihere are some members of tbe ASPSA staff who are already working with this 
group of students, but there are not 4 ~ll-time professionals devoted to these students Although it may 

be necessat3, to phase in new specMized personnel over time, at least one tall-time proi’essiot~al should 
be hired as soon as possible Part-time staff may also be useful in this area The associated costs may be 



offset in part by rising clerical support personnel for fi~nctions sucb as textbook and computer 
distribution, where appropriate and where advanced degrees are not required 

Professional staffmembers also need to participate in professional development activities as much as 
possible, to stay current with developments in their profession and for personal growth as well Some 
of this can occur on campus and some professional development would be on a regional and/or national 
level 

In addition, the reliance on tutors for access to content-specific course material necessitates hiring a 
time tutor coordinator who is responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, supervising, and e~ aluating 
tutors In addition, the full-time tutor coordinator could help with access to the array of services 
avai]able throughout the University and conduct exit interviews when tutors leave the program to ensure 
continuing compliance with NCAA regulations All tEll-time staffwonld cotuinue to rotate through the 
hours of study hall udth some night and weekend presence (and perhaps travel with teams) expected 
Pem~issib]e assistance by tutors on subject matte~ learning, test preparation, and assistance with writing 
assignments should be deafly outlined and consistent with L~C-Chapel tlill and NCAA standards 
Any disagreement o~er what constitutes academic t?aud should not result in jeopardizing student- 
athletes’ athletic eligibility, so this is an area worthy of considerable attention 

a Tutors Tutors should be people with relevant academic experience, such as graduate students, 
retired Ulriversity faculty, and/or cnrretu and forrner pnblic school teachers who would undergo 
consistent professional development These skilled, knowledgeable, and experienced 
individuals would employ a variety of methods in one-on-one sessions, small groups, and 
whole-group instruction as well as offer targeted academic programming during summer months 
and during breaks The exhaustive l~aining and supervision needed suggests that tutors who can 
work more than 8 or 10 hours per week provide distinct advantages Hiring mturs with 
considelable background in the science of learning as well as content knowledge would also 
increase the expertise necessaU to work effectively vdth slsldent-athletes at all stages of their 
development This strategy might have an impact on the number of under~aduate students 
se*~ing as tuturs The tutor coordinator should be in the best position to identi@ tutors making 
effective use of the budget allocated for this purpose In addition, the annual assessment and 
evaluation process should help guide these decisions Tutors should be hi~ed across sports using 
their content expertise wherever needed ]t may be appropriate to hire botb subject-matter tuturs 
as well as writing tutors The tutors who assist student-athletes udth u, ritlng assignments should 
receive essentially the same training as the staff of the Writing (enter Appropriate ASPSA 
staff can implement the Writing Center tutor training model which the Writing Center will 
provide 

b Mentors Metuors assist with the development of study and time-managemem sldlls The 
culrent program, which uses primarily undergraduate Education majors as mentors should be 
redesigned It may be more al)propriate to tJse graduatu students, part-thne start; and others (for 
example retired ~Sculty and staIt) in thls role than undergraduates During the program’s 
redesigtt, it is approprime to consider whether these menturs should also engage in subject 
rustier tutoring and provide writing assistance lntil a new fondant can be designed and 
implemented, many of the services p~ovided by mentors could be abso~Sed by the fi.N-Iime 
ASPSA staf:~; hy tutors, and by the Readb~g/Writin~’Learning specialists Redesigning this 
program may also be an appropriate task tbr a new tutor coordinator to undertake 

4 Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation. As with all units at the University, following the 
guidance of its major accreditation body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), the 



ASPSA should incol~orate a system of program evahmtion into its operation in order to retain services 
that work and revise those that are less effective _At present, student-athlete eligibility, team and 
individual GPAs, the N(AA Academic Progress Rate, the N(AA’s Graduation Success Rate, and 
degree completion rates serve as indicators of ASPSA effectiveness Though useful, these indicators are 
limited in providing i*lformation (eg, program strengths, areas that need improvement) that will intbrm 
program decisions Sysmmatically collected data on program processes and outcomes are scarce 
making the establishment of a tbmml evaluation system useli~l Such a system wou]d include, but not 
be limited to (a) docume~tting clear goals for student-athlete academic devalopment, (b) articulating 
program operations with respect to these goals, (c) setting program benchmarks and crltecia for success, 
(d) systematically collecti*tg data on ser,,ices, ser,,ice delivery, and outcomes, (e) and the regular 
conduct of both fom~ative (e g, eve~T two years) evaluations conducted by the professional staff of 
ASPSA and summative (eg, every five years) by parties extelnal to ASPSA 

In addition, the accomplishments of student-athletes should be tracked and compared to the student 
body Comparisons cou]d be made concerning entering SAT, BE(by-examhmtion creditbased on AP 
or 113 scores) credit, and class rank scores, as well as their pro~ess toward graduation via GPA, 

retention and ~aduadon rates, pm-ticipation in Study Abroad and Undergraduate Research, etc These 
benchmarks would be helpful when requesting additional staff members and for legitimate celebration 
of the success ot’Camlina’s student-athletes 

6 Review Admissions TheASPSAisnotdirectlyinvolvedwiththerecruitmentofstudent-athletes 
beyond informing recruits about ASPSA se~-ices duri~g visits to the facilities (and similar activities 
such as hosting a faculty breakfast on recruiting weekends) The ASPSA is involved, however, on a 
day-to-day basis with student-athletes once they matriculate Given this experience and expertise, 
ASPSA personnel can offer a valuable perspective on whether a student-athlete being recruited is 

capab]e of succeeding academically at Ca*olina both to coaches and the Office of Undergiaduate 
Admissio~s - a~d wbeflmr the University has the st~ ategies and pe~ so~mal i n p]ace to foster sncb 

To be effective, the role of the ASPSA in the admission of student-athletes should continue to be valned 
The Director of the ASPSA currently advises both the faculty subcommittee on athletics admissions (a 
subcommittee of the Undergraduate Admissio~s Adviso~T Committee) and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, which makes the final decision about all applicants Partly as a result of this consultation 
the number of cases considered by the subcommittee and those approved by the Ot~ce of Undergraduate 
Admissionshavedeclinedoverthelastten years This consultative role is appropriate and the ASPSA 
is encouraged to continue to provide detailed and unbiased advice about the capacity ot’prospective 
stude~tt-ath]etes to sncceed academically at the University H~is advice should take i~tto account the 
whole of the prospective student-athlete’s personal circumstances and educational profile, as well as the 
priority that his or her coaches will assign to academic pursuits and the capacity of ASPSA to provide 
appropriate support 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University and deserve access to hi~ quality academic support 
se~,q ces regardless of thalr academic background and preparation ASPSA provides valuable services to 
student-athletes and has the appropriate goal of’academic success for every student-athlete at Carolina This 
report provides a set of recommendations formed by a group of faenlty, ulriversity and athletics administrators, 
academic support personnel and student-athletes to make the ASPSA even stronger and more eftEctive in 
providing academic snppor~ to student-athletes 



APPENDIX A 

Plalnfing Group Rosk~I 

Kim Abels. Director of the Writing Center 
Undergradtkate Student-Athlete ( 

John Blatmhard. Scnior Associatc Athletics Dircctor tbl Studcttt-Athlctc Services ((i o-chair} 
Lissa Broomc, W~hovia Professor ofBm~king Lmx in the School of Lmx, Faculty Alhlcfics Rcprcscntativc 
the NCAA and the ACC. ex-officio membe~ of’the Faculty Committee on Athletics. and ex officio member of the 
sub-committcc ca~ Athletics Admissions olthc Undcrgraduatc Admissions Advisor1, Committee 
Glynis Cowell. Se~dor [,ecturcr Departme~t of" Romance La~gua~es member of’the Facalb Advisory Committee 
Ik~r ASPSA~ mtd member ogthc FacuRy Committee on Athletics 
Lloyd Kr~cr, ChNr snd Professor, Dcpara~cn~ of~sto~, faculty mcmbcr al large 
George Lcnsing, Profcssor, Dcps~mcnt of English m~d Comp~afivc Literature. member of the Faculty 
Commi~ee on Athletics 
Bill McDiarmid. Dean. School of Education, facul~" melnber at large 
[,aytm Mosley Professor. Depa~lmem of’Political Science. f~cult} member a~ 
Peter Mucha, Chair and Professor. Depaffment of Mathematics, faculW member at large 
Bobbi Owen. Seuior Associa~ Dem~ of Undergraduate Education in the College of A~ and Sciences and 
Michael R McVavgh Dis~h~guishcd Profcssor of D~natic A~, m~d chNr of the Undergraduate Admissions 
Advisor) Co~nittcc (Co-chair) 
Ei[ccn Parsons, Associate Professor. School of Education, member of fl~c Faculty Conunigcc on Athletics 
Steve Rcz~ick~ Pm[Essor, Department ogPsycho[o~y, (~hair otthe Faculty Eommittcc on Athletics m~d member 
of the sub-commi~ee on Afl~letics Admissious office Undergraduate Admissions Advisor" Commi~ee 
Deborah Stmman~ Eecturer-advisor Departme~t of" Exercise and Sappo~ Science ~hculty member al large 
I larold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director of the Cen~er for S~dent Success and Ac~emic Counseling 
(CSSAC) to whom the ASPSA director reports 

kx Officio Members tColleagues and Resources): 

Brcnt Blanton Associate Dircctor of the ASPSA 
Joc Brcschi, Hcad Lacrosse Coach 
Beth Bridget Associate Dh’ector of the ASPSA 
Paula Goodman. Admiuistratix~ Manager. Undergraduate Education 
Susan Maloy. Assistant Athletics Di~vctor ~br Athletics Ce,~tificatior~ a~d Eligibilit> 
Rober~ Mercer. Director of the ASPSA 
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Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflySoste~, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement oS Black employees at the University 

o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n~fo@unc.edu 

The Power of Community [REPEAT ;):~ 



Advocacy will continue throughout the summer. We wifl keep continue to 

communicate, as necessary, with the CBC membership regarding the 

university-related responses to the Department of A~frican and Afro- 

American Studies Report and other CBC matters oJ concern. Have a great 

summer! 

He/~p[ We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so [he 

owners can keep their originals If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride 

~5 members and ~]0 non-members 

__ Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http:!/www.unc.eduicbc 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs Kudos to 0.1 McGhee for his coordination! $o if you 

are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to the Caucus 

calendar, http://www.unc.edu/cbc/subrnit event.htrnl 



Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or 

them to OJ at oi mcghee@urlc.edu, We need to collaborate and 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

refer 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-does, etc.) in your 

unit or department We wish to welcome them to the university. Send information and your 

good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Duke University Opens Exhibit on the History of the 

Portrayal of Africans Americans in Film - Duke University Libraries is 

now showing an exhibit documenting the portrayal of African Americans in film. 

The exhibit, entitled "From Blackface to Blaxploitation: Representations of African 

Americans in Film," inchJdeS still shots from films from the Thomas Cripps 

Collection and the African Americans in Film Collection held by Duke University I he curators of the 

exhibit note that "the ways in which the motion picture industry has portrayed African Americans 

over the vast majority of the 20th century have evolved in a more positive direction; nevertheless, 

these portrayals have continued to be fraught with controversial images and stereotypical 

messages." The exhibit is being shown until       in the hallway of the Rare Books Division at Duke. 

Many of tbe photographs in the exhibit can be seen online at 

http://exhlb~ts.ffbrary.duke.edu/exhibits/show/africanamericans~nfilm 

Faculty and Staff at UNC are invited to submit a proposal to present at the Annual Diversity 

Workshop for Faculty {         i "Teachint~ So Everyone Can Learn: What"s Race Got to Do 

With It?"’ Presentations should be interactive and focus on the impact of race in the classroom 

through curriculum, instruction, or specific projects or strategies. For more details, including proposal 

forms and deadline for submission, please visit www.unc.edu/diversityifacworkshop.htm. Questions? 

Contact Dr. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu or (93_9) 962-6962. This Workshop is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and M ulticultural Affairs, The Center for Faculty 

Excellence, The Center for Dramatic Arts and The EEO/ADA Office. 

(hasmjth@ema[[,unc:edu) for more details. 



Sunday, June 17t~’ Multiple Grammy® award winner and R&B chanteuse, Anita Baker, is 

~enowned for he~ soaring all:o vocal range, 8ake~ launched her caree~ in 1986 wil:h 

"Rapture" which won her two Grammy® Awards. She recorded a number of hit singles, 

including that album’s title track and "Sweet Love". ghe is ranked among VHI’s 100 Greatest 

Women in Rock ’n’ Roll. Her newest album, 21st Century Love, is scheduled for release in 

The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and 

diversity efforts on college campuses - http:i/www.jbhe.comiracialgapi 

® A New Database on Oral History Collections of the CMI Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in coniunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

{http://www,loc,gov/folklife/civildghtsi) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil 

rights movement, The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in 

libraries, museums, and universib/archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across 
the country, 

Ten African Americans Named to the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences 

{L to R) Top row: Emery I~eal Brown, Colin 

Dayan, Kenneth C Frazier, Vincent Lament 



Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,:>00 
Institutions (Database) - I his database shows the number of full time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of     The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/artide/RaceEthnicity-of/~[29099/?inl 

Are Teachers Lavishing Black Students With Too Much Praise? A study led by Kent 

D. Harber, an associate professor of psychology at Rutgers University, concludes that public school 

teachers "under challenge" Black students by providing them more positive feedback than they give 

White students for work of equal merit. Researchers gave a poorly written essay to :L 23 white 

middle-school and high school teachers. The essay was written by the researchers but subjects were 

told it was written by either a White, Black, of Hispanic student in a writing class. The subjects were 

told to critique the paper and that their review would be given directly to the student. The results 

showed that the teachers displayed a "positive feedback bias." The teachers provided more praise 

and less criticism if they thought that the student who wrote the essay was Black or Hispanic. Dr. 

Harber says, "The social implications of these results are important. Many minority students might 
not be getting input from instructors that stimulates intellectual growth and fosters achievement 

Some education scholars believe that minorities underperform because they are insufficiently 

Study Finds Students’ Attitudes on Race Change for the Worse During Their 

College Years - A paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educational 

Research Association in Vancouver, British Columbia, finds that students are less concerned about 

promoting racial understanding when they are seniors than when they were freshmen. Researchers 

surveyed students at six liberal arts colleges and :Lg universities at the beginning of their first year, 

The students were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 4, "How important to you personally is helping to 

promote racial understanding," IA rating of 4 would be a very high commitment to promoting racial 

understanding) The same students were asked the same question al: tbe end o[ their first year and 

again when they were seniors Overall figures without regard to the race of students showed that 

30.5 percent of all respondents thought promoting racial understanding was less important to them 

more important to them. [he results found that for White students, the average response dropped 

from 2,47 at the beginning of the freshman year to 2,32 at the end of the first year, There was only a 

very slight reducl:ion between tbe end o[ the First year and the response o[ Wbite st udenl:s when 

they were seniors. For Black students, the score for entering students of 3,26 dropped to 3.18 at the 

end of the first year and to 2,95 when they were seniors, The study was authored by Jesse D, Rude 

and Gregory C. Wolniak o [ the National Opinion Research Cente~ at I:he [J niversity of Chicago and 

Ernest I. Pascarella, the Mary Louise Petersen Professor of Higher Education at the University of 

Iowa. The authors conclude that "a college education does not automatically bestow more open 

Download the paper at 

http://www.norc.org/PD Fs/AERA%20Annual%20Meeting/Racial%20Attitude%20Change%20during% 

20the%20College%20Years%20(AE gA%202022).pdf 



Welcome! Darius Dixon, the new housekeeping director for DNC Dixon 

states, ’I believe in people. People are our greatest asset and what we have to do is 

Congrat@ations! Patricia S. Parker (pictured 

in yellow sweater) was introduced to the 

tJnivelsity h% a ~eceptlon by Dean Karen Gil on 

Dr. Parker has been appointed the 

Director of Diversity initiatives for the College 

of Arts and Sciences. Parker, associate 

professor of communication studies, will advise 

the dean and senior associate deans, and work 

with depa~tmenl: diversily liaisons on initiatives 

that will enhance the recruitment, retention 

and advancement of faculty from diverse 

backg@unds "1 am thrilled to have the opportunily to assist the Dean in crafting and hplementing a 

vision for faculty diversity that will energize our collective vision of institutional excellence. ] hrough 

our efforts we can change the conversation about diversity," Visit the college’s diversity website at 

http://college unc.edu/diversity/ 

~ Congratulations Faculty Election Winners! Dr. Heather Williams- 
Social Sciences Division and Shauna Collier - Faculty Council (Hniversity I ibraries) 

The Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in UNC’s Wilson Libran/invites you to participate in the 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY - Would you like to make a 

difference in the life of a young person and close the achievement gap at 

program. Blue Ribbon Mentor Advocate students have a 95%~ high school 



education, To learn about the process to become a mentor, email brma@chccs.kE2.nc,us or call Graig 

Meyer 919-918-2170. www.blueribbonmentors,org 

Has your child or student experienced the death of a loved one? Heroic Journey is an Outward 

Bound adventure designed to provide support to high school teens grieving the death of a loved one. 

This is a week-long course offered in some of the most beautiful parts of North Carolina designed to 

help teens discover the strength they have inside to face the challenges ahead. And from the time you 

arrive, you learn that you are NOT ALONE~ HJ is committed to providing as many scholarships as 

possible and there are approximately 30 spots available on three different Heroic Journey courses this 

summer. Please visit this page for more information, http:/iwww.ncobs.org/programs/wilderness 

expeditions!heroicjour hey 

HJ doesn’t want to turn anyone away... If you know of anyone who may be interested ~n being a 

student on a Heroic Journey course, please call the HJ admissions line at 866 282 6262 xl. 

Visit the Institute of African 

American Research’s Website for 

serves as a source for call for payers, fellowshiys, conferences and 8rant opportunities in 
African American and African diaspora studies in every discipline, https:i/iaar.unc edu/news- 

Students organize against state laws banning affirmative action = By Mary Beth Marklein - 

Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 
likely to hear a case involvin~ the University of Texas this year. But a high court ruling may not 

settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 
consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 

and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them At least five other states don’t 
use race, either, http://www.app.com/artide/         /NJNEWS2~8/303060090/Students 

orga nize-agains t-sta te-laws-ba n ning-a f [irrna rive-action?odyssey-nayI head 

Note: UNC wiii ffle on omicus durioe lurer this year to show support,Pot effirmotive ~ctiorl 
poiides in North Carofin~, 

Duke University Gets Two Firsts - ~} Paula McClain to Be the First 

African American Dean of a School at Duke University -She was 
named dean of the Graduate School and vice provost for graduate 

education at Duke University Dr. McClainisa professor of political science at Duke and is 
the former chair of the university’s Academic Council. 2) Alex Swain, a born and bred 

Durhamite who has become the university’s pre-eminent student leader is the first 

African American student Bovernment leader. Read more: The Herald Sun Local student 
makes it tothetop http://heraldsun.com/view/full story/38499431_/article-Local- 

student makes it to the top 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing A~s 

A SPECIAL ~h~nk yon ~o our friends at CPA~, The CBC e~]o~ ~ wond~rfu~ performance by ~h~ A~vin 

Alley American D~nc¢ Theater e~ch ycar~rem the#" generosity, 

http://www.carolJnaper~ormJngarts.org/ 

We’re making histon/ by collaborating with artists and 
academics alike to present our most ambitious seasoa 

to date. 



Carolina Club offers a Special Membership for fellow Campus colleagues[ CC is [he dining 
and social Club for UNC employees, conveniently located in central campus on Stadium 

Drive. Through June 1st, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with no 
initiation fee. As a welcome gift members will also receive a $:1.00 dining credit. Low 
monthly dues start at S28 and LJNC Faculty and Staff can enjoy many great benefits such 

as complimentary coffee and pastries each morning, and free snacks between 
appoin[ments Dine and host with weekday lunch service including a full menu, oraS10 

quick service soup, salad & sandwich bar. Join the Caucus at the Club[ 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo~unc.edu We want to collect and share information (eg, retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 



From the "Warming the Heart" rile- Honorable Joe L Webster shares [ram his biog.. 

Wedding in the Go~den Isles 

Not many fathers have the pri~A[ege and b~ess~ng of both walking a daughter down the a~s~e 

and then of[idat~ng her wedding upon arrMng at the a~tar. This was my great honor at 1 1 

a.m, , at the magnificent C~oister Resort in Sea b~and, Georgia, ~ reflected 

on what it would a~l mean months before and it brought me to tears just thinking about it 

To be respected and endeared enough by one’s flesh and b~ood and the groom, to have tMs 

honor, ~ave me a ~reat dea~ of joy. Read more - 

http:/~,makingadifferenceathowardu,blogspot.com/ 

Join the CBC today! www, un¢.edu/cb¢ 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patterson, Tony <Tony Patterson@unc edu> 

Wedncsda},           1:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Holmm~ Nash, DeVctta <dholman@cmml uric edu>: 
Webster, Lmwood <h~ ebstcr ~;email unc edu>; Andre Williams (a\~illiams@uncaa unc edu); 
Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa unc edu); Kaput. Geeta <gkapur@email unc edu>: Dodson, Jermisha 
<jydodson@email unc edu>: Powell, Candice Sheilds Pleming <candicef~ email unc edu> 

FW: Carolina MALES Leadership Oppo~mnitT 

From: [mailto: . , @live.unc.edu3 
Tuesday, 1:20 PM 

; Patterson, Tony 
Subject: CaroiinaMALES Leadership Opportunity 

I hope your summer has been going well. We are contacting you on behalf of a new student organization on campus 

called Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, Empowerment, and Success or Carolina MALES. This organization has been 

created in conjunction with an appeal from the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, concerning the low retention rate of 

minority males at Carolina, and with the purpose of finding ways to create a united body dedicated to helping minority 

males reach their full potential in this university environment. 

Some of you may have parEicipated in our first event last semester, Male Empowerment Night. This event was one of 

many programs that our organization plans on implementing as a recurring event, but we need your help! We are 

looking for dedicated, hard working individuals for leadership positions in the organization to help us advance the goals 

of the organization. If you are interested in a leadership position, attached to this email is a link to the application. If you 

are unable to take on a leadership position but you are still interested in being a member of this organization, please 

reply to this emailwith your name and PIDincluded. Thank you for taking the time to read this email, and we hope to 

hear from you in the near future. 

http://tinyurl.com/CarolinaF1aleApp 
(If you don’t already have a Collegiate Link profile, You may have to create one to access this application) 

Best, 













Hello out there ;} 

I did 4 days Men, Tues, Sat, and Sun 

d 

To: "5rr itl-, Ab:~e E <abbsrr ith @email.unc.edu>, Deboral- 5trornan Ph. D. CtU" <r:stro@unc or:u>, Barbara Osborne <spar tlawl~,unc edu>, Erianne 
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Debby, 
SO great totalkwith you Friday I am gratefu for theconnecLion Saundra sa good frend 
Attached is the Proposal with a breakdown of the message and the mission behind w’3aL we discussed. 
Z aways believe when gooa people connect other good peope together, the timing is always rght,,and dvinely 
ordered , 









Iley guys, 









Our vision is o university community that 

consistently and enthusiasticollyJ:osters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Block 

employees at the University of North Carolina ot 

Chapel HilL 

CBC Activities 

5A VE-THEoDA TE ~J The annual "Wetcame Back" Reception is scheduled far Friday, 

(5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.) at the Soaja Haynes Stone Center. Don’t miss this 

,fun networking eventi Chancellor Thorp wfli greet the membership, invited guests, 

~nd Caucus frien~. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel 

isolated. We want to know if the{e are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post does, 

etc.) or retirements in your unit or department. 

We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www,unc,eduicbc 



Join Eat gmart, Move More, Woigh Loss for O~LY 9S* 

Want to loam how to mako mindful choicos at the noxt 
cookout, ball gamo, or picnic? Chock out Eat Smart, Movo 
Moro, Weigh Less (ESMMWL), a 15-week woight 
managomont program. It is not a diot - it’s a lifestyle. 

ESMMWL online classes are available in August and September. ESMMWL online 

strategies work! They give you the tools to improve and maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

You can attend class from your home at a time that works best for you. Registration for 

August classes closes Wednesday,       The first class starts 

http:!ihr.unc.eduinews-eventsiCCM3 03S952 

- Center for Dramatic Arts (g:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.) - [:acuity 

Diversity Workshop = "Teaching So Everyone Can Learn: What’s Race Got to Do 

With It?" Faculty members are invited to an interactive workshop presented by 

UNC faculty members. In previous years the workshop breakout sessions 

concerned with the subject of race have been overwhelmingly chosen as the 

favorite of the participants; therefore, the committee decided to have the entire 

workshop devoted to this critical theme. The agenda includes a panel of 

UNC professors discussing race and its impact on the classroom dynamic and 

engaging breakout sessions. Questions? Dr. Cookie Newsom at 

newsom@email.unc.edu. The Annual Faculty Workshop on Diversity is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The 

Center for Faculty Excellence, The EEO/ADA Office and the Center for Dramatic 

Arts. 

The Carolina Women’s Center is moving into new offices within the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center this July. The CWC will be closer to campus in an effort 

pursue collaborations with other departments and units on campus. 

http:i/womenscenter.u nc.edui 

SAVE~THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend -               If you have 

not done so already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni 

Reunion on your calendar. Continue to watch your email for event updates. 



Publishing Date! Friday, for the next edition of the ~’Celebrating 

Diversity" e-newsletter. This bi-annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni 

and friends and addresses news and issues that are important to our 

multicultural community. If you have any news or updates that may be of 

interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor 

and student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from 

additional exposure. 

The Chair of the Faculty, Dr. Jan Boxill, appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty 

Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the 

situation in the Department of African and Afro American Studies. A copy of the report 

can be found here: 

http:i!media2.newsobserver.comismediai f21i17i~[guDAb.So.:~S6.pdf 

A very sincere thanks to Dr. Valerie Ashby, Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, and Larry Campbell 

for joining Caucus chair, Deborah Stroman, in a very frank and insightful conversation 

with this subcommittee. We are all in agreement that they learned a lot from our 

interaction with them. ;) 

Pres, Obama launches African-American education initiative 

The initiative "aims to ensure that all African American students can receive an 

education that fully prepares them for high school graduation, college completion and 

productive careers." Housed in the Education Department, the initiative will work with 

the Executive Office of the President and cabinet agencies "to identify evidence-based 

practices to improve African American students’ achievement in school and college," 

the White House said. It will also work "to develop a national network of individuals, 

organizations, and communities that will share and implement these practices." 

http:/iwww.whitehouse,govithe-press-officei 

house-initiative-educational-excellence-african-am 

fexecutive-order-white- 



Great discussion piece and article of Interest: Rival Views, Both Right - Stephen 

Trachtenberg (New York Times) 

Is there an app for improving America’s educational system? Will watching a 
PowerPoint presentation about the nation’s educational challenge help to understand 
the opportunities and difficulties facing the country? 

Two college dropouts, Steve Jobs (Reed College) and Bill Gates (Harvard University) 
have articulated theories about education. And their viewpoints are as different as are 
their companies (Apple and Microsoft, respectively), presenting a contrast in style and 
philosophy. Read more - 

http:i/www.nytimes.comiroomfordebate/ career-counselor-bill-gates-or- 
steve-iobsirival-philosophies-both-compelling 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus! Congrats 

to 

- the founders of 

"Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, 

Empowerment, and Success" (aka Carolina 

MALES). Focused on the low retention rate of 

minority males at Carolina, and purposed to find 

ways to create a united body dedicated to helping 

minority males reach their full potential, these 

young men need other dedicated, hard-working individuals for leadership positions. If 

you know of outstanding student leaders, please contact at 

@live.unc~edu 

Super resource! BlackDoctor.org {BDO) is the all-important primary destination that 

redefines Black health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, 

happier living, and your daily medicine._for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most 

comprehensive online health resource specifically targeted to African Americans. 



Hubert Davis IMen’s [~asketball} - Coach Roy Williams stated, "1 am elated that I can fill this 

spot with Hubert," Williams said in a prepared statement. "1 helped 

recruit him to Carolina in 3.988, coached him in the World University 

Games in 3.993, and have always admired him on and off the court. I 

knew the day would eventually come when I would need to replace 

staff members as they moved on. For the last four or five years Hubert 

has always been on my mind in case a spot did come open. I didn’t 

know if I could get hirn to come back, but I knew I wanted him to be the 

first option. Coaching is about teaching, relationships and passion and I 

feel Hubert is the perfect choice. Our student-athletes will benefit 

greatly frorn what he adds 1o our stafF." Davis, who helped the Tar Heels 

to a 102-37 record before a 12-year N BA careec replaces.lerod Haase, 

who left UNCto become head coach at UAB. 

Hat[is Meaders (Track and Field) - UNC AD gubba Cunni~gham 

stated, "In talking to people about Harlis, I kept hearing about his 

unwavering commitment to cornpeti[ive success on the track combined 

with his focus on academic achievement, personal integrity and character. 

(Florida State athletic director) Randy Spetman gave Hat[is one of the 

strongest personal references I’ve ever received for a head coaching 

candidate. Harlis has helped Florida State win NCAA and ACC 

championships and developed individual champions and international 

caliber athletes, gut he has also has coached a Rhodes Scholar and several 

Academic All Americans, created the track program’s Team Creed and ran a 

mentor program for the entire athletic department. He has the right blend 

of academic, athletic and personal achievement that we are looking for to 

develop our youffg meff and womem" 

"I’m extremely delighted to have the opportunity to reunite with the Carolina family," says Meaders. 

"I’d like to thank gubba Cunningham and the search committee for providing this opportunity to once 

again wear Carolina Blue and White I’m looking [orward [o helping write [he next chapter of Carolina 

track & field and cross country history I’m a product of North Carolina track & field. I was born and 

raised in the state and had the privilege to compete at the University of North Carolina. If you’ve 

everf worn the Carolina Blue & White, you know how I feel. Carolina is an extremely special place 

and it’s an honor to give back to the university and the community that has given so much to me." 



Your CBC Leudershi£~. Team 

Victoria Hommett - School of Pharmacy 

Shondra Jones - Kenon-Flogler Business .School 

Ursulo Litdejohn - Kenon..Flagler Business Bchoo/ 

OJ. McGhee - School of Pubfic Heolth 

Verito Murrill - Humon Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development lnsdtute 

Deborah Btromon - Exercise and Bport Science 

New Ambassadors for 

every community, there is work to be done, in every nation, there are wounds to 

heat. in every heart, there is the power to de it." 

M, Wittiamsao 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Kersgard, Miki Louise <kersgard@unc edu> 

Friday,              2:16 PM 

Jackson Jr, Curtis <cjjunior@email unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Willingham, 
Malay C <mwillingham@unc edu>; Patterson, Tony <TonyPatterson@unc edu>; 
Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email unc edu>; 

~email unc edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email unc edu>; Stroman, 
Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
<candicef@email unc edu> 

Perez, Josmell <josmell@email unc edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc edu> 

3MP Meeting--Week of Welcome Schedule 

Tar Heel Beginnings           pdf 

Thank you all so much for coming to the 3MP meeting this morning. Attached is a copy of "Tar Heel Beginnings" with the 

Week of Welcome schedule that some of you asked for. Below is a contact list for everyone that attended. 

CI Curtis ciiunior@email.unc.edu 

Larry Campbell ciiu nior @email.u nc.edu 

Harold Woodard-- c[junior@email.unc.edu 

Mary Willingham--mwillingham @unc.edu 

Tony Patterson--Tony Patterson(~unc.edu 

Dara Slivka--slivka(~email.u nc.edu 

Marcus Collins collinsm@email.unc.edu 

Candice Powell candicef@email.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman dstro@unc.edu 

Josmell Perez ]osmell@email.unc.edu 

Taffye Clayton taffye@unc.edu 

Miki Kersgard kersgard@unc.edu 

Thanks again for your excellent contributions. 

Miki Kersgard 



INVOICE #1110~ 





~ ~ Please review the attached Z I applications brie fly. Please et Joe know by the end of th e day tomorrow (Wed nesday 8/8/Z2) if you do not agree with the list of 

Lynne Brady, Asst Dean for I luman Resources, UNC I(enan Flakier Bus ness School 



Let me know what else 1 ca~ do to helD’ 



4 

7 

4O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,               5:09 PM 

Perez, Josmell <josmell@email unc edu>; Jackson Jr, Curls <cjjunior@email unc edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Willingham, MaD, C 
<mwillingham@unc edu>; Patterson, Ton,/<Ton,/ Patterson(?bunc edu>; Slivka, Dara M 
<slivka@email unc edu>;                                  ~email unc edu>; 
Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; 
Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email unc edu>; Albritton, Travis J 
<talbritt@email unc edu>; Holman Mash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu> 

Clayton, Taft’ye Benson <taft’ye@unc edu>; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
<kersgard@unc edu> 

RE: C3MP 

Carolina Minority Male Mentoring - Community Service docx 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
TO: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Man/C.; Palterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; 

Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbrilton, Travis J; Holman 
Nash, DeVet[a 
Col Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please make sure you have our next meeting on your calendar. We wil! be meeting on Wedr~esday, 

307 of South Building. Minutes from our !ast meeting are attached. 

Best, 

Josmell 

Sent: Monday,             4:01 PM 
TO: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Man/C.; Palterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; 

Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbrilton, Travis J 
Co: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Committee, 

Thank you all for the enthusiasm and creativity that you brought to our 3MP meeting. I know we will all do our utmost 

to create the most effective program for our young men. Attached are minutes from our last meeting. Please be sure to 



note the committees we formed, which ones you volunteered to work on. The next meetin~ is scheduled for 

Wednesday~ at 4:00pm in room 307 of South Building. Please be prepared to give feedback on the progress of 

your committee. 

Thank you, 

Josmell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~_2:38 AM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email.unc.edu>; 

Jackson Jr, Curtis <cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Patterson, Tony <Tony_Patterson@unc.edu>; Slivka, Data M <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 
<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Powell, Candice 
Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu>; Albritton, Travis J 

<talbritt@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taf~e@unc.edu>; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
<kersgard@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: C3MP 

Carolina Minority Male Mentoring - Counseling and Wellness.docx; University of North 

Carolina C3MP SCORECARD.docx 

Hi All. I have academic advising sessions for transfer students during our scheduled time. I will try to stop by at some point 

during our meeting though. I M HO I definitely think we should change the name of the program (sooner than later) because 

mentoring doesn’t reflect the depth of the program offering. 

Attached find DRAFT forms for discussion. Thanks Larry for the Community Service format! ;) 

Onward[ 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department http://exss,unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

From: <Campbell>, Larry Campbell <lecamp(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                5:09 PM 

TO: "Perez, Josmell" <iosmell@email.unc.edu>, "Jackson Jr, Curtis" <ciiunior@email.unc.edu>, Harold Woodard 

<harold woodard(~unc.edu>, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu>, Tony Patterson 

<Tony Patterson@unc.edu>, "Slivka, Dara M" <slivka@email.unc.edu>, 

~email.unc.edu>, "Collins, Marcus L" <collinsm@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, "Powell, 



Candice Sheilds Fleming" <candicef~email.unc.edu>, "Albritton, Travis J" <talbritt~email.unc.edu>, DeVetta Holman 

Nash <dholman~email.unc.edu> 

C¢: "Cla~on, Taffye Benson" <taffye~unc.edu>, "Kersgard, Mary Louise" <kersgard~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: C3MP 

JosmeH and colleagues, I will not be at the meeting tomorrow however, I wanted to leave you with this paper on 

community service. There are many opportunities in which minority males students can collaborate on activities and 

events right here at IJI’4C as well as with other UNC-GA gMP programs. Some of these cornrnunit’/activities may relate 

to physical team building while most can easily relate to peer and rnentee-mentor relationship type events, 

tiave a good meeting, Larry 

Sent: Monday,             4:05 PM 
TO: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Man/C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; 

Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbritton, Travis J; Holman 

Nash, DeVetta 
~c: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please make sure yo~.t have our ne,.~ meeting on your calendar. We will be rneeting on Wednesday, 
307 of South Building. Minutes from our last meeting are attached. 

Best, 
Josmeil 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Monday, 4:01 PM 
To: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Mary C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; 

; Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbritton, Travis J 
¢c~ Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Com mittee~ 

Thank you all for the enthusiasm and creativity that you brought to our 3MP meeting. I know we will all do our utmost 

to create the most effective program for our young men. Attached are minutes from our last meeting. Please be sure to 

note the committees we formed, which ones you volunteered to work on. The next meeting is scheduled for 

Wednesday, at 4:00pm in room 307 of South Building. Please be prepared to give feedback on the progress 

of your committee. 

Thank you, 

Josmell 







Ili Team I hope you had a relaxin8 and product ve sun-mer t is time to get back to work acaden-ic success at UNC! We appreciate your volunteer work with the 

Thanks a~ain for ALL you do[ 



CBC Scheduled Calendar - 

- "Welcome Back" Social 

- Monthly Meeting 

- Monthly Meeting 

- Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

= "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp { 

- No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA ~ 

2?) events 

- Monthly Meeting with BSM 

- Spring Social 

- No scheduled meeting; Monthly Meeting with BSM; Holiday Social I 

and "Read 

Steering Committee = Deborah Stroman IChai~person), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Little john, 

OJ McGhee, Verita Murrill, and Nakenge ~obertson 

www.unc,edu/cbc cbcinfn@unc.edu 



Our vision is o university community that 

consistently and enthusiasticollyJ:osters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Block 

employees at the University of North Carolina ot 

Chapel HilL 

CBC Activities 

5A VE-THEoDA TE ~J The annual "Wetcame Back" Reception is scheduled far Friday, 

(5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.) at the Soaja Haynes Stone Center. Don’t miss this 

,fun networking eventi Chancellor Thorp wfli greet the membership, invited guests, 

~nd Caucus frien~. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel 

isolated. We want to know if the{e are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post does, 

etc.) or retirements in your unit or department. 

We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www,unc,eduicbc 



Join Eat gmart, Move More, Woigh Loss for O~LY 9S* 

Want to loam how to mako mindful choicos at the noxt 
cookout, ball gamo, or picnic? Chock out Eat Smart, Movo 
Moro, Weigh Less (ESMMWL), a 15-week woight 
managomont program. It is not a diot - it’s a lifestyle. 

ESMMWL online classes are available in August and September. ESMMWL online 

strategies work! They give you the tools to improve and maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

You can attend class from your home at a time that works best for you. Registration for 

August classes closes Wednesday, Aug. :~. The first class starts Aug. 6. 

http:!ihr.unc.eduinews-eventsiCCMg ogsgB2 

- Center for Dramatic Arts (g:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.) - [:acuity 

Diversity Workshop = "Teaching So Everyone Can Learn: What’s Race Got to Do 

With It?" Faculty members are invited to an interactive workshop presented by 

UNC faculty members. In previous years the workshop breakout sessions 

concerned with the subject of race have been overwhelmingly chosen as the 

favorite of the participants; therefore, the committee decided to have the entire 

workshop devoted to this critical theme. The agenda includes a panel of 

UNC professors discussing race and its impact on the classroom dynamic and 

engaging breakout sessions. Questions? Dr. Cookie Newsom at 

newsom@email.unc.edu. The Annual Faculty Workshop on Diversity is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The 

Center for Faculty Excellence, The EEO/ADA Office and the Center for Dramatic 

Arts. 

The Carolina Women’s Center is moving into new offices within the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center this July. The CWC will be closer to campus in an effort 

pursue collaborations with other departments and units on campus. 

http:i/womenscenter.u nc.edui 

SAVE~THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend -              If you have 

not done so already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni 

Reunion on your calendar. Continue to watch your email for event updates. 



Publishing Date! Friday, for the next edition of the ~’Celebrating 

Diversity" e-newsletter. This bi-annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni 

and friends and addresses news and issues that are important to our 

multicultural community. If you have any news or updates that may be of 

interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor 

and student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from 

additional exposure. 

The Chair of the Faculty, Dr. Jan Boxill, appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty 

Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the 

situation in the Department of African and Afro American Studies. A copy of the report 

can be found here: 

http:i!media2.newsobserver.comismediai /21!17i19uDAb.So.15&pdf 

A very sincere thanks to Dr. Valerie Ashby, Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, and Larry Campbell 

for joining Caucus chair, Deborah Stroman, in a very frank and insightful conversation 

with this subcommittee. We are all in agreement that they learned a lot from our 

interaction with them. ;) 

Pres, Obama launches African-American education initiative 

The initiative "aims to ensure that all African American students can receive an 

education that fully prepares them for high school graduation, college completion and 

productive careers." Housed in the Education Department, the initiative will work with 

the Executive Office of the President and cabinet agencies "to identify evidence-based 

practices to improve African American students’ achievement in school and college," 

the White House said. It will also work "to develop a national network of individuals, 

organizations, and communities that will share and implement these practices." 

http:/iwww.whitehouse,govithe-press-officei 

house-initiative-educational-excellence-african-am 

’executive-order-white- 



Great discussion piece and article of Interest: Rival Views, Both Right - Stephen 

Trachtenberg (New York Times) 

Is there an app for improving America’s educational system? Will watching a 
PowerPoint presentation about the nation’s educational challenge help to understand 
the opportunities and difficulties facing the country? 

Two college dropouts, Steve Jobs (Reed College) and Bill Gates (Harvard University) 
have articulated theories about education. And their viewpoints are as different as are 
their companies (Apple and Microsoft, respectively), presenting a contrast in style and 
philosophy. Read more - 

http://www~nytimes~c~m/r~mf~rdebate/2~1~/~3/2~/career-c~unse~r-bi~-gates-~r- 
steve-iobsirival-philosophies-both-compelling 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus! Congrats 

to 

-- the founders of 

"Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, 

Empowerment, and Success" (aka Carolina 

MALES). Focused on the low retention rate of 

minority males at Carolina, and purposed to find 

ways to create a united body dedicated to helping 

minority males reach their full potential, these 

young men need other dedicated, hard-working individuals for leadership positions. If 

you know of outstanding student leaders, please contact at 

~@live.unc~edu 

Super resource! BlackDoctor.org {BDO) is the all-important primary destination that 

redefines Black health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, 

happier living, and your daily medicine._for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most 

comprehensive online health resource specifically targeted to African Americans. 



Hubert Davis IMen’s [~asketball} - Coach Roy Williams stated, "1 am elated that I can fill this 

spot with Hubert," Williams said in a prepared statement. "1 helped 

recruit him to Carolina in 3.988, coached him in the World University 

Games in 3.993, and have always admired him on and off the court. I 

knew the day would eventually come when I would need to replace 

staff members as they moved on. For the last four or five years Hubert 

has always been on my mind in case a spot did come open. I didn’t 

know if I could get hirn to come back, but I knew I wanted him to be the 

first option. Coaching is about teaching, relationships and passion and I 

feel Hubert is the perfect choice. Our student-athletes will benefit 

greatly frorn what he adds 1o our stafF." Davis, who helped the Tar Heels 

to a 102-37 record before a 12-year N BA careec replaces.lerod Haase, 

who left UNCto become head coach at UAB. 

Hat[is Meaders (Track and Field) - UNC AD gubba Cunni~gham 

stated, "In talking to people about Harlis, I kept hearing about his 

unwavering commitment to cornpeti[ive success on the track combined 

with his focus on academic achievement, personal integrity and character. 

(Florida State athletic director) Randy Spetman gave Hat[is one of the 

strongest personal references I’ve ever received for a head coaching 

candidate. Harlis has helped Florida State win NCAA and ACC 

championships and developed individual champions and international 

caliber athletes, gut he has also has coached a Rhodes Scholar and several 

Academic All Americans, created the track program’s Team Creed and ran a 

mentor program for the entire athletic department. He has the right blend 

of academic, athletic and personal achievement that we are looking for to 

develop our youffg meff and womem" 

"I’m extremely delighted to have the opportunity to reunite with the Carolina family," says Meaders. 

"I’d like to thank gubba Cunningham and the search committee for providing this opportunity to once 

again wear Carolina Blue and White I’m looking [orward [o helping write [he next chapter of Carolina 

track & field and cross country history I’m a product of North Carolina track & field. I was born and 

raised in the state and had the privilege to compete at the University of North Carolina. If you’ve 

everf worn the Carolina Blue & White, you know how I feel. Carolina is an extremely special place 

and it’s an honor to give back to the university and the community that has given so much to me." 



Your CBC Leudershi£~. Team 

Victoria Hommett - School of Pharmacy 

Shondra Jones - Kenon-Flogler Business .School 

Ursulo Litdejohn - Kenon..Flagler Business Bchoo/ 

OJ. McGhee - School of Pubfic Heolth 

Verito Murrill - Humon Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development lnsdtute 

Deborah Btromon - Exercise and Bport Science 

New Ambassadors for 

every community, there is work to be done, in every nation, there are wounds to 

heat. in every heart, there is the power to de it." 

M, Wittiamsao 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2052 3:14 PM 

Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 

<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Steve 

<Steve_Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.ed u>; Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.ed u>; 

Templeton, Joe <joetemp@unc.edu>; Jay Klompmaker ¯    @nc.rr.com>; Didow, 

Nicholas <Nick_Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Haithcock, Vicki P <vph@email.unc.edu>; Napier, 

Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Happy to participate Paul. See you then. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at U NC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

htt p://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919 962 2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~Follow me on Twitter 

From: <Friga>, Paul Friga <Paul Fri~a@kenan~lagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 12:38 PM 

TO: "Smith, Jay M" <iaysmith@email.unc.edu>, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>, Joseph DeSimone 

<desimone@email.unc.edu>, "Jones, Steve" <Steve Jones@kenan-flaRler.unc.edu>, Jack Evans <EvansJ@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu>, Joseph Templeton <ioetemp@unc.edu>, Jay Klompmaker.    @nc.rr.com>, Nicholas Didow 

<Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" 

<c~cooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Terrell, Matt" <mterrell(~unc.edu> 
Subject: Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Hello Colleagues, 

My name is Paul Friga and I am faculty member in the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I have been working with 

Bubba Cunningham this summer in the development of a strategic plan for Carolina Athletics. 

The task force has put together some draft ideas and we are in the process of vetting the content with different 

constituent groups. 

You have been nominated as a candidate for a focus grou p of faculty members. Details: 

[if !suppor[Lists] >. <[ [endif] >We invite you to an informal breakfast focus group session on Thursday 

morning, August 30 from 7:30 9:00 AM. 

[if !suppor[Lists] >. <[ [endif] >The event will be held at the Carolina Inn, North Parlor Room. 



[if [suppor[Lists] >. <! [endif] >You can valet park and your parking will be covered. 

<!--[if !suppor~Lists]-->. <!--[endif]-->The topics will be the draft strategy statements and implementation 

objectives and initiatives over the next 4 years. 

<!--[if !suppor~Lists]-->. <!--[endif]-->You will not be asked to do any pre-work, we will just be seeking your 
reactions and suggestions to the draft strategic plan ideas 
[if [suppor[Lists] >. <! [endif] >Matt Terrell, an associate athletic director within Carolina Athletic, who is 

leading the strategic planning task force will be joining us as well 

I hope that you are able to join us and I look forward to spending some time with you if you r schedule allows. 

Paul Friga 

Paul !,l, Friga, Ph,D. 
~k~;sociate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneu[ship 
Director of S,T.A,R, DBP and Con~;ultJng Concentrations 
The Univers~t~~ ~ North Carolina at Chapel H~I[ 
KenamF[agier Business School 









INVOICE #1110~ 





INVOICE #1110~ 









EXSS 

Proposal/ Perm{$s}on Fo[m 

Date of Application: 

Semester Requested: 

CredltHours Requested: n ! Credit 

Student’s Name (please print): 

Local Address: 

Year in School: 

Current GPA: Major: Overall 

[] 2Credits #3 Credits 

Entail: sj arvis@email.un¢.edu 

Telephone: 

Previous EXSS Courses Taken I Grade in EXSS classes: 

Grade: 

EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSg 

COUI~%E CONTENT: Pleose desmibe the ceurse requirements (or artach a syllabus containing ALL 

required elements). T~ais is considered a comract between the instructor (advisor/sponsor) and the 
slnadent. Deviations from Ibis conlrac~ should be updated and documented to the extent possible by the 

Hours per week (e.g., 9 hours per week if 3 credit hours): 9 hours 

b) Meeting requirements (e.g., individ~M meetings, lab meetings, etc.): 

- tndividt~al hi-weekly meetings wi’th Dr. Stroman (phone and faee4o-face); 

- On-site meetings at Duke ~i-weekly) 

e) Reading assi~m~menls (a~d due dates, if teleran0: 

Books 

- Bonnie BahdMdge Coheu ’~S ensing, Feeling, and Action" 

- Andrea Olson "Body Stories: A Guide te Experiential Anatomy" 

- Linda Hartley "Wisdom oft-he Body Moving: An lntro to Body-Mind Centering" 

ArtMes/Joumals 

- NCCAM Third Strategic Plan, 

- NCCAM CliMcM Digest apxt Rese~xcb Blog 



EXSS 

Proposal/Permission Form 

e) Other assignments (please describe): 

Oral Presentation- 

Participation- 30% 

Journal- 20% 

Final Project- 50% (b.,~./~.~ 

g) Other information: Jo~ Seskevicl~ RN is the mentor who will be moniloring m~d faeilitming on-sge 
activities at Duke. He holds adjunct professorship at UNC School of Nursing. 

b) Work plan (100 ~v ords m zximum; attached): 

The puq~ose of the indcpe~den~ study would be to learn about improving patient treatment 

outcomes ulilizi~g therapeaatic knowledge of mindlN3dy systems. These types of treatments, including 

massage, acupuncture, mi~.dful movement arid energy healing are becoming increasingly popular and 
recognized as legitimate. Tgis is evidenced by the f~rmatinn of r.he MindgBody subdivision of the 

N~tional Center for Complemer~tary m’,d Alternative Medicine (NCCA!vl) within the National Institutes of 

Health, whic~ provides standards of research as well as Nnding for scientific studies. I am interested in 

l~ow research is designed and conducted within the l~cld ofmind~oody medicine, and the medalities 

chosen for research. 

STUDEr~I’ .4d~D FACULTY SIGNATL~RES: 

I have read the res~ansibili*ies of the student arid agree to undertake ~ese resoonsibilities. 

1 have read the respo~si.b~ilities of~he instructor and agree to undertake these rcspot?slbilities. 
Name of]nstrantor~ ~.~’~/ ~-TW.~rzAz¢~/ Date_ 



EXSS 

Proposal/Permi~ion Form 

~PPROVAL OF INDEPENDENT STUDY: 

This application for Independent Stud), has been reviewed, The proposal is: 
£ APPROVED AS IS 
£ REQUIRES MORE INFORMATION (details provided; revi~e prope~sal and return to Dr. Salyer 
£ NOT APPROVED (rationale provided) 

Si~ature of Instructor of Record [’or EXSS 

Date: 

Signa’mre of EXSS Registrar (Ashley McCu!len): 

Date Added: 

Signature of Chair (Dr. Guskiewicz) (if added after the cad of the lirst week of the Icrm): 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friga, Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flaglerunc edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jan <IMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 
DeSimone, Joseph M <desimone@email unc edu>; Jones, Steve <SteveJones@kenan- 
flagler unc edu>; Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler uric edu>; Templeton, Joe 
<joetemp@unc edu>; Jay Klompmaker <jayk@nc rr corn>; Didow, Nicholas 
<Nick Didow@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Cooper, 
Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Rennet@reed uric edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email unc edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc edu>; 
Benson, Shelby <ShelbyBenson@kenan-flagler uric edu>; Singh, Shefaali 
<Shefaali Singh@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

RE: Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Focus Group - Faculty - 083012 pdf 

Hello A[[, 

Thank you to those of you who are able to join us this week for the informal faculty focus grou p, ! know that several of 

you are oat of town and certainly understand, Bubba Cu nningham, the Ath!etic Director, and Matt Terrell of the Rams 

Our agenda [s quite simple we will introduce ourselves (and eat sonde breakfast of course), shale some context of the 

work that w~z have don{~ this sutnmrzr (inciudir~g the dralt strategy statements)~ and then ()pen the floor to ;,ou for 

r~actiorls, q!lestio!!s, arid suggestions. Attached are the slides that will guid,’~ tile conversatk}rl 

Thank you so m uch for ymlr time and please email rne if you have any questions, I look forward to spending time with 

you orl [huisday. 

Pau! 

From: Friga, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, AugusL 22, 2012 12:38 PM 



To: Smith, Jay (History); Boxill, Jeanet~e (Philosophy); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry) (desimone@email.unc.edu); Jones, 
Steve; Evans, Jack; Templeton, Joseph (Chemistry); Jay KIompmaker ; Didow, Nicholas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & 
Sport Science); Cooper, Coyte (Exercise & Sport Science) 
C~ Terrell Mat~ (mterrell@ad.unc.edu) 
Subject~ Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics -Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Hello Colleagues, 

My name is Paul Friga and I am faculty member in the UNC Kenan-FlaBler Business School. I have been workinB with 

Bubba CunninBham this summer in the development of a strateBic plan for Carolina Athletics. 

The task force has put together some draft ideas and we are in the process of vetting the content with different 

constituent groups. 

You have been nominated as a candidate for a focus Brou p of faculty members. Details: 

We invite you to an informal breakfast focus Broup session on Thursday morning, August 30 from 7:30-9:00 

AM. 

The event will be held at the Carolina Inn, North Parlor Room. 

You can valet park and your parkinB will be covered. 

The topics will be the draft strategy statements and implementation objectives and initiatives over the next 4 

years. 

You will not be asked to do any pre work, we will just be seeking your reactions and suggestions to the draft 

strategic plan ideas 

Matt Terrell, an associate athletic director within Carolina Athletic, who is leading the strategic planning task 

force will be joininB us as well 

I hope that you are able to join us and I look forward to spending some time with you if you r schedule allows. 

Best, 

Paul Friga 

McColl Building - CB 3490 

9J.9-962-3786 - office 
- mobile 

pnf~unc.edu 



Caro!i a Athletics Strategic Plan 
Foc s Group- Fac 



Age 

¯ Project 

¯ People 

¯ Plan 

¯ Definitions 

¯ SWOT 

¯ Draft Strategy Statements 

¯ Reactions 

¯ Suggestions 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 2 



Age 

¯ Project 

¯ People 

¯ Plan 

¯ Definitions 

¯ SWOT 

¯ Draft Strategy Statements 

¯ Reactions 

¯ Suggestions 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 3 



We were on a journey to develop a strategy 

1. Guide decision malting 

of employees to be 

consistent with the 

strategic direction of the 

organization 

1. Strategic plan for the 

next 4 years (mission, 

~alues, vision, priorities 

~nd actions) 

2. Strategic thinking 

Iraining to Carolina 

I Athletics 
3. Strategic input from 

key constituents 

1. Understand approach 

2. Review assessment 

data 

3. Generate insights and 

ideas (captured by 

consulting team) - 

finalize, own and 

implement eventual 

strategy 

1. Feedback on draft 

SWOT 

2. Agreement as to 

findings/workings 

3. Understand approach 

and suggest changes for 

different constituents 

~ 
CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
STRATEGIC PLAN 



Strategic Plan Task Force 

Bubba Cunningham Director of Athletics 

r ~ st: Ass0~ia~e AD .... 

Martina Ballen Sr. Associate AD 

Clint Gwaltney Sr. Associate AD 

Vince i S~ A~s0~iate AD 

Steve Kirschner Sr. Associate AD 

John Montgomery Sr. Associate AD 

RCk Steinba~her st. AsSOciate AD 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN s 



Strategic Plan Advisory Committee 

Sam Paul 

Lissa Broome 

Karen Gil 

Lowry Caudill 

Dwight Stone 

Coach 

S~dent~Athlete 

Student-Athlete 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Rams Club 

Rams Club 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 6 



Strategic Plan Cons ltants 
(Kenan-Flagler Business School) 

¯ Assoc. Professor, Director Consulting Program, UNC KFBS 

, Consulting Experience - McKinsey & Co., and PwC 
¯ Author of "The McKinsey Engagement’~ & strategy articles 
¯ 4 sport letterman & NCAA football 

¯ B.A., Duke University; UNC KFBS MBA 
¯ The Soccer Foundation 

¯ B.S., Duke University, UNC KFBS MBA 

UNC BSBA 

UNC BSBA 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 7 



The project was divided into 3 phases 

¯ Summary SWOT ¯ Strategy 

Statements 

¯ Priorities 

¯ Objectives 

¯ Initiatives 

-Actions 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 8 



Age da 

¯ Project 

¯ People 

¯ Plan 

¯ Definitions 

¯ SWOT 
¯ Draft Strategy Statements 

¯ Reactions 

¯ Suggestions 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 9 



How do firms create strategy? 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 1 o 



Pau!’s 4 Ps of Strategy 

~ 
CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
STRATEGIC PLAN 



Different levels of strategy 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS I 2 



We se SWOT to g ide our assessment 

Internal 
Analysis 

External 
Analysis 

Weaknesses 

Opportunities    Threa~s 

Traits within our 
organization that we 
could leverage in the 
future or mitigate 
through strategic 
actions 

Elements outside of 
our organization of 
which we have no 
control but that could 
(and should) affect 
our strategy 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 13 



Carolina Athletics - Prioritized SWOT 

Strengths 

¯ Student-athletes 

¯ Coaching staff 

¯ Focus on facilities 

Weaknesses 

¯ Organization 

¯ Bias toward status quo 

~:~ompensation 

Opportunities 

¯ Foster a service mentality 

¯ Leverage brand 

¯ Increase revenue 

Threats 

¯ Conference affiliation 

¯ Financial challenges 

¯ NCAA shifts 

~ 
CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
STRATEGIC PLAN 



Primary Strategy Statements 

Priorities 
Objectives 

Initiatives (& ~tetrics) 
Actions 

~ STI~ATEGIC Pk~N ~ s 



r starti g point is the 
Mission Statement 

~ 
CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
STRATEGIC PLAN 



We establish our 
Core Values 

Re.pors~bil~ 

.’ervlc",,                   . 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 17 



To drive 
Vision 

s forward, we draft our 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 18 



To translate strategy to action, we identify 
Prior ~ es 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 19 



Caroli a Athletics Strategy Statements 

We educate and inspire 
through athletics. 

Responsibility 
Innovation 
Service 
Excellence 

Do what is right. 

Find a better way. 

Put others first, 

Work hard. Play smart, Win together. 

We lead in all that we do ... Alignment 
Academics, Athletics & Align our operations to fulfill the mission of the 

Administration university. 
Academic Achievement 

Achieve a top 3 academic finish in the conference 
and a top 10 finish nationally in each sport. 

Athletic Performance 
Achieve a top 3 athletic ranking in the conference 
and a top 10 ranking nationally in each sport. 

Administrative Engagement 
Engage internal and external constituents to 
relentlessly pursue the resources and administrative 
structures necessary for success. 

~CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 20 



Age da 

¯ Project 

¯ People 

¯ Plan 

¯ Definitions 

¯ SWOT 

¯ Draft Strategy Statements 

¯ Reactions 

¯ Suggestions 

~ 
CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
STRATEGIC PLAN 



Discussio 

1. What do you think of the draft strategy statements? 

2. What do you think of the initial objectives and 
initiatives (hand out)? 

3. What reactions should we plan for as roll this out 
for buy-in? 

~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS STRATEGIC PLAN 22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                10:03 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Re: Title IX Literature 

Thanks for the information, Barbara It slipped my mind that you are the Title IX expert! 

This research is very preliminary at the moment      just approached me today in order to run his idea by me 
and I haven’t spent more than 30 minutes thinking about it 

To sum up the question/discussion thus far       feels strongly that Title IX is not to blame for why men’s 
programs have been cut His preliminary idea is to see if profit-maximizing behavior, namely at the D-I level, 
is to blame It’s not immediately obvious to me how we will measure profit-maximization We will have to 
start at the theoretical level and examine outcomes under difi’erent objectives (eg profit maximization vs 
utility maximizing) 

As a dependent variable we discussed the possibility of using the number and types of men’s programs at all 
NCAA schools He said he had done a search for this info, but came up empty handed Do you know if it is 
readily available? 

will begin by sharing your chapter with Any other related literature would be helpful 

Thanks for your time! 

Rita 

On 7:54 PM, Osborne, Barbara wrote: 

Glad to know there are other students out there interested in Titie IX, lye written several book chapters 

that provide an overview ofthe requirements (which would provide a solid foundation ofthe iaw and 

reguiations). I’ve attached a recent one that is pretty basic, 

pull together additional information. 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport. Science 



Phone: 9~9 952.5~73 

Emaik sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:55 PM 

To: Balaban, Rita A; Boxill, Jan 
Ce: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: Title IX Literature 

Wow~ Do we ever... ;) 

We have all 5pAd students examine this important topic in all of our (UG and Grad) classes, it gets heavy 

Do Good 

Deborah L. S~rotnan, Ph.D CLU 

Eng~ge~ Explore, Empower: 

From: Rita A Balaban rmailto:balabanr#email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:11 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Title IX Literature 

Good Afternoon! 

I hope you are well and tllat your semester has started on a good foot! 

I have a student who is weighing several different honors thesis topics One topic that sounds 
promising (or at least interesting to me) is related to Title IX and the financing of men’s collegiate 
sports It’s a test of the statement we hear so often: Title IX is to blame for the elimination of men’s 
sports 

Honestly, I have come across only a few related papers in tile sports economics literature and none 
of them are particularly rigorous Most of them are descriptive and seem to point the finger at 
growing football or men’s basketball programs My student has come up with some promising 
ways to test this hypothesis, but I want to make sure that we are looking at the picture completely 

Do you have any literature that you would recommend? 



Thanks for your time 
Rita 

Rita A Balaban 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Economics 

2O0G Gardner Hall, CB #9305 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.843.8823      Fax: 919.966.4986 

Rita A Balaban 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Economics 

20@G Gardner Hall, CB #3905 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.843.8823      Fax: 919.966.4986 



Michael Beale 
Ass]stant Athlet c D]rector for Market]ng 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Wlliamson At ~letics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles D 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Robert F <rorr@poyners corn> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 10:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; 
Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; 

@yahoo corn; John Shoop <            ~gmail corn> 

case 

Friends, the oral argument in the         case will be held next Thursday at 9:30 AM in the Court of Appeals building on 

Jones St. here in Raleigh. Each side will have 30 minutes and the panel consists of Judges Rober~ Hunter (of 

Greensboro), Jimmie Ervin, and Doug McCullough. Already there is a good bit of press interest in that the case has 

evolved from a         issue to a focus on the Nyang’oro connection. It should be very interesting. If you are 

interested in attending the arguments are open to the public but there is limited seating and would need to be in the 

courtroom l suspect around g:00. Letmeknowifyou haveanyinterestorquestions, gob 







Let 



Sent: Monday, 10:06 PM 

To; Strorqan, Deborah L <dstro@un¢ edu> 

Te: "Hal, Perry A" <IIALLPAI~,E MAE U NCEDU> 



Dear Editors: 

The latest DTH article on the ongoing academic scandal reporting on Friday’s Faculty Council meeting continues 
the paper’s consistent practice of scapegoating the entire AFAM department as the locus of that scandal, and its use 
of the shoddiest tactics to accomplish that aim. I ong after several published Ieports emphasized that none other 
than the two named parties were involved in the irregularities, today’s DTH article frames the meeting’s focus in 
terms of "the questions surrounding the University’s Department of African and Afro American Studies." indeed, for 
the entire summer, the D[ H’s website’s updates of the scandal’s developments consistently referred to a "scandal 
ridden department," and the "widespread academic fraud," alleged to exist there. 

To persist with such loose, gross exaggerations distorts the issues beyond recognition, and shows extreme 
irresponsibility on the part of those who penned these distortions. To combine this distortion with the pattern of 
reporting and emphasizing certain aspects of an event while minimizing and omitting others - which was blatantly 
the case in your report on the Council meeting adds up to the reporting of an outright lie. 

After reporting on Chancellor Thorp’s report to the faculty, your story devotes 177 words {more than one third of the 
491-word story) to the comments of History Professor Jay Smith, who was stridently critical of the administration’s 
handling of the problems~ 

The fact that there is only one vague quote from Faculty Council Chair Jan Boxill (the very last words of the story), 
constitutes a gross violation of journalistic standards, if not a punishable offense. 

There was no reporting on the balanced report Chair goxill presented regarding the issues, problems, and value of 
athletics in academia; no reporting on the fact that she presented to the faculty a resolution supporting the integrity 
of the Department of African and Afro American Studies; no mention of the fact that AFAM Professor Kin Caldwell 
read a statement, and the names of all department faculty that signed it, that acknowledged and welcomed the 
resolution; no reporting of the fact that every faculty in the packed room stood to applaud and support the 
Department after her sl:atement; and certainly no Ieporl:ing on the simple, hard news fact that the resolution of 
support passed with apparent unanimity. 

I he expressions of support from that representative group of faculty - the resolution and most espedally the 
standing ovation constituted a major event in this ongoing crisis. It was certainly welcomed by the AFAM 
department faculty, and has constituted a major boost in terms of theil morale. It affirmed the value of that 
enterprise and signaled that we as a university community were ready to move on and continue to perfect and 
practice our mission. 

Your reporter was present, witnessed this important turn of events, and {that reporter or an editor) chose not to 
report it. 

That is an atrocity, 



In face of the gross lack of professional standards that the DTH has consistently displayed while covering this story, 
~/our recent editorial which ignored information presented to you by membels of the department and 
presumptuously demanded "transparency" from the Department in order to "prove" (presumably to your editors 
that standards were being upheld, stands as an absurd joke and a gross insult. 

Until you r staff decides to clean up its own act and report the news instead of trying to shape it, the DTH will remain 
both a laughing stock, and a model fol ho~ journalism should NOT be practiced in a democracy/ 

Perry A. Hall, Associate Professor 

Department of African and Aflo American Studies 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2052 9:26 AM 

Walter Storholt, _~gmail.com>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC WBBALL 

Hi Walter. Good to hear from you ! All is well here on campus as we continue to navigate "the cloud." Hopefully, we will be 

able to focus on more solutions and creating smiles at the end of next month. There seems to be heightened national 

attention on college sport and academics now. 

Yes, please do count me in for WBB. I look forward to the escape. ;) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha tambda 

Hi Jan and Debby! 

l’ve missed you guys. I hope you’ve both had great summers. 

Just want to touch base to see if you were both planning to serve as color commentators for the women’s basketball games 

again this year. I really enjoyed our time together last year and hope you’re both interested in doing it again, although I know 

how extremely busy you both are. I’m sure you’ve taken a peek at the schedule already and we of course don’t need to set 

anything in stone yet. Just let me know when you can if you plan on being on the broadcasts again this year. 

Thanks and I look forward to speaking with both of you again soon 





I et 



CBC Schecluled Calenclar - 

5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: ~ssues and insights t~efore Us" 

- Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - Dey) 

6:gO p,m, = "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December- No scheduled meeting 

- Holiday Social 

= %tare o[ the U" meeting with 6hancego~ Thorp 

February- No scheduled monthly meeting 

¯ "An A~s Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

April - SpFing Social 



Our vision is o univemity community that consistently 

and enUlusiasUcally fos~er% supports and celebrates 

the achievement o~F Black employees at the University, 

of North Carofina at Chapel Hifi. 

chcin.fo~unc.edu 

September E-News 

Thanks to off who attended the 

"Welcome Back" Reception! The 

fellowship was wonderful as,friendships 

were renewed and oar community 

greeted new colleagues. Thanks to 

Chancellor Thorp ~or his gradous 

remarks and ongoing support of 

activities and advocacy. And 

remember to commit to taking care of 

"Guard your heart above aft etse, for 

determioes the course of your life." The caveman. The chameleon. The 

champion. Recognize these people and act accordingly to manage your 

emotional tank. ;) 

CBC Activities 

CBC First MeetM~: WEDNESDAY~ - 11:30 aorno U~io~ 3411 



CBC Town Hall Meeting with Black Student Movement 

Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before Us" 

Please join BSM and CBC members as we discuss the racial 

implications of the ongoing "cloud" hovering on the UNC campus. 

I low can Black students and faculty work closer together to address 

matters of race? Who is speaking for the Black athlete on campus? 

How can we protect the interests of those working to support the 

Department of African and African American Studies? What are the 

(ongoing) lessons learned from the Trayvon Martin and Troy Davis 

cases? Hear our distinguished panelists and share yolJr voice to this important discussiom Panelists 

include Dr. Kia Caldwell (Department of African and Afro-American Studies) and Dr. Donna-Made 

Winn (FPG Child Development Institute) Remarks will be made by Winston Crisp {Vice-Chancellor of 

Student Affairs) and Dr. Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost of Diversity of Multicuitura[ Affairs). 

"The Cloud" Update - Definition: The ongoing siLuation that 

currently occupies center stage for many senior administrators 

{academic and athletic) and members of the Department of 

African and Afro American Studies and is directly related to the 

identification and implementation of policies to ensure campus 

wide integrity, adherence to policies, and the integration of our 

highly-competitive athletic program. There are two more 

inves[igations in progress that will hopefully bring [he entire 

campus closer together and unified on solutions Pres. Ross and 

the Board of Governors has convened a five-member panel to look further into academic fraud and 

[ormer Gov Jim Martin (wi[h Virchow, Krause & Company) is exploring possible academic 

improprieties prior to In addition, Chancellor Thorp asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the 

Association of American Universities, to help our university examine and better define the future 

relationship between academics and athletics. The Rawlings committee will begin their work after 

Martin finishes his review. 

From Dr. Eunice Sahle, chairperson of the Department of African and Afro American Studies, states; I 

would be very grateful if you let member~ of the Caucus know that the Chapel Hill team had a very 
productive meeting with the Board o~ Governors panel today           Members o.f the panel 

asked very tough questions, but they were[air Furthe6 they highly appreciated my responses and 
were very pleased to hear about where the department is at this juncture and our ~uture plans...On 
beha~ o~ the department, kindly send our thanks to the members o~ the Caucus [or their supporH 



CBC on YooTobe! Special thanks to OJ Mc6hee and Victoria Hammett for their 

on sodal media and the online presence o~ the Caucus~ Visit YouTube (CBCUNC~974) 

http://www.youtube.com/user/unccbc~974?~eature=result~main or the CBC 

website~ Video Vault to view our uideos ~rom pa~t CBC event~ 

Help./ We still seek ernails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at U NC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus, Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! :~} The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep [heir originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbc!Dro@unc edu 

Show your colors[ Wear your Caucus hat with pride - 95 members and 910 non-members. 

Super resource[ BlackDoctor.org (BDO) is the all-irnportant primary destination [hat redefines Black 

health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, happier living, and your daily 

medidne...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most comprehensive online health resource 

specifically targeted to African Americans. 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to cbcinfo@unc edu 

We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, milestones, 

accomplishments, etc,) concerning Black employees, 

CBC BIT 

B~acks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and iF you know of persons 

working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them to O.l at 

oi mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

Special thanks [o OJ for his CBC website work as we now have a YouTube 

channel and videos posted to the CBC website. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

feel isolated. We want to know if there are 

new hires {faculty, staff, administrators, 

coaches, post-docs, etc) or retirements in 

your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend -                If you have not done so already, please 

take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. 

http://ahJmni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=162 

Publishing Date! Friday,              for the next edition of the "Celebrati~g Diversity" e- 

r~ewsletter. This bi annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni and friends and addresses 
news and issues that are important to our multicultural community. If you have any news or 
updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jaclde Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc edu The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and student 
profiles, as well as any fundraising effoRs that might benefit from additional exposure. 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus[ Congrats to 

and 
the founders of ’q;aro~i~a Me~ Advocating 

MALES}. Focused on the low retention rate of minority 

males at Carolina, and purposed to find ways to create a 
united body dedicated to helpin8 minority males reach their 

full potential, these young men need other dedicated, hard- 
workinB individuals for leadership positions. If you know of 

@live.unc.edu 



(Friday Institute on NC State’s Centennial Campus} - As part of Hispanic Heritage 

Month, NC State invites faculty and administrators in the UNC System to the first 

HISPANIC/LATINO UNC System Faculty Forum. Activities include: speakers, breakout sessions 

on recruitment, retention, and campus climate, and poster presentations about 

I lispanic/Latino programs at UNC colleges and universities. The Faculty Forum is sponsored by 

the NC State Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity, the Office of the University of North 

Carolina Vice President for Academic Affairs, NC State’s ADVANCE Developing Diverse 

Depa~tments, andtheNCStateOfficeoftheProvost Contact: Dr Maria Correa at 

correa@ncsu,edu or leave a message at 919 513 6253. 

- 6:00 p,m. (Graduate Student Center} It’s time for Graduate Student Crosstalk! 

Dr, Sibby Anderson~hompkins, Director of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs is the keynote 
speaker. Additional speakers include a Social/Behavioral Scientist Postdoc as well as a STEM 

Scientist Postdoc. The topic for the Crosstalk will be "What Graduate Students Should Know 
about Postdoc Opportunities." Visit www.unc.eduiopt-ed for registration information. 

Bull Durham Blues Festival - 

htt p://www.hayti.org/25th=a~ nual-bull=d u rha rn-blues=festival,htrnl 

Held at the historic Durham Athletic Park, the 25th annual festival is nationally recognized as one 

of the premier blues festivals in the country and has been honored with the "Keeping the Blues 

Alive Award" byThe Blues Foundation in Memphis, TN, The festival has become one of North 

Carolina’s largest celebrations of the blues, recognizing Durham’s rich musical heritage as an 

important center of Carolina and Piedmont glues. 

* DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

AI Green and special guest Jo Gore Duo 

The Reverend AI Green is known the world over for his 

extraordinary voice and legendary hits that include "Let’s Stay 

Together", "i’m Still in Love with You"," Tired of Being Alone", and 

"L-O-V-E", In 2005, Rolling Stone magazine named him #65 on their 

"100 Greatest Artists o1 All Time." Green has sold more than 20 

million records and has earned 1.1 GRAMMY Awards, and was 

inducted into the Rock and Roll Nail of Fame in 1995. 

* Manbites Dog Theater- http://www.manbitesdogtheater.org/402/ 

= "The Brothers Size" -Tarell McCraney’s contemporary remix of West African 

myths in a wry, modern context that includes elements of poetry and hip-hop. 



Duke Perforrning Arts = http://dukeperforrnances,duke.edu/artists= 

genre/d p-downtown/johnpkee 

John P. gee and the New Life Community Choir {Hayti Heritage 

Center) 

Friday. and Saturday, 8:00 p.m, 

Meshell Ndegeocello -October 19 & 20 

The Mighty Clouds of Joy - 

* NC Symphony- http://ncsyrnphony.org 

The Music of Ray Charles - Ellis Hall, piano, William Henry Curry, Resident Conductor (Meymandi 

Concert Hall, Raleigh) 

Friday, and 
Saturday, 8:00 p.m. 

Honor an American original at this tribute to 

the great Ray Charles, featuring his protege, 

friend and fellow Georgia native, Ellis Hall. 

Join this energetic one time front man of the 

legendary Tower of Power for a night of 

unforgettable soul classics. 

¯ http://ncstatefair,org - 



Radio Golf by Augus[ Wilson 

The concluding play in Wilson’s epic 10-play cycle charting the 
African American experience in the 20th Century, the plan/follows 

Hat ~o ~d Wlks, a successful e ~repreneur v’¢ing to become 

Pittsbursh s first black ma,/or. A t]meh! and movin~ comic drama 
frora Lhe author of Jitney. 

Stone Center 

"Nina Simone==.What More Can ~ Say?" 

exhibition opens September 13 at 7:00 p.m. 

Nina Simone ... What More Can / Say? includes rare 

photosraphs, awards, personal letters and other 

documents of acclaimed singer, activist and North 

Carolina native Nina Simone. The exhibition will run from and will 

open with a free reception on September 13 at 7:00 p.m The one-act play will be presented at 

7:00p.m Sept 15 and 2:00 p.m .intheStoneCenterauditorium. Theexhibitandplay, 

both free and open to the public, share the same title. 

Diaspora Festival of B~ack and Independent Film and Welcome Back 

North Carolina Premiere of E~za 

Bernadette, a sinsle mother in Paris, tries to provide her daushters 

with evervthin~ and is thrilled when her eldest daughter, Elza is the 

first in the family to graduate from colle~je. But Elza breaks her 

mother’s heart by runnin8 away to their native Guadeloupe in search 

of a distant childhood memory: the memor,/of her father which 



becomes biurder as s~e encounters [he real man livi ~g in an u g~nown world that begins [o unfold 

}n front of her That descent }nto the past allows her to fully understand the }mplicat}ons of race, 

love and hate in d~e contemporary world Following screening, discussion wi~h the fihn’s directo~ 

Mariette Monpierre, UNC Professor Tanya Shields, NCSU Professor Sheila Smith McKoy (SB FMC 

member) and Bennett College Professor Yvonne Welbon {SB-FMC member) 

As a special We!~eme B~cg te C~mpus, the Stone Center will serve a fantastic menu of the Caribbean 
themed food. RSVP to 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts - http:!iwww=caro~inaperforrningarts.orl~ 

experiences, and connecting thel~q to the surrounding community. CPA makes history by 

NEWS OF TNTEREST 

Hampton University Business School Bans Locks, Cornrows 
Cherie S. White, B~ackAmericaWeb,oom 

Ha ]~plo ] U ]iversity’s I~air ban policy 
was enacted in     but today is the 

topic of ~luch discussion. 

The topic of hair in the black 

community, as many know, is a 

sensitive subject, Dreadlocks and 

braids are seen as expressions of 

pride to some while for others, the 

hairstyles can be polarizing and seen 

as limiting in today’s 

society Hampton University’s hair 

ban policy was enacted in     bLlt today is the topic of much discussion, As shocking as this may 

seem coming from a historically black university, the business school’s dean, Sid Credle, sees the ban 
in a positive light. I le says that enforcing the ban gets students one step closer to securing jobs in 

corporate America. "All we’re trying to do is make sure our students get into the job," Credle told 
ABC, ’What they do after that, that’s you know, their business." The ban on dreadlocks and cornrows 

at the historically black college only applies to male students enrolled in the school’s five-year MBA 
program. 



The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity efforts on 

college campuses http:!!www.ibhe.com/radalgap/ 

The First African American Woman to Lead the CIAA -lacqie Carpenter was named 
comrnissioner, which has :~2 member institL tions including "-1 historically Black colleges and 

universities. ] he CIAA was founded in 29~2 as the Colored Interco~le~iate Athletic Association and is 

the oldest African-American athletic conference in the nation. She was an executive with the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association and most recendy was a member of the leadership team directing the 

NCAA’s men*s basketball tournament, 

A New Database on Ora~ History Collections of the Civil R~hts Movement - The 

American Folklif~ Center at the UbraW of Congress in con urction with the Smithsonian lrstitution’s 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

Institutions (Database) = This database shows the number of full time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than £,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of    ,The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D,C, http;//chronide,corn/artide/RaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 

College Costs Too Much Because Faculty Lack Power 



1. Over 90 group fitness classes a week 

2. Specialty fitness classes such as Boot Camp and TRX 

3. Personal training 

4. Fitness services (blood pressure, body composition, functional movement 

screening and more[) 

5. Wellness workshops 

6. Expedition & challenge course programs 

In addition, UNC Campus Recreation offers Carolina faculty and staff an opportunity to play 
and exercise with your children through our Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) 

program. Two special programs will be o[fered this fail--SOCCER & GYMNASTICS This 
is a free program thanks to the generosity of our staff and special guest instructors. 

For more information visit ht~j~:iiuam£usrec unc:edui£iogra~ns-selvices-fac!!!t!es 



The Power of Community 

An anthropologist proposed a game to kids in an African tribe. He put a basket full of fruit 
near a tree and told the kids that who ever got there first won the sweet fruits. When he told 
them to run they all tool< each other’s hands and ran tegether, then sat together enjo~/ing 
their treats. When he asked them why thee/ had run like that as one could have had all the 
fruits for himself they said: "UBUNTU, how can one of us be happy if all the other ones are 
sad?" 

UBUNTU i{~ the Xhosa culture means: "l am because we are." 

A great lesson for our community. . 



Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www~uuc~edu/cbc/joiuform,htm~ 

Your CBC        Legdership Tegm 

Victorio Hommett - School o] Phormocy 

Shondro Jones - Kenon-Flog/er Business School 

Ursulo Litttejohn - Kenon-Ftogler Business Bchoot 

OJ. McGhee - School ~f Public Heolth 

Verite Murrifl - Human Resources 

Nokenge Robertson - FPG Child Development institute 

Deboro,~ Stromen - Ekercise ond Sport Science 

New Ambassadors for 

heal in every heart, there is the power to de it," 

M. Wi#iamsen 





2 Fask Force BuckGoldstein 

9 rask Folce Deborah Stroman 

4 l ask Force Jean Elia 

5 rask Force Joe DeSimone 

6 Fask Force Judith Cone 

7 Fask Force Mary Napier 

8 Fask Force Ted Zoller 

9 Fask Force Thomas Stith 

10 Fask Force Z Haroon 

12 (ILF Genny King 

13 (ILF Geordy Johnson 

14 (ILF Natalie Birdwell 

15 (ILF Nicholas (Nick) Black 

16 Zonsulting Team 

17 Zonsulting Team 

18 .’onsulting Team Paul Friga 

C D E F 

Email Office Mobile Area of Focus 

Buck Goldstein <goldstb@emaiLunc.edu> Innovation and entrepreneurship College of Arts and Science 

dsl:ro@unc edu [9:[9) 843 0336 Sports entrepreneurship 

jean elia@kenan flagler unc.edu (919) 962 2624 University and Business School 

desimone@unc.edu 919-962-2166 Director of Kenan Institute 

judith.cone@unc.edu (919) 962 3743 Innovation and entrepreneurship -Chancellor’s office 

mnapier@email.unc.edu (919) 962-6303 Task Force leader 

Ted_Zoller @kenan-flagler.u nc.ed u (919) 962-3103 

Thomas Stith@kenan flagler.unc.edu 

haroon@unc.edu 919 843 8213 

(See consulting team) 

Genny King@kenan flagler.unc.edu 

Geordy Johnson@kenan flagler.unc.edu 

Nicholas_Black@ kena n-flagler.unc.edu 

Pa ul_Friga @ kenan-flagler.u nc.ed u 919-962-3786 

Entrepreneurship 

Economic development 

MD/Ph.D. - Medical School - start up company formation and clinical trials 

MBA Second Year Consulting concentration 

Undergraduate Senior 

Kenan-Flagler Faculb/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Walter Storholt <             ~gmail corn> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 5:37 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Re: UNC WBBALL 

Great to hear from you both! I know you’re both exceptionally busy, especially with the unfortunate news today 
Take your time on looking at the schedule I’ve pasted the link of the full schedule below I should be meeting 
with Gary Sobba in the next week or two to discuss the season So take your time and we’ll touch base again in 
October[ 

Walter 

On Tue, Sep I I, 2012 at 10:08 AM, Boxill, Jan <~!~,~ ll:[~_;22N~r~i~:p_g£:=.edq> wrote: 

From: Walter Storholt [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:44 AM 

TO: Boxill, Jan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC WBBALL 

Hi Jan and Debby! 

rve missed you guys I hope you’ve both had great summers 

Just want to touch base to see if you were both planning to se~w-e as color commentators for the women’s 



basketball games again this year I really enjoyed our time together last year and hope you’re both interested 
in doing it again, although I know how extremely busy you both are I’m sure you’ve taken a peek at the 
schedule already and we of course don’t need to set anything in stone yet Just let me know when you can if 
you plan on being on the broadcasts again this year 

Thanks and I look fox.yard to speaking with both of you again soon! 

Walter 



























<zishan haroon@med unc edu>, Jean E[ia <Jean Elia,-~kenan f a~ler unc.edu>, Geordy John~3n <Geordy Johnson~kenan flagler unc.edu>, Genn7 King 



H~ everyone, 

Please fnd attached the sl des for tomorrow’s meetin~ Thanks for your input ~ n d communication this week 













October ~, 2012 



Agenda 

WORK STREAM PROC~RESS 

NEXT STEPS 



We are in the middle of Phase 

3 



We 

Committee meeting 
have 3 weeks until the Advisory 

Look al performing a~ls (flora CSF) for idea on delailed breakdown 



Last week, we kicked off our assessment phase 

Review of readings 

Deep dive inLo planning process 

Review of input from Task Force 

Creation ofworkstream teams and deliverables 

~ Benchmarking 

Key Constituents 

~ Impac[ OpporLunities 

Communication Plan 



We organized around 4 workstreams 

In~ernal Sut~,ev Design sut~,ey 

Determine appropriate participants 

Launch supzey 

Summarize and interpret results 

Impact Opportunities Identig/ research related to best-practices in 

Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Economic 

Development 

Develop ideas of areas of potential impact of KI 

activities and quantitative,, measurement thereof 



Each team includes task force members, 
student leader and consultant 

Internal Survey Deborah Stroman 

Impact Buck Goldstein 
Opportunities Thomas Stith 

Charlotte 
Lindem&nis 

Matt Burton 



Findings will be compiled in a summary 
SWOT 

External 
Analysis 

T 

Internal Threats & 
Opportunities 

Summary Analysis 



We will ~eed to pr[odt[ze ou~ SWOT 

Internal 
Analysis 

External 
Analysis 

Opportuniti~s Threats 

9 



Draft Mission ~deas - 
Focus on entrepreneurship - creation of new 
companies and moving through initial life 
cycle phase 
Focus on leveraging innovative 
ideas/intellectual property from the university 
Essentially (Paul’s words)... 

Germinate 

Pollinate 
Cultivate 



Agenda 

RECAP 

WORK~R~M PROGRES~ 
NEXT STEPS 



Our goals for each workstream for week 

Internal SuI~,ev Design draft survey (Qualtrics) 

Determine appropriate participants 

Impact Opportunities Identify research related to best practices in 

Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Economic 

Development 
¯ Post relevant material to dropbox 
¯ Create slides synthesizing take aways 



We wi[[ hear from each of our workstream 
teams on process and content 

Workstream Teams UpdaLe IormaL 





The benchmarking team reviewed existing studies, 
identified organizations~ and gathered preliminary 
data 

2 ID institution "types" and select sampling from groups Complete 

4 Collect data In Process 



We four~d several process issues / challenges 
to address 

Scope overlap with Impact!Opportunities Team 

Balance be[ween number oF benchmarks and 

depth of analysis 

Data for particular institutions may require significant 
research 

Key measurements of success For the Kenan Institute 



We established 4 institution "types" with 
examples for eacho.~ 

¯ Skolkovo Innovation Centre 

.Babson 

¯ Cleveland State CED 

¯ UMass Amherst CED 

¯ UMichigan C. for Ent. 

¯ M IT Ent. C 

¯ Stanford Ent. Network 

~Arthut Rock C, for Ent 

¯ Foundation For Ent, (Kauffman) 

¯ Ashoka: Innovators for the Public 

.QB3 

.Roosevelt Island Cornell NYC Tech 

.Arizona State 



..°and gathered key data points for each 

Institutional mission statements 

Funding sources 

Partnerships 

Key projects and initiatives 



Science&Technology will establisha Ceiltre forEiltrepreneurship&lnnovation(CEI),plus 15 
Resaerch Centers "as collaborative and multi university research partnerships," each with at 
least 1 Russian and 1 non Russian institutional partner 



Translation: 46~ OF INCUBATOR COMPANIES remain active after S years 

2O 



2] 



Institutes have significant commona[ities 
Inclusion o1 an incuba[or or an acceleraLor (occasionally both!) 

Strong ties with technology transfer 

Intra-campus network of partners 

Strong ties with VCs, angel investors, and other private investors 

Maintaining a strong institute and brand over time requires cycles of 
strategic planning, Iunding, and program development noL a "once 
and you’re done" proposition 

Skolkovo may be mote of a "disruptive model" than institute, given its 
complexity, multiple levels of activity, and early stage of development 



University and ED Centers tend to ~everage 
larger institution strengths 

MIT Entrepreneursbip Center: 
Culture of "converting theoretical to practical" 

Does not form official partnerships 

/~ble to effectively leverage close proximity to silicon valley 

Holds roundtables with facul[ies to idenLify "gap" areas 

No endowment; funding from GSB budget 



Think Tanks and Foundations 

Wide=range of scopes: 



Foundations and Think Tanks differ in focus 
Kauffman Foundation focuses on breadth 

Elephant in the room, huge budget and impact. Promotes being the 
"biggest". 
Myriad of pursuits and efforts (increased capabilities OR increased 
overhead and funding requirements) 

Lemelson Foundation focuses on depth 
Focused in a couple areas and parLnerships 
Creates vertical silos of excellence, example: Mission is Invention & 
patent creation Expansive University partnerships > MIT 
partnership :> Large grant pools for tech > patents created 

Skoil & Ashoka foundations focus on perspective 
Product is the person (intense fellowship process) 
Financial backing through partners 

25 



Disruptive models 

Q83 -joint venture between UC-Berkeley, UC San Francisco and UC Santa Cruz 

Mission: To accelerate discovery and innovation. Help entrepreneurs start successful 

[ra.nsla.tion: 59 companies currently rent space; and companies in the network 

created 280 jobs and raised $2g0M in venture capital 

Financials: Budget of $2B/year?; leverage $~20M from the city and state for new 
buildings; 

Partnerships with Deloitte, which provides free consulting, audit, tax and financial 

advisor,/services, bioscience industD’ a~ards and speaker forums; Partnership with 

Pfizer provides $9M to 20 faculty on the three ca.mpuses; Johnson and Johns funds 

the Bridge the Gap awards; GE Healthcare loans equipment. 

26 



Disruptive models 

Mission: university can be simul~aneously excellent and broadly inclusivel that it 

should engage in use-inspired, as well as curiosity-driven, research; and that it can 

~ake signiFican~ responsibility For the economic, cultural and environmental health of 

the communities it ser~es. 

Vision: New model for the American research university, creating an institution that is 

New obiectives. 

Translation: Degree production; retention; six year graduation rate 

Financials: Budget of $5M/year;leverage $300M from the state for new buildings; 

Erldowment~ Federal research dollars; #,SU Foundation all significantly increased 

27 



Disruptive models 

Genesis: Needed to diversify NYC economy Worried that weaknesses on Wall Street would bring 
down the city’s whole economic system 

Partners: CornellandTeehnion Israel Institute of Technology 

Differentiation: Looking to create something entirely new Comell gets an experienced partnerthat 

28 



Next step: complete deeper dives into other 
example institutions 

29 



Impact opportunities 

Workstream Teams UpdaLe IormaL 



The impact opportunities team has identified 3 
areas of opportunity for KI, and has begun data 
collection 

2 Define search criteria In Process 

4 Document takeaways and key findings In Process 



We found several process issues for 
discussion 

. Scope overlap with genchmarking Team 

¯ Recalibra[ing focus to crea[ive/origina~ ideas and 

identig!ing [elevant research for new target focus 

¯ Balancing inductive vs. deductive approach 

¯ Identify"constituent" needs that are being 

realized/unrealized 



The impact team has identified 3 initia~ 
potential opportunities for KI 

Host or facilitate 
collaboration among 

innovators and 
entrepreneurs through 

network and/or 
conference 

Host or co brand 

UNC and beyond 

of issues (eg 

economic development 

or power and energy) 

Partner with key players 
in field 

33 



Cor~verdng could take marly forms and 
deliver various benefits 
Key Findings Examples 

Wide-range of scopes: 

Myriad of objectives: 
. idea exchange, network/connect, 

develop skills (workshops on scaling, 
execution. ), inspire, create a 
community, share best practices, 
competitions/awards, educate 

Public and private/invitational only 

better wor/~ by design 



Educating online could scale easily and 
provide opportunities for co-branding 
Key Findings Examples 

Examples pro[il~c: 
A variety of examples of on line 

Opportunities for co-branding 
Potential for Kltoco brand course 



Engaging in region provides opportunity to 
build networks 
Key Findings 

Opportunity to Refocus RTP: 
Explore potential to use P~I P as an 

development in rural NC 

Partner with regional government and 
enterprise leaders 

locate supporting research and identify 
next steps 

1-HE RESEARCH 
]’RIANGLE PA~K 



Engaging with ir~dustr’f focus coulc~ allow for 
benefits for specialization 

I(ey Findings 

Become natiot~al leader Provide needed expe~ise 
Make NCanational hub for power and , Prepare needed talen~ ~o work in global 

energy 

Identif~f the new energy technology of 

~he flltll re 

Opportunity to partner 
Partner with NC State & Duke schools 

energy markets 

Identify, new business opportunities that 

will support the new global energy 

economy 
Assess global economic impact of the 



Key Constituents 

Workstream Teams UpdaLe IormaL 



The key constituents group is up and running 

2 Identify interviewees (strategically select f’or unique Complete 
perspective and avoid redundancy) 

4 Conduct interviews In Process 



We found several process issues for 
discussion 



Key ir~sights thus far 

NC State 

KI Board 

The Listening Tour 
Conversations with many key 
stakeholders 
Important insights 

Faculty and other University 
leaders to serve as focus RTI 

advisors 
Life Sciences 

Sports 

Philanth ropy 



The listening tour included conversations 
with many key stakeholders .. (I) 



The listening tour included conversations 
with many key stakeholders ... (11) 



...And generated significant learnings 
I he admin staff is really good 



...And generated significant [earnings 



Faculty and other University leaders will serve 
as focus group advisors 

Kurt Ribisl Mike Smith 

Pat Pukkila Robin Cyr 

Judith Cone Ming Lin 

jackie Quay Ric Boucher 

led Zoller Mary&nn Feldman 





The survey team has drafted a survey for 

review 

2 Create distribution strategy in Process 



We found several process issues for 
discussion 



Survey l’ask Force 
The Survey Task Force has drafted the initial 
survey questions and created a qualtrics link 

DO NOT DISTRIBUTE as survey is set to "OPEN" and 
the link provides access 



Survey Distribution 

General rule of thumb is 100 valid survey 
responses from each individual group you 
trying to research 

Ex, 100 students, 100 faculty, 1 O0 staff 

To achieve ÷/- 5% range of error~ need 400 
responses per group 

How many surveys should we distribute to 
achieve desired number of responses? 

Response rates vary~ but usual response rate is 
between |0-20% 

are 



Survey Questior s Overview 
Demographics 

Gender and title (student, faculty tenure-track, faculty 
fixed term, staff) 

introduction to Kenan-lnstitute 
Gaging participant’s familiarity with Kl’s mission, 
programs and involvement in the community 

Questions abo.ut KFs goals involv.ing 
entrepreneurst~ip, innovation anct its current 
endeavors 

"Strong!y agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree or 
neither responses 

Open-ended responses about innovation, 
entrepreneurship and economic development at 
K~ 



Survey Questior s 
I. Demographic 

Position/Ti[le student, faculty tenure track, faculty l,ixed term, 
staff 

Gender: Male/Female 
II. Introduction: Kenan Institute 

Have you ever heard ol’the UNC Chapel Hill Frank Hawkins Kenan 
Institute of Private Enterprise? Yes/No 
If so, please continue with questions XX. If not, skip to question 
XX. 
Please rank your Familiarity with the mission of KI 

Mission: The Kenan Institute offers researctl, consulting services and 
educational programs that: 
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Survey Questions 
Please checkall the KI services and programs that3"ou recognize are 
fami iar with or have parl~idpated ir~ over the past rive years 

Aerotropolis development 

Business Growth Initiatiw 

Please id~ti~ any ~ se~ices or programs tha~ you r~cognize, are 
familia~ with ~r have pa~ici~ated in over the past five years that was not 
listed in the previous ~uestlon. (Make this question an ’other’ huron to 
the previous 



Survey Questions ~ 
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Survey Questions ~v 



Agenda 

RECAP 

WORK STREAM PROGRESS 

NENF STEPS 



c Begin to synthesize findings and su brn t to consulting tea m Matt and Charlotte’s roe on each ta rq should p ma rili be to suppo t your process ant: 







October 8, 2012 



Agenda 

RECAP 

MISSION DISCUSSION 

WORK STREAM REPORT-OIJT 

DRAFt SWOT 

NEXT STEPS 



We are nearing the end of Phase 

3 



We 

Committee meeting 
have 2 weeks until the Advisory 

Look al performing a~ls (flora CSF) for idea on delailed breakdown 



Last week, we dug into our research. ~ 

High level mission discussion 

Workstream updates 

Benchmarking 

~ Key Constituents 

~ Impact Oppor[unities 

Review Advisor,,, Committee List 



.~oand arrived at some significant questions 
and realizations that will factor into visioning 

,~ Our focus is primarily to develop strategy for KI, no[ all oi" UNC 

, . blJSthe two are linked 

~ KI should address all ~,,pes of e-ship and innovation, including "social e-ship" 

~ Lacko[enginee~ing is potential UNCweakness 

> Do we incorporate development of human and social capital into the mission? 

~- Wha~ is ~he role oF KI in tech transfer? 

~- To what extent ~o we involve regional pawners? 



Over the week we contir~ued to work in our 
workstream teams.~ 

Internal Survey Deborah Stroman 

Impact Buck Goldstein 
Opportunities Thomas Sti[h 

Charlotte 
Lindemanis 

Matt Burton 



,°and built on the work from last week 



Agenda 

RECAP 

M~ss~o~ D~scoss~o~ 
WORK STREAM REPORT-OUT 

DRAFT SWOT 

NEXT STEPS 
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We are approaching a poter~t[a[ mission and 
key questions re: K[ scope 

Pote~t[a[ mission: 

Inject private enterprise thinking (esp. entrepreneurship and innovation) 
iuto University to move ideas to impact 

Key scope questions: 

Does scope include ideas /activity from other universities and if so. which 
ones (eg. Duke, NC Sta.te, etc.)? 

How does KI interact with existing players that work on translation of 
ideas Lo enterprise? 

Does Kl’s scope include economic development targeted to Eastern North 
Carolina communities? 

Does it include global activites? 



Missions of ber~chmark organizations can 
help us form the mission for KI 



We wi~ also need to determine relevant 
measures for success 

Potential KI metrics Related examples from NSF 

# of ideas identified 

# of connections made to 
university personnel 

# of patents filed 

# of new organizations launched 

Success of laurlched enterprises 

Licensing 

SBIR proposals 

A business plan suitable for 

review by third partvinvestors 

Students prepared to be 

entrepreneurially competitive 

focusing on entrepreneurship 

and innovation 



Where does the K~ work along the idea-to- 
business value-chair~? 
(strawman for discussior~) 



A vision is starting to emerge,,  
(str~wm~n fo~" d scussion) 

]nteg a,~ed s~rategy fo~ fusing global entrep~eneu~ship, in~ovation and 
econom c dewqopmenl 

Catalyzing en~rep~eneu~!;hip from research univers ties 

Leadersh p to establish tra~s adona] ~esearch agenda 

Convener of all that sentrep’ened’shipat UNC 

~ Bring I:ogethe~ KFBS, CAS, SOM, ESOP. SOPH. SOE, etc 

External part ~erships 

Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research output 

Duke is the only unive~sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on 1his list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also clear is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Point #2: 

The role of research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College am Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the universe 

Potst #3: 

I am a lirm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from the stats and where [he majority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like ID help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



Agenda 

RECAP 

MISSION DISCUSSION 

WORK STRI~"~M REPORT-O~,F~7 

DRa,’T SWOT 
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We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 



We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 



The K[ has a core staff of 1 5 



The core staff support 5 core centers~ 

Noe Greis Director 
CLDS 





U~ban ~nvestment Strategies Cente~ 

Place based: small towns, counties, cities & MSAs, states, iegions nations, world 

Sector/industry-based: government, non-profits, for-profits, education, freelance econo~ny 

People-based: youth, immigrants, elderly, entrepreneurs, wornen, men, veterans, Hispanics 



Ce~ter for Competitive E~or~omie~ 

Fiom meeting notes: Small projects, no paten~, no peer review publishing 

Research "Tool box": 

Economic impact modeling 

Key informant interrogation/market adJculation 



Center Profile: 
Center for [nt~ I Business Education Research 
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Ce~te~ 
Center for Logistics 



Ce~te~ 
Cente~ fo~ Ai~ Comme~ce 
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Affil ated Center: 
UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics & Enterprise Development 



Affiliated Center: 
Ker~an Institute Asia 



Cente~ fo~ Ent~ep~er~eu~ial Studies 
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Profile: 
Action-Based Learning (part of CIBER) 



Profile: 
Office of Outreach 

students to held solve :~roblems 



p f . 
Office of Economic Developmen~ 



Profile: 
Office of Research Services & ~nowl~d~ ~a~agem÷nt 



Profile: 
Office of Research Gra.nts & Contracts 



We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 



UNC has robust innovation ecosystem, but 
initiatives dispersed across campus and foal (~) 



UNC has robust innovation ecosystem~ but 
initiatives dispersed across campus a~d loci ([1) 



Current UNC initiatives* focus on the early 
and late stages of value-chain 

OTD, k[ckslar~, and Minor 



Catalina Kkksta~ 



Office of Technology Development 



M~or in E~trepreneurshi# 

¯ Educating UNC students and preparing them for entrepreneurial activities 

¯ Commercial Track, Social Track, Scientific Track, Artistic Track 



We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 



We established 4 institution "types" with 
examples for eacho.~ 

¯ Skolkovo Innovation Centre 

.Babson 

¯ Cleveland State CED 

¯ UMass Amherst CED 

¯ UMichigan C. for Ent. 

¯ M IT Ent. C 

¯ Stanford Ent. Network 

~Arthut Rock C, for Ent 

¯ Foundation For Ent, (Kauffman) 

¯ Ashoka: Innovators for the Public 

.QB3 

.Roosevelt Island Cornell NYC Tech 

.Arizona State 
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..°and gathered key data points for each 

Institutional mission statements 

Funding sources 

Partnerships 

Key projects and initiatives 



Selected sub-set for more research°°, and 
added Tech Transfer type (1 0/1 1 2) 

QB3 
. Disruptive model 

ICz Institute 

Stanford Entrepreneurship 
Network 

¯ Centers: University/Economic 

.WARF 
¯ Wisconsin Alumni Research 
Foundation 

,UNeMed 
¯ [echnology [ransfer Office 
for tile University of Nebraska 
Medical Center 

¯ Technology Venture Development 

~ Un!vers!tv of U~ah 
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Research on the Tech Transfer group identified 
common features with key differences 

¯ Utahs Technology Ventu re Development ("Tech Ventures") is 

withhl tile Univelsity and is home to the Techrlology 

¯ All offel mentors/advisols ambassadols to help faculty through 

the Tech Transfer process WARF engages students, but Utah 

and UNeMed engage faculty 



Tech Transfer: Utah Tech Ventures 

Created in 2005 "to oversee and coordinate all commercialization activities on 

campus" to ’~be[lefit the state a[ld the na.tion by driving eco[~omic activity." 

~ ~ icense faculty inventions 

~ Build pa.rtnerships 

. Support community & education students 

~ I CO(withi[1 ]ech Ve[~tures) manages IPfrom disclosure to licensing also 
provides services to startups, partners, & students 

Served 94% of campus departments in FY 2012 

Partners with the Pierre Lassonde Entrepreneur Center, which offers the 

I assonde New Venture Development Center, multiple business competitions, 

a[~d the Foundry (for traini[lg e[~trepreneurs) 



QB3: Deep Dive Profile 

California Institute for Quantitative BioscJences - UC San Francisco, UC 
Berkeley, UC Santa Cruz main office at Mission Ba~,, in SF 

Strong ~imilaritie~ toJo~"~ vision for the Kenan Institute and the region, 
encompassing multiple universities and partnering with government and 

Will QB3 suffer when its long-time direci;or and visionary, Regi~ (Reg) Kelly 
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QB3: 

2004 
¯ QB3 rebooted 
¯ Regis Kelly becomes 

Director, starts networking 

Deep Dive Profile 
2(109 
, Mission Bay Capital LLC fund 

launclled with $6rn already raised; 
goal is $ISm 

2012 
¯ QB3 & partners have 

launched 50 startups 
with 5 incubators, 
280 ~ jobs created with 
$226min funding, 
only 2 inactive now, 
more than one thbd 
are UC spin ofts 

20OO 
¯ QB3 formed 

2006 
o QB3 Garage incubator 

founded for biotech 
startups 
,2 year limit 
o 120+ sq ft per firm 
.6 slots available 

2011 
¯ UCSF creates Office of innovation, 

Technology & Alliances to manage 
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Institute : Deep Dive Profile 

Foundedin 1977 by George Kozmetsky(1917 2003) 

Austin Technology Incubator 

Founded 1989 
~ 150~ companies 

$] ,Sb in revenue & 10,000 jobs (direct & irldirect) in Central TX 

Bureau of Business Research - applied economic research & data for TX 

business community & lawmakers: founded 1926 

Global Com~nercialization Group 

Launches & manages programs for venture incubation, global business 

acceleration, &lab to market licensing 

~ Develops strategic plans for tech-based infrastructure & economic 

development 

~ Does NOT manage Tech Transfer 

Also: Digital Media Collaboratory, IC2 Fellows, IC2 Visiting 

Scholars/Researchers Master of Science in Technology Commercialization 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 

SEMA] ECH (SEmiconductor MAnufacturing I EtHnology consortium 

Formed in 1987 with headquarters in Austin 

Purpose: restore U.S. rnanufacturing leadership in semiconductors 
1993 - Peaked with 500 FTEs & 300 employees on rotating 2-year 

assignments 

1993 - responding to criticism, started downsizing company members, 

jobs, and budget 

1994 - mission was declared a success 

1996 Board of Directors voted to end matching federal funding after 

th is year 

2006 2010 shedAustinjobs&facilities 

2011 - technology programs now focused on early-stage development & 

tech transfer, filling the gap between universit~F/Jab research and 

manufacturing 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 



Stanford Entrepreneurshi[  Network: 
Deep Dive Profile 

l~lission: Ac[ as umbrella organization for S[anford’s entrepreneursMp 
programs. SEN is a grass-roots effort was started by the directors of its 
member organizations. With Deloit[e [unding, SEN was formalized and its 
programs expanded. 

Acts as single point of contact at Stanford for entrepreneurship, helping 
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and others locate and access resources at 
Stanford. 

Provides a multi-disciplinary approach to entrepreneurship. 

Members include organizations within the Graduate School of Business, 

School of Engineering, Multidisciplinary studies programs, Media, Technology 
Transfer, School of Medicine and S[udent Groups. 

Offers "Coaches-on-Call" - industry professionals mentor students only. 



We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 
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Last week the ~O team has identified 3 initial 
potential opportunities for K~ 

Host or f&cilitate 
collaboration among 

innovators a.nd 
entrepreneurs through 

network and/or 
conference 

Host or co brand 

UNC and beyond 

of issues (eg 

economic development 

or power and energy) 

Partner with key players 
in field 



Recap: Conver~ing could take many forms 
and deliver various benefits 
Key Findings Examples 

Wide-range of scopes: 

Myriad of objectives: 
. idea exchange, network/connect, 

develop skills (workshops on scaling, 
execution. ), inspire, create a 
community, share best practices, 
competitions/awards, educate 

Public and private/invitational only 

better wor/~ by design 
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Recap: Educatir~g orflir~e could sca~e easily 
and provide opporturdties for co-brar~dir|g 

Key Findings Examples 

Examples pro[il~c: 
A variety of examples of on line 

Opportunities for co-branding 
Potential for Kltoco brand course 



Recap: Engaging in region and/or RTP 
provides opportunity to build networks 
Key Findings 

other regional players: 

Partner with regional government and 
enterprise leaders 

1-HE RESEARCH 
]’RIAN~LE PA~K 

Locate supporting research and identif7 
next s[eps 
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Engaging with industry focus could allow for 
benefits of specialization 

Key Findings 

Become national leader Provide needed expertise 
Make NCa national hub for power and ~ Prepare needed talent towork in global 
energy 

Identif~i the new energy technology of 

Opportunity to partner 
Partner with NC State & Duke schools 

energy markets 

Identify, new business opportunities that 

will support the new global energy 

economy 
Assess global economic impact of the 



The [/O Tea, m developed two r~ew potential 
ideas for K[ to consider 
Nationwide Challenge Student Summit 

Partner with key players to promote key ¯ ConsideIdifferent modelsto bIing 

issue together students for entrepreneurship 

Look to ~’JobRaising Challenge" as immersion experience 

example ¯ Look to~’Unreasonable Institute" for 

Fulfill potential goal of "facilitating" model 
Fulfills potential goal of’~convening" 
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We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 



The listening tour helped ~D key SWOTs 

Top 5 Themes from Listening Tour 

Student Engagement . Strong student engagement 10 Strength 

KIPE . Undeartomany 8 Weakness 
Brand/Reputation 



The listening tour helped tD key SWO~rs (11) 

Additional Themes f’rom Listening Tour 

Scale of Work , Strong relationshipsw 5 Opportunity 

knowledge sharing could be better 

within KI 



~n addition, we will interview 6 key 
constituents, recommended byJoe 

Michael and local incubator for judith Cone In Process 
James Durham [obacco District 
Goodman 

James Sauls Raleigh Chamber of jean Elia In Process 

Joan Rose Council for Jean Elia In Process 
Entrepreneurial 

Development 



 nterview questions are specific to the 
interviewees 

SAMPLE Q’s: Center for Entrepreneurial Studies (within UNC) 
General information about the Center’s activities, its business model 
How they propose to be a "partner" with KI 

How to strengthen and foster existing operations between I<1 and the 
Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

SAMPLE Q’s: Regional players (outside of" UNC) 
What is needed COI[ECTIVEI’Y to foster local interests in expanding the 
entrepreneurial community? 
What would be the i~]~pacts if the nation’s most prolific entrepreneurial 
faculty was located at UNC NCSUand Duke? 

What if students were able to flexibly venture between schools regardless 
of where they are registered? 

How would this affect access to major instrumentation at the local 
universities? Prototyping? Patent landscape analytical tools? 



We wi[[ hear from workstream teams and K[ 
research team 

Research Team Workstream Teams 



The survey team has high-leve~ 
recommendations for a revamped survey 



Agenda 

RECAP 

MISSION DISCUSSION 

WORK STREAM REPORT-OUT 

D~,~q" ~OT 
NEXT STEPS 
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Our internal analysis has highlighted preliminary 
list of strengths 



We~knesse~ 

[oo few staff 

accountabili?~ 

Weak board 

~eve heard of it) 



Our external analysis has highlighted a 
pre!iminary list of opgortur~ities,,, 
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,.,and thre~t~ 

Threats          __ 



Agenda 

RECAP 

MISSION DISCUSSION 

WORK STREAM REPORT-OUT 

DRAFT SWOT 
~EXT ~TEPS 



Next steps will prepare us to prioritize our 
SWOT 

Consulting Team 

Narrow down SWOTto 8 10 items in each bucket by Tuesday 10/9 

Distribute to TF and Kit Fs 

TF and KILFs 

Read and come up with top 3 5 in each category 

Prepare thoughts for conversation on Monday 

In addition... 

Assign additional reseatoh to consulting team, KI research staff, o~ 
TF!KILFs as needed 
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Appendix 





Comm~Jrficatior~ Plato 
center directors arid staff updated ~ 0/5 

EMAIL CO~,IMUNICAT[ON TO K[ Center Directors and Staff from Mary Napier 10/5/12 





In addition to the slides below (you may aso find them n today’s deck n the dropbox}, we added 







Joseph MDeS]mone 











The Kenan Institute plays an important role at multiple levels 



SWOT: Select top 3-5 in each of the SWOT buckets & be prepared to discuss 

SWOT: Strengths 



SWOT: Weaknesses 
Current econom c development act[v ties n NC (weakness?) 
Lack of co laboration & systemic integration of KI centers & prosrams 



SWOT: Opportunities 

x x 

x 

X X 

X X 

x 



SWOT: Threa~s 

UNC RTPResearch 
CH Institutions 

X 

X 

Region State 

X X 

X X 
+ 

The Consultin8 Tea m will reduce our ist of SWOTs to 8 or 10 in each buckets a nd fu rth er brea k down the SWOTs into K iU NC/Re~ion as a ppropr ate 

Bay 







The Kenan Institute plays an important role at multiple levels 



SWOT: Select top 3-5 in each of the SWOT buckets & be prepared to discuss 
SWOT: S~rengths 



SWOT: Weaknesses 



SWOT: Opportunities 

x x 

x 

X X 

X X 

x 



SWOT: Threa~s 

UNC RTPResearch 
CH Institutions 

X 

X 

Region State 

X X 

X X 
+ 







From: Ashley Dawson <adawsonC~,.!qc.cuny edu> 
Subject: Academic Freedom 

Date: October 13, 2012 7:15:10 PM EDT 
To: Ashley Dawson <adawson(~!qc cun¥.edu> 

Best, 
Ashley’ 

Ashley Dawson 
Protessor of English 
The Graduate Center 
The City University of New York 
365 Fifth Avenue 
NewYo~k, NY 10016-4309 
Tel: +1 646 714 2638 
http://ashleydawson .info/ 

Editor, Tile Jou[naj of Acadei]]ic Freedo]~ 

















Institute of P~ivate E~te~pdse 
Strategic Pla~i~g Project 

Advisory Committee Meeting ] 
October 22, 2012 (DRAFT) 
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Agenda 

OUR PEOPLE 

OUR PROCESS 

OUR PROIECT 
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joe DeSi~qone Director of Kenan Institute 

jean Elia Dniversity and Business School 

ZHaroon, MD/Ph.D Med. School start up formation & clinical trials 

~eborah Stroman S~orts entre~reneurshi~ 

Ted Zoller Entrepreneurship 



The Task Force includes K[ leaders and 
adv[sors..~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJudith 

.................. Ted 

Jean Elia 

Dr. Stroman 



staff and students 





Our strategic plan process will be driven by 
members of the Kenan-,F[ager Business School 



How Do Firms Create Strategies? 

A simple 3 step Drocess 



Paul’s 4 Ps of Strategy 



The Task Force began by creating 
SWOT ar~alysis 

[ Streng hs Weaknesses I Traitswithinour 
orga~lzation that we 

Internal I ~ could le’¢er~ge in the 

Opportuniti~s Threa, ts 

External 
Analysis 



Next, we will craft a m[ssior~ statement 

SOUTHWEST 
We have fun. 

MI)Anderson 
~Center 

We cure cancer, 

PF Intro: concepl of mission statement st~e&£ minimum wo~ds and simplicii~, for highest impact; guide decisions 

PF Soufhwest example 

MT- MDAC example 



Carolina Athletics Mission Statement 
(draft) 

inspire 
through athletics, 

To coaches: 
We utilize lessons learned through sports to teach lessons for life (e.g., 
teamwork, leadership, sacrifice, preparation, integrity, sportsmanship, 

etc.). 
Our responsibility is to every student and to tire larger university 
community~ 
Achievement on and off the field leads Lo many Forms of inspiration. 

PF desc[ibes the piocess 

MT - reads the statement 

BC/MT - what this could mean to coaches 



We wi[[ establish core values 

CARE 
Integrity, Compassion, Accountabilit% Respect, Excellence 

PF Intro: concept of corn values 

PF - Veterans Administration example 



Carolina Athletics Core Values (draft) 

Excellence 

To coaches: 
Responsibility - integrityl compliance: alignmentl fiscal 
Innovation creativity; technology; experimentation 
Service - community; team over individual~ outreach 
Excellence - academic perf~rmancel athletic perlormancel standards 

PF describes the piocess 

MT - reads the statement 

BC/MT - what this could mean to coaches 



We draft a vision to drive us forward 

@ 
To be #] or #2 in 

market share in each 
sector we serve. 

Before this decade is out, 
this nation should land a 

man on the moon and 
return him safely to Earth. 

PF Intro: concept of vision 

PF - GE example 

PF - JFK e×ample 



Carolina Athletics Vision Statement 
(draft) 

We wil lead in ~at we dooo 

To coaches: 
Academics & Athletics goals by 2016: Top three in the conference and top 
ten in the nation in every sport. 
Administrative goals by 2016: Work with the administration to identify the 
resources and structure necessary to ensure your program’s success. 

PF describes the piocess 

MT - reads the statement 

BC/MT - what this could mean to coaches 



To translate strategy to actior~, we identify 
Priorities 



Carolina Athletics - Strategy Statements 
(Draft) 

We educate and inspire 
through athJetics. 

Responsibility 

Innovation 
Service 
Excellence 

We will lead in all that we do... 
Academics, Athletics, & Administration 

Academics Each sport will be in the top 3 in the conference and in the top 10 



The Advisory Committee is an integral part of 
our process 
Timeline Sept, 10,2012 Feb4,2013 

Understand approach 

findingstworkings 
3. Understand approach 

suggest changes for 



The AC will provide input on deliverab[es at 
the end of each of 3 phases 
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Agenda 

CONTEXT 

CURRENT KI 
DRAFI" MISSION 



innovation Needed More Than Ever,, 

"Research is an expression of faith in the possibility of progress. The drive 
that leads scholars to study a topic has to include the belief that new things 
can be discovered, that newer can be better, and that greater depth of 
understanding is achievable. Research, especially academic research, is a 
form of optimism about the human condition."       HefBryRo,o~ky:Th.~l,i,,, ,=~ Owne,~t~lU~l 



Research A!one is Not Enough! 
Trends: 

US gobal share of new doetorates in soie~ee & e~gineering has 
slipped flora 52% n 1986 to 17% in 2008 
US share of scientif c publications declined f~’om 
38% in 19881o 21% ~n 2009 
US eads the world ~ investments n R&D ($400 billion ~n 2009), but 
China ~eads the world ~rl growth ~te of R&D investments and r’e@}r~tly 
surpassed Japan as #2 

Number of researchers (2008): 
United Sl:ates {1 4 millier0 
Eu~-opean Union (1~5 million) 
China (1 6 million} 

How are our STUDENTS going to be competitive given: 
Ris}r~9 national debt, unbalanced b~dgets, c~’edit cdsis arid incr’eased 



Did You I<now? 
The top ten in demand jobs last year in 2010....did NOT exist 
in 2004... 
We are currently preparing students for jobs that don~t exist 
yet, to use technologies that haven’t been invented yet 

Of our current Freshman, Sophomores and juniors in Coll,ege today, 
one third of them will go into lobs that as of today haven t been 
created yet! 

The US Department of Labor estimates that today’s learner will 
have 10 14different jobs .... 

__by the age of ~8.. 
One in four workers have been with their current employer for 
less than a year 



"Hedge Hog Concept~’ Applied to Research 



Key Ingredients For 
Going from Invention to innovation 

Mentorship 
Recognition that strategy is all about being different 
The most fertile ground for innovation lies between fields 
The best design teams are the most diverse 
Partnerships with domain experts 
Finding the best ]umpers...A willingness to fail .... 

~ A willingness to challenge one’s world view... 
~ The ability to seize the fragile and fleeting opportunity .... 

The capability of being adaptable .... 
Resources! 
And a recognition that the very people who will benefit the most 
from our technological advances will fight us the most 

netteSooo 



Benefits of Academic Entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurship for a academic scientist provides: 

A compass that helps navigate where important problems 
are 

Peer review on steroids! 

Additional resources to make a true impact; 

Additional bandwidth for collecting relevant literature & 
prior art; 

Improved "grantsmanship" 

Entrepreneurship forces one to articulate differences and benefits of 
your science (the value proposition) 

An opportunity for scale up 

Companies necessary to be effective in translational 
research 

Key for universities to be competitive to garner grants 

e 



"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. 
Willing is not enough; we must do." 

Goe~e 

"If you want to go fast, go alone. 
ff you want to go far, go together." 

old African proverb 



Historically, the mission of K[ has been very 
broad 

Institute have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercial 
community of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 

Current Stated Mission (2012): 

Promote collaboration among business, government and academia to promote 
the growth of private enterprise worldwide and use private sector 

resources to serve the public interest 

"7 believe tidal aii fhe freedoms we 
en/oy are related to free enterprise, if 

others. " 

-Frank Hawkins Kenan 

Fiank Hawkins Kenan (BSCOM ’35), chief executive officer of Kenan Tianspoll Co and a trustee of tile William R. Kenan 

Jr Charitable Trust, created the Kenan Institute in 1985 to promote collaboration among the traditionally separated 

Rollie Tillman. Prolessor of Entrepreneurship, first director. 

Kenan founded several oti~er companies, including Tops Petroleum, the Westfield Cornpany and Seivicetown Inc In the 

f 970s, he became chief executive of the Flagler System in Palm Beach, Florida, and turned around the economic todunes 

of the debt-ridden company. 



Accordingl% our initiatives are quite diverse 

Kenan Institute Centers 
Center for Air Commerce 
Carolina Center for Competitive Economies 
Center for Logistics and Digital Strategy 
UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics and Enterprise Development 
Urban Investment Strategies Center 

Affiliated UNC Ke~an-Flagler Centers 
> Entrepreneurial Studies 

International Business Education and Research 
> Real Estate Development 
~ Sustainable Enterprise 

Affiliates 
Institute for Defense & Business 

> Kenan Institute Asia 

Cu[~ent o[ganization unde~ jack’s leadership 



Over the past few years, UNC has developed 
a robust entrepreneurial ecosytem 

Infrastructure 
[he Office of [echnology Development 
(OTD) 
Chancellors Office of innovation 
Kenan institute 
Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Faculty/Students/Staff 
The Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 
Launching the Venture 
Carolina launch Pad 
Entrepreneurs in Residence 
The Carolina Challenge 
Emerging Company showcase 

Kickstart Labs 

Grad & Undergrad Student 
1he College of Arts and Science ~,linor in 
Entrepreneurship 
Carolina Innovation Scholarships 
RevUp~JNC 
1he Kenan Flagler Priw.te Equity Fund 
The Venture Capital Investment 
Competition ® (VCIC) 
joint M.D.-M.B.A program 
Joint M.B.A. Pharm program 

Facult~ 
Carolina KickStart (TRACS) 
New Enterprise Opportunity (NEO) 
Faculty Bootcamp 

Campus Y 

Remernber to add incubalor and social innovations 



Innovate @ Carolina plays and important 
role in nurturing the eco-system 

~nnovate @ Carolina Mission: 
We will build a cul[ure of innovation 
that permeates eveW corner of 
campus, from the chemist in Caudill 
labs to the poet in Greenlaw Hail. We 
will redouble our efforts to leverage 
scientific and medical research for 
society’s good, and we will advance 
work in the humanities that leads to 
greater understanding of the 
challenges the world laces 

Judith Cone, 
Special Assistant to the 
Chancellor for Innovation & 
En[repreneurship 



Missions of benchmark organizations can 
help us form the mission for KI 



Kl plays an 
important 
multiple levels 

at 



Out of Scope 

Independent Global Initiatives (beyond 
entrepreneurship at UNC-CH) 
Stand-alone Economic Development in 

Educational programs not relating to 
entrepreneurship 

NC 



Draft m~ssion statement 

Convener of high impact entrepreneurial 
activity within the state of North Carolina 

OR 

Boldly connect UNC-CH ideas to the world 
through high impact entrepreneurship 
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PR~ORITIZED SWOT 

NEXT STEPS 

APPENDIX 



Agenda 

P~IO]~ITIZED SWOT 

" INTERNAL (STRENGTH AND WEAKNESSES) 

~’ EXTERNAL (OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS) 



Our internal analysis has highlighted 
preliminary list of stren.gths~. 

Strong core staff 
~ Physical building 
, Endowed funding source 

Energetic, talented, and visionary leadership with 
entrepreneurial experience 

~, Talented student engagement 
Kenan name and reputation (good if/when known) 

:~ Openness to change 
Long-term relationships with legislators, 
companies, and entrepreneurs 
Current economic development activities in NC 

::~ Clean sheet of paper to define the mission/vision 



~, KI perceived close association with KFBS limits potential 

~ Current economic development activities in NC (weakness?) 
Lack of collaboration & systemic integration of KI centers & 
programs 

~ Lack of a clear vision / direction & alignment of activities 
~ Ties to old structures & ways of thinking 

¯ Physical building (location at Business School removed from 
main campus) 
Limited resources related to ambitious goal 
Lack of clarity around scope of KI (overly ambitious?) 
Lack of transparency around budget & policy decisions 
KI brand unclear to many 

i~ Center for Entrepreneurial Studies has one leg in & one leg out 
of the KI 
Tension between teaching & other activities for key staff 
Board minimally engaged 
Lack of robust partnerships among Duke, UNC, NC State, & RTI 



Our extern~I an~ly~i~ ha~ highlighted a 
prelimina~y list of oppor~unities... 

4. Leverage Strong graduate school programs (e.g. School 

o[ Public Health, ~, edical School, KFBS} 

5. Strong & committed teaching faculty 

× i X 

X 

x 

x 
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Appendix 
Kenan Institute Organization 

Organizational Charts 

Center and Office Profiles 

UNCInnovation Eco system 

Benchmarking Findings 

Overview 

Deep Dive Profiles 

General Profiles 

Potential Metrics for Success 

Potential Opportunities for impact 

Listening Tour and Key Constituent Interview Results 

Plans for survey 

Federal Research Dollars by University 

KI E-ship value-chain 



Agenda 



The Kenan Ir~stitute has a core staff of ~ 5 



The staff support 5 core centers~.. 



~.o and 5 affiliated cente~ 



Cente~ P~ofile: Cente~ fo~ Ai~ Comme~ce 

53 



Cente~ P~ofile: Cente~ for Logistics & Digita~ Strategy 
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Center P~ofile: U~ba~ I~vestmen~ Strategies Cente~ 



Profile: Office of Economic Development / Center 
for Jobs and Innovative Business Development 

57 





Profile: Office of Out~each 



Profile: Office of Information Technology 



P~ofile: Office of Research G~ant~ & Court,acts 



Affiliatec~ Center: 
Center for International Business Education Research 



Profile: Actior~-gased Learning (par~ of CIgER) 



Affiliated Center: 
Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

> D re~l:o Ted Zoller (faculty) 



Affiliated Center: Kenan Institute Asia 



Affil ated Center: 
UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics & Enterprise Development 



UNC Entrepreneurship 
Ecosystem 

Appendix 



Catalina Kkksta~ 



Office of Technology Development 



M~or in E~trepreneurshi# 

¯ Educating UNC students and preparing them for entrepreneurial activities 

¯ Commercial Track, Social Track, Scientific Track, Artistic Track 



UNC has robust innovation ecosystem~ but 



UNC has robust innovation ecosystem~ but 
initiatives dispersed across campus a~d loci ([1) 



Current UNC initiatives* focus on the early 
and late stages of value-chain 

OTD, k[ckslar~, and Minor 



~er~chmarking 
P~ofiles of leading o~g~nizations 



We established 4 ir~stitution "typeg" with 
examples for eacho.~ 



QB3: Deep Dive Profile 

California Institute for Quantitative BioscJences - UC San Francisco, UC 
Berkeley, UC Santa Cruz main office at Mission Ba~,, in SF 

Strong ~imilaritie~ toJo~"~ vision for the Kenan Institute and the region, 
encompassing multiple universities and partnering with government and 

Will QB3 suffer when its long-time direci;or and visionary, Regi~ (Reg) Kelly 



QB3: 

2004 
¯ QB3 rebooted 
¯ Regis Kelly becomes 

Director, starts networking 

Deep Dive Profile 
2(109 
, Mission Bay Capital LLC fund 

launclled with $6rn already raised; 
goal is $ISm 

2012 
¯ QB3 & partners have 

launched 50 startups 
with 5 incubators, 
280 ~ jobs created with 
$226min funding, 
only 2 inactive now, 
more than one thbd 
are UC spin ofts 

20OO 
¯ QB3 formed 

2006 
o QB3 Garage incubator 

founded for biotech 
startups 
,2 year limit 
o 120+ sq ft per firm 
.6 slots available 

2011 
¯ UCSF creates Office of innovation, 

Technology & Alliances to manage 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 

Foundedin 1977 by George Kozmetsky(1917 2003) 

Austin Technology Incubator 

Founded 1989 
~ 150~ companies 

$] ,Sb in revenue & 10,000 jobs (direct & irldirect) in Central TX 

Bureau of Business Research - applied economic research & data for TX 

business community & lawmakers: founded 1926 

Global Com~nercialization Group 

Launches & manages programs for venture incubation, global business 

acceleration, &lab to market licensing 

~ Develops strategic plans for tech-based infrastructure & economic 

development 

~ Does NOT manage Tech Transfer 

Also: Digital Media Collaboratory, IC2 Fellows, IC2 Visiting 

Scholars/Researchers Master of Science in Technology Commercialization 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 

SEMA] ECH (SEmiconductor MAnufacturing I EtHnology consortium 

Formed in 1987 with headquarters in Austin 

Purpose: restore U.S. rnanufacturing leadership in semiconductors 
1993 - Peaked with 500 FTEs & 300 employees on rotating 2-year 

assignments 

1993 - responding to criticism, started downsizing company members, 

jobs, and budget 

1994 - mission was declared a success 

1996 Board of Directors voted to end matching federal funding after 

th is year 

2006 2010 shedAustinjobs&facilities 

2011 - technology programs now focused on early-stage development & 

tech transfer, filling the gap between universit~F/Jab research and 

manufacturing 

79 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 



Stanford Entrepreneurshi[  Network: 
Deep Dive Profile 

l~lission: Ac[ as umbrella organization for S[anford’s entrepreneursMp 
programs. SEN is a grass-roots effort was started by the directors of its 
member organizations. With Deloit[e [unding, SEN was formalized and its 
programs expanded. 

Acts as single point of contact at Stanford for entrepreneurship, helping 
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and others locate and access resources at 
Stanford. 

Provides a multi-disciplinary approach to entrepreneurship. 

Members include organizations within the Graduate School of Business, 

School of Engineering, Multidisciplinary studies programs, Media, Technology 
Transfer, School of Medicine and S[udent Groups. 

Offers "Coaches-on-Call" - industry professionals mentor students only. 





Tech Transfer: Utah Tech Ventures 

Created in 2005 "to oversee and coordinate all commercialization activities on 

campus" to ’~be[lefit the state a[ld the na.tion by driving eco[~omic activity." 

~ ~ icense faculty inventions 

~ Build pa.rtnerships 

. Support community & education students 

~ I CO(withi[1 ]ech Ve[~tures) manages IPfrom disclosure to licensing also 
provides services to startups, partners, & students 

Served 94% of campus departments in FY 2012 

Partners with the Pierre Lassonde Entrepreneur Center, which offers the 

I assonde New Venture Development Center, multiple business competitions, 

a[~d the Foundry (for traini[lg e[~trepreneurs) 



Possible etrlcs for 
Kenan ~nstitute 

(based on benchmal~k comparison, s) 



Some metrics are based on notable 
assumptior~s about Kl~s future 

~ Establishment of an incubator 
Establishment of one or more capital funds 
for investment in new businesses 
Close partnership with OTD for shared 
responsibilities and goals in tech transfer 

KI must dete[mine how #ley ~;ill share responsibilities with tech t~ansler 



Funding and economic activity provide quantitative 
and qualitative measureme~ts of K~s success 

Capital Funding 
Donations of real estate & dollars 
Grants 
Gifts 

Startup funds 
Measure by al~OUnt and # of businesses receiving 

Government 

tJniversity 

Private investors 

Economic activity (i.e. economic impact) 
Jobs created (direct & indirect) 
Taxes (Federal, state & local percentage increases) 
Revenues & percent increases 
Export revenues & percent increases 
Average wages of startup employees (vs. other firms) 

Growth of endowment or other ROI from endowment 

Capital funding (independent of assumptiorls): Donations (example: NYC/Roosevelt Island) 

Startup funds - amount, # of business receiving (incubator section; tach transfer or Icon grant) 

Economic activi[y (Kl’s C3E can run models using IMPLAN) 

Center for Competitive Economies in KI already does this type of analysis ex. Battleship North Carolina: 

,Data collection process by T~iangle Census Research Data Cente~ (al Duke} 

,Software programs and models to sort data and determine jobs directly and indirectly created (ex. hotel industry, 

restaurants, tourism) 

,Impact over time 1 yr, 5yr~ 



Partnerships offer both a measure of success 
and opportunity to increase resources 

Industry partnerships 
# of partners (# o1: agreements signed, board members, 
investors, etc.) 
# of "high-profile" partners 
Investments by partners (funding dollars, mentoring, 
licensing) 

Educational or other institutional partnerships 
# of agreements signed 
Funding and other investments (such as access to 
facilities) 

Network of Experts 
# of subject-matter experts and entrepreneurial mentors 
(both at UNC and other regional businesses) 

bldusfQ/pa[tnelships: (regardless of incubatol; ex univelsifJes have "by in" pannership for $~ives partner preferential 

access to research results/recruiting students, etc.) 

Educational or other instgutional partnerships: pannerships wgh other universities to broaden Kl’s base, resources, scope; 

entails MOUs or actual signed partqeiship document; partqeiship nor focused solely on $, includes use of lab space by 

students, cowork by facully; ie time and facililies in addition 1o tsnding (Skolkovo imblements these lypes of panne~ships 

Ex product: co-sponsoring case competitions with other universities) 

Neiwork of experts: KI needs to capture network of people to serve as subject matter experts or business start up experts: 

potential to also be involved in classes; additional focus on developing network of pdvato investors 

Potential to leverage Board of Trustees as mode for recruiting key players 

Ex Ted Launching the Venture Classes (bdngs in experts who work on individual basis with star[ up teams) 

Need greater elton of connecting students/faculty with people capable of start ups 



Intellectual Property and l ech 
Transfer 

Base statistics are already collected by OTD 

We need to expand measurement of: success to include 
how KI f:urther enables tech transfer and start-ups 

# o[ partidpants using services (new & repeat) 
# o[ inventors 
?~ of departments using services 
# of licenses executed 
Amou~t of licensi~g reve~ue 
# of ideas identified 
# of disclosures 
# of patent application, s filed 
# of patents received 
$ reimbursed by faculty a~d licensees for patent filing and 
maJnLenance tees 
% o[ patent applications filed or patents received Lo # oF licenses 

Intellectual Property & Tech Transfer 

Success in these areas given relationship with OTD (relationship with OTD still tbd) 

Base statistics already collected by OTD 

Combine these with how are we accelerating this; do we have an incubator?; how are ideas from univeisity put to work? 

2 la ye ks of qualification: what are we doing with lech lransfer and star~ ups? 

# of paCdcipants using services (example: Skolkovo) - new & repeat 

# of inventors (example: Utah) - new & repeat 

% of depailments using selvices (example: Utah) 

# of licenses executed 

Amount of licensing revenues 

# of ideas identified 

# of disclosures 

# of patent applications filed 

# of patents received 

$ reimbursed by faculty and licensees for patent filing and maintenance tees 

% of patent applications filed or patents received to # of licenses 



Scholastic/Academic Metrics 
Publications 

# of publications 

# of reputable journals in which we are published 

# of faculty, staff and students published (new and 
reoccurring) 

Education 
Creating metrics in education is contingent upon 
determining Kl’s responsibility for education in business 

¯ A business plan suitable for review by third-party investors 

¯ Students prepared to be entrepreneurially competitive 

¯ New curriculum development or improvement in current 
curricula focused on entrepreneurship and innovation 



Significant opportunity to strengthen and 
measure impact via media and brand promotion 

Events (webinars, conferences, etc.) 
# of events 
# of participants 
% of participants in target audience types (such as 
entrepreneurs, engineers, students, etc.) 

Leve~ of positive perception of target audiences 
about KI 

Survey individuals following an event 

Level of positive perception of K~ in the media 
Qualitative analysis of social media 

Brand promotion 
# of products such as press releases, publications, 

by KI 

Events (webirlals, conferences, etc) 

Branding/marketing; perception (larger marketing) 

Level of positive perception of target audiel]ces aboLl[ KI (e×ample: Skolkovo surveyed people after an event; 

Level of positive perception of the Institute in the media (example: Skolkovo) 

Social media hot warm cold; Press articles viewed as positively 

Creation of brand 

# of products such as press releases, publications, interviews (exampts: Skolkovo) 

P~ornottsg ou~ brand in the media (press releases, number of publications articles, journals) 



Startups  business incubators 
# of ideas identified 
# of business incubators supported by Institute (or scaled to 
region) 
# of spinoffs created (university technology licenses or 
entrepreneurial graduates) 
# of startups sustained over time 
# of startups achieving VC or other funding 
Amount of private capital accumulated by startups 
# of students involved in support of business startups 
Investments made (# and $) in startups from our own VC fund 
# of requests made for investments from our own VC fund 
# of inquiries for incubator space and other assistance 
# of faculty and students involved in startups (new and serial) 
# of SBIR proposals filed, funding received 



Metrics for internal compliance 
measurement of goals and timelines given the af~3remer~tioned 
op~:~ortu nities) 

~ Project execution: 
Schedule compliance 
Budget compliance 
Are we staying on budget? On schedule? 

Project and construction (if any) schedule cornpliance (example: Skolkovo) 

Are we slaying on budget? On schedule? Ex launching a capitol venture fund or other type of project 

Project and construc[ion (i[ any) budget compliance (e×ample: Skolkovo) 



Research & 
Entrepreneurship 
Background Data 

Appendix 



Fuel for knowledge growth, job 
creation and improvement of 
health and well-being 

The top 25 schools get over one- 
third of the federal budget 

CA has five; PA has three; 
NC, MA MD, NY each have two 

WFU and NCSU also in top 100 
No other NC university in top 100 or in 
the top 200 

Only two institutions without 
engineering schools in top 25 

Conversion to patents? 

Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research outpuf 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on Ibis list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also ctsar is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Potsf #2: 

Tile role o[ research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he [t/ajority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 





A vision is starting to emerge,,  
(str~wm~{rl fo~" d scussion) 

Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research output 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on 1his list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also clear is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Point #2: 

Tile role of research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a lirm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he majority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like ID help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 





2012 Homecoming Banner (~ompet~tlon Ru~es and I/eg~fla~ons 

the goal of the 2012 ttomecontfl~g Bmmer con~l~etifion is to promote school spirit mtd mfiU through a *riendly 
competition All UNC stude~tt orgamzarions and chrbs are encouraged to participate in the competitiolt Each 
participating orgarazation will be g~x~n a standard sized bmmer Materials ai~t other supplies needed to create the 
bmmer will n~t be pl’~vided All of the subnfitted barmers will be displayed hr the Umon duhr~g the week o5 
hontecmpan] (NoYember 5 - 10) A~ler the CAA Honteconfin] Conmhrtee judges all o5 the hamlets a wilmer will be 
chosen and the bamter will be hung on the Bell Iower on the day of the Homecoming *hotb~11 game In addili~m 1o 

Bam~er tmlst have the Club/Orgal~zation s t~’lme visiNe solnewhere on rite bam~er 

there can be no cm’se woNs or excesstYe viole~tce/]ore on fl~e harmer as it nmst be approprLate to be 
display ed in the Umon 
Mltsl turn bam~¢r in by Friday, N(~vember 2 at 5 p.m. in Ih¢ CAA Ofl5c¢ (Suite 3508-C in the Union) 

Timeline: 
October: 

Friday, Nov 2 Balmers due at 5 pin in fl~e CAA off?ce (S~tite 3508-C) 
Monday, Nov 5-9 Bmmers on displa) in the Umon 
Friday, Nov 9 Wie~m~g bmmer selected ai,d mmounced in tl~e Pit at 12 p n~ 
Samrday. Nox 10 Wie~m~g bae~er on display at thc Ball Tower *i>r the Homecondng football game 

Judging Criteria 







Institute of P~ivate E~te~pdse 
Strategic Pla~i~g Project 

Advisory Committee Meeting ] 
October 22, 2012 (DRAFT) 



North Carolina: "The Entrepreneurial State’~ 

/magine~..we are the home of the/attest, 
most influential and collaborative 

research "university" in the world ...... 

Du ke 

that we operated as though 
we were 

...where the Nation ’~ most entrepreneurial 
facuky wanted to be at our universities_. 

~.that we are renowned for having an innovative 
entrepreneurial reindeer that seam/essiy connects 

students, facuky, staff, entrepreneurs, private 
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Agenda 

T~E ~AST 
THE ORIGINAL KI MISSION 

UNiVERSiTY LEVEL INITIATIVES 

BENCHMARKING HIGHLIGHTS 



Nearly 30 years ago, a seed was planted - 
The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KI) 

Institute have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercia~ 
community of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government, 

Current Stated Mission (2012): 

Promote collaboration among business, government and academia to promote 
the growth of private enterprise worldwide and use private sector 

resources to serve the public interest 

"1 believe thaf aft t/~e freedoms we 

enjoy are related to free enterprise, ff 

-Frank Itawkins Kenan 

Frank Hawkins Kenan (BSCOM ’35), chief executive officer of Kenan Transpo~l Co and a t~ uslee of file William R. Kenan 

Jr Charitable Trust, cieated the Kenan Institute in 1985 to promote coltaboration arnong the #adittanally separated 

communilies of business, government and academia He founded an independent oil disldbution business, Kenan Oil, 

which grew into Kenan Transport Co., a $50 million-a-year petroleum trucking company 

Rollie Tillman, Professor of Entrepreneurshib, fi~t director. 

Kenan founded several olher companies, including Tops Petroleum, the Westfleld Company and Servicetown Inc In the 

1970s, be became chief executive of the Flagler System in Bairn Beach, Florida, and turned around the economic fo~lunes 

of the deb$ ddden company. 



The I(I initiatives halve been quite diverse 



Over the past few years, UNC has developed 
a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem 

Remerrlber to add incubator and social innovations 



Other leading NC universities are a!so 
investing in entrepreneurial infrastruc~:ure 

joirt MD MBA 

Sustai ~able Ente prise 

En~re~reneu~ship Minors (Arts~ 



Entrepreneurial initiatives are growing throughout 
the state ot: North Carolina 

Small Business Administration 

NC Departrnen[ of Commerce 

NC Biotechnology Center 

Councils of Govemrnent 

County economic development offices 

Universities 

Wake Tech Small Business Cente[ 

NC Entrepreneurship Center (UNCG) 

Cameron School ef Business (UNCW) 

NC Community College System 

Associations 

Center for Entiepieneurial Developrnent 

TiE Carolinas 

Western North Carolina Entrepreneur Organizatiel] 

NO Technology Association 

Venture capitalists & other private inveslors, such as LaunchBox 

Entrepreneurs, such as the Blackstone Entrepreneurship Initiative 

GlaxoKline (global health care industry out of research t[iangle parkway) 



And we are not alone in the pursuit of 
entrepreneurial and innovative cooperation 



Agenda 

THE PAST 

THE PRf~SENT 

THE FUTURE 



Agenda 

THE PRESENT 

* OUR PROJECT TIMELINE AND ROLES 

* STRATEGIC PId~NNING METHODOLOGY 

" INTERNAL ASSESSMENT- STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES 



An overview of ou~ p~ocess a~cl ~ole~ 

Timeline Sept~ 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC will provide important input at the 
end of each of 3 phases 



Our approach to strategy creation 

A simple 3 step process 



Ou~ e~d goal will cove~ all 4 Ps of strategy 



We utilized the familiar SWOT analysis 

Traits within our 
orgal~lzation that we 
could leverage in the 

Opportuniti~s rhrea, ts 

External 
Analysis 



Our strategy nomenclature and end goals 

I~rlorll~les 
0 bjecl:ives 

Go~ls 
Actions 



The ~enan Institute of Private 
Strer~gths 

¯ Highly recognizable name 

¯ Recurring source of funding 

¯ Desire for high impact 

Enterprise - 



The ~<~enan Institute of Private Enterprise - 
Weakr~esses 

¯ Lack of clear mission and vision 

¯ Lack of alignment of initiatives and activates 

¯ Lack of documented performance metrics 



Agenda 

THE PAST 

THE PRESENT 

THE FUT~,~RE 



Agenda 

THE ~UTI.]IRE 
¯ THE MACRO OPPORTUNITY 

~ EXTERNALASSESSMENT-THREATS!OPPORTUNITIES 

" MISSION DISCUSSION 



Innovation is needed more than ever 



~he potential ~or impac~ is great 

America is driven by innovation 

Corporale research labs that drove American 
industrial leadership in the twentieth century 
have largely been dismantled 

Today, our Nation’s primary source of new knowledge 
and skilled pioneers is our research universities 

Federal support for research at universities 
consolidating 

"The role of research universities has never been more 
important with regard to their overall position of authority 

Key regions in the USA, and other countries, are 
increasingly investing in their own competitiveness, 
especially in their research universities 



The Kenan Institute of Private 
Threats 

Enterprise - 
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K~ could play an important role at multiple 
levels 

Potential KI Overall Mission (DRAFT) 
Force accelerator for innovative 
entrepreneurship in North 
Carolina and beyond 



And now we want to hear from you 
Each of you will be assigned to a "constituent perspective" 
group. React to the three questions below: 

role 

F~om Mary: I will make p~ettier! I arn thinking that sending out the deck without specific names associated wi#~ each 

break out session might be the best way to go. The head count is changing, the folks calling is is changing. I will have a 

strawman list ready te go and will make the necessary adjustmenls en Ihe fly Have the phone greup leoking at these 

changes from the perspective of the Kenan InsiJtute. Is that stupid? (Cindy thinks no, or could have phone group 

discussiol~ be open & have students discuss 



Breakout Teams 

Each breakout team has been given a "constituent perspective." 
Please locate your table and facilitator below: 

2 Region Judith Cone 

4 State Thomas StRh 

6 KFBS Ted Zoller 

I will make pceflied I am thinking that sending out the deck without specific names associated with each break out session 

might be the best way to go The head count is changing, the folks calling is is changing. I will have a strawman list ready 

to go and will make [he necessary adjustmen[s on file fly Have the phone group looking at these changes from the 

perspective of the Kenan Institute. Is that stupid 



K[ cou!d play an important role at multiple levels 

Potential KI role with UNC KFBS: 

Oversee the KFBS Center for 
Entrepreneursh[p 



’1 could play an important ro!e at mult~p e levels 

Potential KI rome with UNC CH: 

Educate faculty, staff’, & students 
about entrepreneurship 

Assist in the facilitation of the 
transfer of UNC-CH Intellectual 
Property to the world 



K[ cou!d play an important role at multiple levels 

Potential KI role wi[h Universities: 

Share best practices withUNC, 

Duke, NC State, & RTI 

Form research partnerships 

Assist in the marl<eting of one "meta 
universiLy" for high impact research 



’1 could play an important ro!e at mult~p e levels 

Potential KI role with the I~ecjlon: 

Actively connect local 
entrepreneurs with the UNC 
community 

Encourage UNC ideas going to 
market to leverage local 
incubators 



K[ cou!d play an important role at multiple levels 

Potential KI role with the State: 

Secure state funding 

Educate & inform state legislators 
about UNC-CH entrepreneurship 
activity & statewide impact 
thereof 

Foster UNC ideas for NC 
economic development 



’1 could play an important ro!e at mult~p e levels 

Potential KI role with the Nation: 

Secure federal funding 

Inform national conversation on 
entrepreneurship 



’1 could play an important ro!e at mult~p e levels 

Potential KI role with the World: 
Provide a point of view on innovative 
entrepreneurship to the world 

Highlight the success in assisting in 
solving the world’s m~ior problems 



Agenda 

THE PAST 

THE PRESENT 

THE FUT~,~RE 
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Appendix 



Task Force embers 



joe DeSi~qone Director of Kenan Institute 

jean Elia Dniversity and Business School 

ZHaroon, MD/Ph.D Med. School start up formation & clinical trials 

~eborah Stroman S~orts entre~reneurshi~ 

Ted Zoller Entrepreneurship 

4O 



The Task Force includes K[ leaders and 
adv[sors..~ 

Ted Z. 

ean E. 



staff and students 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Lowry Caudill, BOT and teaches in the minor 

Office of the Chancellor 
Holden Thorp 

Jim Dean, Dean of KFBS 
Jack Evaus, ProDssor Emeritus, KFBS 
Dennis Whittle, EIR 

Bob Blouin, Dean of the School of Pharmacy 

Office of Research 
BarbaraEntwisle VC of Research 
Jacki Resnick. Director, OFfice of Research 

School of Medicine 
Shelley Earp, Director LCCC 
Bill Roper, Dean of the SOM 
and VC Medical Affairs 

School of lournalism 
Susan King, Dean 

School of Public Health 

Barbara Rimer, Dean 
Ijulie MacMillan, designee) 

Co~eae of Arts and Sciences 
Karen Gil, Dean 



Strategic Plar ning Advisory Board 

BOT members 
Agnes Beane 

Amit Singh, CEO Spectraforce 

Ping Fu, CEO Geomagic 

North (~.arolina ~tate University 
Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, 
William R. Kenan, lr Institute for 

I~eqional Entrepreneurs 
Neal Fowler, CEO I iquidia 
Bill Starling, CEO Synecor 
Joe Davy, CEO Buystand 
Jud Bowman, CEO Appia 
Kimberly jenkins, former Senior Advisor for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at 
Duke 

Engineering, lechnology and 
Randy Avent, Professor & Associate Vice 
Chancellor       for Research 

Research Trianale Institute 
E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Trianqle Foundatien 
Bob Ceolas, President and CEO 
Did< Daugher[y, Board of RTF 

Venture Capital 
Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, WakeField Group 

Christy Schaffer, Venture Partner, Hatteras 

Bob Ingrain, General Partner 

Hatteras Vel~ture Partners 

Brent jones, Northgate Capital 

Charles Merritt, founder Parish Capital 

Governor Beverly Perdue 

Don Hobart, Chief Advisor for Business & 

E_conomic_ .    Development, Office of 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

Duke Universi~ 
Eric Toone, Principal Deputy Director o1" the Advanced Research 
Prc~jects Agency Energy (ARPA E) in January 2013 will assttme 
the Directorship of Duke Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Initiative 

Philanthropic 
Susan Casey, Richard ] Casey Foundation 



Our strategic plan process will be driven by 
members of the Kenan-,F[ager Business School 
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Strategic Review 
Methodology 



Vision: 
~ "To be the most influential institute in the world for 

entrepreneurship and innovation" 
o Based at a research university 
, Global perspective 

The opportunity for the Institute to play a leadership 
role in building the future of UNC-CH, the region, the 
state and the Nation in a global context 

Potst #1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research output 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on Ibis list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also ctsar is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Potsf #2: 

Tile role o[ research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he majority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research outpuf 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on Ibis list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also ctsar is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Potsf #2: 

Tile role o[ research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he [t/ajority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 





Vision: 
,, "To be the most influential institute in the world for 

entrepreneurship and innovation" 
o Not there yet! 

Based at a research university 
~ Global perspective 

The opportunity for the Institute to play a facilitative role in 
building the future of UNC-CH, the region, the state and the 
Nation in a global context 

Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research outpuf 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on Ibis list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also ctsar is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Potsf #2: 

Tile role o[ research universities has never been more important with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public university with a requirement that 80% of our students come from tile stats and where the [t/ajority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



Common characteristics 
Collaborative efforts 

> Transformative visions 

> Involves the 
"whole university" 

Integrated with 
entrepreneurship 

Potst #1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research output 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on 1his list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also clear is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Point #2: 

Tile role of research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he majority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research outpuf 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on Ibis list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also ctsar is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Potsf #2: 

Tile role o[ research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he majority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



Next, we will craft a m[ssio~ statement 

SOUTHWEST 
MI)Anderson 
~Center 

We have fun. We cure cancer, 



Carolina Athletics Mission Statement 
(draft) 

inspire 
through athletics, 

To coaches: 
We utilize lessons learned through sports to teach lessons for life (e.g., 
teamwork, leadership, sacrifice, preparation, integrity, sportsmanship, 

etc.). 
Our responsibility is to every student and to tire larger university 
community~ 
Achievement on and off the field leads Lo many Forms of inspiration. 



We wi[[ establish core values 

CARE 
Integrity, Compassion, Accountabilit% Respect, Excellence 



Carolina Athletics Core Values (draft) 

Excellence 

To coaches: 
Responsibility - integrityl compliance: alignmentl fiscal 
Innovation creativity; technology; experimentation 
Service - community; team over individual~ outreach 
Excellence - academic pert~rmancel athletic perlormancel standards 



We draft a vision to drive us forward 

To be #1 or #2 in 
market share in each 

sector we serve, 

Before this decade is out, 
this nation should land a 

man on the moon and 
return him safely to Earth. 



Carolina Athletics Vision Statement 
(draft) 

We wil lead in ~a$o we dooo 

To coaches: 
Academics & Athletics goals by 2016: Top three in the conference and top 
ten in the nation in every sport. 
Administrative goals by 2016: Work with the administration to identify the 
resources and structure necessary to ensure your program’s success. 



To translate strategy to actior~, we identify 
Priorities 



Carolina Athletics - Strategy Statements 
(Draft) 

We educate and inspire 
through athJetics. 

Responsibility 

Innovation 
Service 
Excellence 

We will lead in all that we do... 
Academics, Athletics, & Administration 

Academics Each sport will be in the top 3 in the conference and in the top 10 



3 



The Kenan Ir~stitute has a core staff of ~ 5 



The staff support 5 core centers~.. 



~.o and 5 affiliated cente~ 



Cente~ P~ofile: Cente~ fo~ Ai~ Comme~ce 



Cente~ P~ofile: Cente~ for Logistics & Digita~ Strategy 





Center P~ofile: U~ba~ I~vestmen~ Strategies Cente~ 



Profile: Office of Economic Development / Center 
for Jobs and Innovative Business Development 





Profile: Office of Out~each 



Profile: Office of Information Technology 
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P~ofile: Office of Research G~ant~ & Court,acts 



Affiliatec~ Center: 
Center for International Business Education Research 



Profile: Actior~-gased Learning (par~ of CIgER) 



Affiliated Center: 
Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

> D re~l:o Ted Zoller (faculty) 



Affiliated Center: Kenan Institute Asia 



Affil ated Center: 
UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics & Enterprise Development 
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Out of Scope 

Independent Global Initiatives (beyond 
entrepreneurship at UNC-CH) 
Stand-alone Economic Development in 

Educational programs not relating to 
entrepreneurship 

NC 



U C Entrepreneurship 
Ecosystem 



Catalina Kkksta~ 



Office of Technology Development 



M~or in E~trepreneurshi# 

¯ Educating UNC students and preparing them for entrepreneurial activities 

¯ Commercial Track, Social Track, Scientific Track, Artistic Track 



UNC has robust innovation ecosystem, but 
initiatives dispersed across campus and foal (~) 



UNC has robust innovation ecosystem~ but 
initiatives dispersed across campus a~d loci ([1) 



Current UNC initiatives* focus on the early 
and late stages of value-chain 

OTD, k[ckslar~, and Minor 



innovation Needed More Than Ever,, 

"Research is an expression of faith in the possibility of progress. The drive 
that leads scholars to study a topic has to include the belief that new things 
can be discovered, that newer can be better, and that greater depth of 
understanding is achievable. Research, especially academic research, is a 
form of optimism about the human condition."       HefBryRo,o~ky:Th.~l,i,,, ,=~ Owne,~t~lU~l 



Research A!one is Not Enough! 
Trends: 

US gobal share of new doetorates in soie~ee & e~gineering has 
slipped flora 52% n 1986 to 17% in 2008 
US share of scientif c publications declined f~’om 
38% in 19881o 21% ~n 2009 
US eads the world ~ investments n R&D ($400 billion ~n 2009), but 
China ~eads the world ~rl growth ~te of R&D investments and r’e@}r~tly 
surpassed Japan as #2 

Number of researchers (2008): 
United Sl:ates {1 4 millier0 
Eu~-opean Union (1~5 million) 
China (1 6 million} 

How are our STUDENTS going to be competitive given: 
Ris}r~9 national debt, unbalanced b~dgets, c~’edit cdsis arid incr’eased 



Did You I<now? 
The top ten in demand jobs last year in 2010....did NOT exist 
in 2004... 
We are currently preparing students for jobs that don~t exist 
yet, to use technologies that haven’t been invented yet 

Of our current Freshman, Sophomores and juniors in Coll,ege today, 
one third of them will go into lobs that as of today haven t been 
created yet! 

The US Department of Labor estimates that today’s learner will 
have 10 14different jobs .... 

__by the age of ~8.. 
One in four workers have been with their current employer for 
less than a year 



"Hedge Hog Concept~’ Applied to Research 



Key Ingredients For 
Going from Invention to innovation 

Mentorship 
Recognition that strategy is all about being different 
The most fertile ground for innovation lies between fields 
The best design teams are the most diverse 
Partnerships with domain experts 
Finding the best ]umpers...A willingness to fail .... 

~ A willingness to challenge one’s world view... 
~ The ability to seize the fragile and fleeting opportunity .... 

The capability of being adaptable .... 
Resources! 
And a recognition that the very people who will benefit the most 
from our technological advances will fight us the most 

netteSooo 



Benefits of Academic Entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurship for a academic scientist provides: 

A compass that helps navigate where important problems 
are 

Peer review on steroids! 

Additional resources to make a true impact; 

Additional bandwidth for collecting relevant literature & 
prior art; 

Improved "grantsmanship" 

Entrepreneurship forces one to articulate differences and benefits of 
your science (the value proposition) 

An opportunity for scale up 

Companies necessary to be effective in translational 
research 

Key for universities to be competitive to garner grants 

e 



"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. 
Willing is not enough; we must do." 

Goe~e 

"If you want to go fast, go alone. 
ff you want to go far, go together." 

old African proverb 



innovate Carolir~a is a campus wide initiative 
to build a UNC innovation eco-system 

Innovate @ Carolina Mission: 
We will build a culture of innovation that permeates every corner of 
campus, from the chemist in Caudill labs to the poet in Greenlaw 
Hall, We will redouble our efforts to leverage scientific and medical 
research for society’s good, and we will advance work in the 
humanities that leads to greater understanding of the challenges the 
world faces 

Judith Cone, 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 





We established 4 ir~stitution "typeg" with 
examples for eacho.~ 



QB3: Deep Dive Profile 

California Institute for Quantitative BioscJences - UC San Francisco, UC 
Berkeley, UC Santa Cruz main office at Mission Ba~,, in SF 

Strong ~imilaritie~ toJo~"~ vision for the Kenan Institute and the region, 
encompassing multiple universities and partnering with government and 

Will QB3 suffer when its long-time direci;or and visionary, Regi~ (Reg) Kelly 



QB3: 

2004 
¯ QB3 rebooted 
¯ Regis Kelly becomes 

Director, starts networking 

Deep Dive Profile 
2(109 
, Mission Bay Capital LLC fund 

launclled with $6rn already raised; 
goal is $ISm 

2012 
¯ QB3 & partners have 

launched 50 startups 
with 5 incubators, 
280 ~ jobs created with 
$226min funding, 
only 2 inactive now, 
more than one thbd 
are UC spin ofts 

20OO 
¯ QB3 formed 

2006 
o QB3 Garage incubator 

founded for biotech 
startups 
,2 year limit 
o 120+ sq ft per firm 
.6 slots available 

2011 
¯ UCSF creates Office of innovation, 

Technology & Alliances to manage 
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Institute : Deep Dive Profile 

Foundedin 1977 by George Kozmetsky(1917 2003) 

Austin Technology Incubator 

Founded 1989 
~ 150~ companies 

$] ,Sb in revenue & 10,000 jobs (direct & irldirect) in Central TX 

Bureau of Business Research - applied economic research & data for TX 

business community & lawmakers: founded 1926 

Global Com~nercialization Group 

Launches & manages programs for venture incubation, global business 

acceleration, &lab to market licensing 

~ Develops strategic plans for tech-based infrastructure & economic 

development 

~ Does NOT manage Tech Transfer 

Also: Digital Media Collaboratory, IC2 Fellows, IC2 Visiting 

Scholars/Researchers Master of Science in Technology Commercialization 

0 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 

SEMA] ECH (SEmiconductor MAnufacturing I EtHnology consortium 

Formed in 1987 with headquarters in Austin 

Purpose: restore U.S. rnanufacturing leadership in semiconductors 
1993 - Peaked with 500 FTEs & 300 employees on rotating 2-year 

assignments 

1993 - responding to criticism, started downsizing company members, 

jobs, and budget 

1994 - mission was declared a success 

1996 Board of Directors voted to end matching federal funding after 

th is year 

2006 2010 shedAustinjobs&facilities 

2011 - technology programs now focused on early-stage development & 

tech transfer, filling the gap between university/Jab research and 
manufacturing 



Institute : Deep Dive Profile 



Stanford Entrepreneurshi[  Network: 
Deep Dive Profile 

l~lission: Ac[ as umbrella organization for S[anford’s entrepreneursMp 
programs. SEN is a grass-roots effort was started by the directors of its 
member organizations. With Deloit[e [unding, SEN was formalized and its 
programs expanded. 

Acts as single point of contact at Stanford for entrepreneurship, helping 
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and others locate and access resources at 
Stanford. 

Provides a multi-disciplinary approach to entrepreneurship. 

Members include organizations within the Graduate School of Business, 

School of Engineering, Multidisciplinary studies programs, Media, Technology 
Transfer, School of Medicine and S[udent Groups. 

Offers "Coaches-on-Call" - industry professionals mentor students only. 





Tech Transfer: Utah Tech Ventures 

Created in 2005 "to oversee and coordinate all commercialization activities on 

campus" to ’~be[lefit the state a[ld the na.tion by driving eco[~omic activity." 

~ ~ icense faculty inventions 

~ Build pa.rtnerships 

. Support community & education students 

~ I CO(withi[1 ]ech Ve[~tures) manages IPfrom disclosure to licensing also 
provides services to startups, partners, & students 

Served 94% of campus departments in FY 2012 

Partners with the Pierre Lassonde Entrepreneur Center, which offers the 

I assonde New Venture Development Center, multiple business competitions, 

a[~d the Foundry (for traini[lg e[~trepreneurs) 



Fuel for knowledge growth, job 
creation and improvement of 
health and well-being 

The top 25 schools get over one- 
third of the federal budget 

CA has five; PA has three; 
NC, MA MD, NY each have two 

WFU and NCSU also in top 100 
No other NC university in top 100 or in 
the top 200 

Only two institutions without 
engineering schools in top 25 

Conversion to patents? 

Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research outpuf 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on Ibis list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also ctsar is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Potsf #2: 

Tile role o[ research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a ~rm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he [t/ajority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like [o help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



A vision is starting to emerge,,  
(str~wm~{rl fo~" d scussion) 

Potst#1: 

Research is increasingly concentrating at our elite universities 

Analysis of U.S research points [o an increasing concentration of academic research (19 November 2010 Science) 

Two dozen universities hold a combined 42% share of the overall U.S. research output 

Duke is the only univek’sily in NC on this list, and ts fact no state bordering NC is on 1his list. Duke is the ~egional 

powerhouse and I want to be a part of that’. 

AND what is also clear is such concentration of resources will be increasing as quality attracts quality and I want to be a 

part of that 

Point #2: 

Tile role of research universities has never been more importan[ with regard [o their overall posgJon of authority and 

leadership in our society 

This is a g~eat oppodunity fo~ Tdnily College al Duke 1o assume it’s dghtful place as the Center of the univek’se 

Potst #3: 

I am a lirm believer in the global presence that a university must have going forward 

At a public universi[y with a requirement thai 80% of our students come from tile stats and where [he majority of the rest 

are from the US, we are missing the importance of that international perspective in all that we do. 

Poinl #4: 

I like ID help team and institutions grow and achieve international stature of excellence, not just local attention, but 

attention at the national level and internationally 



Potential Metrics of 
Success 



Some metrics are based on notable 
assumptior~s about Kl~s future 

~ Establishment of an incubator 
Establishment of one or more capital funds 
for investment in new businesses 
Close partnership with OTD for shared 
responsibilities and goals in tech transfer 

KI must dete[mine how #ley ~;ill share responsibilities with tech t~ansler 



Funding and economic activity provide quantitative 
and qualitative measureme~ts of K~s success 

Capital Funding 
Donations of real estate & dollars 
Grants 
Gifts 

Startup funds 
Measure by al~OUnt and # of businesses receiving 

Government 

tJniversity 

Private investors 

Economic activity (i.e. economic impact) 
Jobs created (direct & indirect) 
Taxes (Federal, state & local percentage increases) 
Revenues & percent increases 
Export revenues & percent increases 
Average wages of startup employees (vs. other firms) 

Growth of endowment or other ROI from endowment 

Capital funding (independent of assumptiorls): Donations (example: NYC/Roosevelt Island) 

Startup funds - amount, # of business receiving (incubator section; tach transfer or Icon grant) 

Economic activi[y (Kl’s C3E can run models using IMPLAN) 

Center for Competitive Economies in KI already does this type of analysis ex. Battleship North Carolina: 

,Data collection process by T~iangle Census Research Data Cente~ (al Duke} 

,Software programs and models to sort data and determine jobs directly and indirectly created (ex. hotel industry, 

restaurants, tourism) 

,Impact over time 1 yr, 5yr~ 



Partnerships offer both a measure of success 
and opportunity to increase resources 

Industry partnerships 
# of partners (# o1: agreements signed, board members, 
investors, etc.) 
# of "high-profile" partners 
Investments by partners (funding dollars, mentoring, 
licensing) 

Educational or other institutional partnerships 
# of agreements signed 
Funding and other investments (such as access to 
facilities) 

Network of Experts 
# of subject-matter experts and entrepreneurial mentors 
(both at UNC and other regional businesses) 

bldusfQ/pa[tnelships: (regardless of incubatol; ex univelsifJes have "by in" pannership for $~ives partner preferential 

access to research results/recruiting students, etc.) 

Educational or other instgutional partnerships: pannerships wgh other universities to broaden Kl’s base, resources, scope; 

entails MOUs or actual signed partqeiship document; partqeiship nor focused solely on $, includes use of lab space by 

students, cowork by facully; ie time and facililies in addition 1o tsnding (Skolkovo imblements these lypes of panne~ships 

Ex product: co-sponsoring case competitions with other universities) 

Neiwork of experts: KI needs to capture network of people to serve as subject matter experts or business start up experts: 

potential to also be involved in classes; additional focus on developing network of pdvato investors 

Potential to leverage Board of Trustees as mode for recruiting key players 

Ex Ted Launching the Venture Classes (bdngs in experts who work on individual basis with star[ up teams) 

Need greater elton of connecting students/faculty with people capable of start ups 



Intellectual Property and l ech 
Transfer 

Base statistics are already collected by OTD 

We need to expand measurement of: success to include 
how KI f:urther enables tech transfer and start-ups 

# o[ partidpants using services (new & repeat) 
# o[ inventors 
?~ of departments using services 
# of licenses executed 
Amou~t of licensi~g reve~ue 
# of ideas identified 
# of disclosures 
# of patent application, s filed 
# of patents received 
$ reimbursed by faculty a~d licensees for patent filing and 
maJnLenance tees 
% o[ patent applications filed or patents received Lo # oF licenses 

Intellectual Property & Tech Transfer 

Success in these areas given relationship with OTD (relationship with OTD still tbd) 

Base statistics already collected by OTD 

Combine these with how are we accelerating this; do we have an incubator?; how are ideas from univeisity put to work? 

2 la ye ks of qualification: what are we doing with lech lransfer and star~ ups? 

# of paCdcipants using services (example: Skolkovo) - new & repeat 

# of inventors (example: Utah) - new & repeat 

% of depailments using selvices (example: Utah) 

# of licenses executed 

Amount of licensing revenues 

# of ideas identified 

# of disclosures 

# of patent applications filed 

# of patents received 

$ reimbursed by faculty and licensees for patent filing and maintenance tees 

% of patent applications filed or patents received to # of licenses 



Scholastic/Academic Metrics 
Publications 

# of publications 

# of reputable journals in which we are published 

# of faculty, staff and students published (new and 
reoccurring) 

Education 
Creating metrics in education is contingent upon 
determining Kl’s responsibility for education in business 

¯ A business plan suitable for review by third-party investors 

¯ Students prepared to be entrepreneurially competitive 

¯ New curriculum development or improvement in current 
curricula focused on entrepreneurship and innovation 



Significant opportunity to strengthen and 
measure impact via media and brand promotion 

Events (webinars, conferences, etc.) 
# of events 
# of participants 
% of participants in target audience types (such as 
entrepreneurs, engineers, students, etc.) 

Leve~ of positive perception of target audiences 
about KI 

Survey individuals following an event 

Level of positive perception of K~ in the media 
Qualitative analysis of social media 

Brand promotion 
# of products such as press releases, publications, 

by KI 

Events (webirlals, conferences, etc) 

Branding/marketing; perception (larger marketing) 

Level of positive perception of target audiel]ces aboLl[ KI (e×ample: Skolkovo surveyed people after an event; 

Level of positive perception of the Institute in the media (example: Skolkovo) 

Social media hot warm cold; Press articles viewed as positively 

Creation of brand 

# of products such as press releases, publications, interviews (exampts: Skolkovo) 

P~ornottsg ou~ brand in the media (press releases, number of publications articles, journals) 



Startups  business incubators 
# of ideas identified 
# of business incubators supported by Institute (or scaled to 
region) 
# of spinoffs created (university technology licenses or 
entrepreneurial graduates) 
# of startups sustained over time 
# of startups achieving VC or other funding 
Amount of private capital accumulated by startups 
# of students involved in support of business startups 
Investments made (# and $) in startups from our own VC fund 
# of requests made for investments from our own VC fund 
# of inquiries for incubator space and other assistance 
# of faculty and students involved in startups (new and serial) 
# of SBIR proposals filed, funding received 



Metrics for internal compliance 
measurement of goals and timelines given the af~3remer~tioned 
op~:~ortu nities) 

~ Project execution: 
Schedule compliance 
Budget compliance 
Are we staying on budget? On schedule? 

Project and construction (if any) schedule cornpliance (example: Skolkovo) 

Are we slaying on budget? On schedule? Ex launching a capitol venture fund or other type of project 

Project and construc[ion (i[ any) budget compliance (e×ample: Skolkovo) 



Imagine...we are the home of the largest, most influential and collaborative 
research universities in the world ...... 

Instead of 

Imagine._we are the home of the largest, most influential and collaborative 
research ’~university" in the world 



Paui 



We are go[hA to ask each Aroup to react to the three ~:u est;ons below: 





CBC Scheduled Calendar - 2012o13 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November :~5 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs IToy Lounge - Dey) 

November :19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December :~4 - Holiday Social 

January 9 = "~$t~te of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February- No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An A~s Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CEC "Read-ln" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Sp~ing Social (TBD) 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.eduicbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Our vision is o university community thor 

consistently end enthusiosticolly J~osters, supports 

end celebrotes the ochievement of Block 

employees ot the University of North Corolino ot 

Chopel HilL 

5A VE- TH E-DA TE$ ~. t, 

November T - Our next monthty meeting- Uoion 34]] 

November 3.5 3:00 p,m. (Dey Hail = Toy) Tenure and Promotion Workshop 

(Joint pro&{ram with Off~ce of Postdoctoral Affairs) 

November 19 5:00 p.m, - "G~v~n8 Thanks" Reception at the Chance@~or’s Home - 

Don’t miss this wonde~ui event~ Limited capacity, Sign-up at the Nov. ~" 

meeting. 

BSM & CBC Joint Book Read - Fal~ Semester 2012 

Please purchase Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The 

Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written 

by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race 

and integration post Dr. Martin Luther KinK, Jr. through 

four distinct stories. 

CBC and BSM members will read the book this fall 2052 

semester and then engage in a discussion group(s) in 

January 2013. 

Re~d, R<tt@(:t] end Reveel your thoughts! 



1. tMPORTANT~ Tuesday, Oct. 23 (5:00 p.m. = Stone Center) Forum for the Five= 

Year Vision of UNC. Every five years, the UNC system is charged with 

developing a five-year vision, The UNC Board of Governors has convened an 

Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for 

that five-year plan. Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a 

forum to highlight what we value most about our university and what it should 

look like moving forward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision 

that works for all. https://’www.facebook.com/events/288754991235966/ 

2. Wednesday, Oct. 24 (9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. UNC General Alumni Association 

Board Boom) See attacbed. Open to tbe public. 

http:!iwww.northcarolina.edu!strategic direction/meetings/index.php 

3. Wednesday, Oct. 24 (12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m. Fox Auditorium, Carrington Hall) 

Affordable Care Act (Health Care Reform): Separating Fact from Fiction with 

Jina Dhillon, JD, MPH. Are you confused by the legislation passed in 2010 

referred to as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) or referred to as health reform 

legislation? Join this informative session by an expert on health reform and staff 

attorney with the National Health Law Program. 

4, Tuesday, Oct. 30 (12:30 p.m. Rosenau Hall - 228} Herman Taylor, PI of the 

Jackson Heart Study - the largest study in history to investigate the inherited 

factors that affect high blood pressure, heart disease, strokes, diabetes and 

other important diseases in African Americans. (A roundtable discussion 

specifically targeting minority health, underrepresentation of minorities in 

research and the minority student experience at 11:00 a.m,) 

5, Tuesday, Oct. 30 (12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Stone Center - Rm. 103) Chris 

Fitzsimon, Director of the NC Policy Watch. NC Policy Watch is a progressive, 

nonprofit and non-partisan public policy organization that is dedicated to 

changing the way elected officials debate important issues and, ultimately, to 

improving the quality of life for all North Carolinians. NC Policy Watch is an 

independent project of the NC Justice Center, North Carolina’s leading private, 

nonprofit anti-poverty organization. 



Sunday, Oct@b~r ~.- ~1:~@ p,m, Dr. Joseph Jordan, S~one Center director, will be featured on ~his 

week’s Black Issues Forum on UNC-TV to discuss the recent Nina Simone exhibition and upcoming 

film screening of "The Rosenwald Schools." 

Movie Time! Tuesday, October 23 and Thursday, October 25 at 7:00 p.m. 1) Tuesday - "The First 

Rasta" focuses on the origins of the Rastafari movement. Based on Jamaican culture expert N@l@ne 

Lee’s eponymous book, The First Rasta traces the political, ideological and spiritual movement to its 

founder: Leonard Percival Howell, a.k,a, TheSong, 2) Wednesday Sneak preview of "The Rosenwald 

Schools" is a documentary (in final production phase) on businessman and philanthropist Julius 

Rosenwald who joined with African American communities in the south to build schools during the 

early part of the 20th century Rosenwald spurred the establishment of 25 YMCA-YWCAs to serve 

African Americans in cities across the U,S. and created a challenge Brant proBram, seeded for the 

creation of more than 5,500 schools for poor, rural African American children. 800 Rosenwald Schools 

were built in North Carolina. The screening is co-sponsored by Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, the 

Center for the Study of the American South at UNC, and the UNC African - Afro American 5tudies 

Department, 

Tuesday, Oct. 30 7d~0 p.m. Annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture - 

Dr. ~everly Guy-Sheftall, Professor of Women’s Studies at Spelman 

College. Guy-Shefiall has been involved with the national women’s studies 

movement since its inception and provided leadership for the establishment 

of the first women’s studies major at a historically black coWeBe. She is a past 

president of the National Women’s Studies Association and has been 

involved in a number of advocacy organizations including the National Black Women’s Health Project, 

#~e National Council for Research on Women, and the National Coalition of ~00 Black Women, on 

whose boards she serves. 



Sunday, Oct. 21 
3:00 p.m. 

"You Wouldn’t 

Expect" 

ArtsCenter(300-G E. 
Main Street 

Carrboro) 
919-929-2787 ext. 

You Wouldn’t Expect, an original play by local playwright Marilynn Barner Anselmi, is a 

fictional retelling based on true events surrounding the North Carolina Eugenics 

Program, "You Wouldn’t Expect" focuses on a group of characters and how they are 

involved and affected by the sterilization program that changed so many lives, and, in 

turn, prevented others. 

Dr. Pamela Love retired from Campus Health 

Services after 20 years of service ! Dr. Love, the 

only Black physician at Student Health, deserves a 

peaceful and joyful rest. Dr. Love received both 

her undergraduate and medical degrees from 

UNC- Chapel Hill. We appreciate you and your 

warm infectious smile ! 



www.hiddenvoices.org - Please join in this community effort to support Hidden 

Voices’ 2012 work with veterans, students, teachers, and juvenile justice. 



Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. g-2~2, 2022. Check out the great schedule of 

Black Alumni events! http://alumni.unc,eduiartide.aspx?sid=;[62 

From the - "As you may know, BSM will be 45 years old on 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012. The students of BSM are excited to have this 

celebration overlap with UNC’s Homecoming Week in hopes that many BSM alumni 

will be in town. I am inviting each of you to attend the BSM History Exhibition in the 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room on November 7th from 5:00 -7:00 p.m. The event will 

feature past BSM presidents, Mr. and Miss BSMs, central committee members and 

Minority Student Recruitment Committee On-Campus Coordinators. The event will 

also have posters of BSM archived photos and archived issues of Black Ink Magazine." 

http:! 

Articles of Interest and great discussion material: 

~. Carpet Bombing identity "Studies" - 
http:iiwww.popecenter.orgicommentariesiarticle.html?id=2739 

State for Sale - 

http:/iwww.newyorker.comireporting/2011/10/l O/111010fa_fact_mayer?curre 

ntPage=NI 

How Higher Education in the US Was Destroyed in 5 Basic Steps - 
http:!/~vw,alternet.org!how-higher-education-us-was-destroyed-5-basic- 
steps 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs has launched the Carolina Millennial 

Scholars Program (CMSP) to assist minority males in their academic and professional 

development. Funding from the General Alumni Association will allow ~ 25 males to 

join a cohort that will participate in workshops, mentoring and service activities. 

Contact: Marco Barker, Ph.D. at barker@unc.edu 



Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www.unc,edu/cbc/]oinformohtml 

Your CBC 2012-13 Leodershi# Team 

Victorio Hommett - School o/ Phormocy 

Shondra Jones - Kenon-Flogler Business School 

Ursula Litdejohn - Kenon-Nogler Business School 

OM McGhee - School qf Pubfic Health 

Verito Murrilt - Humon Resources 

Nokenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stromon - Exercise and Sport Science 

Ambassadors 

every community, there is work to be done. In every notion, there are wounds to 

heoL tn every heort, there is the power to do it." 

M. Wiftiumson 
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Good Evenillg Everyolle! 

Ready to rock a n d roll into Phase 2? Here we go Attached are the slides for our Task force meeting tomorrow morning. We look forward to seeing everyone again 









Te: Joseph DeS mone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 













Joseph MDeS]mone 
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Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS 

VVHAT WE HEARD EROM THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 



[r creasir g importar ce of research 
universities 

America is driven by innovation 

Corporate research labs that drove American 
industrial leadership in the twentieth century 
have largely been dismantled 

[oday, our Nation’s primal, source of new kilowledge and 
skilled pioneers is our research universities 

Federal support for research at universities is 

"The role of research universities has never been more 
important with regard to their overall position of authority 
alld leadership in our society." Robet\te I octob¢ I 

Key regions in the USA, and other countries, are 
increasingly investing in their own competitiveness, 
especially in their research universities 



~nnovation is needed more than ever 



Benchmarkec~ institution, s are also investing9 
infrastructure 

Common characteristics 
,, Transformative visions 

Collaborative efforts across 
"whole university" & region 

Integration with 

entrepreneurs, government 
& private sector 







The Kenan Impact 



Together we can create ’~The Entrepreneurial 
State~’ 

most influential and collaborative 
research universities and institutes in the 
world,.. 

...that we cooperate as though we are 

¯ .and our true impact was fe/~ throughout RTP 
& to the ~oorest regions of our state,.. 

... and the Nation "s most entrepreneurial 
facu/ty want to be at our universities... 

entrepreneurial mindset that seam/essly connects 
students, facu/t~, staff, entrepreneurs, private 

enterprise and government... 

with a robust, growing, future-oriented economy. 



The Advisory Committee is a key part of our 
rOCeSS 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



We have completed Phase 2 a~d are looking 
towards Phase 3 





Our strategy nomenclature and end goals 

Mission Statement 

5tate~nent ~hich specifies an.organization’s 
purpose or ’reason for being and the primary 

objective toward which the organization’s 

programs & plans should be aimed, Statement 

specifying the key constituents and how the 

organization will serve them, It must be clear and 

understood. 

~g what the organization strives 

some future time. It should be specific 

and motivating. 

"The T Shirt Theory" 

Priorities 
Objectives 

Actions 



What we heard from the Advisory Committee: 
the needs of UNC-CH 

Opportunity Key Challenges 

UNC-CH could benefit from increased 

coordination of innova.tion and 
entrepreneurship activities 

Carolina 

Schools have different ambitions and 

processes 

Faculty buy in is critical 

IP and tech transfer need support 

UNC needs to recruit more 

Alignment with Vice Chancellor of 

Resea.rch, Innovate @ Carolina, OlD, 
active units, etc. is key! 



What we heard from the Advisory Committee: 
the re~ion and state 

Opportunity Key Challenges 

Increased collaboration among regional 

universities, research institutions, and 
private enterprise could greatly benefit 

region and state 

Some in region already working on 

this (many partners.) 

KIPE has no authority (plays a 
partnership role.) 

KIPE association with UNC-CII 

(location, brand) could cause conflict 

Need legislative buy in 

Must be apolitical 

Need for policies, procedures, and 

culture that enable public private 

partnerships 



What we heard from the Advisory Committee: 
the nation and the world 

Opportunity Key Challenges 

National and global role will be 
increasingly important over time, but 
should follow success in region and 
state 

Region and state influenced by global 
and national trends 

Need to identify international KIPE 
activities that will have most 
significant impact regionally and 
nationally 

Actions and impact in this area 

contingent upon results from 

local/regional initiatives 



Success w[[[ onJy come if we a~[ work 
ether~,o 

UNCSA 

U N C G~, 

Issue Action 
Ownership/ ~ Highlight existing players 
Control and initiatives 

~ Reinforce that we do not 
seek control, but 
partnerships 

Brand - Work in a more supportive 
recognition/ role 
Credit - Play more oF au "lntelTM 

inside" role ("middle-ware") 

Funding ~ Stress priorib/ of intention 
for leveraging invested 
funds with more funds 

) Attract new fimding for and 
with partners 
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STRATEGY DISCUSSION 
MISSION 

~LIJES 

VISION 

METRICS 

PPdOR[TIES 



Mission (draft) 

"A partner for innow~ive en~repreneurship" 

One of many partners in this journey 

Bring resources, ideas, and energ;, to 

accelerate other initiatives 

¯ New, big, research-based ideas that lead to 

high impact 

Creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue new and creative 

endeavors that target important needs; we 

uphold a co~nmitment to integrity and 

impact 



"A connector and accelerator assisting in the creation of the 
most innovative and entrepreneurial state in the nation" 



Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of" matching dollars Lo invested funds 

Number of students, staff, faculty, alumni, 

e~trepreneurs, venture capitalists and North 

Carolina citizens benefitting from efforts 

Completion of prioritized activities and quality 

assessment 



Priorities (Draft) 

¯ Strengthen the living system of innovative 

and entrepreneurial connections within 

UNC Chapel Hill and beyond 

¯ Identify enhancements to grow the quality 

efforts 

¯ Attract external resources for and with 

partners to enhance current and new 

activities 



Summary strategy statemer~ts 

ILDiv~rld irlnovatiorl 

within UNC Chapel Hill and beyond 

Identig! enhancements to grow the quality and impact of existing resources 

and efforts 

Attract extema.[ resources for and with partl~ers to enhance currel~t and new 

activities 
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NEXT STEPS 



Agenda 

INITIATIVE PfOORITIZATION 
INITIATIVE OVERVIEW 

PRIO R~TIYAT[ON ACF[VITY 



2. Share entrepreneurial ¢omses Help to make entrepreneurship education available as 



Your sugges~ed draft initiatives: 
~ncrease ~m~act 





And now we want to hear from you 
initiative Prioritization Breakout Groups 

Content Process 

~he following: independently completes worksheet. 

Rank each category according to 

numerical scale. (10 minutes) 

2. Eltwlth 

Each Advisory Committee member 
assigned to breakout group, Each 
group will focus on 4 priority 

Task Force members facilitate 
discussion in each group. Develop 

of initiatives and identify/2-3 new 

Brief report out at the end of the 
session. (~ minutes per group) 



Rank each initiative’s potential impact and fit with 
KIPE’s mission and vision from low (1) to high (5) 



Rank each initiative’s potential impact and fit with 
KIPE’s mission and vision from low (1) to high (5) 







P~iorit¥ of initiatives exercise 

Fit with KIPE Mission & Vision         ~’ 
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Next Steps 

Continue to send any ideas/reflections/suggestions from this 
meeting to: 
, Joe - (desimone@emai/.unc.edu) 
¯ Mary- (mary_napier@kenan-f/agier.unc.edu) 
¯ and/or Paul (pau/_frigaC~kenan f/ag/e~:unc.edu) 

2. Connect virtually with your "Advisory Committee Priority Team" 
(assigned today) at least once to review updated initiatives in 
December/January and provide feedback 

January 28, 2013 from 7:00-9:00 AM 

But most important/y, have a GREA T Thanksgiving! 

Join us for our final full Advisory Committee on Monday, 
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UNC-CH could benefit from increased 

coordination of innova.tion and 
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Schools have different ambitions and 

processes 

Faculty buy in is critical 

IP and tech transfer need support 

UNC needs to recruit more 

Alignment with Vice Chancellor of 
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active units, etc. is key! 



What we heard from the Advisory Committee: 
the re~ion and state 

Opportunity Key Challenges 

Increased collaboration among regional 

universities, research institutions, and 
private enterprise could greatly benefit 

region and state 

Some in region already working on 

this (many partners.) 

KIPE has no authority (plays a 
partnership role.) 

KIPE association with UNC-CII 

(location, brand) could cause conflict 

Need legislative buy in 

Must be apolitical 

Need for policies, procedures, and 

culture that enable public private 

partnerships 



What we heard from the Advisory Committee: 
the nation and the world 

Opportunity Key Challenges 

National and global role will be 
increasingly important over time, but 
should follow success in region and 
state 

Region and state influenced by global 
and national trends 

Need to identify international KIPE 
activities that will have most 
significant impact regionally and 
nationally 

Actions and impact in this area 

contingent upon results from 

local/regional initiatives 



Success w[[[ onJy come if we a~[ work 
ether~,o 

UNCSA 

U N C G~, 

Issue Action 
Ownership/ ~ Highlight existing players 
Control and initiatives 

~ Reinforce that we do not 
seek control, but 
partnerships 

Brand - Work in a more supportive 
recognition/ role 
Credit - Play more oF au "lntelTM 

inside" role ("middle-ware") 

Funding ~ Stress priorib/ of intention 
for leveraging invested 
funds with more funds 

) Attract new fimding for and 
with partners 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

STRATEGY DISCUSSION 
INITIATIVE PRIORITIZATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Agenda 

STRATEGY DISCUSSION 
MISSION 

~LIJES 

VISION 

METRICS 

PPdOR[TIES 



Mission (draft) 

"A partner for innow~ive en~repreneurship" 

One of many partners in this journey 

Bring resources, ideas, and energ;, to 

accelerate other initiatives 

¯ New, big, research-based ideas that lead to 

high impact 

Creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue new and creative 

endeavors that target important needs; we 

uphold a co~nmitment to integrity and 

impact 



"A connec~orand accelera~’orassisting in the creation of the 
most innovative and entreprene,,rial sta~e in the nation" 



Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of" matching dollars Lo invested funds 

Number of students, staff, faculty, alumni, 

e~trepreneurs, venture capitalists and North 

Carolina citizens benefitting from efforts 

Completion of prioritized activities and quality 

assessment 



Priorities (Draft) 

¯ Strengthen the living system of innovative 

and entrepreneurial connections within 

UNC Chapel Hill and beyond 

¯ Identify enhancements to grow the quality 

efforts 

¯ Attract external resources for and with 

partners to enhance current and new 

activities 



Summary strategy statemer~ts 

Mission $~;atemen~ 

partner for innovative entrepreneurship 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

STRATEGY DISCUSSION 

INITIATIVE PRIORITIZATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Agenda 

INITIATIVE PfOORITIZATION 
INITIATIVE OVERVIEW 

PRIO R~TIYAT[ON ACF[VITY 



2. Share entrepreneurial ¢omses Help to make entrepreneurship education available as 



Your sugges~ed draft initiatives: 
~ncrease ~m~act 





And now we want to hear from you 
ln,~tiative Prioritization Breakout Groups 

Content Process 

6~e following: independently completes worksheet. 

Rank each category according to 

numerical scale. (10 minutes) 

2. Eltwlth 

Each Advisory Co~nmittee member 
assigned to breakout group, Each 
group will focus on priority initiatives. 

Task Force members facilitate 

discussion in each group. Develop 

recommendations for iFnpleFnentation 

of initiatives and identify 2 3 new 

initiatives of high impact. (20 

minu~) 



Rank each initiative’s potential impact and fit with 
KIPE’s mission and vision from low (1) to high (5) 



Rank each initiative’s potential impact and fit with 
KIPE’s mission and vision from low (1) to high (5) 







P~iorit¥ of initiatives exercise 

Fit with KIPE Mission & Vision         ~’ 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

STRATEGY DISCUSSION 

INITIATIVE PRIORITIZATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Next Steps 

Continue to send any ideas/reflections/suggestions from this 
meeting to: 
, Joe - (desimone@emai/.unc.edu) 
¯ Mary- (mary_napier@kenan-f/agier.unc.edu) 
¯ and/or Paul (pau/_frigaC~kenan f/ag/e~:unc.edu) 

2. Connect virtually with your "Advisory Committee Priority Team" 
(assigned today) at least once to review updated initiatives in 
December/January and provide feedback 

January 28, 2013 from 7:00-9:00 AM 

But most important/y, have a GREA T Thanksgiving! 

Join us for our final full Advisory Committee on Monday, 





All, 

Introduction: 30nlinutes(withsetuptin-e) 



























Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key point: 

Welcome/Introd uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and InpuL~Reac[ions 

Story for today 

Pasl 10 minules PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future - 80 ~ain JD,PF, & everyone 



Agenda 

PROCESS gPDK~TE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/Introductions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Objectives a~e highe~ #~an ini~ialives. Ex. Enhance network in pdority, within 3 years, what do we want to accomplish? 

How are we going to get it done - those become initiatives Metdcs are around the Ini~atives And Actions are to fullill the 

initiatives 

Next lhing 1o create 

Paul is going to give a pop quiz to make everyone say the s~ategy statements. 



We will lead in all that we do. Align~ent 

Academ cs, Athletics & Align ou~ operations to [ulfill the rnission of 

Administration university. 

Academic Achievement 

Athletic PerForrnance 

Administrative Engagement 



Objective 2: Build stronger relationships within the university community. 

Objective 3: Actively shape the future of college athletics. 



Objective 6: Develop student-athletes for a life of success beyond athletics, 



We have 6 meetings until the final Advisory 
Committee meeting 

Look at perforating a~ls (from CSF) fo~ idea on detailed b~eakdown 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE Hf~RD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & everyone 



The AC meeting was generally successful 

New additions included: 

Suggested Changes 

Diversify AC representation; too 
UNC heavy 

Provide breakdown of AC 

Affiliations 

Diversity and stature of 

stakeholders present was 

unprecedented 

AC supported mission strategy with 
minimal revisions 

AC provided insightful feedback on 
initiatives and ranking of priorities 

Ways to engage AC 



Most major feedback from AC has already 
been considered by the Task Force 

Major AC Critiques of Current Strategy Statements 

Lacks ambition 

Too big, too abstract; does not clarify scope 

Does not clarify’ or emphasize university’s role 

Metrics need work 

Ways to engage AC 



Individual members also provided smaller, 
more technical feedback 

Additional feedback 

"Writin9 a defhfition for every word iu your mission statement totally defeats 

the purpose of simplicity" 

"Assisting" is weak word; ~’Driving" sounds stronger 

"Accelerator" has built in connotations; "Catalyst" is more neutral 

softens the mission and vision; Eliminate the word 

I,e, "To partner,,," rather than "A partner" 

Need to distinguish between innovation and entrepreneurial 

Should consider why others would want to partner with KIPE 

]2 

Ways to engage AC 



In addition, the AC prioritized and gave 
feedback on our draft initiatives 

I OW 



Strategy Statements 

Mission $~;atemen~ 

partner for innovative entrepreneurship 



Strawman Revised Strategy Statements 
ldraft! 

Mission $~atemen~ 

Partner for innovative entrepreneurship 

Enhance Network 
Increase Impact 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVIN() FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Taskforce teams wi]l provide further analysis of 
~rlormes 



AC feedback on draft initiatives; 
iZnhar~ce Network 

Highlight NC n/a 

To play external role, UNC must first unify in~emally 
1 & 2 are attractive bu~ t & 4 have much higher impact 



AC feedback on draft initiatives; 
Enhance Network 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Increase Impact 

2O 

Fit Consensus (low): advocate bus system, Slrengthen tech commercializa~on, support manufacturing, 

Impact Consensus (High): Leverage federal dollars. Engage Entrepreneurs, share enireprenudal, sponsor joint research, 

partner with private sector, 

Fit Consensus High: Leverage fed[eal dollars, Engage Entrepreneurs, seek joint funding, 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Attract Resources 

Additional General Feedback 

Fit Consensus (low): advocate bus system, Strengthen tech commercializatJon, support manufacturing, 

Impact Consensus (High): Leverage federal dollars. Engage Entrepreneurs, share entreprenudal, sponsor joint research, 

partner with private sector, 

Fit Consensus High: Leverage fedreal dollars, Engage Entrepreneurs, seek joint funding, 



Each TF group wilt also be responsible for 
working with AC Members 

Suggest!ons for engag!ng AC ~TF w!!! select methods) 

Table 1 

Gravitated to initiative 3: Bridge U NC Chapel Hill Entrepreneurial activities; originally thought of bridge that was external to 

UNC-CH, but also recognized that a lot of bridge building that needed [o take place within UitC-CH 

In order for UNC CH to play a leadership role in this endeavor and lead beyond its borders it needs to unify its efforts 

internally 

This is a time sensitive element that UNC-CH needs to consider 

Table 2 (Buck) 

Debate focused on internal vs external 

Wanted to do something very big; 1 &2 are attractive but 3 & 4 have much higher impact; they may be more difficult and 

we may fail, but assembling Ihe resources of the 3 universities in Ihe region is essential 

Wouldn’t do anything that didn’t have multi-university impact 

Table 3 

What would enhance the network? 

Economic development seemed like it would have the greatest impact for the state 

Plan then measure Ihe impact of research dollars to State 

Added planning component to identify what the most impodanf issues are 

The bus system: we liked it 

New initiatives: Need for strategic communication plan around this enterprise: need 1o tailor message and communication 

to the different constituen~ 



Table 4 (Z) 

The first 4 initiatives were more of a fit for the enhance network 

5-8 shoukt be organic ou[cornes 

3 new initiatives proposed 

Help initiatives al~ong unive~:gities a,~’oid duplicalion 

Help connect business school activifies to the rest of the campus 

Formal program exchanging information across the university (what is everyone doing with everybody else?) 



Each TF group wilt also be responsible for 
working with AC Members 

Suggest!ons for engag!ng AC ~TF w!!! select methods) 

Table 1 

Gravitated to initiative 3: Bridge U NC Chapel Hill Entrepreneurial activities; originally thought of bridge that was external to 

UNC-CH, but also recognized that a lot of bridge building that needed [o take place within UitC-CH 

In order for UNC CH to play a leadership role in this endeavor and lead beyond its borders it needs to unify its efforts 

internally 

This is a time sensitive element that UNC-CH needs to consider 

Table 2 (Buck) 

Debate focused on internal vs external 

Wanted to do something very big; 1 &2 are attractive but 3 & 4 have much higher impact; they may be more difficult and 

we may fail, but assembling Ihe resources of the 3 universities in Ihe region is essential 

Wouldn’t do anything that didn’t have multi-university impact 

Table 3 

What would enhance the network? 

Economic development seemed like it would have the greatest impact for the state 

Plan then measure Ihe impact of research dollars to State 

Added planning component to identify what the most impodanf issues are 

The bus system: we liked it 

New initiatives: Need for strategic communication plan around this enterprise: need 1o tailor message and communication 

to the different constituen~ 



Table 4 (Z) 

The first 4 initiatives were more of a fit for the enhance network 

5-8 shoukt be organic ou[cornes 

3 new initiatives proposed 

Help initiatives al~ong unive~:gities a,~’oid duplicalion 

Help connect business school activifies to the rest of the campus 

Formal program exchanging information across the university (what is everyone doing with everybody else?) 
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24 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Next Steps 

Task Force 
Analyze and rank iniLiatives on impact, sLaFF, and Funding 
requirements 

Add or remove initia[ives as appropria[e 

Engage AC members 

Complete Funding and benchmarking decks 

Consulting Team 
Support TF teams 

Next Meeting: 12/10/20|2 

Ways to engage AC 



Appendix 

Carolina Athletics Strategy Statements Deck 

Word by word breakdown of Strategy Statements 



~CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 







Summary SWOT 

Strengths 

Student-athletes 

Coaching staff 

Focus on facilities 

Oj2portu nixies 

Foster a service mentality 

Leverage brand 

Weaknesses 

Organization 

Bias toward status quo 

Compensation 

Threats 

Conference affiliation 

Financial challenges 

NCAA shifts 



We educate and inspire 
through athletics. 



Responsibility ~a whatis right. 

Innovation 
Service 
Excellence 

Find a better way. 

Put others .first. 

Work hard. Play smart. Win together, 



will lead in all that we do ... 
Academics, Athletics & 

Administration. 



university. 

Academic Achievement Ach eve a tap 3 academic finish in the 

Athletic Performance 

Administrative Engagement 

conference and a top 10 finish national y in 

Perform to a toa 3 athletTc -ankin~ in the 

conference and a top 10 ranking qationally in 

each sport. 



We will lead in all that we do. Align~ent 

Academ cs, Athletics & Align ou~ operations to [ulfill the rnission of 

Administration university. 

Academic Achievement 

Athletic PerForrnance 

Administrative Engagement 



Objective 2: Build stronger relationships within the university community. 

Objective 3: Actively shape the future of college athletics. 



Objective 6: Develop student-athletes for a life of success beyond athletics, 



D. Emphasize and support the importance of professional development and self-improvement. 

Objective 9: Win championships. 

A. State an ultimate goal to win championships in ever~ sport. 



C. Define staff roles clearly for excellent staff interaction. 

D, EncouraGe open communication between all units and management levels, 

E. Encourage innovation by soliciting and celebrating new ideas at all levels and across business 

units. 

R Establish a coordinated informatien-gathering effort to track pregress. 











Mission (draft) 

"A partner for innow~ive en~repreneurship" 

One of many partners in this journey 

Bring resources, ideas, and energ;, to 

accelerate other initiatives 

¯ New, big, research-based ideas that lead to 

high impact 

Creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue new and creative 

endeavors that target important needs; we 

uphold a co~nmitment to integrity and 

impact 



"A connec~orand accelera~’orassisting in the creation of the 
most innovative and entreprene,,rial sta~e in the nation" 



Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of" matching dollars Lo invested funds 

Number of students, staff, faculty, alumni, 

e~trepreneurs, venture capitalists and North 

Carolina citizens benefitting from efforts 

Completion of prioritized activities and quality 

assessment 

47 



Priorities (d aft) 

¯ Strengthen the living system of innovative 

and entrepreneurial connecLions wiLhin 

UNC Chapel Hill and beyond 

¯ Identify enhancements to grow the quality 

and impact of existing resources and 

efforts 

¯ Attract external resources for and with 

partners to enhance current and new 

activities 





:::::    UNC Football 
Reclaiming Specialist Internship 

Jay Haeseker 



Recruiting Specialist 

Worked under: 

- Marcus Berry 
¯ Director of Player 

Personnel 

- Gunter Brewer 
¯ WR’s Coach 



ACS 



Recruit Board 



Player Evaluations 

Initial film evaluation 

Film Log 

- Hudl.com 

- Transition from physical Library 

Feedback to high school coaches 



Correspondence 

Would correspond 
daily with coaches, 
athletes and Parents 

via: 

- Email 

- Facebook 

- Twitter 

- Phone Calls 

- Snail Mail 



Game Day Recruiting 
Official v. Unofficial 

3 hrs ahead of time 

- Allows for coaches to get some 

facetime 

- Prospective athletes can tour 

facilites 

- Prospects can see the "Old Well 

Walk" 

- On field for warm-up activites 

Post Game 

- Possible 1 on i coaches meeting w/ 

Prospect, 



Relationship Building 

High School Coaches 

- Weekly communication 

- Greatest asset in identifying young players. 

College Coaches 

- AFCA 

Recruits 

Parents of Recruits 

Former Players 

NFL Scouts 



Goals & Words of Wisdom 

Career Aspirations 

- Player Development (NFL or NCAA) 

- Possibly Coachint~ 

Words of Wisdom 

- "Strive each day to become remarkable, don’t 
miss and opportunity to become successful," - 
Brewer 



Great People and Great Connections 





2) Word by word breakdown of the new mission and vsion n appendix 
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WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key point: 

Welcome/Introd uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and InpuL~Reac[ions 

Story for today 

Pasl 10 minules PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future - 80 ~ain JD,PF, & everyone 



Agenda 

PROCESS gPDK~TE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/Introductions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Objectives a~e highe~ #~an ini~ialives. Ex. Enhance network in pdority, within 3 years, what do we want to accomplish? 

How are we going to get it done - those become initiatives Metdcs are around the Ini~atives And Actions are to fullill the 

initiatives 

Next lhing 1o create 

Paul is going to give a pop quiz to make everyone say the s~ategy statements. 



We will lead in all that we do. Align~ent 

Academ cs, Athletics & Align ou~ operations to [ulfill the rnission of 

Administration university. 

Academic Achievement 

Athletic PerForrnance 

Administrative Engagement 



Objective 2: Build stronger relationships within the university community. 

Objective 3: Actively shape the future of college athletics. 



Objective 6: Develop student-athletes for a life of success beyond athletics, 



We have 6 meetings until the final Advisory 
Committee meeting 

Look at perforating a~ls (from CSF) fo~ idea on detailed b~eakdown 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE Hf~RD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & everyone 



The AC meeting was generally successful 

New additions included: 

Suggested Changes 

Diversify AC representation; too 
UNC heavy 

Provide breakdown of AC 

Affiliations 

Diversity and stature of 

stakeholders present was 

unprecedented 

AC supported mission strategy with 
minimal revisions 

AC provided insightful feedback on 
initiatives and ranking of priorities 

Ways to engage AC 



Most major feedback from AC has already 
been considered by the Task Force 

Major AC Critiques of Current Strategy Statements 

Lacks ambition 

Too big, too abstract; does not clarify scope 

Does not clarify’ or emphasize university’s role 

Metrics need work 

Ways to engage AC 



Individual members also provided smaller, 
more technical feedback 

Additional feedback 

"Writin9 a defhfition for every word iu your mission statement totally defeats 

the purpose of simplicity" 

"Assisting" is weak word; ~’Driving" sounds stronger 

"Accelerator" has built in connotations; "Catalyst" is more neutral 

softens the mission and vision; Eliminate the word 

I,e, "To partner,,," rather than "A partner" 

Need to distinguish between innovation and entrepreneurial 

Should consider why others would want to partner with KIPE 

]2 

Ways to engage AC 



In addition, the AC prioritized and gave 
feedback on our draft initiatives 

I OW 



Strategy Statements 

Mission $~;atemen~ 

partner for innovative entrepreneurship 



Strawman Revised Strategy Statements (draft) 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneu.ship 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVIN() FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Taskforce teams wi]l provide further analysis of 
~rlormes 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Connect [ 

4 Highlight NC n/a 

To play external role, UNC must first unify internally 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Connect 2 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Em )ower 

Additional General Feedback 

Fit Consensus (low): advocate bus system, Strengthen tech commercializatJon, support manufacturing, 

Impact Consensus (High): Leverage federal dollars. Engage Entrepreneurs, share entreprenudal, sponsor joint research, 

partner with private sector, 

Fit Consensus High: Leverage fedreal dollars, Engage Entrepreneurs, seek joint funding, 



AC feedback on draft initiatives; 
Accelerate 

Fit Consensus (low): advocate bus system, Slrengthen tech commercializa~on, support manufacturing, 

Impact Consensus (High): Leverage federal dollars. Engage Entrepreneurs, share enireprenudal, sponsor joint research, 

partner with private sector, 

Fit Consensus High: Leverage fed[eal dollars, Engage Entrepreneurs, seek joint funding, 



Each TF group wilt also be responsible for 
working with AC Members 

Suggest!ons for engag!ng AC ~TF w!!! select methods) 

Table 1 

Gravitated to initiative 3: Bridge U NC Chapel Hill Entrepreneurial activities; originally thought of bridge that was external to 

UNC-CH, but also recognized that a lot of bridge building that needed [o take place within UitC-CH 

In order for UNC CH to play a leadership role in this endeavor and lead beyond its borders it needs to unify its efforts 

internally 

This is a time sensitive element that UNC-CH needs to consider 

Table 2 (Buck) 

Debate focused on internal vs external 

Wanted to do something very big; 1 &2 are attractive but 3 & 4 have much higher impact; they may be more difficult and 

we may fail, but assembling Ihe resources of the 3 universities in Ihe region is essential 

Wouldn’t do anything that didn’t have multi-university impact 

Table 3 

What would enhance the network? 

Economic development seemed like it would have the greatest impact for the state 

Plan then measure Ihe impact of research dollars to State 

Added planning component to identify what the most impodanf issues are 

The bus system: we liked it 

New initiatives: Need for strategic communication plan around this enterprise: need 1o tailor message and communication 

to the different constituen~ 



Table 4 (Z) 

The first 4 initiatives were more of a fit for the enhance network 

5-8 shoukt be organic ou[cornes 

3 new initiatives proposed 

Help initiatives al~ong unive~:gities a,~’oid duplicalion 

Help connect business school activifies to the rest of the campus 

Formal program exchanging information across the university (what is everyone doing with everybody else?) 



Each TF group wilt also be responsible for 
working with AC Members 

Suggest!ons for engag!ng AC ~TF w!!! select methods) 

Table 1 

Gravitated to initiative 3: Bridge U NC Chapel Hill Entrepreneurial activities; originally thought of bridge that was external to 

UNC-CH, but also recognized that a lot of bridge building that needed [o take place within UitC-CH 

In order for UNC CH to play a leadership role in this endeavor and lead beyond its borders it needs to unify its efforts 

internally 

This is a time sensitive element that UNC-CH needs to consider 

Table 2 (Buck) 

Debate focused on internal vs external 

Wanted to do something very big; 1 &2 are attractive but 3 & 4 have much higher impact; they may be more difficult and 

we may fail, but assembling Ihe resources of the 3 universities in Ihe region is essential 

Wouldn’t do anything that didn’t have multi-university impact 

Table 3 

What would enhance the network? 

Economic development seemed like it would have the greatest impact for the state 

Plan then measure Ihe impact of research dollars to State 

Added planning component to identify what the most impodanf issues are 

The bus system: we liked it 

New initiatives: Need for strategic communication plan around this enterprise: need 1o tailor message and communication 

to the different constituen~ 



Table 4 (Z) 

The first 4 initiatives were more of a fit for the enhance network 

5-8 shoukt be organic ou[cornes 

3 new initiatives proposed 

Help initiatives al~ong unive~:gities a,~’oid duplicalion 

Help connect business school activifies to the rest of the campus 

Formal program exchanging information across the university (what is everyone doing with everybody else?) 
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JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Next Steps 

Task Force 
Create objectives and bucket initiatives under each objective 

See Carolina Athletics example in appendix 

Analyze and rank initiatives on impact, staff, and funding 
requirements 

Add or remove initiatives as appropriate 

Engage AC members 

Work on funding and benchmarking decks 

Consulting Team 
Support TF teams 

Next Meeting: 12/10/20|2 

Ways to engage AC 



Appendix 

~ Ca~oli~~a A~hlet cs Strate(~y Stateme~~ts Deck 



~CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 







Summary SWOT 

Strengths 

Student-athletes 

Coaching staff 

Focus on facilities 

Oj2portu nixies 

Foster a service mentality 

Leverage brand 

Weaknesses 

Organization 

Bias toward status quo 

Compensation 

Threats 

Conference affiliation 

Financial challenges 

NCAA shifts 



We educate and inspire 
through athletics. 



Responsibility ~a whatis right. 

Innovation 
Service 
Excellence 

Find a better way. 

Put others .first. 

Work hard. Play smart. Win together, 



will lead in all that we do ... 
Academics, Athletics & 

Administration. 



university. 

Academic Achievement Ach eve a tap 3 academic finish in the 

Athletic Performance 

Administrative Engagement 

conference and a top 10 finish national y in 

Perform to a toa 3 athletTc -ankin~ in the 

conference and a top 10 ranking qationally in 

each sport. 



We will lead in all that we do. Align~ent 

Academ cs, Athletics & Align ou~ operations to [ulfill the rnission of 

Administration university. 

Academic Achievement 

Athletic PerForrnance 

Administrative Engagement 



Objective 2: Build stronger relationships within the university community. 

Objective 3: Actively shape the future of college athletics. 



Objective 6: Develop student-athletes for a life of success beyond athletics, 



D. Emphasize and support the importance of professional development and self-improvement. 

Objective 9: Win championships. 

A. State an ultimate goal to win championships in ever~ sport. 



C. Define staff roles clearly for excellent staff interaction. 

D, EncouraGe open communication between all units and management levels, 

E. Encourage innovation by soliciting and celebrating new ideas at all levels and across business 

units. 

R Establish a coordinated informatien-gathering effort to track pregress. 











Strawman Revised Strategy Statements (draft) 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneu.ship 



Mission (draft) 

"Partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ Bring resources, ideas, and energy to 

accelerate other initiatives 

¯ New, big, research based ideas that lead 

to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue new and creative 

endeavors that target important needs; we 

uphold a co~nmitment to integrity and 

impact 



elevate North Carolina as a global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship~ 



Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of" matching dollars Lo invested funds 

Number of students, staff, faculty, alumni, 

e~trepreneurs, venture capitalists and North 

Carolina citizens benefitting from efforts 

Completion of prioritized activities and quality 

assessment 











Anti-Racism Workshop 

WHEN? 

WHERE? 

WHY? "People have been responding to racism for over 300 years, attacldng its every overt daily 

expression. Yet afte~ 300 years, it ~emains, changing form over time, in ~esponse to political 

conditions, while producing more damage Whenever we’ve gotten strong enough to 

interfere with its operations (e,g., the civil rights movement), it comes back wearing different 

language, speaking an up to date lingo, ,while creating more oflhe same old 

effects,premature births, shortened lives, starving children, debilitating thett, abusive 

larceny, degrading insults and insulting stereotypes," (Steve Martinot, The Mochlnery o~ 

WHAT? The Racial Equity I nstitute’s Anti Racism Workshop incorporates the work of the People’s 

who have sought to understand and teach about racism in its individual, institutional and 

cultural forms. It brings clarity to our muddled thinking on this issue and an analysis that 

provides guidance in recognizing and beginning to dismantle racism. Participants leave this 

workshop riveted by new learnings, feeling more articulate and comfortable talking about 

racism, and hungry to learn more and work collectively to try to bring this awareness to 

others, If we do nothing, we are unwittingly helping to maintain an unjust system, More 

importantly, if ’you think you are doing "something" but are not clear about the history, 

structure, and economics of racism, you may be doing more harm than good. 

WHO? This workshop is appropriate for people who want to increase their understanding of how to 

dismantle racism in our systems and institutions. Our trainers will be Deena Hayes-Greene 

and Suzanne Plihcik from the Racial Equity Institute, 

HOW? If you’d like to participate in one of these workshops, please fill out a registration form and 

send it to Wanda HunLr, nc.rr.com or to the mailing address shown on the form. 

qUESTIONS. Contact Wanda Hunter (919-929-9655 or ~nc.rr.com) or see 



Trainers for i EI Anti-Racism Workshop 

Deena Hayes-Greene 

Her training experience includes community-based organizing as well as 

inst tut onal orga ~ zing, As a core trai ~er for the Racal Equity Institute {REI} a~d for 

the People’s Institute for Surv val and Beyond, Deena trains and builds 

organizational capacity for racial equity in institutions across the country, 

Deena’s institutional work has been primarily in the areas of social services, health 

and human seP~ices, public!private education, higher education, 

judicialiDisproport o ~ate M ~ority Contract initiatives, a~d non-profits. She was 

Suzanne Plihcik 

Suzanne Plihcik is a comrt unity organizer, trai ~er and facilitator lying in 

Greensboro, North Carolina. She works locally and across the nation with 

communities and organizations working to strengthen grass root and institutional 

~elationships through an ncreased understanding of systemic ~acism. She is a core 

tra net for the Racal Equity institute (REI), the People’s Institute for Survival and 

Beyond, and dRWorks, She and her colleagues at REI teach the skills of anti-racist 

organ z ng and organize tort t)un ty members and activ sts to work for social 

justice ssues, 

Suzanne was executive director of the Nat onal Alliance for Non-Violent 
Programm ng, a coalition of national organizations seeking to reduce v olence n entertainment through 

~Tedia-Iiteracv, Her community experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools 

and cty governrne ~t, as well as service o~ the Cort ~ ssion on the Needs of Children. She s a founding 
member of the Greensboro Pubic School fund, rewarding innovat on in teaching and Dance on Tour, a 

professional dance experience for children. 

Suzanne has served on the nat onal boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil R ghts, the National 

Assembly of Health and H uman Service Organizations and the Association of Junior Leagues International, 

where she served as President, Lo{ally, she has served as a ~eR ber of many boards of directors, including 

the Comrcun ty Foundat on of Greater Greensboro, the Greensboro Children’s Museum, the Greensboro 

Community Initiative, the YWCA, the Greensboro Civic Entrepreneur Initiative, and Uplift Inc, She is the 

recipienl: of the Kal:hleen Pri~e Bryan Award fo~ ~ommu lity service, the YWCA Women of Colo~ CorPrPittee 

Commur4ty Service Award, and was ~he Greensboro Wor~’an o~ the Year ~ ~994. She was the co recipienl: 

of the Nancy Susan Reynolds Award for race relations in 2000. 











Consulting Team 





in addition, please fnd the fo lowing attached: 



Consulting Team 

















Priorities 

CONNECT 



<] [if]support[ists] >’<! lendif] >SeeCarolinaAthetcsexampleinappendix 

< [if!supportLists >? <[ [endif] >Analyzeandrankinitativeson rqpact, staff, andfundin~requrements 

< [if!supportLists >? <[ [endif] >Suppor[Tl’teams 

In addition, please find the follow[n~ attached: 





Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key point: 

Welcome/Introd uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and InpuL~Reac[ions 

Story for today 

Pasl 10 minules PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future - 80 ~ain JD,PF, & everyone 



Agenda 

PROCESS gPDK~TE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/Introductions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Objectives a~e highe~ #~an ini~ialives. Ex. Enhance network in pdority, within 3 years, what do we want to accomplish? 

How are we going to get it done - those become initiatives Metdcs are around the Ini~atives And Actions are to fullill the 

initiatives 

Next lhing 1o create 

Paul is going to give a pop quiz to make everyone say the s~ategy statements. 



We will lead in all that we do. Align~ent 

Academ cs, Athletics & Align ou~ operations to [ulfill the rnission of 

Administration university. 

Academic Achievement 

Athletic PerForrnance 

Administrative Engagement 



Objective 2: Build stronger relationships within the university community. 

Objective 3: Actively shape the future of college athletics. 



Objective 6: Develop student-athletes for a life of success beyond athletics, 



We have 6 meetings until the final Advisory 
Committee meeting 

Look at perforating a~ls (from CSF) fo~ idea on detailed b~eakdown 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE Hf~RD 

MOVING FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & everyone 



The AC meeting was generally successful 

New additions included: 

Suggested Changes 

Diversify AC representation; too 
UNC heavy 

Provide breakdown of AC 

Affiliations 

Diversity and stature of 

stakeholders present was 

unprecedented 

AC supported mission strategy with 
minimal revisions 

AC provided insightful feedback on 
initiatives and ranking of priorities 

Ways to engage AC 



Most major feedback from AC has already 
been considered by the Task Force 

Major AC Critiques of Current Strategy Statements 

Lacks ambition 

Too big, too abstract; does not clarify scope 

Does not clarify’ or emphasize university’s role 

Metrics need work 

Ways to engage AC 



Individual members also provided smaller, 
more technical feedback 

Additional feedback 

"Writin9 a defhfition for every word iu your mission statement totally defeats 

the purpose of simplicity" 

"Assisting" is weak word; ~’Driving" sounds stronger 

"Accelerator" has built in connotations; "Catalyst" is more neutral 

softens the mission and vision; Eliminate the word 

I,e, "To partner,,," rather than "A partner" 

Need to distinguish between innovation and entrepreneurial 

Should consider why others would want to partner with KIPE 

]2 

Ways to engage AC 



In addition, the AC prioritized and gave 
feedback on our draft initiatives 

I OW 



Strategy Statements 

Mission $~;atemen~ 

partner for innovative entrepreneurship 



Strawman Revised Strategy Statements (draft) 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneu.ship 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVIN() FORWARD 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Taskforce teams wi]l provide further analysis of 
~rlormes 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Connect [ 

4 Highlight NC n/a 

To play external role, UNC must first unify internally 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Connect 2 



AC feedback on draft initiatives: 
Em )ower 

Additional General Feedback 

Fit Consensus (low): advocate bus system, Strengthen tech commercializatJon, support manufacturing, 

Impact Consensus (High): Leverage federal dollars. Engage Entrepreneurs, share entreprenudal, sponsor joint research, 

partner with private sector, 

Fit Consensus High: Leverage fedreal dollars, Engage Entrepreneurs, seek joint funding, 



AC feedback on draft initiatives; 
Accelerate 

Fit Consensus (low): advocate bus system, Slrengthen tech commercializa~on, support manufacturing, 

Impact Consensus (High): Leverage federal dollars. Engage Entrepreneurs, share enireprenudal, sponsor joint research, 

partner with private sector, 

Fit Consensus High: Leverage fed[eal dollars, Engage Entrepreneurs, seek joint funding, 



Each TF group wilt also be responsible for 
working with AC Members 

Suggest!ons for engag!ng AC ~TF w!!! select methods) 

Table 1 

Gravitated to initiative 3: Bridge U NC Chapel Hill Entrepreneurial activities; originally thought of bridge that was external to 

UNC-CH, but also recognized that a lot of bridge building that needed [o take place within UitC-CH 

In order for UNC CH to play a leadership role in this endeavor and lead beyond its borders it needs to unify its efforts 

internally 

This is a time sensitive element that UNC-CH needs to consider 

Table 2 (Buck) 

Debate focused on internal vs external 

Wanted to do something very big; 1 &2 are attractive but 3 & 4 have much higher impact; they may be more difficult and 

we may fail, but assembling Ihe resources of the 3 universities in Ihe region is essential 

Wouldn’t do anything that didn’t have multi-university impact 

Table 3 

What would enhance the network? 

Economic development seemed like it would have the greatest impact for the state 

Plan then measure Ihe impact of research dollars to State 

Added planning component to identify what the most impodanf issues are 

The bus system: we liked it 

New initiatives: Need for strategic communication plan around this enterprise: need 1o tailor message and communication 

to the different constituen~ 



Table 4 (Z) 

The first 4 initiatives were more of a fit for the enhance network 

5-8 shoukt be organic ou[cornes 

3 new initiatives proposed 

Help initiatives al~ong unive~:gities a,~’oid duplicalion 

Help connect business school activifies to the rest of the campus 

Formal program exchanging information across the university (what is everyone doing with everybody else?) 



Each TF group wilt also be responsible for 
working with AC Members 

Suggest!ons for engag!ng AC ~TF w!!! select methods) 

Table 1 

Gravitated to initiative 3: Bridge U NC Chapel Hill Entrepreneurial activities; originally thought of bridge that was external to 

UNC-CH, but also recognized that a lot of bridge building that needed [o take place within UitC-CH 

In order for UNC CH to play a leadership role in this endeavor and lead beyond its borders it needs to unify its efforts 

internally 

This is a time sensitive element that UNC-CH needs to consider 

Table 2 (Buck) 

Debate focused on internal vs external 

Wanted to do something very big; 1 &2 are attractive but 3 & 4 have much higher impact; they may be more difficult and 

we may fail, but assembling Ihe resources of the 3 universities in Ihe region is essential 

Wouldn’t do anything that didn’t have multi-university impact 

Table 3 

What would enhance the network? 

Economic development seemed like it would have the greatest impact for the state 

Plan then measure Ihe impact of research dollars to State 

Added planning component to identify what the most impodanf issues are 

The bus system: we liked it 

New initiatives: Need for strategic communication plan around this enterprise: need 1o tailor message and communication 

to the different constituen~ 



Table 4 (Z) 

The first 4 initiatives were more of a fit for the enhance network 

5-8 shoukt be organic ou[cornes 

3 new initiatives proposed 

Help initiatives al~ong unive~:gities a,~’oid duplicalion 

Help connect business school activifies to the rest of the campus 

Formal program exchanging information across the university (what is everyone doing with everybody else?) 



Agenda 

PROCESS UPDATE 

WHAT WE HEARD 

MOVIN() FORWARD 

24 

JD: 

Key points: 

Welcome/In trod uctions (quickly) 

State goal of meeting: Updates and Input/Reactions 

Stot~ for today 

Past-10 minutes - PF 

Present - 15 Min -PF 

Future 80 rain JD,PF, & every/one 



Next Steps 

Task Force 
Create objectives and bucket initiatives under each objective 

See Carolina Athletics example in appendix 

Analyze and rank initiatives on impact, staff, and funding 
requirements 

Add or remove initiatives as appropriate 

Engage AC members 

Work on funding and benchmarking decks 

Consulting Team 
Support TF teams 

Next Meeting: 12/10/20|2 

Ways to engage AC 



Appendix 

~ Ca~oli~~a A~hlet cs Strate(~y Stateme~~ts Deck 



~CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 







Summary SWOT 

Strengths 

Student-athletes 

Coaching staff 

Focus on facilities 

Oj2portu nixies 

Foster a service mentality 

Leverage brand 

Weaknesses 

Organization 

Bias toward status quo 

Compensation 

Threats 

Conference affiliation 

Financial challenges 

NCAA shifts 



We educate and inspire 
through athletics. 



Responsibility ~a whatis right. 

Innovation 
Service 
Excellence 

Find a better way. 

Put others .first. 

Work hard. Play smart. Win together, 



will lead in all that we do ... 
Academics, Athletics & 

Administration. 



university. 

Academic Achievement Ach eve a tap 3 academic finish in the 

Athletic Performance 

Administrative Engagement 

conference and a top 10 finish national y in 

Perform to a toa 3 athletTc -ankin~ in the 

conference and a top 10 ranking qationally in 

each sport. 



We will lead in all that we do. Align~ent 

Academ cs, Athletics & Align ou~ operations to [ulfill the rnission of 

Administration university. 

Academic Achievement 

Athletic PerForrnance 

Administrative Engagement 



Objective 2: Build stronger relationships within the university community. 

Objective 3: Actively shape the future of college athletics. 



Objective 6: Develop student-athletes for a life of success beyond athletics, 



D. Emphasize and support the importance of professional development and self-improvement. 

Objective 9: Win championships. 

A. State an ultimate goal to win championships in ever~ sport. 



C. Define staff roles clearly for excellent staff interaction. 

D, EncouraGe open communication between all units and management levels, 

E. Encourage innovation by soliciting and celebrating new ideas at all levels and across business 

units. 

R Establish a coordinated informatien-gathering effort to track pregress. 











Strawman Revised Strategy Statements (draft) 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneu.ship 



Mission (draft) 

"Partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ Bring resources, ideas, and energy to 

accelerate other initiatives 

¯ New, big, research based ideas that lead 

to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue new and creative 

endeavors that target important needs; we 

uphold a co~nmitment to integrity and 

impact 



elevate North Carolina as a global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship~ 



Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of" matching dollars Lo invested funds 

Number of students, staff, faculty, alumni, 

e~trepreneurs, venture capitalists and North 

Carolina citizens benefitting from efforts 

Completion of prioritized activities and quality 

assessment 









On 

Leaders at Texas energy institute resign amid 
controversy 
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"The G~e Is Changing..,.Expect GREATness! 



















Mhmtes of the Facu[t~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday~ December 12, 2012, 2:30 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain AguiIar, Becca Battaglini, C]audio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
COS~Le Cooper, JD I)eFreese, Diane Gruff. Kex’in Guskiewicz [ony Hackney, Elizabeth 
tIedgpeth, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marly Pomer~n~z, Bill Prentice, Eric R}an, Sherry 
Salyer. Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields. Abhie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, Richard 
Southall, Debby Stmman, Robert Turner, arid Denise Cu~in, EXSS manager 

Members absent: Efianne Weight 

1. Mim~tes of November 14, 2012 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Troy Blackburn seconded to approve the minmes 
All in Payor and approved 

d 

g 
h 
i 

Kevin Guskiewicz extended thanks to faculty, staff and students for their 

participation in the department’s ChPstmas Giving Prqject 
Blackboard will shut down Dec 31 
CCIComputerUp~ades Victor Anderson 

No charge fo~ standard ’tiny" desktop with 22 inch monitor; additional cost 
for other options Deployment will occurin March 2013 
Interactive Prqiectors Victor Anderson 

Instead of Sma~ Boards, we ha~e decided to purchase interactive projectors 
lbr the conl~rence rooms We will purchase one prqjector which Victor 
demo at fl~e January faculty meeting flit meets our needs, we v, dll purchase 
an additional four projectors 
EXSS Zone~evin Guskiewicz 
Current issue is about 93% complete Still need to get more infom~ation to 
Amy TUI’LS 
We submitied our revi sions m the depalXmem’s policies on faculty personnel 
actions to the Dean’s Office on December 5 
EXSS Holiday Social at the Guskiev, dczs’ Fri, Dec 14, 5:30 pm 
Tony ltackney thanked the faculty for conducting peer teaching evaluations 
Denise Currin with the exception of Rams Head (open from 12 to 3 
12/17-12/21); all EXSS facilities will be closed from Sat, Dec 15t~’ througb 

Tues, Jan [ If" you come to Fetzer during this time, you will need to enter the 
front lobby using your keys 
Congratulations and toast to Kevin in his promotion to Senior Associate Dean 



CAS Syllabus Guidelines Kevin Guskiewicz 
Attachments previously distributed by email: 

* Faculty Council Resolution 2012-1 I On Guidelines for Course Sy]labi; 
,, Instructor Guidelines for Course Syllabi and Class Blogs (11/29/12 letter 

flom Bobb[ Owens); 
, Statement on dm Contents of a Course Syllabus (The Undergraduate 

Bulletin); 
BlogWow{:Help 

Be very carefl~l about Grade Change Forms 
Kevin will check to see ira theses course falls under these guidelines 
Diane suggested to faculty tbat they include al] requirements on theb sy]labi 
Sbe~y encouraged faculty to put "UNC-Chapel Hill" on their syllabi (will help 
students who trans£)r elsewhere in obtaining trans£~r credit at the other 
institution) 

CAS Campaign case statements (see Template attachment) Kevin 
Gusklewlcz 

Ibe College of Arts and Sciences is estab]ishing priorities for tbe I~ nive~ sity"s 
next capital campaign and has requested that all depa~ments and units create a 
briefcase statement highli.,~ting their unit’s top three funding priorities The 
College has provided a Campaign Case Statement template for departments to 
complete and return to the Dean’s office by Ma*ch 1, 2013 Kevin has asked 
Troy to lead us in this endeavor 

Shannon Kennedy is the new Senior Associate l)ean for Development in the 
College She replaces Jalmee May who has resigned Kevin will ttT to arrange 
for Shannon and ?m~anda Kuruc, the Development OItlce’s depm~ment comact 
for EXSS, to attend a faculty meeting this Spring 

Claudio announced that Get REAL & HEEL will be added as a program in the 
Comprehensive Care Support Program (CCSP) under the UNC Lineberger 
Comprehensive cancer center and will receive ~nding support to otT-set the 
operational costs of the program 

SAS Accreditation Student Learning Outcomes Ed Shields 

Each t’al] since 2006 the College has required each unit to submit its annual 
assessment of student learning outcomes This year, departments could elect to 
submit their 2011-2012 report by December 7, 2012, or, to combine assessments 
for 20 [ 1 / 12 and for 2012/[ 3 in a single report to be submitted by December 6, 
2013 We have chosen tbe Dec 2013 repotling option and Sbeny and Ed will be 
contactingfacultyt’orinformadon Ourgoalistocompletethe l’;tyearrepon 

(2011-2012) by the end ofFeb and then work on the 2012-2013 assessment Ed 
will send the t’aculty a copy of the 2010/] I report for reference 



6. Curriculum CommRtee Actions--Sherry Salyer 

EXSS 380 pre-req change 
Changes in the EXSS-Fitness Professional track 

The EXS S Independent Study application is undergolng a sllght 

a. EXSS 380 pre-req changes to EXSS 380 (submitted by Troy Blackburn) 

Ihe cmTent pre-reqs for EX SS 380 are to have declared as a major and be 
junior slams Troy would like to make passing anatomy a requirement, 
similar to 376 and 385 

We currently have an enormous backlog fo~ ~80 each spring While the 
class is typically capped at 55 students, enrollments the past two springs 
bare been 93 and 84, and there will be more than 90 students enrolled in 
spring 20 ] 3 This high enro]ment ] s due to the necessity to add 20 I 
seniors graduating in May who need the course to fulfill gTaduation 
requirenlents Some students pass anatomy when tbey are sophomores or 
even i]*eshmen By allowing students to enroll in 380 earlier in their 

M m z ng tl e 8 semester backup for tl s course ~vould a) *aake the 
class size smaller and improve instruction, and b) minimize tile leve] of 
frustration expressed by ollr nl~ioI S regarding em olhnent 

Effective date: Bulletin dale t’~r inclusion: 2014-2015 

The Curriculum Committee approves alld suggests the depa~ment approve 

Motion made and seconded to approve additiona] pre-req ~ equirement for EXSS 

Vote: All in favor and appro~ ed 

b. Changes in the EXSS-FP track (submitted by Alain Agnilar) 
(Kevin wi]l check to see if this has to go tin ough the Administrative Board) 

Course Credit Change 
For action: Approve a credit increase fbr EXSS 425 (Practicum in 
Physical Fitness and Wellness): 



Increase to 3 academic credit hours for 240-300 hours of experience; 
currently is a ~-2 variable c~edit course 
This is approx I credit per 100 hours 

o This is less than EXSS AT Clinical Experience (1 credit for 

200 hours) 

c This is more than ~’peer" and ’NC" institutions {I credi~ for ,40- 

50 bouts) 
This is similar ~o EXSS SA Field Experience (1 credi~ for 100 

hours) 
We would eliminate the 1 or 2 credi~ bout option 

Originally, when the FP was developed, 425 had to be pared down to 
accommodate the credit mandates ot’the Admin Board Even though, 
at that time a student could E[.EC | to take up to 40 hours in their 
major (EXSS prefixed classes), the Admin Board balked at 
REQUIRING 40 Things had to be cu~one place to do it was 
credits for the practicum 

Effective date: Bulletin date %r inclusion: 2014-2015; credit change 
could possibly start in fall 2013 

FOR VOTE The Curriculum Committee approves and suggests the department approve 

Recommendation made to amend the action as follows: 

Motion to approve as amended and seconded 
Vote: 24 yes; 1 opposed 

"’minimum of 300 hours 

e. Limit numbers of EXSS-FP majors 
For action: Institute an application process 

o Rationale: to manage limited resources and improve education quality 
to select students 

~z Proposed application process: 

Apply Fall semester ofJtmior yea~ 

Recommended overall GPA of 2 75 

Admission Requirements: Bio 101/L or Chem 101/L, EXSS 

175, and EXSS 276 
¯ Must earn a ’B" average for these classes 
¯ May be taking 276 during the time of application 

~, Personal Statement 

© Observation Hours 

5 hours of observation with a local fitness p~ofessiona] 

© Recommendation |’o~m flom Fit*ross P~ofessiona] they 

observed 



Consider admitting 20 students per year 

Effective date: Bulletin date tl, r inclusion: 2014-2015; Should 
probably start with those entering in fall 2013 as first years 

FOR VOTE. The Cuiliculum Committee approves and suggests the department approve 

Motion moved and seconded 

Vote: 24 yes, I abstention 

Kevin will check u, hether this decision has to go through the Administrative 
boasd 

Recommendations Kevin asked that we take a closer look at the remai~der of 
the docurnent at the InnualT t~aculty meedng 

Faculty Searches 

a Athletic Trainin~Human Anatomy Ioe Myers 
16 applicants; 5 phone interviewed; hallowed down to 2 candidates to propose to 
the Paculty for campus visits (cv’s dist~b~ted [br f~.culty to review) with 2 othels 

to visit if needed Looking at setting the inter~qews up for Jan ]6-]8 and Jan 22- 
24 

b Sports EpidemiologegtResearch and Statistical Methods Dafin Padua 
will hold phone interviews for 4 candidates on Jan 8 ai~d bopelidly bare a 
recommendation t’or on-campus interviews at the Innuary faculty meeting 

c Directo,, Campus Recreation Ed Shields 
701 applicants held telephone interviews with 8; committee is meeting 
tomorrow to determine 3 or 4 candidates to in~ite for imerviews 

8. Process for Chair Selection 

Kevin would like to hear from ~Sculty who would be interested in sep, dng on the 
CNC committee (5 members) Please let him kmow by Friday if you would like to 
serve on the committee; he would like to have the committee in place by Monday 

We have the option of an Interim Chair for one-year the Dean wonld appoint the 

Interim Chair However, Kevin and Mike Cfirarnins believe that we hax, e 
sufficient time to identit)~ and appoint a permanent Cha0 Ihe College most often 
appoints Full Professors, but Associate Professors who are on a traiectow for 
promotion to Full Professor a*e considered viable candidates 

Chair Nominating (omnlittee Procedui es document Kevin’s goal is to have 



someone identified by the March t:aculty meeting for recommendation to the 
Dean 

Blyth Lecture~Jasou Mihalik 

The cormnittee received 15-16 recomme*~datior~s for the 2013 Blyth Lecturer and 
narrowed the list to those who were 
Top 2                                      Kevin will contact them 

110. Flipping the Classroom Meredith Petschauer 

II. 

Facul~y can contac~ the Center for Facuhy Excellence if interested Meredith feels 
her class this semester was a success with her students scoring about ,I percentage 
points bighe~ than in p~ evious semeste~ s 

Massive Open Ouline Courses (MOOCs) classes Kevln Gusklewicz 

The availability of these courses has grown tremendous]y over the past yea*, 
allowing individuals fiom all over the world to have fiee access to the intellectual 
resources of many universities So tSr, the maiority of MOOCs have been 

non-credit continuing ed ucation "rhe Provost has asked that the University 
explore the opportunities and challenges associated with MOOCs Faculty 
interested in submitting a proposal may contact Carol T~eso]i*~i ~egarding 
resources available on campus Kevin asked faculty ~o read fl~e I 1/26/2012 memo 

fi-om the Provost and we u, ill talk more about this later 

The meeting adjourned at 4:50 pm 

Tenured facully remained to discuss personnel actions 

Nrfinutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C Curtin 

The ne~vt fitculty meeting will be held ~Vedne~day, Jmmary 16, 2~H 3 at 2:30 pm in 
Fetzer 201. 



Mhmtes of the Facu[t~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday~ December 12, 2012, 2:30 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain AguiIar, Becca Battaglini, C]audio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
COS~Le Cooper, JD I)eFreese, Diane Gruff. Kex’in Guskiewicz [ony Hackney, Elizabeth 
tIedgpeth, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marly Pomer~n~z, Bill Prentice, Eric R}an, Sherry 
Salyer. Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields. Abhie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, Richard 
Southall, Debby Stmman, Robert Turner, arid Denise Cu~in, EXSS manager 

Members absent: Efianne Weight 

Mim~tes of November 14, 2012 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Troy Blackburn seconded to approve the minmes 
All in Payor and approved 

d 

g 
h 
i 

Kevin Guskiewicz extended thanks to faculty, staff and students for their 

participation in the department’s ChPstmas Giving Prqject 
Blackboard will shut down Dec 31 
CCIComputerUp~ades Victor Anderson 

No charge fo~ standard ’tiny" desktop with 22 inch monitor; additional cost 
for other options Deployment will occurin March 2013 
Interactive Prqiectors Victor Anderson 

Instead of Sma~ Boards, we ha~e decided to purchase interactive projectors 
lbr the conl~rence rooms We will purchase one prqjector which Victor 
demo at fl~e January faculty meeting flit meets our needs, we v, dll purchase 
an additional four projectors 
EXSS Zone~evin Guskiewicz 
Current issue is about 93% complete Still need to get more infom~ation to 
Amy TUI’LS 
We submitied our revi sions m the depalXmem’s policies on faculty personnel 
actions to the Dean’s Office on December 5 
EXSS Holiday Social at the Guskiev, dczs’ Fri, Dec 14, 5:30 pm 
Tony ltackney thanked the faculty for conducting peer teaching evaluations 
Denise Currin with the exception of Rams Head (open from 12 to 3 
12/17-12/21); all EXSS facilities will be closed from Sat, Dec 15t~’ througb 

Tues, Jan [ If" you come to Fetzer during this time, you will need to enter the 
front lobby using your keys 
Congratulations and toast to Kevin in his promotion to Senior Associate Dean 



CAS Syllabus Guidelines Kevin Guskiewicz 
Attachments previously distributed by email: 

* Faculty Council Resolution 2012-1 I On Guidelines for Course Sy]labi; 
,, Instructor Guidelines for Course Syllabi and Class Blogs (11/29/12 letter 

flom Bobb[ Owens); 
, Statement on dm Contents of a Course Syllabus (The Undergraduate 

Bulletin); 
BlogWow{:Help 

Be very carefl~l about Grade Change Forms 
Kevin will check to see ira theses course falls under these guidelines 
Diane suggested to faculty tbat they include al] requirements on theb sy]labi 
Sbe~y encouraged faculty to put "UNC-Chapel Hill" on their syllabi (will help 
students who trans£)r elsewhere in obtaining trans£~r credit at the other 
institution) 

CAS Campaign case statements (see Template attachment) Kevin 
Gusklewlcz 

Ibe College of Arts and Sciences is estab]ishing priorities for tbe I~ nive~ sity"s 
next capital campaign and has requested that all depa~ments and units create a 
briefcase statement highli.,~ting their unit’s top three funding priorities The 
College has provided a Campaign Case Statement template for departments to 
complete and return to the Dean’s office by Ma*ch 1, 2013 Kevin has asked 
Troy to lead us in this endeavor 

Shannon Kennedy is the new Senior Associate l)ean for Development in the 
College She replaces Jalmee May who has resigned Kevin will ttT to arrange 
for Shannon and ?m~anda Kuruc, the Development OItlce’s depm~ment comact 
for EXSS, to attend a faculty meeting this Spring 

Claudio announced that Get REAL & HEEL will be added as a program in the 
Comprehensive Care Support Program (CCSP) under the UNC Lineberger 
Comprehensive cancer center and will receive ~nding support to otT-set the 
operational costs of the program 

SAS Accreditation Student Learning Outcomes Ed Shields 

Each t’al] since 2006 the College has required each unit to submit its annual 
assessment of student learning outcomes This year, departments could elect to 
submit their 2011-2012 report by December 7, 2012, or, to combine assessments 
for 20 [ 1 / 12 and for 2012/[ 3 in a single report to be submitted by December 6, 
2013 We have chosen tbe Dec 2013 repotling option and Sbeny and Ed will be 
contactingfacultyt’orinformadon Ourgoalistocompletethe l’;tyearrepon 

(2011-2012) by the end ofFeb and then work on the 2012-2013 assessment Ed 
will send the t’aculty a copy of the 2010/] I report for reference 



6. Curriculum CommRtee Actions--Sherry Salyer 

EXSS 380 pre-req change 
Changes in the EXSS-Fitness Professional track 

The EXS S Independent Study application is undergolng a sllght 

a. EXSS 380 pre-req changes to EXSS 380 (submitted by Troy Blackburn) 

Ihe cmTent pre-reqs for EX SS 380 are to have declared as a major and be 
junior slams Troy would like to make passing anatomy a requirement, 
similar to 376 and 385 

We currently have an enormous backlog fo~ ~80 each spring While the 
class is typically capped at 55 students, enrollments the past two springs 
bare been 93 and 84, and there will be more than 90 students enrolled in 
spring 20 ] 3 This high enro]ment ] s due to the necessity to add 20 I 
seniors graduating in May who need the course to fulfill gTaduation 
requirenlents Some students pass anatomy when tbey are sophomores or 
even i]*eshmen By allowing students to enroll in 380 earlier in their 

M m z ng tl e 8 semester backup for tl s course ~vould a) *aake the 
class size smaller and improve instruction, and b) minimize tile leve] of 
frustration expressed by ollr nl~ioI S regarding em olhnent 

Effective date: Bulletin dale t’~r inclusion: 2014-2015 

The Curriculum Committee approves alld suggests the depa~ment approve 

Motion made and seconded to approve additiona] pre-req ~ equirement for EXSS 

Vote: All in favor and appro~ ed 

b. Changes in the EXSS-FP track (submitted by Alain Agnilar) 
(Kevin wi]l check to see if this has to go tin ough the Administrative Board) 

Course Credit Change 
For action: Approve a credit increase fbr EXSS 425 (Practicum in 
Physical Fitness and Wellness): 



Increase to 3 academic credit hours for 240-300 hours of experience; 
currently is a ~-2 variable c~edit course 
This is approx I credit per 100 hours 

o This is less than EXSS AT Clinical Experience (1 credit for 

200 hours) 

c This is more than ~’peer" and ’NC" institutions {I credi~ for ,40- 

50 bouts) 
This is similar ~o EXSS SA Field Experience (1 credi~ for 100 

hours) 
We would eliminate the 1 or 2 credi~ bout option 

Originally, when the FP was developed, 425 had to be pared down to 
accommodate the credit mandates ot’the Admin Board Even though, 
at that time a student could E[.EC | to take up to 40 hours in their 
major (EXSS prefixed classes), the Admin Board balked at 
REQUIRING 40 Things had to be cu~one place to do it was 
credits for the practicum 

Effective date: Bulletin date %r inclusion: 2014-2015; credit change 
could possibly start in fall 2013 

FOR VOTE The Curriculum Committee approves and suggests the department approve 

Recommendation made to amend the action as follows: 

Motion to approve as amended and seconded 
Vote: 24 yes; 1 opposed 

"’minimum of 300 hours 

e. Limit numbers of EXSS-FP majors 
For action: Institute an application process 

o Rationale: to manage limited resources and improve education quality 
to select students 

~z Proposed application process: 

Apply Fall semester ofJtmior yea~ 

Recommended overall GPA of 2 75 

Admission Requirements: Bio 101/L or Chem 101/L, EXSS 

175, and EXSS 276 
¯ Must earn a ’B" average for these classes 
¯ May be taking 276 during the time of application 

~, Personal Statement 

© Observation Hours 

5 hours of observation with a local fitness p~ofessiona] 

© Recommendation |’o~m flom Fit*ross P~ofessiona] they 

observed 



Consider admitting 20 students per year 

Effective date: Bulletin date tl, r inclusion: 2014-2015; Should 
probably start with those entering in fall 2013 as first years 

FOR VOTE. The Cuiliculum Committee approves and suggests the department approve 

Motion moved and seconded 

Vote: 24 yes, I abstention 

Kevin will check u, hether this decision has to go through the Administrative 
boasd 

Recommendations Kevin asked that we take a closer look at the remai~der of 
the docurnent at the InnualT t~aculty meedng 

Faculty Searches 

a Athletic Trainin~Human Anatomy Ioe Myers 
16 applicants; 5 phone interviewed; hallowed down to 2 candidates to propose to 
the Paculty for campus visits (cv’s dist~b~ted [br f~.culty to review) with 2 othels 

to visit if needed Looking at setting the inter~qews up for Jan ]6-]8 and Jan 22- 
24 

b Sports EpidemiologegtResearch and Statistical Methods Dafin Padua 
will hold phone interviews for 4 candidates on Jan 8 ai~d bopelidly bare a 
recommendation t’or on-campus interviews at the Innuary faculty meeting 

c Directo,, Campus Recreation Ed Shields 
701 applicants held telephone interviews with 8; committee is meeting 
tomorrow to determine 3 or 4 candidates to in~ite for imerviews 

8. Process for Chair Selection 

Kevin would like to hear from ~Sculty who would be interested in sep, dng on the 
CNC committee (5 members) Please let him kmow by Friday if you would like to 
serve on the committee; he would like to have the committee in place by Monday 

We have the option of an Interim Chair for one-year the Dean wonld appoint the 

Interim Chair However, Kevin and Mike Cfirarnins believe that we hax, e 
sufficient time to identit)~ and appoint a permanent Cha0 Ihe College most often 
appoints Full Professors, but Associate Professors who are on a traiectow for 
promotion to Full Professor a*e considered viable candidates 

Chair Nominating (omnlittee Procedui es document Kevin’s goal is to have 



someone identified by the March t:aculty meeting for recommendation to the 
Dean 

Blyth Lecture~Jasou Mihalik 

The cormnittee received 15-16 recomme*~datior~s for the 2013 Blyth Lecturer and 

narrowed the list to those who were 
Top 2                                      Kevin will contact them 

110. Flipping the Classroom Meredith Petschauer 

II. 

Facul~y can contac~ the Center for Facuhy Excellence if interested Meredith feels 
her class this semester was a success with her students scoring about ,I percentage 
points bighe~ than in p~ evious semeste~ s 

Massive Open Ouline Courses (MOOCs) classes Kevln Gusklewicz 

The availability of these courses has grown tremendous]y over the past yea*, 
allowing individuals fiom all over the world to have fiee access to the intellectual 
resources of many universities So tSr, the maiority of MOOCs have been 

non-credit continuing ed ucation "rhe Provost has asked that the University 
explore the opportunities and challenges associated with MOOCs Faculty 
interested in submitting a proposal may contact Carol T~eso]i*~i ~egarding 
resources available on campus Kevin asked faculty ~o read fl~e I 1/26/2012 memo 

fi-om the Provost and we u, ill talk more about this later 

The meeting adjourned at 4:50 pm 

Tenured facully remained to discuss personnel actions 

Nrfinutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C Curtin 

The ne~vt fitculty meeting will be held ~Vedne~day, Jmmary 16, 2~H 3 at 2:30 pm in 
Fetzer 201. 









VOEUNTEERS ~’ANTED TO ASSIST ~,rlTH A BALANCE 
EXERCISE CLASS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS 

Fuesdays and Fhursday IO=ll am, 

The Seymour Ce~tter (Senior Center) i~t Chapel Hill, with support of he UNC Division ol Physical 
Therapy, offers a balance exercise class to older adults who have poor balance or who are 
concerned about their balance. Classes are t~n]ght Tues and Thurs 10-11am for 12 weeks by a PT 
and a Certified Personal Training who have been trained to conduct this evidence-based program. 
We have been teaching these classes for the past 3 years and our goal is to decrease the risk of 
l~lling in older adults. The exercises IBcus on improving strength, balance, and attention capacity. 
A key component of the program is that we increase task difficulty and complexiD’ over the course 
of the 1 2-week program so that we are challenging participant balance abilities. 

To provide these challenges in a safe environment we recruit volunteers to assist the class 
instructors. We want vohmteers who enjoy working with senim’s, can commit to at least mm 
class a week, and preferable have some background with exercise. 

Volunteer responsibilities: 

Willing to corm’nit to this 12- week exercise session, Please check your schedule. You can 
choose T or Th, both are not required, but possible. 
We use 3-4 volunteers pet" class depe~tding on class size (max n=15) 
Arrive 5-10 minutes before class 
Help set up exercise room if needed 
Spot senior participants for safety. You may be assigt~ed to one or two participants who 
have a greater risk fbr falli~tg. 
Assist senior participants with individual exercise. Sometimes the participants don’t quite 
understand the exercise, are not using good technique, and/or do not heat" well. 
Provide cues and participant encouragement 
Itelp distribute exercise bands, weights, stepping blocks, etc 
’Fake roll each class 
You may assist with leading portions of the class. Please let the instructor kamw if this is 
your goal. 
M~st important, be positive, friendly, a~d smile. Tbe s~cial eamaraderie is as 
important as the exercise and it effects attendance 

For more information_please contact the instructors: 

Charron Andrews, PT cfat~drexvg4z)emnil.unc.edt~ 
NanW Alton, CPT ,       @embarqmMl.com 



Directions: Seymonr Center (senior center)- 2551 Homestead Road - Chapel 
Hill, 27516 -Phone 968-2070 Free parking is available behind the building, 

From Franklin Street in downtown Chapel Hill take Martin Luther King Jr. 
Bird/Historic Airport Road north for approximately 4 miles turn lef~ onto 
Homestead Road and proceed for about ,3 of a mile. The new fhcility will be on the 
hill on your left (2 story glass). 

From 1-40 E/W (Exit 266) proceed south on Martin Luther King Jr. BlvdiHistoric 
Airport Road for approxhnately 3 miles. Following MLK, Jr. glvd/Hist. Airport Road 
soath through 5 stoplights (not counting the lights at 1-40), tam right onto 
Homestead road and proceed for about .3 mile. 



The Universib/of Noi[h Calolina at Chapel Hill, 
Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell: 

The Unive~si[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Carolina Spot[ Business Club 

Cell: 





CSBC Executive Meeting - 

1, Semester Leadership Structure 

+ Appreciation: Order of the Golden Eleece 

II. Meeting ~chedute 

~ Set day vs, best available? 

CSBC Celebra{~on Week 
C unningham 

HL ~ebsite Updates 

I~ Social Media 

- Need two speakers plus Bubba 

Twitter 
Facebook 
Other? 

K Possibte Speaker~’ Skype or On-site? 

Spiracle Media 
Livis Freeman (4 Our Fans, Inc.) 
Jim Tanner (Williams & Eonnolly LI,P) --- agent 
Hubert [)avis (UNC Assistant Coach) 
Smart Scott (ESPN) 

Martina Ballen (1JNC Athletics CFO) 
Bubba Cunningham (UNC AD) 
Kris Aman (Nike) 
David Paro (DEEP Alliance) 
Chris Zepkowski TPG Sports Group 
Caroline D’Eng]ere lMGCol[ege 
Kevin York - Charlotte Bobcats, Sales Rep ([INC grad) 
[)avid Paro DEEP Alliance Marketing 
Clayton Somers Wasserman Media Group 
Cindy llensley supervisor) - ConnectTIVITY 
Sports Business journal Representative (i.e., DNC grad, 
Frank Zecca VP of Financial Services at Octagon 
speak) 
*Jason Lucas Sports Reporter at News 14 Carolina 
*TiRhny Black - Social Media Manager at CBSsports,com 
*CJ. Cash - Business Manager at CNN 

heard him 



CSBC Alumni Panel 
Robbi Pickeral ESPN.com/UNC Basketball ESPN Blog writer 
John Spencer- sports agent (represents 
Ronnie Ramos - NCAA Director of New Media 
l~-is Aman Mike, Inc. {VP) 
Eric Montross UNC basketball/sport broadcaster 
Angel Jones - IJNC basketball sport broadcaster 

Tar lied Monthly 

*~Bryan Harris, Managing Partner and CO0 at Taylor Agency 
**joe Favorito, Independent Consultant 
**Mark Waller, NFL {Chief Marketing Officer) 
**Peter O’Reilly, Fan Strategy. and Marketing (VP) 
*=Chris Parsons, NFL International (VP) 
**Lewis Howe& Author (Webinars) 
**Kathy Carter, President of MLS and Soccer United Marketing 
**Jared Battle, Counsel at Arent Fox 
*=David Denenherg, Senior Vice President of I,egal and Business Affairs at 
NBA 
*=James Johnston, partner at Davis and gilbert 
*~Stacey Escudero, VP of Business Public Relations for MSG Sports 
**Todd Melli, VP of Sports and Entertainment Sales l)r MSG Sports 
**Jamie Morningstar, Director of Season Ticket Service and Retention for 
MSG Sports 
**Jared Schoenfeld, Director of Corporate ttospitalily Sales for MSG Sports 
**Brett Stewarg Entreprenuer and Fitness Author 
*~]onathan Blue, Chairman and Managing Director at Blue Equity 
**Carlos Fleming, VP at IMG Talent Management 
**Lou Koskovolis, Senior Vice President of Corporate Sales and Sponsorship 
at MLB 
**Kenny Mitchell, Director oI Sports Marketing at Gatorade 
**Darren Rovell, CNBC Sports Business Reporter 
*=Jamey Sunshine, Senior Vice President of Corporate Partnerships at 
I,agardere Dnlimited 
*=Mark Zablow, Senior Director of Marketing at Platinum Rye 

VL Possible l~oad trips 

Charlotte Motor Speedway ’Four they give garage and pit tours to NASCAR 
corporate clients; We could easily do a Friday afternoon or Saturday morning 
trip; the rates are pretty inexpensive 
NASCAR Hall of Fame Group Tour - can get a customized option on a Friday 



Charlotte Bobcats trip - Contact Kevin York 

kyork@bobcats.com 
TPG Sports Career Conference (Charlotte) - 
http:/iu¢~v,tpgspor tsgroup,com 

SportsBusiness Journal office (Charlotte 

Carolina Hurricanes {Baleigh) 

UNC Kenan Stadium Tour 

Carolina Rai]hawks (Caw) 
Wasserman Media Group (Raleigh) 

Leverage Agency {NYC) 

Durham Bulls (Durham) 
Executive Board Golf Workshop (Finley) 

Sports ]ndustW Ne~vorking and Career (SINC) Conferen ce in Washington, 

DC 

UNC Sport Administration - CSRI Conference 

Possible Projects 

Hoops for Homeless Basketball Tournament 
Sport Business Symposium (Suggested by Mr Sturner) 
Collaboration with 1JCS for a Sports Marketing Night 
Zumba Event 

Sports Trivia Fundraiser 

- 5:30 p.m.) 

VIII, Sponsor Support 

1. MSBA- 
2. Bank of America 
3. Realistic C omputing, Inc. 
4. EXSS 

Other - 











Exercise and 





















































Profs are not your friends nor your parerds! Manage your expecla’~[o~)s 

Fdends and classmates - futuce employer and/or employee. Choose wisely! 









Te: Mark Little <Mark Litt e@keilan flakier.uric edu>, @kenan fla~ler.unc.edu>, @kenan 
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Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

~VItERE WE STAND 

OUR PROEESS 



Nearly 30 years ago~ a seed was F~lanted -- The 
Ke~ar~ Institute of Private Enterprise 

Initial ~lission (~ 985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and cor’nmercial 
communib/of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



The importance o[ research universities Js 
increasingly clear 

America is driven by innovation 

Today. our Nation’s primary source of new knowledge and skilled 

"Startups aren’t everything when it comes to job growth. They’re 

Federal support for research at universities is consolidating 



Benchrnarked institutions a~e investing in 
entrepreneurial partnerships 

Common characteristics 

Transformative visions 

Collaborative efforts across 
"whole university" & region 

Integration with 
entrepreneurs, government 
& pPivate sector 

"Academic offerings to meet the needs of 
industry including those in business, 
engineering, health sciences, and computer 

science--will be offered, tailored to the demands 
of the local economy," 



North Carolina has unique opportunities 

THE RESEARCH 

North Carolina is the 9th most populous state (9~5M) 

,, We will be the 7~h most populous state by 2030 

North Carolina has a large rural population 
3.2M, 2~d o~ly to Texas, but our percentage is higher 

Divemilication of funds; indusll¥ pa~lne~ships 



North Carolina receives significant federal 
research fundin9 

208 NC A&T 

221 UNC Greensboro 

22g UNC CharloIIe 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research E×penditures I~er New Patent Application 
FY 201 l 



UNC-CWs is above average in research 
dollars per techr~ology transfer employee 



FY 2011 



Three NC universities are above average in 
research expenditures from private industry 

% of Total Research E×pendltures from Industrial Relations 
FY 201 ] 



NC is lagging in Venture Capital Irlvestment 

Venture Capital Investment and Number of Deals by State* 
FY 2012 

240 



U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index 

births per person) 



Why can’t Wilmington be the "San Diego" of the East coast? 
Satellite labs at UNC W? 

Why can’t we combine the financial strength ofCharlotte with the 
technology of RTP? 

THE RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE PARK 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



NC Economic Development / What 

Why can’t NC point to more breakout successes? 

~ ~l ~.sas 

Why can’t we develop technology solutions for challenges of Eastern NC? 
Applied research agenda 

As of 20]0, NC has ]0M hogs, most located in eastern NC 
How can the land be made more product 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Success will come if we work together 

Add a value chain 



We have been developing our strategy since 
September 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 
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Purpose, vision and priorities for Kenan 
Institute of Private Enterprise 

Values 
We are a par[net for innovative 

en[reoreneurship 

To e evate North Caro ina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurshfp 

Priorities 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurship 

Expand MultT University Research TranslatToq 

Leverage Intellectual Cap tal ;or 

NC Economic Development 



Latest Strategy Statements (draft) 
Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carol na as a global 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurshfp 

Expand Multi-University Research [ransiation 

Lever’age Ir~tellecLual Caoital for 

NC Economic Develooment 22 



Mission (draft) 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ One of many 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 



Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 



Examples of ’~impact-dial~’ 

U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton ReviewE ship Ranking 



Priorities (d~aft) 



201 6 Objectives (draft) 

2016 Objective C~biective Level Metrics 

¯ #of newc~oss university partnerships 



AC responcled positively to mission statements 
with stror~g suppott of all initiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

Great. Crisp, cleal, concise coIIpelling. 

[hanks to all of you for leadingt~is:]lan~ing process It’salead~ tearing momentum above and 
beyon~ itsexplcit panning functio~ I~ravoand brava~" 

Clear, focused, a d ac am~ion fo patne~sbp 
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Agenda 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE i 

OBJECTIVE 2 

O]~JECT[VE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overal[~ AC responded positively with stror~g 
support of all initiatives 

81% 

I00% 



For 
Initiative 5 - 88~ agree or strongly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter university collaboration 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



For example: 
Initiative 8 - 89~ agree or strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entFepreneurs 

,’~ Support public,’private venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing small business 
advising senzices and consulting 
firms to communicate offerings 

Survey Results 

Qu alitative Feedback 
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Next Steps 

For us: 
Finalize Plan 

Communication Plan 

Reorganize KIPE to reflect this 

For you: 

Feedback still welcome 
Let us know about how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 
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Appendix 

Tack Force Members 

Full survey and results 

KILF benchmark report 

Additional strategic planning analysis 



Task Force embers 



Our Task Force ~ep~esem~s diffe~en~ views,. 

joe DeSimone Director of Kenan Institute 

jean Elia University and Business School 

ZHaroon, MD/Ph.D Institute Nanomedicine start up formation 

f homas Stith Economic development 

Ted Zoller Entrepteneurship 



The Task Force includes K[PE leaders and 
advisors.., 

Ted Z. 

jean E. 

Deborah S. 



staff and students 

Cynthia R. ¯ 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
C~mp~ School of Medicine 
Lowry Caudill, ROT and professor in Shelley Earp, Director LCCC 

the minor Bill Roper, Dean~ VC Medical Affairs 

Office of the Chanceffor 
Ilolden Thorp, Chancellor 

School of Iournalism 
Susan King, Dean 

Jim Dean, Dean 
Jack Evans, Professor Emeritus 
Dennis Whittle, EIR 

Bob Blouin, Dean 

S~hoo~ of Public Health 
Barbara Rimer, Dean 
(lulie MacMillan, designee) 

Colleqe of Ar~s and Sciences 

Office of Research 

Barbara Entwisle, VC of Research 

JackJ ResnJck, Director~ Office of 
Research Development 

4S 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

KIPE BOT members 
Agnes Beane 
Amit Singh, CEO, Spectraforce 
Ping Fu, CEO, Geomagic 

North Carolina State University 

Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, 
William R. Kenan, jr. Institute for 

Engirleering, Technology and Science 

Randy Avent, Professor & AVC for 

Research 

Research Trianqle Institute 
E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Trianale Foundation 
Bob Geolas, President and CEO 
Dick Daugherty, Board Member 

Rex Hea~thc&re 
David Strong, President 

Reqional Entrepreneurs 
Neal Fowler, CEO, Liquidia 
Bill Starling, CEO, Synecor 
Joe Davy, CEO, Buystand 
Jud Bowman, CEO, Appia 
Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Venture 
Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 

ChristySchaffer, Venture Partner Hatteras 

Bob Ingrain, General Partner, Hatteras 

Brent jones, Northgate Capital 

Charles MerrJtt, founder, Parish Capital 

Governor Beverly Perdue 
Don Hobart, Chief Advisor for Business & 
Economic Development, Office oF Governor 
Perdue 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

Duke Universit~ 
Eric Toone, Principal Deputy Director of 

the Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Energy(ARPA E);injanuary2013, 

assumes the Directorship of Duke 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

Initiative 

Susan Casey, Richard j Casey Foundation 

Baker McKenzie 

Marc Paul 

Kevin O’Brien 



Our strategic plan process is driven by 
members of the Kenan-----Flager Business School 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous concerns voiced by AC 



The AC completed a survey providing feedback 
on strategy statemer]ts and initiative 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked each initiative’s potential 
impact arId provided commentar,f feec~back 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked eacb initiative’s potential 
impact and provided commentary feedback 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked eacb initiative’s potential 
impact and provided commentary feedback 

Ways to engage AC 





Initiative 1 received 88% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

Reformat glaphs, add in source and N value, pull frorn objective 2 and 3 as examples to walk them thlough to [lave less 

UNC-cen~ric add slide o findustry % of expenditure 



initiative 2 received ~2% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC CH 
technology 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



Initiative 3 received 100% support 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

57 



st on.gly agree 

Initiative 4: IdentiFy and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Align with UNC Board of Governors and 
UNC CH strategic planning 

Advocate fm Applied Physical Sciences 
Department 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 





Initiative 5 received 88%0 of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter university collaboration 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



initiative 6 received 76% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 6: Support structural 
in[egra[ion between universities 

~L Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

helps increase ~mpact of brNC system 

Su~eyResults 

Qualitative Feedback 



initiative 7 received 82% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities 
for students to collaborate 
across universities 

with other universities 

Create multi disciplinary / multi 
university entrepreneurial STAR 
projects 

Advocate for connecting 
mechanisms (e.g. video 
conferencing, bus, etc.) 

related to entrepreneurship (e.g. 
competitions, conferences, etc.) 

Survey Results 

]2 

Qualitative Feedback 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



initiative 8 received 89% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entrepreneurs 

,’~ Support public/private venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing srrlall busirless 
advising sepzices and consulting 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



initiative 9 received 66% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 9: Develop Eastern North 
Carolina think tank to support 
economic development 

Explore large scale, tech based 
opportunines (e.g. biofuels, hog 
waste to energy, etc.) 

Develop applied research on 
barriers to development (eg. port 
infrastructure, hog lagoons, tax 
incentives, wor kforce preparedness) 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



UNC--CH~s research expenditures from federal sources 
(approx~ $554~) is below average 

Research Expendlturesfrom FederalSources 
FY2011 



UNC-CH total research expenditures (approx. $7G2 M) is 
below average 

Total Research Exl~endltures 
FY 201 l 

Avg 114B uric 762 M 



A look at the 
diversification of our 

funding sources 



The percent of UNC-,,-CH’s research expenditures from 
federal sources (73~g) is above average 

100% % of Total Research Expenditures from Federal Sources 
.... FY 201 1 



The percent of UNC-CH’s research expenditures from 
industrial relations (4%) is below average 

% of Total Research E×pendltures from Industrial Kelatlons 
~20ll 



FY 2011 



The percent of UNC-CH’s [icer~se income from total 
research expenditures (~2%) is below average 



A look at our investment 
Technology Transfer 
Office (TTO) staff 



UNC-,,CH’s numbe~ of FTEs in TTO at UNC-,,CH (1 3) is 
below average 



UNC-CH’s research expenditures per FTE in TTO (~$59 M) 
is above average 

Total Research Exl~el~dltures per FTE 11~ TTO 
FY 201 l 



~. look at the number of 
patent appi~c_t~ons and 
start-ups generate 



The ~umber of UNC-CH’s new paten~ applications (65) is 
below average 

Total New U.S. Patent Applications 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH’s number of F~atents issued (33) is below average 

Total U.S, Patents Issued 
FY 2011 



UNC-,,CH’s number of start-,,ups formed (7) is below 
average 

Total Start-ups Formed 



A look at our 
effectivenes wi~h 

resources 



UNC-CH’s research expend[t:ures per disclosure (~o$5,4 M) 
is above average 

FY 20| | 



UNC-CWs research expenditures per newly filed patent 
application (approxo $1 4.2 mib is above average 

Total Research Expenditures per New Patent Application 
FY 20| | 

The 2010 version says that it s based on ne~,ly filed patent application, but the d 



UNC-CH’s research expenditures per patent issued 
(~$23,1 M) is above average 

Total Research E×pendltures per Patent Issued 
FY 20| | 



UNC-CWs research expenditure per start-up (- $132 M) is 
below average 

TotaIResearch Expenditures perSta~up 
FY2011 

you lake out U of California Syslem, then UNC is above average 







UNC-CH’s federal research expenditures per new patent 
a I~cat~on (o~$8 5 M) Is above ave~a e 

Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 201 ] 



Poten~zl AItemafive Format - 2x2: 
UNC-CH~s federa ~esearch expenditures per new patent 
application (~$8.5 M) is above average 

700 ¸ Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 20~ ~                ÷ ~ 

Federal Funding                    ~’"’ 

Note U of Californ a System removed far d spla~ pu r~oses 



UNC-CH’s federa.I research expenditures per patent issued 
(-$16 8 M) ~s above avera e 



UNC-CH’s federal research expenditure per start-up 
(~ $80 M) is below average 

Total Federal Funding per Star~-up 
FY 2011 



Percent of start-ups in which UNC-CH holds equity (0%) is 
below avera#e 

100% % of Startups in which University Holds Equity 
FY 20| | 



AUTM FY 2011 offers a wide range of data: 
Do we wan~ addidona; ben~f~ma~’k pomLs? 



We have been strategizin9 to figure out how 
KIPE can su~ort that vision 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMEI’qT$ 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Io elevate North Carolina as a global 
leader iq Tnqovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Create 

NC Economic Develoament           9~ 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous (:on(:erns voi(:ed by AC 

MAKE INTO CHART 



Mission (draft) 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ One of many 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 



Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 



Existing indices may help guide discussion of 
State-wide/! Umvers~t~-w~de ~m~act-d~a[ 
Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton Review E ship Ranking 



Priorities (draft) 

- L~erage crov, d accelerated nnovatio 1 & plug il to global markets. 



201 6 Objectives (draft) 

2016 Objective C~biective Level Metrics 



AC responcled positively to mission statements 
with stror g suppott of all ir itiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

This mission staternent is weak arid unclear. The vision and values are greaf, however The mission statement needs to 

say in one sentence what we strive to do better than anyone in the world, completely agree; many statos/universgies have 

these goals and mission statements however The mission, vision, and rallies slatome~)ls assume thai everyone shares a 

definition of key concepts. It is important to recognize that to most people, entrepreneurs are people who organize, 

manage, and assume the risks of a business (dictionaP~’ definition). I lhink ~,,ou have Peter DnJcker’s definilion in mind, 

i.e., person who searches for change and capitalizes on it as an opportunity. Similarly, with respect to innovation, most 

peopleinterpretthisasthecroaflonorapplicationofsomethingnew Is this what you mean? Thepdoritystatoments 

thclude some current buzz words and phrases You rnight give sorne thought to how this will read five yea~s flora now 

The mission seems to be missing an aclJon element. Specifically, what is it that you aim to do as a partner for innovative 

entrepreneurship? The vision slatoment seems te be more like what I would think of as the mission sta[ement and the 

vision statement should articulate what the result would look like as a result. 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS~ AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Agenda 

INITIATIVES~ ACTIONS~ AND IMPLEMENTATION 
OVERVIEW 

OB1ECTIVE ]. 

OB!~CTW~ 2 
OBJECTIVE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overal[~ AC responded positively with stror~g 
support of all initiatives 

81% 

I00% 





Initiative 1 received 88~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 2 received 82~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC-CH 
technology 

Implement "Commercialization Support 

co~q~rnerciaization of UNC CIIIPand 

Support incubators and accelerators on 

"1 find it hard tojudge this as written. 
I would have to Rnow a little more 
about what "commercialization 

that this wou d be some kind of 
parinership with other units oil 
campus, e.g., OTD, Kickstart. Is it?" 

2 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 3 rece ved ] 00% support 

Qu alitativ~ Feedback 

3 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 4 received 70~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 4: Identify and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Ways to engage AC 





Initiative S received 88~ of agree and strongly agree 

Identi~’ priority areas for 
investment and communica.te 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter-university collaboration 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 6 received 76~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initial:ire 6: Suppo~ structural Results ................................................... 

Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

Align strategies and initiatives with 

7 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 7 received 82~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities for 

universities 

other u niversities 

related to entrepreneurship (e.~. 

t~hs[~ ndud,~?pp~rtunties fo~ 

Ways to engage AC 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



Initiative 8 received 89~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct assistamce 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 9 received 66~ of agree and strongly agree 

Qualitative Feedback ............ 

"Establish regiona~ think 
talks connected through 
this office as a central 
support system for 
economic development." 

Ways to engage AC 



Purpose, Vision ~nd P~’io~’ities 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

To e evate North taro ina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Inc’ease UNC-CH Ent’epreneurship 

Expand Muir-University Research T’anslat o ~ 

Leverage Intellectual Cap tal -’or 

NC Economic Development 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 
NEXT STEPS 



Next Steps 

For us: 
~ Finalize Plan 

, Communication Plan 

: Reorganize KIPE to reflect this 

For you: 
1 Feedback still welcome 

Let us know about how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 





Dear Task Force, 

Apologies for the mix up. sent that deck out because I took longer than I said I would to n-ake the final changes 





Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

STRATEGY S’ITWEMENTS 

IMPLEMENTATION PIAN 

NEXT STEPS 

APPENDIX 



Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

~VItERE WE STAND 

OUR PROEESS 



Nearly 30 years ago~ a seed was F~lanted -- The 
Ke~ar~ Institute of Private Enterprise 

Initial ~lission (~ 985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and cor’nmercial 
communib/of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



The importance o[ research universities Js 
increasingly clear 

America is driven by innovation 

Today. our Nation’s primary source of new knowledge and skilled 

"Startups aren’t everything when it comes to job growth. They’re 

Research output consolidating; 24 universities share 421~ of overall 



Benchrnarked institutions a~e investing in 
entrepreneurial partnerships 

Common characteristics 

Transformative visions 

Collaborative efforts across 
"whole university" & region 

Integration with 
entrepreneurs, government 
& pPivate sector 

"Academic offerings to meet the needs of 
industry including those in business, 
engineering, health sciences, and computer 

science--will be offered, tailored to the demands 
of the local economy," 



North Carolina h~s unique opportunities 

THE RESEARCH 

Divemilication of funds; indusll¥ pa~lne~ships 



North Carolina receives significant federal 
research fundin9 

208 NC A&T 

221 UNC Greensboro 

22g UNC CharloIIe 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research E×penditures I~er New Patent Application 
FY 201 l 



UNC-CIH is above average in research 
exF~enc~i~ures per technology transfer employee 

Total Research Expenditures per FTE* In TTO** 



FY 2011 



Three NC universities are above average in 
research expenditures from private industry 

% of Total Research Expenditures from Industrial Relations 
FY 201 l 



Venture Capital Investment and Number of Deals by State* 
I~y 20| 2 

240 



We rank in the middle on entrep~eneu~ship 
and economic t~ansfo~mation 

U. Nebrask~ State Entrepreneurial index The ITIF* State New Economy index 

i lNorth Carolina railked #28 {2012) 

’ITIF Information Technolog~ & Innovation 



~..ar~d ~ear the bottom on unemployment 
and poverty rates 

Unemployment Rate by State 
2009 

Pover~ Rate* by State 
2009 



BHAGs-BiH Hairy Audacious Goals 

Why can’t Wilmington be the %an Diego" of the East coast? 
Satellite labs at UNC W? 

Why can’t we combine the financial strength ofCharlotte with the 
technology of RTP? 

THE RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE PARK 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



BHAGs ~- Big Hairy Audacious Goals 

Why can’t NC point to more breakout successes? 

Why can’t we develop technology solutions for challenges of Eastern NC? 
Applied research agenda 

As of 2010, NC has ]0M hogs, most located in eastern NC 
How can the land be made more productive? 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Success will come if we work together 

Add a value chain 



We have been developing our strategy since 
September 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 



Agenda 
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Latest Strategy Statements for Kenan Institute 
of Private Enterprise 

To e evate North Carolina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepre’~eurshfp 

Increase UNC CH Entrepreneurship 

Exoand Multi-University Research Translation 

Leverage Intellectual Capital for 
NC Economic Develogment 



Mission (draft) 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 





Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 



Examples of ’~impact-dial~’ 

U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton ReviewE ship Ranking 





201 6 Objectives (draft) 

2016 Objective Obiective Level Metrics 



The Advisory Committee responded 
positively to the proposed initiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 



Agenda 
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Agenda 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE i 

OBJECTIVE 2 

O]~JECT[VE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overal[~ AC responded positively with stror~g 
support of all initiatives 

81% 

I00% 



For 
Initiative 5 - 88~ agree or strorlgly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter university collaboration 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



For example: 
Initiative 8 - 89~ agree or strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entrepreneurs 

,’~ Support public,’private venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing small business 
advising senzices and consulting 
firms to communicate offerings 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



And now we want to hear from you: 
lmp/en?e~tation 

Content Process 

For e~.ch proposed objective, initiatives and set 
oi" actions, please discuss: ~ Each Advisory Col’nmittee member is 

assigned to a breakout group, 

Each breakout group to discuss the 
implementation of each objectivel 

issues we will race, additional actions 
and partnerships. 

10 minutes will be allowed for each 
objective; task Force members to 
facilitate; Paul will signal when time to 

Task Force will use [eedback to 
inforF~ the implementation process 



[mplemer~tation breakout groups: 
all objectives 
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Next Steps 

For us: 
Finalize Plan 

Communication Plan 

Reorganize KIPE 

For you: 

Feedback still welcome 
Let us know about how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 



Nearly 30 years ago~ a seed was F~lanted -- The 
Ke~ar~ Institute of Private Enterprise 

Initial ~lission (~ 985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and cor’nmercial 
communib/of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

STRATEGY S’IATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 

~kPPENDIX 



Appendix 

Tack Force Members 

Full survey and results 

KILF benchmark report 

Additional strategic planning analysis 



Task Force embers 



Our Task Force represents different, views,. 

joe DeSimone Director of Kenan Institute 

jean Elia University and Business School 

ZHaroon, MD/Ph.D Institute Nanomedicine start up formation 

Cynthia Reifsnider Kenan Institute Research Services 

Deborah Stroman SOorts ent~epreneursh~O 



The Task Force includes K[PE leaders and 
advisors.., 

Ted Z. 

jean E. 

Deborah S. 



staff and students 

Cynthia R. ¯ 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
C~mp~ School of Medicine 
Lowry Caudill, ROT and professor in Shelley Earp, Director LCCC 

the minor Bill Roper, Dean~ VC Medical Affairs 

Office of the Chanceffor 
Ilolden Thorp, Chancellor 

School of Iournalism 
Susan King, Dean 

Jim Dean, Dean 
Jack Evans, Professor Emeritus 
Dennis Whittle, EIR 

Bob Blouin, Dean 

S~hoo~ of Public Health 
Barbara Rimer, Dean 
(lulie MacMillan, designee) 

Colleqe of Ar~s and Sciences 

Office of Research 

Barbara Entwisle, VC of Research 

JackJ ResnJck, Director~ Office of 
Research Development 

48 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

KIPE BOT members 
Agnes Beane 
Amit Singh, CEO, Spectraforce 
Ping Fu, CEO, Geomagic 

North Carolina State University 

Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, 
William R. Kenan, jr. Institute for 

Engirleering, Technology and Science 

Randy Avent, Professor & AVC for 

Research 

Research Trianqle Institute 
E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Trianale Foundation 
Bob Geolas, President and CEO 
Dick Daugherty, Board Member 

Rex Hea~thc&re 
David Strong, President 

Reqional Entrepreneurs 
Neal Fowler, CEO, Liquidia 
Bill Starling, CEO, Synecor 
Joe Davy, CEO, Buystand 
Jud Bowman, CEO, Appia 
Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Venture 
Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 

ChristySchaffer, Venture Partner Hatteras 

Bob Ingrain, General Partner, Hatteras 

Brent jones, Northgate Capital 

Charles MerrJtt, founder, Parish Capital 

Governor Beverly Perdue 
Don Hobart, Chief Advisor for Business & 
Economic Development, Office oF Governor 
Perdue 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

Duke Universit~ 
Eric Toone, Principal Deputy Director of 

the Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Energy(ARPA E);injanuary2013, 

assumes the Directorship of Duke 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

Initiative 

Susan Casey, Richard j Casey Foundation 

Baker McKenzie 

Marc Paul 

Kevin O’Brien 



Our strategic plan process is driven by 
members of the Kenan-----Flager Business School 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous concerns voiced by AC 



The AC completed a survey providing feedback 
on strategy statemer]ts and initiative 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked each initiative’s potential 
impact arId provided commentar,f feec~back 

54 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked eacb initiative’s potential 
impact and provided commentary feedback 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked eacb initiative’s potential 
impact and provided commentary feedback 

Ways to engage AC 





Initiative 1 received 88% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

5B 

Reformat glaphs, add in source and N value, pull frorn objective 2 and 3 as examples to walk them thlough to [lave less 

UNC-cen~ric add slide o findustry % of expenditure 



initiative 2 received ~2% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC CH 
technology 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



Initiative 3 received 100% support 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



st on.gly agree 

Initiative 4: IdentiFy and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Align with UNC Board of Governors and 
UNC CH strategic planning 

Advocate fm Applied Physical Sciences 
Department 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 





Initiative 5 received 88% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter university collaboration 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



initiative 6 received 76% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 6: Support structural 
in[egra[ion between universities 

~L Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

helps increase ~mpact of brNC system 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



initiative 7 received 82% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities 
for students to collaborate 
across universities 

with other universities 

Create multi disciplinary / multi 
university entrepreneurial STAR 
projects 

Advocate for connecting 
mechanisms (e.g. video 
conferencing, bus, etc.) 

related to entrepreneurship (e.g. 
competitions, conferences, etc.) 

Survey Results 

]2 

Qualitative Feedback 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



initiative 8 received 89% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entrepreneurs 

,’~ Support public/private venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing srrlall busirless 
advising sepzices and consulting 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



initiative 9 received 66% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 9: Develop Eastern North 
Carolina think tank to support 
economic development 

Explore large scale, tech based 
opportunines (e.g. biofuels, hog 
waste to energy, etc.) 

Develop applied research on 
barriers to development (eg. port 
infrastructure, hog lagoons, tax 
incentives, wor kforce preparedness) 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



UNC--CH~s research expenditures from federal sources 
(approx~ $554~) is below average 

Research Expendlturesfrom FederalSources 
FY2011 



UNC-CH total research expenditures (approx. $7G2 M) is 
below average 

Total Research Exl~endltures 
FY 201 l 

Avg 114B uric 762 M 



A look at the 
diversification of our 

funding sources 



The percent of UNC-,,-CH’s research expenditures from 
federal sources (73~g) is above average 

100% % of Total Research Expenditures from Federal Sources 
.... FY 201 1 



The percent of UNC-CH’s research expenditures from 
industrial relations (4%) is below average 

% of Total Research E×pendltures from Industrial Kelatlons 
~20ll 



FY 2011 



The percent of UNC-CH’s [icer~se income from total 
research expenditures (~2%) is below average 



A look at our investment 
Technology Transfer 
Office (TTO) staff 



UNC-,,CH’s numbe~ of FTEs in TTO at UNC-,,CH (1 3) is 
below average 



UNC-CH’s research expenditures per FTE in TTO (~$59 M) 
is above average 

Total Research Exl~el~dltures per FTE 11~ TTO 
FY 201 l 



~. look at the number of 
patent appi~c_t~ons and 
start-ups generate 



The ~umber of UNC-CH’s new paten~ applications (65) is 
below average 

Total New U.S. Patent Applications 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH’s number of F~atents issued (33) is below average 

Total U.S, Patents Issued 
FY 2011 



UNC-,,CH’s number of start-,,ups formed (7) is below 
average 

Total Start-ups Formed 



A look at our efficiency 
with resources 



UNC-CH’s research expend[t:ures per disclosure (~o$5,4 M) 
is above average 

FY 20| | 



UNC-CWs research expenditures per newly filed patent 
application (approxo $1 4.2 mib is above average 

Total Research Expenditures per New Patent Application 
FY 20| | 

The 2010 version says that it s based on ne~,ly filed patent application, but the d 



UNC-CH’s research expenditures per patent issued 
(~$23,1 M) is above average 

Total Research E×pendltures per Patent Issued 
FY 20| | 



UNC-CWs research expenditure per start-up (- $132 M) is 
below average 

TotaIResearch Expenditures perSta~up 
FY2011 

87 

you lake out U of California Syslem, then UNC is above average 







UNC-CH’s federal research expenditures per new patent 
a I~cat~on (o~$8 5 M) Is above ave~a e 

Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 201 ] 



Poten~zl AItemafive Format - 2x2: 
UNC-CH~s federa ~esearch expenditures per new patent 
application (~$8.5 M) is above average 

700 ¸ Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 20~ ~                ÷ ~ 

Federal Funding                    ~’"’ 

Note U of Californ a System removed far d spla~ pu r~oses 



UNC-CH’s federa.I research expenditures per patent issued 
(-$16 8 M) ~s above avera e 



UNC-CH’s federal research expenditure per start-up 
(~ $80 M) is below average 

Total Federal Funding per Star~-up 
FY 2011 



Percent of start-ups in which UNC-CH holds equity (0%) is 
below avera#e 

100% % of Startups in which University Holds Equity 
FY 20| | 



AUTM FY 2011 offers a wide range of data: 
Do we wan~ addidona; ben~f~ma~’k pomLs? 



We have been strategizin9 to figure out how 
KIPE can su~ort that vision 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMEI’qT$ 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Io elevate North Carolina as a global 
leader iq Tnqovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Create 

NC Economic Develoament           9~ 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous (:on(:erns voi(:ed by AC 

MAKE INTO CHART 



Mission (draft) 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ One of many 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 



Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 



Existing indices may help guide discussion of 
State-wide/! Umvers~t~-w~de ~m~act-d~a[ 
Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton Review E ship Ranking 



Priorities (draft) 

- L~erage crov, d accelerated nnovatio 1 & plug il to global markets. 



201 6 Objectives (draft) 

2016 Objective C~biective Level Metrics 



AC responcled positively to mission statements 
with stror g suppott of all ir itiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

This mission staternent is weak arid unclear. The vision and values are greaf, however The mission statement needs to 

say in one sentence what we strive to do better than anyone in the world, completely agree; many statos/universgies have 

these goals and mission statements however The mission, vision, and rallies slatome~)ls assume thai everyone shares a 

definition of key concepts. It is important to recognize that to most people, entrepreneurs are people who organize, 

manage, and assume the risks of a business (dictionaP~’ definition). I lhink ~,,ou have Peter DnJcker’s definilion in mind, 

i.e., person who searches for change and capitalizes on it as an opportunity. Similarly, with respect to innovation, most 

peopleinterpretthisasthecroaflonorapplicationofsomethingnew Is this what you mean? Thepdoritystatoments 

thclude some current buzz words and phrases You rnight give sorne thought to how this will read five yea~s flora now 

The mission seems to be missing an aclJon element. Specifically, what is it that you aim to do as a partner for innovative 

entrepreneurship? The vision slatoment seems te be more like what I would think of as the mission sta[ement and the 

vision statement should articulate what the result would look like as a result. 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS~ AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Agenda 

INITIATIVES~ ACTIONS~ AND IMPLEMENTATION 
OVERVIEW 

OB1ECTIVE ]. 

OB!~CTW~ 2 
OBJECTIVE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overal[~ AC responded positively with stror~g 
support of all initiatives 

81% 

I00% 





Initiative 1 received 88~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 2 received 82~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC-CH 
technology 

Implement "Commercialization Support 

co~q~rnerciaization of UNC CIIIPand 

Support incubators and accelerators on 

"1 find it hard tojudge this as written. 
I would have to Rnow a little more 
about what "commercialization 

that this wou d be some kind of 
parinership with other units oil 
campus, e.g., OTD, Kickstart. Is it?" 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 3 rece ved ] 00% support 

Qu alitativ~ Feedback 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 4 received 70~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 4: Identify and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

7 

Ways to engage AC 





Initiative S received 88~ of agree and strongly agree 

Identi~’ priority areas for 
investment and communica.te 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter-university collaboration 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 6 received 76~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initial:ire 6: Suppo~ structural Results ................................................... 

Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

Align strategies and initiatives with 

0 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 7 received 82~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities for 

universities 

other u niversities 

related to entrepreneurship (e.~. 

t~hs[~ ndud,~?pp~rtunties fo~ 

Ways to engage AC 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



Initiative 8 received 89~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct assistamce 

3 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 9 received 66~ of agree and strongly agree 

Qualitative Feedback ............ 

"Establish regiona~ think 
talks connected through 
this office as a central 
support system for 
economic development." 

Ways to engage AC 



Purpose, Vision ~nd P~’io~’ities 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

To e evate North taro ina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Inc’ease UNC-CH Ent’epreneurship 

Expand Muir-University Research T’anslat o ~ 

Leverage Intellectual Cap tal -’or 

NC Economic Development 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 
NEXT STEPS 



Next Steps 

For us: 
~ Finalize Plan 

, Communication Plan 

: Reorganize KIPE to reflect this 

For you: 
1 Feedback still welcome 

Let us know about how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 





Latest Strategy Statements (draft) 
Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carol na as a global 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurshfp 

Expand Multi-University Research [ransiation 

Lever’age h~tellecLual Caoital for 
NC Economic Development            ~ 



~oseph MDeSimone 









@live.uric edu>; @l[ve.unc edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

#live.uric edu>; @ ive.unc.edu> 





Introduction/Welcome - "To the Diaspora" by Gwendolyn Brooks 

Introduction of Readers 

$. Holly Smith - "The Children of Children Keep Coming" by Russell Goings 

2. "Nobel Lecture", Toni Morrison-The Nobel Prize in 

Literature :1993 

3. Ann Penn - "We Wear the Mask", Paul Laurence Dunbar 

4. - "lnvictus" - William Ernest Henley 

5. Maria DeGuzman - Chapter $4 (only 4 pages) of_Life Out of Context_ (2006). 

Walter Mosley 

6. Richard Southall - 40 Million Dollar Slaves- William Rhoden 

7. - "My Pledge of Allegiance to Me" by Letitia L Nodge 

8, - "Sista Sway" 

9. Leoneda Inge - Selection from "Wench" - by Dolen Perkins-Valdez 

$0. Matthew Taylor - "Afrocentric Motion", Matthew Taylor (original work) 

$1. Jan Boxhill - Excerpt from "Scratching the Surface: Some Notes on Barriers to 

Women and Loving," from Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches, $984. Audre 

Lorde 

$2. Ann Penn - "Let America Be America Again" by Langston Hughes 



13, 

14, 

15, 

16~ 

Debb¥ Stroman - Excerpt from "A Lesson in Consciousness" by Haki R. 

Madhubuti from the book titled: Black-Eyed Peas for the Soul by Donna Marie 

Williams 

- "That Thing Around Your Neck" Chimamanda Ngozi 

Adichie 

- "8.3.1.", Myles Robinson (original work) 

- "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" by Gil Scott Heron 

17. - Spoken Word 

18. Fatima Jackson - My Old Master, Colonel P.H. Anderson 

19. Verita Murrill - "When Malindy Sings", Paul Laurence Dunbar 

~tosing Selection: 

20, - Kimoyo: Language of the Spirit, by radhiyah ayobami 

Invitation to attend the Reception 



WELCOME FROM THE CHANCELLOR 

Greetings Tar Heels! 

Black History Month gives us the 

opportunity as a community to learn 

and celebrate the cultural riches of the 
African Diaspora, I am thrilled to see this 

even[ taking place. 

~ Holden Thorp 

GREETINGS FROM THE CAUCUS CHAIR 

Welcome! We are excited to bring the 
university community together to celebrate 
the rich African heritage. Through this 
power[ul fellowship we build unity and 
promote the arts. Share a smile, offer a hug, 
and give praise for the strength o[our 
people! Harambe! 

Deborah Stroman 

Lift Eveq Voice And 
Sing 

-.. ,J~mes Weldon Johnson., 

Lift eve~/voice and sing, 
till earth and heaven ling, 
Ring with the harmonies or 

liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise 

High as the listening skies, 
Let t resound loud as the 

rolling sea. 

Sing a song full of the faith 
Ihat 

dark past has taught us 
Sng a song full of the hope 

that the present has 
broDght US; 

facing the rising sun of our 
new day begun, 

et us march on til v ctory is 
won, 



By Rap] 

Jan Boxhill 
Camille Brooks 

Maria DeGuzman 

Leoneda Inge 

Fafimah Jackson 

Brenda Malone 

Chair: Verita Murrill 
Wayne Blair 

Camille Brooks 
Shauna Collier 
Shandra Jones 

DeVet~a Hoiman-Nash 
Deborah Stroman 

Verita Murrill 

Ann Penn 

Richard Southall 
Deborah Stroman 
Matthew Taylor 

SpeHal Thanks to: 

Office of the Chancellor 

O~ce of Diversi~J and 
/Ilultigultural,!~fairs - D~: Cookie 

&’hool of Publ~" llealth - D~ 
Barbara Rimer 

s as though I have been 

Carolina Black Caue~s 
An~assaOors 

Victory n Praise 





COLLEGIATE SPORTS ASSOCIATES 

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 

"[odd 
Founder & President 

Todd Turner has served the intercollegiate sports world for over thirty years as an administrator, sports 

He has held the position of Director of Athletics at four maior NCAA Division I Universities over a twenty 

one year period and is the only athletics administrator I:o have worked as an AD in four of the original six 

BCS Conferences. turner began his 32 year career in collegiate sports administration at the University of 
Virginia (1976 1987), He served as Director of Athletics at the University of Connecticut (1987 90); NC 

State University {]990 96); Vande~bill: University (1996 2003), and the University of Washington {2004 

goog). 

He is most noted for his work on NCAA Academic ~eform while al: Vande~bill: University Through his 

determined leadership, the concept of applying competitive rewards and penalties to the academic 

performance of student athletes became a reality in 2005 when the NCAA membership voted to adopt 

the principle. Turner’s push for academic policy changes first began in g998 gaining the support of the 

Southeastern Conference membership before being adopted by the NCAA, In 2002, he was appointed 

as Chair of the NCAA Working Group on Academic Incentives and Disincentives which developed and 

recommended the fundamental principles that led to the creation of an Academic Progress Rate used 

today by the NCAA as the metric for measuring academic performance, 

Prior to Vanderbilt, Turner was Director of Athletics at the University of Connecticut (1987-90) and 

North Carolina State University (1990-1996). At each stop, his teams were highly successful, winning 
numerous conference championships and making dozens of post season appearances, including five 

football bowl appearances while at NC State. On two occasions, his teams at the University of 

Washington {2004-2008) won national championships. 

In his last year at Vanderbilt (2003), Commodore teams achieved their highest national ranldng ever (28) 

in the Directogs Cup all-sports rankings, with NCAA tournament appearances by g0 of Vandy’s 15 sports 

teams. During his tenure, Vanderbilt’s football team also twice earned the American Football Coaches 



Association Academic Achievement Award for the highest graduation rate among all Division :~A (FBS) 

football programs. 

Always a proponent of student-athlete wellbeing, Turner established NC State’s first Student-athlete 

UfeSkills Program (ImPACK), which was among the first programs nationally to be recognized by the 
Division 1A Athletics Directors’ Association as a "Program of Excellence", Student athlete success was 

honors increased to record highs. 

the NCAA AcaderNc and Eligibility Cabinet, the SEC Executive Committee, the Board of Directors of the 

Rose Bowl, and the NCAA Golf Committee (chairI. He has also served his communities as a board 

member of the Middle Tennessee YMCA, 1he G~eater Charlottesville Chambe~ of Comme~ce, the 

]ennessee Sports Hall of Fame, and both the Nashville and Seattle Sports Commissions, 

Turner is a past President of 1he Division :[A Athletics Directors’ Associalion and a membe~ of the 

Association’s Board of Directors. He is also the author of the Association’s "Code of Ethics" and 

"Statement of Core Values" for Division 1A Directors which are foundational documents for the 

p~ofession In 2012, he was named the recipient of the Homer Rice Award, presented by the 

Association to a former athletics d~rector w~th a distinguished career, who has made a s~gnificant impact 

on the profession and intercollegiate athletics, 

In 2010, after working for two years with Winston Salem, NC based International Sports Properties (now 

IMG College) to establish a collegiate consulting and executive search practice, Turner formed his own 

company, Collegiate Sports Associates, to p~ovide similar services to a broader range of collegiate sports 

clients, As President of CSA, he personally directs all services provided by his company, He also 

continues to teach a course in Human Resources in Athletics in the Intercollegiate Athletics Leadership 

Graduate Program at the University of Washington and is a regular presenter and faculty member at the 

Division IA Athletic Director’s Institute. 

Turner received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Religion from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

i~ ~.97g. In :[976, he earned his M,ED n Sports Admirfistration from Ohio University where he was 

honored wth the Ohio Universit,~ Graduate School s Distingu shed Alumni A~,~,ard n 199B. 

Turner currently resides in West End, NC with his wife, Sarm The Turner’s have four adult children and 

one granddaughter. 

For more ~lbout Todd Turner please ~2o to; 

CONTACT INFORMATION: Todd Turner 

Founder & President 

Collegiate Sports Associates, LLC 

3185 Seven Lakes West 

West End, NC 27376 

910-722-4222 (o);             (c) 
tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com 

www.collegiatesportsassociates.com 



And now we want to hear from you: 
lmp/en?e~tation 

Content Process 

For e~.ch proposed objective, initi~.tives and set 
oi" actions, please discuss: ~ Each Advisory Col’nmittee member is 

assigned to a breakout group, 

Each breakout group to discuss the 
implementation of each objectivel 

issues we will race, additional actions 
and partnerships. 

10 minutes will be allowed for each 
objective; task Force members to 
facilitate;     will signal when time to 

Task Force will use [eedback to 
inforF~ the implementation process 



[mplemer~tation breakout groups: 
all objectives 







Agenda 

INTRODIR2TION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

[MPLEMEN’IATION PLAN 

CLOSING 



Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

~VItERE WE STAND 

OUR PROEESS 



Nearly 30 years ago, a seed was planted - 
the Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KIPE) Initial Mission (1985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercial 
commur~ib/of North Carolina, the LIr~ited States, and, eventually, the 
ir~temational markets as well; er~couragir~g cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



The importance o[ research universities Js 
increasingly clear 

America is driven by innovation 

Corporate research labs that drove American industrial leadership 
in the twentieth century have largely been dismantled 

"Startups aren’t everything when it comes to job growth [hey’re 



Benchmarked institutions a~e investing in 
entrepre~eurial partnerships 

Common characteristics CORNELL 
Tra nsf~ormative visions 

Collaborative el’forts across 
"whole university" & region 

Clustering of Expertise 

h~tegration with 

& private sector 

++Academic offerings to i:~eet the needs of 
industry including thoseln business, 
engineering, health sciences, and computer 

science--will be offered+ tailoPed to the demands 
of the local economy." 



North Carolina h~s unique opportunities 

THE RESEARCH 

Divemilication of funds; indusll¥ pa~lne~ships 



North Carolina has challenges in 
ur~employmer~t arid poverty rates 

Poverty Rate by State 

December 20] 2 pre im nary unemployment rate. seasonally adjusted 

Unernployment state 2012: http:/,www bls gov,~,eb, lauslauhslhl him 

Poverty, state, 2011: http:/,wwwcensusgov, didi~,~,,~,,/saipe data/index html 



North Carolina receives significant federal 
research funding 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research Exl~enditures per Patent 
FY 2011 





FY 2011 



Three NC universities are above average in 
research expenditures from private industry 

% of Total Research Expenditures from Industrial Relations 
FY 201 l 



As a state~ NC is ~agging in Venture Capital 
~nvestment 



We rank in the middle on entrep~eneu~ship 
and economic t~ansfo~mation 

U. Nebrask~ State Entrepreneurial index The ITIF* State New Economy index 

i lNorth Carolina railked #28 {2012) 

’ITIF Information Technolog~ & Innovation 



Why can’t Wilmington be the "San Diego" of the East coast? 
Satellite labs at UNC W? 

Why can’t we combine the financial strength ofCharlotte with the 
technology of RTP? 

THE RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE PARK 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Hairy Audacious Goals 

Why can’t NC point to more breakout successes? 

Why can’t we develop technology solutions for challenges o1 Eastern NC? 
Applied research agenda 

As of 2010, NC has ]0M hogs, most located in eastern NC 
How can the land be made more productive? 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Why can’t NC lead in research ,4ND in manufacturing7 

"Startups are a wonderful thing, but they cannot by themselves increase 
tech employment. Equally important is what comes after that mythical 
moment of creation._This is the phase where companies scale up. They 
work out design details, figure out how to make things affordably, build 

How can we maintain the chain of experience in technological 
evolution? 

3D AERO 

NANO 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Hairy Audacious Goals 

What if it were really easy to dynamically form teams made up of 
expertise throughout the state, to tackle big problems, to create 
companies and new jobs? 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Success will come if we work together 

Add a value chain 



We have been developing our strategy since 
September 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

[MPLEMEN]7~TION PLAN 

CLOSING 



Latest Strategy Statements 
Kenar~ Institute of Private Enterprise 

To e evate North Carolina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreqeurshfp 

Expand Multi University Research Translation 

Leverage Intel ectual Capital for 

NC Econom c Development 



Mission 

"We aFe a paFtneF foF innovative entFepFeneuFship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

¯ Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 



Vision 

~Fo elevate North Carolina as a global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship" 



Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 

2g 



Examples of ’~impact-dia[s~ 

U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton ReviewE ship Ranking 



Priorities 



20] 6 Objectives 

2016 Objective Obiective Level Metrics 



The Advisory Committee responded 
positively to the proposed initiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

Oeat. Cis~, dear, eondse~ compelling. 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

IMPLEMENTATION Plan 

CLOSING 



Agenda 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE i 

OBJECTIVE 2 

O]~JECT[VE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overall~ AC responded 
positively with strong support of aI~ initiatives 

~ 81% 

IO0% 





Initiative 5 received 
88% of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter universi[y collabora[ion 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



We value your insight... 
Imp/eme~tatio~ 

Co,tent Process 

For e~.ch proposed objective, initi~.tives and set 
of actions, please discuss: ~ Each Advisory CoFnmittee member is 

assigned to a breakout group. 

Each breakout group to discuss the 
implementation of each obiective; 

issues we will Face, additional actions 
and partnerships. 

10 minutes will be allowed for each 
objective; task Force members to 
facilitate; Paul will signal when time to 

Task Force will use feedback to 
inforFn the implementation process 



[mplemer~tation breakout groups: 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

CLOSING 



Agenda 

~LOSING 

RECAP 

THANK YOU 

NEXT STEPS 



Nearly 30 years ago~ a seed was F~lanted -- The 
Ke~ar~ Institute of Private Enterprise 

Initial ~lission (~ 985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and cor’nmercial 
communib/of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



Next Steps 

Develop and implement communicaLions plan 

Align K~PE with strategic plan 

Finalize plan 

Feedback still welcome 
Let us know abouL how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 





Table of Contents 

Kenan institute of Private Enterprise Strategic Planning 
Team Members 

Task Force 
AdvisoW Board 
Kenan Flagler Consultants 

Full survey and results 
, Objectives and initiatives data 

3~ Kenan institute Leadership Fellows benchmark report 



KIPE Strategic Planning 
Team Members 



Our Task Force represents different views,. 

joe DeSimone Director of Kenan Institute 

jean Ella University and Kenan-Flagler Business School 

ZHaroon, MDiPh,D, Carolina Institute forNar~otnedicine start up forrnation 

Cynthia Reifsnider Kenan Institute Research Services 

Deborah Stroman Sports Entrepreneurship 



The Task Force includes K[PE leaders and 
advisors.., 

~ Zishan Haroon " 

Ted Zoller 

ean Elia 

Deborah Stroman 

Buck Goldstein 



staff and students 

Mark Little 

Thomas Stith 

Cynthia       " 

Reifsnider 



Strategic Planning Advisory Committee 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
C~mp~ School of Medicine 
Lowry Caudill, ROT and professor in Shelley Earp, Director LCCC 

the minor Bill Roper, Dean~ VC Medical Affairs 

Office of the Chanceffor 
Ilolden Thorp, Chancellor 

School of Iournalism 
Susan King, Dean 

Jim Dean, Dean 
Jack Evans, Professor Emeritus 
Dennis Whittle, EIR 

Bob Blouin, Dean 

S~hoo~ of Public Health 
Barbara Rimer, Dean 
(lulie MacMillan, designee) 

Colleqe of Ar~s and Sciences 

Office of Research 

Barbara Entwisle, VC of Research 

JackJ ResnJck, Director~ Office of 
Research Development 



Strategic Planning Advisory Committee 

KIPE BOT members 
Agnes Beane 

Amit Singh, CEO, Spectraforce 

Ping Fu, CEO, Geomagic 

North Carolina State Universi#z 
Ruben Carbonell, ProFessor and Director, 
William R. Kenan, Jr. Institute for 
Engirleering, Technology and Science 

Randy Avent, Professor & AVC for 
Research 

Research Trianqle Institute 
E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Triangle Foundation 
Bob Geolas, President and CEO 
Dick Daugherty, Board Member 

David Stroug, President 

Reqional Entrepreneurs 
Neal Fowler, CEO, Liquidia 
Bill Starling, CEO, Synecor 
Joe Davy, CEO, Buystand 
Jud Bowman, CEO, Appia 
Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor for 
Innovatiou and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Venture Cal~ital 
Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 

ChristySchaffer, Venture Partner Hatteras 

Bob Ingrain, General Partner, Hatteras 

Venture Partners 

Brentjoues, Northgate Capital 

Charles Merritt, founder, Parish Capital 

Governor Beverly Perdue 
Don Hobart, Chief Advisor for Business & 
Economic Development, Office oF Governor 
Perdue 



Strategic Planning Advisory Committee (~) 

Susan Case¥~ Richard J Casey Foundation 

Baker McKenzie 
Marc Paul 
Kevin O’Brien 



Our strategic plan process is driven by 
members of the Kenan-----Flager Business School 



Full Survey ~nd Results 





~nitiative ] received 88% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

lesearch) 

Refo~ mat graphs, add in souroe and N value, pull from objective 2 and 3 as examples to walk them through 1o have less 

UNC centdc: add slide o industry % of expendgu~e 



~nitiative 2 received 82% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC CH 
technology 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



~nitiative 3 receivec~ ~ 00% support 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



~nitiative 4 received 70% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 4: IdentiFy and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Align wiLh UNC Board of Governors and 
UNC CH straLegic planning 

Advocate fo~ Applied Physic~.l Sciences 
Depa~Lment 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 





~nitiative 5 received 88% of agree and 
stron9ly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter universi[y collabora[ion 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



~nitiative 6 received 76% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 6: Support structural 
integration between universities 

~ Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

helps increase ~mpact of LfNC system 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



~nitiative 7 received 82% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities 
for students to collaborate 
across universities 

with other universities 

Create multi disciplinary I multi 
university entrepreneurial STAR 
projects 

Advocate for connecting 
mechanisms (e.g. video 
conferencing, bus, etc.) 

related to entrepreneurship (e.g. 
competitions, conferences, etc.) 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



~nitiative 8 received 89% of agree and 
stron9ly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entrepreneurs 

,’~ Support public/private venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups b] North Carolina 

Work with existing srrlall busirless 
advising sen/ices and consulting 
firms to communicate offerings 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



~nitiative 9 received 66% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 9: Develop Eastern North 
Carolina think tank to support 
economic development 

Explore large scale, tech based 
opportunines (e.g. biofuels, hog 
waste to energy, etc.) 

Develop applied research on 
barriers to development (eg. port 
infrastructure, hog lagoons, tax 
incentives, wor kforce preparedness) 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous cor~cerns voiced by AC 

MAKE INTO CHART 



Revised strategy statements 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carol na as a global 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurshfp 

Expand Multi-University Research [ransiation 

Lever’age Ir~tellecLual Caoital for 
NC Economic Development           zs 



3 KILF enchma~k 
Report 



UNC-CH’s research expenditures flom federal source~ is 
approx. $554M 

Research Expendlturesfrom FederalSources 



Avg 114B UNC 762 M 



A look at the 
diversification of our 

funding sources 



100% % of Total Research Expenditures from Federal Sources 
.... FY 201 1 



The percent of UNC-CH’s research expenditures from 
industrial relations i~ 4% 

% of Total Research Expenditures from Industrial Kelatlons 
~20ll 



FY 2011 



The percent of UNC-CH’s license income compared to 
total research expenditures is .2% 



A look at our investment 
Technology Transfer 
Office (TTO) staff 



Total FTEs li~ T~O 
FY 20| | 



UNC-CH has a higher research expenditures per 
techrtology transfer emplo~t~ee ratio 

Total Research E×i~endltures I~er FTE* In TTO** 
FY 201 l 



~. look at the number of 
patent appi~c_t~ons and 
start-ups generate 



The number of UNC-CH’s new patent applications is 65 

Total New U.S, Patent Applications 
FY 20| | 



UNC-CH’s number of patents issued is 33 

Total U.S, Patents Issued 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH’s nur~ber of start-ups formed is 7 

Total Start-ups Formed 
FY 20| | 



A look at our 
effectivenes wi~h 

resources 



~3NC-C~’s research expertditures per disclosure is ~$5~4 M 

Total Research Expenditures per Disclosure 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research Exl~enditures per Patent 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH’s research expenfJitures per patent issued is 

Total Research E×pendltures per Patent Issued 
FY 20| | 





UNC-Ct4’s Federal research expenditures per new patent 
application is ,458,5 M 

Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 201 ] 



UNC-CH’s federal research expenditures per patent issued 
is ,~$16.8 M 
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__       Carolina Sport Business Club Executive Board Me~ 
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Dr. Deborah    /~ 
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22 
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~ 3 {_t J_~ J: ~?_~._,~_~5~:_~_~{_,~ .... Univ. Professor 

14 @unc.edu 

15 @live.unc.edu 

16 @live,unc,edu 

I,7 @unc edu 

18 @unc.edu 

i~ 

C~.~.q.£:~.~.~ .............................. 
~ [!.y.~.:.~.~.£:~.~.£ .................................... 

21 ~unc.edu 

22 @l{ve,unc,edu 

_~. live.u n~_edu 

@livemn~edu 

@live.unc.edu 

26 @live.unc,edu 

27 @live.unc.edu 

29 @live.unc.edu 

@live,unc.edu 

32 ~live.unc.edu 
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First Name Last Name Company 

Val Ackerman Former President of WNBA 

Kris Aman Nike 

Leonard Armato Leverage Agency 

Position 

[Current Sport Management Professor at Columbia 

gP & GM of Men% Athletic Training 

Chairman & Managing Director 

Joyce Aschenbrenner The V Foundation :ormer VP of Special Projects 

Martina Ballen UNC Atheltics Department ~r. Assoc. AD & Chief Financial Officer 

Seth Bennett Charlotte Bobcats ~r. Director of Marketing 

Lance Blanks Phoenix Suns general Manager 

Will Blythe To Hute Like This Is to Be Huppy Forever Author )Journalist) 

Helen Buchanan UNC Atheltics Department Communications Assistant )Cross Country, Track) 

Jason Capel Appalachian State Head Men’s Basketball Coach 

Bubba Cunningham UNC Atheltics Department Athletic’s Director 

Caroline D’Englere IMG College ponsor Services Coordinator 

Hubert Davis UNC Men’s Basketball %ssistant Coach 

Bill Duffy Charlotte Bobcats Chief Executive Officer & CFO 

Phil Ford JNC Basketball Legend 

Livis Freeman 4ourFans 2EO and Founder 

Jason Garrow IMG College ~enior Director 

Dr. Kevin 6uskiewlcz EXSS Deparment Department Chair 

Cindy Hensley ConnectTIVlTY Co Founder 

Joe Franco ESPN [Manager of University Relations 

Larry Jordan Charlotte Bobcats 3irector of Special Projects in the P~esident’s Office 

Tom Knox I MG College gP of Consulting 

Josh Kramer Charlotte Bobcats [VP of Marketing Development 

Elizabeth Undsey Wasserman Media Group Co President of Consulting 

Adam Lucas Tar Heel Monthly Publisher 

Jeff McCloud CIAA Associate Commissioner 

Kenny Mitchell Gatorade Director of Sports Marketing 

Dave Nemetz Bleacher Report 

David Paro DEEP Alliance 

Robbi Pickeral ESPN.com 

Co Founder 

~resident 

JNC Basketball Blogger 

3irector of New Media 

~ports Agent (represents Ivory ~tta) 

~,ssoc. Athletics Director of Marketing 

CEO and Founder 

Grouse Susan ESPN [University Relations Coordinator 

Malcolm Turner Wasserman Media Grop [President, Golf Division 

Mark Waller NFL [Chief Marketing Officer 

Howard White Nike VP of The Jordan Brand 

Fred Whitfield Charlotte Bobcats President and COO 

Frank Zecca Octagon Sr. VP of Client Financial Services 

Chris Zepkowski TPG Sports Group Vice President 

PhoneNumber 

Targeted Speakers 

;TBD 

TBD 

mballen @uncaa.unc.ed u TBD 

sbennett@bobcats.com TBD 

Iblanks@suns.com TBD 

TBD 

ha buchan@ uncaa,unc.edu TBD 

TBD 

bubbac@unc.edu I BD 

caroline denglere@im~volrd corn I BD 

hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu TBD 

bduffy@bobcats.com TBD 

TBD 

levisfreenqan @4ourfans.com TBD 
jason ~a rrow@im~world.com 

gus@email.unc.edu TBD 



Cell: A20 

Comment: UNC alum (’79) 

Cell: AR9 

Comment: Misht need Ben Sturner~s help in 8ettin~this speaker to come to our Club 

Brandon Rhodes (U of Michi~anl interned at Gatorade this past summer and knows him too 

Cell: A49 

Comment: Misht need Ben Sturner~s help in 8ettin~this speaker to come to our Club 



*Tentative* Calander of Events 





Greetings from the Carolina Sport Business Club! 

Thank you lot your Champion partnership with the # 1 student-run 
organization on campus! 

The Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC] was established to support the academic 
and profbssional success of UniversiD- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill students 
pursuing a career m the sport indust~T. Rebirthed m the fall of 2007, The Club seeks 
to encourage and empower tile leadership development of its membership through 
the identification, partnership, and participation in purposeful business and/or 
sporting activities. CSBC wifi achieve this mission through the connection and 
collahoration of its membership with the faculty, stall, students, athletic 
department, and businesses of the 1JNC and Triangle communities. 

Statistics of Interest: 

100 active, dues-paying members and overall student engagement of ~ 400 
undergraduates 
16-member Executive Board 
Active partnerships with other student organizations (Carolina Athletic 
Association, Carolina Marketing Club, Student Ram’s Cb.tb, and Kenan Flagler 
MBA’s Sports, Entertainment and Hospitality Club) 
Marketing resource tor the athletic department and the College Sport 

Research Institute 
Club membership has increased by 150% over the past 2 years 
Club is based in the prestigious Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS) 
Department 

Sponsorship benefits: 

Increased exl~osure on campus- 28,000 students currently enrolled at lint 
Logo placed on Club apparel 
Company link on Cltlb website 
Company affiliation with Club’s Twitter account 
Access to dedicated students focused on careers in business and sport- 
Academic majors of Club members include Exercise and Sport Science, 
Economics, Business Administration in the Kenan-Flagler Business School, 
and Journalism and Mass Communication 



, Abili~T te place company lez~ or taZ line on Chub marketinZ materials- A 
great opportunity to achieve f~mtber exposure with undergraduate students 

, Access to outstanding students- High-achieving and enthusiastic Club 
members are available tot marketing research, focus groups, or internships 

, Inclusion on all program spearer panels- as requested by Leverage 
~ ]oi~ the UNC family of supporters of experiential learning 

The Leverage Agency is an outstanding company that represents ener~’, 
determinatiom and commitment ~o building leaders in ~he dynamic spot~ industW. 
The Club is the ideal partner for your firm and we appreciate your support. We look 
forward to an e.*cRtsive Ommpio~ partnership of mutual benefit for many years. 

Sm cerely, 

The ~ur’olirm Sport Bus~ness ~Tub £~ecu~h~e Board 

Dr. Debby Stroman, Facu[W Advisor 
thedub@unc.edu (919) 043-0336 

@ltve,unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

@kenamflag[er.unc.edu 



Speake~ title 

Speake~ address 

City, State, zip 

Dear speaker 

My name is                                                                      for the 

Carolina Sport Business Club The CSBC is excited and honored to invite you to speak at one of 

our club meetings this year As the premier student-run organization dedicated to those interested 

in a career in the sports business industry, your time, energ,~,, and acumen will be greatly 

appreciated by CSBC members 

Club meetings are held the third Monday of every month from 5:00-7:30 PM, and you are 

welcome to address our members ~i,r any length during that timefi-ame Hou, ever, we are willing 

to make special accommodations (with the exception of Friday meetings) if this time is not 

suitable for you In the event we cannot find a time for you to speak with the CSBC in person or 

you are unavailable to come to campus, our members would still be delighted to host a Skype 

session witb you 

I look forward to meeting you, and I know evel~g member of the CSBC is eager to have you as 

one of our esteemed speakers Please contact me by phone at              or by email at 

~)unc edu and we will finalize a date and time for you to speak to us Again, we 

are honored to extend this invitation to you and I know your knowledge and expertise will be 

helpful for students pursuing a career in the sports indust*-g 

Sincerely, 

Dr Deborab Stroman 

Faculty Ad3’i sot 

Carol~r~a Sport Bt*~h~ess C~ub 
51~Woolle~Gym CB#~6{~5 ChapelHilI, NC27599 





Welcome to "The Club!" 

Academic Year 

First Meeting: 





Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthletic Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Amar~, Nike VP 

- ~/al Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 



Executive Board Leadership Team 









Welcome to "The Club"! 

Academic Year 



CSBC Business Cards are still available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthleUc Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Aman, Nike VP 

- Val Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 

- Fred Whitj~ield, Charlotte Bobcats President 



Carolina Alumni in Sport, Each one F~each one 

CSBC database of all Tar Heel graduates 

(undergrad or grad) working in sport industry 

Goal: 100 names by end of semester 

Contact 

@unc.edu) or 
@live.unc.edu) to help out! 



Potential Club Trips 

¯ Carolina Hurricanes 

,Sat. 

,Thu 

¯ Charlotte Bobcats 

¯ If Interested contact: @unc.edu 



Next Meeting 

Monday, 

5:30 p.m. 

Fetzer 109 

Media Research 

Marketing 

Sales 
Advertising 



Celebration Week- 

Stay Tuned! 
Bubba Cunningham 

Alumni Panel 



Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Stay Tuned! 
Foil 

Director - 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

o EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 



Todav’s Speaker: Livis Freeman 

CEO - 4ourFans, inc. 









Welcome to "The Club"! 

Academic Year 



CSBC Business Cards are still available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = 510 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthleUc Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Aman, Nike VP 

- Val Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 

- Fred Whitj~ield, Charlotte Bobcats President 



Carolina Alumni in Sport Project, 
Each one Reach one 

CSBC database of all Tar Heel graduates 
(undergrad or grad) working in sport industry 

Goal: 100 names by end of semester 

Contact 

@unc.edu) or 
@live,unc.edu) to help out! 



Potential Club Trips 

¯ Carolina Hurricanes 

,Sat. 

¯ Thu Thu 

¯ Charlotte Bobcats 
Lakers 

Bulls (Career in Saort Day) 

OKC 

Heat 

Bucks 

¯ If Interested contact: @unc.edu 



Next Meeting 

Monday, 

5:30 p.m. 

Fetzer 109 

Media Research 

Marketing 

Sales 
Advertising 



Celebration Week- 

Stay Tuned! 
Bubba Cunningham 

Alumni Panel 



Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Stay Tuned! 

@unc.edu) 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

~ EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

@CSBC_UNC I #TheClub 

www.facebook.com/csbcu nc 

The Club 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 



Todav’s Speaker: Livis Freeman 

CEO - 4ourFans, inc. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February J_, 2013 9:14 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 

<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 

<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu >; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu >; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 

Marjorie M <m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 

<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@u nc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<suewalsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 

<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Foster, 

Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougher~y, John James 

<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 

<fred_clark@unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 

Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, 

Jan <JMBOX[LL@email.unc.edu>; Katsaounis, Stephen 

< katsaoun@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J 

<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Or~, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Hot, on, Rocky 

<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 

<tkrobert@email.u nc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 

Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 

Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland @facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

_~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 



@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 
~live.unc.edu >;                        _~live.u nc.ed u >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; Creighton, 
Robert A <alexcreighton@med.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 

<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>;       @nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewperrin@unc.edu>; Polk, 
Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holdenthorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, ]lsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Keadey, 

Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; 
Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 

<sportlaw@unc.edu >; 2013 

Subject: 

Attach: 2-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletten 

Thanks!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Depar thlent o f Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa, unc,edu 





July 2013 - July 2014 
Disney Sporls Graduate Intern Positions Now Available 



AI the best, 

Ted Zollar 







~kenan ~aNer unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bo×ill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Saturday, February 9, 2013 6:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Faculty Council comments 

FC Comments 2-8-13 docx 

Attached are my faculty council comments 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Facully 
Director. Pall Center for Etlxics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Sundas, Februat3 10, 2013 9:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc cdu> 

RE: Rcappointmcnt Docs 

Stroman Advising Statement 2013 docx: Stroman Teaching Philosophy 2013 docx 

Good Morning, 
How was tbe movie 

The statements are excellent [ even got some ideas from tbemU [ made just a few edits, which you use or not Do you 
need an) letters of support for this? Ho\~ have your meetings been \~itb Kcvin? and Lee May’? or Bobbi? 

See you Thursda5 I have it on my calendar to do radio For Ihe NC State game \~c originally had bolh of us doing it, but I 
will be unavailable due to UNC related meetings 

Have a good day 
Jan 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. 
Michel De Montaigne 

Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 12:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Reappointrnent Does 

I respect your accomplishments, so feedback is most appreciated. I am supposed to have brief statements. I chopped them down... 

THAN~! 







On 







Former ESPN associates ~ 

When: February 18 - 5:30 p.m. 
Where: Fetzer 109 

Contact: thechlb@unc.edtl or 

Twitter: @CSBC UNC 
Website: http:i/csbcunc.com 

comes from the media industry where he 

has worked with both the domestic and 

international divisions of ESPH since 2005. While 

Internships: Harrisburg City Islanders (Pro USfL 

Team Game Day} and ESPN Corporate Outreach 





Welcome to "The Club"! 

Academic Year 



CSBC Business Cards are still available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of Mn Warche 
Downin8 
25 cards = 

50 cards = 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
~unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthleUc Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Aman, Nike VP 

- Val Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 

- Fred Whitj~ield, Charlotte Bobcats President 



Carolina Alumni in Sport Project, 
Each one Reach one 

CSBC database of all Tar Heel graduates 
(undergrad or grad) working in sport industry 

Goal: 100 names by end of semester 

Contact i 

~unc.edu) or 
~live.unc.edu) to help out! 



Potential Club Trips 

¯ Carolina Hurricanes 
¯ Thu Feb 21st 

¯ Sat. Mar 2rid 

¯ Thu Mar 2$st Thu Apr 4 

¯ Charlotte Bobcats 
¯ Fri Feb. 8th Lakers 
¯ Fri Feb 22rid Buls (Career in Soort Day) 
¯ Fri Mar 8th OK(: 
¯ Fri Apt 5th Heat 
¯ Sat Apn 13th Bucks 

¯ If Interested contact: @unc.edu 



Next Meeting 

Monday, February 

5:30 p.m. 

Fetzer 109 

Ph.D. Student 

Journalism and Mass Communications 

Media Research 

Marketing 

Sales 
Advertising 



Celebration Week - April 15-18 

Stay Tuned! 
Bubba Cunningham 

Alumni Panel 



Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Stay Tuned! 
Fall 
President -, 

~unc.edu) 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

o EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 



Todav’s Speaker: Livis Freeman 

CEO - 4ourFans, inc. 



Former ESPN associates ~ 

When: Febrt~ary 18 - 5:30 p.m. 
Where: IVetzer 109 

Contact: theclub(a~)unc.edu or 

Twitter: @CSBC UNC 
Website: http:i/csbcunc.com 

Internships: Harrisburg City Islanders (Pro US~L 

Team Game Day} and IESPN Corporate Outreach 



A ! B C D 

~ CBCBlackHistoryMonthRead-ln20~ISchedule 
2 rriduy, F~bruory25,2012 __ 

4 ~ ~ 

6 5~00-6:15 p.m: Welcome - Wayne Blair 

1413 

6:40, 6~ance/Musical Performance6:bO~ 7Mada DeGuzman 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

A B 

2 
3 
4 

R 
9 

2O 

24 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

Camille Brooks 

Nakenge &Miah Robertson 

DnJosephJordan 

Martina gallen 

Camille McGirt 

Grace Dunzo 

Brenda Malone 

Robert Nash 

David Garcia 

Amy Locklear Hertel 

Not Able to Participate 

Barbara Rimer 

]affye Clayton 

Benny Ramos 

DeVetta Nash Coordinating 

Attending Performers 

No Harmonyx A Capella Group 

? [RO[ 

? Victory in Praise Dancers 

No Richard Southall 

Leoneda Inge 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/PerformerB 

c 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

Student 

Health Girls Rule the World 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Student 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Office of Human Resources 

English & Comp Literature 

;pecial Guest (DaVetta’s son) 

Director of Graduate Admissions 

American Indian Center 

School of Public Health 

Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

3O 

34 

39 

@live.unc.edu> 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

E 

Type of Performance 

Reading 

Reading 

Sympathy, by Paul Laurence Dunbar 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Schedule Conflict 

Schedule Conflict 



A ! B C D 

~ CBCBlackHistoryMonthRead-ln20~ISchedule 
2 rriduy, F~bruory25,2012 __ 

4 ~ 

6 5~00-6:15 p.m: Welcome - Wayne Blair 

1413 

6:40, 6~ance/Musical Performance6:bO~ 7Mada DeGuzman 

19 7:1613~Terri Houston 

21 7:24 15~Bernard Glassman 

23 7:32[ ~7[Jenn~fer Evans 

24 7:42[ ~8[Cookie Newsom 

26 ~6 ~]Beth Millwood 

37 8:52 34 Dance/MusicalPerformance 

41 
~ 

~iCharles Daye 

42 9:16 40 Valer~e Foushee 

4344 

9:20, 
41~ibbyAnderson9:24~ 431 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

A B 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 

Camille Brooks 

Nakenge &Miah Robertson 

]osephJordan 

Martina gallen 

Camille McGirt 

Grace Dunzo 

Brenda Malone 

Deborah Stroman 

David Garcia 

Amy Locklear Hertel 

Peggye Dilworth-Anderson 

÷Pronunciation Key for names needed 

Attending Performers 

? ERO[ 

Yes Victory in Praise Dancers 

Yes Jennifer Evans 

? UNCKamikaze 

CBC Ambassadors 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

c 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

FPG Child Development Institute 

Professor and Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Sen~or Assodate Director of Athletics 

Student Carolina Sport Business Club 

5th grader Health Girls Rule the World 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Student Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Office of Human Resources 

Professor, English & Comp Literature 

Professor, Exercise and Sport Sdence 

Department of Music, Director of Graduate Admissions 

Director, American Indian Center 

Student Black Student Movement 

Professor, Health Policy and Management 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 

E 

Type of Performance 

Reading 

Reading 

Sympathy, by Paul Laurence Dunbar 
Reading 

Reading 

Spoken Word 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

Cell: B7 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Cell: A12 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Waitin8 for confirmation 

Cell: B:[4 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Who contacted him? 

Cell: A25 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Waitin8 for confirmation 

Cell: A28 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Waitin8 for confirmation 

Cell: B28 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

UNC Hip Hop Dancers 

Cell: A32 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

All confirmed and ready to work, ;) 
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3 

4 

5 

7 

9 

10 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

c 
Carolina Sport Business Club Executive Board Me~ 



D E F G 

~ nbers 
2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

9 

~0 



Dr. Deborah    /~ 



C 

~2 Position 

1_3 F.~.~.~.!~ ~{..~5~!.~ ~.~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

14 President 

15 President’s AssisLant 

::[6 Chief Operating Officer 

I,7 Chief Financial Officer 

Zg Chief Business Officer Internal Operations 

~ ~.~.~.~.£...~.E~R~.9.~..~XX~E..:..~.~EER.E~..~.R.~.~.~.~.E .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
20 ~.~.~.~.~...~.E.~.~.9~.~.~ 
2~ Executive VP of Communica tions & Public Relations 

22 St, Co VP of Social Media 

23 St. Co-VP of Social Media 

24 St. Co VP of Website Management 

2s ~:...~9:~.q..e~..~.~.~...~Se.q.~.~.~.~.~.~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
26 q<~.~.q.~.{’~e....g.g...R~.~.e.e~.e<eb.{.e.~..~..~e~.~.~.~...g>:e.e.~.~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
27 Executive VP of Advertising & Fundraising 

28 St, VP of Internships & Jobs 

29 St. Director of Membership 

30 E Board Committee Member 

35 E-Board Committee Member 

32 E Board Committee Member 



D E 

13 dstro@unc.edu 

14 ,@unc.edu 

15 @live.unc.edu 

:[6 _~ ve unc edu 

lg ~unc.edu 

1_9 ~unc.edu 

2C ~live.unc,edu 

2~ @unc.edu 

22 .~ live.u nc,edu 

23 ~live.unc.edu 

24 ~live.unc.edu 

26 ~live.unc.edu 

2~ @live.unc.edu 

28 ~live.unc.edu 

3 C~Olive.unc.edu 

Univ. Professor 

~£.RI~£.r~2.E ........................ 

~ophomore 

lun]or 

~ophomore 

lunior 

~£.q.l~£.r~.£.~ ........................ 
lunior 

lunior 

lunior 



A B C D E c G 

Club Speaker Master List 
9 

5 

12 First Name Last Name Company ~osition Phone Number Email Address l~Ava~labilitV 

26 Bill Duffy Charlotte Bobcats Chief Executive Officer & CFO 

27 Phil Ford JNC Basketball Legend 

28 I.ivis Freeman 4ourFans £EOand Founder 

29 Jason Garrow IMG College ~enior Director 

30 Dr. Kevin 6uskiewicz EXSS Deparment Department Chair 

31 Cindy Hensley ConnectTIVlTY Co Founder 

bd u fry@bobcat s,com                 TBD 

TBD 

(919) 765-5546 or (919} 389-3486 levisfreeman@4ourfans.com TBD 

jason ~a rrow@im~world.com 

gus@email.unc.edu TBD 

32 Joe Fran¢o ESPN [Ma nager of University Relations joe.franco@espn.com TBD 

33 Larry Jordan Charlotte Bobcats 3irector of Special Projects in the President’s Office Ijordan@bobcats.com TBD 

34 Tom Knox IMG College VP of Consulting (704) 987-4983 tom.knox@irngwodd.com 

35 Josh Kramer Charlotte Bobcats [VP of Marketing Development jkrame~@bobcats,com TBD 

36 Elizabeth Lindsey Wasserman Media Group Co President of Consulting TBD 

37 Adam Lucas Tar Heel Monthly Publisher ~ @grnaihcom TBD 

38 Jeff McCIoud CIAA Associate Commissioner ] BD 

39 Kenny Mitchell Gatorade Director of Sports Marketing ~ ]BD 

40 Dave Nemetz Bleacher Report Co Founder ~ TBD 

41 David Paro DEEPAIliance >resident (630) 574 3337 dparo@deep alliance,corn TBD 

42 Robbi Pickeral ESPN.com JNC Basketball Blogger @gmaihcom TBD 

43 Ronnie Ramos NCAA 9irector of New Media TBD 

44 John Spencer 540 Sports & Entertainment ~ports Agent (represents Ivory ~tta) (919) 53B-9296 john.spencer@S40se.com TBD 

45 Rick Steinbacher UNC Atheltics Department ~,ssoc. Athletics Director of Marketing (919) 962-5191 rsteinbacher@uncaa uric edu TBD 

46 Ben gturner Leverage Agency CEO and Founder (917) 547 8758 or (212) 752 2500 bens@leverageagency.com TBD 

47 Grouse Susan ESPN [University Relations Coordinator susan.j.grouse@espn.com TBD 

48 Malcolm Turner Wasserman Media Grop [President, Golf Division TBD 

49 Mark Waller NFL [Chief Marketing Officer TBD 

50 Howard White Nike VPofTheJordan Brand TBD 

51 Fred Whitfleld Charlotte Bobcats [President and COO h,,,hiffield@bobcats.corn TBD 

52 Frank Zecca Octagon Sr. VPofClient Financial Services ~ ~rank,zecca@octagon.com TBD 

53 Chris Zepkowski TPG Sports Group Vice President (704) 61B-BgB0 chrisz@tpgsportsgroup.com I BD 

54 

Targeted Speakers 



Cell: A20 

Comment: UNC alum (’79) 

Cell: AR9 

Comment: Misht need Ben Sturner~s help in 8ettin~this speaker to come to our Club 

Brandon Rhodes (U of Michi~anl interned at Gatorade this past summer and knows him too 

Cell: A49 

Comment: Misht need Ben Sturner~s help in 8ettin~this speaker to come to our Club 



*Tentative* Calander of Events 





Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Fall 

Initial Plans and Actions Steps for ]anuapy 
Hpdated February 

~3ken an -flagler.unc.edu 

Mission Statement: The purpose of the Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Symposium is to 
provide students who are passionate about the sport and/or fitness industries with a 
professions] networking opportunity to gain insight into these industries and gain 
internships with prestigious companies around the countW. 

Disclaimer: If this document is shared with you it is understood that the utmost respect 
and privacy be kept about all matters of tfiis symposium plan. gn~d a date is set and the 
event is approved, no plans are final ’Phank you for yore" compliance. 

We are awaiting the release of the ON C Football Schedule before further plans can be 

made. 



Execu~ve Board and Core Planning Commi~ee: 

Executive Board: (Plan trom )anuary to the event) 

President: 
Co-President: 
Executive VP: 
Executive VP of Core Committee: 

VP of Marketing (Flyers, Publications): 
VF of Marketing (Social Media): 
VP of Finance (Sponsorships): 
VP of Finance (Costs/Budget): 
VP of OperaLions (Day 
VP of Operations {Career Fair) 
VP of Operations {Venue/Catering): 

Assistance by 

(Assistance by 

Core Committee Members (Logistics from March/April on) 

2. 
3. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

11 

2(~ 
21 
22 
2~ 
24 
2~ 
2{ 



List of CSBC students to get otl board for Support: 

Emailed Kenan-Flagler Undergraduate Business listserv, Exercise and Sports Science 
Undergraduate listserv, and tbe Carolina Sport Business Club listserv on tbat 
read the following: 

1 am reaching out to mv favorite people on campus to help plan an amazing event 
scheduled for fall of 

We are proud to announce that the first Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo is being 
planned and we want your help! ’File mission of this expo is as follows: 
Nission Statement: The purpose of the Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Symposmm is to 
provide students who are passionate about the sport and/or fitness industries with a 
professional networking opportunity" to gain insight into these industries and gain 

internsbips with prestigious companies around tbe countW, 

Tbe expo will be on a Saturday and be a prof)ssional event. We will have a gn’eat keynote 
speaker, panels for you to attend, a hmch, and then end with a career fair with great 
companies that will have information ahout itltertlships’. 

My Co-President          and Executive VP,           and I have a handlhl of 
executive board positions left (including Marketing Operations, and Sponsorship). 
Executive Board membership requires that you help us st;~rting ASAP with critical planning 
to make sure this event takes off. We will expect a lot from you, but you will get a lot in 
return as well {think major networldng and resume building here). In addition to our 
Executive Board members we will bave a Core Committee tbat will handle logistics trom 
about March or April until the event in the fall. 

This is a great way for you to get involved and NETWORK if you are interested in pursuing 
a career in Sport Business or the fitness industw! Not to mention being part of a great team 
that plans the first of what we plan to make an annual event (pretty special)! 

Please email me at               ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu if you have any further 
questions. If you would like to be considered lot an Executive Board or Core Cornmittee 
position please express that in your emaiL I am asMng that I receive interest emails by next 
Monday,             to ensure that we use all the time we have to plan wisely! 

I hope to [lear [i’om a lot of yo!! Remember we don’t have a capped number for Core 
Committee, so let me know any interest you may have! 



UNC Faculty Advisors: 

EXSS Adv[sor/CSl~FE Facul~~ Chair: Deborah Stroman 
Kenan-Flagler Advisor: bawrence Murray 
Campus Recreation Advisor: (Reggie Hinton) 
University Career Services Advisor: (left Sackarofl) 
Athletic Departmetm (Dana C;alin or Dr. Cricket Lathe) 

External Advisors: 

External Sport Business Advisor: Ben Sturner, I,everage Agency NYC (and/or Wasserman) 
(Potential) External Fitness Advisor: Cindy llensley, Bwan O’Rourke, and Sal Pellegrino 

Symposium Eogistics: 

Date 
Tentative Fall     (October) 

UNC Football schedule necessaW betore date is set 
Bi-Week of Football Schedule or on the Saturday of the Thursday night game (we’d 
love the tootball team to be able to participate) 

Time 
* Checkin R’om 8:30-9:30 
, Kick off at 9:45 

131ue Zone at Renan Stadim;q (Made a contact here from Tony Patterson, Richie 
Grimsley who reserves the Blue Zone) 
Dean Dome and break out sessions/panels at Kenan-Flagler 
Carolina Club-Alumni Hall 

Who to Invite at lINE: 
* Carolina Sportl3usiness Club 
, EXSS Department {Undergrad & Grad) 
, Kenan-Flagler Business School(Undergrad) 
* lournalismstudents {Sports Journalism) 
* Campus Recreation Staff 
, Student Athletes (and Club teams) 
, IM Spot~.s Listserv 

Other Schools Invited 
¯ NC State 
¯ Wake Forest 
¯ Duke 



¯ NCCU 
¯ NC A&T 

Pre-Registration: [online) 
Tiered Pricing 
CSBE Paying members $5 
Early Bird [with gift) $10 

Before one month of the event $15 
Less than a month before the event $20 

Dress: Professiot~al 
Ask DES if they can host a Resume Prep Day before the event[ 

Speakers, Panelists, and Career Fair Participants: 

USE CASPER!!! 

These are all potent~al-noth~q ~n th~s section ~s con~rmed, 

Key Note Speakers 
Dream Team: 

® Michael Jordan 
o Phil Ford 
o LarWFedora 
o Roy Wdliams 
o Hubert Davis 
o Mia Harem 
o BrentJones 

Panelists 
Sport Business 

ProfessionalSports 
Harrison Barnes 

® College Athletics 
Bubba Cunningham 

o Agencies/PR 
Ben 
Wasserman 
IMG 

o Social Media 
Bryan O’Rourke 

Communications (Entertainment& Broadcasting) 
NBC Spot~.s (Ben Sturner knows Dacren Rovell) 

o Sports Marketing 



Gatorade ( Cot~nection: Kenny Mitchell Dir. of Sports 
Marketing) 
Cbarlotte Bobcats Connection: Setb Bennett, VP of Marketing} 

Fitness 
o Group Fitness Les Nills 
c> Club O~mership 
o Apparel&Equipment 
o Marathon/Triathlon Companies 
o CrossFit 

Career Fair Participants: 
Sport Business 

o Caro[itla Panthers (COO is a KF Alum) 
o Charlotte Bobcats 
o Carolina Hurricanes ( bas a connection) 
~ Durham Bulls 
o IMG 
o Wasserman Media Group (Nick Lennon) 
o Octagon 
~ Leverage Agency 
c: Nike 
o Under Armor {KF) 
o Gatorade 
o NBC Sports 
c> ESPN 

Fitness 
c> Precor 
o Star Trac 
o Fitness & Wellness (Medical side of Fitness) 
© Les Mills 
~2 ACE 

Sponsorship & Financial Information: 

Budget 
¯ Facib/y 
¯ Lunch 
¯ Gifts {Earlybirds & Sponsors/speakers/panelists) 
¯ Sbir~s? 

Supporters (NO $) 
Carolina Sport Business Club 

, Campus Recreation 
, Universiw Career Services (confirmed) 



Athletic Deparh~ent (confirmed) 

Bert Sturner (Leverage Agency) 

EXSS 

Bank of America 

Title Sponsor (one who gives $5000) 

Gold {$1001+) 

Silver ($501-$1000) 

Platinum ($101-$500) 

Individual Patrons ($20-$100) 

Goal of how mat~y total sponsors we wa~at/need? 
Would love for a sponsor to donate bags for tbe event (put handouts in) Maybe pens? 

Write letters/send business plan to potential sponsors 
Wbo to Ask to be Sponsors: 

, Cttick-fil-A 

Fundraismg Goal/Finances 

Sporlsors 

Admission Charges 

Donors 



Marketing: 

Flyers/Initial Marketing 

Needadate 

, Legitimized the name of the event with Tony Patterson en. 

, Need a logo (pichlre for flyer) 

What do we dot or our sponsors/speakers/panelists? 

Discounted hotelrates 

Carolina gift 

Contacts Throughout the Process: Starting December 

Call in December 
Initial Approval and Support 

Deboralt Stroman: 
Call in December of 
Initial ApprovaI and Support (fi’om CSBC) 
Scheduled meeting on January 22 

Cindy Hens|ey: 
Call on 
Initial Support and Fitness Advise (Sponsorship person)- Further contact 
Connected me to Seth Reeves 

Meeting on } 
Offer of Co-Presidmlt position and he accepted 

Enrichment Fund: Email on                 Further investigation/application 

No|an Gauvream 
]anuaW 13, 2013 
Initial Advice from the Ohio Universi~- Sport Business Symposium 



Linkedln 



Linkedln 

Cairo (and Brandon Rhodes) 

Co-Presfden~ of ,~,lichuan Spor~ Business" Conference 
Email sent on (Response on 

Jan. 114: 

Thanks for reaching out! Glad to answe[ your questions on how we planned the MSBC Lets try and set 
up a 15 - 30rain phone call vs answering questions via email Please let us know a few times this week 
and next week that work for you Thanks and talk 

Dustin 



Jan 15: 

Brandon and I are bee Thulsday at 12pm. We have a confelence line that we can use 559-729=1000 

id#364910. Any questions or issues please let us know Thanks! 

Conference Call with Dustin Cairo & Brandon Rhodes 
How did you legitimize the Michigan Sport Business Symposium? 

20-25 page business plan presented to business school and kinesiology program 
Picked a date and met with Facilities 
Pitched idea to athletic director 

Sponsors 
¯ Huge list of potential sponsors and main benefits 
¯ Associate name w Michigan brand 
¯ Neiwvorldng 
¯ Settt 100s of entails 
¯ 2 page document (of the event and why they should sponsor) 

~ Customized first page for company 

Initial money 
* Admission 
* $20425 (member of Sports Business Association at Michigan) 
, $40 fornon-Michigan students 
, $50 for graduate students 
, Goal: Cover expenses through sponsorships 
* Goal: Keep tickets as ]ow as possihle 
, Why should they pay? It’s an excellent educational & networking event 

Did you pay tot travel of speakers/hotel? 
* Paid forhote] 
, Ticket to tootballgame 
, Lunch and dinner 
* Speakers paidtheir ways 

Where did the speakers mostly come h’om? 
¯ a/a h’orn Michigan 
¯ Chicago 
¯ =½ were Michigan Alumni 
¯ NY 

Business school was on board...how was that merging ofdepartments? 



Angle Bitt~ag 
abitting(&uncaa,unc.edu 
Dean Smith Center Events Facilitator 
Emai] sent on (Response on 

Football Sckedule ~s released 
I - Further contact when 

Seth Reeves 
sreeves@ tarheelsports.com 
Works at 7~r Heel SporEs (Sponsorship) 
I emailed him on lanuaw 14~h about setting up a meeting on campus to discuss plans 
Meeting scheduled for                at Starhucks on Frank{in at 1 

meeting went wonderfully. Seth has agreed to help us compile an optimal 
list of sponsors to wr~te letters to. He also said he would work closely w~th our VP of 
Finance (Sponsors) to help them throughout the process. 

a)live.anc.edu 
Junior, CSBC, MBSA 
See Document Edits" has great contacts (Gatorade, Wasserman) 
Connected me to Joshua Logan {Sent email on January 115 
DConn Sport Business Networking Wehsite 
On board as Executive VP as o{ 

Record of Action Steps Week by Week: Beginning 

Further Action Steps for the Week of 
Legitimize the name, check with the University 
Gain Kenan-Flagler support 
Startbrainstorming Executive Board members 
lden/ify potential members of our planning committee 

Further Action Steps 16r the Week of 
¯ Meet with Lawrence Murray (Gained Kenan-F[agler support!) 
¯ Meet with Deborah Stroman (She approved the 7-page business plan) 
¯ Meetwith Accepted Executive VP position on 

Further Action Ste~s for the Week of 
* Email this updated plan to: Dr. Stroman, David Fox, Nick Lennon 
* Legithnize the event I email on 1-25)-Completed with Tony Patterson on 

January 31 
* Pitch it at the CSBE Meeting on the 28t/’~ 
* Accept application emails throughout the week lot the Executive Board 
, Accept interest emails ~br Core Planning Committee 



Get UCS & Athletic Department on board as advisors 

Ask Football office tbr the home sc~edule 

Emafl this to 

Compile list of sponsors [Meetmg with Seth should helpS,) 

Get logo/work on some flyers (Marketing!!) 

Further Action Steps for the Week of 
On                               and | met to discuss the E×ecul~ve Board 
applicants. We need to make filial decisions on and set~d 
emails out to those we have chosen for t[~e positions. 

¯ Send emafl to all those that expressed interest in the Core Committee 
¯ Email Richie Grirnsley about touring the F~lue Zone aed discussing the cost of the 

vetme 

Get UCS & Athletic Department o1~ hoard as advisors 



Former ESPN associates 

When: February 18 - 5:30 p.m. 
Where: Fetzer 109 

Contact: thechlb@unc.edtl or 

Twitter: @CSBC UNC 
Website: http:i/csbcunc.com 

comes from the media industry where he 

has worked with both the domestic and 

international divisions of ESPN since 2005, Wh~e 

O.e. ~at~ngs, focus groups~ etc.} he soon moved ~nto 

Internships: Harrisburg City Islanders (Pro US~L 

Team Game Day~ and ESPN Corporate O~trea~h 





at the UNC-Duke ~ame on 

Contact: Mo~ehead Cain Scholar 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

E 

Food is available throughout program 

Dean, Public Health 

Director, EXSS LFII 

Director, Itousing & Res Education 

Student 

]Victory in Praise 

Chair, EXSS 

.Interim ~ssoc. Provost, D~versit~ & MC ~ffa~rs 
Student 
Professor, Public Health 

Chair, CBC 

.~uest "~mazing Orate" 

.Direct°r, Diversity ~ MC Affairs 
Student 
President, ~WFP 
President, BSM 
Professor, EXSS 
Student 
Officer, CBC 

Professor, EXSS 
Student 
Professor, EXSS 
Sr. ~ssoc. Director, UNC~ 
Student 
&ssoc. Director, Health ~ffairs 

. EROT poets 

Student 
Professor, EXSS 
Student 
Professor, School of Law 
&lumna~, Commission~r, Orang~ County 
Director, ~ostdoctora~ Affairs 

Ombudsman 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

A B 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 

Camille Brooks 

Nakenge &Miah Robertson 

]osephJordan 

Martina gallen 

Camille McGirt 

Grace Dunzo 

Brenda Malone 

Deborah Stroman 

David Garcia 

Amy Locklear Hertel 

Peggye Dilworth-Anderson 

÷Pronunciation Key for names needed 

Attending Performers 

? ERO[ 

Yes Victory in Praise Dancers 

Yes Jennifer Evans 

? Cadence 

CBC Ambassadors 
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CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

c 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

FPG Child Development Institute 

Professor and Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Sen~or Assodate Director of Athletics 

Student Carolina Sport 3usiness Club 

5th grader Health Girls Rule the World 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Student Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Office of Human Resources 

Professor, English & Comp Literature 

Professor, Exercise and Sport Sdence 

Department of Music, Director of Graduate Admissions 

Director, American Indian Center 

Student 31ack Student Movement 

Professor, Health Policy and Management 

Student 

Student 

26 
27 
28 

3O 

33 

34 

35 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 

E 

Type of Performance 

Reading 

Reading 

Sympathy, by Paul Laurence Dunbar 
Reading 

Reading 

Spoken Word 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 

Reading 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

Cell: B7 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Cell: A12 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Waitin8 for confirmation 

Cell: B:[4 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Who contacted him? 

Cell: A25 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Waitin8 for confirmation 

Cell: A28 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

Waitin8 for confirmation 

Cell: B28 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

UNC All-female a cappella 8roup 

Cell: A32 

Comment: Stroman, Deborah L: 

All confirmed and ready to work, ;) 









6oal: Raise money to hand out 20,000 mini flags to show support for 
at the UNC-Duke game 

UNC Morehead-Cain Scholar 

UNC Po~Jue Scholar 









Thursday, March 7 

Brent Jones visit to the UNC Campus 

Bretlt arPives olft campus 

Caudil1257 {loe’s office) 

Brent to teach in Joe’s etm-epreneurship class 

Caudi[1257 

Walk Brent to Woolen Gym 

~t0:45 

11:00-12:30 

12:40d 2:55 

:t:O0 - 1:50 

1:50-2:00 

2:00-3:30 

3:30- 4:00 

4:00-4:15 

4:45-4:30 

4:30-4:50 

4:50-5:00 

6:15-6:25 

6:30 

Brent to speak to Debby Stroman’s first year seminar EXSS 54 
Woollen Gym, Room 302 

Walk to hmch, Spanl~"s 

Late lunch with select group students 
(DeSimone} 

Student.s for EXSS (Strol~qan) 

Spanky’s, reservations rnade and direct bill set up 

Conversation with Debby Stroman 

Debby to transport to Renan Institute 

Break/Down Time 

Meet with Undergraduate Business Ambassadors for a tour of McColl; 
meet in McColl lobby 

Introduction to bawrence Murray, presentation set up 
McCol12000 

Brent to speak to Lawrence Murray’s Assured Admissions progn’am, 
McCol12000 

’bessons from the front line series’ 
Format: 

20-30 minutes of speaking 
15-20 mitmtes of 
10 minutes of post Q&A mingling 

Wrap up and walk back to Kenan Institute to meet Joe DeSimone, 3 
floor Renan Center 

Dinner with Joseph and DeSimone, and Bubba 
Cunningham, jack and Brans, Mary Napier 









CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

A B 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

44 
45 

YES 

YES 

Camille Brooks 

Camille Brooks 

Camille Brooks 

Nakenge & Miah Robertson 

Dr. Joseph Jordan 

Martina Ballen 

Camille McGirt 

Grace Dunzo 

Grace Dunzo 

Vedta Murrill 

Meama Scott 

Deborah Stroman 

Peggye Dilworth-Anderson 

Brenda Malone 

Attending Performers 

Yes Jennifer Evans 

Yes Victory in Praise Dancers 

Yes Dante M~tchell 

NO Harmonyx A Capella Group 

? ERO[ 

Yes Cadence/Bailey Jackson 

÷Pronunciation Key for names needed 

CBC Ambassadors 
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C 

Dept Name 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Senior Assodate Director of Athletics and CFO 

Student 

Health Girls Rule the World 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Senior Manager/Senior Consultant, [raining & [alent Development 

Youth Ambassador :t2¥rs, 6th grade, Cu~breth Middle School 

Professor, Health Policy and Management 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

43 

44 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

34 
35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

44 
45 

Vivian & James, by Evelyn D~lworth Williams 

Perform Between 6:30 - 7:30 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

E 

Type of Performance 

2 Reading 

3 Reading 

4 Reading 

5 Reading 

9 

10 Reading 

11 Reading 

15 Reading 

16 Reading 

19 Reading 

20 Reading 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 Sing 

28 

29 Drummer 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

42 

43 

44 

45 



47 

49 

CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 
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47 

49 
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47 

49 
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E 

47 

49 



A ! B C D 

~ CBCBlackHistoryMonthRead-ln20~ISchedule 
2 rriduy, F~bruory25,2012 __ 

4 ~ 

6 5~00-6:15 p.m: Welcome - Wayne Blair 

109 

6:24, 2~Becca Battaglini 

@6:28~ 3 Jennie Ofstein 

19 7:16 13~Terri Houston 

21 7:24[ 15[Bernard Glassman 

23 7:32[ 17[Jennifer Evans 

24 7:42 18~Cookie Newsom 

37 8:52[ 34 Dance/MusicalPerformance 

4344 

9:20, 
41~ibbyAnderson9:24~ 43 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



AI B 
1 Not Able to Participate 

2 Barbara R~mer 

~ I affye Clayton 

4 Benny Ramos 

5 No Richard Southall 

B Leoneda Inge 

8 No David Garcia 

9 No Amy Locklear Hertel 

10 Maria DeGuzman 

C 

School of Public Health 

D~versity & Mult~cultural Affairs 

5peciai Request & Special Guest ( son) 

Department of Music, Director of Graduate Admissions 

American Indian Center 

English & Comp Literature 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Wednesday, February 20, 2013 I 1:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
FW: [t~aculty--athletics-forum] READ TH~ DOCUMENT 

Jay Rudi Wayne dec Southall edits and suggestions docx 

Have you been following tbis 
I like mosl of Ihc documcnl, bul disagree wllh a few Ilfings--alll~ough you may disagree wllh m¢ 

1 I tlthtk "education" is too tmrrowl? construed Tbey receive acadelrtic as well as atllletic education/developmeN 
2 I don’l Ihink Ihc} arc denied "moral aulonomy" or educational otrporhmllies We all make anlonomous choices: choosing Io b¢ an 
a/hlctc Ibnlls other choices Working full time limits choices; choosing to b¢ in sludcnl government Ibnlls choices: choosing Io be a 
pte-med lr~ior limit s otber cboices; one has to weigh tbe benefits mtd bmdens Cboosing to come to UN C liimts choices becm~se it 
bas lequirement s 
3 Educalion isn’l a "financial" reward, bul receiving Ihe ben� flls ofwhal UNC has to olPcr academically AND a/hlefically arc Ib¢ir 

Your thougbt s? 
Jan 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 

Sent: Wednesday’, Febmat5 20, 2013 10:48 AM 
To: discussion 
Subjecl: Re: [facully--add¢lics-forum] READ THIE DOCUMENT 

ColleagnJes, 

After reading over rite documem several thnes, heie ale some suggested edits and possible le-woldings I have left ira." suggestions in 
track-changes format, so tbey can be easily seen 1 applaud Jay, Rudi mtd Wa~’ne for tbeh work on fltis 1 an not wedded to at) of my 
suggestions, b~tl sbnple offer Ihcm as "suggestions" and an opporl~mlly for conbnued discussion 

Dr Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport AdntiN stt-ation Graduate Program Coordh~ator The U rtivet~ig" of North Carolit~a at Cbapel Hill Director - 
College Sporl Research lnsld ul¢ Woollen Hall 203C Office - 919%2-3507 Cell - Fax - 919962-6235 
southall@enmil uric edu 

UNC Sport A&ninislm/ion w¢bslle: 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slowly, we’re hcrc Io live fldly 

On 2/19/13 I 1:44 PM. "Jay Smilh" <jaysmilh@cmail unc cdu> wrol¢: 

>statement wont taking "public" wiflmt tbe new 6 weeks (ideall) by tbe 



>first week of March ) Like alU dish with Ioo many chefs, the product 

>no-l~olds-bar~d discussion, the specific outcomes emdsioned a~e few 
>Would we fike to add spec~c goals? We could ~’en conceNabl? go with 

~f U NC-Clmpel Hill" 

M wan to produce soinetNng, s~" sometNng, m~d I hope tNs time we’ll 

>-- You ate curmntl? subscribed to faculD --atlfletics-fonmt as: 

>&l faculD--atlfletics-fonmt&o 32780780, or send a blal~ einail to 
>leave-32780780-48699884 3c0dR~3868952acddd594a08487223¢6@lisls¢~ unc ¢du 

-- You ate currently subscribed to facadt~--atfilefics-fonnn as:.in~boxiIl@en~ail uric edu To mtsubscfibe click he~e: 
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3 

5 

7 

9 

2O 

23 
24 
25 

29 
3O 

34 
35 
36 
37 

39 
4O 

42 

5:50 

~Pronunciation Key for names needed 

CBC Ambassadors 
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ante Mitchell - Drum tn the Audience and participants 

Brenda Malone 

Words from Deborah Stroman 

Dante Mitchell - Drum Out the audience and participants 
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7 @live.unc.edu 

8 Professor, Health PoUcy and Managemen~ 

£ Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

10 Senior Assodate Director of Athletics and CFO 

12 Health G~rls Rule the World 

13 Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd Krd Duke School for chTldren 

14 Youth Ambassador 8¥rs, 3rd grd Duke School for children 

bassador 12¥rs, 6th grd, Culbreth Middle School 

Professor and Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

21 ~Eve.unc.edu> 

22 Director, Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

2423 Professor, Exercise and Sport Science 

25                               Chairperson 

27 Vice Chancellor, Office of Human Resources 

28 Student 

30 ~att,net 

32 

33 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

42 

43 
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3 

5 

7 

9 

2O 

23 
24 
25 

28 
29 
3O 

34 
35 
36 
37 
3g 
39 
4O 

42 

E 

Name of Work/Author 

Joining the Diaspora, Justin Camacho Tajonera 

Afro Latina/o poetry 

Black Girls Rock, lyanla Vanzant 

Perform Between 6:00 = 6:30 

Vivian & James, by Evelyn D~lworth Williams 

Phenomenal Woman, Maya Angelou 

Mother to Son by Langston Hughes 

Perform Between 6:30 = 7:30 

What is Your Life’s Blueprint? MLK 

Life Doesn’t Frighten Me, Dr. Maya Angelou 

Still I Rise, Dr, Maya Angelou 

What Am I, Who are We by Camille Brooks, 

Woman Work, Maya Angelou 

When Malindy Sings, Paul Lawrence Dunbar 

The Master Controller, by MatthewTaylor 

The Negro and the Mountain, excerpt Lanston Hughes {middle or end) 

The Negro Speaks of Rivers, Langston Hughes 

Souled Out {excerpt), by Shaun Powell 

Sympathy’, by Paul Laurence Dunbar ~tend 
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° 
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A ! B C D 

~ CBCBlackHistoryMonthRead-ln20~ISchedule 
2 rriduy, F~bruory25,2012 __ 

4 ~ ~ 

6 5~00-6:15 p.m: Welcome - Wayne Blair 

109 

6:24, 2~Becca Battaglini 

@6:28~ 3 Jennie Ofstein 

1413 

6:40, 6~ance/Musical Performance6:bO~ 7Maria DeGuzman 

41 
~ 

~iCharles Daye 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



AI B 
1 Not Able to Participate 

2 Barbara R~mer 

~ I affye Clayton 

4 Benny Ramos 

5 No Richard Southall 

B Leoneda Inge 

8 No David Garcia 

9 No Amy Locklear Hertel 

10 Maria DeGuzman 

11 Ursula, Little John 

C 

School of Public Health 

D~versity & Mult~cultural Affairs 

5peciai Request & Special Guest ( son) 

Department of Music, Director of Graduate Admissions 

American Indian Center 

English & Comp Literature 







Minutes of the Facu[t~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013~ 3:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battag]ini, C]audio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, JD DeFreese, Diane Oroft’. Kex’in Guskiewicz |ony Hackney, Elizabeth 
tiedgpeth, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marly Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, Eric R}an, Siterry 

Salyer. Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields. Abbie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, Richard 
Southall, Debby St~oman, Erianne Weight, and Denise Curfin, EXSS manager 

Members absent: Robert Turner 

Minutes of January 16, 2013 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Debby S~roman seconded to approve the minutes 
All in Payor and approved 

b 

UnderLq’aduate Honors ]~esis Meredith Petschauer 

Students defend by the first week of April; students interested in pursuing the 
Honors Program will be getting in touch with her and then meet with potential 

t~culty advisors to discuss their interest and complete the committee form 

Sheny Salyer, Debby Stroman, Alain Aguilar, and Barbara Osborne spoke at 
an A cad:emic Ad~’Zsiu~ .st~(ff de ve/opme~ 

~xlrey A*~ ard Sherry&dyer 

Deadline for nominations is Ffday, Feb 8 

Scholar A/hA~l~ Award Bomlie Mar/cs 
Bonnie will send out info to the faculty listserq; requires 36 GPA or better; 
4 EX PHYs master students will be presenting at ACSM 

A~orl Admmis/ration l~ichard Sou~ba// 
candidates for the Spo~ Admin graduate program with an average GPA of 

7 l ~te~ ews ~wqll be held March I and 2 

Blyffl Lecture Abbie Smtth-Ryan 

The Blyth Lecture will be he]d Wed, March 6a~, I 00 pm a the George Wa s 
Hill Alumni Center Regist~ationfortheeventwillbeonline Amy[uflswfll 
send personal invitations to VIPs who will have reserved seating in the first 4 
or 5 rows More details to come 



g WI.~TI Li~for equipmem Kevin (~nskiewicz 

E×tra departmental fi.mds are available for equipment purchases that benefit 
instruction and research Submit your wish list items to Denise 

h bldepet~dem S¢~¢@ Signed colttr~c~s have to be retai~ed in the EXS S 
administrative ol’fice fbr 4 years 

FaculD, Search Updates & Recommendatlons ,Ioe Myers, Darin Padua~ 
Kevln Gusklewicz 

AIbhqic ?ram#~ Huma~ Am~lomy S~.arch 

Joe thanked everyone fi~r their paviicipation in the candidmes’ visits The 
committee met last u, eek and agreed that both candidates 

and a~e vet2,- good The committee 

recommends for the position 

Joe moved to recommend                  t’or the position of Assistant 

P~ol~ssor in Athletic T~aininWHun~an Anatomy, trod ijhe .~koz~Mdeclme. to 
ot’fo the position to Iony seconded 

Kevin asked that the t~sults remain confidential until further notice 

5~ort,~ }@k/emiologo Resec¢rch dJ Nlagis#ca[Melhods Sec¢rch 

l)afin announced the upcoming htte~Mew schedul es: arrives 
this evening and will be here Thursday & Friday; will be here 
nexl week; and                will be here the last week of February 

Please remember to complete the online t~cu]ty evaluation survey on 
qualtfics Darin will send faculty the ]ink to the survey 

Kevin thanked Ihe search committees He is seeking an advanced search 
authorization from the Dean’s Off]ce on the vacancy created by 
pending depmtu~e 

Visit by [nlv. Sao Paulo Tony Hackney & Claudia Battagllnl 
T.bledjbr ~ext./acul~y meeting 

IRB Consen~ Forms Troy Blackburn 

Will be in word t\~rmat, only clean copies go fot~vard (no edits), do not save t\~rm 
as ’adult consent form", and remember to add the documents that need to be 
included at the end of the process 
Troy will send the faculg~" a link to the presentation video 



EXSS Case Statement DevelopmenI--Troy Blackburn 

Revised version is with the committee and wil] be out to the faculty next week for 
review and approval a~ the next faculty meeting 

Carolina Units Engagement Retreat--Jason Mihalik 
l~b[ed/~r aex~ fi~c~l[(~ meeti~g 

Chair Nominating Proceedings--Kevin Gusldewicz 

The two candidates fi~r the position of Chair,           and             each 
presented their vision tbr the department to the t:aculty Based on a random 
drawing    p~esented first aad      preseated second Following each 
presenhation ~which the other did not attend~ the candidates responded to 
questiona from the facuky The candidates were excused fiom the meeting 
t’ollowingtheir presentations Faculty Discussion fidlowed 

Secret ballots, with the candidates’ names listed in atphabefica] order, were 
distributed to all voting EXSS faculty Faculty u, ere instructed to rank the 
candidates, with a rank of ’ F’ given to the person they l;clt best qualified, and "2" 

indicating the "second best’’ They were also given the option to write in the 
name(s) of additional EXSS f~.culty and assign them rankings 

Ballots were tallied by Denise Cundn and Kevln GuskJewicz and the result of the 
vote was a~monnced by Kevin Kevin thanked the members of the Chair 
Nominating Committee Becca Battaglini, Coyte Cooper, .lason Mihalik, Joe 
Myers, Sherry Salyer. Abbie Smith-Ryan for their work 

Ihe meeting adjourned at 5:30 pm 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C Curtin 

The ne~Lfitctd(r meeting will be held Wednesday, February 27, 2013 at 3:00 pm in 

Fetzer 201. 



Minutes of the Facu[t~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013~ 3:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battag]ini, C]audio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, JD DeFreese, Diane Oroft’. Kex’in Guskiewicz |ony Hackney, Elizabeth 
tiedgpeth, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marly Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, Eric R}an, Siterry 

Salyer. Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields. Abbie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, Richard 
Southall, Debby St~oman, Erianne Weight, and Denise Curfin, EXSS manager 

Members absent: Robert Turner 

Minutes of January 16, 2013 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Debby S~roman seconded to approve the minutes 
All in Payor and approved 

b 

UnderLq’aduate Honors ]~esis Meredith Petschauer 

Students defend by the first week of April; students interested in pursuing the 
Honors Program will be getting in touch with her and then meet with potential 

t~culty advisors to discuss their interest and complete the committee form 

Sheny Salyer, Debby Stroman, Alain Aguilar, and Barbara Osborne spoke at 
an A cad:emic Ad~’Zsiu~ .st~(ff de ve/opme~ 

~xlrey A*~ ard Sherry&dyer 

Deadline for nominations is Ffday, Feb 8 

Scholar A/hA~l~ Award Bomlie Mar/cs 
Bonnie will send out info to the faculty listserq; requires 36 GPA or better; 
4 EX PHYs master students will be presenting at ACSM 

A~orl Admmis/ration l~ichard Sou~ba// 
candidates for the Spo~ Admin graduate program with an average GPA of 

7 l ~te~ ews ~wqll be held March I and 2 

Blyffl Lecture Abbie Smtth-Ryan 

The Blyth Lecture will be he]d Wed, March 6a~, I 00 pm a the George Wa s 
Hill Alumni Center Regist~ationfortheeventwillbeonline Amy[uflswfll 
send personal invitations to VIPs who will have reserved seating in the first 4 
or 5 rows More details to come 



g WI.~TI Li~for equipmem Kevin (~nskiewicz 

E×tra departmental fi.mds are available for equipment purchases that benefit 
instruction and research Submit your wish list items to Denise 

h bldepet~dem S¢~¢@ Signed colttr~c~s have to be retai~ed in the EXS S 
administrative ol’fice fbr 4 years 

FaculD, Search Updates & Recommendatlons ,Ioe Myers, Darin Padua~ 
Kevln Gusklewicz 

AIbhqic ?ram#~ Huma~ Am~lomy S~.arch 

Joe thanked everyone fi~r their paviicipation in the candidmes’ visits The 
committee met last u, eek and agreed that both candidates 

and a~e vet2,- good The committee 

recommends for the position 

Joe moved to recommend                  t’or the position of Assistant 

P~ol~ssor in Athletic T~aininWHun~an Anatomy, trod ijhe .~koz~Mdeclme. to 
ot’fo the position to Iony seconded 

Kevin asked that the t~sults remain confidential until further notice 

5~ort,~ }@k/emiologo Resec¢rch dJ Nlagis#ca[Melhods Sec¢rch 

l)afin announced the upcoming htte~Mew schedul es: arrives 
this evening and will be here Thursday & Friday; will be here 
nexl week; and                will be here the last week of February 

Please remember to complete the online t~cu]ty evaluation survey on 
qualtfics Darin will send faculty the ]ink to the survey 

Kevin thanked Ihe search committees He is seeking an advanced search 
authorization from the Dean’s Off]ce on the vacancy created by 
pending depmtu~e 

Visit by [nlv. Sao Paulo Tony Hackney & Claudia Battagllnl 
T.bledjbr ~ext./acul~y meeting 

IRB Consen~ Forms Troy Blackburn 

Will be in word t\~rmat, only clean copies go fot~vard (no edits), do not save t\~rm 
as ’adult consent form", and remember to add the documents that need to be 
included at the end of the process 
Troy will send the faculg~" a link to the presentation video 



EXSS Case Statement DevelopmenI--Troy Blackburn 

Revised version is with the committee and wil] be out to the faculty next week for 
review and approval a~ the next faculty meeting 

Carolina Units Engagement Retreat--Jason Mihalik 
l~b[ed/~r aex~ fi~c~l[(~ meeti~g 

Chair Nominating Proceedings--Kevin Gusldewicz 

The two candidates fi~r the position of Chair,           and             each 
presented their vision tbr the department to the t:aculty Based on a random 
drawing    p~esented first aad      preseated second Following each 
presenhation ~which the other did not attend~ the candidates responded to 
questiona from the facuky The candidates were excused fiom the meeting 
t’ollowingtheir presentations Faculty Discussion fidlowed 

Secret ballots, with the candidates’ names listed in atphabefica] order, were 
distributed to all voting EXSS faculty Faculty u, ere instructed to rank the 
candidates, with a rank of ’ F’ given to the person they l;clt best qualified, and "2" 

indicating the "second best’’ They were also given the option to write in the 
name(s) of additional EXSS f~.culty and assign them rankings 

Ballots were tallied by Denise Cundn and Kevln GuskJewicz and the result of the 
vote was a~monnced by Kevin Kevin thanked the members of the Chair 
Nominating Committee Becca Battaglini, Coyte Cooper, .lason Mihalik, Joe 
Myers, Sherry Salyer. Abbie Smith-Ryan for their work 

Ihe meeting adjourned at 5:30 pm 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C Curtin 

The ne~Lfitctd(r meeting will be held Wednesday, February 27, 2013 at 3:00 pm in 

Fetzer 201. 



Minutes of the Facu[t~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013~ 3:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battag]ini, C]audio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, JD DeFreese, Diane Oroft’. Kex’in Guskiewicz |ony Hackney, Elizabeth 
tiedgpeth, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marly Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, Eric R}an, Siterry 

Salyer. Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields. Abbie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, Richard 
Southall, Debby St~oman, Erianne Weight, and Denise Curfin, EXSS manager 

Members absent: Robert Turner 

Minutes of January 16, 2013 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Debby S~roman seconded to approve the minutes 
All in Payor and approved 

b 

UnderLq’aduate Honors ]~esis Meredith Petschauer 

Students defend by the first week of April; students interested in pursuing the 
Honors Program will be getting in touch with her and then meet with potential 

t~culty advisors to discuss their interest and complete the committee form 

Sheny Salyer, Debby Stroman, Alain Aguilar, and Barbara Osborne spoke at 
an A cad:emic Ad~’Zsiu~ .st~(ff de ve/opme~ 

~xlrey A*~ ard Sherry&dyer 

Deadline for nominations is Ffday, Feb 8 

Scholar A/hA~l~ Award Bomlie Mar/cs 
Bonnie will send out info to the faculty listserq; requires 36 GPA or better; 
4 EX PHYs master students will be presenting at ACSM 

A~orl Admmis/ration l~ichard Sou~ba// 
candidates for the Spo~ Admin graduate program with an average GPA of 

7 l ~te~ ews ~wqll be held March I and 2 

Blyffl Lecture Abbie Smtth-Ryan 

The Blyth Lecture will be he]d Wed, March 6a~, I 00 pm a the George Wa s 
Hill Alumni Center Regist~ationfortheeventwillbeonline Amy[uflswfll 
send personal invitations to VIPs who will have reserved seating in the first 4 
or 5 rows More details to come 



g WI.~TI Li~for equipmem Kevin (~nskiewicz 

E×tra departmental fi.mds are available for equipment purchases that benefit 
instruction and research Submit your wish list items to Denise 

h bldepet~dem S¢~¢@ Signed colttr~c~s have to be retai~ed in the EXS S 
administrative ol’fice fbr 4 years 

FaculD, Search Updates & Recommendatlons ,Ioe Myers, Darin Padua~ 
Kevln Gusklewicz 

AIbhqic ?ram#~ Huma~ Am~lomy S~.arch 

Joe thanked everyone fi~r their paviicipation in the candidmes’ visits The 
committee met last u, eek and agreed that both candidates 

and , a~e vet2,- good The committee 

recommends for the position 

Joe moved to recommend                  t’or the position of Assistant 

P~ol~ssor in Athletic T~aininWHun~an Anatomy, trod ijhe .~koz~Mdeclme. to 
ot’fo the position to Iony seconded 

Kevin asked that the t~sults remain confidential until further notice 

5~ort,~ }@k/emiologo Resec¢rch dJ Nlagis#ca[Melhods Sec¢rch 

l)afin announced the upcoming htte~Mew schedul es: arrives 
this evening and will be here Thursday & Friday; will be here 
nexl week; and                will be here the last week of February 

Please remember to complete the online t~cu]ty evaluation survey on 
qualtfics Darin will send faculty the ]ink to the survey 

Kevin thanked Ihe search committees He is seeking an advanced search 
authorization from the Dean’s Off]ce on the vacancy created by 
pending depmtu~e 

Visit by [nlv. Sao Paulo Tony Hackney & Claudia Battagllnl 
T.bledjbr ~ext./acul~y meeting 

IRB Consen~ Forms Troy Blackburn 

Will be in word t\~rmat, only clean copies go fot~vard (no edits), do not save t\~rm 
as ’adult consent form", and remember to add the documents that need to be 
included at the end of the process 
Troy will send the faculg~" a link to the presentation video 



EXSS Case Statement DevelopmenI--Troy Blackburn 

Revised version is with the committee and wil] be out to the faculty next week for 
review and approval a~ the next faculty meeting 

Carolina Units Engagement Retreat--Jason Mihalik 
l~b[ed/~r aex~ fi~c~l[(~ meeti~g 

Chair Nominating Proceedings--Kevin Gusldewicz 

The two candidates fi~r the position of Chair,           and             each 
presented their vision tbr the department to the t:aculty Based on a random 
drawing    p~esented first aad      preseated second Following each 
presenhation ~which the other did not attend~ the candidates responded to 
questiona from the facuky The candidates were excused fiom the meeting 
t’ollowingtheir presentations Faculty Discussion fidlowed 

Secret ballots, with the candidates’ names listed in atphabefica] order, were 
distributed to all voting EXSS faculty Faculty u, ere instructed to rank the 
candidates, with a rank of ’ F’ given to the person they l;clt best qualified, and "2" 

indicating the "second best’’ They were also given the option to write in the 
name(s) of additional EXSS f~.culty and assign them rankings 

Ballots were tallied by Denise Cundn and Kevln GuskJewicz and the result of the 
vote was a~monnced by Kevin Kevin thanked the members of the Chair 
Nominating Committee Becca Battaglini, Coyte Cooper, .lason Mihalik, Joe 
Myers, Sherry Salyer. Abbie Smith-Ryan for their work 

Ihe meeting adjourned at 5:30 pm 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C Curtin 

The ne~Lfitctd(r meeting will be held Wednesday, February 27, 2013 at 3:00 pm in 

Fetzer 201. 



TIME 

8:00 

8:15 

8:30 

8:45 

9:00 

9:15 

Interview Schedule 

*Bt siness Professional Dess 

ATHLETICS/ALUMNI PANEL FACULTY PANEL 

!O-Minute Break 

D~SCUSS~ONiTOUR 

;OUR: (8:00 8:45) 

TIME 

9:40 

9:55 

FACULTY PANEL ATHLETiCS/ALUMNI PANEL D~SCUSS~ON!TOUR 

lO-Minute Break 

TiME FACULTY PANEL ATHLETiCS/ALUMNI PANEL 

Wrap-up 

DISCUSSION/TOUR 

TOUR: (!1:50 12:35) 





On 
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that the ~cent charges agaiFst her be dropped immediately, 
We cannot uFderstand how a student who has repo~e~ a ,ape and who has gone public only because of ~qe University’s failure to take her 
(and others) seriously ~s now De~ng accused of creating an "iFt midating environment" for the accused, This aDpears not only absurd but 



Hey 
I’m out of the office this week but would love to catch up with you about this on Monday I will check my schedule for 
that game day but I would never want to pass up the chance to talk to people about the industry! Hope you have a 
great weekend and I will talk to you soon. 

On , at 9:15 PM, 

Hi Jackie. 

This is             from UNC If you recall, I was the only finance intern from this past summer. I 
hope this email finds you well I was talking to           yesterday about our Carolina Sports 
Business Club to Cbarlo~e for the Bobcats=Heat qame on We wanted to our students to 
meet with a Bobcats employee before the game so we can hear about their career, learn about their job 
with the team, etc. 

Please advise on the next steps to see if Eryn is available that day. I know she’s busy which is why I 
wanted to email you well in advance As of now, we plan to be at the TWC Arena by 4:30 I believe so we 
should be there well in advance of any of the employees getting "too busy". Please relay this message to 
Eryn if you’re able to reach her. 

Thanks in advance for your help! 

<image3e3f32.JPG> 













Our Core Values 

Exceflence 

Leadership 

Xs~amworl< 

Integrffy 

Community 

U.S. News & World Repor~ and I~loomberg Businessweek rank our .... 

Undergraduate BSBA Progranl among the 
top 10 in the United States 



and ndus~ es 
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Our expectations for the course 

This course is based upon experiential learning, and consists of just 14 critical sessions 
(once a week) in order to develop and refine the skills you will need to analyze and presenl 
cases, I expect you to: 

¯ Attend each class 
¯ Prepare for each class by reading and thinking about the assigned materials pdor to 
attending class and completing both of the exercises 

m Contribute materially to you[ teams’ preparation and presentations of the cases 



Feedback is a "gift" 





challenging and ~un 

"Consulting Skills and Frameworks has been my favodte class at UNC. 
recommend it regardless of career interest." 



Ability to more efficiently and effectively 
structure thoughts and ideas 

’1 find ~!~ #ef!~ ~ble to 
stru~{~r~ ~y id~ in a 
coherent and structured 

format, constantly keeping in 
mind the key question at 

hand" 



Biggsst gains from the class: 

"1 was better prepared 
than my fellow associates 
and more effective initially 

from having taken 
Consulting Skills and 

Frameworks and STAR." 

Associate 
at The Bosto~ Cow,suiting Group 



intangible b÷nefiIs 

Exposure to consulting firms 
A chance to compete in case 
competitions 
Powerpoint and presentation skills 
Financial modeling experience 
Honest feedback 
Information about extracurricular 
events in consulting 
Participation in skill-building 
workshops 

A chance to get to know a great 
community of students 
A knowledge of how teams work in 
high-pressure situations 
Exposure to student leaders 
An understanding of the case 
interview process 
An understanding of 
professionalism 

I firr’nly believe that BUSl    is one of the most useful classes at UNC-Chapel 
Hill--it teaches you about the analytical mindset, which can be applied to almost 



2 Provide end-to-end interview preparation 

3. Tailored Senior and Junior focus 

4 HAVE FUN! 
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10:45 

31:00-32:30 

12:40-12:55 

1:00 1:50 

1:50-2:00 

2:00-3:30 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 
Brent Jones visit to the RNC Campus 

Bre~lt arrives on campus 
Caudil1257 (Joe’s office) 

Brent to teach in Joe’s entrepreneurship class 

Caudi/1257 

Walk Brent to Woolen Gym (Katie Moga) 

3:30- 4:00 

4:00-4:15 

4:15-4:30 

4:30-4:50 

4:504:00 

5:00-6:15 

6:15-6:25 

6:30 

Brent to speak to Debby Stroman’s first year seminar EXSS 
Woollen Gym, Room 302 

Walk to lunch, Spanky’s 

Late lunch with select group Entrepreneurship students 

(will ~neet EXSS students and 
~rent at woollen gym, 
Student.s for EXSS -- 

Spanky’s, reservations made and direct bill set up 

Conversation with Debby Stroman 

Debby to transport to Kenan Institute, 3,d Floor Kenan Center 

Break/Down Time 

Meet with Undergraduate Business Ambassadors For a tour of McColl; 
meet in McColl lobby             :o escort) 

Introduction to bawrence Murray, presentation set up 
McCol12000 

grent to speak to Lawrence Murray’s Assured Admissions progn’am, 
McCo[12000 

’Lessons Dora the front line series’ 
Format: 

20-30 minutes of speaking 
15-20 mitmtes of 
10 minutes of post Q&A mingling 

Wrap up and walk back to Kenan Institute to meet Joe DeSimone, 3 
floor Ketlan Center 

Dinner with Joseph and Suzanne DeSimone, Tina and Bubba 
Cunningham, jack and Pat Evans, Mary Napier 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:24 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv unc edu> 
RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIZ etc 

Hi All, 
So nml\~ tbings to address: 
1 Hunter Rawlings is coming April 19tb: the d¢lalls of this will b¢ announc¢d on Friday 
2 Tom Ross wdl be attending Ffida? ’s Facuh~" Council Meeting and fltis will lake a good bit of time at tbe begitming 
3 We will also likel? be disca~sshtg the sexmal misconduct issues, Mgch ate pret~." intportant 
4 I ha~e luld so maw news mporlcrs calling hie aboul II b¢cans¢ Ibey behave II is a Facully Council proposal; bul d would be odd for 
you not to bbmg it up [Ja? I ant not sm~ what you mean about September: you wine given time, but your leading tbe long statement 
deadm~ed am" discussimt1 
5 1 thhtk you ale rigbt, FC is not tbe best place because of all the otber Governance issues that come up It is hard to have 

"business" of Facadt) Governmtce, and anotber for tbese khtds of open - themed discussim~s 

years ago wllh Bill Friday, Dick Baddmm Fac Rcp from Duke,[who had to deal wdh lll¢ Lacross¢ scandal] 2 coaches, and 2 sludcnl 

revenue sport athletes; mtother wiflt presm~t aflfletes, coacbes, and faculty" Tbe discussimts wine vmy fmllfhi, especially bearing front 

BaPoam Osborne 

hanest, open discussiol~s to aclfieve justice I would be happ> to comdinate with Richard 

..... Oligilml Message ..... 

Sent: ThursdW, March 07, 2013 9:39 AM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sul~iect: Re: [facuh~’--athletics-fomm] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

Do you disagree with the arbmlne nt ? 

On 03/07/2013 09:18 AM, JW Smiflt wrote: 
> I have to say: I aln baffled by this discussion, and baffled by who is 
> suddmfly driving it (this also happened in Septemhar ) 

> I’m happy Io tell Jan Io pull us from the agenda Bul at Ihal point, l 
> truly mn done with ARG 
> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM, Wa?ne Lee wrote: 

>> I agree To be clear, however, the mason the call is in our documcnl 
>> was becmlse no date had yet been am~ounced for the Rawlings visit 
>> (and although Jay has rccenlly lean~ed it will b¢gin April 18, as ~r 
>> as 1 !~tow, flint is still not public) We can simply modi~ our call 
>> by saying Ihal w¢ welcome Rawling’s proj¢cled visit as a firsl slep, 
>> but that we hape fltme will be fi~rther events and actual folhiw thi~ugh 
>> At this poinl, b¢ginning the "conversalion" a/Ih¢ end of April, wllb 
>> tbe Chmtcallor leaving, leally meat~s stardng over in file Fall 

>> Wayne E Lee 
>> Professor ofHistot5 
>> Chair of the Cumcuhim in Peace, Wa~, and Defense wlee@unc edu 

>> www area/on comF~Vayne-E -Lee/C/B001KHRXKW/m~nllalhr dp~oel 



O113/7/2013 8:48 AM. Andrew 

>>> I am conccn~cd Ihal Ihis pa/h will. once again, marginalizc Ihc ARC 
>>> wilh rcspecl Io odicr groups on campus Specifically: because Ihc 
>~> next step in what tbe Chancellor has ~lleady plmmed is to have 

> Hunter Rawlmgs lead a panel to discuss the role of atltletics at U NC 
>>> and polcnlially more broadly, I Ihink an) rcasolu~blc oulsidc 

> observer would see tbe t~quest l~et~ that we have a series of 
>>> convcrsa/ions on precisely Ihal qucslion as rcdimdanl l Ihink it 

> would be far wiser for tl~e t~quest to be flint tbe Rawlhtgs 
>>> commission bc asked m handle ds lask Ihrough a vc~, open, 
>~> conversatiotml process like tbe one emdsioned in our documet~t 

> Here’s wbele we stand, in my view We asked for FEC to launch a 
>~> faculg’-led investigation of what happened Tltey did so, and in 
>>> large parl because of us Ihcy recommended high-slalus indcpcndcnl 
>>> inquiries inlo (a) wlu~l happened; and (b) die role of adilclics 
>~> UNC in general Tbe adnfit~istration ~esponded by agreeing to do both: 
>~> first fire Martin im’estigatio~k then the Rawlings conmrission 1 
>>> Ihink wc all agree Ihal dic Marlin invcsligalion was vc~3 shodd), 
>~> but tbat doesfft cNmge tbe fact that the adnfimstration clmrteled 
>>> il largely bccmtsc ~cully asked Ihcm I~ do so 

>>> Now, having asked for and been gmnlcd a high-profile, indcpcndcnl 
>~> panel assessing tbe role of athletics on campus, and rougldy a month 
>>> bc fore dial panel is duc Io begin ils work, we conlcmpla/c slanding 
>>> up al Facully Council Io la~mch anodicr rcqucsl, for all Ihc world 

>>> And) 

>~> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM, Ja~" Smithwrote: 
>>>> Rudi--no need Io apologize for nol being there The F~iday before 

>> spring b~eak is easil) the worst possible time to h~-e one of tbese 

>> Your t~nmrks are very useN1, thaugh, and wifl~ your penmssion 1 
>> flfitik rll lead m3ight from diem Frida) I he~u you on tbe 

>> latec we nfiglR as well write off tiffs semestec I tlthik I’d hate 

>>>> Maybe I’ll blow a whisllc Io wake cvc~) one up I’ll play Ihc fighl 
>>>> song! I diink you’re tight aboul Williams and Fedora. by the way 

>> "operatiolmlize" tbe nmjori~ views that come out of these discussiol~s 

>~>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Collot~do-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

>>~ the ARG and Ja) h~ paffficulac but we at~ far beret off h~dlig 



>> >>> basketbzfll coach was fired for ~alskf~,mg receipt s, alld I was at 

>>>>> xxe have done to our ulfivet~ib’: NFL-bound pla3 et~ banned from the 

>>>>> UNC team, football coach filed NCAA sanctioits clmir of acadenfic 

>>>>> gt-ades faked classes academic support pmgt-am under suspicion, 

>>>>> lmll meetings need tbe involvement of people xxho lead tbJs 

>>>>> persotaall3 vahles l~ot what fl~e NCAA tetls us xxe sbould value 1 

>> >>> asked of bet students wbo play on a sports team? 

>>>>> 1 dofft nfind ff be is coddled and lem’es ~ itbout takhlg 

>~ >>~ risked success on the court for one of lfis players aclfievemeN in the classroom? 

>>>>> ¢illzcnl) (or ~lcully) should produce bblding rcsulls T grew up 

>~>>~ could bappen to pass tbe plamfing oidiimnce or buy tbe bulldozer 

>~>>~ grade classroom for Howm~ Dean or librmy for M~ke Huckabee merest 

>>>>> discussion of all dlcsc problems will be upslagcd b3 Ihc slralcgic 

>>>>> From: Soulhall, Richard Michael [soulhall@cmail uric cdu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 

>>>>> Sul~iect: Re: [faculB’--atblefics-fomm] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

>> >>> CSRI will be glad to belp facilitate a series of campus 



>>>>> Dr Richard M $outhall 

>>>>> Coordina/or The University ol’Nordl Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>>> Dilector - Coilege Sport Research lltSflmte Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>> Office - 919962-3507 Ceil.              Fax - 919962-6235 

>>>>> UNC Sporl Adminislv, llion wcbsilc: 



>>>>>>>> hfifiating a campus-wide llO-halds-barred and well publicized 

>>>>>>>> seriously it will be takeit ) So hit nle know kt" you’d like to 

>>>>>>>> asked several key persomlel from ASPSA to come explain file 

>>>>>>>> of the discussion I was piesent for, but for me the lfiglikght s 

>>>>>>>> --Bradley Bclhel discussed [lie LEEP program, the newly designed 

>>>>>>>> NOW the c?lfic (that’s lne) would sa? you’re hoping dlat 
>>>>>>>> evenllmlly Ihey’ll be wriling and reading at college-level? Are 

>>>>>>>> YEARS AT UNC 
>> >>> > >> --Ill a faux pas for the ages, Befllel included on one of his 

>>>>>>>> It read (as the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN 
>>>>>>>> GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 
>> >>> > >> HA The gnly shouldn’t be cnlcified for having a seiise of hunloc 

>>>>>>>> --Befllel, when asked how many leanmlg specialists work in 

>>>>>>>> Io--Belhel and (I Ihink) Bclh L3ons 

>>>>>>>> happened over in ASPSA in filll. 201 I Thai Fall Iherc were 

>>>>>>>> silldents with apl~ointnlelltS droplxd all the way to 379 (with 172 



>>>>>>>> big drop-oFF 
>>>>>>> >from fail 2011 is striking mid--as far as I’m concenled--not 
>>>>>>> >)et 
>>>>>>>> adcqtk~lcly explained 

>>>>>>>> Those me in) lfiglflights Othet~ who were fllme (inchlding 

>>>>>>>> andrew pemn@unc edu To unsubscribe click here: 



>~ T&I facailt~--atlflefics-fonun&o 32847090, 

>~ lera-e-32847090-48699857 6599779164645638dgfb9522ac998cag@listserv unc edu 

> -- You at~ currel~tly subscribed to facailt~ - -at lflefic s -fo him as: 

> crick het~: 

>T&I facully--a/hlclics-forunl&o 32847135. 

> leave-3284713 5-48699881dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv unc edu 

Andrew J Pcriln - andrewAvcriln@m~c edu - hi{~:’,p{:v*in socsci ~nrc ,?d~ Associale Professor of Sociolog5 - +1 (919) 962-6876 
U niversit3" of Norflt Caroti~m - CB#3210, Cltapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currenlly subscribed to facully--alhlclics-fontm as:jmboxill~aemail unc cdu To unsubscfibc 

or send a blmtk entail to leave-3284727448699895 743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 ef56593 @listserv unc edu 

-- You are currenlly subscribed to facully--alhlelics-fontm as: dslm@unc edu To unsubsctibe 









#GEatUNC 
Tomorrow, 3/21 . 5:30pm ¯ Union 3206 

Follow @mbsa_unc for more details! 

OI] 



Tomorrow, 3i21 . 5:30pro ¯ Union 3200 
Follow @mbsa unc [or more details! 

On 



~M JR 
#GEatUNC 
Tomorrow, 3121 . 5:30pm. Union 3206 



Te:Ted Zol[er <Ted Zol[er @keilan fla~ er.unc edu>, drharoon <zisffan ha roon @reed uilc.edu>, Judith Cone < acone@ema[I uric edu>. Deborah Stroman 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bo×ill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 5:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

RE: UNC WBB Radio Games 

Hi, 
H1 have to look at the schedule and my calendar I didn’t do too many, that’s all I know! 
How are you? Hadn’t seen you in a while Any updates? 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of rite Faculls" 
Dir¢clor. Parr C¢lacr for Ethics 
Master Leclm~r, Department of Plfilosopl!~ 
Univcrsily of Norlg Carolina at Cgap¢l Hill 
Cllal~l Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Pgonc: 

" Nothin9 is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 

Erom: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Saturday, April 13, 2013 12:08 PM 
TO~ Boxill, Jan 
Subject~ UNC WBB Radio Gam~ 

Hi Jan. Can you recall how many games you called? Time to do that calculation. 

l}eberah L 8tremaa, Ph.D. CL8 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 

www.exss.unc.edu 
315 Woollen ---- CB #8700 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 















Associate Professor 
Dept. of Women’s and Gender Studies & Dept. of Anthropology 
UNC Chapel Hill 

http:fanthr opolo~y.u n c.edu/people/faculbfistomaskova 
http:flwv,,w.u cpress.edu/book.php?isbn =9780520275324 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,               10:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
RE: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I wish you could participate When is the athletic panel? Is Richard on it as well? He should have on 
who is regularly on      is a former    player Or even Or better yet, why didn’t 

they ask 
There are so many former athletes around 

I j ust noticed that on my email to you it has my name spelled wrong I know I didn’t that I’ll have to figure out 
how this has happened 

Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:17 PM 
TO~ Boxill, Jan 
Subject~ Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

!’ecir;iel!t- s~ys- ur~.iversil y-{~/l÷~d- athletes/ 

Listen because she says a little more in the speech (than what’s only on the 
paper) 

d 

From: Jan Boxhill <in~boxiHg~,emaihqr~c,~4u> 

Date: Wed,            22:~4:50 0400 

TO: DeborahStromanPh. D. CLU <dst~u~cedt> 

Subject: RE: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

So there is a panel and Jay is on it tomorrow That wouldn’t be so bad if he actually knew what he was talking 
about There are live panel discussions all day from 8 am to 6 pm; I am on one from 9-10 am 

I don’t know if I want to do a letter It gives him more credence that he deserves 
I still haven’t seen what Mary said at the award thing 

Also, I see he is lobbying to bring people to the Faculty council meeting for the resolution You need to come 
and bring the others as well I’m expecting some contentious discussion But many usual FC members won’t be 
there, and Holden will have left by the time the resolution comes up 

,]an 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Facully 
Director. Pa~ Center for Ethics 



Univcrslly of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cllapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

" Nothin9 is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:01 PM 
TO~ Boxill, Jan 
Subject~ FW: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I am SO tempted to write a opinionYrebuttal for the local papers I do support Holden’s comments Do you want 
to do a joint letter? 

Do you know about the WCttL event? Call when you can 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborN1L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

From: Jay Smith <ia~,sm!th@e!na[! u~c:÷du> 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <ja islnith @e~r~ail,u n:: edu> 

Date: Wed,            18:05:57 0400 

TO~ athletics reform group <l~ear~ li tselv.~ll’c.leau> 

Subject: Fwd: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I forward a comment from our emeritus colleague George Baroff (see below) He’s on the money as he usually 

We haven’t really deconstmcted Holden’s Friday comments, but they were appalling on so many levels How 
about his "and if we want all these things [that we institutions luckier than U Chicago get from our sports 
enterprise], we have to win" In other words--the pressure to win is not to be resisted but to be embraced 

And the Twilight Zone character of his affront to the University of Chicago could be unpacked for days 
(Worth noting that Mac/had won the Hutchins prize the day before, by the way) 

Lew did a great se~wdce by contesting the way the whole conversation was fi-amed--first with Holden’s "we 
presidents are powerless before the machine," then followed by Bubba’s "the machine has been growing 
steadily for 35 years and can’t be stopped" 

I think we have not quite come to temps with Holden’s complicity in our institutional failure He believes in tbe 
big-time, he was all in His fall was not exactly the stuff of Greek tragedy He courted the tragedy 



Apparently there’s a WCHL panel tomorrow, 10-I l, that will be about athletes and their academic experiences 
(in part) I say apparently because I will be on it, but I don’t know if it’s live or taped for later broadcast I’ll try 
to channel Mary 

Also--remember to come out ICriday (those who can) to support the resolution on Thursday games 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenldns 

Date: Wed, 17:39: I I -0400 
From: George S Baroff 

To: Jay Smith 

From my perspective, none of this touches on the recruitment of 
athletes who are not academically prepared to function in a 
environment. If winning is as essential as          asserts, there can be no 
change given the nature of athletic competition in the ACC. 

Thorp sounds as "money driven" as our fund raisers and appears to 
be fully supportive of the current 
freshman ineligibility for 
the transition but it cannot erase 
by the SAT or high school grades. 
is, I assume, reflected in absence 
League schools. 
If you deem it appropriate, please 
group. 
George S. Baroff 

athletic             At the very least, 
play would allow those athletes to make 
academic capacity differences measured 
The recognition of this 
of athletic scholarships at the 

forward my coK@~ents to others in the 

On , at 8:14 Jay Smith wrote: 

> Heck, I could have written this 
an "impartial" outsider. 
> 

door~htmi 
> 
>     You are currently subscribed to 
unsubscribe 

one. Nice to see it coming from 

or 

You are cm~ently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~;/r’c edu 
To unsubscribe click here: 
id 625245240131;O048bl%gPlgcgSe!OOTlld?3~eSd&tn r’&l them~z&o 5304117! 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ]eave-3 ~(4 ~ ] 7 ] -¢~2524524 0 ! 31)l~04Nb Y%g t’1%g5e 19,J7 ! ] d>’,) NeSd ~’ I:istse~w tmc edtl 







From: MBA Marketing Club <MBA Marketing Club@kenan fla#ler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Sports & Entertainment Event 
Date:            12:07:04 PM EDT 
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ESPN CHARLOTTE REMOTE UNiT FORM 

ESPNU HD JShowcode: 1383443 
TAPE ASSIGNMENTS 

Note: Tape assignments to be confirraed with the Producer on Site 
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MU Park & Pewer 10 30am 

SOS Del very 11:30anl 
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ESPN REGIONAL REMOTE UNiT FORM 
ESPNU HD/Showcode: 1363443 

Remote Workplace Emergency Action Plan 

1. In the event of an emergency that requires evacuation, a rallying point for meeting has been established. 

2. TheproducerwillreleasecrewoverPL. ~fp~werisinterruptedatthetruckandPLinnotw~rking~wthestadiuminst~ucti~nsf~reva~ 

3. Please meet at the rally point, in the order listed, as soon as possible for an accurate headcount. If you are unable to meet at the rally poi 

Matt Pecarovich, 704-589-3701 

Rally Point A 

Next to Mobile Unit 

Rally Point B 

ESPN Hotel: Embassy Suites Crabtree Valley, 4700 Creedmore Road, Raleigh, NC 27612 

inclement Weather Rally Point 

JW ~senhour Tennis Complex (acroos the street from the mobile unit) 

Emergency Phone Numbers 

Local Police, Fire, Ambulance: 911 

Rex Hospital 
4420 Lake £oone Trail 

Raleigl~, NC 
919o784-3t 00 

Loca~ Fire 



I,,~-C-TV to Air ~IIigh Point University Presents: Entreprenenrship and Innovation in North 
Carolina~ 





street), businesses where we know of strong alurrni connections, %potty" businesses {Nike, Omega sports, etc ), compa hies that heavily recruit juniors for 

@kenan flagler unc.edu 

~kenan ~apler unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 3:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
RI~: WBB Games 

I have it down on the schedule in my office Our building is shut down today for electrical stuff, so I’ll look 
tomorrow when I go back to my office 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihc Facully 

" Nothin0 is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 1:59 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: WBB Games 

Hi Jan. Do you recall which games you called? I have mine written down, but I don’t trust my memory. Lol 

www.exss.unc.edu 

315 Woolle~ 

919,843.0336 







CarolinaBlack Caucus - Community 
Building Workshop I: 

Relationships and Partnerships 

VISIONS, inc. 
www visions-inc org 

Angela R. Bq/ant, J.D. -       ~~ 
Richard Pinderhughes, PhD - dckp@visions-inc orq 

V S[ONS Inc                                 1 



Goals for Session 
Identification of the special challenges and 
opportunities that Black faculty and staff face across 
campus 

Examine how race and gender affect the ability to 
connect and build partnerships within and outside of 
one’s unit 

Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective 
in the light of these challenges and opportunities 

Communication skills for building connections and 
relationships 

VISIONS Inc                                 ? 



Agenda Plan 
= WelcomelGoalslContext/AgendalLogistics 

[] introductions Activity 

[] Guidelines Tool for Communication and 
Equity/Applications Activity 

[] Basic Assumptions and Definitions; Explore the 
impact of Historically lncluded and Excluded 
Group Memberships:;lmpact on Black faculty and 
staff experience at UNC 

Modern Ism and internalized Oppression Pitfalls 
and Alternatives Emotional Literacy as a tool; 
Applications 

Closure and Evaluation (Large Group) 

V SIONS Inc 3 



"SI, IONS Toolbox 



Guidelines 
"Try on" 

It’s okay to disagree; it is not okay to blame, 
shame, or attack, self or others 

...... Practice "self-focus" 

Practice "both/and" thinking 

Notice both process and content 

Be aware of intent and impact 

Confidentiality 

ViSiONS Inc 5 



Three Dimensions of Change 
Individual and Organizational 

Cognitive 

Concepts 



Feelings As 
Feeling Families 
- Sad 

- Scared 

Messengers 
Messages 
- There is a less 
- I need comfort, space, and/or 

support to grieve and let go 

- There is danger 
- I need protection and support 

Mad 

- Joyful 

Peaceful 

- Powerful 

- There is a violation 

- I need to set limits, and/or re- 
establish boundaries 

- Keep on! 



Huiticuiturai Process of 
Change 

Process of Chm~ge 

SoziaW~ononfic Jnsfice ’<Sak~d BowF 

Equity 

VISIONS Inc 



Monocultural sm,:,  > 

Non=Target Groups 

(systematically 
treated "better- 
than" or superior) 

Target Groups 
(systematically 
treated "less than 
or inferior) 

Systemic 

Oppression (ISMS) 

The targeting of ~/ 
certain groups 
"as less" and "for 
less" of society’s 
benefits, power and 
resources ~ 

institutionalized at 
four levels and in 
three dimensions 



e 

(c) VIS ONS Inc 8/2004 



Core Concepts--Common Language and 
Approach to Multicuitura!ism 

Monoculturalism, Multiculturalism, Diversity Pluralism, Systemic 
Oppression, The "ISMS" 

Prejudice 

Non-Target Groups/Unearned Privilege 

Both Positive and Negative consequences and Joy, value, pain 
and loss in both target and non-target experiences 

Prejudice and oppressive behaviors are learned and can be 
unlearned 

We are not to blame for our early learning and we can take 
responsibility for growing, learning and changing now 

Oppression and change occur at four levels and in three 
dimensione 

Modern Ism/Intemalized Oppression Theory 

World View Differences 

V SIONS In� 11 



Assumptions and Definitions 
MONOCULTURALISM 
-the belief that one group’s way is the right 

way and superior 

- the rejection of differences at the personal, 
interpersonal, institutional, and cultural 
levels... (i.e. "my way or the highway") 

- sets up the process of targeting other 
groups as "less than" and consequently 
"for" less of society’s benefits, power and 
resources 



Assumptions and Definitions 
IVIULTiCULTURALiSM 
- Refers to the process of coming to 

>> recognize 

>> understand, and 

>> appreciate 

our own culture, and cultures other than our own 

- It stresses an appreciation of the impact of 
differences such as by gender, race, age, class, 
sexual orientation, religion, physical ability, etc. 

VSIONSInc                                43 



Assumptions and Definitions 

DiVERSiTY 

- diversity is who we are 

- a descriptive term used to refer to a broad 
range of differences 

- can be used quantitatively 

V SIONS In� 14 



Assumptions and Definitions 
Cultural Pluralism 

refers to cultural diversity within a given political 
or social structure 
the creation of systems and practices that allow 
for the recognition and use of the contributions 
of each group to the whole 
replaces the "melting pot" conceptualization 
with the concept of the "salad bowl" 
stresses the importance of both uniqueness 
and a commitment to deal cooperatively with 
common needs, issues and concerns 

VISIONS Inc 15 



Assumptions and Definitions 
LEVELS OF OPPRESSION 

- Personal 
, values, beliefs, feelings 

- interpersonal 
¯ behavior 

- institutional 
¯ rules, practices, policies, procedures 

- Cultural 
¯ beauty, truth, right 

V SlONS In� 



>Values 
~Be~iefs 
~Feelings 
>Attitudes 
>Opinions 

>Policies 
~-Practices 
>Rules 
>Procedures 
~Systerns 

~Woddview 
~Storiea 
~Climate 
>Shared Values 
~Unwritten Rules 

>Behaviors 
~Treatment 
~-Relationships 

PMedia 
>Public Opinion 
>SymbolietRitual 
~Gruup Dynamics 
>Norms 

ViSiONS Inc 17 



Institt=tional 



Type of Variable Non-Target Groups Target Groups 
Opp~essio~ 



Unique Target/Non-Target Groups ~)r your setting 

Types of Variable Non-Target Target Groups 
Oppression Groups 

+ 

+ 

V SIONS Inc 



Target/Non-Target Activity: 
¯bur Target Group Identities 

apply 

What are some strengths that 
come from your experiences as 
a member of one of the groups 
you circled? Write down the 
words that come to mind to 
describe those strengths 

What are some of the ways that 
you experience inequality and 
exclusion as a member of that 
same target group? 



Target/Non-Target Activity: 
~our Non-Target Group |dendties 

Whch non-target groups are you or have you 
bee~ a member or? Crcle all those that apply 

What are some strengths that come from 
your experiences as a member of o~e of 
the non target #rcups you circled? 

Now, describe a time you were treated 
"bettel than" because of your 

~[ouA (privilege) 

Describe one painful cost or negative 
consequence of being in that non-target 



NON-TARGET TARGET 
Old Fashioned 
"ISMS" 

Survival Behaviors 

Modern "ISMS" Internalized 
- use by non-tarqet of non- 

"ism" related reasons for 
continuing to deny equal 
access to opportunity m~ .................. 
(e.g., use by whites of non race related 
reasors. "t’s not the blacks, its the 

- well-intentioned, sometimes 
subtle behaviors, that 
continue the historical 

Oppression (10) 
- internalizing attitudes about 

inferiority by targets 

- the reaction to unhealed 
mistreatment over time 

power imbalance 

V SIONS Inc 23 



Modern "ISM and Internalized 
Oppression Theory 

MODERN "~SM" 
BEHAVIORS 
- Rescuing 

- Blaming 

- Avoiding 

- Deeying the Differeeces 

- Deeying the Impact of the 
Differences & the ’lsms 

V SIONS Inc 

INTERNALIZED 
OPPRESSION BEHAVIORS 
- System Beating 

- Blaming 

- Anti-(white, male...) Avoiding 

- Denying my target group 

- Denying the impact of my 
Differences & the ’lsms 

24 



Alternative Behaviors for 
Modem ISM and ntemahzed Oppression Beha\,lors 

Helping 

instead of Rescuing 

Problem 

Solving/Responsibility 

instead of Blaming 

Make Mutual Contact 

instead of Avoiding 

Notice Differences 

insteadofDenying 
Differences 

Learn, Ask about, Notice the 
Impact 

insteadofDenyingthe 
Impact 

Confront/Speak Up 
instead of System Bearing 

Take Responsibility for my part 
insteadofBlammg 

Share Information/Make Contact 
instead of Avoiding 

Notice and Share Information about 
My Differences & Culture 

insteadofDenyingmytargetgroup 

Notice, Ask and Share Info about 

the impact of the "ism on me and 

my target group 

insteado[Denyingthe!mpact 

V SIONS Inc 25 



Self-Assessment - # 1 
.qreups that I belong to as a 
member of this team and/or 
my community 

2. V~rnat I~lodet~ "ISM" Behaviore 
dol ~n myse o~ng~nmy 
work (~an be unintentional} that 
perpetuate the ISMS? 

- Rescuing 

- Blaming 

- Avoiding 

- Denying tile Diffelences 

Denying the impact of the 
Differences & the ’lsms 

V SIONS Inc 26 



Self-Assessment - # 2 
Name one or more tar,qet .qroups 

that I belong to as a member of 
this team and/or my community 

4. What ~nternalized Oppression 
Behaviors do I find myself doing in 
my work (can be unintentional) that 
perpetuate the ISMS? 

A- To Survive B-AS a barrier 
System Beating 

Deny ng my target group 

Deny ng the Impact of my 
Differences & the ’lsms 

v SIONS Ine 27 



Self-Assessment #3 
6. What am I doing or not doing at each of the 4 LEVELS OF 

OPPRESSION that might be contributing to, or perpetuating ISMS 
in my work? 

Personal -values, beliefs, feelings, attitudes, bias, prejudice 

Interpersonal- behaviors, communications, s kills, treatment, relationships 

Institutional- rules, practices, policies, procedures, demographics, 

power structure 

Cultural- group climate, shared valueslnormslstandards, medialpublic 

opinion, group dynamics, beauty, truth, right 

V SIONS Inc 28 



Self-Assessment - #4 
What Alternative Behaviors can I practice from my non-ta~’~et ~roup 

n~e~nbershlps at each of the 4 Levels to el[mlnate or interrupt the 

]ISMS? ... structural racism in partic~l~’? 

Non- Tarqet Groups 
Modern "ISM" Alternatives 

Helping 
insteadofRescuing 

Problem 
Solving/Responsibility 

instead of Blaming 

Make Mutual Contact 
instead of Avoiding 

Notice Differences 
instead of Denying 
Differences 

Learn, Ask about, Notice the 
Impact 

insteadofDenyir~gthe 
Impact 

V SIONS Inc 29 



Self-Assessment - #5 
What Altero~tive Behaviers can I practice froin my target ~roup 
memberships at each of the 4 Levels to eliminate or interrupt the 
|SMS? o... structural racls~n in particular? 

Target Groups 
Internalized Oppression Alternatives 

Confront/Speak Up 
instead of System E~eating 

Take Responsibility for my part 
instead of Blaming 

Share Information/Make Contact 
insleadofAvoiding 

Notice and Share Information about My 
Differences & Cultu{e 

insfeadofDer~yingmytargetgroup 

Notice, Ask and Share In[o about the 

impact of the "ism on me and my target 

group 

instead of Denying the Impact 

v SIONS In� 30 



Alternative Behaviors Worksheet 
Take one multicultural issue or problem for which you want to explore 
solutions; IDENTIFY-- 

The types of "ISMs" or Oppression involved: 

The target and non-target groups involved: 

The specific behaviors by non-targets and targets that are a part of the 
problem: 

If possible, label the pr,o, blem behaviors bynon-targets and targets 
using the Modern "ISM’ and Internalized Oppression behaviors: 

Identify the options/alternative behaviors that would bring about (or 
have brought about) better results: 

Identify any options from other tools, eg guidelines, feelings, 4 levels, 
etc: 

V SIONS In� 31 



Work Planning 
Key learnings or re-learnings that I want to apply are: 

I will start: 

I will stop: 

I will continue: 

I will ask for the following support from others (specify from 
whom): 

V SlONS In� 32 



Closure: 

Any "unfinished business" 

¯ Appreciations 
¯ Regrets 

V SIONS Inc 33 







CMSP Sp~{ng Summit and Ret~ea~ 

Scholars Rom3&able 

"I rans£cr Day 













CarolThomson 
FireSlream Media, LLC 
919.683.1100 
h~p:flflrestreammedia.com 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, June 18, 2013 8:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
O’gannon case 

You’ve likely already seen this 

http://chroniclecom/article/Dispute-Over-Athletes-Rights/139885/?cid at&utm source at&utm medium en 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihe Faculty 
Director. Pm~ Center for Etlxics 
Master Leclurer, Department of Philosoph3 
University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



CENTER for GLOBAL INITL&TIVES 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
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Draft (6,23.13 bl) 

Draft ProposM for "Leadin~ for Raclal Equl ,ty" UNC graduate-level course h~ partnership 
with the Racial Equity Institute 

Purpose: To creae a 1 5-credit ’Leading for Equity" seminal: for students in graduae and 
prol~ssional degree pro.,gams, including, but not limited to, MBA (Business), MPH (Public Health) 
and JD (I.aw) programs at UNC 

Rationale: Despite civil rig Its gai Is, st bile r~cia/ized patterns il Amedca i ct ht re, policies and 
practices permeate the political, economic, and social structures in ways that generate stark 
dill) ences in well-being between people ot cofe~ arid whites (Aspe ~ Insthute Ro~mdtab/e, DAIE) 
Wen a2er co~trolllng 1;:~r class dfft’ere~ces, nlcial disparities persist in wealth health, education 
social well]~re and criminal justice Consider the lblfewing: 

in 201 I the Pew Research Center found that the white household median net ~orth was 20 
times that of black households N the lbllowing yes,r, a new study found that white 
Arrterica:,ls i~ow have 22 times more weahh t la:,l blacks -- a gap that ~/early doabled d~ rhlg 
tile Great Recession (CNN Money, June 2012) 

Coil pared to whites, black Americans are twice as ]ike[y to be t ;,lemployed a[/d earn rtear/y 
25% less when they are employed (Council of Econonlic Advisors, (7~anging America 
]~d/a~ors qf S’,>eh?/ and lx’o~omic g’ell-bem2 @ L~ace ~mL L:,cot~omic ( # igit~. 1998 ) 

In tl~e United States, whites live longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between white~ and blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commordy than whites, and die younger, despite the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss~ exercise, blood pressure and 
cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same ia tree for strokes (CDC) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women than 
in white women, African American women ate 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are 1 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to ha’~e a 
diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who tlave,~ ’*fmishedh~gh school have a lower rate ofinf~t 
mortality titan African-American women with col]ege and g~aduate school educations 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino student is 
roughly 2-3 years of learning behind the average white student An income achievement gap 
interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black and Larino studems the most 
disadvantaged in terms of achievement and liaure earning potential 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U S are three times more likely to 
be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as giPted and talented 

Children of color are more likely to be referred to social services, rapo~ed as victims of 
ab~se aid I~eglect, placed hi foster care aid to rerrtahl il~ feser care wihot beil~g adop ed 
or othe~a, ise pemmnently placed (Center for the Study of Social Policy, 2004; HU1, 2006; 
Roberts, 2002} 



Ab1"lough whites are more likely to violate dcdg laws than people of color, in some s~a*es 
black men bare been sere to prison on drag charges at rates 20-50 times greater than "white 
men According to the Americm~ Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men will have contact 
with tbe criminal justice system and approximately 1 4 million black men 13% of all adult 
Aliican American males are disfranchised because ot’tMony drug convictions and I in 14 
black children has a parent in prison 

In just ove~ 22 years, the incarceration rate for Allican American women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more likely to be sentenced tban in 1986 Now, African 
American and Larina women make up more than half of the female prison population in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illega] drag use during pregnancy, African 
American women are ten times more likely to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drug use compa*ed to white women 

(See Appendices MV for recent reports on raciM disparity and dispmportionality in American 
insritutions) 

A number of sct~olars ha’, e recently recommended anti-racism training as a necessary part of 
student trah~ing {James et a, 2008; Johnson et a/ ; Jones, 2002; Yonas et al, 2006) In addition, it is 
becoming ff~creasingly common tbr ir~sdtutions to include anti-racism training as part of ~equired o~ 
recom llended proR?asio IN development t’or institutio IN ]eaders (see, t’or example, Boston Public 
Health Commission (www bphc org/CH~.SJ/), the Texas Healtb and Human Services Commission 
(www bhsc state tx us/bhsc~orojects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/,,wwwseattlego’~,/*@/) 

Similarly, ou~ experience with anti-racism training and its impacts leads us to believe that in orde~ 
to be successfid il~ promoti lg equi able outcomes in tleir cboae i t~elds, it is essential d~at otr 
students understand the legacy ot’racism in American institutions Current and future leaders need 
a f~amewotk that directs them to analyze social institutions rather than characteristics of’individuals 
and groups, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to differem racial 
groups Training our students and thture leaders in how racial disparities are produced by s,/stemic 
inequities and the related practices of individuals is cdtica] if we are to see tea] change in 
institutional outcomes 

Approach: We propose to partner with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism 
training organization, to provide coursework that would prepare t#aduate studenls from business, 
law, public health, education and social work to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse 
"world. by preparing them to understand, analyze and address racial inequity The trainers at the 
Racial Equity Institute provide a 2-day course on foundations in historical and institutional Racism 
to community groups, organizations and institutions across the countr,/(See Appendices 5 and 6) 
for mo~ e h~t’omlation about the Racial Equip- Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 

Mort than 120 students, staff mid faculty have completed this shor~ course since it began being 
offered in Cbapel Hill in 201 l Many bare expressed etubusiasm for the utility of this program in 
their field of study because ot’the clem analysis it brings to the issue of ~acial equity (See 
testimonials fronl UNC students, staff’, facul~- and COnlmllnit2g parmers Currently UNC sl~ldents 
ha’,’e to go off-campus to receive this training, often during a time that competes with regular 
coursework By ot’fcring this course as a University-sponsored cross-disciplina*y class, we will 
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make it possible ibr students to receive this training in a ,a, ay that supports and complements their 
overall academic program and t~ ~iecto~7~’ 

We propose a model that would include this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours 
of follow-up with I~C facuhy who are alumni of the REI program I~C facuhy leaders will work 
closely with REI traine~s ir~ developir~g coursewo~k a*~d class activity that app]ies a racial equity 
analysis to issues or problems in the students’ field of study 

A pilot course would be hosted by the Kenan-Fla~e1 Business School, patterned afler a very 
successful seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learners and concentrated 
lbcus on a challenging topic (described below) 

Students: 
Believing that the Racial Equip- Institute training model wod<s best with a diverse group of 
participants, we propose a class size of approximately 35 participants, about ~,vo-thirds of whom 
would be UNC graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tiom the 
community tindividua/s who work in, or are selwed by, business, economic, health, legal, 

educational or social service institutior~s} The interactive nature of the c]ass wi]l allow students to 
learn fi om the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in dit’t;,~rent stages of life For 
this reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

The course format would approximate "seminars" currently offered at Kenan-Flagler Business 
school; 1 5 credits and a total of 24 hours of course time Initially, students would participate in a 
two-day (likely Friday and Saturday) workshop based on the Racial Equity Instimte’s anti-racism 
ttaini*~g The l~nal eight hours of class time would take place on a Friday arid/or Saturday 2-4 weeks 
later I~ollowing the 2-day training and in preparation t’o~ the final session(s) students would 
complete related reading, assignments, and./or group-work, to be submitted for critique/grading and 
credit 

We ar~ticipate the course first being olI)~ed in Spring 2014 at the Kenan-Flagle~ School of Business 

By offering the course on campus, for credit, we would: 

contribute to the work of the Office of" Diversity and Multi-Cul tural AlI~ti~s by creating a 
curriculum-lex’el course that addresses racial equity 
provide a unique leadership development opportunity, that prepares students to add~ ess 
issues of diversity and racial equity, which are increasingl,/important in NortIt Carolina, the 
US, and internationally 
l~tcilitate UNC comrnuni ty members’ participation, so that interested stude*~ts can graduate 
with a firm understanding and definition of racism, how it has been institutionalized, and 
tools to address racial inequity in their fields and careers; 
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foster meaningfi~l cross-school collaboration; 
create an on-going opportunity for UNC to engage with its local communi ty; 
join a ~owing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist trainlng as a part 
of their strategy to add~ essing racial inequity and preparing students and practitioners to be 
effective public servants~ 

Center for the Study of Social Policy, The Race (ThiM IgZe~/&re Project. Fact sheet l, Basic facts 
on disproportionate ~ep~esentation of" Aflqcan Americans ir~ the foste~ care system, WashingIor~, 
DC, 2004 

Drexler (2007) 

Hill, R (2006). ,~,),nthe,viv o/research on dispro1~ort~o~al~(p m cil~ld wd,tbre: An tttxlate, 
Casey-CSSP Alliance for Racial Equity in Child Welfare. 

James, J, D Greets, C Rodriguez and R Fong (2008) "Addressing Disproportionaity Throt@~ 
Undoing Racism, Leadership Development, and Community Engagemem" Child Weltare ~7(2): 
279-296 

Johnson, L B, B F Antle and A P Barbee (2009) "Addressing Disproportionality and Dispartitv 
ir~ Child Welfare: Evaluation of an Ami-racism Training lot Community Service Providers " 
Children and Youth Services Revie:y(31): 8 

Jones, C P (2002) "Confronting Institutionalized Racism" Pbvlon ~0(1/2): 15 

Roberts, D (2002) Racial disproportionality in the child welt?re system, .amnie E Casey 
Foundaii on 
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Yonas, M A, N Jones, I~ Eng, A I Vines, R Aronson, D M Gclffith, B White and M D/~Bose 
(2006) "The art and science of ink~grating Lh~doing Racism with CBPR: challenges of pursuing 
Nlll funding to investigate cancer care and racial equity " Jouma! of!:!rban I:!ealth 83(6~: 1004- 
1012 
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How racism hurts 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t. The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies -- most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry. Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations. 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
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about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/I 1. 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half century of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
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environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research In the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity -- raised blood 
pressure even more A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God. I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the r’nid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
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electronic diaries. In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed. They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a conservative think-tank. "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. V’¢ny should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now, with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
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experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something, there is nothing we can do about it" 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of 1:1 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to other countries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United States perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a chBd nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at tire top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade iL is less than 1% (average [or math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically~ the racial top gap bus bold true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top tier has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 41)% of black students and 33% of Latino students 
are ill the bottom qnartde of natlona[ income, while Oldy 22% of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black stt~dents 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-per[orming New Jersey with [ow-per[orming Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African--Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth, 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education. 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap~’ 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Amer}cans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments. The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The institute on Assets and Sociat Policy is a reseamh ir,,sdtute at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Sociai Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better under:standing of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and famities tef, t out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical l:actors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was $30,851 for blacks and $St,41.g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure or what is "owned.".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth. The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9.5 for net worth and 1_.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth. 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 
The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was $5,677 for black 

households and $1.1.3,t49 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 
median household income was $32,584 for blacks and ~5"],g61. for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011} The enormous 

rise in the white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in their overall accumulation of wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, gansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave or European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Blacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the 1,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequen[ly a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions. The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the N LRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatoD" power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limi[ white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local adminis[ration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o voca[ional training 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment SenAce, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disas[er payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of ~] .5 billion. 

II. Institutional [actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology, A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equiLy in their homes is 62.5% of Lheir assets, while home equiLy is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth, Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business, Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealLh has a larger impact on various measures of children’s 

educational outcomes, 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression, (Liu et al, 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods, 

IRoediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters, The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing, 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners, 

These white recipients are the paten ts of the baby boomers, and their homes are a significant 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation, 

(Lui et al, 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general, (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial identity of applicants rejected and accepted for home loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race da[a. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subpdme loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In Decem bet 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a $335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over $35,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions oldollars of weakh. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from ~12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from ~134,992 in 2005 to $113,149. (Kochhar, FP~¢ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of ~;85,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to ~45,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 SuPvey of Consumer Finances.) 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership a nd the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home bm/ers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anfi-racis~ transtbnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI training and co~sultation provide: 

"be t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the Institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganiziag and and-racist traiaing We wofl< flom a movement app[oach to organizatioaal 
ira ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdneas of all i~s itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, t1,~e 
organiz~dons *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies on collectix e wisdom, 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Institute ot’t’e~ s a sedes of ~,vorkshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to sere as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in i~stimtiona] outcome is a ~,varning sig~ of’a much g~cater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemk inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes R£I training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in tl~e hi stop,, of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibc~ses o~l o~lr soc~altzaliot~ abo~l ra~e, pre.~e~it~ a hislorica[ and sir~cl~ra/ 

the Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fi)r Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Senior Trainers and Consultants 

Deena A. Hayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, t*ainer, and community/institutional 
organizer whose work focuses on the hnpacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals h~ her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
being and oppot~unig~" She also brings a power analysis that gaides institutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across ~he nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-G~eene is also a Core Trainer with tim People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond, based out of Ne~v Orleans 

Ms Hayes-Greene is a former Human Relations Commissioner tbr the City of C~eensbo~o She has 
been elected to fl~e Guilford County Board of Education for two temps and has served since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged the district to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of APrican American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee, the Itistorically Undemtilized Business AdvisoO" (HUB) 
Committee and the School Sal;ety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the HUB Advisory 
Committee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Hayes currently serves on the board of the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Guilt’ord Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She recei~ ed 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (African American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) fi-orn Guiltbtd College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organize~, trainer and facilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengthen ~ass rool and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to wolk lbr social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Smwival and Beyond, based 
out oPNev,, Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national o~ganizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy He~ 
cornraunity experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools and city 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children She is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public Schoo] [mnd, ~ ewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a professional dance e×pedence for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Ju~ior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tile Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it7 se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tile co-recipient of tile Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, worksttops, and otgamizafional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhai, es@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszm~ne Plil~ci~:: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wm~da |lm~ter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 

@gmail corn 
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APPENDIX 7 

Racial Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In tbe US, people of color, and especially black Americans, bax’e significantly worse 
outcomes than white American,s on eveiy ir~dicatoi ofwel]-being arid justice If’~ace is a 
ddving f’~rce in deterrai ning outcomes we can never add~ ess these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

II. Implicit bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and li~es deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, geneialize, stereotype and discfimirmte We are more likely to do ham~ whe~ we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Ill. Race & poverty; race & wealth 

We hax, e a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behaviors 
and decisions, even when we kno’,* that histoc,,, systems, structures and policies a~ e 
responsible This g~’pe of thinking is reflected in our social programs We ti~.’ to address 
individuals’ problems by trying to help or change them, not systems But people are nol poor 
because they lack our programs and sepal ces They are poor because tbey lack power 

IV. The Relationship Bet~*een Systems, Institutions and Comniunities 

Lesson #3 

deprive tbem o;’power In work with communities, it is irnportam to always assess wbo has 
the power Who is deciding what progrmns and serqces are needed? Who is creating these 
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Consider ~,ays in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant o~ deny access [o powe~ 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

I Ihe colony of Virginia: John Rolt;,~ & Pocahontas: John Punch and fiiends; 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 BlumenbachandBuffon:The ’oh/~,ahierarchicalclassificationofhumanbeings 
3 United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
4 The Treaty oP Guadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese Exclusior~ Act; European 

immigration to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Documentary:l~ce:¢heFo~erofar¢l/h~s/o~l,~TheHouseWeLiverm"’ 

Lesson #5 
In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within "race" than across race Bu~ the idea of race, as i~ bus been 
constructed, is socially and politically very ieal 

The idea of"white race" was constructed in the colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the puq)oses of detem~ining who 
would have access to powe* and p~operty in the colony The definition they sett]ed upon 
was: A wbi~e man is one with no blood fi:om a~ AI~can or an Indian, except for the 

descendants of John RolI~ and Pocahontas In this act, sell’designated white people gave 
themsalves the powe~ to construct ~ eality and this has continued throughout file histo~?," of 
the US 

Even belbre the construction of white ~ace, po’we~fi.d English colonists ir~ Virginia began 
drawing lines to sepal ate those of Afi-ican descent Prom those of european descent, 
especiall,/among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their selt’-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ~white " This ’divide and 
conque¢’ strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a poweff~.d disincemive 
poor wbiie people to challenge the powerful white elite 

Lesson #8 
The construction of race has continued throughout US histoW and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, man~f’acturing, etc The sto~y oPrace is the story of]abor We have" let" [’olks into 
the family of"white" as we need thalr numbers and no longer need to exploit their labor 
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Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
ittstilttfional power, system, advan~.age, while supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model tbr 
humanity for tile purpose of assigtting and maintaining wttite skin access to power and 
privilege" 

[,esson # I 0 
Racism is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice I* is a 
system of advantage f~r those considered white, and of oppression for those x~,ho are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

VII. "When did affirmative actlm~ begin?" 
I A historical review ot’poIices tbat bare contfib~ted to white power and wealtb ir~ the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres. ~0 shillings. 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20tl~ century policies llke the Social 

Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

II Tile Monopoly Game stoly ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
otbers because of their race We have more than 400 years of afflrmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Onr bisto~y" of p~actices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumula*e wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

VIII. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Ink~rnalized racia] inferiority" among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages shout self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of int’criority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
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equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people ha’ce the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson 
The st*ess, oppiession and internalized inferiority experienced by people of" color have had 
devastati~g impacts Yet, we as individuals and a societ? have all bee~ harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these tbelings in order to heal and work effcctively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions abo~£ racist conditionb~g and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~d 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their se]f-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop ralationsbips that deepen 

The antl-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum’.~ 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powerfl~l than a disorganized truth" Racism is so well organized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 

parts Throughout history-, many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and ~’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
ami-racisrs because tbey bax’e not been recognized as imporlant fig~res in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be complicit and snpportive (often 
unwittingl,~’) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Cycle of action and paradigm shift to’~ard a social movement 

I,esson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must travel every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration witl~ others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan further action To be really successt~l we must become pm~ of a movement to change 
tbe paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX 8 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*lality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Aflican-Amefican woraen, the 
~ate is th[ee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" wbite women who t*m’er,, ’t 
fimMled htgh ,s~tlool have a lower rate of infant rno~ality than Af~can-American womel~ 
with college and #aduate school educations 

’Fhe rate of low birth weight babies boFn to African imraig~ants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of African immigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1, to 7] years. This 
large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES (Arias et al,, United 

States Li~e Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 20~0). 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 1,0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African AiTlerican adults are $9 tbTles more likely than non-Hispanic white 

adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC). 

In 2004, AMcan Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites, In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data), 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 

school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinan/actions than students of another 

race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because [here has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 

students in the school setting. 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of" color me involved w~th the 
domestic violence, child wc]t~re, and juvenile justice systems at rates tha+ are disp~ opo~ionatcly 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 200+~; lPace +t~al¢+q.s #~ (’]+iM ++~]i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to he reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

¯ Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

¯ Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See ~ l~ac~+ C]#/d ~d~+~" ~r,~j~c’~. Fact sheet 1, Basic f~cts on dispropo~iona~e 
representation of ~rica+t Americat~s in the foster care system / Cemer for the Study of Social 
Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D C, 2004) 

Research has found: 

+ A direct correlation between children o~ color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number oI cNIdren of color entering the juvenile justice system 

et ak, 2005 

Male youths of cobr from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds wttNn the juveNte justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are e+ght times more likely to die of a v~otent death 

{TeDlin at al, 2005) 

Tepli+t, L, McCtelland, G, Abram, K, & Miteusi+tic, D (2005) Early violem death amot~g 

delinquent youN: AProspective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586+t593 
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by Michelle Alexander (2010, New Yo~:k: The New P~ess) 

Alexander llakes the poh~t that we a;~e i~ow segregati lg Black reel floll society via a complex 
legN flam~’work that she calls the ;New ,lira Crow". euphemistically ~fer~ed to as the ;War on 
Drags" 

Cm~slder tt~e fo~lowlng statlstles from Alexa~der’s researct~: 

Since 1[970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those ]n state prisons, 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to Human Rghts Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 
War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been se~t to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than wbite men. 

One in three young African-American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 
the criminal justice system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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Kenan Institute for Private 
Enterprise 

Advisory Committee Feedback 

This document contains a compilation of comments and feedback 

received following the final Advisory Committee meeting of the KIPE 

strategic review process on 



Objective 1: ~ncrease UNC-CH Entrepreneurship 

Ambiguity regarding the next chancellor’s stance on entrepreneurship; do not 

"politicall’/~’ wait for the next appointment’s support seize this opportunity and move 

forward (Julie McMillan) 

o Need to integrate the Liberal Arts School into entrepreneursh~p ventures; great ideas 

o Must address cultural aspects of implementation 

o Motivate faculty 

What do they get out of it? 

What are the challenges and solutions? 

o Initiative 1: Attract additional investment in U~NC-CH research and commercialization 

Historical challenges of universities working together; can function at indlvidual 

level but breaks down as you move up hierarchy 

Carolina business essentials can serve as a bridge to reach students 

(Brent Lane) Projection of research to relevant audiences (VC, etc). Amount, 

(Henry Doss) Tiansacl:ion effect of VC and interactions w/institutions; currently 

(Brent Lane) Tech transfer needs to be simplified and made into a competitive 

advantage 

(John Clark) Lack of speed in tech transfer has really hurt competitiveness 

(Bill McDairmid) Consider how to engage with education and social sciences 
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Culture of entrepreneurship culture needs to be enhanced so the process 

resembles "riding a bicycle"; need better training and understanding the 

Lack of sponsored reaction - lack of connection to companies that have an 

interest 

All about the people -ex. Qf David Day marketing at the University of Florida 

(Bill McDairmid) Cultural issue- Innovation is good, but not wide enough 

influence; need to engage faculty to influence students 

IHenr,/Doss) Absence of structure will be catalyst 

Simplification - reduce barriers to make investments in NC/RTP 

Purposefully create culture and then recruit to fit the culture 

Must implement best practices internally (i.e. Dept. of Bhemistr,/and School of 

Pharmacy) 

Cultural change needed- need to transform faculty culture so that 

entrepreneurship is valued 

decenlralized organizal:ion) 

Objective 2: Expand Multi-University Research Translation 

Increasing demand from faculty and students for tech transfer support; 

however, tremendous conflict of interest arises from pan university perspective 

level? 

Angel network 

See model at Stanford (Kimberly Jenldns and Jud Bowmar 

Joint faculty is good, but not sufficient 

Very challenging; Lots of work has been done on this in past we need to learn 

from past and discover how to take advantage of current environment 

o Initiative S: Support faculty to engage in multi-university collaboration 

In~tiative 5 is easy -it’s in faculty’s best interest, so that probability of success 

Culture is already in place (is this a good thing or bad thing?} 

Challenge is getting the universities to work together to focus on big ideas 

Positioning KIPE to talk to Golden Leaf to form partnerships with UNC-W 

Faculty boot camp in WilminBton 

(Brent Lane) Write together, but do not patent together 
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(grent Lane) "Don’t herd cats, feed them"; move the food and lead 

{Henry DossI Hold entrepreneurship Bootcamp w/all university 

{Fowler) Hold Kauffman fellows program with members from each university to 

accomplish BHAG 

Objective 3: Leverage intellectual capital for NC economic development 

o Be focused; TW to achieve some "wins" with a few focused initiatives 

done this} 

UNC does a great job of getting SBIR, etc, type grants which gives later VC 

money a lot of comfort 

(DG Martin) Hungry for what these networks are like; need to educate faculty 

on how it works and provide a bridge to the deal makers 

(Doss} Foster open community and "trust" inside culture 
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Many individuals questioned "why Eastern NC?" Reasons for developing and 

investing in this region need to be emphasized 

We could come up with a solution for hogs that other states (ex. Iowa) could 

copy 

Tradition has been to throw S at Eastern NC and hope something sticks 

(Brent Lane) anthropology and social aspects needed; highly interpersonal 

nature distinguishes entrepreneurship 

(Bill McDairnRd) Question is how to engage schools and get them to envision 

future and think differently about what is possible 

Meeting attemdees: Randy Avent, Natalie Birdwell, Nick Black, Bob Blouin, Leslie Boney, Jud Bowman, 

Chris Brown, Ruben Carbonell, I ow~y Caudill, John Clark, Dick Daugherl:y, Ioe Davey, Jim Dean, Hemy 

Doss, Shelley Earp, Jean Elia, Barbara Entwisle, Jack Evans, Neal Fowler, Ping Fu, Jennifer Gallina, Bob 

Geolas, Karen Gil, Buck Goldstein, Z Haroon, Bill Hawkins, Don Hobart, Wayne Holden, Bob Ingrain, 

Geordy Johnson, Judith Cone, Genny King, Susan King, Julie MacMillan, DG Martin, Bill McDiarmid, 

Charles Me~ril:t, Raj Narayan, Steve Nelson, Kevln O’Bden, A~t Pappas, Marc Paul, Gov Bevedy Perdue, 

Karen Popp, Jacki Resnick, Bill Roper, Christy Shaffer, Bill Starling, Debby Stroman, David Strong, Eric 

] oone, Deborah Watts, Andy Will~s, ] ed Zoller (list of attendees may not be 100% accurate - Man! 

Napier has officfal list} 
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CENTER for GLOBAL iNiTiATIVES 

Thank you for jo[ning us for the u~coming Opening A~cess Working Group Lunch, Wednesday Ju y 20,12:00 1:30 pm We’l be meeting in room 2005 of 



CENTER f~r GLOBAL INITIATIVES 

CENTER for GLOI}AL INITIATIVES 



Thank you for joining us for the upcom ng Opening Access Working Group Lunch, Wednesday July l0 12:00 - 1:30 pro. We’ll be meeting ]n 

room 1005 of the FedEx Globa Education Center, and wil serve unch from Foster’s Market (There wil be sandwich and wrap options that are 

vegetar an and others without pork. Pease reply to rile ind[v[dua ly if you have add[tonal d eta q/needs.) 





Darin A Padua, PhD, ATC 
Professor & Chair, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratopt 
University of North Carolina 
204 Fe’Lzer Hall, CB#8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
email: dpadua@email unc.edu 
o[flce: (919) 843-5117 



CENTER for GLOBAL iNiTiATIVES 







T~: Er anne Weight <eweight ~ernail.unc edu >, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D CLU" <dst ro(~,unc.edu > 

I’m a recent graduate who majored in Communication Studies and minored in Recreation Adm[n[st ration while at UNC-Chapel I ffl. Im now interning for 

who service al of the premium seating areas in I(enan Stadium. Right now we’re ooking for team members who would work 

home footbal games during the fall as greeters, floaters, suite attendants and captains. 







Foundations in Historical and Institutional 

Racism 

Racial Equity Institute: www,racialequityinstitute,org/ 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org 

Suzanne Plihcik: splihcik@racialequityinstitute.org 

Wanda Hunter: whunter@racialequityinstitute.org 





This workbook is intended as a learning guide for Racial Equity Institute workshop pariicipants, 

providing references and additional resources to help make sense of the workshop concepts and 

overall analysis 

This workbook, in its original form, was created by our friends, colleagues and mentors at dRworks, 

founded by Tema Okun and the late Kenneth Jones We and the movement owe much to their 

commitmenl and creativity 

We at REI along witb odler dRworks colleagues bax’e added many pieces and o~r work, like all 

others, builds on the work of loo many people to l i sl bere We want, however, to acknowledge all 

tbose who came bet’~re ~s, for as is often said, ’We sta~d on the sho~lders of giants" 



"1he Raca/ Equity [nsthute is an alliaa~ce of t~aine s and o ganize~s who d<~vote dmmselves to the 
work of and-racist trans~#)rmation in our contempo~aW sodety, racism shapes the outcomes of aH 
insfitulions It pits enl~end~ed patterns of powe~ aga nst ~,hat are o£~en ~in~ mages of equity The 
trah~ers and organizers of the ~nstXt e ~elp D~dividua]s and organizatio;~s develop too[s to cha[lenge 
pa~tems of powe* and ~ow equity We provide the individuals and orga*fizations ~ith whom we 

The trainers and ott#mizers of the tnstitme t~ave a combined 30 years of experience in communilv 
organizing and anti-racis~ training We work from a movement apD oach to organizational 
t~ansf;,~mmtion, recognizh~g the inte~connectedness of all institutions and. thereRxe, the 
orga liza~io;~la ~hat compose them This principle-ce l~ered approach relies o;~1 collec ire wisdom 
returning power to communities ser~,ed, reflection and evahm*ion 

For further in%rmadon about the Racial Equity Institute workshops, and o~anizaional 

deve/opmen~ consultation, please see racialequitymstitute,org/ 
or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org 
Suzanne Plihdk: sNihcik@racialequityinstitute.org 

Wanda Hunter: whunter@racialequityinstitute.org 
~gmail,com 
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Participant introductions including "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In die US, people of color, and especially black Americans, have significantly worse 
outcomes than white Americans on eveiy ir~dicatoi oPwel]-being arid justice Ifqace is a 
ddving force in determining outcomes we can neve~ address these inequities m~less we 
become clear on bow race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

IIi 

Implicit bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and li~es deep wilbin our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, generalize, stereotype and discfimirmte We are mo~e likely to do ham~ when we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Race & poverty; race & uealth 

Lesson #2 
We have a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behaviors 
and decisions, even when we knou, that history, systems, structures and policies are 
responsib]e Ihis iTpe of thinking is reflected in our social programs We t~T to address 
individuals’ prohlems by t@ng to help or change them, not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They a*e poor because they lack power 

IV. The Relationship Bet~ een Systems, Institutions and Communities 

Poor commtmities and communities of color are under siege by systems and institutions thal 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is deciding what programs arid services are needed’? Who is creating these 
programs? To whom are these programs accoumable? 

Lesson #4 
Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant or deny access to power 
and resources We may have good intemions, but still cause h~m if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 
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I The colony of Virginia: John Rolfe & Pocahontas; .lohn Punch and f~iends; 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 Bluvaenbacb and Buffon: The ’oM~, a bierarchical classification of human beings 
3 UnitedStatesNaturalizationLawofMarcb26, 1790 
4 Ihe IreatT of(faadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese Exclusion Act; I~iumpean 

immlgr~tion to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Docun~entary:l~we:~hePol~ero/’a~tllh~o~,’TheHouseWeLiveln" 

Lesson #5 
In terms &biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically very real 

Lesson #6 
The idea of’white race" was constructed in tbe colony of Virginia in 1080 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the proposes of detem~ining who 
would have access to power and properi2i in the colony Ihe definition they sett]ed upon 
was: A u, hite man is one with no blood from an African or an Indian, except t’~,r the 
descendants of J ohn RoID and Pocahontas In this act, sell=designated white people gave 
themselves the power to construct reality and tiff s has continued throughout the histotT of 
Ne US 

LessOl| #7 

Even before tbe construction of white race, powo4"ul English colonists in Virginia began 
dravdng lines to separate those of Af*ican descent from those of European descent, 
especially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their self-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered %vhite " This "divide and 
conquer" strategy continues to he used to this day, to provide a powerful disincentive for 
poor u, hite people to challenge the pou, erful white elite 

£@re*tce: ki/Imtt Smith, Ktl/dt’s of Ike D*wml 

Lesson #g 
The construction of race has continued throughout US histolT and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and pou, er as we hax, e 
exploited those not classified as white, in o~ der to advance agricultm e, ranching, ~ ailroads, 
mining, manufacturing, etc The sto~T of race is the stoW of labor We have ’ let" folks into 
lhe I?mily of"white" as we need their numbers and no longer need to exploil their labor 

R@re~ces: Noe! ~e*~a#e~, l!ow ghe h’Bg~ tJecame }Ph£e, N~2’ Rulledge, 1995: 
Brodk#t, H(m’ &,ws Becume g’hiw Folks urtd ~IZhat 7 h~tt ,~}n,,s Abuser R~tce m 



VH. Defining race and racism (begimfing by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
institutional power, system, advantage, white supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using ~.hemselves as the model t~r 
humanity for the purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to power and 
p~qvilege" 

[.esson # I 0 
Racism is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice It is a 
system of advantage f~r those considered white, and of oppression for those who are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

"When did affirmative action I)egln?" 
I A histo~cal review of’polices tbat bare cont~buted to white power and wealtb in the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres. ~/) shillings. 10 bnshels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time ~.o highlight 20t~ century policies llke the Social 

Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

The Monopoly Game stoiy 

3 Documentary:"TheIIouseWeLiveIn"fromseries:Race:lhePowerofatlllh,,sio,,t. 

Lesson #1 l 
United States history is characterized by policies that have benefited some people more than 
others becanse of~beir race We have more ~ban 400 years of affirmative action benefi~ing 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Our history of practices and policies thai have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ahili~" to accumulate wealth 
and accounts fbr tbe wealtb disparities we see today 

R@rences: Howard Zum, A People "~ History of ~he ~ /ni~ed.q~a~es: ,]ames Louu et~, 

k~es 3ty 2k’~che~: lbMMe; Mlckl[la ,]ost, ~ward Whi(fielt~ ~ Mark ,dos& "~Vhe~ Ne 

rulex are fior, but the L~mm ~’n ’~. ’" Altdtic~dmrtd ~h~c:a~n)n, Ftd] 2005 (the AIo~t&~o 

IX, Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Internalized racial inferiority among people of color is manifested in multiple u, ays that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages about self and olher people of 
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color, low self esteem and sense of inferiority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial supefi ority among wbite people is manifested in multiple ways tba/ 
include, but a~e not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as urdve[sal; assuming that 

a[] of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color; assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson 
The stress, oppression and internalized inferiority experienced by people of color have had 
devastating impacts Yet, we as individuals and a societ? have all been harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these lhelings in order to heal and work eff’ectively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions about ~acist conditioning and internalized ~cial oppression can be eft;,~ctive and 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are orgmrized by self-identified 
race These allow participants to l;cel safer in their sell-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own wo[k to do in understanding and add[essing racism When such groups a~e 
formed it is a/so important for them to meet joimly to develop relafionsbips that deepen 
awareness and support mutual anti-racism efforts 

The anti-racism legacy: The moving sidewalk ~¥om overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum? 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more power fM than a diso[gardzed truth" Racism is so well organized 
and nom~afive in the IS that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 
ourselves to be moved along on the continuum of structural racism, withont any effoK on our 
pa~s Throughout histo~T many People of Color and white people hax, e called altention to 
and ~’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
anti-racists because they ha~ e not been recognized as important figures in our nation’s 
histo~, White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and insritufional racism 
among othe~ white people lest they continue to be compIicit and supportive (oPten 
unwittingly) of institutionalized and structural racism 

l~@re~wes: Paul l(~vel, ~,~roo~mg Ra~Z~m: Hou Wh~e Peotde (’to~ Work ibr Rqc~d 
,lus#ce, Phik~de~ohh~: New Socie& l)~blisher~, ]995. lema Ok~m. 
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Cycle of action and paradigm shift to~nrd a social movement 

aluakion 

Visioning             Analysis 

Lesson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that xve must travel eveu day It calls for 
preparation and careful action as illustrated in the cycle above We must be prepared to "stay the 
whole time" We cannot be efl’ective trying to go it alone; we mus~ band together to increase 
awareness, study, learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn 
mole and plan fu[ther action To be really successfi.d we m~st become pa[t of a movement to 
change the paradigm of structural racism Ihe~ e have been successful social movements in this 
country before and they have come out of community organizing at the grassroots level We 
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From Larry Adelmgm, £vec*~#ve Prod~cer ¢~Race ]Toe P~nj er oj ~4n Ilh~sion (~ Dhfi)rnia 

New xt’eel, 2003) 

Race is one topic where we at] think we’~e expe~ts Yet ask l 0 people to define race or 
name "the races," and you’re li kely to get I 0 difPerent answe~ s Few issues are 
characterized by more contradlctoty assumptions and myths, each voiced with absolute 
certainty 

In producing this series, we [blt it was important to go back to first principles and ask, 
What is this thing called "race’?" - a question so basic it is rare]y raised What we 
discovered is that most of our common assumptions about race - ibr instance, that the 
world’s people can be divided bioloNcally along racM lines - are wrong Yet the 
consequences of racism are vet3~ real 

How do we make sense of these two seeming contradictions? Our hope is flint this sedes 
can help us all navigate through our myths and misconceptions, and scrutinize some of 
the assumptions we take for grm~ted In that sense, the real subject of the film is net so 
much race but the viewer, or more precisely, the notions about race we all hold 

We hope this series can help clear away the biological underbrush and leave starkly 
visible the underlying social, economic, and political conditions that disproportionately 
channel advantages and oppol~unities to wbite people Perbaps then we can shift the 
conversation fiom discussing diversity and respecting cultural dif~ence to building a 
more just and equitable society" 

From the Aspen institute l{ol#ldlab/e on ( 7ommuni{v (’hange: 5’trucg~ra/l{qcism and 
(5~mm~mtV 

Expressions oPracism have evo]ved markedly over the course oP Amedcan histou, Prom 
slavery through Jim C~ow through the civil rights era to today Racism in twenty-first 
cemt ry Amer}ca is harder ~o see ba~ its previous i~camatio~s because Ihe mos~ over~ 
aa~d legally sm~ct~oned t::~rms of racial d~scr~mi~ation baxe been eliminated No~etheless 
subtler radalized pa~tems ir~ policies arid p~actices permeate the political ecor~omic, and 
soalomflRwal structures of Amedca in s~ays that generate d~ft~rences ~n well-being 
between people of color and whites These dynamics work to maintNn the existing racial 
hierarchy even as tbey adapt witb the imes or accommodate ~ew racial a~d e~mic 
gqoups This cor~temporary tnanif~station of’~acism in America car~ be called ~ stmctmN 
racism’ 

The percentage of African American household s earning below 80% of adj usted median 
income in our state has increased while the percentage of white households has 
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decreased In order to examine this and thscts relating to incarceration, sentencing, gaps in 
achievement, foster care placements and outcome, health dispariD- aad othe~ iastimtional 
outcomes, it is critical that we understand the legacy of racism Disproportionality is a 
w~nit~g sight of a much grc~ter social problem To ut~derstat~d that gaps are produced by 
systemic ineq~ities and the related practices of individuals is the beginning of changing 
institutional outcomes 
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The statistical portr~dt of the .am~e~ican population broken out by race reveals persistent 
disparities betweer/peop]e of color aid white A llericar/s irt ah~los every i ldicator of 
well-being Eollowi~g a~e statistics and articles that p~o;qde a closer look at the most 
basic institutior~al systems ir~ om country and the disparities ir~ o~tcome experienced by 
people of color 

Health 

Infant mon.a]ity among white American women with a col]ege degree or higher is 
approximately ~ deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Affican-~4aneficm~ 
women, the ~ ate is three thnes as high: ] 2 deaths pe~ 1000 Babies oPwhite 
women who hm’~n ’L/fnished h;gh school have a lower rate of infant mortality 
than ,M’fican-American womer~ with college and graduate school educatioxts 

The rate of low bir:l~ weight babies born to African imrnigrants to the US is 
comparable to that oP white wome~ However the daughters of’Afiica~ 
immigrants experience a bigher rate of low birth weight babies than the general 
African-American population 

~n the lJnited States, whites live longer than blacks Since ] 980, the difference in 
lif~ expectancy at birth betwee~ whites and blacks has ranged fiom 5 1 to 7 1 
years ~l~is large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SF.S 
0axias et al, United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Alfl~ough breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in ADican American 
women than in white women, African _American women are 34% more likely to 
die of the disease Africat Americat~ adults are 1 9 times more likely than 
ltispanic white adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

in 2004, Africa~t America~ts had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times 

more often tban whites In 2006, non-Hispanic blacks were 70% more likely to 
die of viral hepatitis tba~t whites (CDC) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, 
despite the a~ ailability of cheap pre~ emion measures like weight loss, exercise, 
blood pressure and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same is true for strokes 
(CDC) 
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(Supple~ne~tary readi~g o~ health) 

How racism hurts -= literally 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black 
woman in America. The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal 
Health Psychology, examined links between different kinds of stress and risk 
factors for heart disease and stroke. Black women who pointed to racism as a 
source of stress in their lives, the researchers found, developed more plaque in 
their carotid arteries - an early sign of heart disease - than black women who 
didn’t. The difference was small but important -- making the report the first to link 
hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how 
racism literally hurts the body. More than 100 studies - most published since 
2000 -- now document the effects of racial discrimination on physical health. 
Some link blood pressure to recollected encounters with bigotq¢. Others record 
the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers subjected to racist imagery in a lab 
Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings of the brain during 
exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite 
controversial, but they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look 
at both racism and health It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health 
problem -- just as refraining child abuse and marital violence as public health 
concerns transformed the way we thought about these ubiquitous but often 
secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination as a health risk could 
open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic mistreatment or 
fear seep into the body - why, for instance, pregnant women in California with 



Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low 
birth-weight babies in the six months after 9/11 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across 
a wide range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the 
Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. "But we can observe 
an effect, and we need to find out what’s going on" 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government 
officials are increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health. 
African-Americans today, despite a half century of economic and social progress 
since the civil rights movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of 
dying from heart disease diabetes, stroke, and hypertension In the United 
States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, more health problems than the poorest 
whites Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of states and cities have been 
passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the 
Boston Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for 
change. It includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports 
tracking progress, and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as 
street violence and lack of access to fresh produce In May, lawmakers on 
Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed legislation that would reverse the root 
causes of health inequities The bill would establish a state office of health equity, 
among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is 
flawed because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the 
science has grown more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure 
people’s experiences with prejudice more precisely And its proponents argue 
that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the conclusions are important. Most 
of the investigations have been done in the United States, but a growing body of 
literature originates elsewhere - from Finland and Ireland to South Africa and 
New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to 
black women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch 
colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships," said 
David Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a 
phenomenon here that is quite robust." 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from 
pervasive social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher 
rates of death and disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as 



residential segregation, environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, 
targeted marketing of alcohol and cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research In the early 1980s, Duke 
University social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John 
Henryism" hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel- 
driving" railroad worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won 
- only to drop dead from what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive 
stroke or heart attack. In James’s work, people who churn out prodigious physical 
and mental effort to cope with chronic life stresses are said to score high on John 
Henryism James showed that blacks with high John Henryism but low 
socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of blood pressure 
and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor setting off 
the same physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood 
pressure, elevated heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, 
suppressed immunity. Chronic stress is also known to encourage unhealthy 
behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, that themselves raise the risk 
of disease. 

~n the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy 
Krieger pushed the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race- 
based discrimination were associated with higher blood pressure, and that an 
internalized response -- not talking to others about the experience or not taking 
action against the inequity -- raised blood pressure even more. A controversial 
finding at the time, it has since been replicated by other investigators: The 
suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a cascade of ill 
effects 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved 
this spring by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, 
sitting together with dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don lmus 
had labeled them with a racist epithet. 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell "All I could think was, ’Good God, 
I’d hate to see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of 
discrimination to poorer self-reported health, smoking, Iow-birthwveight deliveries, 
depressive symptoms, and especially to cardiovascular effects. In the mid-1980s 
scientists began to take advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory 
When African-American volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, 
for example, and then exposed to a racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- 
such as a white store clerk calling a black customer a racist epithet - the 
volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and they take longer than 
normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, the effort of 



a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations 
have linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination 
as recorded in electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth 
Brondolo, a psychologist at St John’s University, found that daytime experiences 
of racism led to elevated nighttime blood pressure, suggesting that the body 
couldn’t turn off its stress response 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns One of 
the biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon 
definition of racial discrimination - partly because such prejudice takes myriad 
forms. They also don’t know if more exposure to racism produces more disease 
or if, instead, disease sets in only after a threshold has been passed. They don’t 
know if exposures during certain periods of life are more risky than others. And 
they don’t know why some victims cope better than others 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the 
experiences can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t 
always know the motives of the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define 
’discrimination’ What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a 
resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, a conservative think4ank 
"Typically, it comes down to an individual’s perception of how he was regarded 
by another person or by a system -- which is not the same thing as being 
unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s 
perceptions of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. 
Why should research on discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they 
use, allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility - mood 
states that can encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The 
questions posed have also grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study 
participants to talk openly about experiences they might otherwise deny or 
minimize. 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate 
Stress researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking 
blood-pressure readings or asking individuals to rate their own health Now, with 
noninvasive diagnostic equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, 
levels of stress hormone, and the functioning of the immune system These 
measurements help scientists zero in on the mechanisms by which racial 
discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 



At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of 
the Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s 
bodily toll: peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record 
what happens in the brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of 
discrimination and whether people vary in their brain responses based on their 
lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome - but in many ways we don’t know what 
makes up the experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the 
brain responsible for emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly 
because it is difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance 
to take on a potentially polarizing issue In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a 
colleague submitted a grant proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study 
whether perceived ethnic discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, 
delayed stroke recovery in Latinos As one reviewer wrote back, "~t is not a good 
investment of NIH dollars to study racism, because even if we fund something, 
there is nothing we can do about it." 

~t’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard. These comments 
are frustrating, they say, because they see the research as a crucial first step 
toward a more clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in 
American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a 
health psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of 
literature, we can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine 
medical columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public 

Health ~ 
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Education 

,* African-American males in the 1S have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Corr~pared to white males, Afiican-Ametican males in the US are three times 
more likely to be suspended 

African-American males are three times less likely to be classified as giRed and 
talented 

African-American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more 
than twice as ot!en as white males 

In North Carolina, l 0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" 
the gap has not even nanowed On e~ery measure, minority students are still 
t’ailing to acbieve the success of their peers American Indian, Affical>American, 
and Hispanic students co*~tinue to have sig*fifica*~tly lowe[ standardized test 
scores tba~l white students [hey have highe~ dropout rates and Iowe~ g~aduation 
rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted and disproportionally 
disciplined with suspensions and expulsions (2010 data) 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are 
evident in school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling ~Br level of 
family income, black boys are more likely to receive suspensions or other 
disciplinary actions than stude~ts of’another race This has been a great concern 
wiflfin the edncational system becanse tbe~ e has been no evidence to support that 
black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other students in the school 
setting 

Social Services, Ntet~tal Health and Juvenile Justice 

A mm~ber of state and federal surveys show that commm~ities of color are i~volved x~/itb 
the domestic violence, child well’are, and juvenile justice systems at rates that are 
disproportionately higher than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 2004; Race MWa~rs 
in (’l~ikt l~,~[are, 2005) 

Specificall}. childre~ of color: 

Are referred to DSS more than othe~ children 

Are more likely to be reported as victims of child abuse or neglect 

Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

Spend mo~e time in lbster care a*~d other kinds ot" substitute care 
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less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

Wait longer to be adopted than cldldren of other races 

Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See F,~e Rac~" (’lUbl ~,{7e~/rlre Prql~,c*. Fact sheet 1, Basic facts on disproportionate 
rep~ese*~tation of African Americans in the foster ca~e system / Center fbr the Study of 
Social Policy Center for tl~e Study of Social Policy, Washington, DC, 2004) 

Research has 

A direct co*Telafion between children of color being underserved in the mental 
health system and the ~umber of children of color emeri~g the juve~ile justice 
system (Teplin et al, 2005 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgqounds within the juvenile 
justice system are four times more likely to die of a violem death, and t~male 
youths of color within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to 
die of a violent death (Teplin et al, 2005) 

Teplln, L, McClelland, G, Abram, K, & Nrdleuslnic, D (2005) Early violent death 
among delinqnent youth: A Prospective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586-159~ 
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(’,>/orb/md,,,wss by Michdle Ale×a;~lde;~ (2010, New York: The New Press) 

Alexar~der makes the point that we a~ e ~ow segregath~g Black men fi,om socie~ via a 
complex legal framework that she calls the ’New Jim Orow", euphemistically ~eferred to 
as the "WaY on Drugs ’ 

Consider the fol[m~ing statistics fronl A[examder’s research: 
Since 1970, the pdson population has exploded fi om about }25,000 to more than 
2 million today 

Drug o~t~ses accom~t ~ior two thids of the dse i~ number of people who a~e h~ 
t’ederal prisons a~d K)r move than half of those i~ state prisol~s 

A~}ican Americans constitute ] 5% of’drug users in the Utd ted States. yet 00% of" 
lose hlcarcera ed for drag use 

According to Human Rights Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities 
in the Win on Drugs, 2000) Nthough whites me more likely to violate drug laws 
lal people of color, ill some states black me;~l 1lave beert se~/to prisort o;~1 drag 

cha~ges at rates 20-50 times g~eater than white mer~ 

One in three young Afhmam-American men me now under the iurisdiction 
comro/led by the criminal justice system (iai], prison, parole, probationt 

More than 7 million childrel~ ha,, e a family member incarcerated, o1~ probation or 
on pao/e 

Once rdeased, tk,m~er pAsoners are caught in a web of laws amd regulations that make it 
dit’f)ct it or i llpossible to secm:e, obs. edt carlo 1, hot sirra artd p~blic assista~/ce aid 
to vote o~ serve on js~ries Alexar~der calls this perma*~er~t second-class citizer~ship a new 
f~orm o~ segregation 

School-to-prison pipelitte: The "zero tolerance" po[icles dtat were orlgina[b/written 
the Wa~ on Drugs have now been applied to schools, ~ esulfi ng in ext~ aordi naW rates of 
susper~sion and expulsion, ir~c~easing police p~eser~ce, checkpoints and survdllance in 
schools 
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reading on criminal justice) 

Phor~e: 202-216-0035 - Fax: 202-216-080,.? - www.drugpolic~1.o~g 

Tile War on Dn, gs or The New Jim Crow? 

to pubhc health dr~ta, African ’An~et~cans make up Mmost h~ of those 
arrested tbr drug offenses and more than half of those conxlcted of (h’ug 
offenses causing critics to call the war on (h’ugs the "New Jim Crow." 
Between 1982 and 1996, (h’ug law violation sentences got longer and the 
African American prison population doubled. Today, according to the 
American Civil Liberties Union, I in 3 black men will have contact with the 
criminal justice system and approximately 1.4 million black men 13% of 
adult Afl~ican American males are disIi.anehised because offi~lony drug 
convictions and 1 in 14 black children has a parent in prison. 

Marijuana 

Stu(hes have shown that AfKman Americans and Hispanics are significantly 
more likely than whites to be arrested for possession and sales of mar~iuana, 
targeted for arrest by |he police, and to receive a conviction and crimin~ 
record, despite Ihe fact that the majority of regular marijuana users are non- 
~spm~c whites. Cannabis is the most widely used illiNt subst~ce, with 29 
million ~noricans using it at least once a year. Though 74% of rOgLflar 
marijuana users are non-Hispanic whites and 14% are black, ~rican 
~nerlcans make up 30% of~ mar~iuana re’rests. 

M~mdatoo, Minimum Sentendng & Crack!Powder Sentendng 
Di, wari(v 

Mandatory minimum sentencing strips judicial discretion and imposes 
unduly long ptSson sentences on minor offend(u’s, violating common sense and 
fundamental notions of justice and moraEty. The most egregious example of 
mandatory minimum sentencing is the sentencing dlspmity between crack 

are pharmaeolog%ally the same, yet they are treated very diflbrenfly ~thin 
the walls of our justice system. Current 1bderal policy generates a ~00 to ~ 
penalty ratio libr crack-related oliibnses. For instance, distNbution of only 5 
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grams of crack cocaine (about a thimble fil[l) yields a 5 year mandatory 
minimmn sentence. It takes 500 grams of powder cocaine, however, to trigger 
the stone sentence. Crack cocaine is also the only ~’ng for which the first 
offense of simple possession can trigger a 5 year mandatory minimmn 
sentence. [Simple possession of any quantity of any other substance by a first 
time offender inclu~ng powder cocmne is a misdemeanor offense 
pumshable by a me,mum of one year in prison.] In 2006 blacks constituted 
82% o~ those sentenced under ~ederM crack cocMne laws while wt~tes 
constituted only 8.8% despite the fsct that more ~han 66% o~ people who use 
crack coc~ne are white. In ad~tlon, in 2005 raci~ minorities comprised 85% 
o~those receiving m~datory mlninmm sensences for powder cocaine. The 
U.S. Sentencing Commission (USSC) has ~ound that, ~sentences appear to be 
harsher and more severe ~or raci~ minorities than others as a res~dt o~ this 
law. The c~rrent penalty structure res~flts in a perception o~ unharness ~d 
inconsistency." 

Drug Law Enforcement 

Today, partly because drug law enforcement resources have been 
concentrated in low income, predominantly minority urban areas, a strong 
racial disparity is prevalent in drug arrests and convictions. American 
citizens, largely Afldean Americans, are in danger ti’om those who should 
protect them. Further, The DEA and other ]aw enfbreement agencies are 
alleged to have initiated and encouraged raelal profiling in the war on drugs. 
A number of factors contribute to drug la~ enfbreement scandals such as the 
milita~ization of domestic law enfbrcement, heightened tactics, and the 
inappropriate ~se ofiMbrmants. In Tulle, TX, d~zens of Aft@an Arne~iean 
residents ~ere sentenced to decades in prison based soMy on the 
uncorroborated testimony of one undercover white officer. Dozens of 
Latino/Uispanle men were imprisoned or deported because of an undercover 
pollee operation that involved p]antlng ground up sheet-rock on them and 
claiming i£ ~as coealne, in Dallas, TX. And, a no-knock drug raid ’gone bad," 
in Atlanta, GA, ended in the shooting death of an 92-year-old Afi, iean 
~am~erican womma, Kathryn Johnston. 

HIV!AIDS 

in ~he 50 sta~es and lhe District of Columbia, an estimated 14,216 black men 
were diagnosed .adth ’~DS in 2005, compared to 10,852 ~vhite men, 6,558 
l~spanlcs, 444 Asian/Pacific islanders and 152 Native Americans. This 
means that black men made up 44% of AIDS dlag~oses in men during 2005. 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 31% of’Afrlcan 
Ame~ican women infected .adth HIV and 28% of A£~%.an Ame~ican men have 
contracted the ~4rus through intravenous (h’ug use. 
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,~,ringe Access: Despite the proven success of nee~e exchange programs in 
reducing the spread of HIV, ~AJDS, and Hepatitis C~ most states do not allow 
them to operate legally. For two decades, a patchwork of federal laws and 
appropriations riders has barred state and local govermnents~ and the 
District of Columbia~ from nsing their share of federal prevention money to 
hind syringe exchange programs that reduce the transmission of HI\r/AIDS, 
hepatitis C. Injecting drngs in Washin~on, DC is the second most common 

women. Nearly i in 20 District of Columbia residents has HIV and 1 in 50 
has AIDS. 

Prison Conditions: Jail and p~4son conditiens exacerbate the spread of 
HIViAIDS in the folk)wing ways: lack of av~abihty er limited availability ef 

i)e~ods of time. 

Women of Color 

According to the Institute of Women and Criminal Justice, black women are 
the fastest gx’owing seg~nent of the prison population. In just over 22 years, 
the incarceration rate for African ~am~emcan women has increased 800%, mad 
they are three times more ]ikely to be sentenced than in 1986. Now, African 
~aanerlean and La|ina women make up more than half o£ the female prison 
populatlon in the U~ted States. Despite similar or equal rgtes of illegal (]~’ttg 
use dm’ing pregnancy, African ~Mnerican women are ten times more likely to 
be reported to child weffare agencies for prenatal dmtg ttse compared to wtfite 
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The Racial Justice Ac~ in North Carolina 

In 2009, the North Carolina Gene~ al Assembly passed the landmark Racial Justice Act, a 
law inter~ded to address racial bias in our states cximinal iustice system The law 
prohibits seeking or imposing the death penalty on the basis of race h allows capital-case 
offenders to use statisticN evidence to show that ~ace was a material ]’actor in their death 

bousil~g al~d emplo~,,ment discrimination cases to idemii~, m~ntentional and ul~col~scious 
bias 

Si~/ce passage of the Racial Justice Act (RJA), s ~dies ba~ e tbund strong evide ice of bias 
throughout the sta~.e in comxection with jms, selection and based o~x the race of victim 

I,’~ April 2012, i,’~ the l~rst hea~ing under the RJA, Superior Court Judge Greg Weeks ruled 
that race significantly influenced jut3, selection in Marcus Robinson’s 1994 trial in the 
}991 shooting death of a white }7-year-old, Efik Tomblom The ruling resulied in 
Robinson, a 38-yea~-oId black man, being removed f~om death ~ow and resentenced to 
life in p~Json without the possibility of parole 

Weeks said Robinson’s attorneys "presented a wealth of evidence showing the persistent, 
persuasive and distorting role of race in jury selection in North Calo]i,’la" 

"When ihe governmem’s choice of jurors is tainted vdth racial bias, that oven wall casts 
down over the parties, the jury and the court to adhere to the law throughout the tcial," 
Weeks said "Hm ve~T integrity of the court is jeopardized when a prosecutors 
discrimination invites cynicism respecting the jmT’s neutrality and undermines public 
confidence" 

Since the ruling, the NC General Assembly, after falling to repea] the RJA, scaled hack 
the Racial Justice Act during the summer legislative session by limiting the use of 
statistics that can be used to prove racial bias and legislating that statistics alone a*e not 
sufficiem m prove bias The I.egis[amre overrode Democratic Gov BeveH5 Perd ~e’s veto 
of the changes Monday This puts into limbo almost all the state’s mo~e than 150 death 
row inmates, near]y all of whom applied for life in prison under the 2009 ]aw 
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EMPLOYMENT. INCOME, AND WEALTH 

Eve~7 measure of succe,~s ~:eveals significal~r racial ineq~ali~y ill the U S labor: market 

wealt1,1 than blacks -- a gap that lea@ dog,bled dt r)ng the Great Receasio i (CNN 
7~,[oney Juice 2012) 

A recent analysis by the Pew Research Center tbkmd that flom 2005 to 2009, 
i lflatio;~l-ad:it sted medial wealb ti.~/] 66 perce 1t among Hispa;~lic households arid 
53 t)e~cent among black households, compa*ed with a ~o percer~t decline amo*~g 
white households 

Compa;~ed to whites b]ack America~/s arc twice as like]y ~o be m~employed and 
ear~ nea[ly 25% less when tile?,’ are employed (Com~cil of Economic Advisors, 
(’ha~zm~ America: Imd~ca~ors ~1 Social ug~dEco~somie ~f/eli-I>eit~?4 @ A’~e a~d 
A~onomic OrNits 1998) 

receive 50% more callbacks ~1: irtcer,,iews than those with black-sourtding ~/ames 
(Bertrarid & Mullal~latbail, 2004) 
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(Supplememary reading on income and wealth) 

Historical Factors Accountii~g for Differences in Black and White 
Wealth and Home Ownership 

Department of Economics 
NC A&T State University {Retired May 2010) 

This papei offers chronologies of institutional fhctors tbat have advantaged Wr~tes in the 
accum~dation of wealth and in borne ownership 

I Institutional factoi s that have advantaged whites in accumnlating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve l’~r its 2007 Sut~, ey of Consumer 
Finances in 2007 median household income was $30,851 for blacks and $51,418 for 
whites or white household income was 167 times that of’black households Also in 2007 
median net worth was $17, 100 for black hou seholds and $ ] 63,00 ] for white households 
{Net worth is the value of all assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure of what is 
’ owtmd " } White household median net worth in 2007 was 95 times black household 
median net worth The immense difference between the ratios of 9 5 for net worth and 
167 fol income in 2007 is the consequence of" yems of’public policies and piactices that 
have syslemafically advamaged whites in the accumulation of wealth 

Ihe wea]th dispaiqty between b]ack and white households has worsened sharply in recent 
years The Pew Research Center 201 I report found that in 2009 median net worth was 

$5,677 for black households and $113,149 for white households and het~ce white 
household median net worth in 2009 was 199 times black household median net worth 
The Bureau of Census ~eports 2009 median household income was $32,584 for blacks 

and $51,861 for whites or white household income was 159 times that of black 
households (Kochhar, FtW and Taylor 2011) The enormous rise in the u, hite-to-black 
household median trot worth to 199 in 2009 as compared to a white-to-black ratio of 1 59 
for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing values with 
black households experiencing a with much g~eater ~elative loses in home equity than 
was true t’or wlrite hol*sebolds An analysis of the causes office 199 ratio is presented ar 
the end of the section on institutional tSctors that advantaged u, hites in the accumulation 

of housing equity What follows now is a list of some of the P,~deral po]icies and 
practices that systematically advantaged whites in their overall accumulation of wealth 
These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo tbat ended the Me×ican-Ame6can War resulted 
in a massive transfei of land from Mexicans to white people tin oughout California, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are 
stow Oklahoma Kat~sas and Wyoming (Lui et al 2006) Lit 1849 nearly 100,000 white 
people were drawn to the California gold rush The Free Soil provisions of the California 
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state constitution allowed whites to claim and own land while banning slaves and free 
black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that t#anted citizens 160 acres of land Ibr flee if Ihey would 
farm it for five years Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and 

hence were not at]owed to participate (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 mi]lion Americans 
living today are descendants of Homestead Act beneficia~qes (I,ui et al 2006) 

There was a huge wave of European immigration l)om 1850 to 1920 and while ethnic 
and religious prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was 
different fiom the prejudice black people experienced in two important ways One the 
prejudices against immigrants nor encoded btto law malike tbe obstacles for people of 
color Two new immi~ants could encourage their children to become ’American" by 
becoming ’~wbite " While fl~ese were w~enching choices, unlike people of color al least 
most of the h{sh, eastern and southern European hnmigrants had that choice Despite the 
discrimination unskilled European immigrants I?ced during this period they regularly 
displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, construction and docks 

Ibe 1933 Agcicultm-e Ac~justment Administration policy that took Southern �’traditions" 
into account by paying 4 ~i¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to 

pay the tenant !i¢ (Dubot~ky & Burwood 1990) 

The lo35 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to from and domestic workers 
Blacks were more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic 
workers (According to the 1930 census 6875% ofgain~hllv employed blacks worked in 
agriculture or domestic secvdces ) I wenty-two pe~ cent of white workers in co’~,ered 
occupations did not earn enough to qualify for benefits The comparal)le figure for black 
workers was 42 percent Consequently a much higher percentage of black workers than 
of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its outset (Lui et al 2006) The 
advent of Social Security changed f’amilies’ attitudes toward not only how much to save, 
but what savings could be nsed fob including being able to affo~ d higher education for 
children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity needed 
to obtain a business loan {Domestic workers were inckided for Social Security coverage 
in 1950 and agricultural workers in 19954 } 

The originally proposed 1935 National I.abor Relations Act would have reserved the 
closed shop t’~,r unions that did not discriminate The final legislation did not include the 
restciction on non-discciminating unions to use c]osed shops nor a clause barring racial 
discrimination by unions The southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural 
and domestic workers out of Social Security also excluded them from the NLRA 
F~mbermore, with the suppolX of the AFL that was more interested in enhancing union 
power that reducing the discriminatory powe~ of unions, were responsible for the changes 
in the final NLRA legislation (Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow unions to engage in 
racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafis that oft)red premium 
wages 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers 
and conseque~tly a much higher percentage of white wo~kers enjoyed minimum wage 
protection and being paid time-and-a-half for certain overtin~e work (Katznelson 2005) 
The setgegation of the armed services during World War ~ did not limit white soldiers’ 
access m training in employable skills 

Ihe [944 GI Bill. formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not 
mention race. but like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily 
assisted white ~ etmans The local administration resuhed in white vc~s no~ only haxing 
greater access to vocational training but being more likely to receive training for skilled 
and semi-skilled vocations while black vets were usually channeled into training for 
unskilled vocations The US Employment Sepdce, set up by the GI Bill, tended to steer 
white vets into j obs commensurate with their skills while typically steering black vets 
into jobs below their skills While over two rot]lion vets went to college on the GI Bi]l. 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses 
{ While enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 
1947, nonetheless between 15 and 20 flmusand black veteran applicants could nor be 
admitted fo[ lack of" space } Furthermo~, white vets were approved f~r home and 
business loans at m~ch higher rates than we~ e black vets (See the discussion of home 
ownership below t’~,r details) 

A [997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture 
advantaged white fa*mers in the allocation of’price support loans, disaste[ payments. 
’Tarm ownership" loans and operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the 
class action law suit Pigford v Glickman {Timothy Pigf~,rd is a black fSrmer who was 
initial]yjohmd by some 400 black t’armers in the class action lawsuit Dan Glickman was 
thethen Secretau of Agriculture} The court approved consent decree awarded an 
estimated 75 thousand black t?smers damages of $1 5 billion 

II Institutional fhcto~s that have advantaged whites hi home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that 
disad~ amaged blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology A 
smaller percentage of blacks own their ow~ homes and have substantially less wealth or 
net worth than do whites Noneflmless home equity is rno~e important to black 
households that it is to white households Black households’ equity in their homes is 
625% of thalr assets, while home equity is 433% of u, hite households’ assets (Oliver & 
Shapi~ o, [995) Family wealth is a~ hnportant determinator i~ the acmss-ge~m~atio~s 
amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth I tome ownership is importantly 

ralated to the creation of business wealth, ~%r homes often set,, e as collateral when 
entrepreneurs start a business Wealth also has telling effects on educational ontcomes 
Conley (1909) found that household wealth has a la*ger impact on various measures of 
children’s educationa] outcomes 

.adso Shapiro (2004) [)ttnd that modest financial assistance fiom parents allowed white 
families to make down payments on homes Such financial support advantaged white 
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households in two ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" 
public schools: and being able to make larger down payments that kept ~points" frora 
being added to the mortgage rate The latter saved such white families thousands of 
dollars over the li~es of their mortgages 

Percent ot’thmilies ow~ing their p~ima~y residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 
Non-Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

[995 700% 443% [ 59 
1998 718 468 153 
2001 743 473 157 
20@~ 761 508 150 
2007 750 5] 9 ~40 

2009* 74 46 ~ 61 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, cre~ted to help home owners and stabilize 
banks, gave none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a 
higher proportion of black home o~vners to lose their homes during the remainder of the 
Depression (Liu et al 2006) The HOLC c~eated detailed nalghbofl~ood maps that, among 
other things, took imo account the nalghborhood’s racial composition as well as its 
likelihood of racial infiltration 

The Federal ltousing Administration, estahlished in 1934, was not explicitly a white 
program, but realtors and hostile white neighbors kept l~amilies of color out of white 
neighborhoods and the FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which 
p~ecluded loans in p~edominantly black nalgbborhoods 

The HOLC and subsequently the FIL& created strong pre£~rential options for whites as 
planners, builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class 
homogeneous neighborhoods (Roediger 2005) l.dp though the 1940’s FItA manuals and 
p[actices channeled lbnds to white nalghborboods and collaborated with blockbuste[s 
The policies disproportionately concentrated blacks into s~bstandaN ho~ses In 1948 the 
Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants and yet the FIL~ continued to push 
them as conditions for]oans P~esident Kennedy’s 1960 Order 11063 nlandated federal 
agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing The FHA did not 
communicate the Order to local otllces Indeed of the approximately $120 billion in new 
housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home 
owners These wltite recipients a~e the parents ot" the baby boomers, and their homes are 
a significant portion of the $10 trillion in inheritances now being passed do’am to the 
baby-boom generation (Lul et al 2006) The 1968 Fair }lousing Act authorized ItLTD to 
investigate complaints ycl HUD had no enlk~rcement power and could only ret’er cases to 
the attorney general (Lipsitz 1998) 
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Ihe t974 Equal C~edit Opporttmity Act prohibited disc~imhlation i~ ten estate lending 
and required banks to record the racial identity" of applicants rejected and accepted for 
homeloans Whilethe 1974Acthadtheappearanceofendingracialdiscfiminaiionin 
real es~a~e lending, it is worth noting that tbe banks refi~sed to collec~ the data, by race, on 
rejected and accepted applicants In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the 

court orde~ the l-D1( and the Home Loan Bank Board to obey the 1974 law requiring the 
banks to keep and report the race data In 1981 theFDIC ceased keeping race records 
when the court order ran out Presiden~ Reagan used the Papetx~,ork Reduction Act to 

stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of participants in housing 
pmg~ams (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black t~amilies were targeted for subprime or predatory mortgage loans Black 
households were much more likely than shni]arly qualified white households to be 
steered to a subprime loan As a result black households were over three times more 
likely than white households to have a subprime mortgage Subpfime mortgages 
involved higber rates of interest and typically higber tees and, in turn, cost the average 

bo1~ower tens of thousar~ds of dollars more and were mote likely to result in ~bteclosure 
In December 201 I the US Department of Justice, announced a $335 million settlement 
with Bank of America/Countryudde for its predators/practices that targeted black and 
Latino househokls The sc~tlemen~ noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Lafino bo+Towers were charged more for their mortgages than 
were similat]y qualil~ed white bot+owers The Center lbr Responsible Lerlding +Dund 
that over a thirty+year mortgage a typical stJbprirne borrower would pay over $35,000 for 
their loan than if it had been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than 
whites to be in fo~eclosm-e that in turn meant the loss of billions of dollars of wealth 

(Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black bousehold median net worth fell 53% fi;om $12,124 to 
$5,677 while white household mediar~ net worth ~)I1 16% fIom $134,992 in 2005 to 
$ ] 13, 149 (Kochhag [-ry and Taylor 201 I ) Ihe devastatingly ]arge 53% fall il~ black 
household median net worth compared to the 16% decline for white households is largely 
accoumed for by the t~.ct that black households who own homes hax e a higher proportion 
of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white counteq)arts This means that 
black household wealth is relative]y mo~e sensitive to the consequences of being 
disproportionately subjecled to snbprime or predatory home loans with tbeir a~endalat 
higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 
counterparts 

Furihermorc bciween 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity~hat is, value of 
the honle minus file nlortgage balance d~*e t’ell by 23% while tbe con~parable figure for 
white househo]ds was 18% (Kochhar, Fly and Taylor 201 I) Not only did b]ack 
households typically experience greater relative loss in housing value dmq ng the housing 
crisis, but in the period preceding the housing crisis, white ou, ned homes appreciated at a 
median annual rate of 8 1% (2001-2004) and 5 1% (04-07) while black owned homes 
appreciated by 6 4% (2001-2004t and 4 6% (2004-2007) These percentages correspond 
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to median annual increases of $85,000 t’~,r u, hlte-owned homes as compared to $45,000 
fo~ black-owned homes (Data from 200], 2004 aad 2007 Smwey of Consumer 
Finances) 

These data reveal is that the good years %r homeownership and tile poor years are 
impacted by the long history of policies and p~ac/ices that ha’~,e ~esu] ted in black 
households being limited, no ]onge~ legally, but in practice in their access to home 
ownership in appreciating areas and confined to home ownership areas with diminished 
appreciatio~t and ~eater depreciation because demand tbr their homes is restricted due to 
black households disparate access to more affordable mortgages and to finding that 
potential home buyers where they ow*~ their homes ate typical]y nanowed to buyer s of 
color rather than the whole r~mge of potential home buyers 
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AND 

A 2007 Pew Research Center poll ~eported that an overwhelming percentage of 
Americal~s believe that people who are poor do i~ot succeed becat se of d~eir ow~t 
shortcomings; only 19 percent emphasized the vole of discrim~nafio~ or other structural 
and economic lb~ces that go beyo ~d the cont ol of any one i ~divid~a/ 

We need to examine how we view poverty arid people who are poor What a~ e d~e stories 
we have beel~ told abo~*t ~he problems al~d sho~comi~gs of poo~7 people a~d how ~toes it 

Similad y what are the s~o~ies we tell abo~t wealth: the iob c eators, the makes vs the 
take~ s? }tow has race factored into the sustaining the myth of meritocracy in our 
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Effective organizing requires an accurate analysis of the power differential between 
commm~ities and the institutions that purpo~ to se~’v-e them It’s important to examine the 
experiences poor people have dealing with multiple institutions and systems The 
disproportionate outcomes of North Carolina institutions indicate that rules do not work 
the same way for everyone Dift’erem groups experience our society’s rules dit’t’erenfly, 
and as a consequer~ce view society difI~ently 

Gatekeepers 
A gatekeeper is anyone in an institutional or organizational role who can grant or deny 

access to infom~ation, opportunities, knowledge, and resources Most of us are 
gatekeepers, regardless oPom race o~ status in an o~ganization Receptionists, secretaries 
and adminisirative assistants are ~ery important gatekeepers, often controlling access to 
organizational personnel who have the most power Volunteers can be gatekeepers 

We become gatekeepers when we do needs assessments, write grants and develop 
programs or services t’~r communities because Ibis gives people on the outside of the 
commu~iiy the ability to defi~e the rules, hide the rules and control d~e resources This 
deprives communities oPpower at~d control to act on their own beha]f~ Typically in 
programs and services developed for communities, accountability mo’~es in a hierarchical 
~Sshion to supervisors, boards of directors, thnders, etc There are almost no institution 
that have mechanisms for being accoumable to the people they serve 
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Historian James Horton points out that the ens]avement of Afiqcans was opportunistic. 
not based on beliefs about inferiority: "[Our forebears] found what they considered an 
endless labor supply People who could be readily identified and so when they ran away 
they couldn’t melt into the population like Native Americans could People who Mtew 
how to grow tobacco, people who knew how to grow rice They found the ideal, from 
thei~ standpoint, the ideal labor somce " 

Ironically, it was not slavery but freedom - the revolmionata/new idea of liberty and the 
natural ri~ts of man - thai led to an ideology of white supremacy Historian Robin DG 
Kelley points out the conundrum that faced our founders: "The problem that they had to 
figure out is how can we promote liberty, fieedom, democracy on the one hand, and a 
system of slavery and exploitation of people who are non-white on the other?" Hot.on 
illuminates the story that helped reconcile that contradiction: "And the way you do that is 

to say, "Yeah. but you know there is something different about these people This whole 
business of inalienable rights, that’s fine. but it only applies to certain people" It was not 
a coincidence that the apostle of freedom himself. Thomas Jefferson, also a slavehokler, 
was the firs~ American public figm:e to articulate a theory speculating upon the "natural" 
inl~fiofity of" Afiicans 

Similar logic rationalized the taking of American Indian lands When the "civilized" 
Cherokee were forcibly removed fiom their homes in Georgia to west of the M~ssissippi, 
one in t’o~ar died along the way, in what became known as The Trail of Tears President 
Andrew Jackson defended Indian ~emoval: it was not the greed of white setIlers that 
drove the policy, but the inevitable fate of an inferior people established "in the midst of a 
superior race" 

By the mid-19th century, race had become the accepted, "common-sense" wisdom of 
white America explaining evetTvthing fiom individual behavio~ to the fate of human 
societies The idea found fruition in racial science, Manifest Destiny, and our imperial 
adventures abroad in the new monthly magazines of the late 19th century and at the 
remarkable indigenous people displays at the 1904 World’s Fair celebrating the 
centennial of Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase, we see how American popu]ar cultme 
reinforced and fueled racial explanations t’~r American progress and power, imprinting 
ideas of racial dift~rence and white superiority deeply into our minds 

A timeline of the constructlan and changing definitlans of race in America 

Genetic studies hm,e demonsn"ated conch~sively tha~ race m not a kiolog~c or 
consO~uct. 2here is as much or more dive~;~iO’ and gene#c difference within any 

gronp ~t~ /here Z~ bel~eet~ people cf d~fferent t’twml groups. Oven~# people are 
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where did the idea q/ "race" come j~om ? Hrm and will ~ as it constrz¢c n,d? 

The notion of a "white race" that would control power and access to land and 
wealth originated in the colony of Virginia when the House of Burgesses debated, 
’What Is a White Man?" in the late 1600s This social COnStCdCt became 
t’oundational tk~r the expalaalon of colonializafion in the land that came to be called 
the United States Theodore Allen describes in careful detail this political act of 
self-interest that continues to haunt our nation today (Allen. Invetuion ojthe 
While Ra~e I andll, 1994, 1997) 

Early in the colony of Virginia, poor people from different backgrounds (English, 
Irish, Dutch, African, Native Americans) saw their common sell’interest and 
banded together in rebellion against the English elite (John Punch; Bacon’s 
Rehellion), but the English imposed more severe punishment on people of Aft{can 
descent and later on those who associated with blacks Thus they began to drive a 

wedge between so-called r~mes and to divide and conquer among those who were 

poo~ This ensmed the allegiance of poor white people to those who had powe~ 

~n the hqre 1700s as opposition to slavery was increasing, Johan Friedfich 
Blumenbach used study of huma~ skulls to develop a hierarchical division of the 
hurnan species: Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Australoid and Negroid Later 
Blumenbach admitted that this was a false science and that one could not really 
divide mankind into categories, but he said, ’ Still it will be found secvdceable to 
the memo*T to have constituted certain classes into which the men of our planet 
may be divided" 

Ihe odginal United States Naturalization Law of Ma~ch 26, ]790 
provided the first rules to be £1,11ou, ed by the United States in the granting 
of national citizenship This law limited naturalization to immigrants who 
were "free white persons" of "good moral character" It thus left out 
American Indians, indentmed servants, slaves, fiee blacks, and later 
Asians While women were included in fl~e act, the right of citizenship did 
"not descend to persons whose i:athers have never been resident in the 
United States" Citizenship was inherited exc]usivaly through the father 
This was the only statute that ever recognized the status of natural born 
citizen, requiring that state and federN officers not consider .amaefican 
children born abroad ~o be foreigners 

In 1848 the Treaty of Guadaloupe tIidalgo ended the US war with Mexico 
and required Mexico to cede more than half of its land mass to the United 
Slates The US promised to honor the property fights of altizens then 
living in Mexico, but did not hono~ this agreement and stole the ]and that 
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would become all or part of 10 states including Texas, Kansas, Oklahoma, 
California, Nevada Utah, Adzona, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming 

Immigrants from Ireland and Eastern Em:ope who came to fl~e U S during 
the Industrial Revo]ution were *~ot considered white Some ~ef)~*ed to 
them as tile ’~in-between peop]e" Jewish people were not considered 
’white" in the U S until after World War II and prej udice has continued to 
linger 

1922 Takao Ozawa v The United States The Snpreme ComX found fl~at 
Ozawa, a Japanese man, was ineligible t~r citizenship because they 
detemlined that Japanese people cannot be white because riley are not 
Caucasian 

1023 The Supreme Court case oP Bhagat Si*~gh Tbind AI] whites a~e 
Caucasian but not all Caucasians are white The me~jori~- argned that ’the 
average man knows perfectly u, ell that there are unmistakable and 
profound differences" The IMnd decision led to successfid efforts to 
denaturalize Indians who had previously become citizens and they lost 
tbei~ right to own ]and and othe~ fights of citizenship, depe*~ding on their 
stare or residence 

The construction of race has continued throughout US histu*T and has 
been central to US economic development, including the development of 
wealth and power as we have exploited those, not classified as white, in 
older to advance agricultme, ranching, raihoads, mining, manuPactudng, 
etc The sto~T of race is tile sto~y- of]abor We have ’let" folks into the 
family of "white" as we need their numbers and no longer need to exploit 
their labor 
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"A specious classification of human beings created by Europeans during a period of 
world wide colonial expansion, using themselves as the model ~br humanity, for the 
pu~l)ose of assigqfing and maintaining white skin access to power and privilege" 
(Maulana Karenga) 

Prejudice 
A judgment based on bias that stereotypes others as ditl’erem and inferior P~cjudice is 
usually, but not always, negative; positive and negative prqiudices alike, especially when 
directed toward oppressed people, are damaging because they deny the individuality of 
the person In some cases, the p~ejudices of oppressed people ("you can’t trust the 
police’) are necessary for survival No one is flee of prqiudice Examples: Women are 
emoiional Asians are good at mafl~ 

Social and Institutional Power 

* The ability ~o influence o~hers 

,, The ability to define reality fl, r yourself and others 

Oppression 
I he system atic subjugation of ono social group by a m ore powe~Tul social group fo~ the 
social, economic, and political benefi~ of the more powerful social group Rita Hardiman 
and Baile,/Jackson state that oppression exists when the following 4 conditions are 

Ihe oppressor gronp has the power to define reality for themselves and others 
The target gqoups take in and internalize the negative messages about them and 
end up cooperating with tile opplessols (ttlinking and acting like them) 

3 Genocide, harassment, and discrimination are systematic and institutionalized, so 
thor individuals are nor necessary to keep it going 

4 Members of both the oppressor and target ~oups are socialized to play their roles 

as nom~al and CO~Tect 

Oppression Power ÷ Prejudice 

System 
A set oftbings that together make a wbole 

An estab]ished way of doing something, such that things get done that way 
reg~alarly and are assumed to be the ’normal’ way firings get done 

Rnns by itself, does not requi~o planning or initiative by a person or group 
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Advanlage 
,, A leg up, a gain. a benel~t 

Whil:e Supremacy 
The idea (ideology) that white people and the ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and actions of 
white people are superior to People of Color and their ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and 

II,lacism 

Racism social and institutional power I race prejudice 

Racism a system of ad’,antage based ot~ race 

Racism a system of oppression based on race 

Racism a white supremacy system 

Racism is different from racial pr~iudice hatred or discrimination Racism iavolves one 
group having the power to carry out systematic discrimination through the major 
institutions of soclet¥ Racism is a system 
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11",tou are a citizen of the tTnited States, pari of the legacy you hax, e inherited is the 
historical, systematic and per~’asive way in which white race and the benefits, privilege 
and power for those who came to be known as white have been constructed in this 
cotmtry Following ia small samplistg of datea related to significant happestings, law< 
court decisions, poll cies and other acts whicb have contribnted to inslitutlonalization of 
racism 

1607 First permastestt English colony in Virginia 

1613 John Rolfe marries Pocahontas in the colony of Virginia 

1640 

Fit st Africans kidnapped and brought to the colonies 

John Pnnch, an African indentured selwant, runs away ITom his servitude 
with a Dutchman and an Irishman They are caught The colony of 
Virginia records that as punishment Dutchman and Irishman will be given 
4 increased years of indentured servitude John Punch, on the other hand is 
sente~med to perpetual servitude, oi sla~ cry 

1676 Bacosf s Reballion, a populist reballiost that organized poor people --white 
frontiersmen, slaves, indentured selwants, and a tribe of Indians --against 
tt~e colony of" Virginia Bacon and the rebels win tile first battle and the 
sii~ing govemmem retreats 1o boats in the river They win two more 
skirmishes before En~ish reinforcements arrive and put down the 
rebellion 

1637 New England co]onists massacre 500 Native Americans in Pequot War, 
the first massacre ofindlgenous people bv English colonists 

1662 

1691 

Virginia enacts law stating that if an ’<Englishman" begets a child of a 
<Negro v~,oman," the chi]d will take on the woman’s status, eg, that of a 
slave; this law makes slaver7 heredita~" 

Virginia Itouse of Burgesses defines "white man" as a man u, ith no 
:ad’rican or Indian blood whatsoever except for the descendams of John 
Rolfe and Pochahontas who shall also be white men 

i705 Virginia law passed requi~{ng masters to provide white servants whose 
indemured time was up 50 acres of land, 30 shillings, a musket and 10 
bushals of corn 
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1712 

1776 

1785 

i790 

1790s 

i795 

1800 

~807 

1812 

~830 

’Act tbr the better ordering and governing of Negroes and slaves" in 
South Carolina %vhereas, the plantations of this province cannot be 
well managed without the labor of Negroes and other slaves, [who] 
are of barbarous, wild, savage natures, and such as renders them wholly 
unqualified to be governed by the laws of this province; that such other 
laws and olde~s, should in this province be made as may restlain tile 
diso~ ders, rapines and inhumanity, to which they am naturally prone and 
inclined " 

The Declaration of Independence is signed, stating that "all men are 
created equal with certain inalienable ~Jghts Life, I.ibe~X~ and tile 
pursuit of Ilappiness" while excluding Africans, Native Americans, and 
all women 

Land Ordinance Act, 640 acres offered at $1 per acre to white people 

In the L S Constitulion, for tile pm i)oses of taxation and representation, 
Negro slaves were counted as 3/5 of a person, ’adding to the whole 
number of free persons, including those bound to ser,,ice l’~r a term of 
years, and excluding ].ndians not taxed, three fit’ths of all other persons" 

Naturalization Law of 1790 specifies that only flee white immigqants are 
elig4ble fbr naturalized citizenship First generation immigrants 1iom Asia, 
the Caribbean, Central and South Amedcan and Africa are expressly 

denied civil rights, the right to vote, and the right to own land This Act is 
not completuly wiped off the books until the McCarran Walter Act of 
[952 

The slavery abolition movement starts to grow Bluemenbach and Buffon 
offer %cientific" iustification for a hierarchical classification of 
humankind (Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Australoid and Negroid) 

Treaty of Greenville, which Indian leaders are forced to sign, cedes most 
of the Ohio Valley to the DS govermnent 

The Land Ordinance Act minimum lot was halved to 320 Acres 

I boreas Jefferson states the kS should "pursue (the Indians) into 
extemrination or drive them to new seats beyond our reach 

Thomas JeftErson states white people should drive every Indian in their 
palh "with the beasts of the forests into the stony mountains " 

Act prohibifi ng ’the tuaching of slaves to read" in North Cm olina and 
other states ’whereas the teaching of slaves to read and writu has a 
tendency to excite dissatist~.ction in their minds and to produce 
insurrection and rebellion, to the manifest injury of the citizens of this 

state " such teaching was i]legal and severe]y punished 
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1830 

1848 

1850 

~854 

1862 

1863 

[873 

1887 

1887 

1882 

Indian Removal Act authorized the president to "negotiate" and exchange 
lairds which acmal]y meant seize Indian la~d and remove Native 
Americans from their ancestral and sacred lands; terfitoW of Oklahoma set 
aside as "indian Territory" 

Treaty of Guadelupe Hidalgo signed between US and Mexico, which 
promises to protect the lands, language and culture of the Mexicans living 
in ceded territory (f’utu~e states oPCalilb~nia, Texas, Utah, New Mexico, 
Arizona, Nevada, pa~s of Colorado and Wyoming) Congress substitutes a 
"Protocol" which requires Mexicans to prove in US courts that they have 
qegitimate’ title to thei~ own lands: the ~PmtocoP’ becomes the legal basis 
for the massive U S land theft from Mexicans in conquered territories 

Foreign Miners Tax in Cali~i, rnia requires Chinese and Latin American 
gold miners to pay a special tax on their holdings trot required of European 
American miners 

California law (People v ltall) "No black, or mulatto person, or Indian 
shall be allowed to give evidence tbr or against a white person" 

Homestead Act allots 160 acres of western (ie Indian) land to "anyone" 
who could pay $] 25 an acre and cultivate it for 5 years; within 10 years, 
85,000.000 acres of’Indian lands had been sold to Emopean homesteaders 

Emancipatio*t Proclammion ’rived" kidnapped and enslaved Aflicans only 
to have them re-enslaved by a series of subsequent laws 

1876 California constitution " necessatT regq~lations for the protection 
of the State firm the bmdens and evils arising flom the presence oP 
ali ens, who are or may become vagrants, paupers, mendicants, criminals, 

or invalids afllicted with contagious or infections diseases ," ’no 
coq~o~ ation shall employ any Chinese or Mongo]ian," ’~no Chinese 
shall be employed on any state or other public work except in 
punishmem for a crime " 

Dawes Act terminates tribal ownership of lands by partitioning 
reservations and assigning each lndian a 160-acre allotment for farming 

"Stop]us" reservation land is opened up to homesteaders 

Hayes Tilden Compromise removes fcdmal troops from the South, leaving 
Blacks totally unprotected from white violence and setting stage for 50 
years of intense ~epression, denial of political, civil, and education rights 
that African Americans had straggled for and to some extent won dm-ing 
Reconstruction afier the Civil War 

Chinese Exclusion Act passed by Congress to keep Chinese immigrant 
workers from comi ng to the U S, the first time a nationalit~ had been 
barred expressly by name 
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1883 

1893 

~896 

1898 

[917 

~924 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1944 

1947 

1945-60 

1886 Apache warrior Geronimo sun-enders to the U S army, marking the 
deP,~at of Sotlthwest Indian nations 

Oueen l,iliuokalani of Hawaii is overthrown by LS p]anter colonists in a 
bloodless revolution The Republic of tlawaii is established with Stantbrd 
Dole (Dole Pineapple) as preside*it 

Supreme Court declares in P]essy v Fergnson that separate bnt ’equal" 
facilities are constitutional 

US deikats Spain and acquires Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Phillipines 
Cuba, which had already declared her i*ldepe*tde*tce tiom Spain, becomes 
a virtual colony of the t.lS 

Congress enacts another immigration act creating an Asiatic Barred Zone, 
a "li*m in the sand" i*t Asia effectively cutting off’all immigration from 
India 

Johnson Reed Immigration Act sets restrictive quotas on immigrants from 

Asia, Africa, and Latin America 

New Deal legislatio*t, Home Owners Loan Corporation created to help 
home owners and stabilize banks, created derailed neighborhood maps that 
took into account the racia] composition of a neighborhood or likelihood 
of racial infiltration color coded these, neighborhoods in red and labeled 
them "undesirable" resulting in a lack of investment in neighborhoods 
with POC and e~tormous investment in white ~mighborboods 

Ihe Federal Housing Act manuals and practices codit~v tile channeling of 
funds to white neighborhoods and collaborated with block busters 

The Social Security Act New Deal programs would not have survived the 
Southern voti,tg block unless they were designed in a way that preset,, ed 
racial patterns SSA did not extend coverage to farm or domestic workers, 
disproportionately excluding blacks f~om its benefits 

Supreme Court opinion upheld Rooseveh’s Executive Order attthorizi,tg 
reloeafion and detention of all people of Japanese ancestry, including US 
citizens, in "wa~ relocation centers" regardless of’~qoyalty" to US (during 
World Wa ID 

Taft Hartley Act seriously restricts the fight to organize and requires a 
loyalty oath aimed at the Cong~-ess of Industrial Organizations, ~hich had 

Suburban spras;I and white-flight to tile suburbs became popula~ as certain 
communities were oi]]cially red-lined and mmked as undesirable, de- 
voidi lg i~mer cities of esse IIM tax dollars ~sed t’or sc loo~s, roads, parks, 
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1954 

1964 

1969-72 

1973 

Mid-1980s 

1990 

1990 

and o~her public necessities 

US Immigration and Naturalization Service sets up Operation Wetback 
to round up and deport ’qllegal" Mexicans living in the US 

Democraiic Party refi~ses to seal the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 
Party in place of the segregationist Mississippi Democrats at the Party’s 
convention in Atlanta 

Raids on Black Panther Party offices, assassinations of leadi~g Panthers, 
imprisonment of hundreds of others, resulting in destruction of Black 
Pamher Pretty 

Federal and state police and FBI launch a militaW assault on American 
Indian Movement activists and traditional Indians of the Lakota Nation at 
Wounded Knee Leo*tard Peltier is convicted o*t t’alse charges of 
murdering an FBI agem and seme~ced to 2 consecutive like semences 

The ltefitage Foundation organizes the National Association of Scholars 
and finances college campus ~ight wing g~oups to attack students and 
t’aculty smuggling tk~r more inclusive curriculum; the right wing group 
labels educational equality efforts as "political correctness" 

Supreme Corot decision attacks the religious f~eedom of Native 
Americans by ruling that states have the ~qght to pass laws t’o~ing Native 
American Church members to risk prison in order to practice their 
religion 

Congress passes a comprehe~sive new immigration law, which includes 
~ employer sanctions" for knowingly hiring a worker without papers, 
discouraging employers tiom taking lob applications from Asian 
Americans or Latinos 
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THE FOUR FACES OF RAClSN 
(a,,la>led [?om dona Ols~on, Cid~uro~ l~rid;ces ~o .lustic,,progr~m~) 

CONSTRUCTED RACIST OPPRESSION (affecting people of color) 
Historically constructed and systemic (not just personal or individual) 
Penetrates eveW aspect of our personal, institutional, and cultural fife 
Includes prejudice against people of’color in attitudes, f~elings, and behaviors 
hlcludes exclusion, discrimination against, suspicion, t’ear or hatred of people of color 
Sees a person of color only as a member of a group, not as an individual 
Includes low expectations by white people for children and adults of color 
People of color have fewer options, choices 

NTERNAL ZED RACIAL {NFER ORIT"/(affecting people of’color} 

people of color, we carw internalized negative messages about ourselves and other 
people of col o~ 

We belleve there is something wrong with being a person of color 
We have lowered selt’-esteem, sense of inferiority, wrongness 

We have lowered expectations, limited sense of potenfia] t’or se]f 
We have very limited choices: either ’act in’ (white) or ’act out’ (disrupO 
We have a sense of’limited possibility (limited by oppression and plejudice) 

GRANTED WIITE PRIV LEGE (affecting’white people) 
"An invi sine knapsack of special provisions and blank checks" (,Peggy McImosh) 
The default, the norm; to be white in America is not to have to think about it 
We expect to be seen as an individual; what we do never ~eflects on the white ~ace 
We can choose to avoid the impact of ~ acism witho~at pena]ty 
We live in a world where our wo~h and personhood are continually validated 
Although hurt by racism, we can live just fine without ever having to deal with it 

NTERNAL ZED RAC}AL SUPER}OR{TY (af’~ctir~g white people) 

My world view is the universal world view; our standards and norms are universal 
My achievements have to do with me, not with my membership in the wbke group 

have a right to be comfortable and if I am not, then someone else is to blame 
can lbel that I personally earned, through wo*k and merit, any/all of my success 
equate acts d" unPaimess experienced by white people with systemic racism 

experienced by people of color 
have many choices, as i sboukl; everyone else has those same choices 
am not responsible £)r v,,hat happened be£bre, nor do I have to knov,, anything about 

it I have a right to be ignorant 
see work on racism as the responsibility of people of’color and only in interests of 
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people of col or 
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HOW OPPRESSION OPERATES 

hi order for oppression to flourish, we must collude or cooperate As Frederick Douglass 
pointed out "Find out what people will submit to, and you hax, e ~i, und the exact amount 
ofinj ustice and wrong which will be imposed upon them 

in order for oppression (racism in this case} to flourish, we 
must: 

forget / pretend - The oppressed must forget what has happened to them historically 
and what is happening to them in their day to day lives in order to get throu~ their lives 
and their day; the dominant ~oup must never identi~, as white or as benefiting l~om 
white privilege; the dominant group must To,get’ about flmir membership in the white 
~oup; the dominant ~oup must pretend that evewthing is OK now, that the problem was 
in the past 

lie - The oppressed must stop speaking the truth about their experience, bod] to 
themselves (to survive internally) and to others (to sup, dye in the world); the dominant 
group must lie to themse]ves and each othe~ about their m]e in oppression, positioning 
themselves as blame]ess, passive (I didn’t cause it), individual and not part of a bigger 
system, while ignoring the internal racist conditioning and tapes (I am not racist, I’m a 
good white person) 

stop feeling - The oppressed must cur themselves off from their feelings, become numb 

in order to survive, or feel that it is personal (I am bad or at fault); the dominant group 
must also cut themselves ofP flom their l~elings, insist on being ’~ational and qogical’ 
and never stop to fee] the cost as oppressors; the dominant group must avoid t;,~eling, 
because to begin feeling means to begin feeling guilt or shame 

lose voice - The oppressed must internalize the oppression, feel bad about themselves 
and their situation so that they are no Ionge~ able to speak to it or about it, distrust their 
voice and the truth they have to speak; when the oppressed do speak out, they are laheled 
as ’ag~-essive.’ ’ovel]y sensitive,’ ’angu,’ and discounted; tile dominant group becomes 
at?aid to speak out because of the social pressure against it, the threat of losing family 
and fl~ends, and separating themselves from the white group 

make power invisible - The opp[essed must begin to identil}’ mole with g~e dominant 
group than with their ov, m group and as a result lose a sense of their collective poweK the 
dominant group must assume their ~ight to power along with the myth that power is 
individual and overtone who works hard can have the same power they do; or the 
dominant group must act as if they don’t have power as white people and deny the power 
that they get just by belonging to the white group 
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INTERNALIZED RACIAL INFERIORITY 

Internalized Racial Inferiority (IRI) is the internalization by People of Color (POC) of the 
images, stereotypes, prej udices, and myths promoted by the racist system about POC in 
this cotmtry Our thoughts and Peelings about ourselves, peop]e of our own mcia] group, 
or other POC are based on the racist messages we receive t’rom the broader system For 
many People of Color in our communities, internalized racist oppression manifests itself 

Se]l:Doubt 

Distancing flora otber people of color 

Self-Hate 

.amgeriRage 

ExaNgerated visibility 

Assimilation 

Acculturalion 

Colorism 

Protection of white people 

Ethnocentrism 
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LADDER OF EMPOWERMENT FOR PEOPLE OF COLOR 

EMPOWERMENT 

(ommunity of resistance 

Collective action 

Challenging 

Investigation 

Self-awareness 

Exclusim~ / immersio*~ 

Rage / depressio*~ 

Not white 

iNTERNALIZED RACIAL INFERIORITY 
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by Peggy Mclnto~h 

I think whites a~e carefhlly taught not to recognize white p1~vilege, as males are taught 

not to recognize male privilege So [ have begun in an untutored way to ask what it is like 
to have white privilege I have come to see white privilege as an invisible package of 
une~ned assets that i can count on cashing in each day, but about which i was "meant" to 
remain oblivious White privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special 
provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank checks 

Describing white privilege makes one newly accountable As we in womelPs studies 
work to reveal male privilege and ask men to give up some of their power, so one u, ho 
writes about ha’cing white privilege mnst ask, "ha’cing described it, what will I do to 
lessen or end it?" 

After I ~ealized the extent to which men work f’~om a base of unacknow]edged privi]ege, I 
understood that much of their oppressiveness was unconscious Then I remerabered the 
fkequent charges from women of color that white women whom they encounter are 
oppressive ~ began to understand why we are justly seen as oppressive, e~’en when we 
don’t see ourselves that way I began to count the ways in which I enjoy unearned skin 
privilege and ha~e been conditioned into oblivion about its existence 

My schooling gave rae no training in seeing myself as an oppressor, as an unfairly 
advantaged person, o~ as a pa*ticipant in a damaged culture I was taught to see myself as 
an individual whose moral state depended on her individual moral will My schooling 
~bllowed the pattern my colleague EllzabeN N~nnich has pointed out: ~hites are taugh~ 

that ~hen ~e work to benefit others, this is seen as ~ork that ~il~ allo~ "them" to 
be more like "us". 

I decided to try to work on myself at least by identifying some of the daily effects of 
white privilege in my li£~ I have chosen those conditions that I *hink in my case aHach 
sorm.~vha~ more to s[#n-color prn,ilegc than to c]ass, religion, ethnic slams, or geographic 
location, though of course all these other factors are intricately intertwined As far as l 
can tell, my African American coworkers, friends, and acquaintances wkh whom I come 
into daily or frequent contact in this particular time. place and line of work cannot count 
on most of these conditions 

can, if I wish, arrange to be in the company of people of my ,ace most of the time 

2 If I should need to move, I can be pretg~" sure of renting or purchasing housing in an 
area that I can afford and in which I would want to live 

3 I can be pre~y sure that my neighbors in such a location will be neutral or pleasant to 
n3e 
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d I can go shopping alone most of the time, pretty well assured that I u, ill not be 
followed or harassed 

5 I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the paper and see people of my 
race widely represented 

6 When I am told about our national heritage or about "civilization", I am shown that 
people of my color made it what it is 

7 I can be sure that my children vdll be given cm ricular materials that testify to the 
existence of their race 

8 It" I want to, I carl be pretty sure of linding a publisher lbi this piece on white p~vilege 

9 I can go into a music shop and coutu on finding the music of my race represented, ituo 
a supermarket and find the staple foods that fit with my cultural traditions, into a 
hairdresser’s shop and find someone who can deal with my hair 

[0 Whether I use checks, credit cards, or cash, l can count on my skin color not to work 
agair~st the appearance of financial ~eliability 

11 I can arrange to protec~ my children most of the ~ime from people who migh~ not like 
them 

people attribute these choices to the bad morals, the poverty, or the illiteracy of my race 

13 I can speak in public to a power fhl male gToup without putting my race or~ trial 

14 I can do wall in a dlallenging situation without being called a credit to my race 

15 I am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group 

t6 [ can ~emain oblivious of the lang~.lage and customs of persons of color, who 
constitute the worlds’ majority, vdthout feeling in my culture any penalty for such 
oblivion 

17 I can criticize our govemmetu and talk abont how much I tear i*s policies and 
behavior without being seen as a cultural outsider 

t 8 [ can be sure that if [ ask to talk to "the pe~ son in charge" [ vd II be fad ng a person of 

19 Ira l~aItlc cop pulls me over, or if the IRS attdits my tax return, I can be sure It haven’t 
been singled out because of my race 

20 I can easily buy posters, postca*ds, picture books, greeting cards, dolls, toys, arid 
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children’s magazines featuring people of my race 

2] [ can go home flom most meefi~gs o~ o~ganizations I belong to t’eeling somewhat tied 
in rather than isolated, out of place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance, or feared 

22 I can take a job with a~ atI]rmative action employer without having coworkets on the 
job suspect that I got it because of race 

23 I can choose public accommodations without fearing that people of my race cannot 
get in or will be mistreated in the places I have chosen 

24 I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help my race will not work against me 

25 If my day, week, or yea~ is going badly, I need not ask of each negative episode or 
situation whethe~ it has racial overtones 

26 I can choose blemish cover or bandages in "flesh" color that more or less matches my 
skin 

I repeatedly forgot the realizations on this list until I wrote them dov~ For me white 
privilege has turned out to be axt elusive and firgirive sutiject The pressure to avokl it is 
gre,qr, for in facing it I m ust give tap the mytb of meritocracy If these things are tree, this 
is not such a liee countu,’; ones’ lif) is not what one makes it; many doo~s open fbr certain 
people through no virtues of thei~ own 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERNALIZED RACIAL 
SUPERORITY 

Internalized Racial Superiority impacts white people and the dominant white cultme in 
many ways Some of these include: 

A,,oiding conflict 

Paternalism / Caretaking 

Ignorance and mi sinfom~ation 

Scapegoating / Blaming / Labeling 

Self-Righteo~sness / Anger 

Continued oppression 

Resistance to acknowledgdng / correcting past 

Idolizing the individual 

Assumption of normalcy / superiorly- 

Denial 

Distancing 

Entitlemen* 
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TACTICS OF RESISTANCE 
r.romPaulK.,elsl..~o gIac..,1996, pp 40-46 

Tactic What it is What it sot~nds like 

Denial Denial of existence of oppression Discrimination is a thing of 
Denial of responsibi]ity l’oi it the past 

It’s a lexel playing field 
It’s not my fault 

Minimization Playing down the damage It’s not that bad 
Rats* s tab~poblen 

Blame Justit’ying the oppression Look at the way they act 

Blaming the victim It’s their own fault 

Lack ofi~ttent Claims the dmnage i~t unintentio~tal I di&ft mean it like Ihat 
It was only a joke 

It’s over now The oppression was in the past and is SlaveW was over a long time 

The Civil Rights movement 
e~ ened the playing field 

Competing Claiming that the targets of oppression The,,’. are taking away. our 
victimizafior~ r~ow have so much power that it is jobs ~ 

while people who a~ e lhreatened and ~� hire people are nnder 
disad,;amaged atiack 

We just ~ant our rights, too 
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SOURCES OF RESISTANCE 
from Arnold, Burke, James, Mardn, and Thomas, Ed~lca~i~k, for a (’hange, 1991, p 13.4 

Ore" identily and relation to power: we nlay t’eel guilt or anxiety for being a member of 
the dominant group (a man when sexism is the issue; a white person when racism is the 
issue) We may be afraid to speak out because we’ll be seen as a t*oublemaker and 
become isolated when we belong to the target group 

Onr discomfort with the content and perspective: the implications of what we’re 
leaning may be very tb~eatening to us if we belong to the dominant ~oup o~ may no~ be 

cdtical or threatening enough if we belong to the target group 

Ottr discom~brt with ~he process: those of us used to doing things a certain way may 

get impatient or fiustrated when the process is unfamiliar, slow, or too touchy feely ’ We 
may assume that tbe way we respond to tbe process i s tbe way e,:eryone responds to the 
process, whether or not that is true Some of us t?el we have a ’right’ to be included, 

while others *~ever expect to be ti.dly i*~cluded 

Orar fear about losing: taking in and/or acting on the information presented may mean 
loss of family, of friends, of a job A white person who opens up to how racism is 
playing out in their family or community may risk losing important relationships if they 
decide to speak or act A person of color who decides to wod~ in coalition with wbite 
people may risk losing important relationships as a result 

Our fear of critlca[ thin, Rip, g: many of us tend to hear critical ti~inking as criticism For 
example, the suggesrlon that we co~ld do bet~er on race issues in our organization is 
heard as criticism that we’re doing a bad job This can be particularly dif:t~cult when we 
have a lot of personal investment in the organization or community 
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DISTANCING BEHAVIORS: GAMES WHITE PEOPLE PLAY 

t’rom Edler’s unpublished paper, 

The behavior What i~ is 
The "where are they?" game a demand that members of the oppressed group be 

present in order for dominant ~oup members to 
undcrstand~ themsd~es"a or commit to analysis or 

action (Note: ~e            don’t demand the 
presence of poor people or politicians to analyze or 

act on poverty or policy-making) 

’ "l’hi~ ’ism’ istPt the only problem" The suggestio~t that there is little reason to 

game concemrate on a pa~icular "i sin" when there are 
others that are j ust as serious 

The distinguished lecture~ game A tendency to ta]k about the problem without 
taldng action: a competition ovei who has the best 
analysis; a concentration by dominant group 
members on the problems of the "target" group 
without any co*tskleration for the problem of the 

dotal nant group 

The nstant soluton" game The proposal that qove" is the solution, or 
"chan~ng schools" is the solution is one that makes 
good sense but remai~ts ce~ttered o~t how things 
should be rather than how things are 

The ’ find the racist" game when one or a few members of the group target 
another #oup member for inappropriate comments 
or ideas, lea~iag those doing the accusing’ fceliag 
righteous but actually closing down an?, oppommity 

for meaningful discussion 

The ’target expe~t ~ame .... askm~ those horn the target R~oup to ar~swer 
ClUeS ons and represent the entire group ~ith thdr 

ans~ ers 

The ~eo~raphy game Claiming the real problems are ~in the South,’ or 
somewhere else; or claiming, fo~ example, that 
rac sm sn t a p one n for you [ ecat se there were 

no people of color in your community growing up 
(when the schools, government institutions, media, 

houses of worship, 
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and other institutions in your community support 

racist thoughts, attitudes, and behaviors regardless 

I of ~ hether people of color are present) 
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LADDER OF EMPOWERMENT FOR WHITE PEOPLE 

WHITE ANTI-RACIST ALLY 

Community of resistance 

Collective action 

"Pakmg responsibility / self-righteousness 

Opening up / acknowledgement 

Guilt and shame 

Denial and defensiveness 

Be like me 

What are you? 

1’nl i1ormal 

IN I ERNALIZED RA(IAI. SUPERIORHY 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WHITE CULTURE 

Follo’~ving is a list of" characteristics of’white supremacy cu] tu~e that show up in our 
organizations Culture is powerl~l precisely because it is so present and at the same time 
so very difficult to name or identify The characteristics listed below are damaging 
because the,,, are used as norms and standards udthout being pro-actively named or 
chosen by the group They are damaging because the?, promote "~vhite supremacy 
thinking They are damaging to both people of color and to white people Organizations 
that are led by people of color or that corapfise a majo~ty people of color can also 
demonstrate damaging characteristics of white supremacy culture 

PERFECTIONISM 
Little appreciation expressed among people for the work that others are doing; 
appreciation that is expressed usual]y directed to those who get most of the credit 

anyway 

comm on, to talk to others about the inadequacies of a person or their work without 
ever talking directly to them 

Mistakes a~e seen as personal, i e they retlect badly on the person making them as 

opposed to being seen for what they are mistakes 

Making a mistake is conflased ~ith being a mistake, doing wrong with being wrong 

Little time, energy, or money put thro reflection or identifying ]essons learned that can 
improve practice, in other words little or no learning from mistakes 

Tendency to identi f~’ what’s wrong; little ability to identi[},,, ham e, and appreciate 
what’s right 

Often intema]ly felt, in other words the pe~};,~ctioni st tails to appreciate he~ own good 
work, more often pointing out her faults or ’failures,’ focusing on inadequacies and 
mistakes rather than learning from them; the person u, orks with a harsh and constant 
inner critic 
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Antidotes: Develop a culture of appreciation, where the organization takes time to make 
sure that people’s wolk and ePtbrts are appreciated; develop a learning organization, 
where it is expected that eve~Tone will make mistakes and those mistakes 
opporlunities for learning; create an environment wbere people can recognize that 
mistakes sometimes lead to positive results; separate the person from the mistake; 

when offering feedback, always speak to the things that were well before offering 
criticism; ask people to oft;,~r specific suggestions for how to do things differently 

when oPi’ering criticism; realize that being your own worst c~{tic does not actually 
improve the work, often contributes to low morale among the group, and does not help 
you or the group to realize the benefit of leaning from mistakes 

SENSE OF URGENCY 
" A conIinued sense of urgency makes it difIicult to take time to be inclusive, encomage 

democratic and/or thoughtfu] decision-making to think ]ong-teml, to consider 

consequences 

Frequently results in sacrificing potential allies for quick or highly visible results, for 
example sacrificing interests of" communities oP color in orde~ to win victories for 
white people (seen as default or norm community) 

Reinforced by funding proposals which promi se too much work t\~r too little money 
and by funders who expect too much for too little 

Amidoles: Rea]istic wofl~plans; leadership which understands that things take ]onger 
fl~an anyone expects; discnss and plan for what it means to set goals ofinclusiviiT and 
diversity, particularly in terms of time; learn fi-om past experience how long things 
take; write realistic funding proposals with realistic time frames; be clear about how 
you will make good decisions in an atmosphere of urgency; realize lhat rushing 
decisions takes more time in the long run because inevitably people wbo didn’t get a 
chance to voice their thoughts and feelings will at best resent and at worst undermine 
the decision because they were 1el! unhemd 

DEFENSIVENESS 
The organizational structure is set up and much energy spent trying to prevent abuse 
and protect power as it exists rather than to facilitate the beat out of each person or to 
clarify who has powe~ and how they are expected to use it 

Because of either/or flfinkbag (see below), criticisl~a of fl~ose wifl~ power is viewed as 
threatening and inappropriate (or rude) 

People respond to neu, or challenging ideas with def)nsiveness, making it vet3, 
difficult to raise these ideas 

A lot of energy in the o~ganization is spent t@ng to make sm e that people’s fee]ings 
aren’t getting hur~ or working around defensive people 

White people spend energy defending against charges of racism instead of examining 
how racism might actually be happening 
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The defensiveness of people in power creates an oppressive culture 

Att#dolev: Understand that structLlre cannot in and of itself thcilitate or prevent abuse; 
understand the linl< between defensiveness and fear (of losing power, losing face. 
losing comfort, losing privilege); work on your own defensiveness: name 
defensiveness as a p~oblem when it is one; give people c~edit for being able to handle 
more than you think; discuss the ways in which defensiveness or resistance to new 
ideas gets in the way of the mission 

QUANTII~~ OVER QUALITY 
A]I resources of organization are directed toward producing measurab]e goals 

Things flint can be measm:ed are caore highly valned than things that cannot, for 

example numbers of people attending a meeting, newsletter circulation, money spent 

a~e valued mole than quality of lelationships, democlatic decision-making, ability to 
constructively deal with conflict 

¯ I ,ittle or no value attached to process; if it can’t be measured it has no value 

¯ Discomfort withemofion and feelings 

No understanding that when there is a conflict between content (the agenda of the 
meeting) and process (people’s need to be heard or engaged), process u, ill prevail (for 
example, you may get through the agenda, but if you haven’t paid attention to people’s 
need to be heard, the decisions made at the meeting are underrnined and/or 
di sregarded) 

An#dolev: Ixtclude process or quality goals in your planning; make sure your organization 

has a values statement which expresses the ways in which you want to do your work; 
make sure tbi s is a living document and that people are using it in their day to day 
wolk; look fbr ways to measule p[ocess goals (lbl example if" you have a goal of 
inclusi~ity, think about ways you can measure whether or nat you have actfieved thai 
goal); learn to recognize those times when yot* need to get offtbe agenda in order to 

address people’s underlying concerns 

WORSHIP OE THE WRITTEN WORD 

If it’s not in a memo or a written document, it doesn’t exist 

o The organlzatlon does not take into account or value other ways in which inf~,rmation 
is shared 

. Those with strong docnmentation and writing skills are more highly valued, even in 
organizations where ability to verba]ly ~elate to others is key to the mission 

Anmhm~s: |ake the time to analyze how people inside and outside the organization get 

and share information; figure out which things need to be written down and come up 
with alternative ways to document what is happening; work to recognize the 
contributions and skills that every person brings to the organization (for example, the 
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ability to build relationships with those who are important to the organization’s 
mi ssion); make sure anything wfi tten can be clearly understood (avoid academic 
language ’buzz’ words etc) 

ONLY ONE RIGIIT WAY 

The beliefthe~e is one right way to do things and once people are introduced to the 
right way, they will see the light and adopt it 

When lhey do not adapt or change, then something is wrong with them (tile otheh 
those not changingt, not with us (those who ~know’ the right wayt 

Similar to the missiona~- who does not see value in the culture of other communities, 
sees only value in their belief~ about what is good 

Anmloncs: Accept that there a~ e many ways ~o get to the same goal; once the group has 
made a decision about which way will be taken, honor that decision and see what you 
and the organization will learn t~om taking that way, even and especially ifi t is not the 
way you would ha~e chosen; work on de~ eloping the ability to ;totice when people do 
~hings dift’erel3tly and how tbose different ways reign improve your approach; look for 
the tendency Jtbr a group or a person to keep pushing the same point over and over out 
of a belief that there is only one fight way and then name it; when working with 
comnmnities from a different cultme than yours or yore organization’s, be clea~ that 
you have some learning to do about the communities’ ways of doing; never assume 
that you or your organization know what’s best for the community in isolation from 
meaningfid relationships with that community 

PATERNALISM 

* Decislon-maklng is clear to those v,,ith power m~d unclear to those without it 

* Those with power think they are capable oPmaking decisions for and in the interests of 
those without power 

. |hose with power oflen don’t think it is important or necessa~T to mlderstand tile 
viewpoint or experience of those for whom they are making decisions 

. Those without power understand they do not have it and understand who does 

Those without power do not really knou, how decisions get made and u, ho makes what 
decisions, and yet they are completely familiar with the impact of those decisions o~t 

Antidotes: Make sure that everyone knows and understands who makes what decisions in 

the organization; make sure eve[yone knows and understands thei~ ]eve] of" 
responsibility and authority in the o~Nanization; include people who are aft~cted by 
decisions in the decision-making 
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BINARY (EITIIERiOR) TIILNK[NG 

¯ Things are either/’or good’bad, right/wrong, with us/against us 

¯ Closely linked to perfectionism in making it difficult to learn t?om mistakes or 

accommodate conflict 

¯ No sense that things can be both/and 

¯ Results in nTing to simplit~v complex things, for example believing that poverty is 
smlply a result of]ack of education 

Creates conflict and increases sense of urgency, as people feel they have to make 

decisions to do either thi s or that, with no time or encouragement to consider 
alternatives, particularly those which may require more time or resources 

Often used by those with a clear agenda or goal to push those u, ho are still thinklng or 

reflecting to make a choice between ’a’ or ’b’ without acknowledging a need fbr time 
and creativity to come up with more options 

Antidotes: Notice when people use ~eitheffor’ language and push to come up with more 
than two alternatives; notice when people a~e simp]it},’ing complex issues, particularly 
when the stakes seem high or an urgent decision needs to be made: slow it down and 
encourage people to do a deeper analysis; when people are faced with an t*rgent 
decision, take a break and give people some breathing room to think creatlvelv; avoid 
making decisions under extreme pressure 

POWER HOARDING 
¯ Little, if any, value around sharing power 

¯ Power is seen as limited, on]y so much to go around 

¯ Those with power l;eel threatened when anyone suggests changes in how things sitould 
be done in the organization, feel suggestions for change are a reflection on their 

leadership 

¯ Those with pou, er don’t see themselves as hoarding power or as Jtkellng threatened 

¯ Those with power assume they have the best interests of the orga*fization at heart and 

assume those wanting change are ill-informed (stupid), emotional, inexperienced 

Antidotes: Include power sharing in your organization’s values statement; discuss what 
good leadership looks like and make sure people understand that a good leader 
develops the power and aldlls of others; understand that change is inevitable and 
challenges to your leadership can be healthy and productive; make sure the 
organization is focused on the mission 

FEAR OF OPEN CONFLICT 
People in power are scared of expressed conflict and tt> to ignore it or nm from it 
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When someone raises an issue that causes discomfort, the response is to blame the 
person for ~alsing the issue rather than to look at the issue which is actually causing the 
problem 

¯ Em phasis o~ being polite 

¯ Eq~mting the raising of dit’fic~dt issues with being impolite, rude, or our of line 

Anl~doles: Role play ways to handle conflict before conflict happens; distinguish between 
being polite and raising hard issues; don’t require those who raise hard issues to raise 
them in ’acceptable’ ways, especially if yo~ are using the ways in which iss~es are 

raised as an excuse not to address those issues; once a conflict is resolved, take the 
opportuni ty to revisit it and see how it might have been handled differently 

IN DIVII)UAI,~SM 

Little experience or comfort working as part of a team 

People in orgmtization believe they are responsible t’~,r solving problems alone 

The beliefthat if something is going to get done right, ’I’ have to do it 

Little o~ no ability to delegate work to others 

Accountability, if any, goes up and down, not sideways to peers or to those the 

Desire t’~r indivi&ml recognition and credit 

Leads to isolation 

Competition is more highly valued than cooperation and where cooperation is valued, 
little time or resom ces devoted to developing skills in how to cooperate 

Creates a lack of accountability, as the organization ~ alues tl~ose who can gc~ things 

done on their own without needing supe~wision or guidance 

Atmdoles: Nclude teamwork as an important value in your values statement; evaluate 
people based on tl~ei~ ability to delegate to others; evaluate people based on tl~ei~ 
ability to work as par~ of" a team to accomplish shared goal s make sure the organization 
is working towards shared goals and people understand how working together will 
improve performance; evaluate people’ s ability to work in a team as well as their 
ability to get the job done; make sure that credit is given to all those who participate in 
an effort, nor just the leaders or most public person; make people accountable as a 
gqoup rather than as individuals; create a culture where people bring problems to the 
group: use stalP meetings as a place to solve problems, not just a place to report 
activities 

PROGRESS IS BIGGER, MORE 

Observed in how we define success (success is always bigger, more) 
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Progress is an organization that expands (adds staff, adds projects) or develops the 
ability to serve more people 0egardless oP how well they am serving them) 

Gives no value, not even negative value, to its cost, for example, increased 
accountability to fuaders as the budget grows, ways in which those we se~’v-e may be 
exploited, excluded, or underserved as we focus on hog’ many we are serving instead 
of quality of service or values cleated by the ways in which we serve 

An#dole~: Create "seventh generation" thinking by asking how the actions of Ihe group 
now will affect people seven generaions from now; make sure that any cost/benefit 

analysis includes all the costs, not just the financial ones, for example the cost in 
morale, the cost in c~edibility, the cost in the use of ~esomces; include process goals in 

yore planning, fo~ example make sure that your goals speak to how you want to do 
yonr work, nor just what you want to do; ask those you work vdth and for to evaluate 
your perf~wmance 

OBJECTIVITY 

¯ The belief that d~ere is such a thing as being objective or ’neutral’ 

¯ Ihe be[%fthat emotions are inherently destructive, hrational, and should not play a 
role in decisi on-making or gro~q? process 

¯ Invalidating people who show emotion 

¯ Requiring people to think in a linear (logical) fashion and ignoring or invalldating 
those who think in olhel ways 

¯ Impatience with any thinking that does not appear ’logical’ 

Anmhm~s: Realize that everybody has a world view and that ex’e@~ody’s world view 

affects the way they understand things; realize this means you too; push yoursalf to sit 
with discomfo[t when people are expressing themse]ves in ways which are not faint]tar 
to you; assume that e~ erybody has a valid point and your job is to understand what thai 
poim is 

RIGHT TO COMFORT 

The belief that those with pov,,er have a right to emotlonal and psycholo~cal comfor~ 
(another aspect of valuing qoNc’ over emotion) 

~ Scapegoating those who cau se discomfort 

. Equating individual acts ofunfah-ness against white people vdth systemic racism 
which daily targets people of color 

AnlMoles: Understand that discomfort is at the root of all growth and learning; welcome 
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it as much as you can; deepen your political analysis of racism and oppression so you 
have a strong understanding of how your personal experience and feelings fit into a 
]arge~ picture: don’t take e’~,eryfl~ing personally 

One of the proposes of listing characteristics of white supremacy culture is to point out 
how organizatiot~s which unconsciously use these characteristics as their norms and 

standards make it dit’ficult if not hnpossib]e, to open *l~e door to othe~ cultural norms and 
standards As a result, many of our organizations, while saying we want to be multi- 
cuhural, ~eally only al]ow other peop]e and cultures to come in if they adapt or confom~ 
to already existing culturN norms Being able to identil~y and name the cultural norms and 
standards you want is a first step to making room t’~r a truly mul*i-c~ltural organization 
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The Noving Walkway of Racism 

~’1 sometimes visualize the ongoi ng cycle of ~acism as a moving wa]l~ay at the airport 
Active racist behavior is equivalent to walking l:Sst on the conveyor belt The person 
e~gaged h~ active racis be ~avior has ide~} it]ed wid~ the ideology of White st premacy 
and is moving with it Passive racist behavior is equivNent to standing still or~ the 
walkwa> No overt el~r~ is being made, bu~ Ihe conveyor hel~ moves the bys~a ~ders 
along to 1he same destinario~ as those wbo are actix ely walking Some oflhe bysta~]ders 
may Ibel the motion of the conveyor bel*, see the active ~acist ~dtead of them, and choose 
to mm around unvdl/ing to go to the same destination as the White supremacists But 
unless they are walking actively in the opposite directior~ at a speed [Sster than the 
co~}veyor be[ - m~less they are actively amiracist - hey wit1 t]~d he ~selves carr)ed Nong 
wi~l~ the 

Anti=Racist Identity is a New Way of Being 

.adthough anti-racism requires aclhm against racism, it also requires a t~ew idenrity t’or 

individnals and for communities As an indP~ddual anti-racism is not only something I 
can do, but it is someone 1 can be Anti-racist is a new name for a person or a community 
that develops an analysis of systemic racism, becomes committed to dismantling racism. 
and will not rest unril ultimately escapit~g from the prison of racism 

Anti-radst identits, isapositiveidentity It is vetT common tbr people who are exposed 
to anti-racism for the fi~st time to ask: "why do we have to express it so negatively? lsn’t 
there a term that is more positive? [ don’t want to be ~m~ti" anything I want to be ~for" 
something 

There is a simple answer to these questions: anti-racism is positive It is vet3, positive to 
be against something as evil as racism It is a very impolXant at’fim~a*ive activity 1o resist 
racism and to work for its demise and its deconstmction and to build something new in 
the place where it once stood Belb~e we can work fbr additional positive expressions 
of re]ations between white peop]e and people of color we have to affirm ore opposition 
to racism 
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How a Movement is Built (Thinking Like An Organizer) 

lndividual~ ~efi.=se to act outwa~d]y in contradiction to something they know to be 
tree inwardly 

~ Groups emerge when these individuals find each other, begin to build 
community, and spread the word 

Collective Action happens when ~he group begins to translate individuN 
problems into public o~ganizing issues that address fl~e ~oot cause oP the issue 

Our work within organizations must been approached as movement building work 
Organizers, wor~ng ~o create organizationN change with a movement mentality, must: 

~ remember, resistance is only fl~e place where things be~n 

~ know that opposition me~ely validates the idea that change must come 

~ fi~td sources of countervailing power outside of the organizalional structure 

~ work ~ogether to trans[ale individual problems into broader organizing issues 

~ create alternative rewards to sustain e~ergy tk)r working toward your vision 

~ wofl~ fi:om a power, rather than a victim, a~alysis 
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’Nothing that is worth doing can be achieved in our lifetime; thmelbre, we must be saved 
by hope Nothing we do, however vil~uous, can be accomplished alone; therefore, we 
are saved by love No virtuous act is quite as virtuous fiom the standpoint of’ou~ fliend 
or foe as it is fi~m our standpoint |herefore, we must be saved by the final fore1 of love 
which is £1,rgiveness" 

Reinhold Niebuhr 
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Oollec~ive support s~ud~ and ~ion ~re neoess~r~ iiwe ~re ~o ~op~ ~n~i~aism ~s ~ 
w~ of life 

For partidpants in the Chap~ Hill work~]op& he’e areways they you can ~ay 
~nned~ to our Organizing Ag~n~ Rad sm (OAR) ne~ork. 

Keep coming to workshops! 
You will always be informed of upcoming workshops. Put the dates on your calendar and come for 

all or part of the workshop. Previous participants may attend free. We just ask that you let the 
organizer know if and when you plan to attend, 

Join the OAR Alliance (We meet separately in caucus for focus on internalized racism, study and 

healing. We meet in alliance for education, advocacy, and action). 

People of Color Caucus - Contact Stephanie Perry { @aol corn} 

White Anti-Racism Caucus - Fourth Thursdays, 7-8:30, United Church of Chapel Hill 

For more info: contact Wanda Hunter (whunter:[@nc.rr.com) or Jan Dodds @mindspring.com) 

OAR Alliance = Third Tuesdays, 6:30 8:00, United Church of Chapel Hill. For more info: contact Wanda 

Hunter 

OAR Durham = Contact Esther Coleman, (Esther.Coleman@durhamnc.gov) 

We w]ll put you on our OAR listservs (for the alliance and caucuses) and you will receive regular 

OAR Website: http:!iorganizingagainstracism.comi 

OAR Facebook: 

OAR MeetUp: http://www.meetupcom/Organizing-Against-Racism/ 
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Draft (6,23.13 bl) 

Draft ProposM for "Leadin~ for Raclal Equl ,ty" UNC graduate-level course h~ partnership 
with the Racial Equity Institute 

Purpose: To creae a 1 5-credit ’Leading for Equity" seminal: for students in graduae and 
prol~ssional degree pro.,gams, including, but not limited to, MBA (Business), MPH (Public Health) 
and JD (I.aw) programs at UNC 

Rationale: Despite civil rig Its gai Is, st bile r~cia/ized patterns il Amedca i ct ht re, policies and 
practices permeate the political, economic, and social structures in ways that generate stark 
dill) ences in well-being between people ot cofe~ arid whites (Aspe ~ Insthute Ro~mdtab/e, DAIE) 
Wen a2er co~trolllng 1;:~r class dfft’ere~ces, nlcial disparities persist in wealth health, education 
social well]~re and criminal justice Consider the lblfewing: 

in 201 I the Pew Research Center found that the white household median net ~orth was 20 
times that of black households N the lbllowing yes,r, a new study found that white 
Arrterica:,ls i~ow have 22 times more weahh t la:,l blacks -- a gap that ~/early doabled d~ rhlg 
tile Great Recession (CNN Money, June 2012) 

Coil pared to whites, black Americans are twice as ]ike[y to be t ;,lemployed a[/d earn rtear/y 
25% less when they are employed (Council of Econonlic Advisors, (7~anging America 
]~d/a~ors qf S’,>eh?/ and lx’o~omic g’ell-bem2 @ L~ace ~mL L:,cot~omic ( # igit~. 1998 ) 

In tl~e United States, whites live longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between white~ and blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commordy than whites, and die younger, despite the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss~ exercise, blood pressure and 
cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same ia tree for strokes (CDC) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women than 
in white women, African American women ate 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are 1 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to ha’~e a 
diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who tlave,~ ’*fmishedh~gh school have a lower rate ofinf~t 
mortality titan African-American women with col]ege and g~aduate school educations 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino student is 
roughly 2-3 years of learning behind the average white student An income achievement gap 
interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black and Larino studems the most 
disadvantaged in terms of achievement and liaure earning potential 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U S are three times more likely to 
be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as giPted and talented 

Children of color are more likely to be referred to social services, rapo~ed as victims of 
ab~se aid I~eglect, placed hi foster care aid to rerrtahl il~ feser care wihot beil~g adop ed 
or othe~a, ise pemmnently placed (Center for the Study of Social Policy, 2004; HU1, 2006; 
Roberts, 2002} 



Ab1"lough whites are more likely to violate dcdg laws than people of color, in some s~a*es 
black men bare been sere to prison on drag charges at rates 20-50 times greater than "white 
men According to the Americm~ Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men will have contact 
with tbe criminal justice system and approximately 1 4 million black men 13% of all adult 
Aliican American males are disfranchised because of" fMony drug convictions and I in 14 
black children has a parent in prison 

In just ove~ 22 years, the incarceration rate for Afiican American women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more likely to be sentenced tban in 1986 Now, African 
American and Larina women make up more than half of the female prison population in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illega] drag use during pregnancy, African 
American women are ten times more likely to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drug use compa*ed to white women 

(See Appendices MV for recent reports on raciM disparity and dispmportionality in American 
insritutions) 

A number of sct~olars ha’, e recently recommended anti-racism training as a necessary part of 
student trah~ing {James et a, 2008; Johnson et a/ ; Jones, 2002; Yonas et al, 2006) In addition, it is 
becoming ff~creasingly common fbr ir~sdtutions to include anti-racism training as part of ~equired o~ 
recom llended proR?asio IN development t’or institutio IN ]eaders (see, t’or example, Boston Public 
Health Commission (www bphc org/CH~.SJ/), the Texas Healtb and Human Services Commission 
(www bhsc state tx us/bhsc~orojects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/,,wwwseattlego’~,/*@/) 

Similarly, ou~ experience with anti-racism training and its impacts leads us to believe that in orde~ 
to be successfid il~ promoti lg equi able outcomes in tleir cboae i t~elds, it is essential d~at otr 
students understand the legacy of’racism in American institutions Current and future leaders need 
a f~amewotk that directs them to analyze social institutions rather than characteristics of’individuals 
and groups, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to differem racial 
groups Training our students and thture leaders in how racial disparities are produced by s,/stemic 
inequities and the related practices of individuals is cdtica] if we are to see tea] change in 
institutional outcomes 

Approach: We propose to partner with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism 
training organization, to provide coursework that would prepare t#aduate studenls from business, 
law, public health, education and social work to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse 
"world. by preparing them to understand, analyze and address racial inequity The trainers at the 
Racial Equity Institute provide a 2-day course on foundations in historical and institutional Racism 
to community groups, organizations and institutions across the countr,/(See Appendices 5 and 6) 
for mo~ e h~t’omlation about the Racial Equip- Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 

Mort than 120 students, staff mid faculty have completed this shor~ course since it began being 
offered in Cbapel Hill in 201 l Many bare expressed etubusiasm for the utility of this program in 
their field of study because of" the clear analysis it brings to the issue of ~acial equity (See 
testimonials fronl UNC students, staff’, facul~- and COnlmllnit2g parmers Currently UNC sl~ldents 
ha’,’e to go off-campus to receive this training, often during a time that competes with regular 
coursework By ot’fcring this course as a University-sponsored cross-disciplina*y class, we will 
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make it possible ibr students to receive this training in a ,a, ay that supports and complements their 
overall academic program and t~ ~iecto~7~’ 

We propose a model that would include this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours 
of follow-up with I~C facuhy who are alumni of the REI program I~C facuhy leaders will work 
closely with REI traine~s ir~ developir~g coursewo~k and class activity that applies a racial equi ty 
analysis to issues or problems in the students’ field of study 

A pilot course would be hosted by the Kenan-Fla~e1 Business School, patterned afler a very 
successful seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learners and concentrated 
lbcus on a chafienging topic (described below) 

Students: 
Believing that the Racial Equip- Institute training model wod<s best with a diverse group of 
participants, we propose a class size of approximately 35 participants, about ~,vo-thirds of whom 
would be UNC graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tiom the 
community tindividua/s who work in, or are selwed by, business, economic, health, legal, 

educational or social service institutior~s) The interactive nature of the c]ass will allow students to 
learn fi om the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in dit’t;,~rent stages of life For 
this reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

The course format would approximate "seminars" currently offered at Kenan-Flagler Business 
school; 1 5 credits and a total of 24 hours of course time Initially, students would participate in a 
two-day (likely Friday and Saturday) workshop based on the Racial Equity Instimte’s anti-racism 
training The l~nal eight hours of class time would take place on a Friday arid/or Saturday 2-4 weeks 
later I~ollowing the 2-day training and in preparation t’o~ the final session(s) students would 
complete related reading, assignments, and./or group-work, to be submitted for critique/grading and 
credit 

We ar~ticipate the course first being olI)~ed in Spring 2014 at the Kenan-Flagle~ School of Business 

By offering the course on campus, for credit, we would: 

contribute to the work of the Ol’lfce of" Diversity and Multi-Cul tural AlI~ti~s by creating a 
curriculum-lex’el course that addresses racial equity 
provide a unique leadership development opportunity, that prepares students to add~ ess 
issues of diversity and racial equity, which are increasingl,/important in NortIt Carolina, the 
US, and internationally 
l~tcifitate UNC comrnuni ty members’ participation, so that interested students can graduate 
with a firm understanding and definition of racism, how it has been institutionalized, and 
tools to address racial inequity in their fields and careers; 
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foster meaningfi~l cross-school collaboration; 
create an on-going opportunity for UNC to engage with its local communi ty; 
join a ~owing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist trainlng as a part 
of their strategy to add~ essing racial inequity and preparing students and practitioners to be 
effective public servants~ 

Center for the Study of Social Policy, The Race (ThiM IgZe~/&re Project. Fact sheet l, Basic facts 
on disproportionate ~ep~esentation of" Aflqcan Americans ir~ the foste~ care system, WashingIor~, 
DC, 2004 

Drexler (2007) 

Hill, R (2006). ,~,),nthe,viv o/research on dispro1~ort~o~al~(p m cil~ld wd,tbre: An tttxlate, 
Casey-CSSP Alliance for Racial Equity in Child Welfare. 

James, J, D Greets, C Rodriguez and R Fong (2008) "Addressing Disproportionaity Throt@~ 
Undoing Racism, Leadership Development, and Community Engagemem" Child Weltare ~7(2): 
279-296 

Johnson, L B, B F Antle and A P Barbee (2009) "Addressing Disproportionality and Dispartitv 
ir~ Child Welfare: Evaluation of an Ami-racism Training lot Community Service Providers " 
Children and Youth Services Revie:y(31): 8 

Jones, C P (2002) "Confronting Institutionalized Racism" Pbvlon ~0(1/2): 15 

Roberts, D (2002) Racial disproportionality in the child welt?re system, .amnie E Casey 
Foundaii on 
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Yonas, M A, N Jones, I~ Eng, A I Vines, R Aronson, D M Gclffith, B White and M D/~Bose 
(2006) "The art and science of ink~grating Lh~doing Racism with CBPR: challenges of pursuing 
Nlll funding to investigate cancer care and racial equity " Jouma! of!:!rban I:!ealth 83(6~: 1004- 
1012 
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Tbe Racial Equity i~stitnte 

7 Racial Equity ]institute Workshop Phase I: Foundational Training in Historical and 
Institutional Racism 2-Day Workshop Outline 
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How racism hurts 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t. The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies -- most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry. Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations. 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
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about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/I 1. 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half century of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
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environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research In the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity -- raised blood 
pressure even more A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God. I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the r’nid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
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electronic diaries. In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed. They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a conservative think-tank. "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. V’¢ny should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now, with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
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experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something, there is nothing we can do about it" 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of 1:1 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to other countries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United States perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a chBd nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at tire top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade iL is less than 1% (average [or math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically~ the racial top gap bus bold true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top tier has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 41)% of black students and 33% of Latino students 
are ill the bottom qnartde of natlona[ income, while Oldy 22% of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black stt~dents 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-per[orming New Jersey with [ow-per[orming Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African--Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth, 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education. 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap~’ 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Amer}cans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments. The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The institute on Assets and Sociat Policy is a reseamh ir,,sdtute at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Sociai Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better under:standing of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and famities tef, t out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical l:actors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was $30,851 for blacks and $St,41.g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure or what is "owned.".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth. The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9.5 for net worth and 1_.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth. 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 
The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was $5,677 for black 

households and $1.1.3,t49 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 
median household income was $32,584 for blacks and ~5"],g61. for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011} The enormous 

rise in the white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in their overall accumulation of wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, gansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave or European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Blacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the 1,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequen[ly a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions. The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the N LRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatoD" power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limi[ white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local adminis[ration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o voca[ional training 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment SenAce, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disas[er payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of ~] .5 billion. 

II. Institutional [actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology, A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equiLy in their homes is 62.5% of Lheir assets, while home equiLy is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth, Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business, Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealLh has a larger impact on various measures of children’s 

educational outcomes, 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression, (Liu et al, 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods, 

IRoediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters, The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing, 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners, 

These white recipients are the paten ts of the baby boomers, and their homes are a significant 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation, 

(Lui et al, 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general, (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial identity of applicants rejected and accepted for home loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race da[a. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subpdme loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In Decem bet 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a $335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over $35,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions oldollars of weakh. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from ~12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from ~134,992 in 2005 to $113,149. (Kochhar, FP~¢ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of ~;85,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to ~45,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 SuPvey of Consumer Finances.) 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership a nd the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home bm/ers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anfi-racis~ transtbnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI training and co~sultation provide: 

"be t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the Institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganiziag and and-racist traiaing We wofl< flom a movement app[oach to organizatioaal 
ira ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdneas of all i~s itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, t1,~e 
organiz~dons *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies on collectix e wisdom, 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Institute ot’t’e~ s a sedes of ~,vorkshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to sere as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in i~stimtiona] outcome is a ~,varning sig~ of’a much g~cater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemk inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes R£I training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in tl~e hi stop,, of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibc~ses o~l o~lr soc~altzaliot~ abo~l ra~e, pre.~e~it~ a hislorica[ and sir~cl~ra/ 

the Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fi)r Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Senior Trainers and Consultants 

Deena A. Hayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, t*ainer, and community/institutional 
organizer whose work focuses on the hnpacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals h~ her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
being and oppot~unig~" She also brings a power analysis that gaides institutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across ~he nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-G~eene is also a Core Trainer with tim People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond, based out of Ne~v Orleans 

Ms Hayes-Greene is a former Human Relations Commissioner tbr the City of C~eensbo~o She has 
been elected to fl~e Guilford County Board of Education for two temps and has served since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged the district to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of APrican American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee, the Itistorically Undemtilized Business AdvisoO" (HUB) 
Committee and the School Sal;ety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the HUB Advisory 
Committee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Hayes currently serves on the board of the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Guilt’ord Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She recei~ ed 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (African American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) fi-orn Guiltbtd College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organize~, trainer and facilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengthen ~ass rool and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to wolk lbr social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Smwival and Beyond, based 
out oPNev,, Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national o~ganizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy He~ 
cornraunity experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools and city 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children She is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public Schoo] [mnd, ~ ewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a professional dance e×pedence for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Ju~ior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tile Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it7 se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tile co-recipient of tile Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, worksttops, and otgamizafional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhai, es@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszm~ne Plil~ci~:: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wm~da |lm~ter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 

~:gmail corn 
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APPENDIX 7 

Racial Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In tbe US, people of color, and especially black Americans, bax’e significantly worse 
outcomes than white American,s on eveiy ir~dicatoi ofwel]-being arid justice If’~ace is a 
ddving f’~rce in deterrai ning outcomes we can never add~ ess these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

II. Implicit bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and li~es deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, geneialize, stereotype and discfimirmte We are more likely to do ham~ whe~ we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Ill. Race & poverty; race & wealth 

We hax, e a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behaviors 
and decisions, even when we kno’,* that histoc,,, systems, structures and policies a~ e 
responsible This g~’pe of thinking is reflected in our social programs We ti~.’ to address 
individuals’ problems by trying to help or change them, not systems But people are nol poor 
because they lack our programs and sepal ces They are poor because tbey lack power 

IV. The Relationship Bet~*een Systems, Institutions and Comniunities 

Lesson #3 

deprive tbem o;’power In work with communities, it is irnportam to always assess wbo has 
the power Who is deciding what progrmns and serqces are needed? Who is creating these 
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Consider ~,ays in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant o~ deny access [o powe~ 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

I Ihe colony of Virginia: John Rolt;,~ & Pocahontas: John Punch and fiiends; 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 BlumenbachandBuffon:The ’oh/~,ahierarchicalclassificationofhumanbeings 
3 United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
4 The Treaty oP Guadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese Exclusior~ Act; European 

immigration to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Documentary:l~ce:¢heFo~erofar¢l/h~s/o~l,~TheHouseWeLiverm"’ 

Lesson #5 
In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within "race" than across race Bu~ the idea of race, as i~ bus been 
constructed, is socially and politically very ieal 

The idea of"white race" was constructed in the colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the puq)oses of detem~ining who 
would have access to powe* and p~operty in the colony The definition they sett]ed upon 
was: A wbi~e man is one with no blood fi:om a~ AI~can or an Indian, except for the 

descendants of John RolI~ and Pocahontas In this act, sell’designated white people gave 
themsalves the powe~ to construct ~ eality and this has continued throughout file histo~?," of 
the US 

Even belbre the construction of white ~ace, po’we~fi.d English colonists ir~ Virginia began 
drawing lines to sepal ate those of Afi-ican descent Prom those of european descent, 
especiall,/among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their selt’-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ~white " This ’divide and 
conque¢’ strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a poweff~.d disincemive 
poor wbiie people to challenge the powerful white elite 

Lesson #8 
The construction of race has continued throughout US histoW and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, man~f’acturing, etc The sto~y oPrace is the story of]abor We have" let" [’olks into 
the family of"white" as we need thalr numbers and no longer need to exploit their labor 
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Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
ittstilttfional power, system, advan~.age, while supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model tbr 
humanity for tile purpose of assigtting and maintaining wttite skin access to power and 
privilege" 

[,esson # I 0 
Racism is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice I* is a 
system of advantage f~r those considered white, and of oppression for those x~,ho are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

VII. "When did affirmative actlm~ begin?" 
I A historical review ot’poIices tbat bare contfib~ted to white power and wealtb ir~ the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres. ~0 shillings. 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20tl~ century policies llke the Social 

Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

II Tile Monopoly Game stoly ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
otbers because of their race We have more than 400 years of afflrmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Onr bisto~y" of p~actices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumula*e wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

VIII. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Ink~rnalized racia] inferiority" among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages shout self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of int’criority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
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equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people ha’ce the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson 
The st*ess, oppiession and internalized inferiority experienced by people of" color have had 
devastati~g impacts Yet, we as individuals and a societ? have all bee~ harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these tbelings in order to heal and work effcctively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions abo~£ racist conditionb~g and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~d 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their se]f-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop ralationsbips that deepen 

The antl-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum’.~ 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powerfl~l than a disorganized truth" Racism is so well organized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 

parts Throughout history-, many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and ~’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
ami-racisrs because tbey bax’e not been recognized as imporlant fig~res in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be complicit and snpportive (often 
unwittingl,~’) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Cycle of action and paradigm shift to’~ard a social movement 

I,esson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must travel every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration witl~ others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan further action To be really successt~l we must become pm~ of a movement to change 
tbe paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX 8 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*lality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Aflican-Amefican woraen, the 
~ate is th[ee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" wbite women who t*m’er,, ’t 
fimMled htgh ,s~tlool have a lower rate of infant rno~ality than Af~can-American womel~ 
with college and #aduate school educations 

’Fhe rate of low birth weight babies boFn to African imraig~ants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of African immigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1, to 7] years. This 
large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES (Arias et al,, United 

States Li~e Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 20~0). 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 1,0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African AiTlerican adults are $9 tbTles more likely than non-Hispanic white 

adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC). 

In 2004, AMcan Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites, In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data), 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 

school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinan/actions than students of another 

race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because [here has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 

students in the school setting. 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of" color me involved w~th the 
domestic violence, child wc]t~re, and juvenile justice systems at rates tha+ are disp~ opo~ionatcly 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 200+~; lPace +t~al¢+q.s #~ (’]+iM ++~]i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to he reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

¯ Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

¯ Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See ~ l~ac~+ C]#/d ~d~+~" ~r,~j~c’~. Fact sheet 1, Basic f~cts on dispropo~iona~e 
representation of ~rica+t Americat~s in the foster care system / Cemer for the Study of Social 
Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D C, 2004) 

Research has found: 

+ A direct correlation between children o~ color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number oI cNIdren of color entering the juvenile justice system 

et ak, 2005 

Male youths of cobr from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds wttNn the juveNte justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are e+ght times more likely to die of a v~otent death 

{TeDlin at al, 2005) 

Tepli+t, L, McCtelland, G, Abram, K, & Miteusi+tic, D (2005) Early violem death amot~g 

delinquent youN: AProspective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586+t593 
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by Michelle Alexander (2010, New Yo~:k: The New P~ess) 

Alexander llakes the poh~t that we a;~e i~ow segregati lg Black reel floll society via a complex 
legN flam~’work that she calls the ;New ,lira Crow". euphemistically ~fer~ed to as the ;War on 
Drags" 

Cm~slder tt~e fo~lowlng statlstles from Alexa~der’s researct~: 

Since 1[970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those ]n state prisons, 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to Human Rghts Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 
War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been se~t to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than wbite men. 

One in three young African-American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 
the criminal justice system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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B43-2040 cricket@unc edu $2500 
mcleanpo@emaiL unc.edu $25.00 

rparsons@email uric edu $2500 
)52-0290 tony.patterson@unc.edu none 
428-1044 iacqueline wvrm~ned unc.edu $2500 

Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 

aRbeblew@email unc edu $4000 
ashb¥@emaiLunc.edu $40.00 
collie~s@email unc edu $4000 
dholman~email unc ed[~ $4000 

)19-843-6443 ic.powell(~,unc.edu $2500 

91%843-9605 icfletch@med.unc.edu $4000 
)19-843-6761 yrober~s~i~,em all u nc.ed u $4000 
)19-428-3668 kk[ng@uncaa ,unc, edu $25.00 

)19-956-2155 fiances da ncy,,@,u n c.ed u $4000 

carla whit e h a rris{t#,,u n c.ed u $40.00 

919-966-3474 mcc@email unc.edu $2500 



J K L    I M 
IV]era 

1 1- or 2-yr? Exp. Past ~len~ber 
2 PP 1 year 07/2011 no 
3 PP 1 year 0712011 no 
4 Check 1 year 07/2011 yes 
5 Cheek 1 year 07/2011 y~s 
6 Check 1 year 07/2011 yes 
7 Check 1 year 07/2011 no 
8 Cheek 1 year 07/2011 Pe 
9 PP 1 year 07/2011 no 

10 Check 1 year 07/2011 yes 
11 Cheek 1 year 07/2011 y~s 
12 Check 1 year 07/2011 yes 
13 n/a 1 year 07/2011 no 
14 DEPT 1 yea[ 07/2011 rio 
15 2 year 07/2012 no 
16 2 year 07/2012 yes 
17 2 yea[ 07/2012 rio 
18 2 year 07/2012 yes 
19 2 year 07/2012 no 
20 2 yea[ 07/2012 rio 
21 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
22 Check 2 year 07/2012 yes 
23 Check 2 yea[ 07/2012 yes 
24 Check 2 year 07/2012 yes 
25 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
26 Check 2 yea[ 07/2012 yes 
27 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
28 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
29 Check 2 yea[ 07/2012 rio 
30 PP 2 year 07/2014 yes 
31 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
32 Check 2 yea[ 07/2012 yes 
33 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
34 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
35 PP 2 yea[ 07/2012 yes 
36 PP 2 year 07/2012 no 
37 PP 2 year 07/2012 yes 
38 PP 2 yea[ 07/2012 yes 
39 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
40 Check 2 year 07/2012 no 
41 Check 2 yea[ 07/2012 rio 

42 PP 2 year 07/2012 no 

43 PP 1 year 07/2012 no 

44 PP 2 year 07/2013 no 
45 PP 2 year 07/2013 no 
46 PP 1 year 07/2012 no 

47 PP 2 yea[ 07/2012 rio 

48 Cash 2 year 07/2012 yes 

49 PP 1 year 07/2012 yes 



N 

1 Notes 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 check received but no application materials - not sure which person is member 

13 received membership application but no check 

2O 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

4O 

42 

43 

44 
45 
46 

47 

49 



A B C 

~ 8/24/2011 Diane Webster 

51 8/26/2011 Larry Campbell 

52 8/28/2011 Cookie (Melva) Newsom 

53 8/28/2011 Holly Smith 
54 8/29/2011 Damon Toone 

55 8/30/2011 Debra Watkins 

56 8/31/2011 Bettina Shuford 
57 9/5/2011 Corey Holliday 

58 9/19/2011 Kia Caldwell 

59 9/23/2011 Rhonda Hubbard Beatty 

60 10/4/2011 Charletta Sims Evans 

61 10/13/2011 Jackie Pierce 

62 10/19/2011 AnBela Thrasher 

63 11/1/2011 Davon Townsend 

64 11/4/2011 Av~a Mainol 

65 11/18/2011 Chris Faison 

66 Gerri Williams 

67 Rumay Alexander 
68 Sharon Thomas 

69 Ann Penn 
70 Angelette Cheek 

71 11/30/2011 Stacie Hewell 

72 12/1/2011 Myron Burney 

73 12/3/2011 Charles Streeter 

74 I/19/2012 Linda Brown Douglas 

75 1/13/2012 Bileen Lewis 

76 1/30/2012 Alassane Fall 

77 1/3012012 Tracey Williams-Johnson 

78 2/12/2012 Reg Hildebrand 

79 2/17/2012 Josmell Perez 

80 3/2/2012 Gwen Burston 

81 Unknown Camille Brooks 

82 Kada Slocum 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 

92 
93 
94 



5O 

52 

54 

55 

6O 

62 

64 

7O 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

79 

8O 

84 

9O 

94 

School of Nursing 
School of Social Work 

Equal Opportunity 

Kenan Flasler Business School (MAC Plosram) 

UNC General Administration Office 

Student Affairs Information I ethnology 

Advancement/Community Relations 

Wilson Library, CB 8926 

African and Afro-American Studies 

ATH[ ETIES (WOMEN\’S BASKETBAI I ) 

African and Afro-American Studies 

Diversity and Mult~cultural Affairs 

Office of the Provost 

Equal Opportunity 

Anthropolosy/Arts and Sciences 



E I F G H 

~0 919-966-3616 diane webste~@unc.edu $2500 

51 919-843-6903 lecamp@email unc edu $4000 
+ 

52 919-962-6962 newsor[~)email uric edu $4000 

53 919-962-1345 hasmit hd#,e mail.u n c.ed u $25.00 
54 919-966-3985 d~adrnissions.unc.edu $25.00 

55 919 962 2591 watkinsd~,email unc edu $4000 

56 919-966-4043 bcshutord~#,unc.edu $25.00 
57 962-9114 ~unc.edu $40.00 

klcaldwe~email uric edu $2500 

$40.00 

58 

59 919-843-6993 

60 919 962 9801 

61 843-6320 

62 919 824 9293 

~ackio_pie~ce@unc edu 

ian~ela thrasher~,unc.edu 

$4000 

$4000 

63 919-966-7658 davon townsend@uric edu $2500 

64 919 843 6947 Aria Mainor,,t~,unc.edu $4000 

65 ~qmail.com $25.00 

66 $40.00 
67 966-7767 rumay@emaj[ unc odu $2500 
66 325 Pittsboro St. 3550 (919) 962 - 4367 sharon thomas@unc.edu $40.00 

69 (919) 966 - 3576 ann penn@uric edu $2500 
70 

71 952 3209 stacie hewett@unc edu $4000 

72 843,6626 mgburne,l@northcarolina.edu $2500 

73 9199623529 sheetei@unc edu $4000 

74 843-9393 linda dou£1as(d~unc.edu $40.00 

75 962-0114 [ewise@ema[!:unc:edu $25.00 

76 9199665496 afall@unc.edu $2500 

77 201-9745 twiliiams@uncaa unc edu $4000 
+ 

78 

79 

80 

82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 

90 

92 

94 

966-5496 

843-6298 

966 1549 

i hild e bra(4~e mail u n c ed u 

iiosmell@unc.edu 

gwen bu~’ston,,’~u n c.ed u 

camj[!e_brooks@unc.edu 

kslocum@unc edu 

$4000 

$4000 

$25.00 

$40.00 

$2500 

2-year 

PP 
Check 



J K LI M 

~ PP 1year 07/2012 yes 

51 Check 2 year 07/2013 yes 

52 PP 2 yea[ 07/2013 yes 

53 Check 1 year 07/2012 no 
54 PP 1 year 07/2012 yes 

55 PP 2 yea~ 07/2013 yes 

56 PP 1 year 07/2012 no 
57 Check 2 year 07/2013 yes 

58 PP 1yea[ 07/2012 rio 

59 PP 2 year 07/2013 no 

60 no 

61 PP 2year 07/2013 ~o 

62 PP 2year 07/2013 no 

63 Pp 1 year 07/2012 no 

64 Check 2 yea[ 07/2013 rio 

65 PP 1 year 07/2012 yes 

66 Check 2 year 07/2013 no 

67 Check 1 year 07/2012 yes 
68 Check 2 year 07/2013 2009-2010 

69 Check 1 year 07/2012 yes 

70 2 yea[ 07/2012 yes 

71 Check 2 year 07/2013 no 

72 PP 1 year 07/2012 no 

73 PP 2 yea[ 07/2013 rio 

74 PP 2 year 02/2013 

75 Check 1 year 07/2012 

76 PP 1 year 02/2012 

77 PP 2 year 07/2013 

78 Check 2 year 07/2013 

79 PP 2 yea[ 07/2013 

80 Check 1 year 07/2012 

81 Cash 2 year 07/2013 

82 Check 1 year 07/2013 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 68 
90 49 
91 24 
92 35 
93 29 
94 28 



5O 

52 

54 

55 

6O 

62 

64 

7O 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

79 

8O 

84 

9O 

94 

N 

)ast Steeting Committee Membet 

)ast Steeting Committee Membet 



2 
3 
4 
5 

7 

9 

2O 

22 
28 
24 
25 
28 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

32 
33 
34 
35 
38 

38 
39 
4O 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

48 
49 
5O 

A B C 

Bhandra Jones 
Deborah Stroman 
O.J McGhee 
Debra Watkins 
Angelette Cheek 
Chris Faison 
Nakenge Rober~son 

9/1/2010 Cookie (Melva) Newsom 

9/1/2010 Gregg (James) Moore 
9/1/2010 Harold Wooda~d 
9/1/2010 Samantha Agbeblewu 

9/1/2010 Donna Nixon 
9/1/2010 Claudis Polk 
9/1/2010 Devetta Holman Nash 
9/1/2010 Dr. Herb Davis 
9/1/2010 Valede Ashby 
9/1/2010 Audrey McLean Porringer 
9/1/2010 Eileen Parsons 

9/1/2010 Diane Webster 
9/1/2010 Teiri Houston 

9/1412010 Debra Barksdale 
10/1/2010 Carol Nicholson 
10/4/2010 J. Michael Te~ry 
10/5/2010 Gretchen McCoy 
10/6/2010 Sibby Anderson-Tho~qpkins 
10/8/2010 Jacqueline Ovedon 
10/612010 Nikkia Sheppard 
10/6/2010 Charles Daye 

unknown Carla White 
9/29/2010 LaJeune Cox 
10/5/2010 A. Diane Baker 

10/18/2010 Jacqueline Wyan 
10/22/2010 Kathy Ramsey 
10/28/2010 Steven Campbell 
11/2/2010 Cricket Lane 
11/212010 Ashalla Freeman 
11/2/2010 Corey Holliday 

11/3/2010 Victoria, Jeff, Clifford Dowd??? 
11/512010 Brenda Richardson Malone 

unknown Tony Patterson 
12/8/2010 Rumay Alexande~ 
12/9/2010 Iheoma Iruka 

12/17/2011 Roy Charles 
1/12/2011 Donna Marie Winn 
2/7/2011 Queenie Byars 
2/7/2011 Napoleon Byars 

2/14/2011 Damon Toone 



2 
3 
4 
5 

7 

9 

2O 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

29 
3O 
3f 
32 
33 
34 
35 

38 
39 
4O 
4f 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

5O 

Department Address 
Steering Committee Member 
Steering Committee Member 
Steebng Committee Member 
Steering Committee Member 
Steering Committee Member 
Steebng Committee Member 
Steering Committee Member 

Multicultural Affairs 
Nursing 
Law Libra q,’ 
Linguistics 
Social Work 
Postdoc Affairs 
Public Safety 
P~ovost Office 
School of Law 

Center for Faculty Excellence 
Dental Research 

Medicine 

Athletics 
Bioinfo~matics 
Athletics 
unkown 

Carolina Union 
School of Nursing 
FPG Child Development Institule 
Graduate School Director of Diversity Recruitment and Retention 
FPG Child Development Institute 

Assistant P~ofessor, School of JotJrnalism and Mass Communication 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies 
Undergraduate Admissions 



2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

9 

2O 

22 
25 
24 
25 
25 

26 
29 
3O 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

38 
39 
4O 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

46 
49 
5O 

G H I J K 
Phone Email Dues 1- or 2-yr? 

2 year 
2 yea~ 
2 year 
2 year 
2 yea~ 
2 year 
2 year 

n ewso m,,@,e mail.u n c.ed u $25.00 Cash 1 yeal 

harold wooda[d@unc.edu 
agbeblew@email unc.edu 

Jhoiman~emaii.unc.edu 

$40.00 Check 2 year 
$40.00 Check 2 yeal 
$40.00 Check 2 year 
$25.00 Check 1 year 
$40.00 Check 2 yeal 
$40.00 Check 2 year 
$40.00 Check 2 year 
$25.00 Check 1 yea~ 
$40.00 Check 2 year 
$25.00 Check 1 year 
$25.00 Check 1 yea~ 
$40.00 Check 2 year 
$25.00 Check 1 year 
$25.00 Check 1 yea~ 

843-2479 
962-1199; 672-4989 
962-1192 
962-6461 
843-4169 
962-5029 
923-6741 
962-7004 

843-0153 

915-0223 

428-1044 

966-9403 

843-3413 

843-2040 

843-9597 

962-9114 

962-1554 

962-0290 

966-7767 

843-8085 

966-2613 

962-7377 

843-7631 

843-7274 

919-966-3985 

$40.00 Check 
$25.00 Check 
$40.00 PP 
$40.00 Check 
$25.00 PP 
$40.00 Check 
$40.00 Check 
$25.00 Check 
$40.00 Cash 
$25.00 Check 
$40.00 Check 
$25.00 DEPT 
$40.00 PP 
$25.00 COMP 
$25.00 PP 
$40.00 PP 
$25.00 PP 
$25.00 Check 
$40.00 PP 
none n/a 

$25.00 PP 
$40.00 PP 
$25.00 PP 
$40.00 Check 
$40.00 Check 
$40.00 Check 
$25.00 PP 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 

year 
year 



2 
3 
4 
5 

7 

9 

2O 

22 
23 
24 
25 
23 

29 
3O 

32 
33 
34 
35 

38 
39 
4O 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

5O 

L                                 M 
Past Member i Notes 

+ 

2009-2010 

+ 

2009-2010 
2009=2010 

+ 

2009-2010 

+ 

2009=2010 
+ 

2009-2010 

2009=2010 
+ 

2009-2010 
2009-2010 
2009=2010 

+ 

2009-2010 
2009-2010 
2009=2010 

+ 

no 

no 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

2009-2010 

check received but no application materials - not sure v~hich person is mernbet 

received membership application but no check 



52 

53 
54 
55 
56 

57 

58 

59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

2/171201"1 Jackie Pierce 

2/18/2011 Jo-A~ln 8lake 

7/7/201 "l Yella F~ober~s 
711712011 Kevin King 

8/18/2011 Frances Dancy 

8/191201 "l Michelle Collins 



52 

53 
54 
55 
56 

57 

58 

59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

Office of U~ive~sity Develof)rtlerlt 

Dental Research! UNC School of Dentistry 
Undergraduate Education 
School of Nursing 
Campus Health, Spods Medicine 

Carollna Population CenteP 



52 

53 
54 
55 
56 

57 

58 

59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

G 

843 6320 

604-0970 

919-843-6443 

919-843-6761 

919-428-3668 

919-966-2155 

9~9 966 3474 

H 

~unc edu 

)-ann blake@dentistry, unc edu 
s powell~)unc edu 
~,robeds@email unc edu 
kkin~(~uncaa.unc.edu 

[rances_dancy@u0c edu 

mcc@email unc edu 

$25.00 PP 

$40.00 PP 

$25.00 PP 

$40.00 PP 

$25.00 PP 

$40.00 PP 

$25.00 PP 

K 

year 

year 

year 
year 

year 

year 

2-year 32 
Returning 25 
1st Time 32 

PP 18 
Check 27 



53 
54 
55 

59 
6O 

62 
63 
64 

66 

L                                 M 

no 

no 

no 



1 BFSC Paid Members 

2 2009 - 2010 

CB# Phone 3 L-Name F-Name Department Address . . 
4 Agbe-Davies Anna Anthropology 301 Alumni Bldg 3115:.N/A 
5 Alexander Rmnay S~ho~i ~f N~rsi~9 ~rri~g~e~ B~Ii 

6 Baker Cynthia Univeisity Liblary Monographic SerMces, Davis Library 39021(919) 962 - 1120 

, Z se!]b  IB!! ;A iN/A N/AI(919) 493- 9064 
8 Brooks Abigail Ad Hanes Ad Center 3405::(919) 962 - 2016 
9 Brooks Ellen HW Odum Inst Fo~ Research in Social Sciences 216 Lenior Dr,, 112 Manning Hall , 3355i(919) 966 - 4791 

, 10 Campbell Larry Chernis~ry Kenan Labs, Suite 207A N/Ai(919) 843 - 6903 
11 Charlene Regester African Afro-American Studies 109 Ba[lle Hall . 3395i(919) 966 - 5496 
12 Collier Shauna Stone Center Library j150 South Road ~ 5250(919) 843 - 5808 

, 13 Cox La Jeune Center for Faculty Excellence ,318A Wilson Library . 3470i(919) 843 - 0153 
14 Davis Herb Undergrad Admissions Jackson Hall 2200(919) 966 - 3993 
15 Doug as L nda [Corn[nun ty Re at ons.Advancements 209 P ttsboro Street 62251 9 9) 843 - 9393 
16 EIvkl Archie Divelsity & Mugicultulal Affabs South Building 09 9125(919) 962 - 6962 
17 Exum Melissa Dean of Sludents Office N/A ~.(919) 966 - 4045 
18 Faison Chris Office of Scholarship & Student Aid N/A 23001(919) 962 - 9736 

3435iN/A Gilme[ [Micah Public Policy [218a Abemathy Hall . . 
Hewe[l Stacie [Kenan-Flagler Business School McColl Bldg 3490(919) 962 - 3209 
Iruka Iheoma [FPG Child Development Institution N/A o 8180i(919) 843 - 8085 
Johnson Norris Anthropology 301 Alumni Bldg 31151(919) 929 - 2319 
Newsom Cookie DMA 04A South Building 9125!(9! 9)9~2-~6~ .............. 
MaLone Brenda Office of Human Resources 104 Airpo[t Diive I0451(919) 962 - 1534 

__McCoy Gretchen School of Social Work 325 Pdtsboro St = 3550i(919) 962 - 6461 

__ Nixon Donna [Law Library N/A 3385i(919) 962 - 1605 
__Parsons [Eileen Education N/A . 3000i(919) 643 - 9133 

__ Penn Ann Equal Oppodunity N/A ~ 9160i(919) 966 - 3576 
__Perez [Josmell Diversity & Multicultural Affairs South Building . 9125i(919) 843 - 5517 

Pottinger jAudrey [Nutrition ;MHRC-Room 2109 ~ 7461 (919) 643 - 4983 
Richmond [Herb Facilities N/A . 1850 - 242i(919) 962 - 6586 
Robeds-Lewis Amelia MSW/Mdiv Dual Degree Coordinator 325 Pittsboro St 3550:.(919) 962 - 6428 

................. .............................................................. ................... ........... 
Stroman        Deborah        EXSS                                        N/A                                       31821(919) 843 - 0336 

__Terry J. Michael Linguistics 303 Smith Building 3155i(919) 962 - 4996 

__Thomas Sharon School of Social Work 325 Pittsboro St . 3550i(919) 962 - 4367 
__Thomas Monecia Gillings School of Global Public Health N/A 8165i(9190 843 - 8541 

__ Toone Damon Office of Undergraduate Admissions Jackson Hall 2200i(919) 962 - 3985 
__Webster Diane Child Development Behavioral Science 105 Smith Levol Road . 8180i(919) 966 - 3616 

__ Williams Tedta Allied Health Sciences/Medicine jBondurant Hall ~ 7120i(919) 966 - 9040 
Nash DeVetta Holman Counseling and Wellness Jmnes A Taylor Building . 7470i(919) 966 - 3658 
Roberison jNakenge FPG Child Development Institute [105 Smith Level Road 81801(919) 966 - 9722 
Harris Deborah Geological Sciences Mitchell Hall, Room 115 . 3315i(919) 962 - 0679 
Hildebrand Reginald African Afro-Amedcan Studies N/A 3395:.(919) 962 - 3537 
Anderson Margaret OEVO & Provost 218 South Building 8000 (91.~) 96..~ - 

__Nicholson Carol Law Library N/A . 3395i(919) 962- 1199 
__Daniels Stacey Office of Scholarship & Student Aid 1 I0 Pet[igrew Hall i(919) 962 - 4169 
__Poulson Ben Energy Services NIA . 1855i(919) 843 - 8308 
__Daye Charles School of Law 5121 Van-Hecke Wet[ach Hall 3380i(919) 962 - 7004 

__ Ramsey Kathy School of Medicine j130 Mason Farm Road 7215i(919) 966 - 9403 
Yolanda Keith Undergrad Admissions N/A := 

~ i(919) 843 - 8116 

White Harris [Carla ,School of Pharmacy N/A i 7566i(919) 966 - 7571 
Brown Frank School of Education N/A j 3500(919) 962 - 2522 

55 Taylor Vergie University Career Services Hanes Hall i 51401(919) 962 - 6706 



3 Email , Dues , Holiday Notes 
4 a,~be-davies@unc.edu $ 35.00 
5 ~c~,~om $ 35.00 ~ 
5 cynthia baker,@,uncedu $ 35.00 

9 edbrooks~emailuncedu $ 35.00 

10 lecamps~emailuncedu $ 35.00 
11 regester@emailunc.edu $ 35.00 
12 shauna.collier~unc.edu [ $ 35.00 , 

, 13 laieune co~uncedu $ 35.00 , 

14 drherb~uncedu $ 35.00 
15 iinda douqias@unc.edu $ 35.00 $ 15.00 
16 iae[~n~emailunc.edu $ 35.00 

gilme~errlail.unc.edu $ 25.00 , **He ~egisterd online and it still says $25 for dues and Dr Cookie aheady knows 
stacie hewett~unc.edu $ 35.00 
iruka@unc.edu $ 35.00 

norris iohnson@unc.edu $ 35.00 

brenda malone@unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ $ 15.00 

~retchen mccoy~unc.edu $ 35.00 
dnixon~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ $ 15.00 
rparsons~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 
ann penn@unc.edu $ 35.00 

$ 35.o0 iosmell@unc.edu         . 
mcleanpo@email.unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ 
crichmon~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 
amrobe~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 

dstro...@unc.edu $ 35.00 

sharon thomas~unc.edu $ 35.00 
monecia thomas~unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ $ 15.00 
dtoone~admissions.unc.edu $ 35.00 
webster~mail.fp#.unc.edu $ 35.00 

~ twill~med.unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ $ 15.00 
dholman~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 . 

diharris~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 . $ 15.00 

hildebra.. .. .@email.unc.edu $ 35.00 

margaret anderson@unc.edu $ 35.00 
carol nicholson~unc.edu $ 35.00 

stacey daniels~unc.edu $ 35.00 
blpoulson~ener£y.unc.edu $ 35.00 $ 15.00 
cdaye~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ 

~ kathy ramsey~med.unc.edu $ 35.00 $ 15.00 
ykeith~admissions.unc.edu $ 35.00 . 
janet southerland~dentisty.unc.edu $ 35.00 ~ $ 15.00 
carla whiteharris~unc.edu $ 35.00 
¯ rown~email.unc.edu $ 35.00 $ 15.00 

55 vataylor~emaihunc.edu $ 35.00 
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P eface 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has established Achieve Carolina, a pilot 
program to improve the graduation rates of selected financial aid recipients. Modeled on 
extracurricular programming offered to Carolina Covenant~) Scholars, which has 
contributed to an extraordinary improvement in the four-year graduation rate of 
participating students, Achieve Carolina further expands the University’s commitment to 
student success. 

AS a pilot, the program will be available to a selected cohort of financial aid recipients who 
do not qualify for the Carolina Covenant. During the program’s initial year, eligibility is 
limited to freshmen or entering transfer students who meet the program’s criteria. 

Though much of the programming is modeled on the Carolina Covenant, Achieve Carolina 
is not an expansion of the Carolina Covenant. Eligibility will be determined based on a 
student’s financial aid profile, but participation does not affect the size or makeup of a 
student’s financial aid offer. Achieve Carolina is not a grant or scholarship program. 

The distinguishing feature of Achieve Carolina is its coordinated approach to helping 
partidpants maximize the benefits of academic and other services throughout the 
University, along with special programming and support services designed to support 
degree completion. Achieve Carolina incorporates the participation of individuals and 
offices throughout the University. 

AS a central component of the Achieve Carolina headwork, the University has established a 
mentoring program for first-year Achieve Carolina Scholars. Through mentoring 
relationships, participating faculty and exempt staff help Scholars integrate into the 
University and facilitate academic support and counsel, as necessan/. 

This FacultyT’Staff Mentor Handbook contains information about Achieve Carolina, 
mentoring guidelines, and a list of campus resources available to provide further assistance 
for mentees. It is our hope that you will find this material helpful. We thank you for your 
commitment to mentor a group of Achieve Carolina Scholars, and we welcome your 
suggestions regarding ways to fur[her improve the mentoring program, 

Fred Clark 
Academic Coordinator for Achieve Carolina 

and Professor of P.omance Languages 

Michael Highland 
Assistant Academic Coordinator for Achieve, Carolina 

Shirley A. 
Associate Provost and Director of Scholarships & Student Aid 
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Introduction 

... a structured and trusting rela~onship that brings students together with caring 

individuals ~;ho offer guidance, counsel, and encouragement. 

11. good listeners, people who care, people who bring out the strengths of the individoa/s 

they mentor and help them define and achieve their goals. A mentor m~[qht be described 

as coach~ guide, facilitatur~ role model, and advocate. 

Achieve Carolina mentors are ... 

.1. faculty and exempt staff at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill who are 

committed to helping Achieve Carolina Scho/a~ make a successful transition into the 

University. 

A good reentering relationship wi// 

~ Persooa/ize the university experience by: 

Giving one-on-one guidance in learning about university procedures and 

how things work; 

Providing a trusted individoa/ to whom students can turn for help; and 

Providing a pesidve example of someoae who has successfully navigated 

university life. 

~ Promote Achieve Carolina Scholars" self-conf~dence by: 

Helping them meet the intellectual challenges of Carolina and taking 
advantage of its resources; and 

He/ping them develop socialandpracdcalacademic skills necessary to 
acJ?ieve their educational goals. 
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Achieve Carolina: 
Section 1 

Fact Sheet for Mentors 

Q & A: Program Description and Background 

What is Achieve CaroEna? Achieve Carolina is a pilot program that seeks to improve 
the four-year graduation rate of a selected cohort of financial aid recipients, Students 
will have access to a campus-wide network of support programs, workshops, and social 
and cultural events designed to ease tile transition to college and ensure on-time 
graduation. 

Though much of the programming is modeled on the Carolina Covenant®, Achieve 
Carolina is not an extension of eligibility for the Carolina Covenant. Eligibility will be 
determined based on a student’s financial aid profile, but participation does not affect 
the size or makeup of a student’s financial aid offer. Achieve Carolina is not a grant or 
scholarship program. 

What does Achieve Carolina offer the Scholars? Achieve Scholars will have 
access to a faculty/staff mentor, academic and professional workshops, and special 
cultural and social events. Mentors will be drawn flom a number of different 
disciplines, and academic workshops will include topics like time management, study 
skills, undergraduate research, and the importance of internships. Professional 
programming will consist of etiquette dinners and workshops on professional and 
personal networking. Scholars will be invited to pizza and movie nights, special visits to 
the Ackland Art Museum, and performances at Playmakers and Memorial Hall, all 
designed to integrate students more fully into campus life. 

The program will be directed by two coordinators who will provide academic and 
personal support, helping to direct Scholars to other resources on campus. 

Are offices other than Student Aid involved in Achieve Carolina? Yes! Achieve 
Carolina is a campus-wide effor~ involving many University partners who will help 
Scholars achieve their academic goals. While the Office o� Scholarships and Student 
Aid is responsible for coordination and administration, the supporf and involvement of 
individuals and offices throughout the campus is integral to the program, For the most 
part, Achieve Carolina will serve as a coordinating effort to connect Scholars with 
campus resources. 
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What are the ooais of Achieve Carolina? Studies both at UNC and across the 
country sugges± that socio-economic factors such as family income and parental 
education are sJgnJficant predictors of college retention and graduatJon, even after 
controlling for academic preparation. The University’s experience with the Carolina 
Covenant has shown that significant improvements in four-year graduation rates are 
possible when financial aid is paired with a coordinated university-wide effort to support 
student success. 

In the four years following implementation of the Carolina Covenant, the graduation 
rate for participants (the University’s lowest-income financial aid recipients) increased 
by 17.5 percentage points. Tile most impressive gains were realized by’ men (30.6 
percentage points), most notably Aftican American men (32.6 percentage points). 

Over the same period, little improvement was observed among financial aid recipients 
who fell outside the Covenant cohort and did not have access to the Covenant’s 
enhanced suppott sep,4ces and programs} Achieve Carolina seeks to improve the four- 
year graduation rate of an additional group of financial aid recipients by providing them 
with support services and special programming similar to those offered to Carolina 
Covenant Scholars. Patticipation in Achieve Carolina does not alter a student’s standard 
financial aid award. 

What are the eliqibility criteria? Achieve Carolina encompasses a cohort of low- to 
middle-income financial aid recipients who fall outside Covenant eligibility. A student 
must be entering the University’ as a first-year or transfer student and must be eligible 
for federal financial aid programs. 

Residents of any state may be considered, but international students are not eligible,z 

How do stadents apply? Entering first-year or transfer students who complete an 
application for financial aid are automatically considered for Achieve Carolina. A 
separate application is not required. Qualifl/ing students will be notified about Achieve 
Carolina after they have received their financial aid offer. 

How much financial aid - and what types of assistance - will be awarded to 
Achieve Carolina Scholars? Achieve Carolina does not impact a student’s financial 
aid. Participants will receive the University’s standard financial aid award, typically 60 
percent grants and/or scholarships and 40 percent Federal Work-Study and/or student 
loans. 
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who qualify will be notified by the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid. They will be 
sent information about Achieve Carolina and encouraged to participate. However, no 

Participation in faculty/staff mentoring and additional programming is entirely optional. 

Will the identity, of Achieve Carolina Scholars be made public? No, Students 
who are eligible to participate in Achieve Carolina will be identified and tracked by 
Institutional Research, and within the University’s financial aid system, but their identity 
will be protected, in keeping with Carolina’s confidentialib/policies regarding the 
disclosure of personal information. 

The names of participants may be released to Ca[olina faculty and staff who have a 
legitimate educational interest in knowing that information, as defined by the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Otherwise, at no time will Scholar 
identities be disclosed without permission. 

Fred Clark 
Academic Coordinator for Achieve Carolina and Professor of Romance Languages 

fclarkC®email.unc.edu 

or 

Michael Highland 
Assistant Academic Coordinator for Achieve Carolina 

michael hiqhland@unc.edu 
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Section 2 
Mentor Guide 

The admissions process at Carolina is "need-blind"- neither family income nor financial 
need is considered in admissions decisions. Eligibility for financial aid (and for Achieve 
Carolina) is determined only aff(er a student is admitted. 

Achieve Carolina Scholars have been admitted to the University under the same prccess 
and academic criteria as all other entering students. Although they have demonstrated 
academic excellence, however, many do not begin their Carolina education on an even 
playing field with most other entering students. 

Although they are not the lowest-income students at UNC, the income level of Achieve 
Carolina Scholars is less than that of most Carolina students. As a result of their life 
circumstances, they may differ from their more affluent peers in various ways: 

They may be the first in their family to attend college. If that is the case, while 
their families may be proud of them, they do not have firsthand experience with the 
academic demands of a university or the challenges inherent in making the 
transition to college life. 

Achieve Carolina participants may feel pressure to succeed (sometimes in a field for 
which they are not best suited). 

o Many have not had the advantages of exposure to cultural and other academic 
opportunities that their higher income peers have enjoyed. 

Scholars who come from rural areas or small schcols may find UNC-Chapel Hill a 
very large place and the university experience very different from high school and 
home. 

Some may feel they don’t "fit in" with higher income students and find it difficult to 
make academic or personal adjustments to university life. 

o Many will be reticent to approach faculty or staff for help. 

The University is committed to assisting Achieve Carolina Scholars, not only with the 
financial aid they need to attend, but also by providing them with an array of support 
programs and services, including the opportunity to establish a relationship with a faculty 
or professional staff mentor who can help them get established and off to a good start 
during their first ’tear at Carolina. 

Achieve Carolina Scholars will be notified of their eligibility the summer prior to their 
enrollment. They will be encouraged to participate in the mentobng program and other 
services and activities offered by the program. 
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Scholar Particioation: Eligible students will be encouraged (but not required) to 
participate in the mentoring program and other opportunities. Those who choose to be 
mentored will be assigned a faculty/professional staff mentor for their first year at Carolina. 
Each mentor will be assigned up to 15 Achieve Carolina Scholars. 

The Henter’~ Role: The mentor is essentially an individual who can help the student 
successfully navigate the numerous, and often confusing, aspects of life at a large 
institution. He/she will assist the Scholar in acclimating to the University environment and 
help make Carolina a welcoming place. 

The mentor is someone the Scholar can talk to, confide in, and seek advice from - one who 
will encourage the student, and help him!her set and work toward goals. Mentors are not 
expected to take on the roles of parent, counselor, friend, or other academic or student 
services professionals on campus. Rather, they should develop a relationship with their 
Scholars so they know when help is needed and facilitate linkages to support services as 
appropriate. (See Section 3, Campus Resources/Contacts for a list of University support 
services and contact information.) 

TO ensure that the University is in compliance with all requirements relating to students in 
its care, mentors are required to notify’ Fred Clark if there is any question about whether an 
issue or need should be reported. Similarly, mentors should contact either Fred Clark or 
Michael Highland regarding concerns or special circumstances of their monroe(s) so that all 
available resources may be employed to help the student. 

Confidentiality and Stiqmatism: 

One of the eligibility criteria for participation in Achieve Carolina is a family income that is 
below an established threshold. While some students willingly disclose their designation, 
others do not want their family’s income status known, and therefore do not wish to be 
identified as an Achieve Carolina Scholar. 

The student’s right to privacy is paramount. All aspects of Achieve Carolina, including the 
mentoring component, are designed to respect Scholars’ sensitivities regarding 
identification, both on-campus and publicly. Unlike some other groups in which common 
affiliation is a positive denominator, such is not necessarily the case for Achieve Carolina 
Scholars, whose common attribute is a modest family income. Care must be exercised to 
ensure that participants do not feel stigmatized by their designation. 

Mentors must allow Achieve Carolina Scholars to decide whether or not they will participate 
in activities with other Scholars in their group. In addition, mentors must respect the 
confidentiality of their communications with Scholars, sharing information only as necessary 
to facilitate linkages to support services as appropriate, or as required by institutional policy 
or law. 
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I~entor ~ntroductio~ and ~nvitation to Pa~ticinate~ As soon as possible, the mentor 
should contact each Scholar in his/her group (by phone, e-mail, or leb~er) to introduce 
him/herself and invite the Scholar to schedule a time when they can meet to get 
acquainted and discuss the mentoring program, Mentors should follow up with Scholars 
who do not respond to the initial invitation, encouraging the students to contact them, 

Although mentors are encouraged to plan at least one group activity’ during the semester 
for their students, the primary mentor/Scholar relationship is individual. The mentor’s 
communications should be personal - not generalized to all students in the group. 

Expected Activities: Mentors are expected to contact their Scholars at the sta¢~ of Fall 
semester, to schedule a time to meet. Additional meetings and activities may be scheduled 
by the Scholar or the mentor. 

In addition, as noted above, mentors should plan at least one social/cultural activity each 
semester for Scholars in their group who wish to palticipate. Activities might include 
attending a play, basketball game, concert or lecture, or having dinner at a restaurant, etc. 
Planned activities should take into consideration that the Scholars will not have cars. 

Each mentor will be allocated up to $1000 per year to cover the costs of social and cultural 
activities for their group, on a reimbursement basis. Requests for an increase in this 
allowance, if needed, may be made in advance. Additional funding will be subject to need 
and availabilih, c (See Section 6 for instructions for requesting reimbursement.) 

LenQth of Commitment: Mentors will be assigned Scholars for the full academic year. 
Although formal mentoring is limited to one year, it is anticipated that some Scholars may 
continue to contact their mentors over their time at UNC-Chapel Hill. Similarly, mentors 
may wish to maintain informal contact with their Scholars after the official first-year 
mentoring period. Continuing mentoring relationships are not required, but they are 
encouraged. 

Year-End Closurer Toward the end of Spring semester, mentors should use the closure 
process as a means to recall the Scholar’s progress and strengths, discuss some positive 
actions and directions for tile future, and reassure tile student of their confidence in 
him/her. Mentors and Scholars should mutually agree about how, when, or if they will stay 
in touch, and mentors should follow through on that commitment. 

l’4entor Stipend~ Mentors will receive a modest stipend of $1000 per semester in 
recognition of the added workload associated with the mentoring responsibilities. 

r~entor Coordinator: (~uestions about any aspect of the mentodng program should be 
directed to Fred Clark, Academic Coordinator for Achieve Carolina and Professor of 
Romance Languages, at fclark@email.unc.edu. Professor Clark may also be reached at 
(919) 357-5674. His office is in 317 Vance Hall. 
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Mentodnq Tips 

Before you begin .... 

¯ ..Think back to when you were a college freshman 

o Identi6/one person (not a relative) who was a kind of mentor 

o Why was that person impoFLant? 

o What resulted from tile mentoring relationsi]ip? 

o Recall qualities that made them so important 

Things to keel3 in mind .... 
o Be sure the student knows you have chosen to be his/her mentor, that they 

know how to contact you and that they should always feel free to do so 

o Take responsibility’ for making and maintaining contact 

o Take time to develop a relationship with each of your Scholars 

o Contact your Scholars during times in the academic year cycle that are 
particularly s~ressful - midterms and final exams, for example 

c: Call or e-mail to confirm appointments 

o Become a trusted mentor and always maintain that trust 

o Be sensitive to your Scholar’s cues and offer concrete assistance when 
appropriate 

o Be available 

o Maintain a steady and involved presence 

o Seek and use the advice and support of the academic coordinator and 
support services fasolty and staff 

o Be someone your Scholar can talk to, confide in, and seek advice from 

o Do what you say you are going to do 

Things to do .... 
c Talk. Tell your student those things you wish you had known when you 

were a college freshman. You can do this any time, anywhere - over lunch, 
having coffee, walking through campus, on the phone - whatever works. 

Ask questions. You may need to encourage some of your Scholars to talk to 
you, especially as they begin to know you. Ask them about their classes, 
about living on campus, what activities they are involved in, how things are 
going, what they like to do, etc. 

Have Fun together. Take your Scholars to a play, basketball game, concer[, 
lecture, etc. Or take them out to dinner or for pizza and a movie. 
(Remember that the Scholars do not have cars, so plan accordingly.) 
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Achieve Carolina Mentor/Mentee Contact and Get Acquainted Notes 

Mentor Contact Information 

Preferred Name (Mr,, Mrs,, Ms,, Dr,, first name, other?) 

Office Location 

Office Phone 

E-Mail Address 

Cell Phone 

Home Phone 

Preferred Method of Contact (Cell, office phone, home phone, text, or e-mail?) 

Mentee Contact Information: 

Preferred Name (First name, nickname) 

Residence Hall 

E-Mail Address 

Cell Phone 

Preferred Method of Contact (Cell, e-mail, text?) 

Possible topics of conversation to get acquainted: 

Mentee Mentor 

Hometown 

Family (parents, siblings, grandparents) 

Favorite things (food, book(s), music, other) 

Birthday 

What they do for fun 

Career/Education goals 

How they chose Carolina 

What they hope to gain from their 
experience at Carolina 

Expectations of this mentoring experience 

Anything else they want you to know or 
think you should know 

Hometown/Where you grew up 

Family (spouse, children, parents, siblings) 

Favorite things (food, book(s), music, other) 

Birthday 

What you do for fun 

Interests and hobbies 

College (undergraduate) experience 

Expectations of this mentoring experience 
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Section 3 
Campus Resources/Contacts 

Overall Responsibility for 
Achieve Carolina 

Academic Coordinator for 
Achieve Carolina 

Steve Farmer, Executive Vice Chancellor 
and Provost 

E-Mail: sfarmer@admjss!ons=unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-9246 

and 

Shirley Oft, Associate Provost and 
Director of Scholarships & Student Aid 

E-Mail: sao@unc edu 

Phone: (919) 962-9246 

Fred Clark, Professor of Romance and Languages 
and Academic Coordinator, Achieve Carolina 

E-Mail: fclark@email.unc edu 

Phone: 

Campus Location: 316 Vance Hall 

Assistant Academic Coordinator Michael SD Highland 

E-Mail: highland(~email.unc edu 

Phone: 

Campus Location: 316Vance Hall 

Professor Clark and Mr. Highland are responsible for faculty/staff and peer mentor selection and 
training, assignment of Scholars to individual mentors, tracking the academic progress of 
Scholars, and for certain social and academic activities for the group throughout the semester 

Mentors should contact Professor Clark with questions relating to Scholars and the mentoring 
program 
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Office Summary Description of Contact Person Services 

Academic Advising Assist students with all aspects of their 
academic plann ng by helping t"em 
develop rrleaningfu educational and 
career plans that are compatible with 
their li;e goals, providing a foundation for 
appropriate academic decisions and 
explain ng academic procedures, rules, 
and requirements 

Name: Lee May 
Associate Dean and Director 

E-Mail: lee_may@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-9030 

Campus Location: 
1011 Steele Building 

Academic Success 
Program for 
Students with LD 
and ADHD 

(previously, 
Learning Disabilities 
Services) 

Promotes learning by prey ding academic 
suppo~ to meet the ind vidual needs of 

Name: Theresa Maitland 

E-Mail: tma!tlan@emaj[, unc.ed u 

Phone: (919) 962-9350 

Campus Location: 
2109 SASB North 

Campus Health 
Services 

Campus Health Service or’els quality 
medical care to the UNC student 
community at a very low cost CHS 
offers wel heSS and preventative care, 
care for inury acute or chro"ic medical 
conditions, consultation, and medca 
testing We also refer patients to the 
UNC I Iospitals f more intensive care s 
needed Students may receive health 
care from CHS as a par[ of their student 

Phone: (919) 966-2281 

Campus Location: 
James A Taylor Campus 
Health Services Bldg. 

http:llcampushealth unc edu 

skills and find employment. Services 
include individual career advising; 

Name: Ray Angle, Director 

E-Mail: rayangle~’~,unc edu 

Phone: (919) 962-6507 

Campus Location: 
219 Hanes Hall 

Carolina Student 
Legal Services 

Staffed by three licensed attorneys They 
are abe to provide students with 
ass stance in understanding the =actors 
that shoud be considered when one 
seeks lega advice, to determ ne fa 
lawyer’s services are or are not 
necessary, and to provide appropriate 
representation and!or referral 

Name: Dorothy Bemholz, Director 

E-Mail: bernholz@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-1303 

Campus Location: 
3407 FPG Student Union 
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Carolina Women’s 
Center 

The Carolina Women’s Center aims to 
~erve as a resource to women on 
campus who wish to discuss their needs 
and aspirations and share collective 

wisdom ] o this end we sponsor 
programming ident fy nitiatives, buld 
collaborations wth other cam#us and 

Name: Christi Hurt, Director 

E-Mail: christihurt(~unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-5620 

Campus Location: 
Stone Center, 150 South 
Road, Suite 101 

Center for Student 
Success and 
Academic 
Counseling 

learning opportunit es which assst 
students in achieving ther academic 
goal~ Programs include the Learn ng 
Center, the Center for Student Academic 
Counseling, Summer Bridge, and the 
Wilting Center 

Name: Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean 

E-Mail: harold woodard@uncedu 

Phone: (919) 966-2143 

Campus Location: 
2203 SASB North 

Chemistry Tutorial Name: Todd Austell, Res Asst 
Professor/Director 

E-Mail: tlaustell2011@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-9429 

Campus Location: 
Kenan Labs C142 

Counseling and 
Wellness Services 

Helps UNC-Chapei Hill students solve 
personal, social, and academic problems 
by providing ind vidual evaluation 

Heps s~udents who are deal ng with 
every day problems related to college Ire, 

concerns Crisis in[ervention is avai able 
daily through awa’s Urgent Consultation 
Teams (On-Cal Counselors) to help 

Name: Alan H. O’Barr, Director 

E-Mail: (Do not use E-MaLl) 

Phone: (919) 966-3658 
After Hours: (919) 966-2281 

Campus Location: 
James A Taylor Student 
Health Services Building, 
Floor 3 

Disability Services 

disabilt es other than LD and ADHD. 
Assures that all programs and "acilt es of 
t~e University ale access ble [o all 
persons in the LJniversitV Community and 
develops programs and serv ces that 
permit students to, as independently as 
possible, meet t"e demands of univers ty 
life 

Name: Tiffany Bailey 
Interim Director 

E-Mail: tmbailey(~email,unc,edu 

Phone: (919) 962-8300 

Campus Location: 
2126 SASB North 
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Diversity and 
Multicultural Affairs 
(previously, Minority 
Affairs) 

Name: Taffye Clayton 
Associate Provost 

E-Mail: taffye~unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-6962 

Campus Location: 
09K South Building and 
2105 SASB North 

Housing and 
Residential 
Education 

environments tha: promote student 
learning and citizenship and opportunities 
for involvement and leadership 

Name: Larry Hicks, Director 

E-Mail: hicks~email unc edu 

Phone: (919) 962-5401 

Campus Location: 
1213 SASB North 

Learning Center Aims to help students become sel# 
cent dent, self-directed learners. Whle 
the immediate goalofthe earnng 
Center is mp-ovlng students’ abilities to 
learn, re’-’ember and solve ~roble’-’s, the 
Center’s ultimate goal is increasing 
student achievement, retention, and 
graduation from the University 

Name: Kim Abels, Director 

E-Mail: learnin£ center,’~.unc.edu 
and kabels@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-3782 

Campus Location: 
0118 SASB North 

Math Help Center Assists students seeking additional help 
in Math 100 through Ma:h 233. Staffed 
by qua ified undergraduate students, 

Name: Miranda Thomas, Director 

E-Mail: mdthomas@emaj[, uric. ed u 

Phone: (919) 962-9601 

Campus Location: 224 Phillips Hall 

Public Safety The Department of Public Safety 
supports the University’s core mission or 
teaching, research, and pubic serv ce by 
develop ng parknerships within the 
University Community that encou,age 

Name: Jeff McCracken 
Chief and Director 

E-Mail: ieff mccracken@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 966-5730 

Phone: Campus Police: 
Routine: (919) 962-8100 
Emergency: 911 

Campus Location: 
Public Safety Building 
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Scholarships & 
Student Aid 

Ensures that qualif ed students have the 
opportunity to study at the University 
regardless of their ab lity to pay the full 
costs of attendance Administers 
scholarsh p and need based student 
fnancial aid ~orograms Primary 
responsibility for the Carolina Covenant 
Program 

Name: Phil Asbury, Deputy Director 

E-Mail: phil asburv(~unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-2193 

Campus Location: 
221 Vance Hall 

Student 
Employment 

Adm n sters the Federal Work Study 
Program Coordinates job #lacemeni, 
conducts supervisor [raining, and 
administers UNC’s student emp oyment 
program. Assists Covenant Schola’s with 
Work S-udy related issues 

Name: Michelle Klemens 
Assistant Director 

E-Mail: michelle klemens~,unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-4176 

Campus Location: 
213 Pettigrew Hall 

Study Abroad The Study Abroad Office provides access 
to a v~ide ~oR=u io of educational 
opportunit es that reflect and support t"e 
intellectual, r nancial and cultul~l needs or 
our diverse student body he Study 
Abroad Office assumes ,esponsibility for 
providing a highly professional student 
advising service; expert assistance to 
racu ty n the desgn and adminisaatior~ 
study abroad programs; thorough 
odentat on for study abroad s~udents; 
coordinat on among relevant academic 
and administrat ve units on and off 

Name: Robert Miles 
Associate Dean 

E-Mail: bob.miles~unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-7002 

Campus Location: 2013 FedEx 
Global Education Center 

Writing Center Seeks to make students better writers 
Tutors work with students on al aspects 

Name: Kimberly Abels, Director 

E-Mail: writing center@unc.edu and 
kabels@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-7710 

Campus Location: 
0127 SASB North 

Other Contacts: 
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Section 4 
Mentee Contact Information 
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Section 5 
Mentor Contact Information 

Bickford, Donna     d bickford@em ai[, unc.edu 
Assoc Director, Office for Undergrad Research and Assist Adjunct Professor, Dept of English 

Butch, Christina    cburch@bio.unc edu 
Associate Professor, Department of Biology 

Caldwe~, Andrea    andreac@email.unc edu 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

Crirnmir~s, [~iehael crimmins~email unc edu 
Professor, Depadment of Chemistry 

Cuadres, Paul       cuadros~,email unc edu 
Associate Professor, School of Journalism 

Dinkins, Lisa       ]isa_d!nk!ns@unc edu 
Clinical Assistant Professor, School of Pharmacy 

Farrow, Raymond raymond farrow@unc.edu 
Director of Development, Carolina Perfomqing Arts 

Assistant Director, Carolina Center for Public Service 

Jordan, Elizabeth    eaiordan@email.unc edu 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Psychology 

Klemens, Michelle michelle klemens@unc edu 
Assistant Director for Employment Programs, Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

Lohmann, Catherine clohmann@,email unc edu 
Lecturer, Departmenl of Biology 

I~laek, Julia          hispana@emaiLunc edu 
Senior Lecturer, Departmenl of Romance Languages 

Ortiz=Pujol, Shiara shin ra_ort!z-,o ujojs@med uric edu 
Resident, UNC School of Medicine 

Rowsey, Pamela     pjrowsey@emaiL unc.edu 
Associate Professor, School of Nursing 

Stremar~, Deborah dstroman@emaiLunc edu 
Lecturer, Departmenl of Exercise and Sport Science 
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Versenyi, Adam     a nverse n,,’~email.u n c.edu 
Professor of Dramatic Ad 

Wittmayer, Amy     a my_wittmayer@ unc.edu 
Director, MSA Career Managemetlt Center, KenamFlagler Business School 

Other Contacts: 

Farmer, Steve      sfan~er@admissiot~s unc.edu 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Oft, Shirley         sao(~unc edu 
Associate Provost and Director of Scholarships and Student Aid 

Clark, Fred         fred clark@unc.edu 
Academic Coordinator, Achieve Carolina, Professor of Romance Languages 

Highland, Michael    michael hiqhland@unc.edu 
Assistant Academic Coordit~ator, Achieve Carolina 
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Section 6 
Reimbursement for Achieve Carolina Mentoring Activities 

As noted in Section 2, up to $500 per semester is available to reimburse each Achieve 
Carolina Faculty/Staff mentor to cover the costs of social and cultural activities for his or 
her mentee group. Please follow these guidelines to request reimbursement of expenses. 

Please make a copy of the template on the following page and use it to request 
reimbursement for expenses associated with Achieve Carolina mentoring activities. 
Note that receipts are required. 

Be sure to report the date of the activity, the number of participants, the type of 
function/expense, and the amount expended. If there were fewer than eight 
participants (including yourself), you must list their names. 

As you can see from the template, several mentor groups submit receipts for 
mentoring activities, and each is funded from separate accounts. Providing the 
information as requested will expedite processing and eliminate confusion. 

Submit receipts and the request for reimbursement frequently. Please do not 
accumulate receipts unnecessarily. They should be turned in periodically, and by 
the end of each semester. 

Receipts and the completed reimbursement request form should be submitted to: 

Ms. Evelyn Ross 
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
Pettigrew Hall, Room 214 
CB #2300 

If you have questions, you may contact Evelyn Ross at 962-9495, or by e-mail, at 
evelyn ross@unc,edu, 
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Endnotes 

1 Four years after implementation of the Carolina Covenant, the gap in graduation rates 

between Covenant Scholars and all students had narrowed by two-thirds. 

Before Covenant Four-Years After Implementation Improvement 
Covenant Scholars 56.7% 74.2% 17.5% 
Other Aided Students 72.1% 76.2% 4.1% 
All Students 74.3% 80.5% 6.2% 

The greatest gains were made by Covenant men, most notably African American men, 
whose graduation rates nearly doubled in the four years following the Covenant’s 
implementation. 

3313% 65.9% 

AS observed above, little improvement in the four-year graduation rate was achieved by 
other aided students during this period. 

= To be considered for Achieve Carolina during the 2013-14 academic year, a student must 
meet the criteria shown below. Students who are dependent on their parents for financial 
support, as well as those who are self-supporting, are eligible for consideration. 

Academic Income Eligibilit~ for Financial Aid , 

Admitted to Carolina as 
a freshman or entering 
transfer student 

Pursuing first 
undergraduate degree 

Enrolled full-time during 
regular academic year 

Not enrolled in 
Continuing Studies or 
Professional School 

Adjusted gro,£~ income within the 
range established for the program. 

middle income financial aid 
recipients. 

on family size. As a rule of 
thumb, a student from a family 
of 5 with a family income up Lo 
approximately $70,000 is 
eligible. 

Financial need based on 
federal and institutional 
standards 

Limited assets and/or 
other resources with 
which to pay for college 
costs 

Eligible for federal student 
financial aid 

Ac,~ieve Carolina Mentor Handbook- 20~3-Z4 Academic Yea/ 
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Kenan Institute Welcome Reception (REVISED) 
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 (5:00-7:00 pro) 
Venue: Kenan Center Dining Room 

5:00 Doors open 

5:07 Welcome and introduction of Joe DeSimone (by Kenan institute 
Leadership Fellow) [3 minutes] 

5:10 Joe’s remarks on Kl’s new vision and direction, also indicating the presence of 
our key partners at the reception [10 minutes] 

5:20 Brief overview of concierge entrepreneurship - by Ted Zoller [5 minutes] 
Brief overview of sport entrepreneurship - by Debby Stroman [5 minutes] 
Brief overview of NC economic development - by Mark/Brent [5 minutes] 
Brief overview of UNC social entrepreneurship - by Judith/Richard [5 minutes] 

5:35 Introduction of Jack Evans & remarks (byAmy) [3-5 minutes] 

5:40 Kick-off ne~vorking, mingling social (by Amy) 

7:00 Event concludes 

Note to Speakers (Ted, Debby, MarldBrent, & Judith/Richard): 

1 Please provide a brief synopsis of your respective program/opportunities for NO 
MORE than 5 minutes. 

2 Also please be standing in the front beside the podium at the beginning of the 
program (or before Joe’s remarks) 

Note to Leadership Fellows: 

1 Please arrive by 4:30pm to help with set-up at your assigned booth, and to take 
an official group photo. 

2 Please gather and stay standing, in the front beside the podium at the beginning 
of the program (or before Joe’s remarks) 





Draft Proposal for "Foundations of Wealth and PoverD’: Examining Structural Issues of Race 
and Class" (a KFBS ~radnate-level course ir~ partr~ership with the Racial E~nity Institute} 

Purpose: A 1 5-credit ’Foundations" seminar for MBA students and open to students in other 
gladuate and plofessional degree plograms, including, but not limi ted to, MPH (Public Healttl) and 
JD (Law) programs at UNC Course also involves community members as a key e]ement of the 
pedagog,,’ 

Rationale: Students will be better leaders when the?," understand the foundations of the explicit and 
subt]e ways tb~t acialized patierns in American culiu~e, policies, and p~actices permeate political, 
ecol~omlc, aud social structures This class responds to requests from current a~d past students for a 
safe, well-managed, well-established way to address issues of race, class, bias, and ethics 

in orde~ to be successfi.~l in promoting equitab]e outcomes in chosen fields, it is essential for our 
students to nnderstand the legacy of racism m Americar~ institntior~s Current and ~hture leaders 

need a framework that directs them to analyze social institutions ra[her lha*t characl~rZslicv q/ 
~r~d~vid~¢al,v mtdgio*~t)s, in order to understand institutional response and accountabiliD- to different 
iacial groups Training our students and future ]cadets in how racial disparities are produced by 
systemic inequities and the related practices of individuals is crltical if we are to see real change in 
institutional outcomes 

of student trah~ing (James et a, 2008; Jolmson et a/; Jones, 2002; Yonas et al 200(i) In addition, it 
is becoming increasingl,/common ik,~ institutions to include anti-racism t~aining as pa*l of required 
or recom llended pro~essio IN development for irtstituiio IN leaders {see, for example, Boston Public 
tlealth Commission (w~ bphc org/CltES,l/), the Texas Itealth and ltuman Sen~ices Commission 
(www hhsc state tx us/hhscA~rojects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/,,wwwseattiegov/*sji/) 

Backgro~md: This class responds to a maior social sustainability issue: even a~ter controlling 
class differences, ~ acial disparities persist in wealth, health, education, social welfare and criminal 
justice Consider the t’ollowing: 

[n 201 ] the Pew Researc i Certter tbtmd that tie wlite hot se lold median rtct wortl was 20 
times that of black households In the fbllowing year, a new study lbund that white 
AmeHcaa~s now have 22 tines more wea]th ihaa~ blacks -- a gap that r~ea~/y doubled duri ~g 
fl~e Great Recessioi~ (CNE’q Money, Juice 2012) 

Compa~ ed to whites, black Americans are t’,~,ice as likely to be u ~employed arid ea~ n nealy 
25% less when fl~ey are employed (Council of Economic Advisors (il~a~i~g America: 

In the !Silted States, whites ]ire longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at biith between whites and blacks has ranged fiom 5 1 to 7 1 years (AHas et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Repot, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much mo~e commonly than whites, and die younger, despite the 



availability of cheap prevention measures like u, eight loss, exercise, blood pressure and 
cholesterol drags, and aspirin Ibe same is tree t\~r strokes (See 
www cdc govinrinorityhealth/populationsiREMPiblack html#Disparities for most recent 
data on health disparide~ experienced by Black Americans) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women than 
in white women, African American women ate 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are I 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to have a 
diaeresis ot" diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who haven ’tfinished hlgh school have a lower rate of infant 
mortality than Aft:man-American women with college attd graduate school educations 
tDavid & Collins, 1997) 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino atudent is 
roughly 2-3 years of learning behind the average white student An income achievement gap 
interacts with tbe ~acial acbievement gap, making poo~ black a~d Latino studetus the most 
disadvatuaged in terms of acldevemenr and future earning potential (McKinsey, 2009) 

Compared to wbite males. Afiican-American males in the U S a~e three Iimes mo~e likely to 
be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented (McKinsey, 
2009) 

Children of color are more likely to be ~:eI?~xed to social services, reported a,~ vict~rns of 
abuse and neglect, placed i~ tbste~ care arid to remal ~ in Poster cae without being adopted 
or otbe~ise pem~anently placed ~Center for the Study of Social Policy, 2004; Hill, 200(~; 
Robexts, 2002) 

Although whites are more likely to violate drag laws than people of colog in some states 
black men have been setu to prison on drug charges at ~ales 20-50 times greater than white 
men(Alexander, 20]0) According to the American Civil Liberties Union, I in 3 black men 
will have contact with the criminal justice system and approximately 14 million black men 

13% of all adult African American males are disfianchised because of felony drug 
convictions and I in 14 black children has a parem in prison 

In just over 22 years, the incarceration rate for African Aanerican women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more likely to be sentenced than in 1986 No.v, African 
Arnefica*~ a*~d Latina women make up more than hall" o[" the [~male prison popu]ation in tbe 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illegal drag use during pregnancy, Afi-ican 
American women are ten times more llkelv to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drag use compared to wbite women 

tSee Appendices I-IV for recetu reports o~x racial d~,~parity and dispmportional~y in Americal~ 
ir~stit~tions) 

Approach: We propose to partne~ with the Racial Equity Institute {REI), a national anti-racism 
training organization, to provide coursework that would prepare graduate students t’rol~a business, 
law, public health, education mid social work to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse 
wor]d, by preparing them to understand analyze and address racial inequity The trainers at the 
Racial Equity Institute provide a 2-day course on foundations in historical and institutional Racism 
to community groups, organizations and institutions across the coutury (See "Supporting 
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Information Section" below) for more information about the Racial Equity Institute and the 
foundational 2-day course) 

More than 120 students, staff m~d faculty have completed this short course since it began being 
offered in Chapel Hill in 201 I Many bare expressed etubusiasn~ for the ulility of this program in 

their field oP study because of" the clear analysis it b6ngs to the iss~e of ~acial equity, (See 
testimonials from UNC students, stafi’, faculD- and communiU partners- separate document) 
Currently L2~C students have to go off-campus to receive this training, often during a time that 

competes with regular coursework By offering this course as a Uni~ ersity-sponsored cross- 
disciplinary class, we will make it possible for students to receive this training in a way that 
supports and comp]ements their overall academic program and t~jectot!,, 

We propose a model that v,,ould include this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours 
of fo]low-up with UN( facu]ty who are alumni of the REI program UN( facu]ty [eade~ s wi]l work 
closely with REI trainers in developing coursework and class activity" that applies a racial equity 
analysis tu issues or problems in the students’ field of study 

A pilot course would be hosted by tile Kenan-Flag]er Business School, pattelned after a very 

successfu] seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learners and concentrated 
focus on a challenging topic (described below 

S~udents: 
Believing that the Racial Equity Institute t*aining model works best with a diverse group oP 
participants, we propose a class size of approximately 35 participants, about two-tlrirds of whom 
would be L~-C graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tbom the 
community (individuals who work in, or are se~wed by, business, economic, health, legal, 
educational or social se]~,qce instimtions~ The interactive nature of the class will allow students to 
learn from the perspectives of others with difl;erent backgrounds and in difibrcnt stages of life For 
tlris reason, racial diversity in class composfiion would also be required 

Faculty: 
Lead Faculty: Lisa Jones Christensen, Assistant Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
(This will not unduly ~fect my wo*kload, as this would be a three-day course and two days are 
facilitated by partners at the Racial Equity Institute) 

Suppor~ hats been ~ffered from faculty atcross catmpus- we Intve letters of suppor~ and offers to 
co-teach from: Dr. E~genla Eng (Dept He~Rh Behavior, SPH), Professor Malcolm 
Hunter~ Es~. [JNC School of Law, Dr. Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sports Science; 

Carolina Black Caucus; and Kenan [nstRute Board Member). Dr. Jim J~hnson has also 
~ffered to snpport ~he course as needed. 

school; 15 c~edits and a total of 24 hours of course time Initially, slslden*s wou]d participate in a 
tv,,o-dav (likely Friday and Saturday) workshop based on the Racial Equity Institute’s anti-racism 
training The final eight hours of class time would take place on a Friday and/or Saturday 2-4 weeks 
later Following the 2-day training and in preparation for the final session(s), students would 
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complete related reading, assignments, and./or group-work, to be submitted for critique/grading and 
credit 

We anticipate the course first being oflkred in Spring 2014 at the Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

By offelqng the course on campus, fo~ credit, we would: 

conuibute to the work of the Office of Diversity and Multi-Cultural .ad’t’aira by creadng a 
CU~Ticulum-level course that addresses racial equity; 

provide a uniqne leadership development oppo~unily, that prepares students to address 
issues of diversity and racial equity, which are increasingly impo~t in Noah Carolina, the 

US and intemationa]ly; 

l~cilitate UNC commun~ ty members’ participation, so that interested students can graduate 
with a firm understanding and definition of racism, bow it has been instimfionalized, and 
tool s to address racial inequi ty in their fields and caree~s; 

foster meaning~l cross-school collaboration; 
create a~ on-going oppo~unity t~r I~C to e~gage witb i~s local community; 

join a growing number of academics and insti~dons in adopting and-racist training as a pa~ 
of their strategy to addressing mcid inequity and preparing studen*s and practitioners to be 
e~%ctive public servants; 

Supporting information 

The Racial Equity,, ;~nstitme (REI) is al~ all~a~ce of trail~ers a~d organizers who devote tbem,~el,~es to 
the work of and-racis~ translbnnation The traine~s and organizers of the Lqstitute help individuals 
and organizations develop tools to challenge patterns of power and grow eclnitT,’ 

REI trail~ing and co~sulta*ion provide: 

an analysis of racism and its cuhural and historical roots 
aasis~a ~ce i:~ asseash~g their ~rga~izad~n t~ de ermirte ita pr~greas ~ be j~ r~ey t~ bec~ ~e 
anti-racist 
assistance i ~ creatir~g stt uctures to hold Ihe anIi-racist wo k 
assistance h~ developil~g an al~ri -tad st vision al~d plan for change 
coaching l:}ar traditional amd emerging leadership in the principles and practices of anti- 
racism 
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The ttalners and organizers of the Lnstltote have a combined 30 years of experience in comnmnitv 
organizing and anti-racist training We work from a movement apD oach to organizational 
transf;,~rmation, recognizing the ioterconr~ectedness of’ all ir~stitutions and. therelb~e, the 
orga lizatio;~ls ~hat compose t~’lem This pfinciple-ce l~ered approach relies o;~1 collec ire wisdom 
returning power to communities ser~,ed, reflection and evahmtion 

Workshops 

The Racial Equity Institute oilers a series of" wo*kshops designed to build the capacity of" 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial ineqnities x,,,ithin their institution [t prepares 
participants ~o serve as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 
country 

Assumptions about the sources of’racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
musi be based on the m~e sources of racial inequity, not upon paradigms of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in institutional outcome is a u, arning sign of a much greater social 
problem |o unde~ stand that gaps are produced by sys{emle inequltie~ and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes REl training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in the histot3, of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase I "Fonndations in Historical and Institntional Racism" 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [I: "Strategies for Moving from Analysis to Action" 
"lh~.~ workshop builds on Fhase I ~ra~ing @ engagi~gparl~c~pa~Is i~ a~t ’~talj’sis &~fi~re acl~on" 

¯ 9’st~mic parodi£~ in addres.~ing racism. 

Deena A. Ilayes-Greene is a racial equip- consultant, trainer, and community/institutional 
organizer whose work lbcuses on the impacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals ~n her training and consul~ing she brings examination of the impac~ 
of race in systemic outcomes to include *he broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
being and oppo~tmii3" She also brti~gs a power analysis that guides institutions and ofganizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across the nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-Greene is al~o a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Sal~ival 
and Beyond, based out of New’ Or3eans 

Ms Hayes-Oreene is a former Iluman Relations Commissioner for the City of Greensboro She has 
been elected to the Ouilfo~d County Bored of Education lbr two terms and has served since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged ~he di s~rict to invesrigatu the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of~M’rlcan American and other students of color She also chairs 
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the Achievement Gap Committee, the ISstorically Underutilized Business Advisory (tlLrB) 
Committee and the School Safety/Gang Education Conlmittee As chair of the HUB Advisory 
Committee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and se~¢ices data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Hayes cmlently serves on the board of the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Gnilford Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborl~ood Association She received 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (.M’rlcan American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) fiom Guilford College in Greensboro, NC 

Snzanne Plihcik is a community organizer, trainer and f~militator living in Greensboro. North 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengthen grass root and institutional relationsl~ips through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to work fc~r social jusrice 
issues Ms Plibcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for S~rvival and Beyond, based 
out of New Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national organizations seeking to reduce ~iolence in entertainment through media-literacy Her 
community experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools and city 
government, as wel] as service on the Commission on the Needs o[’Childlen She is a lbunding 
member &the Greensboro Public School Fund, rewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a proi?ssional dance experience ~i,r children in poor communities 
She has setwed on the nations] boards of the I.eadersbip (onference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Iluman Service Organizations and the Association of Junior Leagues 
International, where she ser~ ed as President Locally, she has ser,,ed as a member of many boards 
of directors, includb~g lhe Community Foundaiion of Greater Greensboro, the Greensboro 
Children’s Museum. the G~eensbo~o Community Initiative, the YWCA, the C~eensboro Civic 
k:ntrepreneur Initiative. and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bryan Award for community service, the ".%VCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was ~he Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 She is the co-recipient of the Nancy Susan Reynolds Award for race relations given by the Z 
Smith Reynolds Foundation 

For further in%rmation about the Racial Equity Institute workshops, and o~anizational 
development consul ration, please see v~a,~a,~- racialequityinstitute ory’ or contacti 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dha?es@racialequityinstitute org 
Suzanne Plihcik: splihcik@racialequityinstimte org 
Wan{~a lttu~ter: wbunte@racialequityinstitute org 
Bay Love:         ’~)gmail corn 
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Racial Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in H~storical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In the US, people of color, and especially black Americans, have significantly worse 
outcomes than white Americans on every indicator of well-being and iustice ll’race is a 
d~ving force in determining outcomes we can never address these inequities unless we 
become clear on bow ~ace and ~acism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

[I. Implicil bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Impbcit or unconscious bias reflects both human natuie (tight or flight) and our 
socialization, and lives deep within our brains Developing an m~derstanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, generalize, stereotype and discriminate We are more likely to do harm when we 
deny our racial biases 

IlL Race & poverD’; race & wealth 

Lesson #2 
We bare a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behax iors 
and decisions, even when we know that hisml% systems, structures and policies are 
iesponsib]e This type of tbirlking is ietlected in our social programs We t~y to address 
individuals’ problems by t@ng to help o~ change them not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They are poor because the,,, lack power 

IV. The Re|ationship Between Systems. Institutions and Communities 

Poor communities and communities of color are under siege by sysk~ms and institutions that 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is deciding what programs and services are needed’? Who is creating these 
programs? To whonl are these programs accoumable? 

Consider ways in which you are a ~’gatekeeper" who gets to grant o~ deny access ~o powe~ 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communiries of power 
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The ¢~nstruct~n of race 
I The colony of Virginia: John Rolfe & Pocahontas; ,lohn Punch and friends: 

Bacon’s Rebellion 
2 Bh~menbachandBuffon;The OMs, ahierarchical classifica~ionofhumanbeings 
3 UnitedStatesNaturalizationLawofMarcb26, 1790 
4 Ihe Ireary of CCaadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese I-ixclusion Act; 

immlgr~tion to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Documentary:l~ce:~hePol~erofa~llh~h~,"fheHouseWeLiveln" 

Lesson #5 
In ~erms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically very real 

Lesson #6 
The idea of’white race" was constructed in the colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" f’o~ the proposes of detem~ining who 
would have access to power and properD- in the colony Ihe definition they settled upon 
was: A u, hite man is one with no blood ibom an African or an Indian, except t’~,r the 
descendants of J ohn Rolih and Pocahontas In this act, sell=designated white people gave 

themselves the power to construct reality and tbi s has continued throughout the histo~2¢ of 

Ne US 

VI, 

Lessol| #7 
I-:ven before the construction of white race, powerful English colonists in Vflginia began 
drav~ng lines to separate those of Affican descent from those of ~uropean descent, 
eapecially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch atory) Poor whiten no 
longer see it in their self-interest to align with others of the same social class, but ~o cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they a~e considered "white" This "divide and 
conquer" strategy continues to be used to this day, ~o provide a powerful disincentive 
poor u, hite people to challenge the pou, erful white elite 

Lesson #g 

The construction of’race has continued throughout US history and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, manufacturing, etc The sto~y" of face is the stoo of]abof We have ’ let" folks into 
the family of"white" as we need their numbers and no longer need to exploit their labor 

Defining race and racism (begimfing by detlnlng prejudice, oppression, social and 
institutional pow er, system, advantage, white supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
7~ace can be defined as "a specious classification of human beings, cremed during a period 
of worldwide colonial expansion, by Europeans ~whites), using themselves as the model for 
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humanity iBr the purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to pou, er and 
p6vilege" 

Lesson #10 
Racism is defined as "social and institutional power combined with race pr~h~dice ~t is a 
system of advantage lb~ those considered white, and of oppression for those who are not 
conside~ ed white It is a white s~premacy system " 

VII. "When did affirmative action begln?" 
A historical review of polices that have contributed to white power and wealth in the 
United States, beginning with ’50 acres, 30 shillings, 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20a~ century policies like the Social 
Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

~1 Ihe Monopoly Game stoly ( 

Lesson #1 I 
United States history is characterized by policies that have benefited some people more 
others because of their race We have more than 400 years of aPli~mative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Our history" of practices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumulate wealth 
and accoums t’<~r the wealth disparities we see today 

VILli. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Internalized racial inferiority among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but a~e not limited to, internalized negative messages abot~t sell’ and other people of" 
color, low self esk~em and sense of inferioriu o~ badness and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized [acial superiority among white people is manit~sted in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and non’as as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
equati ng acts of unPalrness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color; assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
lhe responsibility of, and only in the inlerest oI; people of color 

Lesson 
’Phe stress, oppression and internalized inferiority experienced by people of color hax, e had 
devastating impacts Yet, we as individuals and a society have all been harmed by raciallzed 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these feelings in order to heal and work effectively against racism 
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Lesson #16 
Discussions about racist conditioning and internalized racial oppression can be effective and 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that ate organized by self-identified 
race These allow pal~icipants to feel safer in their self-disclosures and to suppol~ each otber 
to develop se]f:-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of co]or and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing ~acism When such groups are 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop relationships that deepen 
awareness and sttppol~ nlutual anti-racism efforts 

The anti-racism legacy: The moving sidewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum? 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powen~u] than a disorganized troth " Racism is so well organized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 
ourselves to be moved along on the contimmm of strucmr~l raci sin, without any effo~ on our 
parts Throughout history, many People ot’Color and white people have called attention to 
and "moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
anti-racists because the,,, have not been recognized as important figures in our nation’ s 
histopy White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be complicit and supportive (often 
unwitting]y) of institutionalized and structural racism 

X. Cycle of actlon and paradlgm shift toward a social movement 

Lesson #18 
Undoing racism is nat a quick fix It is a journey that we must tra~ el e~ery day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration with others to increase awareness, study, 
]earn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, ]earn mote and 
plan ~rther action Io be really successful we nll~Ist become part of a movement to change 
the paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX l 

How racism hurts -- literally 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America. The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination. 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies -- most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health. 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/11. 
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Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half centu~, of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation 
environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities. 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research ~n the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis. The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
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worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack In James’s 
work, people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity - raised blood 
pressure even more. A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God, I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the mid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV - such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet - the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
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racial discrimination - partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a consewative think-tank, "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system - which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race," 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. Why should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice, 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome - but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
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proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something there is nothing we can do about it." 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhlgs are being pub’tished in 1, ri&~) ’s issue of [he journal Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino strident is rm~ghly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment (eg., graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in every, 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of 2:~ 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to other countries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United States perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level of Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a chBd nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites) 

¯ And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at the top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade i[ Js less than 1% (average For math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically, the racM top gap bus beld true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top t~er has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 40% of black students and 33% of Lafino students 
are in the bottom quartde of natlonai income, while oniy 22"/,, of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black students 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-performing New Jersey with low-performing Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African-Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it" said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation,’ said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth. 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession: college education, 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. "And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap." 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Americans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments, The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out." 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction, 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The Institute on Assets and Social Policy is a reseamh ir,,stitute at Brandeis 
University’s Heiier School for Social Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better understanding of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduats and families left out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was $30,851 for blacks and ~51,41g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure of what is "owned".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth. The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9.5 for net worth and F.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth. 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 
The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was ~,5,677 for black 

households and ~F3,t49 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 

median household income was $32,584 for blacks and $5%861~ for whites or white household 
income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) The enormous 

rise in the white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in their overall accumulation or wealth These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence ’were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave or European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color, Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Slacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the I,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure rot black workers was 42 percent. Consequently a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. (Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions, The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the NLRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatoD" power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limit white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans The 

local administration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o vocational [raining but 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment Service, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disaster payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of $1.5 billion. 

II. Institutional {actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology. A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equity in their homes is 62.5% of their assets, while home equity is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth. Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business. Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealth has a larger impact on various rneasures of children’s 

educational outcomes. 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages. 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression. (Liu et al. 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods. 

{Roediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters. The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing. 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners. 

These white recipients are the parents of the baby boomers, and their homes are a signi[ican[ 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation. 

(Lui et al. 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general. (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial iden tity of applicants rejected and accepted for horne loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race data. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subprime loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In December 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a 5335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices that targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over 535,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions o1 dollars of wealth. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from $12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from 5134,992 in 2005 to 5113,149, (Kochhar, FP~ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts, This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of 585,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to 545,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 Supvey of Consumer Finances.} 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership and the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home buyers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*lality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Afiican-Amedcan woraen, the 
~ate is th[ee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" wbite women who hm’e~,, ’t 
fimMled htgh .s~tlool have a lower rate of infant rno~ality than Af’d can-American women 
with college and ~aduate school educations 

The rate of low birth weight babies born to African imraig~ants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of _&t’rlcan immigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1 to 7~ years. This 
large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES (Arias et al,, United 

States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010). 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed !0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African American adults are 19 tbTles more likely than non-Hispanic white 

adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC). 

In 2004, African Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 49 Limes more 
often than whites. In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes {CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data), 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 

school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinan/actions than students of another 

race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because [here has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 

students in the school setting. 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of" color me involved w~th the 
domestic violence, child wc]t~re, and juvenile justice systems at rates tha+ are disp~ opo~ionatcly 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 200+~; lPace +t~al¢+q.s #~ (’him ++~]i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to he reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

¯ Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

¯ Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See ~e l~ace C]#/d ~Vd~+~" ~r,~jec~. Fact sheet 1, Basic f~cts on dispropo~iona~e 
representation of ~rica+t Americat~s in the foster care system / Cemer for the Study of Social 
Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D C, 2004) 

Research has found: 

+ A direct correlation between children o~ color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number oI cNIdren of color entering the juvenile justice system 

et ak, 2005 

Male youths of cobr from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds wttNn the juveNte justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are e+ght times more likely to die of a v~otent death 

{TeDlin at al, 2005) 

Tepli+t, L, McCtelland, G, Abram, K, & Miteusi+tic, D (2005) Early violem death amot~g 

delinquent youN: AProspective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586+t593 
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D) Cr~mi~nl 3~stke 

by Michelle Alexander (2010, New Yod<: ’l’hc, New Prc, ss) 

Alexander llakes the poh~t that we a;~e i~ow segregati lg Black reel floll society via a complex 
legN flame’work that she calls the ~New Jim Cro~". euphemistically ~fer~ed to as the ~War on 

Cm~slder the fo~lowlng statlstles from Alexa~der’s research: 

Since ik970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those in state prisons. 

A[rican Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to Hi, man Rghts Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 
War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been se~t to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than white men. 

One in three young A[rican-American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 
the criminal justice system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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Te: Judth Cone < acone@ema[I uric edu>. DeSimone Josepff <d esimon e @ema[I unc.edu>. "Napier, Mary E" <rn napier @emai[ unc ed u>, Brent Lane 

















On 7:55 AM, Janken, Ken neth R wrote: 

If the aim of this letter s to fillp the provost’s and Bubba’s noses, then the letter s fine The tone pretty much cals him out for a bad lath 

effort, for although it beans wth app ause, the man pont is sur#rise and concern at a proposal that is really weak at ts core That’s how I 

read it a nyway, and I thnk that is how the #rovost w[I. Written thls way, the etter has value both as a pubic exposure of the corrupt on of 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of African, African American and Dias#ora Stud es 









A. Welcome by President - 

a. recite Negro National Anthem 

b. BSM Preamble 
c introduces moderator and panelists - mention twdter hashtag #unctrayvon 

Moderator-- Deborah Stroman 

Deborah Stroman bio- Dr. Debby Stroman is a professor in the Sport Administration 
track She developed the Applied Leadership Program, which enables students to participate 

in unique experiential education activities in sport management with the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association (CIAA), and the North Carolina High 
School Athletic Association She received her degrees from the University of Virginia (BS), 

University of NoAh Carolina (M.A Sport Administration), and Capella University (PhD 

Business) 

ii. Panelist 1 - Erika Wilson 

Erika Wilson bio- Erika Wilson is an assistant professor of law at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill where she teaches Civil Lawyering Process and the Civil Clinic 

Professor Wilson received her BA. in public policy from the University of Southern 
California, cure laude and her J D. from the UCLA School of Law Her primary scholarly 
interests center around educational equality and race and the law 

iii Panelist 2- Tamar Birckhead 

Tamar Birckhead bio- Tamar Birckhead is an associate professor of law and the Interim 

Director of Clinical Programs at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill where she 
teaches the Juvenile Justice Clinic, the criminal lawyering process, and juvenile courts and 
delinquency Her research interests focus on issues related to juvenile justice policy and 

reform, criminal law and procedure, indigent criminal defense, and the criminalization of 
poverty Professor Birckhead received her B.A degree in English literature with honors from 

Yale University and her JD. with honors from Harvard Law School, where she sewed as 
Recent Developments Editor of the Ha~/ard Women’s Law’ Journal 

iv. Panelist 3- Fred Williams 

Fred Williams bio- Fred Williams received a Bachelor of Arts in History!Political Science 
from Duke University and received his Juds Doctor from the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill He has served as a Public Defender, Special Superior Court Judge, and he is 

also a professor of Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure. Currently, Williams is a professor 

of Law at NCCU 

B Panel Discussion w/Questions 



C.. Q&A w! Audience and Socia~ Media 

D. Dr. Streman refers to             -- 

E. clese the event 















Th~ General Education Council (GEC) is comprised of fhclflts" al~d admhnstmfion from each of the insumtions h~ the U NC System 

Engaging Expe~s/QuantitatNe Assessment, CoJJege Leanfing Assesmnent (CLA) Pilot, Quahmtive ~Mml} sis, and Cmmnmfications) 

O~tr first pfiont3 is to ident ffs" a short list of (five or fewm) cme cmnpetencms to be sMmd across the general education programs of 

supplemented locall} to address each institution’s ndssimL The Cme Com~etencies Subconmnttee will be sending a message in file 

Oflter subconurattees are wo~kh~g m parallel with the Cme Con~petencies Subconmut~ee 2’he CLA subcmmrattee is wmkntg with 

representatives Irom the five campuses (ASU, FSU. ECU. WCU. and UNCP) participating in the Co~lcgiale Lea~i~tg A~sessme~tt 

(CLA+) pilot tlfis year. The Qu~Ratve Assessmem SnbconnNRee Ms recommended flmding *br an e-pot**blio pilot in 2014 in*o 

20l 5, u ilh a call for proimsals 1o come lhis fall GA has agreed Io provide I he necessm3 fiu~ding ~or lhis pilot The Engaging Experts 



Pro*?ssor of English 

jl]orden~ !mcc:¢du 



DehvembleiMilestone Plalmed Completion Date 

Octob¢~ 15. 2013 

Mid-November 2013 

December 2013 

10 Reconnnend l~st of co~e competmtcies and value outcomes Jat~uau 2014 

11 Atmlysis of CLA data (adnmfistmti~e cm~stmints, policies addressing Jannat) 2014 
shortcomings) 

14 Pilot CLA Plus to Semors 

cducalion a~td Ih¢ major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
RE: Thanks 

Jan Boxill 
Clmir of fl~e Facugs" 
Dircclor. Parr Ccnlcr I’or Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, September 14, 2013 10:27 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Thanks 

Hi Jan. Thanks for your note. You gave a very strong opening. You addressed the past, our current challenges, 
and your vision for the next year. Nice! 

You are definitely the right leader for this time in Carolina history. ;) Let’s connect soon to talk through ideas 

and possibilities so you close out with even more success. I am also thinking that it may be helpful to create a 
visual (not a document) of the all the official reports/investigations, so people have clarity of where we are in 

this timeline. 

Also, this Wednesday (5:30 at Upendo) is the final Trayvon Martin event. We have Sen. Ellie Kinnaird and a 

NAACP representative speaking. Winston Crisp is giving the remarks. 

d 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

919.843.0336 

"Howwondefful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve 
the world." - Anne Frank 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <j!~boxil!@eraaJ! ul~c,edu> 

Date: Friday, September 13, 2013 11:52 PM 

TO: "Deborah 5troman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ril@unc edu> 



Subject: Thanks 

Hello, 
Thanks so much for coming to the Faculty Council meeting today and for your feedback It is greatly 
appreciated For the most part I think the meeting went well There was more time for discussion Next meeting 
will have Part II of Rawlings Report In talking with Carol Folt, I think we should spend one FC meeting in an 
open forum about what we envision as the future of UNC-CH 

Thanks again; I value your fi-iendship 

Best, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Facully 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



When you Aet the chance, pease let me know what we can do if anythinA to work around this. I wll be meeting with                           here 

tomorrow, and can send you confirmation of my stay and other deta Is at that ~oint If you need mmediate information from me in the meantime, fee 
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D E 

Ernail Address Year 

dstro@unc.edu Univ. Professor 

@unc.edu 

@live,unc,edu 

@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

@email unc.edu 

@live,unc.edu 

@tJnc.ed~J 

C~)email.unc.edu 

@~mail.com 
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Club Speaker Master List 

12 First Name Last Name Company Position 

13 Val Ackerman Former President of WNBA [Current Sport Management Professor at Columbia 

14 Kris Aman Nike VP & GM of Men’s AthleticTraining 

15 Leonard Armato Leverage Agency Chairman & Managing Director 

16 Joyce Aschenbrenner The V Foundation Former VP of Special Projects 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

17 Martina Ballen UNC Atheltics Department [Sr. Assoc. AD & Chief Financial Officer I mballen@uncaa.unc.edu TBD 

18 Seth Bennett Charlotte Bobcats [Sr. Director of Marketing sbennett@bobcats.com TBD 

19 Lance Blanks PhoenixSuns [General Manager Iblanks@suns.com TBD 

20 Will Blythe To Hate Like This Is to Be Happy Forever [Author )Journalist) TBD 

21 Helen Buchanan UNC Atheltics Department .�ommunications Assistant )Cross Country, Track) habucban@uncaa,unc.edu TBD 

22 Jason Capel Appalachian State Head Men’s Basketball Coach . TBD 

23 Bubba Cunningham UNCAtheltics Department Athletic’s Director ~ bubbac@unc.edu IBD 

24 Caroline D’Englere IMG College Sponsor Services Coordinator . caroline denglere@im~volrd corn I BD 

25 Hubert Davis UNC Men’s Basketball Assistant Coach ~ hidavis@uncaa,unc.edu TBD 

26 Bill Duffy Charlotte Bobcats .Chief Executive Officer & CFO 

27 Phil Ford UNC Basketball Legend 

28 Livis Freeman 4ourFans CEOand Founder 

29 Jason Garrow IMG College Senior Director 

30 Dr. Kevin Guskiewlcz EXSS Deparment Department Chair 

31 Cindy Hensley ConnectTIVlTY Co Founder 

bduffy@bobcats.com TBD 

TBD 

levisfreenqan @4ourfans.com TBD 

jason ~a rrow@im~world.com 

gus@email.unc.edu TBD 

32 Joe Franco ESPN [Ma nager of University Relations joe.franco@espn.com TBD 

33 Larry Jordan Charlotte Bobcats [Director of Special Projects in the President’s Office Ijordan@bobcats.com TBD 

34 Tom Knox IMG College [VP of Consulting tom.knox@irngworld.com 

35 Josh Kramer Charlotte Bobcats [VP of Marketing Development jkrame~@bobcats,com TBD 

36 Elizabeth Undsey Wasserman Media Group Co President of Consulting TBD 

37 Adam Lucas Tar Heel Monthly Publisher ~ @grnaihcom TBD 

38 Jeff McCloud CIAA Associate Commissioner I BD 

39 Kenny Mitchell Gatorade Director of Sports Marketing ~ IBD 

40 Dave Nemetz Bleacher Report Co Founder ~ TBD 

41 David Paro DEEP Alliance Presiden~ ................................................................................................ 

42 Robbi Pickeral ESPN.com UNC Basketball Blogger 

43 Ronnie Ramos NCAA Director of New Media 

44 John Spencer 540 Sports & Entertainment Sports Agent (represents Ivory ~tta) 

45 Rick Steinbacher UNC Atheltics Department Assoc. Athletics Director of Marketing 

46 Ben Sturner Leverage Agency CEOand Founder 

dparo@deep alliance,corn TBD 

@gmaihcom TBD 

TBD 

john.spencer @B40se.com TBD 

rsteinbacher@uncaa uric edu TBD 

bens@leverageagency.com TBD 

47 Grouse Susan ESPN [University Relations Coordinator susan.j.grouse@espn.com TBD 

48 Malcolm Turner Wasserman Media Grop [President, Golf Division TBD 

49 Mark Waller NFL [Chief Marketing Officer TBD 

50 Howard White Nike VPofTheJordan Brand TBD 

51 Fred Whitfleld Charlotte Bobcats [President and COO P,,,hitfield@bobcats.corn TBD 

52 Frank Zecca Octagon Sr, VPofClient Financial Services ~ ~rank,zecca@octagon.coln TBD 

53 Chris Zepkowski TPG Sports Group Vice President chrisz@tpgsportsgroup.com I BD 
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Targeted Speakers 



Cell: A20 

Comment: UNC alum (’79) 

Cell: A39 

Comment: Misht need help in 8ettin~this speaker to come to our Club 

(U of Michigan) interned at Gatorade this past summer and knows him too 

Cell: A49 

Comment: Misht need help in 8ettin~this speaker to come to our Club 
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Wednesday, 9:49 PM 

Stro[~an, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; 

@1 ve.unc edu>; 

~ ve.unc.edu>; 

Rck Ste nbacher .#dr 
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Tuesday, at 12:30 p.m Guests: ,,F rst come, first serve to secure a seat! (Fed Ex G obal Auditoriu m) 



Working Advisory Group Members 

5. 
6, 
7. 
8. 
9. 
~L0, 
11, Art CI~ansky 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] agenda 

Yes, I havre actually looked at it to see which ones I am a~railable for--got up to January, but ha~ren’t finished 
rll see what I can do to finish this weekend I am swamped until Sunday 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Facully 

DLrector. Pm~ Center for Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Su~ect: Re: [thearg] agenda 

;) No We need to do the WBB schedule too 

d 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <imboxill@e~ aft unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:09 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d~tr :~@~nc.edu> 
Subject: RE: [thearg] agenda 

I wish I could make it They are taking on evet’ything! 
Are you going? 

Jan Boxill 
Cltair of rite Facults" 
Dir¢clor. Parr C¢lacr For Elhics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:26 AM 
TO: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: [Lhearg] agenda 



Subject: [thearg] agenda 

Wayne, Lew, and Jay have produced a rough agenda for tomorrow’s meeting, 1:30 in Hamiltun 569 See below: 

ARG 
September 27, 2013 

Agenda 

1 Introductions, new members and old 

2 Update on MW situation 

3 Possible update on ARG resolution for Faculty Council re: reading instruction [FC meetings on October 4, 
November 15] 

4 Discussion of possible ARG involvement in "All Players United" and/or other initiatives to "partner" with 
athletes 

5 Oct 17 UNC-Miami game: what sort of presence, if’any, does ARGwant to have? 

6 Time once again to t~2¢ to make contact with athletes? Bubba Cunningham has publicly expressed his support 
for open communication; time to approach the AD for his assistance in finding athlete interlocuturs from a 
vail ety of sports? 

7 "Schooled: The Price of College Sports" will be screened prior to a "Town Hall" discussion at the J-School 
on October 24, 7pro Wayne will moderate the panel discussion that follows the film; is there more to do here? 

8 Other business? 

You are CU~Tently subscribed to thearg as: dstr,.~t’t/m~ edu 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id 62524524013bi)048bl~gfJgcg5elo~JTlld?3~eSd&t~ r’&l l~ea~;&o 33~7~02 
(It may be necessa~T to cut and paste the above ~ if the line is broken) 
or send a blank emN1 to leaveg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] agenda EG 

Yes, good idea 
I really would like to be part of this group, because I do have some of" the same concerns they do, but they are 
so closed to real open discussion! Funny this is what they call for 
Just so you know also, Ma~2¢ & I met with the Educ Dept to work on a reading course through them that would 
be open to everyone, not j ust athletes I am uTing to work with her and the university rather than with a 
disgruntled group Did you see the Chronicle article that said that a good many students are under prepared--it 
isn’t just athletes What kind of resoluhon are they thinking about 
And so they finally want to work with athletes-- what a novel ideal!! 

I wanted to go to Peter Henry talk last night, as here is a former football player, Morehead scholar, PHi Beta 
Kappa, Rhodes scholar from here who is now tl~e Dean of the Stem Business School at NYU! 

Jan Boxill 
Clmir of fl~e Facully" 
Direclor. Parr Cenlcr For Elhics 

-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:11 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Su~ect: Re: [thear0] agenda EG 

I am going to meet witl~ Emmett Gqll before though He has been invited 

d 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <[rnb~ill@em:dl.urlc edu> 

Date: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:09 AM 

TO: Deborah 5troman Ph. D. CLU 

Subject: RE: [thearg] agenda 

I wish I could make it They are taking on eve~Tthing[ 
Are you going? 

Jan Boxill 
Chair oF Ihc Faculty 
Director. Pm~ Center for Etlxics 
Masler Leclurer, Dcpamnenl of Philosoph3 
University of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Pl~one: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothinq is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:26 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: [thearg] agenda 

-- Michel De Montaigne 

Wayne, Lew, and Jay have produced a rough agenda for tomorrow’s meeting, 1:30 in Hamilton 569 See below: 

ARG 
September 27, 2013 

Agenda 

1 Introductions, new members and old 

2 Update on MW situation 

3 Possible update on ARG resolution for Faculty Council re: reading instruction [FC meetings on October 4, 
November 15] 

4 Discussion of possible ARG involvement in "All Players United" and/or other initiatives to "partner" with 
athletes 

5 Oct 17 UNC-Miami game: what sort of presence, if any, does ARG want to have? 

6 Time once again to t~a£ to make contact with athletes? Bubba Cunningham has publicly expressed his support 
for open communication; time to approach the AD for his assistance in finding athlete interlocuturs from a 
variety of sports? 

7 "Schooled: The Price of College Sports" will be screened prior to a "Town Hall" discussion at the J-School 
on October 24, 7pro Wayne will moderate the panel discussion that follows the film; is there more to do here? 

8 Other business? 

You are CU~Tently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@~n~c edu 
To unsubscfibe click here: ht~y~:i,li~s ~mc cd~d~? 
id=62~, 245240 ] 3 b;~0~;Sb%gf] 9cgSe !qd71 I d~3~e5d& ~ T&I :lhea r~&o: 33~47402 
(It may be necessa~N tu cut and paste Ne above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank emNl to ~eax e-33o47@2-r~252~52-10!3bO~)48bfegf!gcgSe 



















Draft (6,23.13 bl) 

Draft ProposM for "Leadin~ for Raclal Equl ,ty" UNC graduate-level course h~ partnership 
with the Racial Equity Institute 

Purpose: To creae a 1 5-credit ’Leading for Equity" seminal: for students in graduae and 
prol~ssional degree prodares, including, but not limited to, MPH (Public Health), MBA (Business), 
MA (Sport Administ~ ation) and JD (Law) programs at UNC 

Rationale: Despite civil rig Its gai Is, st bile r~cia/ized patterns il Amedca i ct ht re, policies and 
practices permeate the political, economic, and social structures in ways that generate stark 
diffi: ences in well-being between people ot colo~ arid whites (Aspe ~ Insthute Ro~mdtab/e, DAIE) 
Wen a2er co~trolllng 1;:~r class dfft’ere~ces, nlcial disparities persist in wealth health, education 
social wel:~]~re and criminal justice Consider the lbllowing: 

in 201 I the Pew Research Center found that the white household median net ~orth was 20 
times that of black households N the lbllowing yes,r, a new study found that white 
Arrterica:,ls i~ow have 22 times more weahb t la:,l blacks -- a gap that ~/early doabled d~ rhlg 
tile Great Recession (CNN Money, June 2012) 

Coil pared to whites, black Americans are twice as ]ike[y to be t ;,lemployed a[/d earn rtear/y 
25% less when they are employed (Council of Econonlic Advisors, (7~anging America 
]~d/a~ors qf S’,>eh?/ and lx’o~omic g’ell-bem2 @ L~ace ~mL L:,cot~omic ( # igit~. 1998 ) 

In tl~e United States, whites live longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between white~ and blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commordy than whites, and die younger, despite the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss~ exercise, blood pressure and 
cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same ia tree for strokes (CDC) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women than 
in white women, African American women ate 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are 1 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to have a 
diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who tlave,~ ’*fmishedh~gh school have a lower rate of infant 
mortality titan African-American women with col]ege and g~aduate school educations 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino student is 
roughly 2-3 years of learning behind the average white student An income achievement gap 
interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black and Lailao studems the most 
disadvantaged in terms of achievement and liaure earning potential 

Compared to wbke males, African-American males in the U S are three times more likely to 
be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as giPted and talented 

Children of color are more likely to be [ef’e[red to social services, rapo~ed as victims of 
ab~se aid I~eglect, placed hi foster care aid to rerrtahl il~ ~s er care wihot beil~g adop ed 
or othe~a.ise pemmnently placed (Center for the Study of Social Policy, 2004; HU1, 2006; 
Roberts, 2002} 



Ab1"lough whites are more likely to violate dcdg laws than people of color, in some s~a*es 
black men bare been sere to prison on drag charges at rates 20-50 times greater than "white 
men According to the Americm~ Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men will have contact 
with tbe criminal justice system and approximately 1 4 million black men 13% of all adult 
Aliican American males are disfranchised because ot’tMony drug convictions and I in 14 
black children has a parent in prison 

In just ove~ 22 years, the incarceration rate for Allican American women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more likely to be sentenced tban in 1986 Now, African 
American and Larina women make up more than half of the female prison population in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illega] drug use during pregnancy, African 
American women are ten times more likely to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drug use compa*ed to white women 

(See Appendices MV for recent reports on raciM disparity and dispmportionality in American 
insritutions) 

A number of sct~olars ha’, e recently recommended anti-racism training as a necessary part of 
student trah~ing {James et a, 2008; Johnson et a/ ; Jones, 2002; Yonas et al, 2006} In addition, it is 
becoming ff~creasingly common tbr ir~sdtutions to include anti-racism training as part of ~equired o~ 
recom llended proR?ssio IN development t’or institutio IN ]eaders (see, t’or example, Boston Public 
Health Commission (www bphc org/CHg.SJ/), the Texas Healtb and Human Services Commission 
(www bhsc state tx us/bhsc~orojects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/,,wwwseattlego’~,/*@/) 

Similarly, ou~ experience with anti-racism training and its impacts leads us to believe that in orde~ 
to be successfid il~ promoti lg equi able outcomes in tleir cbose i t~elds, it is essential d~at otr 
students understand the legacy ot’racism in American institutions Current and future leaders need 
a f~amewotk that directs them to analyze social institutions rather than characteristics of’individuals 
and groups, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to differem racial 
groups Training our students and thture leaders in how racial disparities are produced by s,/stemic 
inequities and the related practices of individuals is critics] if we are to see tea] change in 
institutional outcomes 

Approach: We propose to partner with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism 
training organization, to provide coursework that would prepare t#aduate studenls from business, 
law, public health, education and social work to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse 
"world. by preparing them to understand, analyze and address racial inequity The trainers at the 
Racial Equity Institute provide a 2-day course on foundations in historical and institutional Racism 
to community groups, organizations and institutions across the countr,/(See Appendices 5 and 6) 
for mo~ e h~t’omlation about the Racial Equip- Institute and the foundational t~vo-day corn so) 

Mort than 120 students, staff mid faculty have completed this shor~ course since it began being 
offered in Cbapel Hill in 201 l Dr Tom Ross, the ID,rC system president, has also participated in 
the course Many bare expressed enthusiasm tio~ the uti]ity of this program in their tield of study 
because of the clear analysis it brings to the issue of racial equib" (See testiraonials from UNC 
students, staft~ faculty, and community partners Currently LrNC students ha,,’e to go oil-campus to 
recei~ e this training, often during a time that competes with regular coursework By offering this 
course as a University-sponsored cross-disciplinat3; class, we will make it possible for students to 
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receive this training in a way that supports and complements their overall academic program and 
t~Nectory 

We propose a model that would include this foundmional two-day course followed by eight (8) 
contact hours of follow-up with [~C faculty who are alumni of the REI prograrn I~C faculty 
leaders will wolk closely with REI trainers ir~ developir~g coursework arid class activity that app]ies 
a racia] equip," ana[ysi s to issues or prob]ems in the students’ field of study 

A pilot course would be hosted by the School of Public Health, patterned after a very successfld 
seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learners and concentrated focus on a 
chal]engirlg topic (described below’) 

Students: 
Believing that the Racial Equip- Institute training model wod¢s best with a diverse gronp of 
participants, we propose a class size of approximately 35 participants, about ~,vo-thirds of whom 
would be UNC graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tiom the 
cornmunity tindividua/s who work in, or are selwed by, business, economic, health, legal, 

educational or social service institutior~s) The interactive nature of the c]ass will allow students to 
learn fi om d~e perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in dit’fi,~rent stages of life For 
this reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

[The course format would approximate "seminars" currently offered at the School of Public tiealth; 
1 5 credits and a total of 24 hours of course dme] hfidally, students would participate in a two-day 
tlikely Friday and Saturday) workshop based on the Racial Equity h3stitute’s anti-racism training 
The finn] eight hours of class time would take place on a Friday and/o~ Saturday 2-4 weeks later 
I~ollowing the 2-day training and in p~ eparation t’or the final session(s), students would complete 
related reading, assignmen*s, and/or group-u, ork, to be submitted fbr critique/grading and credit 

We anticipate the course first being offered in Spring 2014 at the School of Public tiealth 

By offering the course on campus, for credit, we would: 

provide a tmique leadership development oppo~ttmity, that prepa*es students to address 
issues of diversity and racial equity, which are increasingly impo~ant in North Carolina, the 

US, and ir~temationally; 

facilitate UNC community members’ participation, so that interested students can graduate 
wilh a firm understanding and definition of racism, how’ it has been institutionalized, and 
tool s to address racial inequity in their fields and careers; 

foster meaningfiJI cross-school collaboration; 
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comribute to the work of the Office of Diversity and Multi-Cultural .ad’£aira by crealing a 
CU~Ticulum-level course that addresses racial equity; 

create an on-going opportunity for I~C to engage with its local community; 

join a growing number of academics and instimlions in adopting anti-racist training as a part 
of*heir strategy to addressing racial inequity and preparing students and prac*itioners to be 
effective public servants;~ 

Aspen 

Center fbr the Study of Social Policy, 7he Rac~. Child t{&lj2~re Project. Fact sheet 1, Basic facts 
on dispropo~ionate representation of African Americans in the foster care system, Washington, 

DC, 2004 

L~hby. Tami, Worse~ing Wealth Gap By Race, (W2V M’onej’, Jmle 21, 2012 
c,~ ~/2/12/), Accessed 5i28/13 

Diexlei (2007t 

Hil~, R. (2006). £1~,nthesis q/’resea~z’h on a’isprof;orliona/it)’ in cMM we(late: An update, 

Casey-CSSP Alliance for Racial Equi~, m Child Wel~Sre. 

James, J, D Green, C Rodriguez and R Fong (2008) "Addressing Disproportionally Through 
Undoing Racism, Leadership Development. and Community Engagement" Child Well,re g7(2): 
279-296 

Johason, L B, B F Antic and A P Barbee (2009) "Addressiag Dispropor~ioaality and Dispar~ity 
in Child Welfare: Evaluation of an Anti-racism Training for Community Service Providers " 
Children and Youth Services Review(31 ): 8 

Jones, C P (2002) "Confronting Institutionalized Racism" Phylon 8t)(1/2): 15 

Pew Research Center 

Robe,s, D (2002) Racial disproportionality in the child welfare syslem, Annie E Casey 
Foundati on 
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Yonas, M A, N Jones, E Eng A [ Vines, R A~onson, [) M Odf’iSdL B White and M DuBose 
(2006) "The art and science of integqating Undoing Racism with CBPR: challenges of pursuing 
NLH fimdit~g to investigate cancer care and racial equity " Journal of Urban Health 83(6}: 1004- 

1012 
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A~e~dices 

How Racis~ H~rt~ Li[era~y. 

Black Scientists I,ess Likely to Win Federal Research Grants, Study Reports 

Detailed findings on the economic impact of the achievement gap in America’s schools 

Heller Study Finds Public Policy Widens Wealth Gap 

Historical Factors Acco~mting for Differences in Black and White Wealth and Home 
Ownership 

Tbe Racial Equity i~stitnte 

7 Racial Equity ]institute Workshop Phase I: Foundational Training in Historical and 
Institutional Racism 2-Day Workshop Outline 

S~mmary data on racial ineq~ity across systems 
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How racism hurts 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t. The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies -- most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry. Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations. 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
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about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/I 1. 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half century of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
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environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research In the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity -- raised blood 
pressure even more A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God, I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the r’nid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
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electronic diaries. In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed. They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a conservative think-tank. "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. V’¢ny should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now, with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
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experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something, there is nothing we can do about it" 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of 1:1 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to other countries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United States perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a chBd nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at tire top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade iL is less than 1% (average [or math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically~ the racial top gap bus bold true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top tier has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 41)% of black students and 33% of Latino students 
are ill the bottom qnartde of natlona[ income, while Oldy 22% of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black stt~dents 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-per[orming New Jersey with [ow-per[orming Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African--Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth, 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education. 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap~’ 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Amer}cans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments. The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The institute on Assets and Sociat Policy is a reseamh ir,,sdtute at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Sociai Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better under:standing of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and famities tef, t out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical l:actors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was $30,851 for blacks and $St,41.g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure or what is "owned.".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth. The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9.5 for net worth and 1_.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth. 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 
The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was $5,677 for black 

households and $1.1.3,t49 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 
median household income was $32,584 for blacks and ~5"],g61. for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011} The enormous 

rise in the white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in their overall accumulation of wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, gansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave or European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Blacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the 1,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequen[ly a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions. The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the N LRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatoD" power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limi[ white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local adminis[ration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o voca[ional training 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment SenAce, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disas[er payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of ~] .5 billion. 

II. Institutional [actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology, A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equiLy in their homes is 62.5% of Lheir assets, while home equiLy is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth, Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business, Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealLh has a larger impact on various measures of children’s 

educational outcomes, 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression, (Liu et al, 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods, 

IRoediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters, The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing, 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners, 

These white recipients are the paten ts of the baby boomers, and their homes are a significant 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation, 

(Lui et al, 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general, (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial identity of applicants rejected and accepted for home loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race da[a. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subpdme loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In Decem bet 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a $335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over $35,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions oldollars of weakh. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from ~12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from ~134,992 in 2005 to $113,149. (Kochhar, FP~¢ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of ~;85,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to ~45,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 SuPvey of Consumer Finances.) 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership a nd the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home bm/ers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anfi-racis~ transtbnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI training and co~sultation provide: 

"be t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the Institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganiziag and and-racist traiaing We wofl< flom a movement app[oach to organizatioaal 
ira ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdneas of all i~s itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, t1,~e 
organiz~dons *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies on collectix e wisdom, 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Institute ot’t’e~ s a sedes of ~,vorkshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to sere as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in i~stimtiona] outcome is a ~,varning sig~ of’a much g~cater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemk inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes R£I training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in tl~e hi stop,, of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibc~ses o~l o~lr soc~altzaliot~ abo~l ra~e, pre.~e~it~ a hislorica[ and sir~cl~ra/ 

the Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fi)r Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Senior Trainers and Consultants 

Deena A. Hayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, t*ainer, and community/institutional 
organizer whose work focuses on the hnpacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals h~ her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
being and oppot~unig~" She also brings a power analysis that gaides institutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across ~he nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-G~eene is also a Core Trainer with tim People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond, based out of Ne~v Orleans 

Ms Hayes-Greene is a former Human Relations Commissioner tbr the City of C~eensbo~o She has 
been elected to fl~e Guilford County Board of Education for two temps and has served since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged the district to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of APrican American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee, the Itistorically Undemtilized Business AdvisoO" (HUB) 
Committee and the School Sal;ety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the HUB Advisory 
Committee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Hayes currently serves on the board of the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Guilt’ord Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She recei~ ed 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (African American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) fi-orn Guiltbtd College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organize~, trainer and facilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengthen ~ass rool and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to wolk lbr social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Smwival and Beyond, based 
out oPNev,, Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national o~ganizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy He~ 
cornraunity experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools and city 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children She is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public Schoo] [mnd, ~ ewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a professional dance e×pedence for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Ju~ior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tire Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it7 se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tire co-recipient of tire Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, worksttops, and otgamizafional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhayes@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszmme Plihcik: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wanda Hunter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 
Bay Love:         @gmail corn 
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APPENDIX 7 

Racial Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In tbe US, people of color, and especially black Americans, bax’e significantly worse 
outcomes than white American,s on eveiy ir~dicatoi ofwel]-being arid justice If’~ace is a 
ddving f’~rce in deterrai ning outcomes we can never add~ ess these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

II. Implicit bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and li~es deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, geneialize, stereotype and discfimirmte We are more likely to do ham~ whe~ we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Ill. Race & poverty; race & wealth 

We hax, e a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behaviors 
and decisions, even when we kno’,* that histoc,,, systems, structures and policies a~ e 
responsible This g~’pe of thinking is reflected in our social programs We ti~.’ to address 
individuals’ problems by trying to help or change them, not systems But people are nol poor 
because they lack our programs and sepal ces They are poor because tbey lack power 

IV. The Relationship Bet~*een Systems, Institutions and Comniunities 

Lesson #3 

deprive tbem o;’power In work with communities, it is irnportam to always assess wbo has 
the power Who is deciding what progrmns and serqces are needed? Who is creating these 
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Consider ~,ays in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant o~ deny access [o powe~ 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

I Ihe colony of Virginia: John Rolt;,~ & Pocahontas: John Punch and fiiends; 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 BlumenbachandBuffon:The ’oh/~,ahierarchicalclassificationofhumanbeings 
3 United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
4 The Treaty oP Guadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese Exclusior~ Act; European 

immigration to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Documentary:l~ce:¢heFo~erofar¢l/h~s/o~l,~TheHouseWeLiverm"’ 

Lesson #5 
In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within "race" than across race Bu~ the idea of race, as i~ bus been 
constructed, is socially and politically very ieal 

The idea of"white race" was constructed in the colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the puq)oses of detem~ining who 
would have access to powe* and p~operty in the colony The definition they sett]ed upon 
was: A wbi~e man is one with no blood fi:om a~ AI~can or an Indian, except for the 

descendants of John RolI~ and Pocahontas In this act, sell’designated white people gave 
themsalves the powe~ to construct ~ eality and this has continued throughout file histo~?," of 
the US 

Even belbre the construction of white ~ace, po’we~fi.d English colonists ir~ Virginia began 
drawing lines to sepal ate those of Afi-ican descent Prom those of european descent, 
especiall,/among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their selt’-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ~white " This ’divide and 
conque¢’ strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a poweff~.d disincemive 
poor wbiie people to challenge the powerful white elite 

Lesson #8 
The construction of race has continued throughout US histoW and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, man~f’acturing, etc The sto~y oPrace is the story of]abor We have" let" [’olks into 
the family of"white" as we need thalr numbers and no longer need to exploit their labor 
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Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
ittstilttfional power, system, advan~.age, while supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model tbr 
humanity for tile purpose of assigtting and maintaining wttite skin access to power and 
privilege" 

[,esson # I 0 
Racism is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice I* is a 
system of advantage f~r those considered white, and of oppression for those x~,ho are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

VII. "When did affirmative actlm~ begin?" 
I A historical review ot’poIices tbat bare contfib~ted to white power and wealtb ir~ the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres. ~0 shillings. 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20tl~ century policies llke the Social 

Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

II Tile Monopoly Game stoly ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
otbers because of their race We have more than 400 years of afflrmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Onr bisto~y" of p~actices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumula*e wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

VIII. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Ink~rnalized racia] inferiority" among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages shout self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of int’criority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
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equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people ha’ce the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson 
The st*ess, oppiession and internalized inferiority experienced by people of" color have had 
devastati~g impacts Yet, we as individuals and a societ? have all bee~ harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these tbelings in order to heal and work effcctively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions abo~£ racist conditionb~g and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~d 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their se]f-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop ralationsbips that deepen 

The antl-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum’.~ 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powerfl~l than a disorganized truth" Racism is so well organized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 

parts Throughout history-, many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and ~’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
ami-racisrs because tbey bax’e not been recognized as imporlant fig~res in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be complicit and snpportive (often 
unwittingl,~’) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Cycle of action and paradigm shift to’~ard a social movement 

I,esson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must travel every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration witl~ others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan further action To be really successt~l we must become pm~ of a movement to change 
tbe paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX 8 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*lality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Aflican-Amefican woraen, the 
~ate is th[ee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" wbite women who t*m’er,, ’t 
fimMled htgh ,s~tlool have a lower rate of infant rno~ality than Af~can-American womel~ 
with college and #aduate school educations 

’Fhe rate of low birth weight babies boFn to African imraig~ants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of African immigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1, to 7] years. This 
large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES (Arias et al,, United 

States Li~e Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 20~0). 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 1,0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African AiTlerican adults are $9 tbTles more likely than non-Hispanic white 

adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC). 

In 2004, AMcan Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites, In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data), 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 

school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinan/actions than students of another 

race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because [here has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 

students in the school setting. 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of" color me involved w~th the 
domestic violence, child wc]t~re, and juvenile justice systems at rates tha+ are disp~ opo~ionatcly 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 200+~; lPace +t~al¢+q.s #~ (’]+iM ++~]i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to he reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

¯ Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

¯ Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See ~ l~ac~+ C]#/d ~d~+~" ~r,~j~c’~. Fact sheet 1, Basic f~cts on dispropo~iona~e 
representation of ~rica+t Americat~s in the foster care system / Cemer for the Study of Social 
Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D C, 2004) 

Research has found: 

+ A direct correlation between children o~ color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number oI cNIdren of color entering the juvenile justice system 

et ak, 2005 

Male youths of cobr from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds wttNn the juveNte justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are e+ght times more likely to die of a v~otent death 

{TeDlin at al, 2005) 

Tepli+t, L, McCtelland, G, Abram, K, & Miteusi+tic, D (2005) Early violem death amot~g 

delinquent youN: AProspective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586+t593 
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by Michelle Alexander (2010, New Yo~:k: The New P~ess) 

Alexander llakes the poh~t that we a;~e i~ow segregati lg Black reel floll society via a complex 
legN flam~’work that she calls the ;New ,lira Crow". euphemistically ~fer~ed to as the ;War on 
Drags" 

Cm~slder tt~e fo~lowlng statlstles from Alexa~der’s researct~: 

Since 1[970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those ]n state prisons, 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to Human Rghts Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 
War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been se~t to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than wbite men. 

One in three young African-American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 
the criminal justice system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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This workbook is imended as a learning guide %~ Racial Equity Institute workshop participants, 
providing ret’erences and additional resources to help make sense of the wo*f_shop concepts and 
overall analysis 

This wolkbook, in its original fbrm, v,/as created by ~ur fiiends, col]eagues and mentors at dRwo~ks, 

founded by Tema Okun and the late Kenneth Jones We and the movement ~we much to their 

We at REI a]ong with othe~ dRwo~ks colleagues have added many pieces and ou~ work, like all 

others, builds on the work of too many people to list here We want, however, to acknowledge a]l 

those who came befbre ~s. for as is often said, "We stand on the shoulders of giants" 
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"lL’he Racial ~quity institute is art alliance of trainers and organizers who devote themselves to the 

work of anti-racist transfennation In our centempe~a~T society, racism shapes the outcomes of" all 
i~stitutions I~ pits entrenched patterns of powe~ agair~s~ ~hat are o[len l:aint images oPequity The 
trailaers and organizers of die Institute lelp hldi~iduals a~d orga liza io~/s develop tools to c iNlenge 
patterns of power and g~x~w equity We provide the ~ndividuals m~d organizations with whom we 

,s;~l ,s;~lalysi s of racism a ld i s cul rural a~/d his oric,sJ roo~s 
assistance in assessing thei~ o~gar~ization to detCm~ir~e its progress on the journey to become 
a~ti -raci st 
assistance il~ creating stmctm:es to hold ~he anti -rac~ st work 
assistance in developing an an~i-racist vision and plan t~r change 
coachisg fSor traditional and emerging leade~ slsip is the p~q nciples and practices of asd- 
racism 

"lL’he trair~ers and orgamizers of the Lnstitute have a combir~ed 30 years of experience in community 

orga ~izi~g a~d a~ iq:acist trai~i ~g We work ~’ro ~ a move ~em approac ~ to orga~izatio~al 
t~ans[S,}mmtion, recognizir~g the ir~terconr~ectedness of all ir~s~itutions and, therelb~e, the 

o~ ganiza~ior~s that compose l~em "1his p~inciple-cente~ed alsproach relies o~ collective wisdom 
re~u~sdr~g power to co~r~mkmi[ies served, reflection and evalugtion 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org 
Suzanne Plihcik: splihcik@racialequityinstitute,org 

Wanda Hunter: whunter@racialequityinstitute.org 

gay Love:        @gma!!~com 



L Participant introductions including "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In tbe US, people of color, and especially black Americans, have significantly worse 
outcomes than white Ameiicans on eveiy indicator of well-being and j~tstice lPtace is a 
driving force in determining outcomes we can neve~ address these inequities m~less we 
become clear on bow race and racism have been constructed in our countt3, and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

IL 

II1 

ImplicR bias 

Lesson #1 
We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and lives deep witbin our brains Developing an understanding oftbe power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices m minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, geneialize, stereotype and discriminate We are moie likely to do bam~ when we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Race & poverty;race & wealth 

Lesson #2 
We have a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individaal behaviors 
and decisions, even when we knou, that histoiy, systems, structures and policies are 
responsible This iTpe of thinldng is reflected in our social programs We tiT’ to address 
individuals’ problems by t~Ting to help or change them, not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They am poor because they lack power 

The Relationship Between Systems, Institutions and Communities 

Lesson #3 
Poor communities and communities of color are under siege by systems and institutions ~hat 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is decidir~g what programs arid services are needed? Who is cieating these 
programs? To whom are these programs accountable? 

Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant or deny access to power 
and resources We may have good intemions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive commaniries of power 
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1 The colony of Virginia: John Rolfe & Pocahontas; John Punch and friends: 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 Bh~menbacbandBuffon:The ~oM~,abierarchicalclassificarionofhumanbeings 
3 UnitedStatesNatma]izationLawofMarch26, 1790 
4 The TreatT ofGuadaloupe Hida]go; the Chinese Exclusion Act; European 

immigration to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Documentary:l~ce:t~wiool~erqfa~ll/t~io~,’TheHouseWeLiveln’" 

Lesson #5 
In ~erms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically ve~T real 

Lesson #~ 
The idea of’white race" was constructed in fl~e colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the purposes of detem~ining who 
would have access to power and propert? in the colony Ihe defi~ition they settled upon 
was: A u, hite man is one with no blood ~?om an African or an Indian, except ~i,r the 
descendants of John Roll;c and Pocahontas In this act, sell=designated white people gave 
themselves the power to construct reality and this has continued throughout the histo~T of 
the US 

Lesson #7 
Even before the construction of white race, powerCul English colonists in Virginia hegan 
dravdng lines to separate those of African descent from those of European descent, 
especially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch stoD,) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their self-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered %vhite" This ~’divide and 
conquer" strategy- continues to he used to this day, to provide a powerful disincentive 
poor white people to challenge the pou, efful white elite 

R@rettce: Lillia~ Smitl~, K~ll~,rs q!~tlw Z~eam 

Lesson #g 

The construction of race has continued throughout US history and has been central to US 

economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we hax, e 
exp]oited those, not classified as white, in o~ der to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads 
mining, manufacturing, etc The sto~T of race is the stot3~ of labor We have ’ let" folks into 
lhe f~ily of"wbite" as we need their numbers and no longer need to exploil their labor 

R@re~ces: Noel ~alte~, Hou lhe Irt.~;l~ t~ecame ~I~h~le, NI’: R~tledge, 1995; Kare~ 
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VII. Definlng race and racism (beglnnlng by defining prejudlce~ oppression~ soclal and 
institutional po~er, systen~, advantage, white supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specious classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model for 
humanity for the purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to power and 
privilege" 

Lesson #10 
Ra~iam is defined as "social and institutional power combined udth race pr~udice I* is a 
system of advantage for fllose considered white, and of oppression for tbose who are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

VIII. "When did affirmative action begin?" 
1 A historlcal review of polices that have contributed to white power and wealth in the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres 30 shillings, 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to bighlight 20*1~ centu~3" policies lil<e the Social 
Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

2 The Monopoly Game story 

3 Documentau:"TheIIouseWeLiveIn"ffomseries:d{ace: lhet)owero/’a*ll//n.sio~t. 

Lesson #11 
United States bistory is characterized by policies tbat have benefited some people more tban 
others because of their race We have more than 400 years of affirmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Our history of practices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the abili:5, to accumulate wealth 

a*~d accounts f~r tbe wealtb dispa~ties we see today 
R@rence.~: H~m’ard Zm~, A People ~ 
Lies My 2 bather l~[dMe: ~,l~¢kt[la ,M~I, 

Game e:~ercise). 

lX. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Internalized racial inferiori~ among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages about self and other people of 



color, low self esteem and sense of inferiority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among wbite people is manifested in multiple ways tbat 
include, but a~e not limited to. seeing white standards and norms as unive[sal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by medts and hard work; 
equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color; assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility" of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson #15 
The stress, oppression and internalized inferioriw experienced by people of color have had 
de~’astating bnpacts Yet, we as individuals and a society have all been harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these l;eelings in order to heal and work efl;ectively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions about ~acist conditioning and brtemalized racial oppression can be effective and 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 

race These allow participants to feel s~er in their self-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti<acists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When s~ch groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet joimly to develop relationsbips that deepen 

awareness and support mutual anti-racism efforts 

R@,re~ces: Beverly Tannin, Why Are All the Bl~¢g k ASds 5~ Together in the 
C@~a~ria?; ~,ma O~t~, 1he ~mperor Hay No C/olhe.s: l~ach#~g Abo~a Eace 

Racism Io People Wl~o Dot~ 7 Waist ]b K~ow. 

’[’he antl-racism ~cgacy: rI’h~’ moving sidewalk from overt racism to anti-racism, Where 
are yon on this continuum? 

Lesson #|7 
"An organized lie is more powel f~l] than a disorganized t~uth " Racism is so well o~ganized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 
ourselves to be moved along on the continuum of structural racism, withont any effo~ on our 
parts Hn oughout histo~7, many People of Color and white people have cal]ed altention to 
and "moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
anti-racists because they have not been recognized as important figures in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other whi te people lest they continue to be complici t and supportive (often 
unwittingly) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Re/~’ret~ces: l~au[ Ki~’e/, {/prootit~g l{acism: Ho~ ~DiW t’eolde Ca~ Work /br Racial 
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XL Cycle of action and paradigm shift toward a social movement 

Reflection/ 

Action                                    Gathering 

Visior~ing/              Analysis 

Lesson #18 
k ndoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we llltlst travel eveu day It calls for 
preparation and careful action as illustrated in the cycle above We must be prepared to ~stay the 
whole time" We cannot be effective tt3,ing to go it alone; we must band together to increase 
awareness, study, learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn 

change the paradigm of structural racism The~ e have been successful social movements in this 
counttw beibre and they have come out of community organizing at the grassroots level We can 
become part of this movement, 
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l-rom Lar~3 Adelma~, £,cec~#ve Prod~cer oj Race The Po~ er 

Newsreel 2005) 

Race is one topic where we all think we’re experts Yet ask 10 people to define race or 
name "the races," and you’re li kely to get I 0 difPerent answe~ s I-ew issues are 
characterized by more contradictor}- assumptions and myths, each voiced with absolute 
certainty 

In producing this series, we felt it was important to go hack to first principles and ask, 
What is this thing called "race’?" - a question so basic it is ra~ sly ~ alsed What we 
discovered is that most of our common assumptions about race - ibr instance, that the 
world’s people can be divided biologically Nong raciN lines - are wrong Yet the 
consequences of racism are vet3~ real 

How do we make sense of these I>vo seeming contradictions? Our hope is that this secies 
can help us all navigate through our myths and misconceptions, and scrutinize some of 
the assumptions we take for granted In that sense, the real subject of the fihn is not so 
much race but the viewer, or more precisely, the notions about race we all hold 

We hope this series can help clear away the biological underbrush and leave starkly 
visible the unde@ing socM, economic, and political conditions that disproportionately 
channel advantages and oppo~unities to white people Perbaps then we can shift the 
conversation l)om discussing diversity and respecting cultural dif~ence to building a 
more just and equitable society 

From the Aspen Institute Ro~mdtahle o~ (’ommu~i0 (’ha~q,e: 5’tructur~d R~¢~ism and 
(7omtm#l#y Bui/di~tg. 

Expressions of raalsm bare evolved ma;~kedly over tbe course of American history, fiom 
slavery through Jim Crow th~o~@~ the civil ~ights era to today Racism in twenty-first 
ce ltut3 America is 1larder to see hal its previous il~ca;~/atiol~s becm~se the mos~ overt 
an4 legally saa~ct~oned fi~rms of racial discr~mi~afion haxe been eliminated Noltetheless 
subtler racialized pa~te~s ir~ policies arid p~actices permeate the po/it?cal ecor~omic, and 
sociocnltural structures of America in ~ays that generate differences in we]l-being 
between people of color and whites These dynamics work to maintain the existing ~acial 
hierarchy even as tbey adapt witb the h-ties or accommodate i~ew racial and e~lnic 
groups This cor~tempo~a~y mani[)station o[’racism in America car~ be called ~ structural 

The percentage of African American households earning below 80% of adjusted median 
income in our state has increased while the percentage of white households has 
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decreased In order to examine this and tScts relating to incarceration, sentencing, gaps in 
achievement, foster care p]acements and outcome, health dispari~- aad othe~ iastitutional 
outcomes, it is critical that we understand the legacy of racism Disproportionality is a 
warning sig*t of a much greater social problem I’o understand that gaps are produced by 
systemic ineqnities and the related practices of individual s is the beginning of changing 
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’I’tle statistical portrait of the American population broken out by race reveals persistent 
disparities be weet/people of color aid white America;,la in ab,~lost ever3 i ldicator of 
well-being Follo’,@~g a~e statistics and a[tiales that provide a closer look at the most 
basic institutional systems in o~ country and the disparities in outcome experienced by 
people of color 

Infant mortally- among white American women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths pe~ 1000 For similarly e@~cated African-American 
women, the ~ak~ ]s three times as high: ] 2 deaths pe~ 1000 Babies of white 
u, omen who havet~ ’l.fit~i@edhigh sct~ool hax, e a lower rate of infant mortality 
thaxt African-American womet~ with college arid graduate school educatioxts 

The rate of low birth weight babies born to African immigrants to the 1j S is 
comparable to that of w~ite woJme~ Howeve~ the daughters of Africa~ 
immigrants experience a higher rme of low bilsh weight babies than the general 
A[Xcan-Ame~can pop~lation 

[n the lJnited States, whites live longer than blacks Since ] 980, the difference in 
lil~’ expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged fiom 5 1 to 7 1 
years This large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES 
64aias et al, United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American 
women than in "white women, Afiican American women a~e 34% more likely to 
die of the disease Aflican American adults a~o 19 thnes more likely than non- 
Hispanic white adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

In 2004, African Americans had asthma-~ elated emergency room visits 45 times 
more often than whites ra 2006, non-Hispanic blacks u, ere 70% more likely to 
die of vb-al hepatitis than whites (CDC) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, 
despite the a’¢ailabi[i~- of cheap pre’¢ention measm es like weight loss, exercise, 
blood pressure and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same is true ~i,r strokes 
(CDC) 
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How racism hurts 

By Madeline Drexler ] July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black 
woman in America The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal 
Health Psychology, examined links between different kinds of stress and risk 
factors for hearl disease and stroke. Black women who pointed to racism as a 
source of stress in their lives, the researchers found, developed more plaque in 
their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart disease -- than black women who 
didn’t The difference was small but important -- making the report the first to link 
hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how 
racism literally hurts the body. More than 100 studies -- most published since 
2000 -- now document the effects of racial discrimination on physical health. 
Some link blood pressure to recollected encounters with bigotry. Others record 
the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers subjected to racist imagery in a lab 
Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings of the brain during 
exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary and some of it is quite 
controversial, but they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look 
at both racism and health, it could unmask racism as a bona fide public health 
problem --just as refraining child abuse and marital violence as public health 
concerns transformed the way we thought about these ubiquitous but often 
secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination as a health risk could 
open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic mistreatment or 
fear seep into the body - why, for instance, pregnant women in California with 
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Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low 
birth-weight babies in the six months after 9/11 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across 
a wide range of studies The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the 
Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. "But we can observe 
an effect, and we need to find out what’s going on" 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government 
officials are increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health. 
African-Americans today, despite a half century of economic and social progress 
since the civil rights movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of 
dying from heart disease, diabetes, stroke, and hypertension In the United 
States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, more health problems than the poorest 
whites Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of states and cities have been 
passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the 
Boston Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for 
change. It includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports 
tracking progress, and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as 
street violence and lack of access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on 
Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed legislation that would reverse the root 
causes of health inequities The bill would establish a state office of health equity, 
among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is 
flawed because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the 
science has grown more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure 
people’s experiences with prejudice more precisely. And its proponents argue 
that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the conclusions are important Most 
of the investigations have been done in the United States, but a growing body of 
literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South Africa and 
New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to 
black women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch 
colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies you’re finding similar kinds of relationships," said 
David Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a 
phenomenon here that is quite robust." 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from 
pervasive social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher 
rates of death and disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as 



residential segregation, environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, 
targeted marketing of alcohol and cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research. In the early 1980s, Duke 
University social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John 
Henryism" hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel- 
driving" railroad worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won 
-- only to drop dead from what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive 
stroke or heart attack. In James’s work, people who churn out prodigious physical 
and mental effort to cope with chronic life stresses are said to score high on John 
Henryism James showed that blacks with high John Henryism but low 
socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of blood pressure 
and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor setting off 
the same physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood 
pressure, elevated heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, 
suppressed immunity. Chronic stress is also known to encourage unhealthy 
behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, that themselves raise the risk 
of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy 
Krieger pushed the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race- 
based discrimination were associated with higher blood pressure, and that an 
internalized response -- not talking to others about the experience or not taking 
action against the inequity -- raised blood pressure even more A controversial 
finding at the time, it has since been replicated by other investigators: The 
suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a cascade of ill 
effects 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved 
this spring by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, 
sitting together with dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don ~mus 
had labeled them with a racist epithet. 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell "All I could think was, ’Good God, 
I’d hate to see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of 
discrimination to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, 
depressive symptoms, and especially to cardiovascular effects. In the mid-1980s 
scientists began to take advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory 
~,~hen AfricanwAmerican volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, 
for example, and then exposed to a racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- 
such as a white store clerk calling a black customer a racist epithet -- the 
volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their hear~ rates jump, and they take longer than 
normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, the effort of 



a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations 
have linked blood pressure to realwtime experiences of stress and discrimination 
as recorded in electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth 
Brondolo, a psychologist at St John’s University, found that daytime experiences 
of racism led to elevated nighttime blood pressure, suggesting that the body 
couldn’t turn off its stress response 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of 
the biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon 
definition of racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad 
forms. They also don’t know if more exposure to racism produces more disease 
or if, instead, disease sets in only after a threshold has been passed They don’t 
know if exposures during ceC~ain periods of life are more risky than others. And 
they don’t know why some victims cope better than others 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the 
experiences can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t 
always know the motives of the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define 
’discrimination’ £Mnat exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a 
resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, a conservative think-tank. 
"Typically, it comes down to an individual’s perception of how he was regarded 
by another person or by a system - which is not the same thing as being 
unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s 
perceptions of events in their lives, they say - not on objectively verified facts. 
Why should research on discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they 
use, allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility - mood 
states that can encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The 
questions posed have also grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study 
participants to talk openly about experiences they might otherwise deny or 
minimize. 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate 
Stress researchers have gone beyond such straightfon~vard approaches as taking 
blood-pressure readings or asking individuals to rate their own health Now, with 
noninvasive diagnostic equipment they can look directly at coronaPy blockages, 
levels of stress hormone, and the functioning of the immune system These 
measurements help scientists zero in on the mechanisms by which racial 
discrimination may ultimately cause damage 
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At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of 
the Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s 
bodily toll: peering into the brain itself. In a forthcoming study, Mays will record 
what happens in the brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of 
discrimination and whether people vary in their brain responses based on their 
lifelong exposure to racial prejudice 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what 
makes up the experience of racism" she said. "Is it processing in the part of the 
brain responsible for emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly 
because it is difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance 
to take on a potentially polarizing issue In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a 
colleague submitted a grant proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study 
whether perceived ethnic discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, 
delayed stroke recovery in Latinos. As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good 
investment of NIH dollars to study racism, because even if we fund something, 
there is nothing we can do about it." 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard. These comments 
are frustrating, they say, because they see the research as a crucial first step 
toward a more clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in 
American society 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a 
health psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of 
literature, we can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Bostonwbased journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine 
medical columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public 
Health m 
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EDUCATION 

African-American males in the U S have a high school graduation rate of z17% 

Compared to white males, Afiican-Amedcan males in the US me t]uee times 
more likely to be suspended 

Aflqcan-Amefican males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and 
talented 

African-American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more 
than twice as often as white males 

In North Carolina, 10 years afier ofticials vowed to close the "achievement gap" 
the gap has not e’cen narrowed On c’~,e~?,- measure minorit3" students are still 
falling to achieve the success of their peers American lndian, African-American, 
and Hispanic students co*ttinue to have sig*tificantly lower standardized test 
scores than white students They ha,~’e higber dropout rares and lower graduation 
rates, a~e under-represented in programs for the gilled and disproportionally 
disciplined with suspensions and expulsions (2010 data) 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are 

e~ident in school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling ~Br level of 
family income, black boys are more likely to receive suspensions or other 
disciplinary actions than students of’another race This has been a great concern 
wfihin the educational system because there has been no evidence to supporl that 
black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other students in the school 
setting 

A number of state and federal surveys show that communities of color are involved with 
the domestic viole*tce, child well’are, and jure*tile justice systems at rates that arc 
disproportionately higher than their pop~lation size (Crane & Ellis, 2004; lgace Mat~et’s 

Specifically, children of color: 

Are referred to DSS more than other children 

Are more likely to be reported as victims of child abuse or neglect 

Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

Spend more time in foster ca~ e and othe~ kinds of substitute care 
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Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See lhe Race UhJld ~eg.fi~re Prq/ect. Fact sheet 1, Basic facts on disproportionate 
representation of African Americans in the fbster ca[e system / Center fb~ the Study of 
Social Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, DC, 2004) 

Research has t’~nmd: 

A direct correlation between children of color being underserved in the mental 
health system and the mtmber of children of color et~teri,tg the juve*tile justice 
system (Teplin et al, 2005 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds within the juvenile 
iustice system are four times more likely to die of a violet~t death, and tkmale 
youths of color within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to 
die of a violent death (Teplin et al, 2005) 

Teplln, L, McClelland, G, Abram, K, & Mileuslnic, D (2005) Early violent death 
among delinqnent youth: A Prospective ]ongitadina] study Pediatrics, 155, 1586- ~ 593 
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(’,/ot’hknd;,~e,~,s b:~ ~,,lichelie Ale×aoder (2010, Ne~ York: "]he New Press) 

Alexander makes the poir~t that we a~ e now segregating Black men f},om sociel!, va a 
complex legal framework that she calls the "New Jim Crow", euphemistically Fei~rred m 
as the "War on Drugs ’ 

C(~ns]der the followi~g statistics from Alexander’s research: 

Since 1970, the prison popuh~rio~ has exploded r-ore abou* 325,000 to more tha~ 
2 nil/lotto&U 

Drag of~l~ses accoun* for two thirds of the rise i;~l number o~" people who are in 
federal p~iso*~s and fbr mole Ihar~ half of those in state prisons 

A~ican Araericans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of 
those incarcerated for drag use 

According to Humal~ R~ghts Wa*ch (Punishment and Preiudice: Racial Disparities 
in the Wa on [)~ogs. 200()) although whites a~e mo~ e likely to violate drag laws 
than people of color, in some states black men have been sent to prison on drag 
chmges at rates 20-50 times greater tham white men 

Or~e in three young At?ican-Amedca ~ men a~e r~ow unde~ the iu isdictiot~ 
controlled by the criminal ins*ice system (iai], prison, parole, prohation) 

More than 7 million childrel~ ha,, e a f~imib,, member incarcerated, o1~ probatiol~ or 
o~ paole 

Once released, ~ormer prisoners a~e caught in a web of laws amd regulations that make it 
diNcult or impossible to secure jobs, education, housi ng and public assistance and often 

to vote or serve o*~ juries Alexar~der calls this perma*mr~t second-class citizenship a ne’w 
fonrt of segregation 

School-to-priso~ pipeli~e: The "zero tole~ sauce" policies that were odgirmlly wri tte~ Ib~ 
the War on Drags have now been applied to schools, ~c, sul*ing in extiaordhm~w ra*es of 
suspension and expulsion, increasing police p~esence, checkpoints and surv ei~]ance in 
schools 
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(S~lpplementary reading on criminal j~lstiee) 

Phone: 202-216o0035 - Fax: 

The War on Drugs or The New Jim (’,row? 

to public health data, African Ame~@ans make up almost h~ (ff those 
re’rested tbr drug offenses and more than ha~ o£ those conx4cted of (~’ug 
offenses causing c~itics to ca~ the war on drugs the "New Jim Crow." 
Between 1982 and 1996, drug law ~iolation sentences got longer and the 
~ri(:an ~erican p~son population doubled. Today, aceor(~ng to the 

~et~ean Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men will have contact ~ith the 
criminal justice system and at)proximately 1.4 m~on black men 13% of aH 
adult ~rican ~erican tarries are (~sfranchised because of felony (h’ug 
convictions and I in 14 black children has a parent in prison. 

Marijuana 

StudAes have shown that Af~man Americans and Hispanics are sig~icantly 
more likely than whites to be arrested for possession and sales of mar~iuana, 
~argeted for arrest by the police, and to receive a convlc|ion and criminal 
record despite |he fact that |he majority of regular marljttana users are non- 
Hispanic wliites. Cannabis is the most widely used illicit substance, with 29 
miRion Americans using it at least once a year. Thottgt~ 74% of regatlm" 
marijuana users are non-Hispanlc whites and 14% are black, African 
Americans make up 30% of all marijuana arrests. 

~laudamry ~/Iinimum Sentencing & CractdPowder Senmncing 
Disparity 

Mandatory minimum sentencing strips ju([icial (liscretion and imposes 
unduly long pNson sentences on minor offenders, violating common sense and 
ihndamental notions of justice and morality. The most eg~’egJous example of 
mandatory miniraum sentencing is the sentencing disparity between crack 
cocaine and powder cocaine drug law violations. According a study published 
in the Journal of American Medical Association, crack and powder cocaine 
are pharmacologically the same, yet they are treated very diflbrenfly ~£hin 
the wails of our justice system. Current tbderal policy generates a 100 to I 
pena]ty ratio ibr crack-related ofibnses. For instance, distribution of only 5 
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g~’ams of crack cocaine (about a thimble fldl) ~qelds a 5 year mandatory 
minimum sentence. It takes 500 ga’ams of powder cocaine, however, to t~figger 
the same sentence. Crack cocaine is also the only drug ~br which the first 
of{~nse of simple possession can trigger a 5 year raandatory mlnlmmn 
sentence, [Simple possession of any qu anti~y of any other substance by a first 
time offender including powder cocaine is a misdemeanor offense 
punishable by a maximum of one year m prison.] In 2006, blacks constituted 
82% of those sentenced under federal crack cocaine laws xvl~dle ~vhites 
constituted only 8.8% despite the fact that more than 66% of people xvho use 
crack cocaine are ~vhite. In addition, in 2005 racial minorities comprised 85% 
of those receiving mandatory mimmum sentences for powder cocaine. The 
U.S. Sentencing Commission (USSC) has faund that, ’sentences appear to be 
harsher and more severe for racial minorities than others as a result of this 
law. The current penalty structure restflts in a perception of unfairness and 
inconsistency." 

Drug Law Enforcement 

Today, part]y because drug law enlbrcement resources have been 
concentrated in low income, predominantly minority re’ban areas, a strong 
racial dispari*y is prevalent in drug arrests and com~ctions. American 
citizens, largely African Americans, are in danger ti’om those who should 
protect them. Further, The DEA and other ]aw eMbreement agencies are 
a]leged to have initiated and encouraged raci al profiling in the war on drugs. 
A number of factors contribute to drug ]aw eMbrcement scandals such as the 
militarization of domestic law enforcement, heightened tactics, and the 
inappropriate use ofintbrmants. In Tu]ia, TX, dozens of Aflqean American 
residents ~ere sentenced to decades in prison based solely on the 
uncorroborated testimony of one undercover white of Scer. Dozens of 
LatinoiHispanic men were imprisoned or deported because of an undercover 
police operation that involved planting g~’ound up sheet-rock on them and 
d aimlng it was cocaine, in Dallas, TX. And, a no-knock drug raid "gone bad," 
in Atlanta, GA, ended in the shooting death of an 92-year-old M~’ican 
Am etqcan woman, Kathryn Johnston, 

HIV/AIDS 

in ghe 50 s~a~es and the District of Colmnbia, an estimated 14,216 black men 

were diagnosed wigh _AIDS m 2005, compared go 10,852 white men, 8,558 
Hispanics, 444 Asian,q?aoffic ialandi, rs and 152 Native ~nericans. This 
means that black men made up 44% of ~DS diagnoses in men during 2005. 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 31% of ~can 
.~et~ean women ~feeted ~th HIV and 28% of ~t@.an .~et~ean men have 
contracted the ~rus through intrawmous drug use. 
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reducing the spread of HIV, AIDS, and Hepatitis C, most states do not allow 
them to operate legally. For two decades, a patchwork of rod÷tel laws and 
appropriations riders has barred state and local govermnents, and the 
District of Columbia. fi’om using their share of f~deral prevention money to 
fund syringe exchange programs that reduce the transmission of HIV/AIDS, 
hepatitis C. Injecting drugs in Washington, DC is the second most common 
means of contracting HIV among men - and the most common form mnong 
women. Nearly 1 in 20 District of Columbia residents has HIV and 1 in 50 
has AIDS. 

Prison Conditions: J ~ and prison conditions exacerbate Ihe spread of 
HIV/AIDS in the following ways: lack of availabihW or lin~ited availability of 
condoms, lack of comprehensive healIh care, inappropriate responses to 
sexuM violence, and ~n±ged or non-existent testing opportumIies over long 

t) e~ods of time. 

Womet~ of Color 

According to the Institute of Women and Criminal Justice, black women are 
the fastest gro~mg segment of the prison popalation. In just over 22 years, 
the incarceration rate for .ad’rican Amemcan women has increased 800%, and 
they are three times more likely to he sentenced than in 1986. Now, African 
American and Latina women make up more than half of the female prison 
population in the United States. Despite similar or equal rates of illegal di’ug 
use during pregnancy, ~rican .am~erican women are ten tinges more likely to 
be reported to eh~d welfare agencies for prenatal di’ug use compared to white 
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The Racial Justice Act in North 

In 2009 the NoAh (arolina Gene~ al Assembly passed the landmark Racial Jushce Act, a 
law inter~ded to address racial bias in our states criminal j ustice system The law 
prohibits seeking or imposing the death penalty on the basis of race k a~lows capitabcase 
ot’fenders to u’~e ’~tatistical evidence to show that race was a material Yactor ~n thalr death 
some ~ces Stlcb ~lse ot statistical evidence is r~ot tlr~usua/: it is common, f)~ ex~¢nple, in 
housing and employment disc~q ruination cases to idendQ~’ unintentional and unconscious 
bias 

Sir~ce passage of the Racial Just?co Act (RJA), studies have Poured strong evide ~ce of’bias 
throughout the s~ate in connectiol~ with jury selection and based oi~ ~he race of victim 

In April 2012, in the lirst hea~qng under the RJA, Superior Court Judge Greg Weeks ruled 
that race significantly influenced jut3, selection in Marcus Robinson’s 1994 trial in the 
1991 shooting death of a white 17-year-old, Erik Tornblom The ruling resulted in 
Robinson. a 38-year-old black man, being removed f~om death iow and resentenced to 
life in p~qson without the possibility of parole 

Weeks said Robinson’s atiorneys "presented a wea[fl~ of evidence showing the persistent, 
persuasive and distorting ~ole of race in jury selection in North Carolina" 

"Whe~ the go’comment’s choice of.iurors is tainted with ~acial bias, that overt vcall casts 
down over the par~ies, the jury and the court to adhere to the law throughout the trial," 
Weeks said "The very integrity of the court is.ieopa*dized when a prosecutors 
discrimination invites cynicism respecting the juD"s neutrallY.’ and undem~ines public 
confidence " 

Since the ruling, the NC General Assembly, af;er failing to repeal the RJA, scaled back 
the Racial Justice Act during the summer legislative session by limiting the use of 
statistics that can be used to prove racial bias and legislating that statistics alone a~e not 
suft]cient to prove bias The I.egis[amre overrode Democratic Gov Bever~5 Perd ~e’s veto 
of" the changes Monday This puts into limbo almost all the state’s mo~e than 150 death 
~ ow inmates, nearly all of whom applied t’e,~ life in prison under tl~e 2009 law 
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~’][MPI OYMENT, INCOME AND WEAl 

F, vel7 measure of succe,~s reveal,~ significant racial hleqt~ality ill the U $ labor market 

weahh than blacks -- a gap that ;,leady dog,bled dt rdlg the Great Receasio i (CNN 
Mone~, Juice 2012) 

A recent analysis by the Pew Research Center fbtmd that [)om 2005 to 2009, 
i lflatio~/-ad.it ~ted media;,1 wealh ti?11 66 percem amolg Hispa;,lic households al~d 
53 percent among black households, compared with a 16 percent decline among 
white households 

Compared to w lites b]ack Amel:ica;,la arc twice as like]3 to be ~memployed and 
earn nearly 25% less "when they are employed (Cotmcil of Economic Advisors, 

l.~o~om¢c ()~’Nit~ 1998) 

Resea*chers have found that applicants with whi te-som~ding names on a resume 
receive 50% more callbacks tbr irtter~,iews than t~,lose wit~,l b]ack-sourtding rtarrtes 
(Be~xranrt 8: Mullainathan, 2004) 
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(Supplementary reading on income and wealth) 

Historical Factors Acconnting for Differences in Black and White 
Wealth and Ho~ne Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 
Depm~tment of Economics 

NC A&T State l.JniversiD- (Retired May 2010) 

This paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advatuaged whites in the 
accumulation of u, ealth and in home ownership 

Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Sul~ey of Consumer 

Finances in 2007 median household income was $30,851 fb~ blacks and $51,418 for 
whites o~ ~,l~ite household income was 167 times d~tu of black households Also in 2007 

median net worth was $17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households 

INc~ worth is the value of all assets minus all debts and hence a ~ruer measure of what is 
~owned" } White household median net worth in 2007 was 95 times black household 
median net worth The immense difference between the ~atios of 05 fbr net worth a~d 
1 67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of public policies and practices tha~ 
have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of wealth 

The wealth dispariD between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent 
years The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was 
$5,677 for black households and $113,149 for white households and hence white 
household median net worth in 2009 was 199 times black household median net worth 
The Bureau of Census reports 2009 median household income was $32,584 fo~ blacks 
and $51,861 t’~,r whites or u, hite household income was 159 times that of black 
households (Kochhar, Ft3, and Taylor 2011) The enormous rise in the white-to-black 
household median net worth to 199 in 2009 as compared to a white-to-black ratio of 1 59 
fbr media*~ household income is e×plained p~irnatily in the crash of housing va]ues with 
black households experiencing a with much grea~er relaIive loses in home equity than 
u, as true for white households An analysis of the causes of*he 199 ratio is presented at 
the end of the section on institutional factors fl~at advantaged whites in the accumulation 
of housing equity What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and 
practices that systematically advantaged whites in their overall accumulation of wealth 
These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 H-caD- of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American Wa~ resulted 
in a massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughou* California, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are 
now Oklahoma, Kansas and Wyoming (Lui et al 2000) In 1849 nearly [00,000 white 
people were d~aw~ to the Ca]itbrnia go]d lush The Flee Soil p~ovisions of the Ca]itbrnia 
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state constitution allowed whites to claim and own land while banning slaves and free 
black people frora doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres of land Ibr flee if they would 
farm it for fi,,’e years Blacks and Nati,,’e Americans were not given citizenship status and 
hence were not at]owed to pa[tialpate (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans 
li’~dng today are descendants of Homestead Act beneficia~qes (l,ui et al 2006) 

There was a huge wave of European immigration from 1850 to 1920 and while ethnic 
and religious prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor imraigrants was 
different 1iom the prejudice black people experienced in two important ways One the 
prejudices against immigrants nor encoded into law ~mlike tbe obstacles for people of 
color Two new immigrants could encourage their children to become ’American" by 
becoming ’~wbite " While these were w~enching choices, unlike peop]e of co]o~ at least 
most of the h-ish, eastern and southern European immigrants had that choice Despite the 
discrimination unskilled European immigrants I~ced during this period they regularly 
displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, construction and docks 

The 1933 Ag~qculture Ac~iustment Admi~istration policy that took Southern ’ traditio~s" 
into account by paying ~1’~¢ per pound of co.on not grown to the landlord who was to 
pay the tenant !i¢ (Dubot~ky & Burwood 1990) 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to from and domestic workers 
Blacks were more than twice as likely as wbites to be employed as farm or domestic 
u, orkers (According to the 1930 census 6875% ofgain~lly emplo,~,ed blacks worked in 
agriculture or domestic setwices } I wenty-t~,o perce~t of white workers in co’~ered 
occupations did not earn enough to quali~- for benefits The comparable figure for black 
workers was 42 percent Consequently a much higher percentage of black workers than 
ofwbite workers were not co,,’ered by Social Security a* its outset (Lui et al 2006) The 
advent of Social Secu~t!,’ changed f~.milies’ attitudes toward not only how much to save. 
but what savings could be used fo~. including being able to affo~ d higher education for 
children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity needed 
to obtNn a business loan {Domestic workers were included [Br Social Security co~ erage 
in 1950 and agricultural workers in 19954 } 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the 
closed shop ~i,r unions that did not discriminate The final legislation did not include the 
~ estciction on non-disccimi hating unions to use c]osed shops nor a clause ba~-d ng racial 
disc1{mination by unions The southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural 
and domestic workers out of Social Security also excluded them from the NLRA 
F~rtbermore, with tbe suppo~ of the AFL that was more interested in enhancing union 
power that reducing the discriminatory powe~ of unions, were ~esponsible fo~ the changes 
in the final NLRA legislation (Roedigur 2005) [~al]ing to disallow unions to engage in 
racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafis that oft)red premium 
wages 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers 
and consetlue~tly a much highe~ percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage 
protection and balng paid time-and-a-half for certain overtime work (Katznelson 2005) 
The segregation of the armed services during World Way Ill did not limit white soldiers’ 
access to training in employable skills 

The 1944 GI k/ill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not 
mention race, but like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily 
assisted white ~ eterat~s The local administration resulted it~ white vcts not only haxing 
greater access to vocational training but being more likely to receive training for skilled 
and semi-skilled vocations wbi]e black vets were usually channeled into training for 
unskilled vocations The US Employment Selwice, set up by the GI Bill, tended to steer 
u, hite vets into j obs commensurate with their skills while typically steering black vets 
into jobs below thei~ sial]Is While over two million vets went to college on the (}~ Bill 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses 
{While enrollmet~t at black colleges wet~t from 29 thousat~d in 1940 to 73 thousand in 
1947, nonetheless between 15 and 20 fl~ousand black veteran applicants could nor be 
admitted tBr lack el" space } Furthermore, white vets were approved tk~r home and 
busi hess loans at much higher ~ates than we~ e black x, ets (See the discussion of home 
ownership below £1,r details) 

A ~997 court approved consent decree found the I.~S Department of Agriculture 
advantaged white lb.m~ers in the allocation el’p,ice support loans, disaster payments. 
’~farm ownership" loans and operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the 
class action law suit Pigford v Glickman {Timothy Pigford is a black iSrmer who was 
initially joined by some 400 black farmers in the class action la~,suit Dan Glickman was 
the then Secretary of Ag~q culture } The court approved consent decree awarded an 
estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of $1 5 billion 

lI Institutional t~cto~s that bare advantaged whites in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, fSctors that 
disad~ antaged blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology A 
smaller percentage of blacks own their o~,~ homes and have substantially less wealth or 
net worth than do whites Nonetheless home equity is mole important to black 
households that it is to white households Black households’ equity in their homes is 
625% of their assets, while home equity is 433% of u, hite households’ assets (Oliver & 
Sbapi~ o, ~995) [~amily wealth is an hnportant determinant in the across-generations 
amassing of wealth, starting abusiness and so forth Itome ownership is importantly 

related to the creation of business wealth, t~r homes often sere as collateral when 
entrepreneurs start a business Wealth also has telling effects on educational o~tcomes 
Conley (1999) found that household wealth has a la*ger impact on various measures of 
children’s educational outcomes 

Also Shapiro (2004) [’ound that modest financial asalstance fiom pa*ents allowed white 
families to make down payments on homes Such financial support advantaged white 
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households in two ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" 
public schools; and being able to make larger do’am payments that kept ~points" Prom 
being added to the mortgage rate The latter saved such white families thousands of 
dollars over the lives of their mortgages 

Pe[cent of thmilies ow~ing thei~ p6ma~’ ~esidence: 

White Nonwhite White to 
Non-Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 70~% 44 3% 159 
19c~8 718 468 153 
2001 743 473 157 
200,4 761 508 150 
2007 756 519 146 
2009* 74 46 161 

So,tree: l’edera! Reserve, Sl~rw,3 ~f ( ’o~lsumer ]’ma~lce,s (vario~s); file 2009 rales 

Kochhar, ~;’), ~md 7~O&~r 2011 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporution, created to help home owners and stabilize 
banks, gave none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a 
higher proportion of black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the 
Depression (Liu et al 2006) The HOLC c~eated detailed neighbodmod maps that, among 
other things, took imo account the neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its 
likelihood of racial infiltration 

The Federal llousing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a ~vhite 
program, but realtors and hostile white neighbors kept l~milies of color out of white 
neighborhoods and the FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which 
precluded loans irl p~edomirlantly black neighborhoods 

The HOLC and subsequently the FtlA created strong pre£Erential options for whites as 
planners, builders and lendms were encouraged to promole racially and class 
homogeneous neighborhoods (Roediger 2005) l.Jp though the 1940’s FItA manuals and 
practices channeled funds to white neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters 
The policies dispropo~ionately concentrated blacks into substandard houses ~n 1948 the 
Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants and yet the FttA continued to push £1,r 
them as conditions for loans President Kennedy’s 1960 Order 11063 mandated federal 
agencies to oppose disc1{mination in federally-supported housing The FIIA did not 
communicate d~e Order to local ott~ces Indeed of the approximately $120 billion in new 
housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home 
ow~mrs These wltite recipients are the parents of the baby boomers, and their homes are 
a significant portion of the $10 tri]lion in inheritances now being passed down to the 
baby-boom generation (Lul et al 2006) The 1968 Fair Housing Act authorized tlL~) to 
investigate complaints yc~ HUD had no enlk~rcement power and could only rei’er cases to 
the attorney general (Lipsitz ]998) 
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The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending 
and required banks to record the racial identity of applicants rejected and accepted for 
home loans While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racM discrimination in 
real estate lending, it is worth noting that the banks refi~sed to collect the data, by race, on 
rejected and accepted applicants In 1976 ten civil lights groups filed a suit to have the 

court orde~ the FDI( and the Home Loan Bank Board to obey the 1974 law requiring the 
banks to keep and report the race data In 1981 theFDIC ceased keeping race records 

when the court order ran out President Reagan used the Papetx~,ork Reduction Act to 
stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of participants in housing 
programs (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subprime or predatory mortgage loans Black 
households were much more likely than shni]arly qualified white households to be 
steered to a subp~{me loan As a result black households were over three times more 
likely than white households to have a subprime mortgage Subprime mortgages 
in,,’olved higher rates of interest and typically higher tees and, in turn, cost the average 
bo[~ower tens of thousar~ds of dolla[s more and we[e mo~e likely to result in fbreclosute 
In December 201 Ithe US Depamnent of Jnstice, announced a $335 million seNement 
udth Bank of America/Countta/udde for its predatota/practices that targeted black and 
Latino households The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
Af~{can American and Latino bo~owers were charged more for their mortgages than 
were similmly qualilied white borrowers The Center lb~ Responsible Ler~ding [bund 
that over a thirty-year mortgage a typical st,bprirne borrower would pay o,,’er $35,000 for 
their loan than if it had been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than 
whites to be h3 foreclosm e that in turn meant the loss of billions of dollars of wealth 
(Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008 ) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% fiTom $12,124 to 
$5,677 whi]e white household median net worth fbll 16% f~om $134,992 in 2005 to 
$[ ]3,149 (Kochhar, F~y’ and ~aylor 201 I) H3e devastatingly large 53% fall in black 
household median net worth compared to the 16% decline for white households is largely 
accounted tbr by the t~.ct that black households who own homes have a higher proportion 

of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white counterparts This means that 
black household wealth is ~elatively mo~e sensitive to the consequences of being 
disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home Ioa~s with thalr a~endant 
higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of thelr white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity~hal is, value of 
the hon3e min~*s the rnortgage balal3ce d~,e fell by 23% while fl3e comparable figure for 
white households was l 8% (Kochha~, Fly and Ta!,qor 201 I) Not only did black 
households typically experience greater relative loss h3 Ilotlsing value dur01g the housing 
crisis, but in the period preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a 

median annual rate of 8 1% (2001-2004) and 5 1% (04-07) while black owned homes 
appreciated by 6 4% (2001-2004) and 4 6% (2004-2007) These percentages co~3espond 
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to median annual increases of $85,000 t’~r whlte-owned homes as compared to $~15,000 
t’o~ black-owned homes (Data from 200], 2004 and 2007 Smwey of Consumer 
Finances) 

These data reveal is that file good years %r homeownership and the poor years are 
impacted by the long bisto[y of policies and p~act~ces thai have ~esu] ted in black 
households bei ng li mited, no longer legally, but in p~ actice, in their access to home 
ownership in appreciating areas and confined to home ownership areas with diminished 

appreciation and greater depreciation because demand tbr their homes is restxicted due to 
black households disparate access to more affordable mortgages and to finding that 
potential borne buyers where they ow~l their homes a~e typical]y nauo’wed to buyers of 
color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers 
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AND 

A 2007 Pew Research Cen~er poll reported that an overwhelmlng percemage of 
Americal~s believe d~at people w1,1o are poor do i~o~ succeed beca~ se of d~eir 
shortcomings; only 19 percent emphasized the role of discrim~na~io~ or other structural 
al~d ecol~omic t’~rces ~la go beyo:~ld tbe co~t~rol of sly o~te i:~ldividual 

We ixeed to exal’ai le low we view poverty and people who are poor What are dxe stories 
we have beel~ told about the problems al~d shortcomings of poor people m~d ho,a, does it 
influence ou~ wo0% o~r ir~stit~tions at~d systems~’ 

Similarly what are the s~o~ies we tell about wealth the job creators, the makes vs 
takers? Hos; has race factored into the sustaining the myth of meritocracy in om 
cotm~y? 
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AND 

E~tkctive organizing requires an accurate analysis of the power differential between 

communities and the institutiolls that purport to secv-e them It’s importunt to examine the 
experiences poor people have dealing with multiple institutions and systums The 
disproportionate outcomes of Norlh Caroli*la institutions indicate that roles do not work 

the same wa~ for eve~,one Different gro~ps experience o~r society’s rules dit’t’erently, 
and as a consequence view society di[I~rently 

Ga~tekeepers 
A gatekeeper is anyone in an institutio*tal or organizational role who can grant or deny 
access to information, opportunities, knowledge, and resources Most of us are 
gatekeepers, regardless oPoui race oi status in an organization Receptionists, secieta*ies 
and admini s~rarive assi stants are very important gatekeepers, often controlling access to 
organizational personnel who have the most power Volunteers can be gatekeepers 

We become gatekeepers when we do needs assessments, write grants and develop 
programs or services t’~r communities because tt~is gives people o~ the outside of tt~e 
communiiy the ability to define the rules, hide the rules and control lhe reso~rces This 
deprives communities of power and control to act on their own beha]f~ Typically in 
programs and services developed for comraunities, accountubilii3" moves in a hiera~ chical 
fashion to supendsors, boards of directors, thnders, etc There are almost no institution 
that have mecba*lisms for being accountable to the people they serve 
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RAC %}’4 

Historian James Itorton points out that the enslavement of Africans was opportunistic, 
not based on beliefs about infedoritT: "[Our forebears] found what thoy considered an 
endless lahor supply People who could be readily identified and so when they ran away 
they couldn’t melt into the population like Native Americans could People who knew 
how to grow tobacco, people who knew how to grow rice They found the ideal, from 
their standpoint, the ideal labor source" 

Ironically, it was not slave*T but fi-eedom - the revolutionaO" new idea of liberty and the 
natural rights of man - that led to an ideology of white supremacy Historian Robin DG 
Kelley points out the conundrum that faced our founders: "The problem that they had to 
figure out is how can we p~omote liberty, fieedom, democracy on the one hand, and a 
system of slavery and exploitation of people wbo are non-white on the other?" Horton 
illuminates the stops, that helped reconcile that contradiction: "And the way you do that is 

to say, ~Weah. but you know there is something different about these people This whole 
business of inalienahle rights, that’s fine, but it only applies to certain people" It was not 
a coincidence that the apostle of freedom himself. Thomas Jefferson, also a slaveholder, 

was the first American public figure to articulate a theory spectdating upon the "natural" 
inferiority of’Afiicans 

Similar logic rationalized the taking of American Indian lands When the "civilized" 
Cherokee were forcibly removed fiom their homes in Georgia to west of the M~ssissippi, 
one in four died along the way, in what became known as The Trail of Tears President 
Andrew Jackson defended Indian ~emovaL it was not the greed of white settlers that 
drove the policy, but the inevitable fate of an infedo~ people established "in the midst of a 
superior race" 

By the mid-19th century, race had become the accepted, "common-sense" wisdom of 
white Amedca explaining e~’e~Tthing from individual behavio~ to the Fate of human 
societies The idea found fruition in racial science, Manifest Destiny, and our imperial 
adventures abroad Itn the new monthly magazines of the late 19th century and at the 
remarkable indigenous people displays at the 1904 World’s Fair celebrating the 
centennial of Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase, we see how American popu]ar culture 
mhrt’orced and fueled racial explanations fo~ American i)~ ogress and power, imprinting 
ideas of racia] difference and white superiority deeply into ou~ minds 

A timeline of the construction and changing definitions of race in America 

Ge,’~etic .studtes have demoi~s#’aled co~lcht.~ivel3 
cot~so’ucL lhere ~s as much or more divers#y a~td gene#c d/ffere~ce with#~ a~ty 

g~’o~q) a~ d~ere ~ ~ hen~ ee~ people q/ d{~rett~ racitd gq’o~q)s 
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5’o ~l here did Ll~e idea q/ "race " come j~om ? H<m, and u ]~) ~ as it co~structed~ 

The notion of a ’ white race" that would control power and access to land and 
wealth o~ginated in the colony of Virginia when the House of Burgesses debated, 
"What Is a White Man?" in the late 1600s This social construct became 
foundational tk~r the expansion of colonialization in the land that came to be called 

the United States Theodore Allen describes in careihl detail this political act of 
self-interest fl~at continues to haunt our nation today (Allen Invention ojthe 
I~q¢ite Race [ co~d [[, 1994, 1997) 

Ea@ in the colony of Virginia, poor people from dift;,~rent backgrounds (English, 
Irish, Dutch, African, Native Americans) saw their common self-lnterest and 
banded together in rebellion against the English elite (John Punch; Bacon’ s 
RebellionS, but the English imposed more severe punishment on people of Afi-ican 
descent and later on those who associated with blacks Thus they began to drive a 
wedge between so-called races and to divide and conquer among ihose who were 
poor This ensured the allegiance of poor white people to those u, ho had power 

In the l,qre 1700s as opposition to slaver3, was increasing, Johan Friedlficb 
B]umenbacb used study of human skulls to develop a hierarchical division oPthe 
human species: Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Aust~ a]oid and Negroid Late~ 
Blumenbach admitted that this was a false science and that one could not really 

divide mankind into categories, but he said, "Still it will be lbund serviceable to 
the memo*T to have constituted certain classes into which the men of our planet 
may be divided" 

The original United States Natmalization I,avv of March 26, ]7!)Ill 
provided the first rules to be followed by the 1 hired States in the granting 
of national citizenship This law limited naturalization to immigrants who 
were "tree while persons" of "good moral character" It thus lef~ out 

American Indians, indentured servants, slaves, flee blacks, and later 
Asians While women were included in the act, ~he right of citizenship did 
"not descend to persons whose t:athers have never been resident in the 
United States " Citizenship was inherited exclusively through the father 

This was the only statute that ever recognized the status of natural horn 
citizen, requi6ng that state and [~deral officers not consider American 
children born abroad ~o be foreigners 

In 1848 the Treat?" of Guadaloupe I fidalgo ended the US war with Mexico 
and required Mexico to cede more than half of its land mass to the United 

States The l[j S promised to honor the property rights of citizens then 
living in Mexico, but did not honor this agreement and stole the ]and that 
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u, ould become all or pa~ of 10 states including Texas, Kansas, OMahoma, 
California, Nevada Utah, A~zona, Colorado, New Mexico Wyoming 

Immigrants from Ireland and Eastern Europe who came to fl~e U S during 
the Industrial Revolution were *~oI considered white Some rel~rted Io 
them as fire ’~in-between people" Jewish people were not considered 
’white" in the US until after World War II and prejudice has continued to 
linger 

1922 Takao Ozawa v The United States The Supreme Con~ found that 
Ozawa, a Japanese man, was ineligible ibr citizenship because they 
determined that Japanese people cannot be white because they a~e not 
Caucasian 

1923 The Supreme Court case or" BhagaI Singh Thind All whites are 
Caucasian but not all Caucasians are white ’Fhe me~joriiT~ argued that ’the 
average man knows perfectly u, ell that there are unmistakable and 
profotmd differences" The i~i~liCM decision led to successfid efforls to 
denaturalize Indians who had previously become citizens and they lost 
their tight to own land and othe~ righIs of" citizenship, depending on their 
stare or residence 

The construction of race has continued throughout US histotT and has 
been ce,ttral to US economic development, including the development of 
wealtb and power as we have exploited those, not classified as white, in 
order to advance ag1~cu]ture, ranching, raihoads, mining, man~Pactu~ng, 

etc The sto~T of race is the stotT~ of]abor We have ’let" folks into the 
family of "white" as we need their numbers and no longer need to exploit 
their labor 
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Race 
"A specious classification of" human beings created by Europeans dufing a period of" 
world wide colonial expansion, using themsel~ es as the model £~r humanity, 1~ the 
purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to power and plivilege " 
(Maulana Kalenga) 

Prejudice 
A judgment based on bias that stereotypes others as different and inlwio~ Prejudice is 
usually, but not always, negative; positive and negative prqiudices alike, especially when 
directed toward oppressed people, are damaging because they deny the individualig~" of 
the person In some cases, the prejudices of oppressed people (’you can’t trust the 
police") are necessary for survival No one is free of prqiudice Examples: Women a*e 
emotional Asians are good at mad~ 

Social and Institutional Power 
Access to resources 

" The ability to influence others 
Access to decision-makers to get what you want done 

" The ability to define reality t’~,r yourself and others 

Oppression 
The systematic subjugation of one social g~oup by a more powerful social group for the 
social, economic, and political benefi~ of the more powerful social group Rita Hardiman 
and Bailey Jackson state that oppression exists when the following 4 conditions are 
found: 

I The oppressor group has the power to define realii3" for themselves and others 
2 The target groups take in and internalize the negative messages about them and 

end up cooperating u, ith the oppressors (thinking and acting llke them) 
3 Genocide, harassment, and discrimination are systematic and institutionalized, so 

that individuals are nor necessary to keep it going 
4 Members of both the oppressor and target groups are socialized to play their roles 

as norn~al and correct 

Oppression Power*Prejudice 

System 
A set oftbings that together make a wbole 

An established way of doing something, such thai d~ings get done tidal way 
regularly and are assumed to be the ’normal’ way things get done 
Runs by itself, does not require planning or initiative by a person or group 
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Advantage 
A leg up, a gain. a benefit 

White Supremacy 
The idea (ideology) that white people and the ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and actions of 
white people are superior to People of Color and their ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and 
actio*~s 

Racism social and institutional power I race prejudice 

Racism is different from racial prqiudice hatred or disc~qmination Racism involves one 
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If you are a citizen of the United States, part of the legacy you have inherited is the 
bistorical, systematic, and pervasive way in which white race and the benefits, privilege 
and power fbr those who came to be known as white bare been consuucted in this 
countU I~ollowing is small sampling of dates rdated to significant happenings, laws, 
court decisions, policies and other acts which have contributed to institutionalization of 
racism 
With thanks Sh~won ?vlartm~ and ma~y others jbr much q/the iq/~)rmadon inchMed here. 

1607 First permanent English colony in Virginia 

1613 John Rolt’e marries Pocahontas in the colony &Virginia 

1619 First Africans kidnapped and broughtto the colonies 

1640 

1676 

John Punch, an African indentured servant, runs away from his sewimde 
with a Dutchman and an Irishman They a~e caught ’rbe colony of 
Virginia records that as punishment Dutchman and lrisbman will be given 
4 increased years of indentured servitude John Punch, on the other hand is 
sentenced to perpetual servitude, or slaveU 

Bacon’s Rebellion, a populist rebellion tha~ organized poor people --white 
frontiersmen, slaves, indentured ser~ ants, and a tribe of radians --against 
the colony of Virginia Bacon and the rebels win rim fi rst batrie and the 
sitting government retreats to boats in the ~{ver They win two more 
skirmishes before English reinforcements arrive and >ut down the 
rebellion 

1637 

1662 

New England colonists massacre 500 Native Ame*qcans in Pequot War, 
the first massacre of indigenous people by English colonists 

Virginia enacts la w stating that if an "Englishman" begets a child of a 
"Negro woman," the cbiJd will take on the woman’s status, eg, tbal of a 
slave; this law makes slavery hereditary 

16Ol Virginia House of Btugesses defines "white man" as a man with no 
African or Indian blood wbmsoever excep~ f’~r tbe descendants of John 
Rolfe and Pochahontas u, ho shall also be white men 

1705 Virginia law passed requiring masters to provide white servants whose 
indentm ed time was up 50 acres of land, 30 shillings, a musket and I0 
bushels of corn 
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1712 

1776 

1785 

1787 

1790 

1790s 

1795 

1800 

1807 

1812 

1330 

’Act tbr the better ordering and governing of Negroes and slaves" in 
South (arolina "whereas, the plantations of this province cannot be 
well managed without the labor of Negroes and other slaves, [who] 
are of barbarous, wild, savage natures, and such as re~tders them wholly 
unqualified to be governed by the laws of this province; that such other 
laws and olde~s, should in this plovince be made as may iestrain the 
disorders, rapines and inhumanity, to which thW are naturally prone and 
inclined " 

The Declaration of Independence is signed, stating that "all men are 
created equal vdth certain inalienable dghts I,it’e, I,ibe~iT and the 
pursuit of Ilappiness" while excluding Afiqcans, Native Americans, and 
all women 

Land Ordinance Act, 640 acres oflkred at $1 per acre to white people 

In the kS Constitution, for the proposes of taxation and rep~ esentation, 
Negro slaves were counted as 3/5 of a person, ~ adding to the whole 
number of free persons, including those bound to service ILr a term of 
years, and excluding lndians not taxed, three fifths of all other persons" 

Naturalization Law of 1790 specifies that only flee white immigrants are 
eligible [L~r naturalized citizenship First gene[ation immigrants 1iom Asia, 
the Caribbean, Central and South American and Africa are expressly 

denied civil rights, the tight to vote, and the right to own land This Act is 
not completely vdped offthe books until the McCarran Walter Act of 
1952 

The slavery abolition movement starts to grow Bluemenbach and Buffon 
offer "scientific" iusdfication t~r a hierarchical classification of 
humankind (Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Australoid and Negroid) 

Treaty of Greenville, which Indian leaders are forced to sign, cedes most 
of the Ohio Valley to the US government 

The Land Ordinance Act minimum lot was halved to 320 Acres 

Thomas Jefferson states the US should "pursue (the Indians) into 
extermination or drive them to new seats beyond our reach 

Thomas Jefferson states white people should drive evep,, Indian in their 
path "with the beasts of the forests into the stony mountai~ts " 

Act prohibiti ng ’the teaching of slaves to read" in North Ca~ olina and 
other states ~whereas the teaching of slaves to read and write has a 
tendency to excite dissatisfactio*t in their mi*tds and to produce 
insurrection and rebellion, to the manifest injury of the citizens of this 
state " such teaching was i]legal and severe]y punished 
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1830 

1848 

1850 

1854 

1862 

1863 

1873 

1887 

1887 

1882 

Indian Removal Act authorized the president to "negotiate" and exchange 
lands which actual]y meant seize Indian la~d and remove Native 
Americans from their ancestral and sacred lands; terr~tot3~ of Oklahoma set 
aside as ’Indian Tenitory" 

Treaty of Guadelupe Hidalgo signed between U S and Mexico, which 
promises to protect the lands, language and culture of the Mexicans living 
in ceded te*litory (f’utu~e states of’Calilb~nia, Texas, Utah. New Mexico, 
Arizona, Nevada, pans of Colorado and Wyoming) Congress substitutes a 
"Protocol" which requires Mexicans to prove in US courts that they have 
%gitimate’ title to thei~ own lands: the ~Pmtocol" becomes the legal basis 
for the massive U S land theft from Mexicans in conquered territories 

Foreign Miners Tax in Caliil, rnia requires Chinese and Latin ~4a*nerican 
gold miners to pay a special tax on their holdings not required of European 

California law (People v Itall) "No black, or mulatto person, or Indian 
shall be allowed to give evidence for or against a white person" 

Homestead Act allots 160 acres of western (ie Indian) land to %nyone" 
who could pay $1 25 an acre and cultivate it for 5 years; within 10 years, 
85,000,000 acres oP Indian lands had been sold to European homesteaders 

Emancipation Proclamation ’Treed" kidnapped and enslaved Aft%arts only 
to have them re-enslaved by a series of subsequent laws 

1876 California constitution " necessa~" regulations for the protection 

oP the State f~om the burdens and evils arising ftom the presence oP 
aliens, who are or may, become vagrants, paupers, mendicants, criminals, 
or invalids afflicted with contagious or infections diseases ," ’no 
corpo~atiol~ shall employ al~y Chinese or Mongo]ian," %1o Chinese 
shall be employed on any state or other public work except in 
punishment for a crime" 

Dawes Act terminates tribal ownership of lands by pm~itioning 
reservations and assigning each lndian a 160-acre allotment for farming 
"Surp]us" reservation land is opened up to homesteaders 

Hayes Tilden Compromise removes federal troops from the South, leaving 
Blacks totally unprotected from white violence and setting stage for 50 
years of intense ~epression, denial of political, civil, and education ~ights 
that African Americans had straggled for and to some extent won dnring 
Reconstruction ai~er the Civil War 

Chinese Exclusion Act passed by Congress to keep Chinese immigrant 
workers from comi ng to the U S, the first time a nation, slit?" had been 
barred expressly by name 
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1883 

1893 

1896 

1898 

1917 

1924 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1944 

1947 

1945-60 

1886 Apache warrior Geronimo surrenders to the U S army, marking the 
det;~at of Soutll~est Indian nations 

Queen I,iliuokalani of Hawaii is overthrown by I_S planter colonists in a 
bloodless revolution The Republic of tIau, aii is established with Stantbrd 
Dole (Dole Pineapple) as preside~tt 

Supreme Court declares in Plessy v Ferguson that separate but ’equal" 
facilities are constitutional 

U S deiEats Spain and acquires Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Phillipines 
Cuba, which had already declared her indepe~tde~tce tiom Spain, becomes 
a vimaal colony of the t.lS 

Congress enacts another immigration act creating an Asiatic Barred Zone, 
a ’~litte in the sand" in Asia effectively cutting oft’ all immigration from 
India 

Johnson Reed Immigration Act sets restrictive quotas on immigrants from 

Asia, Africa, and Latin America 

New Deal legislatio*t, Home Owners Loan Corporation created to help 
borne owners and stabilize banks, created derailed neighborhood maps that 
took into account the racial composition of" a neighborhood or likelihood 
of ~acial infiltration color coded these, neighborhoods in ~ed and labeled 
them "undesirable" resulting in a lack of investment in neighborhoods 
with POC and enormous in~ estment i*t white neighborhoods 

The Federal Housing Act manuals a~d practices codify tile channe]ing of 
funds to white neighborhoods and collaborated with block busters 

The Social Security Act New Deal progrmns would not have survived the 

Southern voti~tg block unless they were designed in a way that preset,, ed 
racial patterns SSA did not extend coverage to farm or domestic workers, 
disproportionately excluding blacks f~om its benelSts 

Supreme Court opinio*t upheld Roosevelt’s Executive Order attthorizi*tg 
relocation a~d detention of all people of Japanese ancestry, including US 
citizens, in ~’wal relocation centers" regardless of~’loyalty’’ to US (dining 

Taft Hardey Act seriously restricts the right to organize and requires a 
loyalty oath aimed at the Congress of Industrial Organizations, which had 
organized lal~e numbers of workers of color 

Suburban sprawl and white-flight to tile suburbs became popular as certain 
communities were ollSciall,/red-lined and mmked as undesixable, de- 
voiding ht~/er cities of esae ltia~ ax do~la;~s ~sed t’or ac loo~s, roads, parks, 
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1954 

1964 

1969-72 

1973 

Mid-1980s 

1990 

1990 

and o~her public necessities 

US Immigration and Natulalization Service sets up Operation Wetback 

to round up and deport "illegaF’ Mexicans living in the ILlS 

Democratic Par~y refi*ses to sea~ the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 
Party in place of the segregationist Mississippi Democrats at the Paw’s 
convention in Atlanta 

Raids on Black Panther Pari3" offices, assassinations of leading Panthers, 
imprisonment of hundreds of others, resulting in destruction of Black 
Panther Pm’~y 

Federal and state police and FBI launch a militaW assault on Ame,Jcan 
Indian Movement activists and traditional lndians of the Lakota Nation at 
Wounded Knee Leonard Peltier is convicted on t]dse charges of 
murdering an FBl agem and sentenced to 2 consecutive life semences 

The Heritage Foundation organizes the National Association of Scholars 
and finances college campus ~ight wing g~oups to attack students and 
faculty sm*ggling for more inch~sive curl~c~lum; the right wing group 
labels educational equality efforts as "political correctness" 

Supreme Corot decision attacks the re]igious f~eedom of Native 
Americans by m]ing that stakes have the right to pass laws t’o~ing Native 
American Church members to risk prison in order to practice their 
religion 

Cong~ ess passes a comprehensive new immigration law, which includes 
~employer sanctions" for knowingly hMng a worker without papers, 
discouraging employers fiom taking job applications from Asian 
Americans or Latinos 
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THE FOUR FACES OF RACIS~! 

Ilisto~cally constructed and systemic (not just personal or individual) 
Penetrates every aspect of our personal, i~istitutional, and c@tural 1i[? 
Includes prqiudice against people of color in attitudes, feelings, and behaviors 
Includes exclusion, di scrimination against, suspicion, fear or hatred of people of color 
Sees a person of color only as a member of a group, not as an individual 

l~icludes low expectations by white people for children aild adults of color 
People of color have fewer options, cboices 

people of color 
We believe the~e is something w~ong’~,itb being a person of colo~ 
We have lowered self-esteem, sense of inferiority, u, rongness 

We bare vel7 limited choices: alther ’act in’ (white) or act o~at’ (disrupt) 
We ha~,e a sense of limited possibilii7 (limited by oppression and prqiudice) 

GRANT H? WM/T~ P~V/ ~G E (aft}cting u, hite people) 

"An invisible knapsack of special provisions and blank checks" (Peggy McIntosh) 

Tbe default, tbe norm; to be wbite in America is not to bare to tbink about it 
We expect to be seen as an individual: what we do ne’~,er reflects on lbe wbite race 
We can choose to avoid the impact of racism witbout penalty 

We live in a world where our u, orth and personhood are continually validated 
Although hurt by racism, we can live just fine without e~er having to deal wi@ it 

I can feel that I personally earned, through work and merit, any/all of my success 

experienced by people of color 

I am nol responsible tBr what happened before, nor do I have to know anythir~g about 

people of color 
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In order for oppression to flourish, we must collude or cooperate As Frederick Douglass 
pointed out "Find out what people will submit to, and you have [)ttnd the exact amount 

of injustice and wrong x~,hich will be hnposed npon them " 

P’OIR~ET [ PRETEND -- The oppressed must t’orget what has happened to them historically 
and what is happening to them in their day to day lives in orde~ to get through their lives 
and their day; the dominant group must never identi(v as white or as benefiting from 

u, hite privilege; the dominant group must ’forget’ about their membership in the white 
group; the dominant group must pretend that everything is OK now, that the problem was 
in tbe past 

ta e - The oppressed must stop speaking the truth about their experience, both to 

d~emselves (to survive internally) and to o~hers (to survive in the world); the dominant 
group must lie to themsel’~es and each otber abont their role in oppression, positioning 

themselves as blameless, passive (I didn’t cause it), individual and not part of a bigger 
system, while ignoring the internal racist conditioning and tapes (I am not ~acist, I’m a 

good white person) 

s’roe ~e~t_~ - The oppressed must cut themselves off from their feelings, become 
numb in order to survive, o~ feel that it is personal (I am bad or at fault); the dominant 
group must a]so cut themselves off’from their feelings, insist on being ~rational and 
logical’ and never stop to ;’eel the cost as oppressors; the dominam group must avoid 

feeling, because to begin feeling means to begin feeling guilt or shame 

t_os~ vom~ - Ihe oppressed must internalize the oppression, Peel bad about themse]ves 

and their situation so that they are no longer able to speak to it or abont it, distrust their 
voice and the truth they have to speak; when the oppressed do speak out, the,,, are labeled 
as ’aggressive,’ ’overly sensitive,’ ’ang~,,’ and discounted; the dominant group becomes 

afraid to speak out because of the social pressure agablst it tile threat of Ioshlg fanli]y 
and friends, and separating themselves from the white group 

NIAKE POWER INVISlBLE -- The oppressed must begin to identil~y more with the 
dominant gronp than with their own group and as a resu]t lose a sense of their collective 
power; the dominant group must assume their right to power along with the myth that 
power is individual and evep,,one who works hard can have the same power they do; or 
the dominant group must act as if they don’t ha~e power as white people and deny the 
power that tbey get j ust by belonging to the white gronp 
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INTERNALIZED RACIAL INFERIORITY 

Internalized Racial In~kriority (IRI) is the internalization by People of Color (POC) of the 
images, stereolypes, pmiudices, and mylhs promoted by tile racist system about POC in 
this counrl), 0~1: thoughts and feelings about ourselves, people of o~1: own racial group, 
or other POC are based on the racist messages we receive from the broader system For 
ma~y People of Colo~ in ou~ commu~ities, intema]ized racist oppression manifests itselt" 

Self-Doubt 

Di stancing r-ore other people of color 

Self-Hate 

AngeffRage 

Exaggerated visibility 

Assimilation 

Acculturation 

Colorism 

Protection of white people 

Tolerance 

Ethnocentrism 



EMPOWERMENT 

Conll13unity of resistance 

Collective action 

Challenging 

Investigation 

Exclusion / immersion 

Rage / depression 

Not white 

INTERNALIZEID RACIAL INFERIORI{TY 



"WHITE PRIVILEGE: UNPACKING THE INVISIBLE 
KNAPSACK" 

I think whites are carefully taught not to recognize white privilege, as males a~e taught 
nor to recognize male privilege So I have begun in an untutored way to ask what it is like 
to have white privilege I have come to see white privilege as an invisible package oP 
unearned assets that [ can count on cashing in each day, but abo~]t which [ was "meant" to 
remain oblivious White privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special 
provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, ~isas, clothes, tools a~td blank checks 

Describing white privilege makes one newly accountable As we in women’s studies 
work to reveal male privilege and ask men to give up some of" their power, so one who 
writes about having white privilege mnst ask, "having described it, what will I do to 
lessen or end it?" 

After I realized the extent to which men work from a base of unacknowledged privilege, I 
understood that much of their oppressiveness was unconscious Then 1 remembered the 
frequent charges from women of color that white women whom they encounter are 
oppressive I began to understand why we are jnstly seen as oppressive, even when we 
don’t see ourselves that way I began to count the ways in which I enjoy unearned skin 
privilege and have been conditioned into oblivion about its existence 

My schooling gave me no training in seeing myself as an oppressor, as an unfairly 
advantaged person, or as a participant in a damaged culture i was taught to see myself as 
an individual whose moral state depended on her individual moral will My schooling 
f~llowed the pattern my colleague Elizabeth Minnich has pointed out: whites are tough{ 

to think of their lives as morally ~eutral, normative, a~d average, and also ideal, so 
that ~hen ~e work to benefit others, this is seen as ~ork th~rt ~ill Mlo~ "them" to 

I decided to tit to work on myself at least by identi~qng some of the daily effects of 
white privilege in my lit~ I have chosen those conditions that I think in my case ag/*~ck, 
somewhat more tu skit~-co/orp’ivilege than to class, religion, ethnic sta*us, or geographic 
location, though of course all these other factors are intricately intertwined As far as I 
can tell my Aft-icon American coworkers friends, and acquaintances vdth whom I come 
into daily or frequent contact in this particular time, place and line of work cannot count 
o*t most of these conditions 

I I can, if I wi sh, arrange to be in the company of people of my race most of the time 

2 If I shou]d need to move. I can be pretty sure oPrenting or purchasing housing in an 
area that I can afford and in which I wonld want to live 

3 1 can be pretg~" sure that my neighbors in such a location will be neutral or pleasant to 
me 
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zl I can go shopping alone most of the time, prettg well assured that I u, ill not be 
followed of harassed 

5 l can turn on the television or open to the front page of the paper and see people of my 
race widely ~ep~esented 

6 When I am told about our national heritage or about "civilization", I am shown that 
people of rag color made it what it is 

7 I can be sure that my children vdll be given ca fricular materials that testiPy- to the 
e×i stence of their race 

8 lf’l want to, I can be p~etty sure of finding a publisher fb~ this piece on white privilege 

9 I can go into a music shop and coutu on finding the music of my race represemed, ituo 
a supermarke* and find the staple foods that fit with my cultural traditions, into a 
hairdresser’s shop and find someone who can deal with my hair 

10 Whether I use checks, credit cards, or cash, l can count on my skin color not to work 
against the appearance of tlnancial reliability 

l I I can arrange to protect my children most of the time from people who might not like 

them 

12 I can swear, of dress in second-hand clothes or not answer lette~ s without having 
people attribute these choices to the bad morals, the poverty, or the illiteracy of my race 

13 I can speak in public to a powerful male group without putting my race on trial 

14 I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a credit to my race 

15 I am never asked to speak tbr all the people of my racial group 

16 I can ~emain ob]ivious of the lang~lage and custums of persons of color, who 
constitute the worlds’ majority, without Peeling in my culture any penalty for such 
oblivion 

17 I can criticize our government and talk about how much I tear its policies and 
behavior without being seen as a cultural outsider 

18 I ca n be sure that if I ask to talk to "the pe~ son in charge" I will be facing a pe~ son of 

my race 

19 Ira I~afllc cop pulls me over, or if the IRS attdits my tax return, I can be sure I haven’t 
been singled our because of my race 

20 I can easily bug pos*ers, postcards, pic*ure books, greeting cards, dolls, togs, and 



children’s magazines featuring people of my race 

21 I can go home from most meetings or organizations i belong to feeling somewhat tied 
in rather than isolated, out of place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance, or feared 

22 I can take a job with ar~ afI~rmative action employer without having coworkers on the 
j ob suspect thai I got it because of race 

23 I can choose public accommodations without ~aring that people of my race cannot 
get in o~ will he mistreated in the places I have chosen 

24 I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help my race will not work against me 

25 If my day, week, or yea~ is going badly, I need not ask of each negative episode 
situation whether it has racial ove~ones 

26 I can choose blemish cover or bandages in "flesh" color that more or less matches my 
skin 

l repeatedly forgot the realizations on this list until l wrote them down For me white 
privilege has turned out to be an elusive and fugitive subject The pressure to avoid it is 
great, t’~r in facing it I mus~ give tap the myth of meritocracy If these things are tree, this 
is not such a free country/; ones’ liI? is not what one makes it; many doors open ~br certain 
people through no’~,irlx~es of’thei~ own 
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C~ARACTERISTICS OF ~NTERNALiZEE) RACIAL 

SUPERORITY 

Internalized Racial Superiorit3’ impacts white people and the dominant white culture in 
ma*~y ways Some ot’these incl~de: 

Resistat~ce to change 

Avoidi*tg conflict 

Paternalism / Ca~ etaking 

Scapegoating / Blaming / I ,abeli ng 

Self-Righteousness / Anger 

Continued oppression 

Resistance to acknowledgi ng / correcting past 

Idolizing the individual 

Defensiveness 

Assumption of normalcy / s~perlority 

Denial 

Di smncing 

E~dtlemem 
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TACTICS OF RESISTANCE 
from Paul K%el s Ul)rooti Z~Rgcism, 1996, pp 40-46 

Tactic What it is What it sounds like 
Denial Denial of existence of oppression Discrimination is a thing of 

Denial oPresponsibility for it the past 
It’s a leve] playing field 
It’s not my fault 

Minimization Playing down the damage It’s not that bad 
Racism isn’t a big problem 

Blame Justit\,ing the oppression Look at the way they act 
Blaming the victim It’s their own fault 

If they weren’t so angry 

Lack of intent Claims the damage in unintentional [ didn’t mean it like that 
It was only’ a joke 

It’s over now The oppression u, as in the past and is Slaver}, was over a long time 
no longer an issue ago 

’Fhe Civil Rights movement 
evened the playing field 

Competing Claiming that the targets of oppression The}, are taking away our 
victimization nov* have so nltlch power that it is iobs 

white people who are threatened and 
di sadvantaged                        attack 

We j~st want our rights, too 
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SOURCES OF RESISTANCE 
f~om Arnold, Burke, James, Martin, and Thomas, k,d~ea~i~l,~,lot" a (’,;~a~:ge, 1991, p 134 

Our identity and rel:ttion to power: we may feel guilt or anxiety for being a member of 

the dominanI group (a ma~ wbe~ sexism is the issue; a white perso~ wbe~ racism is the 
issue) We may be afraid to speak out because we’ll he seen as a trouhlemaker and 
become isolated when we belong to the target group 

Our disco~t~[brt with the con~en~ a~d perspective: the implications of what we’re 

learning may be x’el), threatening to us if we belong to the dominant group or may not be 
critical or threatening enough if we belong to the target group 

Our tliscomfort witl~ the process: those of us used to doing things a certain way may 
get impatient or frustrated when the process is unfamiliar, slow, or too ’touchy feely ’ We 

ma?, assume that the way we respond to the process is the u, ay everyone responds to the 
process, whether or not that is ttue Some of us lhel we have a ’right’ to be it~cluded, 

whi]e othe~ s never expect to be t~lly included 

Our Fear aboui Iosi~g: takir~g in and/or acting or~ the infbrrnation presented may mea*~ 
loss of family, of friends, of aiob A white persot~ who opens up to [low racism is 
pla~ing our in their family or community may risk losing impo~ant relationships if they 
decide to speak or act A person of color u, ho decides to u, ork in coalition u, ith u, hite 
people may ~isk losing important [elationsbips as a ~esult 

Our fear of critical thi~klng: many of us tend to hear critical thinking as criticism For 
example, the suggestion that u,e could do better on race issues in our organization is 
heard as criticism that we’re doing a bad job This can be particularly difficult wher~ we 
ba3’e a lot of personal invesrmeltt in the organization or community 
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DISTANCING BEHAVIORS: GAMES W~I~TE PEOPLE 

PLAY 

f~om Edler’ s unpublished paper, Di.sta~c’i~*g 

The behavior What i~ is 
The ’~wbere are tbeyT’ game a demand that members of the oppressed group be 

present in order for dominant group members to 
understand themselvesa o~ commit to analysis o~ 
action (Note: we            don’t demand the 
presence of poor people or politicians to analyze or 
act on pox, er%, or policy-maklng) 

"This %m’ isn’t the only problem" The suggestion that there is little reason to 
game concemrate on a parbcu]ar ’i Sill" ~,,hell there are 

others that are just as serious 

The distinguished lecturer game A tendency to talk about the problem without 
taldng action; a competition over who has the best 

analysis; a conce~tration by dominant group 
members on the problems of the "target" group 
without any consideratior~ for the problem of the 
dominant group 

The ’~instant solution" game The proposal that ’~1o’~ e" is the solution, or 

cha ag n~ schools s the aolut on is one that makes 

~ood sense b~lt [emains cente[ed on how things 
should be ~ather than how things are 

The ’~find the racist" game when one or a t’ew members of the gronp target 

another group member for inappropriate comments 

or ideas, leaving those doing the accusing’ fee]ing 
righteous but actually closing down any opportunity 
for meaningful discussion 

questions arid ~epresent the er~ti~e group with their 

The geography" game Claiming tbe real problems are in the South,’ or 
somewhere else; or claiming, for example, that 
racism isn’t a problem tk~r you because there were 
no people of color in your communi~- growing up 

(when the schoo!s, ~overnment institutions, med!a 
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houses of worship 
and other institutions in your community support 

racist thoughts, a~itudes, and behaviors regardless 
of whether peopl~ of color me preser~t) 
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Community o~ resistanc~ 

Collective action 

Taking responsibility / self-righteousness 
white c~m do right / especially me 

Opening up / acka~owledgement 

Guilt and shame 

Denial and defensiveness 

Be like me 

What are vou? 

INrI’EPd’~ALIZED ILACIAL SUPERIOI4drI’y 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WHIT~ CULTURE 

Following is a list of" characteristics of’white supremacy cu] tu~e that show up in ou~ 
organizations C~lt~are is powerful precisely because it is so present and at the same time 

so vet7 difficult to name or identit~v The characteristics listed below are damaging 
because they are used as norms and standards without being pro-actively named or 

chosen by the group They are damaging because they promote white supremacy 
thinldng Tbey are damaging to both people of color and to wbite people Organizations 

that are led by people of color or that comprise a majority people of color can also 
demonst*ate damaging cha[acteristics of white supremacy cultme 

PERFECTIONISM 
o Little appreciation expressed among people for the work that others are doing; 

appreciation that is expressed usually directed to those who get most of the credit 
anyway 

More common is to point out either bow the person or work is inadequme or even more 
common, to talk to others about the inadequacies of a person or their work without 
ever talking directly to them 

Mistakes axe seen as personal, i e they reflect badly on the person making them as 
opposed to being seen for what they are mistakes 

Making a mistake is confi*sed with being a mistake, doing wrong with being wrong 

Little time, energy, or money put into reflection or identi~qng lessons learned that can 
improve practice, in other words little o~ no learning from mistakes 

Tendenw to identi f~, what’s wsong; little ability to identit},,, name, and appreciate 
what’s dght 

Often internally felt, ila other words the perfectionist fails to appreciate her own good 

work, more often pointing out her faults or ’failures,’ focusing on inadequacies and 
mistakes rathe[ than lea[ning fiom them; the person works with a harsh and constant 
hmer critic 
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,4~do~’s: Develop a culture of appreciation, where the organization takes time to make 

sure that people’s work and ef’l’otls are appreciated; develop a learning organization, 
where it is expected that eve,,one will make mistakes a*td those mistakes offer 

oppolXunities for learning; create an environment wbere people ca~ recognize that 
mistakes sometimes lead to positive results; separate the person from the mistake; 

when offering feedback, al’~,ays speak to the things that went well before of I~ing 
cciticism; ask people to oft;,~r specific suggestions for how to do things differently 
when offering c*qticism; realize that being your own worst critic does not actually 
improve the work, often contributes to low morale among the group, and does not help 
you or the group to realize the benefit of leaning from mistakes 

SENSE OF 1JRGENCY 
. A continued sense of u~gency makes it difI~cult to take time to be inclusive, encourage 

democratic and/or thoughtful decision-making to think long-term, to consider 

conseq~ences 

Frequently results in sacrificing potential allies for cluick or highly visible results, for 
example sacrificing interests of" communiIies oP color in orde~ to win victories for 
white people (seen as dePault or norm community) 

Reinfo~ ced by t’unding i)~ oposals x~,,llich promise too much work t’or too little nloney 
and by funders who expect too much for too little 

d~lidole*: Realistic "~,orkplans; leadership which understands that things take ]onger 
than anyone expects; discnss and plan t’o~ x~,hat it means to set goals ofinclusivity and 
dix’ersity, pa~ic~larly in terms of time: learn t~:ol*a past experience how long ~hings 
take; wclte realistic funding proposals with realistic time frames; be clear about how 
you will make good decisions in a*t atmosphere of urgency; realize that rushing 
decisions takes more time in the ]ong mn because ine~’itably people ~,ho didn’t get a 
chance to voice their thoughts and feelings will at best resent and at worst undermine 
the decision because they were leP~ unheard 

IIEFlgNSI’~T.Nlg SS 
The organizational structure is set up and much energy spent trying to prevent abuse 
and protect power as it exists rather than to f~ci]itate the best out of’each person o~ to 
clarif.’~ who has powe~ and how fl~ey are expected to use it 

Because of either/or ~hinking (see below), criticism of~hose wi~h power is,,’iewed as 
threatening and inappropriate (or rudet 

People respond to neu, or challenging ideas with defensiveness, making it vet3, 
difficult to raise these ideas 

A lot of energy in the o,~4anization is spent trying to make sure that people’s t’eelings 
aren’t getting hur~ or working around defensive people 

White people spend energy defending against charges of racism instead of examining 
how racism might actually be happening 
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. The defensiveness of people in power creates an oppressive culture 

A~tlidole< Understand that structure cannot in and of itself Pacilitate or prevent abuse; 
understand the link between defensiveness and fear (of]osing power, losing face. 
losing comfort, losing privilege~; work on your own defensiveness; name 
de£~nsiveness as a problem when it is one; give people credit for being able to handle 
more than you think; discuss the ways in which defensiveness or resistance to new 
ideas gets in tbe way of the mission 

QUANTITY OVER QUALITY 
. All ~esourcesoforganizationa~edirectedtoxvard pmducil~gmeasmab]egoals 

Things that can be measm ed are more highly va]ued than tbi~gs that cannot, for 
example numbers of people attending a meeting, newsletter circulation, money spent 

a~e valued mole than quality of’l~laIionships, democratic decision-making, ability to 
constructively deal with conflict 

. Eittle or no value attached to process; if it ca~’t be measured it has no value 

. Discomfo~ witb emotion and feelings 

No nnderstanding that when tbere is a conflict between content (the agenda of the 
meeting) and process (people’s need to be heard or engaged), process will prevail (for 
example, you may get through the agenda, but if you haven’t paid attention to people’s 
need to be heard the decisions made at the meeting a~ e undermined and/o~ 
disregardedt 

d~lidol~.< Include process o~ qua]ity goals in your p]anning; make sure your organization 

has a values stateme~t which expresses the wa?s in which you want to do yore 
make sure tbis is a living document and that people are using it in their day to day 
work; look tbr ways to measure process goals (for example if you have a goal of 
inclusivity, think about ways you can measure whether or not you ha’, e achieved that 

goal); learn to recognize tbose times when ,,o~* need to get offfl~e agenda in order to 
address people’s underlying concerns 

WORSHIP OF THE WRITTF.N WOR[) 

If it’s not in a memo or a writien document, i~ doesn’t exist 

The organlzatlon does not take into account or value other ways in which inf~,rmation 
is shared 

Those with strong docnmel~tatiol~ and wri~il~g skills are more highly valued, even in 
organizations where ability to verbally relate to others is key to the mission 

A~dows: Take the time to analyze how people inside and outside the organization get 
and share information; figure out which things need to be written down and come up 
with alternative wa3,s to document what is happening; work to recognize the 
contributions and skills that every person brings to the organization (Ibr example, the 
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ability to build relationships with those who are important to the organization’s 
mission); make sure anything written can be clearly understood ~ avoid academic 
language, buzz’ words, etc) 

ONLY ONE RIGHT WAY 

o The belief there is one right way to do things and once people are introduced to the 
right way, they will see the light and adopt it 

When they do not adapt or change, then something is wrong with them (tile other, 
those nor changing), not with us (,those who ’know’ the right way) 

Similar to the missionaty~ who does not see value in the culture of other communities, 

sees only value in their beliefs about what is good 

A~dr~.s: Accept that there a~ e many ways to get to the same goal; o~ce the group has 
made a decision about which way will be taken, honor that decision and see what you 

and the organization will learn fi-om taking that v,,ay, even and especially if it is not the 
way you would ha~e chosen; work on de~ eloping the ability to *totice when people do 
things differently and how fl~ose different ways reign improve your approach; look f~r 

the tendency for a group or a person to keep pushing the same point over and over out 

of a belief that the~e is on]y one right way and then name it; "~,hen working "~,ith 
communities from a different cultm c than yours or your organization’s, be dear that 
you have some leandng to do about the communities’ ways of doing; never assume 
that you or your organization know what’s best for the community in isolation from 

mea*tingfid relationships with that community 

PATERNALISM 

o Decislon-making is clear to those v, dth power m~d unclear to those without it 

o Those with pou, er think they are capable of maklng decisions fl, r and in the interests of 
those without power 

. Those x,,dth power often do~’t think it is important or necessa~y~ to nnderstand the 
viewpoint or experience of those for whom they are making decisions 

. Those without power understand they do not have it and understand who does 

o Those without power do not really knou, how decisions get made and u, ho makes what 

decisions, and yet they are completely l:amiliar with the impact of" those decisions on 

A~z~doz~’s: Make sure that evewone knows and understands who makes what decisions in 
the organization; make sure everyone knows and understands thei~ ]eve] of" 
responsibility and authority in the o~ganization; include people x~,ho a~ e affected by 
decisions in the decision-making 
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BINARY (EITHER/OR) THINKING 

o Things are ei filet/or good/bad, light/wrong, with us/against us 

, Closely linked to perfectionism in making it difficult to learn t?om mistakes or 
accommodate conflict 

, No sense that things can be both/and 

Results in tlTing to simpli~" complex things, for example believing that pover~- is 
simply a result of lack of educabon 

Creates conflict and increases sense ot’utgency, as people t~el they have to make 
decisions to do eiflmr thi s or that, with no time or encouragement to consider 
alternatives, particularly those which may require more time or resources 

Often used by those with a clear agenda or goal to push those who are still thinking or 
[eflecting to make a choice between ’a’ or ’b’ "~vithout acknowledging a need fb~ time 
and creativity" to come np with more options 

,4~dol~’s: Notice when people use ~either/or’ language and push to come up with more 
than two alte[natives: notice "~vhen people a~e simp]it},,ing complex issues, particular]y 
when the stakes seem high or an u~gent decision needs to be made; slow it down and 
encourage people to do a deeper analysis; when people are faced with an ~*rgent 
decision, take a break and give people some breathing room to think creatlvelv; avoid 

POWER HOARD|NG 
. Little, if any, value around sharing power 

. Power is seen as limited, only so much to go aiound 

. Those with power feel threatened when anyone suggests changes in bow things should 

be done in the organization, fee] suggestions to, change are a reflection on their 
leadership 

. Those with pou, er don’t see themselves as hoarding power or as tEellng threatened 

. Those with pou, er assume they have the best interests of the organlzatlon at heart and 
assume those warning change are ill-intbrmed (stupid), emotional, inexperienced 

Attlidoles: Include power sharing in yol*r organization’s vah*es statement; discnss what 
good leadership looks like and make sure people understand that a good leader 
develops the power and skills of others; understand that change is inevitable and 
challenges to your leadership can be healthy and productive; make sure the 
organization is focused on the mission 

FEAR OF OPEN CONFLICT 
, People in power are scared of expressed col~flict and try to ignore it or rnn from it 
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When someone raises an issue that causes discomfort, the response is to blame the 
person fbr ~aising the issue rather than to look at the issue which is actually causing the 
problem 

, I-;ml)ha sis on I)eing polite 

. Eq~mting tbe raising of dift’ic~lt issues with being impolite, rode, or our of line 

Anli&~les: Role play ways to handle conflict before conflict happens; distinguish between 
being polite and raising hard issues; don’t require those who raise haxd issues to raise 

them in "acceptab]e’ wa?s, especial]y ifyo~ are using the ways in which issues are 

raised as an excuse not to address those issues; once a conflict is resolved, take the 
opportunity to revisit it and see how it might have been handled dilTerently 

INDI~qDI~ALISM 

Little experience or comfort working as part of a team 

People in organization believe they are responsible for solving problems alone 

The belief that if something is going to get done right, ~I’ have to do it 

Little o~ no ability to delegate work to others 

Accountability, iP any, goes up and down, not sideways to peers o~ to those the 
organization is set up to se~,e 

Desire tk~r individual recognition and credit 

Leads to isolation 

Competition is more highly valued than cooperation and where cooperation is valued, 
little time o~ ~esou~ces devoted to developing skills in how to cooperate 

Creates a lack oP accountability, as the organization va]ues those who can get things 
done on their own vAthout needing supervision or guidance 

,4~tidol~,s: Include team~vork as an important value in your values statement; evaluate 
people based on thei~ ability to delegate to others; evaluate people based on thei~ 
abi]ity to work as par~ of a team to accomplish shared goals make sure the organization 
is working towards shared goals and people understand bow working togetber will 
improve performance; evaluate people’s ability to work in a team as well as their 
ability to get the job done; make sure that credit is given to all those who parlicipate in 
an effort, not just the leaders o~ most pub]ic person; make people accountable as a 
group rather than as individuals; create a culture where people bring problems to the 
group: use staff meetings as a place to solve problems, not just a place to report 
activities 

PROGRESS IS BIGGER, MORE 

o Obsem, ed in how we define success (success is always bigger, more) 
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Progress is an organization that expands (adds staff, adds projects ~ or develops the 
ability to serve mo~e people 0egardless oP how well they are serving them) 

Gives no value, not even negative value, to its cost, lb~ example, increased 
accountabi]i~ to ftmders as the budget grows, ways in which those we serve may be 
exploited, excluded, or undersev,’ed as we focus on how many we are serving instead 
of quality of service or values created by the ways in which we ser~,e 

Anlh/oa~s: Create ’seventh generation" thinking by asking how the actions of the group 
now vdl[ affect people seven generations from now; make sure that any cosgbenefit 
analysis includes all the costs, not just the financial ones, for example the cost in 
morale, the cost in c~edibility, the cost in the use of resources; include process goals in 
your planning, for example make sure that your goals speak to how you wailt to do 
your work, not jus* what you want to do; ask *bose you work with and for to evaluate 
your performance 

OBJECTIV|T¥ 

The belief that there is such a thing as being objective or ’neutral’ 

The belief that emotions are inherently destructive, irrational, and should not play a 
role in decision-making or group process 

Invalidating people who show emotion 

Requiring people to think in a linear (logical) fashion and ignoring or invalidating 
those who think in other ways 

Impatience with any thinking that does not appear ’logical’ 

A~tOdows: Realize that evewbody has a world view and that ex’etTbody’s world view 
affects the way they understand things; realize this means you too; push yourself to sit 
with dlscomf~,rt when people are expressing themselves in ways which are not £Smiliar 
to you; assume that e~ mybody has a valid point and your job is to understand what that 
point is 

RIGHT TO COMFORT 

o The belief that those with power ha’~ e a right to emotional m~d ps~ chological comfort 
(anothe~ aspect oP valuing ’logic’ over emotion) 

, Scapegoating those who cau se discomforl 

. Equatingindividual actsofunfalrnessagalnstwhitepeoplewith systemic racism 
which dall y ~argets peopl e of col or 

Understand that discomfort is at the root of all growth and learning; u, elcome 
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it as much as you can; deepen your political analysis of racism and oppression so you 
have a strong understanding of how your personal experience a*~d feelings fit into a 
larger picture; don’t take e~ erything personally 

One of the proposes of listing characteristics of white supremacy culture is to point out 

standards make it dit’tScult, if not hnpossib]e, to open tile door to othe~ cultural norms and 
standards As a result, many of our organizations, while saying we want to be multi- 
cultural, really only allou, other people and cultures to come in if the,~, adapt or conf~,rm 
to aheady existing cultural norms Being able to identil~y and name Itte cultural norms and 
standards yot* want is a first step to making room tk~r a mdy multi-c~dtural organization 



’I ,~ometimes vis~Mize the ol~goi~g cycle of ~;acism as a moving walkway at the airport 
Acti~’e aalst behavior is equi~ alent to ~,alki ~g l~s~ on d~e conveyo~ be~t [he perso ~ 
engaged ia active racist behavior has ~dea~ified ~1~ the ideology of White supremacy 
and is moving with i~ Passive racist behavior is equivalen~ to standing still on 
walkwa} No o~ert et~or~ is bei:,~g made, bt the co~veyor bel~ moves d~e 
along to Ne same destination as those ~ho are actively wNkir~g Some of Ne bystanders 
may ~%al the mot?on of" the co ~’eyo~ bali, see the ac~i ve racist ahead of them, aa~d choose 
to turn arom~d, unwilli~g <o go <o the same des*i~ation as ~he White supremacis<s 
unless tl~ey are walMng actively in ~he opposite direction al a speed iSsUer ~ham 
conveyor hel~ - unless they are actively an~racist - they will find themselves carried along 
~ith the others " 

Although anli-racism requires a~on against racism, it also requires a new identit? for 
individuals and for communities As an individual, anti-racism is not only something I 
can do. but it is someor~e l can be Anti-racist is a new name 1"o~ a person or a community 

that develops at~ at~alysis of systemic racism, becomes committed to disma*ttling racism, 
anrl will no~ rest u~ril ultimately escaping from the pri son of r~cism .... 

At[~i-!iacistiden~ity isa positiveide~ti~y It is very common fbr people who are exposed 
to anli-racism fo~ the first time to ask: "why do we hax, e to express it so negalivelyd Isn’t 
there a term that is more positive‘> I don’t want to be "anti" anything I want to be "for" 
some*hing 

There is a simple answer to these q~*estions: anti-racism is positive It is vels, positive to 

be against something as evil as racism It is a re15" important affim~ative activi~- to resist 
racism arid to work for its demise and its deconstruction and to b~ild something new in 
the p]ace where it once stood Before we can work t\~r additional positive expressions 
of relations between white people a~d people of color, we have to aft?rm our opposition 

to racism 
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In{li~,id~als re%se to act outwardly in contradiction to something they know to be 
true inwardly 

. Gronps emerge when these indix’iduals tfnd each tuber, begin to build 
communi*~,, and spread the word 

Colle~’tive Action happens when 1he group begins to translate individual 

problems into public organizing issues that address the root cause of the issue 

Our work within organizations must been approached as movement building work 
Organizers, working to create o~ganizationa] change with a movement mentMity, itlust: 

remember, resistance is only the place wbere things begin 

Mtow lhat oppositio*t merely validates the idea lhat change musl come 

tlnd sources of counte~ailing power outside of the organizations] structure 

work toge*her to translate indi,;idual problems into broader organizing issues 

creme alternative rewards to sustai~ e~ergy tk)r working toward your ,;ision 

work from a power, rather than a victim, analysis 
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"Nothing that is worth doing can be achieved in our lilt’time: therefbre, we must be saved 
by hope Nothing we do, bin*ever virtuous, can be accomplished alone; thereI’ore, we 
are sax, ed by love No virtuous act is quite as virtuous from the standpoint of our £?iend 
or foe as it is flom our standpoillt |herefore, we must be saved by the final form of love, 
which is forgiveness " 

Reinhold Niebuhr 
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Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 
(www.paulfrlt~aa:om and pnf(~)unc.edtl ) 

Dr Paul N Friga is a CliuicM Associate Prot~’ssor at the Kenau-Flagler School of 
Bush~ess atthe U niversi~, of North Carolhm at Chapel I Iill. ~ here he teaches 
courses in mmmgemcnt consulting aa~d strategy Hc scr,:cs on the ~C F~mult? 
Council. UNC CIBER Opetalions Cormuittce. aud the Senior Advisor Commdlee 
of the Kenan Institute ot Privae Enterprise He is also the Director of the STAR 
Progr~ overseeing approximately 20 semester long consulting projects ~irh 
MBAs and Un&rgraduates He is a faculU" advisor iu the UNC Global Immersion 
Elcctis cs Program ~ilh past s isits to Cl~ina India m~d Ihc United Arab Emir*cs 

He *esearchcs strategic decision-making, knowledge trans[~r, mtmtion, management consulting processes 
m~d entmpmnenrship and has pmsemed at numemns conferences throughout the world He is the mmpiem 
oftM IU Trustee %~Nng Award (2008), IU Kelley School of Business ~movative Teaching Award 
(2006), m~d Ihc L~C Kcn:m-Flaglcr PhD %a&ing Awed (2001) Hc co-founded and served as tM first 
&ah of the Strategic Mauagement Society’s Slralegy Teaching Communil5 He ofl)rs au anuua[ 
AA(SB Seminar to [hcu[ty and adminis~ato*~ as pag olthe Cumculum Dcvelopntent R~r Experiential 
Learning Program 

Dr Fnga consults for mmay large (Fotsune 100), mid-size ea~d entrcprenculial companies as well as 
uuixersities and not-fi)r-profit organizations He is ,also a faculty member in the Institute for Management 
Studies through which hc offers strategy seminars to executives 



"We run STAR projects as if they were part of a 
management consulting firm, Our focus is on impact for 
clients and development of our students, " 

"STAR is intended to be the best in the business of 
experiential learning. Our success is determined by 
ensuring positive client and student outcomes. " 

"The same results as working ~/ith a prof~ssiona! 
consultant, but with a lot more fun and a special 
opportunity to teach and to be taught by young talents, " 



Our mission is to build the leadership, teamwork and problem solving 
skills of participating sttJdents by providing real clients with 
fact based, actio~able recomme~dations that will make substantial 
;irlprove r~ents ;n theil organization’s pelforr lance 

fron top-ranked UNC Kenan-F[ag[er’s 
MBA and Undergraduate Business 
programs; 

from major consulting frms and 
Fortune 50 compa des and 
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Racial EquiD, Workshop - Reflections fi’om the UNC-Chapel Hill communiD,~ 

amended 

UNC MBA Candidate 

former TFA corps member, I have done many trainings about both race relations and 
worldng with populations living in poverty This workshop is by far the best i have 

It WaS ilOt only a chalice 1o talk openly about our pe~ sonal experiences and P,~elillgS, it also provided a 
fascinating, comprehensive histotw about hou our countW got to this point It was the first time I iklt llke I 
received real answers about why race relations are so complex, and i strongly believe that understanding our 
complicatedpastisthebestway theonlyway wewillbeab]etomoveforward" 

MPH 
LINC Sociology PhD Candidate 

"I attended my first Racial Equity Workshop more than four years ago, and I can say 
without hesitation that the workshop has altered and enhanced both my personal and 
professional lives 

In my personal life, the workshop helped me to undersiand bow I, as a Wbfie woman, could become a more 
effective ally in the pursuit of racial equity From a pro~ssional standpoint, the u, orkshop shed light on the 
ro]es of o~anizational processes and institutional policies in c~eating and perpetuating structural 
inequality After the workshop 1 was able to work more effectively with my colleagues to develop and 

implement practices and policies to challenge racism and promote equity within our organization 

As someone who has attended the workshop more than six times ove~ tbe past fbur years, I would sh ongly 
recommend this workshop to anyone woddng for the as a ]eader in today’s diverse economy" 

Deborah g. Mayer, PhD, RN, AOCN, FAAN 
UNC School of Nursing, Associate Professor 

[ atIended the Racial Equity Workshop aa~d lbund iI stimu/atir~g, e ~gaging and se ~sibzmg 
It was really helpIid as a ,a, ay to appreciate the long engrained racism b~ o~r society and the 

subtle and no~ so subtle e~t)cts it has toda,/ The e~?:bcts of this are seen in the health of our 
nation and it has implications fo~ our health ca~e de/ive~T system I higldy recommend 

taking this wo*ksbop ’~ 



UNC MBA Class of 

Deloitte Consulting 

Former President, Kenan-Flagler Alliance for Minority Business Students 

"As a young black male in _America, I’ve had many conversations with my self amd others 
about ;~ace. ;~acism, and thei;~ [m pact Ycl. each of them seemed iacomplem, as if some~bk}g was missing The 
wo*kshop was tim fi[st time I’ve eve[ t%It l{ke those gaps were filled For the first time, I ~as in the room with 
R~lks of dif~k~rent races, aa~d we could speak {n common language tba~ hdped each othe~ see something r~ew It 
was also the ~st time tba* I cleaHy ~Tecognimed my own struggles and ~elings about these ~ssues 

[m heading into a corporate job, and I have no doubt thai the workshop has strengthened my leadership skills 
[n this day and time, all husb~ess leaders should bare a s{*o*~g understanding and a’wa~eness of ~ace and ~acism, 
and this workshop is the absoh~te perl)ct place to begin!" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D. 
UNC Department of Exercise and Sport Science~ Lecturer 

Senior Advisor at the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

’It’s not about Diversity Training ],t’s nor a whiner session It’s not a vent and ’feel good’ session Racial 
Equity work is c~]tica], meaninglid, engaging, and paradigm shifting If’you wa*~t to discover, lea~*~, a*~d sha~e 
with others -please experience this workshop America needs healing to be at its best And it sta~s with 
understanding and perspective A big salute to this £Smily of facilitators and participants!" 

UNC MBA Candidate 

Duke MEM Candidate 

"1 cannot recommend the Racial Equity Workshop more highly for young leaders headed into the business 
world - it deepe~md how I think and communicate strategically about the institutio~ml roots of inequality 

Workshop co*~ve~sations were flank, effective a*~d insightful lb~ both people of color and white allies This 
experience is crucial for anyone committed to buildi ng a more just and healthy economy" 



UNC Sociology Phi) Candidate 

~1 highly recommend the Racial Equilv Wo~kshop to fellow social scientists, particularly 
young scholars exploring questions of stratification The workshop critically engaged our communal ideas about 

race and inequality, and through team work and some difficult, but honest group discussio~ta, we jointly 
developed new understandings of interrelated systams of inequity For social scientists, such an experience is 
invaluable as we think about tbeo[ies, methods, and analysis 

Equally important, on a more personal level, the workshop was truly enlightening and changed the way I 
viewed my commitment to anti-racism" 

UNC IVIBA Class of 

Community Energy, Inc, 

’~The Racial Equity Workshop shook the way 1 understood racism on a foundational level In short, I feel more 
liee and powerfu]ly able to discuss racism with my colleagues and peers 

I feel a greater human connection with the black community and a vastly more aware consciousness of what 
being black means ibis wod<shop made me realizejnst how profound]y unfair ~ acism makes life t’or the black 
comnmni~- " 

UNC MBA Candidate 
President, Kenan-Flagler Africa Business Alliance 

~rl’he business world is a dive~ se environment that requires awareness of self and others In the USA. this 
awareness is often clouded by a need ~i,r political con-ectness, inability to communicate diflScult topics, and 
ignorance The Racial Equity Workshop begins to crack the surface of a histot3, of legal preference towald a 
specific part of the population 

Business leaders, domestic and international, need to learn how to interpret these laws, to see the biases, and to 
~espond to these biases This workshop creates an environment where people can develop and p~actice c~itical 
q~*alitarix’e analysis skills 



UNC School of Public Health PhD 

moving experience 

’As a pt blic health researcher, my work has been motivated by social i~s~ice ’re beee 
interested i~ various health d{spa*~ties and the mechar~isms unde~]ying them Thus, many of" 
~he topics oPthe ~acial equity, wo kshop were {~m~diar Neve~dmless. it was a proFo~mdly 

"hrough the facilitators skillful] leadership, the workshop challenged me to think deeper abou~ racism and to 
match my g~owing a’,~’a~eness with actions [ came to consider ho’,~’ my p~olbssiorml work might u~intentionally 
profit from and even perpe~mm racial disparities 

"Ihe workshop eve~ provided a sa~’e tbum i~ which to tall; abou( Whi~e privilege It~ the e~d it motiva(ed me to 
make anti-~ acism work an explicit par~ oPmy research agenda and career goals I s;ho/e-heartedly recommend 
/he P~I training" 

UNC MBA Candidate 

President, Kenan=Flagler Consulting Club 

~’rl’he Racial Equii~," Wo~kshop spurred me to think about my responsibi]itv as privi]eged, white ma]e in a way 
that I never had before The workshop £Scilitators provide a safe environment, the context of racial inequality in 
~he US, and the questio~ts to spark mea~tingful dialogue and thus understandi~tg I left l;eeling simuhaneously 
more knowledgeable and cautious 
As someone "~vho is passionate about advancir~g social justice ttuough business. I believe this workshop is 
essential to becoming a more effective leader a~d decisio~ maker" 

UNC MPH Class of 

"1 am vey happy that my Masters’ degee educa{io~ was bookended by lesson,s t;’om this workshop, 
orientation through just a~:er graduation Whi]eworkingin pub]ic health the critical lens I gained highlights 
my personal bias and makes me mo~e ser~sitive to the dynamics ot commu ~i~? esea ch 



The workshop is more thar~ a diversity awa~e~ess traini~g o~ an exercise to bs~ild cultu~M competency The 
exper trailxers take par icipams through reviewing historical facs and me ic~do~ s]y alxalyzi;~lg what most of ts 
m~derstm~d about the past and present race rehlrions in the !’hired States 

"his experience inspi red a 3nbstantial, and at times painfnl, conscionsnes3 sldA for me, and a fo-m insistence 
/itat I do my part lo help break down the institutional and policy mechanisms that maimain racism in our 

UNC MBA Candidate 

~l highly recommend the Racial Equity s~orkshop It takes a systems approach to 
understandlr~g the root causes of racism centuries ago and traces the lhreads through history, 

politics, econo llics sociology, and bt sirtess to provide a more complete picture of how they 
shaped - and cor~tinue to act upon -- the wo[3d a[ound 

The content m~d messages are relevant, t’acr-ba,~ed, and applicable to all aspects of my lit?, t¥om my personal 
li~’e to business relationships The worksttop contextuallzes problems and suggests methods :%~r working towards 

thoughtt’ul ~,olutions 

The workshop also provided a forum ~o opel~ly discuss a;,ld share experie~tces aid perspectives o~,1 race As 
individuals we all have m~iq~m lived experiences Even those of~s who believe we am empathetic not 
tmcessarily have aa~ ot~de~ st~mding of wh~t it me,ms to live someor~e el se’s life Ar~yone who hopes to be ~ 
successful] leader most take this workshop" 

UNC MBA Class of 
Center ~or Community Self-Help 

"The Racial Equity Workshop was am awesome experience Before the couxse, I really questioned what the 
workshop would be able to provide me given that I’m a black ma:,l f¢om t’ro 11 cdral eastern North Ca:,olirta 

Howeve I ended the class ",rich a dif~k~rent and ~ore constructive {#ame though which to think about ~ace, my 
experiences ~v~h race, and the mecha~ics that produced ~hem" 



Wanda Hunter, MPH 

UNC School of Medicine, Research Associate Professor of Social Medicine (retired) 
UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, Dept. Dir. (retired) 

’~Ma ly of us lave despahed %r years that hea~tl dispa;ddes, i ldeed disparities i~/every meas[ re of 

ARer a 30-year ca~-eer in p~blic health, I was hearfened to find this workshop that brings an imporlmlt historical, 
cultural ~md institutional ~malysis to the construction ~md mNnten~mce of racism in our society and in doing ~o, 
helps clad f.v gqe 3teps we must take to m~do it 

[ co lsider this training critical l\)r those who nov., work in Anle~%a’a instimtio is (inch dirtg healt 1, education 
ecol~omlc, goverl~mental, legal, criminal j~stice, social set.Aces) or who are preparing to ~to so" 

UNC MBA Candidate 
UNC Master of City and Regiona~ Planning Candidate 

’~As an unde~g~ adtJate mhaa~ history matio. I k~ew about most of the historical instaa~ces of opp~essior~ that we 
discussed in the workshop and even about their lasting conseqiJences that shape lil-’,o in many communities of 
color today 

Before the wo*kshop, this kno’wledge made me f~e[ l}ustrated and powerless -- our institutior~s a*~d systems a~e 

so deepls, ~?awed. where do ] ex, en start i~ I ca~e about f~xing them? I}~e wo kshop gave me the tools to piece 
flri s k~owledge ~ogetber in new ways that have made me feel more con~dent in understanding what solutions 
are needed, and in ide~d(}ing ~,hlct~ among ~he m~,fiad oppo*lunlties available to business students can ~rul~, 
impact~l 

[ recom llend the workshop ia al easen*ia[ pre-req~d site for any persol~ who cares abo~t nlakil~g a poaitive 
impact on society in either their proI?ssional or persona] lives" 
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Draft (10.13,13 ds/bl) 

Draft Proposal for "Leadin~ for Racial Equip" IINC graduate-level course h~ partnership 
with ih¢ Racial Equily Institute 

Purpose: To creae a 1 5-credit ’Leading for Equity" seminal: for students in graduae and 
prol~ssional degree pro~ams, including, but not limited to, MPH (Public Health), MBA (Business), 
and JD (I.aw) programs at I[INC 

Rationale: Despite civil rig its gai is, st bile r~ciafized patterns il Amedca i ct ht re, policies and 
practices pem~eate the political, economic, and social structures in ways that generate stark 
diffe ences in well-being between people ot cofe~ arid whites (Aspe ~ Institute Ro~mdtab/e, [)ALE) 
Wen a2er co~trolllng t::~r class ~tlft’ere~ces, r~Icial disparities persist il~ wealth health, education 
social wel!]~re and criminal justice Consider the lblfewing: 

in 20 [ I the Pew Research Center found that the white household median net ~orth was 20 
times that of black households N the lbllowing year, a new s~udy feund that white 
Arrterica:,ls i~ow have 22 times more weahb t la:,l blacks -- a gap that ~/early doabled d~ rhlg 
tile Great Recession (CNN Money, June 2012) 

Coil pared to whites, black Americans are twice as ]ike[y to be t :,lemployed a~/d earn rtear/y 
25% less when they are employed (Council of Economic Advisors, (7~ang#~g America 
]~d/a~ors ~f s’,wh?/ a~d lx’o~on#c g’ell-bem~ @ L~ace ~mL L:,cot~omic ( # ig#~. 1908 ) 

In tl~e United States, whites live longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commordy than whites, and die younger, despite the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss~ exercise, blood pressure and 
cholesterol drugs, and aspirin "fhe same is tree for strokes (CDC) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women than 
in white women, African American women ate 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are 1 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to have a 
diagnosis of" diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who/la~e*~ ’*fmishedh~gh school have a lower rate of infant 
mortality titan African-American women with col]ege and g~aduate school educations 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino student is 
roughly 2-3 years of learning behind the average white student An income achievement gap 
interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black and Larilao students the most 
disadvantaged in terms of achievement and li~ture earning potential 

Compared to wbke males, African-American males in the U S are three times more likely to 
be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as giPted and talented 

Children of color are more likely to be referred to social services, repo~ed as victims of 
ah~se aid I~eglect, placed hi foster care aid to rerrtahl il~ feser care wihot beil~g adop ed 
or othe~a, ise pemmnently placed (Center for tl~e Study of Social Policy, 2004; Hi11, 2006; 
Roberts, 2002} 



Ab1"lough whites are more likely to violate dcdg laws than people of color, in some s~a*es 
black men bare been sere to prison on drag charges at rates 20-50 times greater than "white 
men According to the Americm~ Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men will have contact 
with tbe criminal justice system and approximately 1 4 million black men 13% of all adult 
Aliican American males are disfranchised because of" fMony drug convictions and I in 14 
black children has a parent in prison 

In just ove~ 22 years, the incarceration rate for Afiican American women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more likely to be sentenced tban in 1986 Now, African 
American and Larina women make up more than half of the female prison population in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illega] drag use during pregnancy, African 
American women are ten times more likely to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drug use compa*ed to white women 

(See Appendices MV for recent reports on raciM disparity and dispmportionality in American 
insritutions) 

A number of sct~olars ha’, e recently recommended anti-racism training as a necessary part of 
student trah~ing {James et a, 2008; Johnson et a/ ; Jones, 2002; Yonas et al, 2006) In addition, it is 
becoming ff~creasingly common fbr ir~sdtutions to include anti-racism training as part of ~equired o~ 
recom llended proR?asio IN development t’or institutio IN ]eaders (see, t’or example, Boston Public 
Health Commission (www bphc org/CH~.SJ/), the Texas Healtb and Human Services Commission 
(www bhsc state tx us/bhsc~orojects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/,,wwwseattlego’~,/*@/) 

Similarly, ou~ experience with anti-racism training and its impacts leads us to believe that in orde~ 
to be successfid il~ promoti lg equi able outcomes in tleir cboae i t~elds, it is essential d~at otr 
students understand the legacy of’racism in American institutions Current and future leaders need 
a f~amewotk that directs them to analyze social institutions rather than characteristics of’individuals 
and groups, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to differem racial 
groups Training our students and thture leaders in how racial disparities are produced by s,/stemic 
inequities and the related practices of individuals is cdtica] if we are to see tea] change in 
institutional outcomes 

Approach: We propose to partner with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism 
training organization, to provide coursework that would prepare t#aduate studenls from business, 
law, public health, education and social work to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse 
"world. by preparing them to understand, analyze and address racial inequity The trainers at the 
Racial Equity Institute provide a 2-day course on foundations in historical and institutional Racism 
to community groups, organizations and institutions across the countr,/(See Appendices 5 and 6) 
for mo~ e h~t’omlation about the Racial Equip- Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 

Mort than 120 students, staff mid faculty have completed this shor~ course since it began being 
offered in Cbapel Hill in 201 l Many bare expressed etubusiasm for the utility of this program in 
their field of study because of" the clear analysis it brings to the issue of ~acial equity (See 
testimonials fronl UNC students, staff’, facul~- and COnlmllnit2g parmers Currently UNC sl~ldents 
ha’,’e to go off-campus to receive this training, often during a time that competes with regular 
coursework By ot’fcring this course as a University-sponsored cross-disciplina*y class, we will 
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make it possible ibr students to receive this training in a ,a, ay that supports and complements their 
overall academic program and t~ ~iecto~7~’ 

We propose a model that would include this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours 
of follow-up with I~C facuhy who are alumni of the REI program I~C facuhy leaders will work 
closely with REI traine~s in developing coursewo~k a*~d class activity that applies a racial equi ty 
analysis to issues or problems in the students’ field of study 

A pilot course would be hosted by the School of Public Health, patterned after a very successfld 
seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learners and concentrated focus on a 
cbal]enging topic (described below’) 

Students: 
Believing that the Racial Equip- Institute training model wod<s best with a diverse gronp of 
participants, we propose a class size of approximately 35 participants, about ~,vo-thirds of whom 
would be UNC graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tiom the 
community tindividua/s who work in, or are selwed by, business, economic, health, legal, 

educational or social service institutions) The interactive nature of the c]ass will allow students to 
learn fi om the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in dit’t;,~rent stages of life For 
this reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

The course format would approximate "seminars" currently offered at Kenan-Flagler Business 
school; 1 5 credits and a total of 24 hours of course time Initially, students would participate in a 
two-day (likely Friday and Saturday) workshop based on the Racial Equity Instimte’s anti-racism 
ttaini*~g The l~nal eight hours of class time would take place on a Friday and/or Saturday 2-4 weeks 
later following the 2-day training and in preparation t’o~ the final session(s) students would 
complete related reading, assignments, and./or group-work, to be submitted for critique/grading and 
credit 

We anticipate the course first being of I)~ed in Spring or Fal] of’2014 at the School of Pub]ic Health 

By offering the course on campus, for credit, we would: 

contribute to the work of the Ol’lSce of" Diversity and Multi-Cul tubal AlI~ti~s by creating a 
curriculum-lex’el course that addresses racial equity 
provide a uniqne leadership development opportunity, that prepares students to address 
issues of diversity and racial equity, which are increasingl,/important in North Carolina, the 
US, and internationally 
l~tcifitate UNC comrnuni ty members’ participation, so that interested stude*~ts can graduate 
with a firm understanding and definition of racism, how it has been institutionalized, and 
tools to address racial inequity in their fields and careers; 
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foster meaningfi~l cross-school collaboration; 
create a*~ on-goi*~g opportunity for UNC to e*~gage with its local communi ty; 
join a ~owing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist trainlng as a part 
of their strategy to add~ essing racial inequity and preparing students and practitioners to be 
effective public servants~ 

Center for the Smdy of SociaI Policy, Th(" Rac~" (ThiM ~V~’ljbre Projec~. Fact sheet l, Basic facts 

on disproportionate ~ep~esentation of" Aflqca*~ Ame~ica*~s ir~ the foste~ care system, WashingIor~, 
DC, 2004 

Drexler (2007) 

Hill, R (2006). ,~,),nthe,viv o/research on dispro1~ort~o~al~(p m cil~ld wd,tbre: An tttxlate, 
Casey-CSSP Alliance for Racial Equity in Child Welfare. 

James, J, D Greets, C Rodriguez and R Fong (2008) "Addressing Disproportionaity Throt@~ 
Undoing Racism, Leadership Development, and Community Engagemem" Child Weltare ~7(2): 
279-296 

Johnson, L B, B F Antle and A P Barbee (2009) "Addressing Disproportionality and Dispartitv 
ir~ Child Welfare: Evaluation of an Ami-racism Training lot Community Service Providers " 
Children and Youth Services Revie:y(31): 8 

Jones, C P (2002) "Confronting Institutionalized Racism" Pbvlon ~0(1/2): 15 

Roberts, D (2002) Racial disproportionality in the child welt?re system, .amnie E Casey 
Foundaii on 
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Yonas, M A, N Jones, I~ Eng, A I Vines, R Aronson, D M Gclffith, B White and M D/~Bose 
(2006) "The art and science of ink~grating Lh~doing Racism with CBPR: challenges of pursuing 
Nlll funding to investigate cancer care and racial equity " Jouma! of!:!rban I:!ealth 83(6~: 1004- 
1012 
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How racism hurts 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t. The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies -- most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry. Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations. 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
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about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/I 1. 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half century of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
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environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research In the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity -- raised blood 
pressure even more A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God, I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the r’nid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
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electronic diaries. In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed. They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a conservative think-tank. "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. V’¢ny should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now, with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
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experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something, there is nothing we can do about it" 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of 1:1 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to other countries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United States perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a chBd nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at tire top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade iL is less than 1% (average [or math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically~ the racial top gap bus bold true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top tier has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 41)% of black students and 33% of Latino students 
are ill the bottom qnartde of natlona[ income, while Oldy 22% of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black stt~dents 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-per[orming New Jersey with [ow-per[orming Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African--Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth, 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education. 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap~’ 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Amer}cans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments. The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The institute on Assets and Sociat Policy is a reseamh ir,,sdtute at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Sociai Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better under:standing of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and famities tef, t out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical l:actors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was $30,851 for blacks and $St,41.g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure or what is "owned.".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth. The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9.5 for net worth and 1_.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth. 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 
The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was $5,677 for black 

households and $1.1.3,t49 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 
median household income was $32,584 for blacks and ~5"],g61. for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011} The enormous 

rise in the white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in their overall accumulation of wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, gansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave or European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Blacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the 1,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequen[ly a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions. The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the N LRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatoD" power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limi[ white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local adminis[ration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o voca[ional training 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment SenAce, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disas[er payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of ~] .5 billion. 

II. Institutional [actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology, A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equiLy in their homes is 62.5% of Lheir assets, while home equiLy is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth, Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business, Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealLh has a larger impact on various measures of children’s 

educational outcomes, 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression, (Liu et al, 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods, 

IRoediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters, The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing, 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners, 

These white recipients are the paten ts of the baby boomers, and their homes are a significant 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation, 

(Lui et al, 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general, (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial identity of applicants rejected and accepted for home loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race da[a. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subpdme loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In Decem bet 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a $335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over $35,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions oldollars of weakh. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from ~12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from ~134,992 in 2005 to $113,149. (Kochhar, FP~¢ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of ~;85,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to ~45,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 SuPvey of Consumer Finances.) 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership a nd the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home bm/ers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anfi-racis~ transtbnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI training and co~sultation provide: 

"be t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the Institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganiziag and and-racist traiaing We wofl< flom a movement app[oach to organizatioaal 
ira ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdneas of all i~s itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, t1,~e 
organiz~dons *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies on collectix e wisdom, 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Institute ot’t’e~ s a sedes of ~,vorkshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to sere as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in i~stimtiona] outcome is a ~,varning sig~ of’a much g~cater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemk inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes R£I training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in tl~e hi stop,, of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibc~ses o~l o~lr soc~altzaliot~ abo~l ra~e, pre.~e~it~ a hislorica[ and sir~cl~ra/ 

the Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fi)r Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Senior Trainers and Consultants 

Deena A. Hayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, t*ainer, and community/institutional 
organizer whose work focuses on the hnpacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals h~ her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
being and oppot~unig~" She also brings a power analysis that gaides institutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across ~he nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-G~eene is also a Core Trainer with tim People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond, based out of Ne~v Orleans 

Ms Hayes-Greene is a former Human Relations Commissioner tbr the City of C~eensbo~o She has 
been elected to fl~e Guilford County Board of Education for two temps and has served since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged the district to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of APrican American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee, the Itistorically Undemtilized Business AdvisoO" (HUB) 
Committee and the School Sal;ety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the HUB Advisory 
Committee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Hayes currently serves on the board of the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Guilt’ord Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She recei~ ed 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (African American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) fi-orn Guiltbtd College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organize~, trainer and facilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengthen ~ass rool and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to wolk lbr social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Smwival and Beyond, based 
out oPNev,, Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national o~ganizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy He~ 
cornraunity experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools and city 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children She is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public Schoo] [mnd, ~ ewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a professional dance e×pedence for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Ju~ior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tile Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it7 se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tile co-recipient of tile Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, worksttops, and otgamizafional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhai, es@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszm~ne Plil~cik: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wm~da |lm~ter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 

a:gmail corn 
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APPENDIX 7 

Racial Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In tbe US, people of color, and especially black Americans, bax’e significantly worse 
outcomes than white American,s on eveiy ir~dicatoi ofwel]-being arid justice If’~ace is a 
ddving f’~rce in deterrai ning outcomes we can never add~ ess these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

II. Implicit bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and li~es deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, geneialize, stereotype and discfimirmte We are more likely to do ham~ whe~ we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Ill. Race & poverty; race & wealth 

We hax, e a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behaviors 
and decisions, even when we kno’,* that histoc,,, systems, structures and policies a~ e 
responsible This g~’pe of thinking is reflected in our social programs We ti~.’ to address 
individuals’ problems by trying to help or change them, not systems But people are nol poor 
because they lack our programs and sepal ces They are poor because tbey lack power 

IV. The Relationship Bet~*een Systems, Institutions and Comniunities 

Lesson #3 

deprive tbem o;’power In work with communities, it is irnportam to always assess wbo has 
the power Who is deciding what progrmns and serqces are needed? Who is creating these 
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Consider ~,ays in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant o~ deny access [o powe~ 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

I Ihe colony of Virginia: John Rolt;,~ & Pocahontas: John Punch and fiiends; 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 BlumenbachandBuffon:The ’oh/~,ahierarchicalclassificationofhumanbeings 
3 United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
4 The Treaty oP Guadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese Exclusior~ Act; European 

immigration to the US during the Industrial Revolution 
5 Documentary:l~ce:¢heFo~erofar¢l/h~s/o~l,~TheHouseWeLiverm"’ 

Lesson #5 
In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within "race" than across race Bu~ the idea of race, as i~ bus been 
constructed, is socially and politically very ieal 

The idea of"white race" was constructed in the colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the puq)oses of detem~ining who 
would have access to powe* and p~operty in the colony The definition they sett]ed upon 
was: A wbi~e man is one with no blood fi:om a~ AI~can or an Indian, except for the 

descendants of John RolI~ and Pocahontas In this act, sell’designated white people gave 
themsalves the powe~ to construct ~ eality and this has continued throughout file histo~?," of 
the US 

Even belbre the construction of white ~ace, po’we~fi.d English colonists ir~ Virginia began 
drawing lines to sepal ate those of Afi-ican descent Prom those of european descent, 
especiall,/among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their selt’-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ~white " This ’divide and 
conque¢’ strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a poweff~.d disincemive 
poor wbiie people to challenge the powerful white elite 

Lesson #8 
The construction of race has continued throughout US histoW and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, man~f’acturing, etc The sto~y oPrace is the story of]abor We have" let" [’olks into 
the family of"white" as we need thalr numbers and no longer need to exploit their labor 
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Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
ittstilttfional power, system, advan~.age, while supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model tbr 
humanity for tile purpose of assigtting and maintaining wttite skin access to power and 
privilege" 

[,esson # I 0 
Racism is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice I* is a 
system of advantage f~r those considered white, and of oppression for those x~,ho are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

VII. "When did affirmative actlm~ begin?" 
I A historical review ot’poIices tbat bare contfib~ted to white power and wealtb ir~ the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres. ~0 shillings. 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20tl~ century policies llke the Social 

Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

II Tile Monopoly Game stoly ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
otbers because of their race We have more than 400 years of afflrmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Onr bisto~y" of p~actices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumula*e wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

VIII. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Ink~rnalized racia] inferiority" among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages shout self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of int’criority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
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equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people ha’ce the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson 
The st*ess, oppiession and internalized inferiority experienced by people of" color have had 
devastati~g impacts Yet, we as individuals and a societ? have all bee~ harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these tbelings in order to heal and work effcctively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions abo~£ racist conditionb~g and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~d 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their se]f-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop ralationsbips that deepen 

The antl-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum’.~ 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powerfl~l than a disorganized truth" Racism is so well organized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 

parts Throughout history-, many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and ~’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
ami-racisrs because tbey bax’e not been recognized as imporlant fig~res in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be complicit and snpportive (often 
unwittingl,~’) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Cycle of action and paradigm shift to’~ard a social movement 

I,esson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must travel every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration witl~ others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan further action To be really successt~l we must become pm~ of a movement to change 
tbe paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX 8 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*lality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Aflican-Amefican woraen, the 
~ate is th[ee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" wbite women who t*m’er,, ’t 
fimMled htgh ,s~tlool have a lower rate of infant rno~ality than Af~can-American womel~ 
with college and #aduate school educations 

’Fhe rate of low birth weight babies boFn to African imraig~ants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of African immigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1, to 7] years. This 
large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES (Arias et al,, United 

States Li~e Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 20~0). 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 1,0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African AiTlerican adults are $9 tbTles more likely than non-Hispanic white 

adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC). 

In 2004, AMcan Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites, In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data), 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 

school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinan/actions than students of another 

race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because [here has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 

students in the school setting. 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of" color me involved w~th the 
domestic violence, child wc]t~re, and juvenile justice systems at rates tha+ are disp~ opo~ionatcly 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 200+~; lPace +t~al¢+q.s #~ (’]+iM ++~]i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to he reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

¯ Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

¯ Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See ~ l~ac~+ C]#/d ~d~+~" ~r,~j~c’~. Fact sheet 1, Basic f~cts on dispropo~iona~e 
representation of ~rica+t Americat~s in the foster care system / Cemer for the Study of Social 
Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D C, 2004) 

Research has found: 

+ A direct correlation between children o~ color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number oI cNIdren of color entering the juvenile justice system 

et ak, 2005 

Male youths of cobr from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds wttNn the juveNte justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are e+ght times more likely to die of a v~otent death 

{TeDlin at al, 2005) 

Tepli+t, L, McCtelland, G, Abram, K, & Miteusi+tic, D (2005) Early violem death amot~g 

delinquent youN: AProspective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586+t593 
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by Michelle Alexander (2010, New Yo~:k: The New P~ess) 

Alexander llakes the poh~t that we a;~e i~ow segregati lg Black reel floll society via a complex 
legN flam~’work that she calls the ;New ,lira Crow". euphemistically ~fer~ed to as the ;War on 
Drags" 

Cm~slder tt~e fo~lowlng statlstles from Alexa~der’s researct~: 

Since 1[970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those ]n state prisons, 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to Human Rghts Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 
War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been se~t to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than wbite men. 

One in three young African-American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 
the criminal justice system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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I bel eve there s no disasreement in our ~roup {correct me if am wrong) about insurin~ the intent ty of our admission processes and academic processes as well 

may be addressed 







DRAFT Proposal (3.0,:[4.3.3 ds/bl) 

’q~eading [’or Ra¢ia! Equilv" 
A UNC ~raduatedevd conrse in partnership w~h the Racia| Equity Institute 

Purpose: To create a [ 5-credit hour"Leading fbr Equity" seminar for students in graduate and 
professional degree programs at L NC-(hapel Hill, including, but not limited to, MPH (Public 
ttealth), SILS (Information & Library Science), N[BA (Business), NL~ (Sport Adminis*ration), and 
JD (Law) pro~ams at UNC 

Rationale: Despite dvl rights gains, subtle tacialb:ed patterns in American culture, policies and 
practices pem~eate the political, ecol~om~c, a~d social structures in ways that generate stark 
di~t~a~ences in well-being between people of color and whites (Aspen institute Roundtable, DATE) 
tven after controlling g~r class differences, ~a.cial disparities per~i.~t in s~ea/th, health edncadon 
social wellborn, a*id criminal ~ustice Consider tbe f;,~llowiag: 

[1201 ] the Pew Researc i Ce~tter tbund that tie wlite hot se lold median ~tct wortl was 20 
times that of black households Ia the fbllowing year, a new study lbund that white 
AmeHcaa~s now have 22 times more wealth tbaa~ blacks -- a gap thai rmady do~bled duri ~g 
fl~e Great Recessioi~ (CNN Money, Juice 2012) 

Compa~ ed to whites, black Americans are t’,vice as likely to be une nployed aa~d earn heady 
25% less when fl~ey are employed (Com~cil of Economic Advisors, (Tha~X/~N Amergca: 

In the !hilled States, whites ]ive longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in ]it’e 
expectancy at bfitb between whites and blacks has ranged flom 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Stmisdcs Repot, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much moie commoaly tha~ whites, arid die younger, despi te the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure and 
cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same is true for strokes (CDC) 

Although breast cancel: is diagnosed 10% less frequently in Afl-ican An]efican women than 
in white womea, African American womea a*e 34% more likely to die of the disease 
Af’rican Araedcan adults are ~9 times more like]y than non-Hispanic white adults to have a 
diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of-white women who bavez~ ’t./iz~is~ed~gh sc~ool have a lower ~ate of’infant 
mortality than AtY~can-American women with colle~e and ,_,raduate school educations 

Researchers have obseP,’ed that the positive metua] bea]th status of Hispanics tends to erode 
with time spent in the Urdted States In one study Mexican immigrants residing in this 
count~T t’o~ less than 13 years were found to have lower rates of mood diso~ ders, anxiety 
disorders, and drug abuse or dependence than did Mexican immigrants living here longer 
1hart 13 years 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino student is 
roughly 2-3 years of’learning behi~d the average x~,hite student An income achieveme~t gap 
interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black and Latino students the most 
disadvantaged in terms of achievement and furore earning potential 



Compared to white males, .M’rican-American males in the U S arc three times more likely to 
be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented 

Children of color are mo~ e likely to be referred to social see’ices, reported as victims of 
abuse and neglect, placed in lbster care, and to remain in %stex care without being adopted 
or otbep~d se pennanently placed (Center lbr the Stud y of SocM Policy, 2004; Hill, 2006 
Roberts, 2002} 

Abho~xgh whites are more likdy to violate drug laws than people of coloL in some s~a~es 
black men have been sere to prison on drag chages at rates 20-50 times greate~ than 
men According to tim Ameficm~ Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men will have contact 
with tbe criminal justice system and approximately 1 4 million black men 13% of all adult 
Aliican American males are disfianchised because of" fMony drug convictions and I in 14 
black children has a parent in prison 

In just ove~ 22 years, the incarceration rate for Afiican Ame6can women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more like]y to be sentenced than in 1986 Now, Afiican 
American and Latina women make up more than half of the female prison population in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illegal drag use during pregnancy, .M’rican 
Amefican women are ten times more likely to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drag ~.lse compa*ed to white women 

(See Appendices l-IV for recent reports on racial disparity and dispmportionality in American 
institutions) 

A number of sct~olars ha’, e recently recommended anti-racism training as a necessary part of 
stt dem traini ~g (James ct a, 2008 lobnso ~ et al: Jones, 2002; Yo:,ms et al, 2006) I~} additio ~, i~ is 
becoming ir~creasingly common tbr ir~stitutions to include anti-[acism training as part of ~equired o~ 
recom llended pro~easio IN developmem t’or insti ratio IN ]cadets (see, t’or example, Boston Public 
Health Commission (www bphc org/CHg.SJ/), the Texas Healtb and Human Services Commission 
(www hhsc state tx us/hhscA~rojects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/,,wwwseattlegov/*@/) 

Similarly, om experience with antl-racism ttalning and its impacts leads us to believe that in orde~ 
to be s~ccessfid in promoti lg equi able o~tcomes in tleir cboae i t~elds, it ia easential that 
students understand the legacy of racism in Amefican institutions Current and future leaders need 
a f~amewod< that directs them to analyze social institutions rather than characteristics of’individuals 
and groups, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to differem racial 
groups Training our students and thture leaders in how racial disparities are produced by systemic 
inequities and the related prachces of individuals is cdtica] if we are to see tea] change in 
institutional outcomes 

Approach: We propose to partner with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism 
training organization, to provide coursework that woukl prepare t#aduate students from business, 
law, public health, information and libraW sciences, education, sport administration, and social 
"work to become etlbctive leaders in an increasingly diverse "world. by preparing them to understand, 
analyze and address racial inequity The experienced trainers at the Racial Eqalty Institute provide a 
2-day course on fbundations in historical and institutional Racism to community groups, 
organizations, and institutions across the countU (See Appendices 5 and 6) for raore infornmtion 
about the Racial Equity Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 
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More than 120 UNC-Chapal Hill students, staf’f and faculty have completed this shoal course since 
it began being offered in Chapel ltill in 20 ~ 1 (Note: Dr Tom Ross, chair of the IJNC system Board 
of Governors is also an alumnu s} Many have expressed enthusiasm for the utility of this program in 
their field of study because of the clear a~alysis it brings to the concern of racial eqalty (See 
testimonials fiom UNC students, stalt~ faculty, and cormtmnity partners ) Currently, UNC students 
have to go of P-campus to ~eceive this training, often dmqng a thne that competes with the reg,.liar 
academic scheduling By oI~ring this co~:se as a University-sponsored cross-disciplinary course, 

we will make it possible l’~r students to recei~ e this important education in a way that supports and 
complements their overall academic program and career trajectory 

We propose a model that would include tiff s foundational two-day course followed by eight (8) 
contact hours of follow-up with ~C i~culty who are alumni of the REI progrmn L~C faculty 
leaders will work closely with Rl-iI trainers in developing coursework and class activities that 
applies a racial equity analysis and discourse to issues or challenges in the students’ particular field 
of study 

A pilot o[ special topics cou[se would be hosted by the School of Public Health, patterned after a 

ve~3, successful seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of leame~ s and concentrated 
focus on a challenging topic (described below) 

Students: 
Believing that the Racial Equity Institute t*airdng model wotl<s best with a diverse g~oup oP 
participants, we propose a class size of approximataly 35 pardalpants, about two-thirds of whom 
would be L~-C graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn ibom the 
comraunity (individuals who work in, or are se~wed by, business, economic, health, legal, 
educational or social se]~,’ice institutions~ The interactive nature of the class will allow students to 
learn from the perspectives of others with difl;erent backgrounds and in diflbrcnt stages of life For 
this reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

"FBD (REI trainers will work closely with UNC alumni faculty to best design the optimal facilitator 
team and pedagogy ) 

h~itia/Drq,#: The course fore]at would approximate "seminars" currently offered at Kenan-Flagler 
Business School, whereby the course would ot’fcr 1 5 credit hours and a total of 24 hours of course 
time Initially, students would pariicipate in a two-day (possibly Friday and Saturday) workshop 
based on the Racial Equity lnstitute’s anti-~acism program The final eight hours of class time 
would take place on a Friday and/or Saturday 2-4 weeks later Following the 2-day training and in 
preparation for the final sesslon(s), students would complete related reading, assignments, anc~ior 
group-work, to be submitted lk~r critique/grading and credit 
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We anticipate the course first being o~t?red in the Spring, Summer or Fall temps of 201,1 by and ~t 
the School of Public Health 

By offering the course for credit, we would fi~r~her support the univeralty’s mission of"brin.~ng 
ligh~ lux’ and understanding to the world" The co~rse will: 

support Chancellor Folt’s vision "to advance knowledge and ~vork with our communities 
and our businesses to address critical, destabilizing global issues like declining fresh water, 

food, climate change, poverty, humon rights, and disease." 

contribute to the mission of tbe OPfice of Diversity and Multi-(tdtural All’airs by creating 
graduate-level curriculum that analyzes and addresses racial equity 

provide a unique leadership development opportunity, that prepares students to address the 
challenges of diversity and racial equity These matters of which are increasingly important 
in North Carolina, the US, and imemationally 

facilitate UNC communit? membe~ s’ participation, so that we apply critical analysis and 
dialogue to this subject 

promote a commitment to student applied leadership by graduating students with a firm 
~lnderstanding and definition ofraalsm, structural racism, and tools and [esources to address 
racial inequity in their fields and careers; 

lk~ster meaningfid cross-school collaboration; 

c[eate a*~ on-going oppo[tunity for UNC to engage witb the ]ocal Ora*~ge County 
community; 

join a growing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist training as a part 

of their strategy to addressing racial inequity and preparing students and practitioners to be 
effectix e public servants;~ 
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APPEN1)IX 1 

How racism hurts 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t. The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies -- most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry. Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations. 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
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about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body - why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/I 1. 

Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half century of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions, detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships," said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
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environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research In the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity -- raised blood 
pressure even more A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God. I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the r’nid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
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electronic diaries. In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed. They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a conservative think-tank. "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. V’¢ny should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not. The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome - but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
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experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something, there is nothing we can do about it" 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Lathto student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 

Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in every 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of 13_ 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to olher cotmlries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United Slales perform at 
the level of transitioning coulltries in math and science; this trend is amplified as studellts get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level o1 Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro~}s in magnitude as a child nears entry to the workforce l¥om 
grade 4 to grade 12 

* Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41,% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e,g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fouRh grade math than whitest 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at the top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade i[ Js less than 1% (average For math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically, the racial top gap bus beld true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top tier has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 40% of black students and 33% of Lafino students 
are in the bottom quartde of natlonai income, while oniy 22"/,, of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black students 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-performing New Jersey with low-performing Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African-Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth, 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education, 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. "And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap~’ 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Americans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments, The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The Institute on Assets and Social Policy is a reseamh ir,,stitute at Brandeis 
University’s Heiier School for Social Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better understanding of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and families left out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 

2007 median household income was 530,851 for blacks and 551,4F8 for whites or white 
household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and $163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure of what is "owned".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth. The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9.5 for net worth and F.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth. 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 
The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was $5,677 for black 

households and 51F3,149 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 

median household income was 532,584 for blacks and 55%861~ for whites or white household 
income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) The enormous 

rise in the white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in their overall accumulation o[ wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006) In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Slacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et ak 2006) 

There was a huge wave of European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while ethnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the irish, eastern and southern 

European irnmigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Blacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the I,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services.} 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequently a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan, {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in $9954.} 

The originally proposed $935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions, The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the NLRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enha ncing union power that reducing the discriminatory power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limit white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local administration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o vocational [raining but 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment Sendce, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disaster payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of ~] .5 billion. 

II. Institutional {actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology, A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equiLy in their homes is 62.5% of Lheir assets, while home equiLy is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth, Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business, Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealLh has a larger impact on various measures of children’s 

educational outcomes, 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression. (Liu et al. 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods. 

IRoediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters. The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing. 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners. 

These white recipients are the paten ts of the baby boomers, and their homes are a significant 
portion of the ~,10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation. 

(Lui et al. 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general. (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial identity of applicants rejected and accepted for home loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race da[a. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subpdme loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In Decem bet 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a $335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over $35,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions oldollars of weakh. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from ~12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from ~134,992 in 2005 to $113,149. (Kochhar, F~¢ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of ~;85,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to ~45,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 Survey of Consumer Finances.) 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership a nd the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home buyers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anfi-racis~ transtbnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI trail~ing and co~sultation provide: 

"be t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the Institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganizing and anti-racist training We wofl< fiom a movement app[oach to organizational 
ira ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdneas of all i~s itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, t1,~e 
organiz~rio~s *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies o~ collectix e wisdom 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Institute ot’t’e~ s a sedes of ~,vorkshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to sere as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in instimtiona] outcome is a ~,varning sign of’a much g~eater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemk inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes R£I training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in tl~e hi stop,, of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibcuses o~l our soc~ahzaliot~ aboul ra~e, prese~it~ a hislorica[ a~d sirucl~#a/ 

Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fi)r Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Senior Trainers and Consultants 

Deena A. Hayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, t*ainer, and community/institutional 
organizer whose work focuses on the hnpacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals In her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
being and oppot~unig~" She also brings a power analysis that gaides institutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, works~mps, 
and seminars across ~he nation ~o organizations imerested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-G~eene is also a Core Trainer with tim People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond, based out of Ne~v Orleans 

Ms Hayes-Greene is a former Human Relations Commissioner tbr the City of C~eensbo~o She has 
been elected to fl~e Guilford County Board of Education for two terms and has sel~ed since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged the district to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of APrican American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee, the Itistorically Undemtilized Business Adviso~T (HUB) 
Committee and tim School Sal;ety/Gang Education Committee As cttair of the HUB Advisory 
Committee, sbe bas illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Hayes currently serves on the board of the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Guilt’ord Gang Commission and tim Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She recei~ ed 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (African American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) fi-orn GuilfL~td College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organize~, trainer and facilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengttmn ~ass rool and institutional relationships tttrough an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to work for social j ustice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Smwival and Beyond, based 
out oPNev,, Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national o~ganizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy He~ 
community experience includes exlensive work organizing for changes in public schools and cily 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children Site is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public Schoo] [mnd, ~ ewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a professional dance e×perience for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the n~tional boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Junior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tile Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it5" se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tile co-recipient of tile Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, workshops, and otgamiza~ional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhai, es@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszmme Plihci~:: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wanda Hunter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 

~:gmail corn 
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APPENDIX 7 

Racial Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to eliminate racism?" 

In lbe US, people of color, and especially black Americans, bare significantly worse 
outcomes than white American,s on eveiy indicatoi ofwel]-being and justice If’~ace is a 
d~qving f’~rce in deterrai ning outcomes we can never add~ ess these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

II. Implicit bias 

We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? Implicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and li~es deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, geneialize, stereotype and discriminate We are more likely to do ham~ when we 
deny our ~acial biases 

Ill. Race & poverty; race & wealth 

We hax, e a tendency to ascribe poverty and other social problems to individual behaviors 
and decisions, even when we kno’,* that histo~7,,, systems, structures and policies a~ e 
responsible This g~’pe of thinking is reflected in our social programs We ti~.’ to address 
individuals’ problems by trying to help or change them, not systems But people are nol poor 
because they lack our programs and sepal ces They are poor because lbey lack power 

IV. The Relationship Bet~*een Systems, Institutions and Comniunities 

Lesson #3 

deprive tbem o;’power In work with communities, it is irnportam to always assess wbo has 
the power Who is deciding what progrmns and serqces are needed? Who is creating these 
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Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" who gets to grant o~ deny access to powe~ 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

I Ihe colony of Virginia: John Rolt;,~ & Pocahontas: John Punch and fiiends; 
Bacon’s Rebellion 

2 BlumenbachandBuffon:The ’oh/~,ahierarchicalclassificationofhumanbeings 
3 United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
4 The Treaty oP Guadaloupe Hidalgo; the Chinese Exclusior~ Act; European 

immigration to the US during the Industrial Revolmion 
5 Documentary:l~ce:¢heFo~erofar¢l/h~s/o~l,~TheHouseWeLiverm"’ 

Lesson #5 
In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within "race" than across race Bu~ the idea &race, as i~ bus been 
constructed, is socially and politically very ieal 

The idea of"white race" was constructed in the colony of Virginia in 1680 by the House of 
Burgesses They debated, "What is a white man?" for the puq)oses of detem~ining who 
would have access to powe* and p~operty in the colony The definition they sett]ed upon 
was: A wbi~e man is one with no blood fi:om a~ AI~can or an Indian, except for the 

descendants of John RolI~ and Pocahontas In this act, sell’designated white people gave 
themsalves the powe~ to construct ~ eality and this has continued throughout file histo~?," of 
the US 

Even belbre the construction of white ~ace, powe~fi.d English colonists in Virginia began 
drawing lines to sepal ate those of Afi-ican descent Prom those of european descent, 
especially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their selt’-interest to align with others of the same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ~white " This ’divide and 
conque¢’ strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a powe~fi.d disincentive 
poor wbiie people to challenge the powerful white elite 

Lesson #8 
The construction of race has continued throughout US histoW and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, man~facturing, etc The sto~y oPrace is the story of]abor We have" let" [’olks into 
the family of"white" as we need thalr numbers and no longer need to exploit their labor 
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Defining race and racism (begimfing by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
instilufional power, system, advantage, while supremacyt 

Lesson #9 
Race can be defined as ’~a specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldudde colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model t~r 
humanity for tile purpose of assigning and maintaining wttite skin access to power and 
p~vilege" 

[,esson # I I) 
Racism is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice I* is a 
system of advantage f~r those considered white, and of oppression for those who are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

VII. "When did affirmative actlm~ begin?" 
I A historical review ot’poIices tbat bare cont~b~ted to white power and wealtb in the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres. ~0 shillings. 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20tl~ century policies llke the Social 

Security Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

II Tile Monopoly Game stoly ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
otbers because of their race We have more than 400 years of affirmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Onr bistoU of p~actices and policies that have benefited white people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumula*e wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

VIII. Internalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Ink~rnalized racia] inferiority" among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages shout self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of int’criority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
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equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people ha’ce the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility of, and only in the interest of, people of color 

Lesson 
The st*ess, oppiession and internalized inferiority experienced by people of" color have had 
devastating impacts Yet, we as individuals and a societ? have all been harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these tbelings in order to heal and work effcctively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Disc~*ssions abo~£ racist conditionb~g and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~d 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their se]f-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop ralationsbips that deepen 

The antl-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuum’.~ 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powerfl~l than a disorganized truth" Racism is so well organized 
and normative in the US that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 

parts Throughout history-, many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and ~’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
ami-racisrs because tbey bare not been recognized as imporlant fig~res in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be complicit and snpportive (often 
unwittingly) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Cycle of action and paradigm shift to’~ard a social movement 

I,esson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must travel every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration with others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan further action To be really successt~l we must become pm~ of a movement to change 
tbe paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX 8 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*lality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Afiican-Amefican woraen, the 
~ate is th[ee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" wbite women who hm’er,, ’t 
fimMled htgh ,s~tlool have a lower rate of infant rno~ality than Af~can-American womel~ 
with college and #aduate school educations 

’Fhe rate of low birth weight babies boFn to African imraig~ants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of African immigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1, to 7] years. This 
large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES (Arias et al,, United 

States Li~e Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 20~0). 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 1,0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African AiTlerican adults are $9 tbTles more likely than non-Hispanic white 

adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes (CDC). 

In 2004, AMcan Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites, In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers. American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data), 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 

school disciplinary outcomes For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinan/actions than students of another 

race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because [here has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 

students in the school setting. 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of" color me involved w~th the 
domestic violence, child well, re, and juvenile justice systems at rates thai are disp~ opo~ionately 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 200+~; ltace Mailers #~ (’him ++~/i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to he reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

¯ Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

¯ Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See ~e l~ace C]#/d ~Vd~+~" ~r,~jec~. Fact sheet 1, Basic f~cts on dispropo~iona~e 
representation of ~rica+t Americat~s in the rosier care system / Cemer for the Study of Social 
Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D C, 2004) 

Research has found: 

A direct correlation between children o~ color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number of children of color entering the juvenile justice system {replin 

et ak, 2005 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds within the juvenile justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to die of a violent death 

{Teplin at al, 2005} 

Tepli+t, L, McCtelland, G, Abram, K, & Miteusi+tic, D {2005) Early violem death amot~g 

delinquent youN: AProspective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586-t593 
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D) Cr~mi~nl 3~stke 

by Michelle Alexander (2010, New Yod<: ’l’hc, New Prc, ss) 

Alexander llakes the poh~t that we a;~e i~ow segregati lg Black reel floll society via a complex 
legN flame’work that she calls the ~New Jim Cro~". euphemistically ~fer~ed to as the ~War on 

Cm~slder the fo~lowlng statlstles from Alexa~der’s research: 

Since ik970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those in state prisons. 

A[rican Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to Hi, man Rghts Watch (Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 
War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been se~t to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than white men. 

One in three young A[rican-American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 
the criminal justice system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Monday, October 14, 2013 1:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
RE: Joy - comments on DTH editorial and ARG statement going to media 

Wha/arc the5 releasing on Thursday? I am also going Io ronsard you something thai I Ihink was in USA Today, today 
Did you see the conmlents to Jay’s piece? It sbows bow most people ale just ta~rned offby his attacks 

Jan 

..... Original M¢ssagc ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monda), October 14, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Boxill, 
Subjecl: FW: Joy - comments on DTH ¢dilofial and ARG slal¢ment going Io m¢dia 

Joy did send oul an apology Io us 

On 10/14/13 1:37 PM, "Stroman, DebomhL" <dstro?zunc edu> wrote: 

>Hi All Joy, I also have no objection to your coinmeming to file lnedia 
> 

>However; I do believe fl~eie is a nmjor tnlst issue bete tbough Tbe 
>univcrsfly organi/~alion has cham~els for ophiion and inpul I Indy 
>believe fltat "fl~ey" lack belief (and in their competenc? ??) in our 

>aSomelillles you jlts[ ]l~lv¢ I0 look back a[ yoltr pas[ and slhil¢ aboul how 

>far you’ve come" 
> 

> 

> 

>On 10/14/13 1:25 PM, "Andrew J Pemn" <andrew pemn?~unc edu~ wrote: 
> 
>>Joy el al. 

>~1 have no ol~iection to you coimnenting, or not, as you feel is 
>>appropfia/c While I ha~c my own rcs¢~ alions aboul Ihc specifics of 
>>lh¢ ARG. I don’l share your ncgaliv¢ scnhincnls in Ih¢ final paragraph 
>~below People can have botm fide differences in vahles m~d 



>>All bcsl, 
>>And5 

>>On I0/I4/2013 0I:I0 PM Relmm, Joy J wrote: 

>> > tlits week Since we ate not ~neetmg in tbe new few da) s. I am fine 

>>> meeting to discuss tbese ideas: or slmdng some tboughts 

>>> Ihcy arc releasing to the press on Thursday (scc at/ached) on the day of our Thursday night game 

>>> I believe there is no disagreement in our group (correct me it" I mn 

>>>athletes We me just not fnitsbed with our work to say flint - 1) UNC 
>>>is or is not already doing tbe items listed on tbeh demands~ list 

>>>teconm~ending tbe Umvet~ig" to proceed toward hnproving our svstents 

>>>stdl information mid processes to be reviewed befme providing the 

>> >suggestioits for moving forwmd 

>>> Tbme ate mare" assumptioits being made and we all know as 

>>> Joy J Rennet. MA, RT(R), FAEIRS 

>>> Univcrsily of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

>>> School of Medicine 

>>> CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondumnl Hall 

>>> 321-A Soulh Columbia SI 

>>> Cbapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

>>> 919-966-5147Desk 

>>> Cell 

>>> 919-966-6951 Fax 

>>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlits e-snait message, including attaclm~ents, 



>>>Am" ---mlautl~orized review, use, disclosme or distribution is 
>>>prohibited 

>>> *Email correspmldence to and from tiffs address nlay be sul~iect to the 
>>> Norlh Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed Io Ihird 
>>> parties by an autl/orized state official (NCGS ch 132) Studet~t 
>>> cducalional records arc sul~jccl Io FERPA * 

>>Andrew J Pcmn - Associa/c Professor and Associal¢ Chair or Sociology 
>>Univcrsily o1" Norlh CAirolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3210 USA 















"Fom~datlo~ls of Wealth and Poverty: Examhfing Structural Issues of Race a~cl Class" 

Purpose: A 1 5-credit "Foundatiot~s" semimu- fc~r MBA studems and opera to students in other 
graduate and professional degree programs, inchading, but not Ibrdted to, MPH (Public Healtb) and 
JD (Law) programs at UNC Cot~rse also involves community members as a key e]ement of the 
pedagogy 

Ratio~ale: Students will be better leaders when they understand the tbundations of the explicit and 

subtle ways that ~acialized patterns in American culture, policies, and practices permeate political, 
eco ~omic. and social si uclu es This class ~esponds to t;cquests thorn current arid past students for a 
s~e, well-managed, well--established way to address issues of race, class, bias, al~d ethics 

In suppor~ of the above, my recent experience with m~tl-racism trab~ing and ~s ~mpacrs sugge’~ts that 
ir~ oder to be s~ccessft~l ir~ p omoting equitable ouico nes ir~ chose ~ {Selds. it is essential tb om 
students to nnderstand the ]egacy of racism in American institutions (un ent and fulxare leaders 
need a fi-amework that directs them to analyze social institutions rt~lher t[~ag* characlerZslics qf 

BIdhTdm~/a a*¢dgrotg~s, ira order to understand institutional respot~se and accountability to ditTcrent 

or 1’¢~ ~ }~ro:~*cssic~:l de’,elop~,e, nt l~;a{ nstttut~onal ! aders (~:g l:br example, Bo~toll Public 
Health C ~ff~[~sion (www g}bc org/C~SJ/ he Texas Heal’i~ and~{tman Services Commission 
(w~, hhsc state t× us/bhsc~orojects/cedd/), and the Cib of Seattle (http://w~- seattle govir@i) 

Batekgro~md: This class responds to a major social sus~ainability issue: even afler controlling for 
class dil~hrences, racial disparities persist in wealth, healtlh education, social wellbte and criminal 
justice Consider the following: 

In 20 [ I the Pew Resea*ch Center fbund that the white household median net worth was 20 
ti lies tbat of b]ack bousebolds In be following year a new study fot~d tb~ wbi~e 
Ame*{cans r~o~ bare 22 times more wealth than blacks --- a gap that nearly doubled during 
the (~ireat Recessior~ (CNN Money, Jtme 2012) 

Compared to whites, black Americans a*e twice as likely to be unemployed and earn nea~ly 
25% less wbel they are employed (Council of Economic Ad~isors, I’£,a*~gt*w America: 

I~d~ca~or,~ q~ S~cia/ a~d l.co~om~c ~geg/..be~g by J~ace a~d /scot,omit OrNi~, 1998) 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks Since 1980, the dit’t’crence in life 
expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (A~5as et 
United States Lil~ Tables, National Vital Statistics Report. 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure and 



cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same is true tbr strokes (See 
x~a~a~, cdc govimi norityhealthlpol)ulatlonsiRI~ MP/black html#Disparities for most recent 
data on health disparities experienced by Black Americans) 

Although breast cance~ is diagnosed 10% less frequently in Afi-ican Amedcan women than 
in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African .am~erican adults are 1 O dines more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to ha~e a 
diagmosis of diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who ha~’e~ ’lf!~ishedhijgh school have a lower rate of infant 
mortalig~" than African-American women with college and graduate school educations 
(David & Collins, 1997) 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average black or Latino student is 
roughly 2-3 years of learning behi*td the average white student An income achieveme*tt gap 
interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black and Latino students the most 
disadvantaged in terms of achievement and li~ture earning potential (McKinsey, 2009) 

Compared to white males African-American males in the U S are three times more likely to 

be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as glinted and talented (McKinsey, 
20o9  
Chilag~@4 color a~¢~S}nore l*~<t : to be re~k*~(@~- social se~v~ ¢8 ~epo~ed as victim{of 

abuse and glec~ pNced in Fos{}r care, a~£ i~ i’~Nin in los ~r are ,,,ithout bein~ ~pted 
or other ~ ~N~(                  ,enter Ng the S~y ot Solon ~£~ (,>~ 004, Htl{N)o6, 

AI hough whites a~more/il~lN o vi INN @t glgwsNan pe~qe o~ colo~, in somq ~4a~es 
be ent m ps~ ~mNug charges at eates ~6,--50 fime,~ greater tha41 white 

.............. N~*t {Nexander, 20~0) According {?~he American ~)il Li~ hies Union, 1 in 3 black men 

will have contact with dm criminal jusdce system and approxima~dy 14 million black men 
13% of all adult &Ncan American males are disfranchised because of felony drag 

conxictions and 1 in 14 black children has a pareat ia prison 

In just over 22 years, the incarceration rate for African American women has increased 
800%. and they are three times more likely to be sentenced than in 1986 Now, Al’rican 
American and Latina women make up more than half of the female prison population in the 
United States Despite simila[ o[ equal rates of’illega] drug use during pregnancy, Afiican 
America~ women are ten times more likely to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drug use compared to white women 

(See Appendices i-IV for recetu reports o~/racial diq)arily al~d disproportiortalit3 bl/\merica;,1 
i~stitutlons) 

Appr~ae|~: We propose to partner with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism 
training o~ganization, to provide coursewo~k that wou]d prepare g~aduate students t’~om business, 
law, public health, education and social work to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse 
world, by preparing them to understand, analyze and address racial inequity The trainers at the 

Racia] Equity Instigate provide a 2-day corn se on foundations in historical and instiS.~tional Racism 

to community groups, organizations and institutions across the country (See "Supporting 
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Information Section" below) for more information about the Racial Equity Institute and the 
foundational 2-day course) 

More than 120 students, staff m~d faculty have completed this short course since it began being 
offered in Chapel Hill in 201 I Many bare expressed enthusiasm for the utility of this program in 

their field oP study because of" the clear analysis it brings to the iss~e of ~acial equity, (See 
testimonials from UNC students, staP*’, faculD- and communitT partners- separate document) 
Currently L2~C students have to go off-campus to receive this training, often during a time that 

competes with regular coursework By offering this course as a Uni~ ersity-sponsored cross- 
disciplinary class, we will make it possible for students to receive this training in a way that 
supports and comp]ements their overall academic program and t~jectot!,, 

We propose a model that v,,ould include this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours 
of fo]low-up with UN( facu]ty who are alumni of the REI program UN( facu]ty [eade~ s wi]l work 
closely with REI trainers in developing coursework and class activity" that applies a racial equity 
analysis to issues or problems in the students’ field of study 

A pilot course would be hosted by tile Kenan-Flag]er Business School, pattelned after a very 

edu~i[~n~i ~r social se~wi~nstimtion~t Th~interactive nature ofth~ class will allow s~a~nts to 
learn from the perspectives of others with difl;erent backgrounds and in difi~rcnt stages of life For 
this reason, racial diversity in class composition woald also be required 

Faculty: 
Lead Faculty: Lisa Jones Christensen, Assistant Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
(This will not unduly ~fect my wo*kload, as this would be a three-day course and two days are 
facilitated by partners at the Racial Equity Institute) 

Support has been of’t~red f’~om Paculty across campers- we have letters of" support and ol’~s to co- 
teach £rom: Dr Eugenia Eng tDept Health Behavior, SPH), Professor Malcolm (Tye) Hunter, Esq, 
UNC School of Law, Dr Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sports Science; Carolina Black Caucus; 
and Kena~ institute Board Membe0 Dr Jim Johnson has also offered to support the course as 

needed 

school; 15 c~cdits and a total of 24 hours of course time Initially, slslden*s wou]d participate in a 
tv,,o-dav (likely Friday and Saturday) workshop based on the Racial Equity Institute’s anti-racism 
training The final eight hours of class time would take place on a Friday and/or Saturday 2-4 weeks 
later Following the 2-day training and in preparation for the final session(s), students would 
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complete related reading, assignments, and./or group-work, to be submitted for critique/grading and 
credit 

We anticipate the course first being oflkred in Spring 2014 at the Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

By offering the course on campus, fo[ credit, we wou]d: 

Contribute to the work of the Ofl~ce of Diversity and Multi-Cultural Affairs by creating a 
CU~Ticulum-level course that addresses racial equity; 
Provide a unique leadership de~’elopment oppor~mi~-, float prepares s~dents to address 
issues of diversity and racial equity, which are increasingly impo~t in Noah Carolina, the 
US and intemationNly; 
FaciliIaIe UNC community members’ participation, so that interested stude*~ts can graduate 
with a ~rm nnderstanding and definition of racism, how it has been instimfionalized, and 
tool s to address racial inequi ty in their fields and caree~s; 
Foster meaningful cross-school collaboration; 
Create an on-going oppommity for !~C to e~gage wi~h its local community; 
Join a growing number of academics and insti~fions in adopting anti-raci st training as a pa~ 
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Supporting Information 

The Racial Equity,, ;~nstitute (REI) is an allla~xce of trainers a~xd organizers who devote tbem,~elves to 
the work of" a~ti-racist t~a~s~bm~atio ~ "1he ~ainers and o~gar~izers of the Inst?tute help individuals 
and organizations develop tools to challenge patterns of’power and grow equity 

REI t~ainir~g arid consultatior~ provide: 

an analysis of racism and its cultural and historical roots 
assistance in assessing their organization to determine its progress on the journey to become 
anti-racist 
aasista ~ce b~ creafi~}g atmctt res to hold fl~e a ~fi-racis~ work 

remmhtg power to commulri ies served, reflecfio i and evaluafio i 

Workshops 

The Racial Equity Institute offers a series of workshops designed to build tbe capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending ~acial inequities within tbei~ institution It p~epares 
participants to se~a,e as ambassadors of’racial equity in communities and institutions across the 
country 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of ~acial inequity, not upon paradigms ot" tolerance and individual 
atiitude Racial dispropoNonality in i~stimtional outcome is a warning sig~ of a much greater social 

problem To understand that gaps are produced by systtemic ineqnities and the related practices of 
indP~dduals is the beginning of changing institutional ontcomes REI training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in the histotT of our institutional practice 

Racial I~’.qui~, Workshop Phase I "Foun{lations in Historical and institutional Racism" 

mmd~ 
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The Racial Equi~ Workshop Phase |1: ~Strategies for Moving from Analysis to Action" 

Senior Trainers and Consu|tants 

Deena A. Hayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, trainer, and conlmunityiinstitutional 

organizer whose work focuses on the impacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organiza[ions and individuals |n her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 

of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social detem~inants of well- 
being and oppommity She also brings a power analysis that guides institutions and organizations 

in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presemed keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across the nation to organizations interested in addressing and aliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-Greene is also a Core |rather with the People’s |nstitute for Sm~dval 
and Beyond, based out of New Orleans 

beea lected to ~ NuilfoN ~ounty NNrd of Ed@Nio~ Nr two te~ ~.nd has served sin¢~ ~002 

Comm tt~ ~:t~ bgs illuminated the d;~)~]ti ~ school const*~tio*~ and goods and servi data 
and initiated efforts to ex~i~le institutional practices and sybaritic l~arrie~ s 

Ms Hayes cunently serves on the board of the lmernational Civil Rights Center and Museum, The 
Guilford Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She received 
her Bachelor of Arts Degree (Af~ican American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) from Gniltbrd College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organizer, trainer and facilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina Site works locally and across the nation with communities and organizations working to 
strengthen grass root and institutional relationsbips through an increased understanding of systemic 
iacism |n Greensboro, she and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-raci st organizing and o~Nanize community members and activists to work for social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer u, ith the People’s Institute fi,r Survival and Be,tonal, based 
out of New Orleans 

She was executive director of the National Al]iance |’or Non-Violent Programming, a coalition of 
national organizations seeking to reduce violence in enter~ainmem tbrough media-literacy Her 
community experience includes extensive work organizing t’or changes in public schools and cit,t 
government as wen as sei~dce on the Commission on the Needs of Children She is a founding 
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member of the Greensboro Public School Fund, rewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
’[’om, a prot;,~ssional dance experience for children in poor communities 
She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Service Organizarions and the Association of Jtmior Leagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has sel~ed as a member of many boards 
of directors, includir~g the Community Foundation o[’Greater Greer~sboro, the Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the YW(A, the Greensboro (ivic 
Entrepreneur lnitia*ive, and Uplift Nc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bryan Award for community service, ’the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 She is the co-~ecipient of’the Nancy Susan Reyno]ds Awa*d for race relations giver~ by the Z 
Smith Reynolds Foundation 

Fo~ further infb~mation about the Racial Equity Ir~sdtute, workshops, and o[ganizational 
developmem const ltatio;~l, please see www racialequityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena I|ayes-Greene: dhayes@racialequityinstimte org 
S~zanne Plihcik: splihcik@racialequityi~tsritute org 
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Racial Equity Institnte Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorkal and Institutional Racism 

Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it hnportant to ellmbtatc racism?" 

In the I, JS, people of color, and especially black Americans, have sigmificantly worse 
outcomes than wbite America*~s on every indicato~ ofwel]-being and justice It’tace is a 
driving force in determining outcomes we can never address these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

It. hnplicR bias 

WetNnk ~! the way }*~av¢ ~en soclahzedor on&tlone~ {hmk: What ~eep$ ttsm t~r 
boxes? ~pIi#it or }onscious{Nias reilec~{{~gt~{Nv~man nat~{e{~fight or flight) an{{{c~r 

~ {and .... socializati        NNg dee~ ~thm our b~s II~v~4opmg a N}~de~standmg ot th ~wer of 
implicit bin nabl~ t~4~{~lop pract ~s to miRiNize our ~ NNNs te~de~c{ o 
care"      ~ ~ ~                                         ~                                                      c"          ~ , do harm ~,hen u,e ..................... ...... .......... ................................ 
~ce & poverty; race & ueM~h 

1Lessm~ #2 
We bare a tendency to ascribe poverty and otber social p~oblems to individual bebaviors 
and decisions, even when we know thor histolw, systems, structures and policies are 
responsible This type of thinklng is reflected in our social programs We t~T to address 
individuals’ problems by t@ng to help o~ cbange them not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They are poor because they lack power 

IV. I’he Relationship Bertveen Systems, Institutions and (ommunities 

Lesson #3 
Poor communities and communities of colo~ are under siege by systems and institutions that 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is decidiag what programs arid services are needed? Wbo is c~eating these 
programs? To whom are these programs accountable? 

Lesson #4 
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Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" u, ho gets to grant or deny access to power 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

The colony of’Virginia: John Rolf~ & Pocahontas; John Putsch and friends; 
Bacon’ s R eb e] l i on 
Blumenbach and Buffon: The ’oMa, a hierarchlcal classification of human beings 

United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
The Treaty of C~dadaloupe Ilidalgo; the Chinese Exclusion AcL European 
immigration to the US during the lndustfia] Revo]ution 
Documen~ary: l~’ace: lhe Pol~,er qf a~ ilh~.sJon, "The House We I.ive ~n " 

In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically very real 

Lesson #6 

Burg ss~ ’l~e> debated \¥bat*s a ’ c¯ ’ ........... , ’ wh~t~ ~/~ ~or the pu{~ ~es of determining ~,}o 
wou d hau~ccess R~power ~R proper~-~ the cranny The ~n non t ~ev se~ ed 
was A wh N man i ~ ~4Nno blood ~ic~ a~ ~Nan or a~ in~ian F~g~ep 
d d J If ah If d h’ I I escen a~¢t~ ~t,oN1go e a~d~oc se -~N ~gnate w tte ?eo?tegave 
aemse!~ *he po~ to conger throughout the hi*~N’ of 

Lesson #7 
Even before the construction of white race, powerfid English colonists 113 Virgini~ began 
drawing lines to separate those of African descent tiom those of European descenh 
especially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch sto~T) Poor whites no 
longer see it in their self-interest to align udth others of the same social class, but to cling to 
~he small privileges given to them because they are considered ’white" This ’divide and 
conquer" strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a powerful disincentive fi)r 
poor while people to challe*ige the poweiful white elite 

Lessoil #8 
The construction of" race has continued throughout US history’ and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, mannfacmring, etc The story of race is the story of labor We have" let" folks into 
the f~.mily of"whi re" as we need their numbe[s a*~d no longer need to exploit their labo~ 

Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
instiBtfional power, system, advantage, whRe supremacy} 
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Race can be defined as % specions classification of human beings, created during a period 
of worldwide colonial expansion, by Europeans (whites), using themselves as the model for 
humanity ~Br the purpose of assi~ting and maintaining white s~n access to power and 
privilege" 

Lesson #10 
Ra~iam is defined as ’social and institutional power combined udth race prqiudice It is a 
system of ad~ antage for those considered white, and of oppression for those who are not 
considered white It is a wbile supremacy system " 

"When did affirraative action begin?" 
A historical revie~ of [,olices tbat have contributed to ,a bite po,a er and wealth in the 

United States, beginning with ’50 acres, 30 shillings, 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forwa~ d in time to highlight 2():~ centre7 policies like the Nocia] 

Security Act the Gl Bill and Proposition 13 

lI The Monopoly Game stolT { 

Umted S~ h~st~i s chara~Nitzed by p¢~I~te~iithat have be~e,t~ted some people lllr~re than 
others beCauSe of t~e~ ~ace ~ ~ha~     #~ ~ ........ ~" mati~e action bo~ ting 

and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today’ 

VHI. [~ternalized Racial Oppression 

Lesson #13 
Internalized racial inferiority among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages about self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of inferiority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson 
Internalized rada] superiority among white people is manifested in mtddple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by merits and hard work; 
equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color; assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
tile responsibility of, and only ill the interest oP, people of color 

Lessm~ #15 
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IX. 

The stress, oppression and internalized inferiority experienced by people of color have had 
devastating hnpacts Yet, we as individuals and a society have all been harmed by racialized 
conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these t~elings in order to heal and work efl;ectively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions about ~acist conditioning and hlternalized ~acial oppression can be effective and 
healing when undertaken in affinity groups or caucuses that are organized by self-identified 
race These allow participants to l;eel safer in their sell-disclosures and to support each other 
to develop self-awareness, heal and grow as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also imporlant for them to meet jointly to develop relationships that deepen 
awareness and support mutual anti-racism efforts 

The anti-racism legacy: The moving sidewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 
are you on this continuutu? 

Lesson #17 

iiiiiiiiiiioursel-, es~miihe mo~f~ialong oni’dle contlnu~m, ot~i~tmctural l-a~Nn v*ithout any aflUtter{on our 

iiiiiiiiiiiparts Thr~)out ~isto~T, ms 7i~eople ot"i ~blo?!N~ white p ~le have called atte~ }n to 

a~n-racl, t~ ause     ~ax      een                mrla    ~ures m our nanor~, s 
{{{{{{{{{{{histoU V¢~i~ anti-ra~:ists mu~ { ise awaa-ene~g about{{structulat{{and institutional ra~:i~ 

@t’~N o~t~gr white ~ple lest t~* co~,t ~ue to be compl ~it a~ supportive (often 
........... ~nwi{ilngly) of institutionalized ann structural racism 

X, Cycle of action and paradigm shift toward a social movement 

Lesson #18 
Undoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must travel every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration with others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan t’urtber action To be really successfu] we must become part of a movement to change 
the paradigm of structural racisrn 
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APPEN1D1CES 

How Racisll Ht;’ls Literally 

Black Scientists I,ess I,ikely to Win Federal Researcb G~ants, Study Reports 

Detailed findings on the economic impact of the achievemem gap in America’s schools 

tleller Stud,,, Finds Public Policy Widens Wealth Gap 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White Wealth and Itome 
Ownership 

Summau,’ data on ~acia] inequity across systems 
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APPENDIX l 

How racism hurts -- literally 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

let    ly 15, 07 

A~ ica. The ~t,~J~ of ~ midlif~women ~ii~ i [he jo~rr,~al Health Psycho~y, 
examined li~ ~twee~ ~#erent ~s Q~st~ess and rf#~act~or heart diseas~ ~d 
str~ ~c~ women w~ pointed [o ~ci~m as a sourc~ of str~ in their lives, th~ 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination. 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies - most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health. 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/11. 
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Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half centu~, of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions detailed public reports tracking progress, 

acess to fre~ ~pduc~ !~ May, i~’makers £ #on Hill h~!~a hearing on pr~ ~ed 
levi !~tion that v~ld re se th~ t cause~ ~ h~h inequi! The bill would ~ ~blish 

n~ esea tying ~ism d~tt~’ ~ ase ha ~harged that it is~i wed Cri~ of the 
be~us~ ~ ~nnot obl~wely m~asur~ ac~al d~scn~#boB But the science ~ grown 
m0re ~i~icated, allotting inves~i~to~ ~o measure #~6ple’~ ~periences with #~)udice 
more precisely. And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had immigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities. 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research ~n the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis. The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
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worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won _w only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work, people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that themselves raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity _w raised blood 
pressure even more. A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
oth~[ !~§!igators: The ~1~ ..... [~§sed inner turmgi! ~fter a racist ~E]~£~)[~[ c~ ~ ~ ~ 
ca~a~ ~ iii ~ects 

~u~ HarroWS, a ~war6 iversi~ of~sso~ ~sy ~o~y, s~ was move6 t~ ~pbn~ 

di~j i ied expres i hs, aN ra6~i~ii~lk showii~St D~iil~us hadliiil~5~/~6 ~hem with ~ii~cist 

"T~iii~ ~ 8~ions on th~icfaces,’’ s#~~ H~lq’ell. "All I coul~ffhinZ~was, ’Good God, I’~hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the mid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
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racial discrimination - partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a consewative think-tank, "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system - which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race," 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objecti,~!y verified facts. Why should research on 

gr~w more sMbt!~ and i irect, ~’~abling st ~#~i ~ts to~!~ openly about 
ex ~ ee~eym ight ot er~/ise ~y inim ize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice, 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome - but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
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proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something there is nothing we can do about it." 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k ~ imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino strident is ro~ghly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement {e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 

Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

districts ibg a ~i k- white ~ ~ smaller ~ national ~verage 

Latinos~B~n~ ~erformedat ~ lev@lofMalaysiaand bin I~ 

perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino s[uden[s are a[ the level of Chile and Serbia and US 

black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a chBd nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

* Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smaller gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 

(e,g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites) 

And [hese regional and slate variations in the achievernent gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in tbe highest perlbrming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresemed at the top 
+ Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade i~ is less than 1% (average [or math and reading} 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically, the racial top gap bus beld true over ti~lle, a~ld the number of black and Latino 
students in the top tier has not increased in line with overall educational improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth:graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achie~rement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

W~il~in~ep~udent raciaV+~hd incom~++~ch~vement gaps e~L whites significantly ou~rform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 2,.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-performing New Jersey with low-performing Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be a~ ~uted to 
be~’~l ~ices b~l ral~ ~eflects pol}ci~ ~bd }nst}tu ~id~ ~ 

families a $1 r~as~ ~’~ avera~# inco[n o~,N~ t’~ ~5-ye~r ~tudy period get1 ares 
Nst }o.ee i~ @ ~lt~on~!weNth ~n ~!~can-Ame<~p hq ~ehold compare~ with 
$5 ~N~iN w~ite hou~ old. PaNel ~N equation CesNIts ~m black houseB I~s 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed" 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjaaa 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief. 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth, 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85,000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families ~ed a firi~l ~hion to be 
op rtunitie~ ~he n xfgeneetipn."sa ~ h ro "WeS!~h-whatweowr~mnus 
what we owe ~!iowsl[a~ilie~ te hove f~Pward ~ movin~i# better and saf~ 

inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap, Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education, 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. "And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widen}rig racial wealth gap~’ 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Americans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments, The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The repor~ shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforc!~ fair housing, ~rtg~ge and lendin~ i~01icies; rai~!~ ~ ~jn!~u~ w~ ............ 
an~ fo~l ~gualpay~P~!£s; investi~ high- qu~!lty ~ll~r@~eal~ 

le~m an~ !~ing th:~ to fo~ thei ~dvocacy [e~£rls to’~,ard policy solu~ s,’ 
sai~ A~!~ @lover Bl~kwell, fd ~d~ ~hd CEO of licy~L~k, a national res 9rch 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The Institute on Assets and Serial Policy is a reseamh ir,,stitute at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Social Po#cy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better understanding of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and families left out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7~his paper o//ers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership, 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was ~30,ggl for blacks and $St,4Fg for whites or white 

hou~bQJd i~come was 1.6~ ~m~s that of black households, Also in 2~ m~d~an aet~tb ~as 

forwb~ useholds, {f~etw rt~t~ ~ f~ 
ass minus all s an    rice a      measur w is owne Whke househol~ ~edian 
ne~v~rthin200~WasgS~B]~ ~ouseho ~ ed ~ ~et worth h~ensed ffere ~e 
be~ en the rati~ ef 9.5 ~v~h and 2.67 for inc Ba in 200) # equence ears of 

pu~ policies aB~ ~act~c hat h~ ~ystem~ ~ii ~ava ~ged wi~s in the accumulati h of 

The wealth disparky between black and white households has worsened sharply in recen~ years. 
The Pew Research Center 202~ report found that in 2009 median net worth was $5,677 for black 

households and ~3,249 for white households and hence white household median net wo~h ~n 
2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 

median household income was $32,584 for blacks and S5%86~ for whites or white household 
income was ~.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 20~2) The enormous 

rise in the white4o-black household median net worth to 29.9 in 2009 as compared to a white-to- 
black ratio of 2.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 
was true for white households. An analysis of the causes of the ~9.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 
equity. What tollows now is a list of some ot the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whkes in ~heir overall accumulation oF wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Ac[ that granted citizens 160 acres or land rot free if they would farm i[ rot 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave or European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

ac~ ht by payi~ii~’4¢ pei i und of:ic,olton not ~di ii:~he landl~ ~iiwho was to pay tti ii ~nant 

Th iii935 Social ~ rityAc ii~lid nd i ~ttend c~ ~ageitoi~:a rand d esticworkers. Black iwere 

c workers, (Accor~i~gto 

Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequently a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan, {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nora clause barring racial discrimination by unions, The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out or Social 
Security also excluded them from the NLRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatory power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limit white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local administration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o vocational [raining but 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment Service, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges wen[ from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
weEe bJa~k vets (See the ~!i#g#~i~D of home owne~sbJ9 below for d~J:ai[s ) 

opiating oansb~tween:f.9~ ~997 there~ ~ett n~ ~cass ~cti@#~ btPgfor~l 

Gli ~an. ................................ {Timo~,t Pigfo~ i~ a bla~ farmer ~ ~ i~ i~!!~ joine~ ~ some 400 black ~ers in 
th~#l~ssactlc~su,t. ~ Glickm~ ~as ~ hen Secre~ ofA~i ulture.} Thecour’~ proved 
co~r,e ~ ~warded ~ stimate~ ~ tN ~andblack fa ~rsd~agesofS].5billio~ 

II. Institutional [actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology. A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equity in their homes is 62.5% of [heir assets, while home equity is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth. Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business. Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes. Conley 

(1999) found that household wealth has a larger impact on various rneasures of children’s 

educational outcomes. 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes. Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages. 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rakes Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods. 

(Roediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters. The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks inko substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled againsk reskrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing. 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white borne owners. 

These whike recipienks are khe paren ks of the baby boomers, and kheir homes are a significant 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation. 

(Lui et al. 2006} The 1968 Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general. (Lipsitz 199g) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial iden kity of applicants rejecked and accepted for home loans. 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 

worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board to obey the 1974 law requiring the banks to keep and report the race data. 

In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 

participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subprk~le or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subprime loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage, Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 

likely to result in foreclosure, In December 2011the US Department of Justice, annoLmced a 5335 

million settlement with Bank of America,/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 

bo[[#weEs The Center for Besponsible Lendi~und Shat#~eE a SbiA~ sim~!~!y gg#]]fied white 

Bet, wen 2003 ar~ ~009 Ul~k house~ld me~l~a~ ~el153~r~om S$2,~24 to $5# while 
wh houseb~t~ ~dian ~ worth ~ ~15%~ ~ ~134,99 ~005 113,149, (Kochh F~, 
an~ y~ ~ Thede,~s~tinglyla~5~ ~allinblacl~ h ~l~ho~ mediannetwo~h d ~pared 

to the ~6,o decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion oftheir wealth in their homes than is [rue of their white 
counterpaRs. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

co~sequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant h~gher moRgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furtherrnore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equky--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2051_) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of 585,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to 545,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2005, 2004 and 

2007 Survey of Consumer Finances.) 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership and the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciatinB areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding that potential home buyers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 
Summarv data on racial inequity across systems 

Infant mo*tality among while ~Mnerican women with a college degree or higher is 
approximately 4 deaths per 1000 For similarly educated Aflican-Amedcan women, the 
~ate is tluee limes as high: 12 deaths per ] 000 Babies of" white women who t*m’e~,, ’t 
fimMled htgh .s~tlool have a lower rate of infant morality than Af’d can-American women 
with college and ~aduate school educations 

The rate of low birth weight babies born to African immigrants to the US is comparable 
to that of white women However the daughters of _&t’rican immigrants experience a 
higher rate of low birth weight babies dmn the general African-American population 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 

expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5,1 to 7.’] years This 

African Nm%ricans h#~l ~slhNa-related em~ ~hn@ om visits 45 time mbre 
often than whites. In 2006, non I lispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 
and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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African American males in the U,S, have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the U.S. are three times more likely to 

be suspended 

African American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males 

in North Carolina, ]0 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority students are still failing to achieve the 

success o[ their peers. American Indian, African-American, and Hispanic s[uden[s con[inue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 

dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under-represented in programs for the gifted 

a~d ~i~,l~[oportionall¥ d~i~¢d with suspens~ and expulsi~ (2~8~ ~a~a~ 

or over  rs, research has ##ven that ~a~al a~d gender ~#~:repanc~es are ew4#~t ~n 

iiiiiiii~ Cv[d#~#~ii 5 supp~ ~i~hat bla ki~hild~ i~misbeha~e!i#i iare ~ ~e disruptive than 
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A numbe[ of s~e and l~dera] surveys show that communities of color are ~nvolved with 
domestic violence, child wc]t~re, and juvenile justice systems at rates that are disp~ opo~ionately 
hi~er than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 2004; lPace Malaqs g]+ (’]rim ++~]i+re, 2005) 

SpecificNly, chil&en of color: 

+ Are referred to DSS more than other children 

¯ Are more likely to be reposed as victims of child abuse or neglect 

¯ Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

¯ Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

¯ Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

~ ~ngerto b@~ ~banchildreno~e~herraces ................................................................................................ 
.................................................... 

AgeoutNtpreb ~ adopt r placed~ ~ ~ anent N me~t 

Research has found: 

A direct correlation between children of color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number of children of color entering the juvenile justice system {Teplm 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds within the juvenile justice 

system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to die of a violent death 

(Teplin at al, 2005} 

Teplia, L, McC[elland, G, Abram, K, & Mi[eusiaic, D (2005) Early violent deadt among 
delinquent youN: A Prospective longitudinal study Pediatrics, 155, 1586-1593 
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D) ( rimi~al ,h~stke 

by Micbelle Alexander (20 ~0~ New Yolk: The New Pre~) 

Alexander llakea the poh~t that we ,~:~e i~o~ aegregat[ lg Black men fioll society xia a complex 
legal f?ame’work that she calls the ~New Jim Crow". euphemistically refer~ed to as the ~ ~,ar on 

( m~slder the fo~lowlng stMistics [rom Alexal~der’s research: 
Since 1[970, the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 

million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 

prisons and for more than half of those in state prisons. 

AFrican Americans constitute ~5% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

Waron gs, 2~ althou whites ar o~ ~elyto vi e drugla~,~s’ than9 pleof 

goug~/~,[rican:Ad~dcSmen are no,~" g~der ~ jurisdiction contr ~J bg 

~ ~mina~ just~ ~ystem {j~ ~ri ~,parole, pro~ 0n). 
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"Fom~datlo~ls of Wealth and Poverty: ExamlMng Structural Issues of Race a~d Class" 

Purpose: A 1 5-credit hour"Leading for Equity" seminar for students in graduate and prot~ssional 
degree programs at l~C-Chapel Hill, includfug, but no~ limited to, ?vDH (Public Health), SR.S 
(Information & Libtau’ Science), MBA (Business), MA (Sport Administlatiorl), and JD (Law) 
programs at LINC 

Ratio~ale: Students will be better leaders when they tmderstat~d the tbundations of the explicit and 
subtle ways that ~aciNized patter*~s in American cultk~re, policies, a*~d practices permeate political, 
eco ~omic. and social st uclu es This class ~espoods to t~cquests t~om co rent arid past students fur a 
s~e, well-managed, we11--estahlished way to address issues of race, class, bias, al~d ethics 

In support of the above, anti-racism t~-~linil~g feedback and its impacts sugge,~ts that il~ order to be 
successful i~ p~omo~ing equitable outcomes i~ chosen l~elds it is essential {k~ studer~is to 
nnderstand the ]egacy of racism in American institutions (ur~ ent and future leaders need a 
framev,,ork that directs them to analyze social institutions rather *:l~m cbara~lerislics q/¢*ldNidi~ala 

a*~dgro*g~s, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to dift’crem racial 
groups Training future leaders in how racial disparities are produced by systemic inequities and 
the related practices oP individuals is c6 tical to see ~eal change in insti tutfur~al ouIcomes 

Ft rther, a m ~ber of scholars ha*,e recemly recomme~ded ami-racism train[ ~g as a ~ecessary part 
of studel~r training t James et a, 2008; Johnson e~ al; Jones 2002; Yol~as et al. 2006"~ h~ a~tdition, it 
is becoming inc easir~g/y commor~ fur h~sfuutions ~o ir~clude ar~i-~acism t*air~ing as pa~l ot~t;equired 
or recommended p~ or3cssional development f;: institutional leade~ s (see, f;: example, Boston Public 
ttealth Commission (u,u,u, bphcorg/CtI12SJ/), the Texas Itealth and tIuman Services Commission 
{www hhsc state tx us/hhsc prqiects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle (bttp:/iwww seattle gov/~@i) 

Bat’kgro~md: ibis class ~espot~ds ~o a m~!io social sustari~ability issue: event af’~e~ controllri~g f~or 
class dlffere~ces, racial disparhies persist fu wealth, health, education social welIXare a~d ctlmfual 
]ustice Consider the t~lfuwing: 

[n 201 ] the Pew Research Center Pound that the white household median net wo~h was 20 
times that of black households N the Ibllowing yem, a new study lk, und that white 
Ai-rterica;,ls i~ow 1.1ave 22 times more weahb t is;,1 h]acks -- a gap tbal ~/early doubled 
tile Great Recession {CNN Money, June 2012) 

Co llpared to whites, black Americans are twice as ]ikely to be t nemployed and earn nearly 

~:. o tess when they are employed ((.ouncll of Economic Advisors, (7~angi~g America 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectat~cy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged fiom 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et al, 
United States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, arid die younger, despite the 
availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure and 



cholesterol drugs, and aspirin The same is true tbr strokes (See 
x~a~a~ cdc goviminorityhealth/populations/REMP/black html#Disparities for most recent 
data on health disparities experienced by Black Americans) 

Although breast cance~ is diagnosed ] 0% less frequently in African American women than 
in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African .am~erican aduhs are 1 O dines more likely than non-Hispanic white adults to ha~e a 
diagnosis of diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of white women who ha~’e~ ’lfi~ished hYjgh school have a lower rate of infant 
mortalig~" than African-American women with college and graduate school educations 
(David & Collins, 1997) 

Researchers have observed that the positive mental health status of lIispanics tends to erode 
wilh time spent in the United States h~ one study Mexican immigratus residing in this 
countlT for less than 13 years were found to have lower rates of mood disorders, anxiety 
disorders, arid drug abuse or dependence than did Mexican immigrants living here lo~iger 
fl~an 13 years (National Research Council) 

A ~acial achievement gap ir~ education exists where the average b]ack or Latir~o studetu is 

roughly 2-2, years of learning behind the average white studetu An income achievement gap 
interacts with the r~cial achievement gap, making poor black and L~tino students the most 

disadvantaged in temps of achievement and future earning potential (McKinsey, 2009) 

Compared to white males, African-Amerlcan males in the U S are three times more llkelv to 
be suspended and throe thnes less likely to be classified as gifted and talented (McKinsey, 
2009) 

Children of color are more ]ikely to be ~ efecced to social services, reported as victims of 
abuse and neglect, placed in foster care, and to remain m :%ste~ care without being adopted 
or othe~ise pem~anently placed ~Centef for dm Study of Social Policy, 2004; HIll, 200(~; 
Roberts, 2002} 

Although whites are more likely to violate drag laws than people of colog in some states 
black men have been setu to prison on drug charges at ~atas 20-50 times greater than white 
men (A~exal~der, 2010} According to the American Civil Liberties Union, 1 in 3 black men 
will have contact with the criminal justice system and approximately 14 million black men 

13% of all adult African Amelican males ale dislianchised because of’f}lony d[ug 
convictions and l in 14 black children has a parem in prison 

In just ove~ 22 years, the incarceration rate for Afiica*~ Amefica*~ women has increased 
800%, and they are three times more likely to be sentenced than in 1986 Now, African 
Amefica*~ a*~d Latir~a women make up mo~e than half of the [~male prison populatio*~ in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illegal drag use dnfing pregnancy, African 
American women are ten times more llkelv to be reported to child welfare agencies for 
prenatal drug use compa*ed to white women 

tSee Appendices I-IV for recetu reports o~x racial d~,~parity and dispropor~ional~y in Americal~ 
institutions) 
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Approach: A partnership betu, een the School of Public Health and the Racial Equity Institute 
(REI), a national anti-racism training organization, to provide coursework that would prepmc 
graduate students from business, education, law, public health, social work, and sport administration 
to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world ’this collaboration will prepare them to 
understand, analyze, and address racial inequity Presently, the Racial Equity Institute prox’ides a 2- 
day course on lbundations in histurical and institutional Racism to community ~oups, organizations 
and institutions across the country (See "Supporting Information Section" below for more 
inibrmatlon about the Racial Equity Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 

More than 120 UNC-Chapel tlill students, staffand faculty have completed this short course since 
it began being o[I~red in Chapel Hi]l in 20 l I (Note: Dr Tom Ross, president oP the 17-carnpus 
University of Nortb Carolina is also an alurnl~us ) Many bax’e expressed etubusiasm for the utility of 
this program in their field of study because of the clear analysis it brings to the issue of racial 
equip- (See t~stimonials from UNC-Chapel Hill students, staff; Pacult% and community partners - 
separate document) Cu~Tently UNC students have to go oPi’-carapus to receive this training, often 
during a time that competes with regular academic scheduling By off~ring this course as a 
university-sponsored cross-disciplinals, course, it is possible for students to recei.,’e tbi s education in 
a way that supports and complements thei~ overall academic program and t~ajecto~y 

The proposed ft-amework includes this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours of 
f~llow-up with UNC faculty who are alumni of the REI pro[qam UNC faculty leaders will work 
closely with REI trainers in developing coursework and class activities that applies a racial equity 
analysis to issues or challenges in the students’ particu]ar t]eld of study 

A pilot or special topics course u, ould be hosted by the School of Public ttealth, patterned after a 

ve~T successftd seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learne~ s and concentrated 
focus on a challenging topic (described below 

Students: 
Believing that the Racial Equity Institute t~aining model works best with a diverse g~oup of" 
participants we propose a class size of app~ oximately 35 participants, about ta~,o-thirds of whom 
would be L~-C graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn ti*om the 
community (individuals who work in, or are se~ed by, business, economic, health, legal, 
educational or social se~¢ice institutionst The interactive nature of the class will allow students to 
learn from tile pelspectives of others with different backgrounds and in difI)~ent stages of’life For 
tbis reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

TBD (REI trainers will work closely with UNC alumni faculty to best design the optimal t~.cilitator 
team and pedagogy) 

Note: Support has been oft’e~ ed flom faculty in various departments I ,otter of support and of’fe~ s to 
co-teach have been received fi-orn Dr Eugenia Eng (SPIt). Dr ~Mice Aramerman (SPH). Professor 
Malcolm (Tye) Huntur, Esq, UNC School of Law, Dr Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sport 
Science/Carolina Black CaucusiKenan Institute), and Dr Jim Johnson (KFBS) 
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TBD 

Suggested: The format would approximate "seminars" cunently offered at Kenan-Flagler Business 
Scbool, wbereby file course would offer 1 5 credit hours and a total of 24 hours of course time 
Initially. students would participate in a two-day (possibly Friday and Saturday) workshop based on 
the Racial EquiD- [nstimte’s current anti-racism training The final eight horn s of class time would 
take place on a Friday an&’or Saturday 2-3 weeks later F~llov, dng the 2-day training and in 
preparation l’c~r the final session(s), students would complete related reading, assignments, a group 
project, to be submitted for critique/grading and credit 

We anticipate tbe course first being offered in the spring, summer or fall terms of 2014 

By ofPed ng the course for credit, we would t’m~he~ support the university’s mi ssion of ~’bringing 
light qux’ and understanding to the world" The course will: 

support Chancellor Foil’s vision "to advance knowledge and work with our communities 
and om busi nesses to address critical, destabilizing global issues like declini ng fi esb water, 
food, climate change, pove~,, human r~¢ht~, and dlseast: " 
contribute to the mission of the Office &Diversity and lvhdti-Cultural Affairs by creafing 
g~aduate-level curriculum that analyzes and addresses racial equity 
provide a unique leadership developmen* opportunity that prepares studen*s to address the 
challenges of diversity and racial equity H~ese matters of which are increasingly important 
in Nortb Carolina, the I, JS, and internationally 
t~acilitate UNC community members" participation, so tbat we apply critical analysis and 
dialogue to this subject 
promote a commitment to student applied leadership by gqaduadng students with a firm 
understanding and definition of racism, structural racism, and tools and resources to address 
racial inequity in their fields and careers; 

foster meaningfi.d cross-school collaboration; 
create an on-going opportunity tk~r UNC to engage with the local Orange Coutlty 

community; 
join a growing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist training as a par~ 
of*heir strategy to addressing racial inequity and preparing students and prac*itioners to be 
effective public se~’ants:~ 
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Center t’~r fl~e Study of Social Policy, 1he Race (’h*M fide(/are Prq}ecL Fact sheet 1, Basic tZacrs 
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Washington, DC 
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Undoing Racism, Leadership Development, and Community Engagement" (:him We(/i~re 87(2): 
279-296 

Johnson. LB, Antic, BF & Batbee, AP (2009) Addressing disproportiona]ity and dispa[tity in 
child welfare: E’~aluation of an anti-racism training for community sepHce providers" (’hdd~’et~ atld 
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McKinsey & Company (April, 2000) Detailed findings on the economic impact of’the achievement 
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Hispanic Health: Summary of a Workshop Wasbing,~ola (DC): National Academies Press (US); 
2002 Emerging Issues in tlispanic tIealth Available from: 
bttp :i/v~a~a~, n cbi n lm nib go’c/books/N B K 4357 t, 
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Supporting Information 

The Radal Equ~" Institute - Backgr~mnd 

The Racial EquiW ;~nstitute (REI) is all a111a~xce of trail~ers a~xd organizers who devote them,~elves to 
the work of" a~ti-racist t~a~sR~matio ~ "1he ~ainers and o~gar~izers of the Inst?Iute help individuals 
and organizations develop tools to challenge patterns of power and grow equity 

REI t~ainir~g arid consultatior~ provide: 

an analysis of racism and its cultural and historical roots 
assistance in assessing their organization to determh~e its progress on the journey 1o become 
anti-racist 
aasista ~ce b~ creafi~}g atmctt res to hold fl~e a ~fi-racis~ work 
assistance il~ developil~g an al~ri -racl st vision al~d plan for change 
coachi ~g 1)~ traditional and emergi ~g leadership i~ the prir~ciples and practices 

racism 

The tr~liner,~ and organizer,~ of the ;~nstitute have a combined 30 years of experience in community 
o*ganizing and anti-racist txaining We work fiom a movement approach to organizational 
t~ansgv~rmafion, recognizing the interconnectedness of all institutions and, therefore, the 
o*2ganizations that compose them This principle-centered approach relies on collective wisdom, 
remr lhtg power o commulri ies served, reflecfio i aid evaluafio i 

Workshops 

The Racial Equity Institute offers a series of workshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending ~acial inequities within thei~ instituIion It p~epares 
participants to se~a,e as ambassadors of’racial equity in communities and institutions across the 
country 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about what needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradigms of tolerance and individual 
atiitude Racial dispropoNonality in i~stitutional outcome is a warning sig~ of a much greater social 
problem To understand that gaps a*e produced by sys{emlc inequities and the related practices of 
indP~dduals is the beginning of changing institutional ontcomes REI training helps leadership 
understand that racism is not episodic but imbedded in the histotT of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase I "Foandations in Historical and Institntional Racism" 

mmd~ 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase lI: "Strategies for Moving from Analysis to Action" 

O,,stemic [~ar~Mi£~ h~ addressing rtu:i~m. 
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Senior Trainers and Consultants 

Deena A. Ilayes-Greene is a racial equity consultant, trainer, and communit,,,,’institutlonal 
organizer whose work focuses on the impacts of race and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals In her nalning and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of ~ace in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social detem~inants of wel[- 
being and oppol~unity Sbealsobrlngsa power analysis that galdesinstiturionsandorganizafions 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across the nation to organizations interested in add~ essing and e]iminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms lIayes-G~eene is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond, based out of New Orleans 

Ms Hayes-Greene is a former tluman Relations Commissioner ~i,r the City of Greensboro She has 
been elected to the Guilford County Board of Education lk~r two terms and has ser~ ed since 2002 
As a school board member her advocacy has challenged the district to investigate the structural 
causes of the dispa[ate outcomes o[’Aliican American and othe~ students ot’colo[ Sbe also chai[s 
tbe Achievernent Gap Comrnitiee, tbe Historically Undemtilized Business Advisols, (HITB} 
Committee and the School Safety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the I1L-B Advisory 
Committee, she has i]luminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to examine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Ha~es currently seta, es on tbe board of the International Cix’il Rights Center and Museum, The 
Gallfo~d Gang Commission and tile Ole Asbebolo Stleet Neigbborhood Association She received 
bet Bachelor of Arts Degree (AtSican American Slsldies, Psycbology and ,lustice and Policy 
Studies) from Guilford College in Greensboro, NC 

Suza~ne Plihcik is a community organizer, t*ainer and l~.cilitator living in (heensboro, Notth 
Carolina She works locally and across the nation with comnmnities and organizations workb~g to 
strengthen ~ass root and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism In G~censboro, she and be~ colleagtles sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-racist organizing and organize community members and activists to work for social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Survival arld Beyond, based 
out of New Orleans 

She was executive director of the National AI]iance for Non-Violent Programming a coalition of 
national organizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy Her 
community experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools arld city 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children She is a founding 
member o~" tbe Greensboro Public Scboo] Fund, rewa*ding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
Tour, a professional dance experience t’~r children in poor communities 
She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assemb]y of Health and Human Seer-ice O~ganizations and the Association of Junior [,engages 
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International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 

of directors, il~cluding file Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, the (Zi~ eel~sbo~ o 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, tile YWCA, the Greensboro Civic 
Entrepre~teur initiative, and Uplift l~c 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bryan Award for community service, tbe 3%VCA Women 

of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was Ne Greerlsboro Woman of the Yea* in 
1!)94 She is the co-recipient of the Nancy Susan Reyno]ds Award for ~ace relations given by the Z 
Smith Reynolds Foundation 

Fo ft~rther in{b mado ~ abo~t the Racial Equity It~s~itute, workshops, and otlganizado ~al 
de,:elopmenr consultation, please see www racialeq~dtyinstitute org/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dbayes@racialequityinstitute o~g 
Snz~nne Plil~eik: splihcik@racialequityi~stimte org 
Wanda Hunter: whunter’,~racialequityinstitute org 

~{~gmail corn 
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Racial Equity Institnte Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it hnportant to elhnbmtc racism?" 

In the I, JS, people of color, and especially black Americans, have sigmificantly worse 
outcomes than wbite Americans on every indicato~ ofwel] being and justice If~ace is a 
driving force in determining outcomes we can never address these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

If. hnplicR bias 

Lesson #1 
We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? hnplicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and lives deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, generalize, stereotype and discriminate We are more likely to do harm when we 
deny our racial biases 

Race & poverty; race & wealth 

Lesson #2 
We bare a tendency to ascribe poverty and otber social p~oblems to individual bebavio~s 
and decisions, even when we know that hisml% systems, structures and policies are 
responsible This type of thinklng is reflected in our social programs We try to address 
individuals’ problems by t@ng to help o~ cbange them not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They are poor because they lack power 

IV. I’he Relationship Between Systems, institutions and Communities 

Poor conlmunities and communities of color are under siege by systems and institutions that 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is deciding what programs and services a~e needed? Who is cregting these 
programs? To whom are these programs accoumable? 

Lesson #4 
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VL 

Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" u, ho gets to grant or deny access to power 
and resources We may have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behavio~ s and 
systems deprive communities of power 

The colony of’Virginia: John Rolf~ & Pocahontas; Johr~ Putsch and friends; 
Bacon’ s R eb e] l i on 
Blumenbach and Buffon: The ’oMa, a hierarchlcal classification of human beings 

United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
The Treaty of C~dadaloupe I fidalgo; the Chinese Exclusion AcL European 
immigrafior~ to the US during the lndustfia] Revo]ution 
Documen~ary: l~’~ce: lhe Pol~,er qf a~ llh~.sJon, "The House We I.ive ~n " 

Lesson #5 
In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically very real 

Lesson #~ 
The ttouse of Burgesses constructed the idea of"white race" in the colony of Virglnia in 
1680 They debated, "What is a white man’,"’ for the purposes of determining who would 
have access to power and property in the colony The definition they settled upon was: A 
white man is one with *~o blood fiom an Afiica*~ o~ a*~ h~dian, except lb~ the desce*~dants of" 
John Rolfe and Pocahontas In this act, self-designated white people gave fl~emsel,;es the 
pou, er to construct realit, and this has continued throughout the history of the US 

Even bef~re the construction of white race, powerfid English colonists in Virginia began 
drawing lines to separaie those of African descem from those of European descent, 
especially amo*~g the poorest people (example: the Jo[m Punch story) Poor whites no 
Ionge~ see it in their self-interest to align with others oPthe same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ’white" This ’divide and 

conquer" strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a powerfid disincentive for 
poor white people to challenge the powerful white elite 

The construction of race has continued throughout US histotT and has been central to US 
economic development, inclnding the development of wealth and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, manut?cturing, etc The story of race is the story of labor We bare ’ let" folks into 
fl~e t’~mily of’white" as we need their numbers and no longer need to exploii their labor 

Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
institutional power, system, advantage, white supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
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Ra~e can be defined as ’a specious classification of human beings, created during a period 
ofwor]dwide colonial expansion, by I-.uropeans (whites), using themselves as the model for 
humanig~" for the purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to power and 
privilege" 

Lesson #10 
Racism is defined as ’~social and institutional power combined with race i)~ pjudice It is a 
system of advantage for those considered white, and of oppression fi,r those who are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

"When did ~ffirmative ~etion begin?" 
I A historical review ot’polices that bare contfib~ted to white powe~ and wealth in the 

United States, beginning witb "50 acres, 30 shillings, 10 bushels of corn and one 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20:~ century policies llke the Social 
Securit7 Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

1I The Monopoly Game story ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
others because of their race We have more than 400 years of atlSrma*ive action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
O~r history of pr~ctices and policies tbat have benefited wbite people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumulate u, ealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

Lesson #13 
[nk~rnalized racial inferiorit7 among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, bu~ are not limited to, internalized negative messages about self and o~her people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of int’criority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #14 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as ~niversal; assuming that 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by raedts and hard work; 
equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
the responsibility ot~ and only in tile intelest o1~ people of color 

Lesso~ #15 
The stress, oppression and internalized int’criofity experienced by people of color have had 
devastating impacts Yet, we as individuals and a society have all been harmed by raalalized 
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conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these feelings in order to heal and work et’fectivaly against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions abot£ racist conditionb~g and internalized racial oppression can be effective and 
healing when undertaken in aRSnity groups or caucuses that a*e organized by self-idend fled 
race These allow participants to feel safer in their salt’-disclosures and to suppo~ each other 
to develop sell’awareness, heal and grou, as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in understanding and addressing racism When such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop relationships that deepen 

The anti-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. Where 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powel~’~d than a disorganized truth" Racism is so well organized 
aild noimabve in the US tha~ if’we fall to recognize and push against it, we aie allowing 
oresalves to be moved along on the contil~tlum of sWacttJ~l racism, witl~otlt any effort on onr 
parts Throughout history, many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and <’moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
anti-racists because they have not been recognized as important figm-es in our nation’s 
history White anti-racists must raise awareness about structuial ai~d institutional racism 
among other white people lest they continue to be cornplicit and s~apportive torten 
unwittingl,~’) of institutionalized and structural racism 

Cycle of action and paradigm shift toward a social movement 

I,esson #18 
Undoing iacism is not a quick lix It is ajour*~ey that we must tra’~,al e’~,ery day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration witl~ others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 
plan further action To be really successt~l we must become pm~t of a movement to change 
the paradigm of structural racism 
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APPENDIX l 

How racism hurts -- literally 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America. The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination. 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies - most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health. 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering. Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/11. 
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Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half centu~, of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely. And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had emigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities. 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research ~n the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis. The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
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worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won _w only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work, people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that they raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity _w raised blood 
pressure even more. A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was, ’Good God, I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the mid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
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racial discrimination -- partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a conservative think-tank. "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race." 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. Why should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightfo~vard approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system. These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice. 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
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proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something there is nothing we can do about it." 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health. m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of :11 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to olher counlries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United Slales perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a child nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smMler gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in ibe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at the top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade i[ Js less than 1% (average For math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically, the racial top gap bus beld true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top t~er has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 40% of black stndenls and 33% of Lalino students 
are in the bottom quartde of natlonai income, while oniy 22"/,, of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black students 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-performing New Jersey with low-performing Washington, 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African--Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth. 

in gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85.000 to $236,500 The median net wodh of white households in the study has 
grown to $26&000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap. Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession: college education, 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap." 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Americans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments. The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the Insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out." 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute ad~,ancing economic and social equity. 

The Institute on Assets and Sodat Policy is a reseamh ir,,stitute at B~andeis 
University’s Heller School for Social Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better under:standing of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduats and famities tef, t out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7:his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership. 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 SuP~’ey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was S30,8SF for blacks and ~51,41g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and ~163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure of what is "owned".} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth, The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9,5 for net worth and F.G7 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth, 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 

The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was ~;5,677 for black 

households and ~1F3,149 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 

2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 

median household income was 532,584 for blacks and S5%861~ for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) The enormous 

rise in [he white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as cornpared to a white-to- 

black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 

was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 

equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in [heir overall accumulation of wealth. These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave o1 European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while ethnic and religious 
prejudices ’were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color. Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4~¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Blacks were 

more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the I~930 census 68.75% of gainflJlly employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 

Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

bene[its The comparable [igure for black workers was 42 percent. Consequen[ly a much higher 

percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 

how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 

needed to obtain a business loan, {Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 
for unions that did not discriminate. The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions. The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out o1 Social 
Security also excluded them from the NLRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatory, power of unions, were 
responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 
premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did not limit white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans. The 

local administration resulted in white vets not only having greater access to vocational training but 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment Sen!ice, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI gill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of ABriculture advantaBed white 

[armers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disaster payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of S1.5 billion. 

II. Institutional [actors that have advantaged whites in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology. A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households, 

Black households’ equity in their homes is 62.5% of their assets, while home equity is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995), Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth. Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business, Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealth has a larger impact on various measures of children’s 

educational outcomes. 

Also Shapiro {2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes. Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate. The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages. 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates I(ochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression. (Liu et ah 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods, 

(Roediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters, The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1950 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing, 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners. 

These while recipients are the paten ts of the baby boomers, and their homes are a significant 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation, 

(Lui et al, 2006) The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general, (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 
required banks to record the racial iden tity of applicants rejected and accepted for home loans. 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board to obey the 1974 law requiring the banks to keep and report the race data. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subpdme loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In December 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a 5335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices tha t targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over S35,000 for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions oldollars of wealth. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from $12,124 to 55,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from 5134,992 in 2005 to 5113,149. (Kochhar, FP~ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts. This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 6.4% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of 585,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to 545,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 SuPvey of Consumer Finances.} 

Tt~ese data reveal is that the good years for homeownership and the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding that potential home buyers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Summary data on racial inequity across systems 

A) Health 

Infant mortality among white American women with a college degree or higher is 

approximately 4 deaths per 1000. For similarly educated African American women, the 

rate is three times as high: 12 deaths per 1000. Babies of white women who hr~ven’t 

jinished hlgh school have a lower rate of infant mortality than African American women 
with college and graduate school educations 

The rate of low birth weight babies born to African immigrants to the U.S. is comparable 

to that or white women, However the daughters of African imrnigrants experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies than the general African-American population, 

In the United States, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1 to 7,1 years. This 

large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES {Arias et al,, United 
States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010}. 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 1_0% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African American adults are ~ 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white 
adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes 

In 2004, African Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 

often than whites, In 2006, non Hispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whites {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, blood pressure 

and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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Education 

African-American males in the US have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the LJ.$. are three times more likely to 
be suspended, 

~ African-American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African-American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males, 

In North Carolina, 10 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

not even narrowed. On every measure, minority studen Ls are sLill failing to achieve the 
success of their peers. American Indian, African American, and I lispanic students continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 
dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. (2010 data) 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 
school disciplinary outcomes. For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinary actions than students of ano[her 
race. This has been a great concern within the educational system because there has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 
students in the school setting. 
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C) Social Services~ Mental Health~ and Juvenile Justice 

A number of state and federal surveys show that cornmunities of color are involved with the 
domestic violence, child welfare, and juvenile justice systems at rates that are 
disproportionately higher than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 2004; Race Matters in Child 

Weifare, 2005). 

Specifically, children of 

Are referred to DSS more than other children 

Are more likely to be reported as victims of child abuse or neglect 

Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See The Race + Child Wel~rare Project Fact sheet 1, Basic facts on disproportionate 
representation of African Americans in the foster care system / Center for the Study of Social 

Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D.C., 2004} 

Research hasfound: 

A direct correlation between children of color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number of children of color entering the juvenile justice system (Teplin 

et al., 2005) 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds within the juvenile justice 
system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to die of a violent dee th 
(Teplin et el., 2005} 

Tepiin, L., McClelland, G., Abram, K., & Mileusinic, D. (2005). Early violent death among 

delinquent youth: A Prospective longitudinal study. Pediatrics, 155, 1586 1593, 
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Crimi~ ~u~ic~ 

Recommended reading: Th~ New lira Crow: M~s~ ~c~rc~r~do~ in the Age ~f Cc~orb~ndne~ by 

Michelle A~exander (20~ 0, New York: The New Pre~s) 

Alexander makes t~e point that we are now segregating Black rne~ froa society va a complex 
legal framev~ork that she calls the "Nev,,, Jim Crow", euphemistically referred to as the "War on 

Drugs." 

Consider the following statistics from Alexander’s research: 
Since 1970~ the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 
million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 
prisons and for more than half of those in state prisons. 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to ttuman Rights Watch {Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 

War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been sent to prison on drug charges at rates 20-!~0 
times greater than white men, 

One in three young African American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 

the cdmina[ just ce system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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Racial Equity Workshop - Reflections from the [~-C-Chapel Hill community~ 

UNC MBA Candidate 

"As a fo~lner TFA coq)s member, I have done many trainings about both race relations and 
working with populations living in poverty. This workshop is by far the best I have attended. 

It was not only a chance to ta]k openly aboat our personal experiences and ~’eelings, it also 

provided a thscinating, comprehensive bishop?/abou~ [lo~¢’ onr count~3, go~ to this point it was 
the first time l f~lt like l received real answers about M~y race relations are so complex, and 

strongly believe that tmderstanding our complicated past is the best way the only way we 
will be able to move fo~a~:ard." 

Geni Eng, PhD 

UNC School of Public Health, Professor 

~Anti-racism training has been significant to my research and teaching on engaging 
communities to enhance equity in health outcomes. It has provided a common vocabulary and 
conceptual flamework for analyzing the structares of power and privilege that hinder health 
equity 

We are not worried abont being ’~politically correct." Instead, the training has strengthened 
understanding of one another; making it easier to talk about difficult issues of ineq~tity, develop 
meaningfid research qaestions, m~d design innovative studies." 



UNC Sociology PhD Candidate 

¢~-I attended my first Racial I~iquity Workshop more than roar yems ago, and I can say withoat 
hesitaion tha the "a, orkshop has altered and enhanced both my personal and professional lives 

In my personal life, the workshop helped me to understand how I, as a White woman, could 
become a more effective ally in the pursuit of racial equity. From a professional standpoint, the 
workshop shed light oa the roles o[~ organizational processes and instimtioaal policies ill 
creating and perpetaaing structural meqaality. After the workshop I was able to work more 
effectively with my colleagues to develop and implement practices alld policies to ch;~llenge 
racism and promote equity within our organization. 

As someone who has attended the workshop more than six thnes over the past four years, I 
would strongly recommend this workshop ~o anyone working I’or the as a leader m today’s 
diverse economy." 

Deborah K, Mayer, PhD, RN, AOCN, FAAN 

UNC School of N~rsing, Associate Professor 

’~1 a(tended ~he Racial F~qai(y Wod~shop and [band it stm-lula(ing, engagirlg and sens{(izmg It 
was really helpfi~l as a way to appreciae the long e~grai~ed racism in our society m~d the subtle 
and not so subtle e~lbcts it has today. The eflbcts of th~s are seen in the heNth of ore nat~on and 
~ has hn ?l~cafions ika" our t~ealth care del~ cry system. ] higt~ly recomm end taking this 
workshop," 



UNC rvIBA C~ass of 

De~oitte Consulting 

Former President, Kenan-Fiag~er A~iance for Minority Business Students 

As a young black male m America, I’ve had many conversations with myself 
and others about race, racism, mid their impact. Yet, each of them seemed incomplete, as if 
something was missing. The workst/op was the fh’s~ time I~,e e~,er fel~ like ~hose gaps were 
t’illed For the first time, I was in the room with t~lks ol~ dit’t;creut races, and we corlld speak in 
commot~ lm~gnage that [xelped each o~her see sometixing aew It was also the first time that I 
clearly recognized my own struggles and feelings about ~hese issues. 

I’m heading into a corporate job, mid I have no doubt that the workshop has stre~lgthened my 

leadership skills. It/tl/is day and lime, all business leaders should have a strong ~mderstanding 
and m;’,rare~icss of race and ~acism, a~d this workshop {s the absolute perfcct place to begi!!" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, 
UNC Department of E~ercise and Sport Science, Lecturer 

Senior Advisor at the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

~It’s not about Diversity Training. It’s not a whiner session. It’s not a vent and ~fbe] good’ 
session. Racial Equi~ work is critical, meaningful, engaging, mid paradigm shifting. If you 
want to discover, learn, and share with others - please experience this workshop America needs 
healing to be at its best And it starts with understanding m~d perspective. ~Where a person 
stands depends on where he sits.’ This workshop provides historical context as to why and how 
people have come to sit in their current circtm~stances today. A big salute to this family of 
facilitators and participants!" 

Criminal Defense Attorney, Adjunct Professor, UNC School of Law 

"The racial equity workshop is essential to a realistic tmderstanding of the 
systems that uphold white privilege al~d prevent the United States 
fhlfilling it’s promise of equally’ tbr all. It is particularly pertinent to anyone 
who attempts to work in the Alnerican criminal justice system." 



UNC MBA Candidate 
Duke MEM Candidate 

~I cannot recommend the Racial Eqni~ Workshop more highly for young leaders beaded into 
the business world - it deepened how I lhink and comnnmica~e s~rategically about the 
institutional roots of inequality. 

Workshop conversations were frank, effective and msigbt¢)l for both people of color and white 
allies. This experience is crucial for aa~yone committed to building a more just and heallhy 

UNC Sociology PhD Candidate 

’*i highly recommend the Racial Equity Workshop to fellow social scientists, particularly young 
scholars exploring questions of stratification. The workshop c~tically engaged our communN 

ideas about race and inequality, and thrm~gh team work and some difficult, but honest group 
discussions, we jointly dev-eloped new understandings of interrelated systems of inequity. For 
social scientists, snch an experience is invaluable as we think about ~heories, methods, and 
analysis. 

Equally important, on a more personal level, fl3e workshop was truly enlightening and changed 
lhe way I viewed my commitment to anti-racism." 



UNC MBA Class of 

The Racial Equity Workshop shook the way I understood racism on a fom~dational level. In 
short, I feel more free and powerfully able to discuss racism with my colleag~les and peers. 

I feel a ~eater humm~ connection with the black community and a vastly more aware 
consciousness of what being black mealls. This workshop made me realize just how profoundly 
uni5ir racism makes liI~ fbr the Nack community." 

UNC MBA Candidate 

~The business world is a diverse em.ironment that requires awareness of self and others. In the 
I.~SA, fl~is m~areness is often clouded by a need for political conectness, inability to 
coannuaicate difficult ~opics, and ignorance. The Racial Equity Workshop begias to crack ~he 
surl’ace of a history of legal preference toward a specific part ol’the population. 

Business leaders, domestic and international, need to learn how to interpret these laws, to see 
the biases, and to respond to these biases. This workshop creates at enviromnent where people 
can develop and practice critical qualitative analysis skills. 

UNC ~BA Candidate 

"The Racial Equity Workshop sparred me to think about my responsibility as 

privileged, white male m a way that [ never had before. The workshop [:aci~itators provide a sale 

envirolm~ent, the context of racial inequality in the US, and the questions to spark mem~ingI)l 

dialogue and tiros understanding. [ ~eft I’eelmg sinndtaneously more knowledgeable m~d 

cautious. 

As someone who is passionate about advanciag social jnstice ~hrough busiaess, I believe this 
workshop is essential ~o becoming a more el’fective leader m~d decision maker." 



UNC School of Public Health PhD 

"As a punic health researcher, n/y work has been motivaed by social justice 
I’ve been {nterested in var~o~s hea~th disparities and ~he mechanisms 
nnder]yi~g them. Thns, mm~y of the lopics ofl:he racial eqnhy workshop were 

Nevertheless, it was a profbund{y moving experience. 

Tt/rough the facilitators’ skillf~A leaderst/i ~, the workshop challenged me to think deeper abou~ 
racism and to ma~ch my growing awareness with actions, I cm*~e to conside~ how my 
professional work migh~ nnil~:ent olml]y profit tiom al~d evenperpemate racial disparities. 
"]’he woflcshop even provided a safe fhrum in which to ta~k afi:~out White privilege, In ~he emt, it 
motivated me to make anti-racism work mr explicit pm~L of my research agenda mrd career goals. 
I whole-heartedly recommend tire REI training2’ 

~1 am veu happy ~hat my Masters’ degree education was bookended by 
lessons :i?om this workshop, ii’om lhe orientation tl~-ough j ust at}er 
gradnation. While working in punic health, fl~e critma] lens ~ gained 

tdghl~ghts my personal bias a~d makes me more sensitive to tt~e @namics of comm~mi~y 
research The workshop is more than di~crsi~.y m~’areness I~a~ning or an exercise to bmld 
cn~tural compelet~cy. The exper~ ~:rainers take participators ~:hrong[~ reviewing h~sto~ica~ facts 
and meticulously analyzing what most of ns nnderstar~d about the past arid present race relations 
in the United States. This experience inspired a snbst~mtiN. ~d at times painfid, conscionsness 
sl~i~l tk~r me~ and a ~rm insistence flint I do my part to help break down the institutional and 
policy mechanisms thN: mah~ain racism in our society." 

UNC MPH Class 

"I have applied what I learned in the Racial Equity Workshop in my 
academic and professional life. The workshop provided a new lens though 
which I could understand what I was learning about systems and 
connmmities in my masters in public health program and it encouraged me 
to think critically abont my role in ad&essing issues of inequality 

Participating in the workshop with others ti-ora my department also helped me to continue 
processing these ideas with classmates and faculty members. I have also worked on public 

health projects directly related to the principles introduced in the workshop bol/~, dnring my tin~.e 
at UNC and since graduation." 



UNC MBA Candidate 

"I highly recommend the Racial EqLfily workshop. It takes a syslems approach 

to tmderstanding the root causes of~ac~sm centuries ago and traces ~he lhreads 
through history, politics~ cool,omits, sociology, and bus t~ess ~o provide a more 

complete pict*tre of how they shaped - a~d continue to act *tpon - the world arotmd 

The comem a~d messages are relevant, ti~ci-based~ m~d applicable to all as )ecfs of my life. from 
my perso~lal I{fc 1o b~siness re]al.{onsh{l)s. The workshop context~mlizes im~blems and snggesl.s 
methods for workil~g towards tboughifid 

The x~orkshop also provided a :llarmn to openly disct~ss m~d share experiences al~d perspectives 
on race. As individuNs~ we all bare m~ique lived experiences, Eve~ those of us ~ho believe we 
are empatI~et~c not necessarily bare at~ ~mderstandh~g of wba it means Io live someone eIse’s 
~ifc. Anyone who hopes to be a s~ccessfful ~eade~ nmst ~.ake this workshop," 

Center for Community Self-He~p 

*;The Racial Equity Workshop was art awesome experiet~ce. Be%re 1be conrse, 
I reMly questioned what 1he workshop would be able Io provide me given tha~ Fm a black man 
ti’om ti’om rural eastern North Carolina 

[ Iowever, I ended the class with a diffcrenl and more consm~clive ffmr~e thro~gh wh{ch 1o lhmk 
about race, my experiences wtb race, and *he mecbamcs 1bat produced them" 

UNC School of Public Heakh, Professor 
Center for Hea~th Promotion and Disease Prevention, Director 

"I would highly recommend *he racia] equi*y ,~.orkshop to anyot~e seeking a 

deeper tmderst;m~ng of ~he lfistorical and economic [i~ctors tl~at created ~he 
original injustices and are perpe~ated in a smpr~sing m~d a~armh~g m~mber of 
ways ~oday. The workshop goes beyond s~tperfic[al "t~el good" approaches Io 
tmderstanding discnm inai{or~ to a more complex analysis oF i.he ~siJent" and 

persisten~ tbrtns oF t~st tu~ olml racism" 



Wanda Hunter, MPH 

UNC School of Medicine, Research Associate Professor of Social Medicine (retired) 
UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, Dept. Dir. (retired) 

~*Many of us have despaired for yeftrs that health d sparities, txdeed ~spar ties in every measure 
of well-being, have not improved, bnl m many cases ha~,e gotten worse 

A[’ter a 30-year career in p~d?lic health, I was hem’tened 1o find this workshop that brings 
important h~s~oricN, c~ltural and [nsti~tional analysis ~.o the cons~.n]c~{on and maintenance 
racism t~ our society at~d h~ doing so, helps c]m’il~,’ the steps we m~lst take to tmdo 

I consider this training critical for those who now work in funerica’s institutions (inch~ding 
health, ed~catiom eco~omic, governme~tah legal, criminal justice~ social sel~ ices) or who are 
pre ?aring Io do soy 

UNC MBA Candidate 

UNC Master of City and Regional Planning Candidate 

~-~As a~ undergraduate urban histor;~, m~jor, [ kt~ew about most of the hislorical msta~ces of 
oppression that x~e disct~ssed in the "~,orkshop, a~d even abot~t their lasting consequences thin 
shape life in mm~y communities of color today. 

Be[ore the workshop, this kl3o,Medge made me [’eel [’rnstraied at~d powerless - onr t~st tut oils 
and systems are so deeply I]awed, where do ] even slart il" ] care abort1 l~xmg them? [’he 

workshop gave me the tools to piece this knox~ledge together in nex~ ways that have m;~de me 
feel more confident in understanding what solutions are needed, and m identit~,ing M~ich 
among the myriad opportm~ities a\ ai[able to b~lsiness s1~ldents can truly impaclfi~l. 

recomtnel~d the workshop is an essel3t al pre-requisite for at~y person who cm’es abont making 
positive impact on society in either their professional or personal lives." 









"Fom~datlo~ls of Wealth and Poverty: ExamlMng Structural Issues of Race a~d Class" 

Purpose: A 1 5-credit hour"Leading for Equity" seminar for students in graduate and prothssional 
degree prograrns at l~C-Chapel Hill, includfug, but no~ limited to, ?vDH (Public Health), 
(hlformation & Librau’ Science), MBA (Business), MA (Sport Administlation), and JD (Law) 
programs at UNC 

Ratio~ale: Students will be better leaders when they understand the tbundations of the explicit and 
subtle ways that ~aciNized patter*~s in American culture, policies, a*~d practices permeate political, 
eco ~omic. and social st uclu es This class ~espoods to tvqoests from co rent arid past slodents fur a 
s~e, well-managed, we11--estahlished way to address issues of race, class, bias, and ethics 

In support of the above, anti-racism tnlining feedback and its impacts sugge,~ts that in order tu be 
successful i~ p~omoting equitable outcomes i~ chosen l~elds it is essential {b~ studenis to 
m~derstand the ]egacy of racism h~ American institutions (un ent and future leaders need a 
framev,,ork that directs them to analyze social institutions rather *h~#l cbara~terislics q/¢ndividi~ala 

a*~dgro*g~s, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to dill’trent racial 
groups Training future leaders in how racial disparities are produced by systemic inequities and 
the related practices oP individuals is cfi tical to see ~eal change in insti tutfunal outuomes 

Ft rther, a nt ~ber of scholars ha; e recently recommended anti-racism train[ ~g as a ~ecessary part 
of student training tJarnes et al, 2008: Johnson et al: Jones, 2002; Yonas er al, 2006) In addition, 
ii is becomh~g i ~creasingly common fbr ir~stii~Iions to include anii- acism training as pa~t of 
required or recommended pro~cssioaal development for institutional/eade~ s (see for example, 
Boston Public ttealth Commission (u,u,u, bphcorgiCtllESJO, the Texas Healfu and tluman Services 
Commission (www hbsc state Ix us&bsc prqjects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle 
(http:/iw~, seattle gov/r~ii/) 

BaeRgro~md: This clas,~ responds ~o a major social susrainability i’~sue: even afler controlling for 
class dilkErences, racial dispaxides persist in wealth, health, education, social well, re and cximinal 
justice Consider the Following: 

In 20 [ ] the Pew Resea*ch Center fbund that the White household median net worth was 20 
allies that of B~ack hot se lolds [1 fue I;zdfuwi~/g year, a new sttdy found hat White 
Americans r~ow bare 22 times more wealth than Blacks --- a gap that neariy doubled dufir~g 
the lJreai Recessfur~ (CNN Money, Jtme 2012) 

Compared to Whites, Black Americans are twice as likely to be unemployed and earn neariy 
25% less whel they are employed (Council of Economic Ad~ isors, I’£,~mgt:N America: 

l:~d~ca~o:’.~ q/ Socia/ a~d :.co:~om~c ~gegi..be~:g ~53’ 7~ac’e a~d Aco:~omic OrNm, 1998 ) 

In the United States, Whites live longer than Blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between Whites and Blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et 
al, United States LiP) Tab]es, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Black Americans die of heart disease much more commonly than White Americans, and die 
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younger, despite the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, 
blood pressme and cholesterol drags, and aspirin Ihe same is tree t\~r strokes (See 
www cdc govinrinorityhealth/populatlonsiREMPiblack html#Disparities for most recent 
data on health disparities experienced by Black Americans) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women than 
in Whitu women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are ~ 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic White adults to have a 
diaeresis of" diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of White women who ,~m,~.~ ’~.f!~is]?edhJg]~ sc]?ool have a lower rate of infant 
mortality than Aft%an-American women with college and graduate school educations 
tDavid & Collins, 1997) 

Researchers have obse~ed that the positive memal health s~atus of Hispanics tends to erode 
with time spent in the United States In one study Mexican immigrants residing in this 
country for less than 13 years were found to have Io’we~ rates of’mood disorders, anxiety 
disorders, and drug abnse or dependence than did Mexican immigrants living here longer 
than 13 years (National Research Council) 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average Black or Lafino smdetu is 
roughly 2-3 years of leamlng behind the average White student An income achievement 
gap interacts vdth the ~ acial achie~’ement gap, maki ng poor Black and I.atino students tile 
most disadvantaged in terms of achievement and future earning potential (McKinsey, 2009) 

Compared to White males, Aflqcan-American males in tile kS are three times nlom likely 
to be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented (McKinsey, 
2009} 

Children of Color are more likely than White children to be ~el:)~ted to social see, ices, 
reported as victims of abuse and neglect placed in foste~ care, and to remain in foster care 
without being adopted o~ otherwise permanently placed (Center for the Study of Social 
Policy, 2004; H.)ll 2006; Roberts, 2002) 

Altl~ough Whi te people a~e more likely to violate drug laws thar~ People ot" Colo~. in some 
states Black men have been sent o prison on drtg chaq4es at rates 20-50 timea greater thai/ 
White men (Alexander, 2010) According to the American Civil LibeNes Union, I in 3 
Black men will have contact with the criminal justice system and appro×imate]y 14 rail]ion 
Black men 13% of all adult AI¥ican American males are disfranchised because of felony 
drug convictions and 1 in 14 Black children has a parent in prison 

In just over 22 years, tbe incarceration rate t’or African American women bas increased 
800%. and they a~e ttuee times more likaly to be sentenced than in 1986 No’w, Af~ican 
Amedcan and I,atina women make up more than halPoPthe female prison population in the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illegal drug use during pregnancy, Afi-ican 
American women are ten times more likely to be reported to child well’am agencies t’or 
prenatal drag use compared to White women 

{See Appendices I-IV for ~ecent reports on racial disparit,/and disproportionalit,/in Aramican 
institutions) 
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Approach: A partnership betu, een the School of Public Health and the Racial Equit,/Institute 
(REI), a national anti-racism training organization, to provide conrsework that would prepmc 
graduate students from business, education, law, public health, social work, and sport administration 
to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world ’this collaboration will prepare them to 
understand, analyze, and address racial inequity Presently, the Racial Equity Institute prox’ides a 2- 
day course on lbundations in histurical and institutional Racism to community ~oups, organizations 
and institutions across the count]T (See "Supporting Information Section" below for more 
inibrmatlon about the Racial Equity Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 

More than 120 UNC-Chapel tlill students, staffand faculty have completed this short course since 
it began being o[I~red in Chapel Hi]l in 20 l I (Note: Dr Tom Ross, president oP the 17-carnpus 
University of Nortb Carolina is also an alurnl~us ) Many hax’e expressed etubusiasm for the utility of 
this program in their field of study because of the clear analysis it brings to the issue of racial 
equib- (See t~stimonials from UNC-Chapel Hi]l students, start; Pacult% and communib" pa~tne~ s - 
separate document) Cu~Tently UNC students have to go oPi’-carapus to receive this training, often 
during a time that competes with regular academic scheduling By offering this course as a 
university-sponsored cross-disciplinal5, course, it is possible for students to recei.,’e thi s education in 
a way that supports and complements thei~ overall academic program and t~ajecto~y 

The proposed ft-amework includes this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours of 
f~llow-up with UNC faculty who are alumni of the REI pro[qam UNC faculty leaders will wo*k 
closely with REI trainers in developing coursework and class activities that applies a racial equity 
analysis to issues or challenges in the students’ particu]ar t]eld of study 

A pilot or special topics course u, ould be hosted by the School of Public ttealth, patterned after a 

ve~T successftd seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learne~ s and concentrated 
focus on a challenging topic (described below 

Studenta: 
Believing that the Racial Equity Institute t*aining model wotl<s best with a diverse g~oup oP 
participants we propose a class size of app~ oximately 35 participants, about ta~o-thirds of whom 
would be L~-C graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tbom the 
community (individuals who work in, or are se~ed by, business, economic, health, legal, 
educational or social se~-¢ice institutions} The interactive nature of the class will allow students to 
learn from the pelspectives of others with different backgrounds and in di[I)[ent stages oPlife For 
tbis reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

TBD (REI trainers will work closely with UNC alumni faculty to best design the optimal t~.cilitatur 
team and pedagogy) 

Note: Support has been oft’e~ ed flom faculty in various departments I ,etter of support and oPi’e~ s to 
co-teach have been received fi-orn Dr Eugenia Eng (SPIt). Dr ~Mice Aramerman (SPH). Professor 
Malcolm (Tye) Huntur, Esq, UNC School of Law, Dr Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sport 
Science/Carolina Black CaucusiKenan Institute), and Dr Jim Johnson (KFBS) 
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TBD 

Suggested: The format would approximate "seminars" cunently offered at Kenan-Flagler Business 
Scbool, wbereby file course would offer 1 5 credit hours and a total of 24 hours of course time 
Initially. students would participate in a two-day (possibly Friday and Saturday) workshop based on 
the Racial EquiD- [nstimte’s current anti-racism training The final eight horn s of class time would 
take place on a Friday an&’or Saturday 2-3 weeks later F~llov, dng the 2-day training and in 
preparation l’c~r the final session(s), students would complete related reading, assignments, a group 
project, to be submitted for critique/grading and credit 

We anticipate tbe course first being offered in the spring, summer or fall terms of 2014 

By ofPed ng the course for credit, we would th~he~ support the university’s mi ssion of ~’bringing 
light qux’ and understanding to the world" The course will: 

support Chancellor Foil’s vision "to advance knowledge and work with our communities 
and om busi nesses to address critical, destabilizing global issues like declini ng fi esb water, 
food, climate change, pove~,, human r~¢ht~, and dlseast: " 
contribute to the mission of the Office &Diversity and Multi-Cultural Affairs by creafing 
g~aduate-level curriculum that analyzes and addresses racial equity 
provide a unique leadership developmen* opportunity that prepares studen*s to address the 
challenges of diversity and racial equity H~ese matters of which are increasingly important 
in Nortb Carolina, the I, JS, and internationally 
t~acilitate UNC community members" participation, so tbat we apply critical analysis and 
dialogue to this subject 
promote a commitment to student applied leadership by gqaduadng students with a firm 
understanding and definition of racism, structural racism, and tools and resources to address 
racial inequity in their fields and careers; 

foster meaningfi.d cross-school collaboration; 
create an on-going opportunity tk~r UNC to engage with the local Orange Coutlty 

community; 
join a growing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist training as a par~ 
of*heir strategy to addressing racial inequity and preparing students and prac*itioners to be 
effective public servants:~ 
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Supporting Information 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anli-racisl transibnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI training and cow,sultanion provide: 

Fbe t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganiziag and anti-racist traiaing We wofl< flom a movement app[oach to organizatioaal 
tra ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdness of all i~as itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, 
organiz~dons *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies on collectix e wisdom, 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Instilx~te ot’t’c~ s a sedes of workshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to ser~e as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about wha needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in i~stimtiona] outcome is a warning sig~ of’a roach g~cater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemh: inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes REI training helps leadership 
understand tha racism is not episodic but imbedded in the hi stolW of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibc~ses o~l o~lr xoc~ahzaliot~ abo~l ra~e, prese~lit~ a hi~iorica[ and sir~cO~ral 

the Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fer Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Deena A. Ilnyes-Greene is a racial equip- consultant, trainer, and community/institutional 
organize~ whose work lbcuses on the impacts of ~ace and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals In her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
balng and oppo~uniiT She also brh~gs a power analysis that guides h~stitutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across the nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-Greene is al~o a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Sul~ival 
and Beyond, based out of New’ O~leans 

Ms IIayes-Oreene is a former Iluman Relations Commissioner for the City of Greensboro She has 
been elected to the Guilford County Board of Education lbr two terms and has served since 2002 
As a school board rnember bet advocacy has challenged tbe di strict to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of~M’rlcan American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee the Histurically Undemtilized Basiness AdvisoU (HUB) 
Committee and the School Safety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the II1B AdvisolT 
Commirtee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to exaraine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Ha?ca currently setwes on the board of the International Civil Rights (ente~ and Museum, The 
Guilford Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She received 
her Bachelor of Aats Degree (Afiican American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) from Guilford College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organizer, trainer and tScilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She worl<s ]ocally and across the nation with comnmnities and organizations working to 
streng’hen gqass root and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism in Greensboro, site and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-raci st organizing and organize community rnembers and activists to work for social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, based 

out of New Orleans 

She was executive director of the National .adliance t’or Non-Violent Programming. a coalition of 
national organizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy tler 
community expe~ience includes extensive work organizing t’or changes in public schools and city 
government, as well as sel~ice on the Comrnission on the Needs &Children She is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public School Fund, rewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
’I’om, a prot;,~ssional dance experience for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Ju~ior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tile Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it7 se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tile co-recipient of tile Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, worksttops, and otgamizafional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhai, es@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszm~ne Plil~ci~:: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wm~da |lm~ter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 

~:gmail corn 
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RaciM Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it important to ellmbmte racism?" 

In the I, JS, people of color, and especially black Americans, have sigmificantly worse 
outcomes than wbite Americans on every indicato~ ofwel] being and justice If race is a 
driving force in determining outcomes we can never address these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

It. |replier bias 

Lesson #1 
We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? hnplicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and lives deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, generalize, stereotype and discriminate We are more likely to do harm when we 
deny our racial biases 

IlL The intersection of race with ~}ealth and poverty 

Lesson #2 
We bare a tendency to ascribe poverty and otber social problems to individual bebaviors 
and decisions, even when we know that hismlw, systems, structures and policies are 
responsible This type of thinklng is reflected in our social programs We t~T to address 
individuals’ problems by t@ng to help o~ cbange them not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They are poor because they lack power 

IV. I’he power relationship heP, veen systems, institutim~s and communities 

Lesson #3 
Poor communities and communities of colo~ are under siege by systems and institutions that 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is deciding what programs and services are needed? Wbo is c~eating these 
programs? To whom are these programs accountable? 

Lesson #4 
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VL 

Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" u, ho gets to grant or deny access to power 
and resources We raay have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

The colony of’Virginia: John Rolf~ & Pocahontas; Johr~ Punch and friends; 
Bacon’ s R eb e] l i on 
Blumenbach and Buffon: The ’oMa, a hierarchlcal classification of human beings 

United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
The Treaty of C~dadaloupe I fidalgo; the Chinese Exclusion AcL European 
immigrafior~ to the US during the lndustfia] Revo]ution 
Documen~,ary: l~’ace: lhe Pol~,er qf a~ llh~.sJon, "The House We I.ive ~n " 

In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically very real 

Lesson #6 
The ttouse of Burgesses constructed the idea of"white race" in the colony of Virginia in 
1680 They debated, "What is a white man’;" for the purposes of determining who would 
have access to power and property in the colony The definition they settled upon was: A 
white man is one with no blood fiom an Afiican o~ an Indian, except 1"o~ the descendants of 
John Rolfe and Pocahontas In this act, self-designated white people gave fl~emselves the 
pov,,er to construct realit, and this has continued throughout the history of the US 

Even bef~re the construction of white race, powerful English colonists in VirNnia began 
drawing lines to separaie those of African descem from those of European descent, 
especially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
Ionge~ see it in their self-interest to align with others oPthe same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ’white" This ’divide and 

conquer" strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a powerfid disincentive for 
poor white people to challenge the powerful white elite 

The construction of race has continued throughout US histotT and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wea]th and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, manut~cturing, etc The story of race is the story of labor We bare ’ let" folks into 
the family of’white" as we need their numbers a~d no longer need to exploii their labor 

Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
instiBltlonal power, system, advantage, white supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
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Ra~e can be defined as ’a specious classification of human beings, created during a period 
ofwor]dwide colonial expansion, by I-.uropeans (whites), using themselves as the model for 
humanig~" for the purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to power and 
privilege" 

Lesson #10 
Rac£~m is defined as ’~social and institutional power combined with race p~ piudice It is a 
system of advantage for those considered white, and of oppression t’~,r those who are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

"When did affirmative a~’tio~ begin?" 
A historical re’~,iew of polices teat bare contributed to’white po’we~ and wealth in the 
U~ited Statas, beginning witb "50 acres, 30 shillings, 10 bushels of corn and o~e 
musket" and moving forward in time to highlight 20:~ century policies llke the Social 
Securit7 Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

lI ’rite Monopoly Game story ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
others because of their race We have more than 400 years of affirmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Our history of practices and policies tbat have benefited wlrite people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumulate wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

V|ll. |~ternalized racial oppression 

Lesson #13 
[nk~rnalized racial inferiorit7 among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages about self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of inferiority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #~4 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
inchlde, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuraing teat 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by raerits and hard work; 
equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
tile responsibility ot~ and only in the intelest of~ people of color 

Lesson #15 
The stress, oppression and internalized interiority experienced by people of color hax e had 
devastating impacts Yet, we as individuals and a society have all been harmed by raalalized 
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conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these feelings in order to hea] and work effectively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Discussions ahot£ racist col~ditioning and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~ld 
healing when undertaken in aRSnity groups or caucuses that a*e organized by self-ideniified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their self-disclosures and to suppo~ each other 
to develop sell’awareness, heal and grou, as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in tmdersta*tding and addressing racism Whe*t such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop relationships that deepen 

IX. The anti-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powed’ul titan a disorganized troth" Racism is so well orga*fized 
and nomlafi,:e in the IS that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 
ourse]ves to be moved along on tl~e continuum of structul2d racism, without any effort on our 
par~s Throughout histu~T many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and "moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
a*tti-racists because they hax e not beer~ recognized as important figures in our natior£ s 
histu~T White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among othei white people lest they continue to be complicit and s~tppo~tive 
unwittingly) of ilastitutionalized and structural racism 

X. Cycle of action and paradigm shil~ ronsard a social movement 

Information 
Action Gathering 

Vistuning/plannJ      Analysis 

ng ~ 
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Lesson 
k ndoing racism is not a tluick fix It is a journey that we must trave] ex, ery day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration with others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more a*td 

plan fi~Nler action To be really successftd we must become parr ofa mo,,’ement to change 
the paradigm oP sIructural racism 
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How Racism Hurts I,i~erally 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Wir~ Federal Research Grants, Study Reports 

Detailed findings on the economic impact of the achievement gap in America’s schools 

Heller Study Finds Public Policy Widens Wealth Gap 

Historical Factors Acco~mting for Dit’t’erences in Black and White Wealth and Home 
Ownership 

Summa~N data on racial inequity across systems 
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APPENDIX l 

How racism hurts -- literally 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America. The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination. 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies - most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/11. 
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Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half centu~, of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States, 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had emigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities. 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research ~n the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis. The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
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worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won _w only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work, people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that they raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity _w raised blood 
pressure even more. A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God, I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the r’nid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV -- such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet -- the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
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racial discrimination - partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a consewative think-tank, "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system -- which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race," 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. Why should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice, 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome -- but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
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proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something there is nothing we can do about it." 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in even" 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of :11 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to olher counlries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United Slales perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a child nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smMler gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in ibe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at the top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade i[ Js less than 1% (average For math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically, the racM top gap bus beld true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top t~er has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 40% of black stndenls and 33% of Lalino students 
are in the bottom quartde of natlonai income, while oniy 22"/,, of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black achievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black students 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-performing New Jersey with low-performing Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African--Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth. 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85.000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap. Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education, 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap." 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Amer}cans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments. The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the Insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction. 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute ad~,ancing economic and social equity. 

The Institute on Assets and Social Policy is a reseamh ir,,sdtute at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Social Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better under:standing of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and families left out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7:his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership, 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 SuP~’ey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was ~30,ggl for blacks and ~51,41g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and ~163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure of what is "owned",} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth, The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9,9 for net worth and $.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth, 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 

The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was ~;5,677 for black 

households and 5113,149 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 

2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 

median household income was $32,584 for blacks and S5%861~ for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) The enormous 

rise in [he white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as cornpared to a white-to- 

black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 

was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 

equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in [heir overall accumulation of wealth These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence ’were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave of European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color, Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Slacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the I,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure rot black workers was 42 percent. Consequently a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. (Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 

for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions, The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out of Social 

Security also excluded them from the NLRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatory, power of unions, were 

responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 

premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limit white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans The 

local administration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o vocational [raining but 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment Service, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disaster payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of $1.5 billion. 

II. Institutional {actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology. A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equity in their homes is 62.5% of their assets, while home equity is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth. Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business. Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealth has a larger impact on various rneasures of children’s 

educational outcomes. 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages. 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression. (Liu et al. 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods. 

{Roediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters. The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing. 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners. 

These white recipients are the parents of the baby boomers, and their homes are a signi[ican[ 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation. 

(Lui et al. 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general. (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial iden tity of applicants rejected and accepted for horne loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race data. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subprime loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In December 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a 5335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices that targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over 535,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions o1 dollars of wealth. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from $12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from 5134,992 in 2005 to 5113,149, (Kochhar, FP~ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts, This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of 585,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to 545,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 Supvey of Consumer Finances.} 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership and the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home buyers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Summary data on racial inequity across systems 

A) Health 

Infant mortality among white American women with a college degree or higher is 

approximately 4 deaths per 1000. For similarly educated African American women, the 

rate is three times as high: 12 deaths per 1000. Babies of white women who h~ven’t 

jinished hlgh school have a lower rate of infant mortality than African American women 
with college and graduate school educations 

The rate of low birth weight babies born to African immigrants to the U.S. is comparable 

[o [ha[ or white women, However the daughters of African imrnigran[s experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies than the general African-American population, 

In the Uni[ed S[a[es, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, [he difference in life 
expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1 to 7,1 years. This 

large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES {Arias et al,, United 
States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010}. 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African American adults are ~ 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white 
adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes 

In 2004, African Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites. In 2006, non Hispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whiles {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

[he availability of cheap preven[ion measures like weigh[ loss, exercise, blood pressure 
and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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Education 

African-American males in the US have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the LJ.$. are three times more likely to 
be suspended, 

~ African-American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African-American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males, 

In North Carolina, 10 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

noL even narrowed. On every measure, minoriLy studen Ls are sLill failing to achieve the 
success of their peers. American Indian, African American, and I lispanic students continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 
dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data) 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 
school disciplinary outcomes. For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinary acLions than sLudents of anoLher 
race, This has been a great concern within the educational system because there has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 
students in the school setting. 
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C) Social Services~ Mental Health~ and Juvenile Justice 

A number of state and federal surveys show that cornmunities of color are involved with the 
domestic violence, child welfare, and juvenile justice systems at rates that are 
disproportionately higher than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 2004; Race Matters in Child 

Weifare, 2005). 

Specifically, children of 

Are referred to DSS more than other children 

Are more likely to be reported as victims of child abuse or neglect 

Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See The Race + Child Wel~rare Project. Fact sheet 1, Basic facts on disproportionate 
representation of African Americans in the foster care system / Center for the Study of Social 

Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D.C., 2004} 

Research hasfound: 

A direct correlation between children of color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number of children of color entering the juvenile justice system (Teplin 

et al., 2005) 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds within the juvenile justice 
system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to die of a violent dee th 
(Teplin et el., 2005} 

Tepiin, L., McClelland, G., Abram, K., & Mileusinic, D. (2005). Early violent death among 

delinquent youth: A Prospective longitudinal study. Pediatrics, 155, 1586 1593, 
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Crimi~ ~u~ic~ 

Recommended reading: Th~ New lira Crow: M~s~ ~c~rc~r~do~ in the Age ~f Cc~orb~ndne~ by 

Michelle A~exander (20~ 0, New York: The New Pre~s) 

Alexander makes t~e point that we are now segregating Black rne~ froa society va a complex 
legal framev~ork that she calls the "Nev,,, Jim Crow", euphemistically referred to as the "War on 

Drugs." 

Consider the following statistics from Alexander’s research: 
Since 1970~ the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 
million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 
prisons and for more than half of those in state prisons. 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to ttuman Rights Watch {Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 

War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been sent to prison on drug charges at rates 20-!~0 
times greater than white men, 

One in three young African American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 

the criminal just ce system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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"Foundations of Wealth and Poverty: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class" 

Purpose: A 1 5-credit hour"Foundations of Weahh and Poverty" (or "Leading for Equity"?) 

seminar for students in graduate and professional degree progr~ms at l~C-Chapel Hill, fucluding, 
but not limited to, MPH (Public Health), SILS (lnfb~natlon & Library Science), MBA (Business), 
MA (Sport Administration) and JD (I .aw) programs at UNC 

Rationale: Students will be better leaders when they understand the tbundations of the explicit and 
subtle ways that ~acLdized patter*~s in American culture, policies, a*~d practices permeate political, 
eco ~omic. and social st uclu es This class ~espoods to vcqoests thorn co rent arid past students fur a 
s~e, well-managed, well--established way to address issues of race, class, bias, al~d ethics 

In support of the above, anti-racism tv~linil~g feedback and its impacts sugge,~ts that il~ order to be 
successful i~ p~omoting equitable outcomes i~ chosen lields it is essential {b~ studenis to 
nnderstand the ]egacy of racism h~ American institutions (un ent and fulx~re leaders need a 
framev,,ork that directs them to analyze social institutions rather *h~m cbara~leris#cs q/mdividuala 

am]gro*g~s, in order to understand institutional response and accountability to dill’trent racial 
groups Training future leaders in how racial disparities are produced by systemic inequities and 
the related practices of individuals is c6 tical to see ~eal change in insti tutfunal outuomes 

Ft rtber, a nt llber of scbo[ars ha; e recently recommended anti-racism train[ lg as a lecessary part 
of studel~r training tJarnes et al, 2008: Johl~son et al: Jo~es, 2002; Yonas er al, 2006) In addition, 
ii is becomh~g i ~creasingly common fbr ir~stii~Iions to include anii- acism training as pa~t of 
required or recommended pro~cssioaal development for institutional/eade~ s (see for example, 
Boston Public ttealth Commission (u,u,u, bphcorgiCtllESJO, the Texas Healfu and tluman Services 
Commission (www hbsc state tx us&bsc prqjects/cedd/), and the City of Seattle 
(http:/iw~, seattle gov/r~ii/) 

Baekgro~md: This class responds to a major social sus~ainability issue: even afler controlling for 
class dill)fences, racial disparities persist in wealth, health, education, soci~d wellbre and c~imin~d 
justice Consider the following: 

In 20 [ ] the Pew Resea*ch Center tbund tl~at the White household median net worth was 20 
ti lies tbat of Black hot se lolds [1 the I;zdfuwit/g year, a new sttdy found bat White 
Americans r~ow bare 22 times more wealtb than Blacks --- a gap that nearly doubled du~ir~g 
the l_ireal Recessfur~ (CNN Money, Jtme 2012) 

Compared to Whites, Black Americans are twice as likely to be unemployed and earn neariy 
25% less wbel they are employed (Council of Economic Ad~ isors, I’ha:~gt:N America: 

l:~d~ca~or.~ q/ Socia/ a~d :.co:~om~c Weg/..be#g by J~ace am: :scot,omit OrNi~, 1998) 

In the United States, Whites live longer than Blacks Since 1980, the difference in life 
expectancy at birth between Whites and Blacks has ranged from 5 1 to 7 1 years (Arias et 
al, United States Lif) Tab]es, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010) 

Black Americans die of heart disease much more commonly than White Americans, and die 
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younger, despite the availability of cheap prevention measures like weight loss, exercise, 
blood pressme and cholesterol drags, and aspirin Ihe same is tree t\~r strokes (See 
www cdc govinrinorityhealth/populatlonsiREMPiblack html#Disparities for most recent 
data on health disparities experienced by Black Americans) 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in Aflican American women than 
in Whitu women, Afiican American women are 34% more likely to die of the disease 
African American adults are ~ 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic White adults to have a 
diaeresis of" diabetes (CDC) 

Babies of White women who hm,e~ ’~.f!~ishedhJgh school have a lower rate of infant 
mortality than Aft:man-American women with college and graduate school educations 
tDavid & Collins, 1997) 

Researchers have obse~ed that the positive memal health slatus of Hispanics tends to erode 
with time spent in the United States In one study Mexican immigrants residing in this 
country for less than 13 years were found to have Io’we~ rates ot’mood disorders, anxiety 
disorders, and drug abuse or dependence than did Mexican immigrants living here longer 
than 13 years (National Research Council) 

A racial achievement gap in education exists where the average Black or Latino smdetu is 
roughly 2-3 years of leamlng behind the average White student An income achievement 
gap interacts with the ~ acial achie~’ement gap, maki ng poor Black and I.atino students tile 
most disadvantaged in terms of achievement and future earning potential (McKinsey, 2009) 

Compared to White males, Aflqcan-American males in tile kS are three times nlom likely 
to be suspended and three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented (McKinsey, 
2009} 

Children of Color are more likely than White children to be ~el:)~ted to social see, ices, 
reported as victims of abuse and neglect placed in fostu~ cam, and to remain in foster care 
without being adopted o~ otherwise permanently placed (Center for the Study of Social 
Policy, 2004; H.)ll 2006; Roberts, 2002) 

Although Whi te people a~e more likely to violate drag laws flmr~ People of" Color. in some 
states Black men have been sent o prison on drtg charges at rates 20-50 timea greater thai/ 
White men (Alexander, 2010) According to the American Civil LibeNes Union, I in 3 
Black men will have contact with the criminal justice system and appro×imate]y 14 rail]ion 
Black men 13% of all adult AI¥ican American males are disfranchised because of felony 
drug convictions and 1 in 14 Black children has a parent in prison 

In just over 22 years, tbe incarceration rate for African American women bas increased 
800%. and they a~e ttuee times more likaly to be sentenced than in 1986 No’w, Afiican 
Anledcan and I,atina women make up more than halPoPthe female prison population ill the 
United States Despite similar or equal rates of illegal drug use during pregnancy, African 
American women are ten times more likely to be reported to child well’am agencies t’or 
prenatal drag use compared to White women 

{See Appendices I-IV for xecent reports on racial dispaAW and disproportionalit,/in American 
institutions) 
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Approach: A partnership betu, een the School of Public Health and the Racial Equity Institute 
(REI), a national anti-racism training organization, to provide comsework that would prepme 
graduate students from business, education, law, public health, social work, and sport administration 
to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world ’this collaboration will prepare them to 
understand, analyze, and address racial inequity Presendy, the Racial Equity Institute provides a 2- 
day course on lbundations in histurical and institutional Racism to community ~oups, organizations 
and institutions across the countU (See "Supporting Information Section" below for more 
inibrmatlon about the Racial Equity Institute and the foundational 2-day course) 

More than 120 UNC-Chapel tlill students, staffand faculty have completed this short course since 
it began being o[I~red in Chapel Hi]l in 20 l I (Note: Dr Tom Ross, president oP the 17-carnpus 
University of Nortb Carolina is also an alurnl~us ) Many have expressed etubusiasm for the utility of 
this program in their field of study because of the clear analysis it brings to the issue of racial 
equip- (See t~stimonials from UNC-Chapel Hi]l students, slat’t; Pacult2,", and community partners - 
separate document) Currently UNC students have to go of’i’-carapus to receive this training, often 
during a time that competes with regular academic scheduling By offering this course as a 
university-sponsored cross-disciplinal5, course, it is possible for students to receive thi s education in 
a way that supports and complements thei~ overall academic program and t~ajecto~y 

The proposed ft-amework includes this foundational 2-day course followed by 8 contact hours of 
fc~llow-up with UNC faculty who are alumni of the REI pro[qam UNC faculty leaders will wo*k 
closely with REI trainers in developing coursework and class activities that applies a racial equity 
analysis to issues or challenges in the students’ particu]ar field of study 

A pilot or special topics course u, ould be hosted by the School of Public ttealth, patterned after a 

ve~T successftd seminar model that facilitates participation by a variety of learne~ s and concentrated 
focus on a challenging topic (described below 

Studenta: 
Believing that the Racial Equity Institute t*aining model works best with a diverse g~ot~p oP 
participants we propose a class size of app~ oximately 35 participants, about ta~o-thirds of whom 
would be L~-C graduate or professional students with the other third being drawn tbom the 
community (individuals who work in, or are se~ed by, business, economic, health, legal, 
educational or social se~-¢ice institutions} The interactive nature of the class will allow students to 
learn t~om the pelspectives of others with different backgrounds and in di[I)[ent stages oPlife For 
tbis reason, racial diversity in class composition would also be required 

Faculty: 

TBD (REI trainers will work closely with UNC alumni l~aculty to best design the optimal thcilitatur 
team and pedagogy) 

Note: Support has been oft’e~ ed fiom faculty in various departments I ,etter of support and oPi’e~ s to 
co-teach have been received fi-orn Dr Eugenia Eng (SPIt), Dr Alice Aramerman (SPH), Professor 
Malcolm (Tye) Huntur, Esq, UNC School of Law, Dr Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sport 
Science/Carolina Black CaucusiKenan Institute), and Dr Jim Johnson (KFBS) 
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TBD 

Suggested: The format would approximate "seminars" currently offered at Kenan-Flagler Business 
Scbool, wbereby file course would offer 1 5 credit hours and a toial of 24 hours of course time 
lnitial]y, students would participate in a two-day (possib]y Fiiday and Saturday) wolkshop based on 
the Racial Equip- [nstimte’s current anti-racism training The final eight horn s of class time would 
take place on a Friday and/or Saturday 2-3 weeks later Follov, dng the 2-day training and in 
preparation l’~x the final session(s), students would complete related reading, assignments, a group 
project, to be submitted for critique/grading and credit 

We anticipate tbe course first being offered in lhe spring, summer or fall terms of 2014 

By offed ng the course for credit, we would t’m~he~ support the universiD-’s mission of ~¢bringing 
light ~lux’ and understanding to the wood" The course will: 

support Chancellor Foil’s vision "to advance knowledge and work with our communities 
and om businesses to address critical, destabilizing global issues like declining flesh water, 
food, climate change, pove~.,, human r~¢ht~, and dlseast: " 
contribute ~o the mission of the Office &Diversity and Multi-Cultural Affairs by creating 
g~aduate-level curriculum that analyzes and addresses racial equity 
provide a unique leadership development opportunity that prepares students to address the 
challenges of diversity and racial equity ~ I~ese matters of which are increasingly important 
in North Carolina. the US, and internationally 
t~acilitate UNC community members" participation, so tbat we apply critical analysis and 
dialogue to this subject 
promote a commitment to student applied leadership by gqaduating students with a firm 
understanding and definition of racism, structural racism, and tools and resources to address 
racial inequity in their fields and careers; 
foster meaningfi.d cross-school collaboration; 
create an on-going opportunity t’~x UNC to engage with the local Orange County 
community: 
join a growing number of academics and institutions in adopting anti-racist training as a part 
of their strategy to addressing racial inequity and preparing students and practitioners to be 
effective p~blic se~-~’ants:~ 
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Supportin8 Information 

Fbe Racial Equity Institute (REI) is an alliance of traine~ s and organizers who devote themselves to 
the work of anli-racisl transibnnation The traine~s and organ zers of the Lqst tute help Jnd viduals 
and organizafio;~la develop ools to chalR~tge pat eros of power aid grow equity 

REI training and cow,sultanion provide: 

Fbe t~ainers and o~ ganizers of the institute have a combined R) years of experience in community 
o*2ganizing and anti-racist training We wofl< fiom a movement app[oach to organizational 
tra ~stbrmation, reco~>,fizi~g he imercom~ecmdness of all i~as itt tio;,~a a~d, tberefore, 
organiz~dons *l~at compose them This pfinciple-cemered approach relies on collectix e wisdom 

Workshops 

’Fbe Rada] Equity Instilx~te ot’t’c~ s a sedes of workshops designed to build the capacity of 
individuals and institutions interested in ending racial inequities within their institution It prepares 
participants to ser~e as ambassadors of racial equity in communities and institutions across the 

Assumptions about the sources of racial problems and conflicts and about wha needs to change 
must be based on the true sources of racial inequity, not upon paradijmns of tolerance and individual 
attitude Racial disproportionality in instimtiona] outcome is a warning sign of’a roach g~cater social 
prohlem To understand that gaps are produced by syslemh: inequities and the related practices of 
individuals is the beginning of changing institutional outcomes REI training helps leadership 
understand tha racism is not episodic but imbedded in the hi stolW of our institutional practice 

The Racial Equity Workshop Phase [ "Foundatimis in Historical and [listitutional Racism" 
This workshop ibcuses o~l our soc~ahzaliot~ aboul ra~e, prese~lit~ a hi~iorica[ and sirucO#al 

the Racial F.quiD, Workshop Phase I1: ~Strategies fer Moving from Analysis to Action" 
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Deena A. Ilnyes-Greene is a racial equip- consultant, trainer, and community/institutional 
organize~ whose work lbcuses on the impacts of ~ace and racism on systems, institutions, 
organizations and individuals In her training and consulting she brings examination of the impact 
of race in systemic outcomes to include the broader environmental and social determinants of well- 
balng and oppo~tmiiT She also brh~gs a power analysis that guides h~stitutions and organizations 
in a change process designed to dismantle racism She has presented keynote speeches, workshops, 
and seminars across the nation to organizations interested in addressing and eliminating racial and 
ethnic inequities Ms Hayes-Greene is al~o a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Sul~ival 
and Beyond, based out of New’ O~leans 

Ms IIayes-Oveene is a former Iluman Relations Commissioner for the City of Greensboro She has 
been elected to the Guilford County Board of Education lbr two terms and has served since 2002 
As a school board rnember bet advocacy has challenged tbe di stl~ct to investigate the structural 
causes of the disparate outcomes of~M’rlcan American and other students of color She also chairs 
the Achievement Gap Committee the Histurically Undemtilized Basiness AdvisoU (HUB) 
Committee and the School Safety/Gang Education Committee As chair of the II1B AdvisolT 
Commirtee, she has illuminated the disparities in school construction and goods and services data 
and initiated efforts to exaraine institutional practices and systemic barriers 

Ms Ha?ca currently setwes on the board of the International Civil Rights (ente~ and Museum, The 
Guilford Gang Commission and the Ole Asheboro Street Neighborhood Association She received 
her Bachelor of Aats Degree (African American Studies, Psychology and Justice and Policy 
Studies) from Guilford College in Greensboro, NC 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organizer, trainer and tScilitator living in Greensboro, North 
Carolina She worl<s ]ocally and across the nation with comnmnities and organizations working to 
streng’hen gqass root and institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 
racism in Greensboro, site and her colleagues sponsor anti-racism workshops, teach the skills of 
anti-raci st organizing and organize community rnembers and activists to work for social justice 
issues Ms Plihcik is also a Core Trainer with the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, based 

out of New Orleans 

She was executive director of the National .adliance t’or Non-Violent Programming. a coalition of 
national organizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media-literacy tler 
community expe~ience includes extensive work organizing t’or changes in public schools and city 
government, as well as sel~ice on the Comrnission on the Needs &Children She is a founding 
member of the Greensboro Public School Fund, rewarding innovation in teaching and Dance on 
’I’om, a prot;,~ssional dance experience for children in poor communities 
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She has served on the n~tional boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 
Assembly of Health and Human Seer-ice O~anizations and the Association of Junior I.eagues 
International, where she served as President Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 
of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, tile Greensboro 
Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the 5~¥CA, the Greensboro Civic 
Ent~epreneu~ Initiative, and Uplift Inc 
She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bt2,-an Awa~ d t’o~ commm~it5" se~dce, the YWCA Women 
of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was the Greensboro Woman of the Year in 
1994 Site is tile co-recipient of tile Nancy Susan Reynolds Award tBr race relations given by the Z 
Smitb Reynolds Foundation 

For ~Exthex inlbrmation about the Racial Equit,/Institute, workshops, and otgamiza~ional 
development consultation please see ~v racia]eqnityinstitute or~/or contact: 

Deena Hayes-Greene: dhai, es@racialequityinstitute org 
Sszmme Plihci~:: splihcik@racialequityinstimte o~g 
Wanda Hunter: whunte@racialequityinstitute org 

~:gmail corn 
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RaciM Equity Institute Workshop 

Phase I: Foundational Training in IIistorical and Institutional Racism 

2-Day Workshop Outline 

I. "Why is it hnportant to ellmbmte racism?" 

In the I, JS, people of color, and especially black Americans, have sigqlificantly worse 
outcomes than wbite Americans on every indicato~ ofwel] being and justice If race is a 
driving force in determining outcomes we can never address these inequities unless we 
become clear on how race and racism have been constructed in our country and the ways it 
lives in our social structures and institutions 

It. |replier bias 

Lesson #1 
We think in the ways we have been socialized or conditioned to think What keeps us in our 
boxes? hnplicit or unconscious bias reflects both human nature (fight or flight) and our 
socialization, and lives deep within our brains Developing an understanding of the power of 
implicit bias enables us to develop practices to minimize our unconscious tendencies to 
categorize, generalize, stereotype and discriminate We are more likely to do harm when we 
deny our racial biases 

IlL The intersection of race with ~}ealth and poverty 

Lesson #2 
We bare a tendency to ascribe poverty and otber social problems to individual bebaviors 
and decisions, even when we know that hismlw, systems, structures and policies are 
responsible This type of thinklng is reflected in our social programs We t~T to address 
individuals’ problems by t@ng to help o~ cbange them not systems But people are not poor 
because they lack our programs and services They are poor because they lack power 

IV. rhe power relationship heP, veen systems, institutim~s and communities 

Lesson #3 
Poor communities and communities of colo~ are under siege by systems and institutions that 
deprive them of power In work with communities, it is important to always assess who has 
the power Who is deciding what programs and services are needed? Wbo is c~eating these 
programs? To whom are these programs accountable? 

Lesson #4 
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VI. 

Consider ways in which you are a "gatekeeper" u, ho gets to grant or deny access to power 
and resources We raay have good intentions, but still cause harm if our behaviors and 
systems deprive communities of power 

The colony of’Virginia: John Rolf~ & Pocahontas; Johr~ Punch and friends; 
Bacon’ s R eb e] l i on 
Blumenbach and Buffon: The ’oMa, a hierarchlcal classification of human beings 

United States Naturalization Law of March 26, 1790 
The Treaty of C~dadaloupe I fidalgo; the Chinese Exclusion Act; European 
immigrafior~ to the US during the lndustfia] Revo]ution 
Documen~,ary: l~’ace: lhe Pol~,er qf w~ ll/i~.sJon, "The House We I.ive ~n " 

In terms of biology, race is not real Those of us in the human race are 999% alike There is 
more genetic variation within ’race" than across race But the idea of race, as it has been 
constructed, is socially and politically very real 

Lesson #6 
The ttouse of Burgesses constructed the idea of"white race" in the colony of Virginia in 
1680 They debated, "What is a white man’;" for the purposes of determining who would 
have access to power and property in the colony The definition they settled upon was: A 
white man is one with no blood fiom an Afiican o~ an Indian, except 1"o~ the descendants of 
John Rolfe and Pocahontas In this act, self-designated white people gave fl~emselves the 
pov,,er to construct realit, and this has continued throughout the history of the US 

Even bef~re the construction of white race, powerful English colonists in VirNnia began 
drawing lines to separaie those of African descem from those of European descent, 
especially among the poorest people (example: the John Punch story) Poor whites no 
Ionge~ see it in their self-interest to align with others oPthe same social class, but to cling to 
the small privileges given to them because they are considered ’white" This ’divide and 

conquer" strategy continues to be used to this day, to provide a powerfid disincentive for 
poor white people to challenge the powerful white elite 

The construction of race has continued throughout US histotT and has been central to US 
economic development, including the development of wea]th and power as we have 
exploited those, not classified as white, in order to advance agriculture, ranching, railroads, 
mining, manut~cturing, etc The story of race is the story of labor We bare ’ let" folks into 
the family of’white" as we need their numbers a~d no longer need to exploii their labor 

Defining race and racism (beginning by defining prejudice, oppression, social and 
instiBltlonal power, system, advantage, white supremacy) 

Lesson #9 
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Ra~e can be defined as ’a specious classification of human beings, created during a period 
ofwor]dwide colonial expansion, by I-.uropeans (whites), using themselves as the model for 
humanig~" for the purpose of assigning and maintaining white skin access to power and 
privilege" 

Lesson #10 
Racism is defined as ’~social and institutional power combined with race p~ piudice It is a 
system of advantage for those considered white, and of oppression t’~,r those who are not 
considered white It is a white supremacy system" 

"When did affirmative aetio~ begin?" 
A historical review of polices teat bare contributed to white powe~ and wealth in the 
U~ited S~atas, beginning witb "50 acres, 30 shillings, 10 bushels of corn and o~e 
musket" and mo~ing forward in time to highlight 20t~ century policies llke the Social 

Sectlrit2," Act, the GI Bill and Proposition 13 

lI ’rite Monopoly Game story ( 

Lesson #11 
United States histoW is characterized by policies that bare benefited some people more than 
others because of their race We have more than 400 years of affirmative action benefiting 
people classified as white 

Lesson #12 
Our history of practices and policies tbat have benefited wlrite people and disadvantaged 
People of Color has had an enormous impact in terms of the ability to accumulate wealth 
and accounts for the wealth disparities we see today 

V|ll. |nternalized racial oppression 

Lesson #13 
[nk~rnalized racial inferioriU among people of color is manifested in multiple ways that 
include, but are not limited to, internalized negative messages about self and other people of 
color, low self esteem and sense of inferiority or badness, and a limited sense of potential 
and expectations 

Lesson #~4 
Internalized racial superiority among white people is manifested in multiple ways that 
inchlde, but are not limited to, seeing white standards and norms as universal; assuraing teat 
all of one’s comfort, wealth, success and privilege has been earned by raerits and hard work; 
equating acts of unfairness toward white people with the systemic racism experienced by 
people of color: assuming that all people have the same choices; seeing work on racism as 
tile responsibility ot~ and only in the intelest of~ people of color 

Lesson #15 
The stress, oppression and internalized interiority experienced by people of color hax e had 
devastating impacts Yet, we as individuals and a society have all been harmed by raalalized 
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conditioning and the distorted internalizations that it has generated and we need to examine 
these feelings in order to hea] and work effectively against racism 

Lesson #16 
Disc~*ssions ahot£ racist col~ditioning and internalized racial oppression can be effective a~ld 
healing when undertaken in al~Snity groups or caucuses that a*e organized by self-ideniified 
race These al]ow participants to feel safer in their self-disclosures and to suppo~ each other 
to develop sell’awareness, heal and grou, as anti-racists People of color and white people 
have their own work to do in tmdersta*tding and addressing racism Whe*t such groups a*e 
formed it is also important for them to meet jointly to develop relationships that deepen 

IX. The anti-racism legacy: The moving sldewalk from overt racism to anti-racism. 

Lesson #17 
"An organized lie is more powerful titan a disorganized troth" Racism is so well orga*fized 
and nomlafi,:e in the IS that if we fail to recognize and push against it, we are allowing 
otlrse]ves to be moved along on tl~e continuum of structul2d racism, without any effort on our 
par~s Throughout histu~T many People of Color and white people have called attention to 
and "moved" against racism, often at great sacrifice We are not able to name many white 
a*tti-racists because they hax e not beer~ recognized as important figures in our natior~’s 
histu~T White anti-racists must raise awareness about structural and institutional racism 
among othei white people lest they continue to be complicit and s~tppo~tive 
unwittingly) of ilastitt*tlonalized and structural racism 

X. Cycle of action and paradigm shil~ ronsard a social movement 

Information 
Action Gathering 

Vistuning/plannJ      Analysis 

ng ~ 
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Lesson 
k ndoing racism is not a quick fix It is a journey that we must trave] every day and is 
accomplished best in alliance and in collaboration with others to increase awareness, study, 
learn, discuss, plan, and take action Then we should take stock, evaluate, learn more and 

plan fi~Nler action To be really s~,ccessftd we must become parr of a movement to change 
the paradigm oP sIructural racism 
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How Racism Hurts I,i~erally 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal Research Grants, Study Reports 

Detailed findings on the economic impact of the achievement gap in America’s schools 

Heller Study Finds Public Policy Widens Wealth Gap 

Historical Factors Acco~mting for Dit’t’erences in Black and White Wealth and Home 
Ownership 

Summa~N data on racial inequity across systems 
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APPENDIX l 

How racism hurts -- literally 

By Madeline Drexler I July 15, 2007 

FOUR YEARS AGO, researchers identified a surprising price for being a black woman in 
America. The study of 334 midlife women, published in the journal Health Psychology, 
examined links between different kinds of stress and risk factors for heart disease and 
stroke Black women who pointed to racism as a source of stress in their lives, the 
researchers found, developed more plaque in their carotid arteries -- an early sign of heart 
disease -- than black women who didn’t The difference was small but important -- making 
the report the first to link hardening of the arteries to racial discrimination. 

The study was just one in a fast-growing field of research documenting how racism literally 
hurts the body More than 100 studies - most published since 2000 -- now document the 
effects of racial discrimination on physical health. Some link blood pressure to recollected 
encounters with bigotry Others record the cardiovascular reactions of volunteers 
subjected to racist imagery in a lab. Forthcoming research will even peek into the workings 
of the brain during exposure to racist provocations 

Scientists caution that the research is preliminary, and some of it is quite controversial, but 
they say the findings could profoundly change the way we look at both racism and health 
It could unmask racism as a bona fide public health problem --just as refraining child 
abuse and marital violence as public health concerns transformed the way we thought 
about these ubiquitous but often secret sources of suffering Viewing racial discrimination 
as a health risk could open the door to understanding how other climates of chronic 
mistreatment or fear seep into the body -- why, for instance, pregnant women in California 
with Arabic names were suddenly more likely than any other group to deliver low birth- 
weight babies in the six months after 9/11. 
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Most striking, researchers note, is how consistent the findings have been across a wide 
range of studies. The task now, they say, is to discover why. 

"We don’t know all the internal processes," said James Jackson, director of the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Michigan "But we can observe an effect, and we 
need to find out what’s going on." 

The burgeoning research comes at a time when lawmakers and government officials are 
increasingly focused on the problem of racial disparities in health African-Americans 
today, despite a half centu~, of economic and social progress since the civil rights 
movement, face a higher risk than any other racial group of dying from heart disease, 
diabetes, stroke, and hypertension. In the United States, affluent blacks suffer, on average, 
more health problems than the poorest whites. Spurred by statistics like these, dozens of 
states and cities have been passing legislation intended to eliminate racial and ethnic 
disparities in health. 

Boston’s Disparities Project, launched in 2005 by Mayor Menino’s office and the Boston 
Public Health Commission, is one of the most progressive blueprints for change It 
includes partnerships with medical institutions detailed public reports tracking progress, 
and community grants to tackle such entrenched problems as street violence and lack of 
access to fresh produce. In May, lawmakers on Beacon Hill held a hearing on proposed 
legislation that would reverse the root causes of health inequities The bill would establish 
a state office of health equity, among other measures. 

Critics of the new research tying racism directly to disease have charged that it is flawed 
because one cannot objectively measure "racial discrimination." But the science has grown 
more sophisticated, allowing investigators to measure people’s experiences with prejudice 
more precisely And its proponents argue that the sheer breadth of the work suggests the 
conclusions are important. Most of the investigations have been done in the United States, 
but a growing body of literature originates elsewhere -- from Finland and Ireland to South 
Africa and New Zealand These studies have found connections between racism and 
physical health in populations ranging from Brazil’s African-descended citizens to black 
women in the Netherlands who had emigrated from the former Dutch colony of Suriname 

"Across multiple societies, you’re finding similar kinds of relationships" said David 
Williams, a sociologist at the Harvard School of Public Health "There is a phenomenon 
here that is quite robust" 

For decades, experts have agreed that racial disparities in health spring from pervasive 
social and institutional forces The scientific literature has linked higher rates of death and 
disease in American blacks to such "social determinants" as residential segregation, 
environmental waste, joblessness, unsafe housing, targeted marketing of alcohol and 
cigarettes, and other inequities. 

But the new work draws on a different vein of research ~n the early 1980s, Duke University 
social psychologist Sherman James, introduced his now-classic "John Henryism" 
hypothesis. The name comes from the legendary 19th-century "steel-driving" railroad 
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worker who competed against a mechanical steam drill and won -- only to drop dead from 
what today would probably be diagnosed as a massive stroke or heart attack. In James’s 
work, people who churn out prodigious physical and mental effort to cope with chronic life 
stresses are said to score high on John Henryism. James showed that blacks with high 
John Henryism but low socioeconomic position pay a physical price, with higher rates of 
blood pressure and hypertension. 

Racism, other research suggests, acts as a classic chronic stressor, setting off the same 
physiological train wreck as job strain or marital conflict: higher blood pressure, elevated 
heart rate, increases in the stress hormone cortisol, suppressed immunity. Chronic stress 
is also known to encourage unhealthy behaviors, such as smoking and eating too much, 
that they raise the risk of disease. 

In the 1990s, Harvard School of Public Health social epidemiologist Nancy Krieger pushed 
the hypothesis further. She confirmed that experiences of race-based discrimination were 
associated with higher blood pressure, and that an internalized response -- not talking to 
others about the experience or not taking action against the inequity - raised blood 
pressure even more. A controversial finding at the time, it has since been replicated by 
other investigators: The suppressed inner turmoil after a racist encounter can set off a 
cascade of ill effects. 

Jules Harrell, a Howard University professor of psychology, said he was moved this spring 
by a photo of the Rutgers University women’s college basketball team, sitting together with 
dignified expressions, after radio talk show host Don Imus had labeled them with a racist 
epithet 

"The expressions on their faces," said Harrell. "All I could think was. ’Good God, I’d hate to 
see their cortisol levels.’ " 

Collectively, these studies of the racism-health link have tied experiences of discrimination 
to poorer self-reported health, smoking, low-birth-weight deliveries, depressive symptoms, 
and especially to cardiovascular effects In the mid-1980s scientists began to take 
advantage of the controlled conditions of the laboratory. When African-American 
volunteers are hooked up to blood-pressure monitors, for example, and then exposed to a 
racially provocative vignette on tape or TV - such as a white store clerk calling a black 
customer a racist epithet - the volunteers’ blood pressures rise, their heart rates jump, and 
they take longer than normal to recover from both reactions Perhaps, scientists reasoned, 
the effort of a lifetime of bracing for such threats prolongs the effect. 

More recently, the lab has moved out into the real world Several investigations have 
linked blood pressure to real-time experiences of stress and discrimination as recorded in 
electronic diaries In one yet-to-be-published study, Elizabeth Brondolo, a psychologist at 
St John’s University, found that daytime experiences of racism led to elevated nighttime 
blood pressure, suggesting that the body couldn’t turn off its stress response. 

Despite these suggestive findings, the field remains beset by unknowns. One of the 
biggest problems is that researchers don’t share a concrete, agreed-upon definition of 
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racial discrimination - partly because such prejudice takes myriad forms. They also don’t 
know if more exposure to racism produces more disease or if, instead, disease sets in only 
after a threshold has been passed They don’t know if exposures during certain periods of 
life are more risky than others And they don’t know why some victims cope better than 
others. 

Skeptics distrust people’s own accounts of racial discrimination, because the experiences 
can’t be objectively documented and because the victim can’t always know the motives of 
the perpetrator 

"You have to read these studies very carefully and see how they define ’discrimination’ 
What exactly are they measuring?" said Dr Sally Satel, a resident scholar at the American 
Enterprise Institute a consewative think-tank, "Typically, it comes down to an individual’s 
perception of how he was regarded by another person or by a system - which is not the 
same thing as being unfavorably dealt with on the basis of race," 

The field’s proponents counter that perception is precisely the issue. Studies of 
depression, anger, and post-traumatic stress disorder also rely on the patient’s perceptions 
of events in their lives, they say -- not on objectively verified facts. Why should research on 
discrimination be held to a different standard? 

Researchers have also refined the questionnaires and interview methods they use, 
allowing them to tease out the effects of depression or hostility -- mood states that can 
encourage a person to see discrimination where it’s not The questions posed have also 
grown more subtle and indirect, enabling study participants to talk openly about 
experiences they might otherwise deny or minimize 

Methods gauging changes in the body have likewise become more accurate. Stress 
researchers have gone beyond such straightforward approaches as taking blood-pressure 
readings or asking individuals to rate their own health. Now with noninvasive diagnostic 
equipment, they can look directly at coronary blockages, levels of stress hormone, and the 
functioning of the immune system These measurements help scientists zero in on the 
mechanisms by which racial discrimination may ultimately cause damage. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, psychologist Vickie Mays, director of the 
Center on Minority Health Disparities, is taking a futuristic angle on racism’s bodily toll: 
peering into the brain itself In a forthcoming study, Mays will record what happens in the 
brain’s circuits and structures during laboratory conditions of discrimination and whether 
people vary in their brain responses based on their lifelong exposure to racial prejudice, 

"We know about [racism’s] outcome - but in many ways we don’t know what makes up the 
experience of racism," she said. "Is it processing in the part of the brain responsible for 
emotions? Or in the part of the brain responsible for fear?" 

Racism remains challenging to explore scientifically, researchers say, partly because it is 
difficult to get funding and partly because of institutional reluctance to take on a potentially 
polarizing issue. In 2006, Harvard’s David Williams and a colleague submitted a grant 
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proposal to the National Institutes of Health to study whether perceived ethnic 
discrimination, coupled with inequities in medical care, delayed stroke recovery in Latinos 
As one reviewer wrote back, "It is not a good investment of NIH dollars to study racism, 
because even if we fund something there is nothing we can do about it." 

It’s the kind of remark many scientists in the field have heard These comments are 
frustrating, they say because they see the research as a crucial first step toward a more 
clinical, less charged, discussion of the place of racism in American society. 

"The first step is validating that these effects could be real," said Ten~ Lewis, a health 
psychologist at the Yale School of Public Health. "Once we have a body of literature, we 
can say: ’OK, can we please talk about this?’ " 

Boston-based journalist and author Madeline Drexler, a former Globe Magazine medical 
columnist, holds a visiting appointment at the Harvard School of Public Health m 

© Copyright 2007 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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New’ Yo~k I imes, August 18. 2011 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win Federal 
Research Grants, Study Reports 

KENNETH CHANG 

’lira fiMhtgs are being pub’tished in 1’ ri&~3 ’s issue of {he jounm] Science. 
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APPENDIX 3 

McKinsey & Company. "Detailed findings on the economic impact of the 
achievement gap in America’s schools," 2009 

A racial achievement gap exists where the average black or Latino student is roughly 2-3 
years of learning behind the average white student 

A racial gap exists today regardless of how it is measured, including both achievement (e.g., 

test score) and attainment {eg, graduation rate) measures 
o Averaging math and reading across fourth and eighth grade, 48% of blacks and 43% of 

Latino students are "below basic," while only 17% of whites are; this gap exists in every, 

state 

An even larger racial achievement gap exists in urban school districts, with only 3 of :11 

districts having a black-white gap smaller than the national average 

Relative to olher counlries, black and Latino eighth-graders in the United Slales perform at 
the level of transitioning countries in math and science; this trend is amplified as students get 
older 

* In eighth-grade math, Latino students performed at the level of Malaysia and blacks 
perform at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

For 15-year-olds in science, US Latino students are at the level or Chile and Serbia and US 
black students score on par with Mexico and Indonesia 

This racial achievement gap gro**s in magnitude as a child nears entry to the workforce from 
grade 4 to grade 12 

Between fourth and twelfth grade, the gap grows 41~% for Latino students and 22% for 

black students 

The racial achievement gap is not correlated with overall state performance (i.e., better states 
do not have smMler gaps) 

Even in states with the highest overall test scores, the racial achievement gap is very large 
(e.g., Massachusetts has among the highest overall NAEP scores, but black and Latino 
students are 8x more likely to be "below" basic in fourth grade math than whites} 

And these regional and state variations in the achievement gap cannot be explained by the 

proportion of black and Latino students in the educational system 
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A racial ++top gap" is seen where black and Latino students are disproportionately 
underrepresented in ibe highest perl~orming groups 

Looking beyond average scores, black and Latino students are strongly overrepresented in the 

bottom cohort and underrepresented at the top 
Across reading and math, less than 3% of black and Latino children are at the advanced 

level, and by 12th grade i[ Js less than 1% (average For math and reading) 

Very few blacks paRicipate in top-tier programs like Advanced Placement, with less than 
4% of black students scoring a 3 or higher on an AP test 

H~storically, the racM top gap bus beld true over tinle, and the number el black and Latino 
students in the top t~er has not increased in line with overall educatimml improvements 

Although the proportion of eighth-graders at the Advanced level increased from 2% to 7% 
overall since ~992; (black and Latino students together represented less than ~0% of tMs 

growth in the advanced s~udents) 

The income achievement gap interacts with the racial achievement gap, making poor black 
and Latino students among the most disadwmtaged. 

Income and race are correlated+ with black and Latino students being disproportionately 
represented in lower income groups (e.g., 40% of black stndenls and 33% of Lalino students 
are in the bottom quartde of natlonai income, while oniy 22"/,, of whites are) 

There is a strong correlation between black child poverty rates and black aclfievement levels, 
indicating that there is an income achievement gap among black students 

While independent racial and income achievement gaps exlsk whites significantly outperform 
black and Latino students at each income level 

Using regression analysis, both income and race independently influence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not explained by demographics 

Using NAEP data, the average non-poor white student is roughly 3.5 years worth of 
learning ahead of the average poor black student, and this gap increases to roughly 5 years 

when comparing top-performing New Jersey with low-performing Washington, DC" 
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Heller study finds public policy widens 
wealth gap 
Same gai~s i~s i~scome produces far greater weNth for whites 
than blacks 

Thomas Shapiro, director of the Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Feb. 27,2013 

New research shows the dramatic gap in household wealth that now exists along 
racial lines in the United States cannot be attributed to personal ambition and 
behavioral choices, but rather reflects policies and institutional practices that create 
different opportunities for whites and African-Americans 

So powerful are these government policies and institutional practices that for typical 
families, a $1 increase in average income over the 25-year study period generates 
just $0.69 in additional wealth for an African-American household compared with 
$5.19 for a white household, Part of this equation results from black households 
having fewer opportunities to grow their savings beyond what’s needed for 
emergencies. 

[Read the report] 

"Public policies play a major role in widening the already massive racial wealth gap, 
and they must play a role in closing it," said Dr. Thomas Shapiro, director of the 
Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) and a principal author of the report. 
"We should be investing in prosperity and equity, instead we are advancing toxic 
inequality. A U-turn is needed." 

The study, ’The Roots of the Widening Racial Wealth Gap: Explaining the Black- 
White Economic Divide," was conducted by the IASP. 

"The gap presents an opportunity denied for many African American households 
and assures racial economic inequality for the next generation," said Tatjana 
Neschede, a co-author of the policy brief, 

The research is unique in that it has followed nearly the same 1,700 working-age 
households over what is now a 25-year period, from 1984 to 2009 Unlike standard 
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statistical comparisons, the authors of the study say this approach offers a unique 
opportunity to understand what happens to the wealth gap over the course of a 
generation and the effect of policy and institutional decisiommaking on how 
average families accumulate wealth. 

In gross terms, there is no question that the difference in median wealth between 
America’s white and African- American households has grown stunningly large. The 
new study found the wealth gap almost tripled from 1984 to 2009, increasing from 
$85.000 to $236,500 The median net worth of white households in the study has 
grown to $265,000 over the 25- year period compared with just $28,500 for black 
households. 

The dramatic increase in the racial wealth gap has accelerated despite the 
country’s movement beyond the Civil Rights era into a period of legal equality and 
the election of the first African-American president. The resulting toxic inequality 
now threatens the U S. economy and indeed, American society, the study 
concludes. 

"All families need a financial cushion to be economically secure and create 
opportunities for the next generation" said Shapiro. "Wealth - what we own minus 
what we owe - allows families to move forward by moving to better and safer 
neighborhoods, investing in businesses, saving for retirement and supporting their 
children’s college aspirations Our 

economy cannot sustain its growth in the face of this type of extreme wealth 
inequality" 

Setting out to determine what was driving the disparity today, researchers were 
able to statistically validate five fundamental factors that together account for two- 
thirds of the proportional increase in the racial wealth gap. Those five factors 
include the number of years of home ownership; average family income; 
employment stability, particularly through the Great Recession; college education, 
and family financial support and inheritance. While marriage is another factor its 
impact is quite small, the study found. 

"In the context of the social sciences whenever you can isolate the factors that 
really explain what’s happening, that’s a huge step forward," said Shapiro. ’And 
what these particular factors provide is compelling evidence that various 
government and institutional policies that shape where we live, where we learn and 
where we work propel the large majority of the widening racial wealth gap." 

Each of the factors highlights a number of specific reasons that whites and African- 
Amer}cans accumulate wealth at different rates. When it came to housing, for 
example, home equity rose dramatically faster for whites due to the following: 
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White families buy homes and start acquiring equity eight years earlier than black 
families. Due to historical wealth advantages, white families are far more likely to 
receive family assistance or an inheritance for down payments, The ability to make 
larger up-front payments by white homeowners lowers interest rates. Residential 
segregation places an artificial ceiling on home equity in non-white neighborhoods. 

Based on these and other historical factors the home ownership rate for white 
families is 28 percent higher. 

"The report shows in stark terms that it’s not just the last recession and implosion of 
the housing market that contributed to widening racial wealth disparities," said Anne 
Price, director of the Closing the Racial Wealth Gap initiative at the Insight Center 
for Community Economic Development. "Past policies of exclusion, such as 
discriminatory mortgage lending, which continues today, ensure that certain groups 
reap a greater share of all America has to offer while others are left out" 

The report recommends that policymakers take steps such as strengthening and 
enforcing fair housing, mortgage and lending policies; raising the minimum wage 
and enforcing equal pay provisions; investing in high-quality childcare and early 
childhood development, and overhauling preferential tax treatments for dividend 
and interest income and the home mortgage deduction, 

~’By disaggregating the faclors that lead to the wealth gap, this research is informing 
leaders and helping them to focus their advocacy efforts toward policy solutions,’ 
said Angola Glarer Blackwell, founder and CEO of PolicyLink, a national research 
and action institute advancing economic and social equity. 

The Institute on Assets and Social Policy is a reseamh ir,,stitute at Brandeis 
University’s Heiier School for Social Policy and Management, dedicated to 
promoting a better understanding of how assets and asset-building oppo~lunities 
improve the well-being of ir,,dviduata and families left out of the economic 
mainstream. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Historical Factors Accounting for Differences in Black and White 

Wealth and Home Ownership 

Lawrence Morse 

Department of Economics 

NC A&T State University 

7:his paper offers chronologies of institutional factors that have advantaged whites in the 

accumulation o~f wealth and in home ownership, 

I. Institutional factors that have advantaged whites in accumulating wealth 

According to data collected by the Federal Reserve for its 2007 SuP~’ey of Consumer Finances in 
2007 median household income was ~30,ggl for blacks and ~51,41g for whites or white 

household income was 1.67 times that of black households. Also in 2007 median net worth was 

~17,100 for black households and ~163,001 for white households, {Net worth is the value of all 
assets minus all debts and hence a truer measure of what is "owned",} White household median 
net worth in 2007 was 9.5 times black household median net worth, The immense difference 
between the ratios of 9,9 for net worth and $.67 for income in 2007 is the consequence of years of 
public policies and practices that have systematically advantaged whites in the accumulation of 

wealth, 

The wealth disparity between black and white households has worsened sharply in recent years. 

The Pew Research Center 2011 report found that in 2009 median net worth was ~;5,677 for black 

households and 5113,149 for white households and hence white household median net worth in 

2009 was 19.9 times black household median net worth. The Bureau of Census reports 2009 

median household income was $32,584 for blacks and S5%861~ for whites or white household 

income was 1.59 times that of black households. (Kochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) The enormous 

rise in [he white-to-black household median net worth to 19.9 in 2009 as cornpared to a white-to- 

black ratio of 1.59 for median household income is explained primarily in the crash of housing 

values with black households experiencing a with much greater relative loses in home equity than 

was true for white households, An analysis of the causes of the 19.9 ratio is presented at the end 

of the section on institutional factors that advantaged whites in the accumulation of housing 

equity. What follows now is a list of some of the federal policies and practices that systematically 

advantaged whites in [heir overall accumulation of wealth These policies and practices include: 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican-American War resulted in a 
massive transfer of land from Mexicans to white people throughout California, Arizona, New 

Mexico, Nevada, Htah, parts of Colorado, and small sections of what are now Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Wyoming. (Lui et al. 2006} In 1849 nearly 100,000 white people were drawn to the California 
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gold rush. The Free Soil provisions of the California state constitution allowed whites to claim and 

own land while banning slaves and free black people from doing so 

The 1862 Homestead Act that granted citizens 160 acres or land for free if they would farm it for 
five years. Blacks and Native Americans were not given citizenship status and hence ’were not 

allowed to participate. (Lui 2004) An estimated 46 million Americans living today are descendants 

of Homestead Act beneficiaries. (Lui et al. 2006) 

There was a huge wave of European immigration frorn 1850 to 1920 and while eLhnic and religious 
prejudices were often virulent, the prejudice against poor immigrants was different from the 

prejudice black people experienced in two important ways. One the prejudices against immigrants 
not encoded into law unlike the obstacles for people of color, Two new immigrants could 

encourage their children to become "American" by becoming "white." While these were 
wrenching choices, unlike people of color at least most of the Irish, eastern and southern 

European immigrants had [hat choice. Despite the discrimination unskilled European immigrants 
faced during this period they regularly displaced African Americans as workers on canals, railroads, 

construction and docks. 

The 1933 Agriculture Adjustment Administration policy that took Southern "traditions" into 

account by paying 4;4¢ per pound of cotton not grown to the landlord who was to pay the tenant 

½¢. (Dubofsky & Burwood 1990} 

The 1935 Social Security Act did not extend coverage to farm and domestic workers. Slacks were 
more than twice as likely as whites to be employed as farm or domestic workers. (According to 

the I,930 census 68.75% of gainfully employed blacks worked in agriculture or domestic services) 
Twenty two percent of white workers in covered occupations did not earn enough to qualify for 

beneEts The comparable Egure rot black workers was 42 percent. Consequently a much higher 
percentage of black workers than of white workers were not covered by Social Security at its 

outset. (Lui et a12006) The advent of Social Security changed families’ attitudes toward not only 
how much to save, but what savings could be used for, including being able to afford higher 

education for children or making a down payment on a home, a home that might be the equity 
needed to obtain a business loan. (Domestic workers were included for Social Security coverage in 

1950 and agricultural workers in 19954.} 

The originally proposed 1935 National Labor Relations Act would have reserved the closed shop 

for unions that did not discriminate, The final legislation did not include the restriction on non 

discriminating unions to use closed shops nor a clause barring racial discrimination by unions, The 

southern Democrats, who had voted to keep agricultural and domestic workers out of Social 

Security also excluded them from the NLRA. Furthermore, with the support of the AFL that was 

more interested in enhancing union power that reducing the discriminatory, power of unions, were 

responsible for the changes in the final NLRA legislation, {Roediger 2005) Failing to disallow 

unions to engage in racial discrimination enhanced whites’ access to jobs and crafts that offered 

premium wages. 
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The 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to domestic and agricultural workers and 

consequently a much higher percentage of white workers enjoyed minimum wage protection and 
being paid time and a half for certain overtime work. (Katznelson 2005) 

The segregation of the armed services during World War II did no[ limit white soldiers’ access to 
training in employable skills. 

The 1944 GI Bill, formally known as the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, did not mention race, but 

like other federal programs was locally administered and primarily assisted white veterans The 

local administration resulted in white ve[s not only having greater access [o vocational [raining but 
being more likely to receive training for skilled and semi skilled vocations while black vets were 

usually channeled into training for unskilled vocations. The US Employment Service, set up by the 
GI Bill, tended to steer white vets into jobs commensurate with their skills while typically steering 

black vets into jobs below their skills. While over two million vets went to college on the GI Bill, 
they were primarily white as black vets were denied admission to many white campuses. {While 

enrollment at black colleges went from 29 thousand in 1940 to 73 thousand in 1947, nonetheless 
between 15 and 20 thousand black veteran applicants could not be admitted for lack of space.} 

Furthermore, white vets were approved for home and business loans at much higher rates than 
were black vets. (See the discussion of home ownership below for details.) 

A 1997 court approved consent decree found the US Department of Agriculture advantaged white 

[amlers in the allocation o[ price support loans, disaster payments, "farm ownership" loans and 
operating loans between 1983 and 1997 thereby settling the class action law suit Pigford v. 

Glickman. {Timothy Pigford is a black farmer who was initially joined by some 400 black farmers in 
the class action lawsuit. Dan Glickman was the then Secretary of Agriculture.} The court approved 
consent decree awarded an estimated 75 thousand black farmers damages of $1.5 billion. 

II. Institutional {actors that have advantaged whiles in home ownership 

Because homeownership is the prime vehicle for wealth accumulation, factors that disadvantaged 
blacks in the accumulation of home equity merit their own chronology. A smaller percentage of 

blacks own their own homes and have substantially less wealth or net worth than do whites. 
Nonetheless home equity is more important to black households that it is to white households. 

Black households’ equity in their homes is 62.5% of their assets, while home equity is 43.3% of 
white households’ assets (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995). Family wealth is an important determinant in 

the across-generations amassing of wealth, starting a business and so forth. Home ownership is 
importantly related to the creation of business wealth, for homes often serve as collateral when 

entrepreneurs start a business. Wealth also has telling effects on educational outcomes, Conley 

(1999) found that household wealth has a larger impact on various rneasures of children’s 

educational outcomes. 

Also Shapiro (2004) found that modest financial assistance from parents allowed white families to 

make down payments on homes, Such financial support advantaged white households in two 
ways: in being able to buy homes in neighborhoods with "better" public schools; and being able to 
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make larger down payments that kept "points" from being added to the mortgage rate, The latter 

saved such white families thousands of dollars over the lives of their mortgages. 

Percent of families owning their primary residence: 

White Nonwhite White to 

Non Hispanic or Hispanic Black ratio 

1995 706% 443% 1.59 

1998 718 468 1.53 

2001 74.3 47.3 1.57 

2004 76.1 50.8 1.50 

2007 75,6 51,9 1.46 

2009* 74 46 ~.6~ 

Source: Federal Reserve, Survey of Consumer Finances (various); the 2009 rates Kochhar, Fry and 
Taylor 2011. 

The 1933 Home Owners Loan Corporation, created to help home owners and stabilize banks, gave 

none of its approximately one million loans to black home owners allowing a higher proportion of 
black home owners to lose their homes during the remainder of the Depression. (Liu et al. 2006) 

The HOLC created detailed neighborhood maps that, among other things, took into account the 
neighborhood’s racial composition as well as its likelihood of racial infiltration. 

The Federal Housing Administration, established in 1934, was not explicitly a white program, but 

realtors and hostile white neighbors kept families of color out of white neighborhoods and the 
FHA condoned redlining practices initiated by the HOLC, which precluded loans in predominantly 

black neighborhoods. 

The HOLC and subsequently the FHA created strong preferential options for whites as planners, 
builders and lenders were encouraged to promote racially and class homogeneous neighborhoods. 

{Roediger 2005) Up though the ~940’s FHA manuals and practices channeled funds to white 
neighborhoods and collaborated with blockbusters. The policies disproportionately concentrated 

blacks into substandard houses In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants 
and yet the FI IA continued to push for them as conditions for loans. President Kennedy’s 1960 

Order 11063 mandated federal agencies to oppose discrimination in federally-supported housing. 
The FHA did not communicate the Order to local offices. Indeed of the approximately $120 billion 

in new housing financed by the VA and FHA by 1962, 98 percent of it went to white home owners. 

These white recipients are the parents of the baby boomers, and their homes are a signi[ican[ 
portion of the ~;10 trillion in inheritances now being passed down to the baby boom generation. 

(Lui et al. 2006} The 19Bg Fair Housing Act authorized HUD to investigate complaints yet HUD had 
no enforcement power and could only refer cases to the attorney general. (Lipsitz 1998) 

The 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibited discrimination in real estate lending and 

required banks to record the racial iden tity of applicants rejected and accepted for horne loans 
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While the 1974 Act had the appearance of ending racial discrimination in real estate lending, it is 
worth noting that the banks refused to collect the data, by race, on rejected and accepted 

applicants, In 1976 ten civil rights groups filed a suit to have the court order the FDIC and the 

Home Loan Bank Board [o obey the 1974 law requiring [he banks to keep and report the race data. 
In 1981the FDIC ceased keeping race records when the court order ran out. President Reagan 

used the Paperwork Reduction Act to stop HUD from gathering data on the racial identities of 
participants in housing programs. (Lipsitz 1998) 

Black families were targeted for subpdme or predatory mortgage loans. Black households were 
much more likely than similarly qualified white households to be steered to a subprime loan. As a 

result black households were over three times more likely than white households to have a 

subprime mortgage. Subprime mortgages involved higher rates of interest and typically higher 
fees and, in turn, cost the average borrower tens of thousands of dollars more and were more 
likely to result in foreclosure. In December 2011the US Department of Justice, announced a 5335 

million settlement with Bank of America/Countrywide for its predatory practices that targeted 

black and Latino households. The settlement noted that between 2004 and 2008 some 200,000 
African American and Latino borrowers were charged more for their mortgages than were 
similarly qualified white borrowers, The Center for Responsible Lending found that over a thirty 
year mortgage a typical subprime borrower would pay over 535,00B for their loan than if it had 

been a retail loan and being over three times more likely than whites to be in foreclosure that in 

turn meant the loss of billions o1 dollars of wealth. (Ernst, Bocian, and Li 2008.) 

Between 2005 and 2009 black household median net worth fell 53% from $12,124 to $5,677 while 

white household median net worth fell 16% from 5134,992 in 2005 to 5113,149, (Kochhar, FP~ 
and Taylor 2011~) The devastatingly large 53% fall in black household median net worth compared 
to the 16% decline for white households is largely accounted for by the fact that black households 

who own homes have a higher proportion of their wealth in their homes than is true of their white 
counterparts, This means that black household wealth is relatively more sensitive to the 

consequences of being disproportionately subjected to subprime or predatory home loans with 
their attendant higher mortgage costs and likelihood of being foreclosed than is true of their white 

counterparts 

Furthermore between 2005 and 2009 black household net home equity--that is, value of the 
home minus the mortgage balance due--fell by 23% while the comparable figure for white 

households was 18%. (gochhar, Fry and Taylor 2011) Not only did black households typically 
experience greater relative loss in housing value during the housing crisis, but in the period 

preceding the housing crisis, white owned homes appreciated at a median annual rate of 8.1% 

(2001-2004} and 5.1% (04-07) while black owned homes appreciated by 64% (2001-2004) and 
4.6% (2004 2007). These percentages correspond to median annual increases of 585,000 for 

white-owned homes as compared to 545,000 for black-owned homes. (Data from 2001, 2004 and 

2007 Supvey of Consumer Finances.} 

These data reveal is that the good years for homeownership and the poor years are impacted by 

the long history of policies and practices that have resulted in black households being limited, no 
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longer legally, but in practice, in their access to home ownership in appreciating areas and 

confined to home ownership areas with diminished appreciation and greater depreciation because 
demand for their homes is restricted due to black households disparate access to more affordable 

mortgages and to finding tbat potential home buyers where they own their homes are typically 
narrowed to buyers of color rather than the whole range of potential home buyers. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Summary data on racial inequity across systems 

A) Health 

Infant mortality among white American women with a college degree or higher is 

approximately 4 deaths per 1000. For similarly educated African American women, the 

rate is three times as high: 12 deaths per 1000. Babies of white women who h~ven’t 

jioJshed hlgh school have a lower rate of infant mortality than African American women 
with college and graduate school educations 

The rate of low birth weight babies born to African immigrants to the U.S. is comparable 

[o [ha[ or white women, However the daughters of African imrnigran[s experience a 

higher rate of low birth weight babies than the general African-American population, 

In the Uni[ed S[a[es, whites live longer than blacks. Since 1980, [he difference in life 
expectancy at birth between whites and blacks has ranged from 5.1 to 7,1 years. This 

large discrepancy can only partly be explained by differences in SES {Arias et al,, United 
States Life Tables, National Vital Statistics Report, 2010}. 

Although breast cancer is diagnosed 10% less frequently in African American women 
than in white women, African American women are 34% more likely to die of the 

disease. African American adults are ~ 9 times more likely than non-Hispanic white 
adults to have a diagnosis of diabetes 

In 2004, African Americans had asthma-related emergency room visits 45 times more 
often than whites. In 2006, non Hispanic blacks were 70% more likely to die of viral 

hepatitis than whiles {CDC). 

Blacks die of heart disease much more commonly than whites, and die younger, despite 

[he availability of cheap preven[ion measures like weigh[ loss, exercise, blood pressure 
and cholesterol drugs, and aspirin. The same is true for strokes (CDC). 
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Education 

African-American males in the US have a high school graduation rate of 47% 

Compared to white males, African-American males in the LJ.$. are three times more likely to 
be suspended, 

~ African-American males are three times less likely to be classified as gifted and talented. 

African-American males are placed in mental retardation classifications more than twice as 

often as white males, 

In North Carolina, 10 years after officials vowed to close the "achievement gap" the gap has 

noL even narrowed. On every measure, minoriLy studen Ls are sLill failing to achieve the 
success of their peers. American Indian, African American, and I lispanic students continue 

to have significantly lower standardized test scores than white students. They have higher 
dropout rates and lower graduation rates, are under represented in programs for the gifted 

and disproportionally disciplined with suspensions and expulsions. {2010 data) 

For over 25 years, research has proven that racial and gender discrepancies are evident in 
school disciplinary outcomes. For example, controlling for level of family income, black boys 

are more likely to receive suspensions or other disciplinary acLions than sLudents of anoLher 
race, This has been a great concern within the educational system because there has been 

no evidence to support that black children misbehave or are more disruptive than other 
students in the school setting. 
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C) Social Services~ Mental Health~ and Juvenile Justice 

A number of state and federal surveys show that cornmunities of color are involved with the 
domestic violence, child welfare, and juvenile justice systems at rates that are 
disproportionately higher than their population size (Crane & Ellis, 2004; Race Matters in Child 

Weifare, 2005). 

Specifically, children of 

Are referred to DSS more than other children 

Are more likely to be reported as victims of child abuse or neglect 

Are more likely to be removed from their homes 

Spend more time in foster care and other kinds of substitute care 

Are less likely to be returned to their families, once removed 

Wait longer to be adopted than children of other races 

Age out before being adopted or placed in a permanent placement 

(See The Race + Child Welfare Project. Fact sheet 1, Basic facts on disproportionate 
representation of African Americans in the foster care system / Center for the Study of Social 

Policy Center for the Study of Social Policy, Washington, D.C., 2004} 

Research hasfound: 

A direct correlation between children of color being underserved in the mental health 

system and the number of children of color entering the juvenile justice system (Teplin 

et al., 2005) 

Male youths of color from poor racial and ethnic backgrounds within the juvenile justice 
system are four times more likely to die of a violent death, and female youths of color 

within the juvenile justice system are eight times more likely to die of a violent dee th 
(Teplin et el., 2005} 

Tepiin, L., McClelland, G., Abram, K., & Mileusinic, D. (2005). Early violent death among 

delinquent youth: A Prospective longitudinal study. Pediatrics, 155, 1586 1593, 
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Crimi~ ~u~ic~ 

Recommended reading: Th~ New lira Crow: M~s~ ~c~rc~r~do~ in the Age ~f Cc~orb~ndne~ by 

Michelle A~exander (20~ 0, New York: The New Pre~s) 

Alexander makes t~e point that we are now segregating Black rne~ froa society va a complex 
legal framework that she calls the "New Jim Crow", euphemistically referred to as the "War on 

Drugs." 

Consider the following statistics from Alexander’s research: 
Since 1970~ the prison population has exploded from about 325,000 to more than 2 
million today. 

Drug offenses account for two thirds of the rise in number of people who are in federal 
prisons and for more than half of those in state prisons. 

African Americans constitute 15% of drug users in the United States, yet 90% of those 
incarcerated for drug use. 

According to ttuman Rights Watch {Punishment and Prejudice: Racial Disparities in the 

War on Drugs, 2000) although whites are more likely to violate drug laws than people of 

color, in some states black men have been sent to prison on drug charges at rates 20-50 
times greater than white men, 

One in three young African American men are now under the jurisdiction controlled by 

the criminal just ce system {jail, prison, parole, probation). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

RI~: Margolis 

Good I think you are right I’ll look forward to hearing more 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Facully 
Director. Pan Center for Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

I:roml Stroman, Deborah L 
Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:18 PM 

Boxill, Jan 
Subjeet~ Margolis 

We had a great meeting. Definitely disagree with him on some key issues. I like that he likes to talk though. ;) 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 
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~ao@unc.edu 
<psparker@email.unc.edu> 
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Workshops 

WHEN? Next workshop in Chapel Hill November :[-2, 20~,318:30 AM - g::15 PM each day) 

Attendance required for entire workshop. 

WHERE? 

WHY? 

WHAT? 

WHO? 

HOW? 

"People have been responding to racism for over 300 years, attacking its every overt daily 

expression. Yet after 300 years, it remains, changing form over time, in response to political 

~nterfere with its operations (e.g., the civil rights movement), ~t comes back wearing different 

language, speaking an up to date lingo, while creating more of the same old 

effects .premature births, shortened lives, sta~vlng children, debilitating theft, abusive 

larceny, degrading insults and insulting stereotypes" 

Steve Martinot, The Machinery o[ Whiteness, 201_0). 

Moving the focus from individual bigotry and bias, the Racial Equity Phase I Workshop 

presents a historical, cultural, structural and institutional analysis of racism. With a clear 

understanding of how institutions and systems are producing inequitable outcomes, 

participants are better equipped to work for change. If we do nothing, we are unwittingly 

helping to maintain an unjust system. More importantly, Jf we think we’re doing "something" 

but are not clear about the history, structure, and economics of racism, we may be doing 

more harm than good. 

[his workshop is appropriate for people who want to increase their understanding of how to 

eliminate racism in our systems and institutions. Deena Hayes Greene and Suzanne Plihcik, 

senior trainers from the Racial Equity Institute, will lead this workshop. 

If you’d like to participate in this workshop, please fill out a registration form and send it to 

Wanda Hunte~,          @ncrrcom o~ to the mailing address shown onthe form. 

Registration information can also be found at www=oarn¢.org. 

QUESTIONS? Contact Wanda Hunter {919 929 9655 or ~nc.rr corn) or see www.oarnc org 



Trainers for REI Anti-Racism Workshop (November 1-2. 2013) 

Deena Hayes Greene has over ::[5 years of experience as a community and 

instkutionalorganize~ She is the director andaseniortrainerwiththeRacial 
Equity Institute (REI) and with other anti racist organizations across the country 

where she brings an in-depth analysis on the impact of system}c and historically 
constructed radsm on contemporary systems and [nstitutbns within the United 

States. 

Deena’s institutional work has been primarily in the areas of social services, health and human 
services, public/private educat}on, h}gher education, judicial/Disproport}onate Minor}ty Contract 

initiatives, and non profits, She was initially elected to the Guilford County Board of Education in 

2002 and was re-elected in 2006 She currently chairs the Ach eve ~lent Gap, School Safety 
Committee and the HBtorically Underutilized Business Advisory Board, She serves on the board of 

the lnternationa[ CiviI Rights Center and Museum, a project of tbe Sit-in Movement, inc Deenais 
a former Human Relations Commissioner for the City of Greensboro and has received numerous 

awards and citations for outstanding leadershiR, 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organizer, trainer and facilitator living in 

Greensboro, North Carol ~a. She works locally a~d across the ~ation with 

communities and organizations working to strengthen ~_.,rass root and 

institutional relationships through an increased understanding o[ systemic 

racism. She is a co director and senior trainer for the Racial Equity institute 

She and her colleagues at REI teach the skills of anti-racist organ}z}ng and 

-- organize community members and activists to work for social justice issues. 

Suzanne was executive direcLor of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coaliLion 
of national organizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through media literacy. I ler 

community exper ence ncludes extens ve work organizing for changes in pubic schools and city 
government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children, She is a founding 

member of the Greensboro Public Sc ~ool Fund, award ~g i ~novatio ~ in teaching, and Dance on 
Tour, a grofessional dance experience for children, 

She has served on the national boards of the Leadersh p Conference on Civil R ghts, the National 
Assembb¢ of Health and Human Service Organizations and the Association of Junior Leagues 
Internat onal, where she served as President. Locally, she ~as served as a aember of many boards 

of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, the Greensboro 

Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the YWCA, the Greensboro Civic 

Entrepreneur Init}ative, and Uplift Inc She is the rec}pient of the Kathleen Price Bryan Award for 
community service, the YWCA Women of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was 

theGree~sboroWomanoftheYearinI994 She was the co-rec pient oft ~e Nancy Susan 
Reynolds Award for race relations in 2000, 
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CENTER for GLOI}AL INITIATIVES 











Putz:~ng impe~lant ideas to use fbr a better weald 

Judith Cone came from Kauffman Foundation leading funder of eship programs around the wodd 

ChancelloCs Office of Innovation & Enlrepreneu~ship established in 2010 

Chancellor wrote Engines of Innovation with Buck Goldstein - thought leader on the unique role of universities in 

addressing the worlds most pressing proble[t~s 

Innovalion Roadmap & 2 yeai piogress repoF[ on Website 

Carolina has always been sfrong on public service, now applying that value sef to innovafive outputs 



War Water Poverty Environment 

The World is in Need 

What is the role of Carolina - as a major research university - in 

helping solve some of the most pressing problems of our time? 



Carolina’s To-do List 

Committed to helping solve some of the 
most pressing problems of our time. 

Cure diseases, get those cures to all the people who need them 

Find and invent clean energy. 

Feed seven billion people. 

Inspire and prepare students in our schools. 

Promote widespread prosperity. 

Describe the world, and replace conflict with understanding 



Universities do research really v;ell basic iesearch & undeigraduate teaching is the name of the game. 

Translation usually in the form of teaching, publishing, disseminating to peers 

Innovation is new kind of translation outpuls - we’re already doil~g it 



Priorities 

Deliver more innovations 

(unique, valuable implemented) 

FOCL~S 0~~ oL~tcomes 

Collaborate and connect 

Have greater positive impact 



The ~ovatio~ Process 



Three Tr~ns~tiona~ ~ethods 

Persuade: Based on research, faculty 
translate their work to audiences beyond 
the academic realm. 

Prepare: Students with l-shaped skills. 

Create: Ventures to move ideas to impact. 



intentional 
culture of innovation 
What it takes to strengthen an 

Vision + resources + processes 

Connected and collaborative 

Diversity and talen[ fron around the world 





nnovaorsThdvea Caro na 
AIDS breakthroughs ...... stopping transmission 

Game.changer ..... concussion expert & the NFL 

Ending hunger ...... Nourish International 

Poverty & environmental degradation in Ghana - 
ABAN 

Quintilles, iContact, Spectraforce, Cree, Inspire, 
Liquidity, Bandwidth, Cell Microsystems, Epic 
Games 



Faculty/Staff Innovators & Entrepreneurs 
Develop an ent~-ep~e~eurial Tlindset -- elasses workshops, 
(x)mpetitions events 

Launch a startup - Offce of l~clY[o ogy lransfe~- Carolina 
Kicksta[t, LAUNCH the Ventu~’e, Ca~’(:flina Cha]]er~ge, Campus Y 
CUBE, B ackstone Ent~’ep~-e~eu~’s Network, Launch Chapel ~..4il, 
Genome Building Wet Labs and Office Space 

Meet othe~s who can hep them - Ent~epreneurs.. [...Residence 
students, alumn}, Emerg}r~g Company Showcase ange}s and 
VCe ........... 



Student Innovators & Entrepreneurs 
Recruit entreprene~Jda} st~Jdents 

Develop ar~ er~trep[e[~e~’ial mindset - classes, wor’kshops, 
competilions events 

L.aunch a star[up ..... LAUNCH [he Ve~[ure~ Car’olina Cha enge 
Campus Y CL.~BE Social ~s~sovation Incubator Minor in 

Network, Launcls Chapel Hill 

Meet other sttade~t entrepreneurs - Global Entreprene~.~rship 
Week, Net Impact Club Carolina Creates, TEDxUNC, and 
numerous events~ meet..ups, a~d lectu~-es           i~ ............. 



Classes & 
Programs 



The urfiversity knows how to do this pail. The values, resources, and processes are aligned 



Incubators & Accelerators 



Connecting & Events 
~ Cross campus themes 
~ Innovation Seminars 
* Pitch Contests and Challenges 
~ Speaker se~ies 

We cannot s#engthen an intenfJonal culture of innovation if all we do is talk about high ideals and say we want this to 

happen. We must have cladty and alignment between how we allocate resources And, we ~’nust exa~’nine our s~ructures, 

rules, and methods to ensure that [hey too are aligned. 





1 The university is good at ideation We have p~ocesses and resources to support it 

2 The university does know how to translate ideas: Faculty teach students, publish to ~he academic community, and 

occasionally move their ideas into pracl~cal Pe[~eti[ [or socie[y There are processes and resources ts support this 

3. The unive~sit¥ is less familiar with this part of the process. We must strengthen the ~esources and processes in push 

ideas through the process to have greater impacl 















We cannot strengthen an inlentJonal cullure of innovalion if all we do is talk aboul high ideals and say we ~;ant this to 

happen. We must have cladty and alignment between how we allocate resources And, we must examine our slructures, 

rules, and methods to ensure that [hey too are aligned. 



Jud t~ Cone 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 

Judith.cone@un¢.edu 

We cannot strengthen an inlenflonal cullure of innovalion if all we do is talk aboul high ideals and say we ~;ant this to 

happen. We must have cladty and alignment between how we allocate resources And, we r~ust exar~ine our slructures, 

rules, and methods to ensure that [hey too are aligned. 
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Collaborative Comm tree for Organizing Again~ Ra~srn (Nov 1 2) 

We have to be clear, strong and in an alliance of mutual support and common purpose if we are 
to make headway against entrenched systems of power. 

Here’s how you can stay connected to the analysis and principles presented in the REI 

workshop and to others engaged in the same pursui[ 

Review your workbook. It revisits workshop principles and offers supplementary 
material and a great bibliography. 

Keep coming to workshops. In the future you may register at no cost, 

:~. Join a racial equity collective for on going joint reflection, study, analysis and action, 

Folks in CH and Durham are invited to stay connected through participation in our local 

Organizing Against Racism (OAR} network. 

4. Become a member of OAR Alliance. While everyone in the network will receive notices 

about workshops and other relevant events, members of OAR Alliance commit to 

regular meetings and repeated workshop attendance to deepen healing, understanding, 
clarity, trust, and resolve to work for institutional and cultural equity. 

5. Participate in OAR rac~a~ affi~Ry caucuses. Caucuses provide a safe settin8 to reflect on 
the different ways we have been conditioned by racism, as People of Color and white 

people, and how racism remains ~nternalized within each of us. (Review workbook 
sections on internelized racism). We need to be able to dialogue, to tell the truth about 

ourselves, and to heal so that we can strengthen our individual and collective voice. 

@nc.rr.corn} 

IListservs (OAR Network, OAR Alliance, POC caucus, White caucus) 

OAR Website: www.OARNC.org (full of info and resources) 

OAR Facebook: htt£,/!t[aylJd~corrv’oARg~lcebook levents and on [[ne articjes) 

OAR MeetUp: http://www.meetup,com/Organizin8 Against Racism/ (announces all mtgs/events} 

RadaJ Equity institute Website= http://rei.racialequityinstitute.org (learn more about REI) 



Collaborative Comm tree for Organizing Agai~ Radsm (Nov 1 2) 
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To= St oman, Deborah L 





CSBC Exec TeBm, 

v 















I i 

Heather A. Williams. Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel HiE NC 27599 3195 

Phone: (919) 962 2381 

ilelp Me 70 I-~nd My People 

SelfZ l aught 
http:fiuncpress Linc edu/books/11722.html 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
Summit 

Yes, we need to talk 
Jan 

Jan Boldll 
Chair of rite FacubI" 
Director. Pmx Center for Etbics 
Master Leclurer, Dcpamnenl of PhilosophI 
U niversiti" of Norfll CaroIiim at Clmpel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobil¢ Phone: 

Michel De Monlaign¢ 

Frmn: Stm~nan, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursda), November 14, 2013 8:02 PM 
To: Boldll 
Subj ecl: RE: Field HockW 

Hi Jan Sort5 for the delay See attached From), I am plamfing m) Sport Alml?tics Sumnfit [l~MW 2014 too 

The UNC Smmnil concept is good I don’t see fl~e "Wow!" fllougk Perhaps, tbe big ~mme speakers will take care of that tbough ) 

Let’s cbat 

DebombL SIroman, PhD CLU 
Engage Explore Elnpower 

9198430336 

;’Nodling willeverbe al/emplcdifallpossible o~¢clionsmusl fi~lbe overcome" 

~ SamuelJolmson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail m¢ssag¢, including allachmenls, if any, is intended only for Ihe -person or enldy to 
which i[ is addressed and may conlain confidenlial and/or privileged lnalerial AnI ---unaulllorized review, use. disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not tbe intmlded recipient, please contact tbe sender by mpl? e-nmil and destroy all copies oftbe 
original message 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 

S¢nl: W¢dn¢sday, Oclob¢r 23, 2013 10:09 AM 
To: Slroman, Deborah L 
Sul~iect: RE: Field Hocke? 

I was about to einail you when I saw tbis So I mn ai~acldng a draft of our plamted U SADAJUN C Smmnil Your conmtents would be 



Jan 

..... O~iginal Message ..... 
Frmn: Stmlnan, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday October 23, 2013 8:37 AM 
To: Boxil[. Jan 
Sul~iect: Field Hocks" 

Hi Jan FYI- I ant rite 
Guest Coach for Field Hockey today 

Dcbby 

DLS front m~" iPltm~e 

















http:llwvf,~.kenan-flagler unc.eduikenan-institute 

Research Project Title 
Research Analyst: Cynthia Reifsnider with 

Date: March 27, 2013 

Global and National Events in Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

21 events are currently selected to follow. Additional alerts are being created to monitor for 
outliers and newcomers 

Austin’s Trade show, SXSW (South by Southwest) ~nteractive, Held Annually in March. 

Retrieved 3/12/2013. http://sxsw.comiinteractive. 

http:l/admin collegepublisher com/preview/mobile12 3382!2.341811 2189966 

Abstract: From a 2010 Daily Texas aCdcle: "Through the years, SXSW has had an array of 

celebrities give the conferences’ keynote speeches This yeaCs interactive conference will 

include a keynote interview with Evan Williams, CEO and founder of social-networking site 

Twitter -- which he launched at SXSW interactive in 2007 -- and soul singer-songwriter 

Smokey Robinson will speak at the music conference Black [the event’s founder] said the 

music and film events have grown substantially since the festival’s inception, but the most 

interesting and profound grov,~h has been with SXSW interactive, which showcases online 

innovations and video games from Friday to Tuesday ’interactive, in the last three years or 

so, has probably been the biggest of its kind in the world,’ Black said." 

2013 Exhibitors Included: IBM Dun & Bradstreet, Knight Foundation, University 

of Michigan School of Information, and hundreds of others. 



Coming Soon to San Francisco: Launch Festival 2013, March 4th-March 6th, 2013. 

Retrieved 2/28/2013. http://startupreport.com/content2cominc~-soon-san-francisco-launch- 

festival-2013, http:i/festival launch co! 

Descriptors: Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events; Innovation: Startups 

Abstract: "The 6th annual LAUNCH Festival is coming up in San Francisco from March 4th 

- 6th Be a part of the largest live audience in technology, watch the next Dropbox, Yammer 

or Mint launch on stage, and learn about building great startups." 

"Angels, accelerators and VCs invested $1.4M in companies from LAUNCH FESTIVAL 

2012. We expect to have $2M available this time! Our Grand Jury of seasoned investors 

and top journalists will observe all the main-stage action and choose our winners, while our 

judges will sit on stage and give instant feedback on every demo." 

Keynote this year includes Chamath Palihapitiya, Managing Partner of The Social+Capital 

Partnership 

the Economist Hosts the Fourth Annual ~deas Economy: ~nnovation Forum, March 281h, 

2013 in Berkeley, CA. Retrieved 3/14/2013. http://wvecv.economist.com!events- 

conferences/americas/innovation-2013 

Descriptors: innovation; innovation events; Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events; 

Globalization 

Abstract: "The Economist’s fourth annual Ideas Economy: Innovation Forum will explore the 

fundamental technological shifts redefining business in the twenty-first century. As the 

digitisation of manufacturing is launching the world into a "third industrial revolution", 24/7 

connectivity and social networking is facilitating a global innovation revolution arguably 

more profound than any in the last two centuries The spread of frugal innovation practices 

offers new opportunities for the rich world to learn from the developing world." 

"Designed for C-level and senior executives responsible for innovation, information, 

{PAGE ~MERGEFORMAT} 



technology, strategy, and marketing who are charged with driving innovation and new 

product development--across industries and sectors. Together with The Econemist’s 

editors and featured guests, all will participate in a full day of stimulating, interactive 

discussion and debate, with a practical focus on business issues in the broader context of 

large-scale, global trends" 

Emlyon Bueiaee School to Host BCERC Conference, June 5th-JuaeSth, 2013. Retrieved 

3/14/2013 http://www.babson edu/Academics!centersiblank- 

centerlbcerc/Pagesihome.aspx, http:!h~vw.em- 

I¥on comiminisiteen/Evenementiel!BCERC-20131About-BCERC 

Descriptors: Globalization; Entrepreneurial events; Entrepreneurship; Innovation events; 

Innovation 

Abstract: "Founded by Babson College in 1981, Babson College Entrepreneurship 

Research Conference is considered by many to be the premier entrepreneurship research 

conference in the world" 

"Frontiers of Entrepreneurship Research papers contain the proceedings of the conference 

and are the most comprehensive collection of empirical research papers on 

entrepreneurship The Entrepreneurial Research Conference was established to provide a 

dynamic venue where academics and real-world practitioners, through spirited dialogue, 

could link theory and practice Each year, the Conference attracts more than 350 

entrepreneurial scholars who come to hear the presentation of more than 220 papers." 

Enterprise Center to Host Technology Transfer Conference April 17. Retrieved 1/23/2013 

http:l/vcww.chattanooqan comi2013/1/16/242377!Enterprise-Center-To-Host- 

Technoloqy.aspx http:/Ichattanoogatechnoloqvcouncil orglproqramsicapital-connection/ 

Descriptors: Technology transfer; Regional innovation; Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial 

events 
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Abstract: "The Enterprise Center announced that it will host the sixth-annual Technology 

Transfer Conference at the Chattanooga Convention Center on Wednesday April 17. 

’Technology and entrepreneurship are transforming our region,’ said Wayne Cropp, 

president and CEO of The Enterprise Center. ’The conference is about continuing to 

nurture an entrepreneurial ecosystem in Chattanooga and build on the existing excitement 

about opportunities in the area’" 

"... Last year’s conference had more than 300 attendees from around the country, including 

participants from Washington, New Mexico, North Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee." 

Fast Company Magazine to Host innovation Unceneored Entrepreneurehip Conference 

on April 23, 2013 in New York, NY. Retrieved 2/28/2013. 

http://nv.innovationuncensored.com/. 

Descriptors: Innovation: Entrepreneurship; Innovation events: Entrepreneurial events 

Abstract: "Surprising stats, smart techniques, best practices, true confessions--it’s not just 

the nuts and bolts of business; it’s the heart and soul And that’s what makes this event 

different. It’s a two-day master class from the world’s most innovative companies." 

"The event content is aimed toward anyone who thinks of themselves as an innovative 

business leader in fields as various as technology, design, marketing, entertainment, 

venture capitalism, energy, infrastructure, non-profits and branding." 

"Past Attendees Have Included: Airbnb, Andreessen Horowitz, Cirque du Soleil, Cisco, 

CNN, Disney, Eli Lilly, Expert Labs, Foursquare, FX Net,~’orks, GE, Hertz, Humanscale, 

IDEO, Jawbone, JetBlue, Kraft, Leo Burnett, Microsoft, NBA, NBC, Nike, Nokia, Path, 

PepsiCo RIM. Rockwell Group, Sanofi-Aventis StudentsFirst. Stanford University, 

Sportvision, Starbucks, Twitter, Walmart Wieden+Kennedy, YouTube, and Zynga" 

Federal Laboratory Consortium’e Annual Meeting. Retrieved 3/13/2013. 

https://meetin~ federallabs.orq/ 
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Descriptors: innovation; Entrepreneurial events; Entrepreneurship: innovation events: 

United States innovation 

Abstract: "The Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer (FLC) is the 

nationwide network of federal laboratories that provides the forum to develop strategies and 

opportunities for linking laboratory mission technologies and expertise with the 

marketplace." 

Over 500 people attended the 2012 meeting of the FLC in Pittsburgh. Though the 2013 

meeting was canceled due to Federal Government cuts, the event has been well attended 

in the past, which warrants monitoring for next yeaCs event. 

The meeting offers workshops and talks on major issues associated with technology 

transfer and partnerships. 

Globa~ Entrepreneursbip Monitor’s Annual Assessment of Global Entrepreneurship 

Activity. Retrieved 3/12/2013. http://;~.clemconsortium.orcl/docs/cat/1/~lobal-reports. 

http:I/~,cww.~emconsortium orqlVVhat-is-GEM 

Descriptors: Entrepreneurship; Innovation Globalization 

Abstract: "The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) project is an annual assessment of 

the entrepreneurial activity, aspirations and attitudes of individuals across a wide range of 

countries. Initiated in 1999 as a partnership between London Business School and Babson 

College, the first study covered 10 countries; since then nearly 100 ’National Teams’ from 

every corner of the globe have participated in the project, which continues to grow annually 

- in 2011, the project had an estimated global budget of nearly USD $9 million" 

"GEM explores the role of entrepreneurship in national economic growth unveiling detailed 

national features and characteristics associated with entrepreneurial activity. The data 

collected is ’harmonized’ by a central team of experts, guaranteeing its quality and 
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facilitating cross-national comparisons" 

The annual reports through 2012 are available at the following URL. 

Kauffman Foundation to Host Fourth Entrepreneurial and Innovation Conference June 

10th-June 1 lth, 2013= Retrieved 2/28/2013 http:!!sites kauffman.org/efic/overview cfm 

Descriptors: Finance: Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events: United States innovation 

Abstract: "Following the success of the first three EFIC conferences, we will be organizing 

the third EFIC on June 10 and 11 in at the International Business School of Brandeis 

University. The aim of this conference is to bring to the forefront issues related to the 

financing of entrepreneurial firms, and to explore various instdutional, legal, and financial 

sector developments that affect the creation of such firms, their rate of success, the 

dynamism of incumbent firms, and their contribution to economic development." 

Kauffman Foundation’s Annual State of Entrepreneurship Address. Retrieved 3/13/2013. 

http://vcww.kauffman orq!research-and-policyi2013-state-of-entrepreneurship-address- 

financin,q-entrepreneurial-,qro~th aspx 

http://www.kauffman.or~iuploadedFiles/DownLoadableResources/SOE%20Report 2013pd 

fpdf 

Descriptors: Innovation; Innovation events; Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events 

Abstract: "Financing entrepreneurship in the United States is a growing priority for a nation 

working to strengthen its economy. 

The Kauffman Foundation addresses challenges and opportunities in financing new and 

young companies at its fourth annual State of Entrepreneurship Address at the National 

Press Club in Washington 

Watch Kauffman President and CEO Tom McDonnell, SBA Administrator Karen Mills and 

U.S. Senator Jerry Moran present solutions to financing entrepreneurship to strengthen the 

nation’s economy/. 
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Fast fo~ard through a brief recorded break to hear a compelling panel of experts discuss 

financing entrepreneurs." 

This address is delivered annually The current, 2013, address is available in PDF format 

from the link provided. 

Milken Institute to Host Globa~ Conference April 28th-rnay 1, 2013. Retrieved 3/512013 

http://~cVW.dlobalcon feren ce.o rq/. 

Descriptors: Globalization; Entrepreneurial events; Entrepreneurship; Innovation events; 

Innovation 

Abstract: "The Milken Institute’s annual Global Conference brings together soma of the 

world’s leading thinkers for an intensiv~ insightful week that focuses on finding solutions to 

some of our toughest challenges. 

These high-powered CEOs, investors, innovators, policymakers, philanthropists, educators 

and scientists exchange ideas and challenge each other’s thinking in a sweeping and 

ambitious program that focuses on a wide range of topics -- from financial markets, 

economic development, energy, and global health to public policy, education, media and 

technology" 

"Now in its 16th year, the Global Conference annually attracts 3,000 leaders in business, 

finance, government, public policy, academia, philanthropy, law, science, news media and 

more" 

Rio De Janeiro to Host Globa~ Eatrepreneurship Conference, March 18th-March 2let, 

2013. Retrieved 3/12/2013 http:I/,qec2013.com/en 

Abstract: "The Global Entrepreneurship Congress is an inter-disciplinary gathering of 

startup champions from around the world--where entrepreneurs, investors, researchers, 

thought leaders and policymekers work together to help bring ideas to life, drive economic 

growth and expand human welfare 
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The 2013 Congress takes place from March 18 - 21. 2013, in Rio de Janeiro. Brazil with 

core sessions taking place at the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon and fringe events held 

throughout Rio 

Over the past four years the Congress has contributed to the expansion of a global 

entrepreneurial ecosystem, connecting experts and entrepreneurs across borders and 

sectors to unleash their ideas and transform innovation into reality." 

Event Sponsors Include: The Kauffman Foundation, Endeavor Brasil 

Santa Clara to Host TiECon, may 17th=May18th, 2013. Retrieved 3/12/2013. http:L/tiecon.orq/ 

Descriptors: Innovation; Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events; Innovation events; 

Globalization 

Abstract: "TiEcon 2013 is guaranteed to mesmerize with the hottest topics delivered by 

brilliant experts." 

"The TiEcon Expo focuses on fostering entrepreneurship and showcasing innovative 

companies. Attend to learn about leading edge products and services, or join as an 

exhibitor The Expo features start-ups, research labs, universities, technology corporations 

and country pavilions that will expand your horizons with breakthrough products and 

services." 

"The TiEcon expo is the ideal platform for startups looking for funding opportunities, as well 

services companies such as law and accounting firms that cater to the entrepreneur. 

Academic organizations and regional government bodies that are invested in our indush’y 

sectors also find our Expo to be an invaluable networking opportunity." 

Past Sponsors Have Included: SAP, Ernst & Young, Fujitsu, Google, and others. 

Skoll Wodd Forum, April 10th-April 12th, 2013 in Oxford, United Kingdom. Retrieved 

2/28/2013 http://skollworldforum orqi 
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Descriptors: Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events; Globalization; Innovation events 

Abstract: "The Skoll World Forum on Social Entrepreneurship is the premier international 

platform for advancing entrepreneurial approaches and solutions to the world’s most 

pressing problems. Our mission is to accelerate the impact of the world’s leading social 

entrepreneurs by uniting them with essential partners in a collaborative pursuit of learning, 

leverage and large-scale social change. 

Co-produced by the Skoll Foundation and the Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at 

the Sa~d Business School, the Forum shines a spotlight on best practices, new innovations 

and connecting leaders to one another to further global social progress. Forum delegates 

represent nearly 65 countries and participate in a range of interactive events in inspiring 

Oxford locations. We provide a unique platform for delegates to openly share, collaborate, 

innovate and ultimately, advance social entrepreneurship." 

Social Innovation Summit 2013, may 30th, 2013 at the United Nations in New York, NY. 

Retrieved 2/28/2013. http://~/.eisever,twhere com/ehome/53222. 

Descriptors: Innovation; Entrepreneurship; Entrepreneurial events: Globalization 

Abstract: "The Social Innovation Summit is a private, invitation-only forum that explores 

"What’s Next?" in the world of Social Innovation. Taking place at the United Nations and 

Silicon Valley, the summit connects and inspires a global network of leaders to discuss the 

key strategies and business innovations creating social transformation across the 

corporate, investment, government, and non-profit sectors. Participants include hundreds 

of top Fortune 500 Corporate Executives, Venture Capitalists, Government Leaders, 

Foundation Heads and Social Entrepreneurs eager to discuss global challenges, analyze 

innovative approaches for problem-solving, and build lasting partnerships that enable them 

and their organizations to maximize social impact" 
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"Confirmed and invited Attendees Include: American Express Apple Cisco .Columbia 

University... Ford Foundation...Scientists Without 8orders" and many others. 

TechConnect World Summit & Innovation Showcase, May12th-May16th, 2013. Retrieved 

3/13/2013. http://www.techconnectworld.com,~Vodd2013/. 

Descriptors: Innovation events; Innovation; GIobalization; Entrepreneurship; 

Entrepreneurial events 

Abstract: "The TechConnect World is the world’s largest multi-disciplinary multi-sector 

conference and marketplace of vetted innovations, innovators and technology business 

developers and funders The TechConnect Wodd houses four world-class technical events 

focused on advancements in Nanotech, Microtech, Biotech, Cleantech and the technology 

overlap between these converging domains. As technologies commercially mature from the 

purely research stage, they are advanced into the TechConnect Summit and partnering 

programs in which IP and Early-stage companies are reviewed and selected by our board 

of corporate and investment partners Through our events and strategic partners, 

TechConnect increases the innovation pipeline, helps partners find new licensing and 

business opportunities, and matches corporate and investment partners to top vetted 

technologies from around the world" 

"Attendees include, but are not exclusive to: Mid-to-large size companies (research and 

business development executives), federal and international government agencies, 

professional services firms, venture capitalists, university TTOs or TLOs, federal 

laboratories, sta~-up companies, and investment banking firms. Last year’s attendees 

represented companies and organizations from North America, South America. Europe, 

Asia, and Australia." 

"The three-day program will include IP and Venture Presentations, Networking Receptions, 

Marketplace Expo Hall, and Corporate Partnering Presentations, which include executives 
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discussing with attendees their company’s technology and investment areas of interest 

Corporations that plan to present their technology needs at the 2013 TechConnect World 

include: BASF, BP, DOW, Honda, HP, IBM, Medtronic, Merck, Lockheed MaRin, 

Panasonic, Samsung, Shell, Siemens and many more." 

U.S. Chamber of Commerce to Host America’s Small Business Summit, April 29-may 1, 

2013. Retrieved 3/12/2013. http/iw~v uschambersun)~nit, com/. 

Descriptors: Entrepreneurial events; Entrepreneurship; United States innovation 

Abstract: "The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s annual event--America’s Small Business 

Summit-- empowers you to make a big impact By uniting with small business owners, 

managers, and entrepreneurs from across the country you will have the opportunity to 

learn, network, and discuss common legislative and management concerns. 

The event will allow you to access the experience and perspective of hundreds of small 

business owners facing the same challenges you face and get the tools, strategies, and 

best practices to compete successfully in today’s rapidly changing business environment 

You will boost your impact with ideas from successful entrepreneurs, corporate leaders, top 

caliber keynoters, and chamber executives." 

Keynote speakers ~,vill include Steve Forbes, Barbara Corcoran, Paul LePage, and others 

University of Virginia’s Darden School of Business to Host Entrepreneurship & 

innovation Research Conference, may 9th=Mayl0th, 2013. Retrieved 3/13/2013. 

http:l/conference darden, virqinia eduldeirci 

Descriptors: Entrepreneurial events; Entrepreneurship; Innovation events; Innovation; 

Globalization 

Abstract: "The Darden School of Business and the Judge Business School are hosting the 

2013 entrepreneurship and innovation research conference. The 2013 event marks a new 

evolution from previous conferences hosted at Darden The upcoming conference is co- 
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sponsored by The University of Cambridge’s Judge Business School along with the 

founding host, Darden’s Batten Institute for entrepreneurship and innovation at the 

University of Virginia. This partnership will generate scholarly collaborations across regions 

and academic communities." 

100 leading scholars from around the world to discuss a wide range of topics of critical 

interest to researchers and business practitioners. The 2013 event will be jointly sponsored 

by Darden and Cambridge University’s Judge Business School The two-day conference 

will draw a diverse mix of presenters and discussants, from seasoned scholars to doctoral 

students, and promises to provide a vigorous and lively discussion about current research 

in the fields of entrepreneurship and innovation. The conference committee also extends an 

invitation to interested scholars to attend the conference regardless of ability to submit a 

paper." 

VU Amsterdam University to Host University-industry Interaction Conference may 28th- 

may 29th, 2013, Retrieved 3/14/2013 http:i/~wvw university-indush~ comi 

Descriptors: Innovation; Entrepreneurship; innovation events; Entrepreneurial events; 

GIobalization 

Abstract: "The Universd’yqndustry Interaction Conference is the premier event for 

professionals dedicated to improving the interaction between Higher Education Institutions 

and Industry, and discovering new approaches for collaborative innovation The conference 

provides a platform for collaboration and discussion amongst academics and professionals 

from industry More than a dozen different organisations are contributing to the conference 

through participation in discussion panels, workshop organisation or hosting a track 

session 
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Join over 220 participants and engage in rich dialogues with researchers, lecturers, 

technology transfer professionals, industry representatives, entrepreneurs and policy 

makers over two days full of discussions, workshops, presentations, networking and idea 

sharing. Learn about the latest research results through presentations from leading experts 

on University-lndustt’y Interaction, discuss the current status of entrepreneurial universities 

and their environment and the way to move fo~,’ard and have a drink with your newfound 

contact during the champagne reception." 

Sponsors include: Science Marketing, Technology Transfer Tactics, and Strategiize 

Wichita State to Hoet Annual GCEC Conference, October 3rd-October 6th, 2013. Retrieved 

3/1212013 http://vwvw.globalentrepreneurshipconsortium.or.q/index cfm. 

Descriptors: Globalization; Entrepreneurial events; Entrepreneurship; Innovation; 

Abstract: "The Global Consortium of Entrepreneurship Centers (GCEC), formedy the 

National Consortium of Entrepreneurship Centers (NCEC), was founded in 1996 The intent 

of the organization is to provide a coordinated vehicle through which participating members 

can collaborate and communicate on the specific issues and challenges confronting 

university-based entrepreneurship centers. 

The GCEC current membership totals 200+ university-based entrepreneurship centers 

ranging in age from well established and nationally ranked to new and emerging centers 

Each year a global conference is held on the campus of an GCEC member school." 

Event Sponsors Include: The Kauffman Foundation, NASDAQ, and others 

World Economic Forum Annua~ Meeting Report= Retrieved 3/14/2013 

http://www.weforum orq/reports/wodd=economic-forum-annual=meeting-2013=report 

Descriptors: Entrepreneurship; Globalization 

Abstract: The annual World Economic Forum Report details the income, industrial, and 
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technological pulse of the world. The repor~ provides link to other World Economic Forum 

documents detailing the status of the industrial, technological, and fiscal sectors of the 

world While not directly related to technology, the report is a useful resource for 

entrepreneurs who wish to take stock of the global economic and industrial climate. The 

report is published annually in February following the January meeting of the World 

Economic Forum in Devos. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Thursday, November 2 I, 2013 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

USADA;Phil 266 

Hi, 
Thanks for calling tonight to catch up on things First I had Honors add to my class, so he is good 
Thanks also for help on the USADA summit I want a title that will make people want to come--something that 
asks a question which people will say, "I have something to say about that" or "I would like to know more 
aboutthat" or "It’s about time someone talked about tha " So a provocaive question is what I want that 
captures the idea that we need to get intercollegiate sports right because of its incredible impact on education, 
youth sports, and American culture! Does this make sense? 

As I was writing this, I thought of"Who’s on First: Academics or Athletics?" or "The Impact of intercollegiate 
sports on education, youth sports, and American culture--why we must get them right" 
or "Intercollegiate Sports: Get them Right" 

THANKS so much I so value your friendship 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihc Facully 
Directol; Pan Center for Ethics 

" Nothin9 is so firmly believed as what we least know. 
Michel De Montaiqne 









RE ARG agenda 12/12113 

limited anlJt,~Jst exemption for a radica ly restructured NCAA I have attached a 1000 word op nion piece to explain ho~; we arlived at this pont 
ha,’e also attached a dlaft of the actua CAP Ac: and a one page diagram summadz ng the bil. 





All. 

I have put the final exam papers ill D opSox with a sel~arate folder tor each section. We are ollly missin~ one exam (BiKer in I o,X,~y 



I wil put th e grading key in th e drop box later today (almost finished) 

* htt#:/iwww uric edu/,~ifstewsr/ 





Bay 















Thanks, 



















C[ apel Hill, NC 27515 

9t£ 962 8200 (phone) 

919 962 7490 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
Game Thursday 

Hi Debby, 
Hope you are having a good break 

Would you mind doing Thursday’s game? 

Thanks, 
Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, Janual7 I, 2014 9:56 PM 

Salyer, Shenay L <salyer@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med unc edu> 

RE: article 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

Thanks for sending this I did see this--pretty revealing I talk about this in my class as it is an interesting 
result/setback of Title IX I know from early research that when the NCAA ousted/usurped MAW, women were 
left behind, as there could be only one Athletic Director, and they were all men Further when money became 
involved, men became interested in coaching women’s sports, as the article indicates Anecdotally I can say that 
when I was coaching, whenever there was a coaching change, it was always fi-om a woman to a man Now not 
that women weren’t offered--they were, but they were offered MUCH less money and required to coach another 
sport! So the AD could always say,"We ofi’ered it to a woman, but she turned us down" This didn’t just happen 
in my case, but in EVERY basketball coaching change in the Sunshine State conference in the early/mid 80s 
[and in most volleyball] And in every case, a male was ofi’ered with a good $$ connact and only coaching the 
one sport! I wrote about this in an early publication, "Title IX and Gender Equity" 

However, it isn’t just male ADs There are other perception issues held by both men and women-- perceptions 
that still exist today! 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of file Faculty 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 8:34 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, Jan; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: article 

Maybe you saw this. Happy New Year! 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/2013/12/18/christine brennan women college coaches/4118067/ 

Sherry Salyer, Ed,D, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Depsrtment of Exercise and Sport Sdence 



Fail 203.3 Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:3.5 

Wednesdays 1:15-3:00 







UNC-¢hapel Hill’s Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 2010 Summer Staff Retreat 

Oates: Monday~ July 26 and Tuesda¥~ July 27~ 2O~tO 

AGENDA 

Location: Graham Memoria~ Room 100 (Fireside Lounge) 

Goals: 

o Process what has gone well for OPA In the last three years 

o Focus on OPA’s goals for the next 5 vears (2010-2015) 

o Human Patterns 

9:00 a.m. 

20:00 

12:30 p,m, 

1:30 p.m. 

Welcome 

Ground Rules 

Overview of Goals for the Day 

Lessons Leariled from 2007-201,0 

What has gone weft? 

Process aed Reflection: 

What witl you take from 2007-20&0 into 20:~0-20].1 and why? 

I low does this fit in with the current mission and vis;on of OPA? 

The logic Model 

Internal (leside OPA) and ex[e[nel (outside OPA) short.term and Ion£,-term 8oats for 

2010-11. 

Strategies for dealing with chan~e in Vice Chancellor leadership. 

Lunch/down time 

4:00 p.m, End of Day Exercise 

Reflection 



AGENDA 

9:00 

10:00 a,m, 

I~;00 noon 

Postdocs at UNC-Chapel Hill: The Big{,,er Picture 

Overview of Go~is for the 

Te~m B~lildin~ Activity with OPA staff, postdoc teade~ ~nd ~o, ulty advlse~ 

Current Challenges 
l-or Op,4 

Fur postdocs 

For,faculty mentors 

For UNC-L’hopel ttgt 

Working [nnch: Conversation about Roles and Relationships 

Posldoc Advisory Board 

Postdor. Associotion 

1:30 p,m, Relationship between the Postdoc Entities: Strengthening Peer Leadership and Relations 

What is the role of the Postdoc Advisory Board? 

p.m. Office of Postdoctoral Affairs Ending Activity/Reflections 

Only staff.iron10PA to l~’rop up retreat ~nd toke-~w~Ips 



OPA Staff Retreat 
~u|y 26-27,2010 

MONDAY, JULY 26 (capturing information on paper) 

Resource for other universities(J} 

Orientation (Yeh JP~) (J, 

~ We partaker/collaborate with others 

£ostdocs have more of 

National ~eaders in field 

Large Post-it Sheets 

Vision Statement (Draft~; 

OPA fosters success among postdocs today that will euhance t heir professional endeavors tomorrow 



Staff Retreat -July 2010 

Independent thinking 

Collaborative relationships/interdlsclplina~ collaboratians 

New "ownership" by tbis OPA team/staff 

Iti~hli~h~ ahove areas back to vision/"brand" (branding) 

There are a lot of POLIT[CS. 

May see results if OPA stays the course and f rids other avenues to pursue the goal. 

Time: patim~t graup and are effective at allowing time to psss bu~ still pursue the goal. 

Clear on what is acceptable. 

OPA uncovered disc~epm~c~es bic postdocs across universi~ & university compattrnentalized. 

This ~roup has strong sklll set of being Intuitive--we can read the terrain ~ assess what it means 

for OPA. 

Persis~e~)ce pays off 

Creative problem.solving needed & works 

Knowing what to let go of~what ~s doable 

Good at tl~e bottom [i~)e easy to work with but know when ~o walk away 
Thel~e songs to motlvate and 

SAT 8ood at making connections a~)d building acN, ocates for OPA--key relationship--actual$y, all 

ef staff does this 

Havlng fun--seeing the humor 

Don’t take it personally (cm~ be hard) 

OPA iA committed and dedicated 



Staff IRetreat - JuIv 2010 

TUESDAY~ JULY 27 

Postdoc Association:.(laree post-it sheet} 
PAl3 dissoSve 
[New positions] 

President (chair) 

VP (co-chair) or 2 co<hai~s 

Departmental Liaisons 

Social Chair 

2-3 reps [FAC, Health] 

Meet once per month [Health Science Library or Ifooker) [location important) 

Voting 

People who show up 

Bylaws (Moriah has drafted these) 

Adw)t’acy~ ) (voice of professional deveiopn3ent, speaker ideas} 

Information transmitter/conduit 
Social actlvlties--creatln~ community 

Advise OPA(programs, workshops} 

Suppozt OPA (orientation, ethics training} 

~ridays an Ihe Porch---more of a fec~s [every Friday} 

lnvte Chancellor & other leaders to ~ridays on the Porch [Provost, Vice Chancellors(s)} 

[Jane’s Notes-Tuesday} 

TUESDAY~ JULY 27 
Facilitator-Rhohda Sutton 
Attendees: OPA Staff, Charles Price, Daub Cyr, Stepher~ Fuchs, Jill Hurst, Javier Rlvera, Moriah Beck, 

Ayooia Aboyade-Cole, Jane Mettets 

]deas/mentodne: 

Create/compile a hirin6 packa{]e for mentors--send them assessments, core competendes, 
NSF/NIH mentorlng plan 

o discussing new guide!Inca from NSF and such--ways to be more ef[~ctive o~ g~ants, get 

postdocs fellowships, blend in other t hi~es {I,e, core competencies) 

o Doug suggests that we use things that faculty will actually be interested ~n (i.e. grant- 
writiag a~d $$} to provide an ave~]ue for us to i~sert discussions of core co ~pete~cies, 

and tie that in to [aculty’s ewe success so they’ll take a more active interest in the 

success of thek #ostdocs 
o Post meator p}an onfine--guidelin~s for reentering in proposals for grants to nab faculty 

attention 

More on me~tor]ag: send iaformatioR to department cl~airs, have them 8[~RouRce things at 

faculty meetings, SaM Centralized HR 
3 



Transferable Skills { Insid~ and Outside the Lab): Discuss{on on "develop and strensthen skills postdocs 

Core competendes: 

NPA has identified (s) skills that postdocs should develop (core competendes) 

o add to the Handbook 
Dora will have a workshop that discusses these ¢ompetendes-strate,~lcallv a~ter Orientation 

o mention the workshop/competendes at orientation to attract/infom~ new postdacs 

Strategies for Collaborations w! 

Hold a workshop for writing a su(;cessful postdoc fellowship 

Facility need to know what questions to ask/haw to hire the right postdoc {create aR FAQ sheet 

for faculty?) 

Mm~torin8 Workshops (collaboration with 

Workshop- Effective Search/It;tin8 for Postdocs 

Con)petitive Proposals- Post Trainln8 Plan for Mentorin8 an website { If trainees do well faculty 

do well ) 

Prol~rams for Jr Facu~ty: (Recrultlng Tool Postdocs ->Jr Faculty} 

Trackin8 Positions., Where are they now (side note) 

Departments have to keep track of postdocs on traininf~ grants for future applications 

PAB/PDA 
NAME CHANGE: PAB is r~o Ionser used -PDA with leadership roles 

How PDA relates to OPA: started out as clients, then bansition Into information conduits, 
leadership roles 

PDA lacks buyln from the r~st of the postdoc community 



o Put PDA on the orientation agenda, let them advertise for the next Friday on the Front 

o Have Kyle Crowder ~omlnate some postgo~s from CPC? 

OPA 

Hirlng/Orientation 

Orientation compIaint: postdocs would rather it happen ~oser to each individual’s hirin8 date-- 

they feel that some postdocs have to fissure things out rot themselves whe~ H~e Information 
given at orientation wo~]ld have ~a~ly helped them out, but they don’t receive it until a Jew 

months after they are hi~ed, 



Staff Retreat- July 20:i0 

Fatuity Support; 

Fact~lW Advisors (FA) can support OPA by helping develop relatiorlsllips wi[[~ o~her faculty, 



o "the uniform ,3oes~ft fit anymore" 

about mentoring) 

o ~hey probably already have mentoring resources for lunio~ faculty 

Action Items; 

Doug/Jill : Work on recruitment of deparb~enta[ liaisons for representation on PDA 
MaHah= ByLaws for PDA 

Modah= Draft letter for recommendation for HR justification 
Sibby: Revise Policies wit h Target ed Goats for Faculty A~vlsors { Expectations) 











Sent: 

To: 

Erianne Weight (Google Drive) <eweight@unc edu> 

Friday,                1:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
cgcooper@unc edu; Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara 
<spordaw@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, Lamj A <athgallo@unc edu>; Chalfin, Peter L 
<chalfin@emml unc edu>; BoxJll, Jm~ <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; 

@live unc edu>; @live unc edu> 

Pm~elists - Master List xlsx (dstro@unc edu) 

i’ve shared an item with you. 

~f~ Panelists Master Listxlsx 



Professors in (.’lass on T~me?" Check. 
At the U. of North Carolina, a culture of autonomy falls victim to one department’s no-show 
scandal 







2002 

2007 







I will defiNtely put on my calendar and forward to others 

@yahoo.corn 





Eric Douglass 

~entfcom my iPhone 

Apologies for any typos 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email unc edu> 

Monday,                 6:49 PM 

Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu> 

@live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; Popp, Nels 
<nelspopp@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <spordaw@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah 
L <dstro@unc edu>; Gallo, Jr, tanT A <athgallo@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JM BOXILL@email unc edu>;                         @live unc edu>; 

~live unc edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

RE: True Sport Panelists - Master List 

Pete 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, 1:13 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Cc: Popp, Nels; Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Chalfin, Peter L; 
Boxill, Jan; Cooper, Coyte 
Su~ect~ True Sport Panelists - Master List 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc? 

ke¥-0Agh TSTlp FFdGdDQVFFWXhWUWZreF9GMiJWcmRVMnc&usp-sharing 





Education Abroad D[ve,s[ty Workshop 

Tuesday, 

Fourth Foor, Goba Education Center 











Have a gneat day! 

The Universi:y of North Caro ina at Chapel Hill 







011 

On 

On 







h~tp:/~ldspor t.unc.edufindex.php/ 

h~tp:][kisport~unc.edu][nd~×~hp] 







Okav. Thanksi 

On 



Disney SpoRs Graduate Intern Positions Now Available 



Thanks and Have a Ma~ical Day! 

:lAngele Mire 





http://falk.syr eduiSportManagement/SPMAdv sors aspx 
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2 Enrolled Student At hletes Counts by Acadenl ¢ Plan and Sport xls 



> Ret~or ts by Acadenlic Plan: 

> Stud ents are counted as athletes onl,~ once, regardless of how many sports they a re activel,~ participat n~ n 

> Assistant Provost and U nivers[ty Resist ra r The University of North 



> Subie~t Re: Majors repot 



<Enrolled Student Athletss_Counts by Academic Plan and Sport.xls><Enrolled Students_Counts by Academic Plan.xls> 









Board Engagement 

Eoard 
Member 

DeLisa 
Alexander 
AgnesBeane 

Interests 

STAR, student engagement 

Eastern N C 
Economic Development 
Sport Entrepreneurship 

BI Con~ct 

PanlFriga 

Mark Li~le 

Debby 
Stroman 

Engagement Plan 

Feedback loop; identify Bobcat 
initiatives that parallel KI Sport; 

referral sot~rce 
+ 

NC Low Brent Collaborate with ECU/Stan Riggs 
Lane to support. NC Low project; asset 

mapping, national heritage 
designation, educational tourism 

Donald Sport Entreprenenrship Debby Feedhack loop; referral source 
Cogs~lle Stroman 

Donald Concierge/Entrepreneurship Cynthia I,ead the local EOY program whicb 
Dwight Reifsnider is all about gettit~g entrepreneurs 

recognized. Within that 
ason organization are fhcets focused on 

DoherD’ the social aspects of 
entrepreneurship and mentorit~g 
women entrepreneurs: 

Barbara Commercialization/ Mary Create a commercialization 
Entwisle Concierge Hapie( !andscape r~ap 

Student engagement Lingme~ i Work to involve students in the 
Howell reinvention of RTP 

Michael Eoncierge/LAUNCH Ted Zoller i Work to co-brand LAUNCH and 
Goodmon American Underground 
Wayne 
Holden 

Concierge/Entreprenenrship Cynthia November 26, I will meet with 

Reifsnider him to go over board materials 
and will inquire. 

Doberty 

Mary- 

Kel Landis Eastern NC Ecotlomic Mark I,ittle 
Deve!opment 
Student Engagement Lingmei 



Charles 
Merritt 

ConciergeiEntreprenenrship 

Howell 
Cynthia Education/workshops/seminars 
Reifsnider around BlankLean methodology 

Doher~, 
Advisor or mentor to student 

Partnersl~ips 

ConciergeiEntrepreneurship 

Joan $iefert 
Rose 

Cynthia 
Reifsnider 

DoherW 

Mary" 

Napier 

Mary 

Napier 
Cynthia 

offerings and new initiative to 
|JNC 
Assist in analysis of the patent and 
market data to tdenti~’ content 
and format that will be most 
belptul to innovators seeking VC 
funding 

Advisor or mentor to the teams 
Reifsnider 

Doherty 
Eric Toone ConciergeiEntreprenettrship Cynthia i I-corp 

Reil~nider 
Concierge on Duke campus 

Doherty 

Mm3~ 
Napier 

Concierge/Entrepreneurship 

Mary 

Steve Regional Partnerships Joseph 

Ne!son Capita! Financ!ng DeS!mone 
Marc Paul S trategic P!ann!ng Pau! Fr!ga 
Keith Pigues Sport Entrepreneurship Debby 

Stroman 
Karen Popp Sport Entrepreneurship Debby Feedback loop; referral source; 

Strort~an Sp!EAs co!!aborator 
Thomas ConciergeiEntrepreneurship Ted Zoller Find ways to partner with 
Ruhe Rauffman to bring educational 



CV.pdf 







@drstroman 



Sign Up for the UNCAA Field Experience 

(sakai) ............................. ................................ 









Date to be announced soon! 

~ !I~Q~I~!~! to download one today~ Applications are 

due             NO EXCEPTIONS. 



2S cares :: $5 

~unc.edu) 



Carolina £1umni in Sport Project, Each one Beach one 

: COqt let: ~@unc,edu} or 



Carolina 
Hurricanes 
Game 

Friday, 

Get your tickets NOW!! 





The Club is successful° 



Entrepreneurship 

Sales and Marketing 

Community Relations 

Finance/Economics 

Analytics 





C ra~aS~ortB 

@CSBC 





atat 





LEADERSHIP APPLICATION 

The Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) is now taking applicalions lbr next year’s 
execud~,e board team. The positions are as follows: 



Take pictures at aH dub meetings (use professional camera or camera phone) 

Worl< closely w[th Senior VP of Website Management to post c ub pictures on our webs[te 

Work closely with CBO of Internal Operations to foster increased interaction with Kenan Flagler 

Business School and their undergraduate clubs (Marketing Cub, Fiqaqce Club, Accounting Club, 

Mirloritv Business Student AIl[arlce} 



Works wth Chief Business Offcer of Internal Operations to make sure club meeting m nutes are 

posted online 

Posts specific information regarding all club events/meetings onine 

In charge of uodat ng the officer list with names, b[os, and pictures once all officer positions are 

fina ized 

shirts) 



Current Grade Year: 

Years of Experience in Carolina Sport Business Club: 

Position(s) Applied Eor (pick top two choices): (1) 

Mobile Phone: (    ) 

The CBBC traditionally has monthly meetings in the fall and more frequent meetings (2-3 times per 

month) in the sprin8. Knowing this ahead of time, how many hours per week on average can you devote 

to The Club? Briefly explain any other time commitments you anticipate having next year: 

What do you wish to gain from your involvement with the CSBC (socially, & professionally)? 



organization? 

What previous experience(s) do you have related to the position(s) you are applying for? 

After you read the CSBC Mission Statement, briefly explain why you are tile ideal candidate for this 

The Coroiino Sports Business Club was established to support the academic and professionai success of 

University, of North Cbrollna students pursuing a career in the sports industry, CSBC seeks to encourage 

connection and collaborotion of its membership with the faculty, staff, students, othietic department and 















UNC Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Major I Histo~ Minor 

"I’ve always believed that if you put in the work, results will come" (Michael Jordan) 







Bayard P. Love, MBA, NPP 

D 
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i at 2:35 PM, 













A 

"T’ Contact 

2 Mark Phillip <mark@areyouwatchingthis.com> 

3 Todd Ramasar <tramasar@bdasports.com> 

5 Kerry J, Byrne ?( 

Rutkowski, Stephen <stephen.rutkowski@espn.corn>, "Maier, Christopher 

6 <Christopher.R.Maier@espmcom>, Dean.Oliver@espn.corn 

7 Dustin Sullivan <dustin.sullivan@globalsportsmedia.com> 

8 Andrew Opatkiewicz <Andrew.Opatkiewicz@ prozonesports,com> 

9 B~yarl Bain <bryan@realsportsanalytics.com> 

Nancy Banuelos <nancyb@salford systems corn> 

11 Larry Martin <lar ry@scorebig.com> 

13 Kevin Goodfellow<kevingoodfellow@sportsdatahub.com> 

14 laeson Rosenfeld <jaeson@sl:al:dna.com> 

15 Scott Frederick <scott@statsheet.com>, Adam Smith <adam@automatedinsights,com> 

16 Iota Federico<tom@teamrankings.com> 

17 info@thesportsoffice.corn 

18 Eric Riddleberger <eriddle@ us.ibm.corn> 

Ruben Sigala, @hotmail corn 

20 sponsorship@reebok~com 

21 Steve Fall <steve.fall@sportsresource.net> 

22 Jeremy Levine <j@starstreet.com> 

23 Philip Hennemann <Philip.Hennemann@infostradasports.com> 

24 Nick Stature <stature@stats.corn> 

25 212 93:[ 7878 

Chase Exon [chase@cacvantage.com], "Brett McDonald" *                 @gmail corn> 
26 

27 Vasu Kulkarni <vasu@krossover.com>, "James Piette" < ~gmail.com> 

28 Stephen Chambal <stephen.chambal@theperducogroup.com> 

29 Mike Jakob <mjakob@sportvision.com> 

31 V eSmoa<v esmoa@fa£sportscom> 

Ed Feng,             @gmail.corn> 
32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

Matt Mueller <matt.mueller@hudl.com> 

leah Cha~ters <lcharters@idashboards corn> 

tim@yarcdata,com 

[om@derbyjackpot.com 

Jeff Kamrath <ieff.kamrath@gamechanger.io>, Ted Sullivan <ted@gamechanger.io> (CEO) 
38 



B C 

1 Company Decision 

2 Are you watching this? No 

3 BDASports 

4 Buzzer Beale~ 

5 Cold Hard Football Facts? 

ESPN 
6                            Yes 

7 Global Sports Media 

8 Prozonesports 

9 Real Sporl:s Analytics No 

Salford Systems No 

11 Scorebig No 

12 SmartOdds No 

13 SportsDataHub Yes 

14 S[atDNA No 

15 StatRheet 

16 [eamRankings No 

17 The Sports Office (UK) 

18 IBM Sports 

Caesars Enl:ertainment 

20 Reebok 

21 [he Sports Resource 

22 Star Street No 

23 Info Strada Sports 

24 STATS Inc No 

25 MI B Advanced Media 

Vantage                       No 
26 

27 Krossover 

28 The Perduco Group No 

29 Sportvision No 

30 KXEN 

31 Fam Sports 

The Power Rank                No 
32 

33 Opta Sports 

34 Hudl No 

35 Idashboa~ds corn 

36 yarcdata.corn 

37 derbyjackpot.com 

38 Gamechanger io No 



D 

"’i°" Status/Notes 

2 contacted Nov, contacted again 4/4. Unable to sponsor. 

3 contacted Nov, contacted again 4/4~ waiting. 

4 contacted Nov, contacted again 4/4. waiting 

g 

6 contacted 4/4, 5/20, 6/11, Maier paid $500 

7 contacted Nov, contacted again 4/4. waiting. 

8 contacted Nov, contacted again 4/4~ waiting 

9 contacted Nov, contacted again 4/4. Nol: able to sponsor this year. 

contacted, heard back on Feb 2:[. Wants to know options Contacted 3/13, 4/23, 5/20, can’t fund this year but keep 

10 around for next time 

11 contacted, not interested in funding 

12 contacted, won’t provide funding 

13 contest sponsor 

14 cont acted, won’t provide funding 

15 contacted Nov, 4/4, 5/20. Talked with Adam Smith on 5/29 and e-mailed details. Waiting to hear back. 

16 contacted, responded 1/1:[/13. May be interested. Contacted 4/4, won’t sponsor 

17 contacted, waiting 

18 I ~a~ referred to Eric by others at IBM Sport~. Contacted Jan, contacted 4/4, waiting. 

SVP of Enterprise Analytics; Ha~vard MBA 2003. Told me we (you carl) should call him to discuss conference, 

19 sponsorship. Called, left message on l/30/t3. Followed up by e mail on t/17, and again on 4/4. 

20 Sponsorship email address. Contacted, waiting. 

21 Last year he asked to be kept in the loop Contacted Jan, contacted again 4/4, waiting. 

22 Last year he asked to be kept in the loop. Contacted, won’t provide funding. 

23 CEO, asked to be considered for this year. Contacted Jan, contacted 4/4, waiting. 

24 I ,,~as r~ferred to Nick, their Director of Communications~ Can t help this y~ar pesponded :[/28), 

25 They are sponsoring MIT Sloan. 

[he execs at Vantage. I know them, Wrote back 1/14 w~ll check into sponsorship. Contacted 4/4, 5/20, not 

26 willingto provide funding, 

27 The execs at Krossover. I know them, Will consider possibilities, contacted 4/4, can’t commit yet (as of 4/7), 

28 Runs The Perduco group I know him, Replied 3/1 may be interested, Declined 3/25 can’t afford right now. 

29 I was referred to Mike. Contacted Jan, contacted 4/4, won t sponsor, 

30 This is the contact for sponsorships, she told me. Contacted lan, contacted 4/4, waiting. 

31 You can provide him some more info~ Contacted Jan, contacted 4/4, waiting, 

He runs this site and asked me what are his options. Wants to know when we need to have sponsorship 

32 commitment. (1/14/13) Contacted 4/4, 5/20, cannot fund. 

33 He is the marketing coordinator and told me we should talk to him. Contacted Jan, contacted 4/4, 5/20, waiting. 

34 Wants more info~ Contacted, on :t/d:[/23 said be forwarded info to events team. 2/~0- not able to sponsor. 

35 ReceivedcontactthroughNESSISwebsite:[/14askingformoreinfo Waltingtohearback 

36 Rec’d contact through NESSIS site g/24 asking for more info, Waiting to hear back. 

37 Contacted 1/29 Contacted 4/4, waiting 

Referred him to Mark. Contacted, waiting for response (1/27). Jason spoke with Wellington Smith (2/4), sent 

38 note, contacted 4/4, waiting for response. Exchanged e mail with Ted Sullivan (CEO), not able to sponsor, 



E 

Links 

17 http://www.thesportsoffice.com/contact-us.aspx 

18 http://www 03.ibm.com/innovation/us/sports/index.html?goback-%2Egde 4363594 member 158922352#overla~ 

2O 

22 https:!!www.starstreet.com/ 

23 https://www.infostradasports.com/asp/home/infostradasports.asp 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

http:!!thepowerrank.com/ 
32 

33 

34 www.hudl,com 

35 

36 

37 

38 http:h~w~ gamechanger.io/ 



F G H I J K L M N O 

2 

3 

4 

+ + + + + 

6 

7 

9 

+ + + + + 

18 text 1 rick singer; https://www 304.ibm.comievents/wwe/grp/grpOll.nsfivLookupPDFs/Real%20time%201Bl~ 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 



P Q R S T U V W 

2 

4 

5 
÷ 

6 

7 

8 

÷ 

18 ~%20sports%20analytics/~file/Real%20tirne%201BM%20sports%20anab/tics.pdf 

+ 

2O 

22 

23 

24 

25 
+ 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 
+ 

32 

33 

34 

35 
+ 

36 

37 

38 



A 

Dave Marks <dave@statmilk.com> 
39 

4O 

42 "Wheeler, Frank" <frank wheeler@sap corn> 

43 Lee Mackey<Lee.Mackev@sas.com> 

david @ revolutionanalytics.com, joseph.rickert @ revolutionanalytics.com 
44 

Josh Paulson <josh@rstudio.com> 
45 

46 matthew.slovitt@us.~bm.com 

47 Dana Tilghman <dtilghman@minitab.com> 

48 Judv Waxman <iwaxman@vertica.com> 



B C 

39 stalmilk corn 

40 pogoseat.com No 

41 Not sure yet No 

42 sap.corn No 

43 sas.corn No 

44 Revolution analytics Yes 

45 Rstudio Yes 

46 IBM Soflware Group (SPSS) 

47 Minitab No 

48 HP Veriica 



D 

Contacted, waiting for response (1/30). Contacted 4/4, 5/20, responded saying they havenIt decided yet but will 

39 let us know. 



E 

4O 

43 

44 

45 

46 



F G H I J ~ L M N 0 



P Q R S T U V W 

39 

4O 

÷ 

42 

43 

44 

÷ 

46 



Nearly 20% of undergraduates at UNC Chapel Hill are first 

generation college students. Carolina is a place where 

first-generation college students thrive, 

We proudly call our first-generation college students 

"Carolina Firsts," 

Carolina Firsts programming is made possible 
through the support of individuals from 

across the Carolina community. 

To make a donation to Carolina Firsts, 

please visit www.firstgenerationounc.edu 

THE UNIVERSITY 

q~ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

CAROLINA FIRSTS 

: : +++ GR,\I)UA’IION RI’;C()GNI’II()N ++ 

Saturday, 

i0 a.m. 

Hill Ballroom 



Keynote Speal{er 

Shirley A Oft, J D 

Associate Provost and Director 

Office of Scholarshios & SIudent Aid 

Aprl Mann 

Director, New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

Co-Chair, First Generation College Student Committee 

Pinning (:e~-er~ony 

Cynthia De~q~etliou 

Director for Retention 

First Generation College Student Committee 

G R A T [ T U D E 

The Carolina Parents Council 

New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

Undergraduate Retention 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

The First-Generation College 

Student Committee 

The Carolina Firsts Student Organization 



DEDICATION 
~RADUATES 



"The journey is just beginning The world is waiting for you to be- 
stow great things upon it (:ongratulations on your graduation, May 
your knowledge cany you far Your Carolina family is very proud of 
youF Cynthia Demetdou, Director for Retention, Undergraduate 

Retention 

"Congratulations, May you continue to be a light of inspiration and 
hope for all of us Stay grounded, keep grinding and do not forget 
to pay it forward" - Juan F Cardllo, Assistant Professor, School of 

Education 

"Congratulations! Graduation is just the beginning Many happy and 

well wishes for your continued success,’ - Des ee R eckenbe 9, S. 

Associate Dean, Office of the Dean of Students. 

"[hank you for your courage hi coming to Carolina, your hard worl( 

while here, and the determination to fulfill your dreams. Best wishes 

for the f tu e ’ MaH/yn Wyricl~ Academic Advising 

"Cong[atulations You have done it-- go out and do GREAT 

"A g~eat first step on the way to an exciting future! Congratulations 

"Continue to excel We are proud of youF 

Candice Powell, Retention Specialist, Undergraduate Retention 





Infermational Takeaways 

Big dato: The M LB is rolling out a new player trackin~ system this year that is incredibly 

comprehensive. This year it will be implemented at 3 stadiums, and the plan is all 30 stadiums 

by 20~.5. Pet game, pet venue, this system will be generating nearly 7 terabytes of data, This 

type of information collection is incredible lot the fa~s, the players, the coaches, front office 

staff, etc [he questions that arise however, are also important like: How quickly can teams 

integrate and analyze this data in conjunction with other data sources? How can you validate 

that the measurements are accurate? How will teams choose to clean, organize, and store this 

data so that it quickly moves from data to useful inforr~atiorl? 



tech is expanding the data available as it measures biometrics associated with players as they 

perform. The impact this might have on sport (and other fields as well) is incredible beyond 

just maximizing practice or in game efficiency, one of the really interest consequences of this 

Entrepreneurshlp: A panel with on "Starting a Sport Business" featured the founder of Under 

Armor, the Commissioner of the Big East, and the CEO of Wasserman Media Group among 

others. One thing that particularly resonated with me was the "bustle" that they emphasized as 

being a critical success factor, That is, that you have to have "hustle" to get your idea out there 

and convince others that you are making big moves. Another insight they had was that too many 

entrepreneurs forget to thoroughly think through their go to market strategy. However, they 

also discussed the issues thai: some people have in over t hii/king their idea; I:hat sorqetlmes 

getting to the market with a good product is better than getting there with a great product, One 

needs to see if people are interested in it, and then tweak and adjust plans based on its success 

(or lack thereof). Another interesting panel featuring the Chairman of Catapult (an athlete 

analytics company), VP o[ Innovations at Adidas Wearable Sports Electronics, and two NFI 

quarterbacks among other guests, highlighted the effectiveness of entrepreneurs in stayglg 

ahead of their end users, and (the two quarterbacks) gave great 

insights into how wearable tech impacts their game. However, the panelists from the business 

side always bad a response to their thoughts. Not i~ a ~egal:ive way, but in a ,way that showed 

they already knew that piece of consumer feedback {and ~n fact likely "knew" it far before the 

players were articulating it) and they were actively working to address and had many solutions 

on the market already~ It was great to see how these successful business people embodied the 

of their products 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Sunday,               10:26 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Osborne, 
Barbara <spovtlaw@unc edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu> 

Thesis Proposal Documents 

Chapter I-Ill REVISIONSdocx; Thesis Sutweypdf 

All: 

Please find aLtached my chapters I-III with revisions from my initial draft reviewed by Dr. Weight. In addition, I have 
included my survey. 

There are still a few citations that need to be addressed, but are indicated as a reference. These issues will be solved 
along with any other suggestions/changes you all make before my proposal. 

THANK YOU ALL for your time. 























2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

22 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

32 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

42 

44 
45 
46 

A B E F C 

lee Sh[r[ 

Polo (Wens) 
lee Sh[r[ 

lee Sh[r[ 

lee Sh[r[ 

lee Shirt 

lee Shirt 

lee Shirt 

Polo (Mens) 

Hoodie 

Polo (Mens) 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

Hoodie 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

Hoodie 

Hoodie 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

Hoodie 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

Polo (Mens) 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

lee Sh~rt 

Polo (was hoodie) 

lee Sh~rt 

Hoodie 

D 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Small 

Small 

Large 

Medium 

Extra Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Large 

Medium 

Extra Large 

Medium 

Large 

Large 

Medium 

3XL 

Large 

Large 

Medium 



2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

23 
24 
25 

27 

29 
3O 

33 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

43 
44 
45 
46 

T~eShirt 

S 

6 

M L XL i 3x 

2 

Polo (Womens) Hoodie 

s 

2 

L XL 

M L 

3 4 

o 

XL 



A B C D E F 

47 I ee Shirt Medium 

48 Stroman Deborah Polo (Womens) Medium 

49 Weight Ebanne Hoodie Large 

50 Weight Ebanne Polo (Womens) Medium 

51 Hoodie Large 

52 lee Sh~rt Small 



47 

48 

49 

SO 

$2 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,              7:21 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Osborne, 
Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu> 

Thank you and update 

Proposal         pptx;          ThesisSu~w-ey pdf 

All: 

First and foremost, I want to thank you all for not only taking the time out of your day to listen to my thesis proposal but 
also by providing advice and helping me think critically and deeper into the subject matter. Amidst all the confusion from 
the weather earlier in the day, I’m glad to have been able to propose today and have the valuable discussion afterward 
that will only lead to a better study. 

After taking all comments into consideration, I think the study will be considerably enhanced by changing the subject 
sample to football, baseball, and men’s basketball. By doing so, I think the results will be more indicative of the questions 
we all really want to know the answers to. 

I will be making an addendum to my IRB in order to change my subjects and slightly modify my methods. Please let me 
know any other concerns or issues you all have. In addition, please send me input on my survey. I know that this was a 
bit out of procedure (my apologies for that). Please note that you opinion is greatly appreciated and considered. You all 
are the experts. NOT I! I do not feel it is too late to consider alternate questions. 

Please let me know of any updates to my survey, methods, or sample size by Friday 
changes and resubmit to the IRB over the weekend. 

I will make the 

For reference, I have at[ached my survey and powerpoint presentation. 

I have made note that to further clarify some of my definitions (such as "meaningful education" and "special admission" 
or "special talent" student-athletes). I will be developing research questions from the three points in my hypothesis so 
any input would be helpful. 

Once again, a sincere thanks. 















Event ID Event Name Event Start Date Event End Date 

2 25291 SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

ID PID First Name Last Name 

5 

6 

8 

10 3499150i Michael iProtos 



3 

5 
6 
7 

9 

n/a 

10 Statistics Manager 



2 Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

8 

9 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

10 IStatistics & Information Group ESPN 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Statistics and Operations Research 



4 IDuke Box 90338 BioScl Room 137 Durham, NC 27708 

-7~7 %~etherburn %~av Greensboro, NC 2741C 

8 



4 I c.ryan.campbell@duke.ed u none 

~ I ~email.unc.edu none 

6 ~unc.edu NONE 

7 @aol.com none 

8 @email.unc.edu NiA 

~.~. @live.unc.edu None 



o p Q 

2 

3 Date Registered UserType Amount Due 

4 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

5 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

6 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

7 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

8 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

9 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

10 Early Bird (Non-Student) before $0.00 

11 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

12 Early Bird (Student) before $0.00 

13 $0.00 



R S ¯ U 

2 

3 Amount Paid Payment ~Vlethod Status Are you: 

4 ~49.00 ;Credit Card Registered ;Student 

5 ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 

6 ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 

7 ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 

g ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 

9 ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 

$149.00 Credit Card Registered Industry Professional 

11 ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 

12 ~49.00 Credit Card Registered Student 



How did you bear about th~ Sumr~it? 

online 

Business School 

Email notification. 

through a friend 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Twitter and other attendees 

10 My manager recommended that I attend. 

From emails from the Sports Administration department and also 

through one of the members of the planning committee 

Googling 





Bayard P. Love, MBA, I~IPP 

D 











2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A B C 

First Name Last Name {Teanl 
Timestamp {Team leader) ~eader) 

~kenan- 
flagle~ unc edu 

23:11 23:59 Jerlnifel ;Flied jflied@chicagobooth .edu 

~ ~:~ Parag Gajarawala parag@gatech edu 

D 

E-mail address {Team 
leader) 

8:55 flagle~ unc edu 
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Economics 327 -- Scietttitic Ventures 

Room: DcSimonc Office, C:mdill Laboratories, Room 257 

Instrnctors: Low~3 Caudill, Caudill Laboratories, Room 217 wlcaud~’ emall unc cdu 
Joseph M DeSimonc, Caudill I,aborator~es, Room 257B desimone ~cmail unc edu 

Textbook: Bygra~ c and Zacharakis, "The Portable MBA in Enrtcprcncurship" 4~’ Edition 

Written assignments (20%). Short wnaen assigtmlcnts will be collected in conjunction with many office 
reading assignments These wfil~el~ assigl~mcttts will be il~ the 1-2 page range 

Class parficipation {20%). Attendance and participation in the discussions of cases m~d other materials 
IS expected (?lass attendance grates will be assessed by the three instructors and ~ill reflect participation 
as well as apparent preparation Class altcndancc will Nso bc monitored 

Proje~’~ {6{1%). The primary graded activity tk~r the comsc will be to tbrm teams that will develop a 
scientific idca into a business plm~ The final product will be a wfittcn business plm~ (25%) and a 
presentation to the class (25%) In addition, the functioning of the team ~ill be assessed for another 10% 

Final. The written business phm m~d final prcscntalion components oflhc project will bc considered the 
final exam for this course 

Nx&tch These Videos: 



The Schedule. (Subjcc~ to re~ lsiom al~;, chattges itt the schedule ~ill be ~ostcd on the course Sakat) 
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FraDk Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise Board of Advisors tVieefing Agenda 

8:30-9:00 Continental Breagfast outside of 3~d floor boardroom 

9:00 

9:00-9:15 Mission, Vision and Objectives of the Kenan Institute 

Objective 1. Increase Entrepreneurship at UNC-CH 

9:15-9:40 Sport Entrepreneurship 

Deborah Strom~n, Lecturer, Lxercise ~nd Sports 9cience 

Senior Advisor, Kenan lnstitu[e of Private Enterprise 

Objective 2. Multi-Organization Research Translation 

9:40-10:05 Innovation Hub for the E~der Care Economy 

James Johnson, Director of Education, Aging, and Economic Deveiopment Initiatives, 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Wi/!iam Rand Kenan, Jr, Distinguished Pro~esso# Kenan-Hag~er Business School 

& 

Noel Greis, Directoc Research Pa~nerships, Kenan institute o~ Pfivate ~nterprise 

Objective g. Leverage Intellectual Capital for NC Economic Development 

10:05-10:30 NC Strategic Economic Growth 

Mark Little, Director North C~ro!in~ Strategic Economic Growth~ Kenan institute 

Priwte Enterprise 

10:g0-10:45 Break 

10:45-11:10 

11:10-11:25 the Triangle 

Maryann Feldm~n, Heninger Distinguished Professor in the Department o) Public Policy 

Senior Advis~r, Ken~n institute o~ Priwte Enterprise 

11:40-12:00 Conversation with Dean and ~nstitute Leadership on K~ strategic direction and leadership transition 

12:00-1:30 Working Lunch in the Board Room or the Reading Room with the project teams 



Strategy Statements 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

We are a partner for innovative 

entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carolina as a 
global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Create 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurship 

Expand Multi-University Research Translation 

Leverage Intellectual Capital for 
NC Economic Development 



20] 6 Objectives include ]0 specific initiatives 

Objective 1 : Increase UNC-CH entrepreneurship 

1 : Attract additional investment in UNC CH research and commercialization 

2: Support increased commercialization of UNC CH technology 

3: Connect and stimulate UNC-CH entrepreneurial efforts 

4: Identify and champion strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Obiective 2: Expand multi-university research translation 

5: Support faculty to engage in multi-university collaboration 

6: Support structural integration between universities 

7: Create opportunities for students to collaborate across universities 

Objective 3: Leverage intellectual capital for NC economic development 

8: Provide direct assistance to entrepreneurs 

9: Develop technological solutions to pressing NC challenges 

10: Build a civic and government entrepreneurial climate 





PstBnt L fldscap8 sfld Nsrket Afl lysis 

http:i/~qdconciergeunc edu ~mail: kiconcie~Ne~}unc edu 
Phone: 929.962.8201 ~ Twitter: @kiconderge 

Staff 

Cynthia (Cindy) Reifsnider, Director, Research Services & Knowledge Management and Lead Analyst for 

Paten1 and Sci/Tech l il:eralure has :IS+ yeals of experience glcluding 5 years al: Hewletl: Packald and 2 

years working with Virginia’s Center for Innovative Technology She has broad subject matter expertise 

in patent searching, sci/tech literature searching, and business research. Cindy holds MS in Information 

Pamela (Pam) Snedden, Lead Analyst for Market and Knowledge Management Librarian with 5+ years of 

experience and broad sub}ect matter expertise in business research, regulatory environments, and 

knowledge management, Parn holds a MS in Library Science from University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Ibll and a BA in Political Science from North Carolina State University. 

Providing Technical Analysis to Entrepreneurial ideas 

The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise supports entrepreneurship and commercialization by UNC 

Chapel Hill faculty, staff, and students through a strategic view of the patent landscape and markets. 

Reifsnicer and Sneeden provide analytic reports to our "clients" and partner closely with the Office of 

]ethnology Development (OLD) and Carolina KickStart (NC [raCS), About 5% of the clients are external 

to the university. They are also helping Duke University replicate this program. 

increasing Entrepreneurship at UNC Chapel Ibll 

The Patent Landscape and Market Analysis Program fills a critical gap in the university’s 

Services include the following, 

Patent Landscaping (aka, patent mapping}: Strategic view of the patent landscape for technical 

development path and portfolio planning; Prior art identification; Citation family analysis; and 

Potential licensee identification, 

Science and Technology Literature Research: Prior art identification; and Research regarding 

technical issues. 



PstBnt L~fldscap8 sfld Idsrket Afl~Jysis 

Market/Industry Research: Market/Industry Opportunity, including size and existing commercial 

landscape; and Competitive intelligence on potential licensees, partners, and competitors. 

Client Feedback and Metrics 

in addition to keeping project metric data, the team also uses a short feedback survey to gather client 

input. 

95% of respondents would definitely work with us again 



PstBnt L fldscap8 sfld Idsrket Afl Jysis 

Kenan Institute has benchmarked the program’s value to external services and value each market 

assessment and each patent landscape at SSK, yielding a value of almost ~750K, given that each project 

typically has both components (and sometimes additional ones). 

Board Engagement and Questions 

1, Moving forward, how should we balance outreach with potential growth of the program? 

We have engaged in outreach with leaders in the School of Medicine, the School of Pharmacy, 

2. Our clients appreciate that this service is provided at no cost, especially our UNC Chapel Hill clients. 



Faculty and Staff 

Jason Doherty, Ph.D. directs the day-to-day operations of the business development program, Jason has 

over a decade of life sciences research experience in academic and federal labs and nearly five years of 

experience in technology commercialization and entrepreneurship. As a business incubation 

professional, Jason has provided technical assistance to over 100 researchers and entrepreneurs and a 

variety of support services for over 50 early-stage ventures. Jason received his Ph.D. in Molecular and 

Cellular Pathology from UNC-Chapel Hill and a BS in Biological Sciences from North Carolina State 

University. 

Ted Zoller, Ph.D. is a genan Flagler Business School professor, Senior Fellow of the Kauffman Foundation, 

and practicing entrepreneur who was instrumental in the founding of this program and serves as a 

Bqsiness Devejopment Program Overview 



8USiflBSS Deveiop eflt 

their network of relationships with entrepreneurs, investors, and members of the business community 

Concierge participants Ifaculty researchers and entrepreneurs) gain access to talented student teams 

with diverse skill-sets and areas of expertise, 

Campus Wide Footprint 

The Concierge program is 

dedicated to providing support to 

Current Concierge Pro ects Overview 

Path BioAnalytics - John Mellnik, UNC Ph.D. Candidate, Dept. Applied Mathematics and Biomedical 



Faculty 

Dr. Deborah Strornan is a LecLurer in Exercise and Sports Science, teaches the sports track in the minor 

for erlhepreneurship and also serves as a gerlior Advisor to the Kenarl IrlsLitul:e cff Privale Enlerprise Her 

responsibility is to develop and foster sport entrepreneurship initiatives on campus~ She received her 

degrees from the University of Virginia {B.S.), University of North Carolina {M.A. Sport Administration), 

ant Capella University (Ph.D. Business). Her dissertation title is "The Critical Success Factors of the 

Atlantic Coast Conference." Stroman’s research interests are leadership, marketing, entrepreneurship, 

and social issues of sport. 

America has a love affair with sports. Not just big business, sport is a major industry that has truly 

media buys, and fan engagement in small rural towns to major urban centers. Sport has simultaneous 

cornbined procuction and consumption {i,e., sport activity I sport fan all in the same arena). Sport 

Initiatives 

As a partner for innovative entrepreneurship, the Kenan Instituters work is focused in three specific 

Analytics - Stroman is focusing on the sport of basketball because of the state’s unique history, 

personalities, passion, and economic impact of basketball contests, Thus, it has planned the Basketball 

Analytics Summit (gAS) whose mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading 



basketball experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the discipline 

of pet]or,"nanee /individual or team) and business analytics. Sessions include: Fan Experience & 

Engagement, Incivicual Performance/APBRmetrics, Marketing/Ticketing, and Sport Science. The leading 

professionals in this industry such as ESPN~s Dean Oliver, Automated Solutions’ Robbie Allen, and Ken 

Pomeroy~ have confirmed their attendance. Invitations to students and faculty have been extended 

across campus. All sport-related business anc economic departments at universities within time UNC 

system, and colleges located in the state of North Carolina, have been notified about BAS, In addition, 

undergraduate and graduate students are welcome to participate in the NBA Case Competition. 

www.kisport.unc~ecu 

Basketball Analytics Summit will be held May 2 3, 2014 

I hrough participation in these sport-related pro:ects, students will successfully achieve the learning 

objectives connected to research, marketing, operations, event planning, an~ collaboration as they 

examine time various products and services that have influenced how we play, exercise, and compete 

in sports, 

Board Engagement and Questions 

2. Impact How can this focus on sportentrepreneurshipexten¢economicvaluethroughoutNorth 

Carolina notiustinthemajormetropolitanhubs? 

2. What are the current relationships and connections between the sport-related companies and 

organizations in the state of North Carolina? What can we build to further foster communication 

and partnerships and how might this extend economic opportunity? 

3, How can a statewide economic impact study bring value to our work and commitment to 

entrepreneurship? 
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Staff 

of Illinois, Urbana Champaign and her Ph.D. in physical chemistry from Northwestern University. She did 

Nationa! Science Foundation !n novation Corps Network of Nodes 

AlrleNca’s insl:itul:iorls of higher education h8ve a unique and critical iole to play in addlessing 1he 

pressing issues of our day. Society is turning more and more to universities to ask them to assume 

greater responsibilib/ for developing new ideas and ways to address important and challenging issues 

facglg all of us. h/ turn, universities look to theg Lop talerll- innoval:ols, researchers, and program 

leaders - to produce solutions. 

Through the I-Corps program, NSF seeks to develop and nurture a national innovation ecosystem that 

builds on fundamental research to guide scientific discoveries towards adoption and commercialization 

of technologies. The I-Corps Node program would bring together the collective strengths of these 

Research Triangle Partners in technology innovation, comrt~ercialization, and entrepreneurship to 

develop tools and training necessary to transition federally-funded research into high-impact products, 

services, and new businesses that benefit society. North Carolina’s Research Triangle Park (RTP) will join 

the other NSF nodes to be positioned as a leading center for science entrepreneurship and venturing, 

and contribute to the development of the FCorps program on the national level [hrough this 

partnership, we will have a direct economic impact on the State of North Carolina and beyond by 

gt~proving the ability of researchers to leverage federal research dollars into idea translation, new 

venture and job creation, 

Board Engagement and Questions 

:L Would your companies be willing to be part of our industrial alliance program; helping the I-Corp 

teams to be more effective at the customer discovery process. 
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Faculty and Staff 

Jim Johnson, Ph.D., Director of Education, Aging, and Economic Development Initiatives is a 

Noel P, Greis, Ph,D,, Director, Digital Enterprise and Innovation and Adjunct Professor of Operations at 

the Kenan-Flagler Business School at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is working to help 

companies build their digital futures, Greis is an expert in the adoption and exploitation of new digital 

technologies and advises companies on how to build better products and processes that leverage this 

data and improve decision-making capability. Her research is helping organizations manage the 

seismic shift toward data-driven discovery and decision-making, Working with Monica Nogueira, Greis 

is developing tools that analyze big data to predict, evaluate, and respond to critical events in domains 

such as medicine and public health, food safety, supply chain management and logistics, as well as 

defense and security, Increasingly data and intelligence is being pushed to products themselves, and 

she is working to develop smart products linked by smart processes to the coming ’qnternet-of-[hings2’ 

She, along with colleagues Jack Olin and Manny Aparicio, were awarded US patent 7333918 Novelty 

Detection Systems, Metgods and Computer Program Products ~or Rea! Time Diagnostics/Prognostics in 

O)rnp~ex PhysicM Systems for their work in prediclive analytics Greis received he~ Ph.D., MS.E. and 

M.A. ~egrees in engineering from Princeton University and her B.A. in mathematics from Brown 

University. 

Aging In America 

Three demographic trends changes in longevity, declining fertility rates, and the aging of the baby 

boomer cohor>are ushering in profound changes in the composition of the U,S. population, 

Emblematic of the changes, boomers will turn 65 at the rate of 8,000 per clay, every day, 7 days per 

week, 365 days per year, over the next 20 years, In 20&0, there were an estimated/9,000 centenarians 

living in the U,S,, up from 2,300 in :1950, gy 2050, more than 600,000 centenarians are projected to be 
living in the U.S. 

We have characterized these and other trends in aging as the "greying" of America. Moreover, we 

believe this demographic shift constitutes a unique opportunity for innovation and new venture creation 



Snapshot of Elderly Demographics in the Carolinas 

Nowhere in the U.S. has elderh/ population growth been more apparent and impactful than in the 

In 2010, the elderly population of The Carolinas totaled 18 million--l.2 million in North Carolina and 

631,874 in South Carolina. Geographically, the elderly were more highly concentrated in non 

{600,228} counties. 

Eighty percent of the elderly population in fhe Carolinas was non-Hispanic white in 2010~ Blacks 

other non-white ethnic minority groups (2.4%}J and Hispanics (1.2%) made up the remaining twenty 

percent, Across the two states the nonwhite share of the elderly population was slightly higher in SC 

(22,5%) than in NC (:[9,8%), 

Disaggregating the elderly population into three age groups the young old (65-74), the middle old (75- 

84), and the oldest old (85+} revealed that increasing longevity is a core characteristic of the elderly 
population in The Carolinas.z In both NC and SC, the oldest old grew more rapidly (40.’-%) than both the 

young old (32.7%) and the middle old (14.9%) between 2000 and 2010. 

In 2010, 57.3% of the ~-.86 million senior citizens in The Carolinas 56.5% in NC and 58.4% in SC were 

female. Fifty four percent of the young-old, 59% of the middle old, and /0% of the oldest olc in The 

Carolinas were women in 2010~ Given this sex ratio imbalance, elderly women were far less likely to be 

currently married {41.5% vs. 73.4%} and more likely to be widowed (44.4% vs. 13.3%) than elderly men. 

As a consequence of this state of affairs, two elderly householc types stand out in The Carolinas; female 

headed households with no husband present (9,610 or 10.0%) and householders living alone/25,t,328 or 

28.7%). In SC (over half) the incidence of these household types was much higher than in NC {40%). In 

both states the percentage of elderly women living alone was roughly double the percentage of elderly 



lhere were 138~023 households in Ihe Carolinas where at least one elderly’ person was a Food 

Stamps/SNAP recipient in 20"-0. These households were disproportionately concentrated Jn 

nonmetropolitan counties, 

Close to 40 percent of the elderly in NC and SC suffered from one or more aging-related disabilities in 

2010. Ambulatory difficulties were the most common type of disability, followec by incependent living, 

hearing, and cognition difficulties. Smaller percentages of the elderly population had vision and self- 

care difficulties. 

1hat the elderly population in fhe Carolinas, as the foregoing data show, is diverse demographically, 

socio economically, and geographically raises questions about appropriate metrics that should be used 

to make decisions about philanthropic and other investments to promote successful aging in place. 

dependents, per log employed, taxpaying workers in The Carolinas. The higher the dependency ratio 

the more difficult it is for a local jurisdiction to sustain its fiscal health and economic viability. In The 

The Extant Literature 

It is well established that the elderly prefer to age in place rather than spend their final years in 

institutionalized settings such as nursing homes. ~ And recognizing the relative high costs of 

institutionalized care, federal, state, and local governments are implementing policies and key 

stakeholders in the nonprofit, for profit, and philanthropic sectors are instituting programs and services 

that are designed to foster and facilitate successful aging in place among the senior population 

domestically and internationally, 

Research on the challenges and opportunities to promote successful aging in place has either been 

person-centered, focusing on subgroups of older adults, caregivers, or service provk:ers; or built 

Expressing an overwhelming desire to "remain self reliant and functionally independent," elders in The 

Carolinas identified a range of assistance reauired to successfully age in place, including exercise 

3The two exceptions n NC were Moore County and Brunswick County--two amenity rich areas which attracted a 

/igher interne eldeily popular[or/during the frst decade ef Lhe new m[llenniur i. 
4in a 1992 research report, Understanding. Senior Housn~. for the =990% AARP found that 84~Z, of senior 

respondents Lo a survey aBreed wit/ the staler let/t, ~’What Pd really Ike to do is stay [n my own home and never 
move," which was a stronB endorsement of aginB n place A 20:[0 AARP survey found that "nearly 75% of 

Amedcan Ages 45 and older stronsly agree that ’;;’hat I’d really like to do is stay [n my current residence for as Ion8 

as possible." Other studies have found simi ar support amonB the edery for aginB in place 



probability of health longevity, including cognitive health, is substantially enhanced when the types of 

assistance identified by elders in The Carolinas are provided to support successful aging in place. 

Elder depressive disorders are a major barrier to successful aging in place, especially in rural 

communities and among some race/ethnic groups. Depression has been found to be highest among 

seniors with visual impairment, lower income, little leisure time/physical activity, low neighborhood 

satisfaction, trouble hearing, arthritis/rheumatoid arthritis, and who were disabled and prone to 

frecuent falling. Therefore, interventions that focus on diagnoses ant treatment of sensory 

impairments and physical activity interventions designed to address elderly strength, balance, and gait 

issues matters that undergird frequent falls might be an effective way to indirectly address the 
elderly depression problem 

promote physical activity among seniors as well as to connect seniors faced with aging in place issues 

with need social support and resources, And there is growing evidence that the physical environment 

to facilitate successful aging in place. At the person level, telecommunications companies have 

introduced smart shoes and slippers as well as smart pill boxes and prescription bottles with sensors 

At the built environment level, technology developers opine about Smart Homes where activities of 

daily living can be remotely monitored aP~ chroPic diseases like hypertension and diabetes can be 

managed through telemedicine, Home monitoring systems may be especially important in rural areas 

where geography’ affects access and costs. But significant hurdles and challenges must be overcome to 

effectively integrate these new technologies in health delivery systems. 

]he Need and Our gesponse 

The elderly population in The Carolinas is growing more rapidly than at the national level. In response to 

At the national level, some potentially promising person centered initiatives do exist. But most of the 

research on these activities is exploratory and descriptive, relying on small, convenience samples of 

seniors who are recrLited to participate in focus group, face to face, or telephone interviews about their 

perceptions of and experiences with various types of aging in place initiatives, I he limited evidence that 



exists raises questions about the potential long-term viability and sustainability of these initiatives, And, 

similar weaknesses exist in the built-environment research and interventions. 

What is therefore needed in this space is a centralized institutional hub for successful aging in place 

ideas, innovations, anc practices. We have created such an entity, which is a joint venture between the 

Kenan Institute and number of strategic alliance partners, including UNC institute on Aging in the 

Gillings School of Public Health, the Center for Aging and Health in the UNC School of Medicine, the 

UNC!NCSU Department of Biomedical Engineering, MRC Biostats Unit at the University of Cambridge, 

the MIT Aging Lab, AARP, LeadingAge North Carolina, and Rex Hospital’s (big) Data Analytics Unit. We 

will present our framework at the Kenan Institute Board Meeting. Suffice it to state here that, as 

currently envisioned, the Elderly Care Ecoromy Innovatiors Hub is desigred with two goals in mind: 

to leverage (big) data anaiytics to estimate senior risks in both person centered aPd built environments; 

and (2) to fadliLate the cleal:iorl of s~Jcgessful aging irl place verltures 

Board Engagement and Questions 

1, in what areas do you think we can add the greatest value? 

2, Who else should we try to engage as strategic alliance partners in this venture? 

3. Where shoLId we look or who shoulc we approach for start-up capital? 
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Faculty and Staff 

Noel P. Greis, Ph.D., Director, Digital Enterprise and Innovation and Adiunct Professor of Operations at 



Aurelio DiScala, Software Developer holds a with a B,S. in Computer Science from UNC-Wilmington who 

has worked in Nuclear inspection Technologies for GE in Wilmington and at various nuclear power 

plants around the world, lie decided to pursue new career paths and resigned shortly after the 

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, He returned to school at Wake Tech to pursue the A.A.S. in Web 

Technologies along with time Mobile Content Developer Diploma, DiScala is a cross-platform system 

architect specializing in mobile and web UIX design, implementation and usability, lie is currently 

working with Greis and Nogueira to develop the software and user interface for a "relevance engine" for 

visualizing extremely large document libraries for Boeing, 

Holton Thompson, Web/Graphics Designer is an interactive graphic artist with a B.F.A in Graphic Design 

from East Carolina University. While at ECU, Holton spent a great deal of time learning everything she 

Google recently bought Nest, a smoke alarm, thermostat and baby monitor company founded 

by the father of the iPod, Iony Fadell, for $3.2B Google built its billion-dollar empire by 

tracking and analyzing how people act online and now it wants to track how you live in time 

physical world, Christian Science Monitor, 22 M~rch 201-4 

This year’s winner of the 2024 Inclusive Innovation in Everyday Health award is a Smart Sensing 

fabric that reads body heat, respiratior rate, heart rate, and motion through location via GPS. It 

Preparing for the digital world presents opportunities and challenges, to private and public sectors alike 

Our missioP is to help organizations navigate in this brave new world of massive (i.e. big} data and to 

Future of Digital Technologies 

1he Digital Enterprise & innovation team focuses on strategic visioning helping companies understand 

how new digital technologies will shape their future competitive environment and customer behavior-- 



and developing new and innovative business models that leverage these digital technologies to reduce 

costs and create new revenue streams. Analytics and visualization tools built in the Intelligent Systems 

Lab help to predict, evaluate, anc respond to the many anc complex events that are shaping their 

business today~ gy mining and making sense of the massive amounts of "big data*’ being generated in 

today’s business environment, organizations can better understand market signals and make better 

business decisions. 

Our protects span a broad spectrum of industries but they all share the common vision of gathering 

anc fusing large amounts of data often in real-time, unlocking the information inside using next- 

generation "big data" tools, and exploiting that knowledge by creating new products and services. 

Companies continue to look to us for thought leadership and research results. Current projects are 

focused in four areas: 

Digital Health: Health care costs are climbing, especially as the baby boomer generation 

becomes health care’s "silver tsunami." Monitoring health and well being--in real time and 

Digital Manu]acturlng: The potential impact of digital technologies and big data on 

Cybersecudtyt With funding from the National Science Foundation, we are learning how games 

and social networks can be used to build awareness of online threats and to reduce risky 

behavior in cyberspace. We are working with students at the Global Scholars Academy in 

Durham, the Duplin County Public Schools, and here at UNCChapeIHilh Our research will help 

to understand whether behaviors learned in game-playing, when combined with social 

networking and other peer influences, can be successful in changing behavior outside the game 

col~text. 

The Digital Enterprise & innovation initiative aligns with the Institute’s mission to serve as a resource 

and central hub for innovation and entrepreneurship activities that support North Carolina as a leader in 

digital innovation. Our team is recognized for thinking "out-of-the-box" while producing valuable results 

for our corporate partners and public sector clients. In today’s web-enabled information environment, 

every organization is a digital enterprise and must develop digital strategies that leverage their unique 







Staff 

Mark Little, Ph.D., is Director of the North Carolina Strategic Economic Growth initiative and Senior 

Research Associal:e fol Erlelgy and tile ErlvHorlmerlL In these roles, he supports high growth 

entrepreneurs, helps communities grow and retain business, facilitates strategic regional economic 

development, and researches solutions to pressing energy, environment, and climate related problems. 

Little brings to this position a broad, international background in renewable energy development, 

environmental sustainability, and policy analysis. Prior to coming to UNC, he served as a AAAS 

Congressional Science Fellow to the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs. 

I aChaurl Banks is Economic Development Coordirlal:or for I:he NC Growl:h ~nil:~al:~ve and has rdne gems of 

experience h" human resources, customer relaDons and business operatiors She earred a BA in 

International Studies from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, with a concentration in global 

North Carolina Strategic Economic Growth 

NC Strategic Economic Growth identifies and leverages resources that promote sustainable economic 

growth ard revitalizes economically distressed commurities in North Carolina. Here’s how. 

NC Growth’s Entrepreneur Technical Assistance Program (E-TAP) pilot matches our best MBAs with 

promising high-growth companies and startups. Students were selected based on prior work experience 

and a passion for entrepreneurship. [he pilot program aims to help startups and existing high-growth 

businesses in economically distressed communities. This spring there are five MBA students working 

with five companies: Mayank Agrawal has been selected to work with Best Diarnond Packaging, which 

manufactures high quality paper products for the food service industry; Joanna Furgiuele is working with 

Raised in a Barn Farm, a destination farm and market for local farmers, artisans anc crafters in 
Chocowinity; Jessie Maxwell is working with inner Banks Outfitters, a recreation and tourism company 

that offers bike and kayak sales, rentals, tours and hosts events along the Pamlico River and historic 

downtown Washington; Chris Long is working with Rise and Grind Coffeehouse, a new caf~ and 

gathering place coming to downtown Windsor; and Ashwini Rsthi is working with Carolina Wild, a 

muscadine juice beverage compaw Is~chi~8 their inaugural product this spring, 

The City of Greenville’s Spazzfest (March 20 23) complimented its iive music festival with entrepreneur 

networking, pitch day, hack s thon, ~n(~ keyhole speakers, co sponsore(~ by NC Growth. Speakers 

i~clu~ed the founder of Lunassee, an i~ovative wheel lighting system for bicycles and motorcycles; the 



founder of Shure Foods, developer of a patented cold-storage technology for seafood; and Vivian 

Howard, star of the PBS TV series "A Chef’s Life" and Chef at Kinston’s Chef and the Farmer restaurant. 

Economic Development 

NC Growth hosted a meeting of economic development and workforce development leaders as part of 

our work in drafting a Comraunity Econoraic Development Plan for Bertie County. Attendees included 
representatives from workforce development, community colleges, cooperative extension, economic 

development board and local entrepreneurs. There was an overwhelming consensus that more 

A "State of the Industry" report is being developed for the hog industry in North Carolina, with a focus 

on its southeast region. [ he report will include IMPLAN analysis that will estimate the direct and indirect 

jobs created by the industry and a geographical comparison to benchmark North Carolina’s hog industry 

with other states that also have a large hog industry presence. We are also exploring the real estate 

impact on residents and governments, which could possibly be mitigated through reforms to waste 

provide renewable energy investment opportunities. Therefore, we are working to define the market 

segment for these technologies, defining the cost structure, finding opportunities for NC firms in this 

value chain, assessing the potential energy output and quantifying the economic impact of 

adoption. We will also try to understand the potential role that the state and federal government and 



In partnerships with Kenan-Flagler’s Dean’s Fellows program, NC Growth has begun to research how to 

increase opportunities for international MBAs and high-growth N.C. cor~panies through internships 

anc jobs. Initial recommendations include modifying current programs with the aim of augmenting 

their career search process and educating NC’s middle market companies on the value of international 

MBA interns (cultural, industry ~nd functional), 

goard Engagement and Questions 

We would be interested in hearing your thoughts on the following questions regarding the Entrepreneur 



UHC CEHTER FOR COMPETITIVE ECOHO@ES 
Phone: !)1996282(11 

Staff 

Business School, 

Center Activities 

The Center performs public service and client sponsored economic research on local, state, national, 

opportunities for the citizens of the State of North Carolina. Over the past six fiscal years, the Center 

Director and staff have been Principal Investigators on 35 applied economic research projects with non 

The Center also responds to frequent requests to testify on economic development and outcomes 

before the North Carolina, In the past year, the Center Director has spoken before: 

Joint Legislative Economic Development and Global Engagement Oversight Committee 

Joint Revenue Laws Study Committee 

IIouse and Senate Finance committees 

Joint Study Committee on Cultural and NatL ral Resources 

Student Engagement 

The Center employs a diverse range of UNC graduate and undergraduate students in community 

engagement projects across North Carolina. Over the past six gears, the center has employed more than 

ZOO students primarily from business, planning, anc public policy for both long and short-term 

engagements, Students are often able to translate their applied research experience at the Center into 



[~oard Engagement and Questions 

1. What is your priority for KIPE and economic research: NC, US or international? 

2. What would you like to learn from your time with the Kenan Institute re this subject? 



Econemic Development 

Faculty 

Nicholas Didow, Ph.D. is a tenured associate professor in the marketing area at Kenan Flagler Business 

School and a Senior Advisor Io the genan Inslil:ule of Private Enlerprise His undelgraduaLe Leaching 

areas include marketing strategy planning, consumer behavior and consumer research, and issues in the 

global economy, He also teaches and leads MBA experiential courses in community economic 

development and sustainability strategies. Professor Didow serves as faculty advisor to several KFBS 

domestic and global field consulting projects for businesses, nonprofits and government agencies each 

year. Most of his KIPE projects fall under the objective of leveraging intellectual capital for economic 

development across North Carolina and, particularly, in Eastern North Carolina. 

Local Community Econom!c Deve]opment 

Broadband Access and Adoption 

In the first of two major statewide projects, Didow is playing a leadership role in helping to ensure time 

installation of high-speed fiber optic Internet access and adoption to those areas of the state that are 

not served or underserved by private industry. The Institute has worked in this area since 2008 and was 

the original planning organization behind what became the Golden LEAF Rural Broadband Initiative, 

]his $:~36,000,000 pro;ect deployed 1,802 miles of fiber optic middle mile infrastructure throughout 67 

rural counties in North Carolina from 2010 to 2013 under the direction of MCNC. This major middle 

mile infrastructure investment has now enabled private industry to offer last mile wired and wireless 

The Brand North Carolina Project 

The second project, Brand North Carolina, is a significant partnership between time Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise and the North Carolina Department of Commerce. Its purpose is to help compile 

basic research findings, core concepts, and examples of creative expression for a statewJcle brand. NC 

Comrnerce will engage a professional advertising or marketing communications firrn to develop final 

creative materials for the new state brand starting this summer Jn collaboration with the Institute team, 

NC Commerce, and other stakeholders, 

1he pro~ect invites everyone across the state to participate in the effort to define a brand for North 

Carolina. People can apply to represent their counties as Brand Ambassadors to help spread the word 

about the project and invite others to participate; register their opinions about the enduring core values 



Econemic Development 
capture "What Noah Caro!ina means to you," Further, they can organize teams to compete in the 

statewide brand strategy case competition. 

Board Engagement and Questions 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise wants to be viewed as a ~o to organization for state a~encies when 

Do you have suggestions on how a brand can help advance the state? 



Photte: 91996282(11 

Faculty and Staff 

Zishan Haroon, M.D., Ph.D. is a Senior Advisor to the Renan Institute. Z graduated and started his career 

Worked to develop a new commercialization and economic engagement architecture at the UNC Chapel 

Hill to streamline and consolidate commercialization activities o~ campus. A task force report outlining 

School of Medicine!School of Pharmacy Partnership 

Negotiated internal structure of the proposed partnership between UNC-CII and two pharmaceutical 

partners. Final sign off is pending, but if complete the total deal will be approximately $60M. 

School of Education 

Working with the Dean of the School of Education to develop a new model for sustainable 

Energy Center 

School of Arts & Sciences is working collaboratively with Research Triangle h~stitute on a new effort to 

engage major players in energy field to commercialize new battery technologies, 

School of Pharmacy 

Developed the plan and initial engagement with a major pharmaceutical company on new initiative 

examining pharmaceutical outcomes and practice reform. 





Staff 

Lingmei Howell is the Director of Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise Student Outreach and 

genan Institute Leadership Fellows 

Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows is a two-year leadership development program that pairs Kenan- 

Flagler gusiness School students with genan Institute projects. ]he partnerships that are formed often 

lead to future opportunities for both Institute staff and students While the selected MBA and 

undergraduate Leadership Fellows gain valuable hands on experience and networking opportunities 

Food for Thought 

The "Food for Thought" lunch speaker series is a low pressure and high impact engagement opportunity 

Foundation, Senator Howard Lee will be joining [is in April. 



Student Testimonials 



Board Engagement and Questions 

We are fortunate to have a highlydistinguishec Board. To help further our impact and mission, there 

are g proposed areas that I would like our advisors to consider. Would you be willing to: 

Share your experiences, insights, and inspiration with our students, for example, 





Our Mission 
Circling the Research Triangle is a collaborative 
effod 1o build a comprehensive firm dalabase 1o 
inform research and policy Maryann Feldman 
from the Deparfmenl of Public Policy and 
Nichola Lowe from the Deparlmenf of City and 
Regional Planning lead 1he projecl The leam 

includes 
and 

sludenfs 

We    seek 1o 
understand how 

industrial 
landscape has 
developed over 
time in the multi 

an of 1he 
induslrial genesis of this one imporlanl regional 
economy we hope fo belier inform economic 
developmenl policy for olher places 1hat are 
struggling 1o re define themselves and their 

Research Team 

Nichola Lowe 
Associate Professor, City and Regional Planning 

For more information aboul the data project, 
including projecl alumni, please visit: 

the 

"angle 



The Entrepreneurs 
A          of entrepreneurs is critical to 

the industrial of our 
region Career hislory and educational back 
ground is being gathered for all entrepreneurial 
founders New social media sources have 
proven especially useful for gathering this type of 
information Career and work history data on 
founders allows us to identify firms that were 
spawned from large regional anchor firms versus 
1hose 1hat spun out of a university or federal 
laboratory 

The Region 
The study focuses on 1he region surrounding the 
NC Research Triangle Park The Research Triangle 
Park is the sile of numerous large firms fhal were 
aggressively recruiled slarfing in the early 1960s, 

when the local 

undeveloped and 
per capita income 

Iowesl in the nation 

Over Rme    an 
industrial landscape 
developed around 
the Park, which 

increasingly 
entrepreneurial, 

with many successful firms starting up, and olher 
firms locating branch plants in the area While 
much has been wriHen aboul 1he founding of 
1he Park in 1958 and 1he history of the firms 1hat 
Iocaled there, less is known about 1he evolution 
of 1he region towards an enlrepreneurial 
economy While many places lryloemulale 1he 
region’s success, 1he story is more complicated 
lhan simply building a science park for R&D labs 

The Database 
The currenl database includes all known business 
eslablishmenfs in technology inlensive induslries 
fhaf Iocaled in the Research Triangle metropolitan 
region beginning in 1962 As of spring 2014, 1he 
database includes approximately 4100 firms 1hal 
can be classified as entrepreneurial slarf ups and 

For entrepreneurial ventures, the database contains 
delailed information on the year the firm was initially 
incorporated within 1he region, who founded il, and 

key mileslones, such 
as an Initial Public 

(IPO), an 
of 

another business 

Federal small 

financing As with 

use NETS data 1o 
track mergers, 

QUINTILES 

Impact 

While the creation of this database is an ongoing 
projecl, the polenfial policy and scholastic 
contributions made available this 
resource are nolable As illustrative examples, 
both the CED 2012 Annual Report and 1he 
Orange Real 
Estate Analysis of UNC 
Spin offs drew from this 
dalabase 1o presenl 
trends of economic 
activity in 1he RTP region 
As highlighted in her 
keynote address af the 
CED Annual Meeting in 
2012 Joan Seifed Rose 
CED Presidenl, noled 
1hal the results from 1heir 

of entrepreneurial start 
ups over the pasl 20 
years demonstrate fhal ’North Carolina has a 
surprisingly stable and vibranl sector" Prior 1o 
using the database only gross esRmafes were 
available 1o describe 1he entrepreneurial activity 
in 1he region With use of 1he database, CED 
now has evidence fhal in 1he pasl lwo decades 
over 40,000 jobs have been crealed in 1he 
region from over 1800 high growth companies in 
1he three county area of Durham, Wake, and 
Orange 

Building this database is an ongoing 
collaborative effort I1 is our intention fo make if 
publicly available for analytical use, evaluation, 
and expansion This resource not only offers 
valuable information for policymakers and 
scholars who are inleresled in understanding the 
dynamics fhal bolster entrepreneurial and 
economic activity but this effort serves as a 
model for of her regions in establishing their own 
regional databases 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail corn> 

Thursday,               2:18 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
Kobe’s take on Trayvov Martin Phenomena 

athletes Just thought you two would tlfiltk it would be wont a (quick) 









Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 









Bayard P. Love, P,~B,~, NPP 





























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email unc edu> 

Thursday,             8:l0 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv unc edu> 
Ellen Staurowsky <ejs95@drexel edu>: NAGEL, MARK <NAGELM@hrsm sc edu>; 
John N Singer <singerjn@hlkn tamu edu> 

Re: [thearg] DTH on Northwestern 

Richaid--was             not one of the ~,vo pla? et~ who 
-Jay 

On      7:23 AM, SOUTHALL. RICHARD wml¢: 
> Ja> & coUeagmes, 
> 
> 1 flfink of much mole importance hi tile article ale file conunents of 

should be applauded for speaking up and arllcallating wl~at is the 
crucial point - atNetes~ 

Also, co ngt-at~llatioits to the DTH staff for a xxel] constructed and 

hi addllion, II should not be nfinimizcd ~1~1 Bubba and AnU ha~c both 
modified theii positions in lecent montlts 

The lest is xxlmt it is 

Richalfl 

Dr Richard M Southall 

Director - College Sport Research htstimte 

> Emall: southall@hrsm sc edu 

¯ , 7:09 AM. "Jay Smllh" <jaysmilh~acmail unc cdu> 



>> Stone tNtik atl~letes altead? lmve m~ough of a voice: 

>> ~3ul Barbara Osborne, a UNC professor who Ires specialized in legal 
>> issues surrounding atltlefics, said atl~letes lmve a voice tluough tlth~gs 
>> like fl~e Strident Atlflete Advism3 Conmfit~ee, an ACC student-nm 

>> wlmt football plavms would get as employees is probabl? far less tban 

>> click bete: 

>> Ibearg&o 34480336. or send a blank email Io 
>> lem-e-34480336-65422533966d2065a5301cgOb917932e3blScaefa;listservuncedu 

-- You ale currently subscribed to themg as: dstro?*unc edu To re]subscribe 



Wanted to alert you that we have 40 paid re_~istrations and 5 that have registered a nd not pad 







SO LET’S CELEBRATE!! 

End of the Year Celebration 
@ 11:30am (lunch provided, followed by awards) 

Please RSVP to           @email.unc.edu) 



On 



01] 































Re~ardin8 the case corn petition Dart, we have received registrations fron- 24 teams so far[ Attach ed spreadsheet is th e list of participat n~ tea ms Students a re 

Again, thank you very much for your ~reat supportJ 







This week joined Chuck Todd on The Daily Rundown to 
discuss the obsta Jes fa~ing our nations veterans. 



Richard ~urr 







Please let me know if you have a ny q uestions regarding the su bmtted prod ucts I tred to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow We are 

Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to h ea ring your decision by April 





The deadlin e of submittin~ siide decks is April &~.ta. As soon as we receive th e slide d ecks from the tea ms. we wii] forward all of them to you and would like you to 











FOR INFORbIATION ~ND RESERVATION8 .,~ONTACT: 

~L~N LEWIS 



CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROMNA 
3 Days 2 Nights 

Depa[t from your hometown in early morning and travel south whe,e you will meet your guide for 
a Historic C[~arlestor~ Tour Charleston is one of the ,most beautiful and historic cities in the 
South and it features stately homes with ~ovely gardens, mag[fificent public buildings, and majes- 
tic churches. You will see the College of Charleston, Harleston Village (o~e of the early suburbs of tile 
c~tyb the Citadel, the Military College of South Carolina, and the famous Battery with its elegailt 
townhouses. Then check into your r’aotel This evening enjoy dinner at one of Charleston% 
popular restaurants. 

Day 2 Enjoy brealdast, then depar~ for a visit to the ~la£molia P]ar~faUe~] whole you will have a tour 
of the ho[~e and a Nature Tram Tour of the Gardens. The Plantation dates back to 1676 and 
is one of the oldest plantations in the So~th. It was originally a rice plantation that became 
known for its gardens ir~ the mid 1800a Enjoy lunch on your own in Chadeston’s h]stodc area 
before depar[ing for an afternoon harbor’ cruise and a visit to Po~ Surat~r, which is known as 
The Battery Fort Sumtar was built following the ~Nar ef 1812 and is best kl~own a.~ the site upon 
which the shots initiating the American Civil War were fired at the Battle of Fo~t Sumter After the 
cruise, return to your hole] to prepare tel dini~er which wll be at one of Chadeston’s fine 

Day 3 - Following breakfast, check out and depar~ for the Trudger Outiet.~ for sr~me shopping After your 
visit, depar~ for home with lasting memories of your trip to Charleston 

THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING WHITE STAR TOURS TO BE A PART OF YOUR TRAVEL PLANS! 



Our vision ~ a univers~& community that consistently 

and enthtlsiastically )bsters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Btack employees a~ the University o)’ 

NotCh Carolina a~ Ch@eI Hill, 

"An Arts Night Out"- Wednesday, 4.23 

7;30 p.m. - Limited complimentary 

Caucus ticket~ are available. Send your 

ticket request to Victoria Hammett - 

vhammett@emaiLunc, edu 

40th Anniversary Celebration - Friday, May i 6 6:00 p.m. 

(Friday Center) 

Come network with the university community, alumni, and 

friends, 
Please respond to your formal invitation! 

Document our History - We are working with the University Archives and 

Records Management to further add to the permanent recognition of Blacks on 

campus. In preparing a slideshow af dacuments, pictures, etc. for the 

Celebration n(qht, please let the Caucus steering committee know if you have 

any materials you wouM like to transfer to the archives (pictures, documeuts, 

fliers, meeting miuutes, etc,), We are in need ofphotographs ffom 2004 to 

today~ Thanks~ 

Who is new on campus? N o one should ever fee] sola ted. We want to know f ~here are new hires 



Need or want to keep in{ormed about ~JNC? loin the UNC in the News listserve, They 

2. Want to keep up with Chancellor Felt on social media? Tile Chancellor’s Twitter handle 

is @fihancellorFolt. 

3. Racial Analysis Course coming to LINC! We are so excited to attach the SPHG 690 flyer that 

announces ~he new fall 2014 course for graduat~ students enrolled in professional degree programs 

Leading for Racial Equil-~: Examining SttUChlral Issues of Race and Class. Pattering with The Racial 

Equity Institute (http:!irei.racialeq uityinstit u~.org!wpsite/), UNC faculty will lead tiffs class fl~at will 

meet in the Giflings School of Global Public Heaflh. Please help by distributing/he flyer to community 
members, who would be in~eres~d in AUDITING the course ~Jgon free and available on the scheduled 

four days. Twelve slots are resem,ed lbr commun~W mere bets. The pre ference is for persons who have 

not complel~d REI’s anti racism training Questions or enrollment emag Dr Geni Engat 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

4. Make a difference - VOTE! NC Vote 
Defenders is purposed to 1) Educate 
citizens on how and when voting laws 
are changing, 2) Moaitor key preciacts 
for any voter intimidation or voter 
snppression, and 3) Seek remedy 
through thoroughly docnmetlting any 
voter issues or incidents that occur at these precincts. ~,isit 
http:!/ncvotedefenders.orgigetdnvovled! for more 
information, Note: Oct. 10 is the deadline to register to vote 

tor the Nov. 4, 2014 general election. ~W~nnin9 ~n 2014, some of the dmn~es inclu&: 

http://www.eac.gov/assets/l/Documents/Federal%20Voter%20Registration 1209 English.pdf 

5. Road Trip! Fun and fellowship for all... CBC Member, Ei]een Lewis, is coordinating a bus tadp 
to the wonderful city of Charleston, SC. ~une 20-22. Contact Eileen at @gmaiLcom for 
more information. See attached flyer. 

http:/!www.youtube.com/watch?feature player embedded&v WrhlXEgtz2E 



6. Connec~ on Campus! 

A) Sister Circle Gatherings - Annice Fisher’s gathering is for faculty/st~ ffistudents and meets 

once per month, Fisher, Transfer Coordinator for Undergraduate Education, can he contacted at 

fisherae@emaiLunc.edu 

B) Graduate Student Chat - Roy Charles’ is for female graduate studenLs. Charles, the Director 

of Diversity, Recruitment & Retentiot~ at the Graduate School cat~ be reached at 

rac(a) emafl.unc.edu. 

C) Newf Sister Talk is a group for women of color who would like to discuss any relational, 

transitional change that is irnpacttng their ability to successfully be the best thW can be. The 
group will discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, work/life balance, academic success, 

managing stress, self-image, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their 

personal success and achievement. Meeting times: EveW other Wednesday 12:00 p.m, 1:00 

pan. at the Student Union, Roorn 3102. Facilitator: DeVetta Holrnan- 

Nash, MP|I. 

7. IJNC Campus Recreation invites you to get fi!! There are lots of 
programs and activities. For more information, please visit 
httu: //cam~usrec.tmc.edu ifiRmss-m’om’ams 

The men of Build~ng Bonds, Breaking B.A.R.S. {Barriers Against Reaching Success) work ~o gos~er 
bonded relahonships wi~h the s~udents in ~he youth development center to facil k~te pos tire growth and 
decision making u port t’elease For the past l:ew years, they have worked closely 
C.A Dillon Youth Development Center in t~mner, North Carolina. Through o~r various encounters wi~h 

Please attend and participate in the Stone Center programs! 

Visit htq)://sonjahaynesstonectr,unc.edu~ %r more details on events. 



Recommended Readings and News 

Parenting Plays Key Role as 

African American Boys 

Move from Preschool to 
Kindergarten - A study lrom 

UNC’s Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute {FPG) has 
found that parenting allects the academic a~tc[ social perlbrmance of 

African American boys as they move from preschool to kindergarten. Thanks to Iheoma h-uka, 
FPg’s associate director of research, Nicole gardner-Neblett, and Donna-Marie C. Winn. "The 

transition to kindergarten can be challenging for many children due to new expectations, social 
interactions, and physiological changes," said lheoma lruka, FPG’s associate director of research 

and the study’s lead author. "Transitions may be even more arduous for African American boys, 

given the many challenges they are likely to face compared to their peers." 

http://fpg.unc,edu/news/parenting-plavs-kev-role-african-american-bovs-move-preschool- 
kindergarten 



Blew UNC Website to address the athletic/academic concern - It is designed to be a 

"response to requests for information related to our past reviews into academic 

irregularities, current reforms, ongoing work and future plans." 

Prof~ Emmett Gill’s (Department of Social Work faculty, member at N CCU) Student 

Athletes Hulllan Rights Project, as filed a complaint with the U.S. Department of 

Education’s Office of Civil Rights saying DNC has "d~scr~mh~ated against male athletes, 

especially black, male athletes." SAHRP claimed that the UmversiW deprived some UNC 

athletes of a quailW education when they were directed to so-called "paper classes" set up 

in the [brrner departrnent of Afi’~can and Ah’o-American stuches by the former department 

chair, Julius Nyang’oro. Gil visited with the Caucus in March. 

For "[’hose With Ph.D.s ill STEM Fields, Blacks More Likely te Work in Academia Than 
Whites 

A new study by tile American Institutes for Research finds that 39 percent of individuals who 
hold a Ph.D, in STEM disciplines are employed in the academic world. More than 40 percent of all 
those with Ph.D.s in STEM fields are not involved in research and development either in the 
academic sphere or in the nonacademic world. For African Americans, 49 percent of women and 
46 percent of men with Ph.D.s in STEM fields have academic positions. White women with Ph,D.s 
in STEM fields are just as likely to hold academic posts as similarly educated Black women. But 
White men with Ph.D.s in STEM fields are more likely than their Black counterparts to work 
outside academia, http://www,jbhe.com/2OJ~4/O4/for-those-with-ph-d-s-in-stem-fields-blacks- 
more-[ike[v-to-work-in-academia-that>whites/ 

Rac~ D~erences hi H~her Educa~on ~endt~ ~ve ~e ~ ~ Wi~ 
A new st~dy by the ILS. Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that Black and hatino 
families tend to spend less on t igt er education that Wt ire fh n~lies, the data 
sho~s that on average Black families spent 70 percent less than ~ hire families 
on higher education, But the differences in higher education spending were found 
to have nothing to do with race. Rather socioeconomic factors were the main 
contributing reasons for the racial differences. In comparing Black and ~& hire families of similar 

income, weakh, educational background etc., there were aknost no differences in the amounts 

spent on higher education. 



Recent Books That May Be of lnterest to African American Scholars 

A Dancer in the Revolutioll: 



Snpport onr law,rite caterer- The Palace International! 

http:i/www.thepalaceinternational.comi Great lbod, fellowship, and mnsic! 

"l saw no African people in the printed and illustrated Sunday school lessons, l began to 

suspect at this early age that so meone had distorted the image of my people. My long 

search for the true history of African people the world over began," 

]ohn Henrik Clarke 

Advocacy 

The local Organizlng Against Racism 

group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizin 

g-Against-Racism/) is velT" active and 

would also like to work with the 

Caucus to heal our nation. It is 

strongly recommended to attend one 

of the Anti-Racism Workshops by the 

Poverty is net an accident 

Like slavery and apartheid, 

it is man-made and 
ca~ be removed by 

the actions of 

human be~n~s, 

Racial Equity Institute, LLC. Over 175 UNC employees have participated in this powerlul 

training.., including President Tom Ross. Stay tuned for the next dates. Contact: dstro(~unc.edu 

or http: //reLracialequityinstitu te.orgi 

Key links: ht~p:i/www.naacpnc.org/and htkp:i/www.ncpolicvwatch.com 

Stay infbrmed, get involved and don’t let others do the hea;~ lifting fbr you! 

Bridges2 Success - An opportunity to 
serve...http://bridges2success.org 



Being Black at 

University of Michigan initiates ta|ks with students following protest 

Student leaders of a movemetlt promoting racial 
diversit~ at University of Michigan have handed out 
seven sweeping demands aimed at increasing black 
enrollment and incktsion on the Ann Arbor campus, 
but they say priority No, 1 is starting a conversation, 
That conversation should begin soon. 

University leaders -- mainly the provost and head of 
student aflairs -- are in the process of setting up a 
meeting with the studet~ts leaders of the Black Student 

Union this week. Theyql start a conversation touching on the BSIJ’s seven demands, which the 
student group unveiled Monday, two months after initiating its viral Twitter campaign #BBUM, 
in which black students shared their experiences being a racial minority on campus. 

Read more http://wwwmlivecominewsiann 
arbor/itldex.ssf!2014/01ibeitlg black at michigan talks.html 

UCLA |aw students protest lack of d~vers~ty 

Students at rl~e U CLA School of l,aw hosted an event 



AL JARREAIJ 
Thur’sday, lVlay 1 I 8PM 

AI la~’reau’s unique vocal style is orle 

of the world’s most precious 

e~pressions tlave made him otto ottt~e most exGtmg and c~t~.tcally-acclaimed per~brme~s o~ 

with seven G~’am~wg~ Awards, sco~’es of ~nte~’rtational music awards and popular accolades 

wo ’]dwide http:/!www caro]ir~atheatre.org/ever~ts/al-iam’eau 

The Art of Cool Festival 

ART OF 
COOL 
FESTIVAL 
Friday, April 
25 & Saturday, 

Al~ril 26 

http;//theartofcoolproject.comi 



Renew/loin the Caucus at 
http: / / www.unc.edu / cbc 

Your Ct3C Leadership 7kam 

Victoria Hammett - School of Pharmacy 

Sh a n dra ]on es - P:en a n -Flafle r I3 usit~ ess Sch o o l 

Ursula Little john - ~enan-Fl~ler Busit~ess School 

04, McGhee - School of Public Health 
Nakenge ~oberb~on - FPG Child Developmet~t Institute 

Deborah Stromon - b;xercise and 5~ort Science & Kenan Institute 

"Tn every community, there is work to be done, In every nation, there are 

wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." ~ M. Williamson 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:56 PM 

Ives, Timothy J <TimothyIves@med unc edu>; Faculty Welfare Committee 
<facultywel fare@sakai unc edu> 

Turner, Katie <katieturner@unc edu> 

RE: Another idea for next year’s agenda 

Thanks This a~icle parallels a study the Committee on the Status of Women did at UNC The Chair of that 
committee presented their findings last April, and also at the discussion of Equity a couple of weeks ago as pa~ 
of the AWFP discussions 

Katie, could you send this to Tim 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihc Facully 

Director. Pmx Center for Etlxics 

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

~:rom: Ires, Timothy [Timoth~Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:03 PM 
"ro~ Faculty Welfare Committee 
Subject: Another idea for next year’s agenda 

Good afternoon everyone: 

Yes, we are finished for the year, but I think that this article in the 
Chronicle may provide a foundation for another topic area for the coming 

year: 

While a report was provided in Faculty Council last year, it may need to 
be revisited for greater clarity 

I hope that everyone enjoys a fabulous summer 

Tim 

Timothy J Ives, Pharm D, MPH, BCPS, FCCP, CPP 
UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919843 2279 



Fax: 9199620644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 
Department of Medicine, Box 71 I 0 
The University of Nor’h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71 I 0 

Phone: 919843 6480 
Fax: 919843 0775 
Pager: 9192160193 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med unc edu 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill ([~_s2,;, .~.~O.Fr~c ~!.~kt.cA-E~) from 
the Faculty Welfare Committee site 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (attp,,:iis~kai ~£t3c ed~2,1~3rt~!) from 
the Faculty Welfare Committee site 
You can modif,/how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences 



Frem: Stroman, Deborah L Ima Ite:dstro@unc edu] 











(Ith nkthat isit but let rne know if you have other ideasI 

Conlrr ent on statement to go on Facult ~ Governance webpage latest new~ craw[e and in a n err all to faculty about th e sessions a nd ~ ith DTH a rt[cle for 

Thanks, 
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SHELLEY JOHNSON ]~ 



October 31, 2008 

Re: Support for the UNC Women’s Basketball Program 

concerl [b!l UNC a2i~b2 cs: We ne~d you and [ s ncerex hope yot£ w![ o!s oft! effolt: 

stay Lap past my bedtime on school nights and I was hooked on basketball 

As the yeats rolled by, my fathe[ and I sat in the bleacheis in the Tin Can to watch Billy Carrnichael, 

risked our lives to drive NC 54 d uring the 60’s to attend all sessions of the Dixie Classic until the 

basketball scandals shook the ACC, froze to death when we left Carmichael deaf at 11 p,m, in ice storms 

wet from our own sweat, and rallied behind UNC in lheir first game in the Dean Dome. 

So in 1987 when my father contributed an endowment scholarship, he asked me what sport to support 
When we looked at UNC women’s basketball we saw a program in similar stages to the UNC men’s horn 
the early 60’s. And with the understanding that our support of the program would enable it to blossom 

into national success, we focused our endowment on UNC Women’s Basketball. 

Today I am satisfied that the UNC Women’s Basketball program achieves most of their goals: for the 

past five years they have been ranked in the top 10; 90% ofthe players graduate from UNC; thetop 

players are recruited into the WBNA (work with SH to update this paragraph) 

I~so we can fix it for our players, I started to interview others 

So does Carolina re,a@ define basketball, the sport? When Carolina basketball fans hear the sneaker’s 

squeak under the flash of blue unifomls running up and down the court, does it really matte~ whether the 

players a[e male o[ female? It’s still basketball, isn’t it? 



October 31, 2008 

Over this past summer I met with Rick Steinbacher. head of UNC athletic marketing, and Greg DdscolL 

marketing assistant for Women’s Basketball, to discuss new ideas to generate suppoit for the team. 
Grog has since resigned to lead Georgetown University’s marketing efforts and has not yet been 

replaced Rick formally asked me to generate more ideas for marketing 

she describes how demoralizing the poor audience attendance is for all the players, not just her daughter. 

Our scholarship students may not deserve more, but they certainly deserve beger This ~££~£i2£ is not 
an issue which involves the UNC Men’s Basketball p[ogram as the last time I looked, our women’s team 

never play our men’s team’. Their opponents are Tennesee, UConn, 8nd Ma~,land. Those programs 

C~::he men’s program is maxed out The demand for tickets exceeds supply How can we channel 

this excess demand for UNC basketball 1o the women’s program thereby generaling more support for the 

@!!e s!h~p~£, o©ur goal is to help The Ram’s Club and the UNCAA define the issues so that they carl 

then take their current resources, focus them. and spend the next decade creating more fun and 

excitement for UNC basketball fans ... at the women’s games. We ~are a h~ tiro~@ ol /at Hee 

responding to a questionnaire identifying your view of the issues, signing letters requesting more suppod 
from the current ~ystem, ~ )~![!! g or in~ iting more folks to the games. 

Enclosed you will find a stamped, self addressed postcard. Would you be so kind as to indicate g 

your interest£:~j ~is~ h~) and maili ~9 it back to me? I will contact you no fur[her unless you indicate 

desire to 

Go Heels! 



October 31, 2008 

Jacqueline "Jackie" Jennings Lamber[sen, 
BSBA 1968, E×ecutive Pmg~am 1983 

1968 Do~or of the "Sion D Jennings Endowed Scholarship for Women’s Basketball" 

~meridians us 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman. Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Monda3, November 10, 2008 1:36 PM 

Jaclde Lambertsen <j ackie@mefidians us> 

~yahoo corn>: Boxill, Jeanelte M 
<JM BOXILL@email uric edu>; Jo Yvars ?t, yvars corn> 

Re: Summar5 of Meeting Letter 

NCAA News 

919.8430336 

> Tcaln i 1,jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Monday,                   1:45 PM 

Salyer, Shemy L <salyer@email uric edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

Re: Independent Study 

Hi I aln willing to se~’e as instructor for rite spmlg 
lndcpcndcnl Stud3 for o11o ¢redil hour 

Dr Debby SIroman 
U niversits" of Notfll CaroIiim 
Exercise and Sport Science 

CB 3182 Clmpel Hill, NC 27599 

9198430336 

"The~e me two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to sit 

Quoting Shcn3 Salycr <saly¢@cmail unc cdu>: 

> hout~ medit 

> ~a~enmil uric edu wrote: 

>> Tlmnk you for your help in fibmfing this out[[ See you Thursda? [ 

> Sherr~ Sal?er, EdD 

> Department of Exercise and Sport Scim~ce 

> CB#8700, 211 Felzer Gym 
> University orNo~h Carolilm at Clmp¢l Hill 
> Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 
> 919-962-6947 
> Fax: 919-962 -0489 

> The Acadmrdc Advising Program in file College of Arts and Sciences and 
> tile General College 
> CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
> 919-843 -448 I 

> Fall     Ad~ ising Hours: 
> Tuesdays and Thursday from 2-4 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Sunday, November 16, 2008 7:16 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

Re: Project Touchdown! - Pretty Pleeezzeee 

Dr Debby Stroman 
University of Norlh Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sporl Adminislmlion - 04 Slnilh Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill. NC 27599 

9198430336 

"The~e a~e two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it" 

Quoting CorM" Ho[lida? <cholliday~(luncaa unc edu>: 

> on F~iday, so Iu~d Io review Ihcm once more Ihis morning 

¯ she does a wonderful.job m our office and is 
> ~eally dedicated, detailed in fidfiHing her assigmnents 



> Co11¢g¢ Sporl Research lnsld ul¢ 
> CarolinaSporls B~ksincss Club 
> 4 Smilh B[dg - CB# 3182 
> Chal~l Hill, NC 27599 

> 9198430336 

> dslro~a unc cdu 

> "The heart is like a garden It can grow compassion or fear. 
> lesentment or love Wl~at seeds wdl you plant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                   9:38 PM 

~email uric edu>;                     ~email uric edu>; 
. @email uric edu>;                            )email uric edu> 

mkelly@theacc org; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara J 
<spordaw@unc edu>; Salyer, ShenT L <salyer@email unc edu>; 
cholliday@uncaa unc edu; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email unc edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email uric edu> 

Congratulations - Project Touchdown! 

Hi Supersuus! 

Please meet me in m? office on Tuesda? at 2:00 pin for a brief 
meeting I look fotx~ ard Io working with you on this wonderful 
oppomufi~" 

Special tbmtks to tbe PT advisor5 tealn (Dr BattagIim, IV~ Core?" 
Holliday, Pm lessor Osborne, and Dr Salycr) Ihal assislcd in Ihis 
selection proces!! 

Go ACC[ 

Dr Debby Stroman 
U niversits" of Norflt CaroIilm 
Exercise and Sporl Science 
Sport Admhfistrafion - 04 Snfith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill. NC 27599 

9198430336 

"Tbeie ale two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to sit 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                   3:50 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 
Fwd: Re: Team Tempo - THANKSgiving 

This is                      and I am soooooooooooooooooooo thankful and excited about what you are 
doing I’m at the game now, sick about the empty student section But I am getting moved more to radical action 
as a result 

I look fot~vard to working on Team Tempo and will share more when able It’s about time for 2nd half of gam!! 

Thanks for your time, hea~, and passion for wbb 

On , at 2:57 PM, by"Deborah Stroman" <dstromanat~email unc edu> wrote: 

Good day 

pioneenng participation ~n ~he mos~ energe~c and committed group of Tar ] Ieel women’s basketball 
suppo~c~ ever is certainly worth hcing fl~anktul tor[ Our group *s grov mg very, very fast[! Just like the 
speed of our players on the court... 

Update: 

TT is working on ol,l,ense mad del’ense to increase momeni~lm tox~rds our goal of’ increased attendance 
in Cannzchael next year. (Carmichael consmlcfion is <in pace regardless of’ the economzc situation. 

UN(LM~ has a strong desire to give Smith back to Mbb enough said. @) 

’IT leaders have met with Rick Stcinhachcr (Director ot Markcgn~ repeatedly 
to outline our mission and to gain more k~owledge i/l" UNC_M~’s plans [\/r Wbb. 
KS has emphasized that the entire senior leadership of’ UN(LMi has to be 
committed to this e[}\~rt. Marketing alone is not enough to el’l’ect change 
consistently. Thvls, we are being asked t//be pagent. RS met with John 
Montgomery, the Rams Chxh president, and Coach to discuss ongoing support 
strategies for Whh. 

RS is coordinating three major marketing cmnpaigns to pack the house this year 



2 l)chnsc"Apply Pressure" 

email to headcoachtt(/~/meridim~s.us or team.tempo(/~/meridians.us. 

()ur wehsite is being created m~d we have a page <in Facehook. Join and add the 
site to 3our profile. (~vw.l’acehook.com tnd search on Te~m Tempo UN, C) 

TT member badges. ~ 

\Ve have identified l~trketing niches. If you wm~t to rake a leadership role and 
apply your skills to a worthy cause, give me a call I will share the x arious needs of 
TT. (e.g. wehsite development, cam asslng, relationship building, connecting with 

tmnspor~at*on coordination, graphic design, media relations, etc.) 

Next month i \~ill share our q>ccific TI strategies and tactics to assist with 

activities that can make a difference NOW. Give mc a call if you can’t wait until 
the next email. @ 

Thmaks again fi/r your dedication. Our mission is 1o~’~., yet attainable with a collect~ e positive attitude 
AND action. 

IIope to see you at a game soon] 

Keepin’ the Tempo, 

TT IIead Coach Dehhy Srroman 



Deborah SLmman. Ph.D.. CLU 

UNC Exeicise and Spoi c Sclence 

Spo~c Administ~ afion 

College Spore R~seaxcln Inst~mt~ 

Carolina Spoirs Btislness Clu{, 

4 Smltln Bldg. CB# 3182 

Cllapel Hill. NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ds o    mc.edu 

"The gap in our economy ie between whet we have and what we think we ought to have - end 
that is a morel problem, not an economic one." 

i>"The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think we ought to have - 
and that is a moral problem, not an economic one." 

body> > 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Sunday,                  3:01 AM 

@email uric edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: EXSS Independent Study] 

Go H¢¢ls. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina 
Exetvise and Sport Science 
Sport Admhfistrafion - 04 Snfith Budding 
CB 3182 ChapelHdl, NC 27599 

9198430336 

> Per Dr Salyor 

> (can we make tlfis a 3 0 credit hour independe~t study???! :iust let 
> me know what you me thhfldng) 

> Director 
> Tm Heel Kids Camp 

> George Watts Hit1 Alunmi Centec CB# 9180 
> Chal~el Hdl, N C 27514-0660 
> Sladiunl Drive. PO Box 660 
> Phane 9199623578 
>Fax 9199620010 

> "Hold yourself responsible for a higher slandard dian anybod3 oxpccls of 
> you Never excuse yourseff" ---Hem3 Ward Beecher 





























Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Stroman. Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Thursda}, Ma} 14, 2009 7:34 AM 

Boxill, Jcanettc M <JMBOXILL@cmail unc edu> 

FW: The end and fl~e begim~ing! 

ATT00001 htm; image002 jpg; image002 jpg 

From: Jackie Lambertsen [mailto:jackie@meridians.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 13, 2009 5:00 PM 
Subject: The end ... and the beginning! 

To all the Ram Club members of Team Tempo: 

When Team Tempo mentioned to Coach Hatchell that we needed a large area for an end-of-season celebration, she invited us to her 

home on April 29th. Click here to view photos from the successful close of Team Tempo’s 2008-2009 season[ Thanks to everyone 

who contributed food and inspiration! 

Next week we begin our second season of support for the U NC Women’s Basketball program with an organizational meeting on 

Tuesday, May19th, from7:3Oto9pm. OurleadersspenttheBrstseasonintroducingTeamTempo’sconcept: weemailedaweekly 

agenda announcing all efforts from everyone to support the team, printed business cards leading folks to our web site which 

allowed them to tell us who they are and how they feel, distributed buttons, attended the weekly radio show, and coordinated the 

celebration potluck. Among others. 

Now it is time for our 250 new mem bers to let our leadership know how they want this organization to evolve during our second 

season. Some will want to attend events, some will want to host events, some will want to promote events. All efforts are 

valuable: when the tide of support for the U NC Women’s Basketball program rises, attendance at the 8ames will increase! 

An example of one concern is how U NC counts attendance. We learned this year that only those seats scanned at entrances are 

counted in U NC’s attendance figures. The result is that if you purchase season tickets and do not attend a few games, your seat is 

not counted for those Barnes that you miss! One solution miBht be an unused ticket pool offered to charities (Oxford OrphanaBe, 

Agape Corner, etc), church teams (following NCAA rules), non profits, and retirement communities. Of course this would require 

coordination, postage, and volunteers to run the pool. 

Another example is the Breat concern of our non-Rams Club members who have been season ticket holders since season tickets 

were offered eleven years a8o. They are worried about their fair seating in the new Carmichael versus ours from the Rams Club. 

How do we create a win-win situation for everyone? 

A third example is my interface with the Rams Club. As a 24 year member and a partial endowment scholarship donor, I 

volunteered to meet with John Montgomery four times a year to introduce him to Team Tempo and update him on our activities 

and concerns. My first meeting at the end of December lasted 30 minutes longer than I expected because he was so interested in 

our activities. In one of his meetings with Coach Hatchell, he told her that the Rams Club had never been asked to promote the 



Women*s team but he was happy to do so. "Ask and it shall be given." Since I work daily as Team Tern po’s webmaster, I hope that 

another Rams Club member who might be close to their leadership will assume the Rams Club interface role. Anyone interested? 

These and other issues will be discussed next week. If you are interested in molding Team Tempo, join us and contribute! If you 

cannot join us but want to add your concerns or comments, emailthem to me and I will present your ideas in a document to those 

attending. 

And if you plan to attend, would you reply to this email so that I can plan Iosistics for chairs and parkins? Then I will send you 

directions to my home at near Coach Hatchell’s home. Place Tuesday, May 39th, from 7:30 to 9 PM on your 

calendar! 

As always thanks for your support and your interest in Team Tempo! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,             4:12 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: engagement] 

Thanks I made il back safe and so~md Now Th¢ Ugly Parl II Uopacking 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admhfistrafion - 04 Snfith Building 
CB 3182 Clmpel Hill, NC 27599 

9198430336 

Quoting Jan Boxill ~ilnboxill@omail unc cdu>: 

> Jan Boxill, PhD 
> Director. Pm~ Center for Etlxics 
> Selfior Lectmer 
> Dcpamncnl of Philosoph3 
> Umversit~ of Nofflt Caroli~m 
> Chal~el Hill, NC 27599-3125 
> Email: jmboxill@cmail unc cdu 
> Website:parrcenter uric edu 
> Phone: 919-962-3317 
>FAUn: 919-843-3929 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Saturday,                6:14 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Re: 

Okay Thanks! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Univ¢rsily of Norlh Carolina 
Exetvise and Sport Science 
Sport Admhtistration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Clmpel Hill, NC 27599 

9198430336 

Quoting Jan Boxill ~ilnboxill@omail unc cdu>: 

> Hi Dobby, 
> has her hold removed, so if you can add her to EXSS 
> that would be great 

> Thanks. 
>Jan 

> Jan Boxill, PhD 
> Dircclor. Parr C¢nlcr for Ethics 
> Se~tior Lectmer 
> Department of Plfilosoph> 
> Univcrsily orNorlh Carolilul 
> Chal~el Hill, NC 27599-3125 
> Email: jmboxill@cmail unc cdu 
> Website:parrcenter uric edu 
> Phone: 919-962-3317 
>FAUn: 919-843-3929 
> 

> 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,                5:19 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 
RE: [Fwd: Draft of By-laws] 

Okay I had a nic¢ discussion wilh M Coble (faculty pr¢s) Ihis aft�moon 
during New Facult~ Orientation with H Thorp Your ]~ame crone up and also 
wdh new Philosophy profs, The Adams :) 

I ccd you on ]m." decision (having spoken wiflt Sarah) t~gatfling 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sporl Adminislmlion Facully and EXSS Academic Adsisor 

..... Original M¢ssag¢ ..... 
From: Jan Boxill [n~h/!:in~oxlllq<emz~il up:~ edu] 
Scnl: Wednesday, 4:41 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sul~iect: Re: [Fwd: Draft of By-laws] 

htternslfip class 

Jan 

in Ihe EXSS 

> Hey! I just got back from Colorado I will t~y to take a look tNs 
weekend 
> Hope all is well for you[ 

:) 



> Subjecl: [F~d: Dmrl of By-laws] 
> 
> Thought you might be interested h~ seeh~g these I havefft lead the 
enlirc 
> docunlenl, bet pretty impressive[I[ I haven’l responded to Mike yet. so 
ff 
> you see am’thing I should bring to their attention let me know 
> 
> Tlmnks, 

> Email: jmboxill@email uric edu 

Jan Boxill. PhD 
Dir¢clor. Pan" Cenler for Elhics 
Senior knclurcr 
Depattment of Philosoph3 
U niversits" of Norfl~ Carolilm 
Chal~l Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Wcbsil¢:pan"ccnlcr unc cdu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
FAX: 919-843-3929 
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H issior’~ Statement: 

The mission of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science is to discover, 
create and promote knowledge of human movement to improve the quality of 
life of individuals and society, 

This mission is accomplished through education, research, and service in the 
following areas: 

Undergraduate Programs 
Athletic Training 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Fitness Professional 
Sport Management 

Graduate Programs 
Athletic Training 
Exercise Physiology 
Sport Administration 
Recreation Administration/Therapy 
Human Movement Science (PhD) 
Dual Degree (]D!MA) Law and Sport Administration 

Physical Activities Program 
Lifetime Fitness 
Physical Activity Electives 
Aquatics 

Campus Recreation 
]:ntramurals 
Sport Clubs 
Carolina Adventures 
Carolina Fitness 

Laboratories 
Sport Medicine Research Lab 
Applied Exercise Physiology Lab 
Motor Control Lab 
CPR Lab 
Exercise Science Teaching Lab 

Centers & Institutes 
Center for the Study of Retired Athletes 
National Center for Catastrophic Sport ]:nju~y Research 
Collegiate Sports Research Institute 
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]In the University structure, the Department of Exercise and Sport Science is in 
the Division of Natural Sciences of the College of Arts and Sciences. The 
various academic program offerings also involve relationships and 
responsibilities in and to tile General College and The Graduate School. 

~PA~T~NTAL D~RSCTORY,,~ Fetaer Administrative Staff 

Denise Currin, University Administrative Manager          962-5172 
dcurrin@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities include: financial management, faculty/staff personnel 
administration, staff supervisor, faculty/staff human resource facilitator, 
facilities management, policy development, and department operations. 

Hichael Smith, Accounting Technician 962-0017 
Hichael smith@unc.edu 

Responsibilities include: purchasing, reimbursements, travel, administrator, 
financial management, payroll, office supply ordering, graduate student payroll 
and admissions, tuition remission. 

Cindy Atkins, I~xecutive Assistant 962u0018 
atkins@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities include: assistant to director of graduate studies, tuition 
remission, and executive assistant to the chair and department manager, 
graduate student registrar, basketroom & administrative staff supervisor. 

Ashley McCuilen, Student Services/Administrative Support Specialist 
962-2022 

amcculle@email.u nc.ed u 
Responsibilities include: human resource facilitator, registrar, course 
scheduling, commencement ceremonies coordinator, website co-coordinator, 
textbook ordering, lifetime fitness administrator (payments), backup for 
accounting technician. 

Amy Tufts, Administrative Support Associate g62u2021 

atufts@email.unc.edu 
Responsibilities include: parking coordinator, key management, 
telecommunication management, equipment inventory, special events 
coordinator, publicity/marketing, publications coordinator (newsletters), mail 
services, work study supervisor and manage chair’s calendar. 
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Victor Anderson~ Computer System Administrator         843-6139 
techguy@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: website administrator, computer system management 
and repair. 

Patrick Barrett, Research Operations Hanager 843-7324 
barrettp@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities Include: liasion for construction projects, facilities maintenance 
and housekeeping. 

Darrell Kidd, Utility Crew Supervisor,962=0240 (office) 

wdkidd@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: supervise and train all utility crew members, 
Responsible for all minor moves and repairs. 

Dallas Jacobs, Fetzer Basketroom IVtanager 962-&633 
dijaco bs@emaiL u nc.edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: activity equipment ordering, supervisor of basketroom 
Staff. 

Wayne Johnson, Woollen Basketroom Supervisor          966-1398 
swjoh nso@email,unc,edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: Customer Service, Equipment Inventory, 

Joel McClawhorn, Fetzer Basketroom PM Manager         962-1144 
jmclawho@email.unc.edu 

Responsible Tndude: Customer Service, Supervisor of night time employees. 
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Kevin Guskiewicz Chair 204 Fetzer 962-5175 
Victor Anderson Computer Systems 026/C Fetzer 843-6139 

Administrator 
÷ 

Cindy Atkins             Executive Assistant,        209 Fetzer       962-0018 
Graduate Program 

Patrick Barrett Research Operations 026/C Fetzer 843-7324 

Rebecca Battaglini Director of Lifetime 962-0233 
Fitness 

Darrell Kidd Utility Crew Supervisor Fetzer(next to BR) 883-8475 
Ashley NcCullen Administrative Support 209 Fetzer 962-2022 

Specialist 
Nichael Smith Accounting Nanager 209 Fetzer 962-0017 

Amy Tufts Administrative Support 209 Fetzer 962-2021 
Associate 

Amy Natthews        Social Research Specialist 206 Evergreen     962-5744 

"~~204 Evergreen     962-2195 

Patrick Crawford Facilities Technician Fetzer 883-6479 

John Hauser Facilities Technician OEC 
Howard Wright Facilities Technician OEC 

Joel McLawhorn 
John Leathers 
Chris McGee 
Beverly Shue 

Dallas Jacobs Basketroom Manager 
Wayne Johnson Basketroom Supervisor 

Woollen 
PM Fetzer Manager 

Basketroom Associate 
Basketroom Associate 

Support Services 
Associate 

Diane Adamson Office Nanager 
Jordan Albertson Facility Manager~ RHRC 
Tori Cheek Coordinator Intramural 

Sports 

06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 

06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 

105 SRC 
108 Rams Head 

102-A SRC 

883-8483 
883-8482 

962-1633 
966-1398 

962-1144 
962-1144 
962-1144 
962-1144 

962-1153 
843-4799 
843-4768 
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Candace DorwarL Assistant DirecLor of 204 SRC 843-4767 
Ma rket!n g 

Paul Dunlop Facility Operations 103 SRC 962-7285 
Manager 

Justin Ford Assistant Director of 102-C SRC 843-4769 
Intramurals 

Jason Halsey Assistant Director of 106 SRC 962-1013 
Sports C!ubs 

Reggie Hinton Director of Student 201 SRC 962-3301 
Recreation Center 

M!ke Lyons C!!mb!ng Wa!! D!rector Rams Head 843-6434 
Lauren Mangili Assoc, Director & Indoor 103 Rams Head 962-7348 

Climbing Coord, 
Marty Pomera!~tz D!rector 108 SRC 962-2779 
David Rogers Carolina Outdoor 

Education Director 
Dave Yeargan Expedition Program 

Coord ioator 

Alain Aguilar 
Claudio Battaglini 
Troy Blackburn 
Coyte Cooper 
Gualberto Cremades 

OEC 

Lecturer 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Visiting Associate 

Professor 
Associate Professor 

Professor and Assistant 
Chair 

Adjunct Assistant 

OEC 

026-B Fetzer 
025-A Fetzer 

124 FeLzer 
05 Smith Bldg. 

843-4632 

843-3233 

843-2033 
843-6045 
843-2021 
962-0959 

gcremades@mail.barry.edu 

Diane Groff 026G Fetzer 962-0534 
Aothony Hackney 203 Fetzer Gym 962-0334 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth                              103 Fetzer Gym     962-6214 
Professor 

÷ 

Marian Hopkins Lecturer/Dance Education Student Union 962-0100 
Shelley Johoson Lecturer 843-7335 
Bonnie Marks Associate Professor, UG 06-J Fetzer 962-2260 

FP Coord inator 
Robert McMurray Professor, 025 B Fetzer 962-1371 

Exercise Physiology 
Coord ioator 

Fred Mueller Professor 204 Evergreen 962-5171 
House 

+ 

Deb Murray               Lecturer/ Health      026 B Fetzer Gym    962-6946 
Education 

Joseph Myers Assistant Professor 123 Fetzer 962-7543 
Kristin Ondrak Lecturer 026A Fetzer 843-4537 
Barbara Osborne Associate Professor, UG 03 Smith Building 962-5173 

¯ ~ SA Coordinator 
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Darin Padua o Associate Professor 216 Fetzer 843-5117 
Meredith Petschauer Senior Lecturer, UG AT 026F Fetzer 962-1110 

Training Coordinator 
Bill Prentice Professor, Grad Athletic 214 Fetzer 962-5174 

Sherry Salyer Senior Lecturer, Director 211 Fetzer 962-6947 
of Undergraduate Studies 

Jose Sandoval Lecturer/Research uirjms@email.unc.edu 
Methods 

Lee $chimmelfing Lecturer/Fitness leeschim@email.u nc.ed u 
Management 

Ed Shields Professor, Director of 202 Fetzer 962-3351 
Graduate Studies 

Debby Stroman Visiting Adjunct Assistant 04 Smith Building 843-0336 
Professor 

÷ 

Deb Southall Lecturer 07 Smith Building 962-3508 
Richard Southall Assistant Professor, Grad 06 Smith Building 962-3507 

Sport Administration 
Coord inator 

Steve Zinder Assistant Professor 026F Fetzer 962-0774 

EXSS IRB Committee- Troy Blackburn, Chair 
Membership consists of all EXSS Faculty 
UNC Chapel Hill IRB Appointments- 
Darin Padua- Behavioral    Ed Shields- 

Graduate Admissions- Ed Shields, Chair 
Robert Mcl’4u tray 
Richard Southall 
Bill Prentice 

Curriculum: Sherry Salyer, Chair 
Bill Prentice 
Barbara Osborne 
Claudio Battaglini 
Diane Groff 
Deb Stroman 

Full Professors- Kevin Guskiewicz, Chair 
Tony Hackney 
Robert McMurray 
Bill Prentice 

Biomedical 

Facilities- Steve Zinder, Chair 
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Patrick Barrett 
Denise Cumn 
Dab Southall 
Marry Pomerantz 
Alain Aguilar 

Public Relations Committee- Amy Tufts, Chair 
Joe Myers 
Coyte Cooper 
Bonnie Marks 
Dab Murray 
Becca Battaglini 
Dab Southall 

Applied Physiology Lab- Director: Anthony Hackney Assistant Director: 
Kristin Ondrak 
Exercise Science Teaching Lab= Director: Bonnie Marks 
Sports Medicine Research Lab- Director: Darin Padua 
Neuromuscular Research Lab- Director: Troy Blackburn 
Cadaver Anatomy Lab- Director: Jason Mihalik 
CPRLab- Director: Meredith Petschauer 

Laboratory Managers." Ted Crawford 

PROGRAM DE~CR[PTION$ 

The lifetime fitness activities program focuses on the acquisition of essential 
health knowledge, improved physical fitness, skill improvement and 
encourages these behaviors for continued lifetime fitness. Students who were 
enrolled after Fall 2006, must successfully complete one Lifetime Fitness class 
(LFTT) (one credit hour) for a graduation requirement. Students who were 
enrolled prior to Fall 2006 must complete one semester of PHYA (Physical 
Education activity) courses. Students may elect to take additional PHYA 
courses. For more information about LET or PHYA courses or requirements for 
graduation, contact the Director of Lifetime Fitness, Rebecca Battaglini at 962- 
0233 or bbatt@email.unc.edu. 

The Uedergra~ate Arta & Scietme,,s Program: 

This program prepared students for graduate school and!or a professional 
career in exercise and sport science and allied health professions. 
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The Naster of Arts degree prepares individuals to function as scientists, 

educators, and practitioners in exercise and sport science. This degree in 
exercise and sport science offers specialized study in a sub discipline, i.e. 
athletic training, exercise physiology, and sport administration. All Master of 

Arts specializations culminate with a thesis. 

The Department operates five major research labs: the Applied Physiology 
Lab, Exercise Science Teaching Lab, Human Cadaver Lab, Neuromuscular 
Control Lab, and Sports Nedicine Research Lab. These facilities support 

graduate students and faculty research efforts and serapes as teaching labs for 
both graduate and undergraduate courses. ASports Nedicine facility is jointly 
sponsored with Athletics and Campus Health Services and serves both clinical 

and research functions. A Sport Administration Resource Office provides 
support to that specialization. 

This program provides the opportunity for voluntary competitive and 
recreational sport experiences in a wide variety of activities for students, 
faculty and staff. The opportunity to develop and maintain physical fitness and 
sport skills, to compete with fellow students in team and individual sports and 
co-recreational experiences is available through a structured competitive 
program. Facilities for recreation and sports activities are available for 
students and university employees during free play and on weekends. Athletic 
equipment is available for the use of individuals and groups. The Student 
Recreation Center provides extensive weight training and aerobic fitness 
facilities. UNC One cards for use of these facilities must be purchased by 
University faculty and staff. University students may use the facilities free of 
charge upon presentation of a valid student UNC One Card. 

][n general, the indoor facilities of Bowman Gray Pool, Fetzer Gym, Student 
Recreation Center, Ramshead Recreation Center and Woollen Gym are under 
the control of Exercise and Sport Science. All scheduling of these indoor areas 
as well as Hooker Fields, Ehringhaus Field, Outdoor Education Center and Kerr 
Lake Recreation Area are handled through Exercise and Sport Science. 

Offices; Faculty offices are assigned by the Department Chair. Keys to 
faculty offices and to departmental buildings are issued to each faculty 
member through Amy Tufts, Key Coordinator for the department. 
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Re airs Renovations,’,’ All desired repairs or renovations including repainting 
should be requested to Patrick Barrett or Darrell Kidd. In addition, requests for 
minor problems such as sticking doors, light bulb replacement or clean up spills 
should be made to these individuals so that housekeeping or utility crew can 
be requested to help. 

�lass Set~uA; The Utility Crew will assist you with needed class setup of nets, 
goals or other equipment if requested at least 2 days in advance. A form can 
be picked up in 209 Fetzer. All classroom assignments are made by Ashley 
HcCullen well in advance of each semester and must be coordinated with the 
Registrar’s Office. If you require a room change, additional desks, or special 
use of any classroom space, please contact the Student Service Administrative 
Specialist, Ashley NcCullen in 209 Fetzer Gym. The Campus Recreation Office 
schedules classroom use after 5:00pm and on weekends. 

~@.£i.[i.Zg....#.~:a.M.ZA; The Facilities Calendar Committee meets each summer to 
determine the facility schedule of operation for the entire year from August to 
August. Copies of these facility schedules for each semester are available from 
the Campus Recreation office (101 Student Recreation Center). Please note 
the special hours in effect for holiday and/or semester break periods. 

Personal Recre~tio~ i~ De~artme~t~l F~cilities: Departmental faculty and 
staff are encouraged to maintain an active lifestyle and to make full use of our 
facilities. UNC One cards are provided to departmental faculty, staff, and their 
spouses. There isa charge of $5.00 for making the card and if you lose your 
UNC One Card you will be charged $5.00 every time you lose it. Faculty use of 
swimming facilities should be during regular pool hours. Guests of Exercise 
and Sport Science faculty members may use the facilities if accompanied by 
the faculty member. Temporary (guest) cards are used for this purpose. 
Requests for use of the facilities and visitor cards should be made at least 5 
days in advance to Paul Dunlop in the Campus Recreation office at 962-7285. 
Children (including children of Exercise and Sport Science faculty) are generally 
not permitted to use the facilities with the exception of the swimming hours 
specified for family use. Pool guest cards for Exercise and Sport Science 
faculty’s children are also available from Paul Dunlop. An Exercise and Sport 
Science faculty member may allow his/her child to use the other facilities 
under the constant, direct supervision of the faculty member. Please avoid 
peak facility use hours. 

Please see http:/icampusrec.unc.edu/facilitiesifacility_policies.html for more 
information on Facility Policies or contact Paul Dunlop at 962-7285. 

Park~a~Behin~ Fetzer~ The Department controls several spaces behind 
Fetzer to accommodate short-term parking needs including: sports medicine 
treatment, research subjects, equipment loading and unloading, and 
department visitors. Permits for these uses are required and can be obtained 
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from Amy Tufts, the parking coordinator. These spaces should not be used for 
regular parking or because you cannot find a spot in your regular lot. You will 
be ticketed by Parking and Transportation, UNC Public Safety. 

Currently the Department maintains four offices: the main administrative office 
in 209 Fetzer, Smith Building- Sport Administration (Basement level), 
Evergreen House (2n~ Floor)- Research, and the Campus Recreation office in 
201 Student Recreation Center. Fetzer offices are open and staffed from 
7:45am to 5:00pro, Nonday through Friday. 

The offices are maintained for the purposes of supporting faculty, professional 
and clerical needs, responding to inquiries and conducting administrative tasks 
required by the University. Although the staff in each work area basically 
serves the faculty/administrative needs of that group, they are often called 
upon to assist with pressing departmental projects or to cover for other office 
staff that may be out sick, etc. Faculty having a project needing extraordinary 
clerical assistance should request and schedule this support through the 
Department Manager. 

Office support provided to Faculty includes typing, filing!sorting, copying and 
miscellaneous clerical tasks. Office staff may not leave their work area to 
perform duties without approval of the Administrative Nanager. Occasionally, 
office support may be able to help in the preparation of special transparencies, 
posters, signs, etc. However, they are not trained in art work or production 
and should not be expected to perform as a professional in these areas. Any 
request of this nature which will require more than one hour of staff time 
should bepre-approved by the AdministrativeNanager. Office support are not 
permitted to work overtime and thus, should not be requested to start early, 
stay late or take work home. They have assigned break and lunch schedules. 
Office support may NOT administer exams, show class films or otherwise 
conduct a class session. 

P~otoeopyin# 

The copier is located in the 209 Fetzer Office. Each faculty and staff is assigned 
an eight digit code to gain access (See Amy/Ashley for codes). Each code 
starts with the department code 3292 and the last four digits are your choice. 
The copier stays in Scanner mode at all times. You must choose copy to begin 
a photocopy job. 

You may do your own copies or fill out a work request form for office staff to 
complete your job for you. The office staff asks for at least a two day turn 
around time. These forms are located at the work box in the Fetzer 209 office. 
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The copier can also scan and emai[ a document to your emai[ account or to 
someone else’s email account. Please see any of the Fetzer office staff to assist 
you with this feature. 

Larger volumes may be better accommodated at the University Copy Center. 
Any large photocopying project (over 200 copies) should be approved by the 
Chair. 

Faculty and staff mailboxes are located in 209 Fetzer Office. Evergreen and 
Smith faculty and staff are consolidated into two mailboxes. Teacher assistant 
mailboxes are located in Fetzer 025. The mailboxes are open for students to 
drop off mail during regular business hours. Faculty members have a key for 
anytime access. Campus Mail (mail going to any UNC campus box number) is 
delivered around 9:30am and l:30pm daily. Outgoing personal mail must have 
proper postage. Departmental mail that is non campus mail must have a 
departmental postage authorization slip to accompany the outgoing pieces. It 
is most cost effective if your mail has ALL CAPS and no punctuation. Bulk mail 
prices are also available if the mailing is 250 pieces or greater. The pieces 
must be all be the same size, weight, contents, and be in numerical order by 
zip code. Campus Nail envelopes, large and small, and letterhead or plain 
envelopes can be found under the mail center cabinet. 

Federal Express and UPS packages are picked up or dropped off in 209 Fetzer 
Gym. Ask Michael or Amy for help with these packages. Packages, that are too 
large for your mailboxes, will be stored underneath the mail center cabinet. 
You will be notified of a package by an orange package slip placed in your 
mailbox, if you need delivery of heavy packages to certain areas, please notify 
location on the orange slip and give to Amy or Ashley in Fetzer 209. 

Our correct mailing address is: 

(Your Name) 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
209 Fetzer Gym, CB# 8700 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599=8700 

Office Supplies 

Basic office supplies are located in the supply cabinet in Fetzer 209 office, 
Please come and peruse the cabinet to find items that you need, Anything not 
found or specific printer cartridges for your printer can be ordered through 
Michael Smith. Printer paper is located in 2 tier stacked cabinet by the work 
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study desk. if you see that the paper ream level is low, please let Amy or 
Ashley know. 

Stationery: Please limit the use of departmental stationery to necessary 
professional correspondence. A hand written note to another department 
member need not be done on expensive stationery and sent in printed 
envelopes. In-house notes and memos can be folded and stapled or taped. 
Teaching Assistants and students are not authorized to utilize departmental 
stationery. 

~eya 

Keys to your- offices and the building are distributed by Amy Tufts in time 209 
Fetzer office. You will need to initial for your key card for each key that you are 
assigned. 

Please contact the Administrative Nanager (Denise Currin) and Victor Anderson 
in order to get email information and your computer setup. 

For Computer he~p, PC Problem~ troub~eshootin# issue, s, etc, 

Contact 962-HELP to submit a request for help or call Victor Anderson 3-6139 
or by pager, 216-2898. 

There are currently four fax lines for the department. This service is available 
to Faculty and staFF to support their professional duties. No students 
(graduate/undergraduate) are permitted to use the fax service. 

1. 209 Fetzer Gym beside [’4ichael Smith’s work station. This fax number 
is 919-962-0489. (Fax cover sheets are located on the shelving 
underneatb.) 

2. Smith Building (basement level), 919-962-6325 

3. Campus Recreation, 201 Student Recreation Center, 919-962-3621 

4. CPI Office, Evergreen located on 2nd floor, 919-962-7060. 
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For new phone ordering, installing and set-up please contact Amy Tufts to 
discuss your order. Phones will vary with regard to message waiting, 
transferring, and call forwarding. 

Personal calls may not be billed to University telephone numbers. 
Personal long distance calls may only be placed from University 
telephones using a credit card, third number billed, or calling collect. 
Toll free numbers: Dial 9+1+800+888 or 877 + seven digit number 
International calls: 9+011+Country Code+City Code (if needed)+Local 
Number 
Long Distance: Direct Distance Dialing (for all cities): 9+1+Area 
Code+Seven Digit Number. 
On Campus Calling: If you are on campus calling another number on 
campus, you only need to dial the last 5 digits. Campus prefixes are 962, 
966, 843 (most on campus offices), and 914 (most residence halls). If 
you are on campus calling an off-campus number, you need to dial 9 
first, then the number. (For example, if the # is 843-5117, you dial 3- 
5:[17). 
Bell South Operator, dial 9 + 0 
AT & T operator, dial 9 + 0 + 0 
University Operator, 962-2211 
Local Information, dial 9 + 411 
Calls to the local calling area are free. For the UNC/CH phone system, 
the local calling area basically includes: Chapel Hill, Raleigh, Durham, 
Hillsborough and the Research Triangle Park. For a current listing of free 
local exchanges, go to: 
http :/!www.telecom.u nc.ed u/telep honylocalcall, html 
Useful Numbers 
Emergencies: 911 

Hospital Operator: 962-4131 
Campus Police: 962-6565 
EXSS Department: 962-2021/2022/0017/0018 

Refer to the pamphlets, "Voice Message System: Quick Reference Guide" 
and "Voice Message System Flow Chart" for detailed instruction. 
Call 962-6245 for Voice Mail Questions. Other applications such as auto 
attendant, interactive voice response and fax messaging are available. 
Reaching Your Mailbox 
The system access phone number is 962-6200. From campus phones, 
dial 2-6200. Follow system prompts to access your mailbox. 
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When you want to Dial 
Review Unheard Messages 11 
Review Heard, Unheard & Archive 12 
Review New & Saved Messages 1 
Replay a Message 4 
Reply 8 
Save a Message 9 
Erase a Message 7 
Forward a Copy to Another User 6 
Skip to End on a Message 33 
Skip to Next Message Press the # key 
Press the wrong key? Press the ~ key 
To Cancel or Back Up- Go Back to Main Menu? Press the *key until you 
hear prompts for reviewing and sending messages 
To Bypass Greetings Press tile # key 
Changing Your Password- From the main menu, dial 4211 
]t is imperative that you remember your password. For security reasons, 
the Telecommunications Office will be unable to re-set your password if it 
is lost or forgotten. 
Recording Special Greetings 
Personal Greeting: From the Main Menu, dial 43121 and follow the 
system prompts. 
Extended Absence Greeting (caller cannot skip your greeting): From the 
Main Menu, dial 432. 
Changing Recorded Name - From the Main Menu, dial 433 
Standard Mailbox Configuration 
Personal Greeting 30 seconds in length 
Message Capacity 30 messages 
Message Length 3 minutes 
Messages Saved for 15 days 

Parking 

The Department of Exercise and Sport Science has parking allocation in the 
following lots: $4 (Stadium Drive), $3 (Law School, Navy Field Lot, and Ridge 
Road) and S-10 (Boshamer Stadium Lot). 

Criteria- The Department of Exercise and Sport Science allocates 
Parking Permits based on the following criteria." 

Consideration is given to the full time faculty or staff member’s need to be on 
campus as determined by administrative, teaching, research, professional 
service, and/or other responsibilities. Where the need to be on campus is 
approximately equal, priority is given on the basis of rank and years of service 
for faculty and on the basis of years of service for staff. 
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Consideration is given to individuals with existing medical conditions. Closer 
proximity to work space and/or application for disability permits will be 
assessed. 

Consideration is also given to maximizing the safety of faculty and staff 
working during hours of darkness. This is of particular concern for faculty 
whose responsibilities require their presence on campus at night, usually when 
teaching evening classes. 

Final consideration is given on the basis of rank and years of service for faculty 
and on the basis of years of service for staff. 

Motorcycle and scooter permits can be obtained from public safety and can 
accompany a car parking permit. 

All campus lots, except permitted student parking lots are open to non- 
permitted persons after 5pro. If visiting Franklin Street after hours, the Hanes 
Art Center/Swain lot is an excellent place to park. For campus sporting or other 
entertainment events, parking is further restricted and lots are closed off for 
paid event parking. Please plan your schedule with this in mind. Please contact 
Amy Tufts for more information on parking. 

Alternatives To On-Campus Parking 

For Cyclists: Bicycle registration is mandatory and fines are imposed for 
noncompliance. 

The Commuter Alternatives Program (CAP) provides free park and ride access 
for University employees with no parking permit. The Chapel Hill Transit bus 
system services all the park and ride lots as well as continuous service for all 
campus and hospital locations. A map of all routes can be obtained from 
Department of Public Safety. 

Look up this link for more information on the public safety website: 
http :/iwww.dps.u nc.ed u/Tra nsitigettingtowo rk!gettingtowork.cfm 

Ticketing 

Should you get a parking ticket on campus, they can be contested at the 
Department of Public Safety, which is located no South Campus or online at 
https://d psweb, psafety.unc.edu/webpayia ppeal begin.asp 
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Professional Appointments: 
The professional staff includes tenure track faculty, fixed-term faculty, visiting 
faculty and EPA (exempt from the personnel act) non faculty. The University 
publication, "Guidelines for Promotion, Tenure and Reappointment" describes 
these position classifications in detail. Tenure track faculty includes the ranks 
of Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Full Professor. These ranks are 
eligible for tenure when the appropriate years of service and professional 
accomplishments have been completed. Fixed-term faculty are employed to 
meet short-term instructional or administrative needs. These faculty members 
are hired on an annual basis and some may be reappointed. They are not 
eligible for tenure and cannot be elevated to a tenure track appointment 
without a formal search to fill an advertised tenure track position. Visiting 
faculty are employed from one semester to two years to meet particular 
teaching needs. They do not hold a state position number and thus, cannot 
participate in the benefits of the state retirement or health care systems. They 
cannot be changed to a regular state line position, except through a formal 
search. EPA non-faculty are professional staff who fill non-teaching roles, 
usually administrative or technical. They are hired on an annual basis and 
their obligation is for a 12-month period. They receive benefits similar to SPA 
(subject to the personnel act) employees, i.e., sick days, vacation days, etc. 

Teachinq Loads: 
Teaching loads are assigned by the Chair and designed to take advantage of 
the specified expertise of faculty members. Teaching loads vary among 
faculty, taking into consideration the faculty member’s other contributions to 
the Department and the University, including administrative duties, research 
programs and committee involvement as well as the needs of the Department 
for specific course offerings. Summer teaching appointments are at the 
invitation of the Chair and the Summer School Office. 

Teaching Evaluations: 
Teaching is an essential portion of each faculty member’s responsibility. 
Untenured faculty are evaluated annually by the Department Chair. A formal 
evaluation of teaching is mandatory during the review process for promotion 
and tenure decisions. All faculty are encouraged to utilize some form of 
systematic means of gathering student opinions of their teaching. The Carolina 
Course Review offers such an instrument. 

Audiovisual Equipment: 
Each classroom in Fetzer (104, :L06, 109) is a SMART classroom that will meet 
all your audiovisual needs. The Department maintains a supply of laptops, 
slide projectors, audio tape players, :In-focus machines and TV/VCR’s to 
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support instructional needs. All equipment checkout and repairs are done 

through the Fetzer Basketroom, 

Cemauter Facilities: 
All faculty are provided with computers. Victor Anderson is the contact for 
these. 

Requests for Equipment and Supplies: 
Requests for needed instructional/research equipment and supplies can be 
made in writing at any time to the Chair. Hajor purchases are generally made 
in the spring. Large equipment items often require substantial processing time 
and must go out on state bid. 

Preparation of Slides and Art Work: 
The Department has a limited budget to cover professional preparation of 
slides and art work. The Center for Teaching and Learning should always be 
contacted first since they will often fund materials to be used in classes. 
Please clear any such requests with the Chair’s Office. All materials prepared 
by or paid for through University funds (including University administered 
grants) are the property of the Department, not the individual faculty member. 
]Illustrative materials prepared for textbooks or other items for which the 
author will receive compensation should be done at the faculty member’s 
expense. The Department has a large printer to print posters and it is located 
down in the Applied Physiology Laboratory in Fetzer 025. 

Off=Campus Use of Departmental Equipmeet: 
Off-campus use of University equipment is discouraged with the exception of 
certain field research studies. Requests for off-campus use of equipment 
should be made to the Chair. Specific University forms are required to request 
permission to retain University property at a faculty member’s residence or 
other off-campus location. 

Equipment Purchased on Grants: 
All equipment purchased on grants administered through any University office 
is the property of the University. All equipment purchased on grants will 
normally be administered by the principal investigator until the conclusion of 
the project. Upon conclusion of the project, the equipment will be treated as 
normal departmental equipment, unless other specific written agreement has 
been made at the time the University approved the original grant application. 

Consultinq/Outside Employment: 
The University has specific policies governing consulting and external 
employment of any faculty member who holds a full-time position. As a 
general rule, consulting and external employment which contributes to a 
faculty member’s scholarly expertise or is a natural outgrowth of it, is 
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appropriate. The faculty member and Department Chair must agree that the 
external work proposed will not hamper the faculty member’s regularly 
assigned University duties. Faculty members may not receive additional 
compensation from another agency of the State of North Carolina. Consulting 
for another State agency requires release time and compensation back to the 
employing agency, not additional compensation to the individual. Forms for 
requesting permission to engage in external activity for compensation are 
available from the Chair’s office and must be updated each year. These forms 
are not required for one-time speaking engagements for pay. 

Professional Travel: 
The College of Arts and Sciences maintains a travel fund to help defray the 
expense of faculty members when presenting or holding office in professional 
societies. Specific rates of reimbursement are set each year. Additional funds 
for travel or professional development may be available. Please make requests 
through the Chair’s office. 

University Courses - Tuition= 
Current University policy allows regular faculty members to register for two 3- 
hour courses each year upon approval from the Chair’s Office. Tuition Waiver 
Forms for these courses may be obtained from the Faculty Benefits Office. 
Please refer to Human Resources Website or department for more information 
on Tuition Waivers. 

Each year the Department receives limited funds to compensate external 

faculty up-to-date. Faculty is encouraged to Suggest potential speakers. 

Annual Report= 
Annually, each faculty member is requested to submit a summary of his/her 
professional accomplishments for the year. These reports, due in April, are the 
basis for the departmental annual report which is submitted to the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. Additionally, the faculty member’s annual report 
serves as one means Of assessing faculty accomplishments for purposes of 
recommending merit salary increases. 

Salar,/Adiustments= 
Faculty salary adjustments are controlled in part by action of the State, 
Legislature and the University Administration. Generally, salary adjustments 
are made annually, effective July 1 of each year. The salary adjustment may 
include a mandated cost-of-living amount awarded to all faculty and/or a merit 
increase. Both adjustments become part of the faculty member’s permanent 
base salary. Occasionally, a one-time bonus payment is funded by the 
Legislature which does not become part of the base salary. 
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Office Hours~ 
FaculW are required to have a minimum of 6 posted office hours available to 
students per week. These are usually posted on your coarse syllabus as well 
as on your departmental webpage. 

Course Syllabus 

3, 

6. 
7, 
8. 
9. 
10, 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

( Suqqested Criteria’): 
Class Information 
Contact Information 
Office Hours 
Required Text 
Other Required Materials 
Online Resources 
Purpose 
Coarse Objectives 
Honor Code 

Grading System 
Exams 
Class Attendance 
Absences 
Additional Policies 
Course Grading Scale 

Course Requests for Upcoming Semesters 

Request for courses are determined approximately 9 months in advance. The 
Chair will send out an email requesting course information. Please check with 
your colleagues within your concentration about what courses should be 
offered. The information needed from you will be: Enrollment size; day and 
time preferences; building/room preferences and room arrangement; 
preferences for recitation section times/days; what type of multi-media 
equipment will be needed for the course; if you will need a TA; prerequisite, 
footnote and student restrictions. 

Textbook Orders & Desk Copies 

All textbook orders and orders for desk copies are processed through Ashley 
1’4cCuilen. Simply email her the textbook information you would like to use 
when she sends out the request for the information. 

Pre-registration Period and Beginning of Semester Registration 

][n October and March of eact~ year, students register for the coming semester. 
zf you would like to have certain restrictions or a waitlist option for the 
enrollment of your course, Ashley HcCullen is able to set the system to 
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restrict entry (Controlled Enrol|ment) into your Class per your 
individual approval, Priority should be given to graduating EXSS seniors (Fall 
semester graduates in December or Spring Semester graduates in May) or 
students where the course is required for their major or graduate program and 
then (in this order) to Junior Transfers, Seniors (other than graduating in that 
semester), Juniors, Sophomores, and lastly First Year students. If you create 
your own waitlist, please try to include at least two of the following pieces of 
student’s information on your waitlist: PID # (Personal Identification Number, 
which is best to include), full name, email address, classification and major. 
When you know which students you want to add, you can then contact Amy 
Tufts or Ashley McCullen with the above infon-nation and request that the 
student(s) be enrolled in your class. Please be sure to include the course 
number and section number of your course. You may also instruct students to 
attend tile first day of class to see if other students drop and spaces open up. 

On the first day of classes, Amy Tufts or Ashley McCullen will have a number of 
students adding and dropping. ]If a student misses both tile first and second 
class meeting, instructors are able to drop a student from the course. Again, if 
you choose to allow more students into your class, give priority as was stated 
above. You can also send students directly to the administrative support 
assistant with a note signed by you giving them permissions to be added to 
your course. The administrative support assistant will not add any student 
without official written permission (this written permission can also be in the 
form of a forwarded or printed out email from you to the student giving them 
permission to add your class.) Cindy Atkins handles registration 
(adding/dropping) for all EXSS graduate students. 

Class Rolls 

Each semester you can download updated course information from the Online 
Class Rolls located on the web at the UNC Home Page (www.unc.edu) under 
"For Faculty and Staff", ttlen the "Faculty Resources" tleading look for "Online 
Class Rolls" via (you must use Internet Explorer to access this) https:i/www- 
s3.ais.unc.edu/sis/browser!operator_pass.html, but before this will work for 
you, you must complete the "Faculty/Staff Central Access Request Form." This 
form can be found under Student Information Services on the left side of the 
page. Once activated, you will then be prompted to enter yourONYEN and 
Password, and then you should have access to the class rolls for your courses. 
Ttlese are always the most up to date class rolls and they usually update more 
quickly than the online course directory or on the Blackboard site. You can 
also see the Student Services Assistant (Ashley NcCullen) for an updated copy 
of your roster off the mainframe, 
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Verification Roils 

After the first few weeks of the semester, during which students often add and 
drop courses, you will receive a Registration Verification Roll. This roll will be 
the list of students that the registrar shows as officially enrolled in your course. 
Please verify the information on the roll and if the information is incorrect, you 
should either cross out time name of the student on time roll or add the student’s 
name with PID# to the roll. Please note that this does not enroll or drop the 
student. Return entire roll to be updated, not just page with corrections, to 
tile administrative support assistant (Ashley NcCullen). Upon receiving this 
roll, the registrar will contact the student notifying him/her of the discrepancy. 
The student should then contact you for a signature on late drop!add forms. 
Please note that some students do not respond to the notice from the registrar, 
so you might still see them on your final grade roll. Tf that happens, the 
student should receive a grade of FA (Failure to Attend) when grade rolls are 
filled out, 

First Year Student Rid-Term Grade Reports 

About 2 months into the spring and fall semesters, you will be asked for 
grades-to-date of Ist year students. The grades you submit on these rolls will 
be reported to the students and their advisors. The Mid-term evaluation is not 
a final or recorded grade, but a tool used to assist in student advising for the 
spring registration cycle and to identify new students who are struggling. You 
will only receive this form if you have first-year students in your class(es). 

Student Athlete Nid-Term Grade Reports 

About a month into the semester, you will be asked for grades to date of 
student athletes that are enrolled in your classes. Tt~is is for the athletic 
department to verify that athletes are meeting the academic eligibility 
requirements. You will receive a separate page for each student-athlete. 
Unlike the procedure for first year students, these reports do NOT go to the 
registrar’s office but are returned to the athletic department at the campus box 
listed on the form. 

Grade Rolls/Reporting 

Around the week before final exams, you will receive forms for the final 
reporting of grades. Sometimes these forms do not arrive until the morning of 
the first day of exams. You will receive an email from Ashley McCullen when 
they are available in your mailbox. Once you receive the rolls, please make 
sure you indicate the student’s grade in the correct column on the form. Make 
sure to sign at the bottom and date each grade roll. Please use blue or black 
inkwt]en filling out grade rolls. Do not detach any copies from the three part 
form. Ashley NcCullen will separate them and put your copy in your mailbox. 
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Grade reports are due within 72 hours of the scheduled finn exam time. Finn 
exam dates and times can be found at 
http:/iregweb,oit,unc,edu/calendars,html 

Every student must havea grade. If your roster still remains incorrect from 
the verification period, assign an "FA" (failure to attend) if the student should 
not be on your roll. If a student, whichyou believe to be in your class, does 
not show up on your class roll, writing their name and grade in will not count 
officially or update their enrollment status. You may want to notify the student 
that they are not officially registered for the course, but ultimately it is the 
student’s responsibility to make sure they are enrolled and receive proper 
credit. The student should obtaina Late Drop!Add Form and get your 
signature, then turn the form into the registrar’s office to be properly placed in 
the class. DO NOT line through the name of a student you believe is not 
registered for your class. Assign that student an"FA" grade. An "AB" grade is 
assigned when a student misses the final but would have passed the course 
otherwise. Only a Post-Semester Registration ADD/DROP form can remove or 
add a student to a course after the Official Roll & Grade Reports have been 
generated for the semester. 

Exam Scanning Services- (http,’//its.unc,edu/ops/exam/) 

For any exams using multiple choice answers, you can submit your class exam 
answer sheets to Exam Scanning Services located in the basement level of 
House Undergraduate Library. ITS provides a cornputerized scoring and 
analysis service for true-false and multiple choice tests, based on our NCS 
’General Purpose Answer Sheet." This service is available for any course 
offered through the Office of the University Registrar. ITS also provides 
ongoing support for existing CourseEvaluations~ You must fill out a form there 
to indicate how you want it scored and how you want it reported to you. You 
are responsible for picking up your packet from Exam Scanning within a timely 
manner. Students access scantron sheets at the UNC Student Stores. 

If you have questions, contact :~eff Williams in the Exam Scanning office, 015 
Undergraduate Library; tel: 962--5283; emaik jeffro~J)ema Lunc.edu. 
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Undergraduate 

Undergraduate students are graded on an A,B,C,D,F letter grade scale. 
may give pluses or minuses to undergraduate students (No A+ or D-) 

Undergraduate Classifications- 

Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-Degree 
II ]inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off 

Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

You 

Graduate 

Graduate students are graded on an H,P,L (Honors, Pass and Low)scale. 
Please do not use plus or minuses for any graduate student grade as they are 
not valid with H, P, and L. The classification of the student can be found in the 
column to the left of their identification number. 

Graduate Classifications- 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-Degree 
ist First Year MBA or Professional 
2n~ Second Year NBA or Professional 
3r~ Third Year Professional 
4t~ Fourth Year Professional 
II [ Inster-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-Degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy 

Program 
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Other grades= 

Graduate Thesis Credit Hours (Course Numbers EX$$993 fora 
thesis in progress, a grade of "$" is assigned if satisfactory 
work/progress has been completed; otherwise assign an 
incomplete "IN". When the thesis or dissertation has been 
completed and successfully defended, assigo a grade of H, P, or L 
for EXSS 993. 
The "SP" (satisfactory progress) grade is assigned for the first 
semester of an honors project. When the studeot completes the 
second semester of an honors project and receives a standard 
grade, that grade will also become her grade for the first semester 
of the project. This grade will replace the "SP" on an official Grade 
Change Form. 
The "FA" (failure abseoce) grade is assigned when an 
undergraduate student did not attend the final exam and could not 
pass the course regardless of performaoce on the exam. You 
should also use this grade for students who never came to your 
class but are still on the roster at the end of the semester or has 
excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 
The "AB" (absence) grade is assigned when the student did not 
attend the final exam, and there is a possibility that the student 
could pass the course if the exam were taken. The "AB" is 
computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For 
uodergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to 
an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular 
semester. 
The "IN" (incomplete) grade is assigned when the student took the 
final examination but did not complete some other course 
requiremeot. The student could pass the course if the assignment 
were completed. 

For both the "AB" and "IN", undergraduates have until eight weeks until 
the next semester to complete the exam or work, nod graduates have 
until one year of the original examination date or the grade will be 
changed to an admioistrative failing grade, "F*". Once a grade as beeo 
changed to an "F*", a deao’s signature is required on the Official Grade 
Change Form. 

Please see Amy Tufts or Ashley M¢Cullen for Change of Grade 
forms and procedures in ;209 Fetzer Gym, 
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H issior’~ Statement: 

The mission of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science is to discover, 
create and promote knowledge of human movement to improve the quality of 
life of individuals and society, 

This mission is accomplished through education, research, and service in the 
following areas: 

Undergraduate Programs 
Athletic Training 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Fitness Professional 
Sport Management 

Graduate Programs 
Athletic Training 
Exercise Physiology 
Sport Administration 
Recreation Administration/Therapy 
Human Movement Science (PhD) 
Dual Degree (]D!MA) Law and Sport Administration 

Physical Activities Program 
Lifetime Fitness 
Physical Activity Electives 
Aquatics 

Campus Recreation 
]:ntramurals 
Sport Clubs 
Carolina Adventures 
Carolina Fitness 

Laboratories 
Sport Medicine Research Lab 
Applied Exercise Physiology Lab 
Motor Control Lab 
CPR Lab 
Exercise Science Teaching Lab 

Centers & Institutes 
Center for the Study of Retired Athletes 
National Center for Catastrophic Sport ]:nju~y Research 
Collegiate Sports Research Institute 
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]In the University structure, the Department of Exercise and Sport Science is in 
the Division of Natural Sciences of the College of Arts and Sciences. The 
various academic program offerings also involve relationships and 
responsibilities in and to tile General College and The Graduate School. 

~PA~T~NTAL D~RSCTORY,,~ Fetaer Administrative Staff 

Denise Currin, University Administrative Manager          962-5172 
dcurrin@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities include: financial management, faculty/staff personnel 
administration, staff supervisor, faculty/staff human resource facilitator, 
facilities management, policy development, and department operations. 

Hichael Smith, Accounting Technician 962-0017 
Hichael smith@unc.edu 

Responsibilities include: purchasing, reimbursements, travel, administrator, 
financial management, payroll, office supply ordering, graduate student payroll 
and admissions, tuition remission. 

Cindy Atkins, I~xecutive Assistant 962u0018 
atkins@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities include: assistant to director of graduate studies, tuition 
remission, and executive assistant to the chair and department manager, 
graduate student registrar, basketroom & administrative staff supervisor. 

Ashley McCuilen, Student Services/Administrative Support Specialist 
962-2022 

amcculle@email.u nc.ed u 
Responsibilities include: human resource facilitator, registrar, course 
scheduling, commencement ceremonies coordinator, website co-coordinator, 
textbook ordering, lifetime fitness administrator (payments), backup for 
accounting technician. 

Amy Tufts, Administrative Support Associate g62u2021 

atufts@email.unc.edu 
Responsibilities include: parking coordinator, key management, 
telecommunication management, equipment inventory, special events 
coordinator, publicity/marketing, publications coordinator (newsletters), mail 
services, work study supervisor and manage chair’s calendar. 
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Victor Anderson~ Computer System Administrator         843-6139 
techguy@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: website administrator, computer system management 
and repair. 

Patrick Barrett, Research Operations Hanager 843-7324 
barrettp@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities Include: liasion for construction projects, facilities maintenance 
and housekeeping. 

Darrell Kidd, Utility Crew Supervisor,962=0240 (office) 

wdkidd@email.unc.edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: supervise and train all utility crew members, 
Responsible for all minor moves and repairs. 

Dallas Jacobs, Fetzer Basketroom IVtanager 962-&633 
dijaco bs@emaiL u nc.edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: activity equipment ordering, supervisor of basketroom 
Staff. 

Wayne Johnson, Woollen Basketroom Supervisor          966-1398 
swjoh nso@email,unc,edu 

Responsibilities ]nclude: Customer Service, Equipment Inventory, 

Joel McClawhorn, Fetzer Basketroom PM Manager         962-1144 
jmclawho@email.unc.edu 

Responsible Tndude: Customer Service, Supervisor of night time employees. 
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Kevin Guskiewicz Chair 204 Fetzer 962-5175 
Victor Anderson Computer Systems 026/C Fetzer 843-6139 

Administrator 
÷ 

Cindy Atkins             Executive Assistant,        209 Fetzer       962-0018 
Graduate Program 

Patrick Barrett Research Operations 026/C Fetzer 843-7324 

Rebecca Battaglini Director of Lifetime 962-0233 
Fitness 

Darrell Kidd Utility Crew Supervisor Fetzer(next to BR) 883-8475 
Ashley NcCullen Administrative Support 209 Fetzer 962-2022 

Specialist 
Nichael Smith Accounting Nanager 209 Fetzer 962-0017 

Amy Tufts Administrative Support 209 Fetzer 962-2021 
Associate 

Amy Natthews        Social Research Specialist 206 Evergreen     962-5744 

"~~204 Evergreen     962-2195 

Patrick Crawford Facilities Technician Fetzer 883-6479 

John Hauser Facilities Technician OEC 
Howard Wright Facilities Technician OEC 

Joel McLawhorn 
John Leathers 
Chris McGee 
Beverly Shue 

Dallas Jacobs Basketroom Manager 
Wayne Johnson Basketroom Supervisor 

Woollen 
PM Fetzer Manager 

Basketroom Associate 
Basketroom Associate 

Support Services 
Associate 

Diane Adamson Office Nanager 
Jordan Albertson Facility Manager~ RHRC 
Tori Cheek Coordinator Intramural 

Sports 

06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 

06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 
06 Fetzer BR 

105 SRC 
108 Rams Head 

102-A SRC 

883-8483 
883-8482 

962-1633 
966-1398 

962-1144 
962-1144 
962-1144 
962-1144 

962-1153 
843-4799 
843-4768 
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Candace DorwarL Assistant DirecLor of 204 SRC 843-4767 
Ma rket!n g 

Paul Dunlop Facility Operations 103 SRC 962-7285 
Manager 

Justin Ford Assistant Director of 102-C SRC 843-4769 
Intramurals 

Jason Halsey Assistant Director of 106 SRC 962-1013 
Sports C!ubs 

Reggie Hinton Director of Student 201 SRC 962-3301 
Recreation Center 

M!ke Lyons C!!mb!ng Wa!! D!rector Rams Head 843-6434 
Lauren Mangili Assoc, Director & Indoor 103 Rams Head 962-7348 

Climbing Coord, 
Marty Pomera!~tz D!rector 108 SRC 962-2779 
David Rogers Carolina Outdoor 

Education Director 
Dave Yeargan Expedition Program 

Coord ioator 

Alain Aguilar 
Claudio Battaglini 
Troy Blackburn 
Coyte Cooper 
Gualberto Cremades 

OEC 

Lecturer 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Visiting Associate 

Professor 
Associate Professor 

Professor and Assistant 
Chair 

Adjunct Assistant 

OEC 

026-B Fetzer 
025-A Fetzer 

124 FeLzer 
05 Smith Bldg. 

843-4632 

843-3233 

843-2033 
843-6045 
843-2021 
962-0959 

gcremades@mail.barry.edu 

Diane Groff 026G Fetzer 962-0534 
Aothony Hackney 203 Fetzer Gym 962-0334 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth                              103 Fetzer Gym     962-6214 
Professor 

÷ 

Marian Hopkins Lecturer/Dance Education Student Union 962-0100 
Shelley Johoson Lecturer 843-7335 
Bonnie Marks Associate Professor, UG 06-J Fetzer 962-2260 

FP Coord inator 
Robert McMurray Professor, 025 B Fetzer 962-1371 

Exercise Physiology 
Coord ioator 

Fred Mueller Professor 204 Evergreen 962-5171 
House 

+ 

Deb Murray               Lecturer/ Health      026 B Fetzer Gym    962-6946 
Education 

Joseph Myers Assistant Professor 123 Fetzer 962-7543 
Kristin Ondrak Lecturer 026A Fetzer 843-4537 
Barbara Osborne Associate Professor, UG 03 Smith Building 962-5173 

¯ ~ SA Coordinator 
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Darin Padua o Associate Professor 216 Fetzer 843-5117 
Meredith Petschauer Senior Lecturer, UG AT 026F Fetzer 962-1110 

Training Coordinator 
Bill Prentice Professor, Grad Athletic 214 Fetzer 962-5174 

Sherry Salyer Senior Lecturer, Director 211 Fetzer 962-6947 
of Undergraduate Studies 

Jose Sandoval Lecturer/Research uirjms@email.unc.edu 
Methods 

Lee $chimmelfing Lecturer/Fitness leeschim@email.u nc.ed u 
Management 

Ed Shields Professor, Director of 202 Fetzer 962-3351 
Graduate Studies 

Debby Stroman Visiting Adjunct Assistant 04 Smith Building 843-0336 
Professor 

÷ 

Deb Southall Lecturer 07 Smith Building 962-3508 
Richard Southall Assistant Professor, Grad 06 Smith Building 962-3507 

Sport Administration 
Coord inator 

Steve Zinder Assistant Professor 026F Fetzer 962-0774 

EXSS IRB Committee- Troy Blackburn, Chair 
Membership consists of all EXSS Faculty 
UNC Chapel Hill IRB Appointments- 
Darin Padua- Behavioral    Ed Shields- 

Graduate Admissions- Ed Shields, Chair 
Robert Mcl’4u tray 
Richard Southall 
Bill Prentice 

Curriculum: Sherry Salyer, Chair 
Bill Prentice 
Barbara Osborne 
Claudio Battaglini 
Diane Groff 
Deb Stroman 

Full Professors- Kevin Guskiewicz, Chair 
Tony Hackney 
Robert McMurray 
Bill Prentice 

Biomedical 

Facilities- Steve Zinder, Chair 
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Patrick Barrett 
Denise Cumn 
Dab Southall 
Marry Pomerantz 
Alain Aguilar 

Public Relations Committee- Amy Tufts, Chair 
Joe Myers 
Coyte Cooper 
Bonnie Marks 
Dab Murray 
Becca Battaglini 
Dab Southall 

Applied Physiology Lab- Director: Anthony Hackney Assistant Director: 
Kristin Ondrak 
Exercise Science Teaching Lab= Director: Bonnie Marks 
Sports Medicine Research Lab- Director: Darin Padua 
Neuromuscular Research Lab- Director: Troy Blackburn 
Cadaver Anatomy Lab- Director: Jason Mihalik 
CPRLab- Director: Meredith Petschauer 

Laboratory Managers." Ted Crawford 

PROGRAM DE~CR[PTION$ 

The lifetime fitness activities program focuses on the acquisition of essential 
health knowledge, improved physical fitness, skill improvement and 
encourages these behaviors for continued lifetime fitness. Students who were 
enrolled after Fall 2006, must successfully complete one Lifetime Fitness class 
(LFTT) (one credit hour) for a graduation requirement. Students who were 
enrolled prior to Fall 2006 must complete one semester of PHYA (Physical 
Education activity) courses. Students may elect to take additional PHYA 
courses. For more information about LET or PHYA courses or requirements for 
graduation, contact the Director of Lifetime Fitness, Rebecca Battaglini at 962- 
0233 or bbatt@email.unc.edu. 

The Uedergra~ate Arta & Scietme,,s Program: 

This program prepared students for graduate school and!or a professional 
career in exercise and sport science and allied health professions. 
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The Naster of Arts degree prepares individuals to function as scientists, 

educators, and practitioners in exercise and sport science. This degree in 
exercise and sport science offers specialized study in a sub discipline, i.e. 
athletic training, exercise physiology, and sport administration. All Master of 

Arts specializations culminate with a thesis. 

The Department operates five major research labs: the Applied Physiology 
Lab, Exercise Science Teaching Lab, Human Cadaver Lab, Neuromuscular 
Control Lab, and Sports Nedicine Research Lab. These facilities support 

graduate students and faculty research efforts and serapes as teaching labs for 
both graduate and undergraduate courses. ASports Nedicine facility is jointly 
sponsored with Athletics and Campus Health Services and serves both clinical 

and research functions. A Sport Administration Resource Office provides 
support to that specialization. 

This program provides the opportunity for voluntary competitive and 
recreational sport experiences in a wide variety of activities for students, 
faculty and staff. The opportunity to develop and maintain physical fitness and 
sport skills, to compete with fellow students in team and individual sports and 
co-recreational experiences is available through a structured competitive 
program. Facilities for recreation and sports activities are available for 
students and university employees during free play and on weekends. Athletic 
equipment is available for the use of individuals and groups. The Student 
Recreation Center provides extensive weight training and aerobic fitness 
facilities. UNC One cards for use of these facilities must be purchased by 
University faculty and staff. University students may use the facilities free of 
charge upon presentation of a valid student UNC One Card. 

][n general, the indoor facilities of Bowman Gray Pool, Fetzer Gym, Student 
Recreation Center, Ramshead Recreation Center and Woollen Gym are under 
the control of Exercise and Sport Science. All scheduling of these indoor areas 
as well as Hooker Fields, Ehringhaus Field, Outdoor Education Center and Kerr 
Lake Recreation Area are handled through Exercise and Sport Science. 

Offices; Faculty offices are assigned by the Department Chair. Keys to 
faculty offices and to departmental buildings are issued to each faculty 
member through Amy Tufts, Key Coordinator for the department. 
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Re airs Renovations,’,’ All desired repairs or renovations including repainting 
should be requested to Patrick Barrett or Darrell Kidd. In addition, requests for 
minor problems such as sticking doors, light bulb replacement or clean up spills 
should be made to these individuals so that housekeeping or utility crew can 
be requested to help. 

�lass Set~uA; The Utility Crew will assist you with needed class setup of nets, 
goals or other equipment if requested at least 2 days in advance. A form can 
be picked up in 209 Fetzer. All classroom assignments are made by Ashley 
HcCullen well in advance of each semester and must be coordinated with the 
Registrar’s Office. If you require a room change, additional desks, or special 
use of any classroom space, please contact the Student Service Administrative 
Specialist, Ashley NcCullen in 209 Fetzer Gym. The Campus Recreation Office 
schedules classroom use after 5:00pm and on weekends. 

~@.£i.[i.Zg....#.~:a.M.ZA; The Facilities Calendar Committee meets each summer to 
determine the facility schedule of operation for the entire year from August to 
August. Copies of these facility schedules for each semester are available from 
the Campus Recreation office (101 Student Recreation Center). Please note 
the special hours in effect for holiday and/or semester break periods. 

Personal Recre~tio~ i~ De~artme~t~l F~cilities: Departmental faculty and 
staff are encouraged to maintain an active lifestyle and to make full use of our 
facilities. UNC One cards are provided to departmental faculty, staff, and their 
spouses. There isa charge of $5.00 for making the card and if you lose your 
UNC One Card you will be charged $5.00 every time you lose it. Faculty use of 
swimming facilities should be during regular pool hours. Guests of Exercise 
and Sport Science faculty members may use the facilities if accompanied by 
the faculty member. Temporary (guest) cards are used for this purpose. 
Requests for use of the facilities and visitor cards should be made at least 5 
days in advance to Paul Dunlop in the Campus Recreation office at 962-7285. 
Children (including children of Exercise and Sport Science faculty) are generally 
not permitted to use the facilities with the exception of the swimming hours 
specified for family use. Pool guest cards for Exercise and Sport Science 
faculty’s children are also available from Paul Dunlop. An Exercise and Sport 
Science faculty member may allow his/her child to use the other facilities 
under the constant, direct supervision of the faculty member. Please avoid 
peak facility use hours. 

Please see http:/icampusrec.unc.edu/facilitiesifacility_policies.html for more 
information on Facility Policies or contact Paul Dunlop at 962-7285. 

Park~a~Behin~ Fetzer~ The Department controls several spaces behind 
Fetzer to accommodate short-term parking needs including: sports medicine 
treatment, research subjects, equipment loading and unloading, and 
department visitors. Permits for these uses are required and can be obtained 
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from Amy Tufts, the parking coordinator. These spaces should not be used for 
regular parking or because you cannot find a spot in your regular lot. You will 
be ticketed by Parking and Transportation, UNC Public Safety. 

Currently the Department maintains four offices: the main administrative office 
in 209 Fetzer, Smith Building- Sport Administration (Basement level), 
Evergreen House (2n~ Floor)- Research, and the Campus Recreation office in 
201 Student Recreation Center. Fetzer offices are open and staffed from 
7:45am to 5:00pro, Nonday through Friday. 

The offices are maintained for the purposes of supporting faculty, professional 
and clerical needs, responding to inquiries and conducting administrative tasks 
required by the University. Although the staff in each work area basically 
serves the faculty/administrative needs of that group, they are often called 
upon to assist with pressing departmental projects or to cover for other office 
staff that may be out sick, etc. Faculty having a project needing extraordinary 
clerical assistance should request and schedule this support through the 
Department Manager. 

Office support provided to Faculty includes typing, filing!sorting, copying and 
miscellaneous clerical tasks. Office staff may not leave their work area to 
perform duties without approval of the Administrative Nanager. Occasionally, 
office support may be able to help in the preparation of special transparencies, 
posters, signs, etc. However, they are not trained in art work or production 
and should not be expected to perform as a professional in these areas. Any 
request of this nature which will require more than one hour of staff time 
should bepre-approved by the AdministrativeNanager. Office support are not 
permitted to work overtime and thus, should not be requested to start early, 
stay late or take work home. They have assigned break and lunch schedules. 
Office support may NOT administer exams, show class films or otherwise 
conduct a class session. 

P~otoeopyin# 

The copier is located in the 209 Fetzer Office. Each faculty and staff is assigned 
an eight digit code to gain access (See Amy/Ashley for codes). Each code 
starts with the department code 3292 and the last four digits are your choice. 
The copier stays in Scanner mode at all times. You must choose copy to begin 
a photocopy job. 

You may do your own copies or fill out a work request form for office staff to 
complete your job for you. The office staff asks for at least a two day turn 
around time. These forms are located at the work box in the Fetzer 209 office. 
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The copier can also scan and emai[ a document to your emai[ account or to 
someone else’s email account. Please see any of the Fetzer office staff to assist 
you with this feature. 

Larger volumes may be better accommodated at the University Copy Center. 
Any large photocopying project (over 200 copies) should be approved by the 
Chair. 

Faculty and staff mailboxes are located in 209 Fetzer Office. Evergreen and 
Smith faculty and staff are consolidated into two mailboxes. Teacher assistant 
mailboxes are located in Fetzer 025. The mailboxes are open for students to 
drop off mail during regular business hours. Faculty members have a key for 
anytime access. Campus Mail (mail going to any UNC campus box number) is 
delivered around 9:30am and l:30pm daily. Outgoing personal mail must have 
proper postage. Departmental mail that is non campus mail must have a 
departmental postage authorization slip to accompany the outgoing pieces. It 
is most cost effective if your mail has ALL CAPS and no punctuation. Bulk mail 
prices are also available if the mailing is 250 pieces or greater. The pieces 
must be all be the same size, weight, contents, and be in numerical order by 
zip code. Campus Nail envelopes, large and small, and letterhead or plain 
envelopes can be found under the mail center cabinet. 

Federal Express and UPS packages are picked up or dropped off in 209 Fetzer 
Gym. Ask Michael or Amy for help with these packages. Packages, that are too 
large for your mailboxes, will be stored underneath the mail center cabinet. 
You will be notified of a package by an orange package slip placed in your 
mailbox, if you need delivery of heavy packages to certain areas, please notify 
location on the orange slip and give to Amy or Ashley in Fetzer 209. 

Our correct mailing address is: 

(Your Name) 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
209 Fetzer Gym, CB# 8700 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599=8700 

Office Supplies 

Basic office supplies are located in the supply cabinet in Fetzer 209 office, 
Please come and peruse the cabinet to find items that you need, Anything not 
found or specific printer cartridges for your printer can be ordered through 
Michael Smith. Printer paper is located in 2 tier stacked cabinet by the work 
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study desk. if you see that the paper ream level is low, please let Amy or 
Ashley know. 

Stationery: Please limit the use of departmental stationery to necessary 
professional correspondence. A hand written note to another department 
member need not be done on expensive stationery and sent in printed 
envelopes. In-house notes and memos can be folded and stapled or taped. 
Teaching Assistants and students are not authorized to utilize departmental 
stationery. 

~eya 

Keys to your- offices and the building are distributed by Amy Tufts in time 209 
Fetzer office. You will need to initial for your key card for each key that you are 
assigned. 

Please contact the Administrative Nanager (Denise Currin) and Victor Anderson 
in order to get email information and your computer setup. 

For Computer he~p, PC Problem~ troub~eshootin# issue, s, etc, 

Contact 962-HELP to submit a request for help or call Victor Anderson 3-6139 
or by pager, 216-2898. 

There are currently four fax lines for the department. This service is available 
to Faculty and staFF to support their professional duties. No students 
(graduate/undergraduate) are permitted to use the fax service. 

1. 209 Fetzer Gym beside [’4ichael Smith’s work station. This fax number 
is 919-962-0489. (Fax cover sheets are located on the shelving 
underneatb.) 

2. Smith Building (basement level), 919-962-6325 

3. Campus Recreation, 201 Student Recreation Center, 919-962-3621 

4. CPI Office, Evergreen located on 2nd floor, 919-962-7060. 
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For new phone ordering, installing and set-up please contact Amy Tufts to 
discuss your order. Phones will vary with regard to message waiting, 
transferring, and call forwarding. 

Personal calls may not be billed to University telephone numbers. 
Personal long distance calls may only be placed from University 
telephones using a credit card, third number billed, or calling collect. 
Toll free numbers: Dial 9+1+800+888 or 877 + seven digit number 
International calls: 9+011+Country Code+City Code (if needed)+Local 
Number 
Long Distance: Direct Distance Dialing (for all cities): 9+1+Area 
Code+Seven Digit Number. 
On Campus Calling: If you are on campus calling another number on 
campus, you only need to dial the last 5 digits. Campus prefixes are 962, 
966, 843 (most on campus offices), and 914 (most residence halls). If 
you are on campus calling an off-campus number, you need to dial 9 
first, then the number. (For example, if the # is 843-5117, you dial 3- 
5:[17). 
Bell South Operator, dial 9 + 0 
AT & T operator, dial 9 + 0 + 0 
University Operator, 962-2211 
Local Information, dial 9 + 411 
Calls to the local calling area are free. For the UNC/CH phone system, 
the local calling area basically includes: Chapel Hill, Raleigh, Durham, 
Hillsborough and the Research Triangle Park. For a current listing of free 
local exchanges, go to: 
http :/!www.telecom.u nc.ed u/telep honylocalcall, html 
Useful Numbers 
Emergencies: 911 

Hospital Operator: 962-4131 
Campus Police: 962-6565 
EXSS Department: 962-2021/2022/0017/0018 

Refer to the pamphlets, "Voice Message System: Quick Reference Guide" 
and "Voice Message System Flow Chart" for detailed instruction. 
Call 962-6245 for Voice Mail Questions. Other applications such as auto 
attendant, interactive voice response and fax messaging are available. 
Reaching Your Mailbox 
The system access phone number is 962-6200. From campus phones, 
dial 2-6200. Follow system prompts to access your mailbox. 
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When you want to Dial 
Review Unheard Messages 11 
Review Heard, Unheard & Archive 12 
Review New & Saved Messages 1 
Replay a Message 4 
Reply 8 
Save a Message 9 
Erase a Message 7 
Forward a Copy to Another User 6 
Skip to End on a Message 33 
Skip to Next Message Press the # key 
Press the wrong key? Press the ~ key 
To Cancel or Back Up- Go Back to Main Menu? Press the *key until you 
hear prompts for reviewing and sending messages 
To Bypass Greetings Press tile # key 
Changing Your Password- From the main menu, dial 4211 
]t is imperative that you remember your password. For security reasons, 
the Telecommunications Office will be unable to re-set your password if it 
is lost or forgotten. 
Recording Special Greetings 
Personal Greeting: From the Main Menu, dial 43121 and follow the 
system prompts. 
Extended Absence Greeting (caller cannot skip your greeting): From the 
Main Menu, dial 432. 
Changing Recorded Name - From the Main Menu, dial 433 
Standard Mailbox Configuration 
Personal Greeting 30 seconds in length 
Message Capacity 30 messages 
Message Length 3 minutes 
Messages Saved for 15 days 

Parking 

The Department of Exercise and Sport Science has parking allocation in the 
following lots: $4 (Stadium Drive), $3 (Law School, Navy Field Lot, and Ridge 
Road) and S-10 (Boshamer Stadium Lot). 

Criteria- The Department of Exercise and Sport Science allocates 
Parking Permits based on the following criteria." 

Consideration is given to the full time faculty or staff member’s need to be on 
campus as determined by administrative, teaching, research, professional 
service, and/or other responsibilities. Where the need to be on campus is 
approximately equal, priority is given on the basis of rank and years of service 
for faculty and on the basis of years of service for staff. 
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Consideration is given to individuals with existing medical conditions. Closer 
proximity to work space and/or application for disability permits will be 
assessed. 

Consideration is also given to maximizing the safety of faculty and staff 
working during hours of darkness. This is of particular concern for faculty 
whose responsibilities require their presence on campus at night, usually when 
teaching evening classes. 

Final consideration is given on the basis of rank and years of service for faculty 
and on the basis of years of service for staff. 

Motorcycle and scooter permits can be obtained from public safety and can 
accompany a car parking permit. 

All campus lots, except permitted student parking lots are open to non- 
permitted persons after 5pro. If visiting Franklin Street after hours, the Hanes 
Art Center/Swain lot is an excellent place to park. For campus sporting or other 
entertainment events, parking is further restricted and lots are closed off for 
paid event parking. Please plan your schedule with this in mind. Please contact 
Amy Tufts for more information on parking. 

Alternatives To On-Campus Parking 

For Cyclists: Bicycle registration is mandatory and fines are imposed for 
noncompliance. 

The Commuter Alternatives Program (CAP) provides free park and ride access 
for University employees with no parking permit. The Chapel Hill Transit bus 
system services all the park and ride lots as well as continuous service for all 
campus and hospital locations. A map of all routes can be obtained from 
Department of Public Safety. 

Look up this link for more information on the public safety website: 
http :/iwww.dps.u nc.ed u/Tra nsitigettingtowo rk!gettingtowork.cfm 

Ticketing 

Should you get a parking ticket on campus, they can be contested at the 
Department of Public Safety, which is located no South Campus or online at 
https://d psweb, psafety.unc.edu/webpayia ppeal begin.asp 
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Professional Appointments: 
The professional staff includes tenure track faculty, fixed-term faculty, visiting 
faculty and EPA (exempt from the personnel act) non faculty. The University 
publication, "Guidelines for Promotion, Tenure and Reappointment" describes 
these position classifications in detail. Tenure track faculty includes the ranks 
of Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Full Professor. These ranks are 
eligible for tenure when the appropriate years of service and professional 
accomplishments have been completed. Fixed-term faculty are employed to 
meet short-term instructional or administrative needs. These faculty members 
are hired on an annual basis and some may be reappointed. They are not 
eligible for tenure and cannot be elevated to a tenure track appointment 
without a formal search to fill an advertised tenure track position. Visiting 
faculty are employed from one semester to two years to meet particular 
teaching needs. They do not hold a state position number and thus, cannot 
participate in the benefits of the state retirement or health care systems. They 
cannot be changed to a regular state line position, except through a formal 
search. EPA non-faculty are professional staff who fill non-teaching roles, 
usually administrative or technical. They are hired on an annual basis and 
their obligation is for a 12-month period. They receive benefits similar to SPA 
(subject to the personnel act) employees, i.e., sick days, vacation days, etc. 

Teachinq Loads: 
Teaching loads are assigned by the Chair and designed to take advantage of 
the specified expertise of faculty members. Teaching loads vary among 
faculty, taking into consideration the faculty member’s other contributions to 
the Department and the University, including administrative duties, research 
programs and committee involvement as well as the needs of the Department 
for specific course offerings. Summer teaching appointments are at the 
invitation of the Chair and the Summer School Office. 

Teaching Evaluations: 
Teaching is an essential portion of each faculty member’s responsibility. 
Untenured faculty are evaluated annually by the Department Chair. A formal 
evaluation of teaching is mandatory during the review process for promotion 
and tenure decisions. All faculty are encouraged to utilize some form of 
systematic means of gathering student opinions of their teaching. The Carolina 
Course Review offers such an instrument. 

Audiovisual Equipment: 
Each classroom in Fetzer (104, :L06, 109) is a SMART classroom that will meet 
all your audiovisual needs. The Department maintains a supply of laptops, 
slide projectors, audio tape players, :In-focus machines and TV/VCR’s to 
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support instructional needs. All equipment checkout and repairs are done 

through the Fetzer Basketroom, 

Cemauter Facilities: 
All faculty are provided with computers. Victor Anderson is the contact for 
these. 

Requests for Equipment and Supplies: 
Requests for needed instructional/research equipment and supplies can be 
made in writing at any time to the Chair. Hajor purchases are generally made 
in the spring. Large equipment items often require substantial processing time 
and must go out on state bid. 

Preparation of Slides and Art Work: 
The Department has a limited budget to cover professional preparation of 
slides and art work. The Center for Teaching and Learning should always be 
contacted first since they will often fund materials to be used in classes. 
Please clear any such requests with the Chair’s Office. All materials prepared 
by or paid for through University funds (including University administered 
grants) are the property of the Department, not the individual faculty member. 
]Illustrative materials prepared for textbooks or other items for which the 
author will receive compensation should be done at the faculty member’s 
expense. The Department has a large printer to print posters and it is located 
down in the Applied Physiology Laboratory in Fetzer 025. 

Off=Campus Use of Departmental Equipmeet: 
Off-campus use of University equipment is discouraged with the exception of 
certain field research studies. Requests for off-campus use of equipment 
should be made to the Chair. Specific University forms are required to request 
permission to retain University property at a faculty member’s residence or 
other off-campus location. 

Equipment Purchased on Grants: 
All equipment purchased on grants administered through any University office 
is the property of the University. All equipment purchased on grants will 
normally be administered by the principal investigator until the conclusion of 
the project. Upon conclusion of the project, the equipment will be treated as 
normal departmental equipment, unless other specific written agreement has 
been made at the time the University approved the original grant application. 

Consultinq/Outside Employment: 
The University has specific policies governing consulting and external 
employment of any faculty member who holds a full-time position. As a 
general rule, consulting and external employment which contributes to a 
faculty member’s scholarly expertise or is a natural outgrowth of it, is 
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appropriate. The faculty member and Department Chair must agree that the 
external work proposed will not hamper the faculty member’s regularly 
assigned University duties. Faculty members may not receive additional 
compensation from another agency of the State of North Carolina. Consulting 
for another State agency requires release time and compensation back to the 
employing agency, not additional compensation to the individual. Forms for 
requesting permission to engage in external activity for compensation are 
available from the Chair’s office and must be updated each year. These forms 
are not required for one-time speaking engagements for pay. 

Professional Travel: 
The College of Arts and Sciences maintains a travel fund to help defray the 
expense of faculty members when presenting or holding office in professional 
societies. Specific rates of reimbursement are set each year. Additional funds 
for travel or professional development may be available. Please make requests 
through the Chair’s office. 

University Courses - Tuition= 
Current University policy allows regular faculty members to register for two 3- 
hour courses each year upon approval from the Chair’s Office. Tuition Waiver 
Forms for these courses may be obtained from the Faculty Benefits Office. 
Please refer to Human Resources Website or department for more information 
on Tuition Waivers. 

Each year the Department receives limited funds to compensate external 

faculty up-to-date. Faculty is encouraged to Suggest potential speakers. 

Annual Report= 
Annually, each faculty member is requested to submit a summary of his/her 
professional accomplishments for the year. These reports, due in April, are the 
basis for the departmental annual report which is submitted to the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. Additionally, the faculty member’s annual report 
serves as one means Of assessing faculty accomplishments for purposes of 
recommending merit salary increases. 

Salar,/Adiustments= 
Faculty salary adjustments are controlled in part by action of the State, 
Legislature and the University Administration. Generally, salary adjustments 
are made annually, effective July 1 of each year. The salary adjustment may 
include a mandated cost-of-living amount awarded to all faculty and/or a merit 
increase. Both adjustments become part of the faculty member’s permanent 
base salary. Occasionally, a one-time bonus payment is funded by the 
Legislature which does not become part of the base salary. 
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Office Hours~ 
FaculW are required to have a minimum of 6 posted office hours available to 
students per week. These are usually posted on your coarse syllabus as well 
as on your departmental webpage. 

Course Syllabus 

3, 

6. 
7, 
8. 
9. 
10, 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

( Suqqested Criteria’): 
Class Information 
Contact Information 
Office Hours 
Required Text 
Other Required Materials 
Online Resources 
Purpose 
Coarse Objectives 
Honor Code 

Grading System 
Exams 
Class Attendance 
Absences 
Additional Policies 
Course Grading Scale 

Course Requests for Upcoming Semesters 

Request for courses are determined approximately 9 months in advance. The 
Chair will send out an email requesting course information. Please check with 
your colleagues within your concentration about what courses should be 
offered. The information needed from you will be: Enrollment size; day and 
time preferences; building/room preferences and room arrangement; 
preferences for recitation section times/days; what type of multi-media 
equipment will be needed for the course; if you will need a TA; prerequisite, 
footnote and student restrictions. 

Textbook Orders & Desk Copies 

All textbook orders and orders for desk copies are processed through Ashley 
1’4cCuilen. Simply email her the textbook information you would like to use 
when she sends out the request for the information. 

Pre-registration Period and Beginning of Semester Registration 

][n October and March of eact~ year, students register for the coming semester. 
zf you would like to have certain restrictions or a waitlist option for the 
enrollment of your course, Ashley HcCullen is able to set the system to 
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restrict entry (Controlled Enrol|ment) into your Class per your 
individual approval, Priority should be given to graduating EXSS seniors (Fall 
semester graduates in December or Spring Semester graduates in May) or 
students where the course is required for their major or graduate program and 
then (in this order) to Junior Transfers, Seniors (other than graduating in that 
semester), Juniors, Sophomores, and lastly First Year students. If you create 
your own waitlist, please try to include at least two of the following pieces of 
student’s information on your waitlist: PID # (Personal Identification Number, 
which is best to include), full name, email address, classification and major. 
When you know which students you want to add, you can then contact Amy 
Tufts or Ashley McCullen with the above infon-nation and request that the 
student(s) be enrolled in your class. Please be sure to include the course 
number and section number of your course. You may also instruct students to 
attend tile first day of class to see if other students drop and spaces open up. 

On the first day of classes, Amy Tufts or Ashley McCullen will have a number of 
students adding and dropping. ]If a student misses both tile first and second 
class meeting, instructors are able to drop a student from the course. Again, if 
you choose to allow more students into your class, give priority as was stated 
above. You can also send students directly to the administrative support 
assistant with a note signed by you giving them permissions to be added to 
your course. The administrative support assistant will not add any student 
without official written permission (this written permission can also be in the 
form of a forwarded or printed out email from you to the student giving them 
permission to add your class.) Cindy Atkins handles registration 
(adding/dropping) for all EXSS graduate students. 

Class Rolls 

Each semester you can download updated course information from the Online 
Class Rolls located on the web at the UNC Home Page (www.unc.edu) under 
"For Faculty and Staff", ttlen the "Faculty Resources" tleading look for "Online 
Class Rolls" via (you must use Internet Explorer to access this) https:i/www- 
s3.ais.unc.edu/sis/browser!operator_pass.html, but before this will work for 
you, you must complete the "Faculty/Staff Central Access Request Form." This 
form can be found under Student Information Services on the left side of the 
page. Once activated, you will then be prompted to enter yourONYEN and 
Password, and then you should have access to the class rolls for your courses. 
Ttlese are always the most up to date class rolls and they usually update more 
quickly than the online course directory or on the Blackboard site. You can 
also see the Student Services Assistant (Ashley NcCullen) for an updated copy 
of your roster off the mainframe, 
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Verification Roils 

After the first few weeks of the semester, during which students often add and 
drop courses, you will receive a Registration Verification Roll. This roll will be 
the list of students that the registrar shows as officially enrolled in your course. 
Please verify the information on the roll and if the information is incorrect, you 
should either cross out time name of the student on time roll or add the student’s 
name with PID# to the roll. Please note that this does not enroll or drop the 
student. Return entire roll to be updated, not just page with corrections, to 
tile administrative support assistant (Ashley NcCullen). Upon receiving this 
roll, the registrar will contact the student notifying him/her of the discrepancy. 
The student should then contact you for a signature on late drop!add forms. 
Please note that some students do not respond to the notice from the registrar, 
so you might still see them on your final grade roll. Tf that happens, the 
student should receive a grade of FA (Failure to Attend) when grade rolls are 
filled out, 

First Year Student Rid-Term Grade Reports 

About 2 months into the spring and fall semesters, you will be asked for 
grades-to-date of Ist year students. The grades you submit on these rolls will 
be reported to the students and their advisors. The Mid-term evaluation is not 
a final or recorded grade, but a tool used to assist in student advising for the 
spring registration cycle and to identify new students who are struggling. You 
will only receive this form if you have first-year students in your class(es). 

Student Athlete Nid-Term Grade Reports 

About a month into the semester, you will be asked for grades to date of 
student athletes that are enrolled in your classes. Tt~is is for the athletic 
department to verify that athletes are meeting the academic eligibility 
requirements. You will receive a separate page for each student-athlete. 
Unlike the procedure for first year students, these reports do NOT go to the 
registrar’s office but are returned to the athletic department at the campus box 
listed on the form. 

Grade Rolls/Reporting 

Around the week before final exams, you will receive forms for the final 
reporting of grades. Sometimes these forms do not arrive until the morning of 
the first day of exams. You will receive an email from Ashley McCullen when 
they are available in your mailbox. Once you receive the rolls, please make 
sure you indicate the student’s grade in the correct column on the form. Make 
sure to sign at the bottom and date each grade roll. Please use blue or black 
inkwt]en filling out grade rolls. Do not detach any copies from the three part 
form. Ashley NcCullen will separate them and put your copy in your mailbox. 
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Grade reports are due within 72 hours of the scheduled finn exam time. Finn 
exam dates and times can be found at 
http:/iregweb,oit,unc,edu/calendars,html 

Every student must havea grade. If your roster still remains incorrect from 
the verification period, assign an "FA" (failure to attend) if the student should 
not be on your roll. If a student, whichyou believe to be in your class, does 
not show up on your class roll, writing their name and grade in will not count 
officially or update their enrollment status. You may want to notify the student 
that they are not officially registered for the course, but ultimately it is the 
student’s responsibility to make sure they are enrolled and receive proper 
credit. The student should obtaina Late Drop!Add Form and get your 
signature, then turn the form into the registrar’s office to be properly placed in 
the class. DO NOT line through the name of a student you believe is not 
registered for your class. Assign that student an"FA" grade. An "AB" grade is 
assigned when a student misses the final but would have passed the course 
otherwise. Only a Post-Semester Registration ADD/DROP form can remove or 
add a student to a course after the Official Roll & Grade Reports have been 
generated for the semester. 

Exam Scanning Services- (http,’//its.unc,edu/ops/exam/) 

For any exams using multiple choice answers, you can submit your class exam 
answer sheets to Exam Scanning Services located in the basement level of 
House Undergraduate Library. ITS provides a cornputerized scoring and 
analysis service for true-false and multiple choice tests, based on our NCS 
’General Purpose Answer Sheet." This service is available for any course 
offered through the Office of the University Registrar. ITS also provides 
ongoing support for existing CourseEvaluations~ You must fill out a form there 
to indicate how you want it scored and how you want it reported to you. You 
are responsible for picking up your packet from Exam Scanning within a timely 
manner. Students access scantron sheets at the UNC Student Stores. 

If you have questions, contact :~eff Williams in the Exam Scanning office, 015 
Undergraduate Library; tel: 962--5283; emaik jeffro~J)ema Lunc.edu. 
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Undergraduate 

Undergraduate students are graded on an A,B,C,D,F letter grade scale. 
may give pluses or minuses to undergraduate students (No A+ or D-) 

Undergraduate Classifications- 

Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-Degree 
II ]inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off 

Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

You 

Graduate 

Graduate students are graded on an H,P,L (Honors, Pass and Low)scale. 
Please do not use plus or minuses for any graduate student grade as they are 
not valid with H, P, and L. The classification of the student can be found in the 
column to the left of their identification number. 

Graduate Classifications- 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-Degree 
ist First Year MBA or Professional 
2n~ Second Year NBA or Professional 
3r~ Third Year Professional 
4t~ Fourth Year Professional 
II [ Inster-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-Degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy 

Program 

{PAGE 



Other grades= 

Graduate Thesis Credit Hours (Course Numbers EX$$993 fora 
thesis in progress, a grade of "$" is assigned if satisfactory 
work/progress has been completed; otherwise assign an 
incomplete "IN". When the thesis or dissertation has been 
completed and successfully defended, assigo a grade of H, P, or L 
for EXSS 993. 
The "SP" (satisfactory progress) grade is assigned for the first 
semester of an honors project. When the studeot completes the 
second semester of an honors project and receives a standard 
grade, that grade will also become her grade for the first semester 
of the project. This grade will replace the "SP" on an official Grade 
Change Form. 
The "FA" (failure abseoce) grade is assigned when an 
undergraduate student did not attend the final exam and could not 
pass the course regardless of performaoce on the exam. You 
should also use this grade for students who never came to your 
class but are still on the roster at the end of the semester or has 
excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 
The "AB" (absence) grade is assigned when the student did not 
attend the final exam, and there is a possibility that the student 
could pass the course if the exam were taken. The "AB" is 
computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For 
uodergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to 
an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular 
semester. 
The "IN" (incomplete) grade is assigned when the student took the 
final examination but did not complete some other course 
requiremeot. The student could pass the course if the assignment 
were completed. 

For both the "AB" and "IN", undergraduates have until eight weeks until 
the next semester to complete the exam or work, nod graduates have 
until one year of the original examination date or the grade will be 
changed to an admioistrative failing grade, "F*". Once a grade as beeo 
changed to an "F*", a deao’s signature is required on the Official Grade 
Change Form. 

Please see Amy Tufts or Ashley M¢Cullen for Change of Grade 
forms and procedures in ;209 Fetzer Gym, 
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Sports & Properties 

UNCAA - Green Project? 

UNC EXSS Campus Rec 

UNCAA Ticketin8 

UNCAA Football 

UNCAA Academic Advisin8 

UNCAA Football 

Greater Raleish Cony & VB 

UNC Football 

Town of Cary - Recreation 

SportsM EDIA 

UNCAA Golf 

UNC EXSS Campus Rec 

UNCAA Football 

UNCAA Football 

UNC EXSS Campus Rec 

Faryn Driscoll 

Justin Ford 

Tim Sabo 

Chris Luke 

Mary Willingham 

Corey Holliday 

Brenda Haithcock 

Linda Smith 

Steve Mills 

Johnny Cake 

Justin Ford 

Chris Luke 

Justin Ford 

Contact: Dr Debby Stroman dstro@unc.edu or 8430336 



I li Teanl. Attached find the list ng of stu dents and their sssignnlent s/superv sors As word ~ot out, received (and continue to receive) ms ny nqu ries This 

J 



Sports & Properties 

UNCAA - Green Project? 

UNC EXSS Campus Rec 

UNCAA Ticketin8 

UNCAA Football 

UNCAA Academic Advisin8 

UNCAA Football 

Greater Raleish Cony & VB 

UNC Football 

Town of Cary - Recreation 

SportsM EDIA 

UNCAA Golf 

UNC EXSS Campus Rec 

UNCAA Football 

UNCAA Football 

UNC EXSS Campus Rec 

Faryn Driscoll 

Justin Ford 

Tim Sabo 

Chris Luke 

Mary Willingham 

Corey Holliday 

Brenda Haithcock 

Linda Smith 

Steve Mills 

Johnny Cake 

Justin Ford 

Chris Luke 

Justin Ford 

Contact: Dr Debby Stroman dstro@unc.edu or 8430336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                  2:39 PM 

@yahoo corn> 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Player Blog 

Central      doc; Ga Tech       doc; UConn doc; Selection show doc 

Hi       . I hope your day is going well. I am meeting with the two persons who will craft the     e-newsletter (we 

will name it soon) this afternoon. This document will then be forwarded to Team TEMPO’s e-newsletter, the season 

ticket holder list, and Inside Carolina     Forum. 

Attached find samples of ’s blogs for reference. You can send your blog directly to me and write as much or as little 
as you want. We will start your submissions after the first week of practice. 

Thanks again! 

Go Heels, 

Debo~aln Snoman, Ph.D_ CI.U 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science l)ept, 

Sport Adnmliskration Facult? 
EXSS Acaden=c Advisor 

College Sport Researd~ InsLimLe 

Carolina Sports gusmess Club 

Sigma .,Mpha Lambda Leadershtp Honors Socieky) 

4 Sn=~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hall, _NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dsn’o~unc.edt~ 

h~tp://www.tmc.edu/depts/exerclse/spo~r admlnlst~adon 

"A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J. Callaghan 

























9:39 PM 

Hi Dr Marks~ 
I would like to come next Monday at l l:35am ~ have a class in file SRC until l 1:30. so it will take a 
couple of minutes for me to walk to your offic!! Thanks so much. look forward to talking with you 

1 can~t on Thursday as 1 am 100% booked at ER (my ar~junct ~esearch appt} Mv office hours (by appt) a~e 
on M & W 10-1 pm Tomorrow (w) I have booked 10-10:30 mad waiting for mlothcr student to book in 
Monday I ha~c all open spots Please bc aware I can’t do an?thing rc: getting your last few courscs in pcr 

Iley Dr Marks. 

[[’his is [ wanted to knm* if you miglat he avmlahlc this "l]mrsday at 12:15 or a little after 
need to come and meet with you about my scheduling fi’om here on out for Fitness Professional Imck I 
think that I am going to have some issues witb when I can/can’t hake tbe last few courses and my 
scheduled gmdualion dale I cm~ bring my :madcmic workshcct with me, I j ust had it updalcd        by 
Andrea Caldwell Please let me krmw when you could meet with me. it should oaf ~ke like 15 minutes 
(a fl~c most[) ’l’hmtks fbr your timc~ 

Re: EXSS 

Oh one morn thing[ I can take this fall 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Hello Dr Marks 

4:20 PM 

Actually, I haven’t lost my short term memor) yet[ am not in the otl~ce this week, so [’ll attempt to 
respond adequately via email 

Unfi)mmately. it is true there are fb’e marshal occupancy rebmladons for the lab where      is taught (it is 
where you took       and Dr Battaglini is ah’cady over-er~rolled With the tam’cut UNC budget crisis 
and directives issued by the chattcellor, it is not possible to add more sections tb~     mr more students 
to the currant section We simply don’t have the budget to do so (uor is there a qualified grad stndeut to 
teach it) 

that yon are ~ill listed as a J UNIOR (not a senior) ea~d it does not appear that you ha~ e declared the FP 
track as ?our m~ior course of study IF any of this information is incorrect, ?on must go to the registrar to 
correct it 

Now. in order to graduatc in the FP track you need F[VE more EXSS courses (not 4) [’hey arc: 
twhich w~u am registered for in the fall)     (uow Spring      nless some students drop),    (Fall 

or Sprin_~ AND W~ (SP~G 2011 since    is currently only offered in the 
spring ~md completion is currently ~m enforced prerequisite} PLUS 2 scicncc courses: Bio with 
lab aad chem with lab must be compleled prior 1o gmduatio~t ~ese 2 science crocuses ~e~v nol lisled 

As a GENERAI. EXSS major, vo~ orfly need TWO motv courses: EXSS     a~td     plus B~O     with 
Lab You cm~ still take as electi~ es m tbe sprung 20 l0 if yott hm’e room All you wd] be 

missing is - you cm~ obtmn your o~n ’climcal internship~ experience by voluntccnng ar m~y 
number of places aud list it as an extracurricular activity on your resume {~hich actually makes you look 
very good to employers aad grad schools since it demonstrates initiative a~d stro~tg ink~st) You can 
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also look ittto the "tJniversity’s new Ihtemship program so you can get credit on your transcript (sec Dr 
Sa[y~r for details on that) 

I hopc this infon~adon lx, s bccta helpful I%c copied both Dr Sal cr ~md Dr Battaglini so Ihey ~e ax~arc 
in case you need to cow, tact them fil~lhe~ 

Good Luck in EXSS, 
Dr Marks 

Re: Question 

You wdl be able to take    in the Fall bul you will have to wait till spring to take 
a prcl’cq tbr hoth courses We did experiment ea*ly on and a]lo~ cd a I’e*x students to take    be[b*e, 
ea~d recei~ ed some negative feedback f~om sites that the students weren’t p~epared enough, so we 
discontinued allowing students to take    concurrenr/~ocforc    was passed 

Ili Dr Marks, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 9:19 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
R[: team tempo 

Hi Jan I wcnl for th¢ inilial op¢ning and left at meal time I b¢licvc 
five pet~ol~s spoke mid tbey each beaded tbe various conmfitlees :) Each 

and large gathebmg (germs) 

Overall, I flfit~k file ~neeting was good It will be interesting to see ff 
Ihc3 can molival¢ folks Io do more than wha/l Ihoughl was Ihe initial 
goal - atlend games and ask otbers to do tbe stone :) 

Deborah SIroman, PhD. CLU 
UNC a/Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

..... Oligi~al Message ..... 
From: Jan Boxill [nufil$9 ~J?o:dll ~.~nmij !lnc~u] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 8:41 PM 
To: Deborah Slroman 
Sul~iect: temn tempo 

Did volt go to Ih¢ Tcanl Tcmpo gct Iogclhcr? How was il? Was 

Jan 

Jan BoxilL PhD 
Dir¢clor. Parr Ccnlcr for Ethics 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Website:parrcenter uric edu 
Phone: 919-962-331 ? 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



,:o,, :, o n:>l <,,~, 





































October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall ~ ~dvisor Night 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 - 7:3o p.m. 
Fetzer lO9 

Open to IYNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focu~s: 
Law, Pinancial Management, and CommmaitYiPublic Relations 

Now: The event *WII begin at 6:30p,mo for Chtb Leaderstffp arid dttes-payit~g 







































EXSS - F~eLd Experience ~n Sport Administration 

This spring (2@10) EXSS     will be offered again to students 
interested in rece±ving academ±c cred±t for a sport admin±stration 
internship. This f±eld experience of÷ePs i~plementation of theory and 
the practical application of sport administration in a sport 
organization worksite under the direct supervision of a business 
professional. Students do not report to a classroom but rather to 
their internship site. Note: Although experiential learning, this 
course is not EE credit. 

Course Rationale - 

As the sport industry expands and becomes increasingly more 
co~pet±tive, it is crucial that students have tang±ble experiences to 
prepare them for post-graduation employment. Fleld experience or 
internships in sport administration provides students with the 
opportunity to apply academic course work in the business environment. 
This exper±ent±al education offers rewarding pract±cal management 
learning while supplementing cZassroom knowledge and textbook studies. 
Also~ students may "test" a given occupation to further explore career 
options. 

Students may self-search for their own internship (within the UNC 
athlet±c department or external to UNC). 

Credit varies from one to three credit hours. 

Conference Call recording from fall semester (overview of course): 

(712) 432-1590~ Access Code: 2863~6# 

Permission by Dr, Stromam required, Exceptions are made on case-by- 
case basts for non-EXSS Sport Administration students, EnroLLment 
L~m~ted. 

dstro@unc.edu 

919.843.0336 
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NEW POSTINGS; 









Overall Finding~ 

Overall, whites hod 330 (91 2 percent) of the 362 campus lead ersh p positions. White women hold 50 (16.6 percent) of these posit ons There are 19 Africa n 



percent} Asian nlen 

percent} men of other n-inority backgrounds 





~ Chr stine A Plonsky (Women’s AD), Univers ty of Texas at Austin 

(926 percent) whites 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Tuesday,                   1:47 PM 

’Corey Holliday’ <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Project Touchdown[ - UPDATE 

Beat 

929.~ J~3.0336 

hLtp://www.unc.edu/depLs/exercise/sporL admmistraLion 

From: Corey HollJday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:22 AN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Project Touchdown! - UPDATE 

Professor Stroman, 

First of all, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to pa~icipate in the evaluation process for Project 
Touchdown Having the privilege to observe the students work first hand last year in Tampa this is a wonderful 
opportunity for the selected students 

My choices: 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 9114 (W) 
919 962 0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc edu> 2:50 PM >>> 



h Ltp://ww w.unc.edu/dep ~/exercise/spor ~ ~dinimstr~Lton 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday,                _?:04 PM 
To: Corey Holliday (cholliday@unc.edu); claudio@email.unc.edu; Sherry Salyer; ’sportlaw@unc.edu’ 
Cc: ’Dr. Stroman’; Ed Shields 
Subject: Project Touchdown! - Help! 
Importance: High 

Hi Team. It’s time again to assist in the evaluation process of sending our students to the ACC Championship 

game. Please use the attached form to let me know your top three picks plus one alternate OR ranking of the 
five undergraduate candidates. (If it is easier, just send me your picks.) 

If possible, I would truly appreciate your answers by tomorrow at noon. I do understand if your plate is full. 

Pretty pleeezzee!! © 

THANKYOOOOOUUUUUU!!!! 

Attachments: PT Flyer, PT Evaluation form, PT Compilation of Applications 
Go Heels, 

Dcboiah St~oman, Pln.D. CI.U 

UNC Exercise =~d Spar L Science Dep L. 

College SporL Research Institute 

Carolina Sports BLlsmess Club 
Sig~na £Mpha Lambda Leadershtp Honors SocieL?) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

929.843.0336 
dstro %unc.edu 

We ere all students and teachet:s, I Often esk m;~se!f, "Whet did i came here to learn, and whet 
dM t corne to teach?" 



















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Thursday,                   6:37 PM 

@aol corn 

RE: 

[ am a former student-atNete and appreciate her commitment to success after her major injury. ! look forward to 

working closely with her until graduation 

wish you a relaxing and spir[t-fflied holiday too, 

From: @aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:15 AM 

To: dstroman@email.u nc.edu 
Subject: 

I just want to thank you for your time and effor[ put forih to help I can not express how appreciative we are that you 
have taken such time and concern for her. She speaks very highly of you and is so excited to be able to have the 
opporiunity to work on an Independent Study with you next semester. 

Once again THANK YOU and I really hope to have the oppo~unity to meet you at 
and beyond and I hope makes you a proud professor! 

graduation. You have gone above 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

Friday,                 3:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
<claudio@email unc edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email uric edu>; Osborne, Barbara 
J <spordaw@unc edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email unc edu> 

Re: Project Touchdown[ - Help! 

A sincere THANKS to you for your prompt assistance 

Tile following studcnls will participate in PT!: 

I appreciate your ongoing support of UNC’s Sport A&nhfisWation progrmn! 

debby 
On Mort. 14:03:35 -0500. "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstrommt(a e~lmd uric edu> wrote: 
> Hi Team It’s time again to assist in the evaluation process of sending 

> undergraduate cmtdidates (If it is easiec just send me your picks) 

> do imderstand if your pla/e is full Prclly pleeezze¢ [ [ J 

> THANK YOOOOOU U U U U U!![[ 

> Attachments: PT FI? er, PT Evaluation fomk PT Cmnpilation of Applicatimts 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stromat~ PhD, CLU 

> UNC - Exercise and Sporl Science Dcpl 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> College S[~rt Research htstitute 



> Carolh~a Sports Busil~ess Chlb 

> Sigma Alpha Lanlbda (Leadership Honors Sociciy) 

> 4 Smilh Bldg - CB# 3182 

> Cha~l Hill, NC 27599 

> 9198430336 

Deborah SIroman, PhD CLU 

dslro~a unc cdu 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 7:29 PM 

Creighton, Angela High <angela creighton@med unc edu>; ’Anne Sadler’ 
<asadler@uncaa unc edu>; Smith, Charlotte D <csmith@uncaa unc edu>; ’Charryse 
Fredrick’ < :@aol corn>; ’Claire Perreira’ < @nc rr corn>; Cheek, 
Donna E <dcheek@uncaa unc edu>; ’Frankie Griffin’ < @nc rr corn>; Smith, 
Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; ’Iris Tilley’ < @yahoo corn>; ’Jayne 
Wenig’ <Jayne Wenig@aia corn>; ’Jeanne Barbour’ @aol corn>; ’Joy Farley’ 

@bellsouth net>; ’Judy Roberts’ <judy@robertsbg corn>; ’Kathy Dutton’ 
<kdutton@uncaa unc edu>; ’Leea Murphy’ <ldmurphy@uncaa unc edu>; Barnes, Maria J 
<mjbames@email unc edu>; ’Sharon VanVechten’ <                @yahoo corn>; 
’Steffi Kinton’             @gmail com>; ’Susan Anderson’ 
<sjanders@email unc edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@uncaa unc edu>; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D <twilliams@uncaa unc edu>; ’Tracy Harris’ <tuh@uncaa unc edu>; 
’Zacki Muq~hy’ <             @aol corn>; Battaglini, Rebecca L 
<bbatt@email unc edu>; lumer, Carolyn L <mrnerc@email unc edu>; ’cecilia grimes’ 

@embarqmail corn>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc edu>; ’debra 
eat~an’ <deatman@unc edu>; Glover, Dianne <dianne~glover@med unc edu>; ’jackie 
jennings’      ~hotmail corn>; Brooks, Janice E <janicebrooks@med unc edu>; 

Mangili, ,Lauren M <hnangili@email unc edu>; ’nancv roberts’ 
"" ;@yahoo corn>; ’pamela higley’ ¯ @gmail corn>; Salyer, 

Sherry L <salyer@email unc edu>; Outlaw, Stacy Edwards <sredward@email unc edu>; 
’veronica bellamy’ <cookee@email unc edu>; ’vicki lotz’ <vjlotz@email unc edu>; High, 
Jane Start <jhigh@uncaa unc edu>; ’Pare Bordsen’ <i 1" @yahoo corn> 

FW: Monday Manna: Time to Pause Again and Give Thanks 

!lave a restful ~nd joyful ho!iday[~ En~o’,i! 

From: Debby Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dsLroman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 7:26 PM 
TO: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: FW: Monday Manna: Time to Pause Again and Give Thanks 



you believe in things that you don’t understand, you’ll suffer," S, Wonder 

From: CBMC International [mailto:cbmcint@cbmcint.org] 
Sent~ Monday, November 23, 2009 12:00 AM 
To~ debby@dstroman.com 
Su~ect~ Monday Manna: Time to Pause Again and Give Thanks 

Time to Pause Again and Give Thanks 

Of course, you might be one of the many who ask, 
"Tha~kful? For what?" Perhaps you nave !ost a job durng 
the past year ora busness You may be hangingon 
professiona ly, but not without major adjush’nents ,At the very 
least, you have seen the value of your personal investments 
dimin sh substant al y - your retirement pans have probably 
suffe-ed a serous setback 

~ Microsoft Word 

~RSS Feed 

[~ Web Page ] Web Pa~ze 

way, but that offers small consolation for those who ale unemployed ol underemp oyed And suc~" 
assurances do little to appease persistent b collectors when you have fallen behind in your payments 
So again it seems appropriate for some peoNe to ask, "Thankful~ Fo[ what?" 

For one thing, f you accessed this "Monday Manna’ on a computer, you are "ar ahead of m Ilions of 
people who still exist without most or all of the benefits of moden technology If you’re not lying in a 
hospital recovering from su[gery or wi[i~ some serious disease, you are more %r~uqate tt~an many 
thousands of men, women and children I he "act you can read this 8 mail message indicates you have 
an advantage ove[ people without sight 



f t,’is year has been ore of the ~est of your li{e, you can ’ejoice a’~d be thankful fol that Even if this 
year has been hard, "ath r God car offer reassu,ance that Fe has not foigotlen you - and has a pan 

Reflecfieri/Discussion Questions 

I. Look ng 9ack over this year so far, do you =eel thank’ui? Why or why not? 

2 Wilat have been your greatest cila enges ths year? What bare been so~r/e of your greatestioys or 
sources of ~appiness? 

3 Have you ever consiuered how you conduct yourself at work and utilize your talents, skills aria 
experiences ways of showing thankfulness? Expla n your answer 

4 How s it possi#le for God to "in all things work fol the good of those who love him," especia ly f their 
circumstances have nvolved great pair and suffering’~ Can you thnk of any times like that persona y 
when you could truly ~eel thankful, even if ony through the vision of h ,-dsignt? 



H~ppy Tha~’~ksgivi~’~g ! ! 





Happy Thanksgiving Everyone{ 























Victoda J acob~on 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Wednesday,              9:34 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Help 

Hi Jan I am ofl~ile unlil later d0s afternoon What is her majoi? I 
didfft see her listed in EXS S when I pulled her lmme flu’ough U NC 
dirccto~ics 

d 
On Tu¢. 22:33:22 -0400, Jan Boxill <jmboxill~a ¢mail unc edu> 
wmte: 
> Hi Debby, 
> How are you doing? Hope fl~e sunm~er is going wet1 
> 1 am t~ing to find a paid internship for The only way 
> she can receive m~ pa3 merit for am’thing is that it be conl~ected with 

Deborah Stmitmn, PkD CLU 

U niversits" of Notflt Carohim 
EXSS Departlnent - Acadenfic Advisor and Sport A&nhfistrafion Factdt~ 

9198430336 
dstm@unc edu 

"Align your lx~ssion and your purpose Io crcalc and suslain peace" 





Out" vi~iotr is a universi& community treat 

consistentJy and enthusiastically [osters, suppor~ 

and celebrates" the achievement of Black employees" 

at the Universi& of North Carolina at Umpel Hill, 

cbcin&(~uncedu 

Subject: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill investigation of the athletic department and 

university support of Black student-athletes and Black coaches 

Statement: The Caucus expresses its concern regarding the int0rnal investigation of the athletic 

1, The university’s athletic department (UNCAA} is under investigation by the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association (NCAA) for possifile violations stemming from illegal activities by certain players. The 

remaining ineligible players are Black students: 

2 The universi/y began an informal investigation of UNCAA to identi(y" possible illegal ac/ivities and to 
reconfirm confidence in the leadership of UNCAA ~o ~ulfi]l its mission and goals. "[’here is one Black 
employee on this commitiee. (This committee member has no prior experience as a student-athlete at 
another NCAA Division ] BCS instittttion or as an administrator at another NCAA Division I BCS 
institution.) The maiorRy of the commitlee membership includes white persons from UNCAA or those 
holding fbrmer/current/JNCAA-related responsibilities. 

3 Three Black       players have been released from the investigation to lhe ex/ont that they are able 
to practice and play in NCAA       games. "[’he players are                           and 

4, The NCAA suspended                six games and                 kltt[ gan]es for receiving 

improper benefits, Both players must also repay benefits to become eligible. The university is appealing 

the length of the suspensions. I~oth players have sat out the first two gain es which cou nt toward their 



5, Coach John Blake resiglled his position (effective ) as associate head coach of the 

team. Coact~ Blake is a very capable coach, outeknnding recruiter, and had the respect of 

many of bis players bere at UN C-CH. 

6 Black s/udenbathleles are an intagral part of the tradition and success of UNCAA. This academic 

semesb~r there are 146 Black shaden~ ath]etos competing for the university’s athletic teams. The 

Our Expectations: 

1. That tl~ere will be fairness and due process for all parties involved in tl~e investigation. The 

investigatiol~ will he conducted witb the best interests of the u niversity and studente such that their 

athletic eligibility will not be exhausted due to any tmnecessary delays, 

2, Tbat the university will advocate fbr a fail and appropriate penalty imposed by the N CAA for the 
infl’actions committed hy the st~]denbatbletes 

3. That the weltare oftbe Black shldent atbleb~ must be improved ~thin UNCAA. [t is our 
recommendation th at a Black studen>athlete menmring program and!or increased contact witb Black 
faculty and staffis necessary to further support their needs as students ata predominately white 
institution. (This recommendation also supports the literature on the development of Black students at 
predominately white i~st~tutions of higher educatim~}. This effort should he instituted outside of the 
control of UNCAA, 

3, Tbat increased transparency is necessary to esta blisb and/or maintain trust of those that are cbarged 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:03 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: this afternoon 

Deborah Stroma~L H~.D. CLLT 

Chapel Hdl, _NC 27599 

929.843.0336 

hr~p://exss unc edu/ 

From: Boxill, JeaneRe M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: this a~ernoon 

Thanks so much. We make a good team!!! 
When is the application due? 

Enjoy the trip. 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Depart~]ent of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 9t9 962 3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 



Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:53 PM 
To: Boxill, Jeanet~e M 
Subject: RE: this afternoon 

Thank YOU ~\/r your supporL m~d l’nendship. Remember, I have YOUR back this year. 

d 

315 Woollen CIl# 8605 
Cl~apeI Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

http://exss uric edu/ 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@emaihunc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C 
Cc: Tresolini, Carol P; Hogan, Vijaya K; Church, Brooke M; Nixon, Donna L; Keku, Tope 
Subject: RE: this afternoon 

Deb, 
Thanks so much for your leadership on this. 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Deparb~nent of Philosophy 
Univer~ib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919 962 33t7 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 9t9 962 3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stmman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 6:33 PM 
To: Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@email.unc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; 
Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C; Boxill, Jeanet~e M 
Cc: Tresolini, Carol P; Hogan, Vijaya K; Church, Brooke M; Nixon, Donna L; Keku, Tope 
Subject: RE: this afternoon 

Thanks to all for attending today’s meeting, appreciate your leadership and insightful queries. 
We ALL learned and gained a lot today. Let me know if you neec{ anything fl-om me or the 

Caucus. I am on travel tomorrow and will return on the 25th. Blessings to you, debby 



F¥1- Here is a copy of the rnessa~;e sent to the CBC: 

Good day. Thanks to all who sent a response to the Provost regardin8 the possible closing of the Institute of 

African American Research. Caucus members and guests met on this past Monday to gain further 

understanding of the IAAR mission, its accomplishments and challenges, and the recent communication to Dr. 

Fatimah Jackson, the Institute Director, regarding its status. Another meeting was held today with the Provost 

to continue this critical dialogue. These meetings were very productive and insightful for the IAAR and 

diversity related concerns on campus. 

The Provost announced today that the IAAR will NOT be subject to closure. Provost Carney states, "~he 

university is appreciative of the broader impact of the institute even in a financially constrained 

environment. " 

The IAAR’s advisory board will convene to identify short and long term strategies to ensure successful 
achievement of its objectives. If you are interested in providing feedback to this board, please contact Dr, 

Reginald Hildebrand (hildebra@email,unc,edu) or Dr, Cookie Newsome (newsom@email,unc,edu). 

Thanks again for your inq uiries, feedback, and communications to support this important university center, If 
you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me directly, 

Please forward this note, as necessary. (Apologies for email duplications.) 

Respectfully, 

i~ttp://exss.u~edu/undergraduate~program/baqn~exss/sport-administrati~n/overview/ 

From: Carney, Bruce William 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 5:46 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@emaihunc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C 
Co: Tresolini, Carol P; Carney, Bruce William 
Subject: this a~ernoon 

Thank you all for coming to talk about the IAAR this afternoon. I found the conversation very 

productive. 

And to reiterate the key point, I will not close the IAAR~ 

---Bruce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:07 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: this afternoon NCAA 

IIere are tlae hook chapter titles...let me know which topics you tlaink may fit rlae Colloquium theme. I will reach 

Chapter 1 
Revisiting the Revolt of the Slack Athlete: Dr. Harry Edwards and the Making of (the New) African American Sport 

Studies 

Dr. Michael E. Lomax 

Chapter 2 

Fostering Dr. Harry Edwards’s Legacy: Black Athletes Taking Responsibility in an Age of Sport Reform 

Dr. Fritz G. Polite, Dr. Steven N. Waller, Dr. Stephanie Hill, and Dawn Norwood 

SPORT AND COMMUNITY SERVICE 

Chapter 3 
Harry Edwards: Raising the Bar as a Public Servant 

Dr. Steven N. Waller 

Chapter 4 

Social Entrepreneu rship as Social Activism: Reweaving the Urban Fabric through Sport, Recreation, and Leisure 

Dr. Vernon L. Andrews and Dr. Ann Brower 

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

Chapter 5 
Is Foothall tlae Near A[:cican Sla~ e Trade? 

Chapter 6 
Promoting IIm~tn Digniff tlarough Sport &ctivism: TEe Case i/l" At:c~ca 

GENDER RELATIONS 

l)r. Colin King 

Dr. Jepkorlr Rose Chepyator Thomson 

Chapter 7 

Is Mtllriple Jeopardy rlae X, ame of rlae Game l’or Black \Vomen in Sport? 

Ellen J. Staurowsky, ED.D. 



Chapter 8 

A Reflection of Revolu fion and I~s Sigmficm~ce f\)r Black Women in Spor~ 

Dr. Akilah (]~crer and Dr. Dons Corbett 

LEGAL ASPECTS, SPORT ADMINISTRATION, AND MEDIA REPRESENTATIONS 

Chapter 9 
’lhe Impact ot l)r. Harry I(dwards’s Wod< on I.cgal Schol:wship 

Chapter 10 
Denied, Deferred, and Deprn ed: The Econo~:~c Dream of rl~e Black Male Aflale~e 

Chapter 11 
Usain Bolt, thc Ncw Black Revolt: Swittcr, Highcr, and Stronger 

James A. McBcan, MPP, and Michael Irricdman, Phi) 

Conclusion 

Dr. I IarW Edwards: The Ex olution of Black Power 

Epilogue 

l)r. Bil]y Hawkins 

Dr. Harry Edwards 



Deborah S~rom~, HLD. CLLT 

Chapel HIlL ~C 27599 

h~p://exss uric edu/ 

"dust because it hash ’t been d~ne -- doesn’t mean thor it can’t be done. 

From: Boxill, JeanetLe M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:03 PM 
TO~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject~ RE: this afternoon 

Okay--good. 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Depart~nent of Philosophy 
Univer~ib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919 962 3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:03 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Subject= RE: this afternoon 

Cl~apd Hill, NC 27599 
9] 9.843.0336 



http://exss unc edu/ 

’~ust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it c~n’t be done." 

From: Boxill, Jeane~Le M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:58 PM 
TO~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject~ RE: this afternoon 

Thanks so much. We make a good teamH~ 
When is the application due? 

Enjoy the trip. 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Deparb~nent of Philosophy 
Univer~ib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919 962 3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919 962 3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent= Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:53 PM 
To= Boxill, Jeanet~e M 
Subject= RE: this a~ernoon 

Thank YOU k/r your support ~md friendship. Rememher, I hax’e YOUR [lack this year. 

d 

Deborah Strom~, H~.D. CLLT 

315 Woollen CI~ 8605 
ClnapeI Hill, NC 27599 
9I 9.c~43.0336 
Twitter drs Lrom~ 

http://exss unc edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it c~n’t be done." 

From= Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent= Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:40 PM 
"to= Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@emaihunc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C 



~:~ Tresolini, Carol P; Hogan, Vijaya K; Church, Brooke M; Nixon, Donna L; Keku, Tope 
Subject= RE: this a~ernoon 

Deb, 
Thanks so much for your leadership on this. 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Deparb~lent of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent~ Wednesday, June 15, 2011 6:33 PM 
"l’o~ Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@emaihunc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; 
Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C; Boxill, Jeanette M 
@~ Tresolini, Carol P; Hogan, Vijaya K; Church, Brooke M; Nixon, Donna L; Keku, Tope 
Subject: RE: this afternoon 

Thanks to all for attending today’s meeting. I appreciate your leadership and insightful queries. 

We ALL learned and gained a Io’~ "~oday. Let me know if you need anything from me or the 

Caucus, I am on travel tomorrow and will return on the 25th, Blessings to you, debb,i 

FYI- Here is a copy of the message sent to the CBC: 

Good day. Thanks to all who sent a response to the Provost regarding the possible closing of the Institute of 

African American Research. Caucus members and guests met on this past Monday to gain further 

understanding of the IAAR mission, its accomplishments and challenges, and the recent communication to Dr. 

Fatimah Jackson, the Institute Director, regarding its status. Another meeting was held today with the Provost 

to continue this critical dialogue. These meetings were very productive and insightful for the IAAR and 

diversity related concerns on campus. 

The Provost announced today that the IAAR will NOT be subject to closure. Provost Carney states, "~rhe 

university is appreciative of the broader impact of the institute even in a financially constrained 

environment. " 

The IAAR’s advisory board will convene to identify short and long term strategies to ensure successful 

achievement of its objectives. If you are interested in providing feedback to this board, please contact Dr. 

Reginald Hildebrand (hildebra@email.unc.edu) or Dr. Cookie Newsome (newsom@email.unc.edu). 

Thanks again for your inq uiries, feedback, and communications to support this important university center. If 

you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me directly. 

Please forward this note, as necessary. (Apologies for email duplications.) 

Respectfully, 



From: Carney, Bruce William 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 5:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@emaihunc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C 
~c: Tresolini, Carol P; Carney, Bruce William 
Subject: this afternoon 

Thank you all for coming to talk about the IAAR this afternoon. I fou nd the conversation very 
productive. 

And to reiterate the key point, I will not close the IAAR. 

---Bruce 























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday,            5:44 PM 

~live uric edu> 

RE: Honor System Outcome Notification 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:15 AM 
TO= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Honor System Outcome Notification 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

This message regards the outcome of the possible Honor Code violation, which you reported to the UNC Honor System. I 
sewed as the chai~#erson of that hearing and would like to inform you of the outcome. 

In an Honor Court case, the Court must find that the evidence indicates that the student has commitled a violation 
"beyond a reasonable dou bt." After carefully weighing all of the information presented, the Court determined the facts 
supported a violation beyond a reasonable doubt and found Timothy Patron guilty of the violation of ll.B.1. Plagiarism in 
the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution on 
an assignment on EXSS 

After a careful and complete deliberation, the Cour[ found the following to be the most appropriate sanction(s): 

- One semester of academic suspension for the Fall of 
- A failing grade in EXSS 

As per the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance, our guiding principles in sanctioning are student educational 
development; concern for the shared interest of students, faculty, staff, and the greater Univeesity in academic integrity; 
the protection of the University community; and protection of other University interests. 

If you have questions or concerns regarding this case or the Honor System’s procedures in general, please feel free to 
contact either myself or the Dea n of Student’s Office. The Dean of Student’s Office may be reached 
via honor@email.unc.edu or 966-4042. We are always available for any questions or concerns that you might have. 

As a member of the Honor Court, I believe it is vital for the faculty to support our system to ensure its continued success. 
One of our goals is to improve the system to better suit the needs and preferences of the faculty. I would appreciate any 



feedback you could provide about your experience with the Honor System. Again, thank you for your time and concern in 
this matter. 

Respectfully, 

Chair, Undergraduate Honor Court 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and 
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 







Out" vision is a universi& community that 

consi,~tendy and enthusiastically foster~q, suppot’~s 

celebrc~tes" the c~chievement of’Black employees" 

ehe Universi& of North Carolina at 67~apel Hill, 

cbcin&(~unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

"State of the U" - Caucus Meeting - Wednesday, January 12, 2011 at 11:30 

a,m. (Union 3~t02) What is the diversity climate (in particular, for Blacks) on our campus? 

Come hear from our Chancellor and ~he leadership oF the OFfice oF Diversity and Multicultural 
Affairs. This informal discussion is purposed to further our understanding of its meaning for 

UNC and the Caucus’ relationship with campus leaders regarding this critical dimension of the 
university’s mission. 

"He Was a Poem, He Was a Song" -January 17, 2011 

A ~elebration of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s legaW through music, poetry and spoken word. This annual 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History event will be 

held at the Stone Center Theater from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. As a co 

sponsor, the Caucus encourages community members, faculty, staff, and 

students to convene to commemorate Dr. King’s life and work~ The 

program will Feature jazz performances by Ron Baxter and Ensemble and 

Joy Harrell. A reception will follow the free program. 

® Cl~C~s E~lack History Month Celebration: 

1. Second Annual "Minority Business Expo: Advancement Through Entrepreneurship" - February 
5, 2011 from 12:00 p.m, - 4:00 p.m, in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. The Expo is a 

unique university-business partnership that allows for entrepreneurs and corporations to 
showcase their products or services. Networking is also a highlight of the Expo. Expo chair: Herb 

Richmond (herb richmond@fac.unc.edu or             ) 

2. "An Arts Night Out" {in partnership with Carolina Perrorming Arts) - Alvin Ailey American Dance 
Theater- Feb. 22, 2011 at 7:00 p.m, Memorial Halk This inaugural event will feature an 

educational session with Alley members, a Caucus group attendance, and reception. (Note: 
Complimentary ticket for all fall 2010 Caucus members.) Arts chair: Debby Stroman 

(cbcchair@unc edu or 919 843.0336) 



3. "Black History Month Read In" - Feb, 25, 2011 6:00 p.m, 9:30 p.m. at the Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room. This special inaugural event will feature readings related to or written by 

descendants of the African Diaspora read by members of the university community~ Other 

activi[ies include art, dance, spoken word, and drama presen[ations Students, stall, 

administrators, and faculty are encouraBed to participate and help foster a greater appreciation 

of the diversity, creativity, breadth, and richness of the spoken and written word of the people of 

the African Diaspora. Immediately following the readings there will be a reception featuring foods 

reflective of the African Diaspora. Read-In chair: Wayne Blair at wblair@email uric edu 

4. Movie(s} Night - TBD. Cast your vote for the best Black movies of all time! More information 

will be announced at the January meeting. 

YOU NEED TO KNOW... 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc.edu/cbc You may now submit 

events (UNC and local community activities) on the calendar! Stay informed. 

The Caucus offered its financial support to those in need over the holiday season. Gifts 

were made to EmPOWERment, Inc (h[[p://www.empowerment-inc.org/horne), a local 

charity that helps people control their own destinies through affordable housing, 

advocacy, community organizing and grassroots economic development, and Blanket 

Orange Coun[y (ht[p://www.blanketorangecountycom/). Note: Jackie Over ton, 

Caucus member and president of the Employee Forum, is the current president of 

EmPOWERment, Inc, 

Academic Plan - Provost Carney and Chancellor Thorp invites the Caucus to share their 

[eedback on [his important docurnenL The Plan will serve as a guide for the next 

decade of academic programs, priorities, and policies at Carolina The Caucus steering 

committee and other Caucus members shared their reaction in December. If you 

would like to see a draft copy of the Plan and/or have advice, please contact 

cbcchair@unc,edu, The goal is to begin introduction of the Plan and its 

implementation process in the spring of 2011, 



The Caucus Steering Committee met with the Latinaio Caucus (established by the 

Latina/o faculty, staff, and postdoctoral fellows) in late November to form an alliance. 

Their leadership team includes Jazmin Garcia, Josmell Perez (Office of Diversity and 

Mul0cultural Affairs) and Professor Ashley Lucas (Dramatic Arts). Look for future 

collaboration with this advocacy organization for Latina/o members of the university 

community. 

Membership Meetings are scheduled far the first Wednesday of each month at the 

Union at II:30 a.m. The remaining tentative schedule is 3.2 Room 3102 and 4.6 

Room 3102. Note: There will be no February meeting due to Black History Month 

activities and events. Thanks to Jimmy John’s for their donation of sandwiches this 

past year! 

The documenta Lion of the history of the CBC is critical to our future. Representatives 

from the Library’s Archivists and Center of the Study of the American South met with 

the Caucus chair to begin planning on the formal process. Thanks to Holly Smith for her 

leadership! Ir you are interested in serv]ng on th]s ]mportant project please send a 

note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Habit For Humanity- The coordination is still underway with the BSM for the spring 

semester. Stay tuned [ 

Black [:[[story Month Events[ The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all 

Black related events and programs, So if you are aware of events, please add them to 

the Caucus calendar, http://www.unc,edu/cbc/submit event.html 

Caucus Cares (Athletics) - Meetings will continue with our Black varsity student 

athletes this semester Caucus members interested in participating in this outreach, 

please contact cbcchair@unc,edu to receive updates and information, Future 

documents and communications will be posted on a secure link within the Caucus 

website. 

Tenure & Promotion Workshop for Faculty - Spring 2011. Stay tuned! 

Share the Good News! Caucus members will receive e newsletters, communications, 

and access to the Caucus Sakai platform. We encourage participation, feedback and 

communication. Tell your friends and co workers. The Caucus is YOU! Please let us 

know what activities you would like to see o[fered/organized by the Caucus Thanks! 



Caucus Student AssistanLs - Cameron Belton, Asia Johnson, and Malia Melvin. These 

students will work closely with the steering committee and se~e as campus 

ambassadors. 

Community News- Please send your organization’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu We wan[ to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, 

anniversaries, milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees 

Thanks! 

NON CBC EVEN]S 

1. ChuckDavisAfricanAmerican Dance Ensemble-CarolinaTheater Thursday, January:t3 I :[0:00 

a.m. and t1:45 a.m. http://www.carolinatheatre.orgistage/chuck-davis-african-american-dance- 
ensemble 

th 2. Wednesday, Jan. :[9 - 30 Annual MLK Jr. Lecture - Soledad O’Brien (Memorial Hall 7:30 p.m.) 

O’Brien is an anchor and special correspondent for CNN: Special Investigations Unit, reporting hour- 
long documentaries throughout the year and filing in depth series on the most important ongoing 

and breaking news stories for all major CNN programs. Most recently, O’Bden has reported for the 
critically acclaimed CNN Presents: Black in America, a sweeping CNN on air and digital initiative 

breaking new ground in revealing tbe current stale of Black America 40 years after the assassination 
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

3. Thursday, Jan. 20 Lessons from Little Rock, a discussion with Terrence J. Roberts, who broke the 

color barrier at Little Rock Central High School when he was ~.5 years old. 5:00 p.m., Frank Porter 

Graham Student Union Auditorium. Contact: arucker@email unc.edu 

4. Thursday, Jan. 20 - MLK Today: Aid and Development in Central and East Africa. 7:00 p.m., FedEx 
Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. fergusoe@email.unc.edu 

5. Interested in getting fit? Carolina Campus Recreation and Counseling & Wellness Services 

introduce "Get Fit from Head to Heel[" This ~] 0-week healthy lifestyle, weight loss and physical 
activity challenge is available to UNC Chapel Hill students and employees. This program is designed 

lot individuals interested in modifying their lifestyle and adopting healthy new paEerns. Visit 
http://campusrec.unc.edu/for more details[ With the support of a team and coach, participants will 

have weeldy fitness workouts, nutrition sessions and focus groups. The program emphasizes the 



importance of maximizing physical activity and maldng healthier lifestyle and eating choices. The 

program not only provides motivation and support, but the resources to be successfuk 

6 Disney’s The Lion ging - DPAC January 4-30, 2011. Experience 
the phenomenon. The Triangle’s most eagerly awaited stage 

production ever will leap onto the DPAC stage this season. Visually 
stunning, technically astounding and with a musical score like none 

other you’ve ever heard. 

h Lt p:i/www.d pacnc.com/de [a ult.asp?dpac-19&obild-327 

7. The Temptations and The FourTops return to the DPAC stage February 9, 2011.These two 
legendary Motown vocal groups are cornerstones of 60s and 70s pop and rhythm and blues music. 

Swee[ harmonies and precise choreography have always been a part of Temptations and Four Tops 

shows, and original Tempt Otis Williams and original Top Abdul "Duke" Fakir have kept their groups’ 

sounds intact into the twenty first century. Come for a great night of sweet soul music at DPAC. 
Tickets start at just $38 plus ticketing fees http://www.dpacnc corn/ 

8. Rickey Smiley with Special Guest Anthony Anderson - February 11, 2011 at the DPAC Standup 
comedian Smiley returns two years after his first sold out performance. Rickey will be joined by Law 

& Order’s Anthony Anderson for this Valentines to remember. He regularly captivates fans with his 
blend of prank phone calls, beloved characters and irreverent social commentary. When not on air, 

Smile;, is a widely admired performer whose "clean" comedy appeals to a diverse audience. 

htt p://www.d pacnc.com/ 

9. Ladysmith Black Mambazo blends their South African musical 

traditions to the sound and sentiment of Christian gospel in a musical 

and spiritual alchemy that represents every corner of the landscape. 

See this incredible performance on Friday, March 11 at 8:00 p,m. at 

the Carolina Theatre. www.carolinatheatre.orR 

10. The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film opens on Tuesday, 8 February at 7:00 p.m. 

(Stone Center Hitchcock) with a screening of Frederick Douglass and The White Negro, a fascinating 

documentary on Douglass’ sojourn in ireland on the eve of the Great Famine. 

February I~0 - Opens one of the two special sections of the festival. The first section, A Luta 

Continua, highlights three films, The first offering is Cuba: An African Odyssey, filmmaker Jihan 

al Tahd’s monumental and celebrated (2008) work on the Cuban internationalist mission in 

Africa. This screening covers Part One of the two part documentary and follows Che Guevara’s 

efforts in the Congo after the fall of Patrice Lumumba and continues with the Cuban role in 

countering the South African invasion of Angola in the 1970’s. 

February 17 - The final films in this section will be shown as a double feature. The short film 

Freddie Ilanga: Che’s Swahili Translator, follows Ilanga, a Congolese citizen who served as the 

guide and translator for Che Guevara, The second film, Amilcar Cabral, is a biographical film 

on the iconic African revolutionary who is widely regarded as one of the most important 



theorists and African nationalists among the continent’s various revolutionary anti colonial 

movements. The second special section is entitled Imagining I laiti, and features two 

provocative and moving trea[men[s oftbe history of [hat nation. 

February 24 - Michaelange Quay’s award-winning fea[ure Eat, For This Is My Body, wbich bas 

been characterized as both a hypnotic, non narrative film, and as a psychological study 

focusing on the interrelationship between liberation, racism, colonialism and desire, 

March 3 - Raoul Peck’s Moloch Tropical, which is set in Haiti and uses the Caribbean setting to 

tell a sharply critical and cautionary tale about neo-colonialism and despotism. 

All Stone Center programs are free and open to the public. Spanish language translation and other 

b/pes of assistance are available upon request All film screenln~s fake place in the Hitchcock room 

7:00 p.m. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Congratulations! Dr. Janet Souther[and has accepted the position of Dean 

at Meharry Medical College School of Dentistry = Since 2002 Dr. 

Southedand has served as Chair, Department of Hospital Dentistry a nd 
Chief of the Oral Medicine Service, both at UNC Hospitals. Doctor 

Southerland was promo[ed to Clinical Associate Professor in 2009. We will 
miss her leadership and inspirational service to the Caucus and the 

university community[ 

Spotlight[ Dr. Debra Barksdale is featured on the UNC homepage - 

htt p://www,u nc.ed u/spotlight/ba rksdale 

The universi[y student chapter of the NAACP will become an ex-officio merrlber of [he 2010- 

12 Steering Committee. Similar to the role of the BSM, the NAACP offers the Caucus an 

important connection to student activities and interests. Thanks to DeVetta Nash for her 

leadership with this student group! 

"~n every communally, the~’e Zs woH¢ to be done. in every nat~on, there are wounds to heal 

l~ every hear~, ~here is the power ~o ~e i~ " M: Witli~tmso~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August I, 201 I 3:58 PM 

Jan Boxhill (imboxill@email unc edu) 

Boys and Girls Club - Dancing 

THANKS!! Maria Benton ) will be in touch to discuss the event and your free lessons. 

A BIG hug for your support. The evening will be special! 

http://www.dancingwiththestarsofcarolina.com[index.html 

Let me know what I need to do, if anything, about the radio show too. 

d 

Advtsory Board Chair, Co~ege SporL Research I~stiLU Le 

315 Woolien CB# 8605 
Chapd Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

ht~p://~vww, unc.edu/depts/exe~cise/spo~v a dminis~ation 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SBoman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 4:29 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: Boys and Girls Club - Dancing 

Okay. 

spoke to Coach today again about her concerns regarding the poss[bi!ity of increased restricitions on specia! admits. 

From: Boxill, Jeanet[e M 
Sent: Wednesday, AugusL 03, 2011 12:50 AM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Boys and Girls Club - Dancing 

Hi Debby, 
Thanks. When I get back let’s meet. Also I’ll contact the Fred Astaire studio. 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 12:05 PM 
To: Boxill, Jeanet~e M 
Su~ect: RE: Boys and Girls Club - Dancing 

"What seems to us as bitter trials are often blessings in disguise,’ (0. Wilde) 



Enjoy the ocean 

d 

http://~xss~unc‘edu/undergraduate‘pr~gram/badn‘exss/sp~rt‘adm[nistrati~n/~verview/ 

From: Boxill, Jeanet[e M 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 5:54 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Boys and Girls Club - Dancing 

Thanks Debby, 
Sounds exciting. Looking forward to it. I think I have field hockey at 6, but I’ll check. 
I’m sure you have heard by now about the break in of the Honor Court office and the stealing of 30 student file!! 

Horrible. 
Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 3:57 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Subject: Boys and Girls Club - Dancing 

THANKS!! Maria Benton ( will be in touch to discuss the event and your free lessons. 

A BIG hub for your support. The evening will be special! 

htt p://www.da ncingwit ht hestarsofca rolina.com/index.ht ml 

Let me know what I need to do, if anything, about the radio show too. 

d 

Go 

DeBorah Su oman, PJ~.I )., C1.1 J 
INC Exerctse and Spot t Science Dq/~. 



Advisory Board Chair, Coll~-ge Spo~c Research h,stlct~ce 
Faculty Advisor. Caroltr~ Spor~s Business Club & Sigma .Mpi~x Lambda ~Nad Leadership & Honors ()rga~ation 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9 I9.843.0336 

htkp://~ ,~ ,~ .unc.edu / depts/exercise/sporka ch~u~skration 

".*ust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 1:07 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email uric edu>; Elmira Mangum <em443@cornell edu>; Jan 
Boxhill 0mboxill@email uric edu); John Swofford (iswofford@theacc org); Davis, 
Angela (amd) <amd@eservices virginia edu> 

CONFIDENTIAL - FW: Your candidacy for the UNC position 

Friends. A very SINCERE than[< you for your supporL 

From: Leila Moore [mailLo:leila@wspelman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, AugusL 04, 2011 1:00 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Your candidacy for the UNC position 

L)car L)chorah: 

of Associate Provost [\/r Diversib" and Mulhculmr~ti A[Efirs a~ the Universib" (if Norrl~ Carolina Chapel Ilill. This 
wdl [)e a thirb" ~nu~e videoconference inte~ lew. I’m working on the derails [~)r rl~e videocon[~rence hut wanted 
ro g~t rials schedule of available times ~(/you as quickly as possible. Please review rlae time slots below and identi[~" 



possible so that I can confirm the schedule. 

The derails regarding the videoconference will come in a second email, jvlst as soon as I hear [lack from our 

Hcrc arc the options tot times and dates @1 times arc I,:astcm): 

Tvlesd t3, Augzlst 16th 

9:15 to 9:45 a.m. 
10:00 to 10:30 a.m. 
10:45 to 11:15 a.m. 
11:30 to Noon 

12:30 to 1:00 p.m. 
1:15 to 1:45 p.m. 

Wedncsdav \tt~tst 17th 

10:00 to 10:30 a.m. 
10:45 to 11:15 a.m. 

Leda V Moore, I2d I3 
Vice President, 

\V~lliam Spclm;m 12xecutive Search 

603 841 5462 (tax) 
leila(dwspelman co m 



A 

2 smatsonC~bio.unc edu 

3 Sandra Hoeflich(~)uncedu 

4 ea@ema[I.unc.edu 

5 sschmitt(~)email unc.edu 

6 ames dean(qbuncedu 

8 stammi(~)email.unc.edu 

9 bmcd@email.unc.edu 

10 msmith@sog.unc edu 

11 march~ils.unc edu 

12 ifolk@ema[I.unc.edu 

13 icbo~SJemail unc.edu 

brimer(~unc edu 

Roper@med.unc.edu 

swa nsok(~email.unc edu 

irichman(~)email.unc.edu 

20 holden@unc.edu 

21 douR dibbert@unc.edu 

22 rlmann@unc.edu 

23 dbaddour @ uncaa.unc edu 

24 strohm@email.uac.edu 

25 Matt Kupec(~unc.edu 

26 bruce@unc.edu 

27 larry coarad@unc.edu 

28 wbcr~sp(~)email unc.edu 

29 annpenn@ema[I.unc.edu 

30 brenda malone@uac.edu 

32 dp[nk~ey@email.unc edu 

33 eft mccracken@unc.edu 

34 ierr[ bland(~)uncedu 

35 bcshufor(~)email unc.edu 

36 cpa r rish ,f,~ no rth ca rol[n a ed u 

37 fel[cia.washi~gton@klgates.com 

38 @~mail.com 



2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

B4 
35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

44 
45 
46 

A 

Robert Bruce, Director Friday Center 

Steven Matson, Dean - Graduate School 

Sandra Hoeflich, Assodate Dean for Interd~sdplinary Education, Fellowships & Communication 

Leslie Lerea, Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

Stephanie Schmitt, Associate Dean for Academics 

James Dean - K F Business 

Jan Johnson Yopp - Summer School 

John Stature - Dental 

Bill McDiarmid - Education 

Michael Smith - Government 

Gary March~onin~ - Information and Library Science 

Jean Folkerts-Journalism 

John goger - Law 

Robert A. Blouin - Pharmacy 

Barbara Rimer - Public Health 

William Roper- Medicine 

Kristen M. Swanson - Nursing 

Jack Richman - Social Work 

Karen Gil A&S 

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

HoJden l borp 

Robert Winston 

Honn#h Gage 

Anne ¢~bfe 

Jan Boxifl 

Dwayne Pinkney~ 

Jeff B McCracken 

Jerri Bland 

Bett~na Shuford 

[homas Ross 



B C D 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

44 
45 
46 

Faculty Chair 

Chief of Public Safety 

Exec. Director II 

Assoc. VC Student Affairs 
÷ Chairperson’s Advisory Board 

BOG 



2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

22 

24 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

33 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

42 

44 
45 
46 

8.27.10 121710 
rgbruce(@email.unc edu 

smatsonC~bio.unc edu 

Sandra Hoeflich@unc edu 

ea@ema[I.unc.edu 

sschmitt@email unc.edu 

ames dean@unc edu 

stammi@email.unc.edu 

bmcd@email.unc.edu 

msmith@sog.unc edu 

march@ils.unc edu 

ifolk@ema[I.unc.edu 

icbo~a) email unc.edu 

Bob glou[n@unc edu 

brimer@unc edu 

Roper@med.unc.edu 

swa nsok(~email.unc edu 

irichman@email.unc.edu 

holden~unc.edu 

doug dibbert@unc.edu 

rlmann@unc.edu 

dbaddour@uncaa.unc edu 

strohm~email.unc.edu 

Matt Kupec@unc.edu 

bruce~unc.edu 

larry conrad~unc.edu 

wbcrisp@email unc.edu 

annpenn@ema[I.unc.edu 

brenda malone@unc.edu 

dp~nkrley@email.unc edu 

eft mccracken@uac.edu 

ierr~ bland@unc edu 

bcshufor@email unc.edu 

cparrish @ northcarollna edu 





A 

"~J ~elicia Washington 

48 

49 

50 Black Graduate and Professional Students Association 



B C D 

47 

SO 



49 

SO 

E 

fel~cia.washinAton@klgates.com 



49 

SO 



Comment: Dr. Debby Stroman: 

Out of town 



A 8 C D 
Head Coach Somoano, Carlos Joe Breschi Dennis C~addock 
Spot[ Men’s Soccer Men’s Lacrosse M/W Track & Field 
Phone Number 962-0466 962-5216 962-5199 
Email csomoano@uncaauncedu breschi@uncaauncedu c~addock@uncaa.unc.edu 
Assistant Coach Langley, Josh 

ParkeL Nadine 
Vanhoy, Ryan 

Watson, Peter 



E F G H I 
Dutch Davis Rich DeSehn Anson Dorrance Mike Fox perek Galvin 

Footba[! M!VV Diving + Women,s Soccer Baseba!! + Gyrnnas![cs 
966-2575 966-5340 962-5491 962-4306 962-5213 

richd eselm ~’~,u ncaa .u n c.ed u anson(~,uncaa uric edu derekg@uncaa unc.edu 

+ 



J K L M 
Sarah Haney Sylvia Hatchell John Inman Brian Kalbas 

Women’s Rowing Women’s Basketball Men’s Golf Women’s Tennis 
962-8278 962-5187 962-0753 962-6262 
sarah hane¥~,,uncedu shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu iinman@uncaauncedu bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu 

Adams, Cladssa 
Calde[, Andrew 
Smith, Chagolle 
Williams-Johnson,Tracey 



N O P Q R S 
Jenny Levy Jan Mann Ron Miller C.D. Mock Donna Papa 9am Paul 

Women’s Lacrosse Women’s Golf M/W Fencing Wrestling Softball Men’s Tennis 
962-0740                 962-4273 



T U V 
Joe Sa#ula Karen Shelton Roy Williams 

Volleyball Field Hockey Basketball 



A 
~ HEAD VARSITY COACHES 
2 Head Coach 
3 Somoano, Carlos 
4 Joe Breschi 
5 Dennis Craddock 
6 Butch Davis 
7 Rich DeSelm 
8 Anson Dorrance 
9 Mike Fox 

10 Derek Galvin 
11 Sarah Hane¥ 

13 John Inman 
14 Brian Kalbas 
15 Jenny Levy 
16 Jan Mann 
17 Ron Miller 
18 CD Mock 
19 Donna Papa 
20 Sam Paul 
21 Joe Saqnla 
22 Karen Shellon 
23 Roy Williams 

B C D 

Sport Phone 
Men’s Soccer 962-0466 
Men’s Lacrosse 962-5216 
M/W Track and Field 962=5199 
Football 966-2575 
M,~ Swimming 966-5340 
Women’s Soccer 962=5491 
Baseball 962-2351 
Gym n aslic.s 962-5213 
Women’s Rowing 962-5411 
Women’s Basketball 962-5187 
Men’s Golf 962-0753 
Women’s Tennis 962-6000 
Women’s Lacrosse 962-0740 
Women’s Golf 962-4273 
M/W Fencing 962-5221 
Wiestling 962-5212 
Softball 
Men’s Tennis 962=6060 
Volleyball 962-5228 
Field Hockey 962-5230 
Men’s Basketball 962-6000 

ctcolrloa n o(’~ u n ca a u rlc ed u 
breschi~,uncaa unc.edu 
craddock~.~uncaa.unc.edu 
pbiqley~,uncaa unc edu 
richdeselm@uncaa unc edu 
anson@~uncaa.unc.edu 
iholt~uncaa uric edu 

iinrnan@uncaa unc edu 

~uncaa.unc.edu 

~uncaa.unc.edu 



2 Assistant Coach 
3 
4 
5 Peter Watson, Davian Clarke, Josh Langley 
6 
7 
8 
9 

12 Ar~d~ew Calder, Tracey Willia~r~s-Johnson, Billy Lee 

2O 

22 
23 Steve Robinson, Jerod Haase, C.B. McGrath 





















From: "Campbell, Larry" <leoamp~emaj! unc:edu> 
Date:               9:30:26 PM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfoC~.unc edu> 
Subject: Char~cellors Meeting 



From: "Campbell, Larry" <lecamp(~email unc.edu> 
Date:              10:07:20 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: ~n~ormation for C80 Calendar 



From: "Caldwell, Andrea L" <andEeac@ema!].unc.edu> 
Date: August 17, 2011 12:04:31 PM EDT 

Te: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo{~.unc edu> 
Subject: RSVP for August 26 event 



From: "Pierce, Jackie" <jap!eEce@emaj! unc:edu> 
Date: August 17,201 I 3:14:00 PM EDT 

To: ’"cbcinfo(~unc.edu’" <cbcinfo(~unc.edu> 
Subject: NFL Road Trip 



From: Pat Parker <pspa~ke~@emai[:unc.edu> 
Date: August 18,201 I 4:45:58 PM EDT 

Te: cbcinfog~,unc edu 
Subject: Carolir~a Black Caucus 



From: "Omar, Rushdee" <roma~@emaj! unc:edu> 
Date: August 18,201 I 4:58:53 PM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo(~.unc edu> 
Subject: Friday, August 26 at 5pro I would like to attend the "Welcome Back Social" 



From: cbc!nfo@unc.edu, 
Date: 5:05:06 PM EDT 

To: cbcinfo~,unc edu, 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

~unc.edu 



From: "Vickers, Michele Raquel" <m!che!e vickers@med unc:edu> 
Date: August 18,201 I 5:48:33 PM EDT 

To: "cbcin fo(~,unc edu" <cbcinfo(~,unc edu> 
Subject: Membership.. 



From: "Cheek, Karen (Public Safely)" <jenk!nsc@psafeb/:unc edu> 
Date: August 18,201 I 5:48:44 PM EDT 

To: ’"cb¢info(~unc.edu’" <¢b¢info(~unc.edu> 



From: "Fleming, Jasper" <~em!ni@emai!:u!]c.edu> 
Date: August 19,2011 7:39:42 AM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo@.unc edu> 
Subject: Welcome Sack Social 



From: ~emBi~:unc edu> 
Date: 8:47:18 AM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo~.unc edu> 
Subject: Welcome Sack Socia~ 



From: "Harrington, Paula Swann" <paula harringto!]@med.unc.edu> 
Date: August 19,2011 8:48:47 AM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~,unc edu" <cbdnfo(~,unc edu> 



From: "Stephen Boyd" <sboyd@uncaa=unc:edu-’, 
Date: August 19,2011 9:17:03 AM EDT 

To: <cbcinfo(~,unc edu> 
Subject: rsvp 



From: cbc!nfo@unc.edu, 
Date: August 19,2011 9:33:08 AM EDT 

To: cbcinfo~,unc edu, 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

~unc.edu 



From: "Collins, Miohelle Christin" <n3oo@ema!].unc edu> 
Date: August 19, 2011 9:38:12 AM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo@unc edu" <cbcinfo~.unc edu> 
Subject: Welcome Sack Social {CBC) 



From: "Ford, Tracie B." <t[old@!]unt-!ns~!tute=o~9;. 
Date: August 19,2011 9:59:39 AM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo~,unc edu> 
Subject: Road trip 

Also, I dd not receive a notice about the golf clinic. I would have loved to attend. 



From: ~en]a!~:uno.edu> 

To: "cbcin fo(O, unc edu" <cbcinfo~,unc edu> 



From: "Hewe~t, Stacie" <stacie hewe~[@kenan-fia~ler:unc edu> 
Date: August ] 9,201 ] 12:31:59 PM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfoC~.unc edu> 
Subject: RSVP 



Date: 12:45:17 PM EDT 

To: <cbcinfoL?~,unc edu> 
Subject: RSVP for Receptiol~ 



From: "Brooks, Jocelyn S" <ioce!yn brooks@med.unc.edu> 
Date: August 19,201 I 1:42:13 PM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo(~.unc edu> 
Subject: Road trip to Charlotte 

Thank you, 



From: ~bemai! 
Date: 4:31:52 PM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo(~.unc edu" <cbcinfo~.unc edu> 
Subject: socia~ friday 



Fron~: "Caldwell, Andrea L" <arldreac@e]~a[] ul)c,edu> 
Date:               12:04:31 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinto@unc.edu" <cbcinto@unc.edu> 

Thank you so much for organizing the Welcome Back event I ban to be n attendance. 

Senior AcarJemic Advisor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday,                7:13 PM 

Salyer, ShenN L <salyer@email uric edu> 

RE: Stroman    students Fall 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monda~ 7:08 PM 
To:Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:Stroman students Fall 

know and meet the criteria, do and 

Purpose: To provide an opportunity for majors and non majors to pu rsue scholarly activity in the exercise and sporL 

science field. This avenue provides students with the opporLunity to explore exercise and sporL issues of interest to 

them but not corn monly presented with their classes or within their major. It is not to be misconstrued as a way to 

get lab/classroom assistant help or a simple method to get extra credit hour(s) for graduation. Only full-time faculty 

are eligible to supervise an independent study. 

Credits and Hours: i 3 hours of academic credit depending upon the scope of the project as determined 

appropriate by the directing faculty member. Actual required time would range from approximately 20 60 hours for 

the semester, based upon the general formula/assumption that every hour of class lecture theoretically requires 

approximately one hour of outside study time. Thus, if a 3-credit class meets 22-34 times (50-90 minute class, 2 or 

3X wk class) during the semester, it should require approximately 60 hours of total time, 2 credits would require 

about 40 hours, and 1 credit about 20 hours. EXSS    is not available in summer school. 

General Course Content Requirements: The student puts in the recommended amount of time for the appropriate 

credit hour designation (1-3 credits) as listed above. The actual nature of the scholarly activity is determined 

between the student and the faculty advisor within the respective major. COURSE PREREQUIglTES: 2 ot mote 

’relevant’ EXSS courses completed with at least a "B" grade. Prerequisite course relevancy is determined by the 

faculty supervisor of the directed study in question. 

4. Academic Standing: Open to juniors and seniors 

5. Registration Procedure: See Dr. Salyer to register. 



6. Contact Dr. Salyer for more information. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 7:05 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Stroman    students Fall 

J.. 3 hours 

2. 3 hours 

3. 1 hour 

4 - i hour 

Go Heels, 

UNC Exerct~e and Sport Science Dq~. 

IX~% Acadmnic Advisor and Incernshlp Coordlnaco~ 

ChaD, Carolina Black Caucus 

A&’tsory Board Chair, CoIlege SpOrL Research Is.stiLt, Le 
Faculty Advisor. Caroltr~ SporLs Business Club & Sigma .&lpiu/Lambda ’Nad Leadership & Honors Orga~auon 

because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 24, 201 I 3 : 19 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: to ug on 8-15-11--Parr Center 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer 9 12 11 docx 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 12:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: to ug on 8-15-11--Parr Center 

Solmds good I will scc ill can gcl 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 12:44 PM 
To: Boxill, JeanetLe M 
Su~ect: RE: to ug on 8-15-11--Parr Center 

Yes, do you have his contact ihfo? 



background work or him Stay tuned 

d 

From: Boxill, Jeane~e M 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 11:59 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: LO ug on 8-15-11--Parr Center 

Good Morning, 
1 t~ceived a t~ply fmin 
Ihink we should II3 

Jan 

tlmt mffor~nmtel? he lms a coifffict and can’t participate Should we find a mplace]nent? Do you 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
UniveBity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 10:44 AM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Su~ect: FW: to ug on 8-15-11--Parr Center 

Thanks. 

Remember, to remove Thanks! 

is interested now but [ will tell him we have it covered. ;) 

d 



From: Salyer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 15, 2011 10:06 AM 
TO= The peess-f mailing list 
Subject= [peess-f] to ug on 8-15-11--Parr Center 

This is a cool opportunity--offered by the Parr 
Center for Ethics. Featuring our own Professors 
Osborne and Southall. 

Open to all on campus BUT you must pre-register! 

Lunch & Learn: "Examining the NCAA’s Collegiate 
Model: The Line between Professionalism and 
Amateurism in Intercollegiate Athletics" 
Depa~ment of Exercise and Sports Science professors Richard Southall and Barbara Osborne present the first 
Lunch & Learn of the academic year 

What 

When 
Sep 07, 2011 
from 12:00 PM to 01:30 PM 

Where Hyde Hall University Room 

Contact Name Adam Schaefer 

Contact Phone 919.843.5641 

vCal 
Add event to calendar 

The Parr Center LUNCH & LEARN program is a series of workshops where experts discuss ethical issues in 
their areas of expertise They are open to all members of the community Lunch is provided 

REGISTRATION IS FREE, BUT REQUIRED. REGISTER HERE 
https:!!parrcenter.unc.edu/events/2011 2012 events/lunch learn southall osborne 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962 6947 



Fax: 919 962 0489 

Assistant Dean (on leave for Spring 2011 semester) 

The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

DB# 3110,2017D Steele Building 

919 962 3407 

Spring 2011 Advising Hours: 

Fetzer Hall Advising hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00 12:15; Wednesdays 10:00 10:45 and 1:30 3:00 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 

(on leave for Spring 2011 semester) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
peess-f as: <a hre~"mailto:dstroman@email unc edu">dstroman@email unc edu</a> To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-29660232- 

9992594 d4e434045d4bO97c867e66f85d5bSa20@listserv unc edu">leave-29660232- 
9992594 d4e434045d4bO97c867e66f’85d5bSa20@listse~w unc edu</a> 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,_                4:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <brldgerb@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: Stroman students Fall 

;( 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thu~day, 4:31 PM 
"1"o~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: FW: Stroman    students Fall 

Thank you so much! You put yourself on the line for us and I appreciate 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~0uncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
I tried.,, !et’s get together soon, 

debby 

4:13 PM >>> 



From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(~c: Shields, Edgar W 
Subject~ RE: Stroman    students Fall 

Hi Debby, Ashley already added           to --for 3 credits, 

Steele and get permission for an overload= tie is eligible to be added to 

Sherry 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: Stroman    students Fall 

I am aware of the timing and ongoing and unjustified critique of EXSS, b~;t still we must remain focused on our mission. 

Educating s~udents where THEY are... I would appreda~e your reevaluation and application of the "spirit" of the law 





Thursday, 10:52 PM 

The N CAA’s Origin al Amateur[sm.pdf 























Our vision is a university community that consisten 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of’Black employees" a~ the Urffvers’i~y 

NotCh Carolina ae L7~apeI Hill 

"Welcome Back" Social 

Thanks to All who atlended thiswa~m and wonderful event on Friday New friendships were made, life 

updates were shared, and professional networking all happened in the Hitchcock room of the Stone Center. 

C8C Activities 

CBE Monthly [~eeting - Tuesday, - 11:00 a,m, IJnion 

The agenda mchldes a vision and mission review, CBC calendar, Interest Groups/Activities, and 
Housekeeping and Athletics updates, Bring your lunch and let’s stay connected! 

CBE HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever [’eel isolated. We want to know if there are new 

hires (facul/y, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish 
to welcome them to the umversiW. Send information and your good news to: cbcmfo@unc.edu 

CB� INTERESTS 

Want to go see the Panthers vs. Falcons oll ? Send a note to cbcinfb(a~unc.edu 

Are you a UNC techie? [Do you know one?) We want to connect you with others on campus 
through BIT [Blacks in Technology) Send a note to oj mcghee@unc.edu 



Our first African-American head coach of a revenue-producing sport at lINE is here. AmeNca is 

watching and we should show- our support with "talk and action." Snrely, there are those who 

aren’t too happy with the appointment, so let’s make sure WE attend games and cheer the 

loudest. Coach Withers supports the Caucus and our efforts to make the academic experience 

most meaningfl~l for his athletes. His presence and comments at the Social spoke volumes about 

his spirit. ’[’he first football radio show- is tomorrow, Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. at the Top of the Hill 

Restaurant on Franklin Street. Join the crowd of supporters [’or [bod, drinks, and footbal talk! 

The first game is this Saturday at Kenan versus IMH at 3:30 p.m. le there! 

CBC Scheciuied Caienciar - 

"Welcome Rack" Social 

- Monthly Meeting 

- Monthly Meeting 

- Monthly Meeting; - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the 

Chancelor’s Home {gsvP ~o cbcin o~unc.edu - UM~TED space avai[~tb!e. "*First ~ome- First 

- NO scheduled meeting; Hofday Social wil~ be he~d this month 



, "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (TBD) 

- No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA and "Read In" 

events will be held this month 

- Monthly Meeting 

- Spring Social 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Joiu the Caucus at http://~vw.u~c.e¢|u/cbc[jniufarm.htm~ 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.ed~/cbc 

cbcin~o@unc.edu 
9~ 9.~g3. 0336 

t~ every hea t, there is the powe t~ do iL ’ M. Wi~liam,so~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

StToman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                  2:25 PM 

~@me corn; dhollier@southeastpsych corn; LaChina Robinson 
@gmail corn>; cblackmon@tugglediggins corn; 

@gmail corn 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanet~e M 
<IMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

UNC "Respect and Revolution" 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer 9 12 11 pdf; Parr RR of the Black Athlete SummatT 

9121 Idocx 

Hi Friends. Thanks again for your willingness to participate in Monday’s panel. The campus is buzzing! 

The recap: 

1. (OPTIONAL) Meet at the Carolina Club (on campus) at 4:B0 p.m. for dinner. We will dine with Caucus 

leadership, the Parr Center leaders, and invited university guests. We can walk from the Club to the 

Stone Center. http://www.clubcorp.com/Clubs/Carolina-Club/About-the-Club/Directions-Hours 

2. Dress: Business Casual 

3. Event- Stone Center (Hitchcock Room) at 6:30 p.m. 

4. Program and Opening question - See attached. Our goal is to discuss the Black athlete experience - 

the challenges and triumphs. We strongly encourage your dialogue with the students. I will provide an 

opening question and possibly a few more IF the students aren’t engaged initially. ;) We hope to have 

many student athletes in attendance. 

Note: There is no closing reception. The parking area behind the Stone Center is free after 5:00 p.m. 
http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/If you have problems parking, please call/text me at 450.206.2939. 

THANKS again ! 

debby 

Deborah Stroma~, Ph.D. CLLT 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Admmls~ratnon FactdtT e~ www.exss.unc.e&i 

EXSS Acaden=c Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvlsolT Board Chaii. College Sport Reseaich Inst:mr~ 



EacuIt3- Advlsoi. Ca3ollna Spoi:s I~t~shness Club & Sigma Alpha I.aml.,da (Nat] I.eadeisl31p & Honois Organlza6on 

315 Woollen CI~ 8605 

CI3apeI Hill, NC 27599 

9~9.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, September 8, 201 I 4:02 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: UNC "Respect and Revolution" Program 

Yes, you are doing the program. 

From: Boxill, 3eanette M 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 3:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Schaefer, Adam R 
Subject: RE: UNC "Respect and Revolution" Program 

I was just looking at LaChina’s--and she has my favorite quote that I put on evelN syllabus: To whom much is 
given, much is expected" 

We are doing the program, correct? 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Unive~ib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Ofl3ce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 2:59 PM 
To: Boxill, JeaneLte M 
Subject: RE: UNC "Respect and Revolution" Program 

Jerry http://www.jerrystackhouse.com/ 



LaChina - htt p://www.lachin arobin so n.com/ 

Jimr~¥ - http://www,unc.edu/news/archives/novOZ/hitchZZOSOZ.htm 

From: Boxill, Jeanet[e M 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 2:40 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UNC "Respect and Revolution" 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Universib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Ofi~ce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 2:25 PM 

To:        @me.corn; dhollier@southeastpsych.com; LaChina Robinson; cblackmon@tugglediggins.com; 
@gmail.corn 

C~: Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, Jeanette M 
Subject: UNC "Respect and Revolution" 

Hi Friends. Thanks again for your willingness to participate in Monday’s panel. The campus is buzzing! 

The recap: 

:1, (OPTIONAL) Meet at the Carolina Club (on campus) at 4:30 p,m. for dinner. We will dine with Caucus 
leadership, the Parr Center leaders, and invited university 8uests, We can walk from the Club to the 



Stone Center. http://www.clubcorp,com/Clubs/Carolina-Club/About-the-Club/Directions-Hours 

2. Dress: Business Casual 
3. Event- Stone Center (Hitchcock Room) at 6:30 p.m. 

4. Program and Opening question - See attached. Our 8oal is to discuss the Black athlete experience - 
the challenges and triumphs. We strongly encourage your dialogue with the students. I will provide an 

opening question and possibly a few more IF the students aren’t engaged initially. ;) We hope to have 
many student athletes in attendance. 

Note: There is no closing reception. The parking area behind the Stone Center is free after 5:00 p.m. 
http://soniahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/ If you have problems parking, please call/text me at 450.206.2939. 

THANKS again 

debby 

Go Heels, 

IrNC ExercL~e and Sport Science Dq~. 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, Coll~-ge Spo~c P, esearch Instimce 
Faculty Advisor, Casolina Spores Business Chlb & Signna AIp]Ta I.ambda Natl I eade~hip & Honors 

"~ust because it hasn’t been done o- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



Friendly Reminder of this important event on Monday, 

Let ~le know if you have any e uest]ons. 

Thanks 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

StToman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, September 13~ 2011 5:55 PM 

Haeseker, Jay Warren <haeseker@live uric edu> 

Gallo, Jr, Larry A <athgallo@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, 
Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@uric edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Brooks, Camille A 
<camillebrooks@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier (dhollier@southeastpsych corn); LaChina 
Robinson               ~gmail corn>; Jimmy Hitchcock 

~gmail corn>         @me corn 

RE: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ect: RE: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

I just wanted to also just thank you for leading that discusion tonight. I attended with minimal expectations but le~ 
very surprised by the information that was shared and discussed. I hope to possibly discuss these issues further with you 
in a one-on-one setting as I really feel inspired to find ways to make a difference in the education process that our young 
people venture through. I did not get a chance to speak with Jerry due to a prior commitment but I really wanted to 
speak with him regarding how he is helping those children that he took and what he see as some other possible avenues 
of improvement in terms of changing the way that young children, minorib/or not, learn and grow. 
My ultimate career goal is to work in college athletics in a roll that allows me to work with the players on a personal level. 
Being able to guide and build relationships within the realm of athletics has always been an intrest. Until today, I thought 
that intrest was an overlooked field. A~er sitting in that discusion today, it really inspired me to see what kind of steps I 
can take now to get me where I want to go. I hope that we can find some time to sit down and talk about 
some different options that I have available to me and some help on how I may go about accomplishing those goals. I 
feel inspired after tonight and in many respects, I would have never guessed that it would be a seeing like tonight, would 

to having the opportunity to speak with you. 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday~                 9:00 PM 

Subject= RE: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

Thanks I appreciate yo,~r research on issues farina coliese sport today. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:18 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

Good afternoon, I am looking forward to the discussion tonight involving Jerry Stackhouse. I just wanted to pass along a 
article that I found to be very interesting and thought paired well with our discussion earlier in the year about if college 
athletes are compensated fairly. I will include the article link below. I just though you may like to read as well. Thank you, 

httn://esnn .ao.com/colleee-saorts/ston// /id/6962151/advocacv-arou a-savs-ton-colleae-athletes-worth-six-fiaures 

@live.unc.edu 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday~ October 3~ 2011 4:49 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Alexander, G Rumay <mmay@email unc edu>; Anderson-Thompldns, Sibby 
<sibby@email unc edu>; spcamp@email unc edu; rac@unc edu; lajeunecox@unc edu; 
drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email uric edu>; Scheper, Walter 
<scheper@email uric edu>; cholliday@unc edu; Houston, Terrl C 
<thouston@email uric edu>; kldng@uncaa unc edu; crlcket@unc edu; McLean- 
Pottinger, Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@unc edu; 
jaclde~ierce@unc edu; c powell@unc edu; jacquelinewynn@med unc edu; 
Agbeblewu~ Samantha A <agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby~ Valerie S 
<ashby@email unc edu>; CollieL Shauna D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; Moore, James C~egg <james moore@unc edu>; 

Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email unc edu>; claudis~olk@med unc edu; 
haroldwoodard@unc edu; djbarksdale@unc edu; ten~yjm@unc edu; 
diane baker@dentist~v unc edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; 
Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) <overton@psafety unc edu>; nikkia@unc edu; 
kathyramsey@denrlstl3 unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson 

<brenda malone@unc edu>; imka@unc edu; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email unc edu> 
Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo-annblake@dentistt’,j unc edu; Roberts, 
Yetta <yroberts@email unc edu>; Dancy, Frances <francesdancy@unc edu>; White, 

Carla <carla whiteharris@unc edu>; Collins, Michelle Christin <mcc@email unc edu>; 
WebsteL Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Lany 
<lecamp@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Holly Smith <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu;       ~gmail corn; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
<JEN321@EMAIL UNC EDU>; DL Stroman <dstro@unc edu>; Nakenge Robertson 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu>; OJ McGhee <oj mcghee@uncedu>; ShandraJones 
<Shandra Jones@unc edu>; Verita Murrill <verita murrill@unc edu>; Ann Penn 
<annpenn@email unc edu>; Brenda Malone <brenda malone@unc edu>; Carla White- 

Harris <cwharris@email unc edu>; Dr Heather Williams <hawill@email unc edu>; Dr 
Joseph Jordan <jgjordan@email unc edu>; Dr Valefie Ashby <ashby@unc edu>; 
Dwayne Pinkney <dpinkney@email unc edu>; Wayne Blair <wblair@email unc edu>; 
Winston Crisp <wbcrisp@email unc edu> 

CBC Meeting - TUESDAY, Oct 4 

Hi. Friendly reminder - Tomorrow is the October Carolina Black Caucus meeting at 11:~0 a.m. in the Student 

Union Room 3102. Bring your own lunch/beverage. 

October’s meeting will focus on unit updates and "things we need to know." We will be have a brief update from 

campus units/departments related to Slack employees. The following organizations have been invited to speak to the 

membership: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Institute of African American Research 

Carolina Post Doc Program for Faculty Diversity - (Sibby Anderson Thompkins spoke at the September meeting) 



African Studies Center 

Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 

Latina/o Studies ProBram 

Office of Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Equal Opportunity Office 

American Indian Center 

Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 

A special "thank you" to Nakenge Robertson (Steering Committee member) for coordinating tomorrow’s 

agenda. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday,              2:09 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

Broadcast 

Hi Jan. The student’s name is . He is very interested in helping this season. 

@live.unc.edu 

I told him that you would be in touch, 

d 

Deborah Strom~, Ph.L). CLLT 

K~qC Exercise a~d Sport Science Dept. 

EXSS Acaden=c Advisor and Intert~shtp Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor} Board Chair, College Sport Reseazch InSL~LULe 

FaculL? Advisor, Carolina SporLs Business Club & Sienna Alpha Lambda ~NaLI Leadershtp & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel H31, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"lust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it con’t be done." 























[ilburn, GA 3C~347 

[wa tlor d @wbca.org 



A Step bv Siep Guide 

Proposal Design and Writing 

~o Br~ce Francis. PhoD= 

~ ~eroFature Inc 





PART ONE: OVERVIEW 

INGREDIENT I: THE INTRODUCTION 

~NGREDIENT 2: THE PROBLEM S’fATEMENT 

INGREDIENT 3: BACKGROUND 

INGREDIENT 4: THE PURPOSE 

INGREDIENT 5: SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

INGREDIENT 6: NATURE OF THE b~TLIDY 

INGREDIENT 7: LITERATURE REVIEW 

~NGREDIEf~rr 8: HYPOTHESES 

~NGREDIENT g: DEFINITION OF TERMS 

INGREDIENT 10: ASSUMPTIONS 

~NGRED~ENT 11: SCOPE AND UMITATtONS 

INGREDIENT 12: PROCEDURE 

INGREDIENT !3: LONG RANGE CONSEQUENCES 

PART FOUR; WRITING 

7 

9 

35 

43 

47 

57 

75 



CONCHS~: REVIEW AND CHECKLIST 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPOSAL 

~NGRED~ENTS AND DISSERTA’rION CHAPTERS 

SAMPLE PROPOSAL 

ANNOTATED SIBUOGRAP~Y 

85 

87 

103 





ingredients of a Proposal 

An effset~ve ~esea~ch propea~l Conswis of a series ~f tasks which fo~m a 

® TO de~ermirm vast you wish to do 



Ingredient 8: Hypotheses 

I~g~ieot 9: Definition of Terms 

Ir~gredient 10: Assumptions 

Ingredient 11: Scope and Llroftat~ons 

Ingredient 12: Procedure 

tn~dien[ 13: t.or~Range Consequences 



Cookbook Skategy 





Worksheet.Overview 

List here the ingredier~s whlc.h yo~ have t~e or n~ id~ how ~o handle 

tr~di~te what proteins y~ think y~U may have in flnd~g I~orma~or~ 
related to your topic. 



THE iNTRODUCTiON 

The Irttrodu~tion seems s~tf~e~o~a~tory but may in ~ prove ~ck~. An 



Worksheet Introduction 



PRO~LE~ 

impact ~r Action Resea~¢~ 



Theoretical Research 

10 Protein 



~ange of events, along with some i~dication of w~’~ll mak~ the evei~t sig- 

nificant. Even though detai~erJ I rea~ment of why the eyelet warrants analysis 



What is wrong in society or in one of its ~nsfit ~tions tha~ =his s~ly will 



Problem 13 



Worksheet Problem Statement 

each t~pe, 



the iengthy Cookbeok description of how to develop the Problem 

S’~ement, the statement itself, wher~ complete, should be reta~vely bdef, 



ff y~U are doing historical research, devetop a rat~r~e ~or L~e historical 

importance ~ the ever~ or events yo~ wish to desc~be. 





Workshee~    Background 



!f your Problen~ Statement describes a societal difficulty (~ocie, I impact 

search) your purpose may be to study it with a view to overcon~ing or 



S~ o~ Purpese is a ~eme~ ab~ yeur ~y a~ shou~ ~ k~ 



W~rksheet o The Purpose 





Just as the E~ackgrolmd Statement (ingredient 3) elaborates on the impor- 









A~hou~h no single reseamh methodology f~ts aJl problems, there are 

general categorizes into which your study will ~Ike~y fa~. Each methodotogy 

has different strengths and weaknesses. Your choice should be deter 



PAST PERSPECTIVE 



Cornpad~on of #~ soclo.ecot~r~mie states of a hlgh-acht~ving group of 

to uzhat exter# seolo-scot~mic status influences school per[ot~nce. 

PRESENT PERSPECTWE 

over time. This can be done in either a h~ngitt~dinal ~udy (the same group 

examined over a pertod of firr~e) or a cross-sectional s~ud¥ (d~eren[ 

groups exami[~ed which represent differen~ ago levels). 

tinuous~y ~or school achievement over a five-year period (~#~di~aO; or 

five differ~ groups, each a~ a different age leve~, are examir~ for s~/ 



P~d charac~er~tics of a given popu~a~ian or eve~ of Interest_ The purpose 

this form of research is to provide a detai~ed arid z~:curate picture of 

relatfonal s~udies display the relatioi’~ships among variables by such tech- 



at~ e~p~d to comr~led conditions (i~eper~ent variables), Their 

forrnance (deper~ent variable) Is compa~=d to one or more contr~ 

FUTURE PERSPECT~V~ 



makes suggestions f~r its improvement. 

in your proposal, such a study, would be described as using "ev~L~on 

th you~ p~posal, such s study would be described 

suatch me~hodot~,. You would refer to it in this 





Worksheet ~ Nature of the Study 



that 

e elucl~les the 9~ob[em 

To be co~ab~henslve, yet not exf~aus~ive, means to cover all major 

of tf~e problem are~ anO the ki~ of study that you wish to do, b~t not in 





Worksheet L~te~at~r Review 





tion). 

The researcher’s ,~bsta~ve expectations are usua~ ~K)t the ~me as the 

nul~ h~y~pothesis- That is, ~he researcher real~y doesn’t expect any differen 

cea or r~atio~hips. So the null form of the hypothesis is most often 

~nverse of what the researcher expects, 



t~n of that Issue is likely 



~¥~rk~heet    H32~thes~s 

3 What impact wil$ the expecte~ r~st~-s have upon the problem? 





reded study, 

ducted 

@ [~v~ every day language cou~er~zts wRh Which they 



p~r~graphs. 

Don’t con~use the simple definition ~f ~his section wP, h the %per~ional 

definition" ~o be ~overed 



W~r~heet - De~n ~f Terms 





1 O: AS$ J PTIONS 

The ~ssump~io~s made in a research study are of~n ~if~cuit to descdbe 

In the pro~3o~! because at the t~r~e the proposal is written, the study has 

no~ been fully developed. In addfdon. ~: Is d~icult to il~corporate ~nto a 

propose, assumptions that represent u~Se~ying premises that are not 

Two d~erent bJpes of ~.ssumplk)ns require examination in a research 

The ideelo~y u~edying the mtio~le, hypoti~ses, a~d desig~ of your 

study should be elucidated for the reader, # yo~ u~ump~io~s are not ade- 



r~uc~d b~eatase the re~der m~y ~ppfy eo~t rary assumptions. By present- 

your s~urnptio~et in detail you ~ssist the reader in revieWing lhe 

~op~osa~ from your pempectlve. 

through e~ari~y, Such s~mptions sh~ld be stated= 

Propo~t T=s~:InthtsssctJonyoutry~odescrlbeente~edsnduntes~al~e 

Propo~ons, b~sic val~, wodd views, or beite~s that ~’e ~ss~Jmed it~ 

you~ study. To ar~ive st such descriptions, you must examine deeply and 





Worksheet    Assumptions 

~og et~. 



In the Sigr~icance ~lon {Ingredient 5) you show~ why your study 

undertaking. Since ~ny protein can be appro,~c, hed from d~femnt angle-s, 

Scope 



A m~ch propos~ consists, at its sln~p~est ~ev~, of words and *emen- 

ces. Thes~ must ~e o~ganized in a Iogica~ manner to ~ the specific 



design(if for instance ycu 

g~ups); 





How fer from these Idea~s is yogr study ~ikely to be? Be blur, t, be 

specific, be honest. What em the ramifications? Tt~se are pol~t-ft~a} 





Subjects 



Variables 





SiP.c~ are, se~u~h stay is dP~signad ~o examine only a few o~ the many p~s- 

st~e va.da~es a~scting so~ behavioral o~ s~ial phenomen~ R is im- 

potent ~hat 

Operaiiona| Definition 

Op~ratlona! de~in~tons are ~o~ ~ more co~i~ s~ ~ m~r~ 



r~er ~ ~o do to ~ence ~ which 

Operat~’~l defin~loe.s c~n ~pp~¥ t~ many d~erer~ th~ngs including, far 

"referent". Ct~se {19~) lis~ed tht~r p~ssl~e kinds of re~em~ that co~d 

ser~e as the h~sis of opemtlor~l deW.ions. The~ are: 

Co~e~ions of objects at given places aP~ dates: The people in 

M~dison SqL~re G~den on the night of J~u~ry 6, 1937. 

6, 1~37 at L~kehurst, New J~. N~p~eo~ eVaCL~es Moscow. 







Hypotheses 

I~g ~i~l eq~ti~: 



FP~quency ol X = Frequency ~f Y 

X Y=O 



ac~y zero (0) so that some differences and ~me relationships w!lt be 

achievement of children regan~less of int~ltlgence. (Null Form - often 

bolized as 

[+ 



ent 

Data-Gathering 

in ~h~s ~ion you describe explicitly all forms of evidence which you wttl 



Data*Analysis 

(based on p~re~at income, sch~ding, eb:.), you migh= ~rrelste thai score 



How is the ~rn~e ~o be cbx)sen? Exactly what w~l you do? 



ter~t a~s? Logi~ a~ysis? (S~me di~uss~ w~b ~ur a~ 





Prt~posa! Tasl~: Descdbe the liket¥ consequences ~f your h~vir=g done 



Workshee~ L~g-Ra~ge Consequences 

eepted~) 





PART FOUR: 



w~l Ihought o~. 

Consider, fo~ exam~e, a theoretical dissertation on the retatl~nship t;~- 





if the section requires other paragraphs, each should be constt~cted with 

an eye to the Same general but flexible structura. A ~ ruie of tht~tnb is 

that My pa~g~aph should �on.in a "~tatemet~,, and ~t least two other 



I~ng as your paragraphs are clear, ~ic~ently de~a~led, and c~herent. 





CONCISE F~EV|EW AND CHECKLIST 

Use this ch~k~ist to kesp track of e~ch s~ep of the propo.s~J as it }s drafted 

PROPOSAL INGREDIENT DFtAFTED REVISED 

5. ~’.~nce : Elaborates 
the p~em statement by 



describing why lhe researcher’s 

happen ~’ your s~udy is done? 

someone who might say "so what"? 



Speculates ~bD6R the ram- 

o~ corroborate the researcl~ 

hypotheses. 
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FACU LTY SELF=ESTEEM AND ATTITUDES TOWARD 
STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF TEACHING 

Logan Wilson, former prasldent of lhe Un~vers~y of Texas, wrele ~ver 30 

Problem 



Literature Review 

ing ~or ess~n=~ concep~ and a~o p~ovide a similar ~ o~ refi~rence 



..... ~ s~rnp4e Proposa~ 



Assumptions 



~ttitudes 



perf~rr~ 

In th~s ~, beha,,,ior ~s co~sid~ed os ove~t ~e,d refers to 

~ by sample ~, ~nstrument unrs~abJ~i~y, and non-respoose, 



of seif-este~m), ~nd the deper~en~ vatia~e (attitudes tm~a~ student 
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In addition, Ibis sa~y, by f~using on the faculty as subje¢,~ w~;I undoub~ 



ANNOTATED BiBLiOGRAPHY 

~U~tiOn b~ ap~e on other a~ ~s w~L See e~p~ia~ly ~e ~- 

stei>-by-step process using examples. 

Chase, 8&uar~..T..{3~ Twannv o~Y_7~[~, New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 

Inc,, !968. 

Isaac, S. end Michae!, W.B. Handbook in Research and Evaluation.    San 
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ingredients of a Proposal 

An effset~ve ~esea~ch propea~l Conswis of a series ~f tasks which fo~m a 

® TO de~ermirm vast you wish to do 
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Worksheet.Overview 

List here the ingredier~s whlc.h yo~ have t~e or n~ id~ how ~o handle 

tr~di~te what proteins y~ think y~U may have in flnd~g I~orma~or~ 
related to your topic. 



THE iNTRODUCTiON 

The Irttrodu~tion seems s~tf~e~o~a~tory but may in ~ prove ~ck~. An 



Worksheet Introduction 



PRO~LE~ 

impact ~r Action Resea~¢~ 



Theoretical Research 

10 Protein 



~ange of events, along with some i~dication of w~’~ll mak~ the evei~t sig- 

nificant. Even though detai~erJ I rea~ment of why the eyelet warrants analysis 



What is wrong in society or in one of its ~nsfit ~tions tha~ =his s~ly will 



Problem 13 



Worksheet Problem Statement 

each t~pe, 



the iengthy Cookbeok description of how to develop the Problem 

S’~ement, the statement itself, wher~ complete, should be reta~vely bdef, 



ff y~U are doing historical research, devetop a rat~r~e ~or L~e historical 

importance ~ the ever~ or events yo~ wish to desc~be. 





Workshee~    Background 



!f your Problen~ Statement describes a societal difficulty (~ocie, I impact 

search) your purpose may be to study it with a view to overcon~ing or 



S~ o~ Purpese is a ~eme~ ab~ yeur ~y a~ shou~ ~ k~ 



W~rksheet o The Purpose 





Just as the E~ackgrolmd Statement (ingredient 3) elaborates on the impor- 









A~hou~h no single reseamh methodology f~ts aJl problems, there are 

general categorizes into which your study will ~Ike~y fa~. Each methodotogy 

has different strengths and weaknesses. Your choice should be deter 



PAST PERSPECTIVE 



Cornpad~on of #~ soclo.ecot~r~mie states of a hlgh-acht~ving group of 

to uzhat exter# seolo-scot~mic status influences school per[ot~nce. 

PRESENT PERSPECTWE 

over time. This can be done in either a h~ngitt~dinal ~udy (the same group 

examined over a pertod of firr~e) or a cross-sectional s~ud¥ (d~eren[ 

groups exami[~ed which represent differen~ ago levels). 

tinuous~y ~or school achievement over a five-year period (~#~di~aO; or 

five differ~ groups, each a~ a different age leve~, are examir~ for s~/ 



P~d charac~er~tics of a given popu~a~ian or eve~ of Interest_ The purpose 

this form of research is to provide a detai~ed arid z~:curate picture of 

relatfonal s~udies display the relatioi’~ships among variables by such tech- 



at~ e~p~d to comr~led conditions (i~eper~ent variables), Their 

forrnance (deper~ent variable) Is compa~=d to one or more contr~ 

FUTURE PERSPECT~V~ 



makes suggestions f~r its improvement. 

in your proposal, such a study, would be described as using "ev~L~on 

th you~ p~posal, such s study would be described 

suatch me~hodot~,. You would refer to it in this 





Worksheet ~ Nature of the Study 



that 

e elucl~les the 9~ob[em 

To be co~ab~henslve, yet not exf~aus~ive, means to cover all major 

of tf~e problem are~ anO the ki~ of study that you wish to do, b~t not in 
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tion). 

The researcher’s ,~bsta~ve expectations are usua~ ~K)t the ~me as the 

nul~ h~y~pothesis- That is, ~he researcher real~y doesn’t expect any differen 

cea or r~atio~hips. So the null form of the hypothesis is most often 

~nverse of what the researcher expects, 



t~n of that Issue is likely 



~¥~rk~heet    H32~thes~s 

3 What impact wil$ the expecte~ r~st~-s have upon the problem? 





reded study, 

ducted 

@ [~v~ every day language cou~er~zts wRh Which they 



p~r~graphs. 

Don’t con~use the simple definition ~f ~his section wP, h the %per~ional 

definition" ~o be ~overed 



W~r~heet - De~n ~f Terms 





1 O: AS$ J PTIONS 

The ~ssump~io~s made in a research study are of~n ~if~cuit to descdbe 

In the pro~3o~! because at the t~r~e the proposal is written, the study has 

no~ been fully developed. In addfdon. ~: Is d~icult to il~corporate ~nto a 

propose, assumptions that represent u~Se~ying premises that are not 

Two d~erent bJpes of ~.ssumplk)ns require examination in a research 

The ideelo~y u~edying the mtio~le, hypoti~ses, a~d desig~ of your 

study should be elucidated for the reader, # yo~ u~ump~io~s are not ade- 



r~uc~d b~eatase the re~der m~y ~ppfy eo~t rary assumptions. By present- 

your s~urnptio~et in detail you ~ssist the reader in revieWing lhe 

~op~osa~ from your pempectlve. 

through e~ari~y, Such s~mptions sh~ld be stated= 

Propo~t T=s~:InthtsssctJonyoutry~odescrlbeente~edsnduntes~al~e 

Propo~ons, b~sic val~, wodd views, or beite~s that ~’e ~ss~Jmed it~ 

you~ study. To ar~ive st such descriptions, you must examine deeply and 





Worksheet    Assumptions 

~og et~. 



In the Sigr~icance ~lon {Ingredient 5) you show~ why your study 

undertaking. Since ~ny protein can be appro,~c, hed from d~femnt angle-s, 

Scope 



A m~ch propos~ consists, at its sln~p~est ~ev~, of words and *emen- 

ces. Thes~ must ~e o~ganized in a Iogica~ manner to ~ the specific 



design(if for instance ycu 

g~ups); 





How fer from these Idea~s is yogr study ~ikely to be? Be blur, t, be 

specific, be honest. What em the ramifications? Tt~se are pol~t-ft~a} 





Subjects 



Variables 





SiP.c~ are, se~u~h stay is dP~signad ~o examine only a few o~ the many p~s- 

st~e va.da~es a~scting so~ behavioral o~ s~ial phenomen~ R is im- 

potent ~hat 

Operaiiona| Definition 

Op~ratlona! de~in~tons are ~o~ ~ more co~i~ s~ ~ m~r~ 



r~er ~ ~o do to ~ence ~ which 

Operat~’~l defin~loe.s c~n ~pp~¥ t~ many d~erer~ th~ngs including, far 

"referent". Ct~se {19~) lis~ed tht~r p~ssl~e kinds of re~em~ that co~d 

ser~e as the h~sis of opemtlor~l deW.ions. The~ are: 

Co~e~ions of objects at given places aP~ dates: The people in 

M~dison SqL~re G~den on the night of J~u~ry 6, 1937. 

6, 1~37 at L~kehurst, New J~. N~p~eo~ eVaCL~es Moscow. 







Hypotheses 

I~g ~i~l eq~ti~: 



FP~quency ol X = Frequency ~f Y 

X Y=O 



ac~y zero (0) so that some differences and ~me relationships w!lt be 

achievement of children regan~less of int~ltlgence. (Null Form - often 

bolized as 

[+ 



ent 

Data-Gathering 

in ~h~s ~ion you describe explicitly all forms of evidence which you wttl 



Data*Analysis 

(based on p~re~at income, sch~ding, eb:.), you migh= ~rrelste thai score 



How is the ~rn~e ~o be cbx)sen? Exactly what w~l you do? 



ter~t a~s? Logi~ a~ysis? (S~me di~uss~ w~b ~ur a~ 





Prt~posa! Tasl~: Descdbe the liket¥ consequences ~f your h~vir=g done 



Workshee~ L~g-Ra~ge Consequences 

eepted~) 





PART FOUR: 



w~l Ihought o~. 

Consider, fo~ exam~e, a theoretical dissertation on the retatl~nship t;~- 





if the section requires other paragraphs, each should be constt~cted with 

an eye to the Same general but flexible structura. A ~ ruie of tht~tnb is 

that My pa~g~aph should �on.in a "~tatemet~,, and ~t least two other 



I~ng as your paragraphs are clear, ~ic~ently de~a~led, and c~herent. 
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Use this ch~k~ist to kesp track of e~ch s~ep of the propo.s~J as it }s drafted 

PROPOSAL INGREDIENT DFtAFTED REVISED 

5. ~’.~nce : Elaborates 
the p~em statement by 



describing why lhe researcher’s 

happen ~’ your s~udy is done? 

someone who might say "so what"? 



Speculates ~bD6R the ram- 

o~ corroborate the researcl~ 

hypotheses. 
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STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF TEACHING 

Logan Wilson, former prasldent of lhe Un~vers~y of Texas, wrele ~ver 30 

Problem 



Literature Review 

ing ~or ess~n=~ concep~ and a~o p~ovide a similar ~ o~ refi~rence 



..... ~ s~rnp4e Proposa~ 



Assumptions 



~ttitudes 



perf~rr~ 

In th~s ~, beha,,,ior ~s co~sid~ed os ove~t ~e,d refers to 

~ by sample ~, ~nstrument unrs~abJ~i~y, and non-respoose, 



of seif-este~m), ~nd the deper~en~ vatia~e (attitudes tm~a~ student 
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In addition, Ibis sa~y, by f~using on the faculty as subje¢,~ w~;I undoub~ 
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~U~tiOn b~ ap~e on other a~ ~s w~L See e~p~ia~ly ~e ~- 

stei>-by-step process using examples. 

Chase, 8&uar~..T..{3~ Twannv o~Y_7~[~, New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 
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Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
ann blake@dentistry unc edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email unc edu>; Dancy, 
Frances <francesdancy@unc edu>; carla whiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle 
Christin <mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email unc edu>; Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon 
E <dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu;       ~gmail corn; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
<JEN32 I@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc edu>; Hall, 
Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email unc edu>; Nyang Oro, 
Julius E <JEN32 I@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email unc edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email unc edu>; Sahle, 
Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email unc edu>; 
Jackson, Fatimah LC <fatimahj@email unc edu>; Johnson, Norris B 
<norris~ohnson@unc edu>; Price, Charles R <cpricel@email unc edu>; Slocum, Karla 
<kslocum@unc edu>; jlogan@email uric edu; Seafles, Lillie L 
<lseafles@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerle S <ashby@email unc edu>; Parker, Patricia S 
<psparker@email unc edu>; Watts, Eric King <ekwatts@email unc edu>; 
t~abian@cs unc edu; Francis, Neville R <nrfranci@email unc edu>; 
coleman3@email unc edu; Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email unc edu>; Kenan, 
Randall G <rkenan@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email unc edu>; McIntosh, 
Terence V <terence mcintosh@unc edu>; McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilgr@unc edu>; 
Williams, Heather A <hawill@email unc edu>; Assani, Idris <assani@email unc edu>; 
Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc edu>; Boxill, Bernard R <brboxill@email unc edu>; 
Unah, Isaac J <unah@unc edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email unc edu>; Berger, 
Michele T <mtberger@email unc edu>; Johnson, James H Jr <jim~ohnson@unc edu>; 
cyriaquj@dentistry unc edu; eric rivera@dentistry unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; Tillman, Linda Carole <ltillman@email unc edu>; Gollop, 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Claudia J <gollop@ils unc edu>; Brown, Carol N <carolbrown@unc edu>; Daye, 
Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; sharon w williams@reed unc edu; Adimora, 
Adaora A <adimora@med unc edu>; Godley, Paul <paul~odley@med unc edu>; 
brewster@med unc edu; Dent, Georgette A <georgettedent@med unc edu>; Coyne- 
Beasley, Tamera <tamera coyne-beasley@med unc edu>; Dawkins, Karon 
<karon dawkins@med unc edu>; Corbie-Smith, C4selle M <gcorbie@med unc edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; pjrowsey@unc edu; Edwards, Lloyd J 
<LloydEdwards@unc edu>; Peggye Dilwo~h-Anderson@unc edu; Carhon-La Ney, 
Iris B <ibc9717@email unc edu>; Farrell, Walter C Jr <wt~arrell@email unc edu>; 
Roberts-Lewis, Amelia C <amrobert@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula lirdejohn@unc edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc edu> 
CAUCUS - Quick Update 

RA Job Opportunity Revised-I docx 

Hi CBC and All Black Tenure/Tenure-Track Faculty: 

1. UNC Research job position posted¯ Please share. Bee attached¯ 

2. Office of DMA Associate Provost position I am scheduled to share feedback with Provost Carney this week. As 

your representative of the Caucus, I encourage you to please call me if you have any significant positives or 

concerns with any of the candidates before Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. My office number is 919.843.0336 and my 

mobile number is. 

3. Collaboration and communication is increasinB regardinB the retention of Black male underBraduate students 

on cam pus. Stay tuned for information regarding a meeting this month to share initiatives¯ Let me know if you 

are involved in a particular effort (individually or Broup). 

4. "GivinB Thanks" Reception (Chancellor’s Home on Monday, November 28) An email will be sent directly to all 

rsvp’s. 

Enjoy this fantastic November weather[ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
CB~ir, Carolina Black Caucus 











University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Class of 



Exercise and Sport Science  Faculr j 

Thursday, Dec. ist 5:30 p.m. 

Dr. Kevin GusMewkz, E×SS Chair - 201~_ MacArthur Award Winner 

Dr. Guskiewicz’s research focuses on sport-related concussion. He 

investigates the effect of sport-related concussion on balance and the 

long-term neurological issues related to playing sport. Hear how this 

important and timely research relates to the management and policy- 

making of sport! 

Monday, Dec. 5th 5:30 p.m. 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, EXSS Sport Administration 

"Careers in Sport" - Dr. Stroman will provide tips and exercises to help you 

prepare for the very competitive sport industry. Don’t miss this meeting! 

Meetings in Fetzer 109 

The Carolina Sports Business Club was established to support the academic and professional success of 

UNC students pursing a career in the sports industry. 

ht r~/stu d e~ torgs ~m c.edtk/ca rs bc 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

For more information, contact: 
@email.unc.edu 

@yahoo.corn 









Sunday, November 27, 2011 7:13 PM 
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Our vidon is a university community that consisten 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees" a~ the Univers’i~y 

NotCh Carolina ae L7~apeI Hill 

"Holiday Social" - Friday, December 16m - 4:30 p,m. - Carolina Club 

loin us as we eat, drink, and be merry this holiday season. We will celebrate our faith, friendships, and our 

highest ranking Black administrators. We appreciate their service and commitment to our community. Special 

thanks to Wayne Blair, Winston Crisp, Brenda Malone, Jackie Overton, Ann Penn, and Dwayne Pinkney! Note: 

The Chancellor, senior administrators, and Deans are also invited to this event. Look for your official electronic 

invitation in your inbox! 

CBC Activities 

1. No December Monthly Meeting 

2. January Monthly Meeting - St~ te )fthe IJ wifl Ct at cell)t Tt orp - l ~t uary 

11, 2012 - 11:30 a.m. - Ur 1on 3102. A don t rmss meeting! 

3. February Black History Month: 

Read-In (Date TBD) - Contact Wayne Blair 
(whlair@email.unc.edu) to assist it: the planning of our 
second annual event to celebrate our ethnicity. Students, 
staff; faculty, and administrators read ~beir lhvorite 
poems and literature from the African Diaspora. We also 
honor our people and history through song, dance, and 
spoken word. This special event culminates with 
scrumptious servings of cuisine (e.g., soul fbod, 



Caribbean, Afl-ican, and Latino dishes) from the Afl-ican culture. 

"An Arts Night Out" - Monday, February 13, 2012 with the Alvin Ailey 
American Dance Theater. This second annual event is in partnership w~th 

Carolina Performing Arts. (http:iiww~v.carolinaFerformingarts.orgi) The 

Caucus receives complimentary tickets to the perlbrmance. Support CPA! 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever f~el isolated, We want to know if there are new 

hires (facul/y, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc,) or retirements in your unit or 
department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news 

to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

CBCINTERESTS 

Are you a UNC techie? (Do you know- one?) We want to connect you with others on campus 

through BIT (Blacks in Technoloo~v) Send a note to oj mcghee@unc.edu 



Non-CBC Events and News 

Co~gratul~tions to new Dep~rtment of African ~nd Afro- 
American (AFRAM) Studies chairperson, Dr. Eunice 
She will become the deparr:ment’s new chair on Jan. I, 

Congratulations to new Department of Chemistry 
chairperson, Dr, ~alerie Ashby! She wil~ become the 

on July I, 2012. 

The D~partment of Politica~ Scie~c~ makes ~�o key hires! Cor~gratulacior~s ~o Christopher Clark, 
new tenure-track professor, and Andrea IBeniamin (20~0 tenure-track hire) as the)’ ~’nove forward 
to enhance the UNC brand in the discipline of race and ethnic politics. 

Spike Lee visits UNC on Tuesday, December 6 (l~emorial) - 6:00 p,m. The Academy Award 

nominated director wi~ discuss his experiences as a black filmmaker in Hollywood and his ro~e in ~he 

progression of African American film culture and racism in the media. Tickets are $15. 

|nstitute of African American t~esearch (IAAt~) Update 

Reginald Hildebrand (AFRAM) is leading a team of committed associates in the effor~ to strengthen 
and mobilize suppor~ for IAAR. The revised website is more useful and interesting fo~ researchers 
and friends. Check out http~!~iaAE,~G~d~! for more de~ails on activities and information. 



RACE: Are We So Different? Durham’s 

Museum of Life + Science -Through 

January 22, 2012. RACE, developed by the 

American Anthropological Association in 

collaboration with the Science Museum of 

Minneso[a, is an award winning interactive 

exhibition. This exhibit is the first of its Idnd 

to tell the stories of race from the 

b;ological, cultural, and historical points of view. The exhibition br;ngs together the everyday 

experience of livit~g with race, its h;story as an idea, the role of science in that h;story, and the 

findings of contemporary science that are challenging its foundations. Combining these 

perspectives offers an unprecedented look at race and racism in the United States, For more 

inforr~la[ion h It p:iiwww.ncmls.o r~/visitieve n Is/RACE 

~ln every commu~ffty; there ~s work to be done. in every 

nati#~, there are wou~ds to heal 

M, Wilt~amson 
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Steve Reznick & Todd Zakrajsek 

J Steven Reznick 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborab L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, Janua~7/3, 2012 3:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email unc edu> 
Osborne, Barbara J <sponlaw@unc edu>; Soutball, Deborah Joy 

<djsothll@email uric edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email uric edu>; 
Turner, Robert W <~vturner@email unc edu>; 

~email uric edu> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email uric edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@uric edu>; Peggy Jablonski (I _ @gmail corn); Guskiewicz, Kevin 
M <gus@email uric edu>; kmmeissen@wisc edu; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper 
<joeycoop@uga edu> (ioeycoop@uga edu); Huffman, Landon T 

<landon huffman@utk edu> (landon huffman@utk edu); Gil, Karen M 
<kgil@email unc edu>; Tresolini, Carol P <caroltresolini@med unc edu>; Faison, 
Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email uric edu>; 
Billy J Hawkins (bhawk@uga edu); Fritz G Polite Ph D (fpolite@utk edu); Gq-off; Diane 
G <groff@email uric edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email uric edu>; Marks, 

Bonita L <marks@email unc edu>; Balaban, Rita A (balabanr@email uric edu); Boxill, 
Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Ct~ article of interest: Tenure’s Dirty Little Secret 

Good conversation piece! ;) The comments are also rather interesting and worth reading during a break. 

http:[[chronicle.com[article[Tenures Dirty Little Secret/130185/?sid-cr&utm source-cr&utm medium-en 

Tenure’s ¯ Little Secret 

By M£trm Grec, t~beW 

It seems that tenure is always in the news. Long an article of Paith for most faculty members, tenure is being put on 

the defensive almost evel~-hel’e, including within the academy itself. During the past decade, the numbers of tenured 

and tenure track professors have sharply declined fl’om nearly one half of the faculty to about one4hird. Most 



courses in futtr~ear colleges and ttniversities as well as community colleges are now taught by contingent flacttlty, 

fucluding part-time adjuncts, graduate students, and holders of full-time nontenure-traek positions. Does anyone 

Tenure is rooted in the American Association of University Professors statement on academic freedom and temu’e 

that for many faculty members has become tantamount to religious dogma, imper~dous to forces of change, regardless 

of source. The dogma is that the common good is served by the fi’ee pursuit oftrttth under the principles of academic 

freedom, buttressed bythe lifetime job security of tenure. While an indMdual’s tenure may be revoked for cause, this 

rarely used action is protected by exD’aordinat)~ and lengthy procedural requirements equivalent to a trial. 

lftentttp is so vital, why is it on the defensive and, in fact, seriously losing ground? Where is the public outrage? There 

is none outside the confines of higher education, and even there it is hardly universal. 

Three factors are in play. First, the large expansion of higher education in the United States during the past 50 years 

has stripped the academy of its mystery as a cloistered monastet)~. The curtain has been opened, tpvealing the 

meaning and consequences of the tenure system. As with any dogma, religious or secular, once its status as trath is 

questioned and its claims considered dubious, true believers are leit with a leap of faith. 

Second, colleges--pu blic and private--are firmly embedded in the political system and are major players in the 

competition for public money. In that environment, political leaders are not sympathetic to claims to extraordinary 

prMlege such as lifelong employment for tenured faculty. 

Third, at a time of economic uncertainty and high unemployment, the security and independence of tenure is hard for 

millions of people adversely affected by the economy to understand, much less embrace. This attitude is bolstered by 

reports that question quality and outcomes in higher education. 

The problem, then, is not a lack of public understanding of how colleges work and how the common good is served by 

tenure. The problem is that the public does understand when self-interest is tied to the common good. 

Neither the academy nor the AAUP, the chief guardian of the dogma, has developed a con~incing argument that 

tenure is necessary. What emetNes in most media accounts of alleged violations of academic freedom or tenure is the 

sense that faculty are special people deser~dng of privileged status both on and offcampus. Why? Defenders of tenure 

believe that all flaculty members are on a continuing search for the truth, which authorizes them to speak or publish 

anything they want to, anywhere, regardless of circumstances, under a special right known as academic freedom, 

which tenure protects. 

The original meaning of academic freedom was that teachers (and students) were to be protected against political, 

religious, or other restrictions in their pursuit of knowledge. Now it applies to a wide variety of behaviors stlch as 

campus governance and faculty members’ conduct on or off campus outside their professional expertise or duties. It 

does indeed t~quire a leap of faith for most people to believe that tenure for life is necessary to preserve these 

principles. 

MI who teach, tenured or not, are protected in their academic freedom to teach and learn (as is eve~N student), and 

anyone may challenge restrictions to that freedom. Cases involving efli)rts to control teaching and learning are rare. 

Rather, AAUP-labeled threats to academic freedom more often involve campus controversies over faculty roles in 



developing university policies or alleged improper procedural or administrative operations. Others involve cases, 

often publicized, of faculty behavior seen as inappropriate or even outrageous by the public or by elected officials. 

A presumption underlying the concept of academic freedom and the need for its protection through tenure is that it 

assures that the university need serve no master other than the search for truth. A dash of humility reveals that the 

dogma oftenure’s role in maintaining such academic independence has been seriously undermined by higher 

education’s ties to c0vet~L govern ment agencies and to eet~Lain industries, raising serious conflict of interest questions. 

Reports of abuses involving grant funds, research fraud, or athletic scandals intrude on the mythology of the search 

for truth and the requirement of lifelong security. 

Another dash of humility reveals that indttstty, govern ment, think tanks, and professional societies, where the 

university style of tenure does not prevail, can be equal if not greater sites of creativity and the pursuit of truth. The 

search for truth, without tenure, is everywhere. 

UntenLu’ed facLdty are f0tLnd on all campuses. Most community colleges do not grant tenure at all and LLSe latNely 

part-time faculty. About 4o percent of students in higher education attend community colleges, and such institutions 

constitute more than one third of the total of all colleges. Are the untenLu’ed under siege in the exercising of their 

academic freedom? Hardly. Nor do we hear from the general public a ClT on behalf of expanding the number of 

faculty members holding tenured positions. Considering the number of college graduates andtheir dominance in 

important social and economic positions, it is notable how few, if any, think about tenure or marshal actMties in 

supp0t~L 0f their alma maters’ personnel systems. 

The median age of existing tenured faculty is around 55, and 75 percent to 80 percent are white males. With no age 

limits for retirement, changing the composition of the faculty to answer cries for diversity will require a revolution in 

personnel policies. The direly little secret of tenLu’e is its protection of doctrinal o~"Lhodoxy and CLU’rieular inflexibility 

to accommodate long-serving faculty, wifich accounts for the perception and reality of an enterprise resistant to 

change. 

The fact is that nontenut~d and nonCentu’e track faculty are toiling in undesirable positions at low pay and 

su bsidizing the interests and security of tenured faculty members whose performance is not necessarily superior to 

nontenured Paculty or even compatible with the needs and interests of students or the institutional mission. 

It is not surprising that even aspiring factflty find fault with the tenure system. Critics of the eclipse oftenttre often 

blame university administrators for using the appointment of non-tenure-track faculty as a betrayal of traditional 

policies and as a long term financial consideration, lftrue, it is hardly an irrational decision. Dogma rarely meets a 

common-sense test. 

Milton Greenberg is an emeritus professor of governmem at AmericaT~ UniversittJ, where he served as provost a~d 

interim presidenL 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, CaroBna Sports Business Club & Sig~na Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8�3.0336 





Bcsl Regards. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 8, 2012 12:45 AM 

cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Steven P 

<steve_campbell@unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; 

Davis, Herb <hdavis@admissions.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@ unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, Audrey Lorraine 

<mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 

<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 

<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 

<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 

<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis_polk@ med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 

Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 

terryjm@unc.edu; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L 

<gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; ove~on@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 

Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda_rnalone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U 

<iruka@unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, 

O, ueenie Arlethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B 

<nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo-ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, Craig A <craig_fletcher@med.unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 

<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Michelle 

Christin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 

<newsom@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 

<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 

bcshuford@unc.edu; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Caldwell, Kia L 

<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Charletta Georgette 

<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; 

angela.thrasher@unc.edu; Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, 

Avia <avia_mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Williams, Gerri Brown 

<gbwilli@email.unc.ed u>; Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, 

Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Cheek, 

Angelette J <ajcheek@email.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Ursula 

Little john <Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Shandra Jones 

<Shandra_Jones@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu> 

CBC- Welcome Back! FRIDAY meeting 

Happy New Year! 

Our "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp is this upcoming Friday, January 13th at 11:30 a.m. (Union 3102). Lunch 



will be served. He will share with us his comments on issues related to our community and then we will have an open Q&A. 

We look forward to seeing you! 

CBC Steering Committee 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Lecturer Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 



CDF 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMKN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday,.              3:50 PM 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa unc edu>; aprille@aprilleshaffer corn; 
bj c@randolphhospital org;               ~live corn;          ~embarqmail corn; 
Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; lawdawg@uncaa unc edu; 

@gmail corn; ~gmail corn ~yahoo corn 

RE: Alumni gift / shrunken head 

All. i thought we were !eaning towards a gift of apparek ??? jacket, sweatshirt, sweater, polo, etc. 

From: Donna Cheek [mailto:dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              4:41 PM 
To: aprille@aprilleshaf~er.c~m; bjc@randolphhospital.org; 
Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, Jeanette M; lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com 
Su~ect: Fwd: Alumni gift / shrunken head 

Nive.com; 
~gmail.com; 

~embarqmail.com; 
~gmail.com; 

picture 3....i really like this 

$ 22.95 

but, shrunken head is forwarding me 5 more for ideas, so when i receive them i’ll pass along. 



> > > Greg Law 1/10/2012 12:20 PM > > > 

ISre9 A. Law 

University of North Carolina 
(o) 919/962 9663 

(c) 
email: lawdawq @~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Kayla h <              (~vahoo.com > 1/9/2012 11:08 AM > > > 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 I I: 17 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

FW: Alumni gift shrunken head 

Go Heets, 

Debor~t L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 11:17 AM 
TO: 
Cc: Aprille Shaffer (aprille.shaffer.c568@statefarm.com) 
Su~ect: RE: Alumni gill shrunken head 
Importance: High 

Please c~fll Greg and see if you can help me convince him, 

i dolYt mind the gl~4ss bLJt I would wear the ~acketisweater more of Len to heip promote the program, right?! 

(’,o Heels. 

9!9~43.0336 



From: [mailtc ~live.oom] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ -- - 7:40 PM 
TO~ Donna Cheek; april schaffer; bj unc; bey unc; Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, JeaneRe M; alex miller; tonya williams; 
tonya jackson 
C~ Greg( UNC Law 
Subject~ RE: Alumni gi~ shrunken head 

1st: the glass 
2nd: plate without the paragraph in the middle (3rd picture sent) 
3rd: plate with paragraph in the middle 

thought we were going with some type of apparel also. 

Darlene 

Date: Tue,          16:28:03 -0500 
From: dcheek(~uncaa.unc.edu 
CC: lawdawa(~uncaa.u nc.ed u 
Subject: Fwd: Alumni gi~c shrunken head 
To: aDrille~aDrilleshaffer.com; bic~randoIDhhosDital.ora; ~live.com.; 

~amail.com: 

Hi guys. aRached is one idea for alumni gifts. I will be sending you two more emails with a picture. Give me a quick 
idea so the order can be placed really soon. thanks so much. 
(I do not have a large head count as of yet, I guess we will have to guess ....... 
donna 

>>> Greg Law 12:19 PM >>> 

Gre~3 A, law 
University of North Carolina 

(o) 919/962-9663 
(c) 
emaih iawdawe~uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Kaylah               ~vahoo.com;         11:10 AM >>> 
This can be etched to say womens basketball or whatever 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

S0oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, II :09 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email unc edu>; spcamp@email unc edu; 
rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune cox@unc edu>; drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles 
E <cdaye@email unc edu>; Scheper, Walter <scheper@email unc edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Houston, Terri C <thouston@email unc edu>; Lane, 
Cricket <cticket@unc edu>; McLean-Poainger, Audrey Lorraine 
<mcleanpo@email unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@unc edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email unc edu>; Hohnan Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James C~egg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
terryjm@unc edu; diane bake@dentisny unc edu; McCoy, Gretchen L 
<gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; ovevton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 
<nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentistry unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Imka, Iheoma U <imka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
ann blake@dentistry unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yet~a 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<fiancesdancy@unc edu>; ca~la whitehmris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN32 I@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Caldwell, 
Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; jackieA~ierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@unc edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Williams, Gerri Brown 
<gbwilli@email unc edu>; Alexander, G Rumay <mmay@email unc edu>; Thomas, 
Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email unc edu>; Cheek, 
Angelette J <ajcheek@email unc edu>; vhammet~@unc edu; ’Turner, Robert Winston II’ 
<vwtumer@email unc edu>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email unc edu>; Crisp, 
Winston B <wbcrisp@email unc edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email unc edu>; 
Clayton, T <claytont@email unc edu>; claytont@ecu edu; 
Felicia washington@klgates corn; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Jones, Shandra (Shandra Jones@kenan- 
tlagler unc edu); Littlejohn, Ursula (UrsulaLittlejohn@kenan-tlagler unc edu); ’Verita 
Murrill’ <verita murrill@unc edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - Friday,         Meeting 

CBC E-News        pdf 

Greetings! We hope to see you at Friday’s "State of U" meeting with Chancellor 
Thorp at 11:3o a.m. (Union 31o2). Lunch will be served. 



Please support the university’s annual MLK Jr. Banquet: 

L~ga¢¥. This year’s keyhole speaker is Ambassabor 3arnes A, 3oseph. 

Ambassador 3oseph is Professor of the Practice of Public Policy Studies and 

Executive Director of the United States-Southern Africa Center for Leadership and 

Public Values aL Duke University. Nominated by President Clinton and confirmed 

by the United States Senate in                he was the first and only 

American ambassador to present his credentials to President Nelson r4andela 

Sponsor: The University/Community ~4LK Planning Corporation. Contact: at 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 







Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflyfoste4s, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement of Black employees at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!&fo@unc.edu 

Happy New Year! 

OUR EVENTS 

January :[3th 22:30 a.m. - "State of the U" with Chancellor Thorp (Union 3:[@2} 

Febrnary Black History Month: 

Read-In (Feb. 17) - Contact Way~m Blair (wblah’@email.m~c.edu) or Verita 
Murrill ( verita murri~l@ unc.edu) to assis~ in the planning of our second 
annual event to ceDbrate our ethnici[y. Students, stafl~ l~culty, and 
administrators read their f~vorite poems and literature f}om the African 
Diaspora. We also honor our people and history through song, dance, and 
spoken word. This special event culminates with scrumptious servings of 
cuisine (e.g., soul food, Caribbean, African, and Latino dishes) from the 
African culture. 



"An Arts Night Out" - Monday, February 13, 2012 with the Alvin Ailey 
American Dance Theater, This second annual event is in partnership with 

Carolina Performing Arts. (http:iiwww,carolinaperformingarts.orgi) The 

Caucus receives complJment~ry tickeEs ~o the performance. SupFor~ CPA! 

CBC Scheduled Calendar - 2011-12 

FebruarV - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA (Feb. :13) and "Read In" (Feb. 

April - Spring Social 



Congratulations to new Department of African and Afro- 

American (AFRAM) Studies chairperson, Dr, Eunice Sat~le! She 

became the department’s new chair on Jam I, 

Congratulations to new 

Department of Chemistry 

chairperson, ll~r, Valerie 

Ashby! She will become 

the department’s new chair 

on July I, 2012. 

The Department of Political Science makes Ewo key hires, CongratulaEions to Christopher (:lark, 

new tenure-track professor, and Andrea Beniamin (2010 tenure-track hire) as they move forward 

to enhance the UNC brand in the discipline of race and ethnic politics. 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Update 

Reginald Hildebrand (AFRAM) is leading a team of committed associates in ~he effort to strengthen 

and mobilize support for IAAR. The revised website is more useful and interesting for researchers 

and friends. Check out http:lliaar.unc.edul for more detats on activities and information. 



CBC Online Exhibit Update = The Caucus leadership began the process of documenting the 

history of the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus since inception in 1974. This three part process (written 

documentation, photographs/images, and inte~/iews) has a target completion date of September 1, 

20!, 2 Good News! These important hL~toficai documents are now housed with the university’s Special 

Collections. Jay Gaidmore (UniversiW Archivist) writes, "%~ey are an excellent addition to the 

University Arrhives and will do much to help us document ~he A~rican-American experience here at 

UNC" Specia~ thanks to Hefty Smith! Please visit http://www.lib.unc.edu/mss/uars/ead/40363.html 

H~’~pf~ We still seek erPails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings~ and any mernbers of the Caucus. Don’t keep these hTiportant records stored in a 

garage box! (¢;~ The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo~ unc.edu. 

pride $5 members and ~10 non-members. 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website[ http:/iwww uric edu/cbc The 

Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs, gudos to OJ McGhee for his coordination! So if 

you are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them 

to the Caucus calendar, http://www,unc,edu/cbc/submit event.html 

CBC BIT 

B~acks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you 

know of persons working in technology related positions, 

please contact or refer theiT~ 1o OJ at oi mcp~hee~unc.edu 

We need to collaborate and support our IT associates 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected We want to know if there are new hires {faculty, staff, post-docs, etc.) 

in your unit or department, We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfoC~)unc.edu 



Monday, Jan. 16 7:00 p.m. {Stone Center} "He Was a Poem, He Was a Song" - A celebration of the 

legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Community members, faculty, staff, and students will convene to 

explore Dr. King’s legacy through music, poetry and spoken word. This event is part of UNC’s Annual 

MLK Birthday celebration Free and open to the public 

Thursday, Jan. 19: Giselle Corbie-Smith of UNC’s Cecil G, Sheps Center for Health Services Research 

will discuss culturally sensitive and sustainable interventions to prevent HIV in rural African American 

communities in eastern NC, part of Hutchins Lecture Series. 4:30 pro, Johnston Center for 

Undergraduate Excellence, 039 Graham Memorial Hall 919.gB2.5665.http://www uncsouth.org 

Through January 15 (Playmakers) - Evenings at 7:30 p.m.; Matinees at 2:00 p.m. Written and 

Performed by Nilaia Sun and directed by Hal Brooks. 

Hailed as an "intelligent, clear eyed and sometimes 

Faculty and Staff members, htt[3://[3[a~rPakersre[3:org,/t!ckets/faqstaffdjsc 

RACE: Are We So Different? 

Durham’s Museum of Life + Science - 

Through January 22, 2012. RACE, developed 

by the American Anthropological 

Association in collaboration with the 

Science Museum of Minneso[a, is an award 

winning interactive exhibition This exhibit 

is the first of its kind to tell the stories of 

race from the biological, cultural, and historical points of view. The exhibition brings together 

the everyday experience of living with race, its history as an idea, the role of science in that 

history, and the findings of contemporary science that are challenging its foundations, 

Combining these perspectives offers an unprecedented look at race and racism in the United 

States, For more information http://www.ncmls,or~,/visit/events/RACE 



lanuary tS, 20t 2 Ge~on~he."loveT~ain"asDPACwelcomes 

Philadelphia Soul’s best, the Ogays with North Carolina comedian Terry 

Tuff. The O’Jays are among the pioneers of ’70s Philadelphia Soul 

which features smooth harmonies with a dash of funk, With Eddie 

have earned 10 Bold and 9 platinum albums and spawned 24 top 10 hits with R&B classics like "Back 

Stabbers," "Love I rain," "For the Love of Money," and "Use ta Be My Girl" 

January 2% 20~.2 Returning to DPAC, one of America’s most 

beloved comedians of all time, Bill Cosby has captivated generations 

of fans with his comedy routines, iconic albums and best-selling 

books such as Fatherhood. His comedy transcends age, gender and 

cultural barriers. 

February 9, 2012 - Lady Soul became the first woman to be inducted into 

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Tfds was a tesLarnenL to her impacL on 

the world of music over the course of her impressive career From her 

roots, singing gospel in her father’s church, to her ascendancy to rhyLhm 

and blues royalb/, AreLha has expressed an unmaLched passion and 

intensity tt~at t~as never failed to move her listeners. Her astonishing four decade run of hits 

"Respect," "1 Never Loved a Man,", "Freeway of Love" and "Pink Cadillac" earned her the title "Lady 

Soul," which she has worn uncontested ever since. She has amassed ~_8 competitive and 2 honorar 

GRAMMY© Awards and is ranked by Rolling Stone Magazine as the Greatest Singer of all Time. 

February 11, 2012 Radio and TV personality, stand up comedian Steve 

Harvey a media conglomerate personified in a man whose career began as a 

stand-up comic in the mid-:L980s, His success in stand-up eventually led to a 

long stint as host of It’s Showtime at the Apollo. That led to multiple TV shows 

and movies, serving in various roles- acting, hosting, writing and producing. 

Currently Steve Harvey is the new host of the long running syndicated game 

show Family Feud in his second season. His presence since his debul: as 1he new host in September 20:[0 has 

rejuvenated the series and increased Family Feud’s TV ratings this season by more than 40 percent, in 

September 2000, Harvey created the nationally syndicated Steve Harvey Morning Show, which currently airs 

Monday Friday at 6 :[0 a,m, EST in over 60 markets and has approximately 7 million weekly listeners. 

Syndicated by Premiere Radio Networks, the #$ rated show celebrated its 5-year anniversary with Premiere 

Radio on October 3, 



April :[5, 20:[2 Rhythm and blues diva - Her illustrious career has 

spanned over 50 years notching hits in a variety of sounds ranging 

from classic girl group pop to funk to lush ballads Born Patricia 

Holt in Philadelphia on May 24, I,944, she grew up singing in a local 

Baptist choir. Her hits have included such iconic songs as "Lady 

Marmalade", "If You Only Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a 

duet with Michael McDonald. Released in ]991,, Burnin’ earned a Grammy~ for Best Female R&B 

Performance, LaBelle has written several books indudinB her autobioBraphy, Don’t Block the BlessinBs: 

Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cool<books Recipes for the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Life Cuisine. 

She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her best known hit "Lady Marmalade". 

Carolina Theater - http://www.carolinatheatre.org/events 

Sunday, January 29, 201,2 - 5:00 pm. Radio One Family 
, ,~ ComedyTourFeaturingtheBestCleanComedians!TheTour 

debuted in 2009 on an eight-city tour, and it sold out in all 8 
cities. The 20:[:[ Family Comedy Tour is becom]ng today’s 

hottest and funniest clean comedian tour to entertain 
audiences of all ages with family focused comedy. Hosted by 

~.~" ~’~# Marcus Wiley and featuring Veda Howard, "Gdff" The Secular 

Saint and Chinnitta Morris "Chocolate" 

Thursday, February 9, 2032 - g:o0 pm. - Passionate, playful and 
heartfelt if Eric Benet can be defined by anything, it’s the 

purity of emotion With honey-sweet vocals, a deep reservoir 
of creativity and the kind wisdom that comes from having 

overcome adversity, Eric Benet makes meaningful music that 
speaks to love and speaks from the soul. 

Friday, March 9, 2012 - 8:00 p.m. This internationally-renowned female a capella group’s soulful 
sound is textured by the rich traditions of African American music including gospel hymns, spirituals, 

jazz improvisation, African chant and ancient lullabies. Their 
message gives voice to hope, love, justice, peace and 

resis[ance. 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

http://www.carolinaperforrningarts.org/genres/all 

Carohna Chocolate Drops, with special ~;uests 

Luminescent Orchestrii 

Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

Monday, Feb ua y]3 2012 7:3{} M 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton 

Marsalis 

Herbie Hancock 

Joshua Redman & 8fad Mehldau Duo 

http://sonjahaynesstonectr,unc,edu/programs/spring=2012-prograrn-and=eventsl 

January 23 at 6:30 pro, Hitchcock Muffipurpose Room- Writer’s Discussion Series with Gerald 

Home, author of "Wegro Comrades o[ ~he Crown: Afrk-an Americans and the Bridsh Empire Figb~ the 

U,5. Before Emcmcipr~tion" (NYU Press 2012) and "Fighting in Paradise: L~bor Unions, Rr~cism, cm 
Communists in the Mc~king of Modern tlc~w~ii" (University of Hawa]], 2011) 

DryRun: Defining Determination, Testing Reconstruction - February 9 April 30, 2011, The Robert 

and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn MarshalPLinnemeier. in this 
latest work, Marshall Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self=determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 
Collection of the Wilson Library. Marshall Linnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulatinB archival photosraphs that include stereoBraphic imases. I ler visual narratives 
explore mvth, spiritualitv and memorv through vivid paintinss, collases, and textile works 



A New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

Rut~ers University Study Finds Racial Differences in the Treatment of Del~ression 

A study by researchers at Rutgers University in New Jersey has found that African-American senior 

citizens are significantly less likely than older Whites to be diagnosed and treated for depression. The 
study, to be published in the February edition of the American Journal oJ’Pubgc Health, examined the 

records of more [han 33,000 Medicare pa[ien[s in [he years 2001 [o 2005. The resuffs showed [ha[ 
5.4 percent of older Whites were diagnosed with depression compared to just over 4 percent of 

African American seniors, 

Economics may be one factor as Whites are more likely to be on private insurance plans that provide 

better coverage for anti-depressant drugs. Also, the authors 
speculate that due to cultural stigma, African American seniors 

may be less likely to admit being depressed. 



Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American 
Scholars 

Filed in Books on January 



Chronolo~" of Major I,andmarks in the Progress of African Americans in Higher 
Education 

prohibitedjFom lear~ing to ream or wrige. 7~day /ljFican Americans are e~,rolling i~ 

1799: John Chavis, a Presbyterian minister and teacher, is the first black person on 
record to attend an American college or university. Them is no record oi:his receiving a 
degree from what is now Washington and Lee 1JniversiW in Lexington, Virginia. 

18~4: MiddlebuU College awards an honorau master’s degree to Lemuel Hwnes, an 
Africm~ American who f’ought in the Revolutionary War. 

1823: Alexander Lucius Twilight becomes the first known African American to 
graduate from a college m the United States Ile received a bachelor’s degree From 
MiddlebuU College in Vermonl. 

1826: Edward Jones graduates from Amhersl College. Jones is believed to be lhe 
second African American to ean~ a college deg~ee 

1826: Two weeks a*ler Edward Jones g~adua~ed fi’om Amlaerst College, Jol’m Brown 
Russwurm graduates from Bowdoin College in Maine. He is the third African American 
to graduate from college in the U.S. 

1828: Edward Mitchell graduates from Dartmouth College. He is believed to be the 
~burth All-ican American to g~aduate from an American college 

For more, please visil hltp://www.jbhe.com/featureg53 blackhistor~’ timelme html 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of FuR-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

Institutions (Database) - This database shows the number of full-time faculty members who 

are rnembers of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four and two year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D,C, http:/ichronicle,com/articleiRaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 



From the "What the Hell Has Happened to College Spo~ts? And What We 

Should Do About It? Series - 

"Share the Wealth" - By Dr H~rry Edwards 

The uttedy unconscionable situation that exists in big-time 
revenue producing collegiate athletics todav is reminiscent of 

the environment that existed more than 40 years ago, which 
prompted the "revolt of the black athlete’ in the late 1960s. 

That reform effort drew sustenance from the black-power 

movement and changed the plantation structure of big time intercollegiate sports, altering 
its landscape for all time. Now we are at another such pivotal moment, and it is crucial that 
the NCAA recognize it--and act swiftly on it. As it exists today, the collegiate athletics arms 

race is both increasingly unmanageable and ultimately unsustainable. It is characterized by 
problems associated with recruitment violations, illegal payments, and academic eligibility 

issues; multimillion-dollar contracts for head coaches and expanded coaching staffs in 
football and basketball; the continuing expansion of conferences; and the grossly 

expanding athletics budgets and racility debt-service obligations, resulting in financial 
burdens upon students’ tuition and fees and colleges~ general fund resources. Continued at 
... http://chronicle.com/article/NCAA-Harry-Edwards/1.30067/ 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY- Would you like to make a difference in the life of a 

young person and close the achievement gap at the same time? glue Ribbon Mentor 

Advocate needs someone like you. BRMA seeks caring, creative volunteers to support a 

young person in our program. Blue Ribbon Mentor Advocate students have a 95% high school 

graduation rate and 1_00% of the graduates have gone on to post-secondary education. BRMA 

needs volunteers more thiSprogramYear than ever before,mentors,We have $2 
students already in our who need new g more 

students on our waiting list, and we expect at least 20 new 

referrals. Will you step up to help just ONE of these students? ........ ........... 

To learn about the process to become a mentor, visit BRMA’s 

website’s Volunteer page which includes the mentor training 

dates. If you’d like more information or you’re ready to get on board, just email 

brma@chccs kt2 nc us or call Graig Meyer 9~ 9-9tB-2~70. www.blueribbonmentors orb 

New Diversity Website! Under the leadership of Dean Kristen 

Swanson and Dr. Rumay Alexander, the School of Nursing launched an 

Office of Multicultural Affairs website focusing on diversity and the 

empowering activities and resources available to the nursing community. 

Congrats! http://nursin~.unc,edu/son-departments/support/multicultural- 
affa~rs/index.htm Questions? rumay@email unc.edu 



EaL SmarL, Move More, Weigh Less 

Are you ready to meet a healthy, new YOU? Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL) is 

a weigh[-management program [hrough [he NC Coopera[ive Ex[ension Service and [he NC 

Division of Public Uealth partnership, funded by the NC State Uealth Plan, which uses strategic 
lessons to inform, empower, and motivate participants as they make choices about eating and 
physical activity. Interested employees should contact alli brooks@unc.edu or 952 6008 to 
sign up. 

Undergraduate Re[enLion and [he CenLer for Faculty Excellence are piloting a student success 

workshop series. These workshops are designed to enhance behaviors and habits key to 
success in college. Consider including a Student Success Workshop in your 2012 courses. 

These 50 minute workshops are especially designed to support student learning and academic 
development in 100 and 200 level courses. The goal of the Student Success Workshop 

program is [o support faculty excellence, complement course con[en[, and promoLe successful 
student academic development, This series also provides a desirable alternative to cancelling 

class when instructors are unavailable or out of town. To arra nge for a workshop in your class: 
email Candice Powell, Retention Specialist, at c,powell@unc.edu with your name, course title, 

course location, requested date, and number of students 

¯ Internet Essentials (Comcast)-Tell a friend or family member about Comcast’s effort to 
bring affordable Internet to a home. http://www.internetessentials.comihowiindex.html 

How to qualify? 

~ To qualify for ~9.95 a month Internet service and a low-cost computer, your household 

must meet all these criteria: 
2 Be located where Comcas[ offers Internee service 

3. I lave at least one child receiving free school lunches through the National School Lunch 

Program 
4. Have not subscribed to Comcast Internet service within the last 90 days 

5 Not have an overdue Comcast bill or unreturned equipment 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbc!nfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 



www,unc.edu/cbc 

every community, there is work to be done, in every notion, there are wounds to 

heoL In every heart, there is the power to do it." M, Witliomson 
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UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

B,A. Exercise and Sport Science 
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D~te: luc. 21:3341 -0500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, FebmatN 9, 2012 6:36 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

hanks. I hear d E~rlrrlett Gill (asst. prof of Socioiogy} was working a corlfelerlce. I wo!lder if tl~is one is the same 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:30 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

Thought you’d like to see this 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior LedLurer, Department of Philosophy 
Universib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Emmett Gill ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Su~ect: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Contact The Student-Athlete’s Human Rights Project 

(917) 297-8488 

~TUDENT-ATHLETE DUE PROCESS AND THE UNC FOOTBALL INVESTIGATION PANEL 
There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student-athletes rights. 
During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North Carolina (UNC) football stodent-athlet~ 
missed all or par~s of the season due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) investigation. One of the 
s~udent-athletes was eventually exonerated, but at least two of the student-athletes were never informed of why they 
were ruled ineligible. None of the student-athletes were initially represented by an a~orney and none were afforded a 
hearing prior to being ruled ineligible. 

Student-Athlete Due Process & the UNC Football Investigation panel discussion will be held in "The Great Hall" at the 
North Carolina Central University (NCCU) School of Law on Wednesday, February 22, 2012, at 4:30 pro. The NCCU Law 
School is located at 640 Nelson Street, Durham, NC 27707. 
Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around the Horn), Deunta Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Rober~ Orr (Poyner Spruill), 
Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). 
The panel is free and open to the public. 

Please RSVP (although its not mandatory) to                        ~¥z~hc~o,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, FebmatT 9, 2012 7:51 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

Explore, 

919,843,0336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:49 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

I think so I know Emmett -- good guy He used to be Rutgers I have class on that night at 7, so not sure if I 
can make it but I definitely want to Panelists look veR¢ good 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Ofl3ce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:35 PM 



To: Boxill, 
Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

d 

En~a~e, ~2plore, Em~ower; 

Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:30 PM 

Subject: FW: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

Thought you’d like to see this 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lee°Lurer, Department of Philosophy 
Universib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
ONce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: EmmetL Gill ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Contact The Student-Athlete’s Human Rights Project 
(917) 297-8488 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DUE PROCESS AND THE UNC FOOTBALL INVESTIGATION PANEL 
There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student-athletes rights. 



During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North Carolina (UNC) football student-athletes 
missed all or parts of the season due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) investigation. One of the 
sLudenL-athleLes was evenLually exonerated, but aL least Lwo of Lhe studenL-athleLes were never informed of why they 
were ruled ineligible. None of Lhe studenL-athletes were iniLially represenLed by an attorney and none were afforded a 
hearing prior Lo being ruled ineligible. 

SLudent-AthleLe Due Process & Lhe UNC FooLball Investigation panel discussion will be held in "The Great Hall" at Lhe 
NorLh Carolina CenLral University (NCCU) School of Law on Wednesday, February 22, 2012, aL 4:30 pro. The NCCU Law 
School is IocaLed aL 640 Nelson SLreet, Durham, NC 27707. 
Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around Lhe Horn), Deunta Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Robert Orr (Poyner Spruill), 
Noah HuffsLetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). 
The panel is free and open to Lhe public. 

Please RSVP (although its not mandatory) to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Febmavg 9, 2012 7:54 P M 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

()kay. Gre~t! 

Go Heets, 

Debor~t LStroman, Ph.D, CLU 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 7:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

Let me see if i think I can make it I’ll need to meet with my students on Tuesday and discuss with them about 
the time 

I’m doing the Georgia Tech game, right? Jennifer Alley is going to be the Honoral2¢ Coach! 

Yes, we need to talk 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Unive~ity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 7:50 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 



Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

d 

Go ] 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:4g PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

I think so I know Emmett -- good guy He used to be Rutgers I have class on that night at 7, so not sure if I 
can make it but I definitely want to Panelists look very good 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Ofl3ce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:35 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 



From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent= Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:30 PM 
TO= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= FW: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

Thought you’d like to see this 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Oflqce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Emmett Gill @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 4:04 PM 
TO= Boxill, Jan 
Subject= Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Contact The Student-Athlete’s Human Rights Project 
(917) 297-8488 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DUE PROCESS AND THE UNC FOOTBALL INVESTIGATION PANEL 
There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student-athletes rights. 
During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North Carolina (UNC) football student-athletes 
missed all or parts of the season due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) investigation. One of the 
student-athletes was eventually exonerated, but at least two of the student-athletes were never informed of why they 
were ruled ineligible. None of the student-athletes were initially represented by an attorney and none were afforded a 
hearing prior to being ruled ineligible. 

Student-Athlete Due Process & the UNC Football Investigation panel discussion will be held in "The Great Hall" at the 



North Carolina Central University (NCCU) School of Law on Wednesday, February 22, 2012, at 4:30 pro. The NCCU Law 
School is located at 640 Nelson Street, Durham, NC 27707. 
Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around the Horn), Deunta Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Robert Orr (Poyner Spruill), 
Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). 
The panel is free and open to the public. 

Please RSVP (although its not mandatory) to                      ~vahoo.~.om 

























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday,                12:37 PM 

Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, LanN <lecamp@email unc edu>; Chris Faison 

~gmail corn>;                            ~unc edu>; 
~southeastpsych corn>; Paison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email uric edu>;                        @yahoo corn>; Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email uric edu>; Overstreet Tia <overstre@email uric edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email uric edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email uric edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu> 

Clotfelter, Branch and Friday Panel Discussion 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/blogs/news/index.php/2012/O2/collegiate-sports-panel/ 

Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
SportAdministrationFaculW e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 



Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spates Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8�3.0336 

merely with e~ects and does r~ot grapple with underlying causes," Martin L, King, Jr. 
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Our vidon is a university community that consisten 

and enthusiastically )bsters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of’Black employees" a~ @e Urffvers’i~y 

NotCh Carolina ae LhapeI Hill 

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY - Give someone a hug! 

Thanks to all who came out to aa "Arts Night Out" last night, Wow! I ata still shaking to the 

"Home " choreography. Simply amazing, 

C8C Activities 

Read-In - Friday, Feb. 17th 6:00 p.m. (Stone Center) - Don’t 
miss out on this special evening! The planning committee 

g~larantees a GREAT time. Tell your friends and ~mily to be 

there. SUtdents, s~I; ~5cu1~, and administrators read their 
[~vorite poems and literature fi’om the Al~ican Diaspora. We 

also honor our people and history through song, dance, and 
spoken word. This special event culminates ~th scrumptious 
ser~dngs of cuisine (e.g., soul food, Caribbean, Afi’ican, and 

I,atino dishes) fl’om our African culture. 



CBC "Welcome Dr. Clayton" Reception 

Thursday, Feb. 23~a at 5:45 p,m. -7:00 p.m. (Carolina Club - 

Royal Room) - All CB¢ members are encouraged to stop by 

and give a "Tar Heel" welcome to our new vice-provost’. 

DATE CHANGE.~ CBC Monthly Meeting - March 13m (not the 6~,) - 

11:30 a.m. 

RESEARCH! 

We invite all Black faculty and staffresearchers to share their latest research, 
articles, and/or book projects wqfl~ the membership. Limit yore’ comments to 7-10 
minutes. St:udents have also been invited to join us. Send a note to 
cbcinlb@unc.edu if you are interested in presenting information. Let’s celebrate 
our scholarly achievements! 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever fbel isolated, We want to know if there 

are new hires (f~culty, smfL administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) or 

retirements in your unit or department, We wish to welcome them to the 

university. Send in|brmation and your good news to: cbcinfb@unc.edu 

What’s going on this month? 

Take a ~ook at the UNC Black History" Month Ca~endaH 

http://www, unc, edu/diversity/bfackhistory.htm 



institute of African American Research IIAAR) 

Dr. Joseph Jordan is the interim director of IAAR. Check out http://iaar.unc.edui for 

more details on activities and information. Colloquium Series continues with ~lia 

Dr. Katherine Charron’s new book "Freedom’s Teacher: The Life of 

Septima Clark" 
Thursday, Feb. !gth at 3:30 p.m. {Stone Center) - Spring 2012 Writers Discussion Series 

In this vibrantly written biography, Katherine Charron demonstrates Septima Clark’s crucial role--and 

the role of many 81ack women teachers--in making education a cornerstone of the 20th century 

freedom struggle. Cha rron sheds valuable new light on southern Black women s activism in national, 

state, and judicial politics, from the Progressive Era to the civil rights movement and beyond. 

Bernice Johnson Reagon to Deliver Black History Month Lecture 
8~h Annual African American History Month Lecture (Stone Center) - February 20 at 7:00 p,m, The title of her 

talk is Beyond Survival: A~r~can American Struggle ~or Freedom and Transformation. A reception and book 

signing will follow the lecture which is free and open to the public. 

Student-Athlete Due Process and the UNC Football Investigation Panel 

Wednesday, Feb. 22’~ at 4:30 p.m. (NCCU Law School "The Great Hall) The NCCU Law School is 

located at 640 Nelson Street, Durham, NC 27707 

There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student-athletes rights. 

During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North Carolina (UNC) football 

student athletes missed all or parts of the season due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(NCAA) investigation. One of the student athletes was eventually exonerated, but at least two of the 

student athletes were never informed of why they were ruled ineligible. None of the student 

athletes were initially represented by an attorney and none were afforded a hearing prior to being 

ruled ineligible. 

Panelists k~clude Bornani Jones {Around the Horn), Deun[a Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Robert 

Orr (Poyner Spruill), Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop {Calling Audibles} The 

panel is free and open to the public. Please RSVP (although it’s not mandatory) to 



Spotlights and African Diaspora Food! The Black History Month Committee of the Black 

Student Movement has partnered with Carolina Dining Services (CDS) to spotlight Black faculty for 

the month of February. In the dining halls, on the television screens, there will be a photo and 
information about professors displayed in rotation. Also, every Wednesday evening during the month 

there will be a Black History Month themed meal in the dining halls. 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on The Crossroads of Student Success: Academics, 

Wellness and Engagement. 

February 17P’ - Disability Services and Meeting ~he De~Y~ands o[ University Li~re with Ji~Y~ Kessler, 

Director, Disability Support Services, and Tiffany Bagey, Assistant Director, Disabgity Support Services 

- i2:00 p.m. - i:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 0!i) 

= DPAC = http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

April 15, 2012 - Rhythm and blues diva - Her illustrious career has spanned over 50 years notching 

hits in a variety of sounds ranging from classic gbi group pop to 

funk to lush ballads. Born Patdcia Holt in Philadelphia on May 24, 

1944, she grew up singing in a local Baptist choir. Her hits have 

included such iconic songs as "Lady Marmalade", "If You Only 

Knew’, "New Attitude’, "On My Own’ a duet with Michael 

McDonald. Released in 3.99Z, Burnin’ earned a Grammy~ for Best 

Female R&B Performance. LaBelle has written several books including 

her autobiography, Don’t Block the Blessings: Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cookbooks Recipes for 

the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Ute Cuisine. She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her 

best known hit "1 ady Marmalade". 

Carolina Theater = 

http://www.carolinatheatre.org/events 

Friday, March 9, 2012 - 8:00 p.m. This internationally renowned 

female a capella group’s soulful sound is textured by the rich 
traditions of African American music including gospel hymns, 

spirituals, jazz improvisation, African chant and ancient lullabies 
Their message gives voice to hope, love, justice, peace and 

resistance. 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

htt p://www.ca rolina perfor minga rts.org/gen res/all 

Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 
Tu(sday, F~’brtsy 4, 20i2 7:{0PPq 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis 

Ttu~sd%61Vhii/h 5 2012 7:30 

Herbie Hancock 

Joshua Redman & 8tad ~lehldau Duo 

Cheikh L8 

Stone 

http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/programs/sprins-2012-pro~ram-and-events/ 

DryRun: Defining Determination, Testing Reconstructi#n = February 9 April 30, 2011, The RobeF~ 

and Ballie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn Marshall Linnemeier. in this 

latest work, Marshall Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self=determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. MarshalI-Linnemeier reima~ines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulatin~ archival photographs that include stereo~raphic imases Her visual narratives 

explore myth, spirituality and memory throush vivid paintings, colla~es, and textile works 



Enterprise Discounts for UNC employees! 
1~) Enterprise has 1~5-capacity passenger vans, cargo vans and oversize 

trucks. 
2) Students {18+ years) can rent through Enterprise. 
http~//www.enter[~risehojd!n~s~com/or contact Brycen McCrary at 
919.360.01_34 

APPROVED by UNC BIOMEDICAL IRB Study # 02 1387 

Project CONNECT Addresses Minority Participation in Research 

Black Americans have disproportionately high rates of disease and 

disproportionately poor health outcomes Recent emphasis on increased 

representation of minority populations in all research has challenged 

investigators to find ways to diversify the populations that are 

recruited to participate in prevention and treatment trials. Project CONNECT is recruitin~ volunteers 

who want to learn more about 

opportunities to participate in health research. 

If you participate your name will be placed on a confidential listing. 

If volunteers are eligible for a future research study they will be 

contacted and offered the opportunity to participate. The confidential 
registry will collect basic participant data including contact 
information, age, education level and basic health status. 

To join the Project CONNECt listing, please visit us online at 

www.connect.unc.edu where you may enter our secure Registry Enrollment 

Site. Or, you may choose to reply to this email with your name, and a 

phone number or mailing address so that we may get in touch with you, 

To contact us directly call toll free at 1-866-849-~579. 

Joining the registry does NOT mean one is volunteering for any 
particular study. 

For additional information, please contact us at 92~9 965 7107 or via 

email at connect@schsr.unc~edu 

This email is sponsored by: Project CONNECT: the Bridge to Healthy Communities Through Research, 
UNC Sheps Center for Health Services Research 



At a lime ~hen both the emphasis on Division I athletms and the scandals that ar~ 
associated ~{th the athletes m~temp~ise have presented new eh~enges to maxW 
~tmversilies across the cocm~T, we/be nndersigned fhcnlty al I~C e~tcourage ~be Board 

The U*fiversi~’ of.North Carolina a{ Cha.pd Hill, the ~mtion s first public 

~eaching, research, and public sm~me, We emb:’aee an unwave~b~ eommitme:~t 
to excellence as one of fl:e world’s great ~esearch universities, 

Our mission is to serve as a center f,a’ res÷arch scholarship, and creati~: and to 
~each a ~ver~e ~onnnuni~y of undmgr~dua~e~ g:’adua~e~ m~d pt~fe~sioual s~uden~ 
~o become :]~e next gen~ratim* of leaders. Thro~@~ the efforts of o~tr exceptiomd 
~hcult~ and staff; and ~xid~ genm~ms support from Nmoda Car<>lina’s citizens, we 
invest our h~owledge ~ad resources to mffmnee access ~o t~arning and to ~bster 

based sea~i~vs m~d otl~er resources of the UniveasiW to tl~e citizens of North 
Catalina and then’ institutions ~o enhan~ the qudlt¢ of life ~or all people in the 
State, 

With h~x ~ib~=r~z# light and libert) as its founding prkicip[es, th~ Universikf 
has dmr:ed a bold course ~f leading chang~ t~, mprow soei÷~" and to help 
the world’s greatest proMems. 

Sports are worthwhile activilaes in d~emsuh’e% and a robust alhleties program 

justly proud of UNCs r~ord of integn~- and success in intellectual and athletic life, In 
light of ~ce~R developments, howewr we insist that 1he pursNt of athletic excellence 
I+~C Ch~,pel Hill must re~t on a fmmdalio ~ of ac~demh: integ~ib~ and should always 
reflect the follo~vmg three pmneiples: 

*, h~st~ttdf~a*~al Openness. The Universi~- should cmffront openly the many coniliets 
created by its commitment to winning in the atlflefic azvna. ~:e Universi~" must 
commit itsdf t~ honest, open, ~gular conversation al2~ut the diverge~R imperatzves, and 
competing values, that drive athletic and academic success. ,~1 data needed to 
~tt~derstand the athletics department, m~d to address khe issues raised by its operations, 
should be rea~[)" av~lable 



rigorous a~d me~mi~g~l eduea~ox~ ~o eveW stude~R, ~1 s~ude~t~ slmuld be i~tegra:ed 
fiflly int~:- the life of tl~e campus, and they sl~odd be wel prepared f*-ar litb at}er col eg~. 
All stud~n~s--flmse Mm pm~ieip~to i~ sports m~d those wl~o do ~mt--shou[d be 
permitted and encouraged to take %11 advmatage of the ricla menu of educational 
opportunities availaMe N UNC, 

Note: If you are comfortable being a signa tory to this statement of principles, feel free to contact 

Richard Southall at southall@emaihunc,edu or 919,962 3507. It is our understanding that this 

statement of principles (developed by UNC faculty over the past few months}, along with a list of 

signatories, will be sent to Chancellor Thorp and Faculty Council. 

2012 Forum on Minority Male Student Success - Summary Documents - 

Check out: 

http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/content/20&2forumonminoritymalestudentsucce 

ss 

A special thanks to our keynote speaker: Dr Shaun Harper, University of Pennsylvania 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http://wwwouncoedu/cbc/joinform.html 

Student Ambassadors: 

every hear~, there ~s the power ~o do it," 

M, Wfftfamso~ 



Our’ vision is" a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, suppor~ and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the Universitj,, of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hilt, 

CBC Activities 

Readq~ - Friday, Feb. :~ 7u~ 5:00 p.m. {S~o~e Ce~er} - 

Do~ft miss out on this special eve~g~ Students, stall 

f~cuI~’, and administrators read flmir ~vorite poems and 

literature from the African Diaspora. We also honor our 

people and history through song, dance, and spoken 

word. This special event c@minates w~th scrumptious 

servings of cuisine (e.g., soul food, Caribbean, African, 

and Latino dishes) from our African culture. 

2. "An Arts Nigt~t Ont" - Monday, Feb. 13~h with tt~e Alvin 

Alley America~ I)a~ce Theater. This second annual 

event is in partnership with Carolina Perlbrming Arts, 

(http://www,carolinaper*brmingarts.org/) The Caucus 

receives complimentary tickets to the performance. Send a note to 

cbchair@unc,edu if you want to reserve your seat, Support CPA! 



CBC March 6, 2012 Meeting - RESEARCH.~ 

Inviting all Black faculty and staff researchers to share their latest research, 

articles, and/or book projects with the membership. Limit your comments to 

minutes, Students have also been invited to join us, Send a note to 

cbcinfb@unc,edu if you are interested in presenting information. Let’s celebrate 

our scholarly achievements! 

CBC HOSPiTALiTY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever f>el isolated. We want to know if there are new 

hires (laculty, sta[l~ administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.j or retirements in your unit or 

department. We wish to welcome them to the universiQ¢. Send information and your good news 

to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Non-CBC Events and News 

Congratulations to new Department of African and Afro- 
American (AFRAN) Studies chairperson, Dr. IEunice Sable! 
She became the department’s new chair on January I. 

Congratulations to new Department of Chemistry 
chairperson, Dr. "galerie Ashby! She will become the 
department’s new chair" on july 
1,2012. 

institute of African American Research (IAAR) Update 

Dr. Joseph Jordan is the interim director of IAAR. Check out httD://!aar,uncedu/for more details on 
activities and information. Colloquium Series C~ntinaes wit[~ Dr. ]Robert Steele, E×ecukive 
Director of The David C, I)r~skell (:enter tot the Study of the V~sua~ Arts arid Culture 
Americans and the African Diaspora at the University, of Mawland, will lead the next discussion 
on Jan. 3 l~t at 12:00 p.m. in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock room. iaar@unc.edu 



Student Ambassadors: 

1. Spotlights and African Diaspora Food! The Black History Month 

Committee of the Black Student Movement has partnered with Carolina 

Dining Services (CDS) to spotlight Black faculty for the month of February. In 

the dining halls, on the television screens, there will be a photo and 

information about professors displayed in rotation. Also, every Wednesday 

evening during the month there will be a Black History Month themed meal 

in the dining halls. 

2. An Evening with the Greensboro Four =January 3~[st 6:30 p.m. Members 

of the Greensboro Four will share memories of their history-altering sit-in 

on Feb $, ~_960 at a Greensboro Woolworth counter. Free tickets are 
available at the Memorial Hall Box Office. Sponsored by the Carofina Unian 

Activities Board and t,~e Mu Zeto Chapter o_f Alpha Phi Alpho Fraternity; fnc. 

3. Stone Center Faculty and Staff Focus Group Lunch - Wednesday, Feb~ 8~’ 

~.2:00 p.m. (Hitchcock} - The Stone Center is hosting a series of focus 
groups to gauge expectations and campus impact of the Stone Center. 

Lunch will be provided for participants who are willing to openly share and 

discuss the following question: Considering the Stone Center’s mission, 

what are your expectations of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center? Please RSVP 

on Facebook (facebook.com/stonecenter) page or email 

stonecenter@unc.edu by Tuesday, Feb. 7th at 3:00 p.m. 



4. Carolina Women’s Center - Gender Week, February 6 - 10: Got Gender 

2.0 - www.womenscenter.unc.edu 

Kickoff Event - Thursday, February 2"d Varsity Theater 

Screening of MISS REPRESENTATION (2011, 90 min), in partnership with the 

Acldand Art Museum 

MISS REPRESENTATION uncovers a glaring reality we live with every day but 

fail to see. Written and directed by Jennifer Siebel Newsom, the film 

exposes how mainstream media contribute to the under-representation of 

women in positions of power and influence in America. The film challenges 

the media’s limited and often disparaging portrayals of women and girls, 

which make it difficult for women to achieve leadership positions. MISS 

REPRESENTATION premiered at the 20:[1 Sundance Film Festival, and aired 

on OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network in October. 

http~!~Jwww~m!ssre~resentat!on~orgi 

Visit www.cwcgenderweek.wordpress.com for more Gender Week details! 

Feb. 6 - University Awards for the Advancement of Women and 

"An Evening with Sam Peterson" 
o Feb. 7 - Chancellor’s Fireside Chat 
~ Feb. 9 - Brown Bag Film: "Juggling Gender"/"Still Juggling" and 

Sacrificial Poets Gender Slam 

Feb. 10-CWC Open House 

S. "Solo Takes On 3: Story, Identity & Desire," a festival of one-person 
performances, will be presented Feb. 3-14 at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. The performances in rotating repertory are 

sponsored by the communication studies department in the College of Arts 

and Sciences. 

"Sketches of a Man" is an adaptation by graduate student Kashif 

Powefl o.f the iconic work "Invisible Man" by Ralph Etlison. Swain Hail Studio 

5. Performances are 5:30 p.m. Feb. 9, 8:30 p.m. Feb. 11, 2 p.m. Feb. 12 and 

5:30p.m. Feb. 13. 



6. Brown Bag Lunch Series on The Crossroads of Student Success: 

Academics, Wellness and Engagement. 

February 2 7~h - Disability Services and Meetinq the Demands af 

University Life with Jim Kessler, Director, Disabi/i~y Support Services, and 

Tiffany Barley, Assistant Director, Disability Support Services - 22:00 p.m. - 

1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 021) 

DPAC = http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

February 9, 2012 Lady Soul became the first woman to be inducted into 

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, This was a testament to her impact on 

the world of music over the course of her impressive career, From her 

roots, singing gospel in her father’s church, to her ascendancy to rhythm 

and blues royalty, Aretha has expressed an unmatched passion and 

intensity that has never failed to move her listeners Her astonishing four-decade run of hits- 

"Respect," "1 Never Loved a Man,", "Freeway of Love" and "Pink CadillacS’-earned her the title "Lady 

Soul," which she has worn uncontested ever since. She has amassed 18 competitive and 2 honorary 

GRAMMY© Awards and is ranked by Rolling Stone Magazine as the Greatest Singer of all Time, 

February 11, 2012 - Radio and TV personality, stand-up comedian Steve 

Harvey = s irledi8 cor~glomelate personified ill a mall whose career began 8s a 



April 15, 2012 Rhythm and blues diva - Her illustrious career has spanned over 50 years notching 

hits in a variety of sounds ranging from classic girl group pop to 

funk to lush ballads. Born Patdcia Holt in Philadelphia on May 24, 

1944, she grew up singing in a local Baptist choir Her hits have 

included such iconic songs as "Lady Marmalade", I’lf You Only 

Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a duet with Michael 

McDonald. Released in 1991, Burnin’ earned a Grammy® for Best 

the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Lite Cuisine, She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her 

Carolina Theater - http://www.carolinatheatre.org/events 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 - g:o0 pm - 
Passionate, playful and heartfelt if Eric Benet 

can be defined by anything, it’s the purity o[ 
emotion. With honey sweet vocals, a deep 

reservoir of creativity and the kind wisdom that 
comes from having overcome adversity, Eric 

Benet makes meaningful music that speaks to 
love and speaks from the soul, 

Friday, March 9, 2012 - 8:00 p.m. This internationally 

renowned female a capella group’s soulful sound is 
textured by the rich traditions of African American 

music - including gospel hymns, spirituals, jazz 

improvisation, African chant and ancient lullabies. 
Their message gives voice to hope, love, justice, peace 

and resistance, 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

htt p:h’www.ca rolina perfor minga rts.org/gen res/all 

Carolina Chocolate Drops, with special guests 

Luminescent Orchestrii 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton 

Marsalis 

Tbt ~,d~w, Mad~ Y~,2(}I2 7 ~OPM 

Herbie Hancock 
T~ursd~y~ M,~ch 22 2012 7:30 

Joshua Redman & Brad tClehldau Duo 
Tuesday A~ri110,2(}]2 7:30 

Cheikh L~ 

THe Sosjs Hsy~÷s 5tos÷ C÷~t÷~ o 

http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/programs/spring-2012=progtam-and=events/ 

Dry Run: De]ining Determination, Testing Reconstruction - February 9- April 30, 2011, The Robert 

and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum will Feature the work of Lynn MarshalI-Linnemeier In ~his 

latest work, MarshalI-Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. Marshall Linnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulating archival photographs that include stereographic images. Her visual narratives 

explore myth, spirituality and memory through vivid paintings, collages, and textile works 



APPROVED by UNC BIOMEDICAL IRB-Btudy # 02-1387 

Project CONNECT Addresses Mlnorlty Participation in Research 

Black Americans have disproportionately high rates of disease and 
disproportionately poor health outcomes, Recent emphasis on increased 
representation of mlnorlty populations in all research has challenged 
investigators to flnd ways to diversify the populations that are 
recruited to participate in prevention and treatment trials, 

Project CONNECT ls recruiting volunteers who want to learn more about 
opportunities to participate in health research. 

While we are focusing on Afrlcan Americans, 18 years or older, any adult 
Is welcome to participate, 

If you participate your name will be placed on a confidential llsting, 
If volunteers are e1191ble for a future research study they will be 
contacted and offered the opportunity to participate, The confidential 
reglstry w111 collect baslc participant data including contact 
information, age, education level and basic health status, 

To join the Project CONNECT listing, please visit us online at 
www.connect.unc.edu where you may enter our secure Reglstry Enrollment 
Slte. Or~ you may choose to reply to thls ema11 wlth your name, and a 
phone number or mailing address so that we may get in touch with you. 
To contact us directly call toll free at 1-866-849-1579, 

If you know someone else who is eligible, and may be lnterested~ please 
feel free to forward this information to them also. 

Iolnlng the registry does NOT mean one is volunteering for any 
particular study, 

Fop additional lnformatlonj please contact us at 919-966-7187 or vla 

emall at connect@schsr.unc.edu. 

This email ls sponsored by: Project CONNECT: the Bridge to Healthy 
Communities Through Research, UNC Sheps Center for Health Services 
Research 



RenewL~uin the Caucus at 

http:/iwwwouacoeduicbc/joiaformohtml 

~mtien, there ~re wounds to heal. 
In every heart, there is the power to do ~t," 

M, W~U~amson 













It was ve~ impm~ant to me to t~e tiffs stand lbr sex eral reasons ~:or one, i~ is a vet? persona] issue becat~se my f~mil~ has 

gone Ibrough man) of ~hc same ~x’onomic sla~gglcs ~hat Ihcsc k~-A ~orkcrs some og whom work Full-dine at Ibc Univcrsib 

and still em~’t pa? their bills ate goiug through uow ~t mal]~ struck a chord m my bern’t, eN~ccial]~ because the ~ast mNorib 

of fl~em are aft’aid ~o spe~ ou~ lbr fltemselves because it will put their jobs, and Nus theh" livelfl~oods, mjeop~dy Secondl?, 

m~g~alized and exploited by ~w current UniYersib’ policies for inst~ce, M~a Kathy at Newcomb or Miss Mat3" at tI~e C3 

Store And [Snally because ol’x~ hat the Univcrsib itself’stands fbr [. as xxoll as man~ other students, came to the Univcr~ib a? 

p~mctpate m the c~’mg commumb’ ~ld tire much-lauded honor ~,stem lot winch tI~e Umvers]b, ~s ~o~n ttoweYer, I don’t 

belie~ e thai the way thai the Uni~c~ib is lreaung a large portion ol’tlmir emplo) ces is either houorablc~ or ~caring" and [ 

would like ~o see these employees ~eamd with tlle s~e reg~d and respect as is affoNed to the students, faculb’, m~d even 

[UVA President] Teresa Sullivan hetsell 



CONTACT INFORMATION FOR DECISION MAKERS: 

Helen E Dragas 
Rector of ~hc BOV 
757-490-0161 



Pat Lampkin 
Vice Presiden~ 
(hicf Student Af~hirs Officer 
Office: 434-924-7984 
Fax: 434-924-1002 







Coach Sylvia Hatchell WBB Social Media Team Assignments 

Dr. Deborah Stroman - Faculty Advisor 

Twitter: Sylhatch_unc 

111 Post at least three tweets per day. 

m Most effective tweets: questions, retweets, and 

celebrity mentions. 

m Current followers of 87. Goal: 150 by July 1st! 

Retweets from wbca1981, ACCSports, and NCAAWomensBKB 

Motivational quotes on Leadership, Teamwork, and Determination 

Tweets on upcoming games (For example, Big game coming up 2nite vs....) 

Retweets from TarHeelMonthly and all UNC sport teams 

(For example, Congrats!, Great win[ Big game today...) 

Retweets from UNCCompliance 

Check the daily news: Anything and everything about Golden Retrievers, 

horses, and blueberries 

Loves riding her horse {A Tennessee Walker named "Smokey") 

Loves her Golden Retriever named "Maddie" 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 4:39 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Storholt, Walter <wstorholt@ 1360wchl corn>; Deborah Stroman, PhD 
<debby@dstroman corn> 

Re: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

image001 jpg 

Thanks Jan! We had fun We tried to pull out the game for you ;) Tough loss Will chat with you on Sunday 

DLS from my iPhone 

On Mar 2, 2012, at 1:13 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOX~LL~cbemail unc edu> wrote: 

Gq-eat radio coverage today Both play by play and commenta~7; really enjoyed listening to you 
both Too bad the results weren’t better Can’t believe the last 5 seconds of this game 
THANKS to both of you for a great year 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 22599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919 962 3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Storholt, Walter rwstorholt@1360wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 2:49 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan; Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Suhje~= RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

Show was last night. It was pretty fun. About 40 45 people came out to wish her a happy birthday. We sang 
on the air. She was a hoot. Spent 2 minutes just going around the ~om naming people and saying why she 
liked/appreciated them. Haha! 

Walter Storholt 
WCHL Sports Director 
wstorholtt~ 1360wchl.com 
W: (919) 967-8363 
C: 

From: Boxill, Jan [JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 10:21 AM 

To= Storholt, Walter; Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject: RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

Oh great! Was the Coach i~atchell show last night? I meant to ask because I wanted to come. 

From~ Storholt, Walter [mailto:wstorholt@1360wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 10:17 AM 
TO: Boxill, Jan; Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

Thanks for sending! I really enjoyed doing the game with all three of us. That was fun! 

Got some good comments from folks at the radio show last night that they enjoyed hearing it. 

Walter Storholt 
WCHL Sports Director 
wstorholt~ 1360wchl.com 
W: (919) 967-8363 
C: 

Have a news tip? 

Call the WCHL newsroom at 967-83~3 or e-mail ~s at news~1360WCHL.com 

From= Boxill, Jan [JMBOXILL~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February 27, 2012 10:18 PM 
3"0= Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L; Storholt, Walter 
Subject= RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

What a great picture!! THANKS 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 10:16 PM 
TO= Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, Jan; wstorholt#1360wchl.com 
Subject= Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

<image001 jpg> 

1003244 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace" 



Twirler - drstroman 

888.6688403 



















Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIHENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN) 

Monday, March 12, 2012 5:30 PM 

cbcahair a, unc cdu 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL a, enmil uric cdu>; Blair Wayne A <wblair@enmil uric cdu>: Penn, Ann 
E <annpenn@email unc edu>: Cla3~on, Taffye Benson <taf~’e@unc edu>; Malone, Brenda 
Richardson <brenda nmlonc a, unc edu>: Agbc-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davics a, unc cdu>: 
Campbell. Larl3" <lecamp@email unc edu>: Chris Faison         %gmail corn>: Cox. La Jeune 
J <lajeunccox a, unc cdu>; Dx~ight Hollicr <dhollicr a, soutlacastpsych corn>: Faison Christopher 
D <chris faison@unc edu>: Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>: Holman Nash. DeVet~a 
<dholm~n@email uric edu>: Jeff Cartoon            @yahoo corn>; Lee Joimic Alc:ds 
Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom. Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Ovcrstrcct, Tia <overstre@cmml uric edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons a, cmail unc cdu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro a~unc edu>: Watkins, Dcbra <watkinsd a~email unc cdu>: White, Carla 
<c3axhite@email unc edu>: Williams. Andre <uillia46@email unc edu>: Woodard. Harold 
<harold ~oodard@unc cdu>; Jones, Shandra <shandr~i r6enmil unc cdu>: Littlcjohn, Ursula 
Eunice <ursula littl~iohn%unc edu>; McGhee. Qi <oj mcghee%unc edu>: Murrill. Verita L 
<verita munill@unc cdu> Robertson, Nakengc <nakenge robcrtson@unc edu> 

FW: Due Process Panel Discussion 

From: Emmett Gill[ @yahoo.corn] 
gent: Monday, March 12, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Polite, Fritz G; ’bhawk@uga.edu’; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Faison, Christopher D; 
’leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu’; ’davistx@wfu.edu’; @gmail.com’ 
Sul~ject: Due Process Panel Discussion 

Below is a link to the panel discussion on due process and the UNC football investigation 

http:[[www.¥outube.com[user/AthletesRiqhts/feed 

Please view and share with your classes... 

Best 

Emmett 
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Welcome to "The Club!" 

CAI,r{OL~N A 

Academic Year 
Thirteenth Meeting: 



CSBC Business Cards are now available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of Mn Warche 
Downin8 
25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-:10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Upcoming Speakers & Events 
Spring Semester Speakers: 
- Monday . at 5:30PM- Gary Sobba, GM of Tar Heel Sports Properties 

- Tuesday atSPM-AmyHerman, UNCAssociateAD for Compliance 

- Wednesday at 5:30PM- Elizabeth Lindsey, President of Sports Consulting 
Division at Wasserman Media Group 
Thursday       at 5PM- Bubba Cunningham, UNC Athletics Director 

meetings held in Fetzer 109 

Spring Semester Events: 

- Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and Game - Friday, 

- CSRIConference 

- "Celebration Week" 



Charlotte Bobcats Trip 
,Trip Date: Friday 

,Game vs. Denver 
Nuggets @7pm 

,Career Fair: J.-4pm 

opre-game question and 

answer session with a 

Bobcats Representative 

,Price: ~20 for CSBC paid 

members, $25 for non- 

members 

Career Fair: Various employek~ and companies will be in attendance 

Great opportunity to inquhe about internship opportunities and rnake connections! 



TPG Sports Career 

Conference 

Friday, 
Saturday, 

Students (with ID)- ~125.59 

Students will have the 

opportunity to learn, engage 

and network in this unique 

setting dedicated to career 

development! 

Social Media 

Sales&Marketing 

Human Resources 

NBA Operations 

Broadcasting 

A resume professional will be giving a 

presentation to build the best resume! 

htt p://www.tpgsportsgrou p.com 

Career Fair: Various employers and comparfies will be in attendance 

Great opportunity to inquire about internship opportunities and make connections! 

Pre game session: oppor[uniby to ask any questions you may have to a representative about the industry and their career 





Today’s Meeting: EXSS Sport Administration Faculty 

Shaping Your SuccesM 

CAROI,INA SPORTS 



EXSS Sport Administration Faculty 

Professors: 

Coyte Cooper 

Barbara Osborne 

Deborah Southall 

Richard Southall 

Deborah Stroman 

Post-Doctorate Fellow: Robert Turner 

WWW, ~XSS. U~C, ~du 









*updated 3/14" 
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Monday March i9,2012 
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Te: Richard Southall <sour hall@ err a I.u nc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <sportlaw~unc edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper @emai .unc.edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:54 PM 

Sackarofl; Jefl’rey Craig <jeff sackaroff@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<IMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa unc edu); Salyer, Sherry L 
<salyer@email unc edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email uric edu>; Johnson, Shelley 
H <shj@email uric edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc edu>; Southall, Deborah 
Joy <djsothll@email unc edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email uric edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Turner, Robert W <rwturner@email uric edu>; 
Weight, Erianne Allen <eweight@email uric edu> 

FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting 03 26 12pdf 

919,843,033(~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:53 PM 
TO~ Tracey Williams (twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu); Walsh, Sue; Deunta Williams @gmail.com> 

@gmail.com) 
Subject~ CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

See attached. Thank YOU ! 

Phil Ford may or may not make the meeting. He has an appt. in Charlotte and may run late. I am still waiting 

confirmation on one more panelist. 

Please tell student athletes to join us! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spot’ts Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 5:14 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

d 

Go Heels, 

Debarat~ L Stroman, PtL£), CLU 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 5:12 PM 
TO~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Re: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

What about asking stick williams or someone not now connected w/unc e.g. Dwight Hollier 

Sent ~om my Vetizon Wireless Phone 

Original message 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> 
To: "Sackaroff, Jeffrey Craig" <left sackaroff(~,unc.edu>, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>, "Cricket Lane 
(cricket@uncaa.unc.edu)" <cricket(~,uncaa.unc.edu>, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer(~,email.unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" 
<cqcooper~.email.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Shelley H" <shj~,email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" 
<sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <disothll@email.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" 
<southall~email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." 
<rwturner~email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" <eweioht~email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Mar 22, 2012 20:54:11 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

Please pass the word.,, 

Thanks! 

6o Heels. 



919,84~,0236 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Tracey Williams (~williams~uncaa.unc.edul; Walsh, Sue; Deunta Williams ~omail.com> 

~omail.com~ 
Subject: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

See attached. Thank YOU ! 

Phil Ford may or may not make the meeting. He has an appt in Charlotte and may run late. I am still waiting 

confirmation on one more panelist. 

Please tell student-athletes to join us! 

debb¥ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - es - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, CaroBna Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





Acadenric Support Pragrmn ~r gtu{ie~t-Athletes (ASPSA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Planning Process 
September ], 201 ~ 

During the 2010-2011 academic year, a strategic planning process for the Academic Support Pro~gam for 
Student-Athletes (ASPSA) was led by John Blanchard, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Services and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Airs and 
Sciel~ces and the Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic An The relocation of ASPSA 
scheduled for August 2011 into a new 30,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art Center ~i,r Student-Athlete 
Excellence where student-athletes will ha’ce access to the space, technology, and suppo~ needed to excel in 
Carolina’s increasingly competitive academic environment, was the pthne motivator for undertaking a planning 
process In addition, the J uly 2010 N CAA investigation into agent-related activiries of several student-athletes 
on the football team was expanded in August 2010 to include an investigation into alleged academic 
misconduct This alleged misconduct involved student-athletes on the ~L~otball team as well as a tutor,’ mentu~ 
employed at one time 01 the ASPSA making an assessment of the p~ ogram, focusing on its mission starT, and 
resources including space and budget even more timely 

The committee (see Appendix A) met on November 5 and December 3 2010. and February 15, March I. March 
29, and April 19, 201 I Two sub-groups also met: Eileen Parsons led a group focused on support se~’ices and 
Harold Woodard led one focused on st~fing patterns in this and similar programs In addition, senior 
undergraduate Jordan Allyne co~sulted with t~llow studem-athletes and shared intk)rmado~ she received from 
Nero with the group The notes and drall reports fiom each of these a~eas may p~o~,e usefM as implementation 

of recommendations by the planning committee is considered and explored in more depth 

Student-athletes p]ay an important role in the Universi ty, but the time demands of participating in athletics and 
representing the Universit? a~ e significant The University has both a responsibilit}" and an obligation to 
provide student-athletes with access to high quality academic support services In our discussions, we hax, e 
recognized that there is wide variation in the academic backgrounds and preparation of student-athletes and that 
the services needed by them differ Thus, one of our recommendations is that the ASPSA consider whether 

services should be delivered based on academic preparedness, rather than exclusively on a team-by-team basis 
Some studetu-athletes require more a~tenalon than others and when that focus is needed may vary 

’Phe fo]lowing ~ ecommendations are nleant to include student-athletes who are well-prepa~ ed for college as well 

as those less well-prepared for college and to strengthen an already strong program staffed by professionals 
whose goal is academic success t’~r ever3, student-athlete al Carolina Our goal in setting lk~rth these 

recommendations is not to be too prescriptive, bur rather to suggest areas where we believe beneficial changes 
could be made In ou~ view, ASPSA would benefit t?om the fDllowing: 

I De~’elop an{I share the vision. Developing a vision t~r the academic dex’elopment and success of all 
sludent-athletes 1ha* is shared bv ASPSA staf~ team coaches, the Depa~ment of Athletics, and studen*- 
athletes, among others; 

2 Collaborate with other units serving nndergradnatus. Actively pa~icipaalng in the ~h~iversity’s 
network of academic support se~ices tu supplement what can be provided within ASPSA; 

3 Re~,itallze the FaculW Adviso~T Committee. Utilizing the ASPSA adviso~T committee which should 
be revitalized with a commitment to sys*emafic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, 
se*s ing as a sounding boa*d for progrmnming, and providing advice on day-to-day issues as well as 
long-tem~ planning; 



4 Increase tile ASPSA St~ft: Increasing lhe size of the curretu staff and considering the unit structure tu 
be consistent with University guidelines and to more eff)cfively suppo~ the academic development and 
success of student-athletes at a]l levels including special admission cases and se~wices t~ those student- 
athletes who find themselves on academic probation or below some other academic performance 
threshold; developing a new approach to coordinaling and supervising tutoring and menturing; 

5 Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation, Devaloping and conducting annual assessmetus 
of Ml programming provided to student-athletes in coordination with the ASPSA Faculty Advisory 
Commitlee; 

6 Revie~Admissions. Clafi~ingm~dstrcngflacningthcrolcoftheASPSAintheadmissionofstudent- 
alh[etes as well as the relalionship bclween ASPSA and coaches during the recruiting process 

Recommendations 

Dexelop and sh~re the vision. Devaloping a clear and shared vision fo~ the academic development and 
success of all student-athletes i~-espective of sport is important Degree completion, development of 
academic skills, attainment of learning goals, and the realization of each student’s academic potential is 
the University’ s goal for each student-athlete A shared vision for the academic development and 

success of all student-athletes involves a commitment by all parties in the University community, 
i nclnding f:acultT, start; ad ministrators, coaches, fa mily m em bets, fe]low students, advisors and 
counselors, ASPSA personnel, and even fans 

Academic success for student-athletes must continue to reflect Carolina’s tradition of excellence 
(including but not limited to ~etention and gladuation) when student-athletes are studying f~r class as 
well as when they are on the field Coaches and members of ASPSA’s professional staff should have 
the same definition of academic success and recognize that it may be necessary at some specific times 
for some individual student-ath]etes to be in gra~ni~£~ for classroom pnrposes instead of fo~ their sport 
Put another way, in appropriate cases ASPSA-sponsored academic activities may be required, even if 
they occasionally intert’ere with athkltic-ralated activities Coaches and ASPSA staffmust be parmers 
in this effori and reach nmmally agreeable decisions ],n rare circumstances when this does not occur, 
the Senior Associate Dean fo~ Undergraduate Education and the Senior Associate Athletics Director fo~ 
Student-Athlete Seer-ices will be involved 

’Phis shared vision vdll be articulated in a policy that informs academic expectations and subsequent 
decisions with respect to student-athletes For example, some athletic departments in other research 
universities have instituted a point system If student-athletes accumulate a certain number of points for 
actions tha~ undermine ~halr academic progress teg, missed tuml~ng session, fairing grades on 
assig~mmnts) then time is made available in student-athletes’ schedules lbr them to rebound 
academically before such actions lead to undesirable academic statuses (eg academic probation) 

A shared vision for the academic devalopment and success of student-athletes might also involve the 
development of a completion-to-degree plan but al so an individualized academic development plan that 
evolves with the student-addete’s piogiess A [~mml developmental plan could be created by 
generating semester, monthly, and weekly calendars to help student-athletes manage and monitor 
academic workloads over the course ofi~ur (or more) ,,,ears Working with their academic advoca*e 
their ASPSA academic counsalor who has adequate attthority to negotiate with their coaches what is in 

their best academic interests, the academic success of student-athletes could be enhanced 



2 Collaborate with other ~nits servi~lg nndergradnates. The ASPSA sho~dd utilize I niversity services 

when and where possible to create a s):sle~n or ~etu,ot’k of academic support sea, lces that could 
supplement services proxdded by ASPSA The University has numerous oPtSces and programs that 
provide academic assistance and support including the Writing Center, Disabilities Serv-ices, the 
Learning Center a~td its Academic Succeas Program for Students with LD/ADI4J_), an Academic 
Advising Program, the Noah Carolina Health Careers Access Program, the Carolina Center for Public 
Service, and University Career Services. among many others 

When time allows, student-athletes should avail themselves of the numerous opportunities provided to 
all stude*tts ’rbe professional staff of ASPSA should be actively engaged with these oft~ces and centers 

to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA The demands placed on student-athletes make 
access to these otbe~ pmg~ams difficult, but changes could be made to help student-athletes become 
even more effectively imegrated into the 17niversity environment 

a The Summer Bridge Program could be explored ~i,r u, avs in which it might be adjusted so 
matriculating student-athletes from sinai] and/or rural communities in No~h Carolina could 
benefit fi-om it during the summer before their first year 

b The SCORES program tk~r football student-athletes is conducted duri*tg the second summer 
session for first-year students The ASPSA and the Office of Student-Athlete Development 
could collaborate on ways to locus the program more on academic skills, rathe~ than on lif~ 
skills 

c The ASPSA, coaches, and the Department of Athletics should embrace the importance of 
student-ath]etes pm’~icipating in othe~ University programs f~r undergraduate students, such as 
undergraduate research and international experiences, which are part of the Carolina culture 
The participation of student-athletes in these experiences should be tracked and publicly 

celebrated h~ so much as it is possible, the University commitmetu to having undergraduates 
participate in First Yea~ Seminars. undergraduate ~esearch, intemationa] activities, experiential 
educati o n, se~wi ce I earni n g oppo rttmiti es. etc shou I d extend to student-orb] etes 

d The Office of Disability Services, the Academlc Success Program for Students with LD and 
ADIK) (housed in the Learning Center), and the ASPSA stall" should work together with studetu- 

athletes to develop creative ways for them to advocate for themselves when a documented 
disabi]ity provides them with access to the services mandated under f)dera] law 

e The professional staff members of the ASPSA are not academic advisors by job description or 
training which means that making use of the Academic Advising Program on a regular basis is 

critical As with all undergraduate students at Ca~ olina, the primary, academic advisor in Stee]e 
Building is assigned based on intended major, along with secondary- advisors (in their major 
departments, for their minors and related activities) "If’be professional staff in the ASPSA has 
related responsibilities to document academic progress t’or NCAA compliance purposes, bur tbis 
~esponsibility is distinct [?om that provided by the p~qmary~ academic adviso~ 

f ’Fhe ASPSA staff and coaches shonld encourage student-athletes to take f~ll advantage of other 
programming provided by the Department of Athletics (ibr example, the Carolina Leadership 
Academy, Career Development, Life Skills Seminars, and complia*tce activities) 

Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Con~rtlittee. There has been a faculty advisory committee for the 
A SPSA since the late 1980s "M~ich has been an important resource for the professional staff in the 
program In recent years, it has met less o~ten and new members have not been appointed u, hen 
depm’~ures haxe occurred A vigorous advisory committee, consisti*tg of tenure-track and fixed-term 
faculty, as well as some appropriate full-time professional staff (EPA non-faculty) members would be a 
useful asset The committee meetings should be posted and open as is the case for all other Universit!,, 



commitiees Some members of this review committee have indicated a willingness to participate on an 
advisota/committee and it u, ould be helpful to have them help guide the implementation of the 
recommendatiot~s in this repor~ 

Committee members should be appointed by the Senior Associate Dean ~i,r Under~aduate Education to 
staggered terms Orgat~izadonal suppor~ should be provided by the Directur of ASPSA who would be 
an ex oFiScio (voting) member The Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling (CSSAC) and tbe Senior Associate Athletics Di~ecto~ for Student-Athlete 
Sel~ices would also be ex officio tvoting) members, as would the chair of the Faculty Athletics 
Committee The adviso~T committee should define its role and expectations and hold meetings on a 
regular basis (perhaps twice a semeste~ and o~ce each summer for a total of ~x,e times each year) ’Pbis 
format would be consistent with other advisotT committees at Carolina 

Among the items the advisols, committee could consider would be ways to address the impact of 
cu~icala* changes fbr ~ndergraduates such as ENGL 105 wbich will be implemented in Fall 2012, 
academic standards (for examp]e, the impact of probation on student-athletes), and the mecbanisms t’o~ 
program evaluation and assessment 

|ttcrease ASPSA Staff. It is necessa~" to increase the staff size in ASPSA and consider its 
organizational structure The ASPSA is staffed witb dedicated and accomplished p~ofessiona]s Theii 
schedules reqalre that they rotate through study hall on nights and weekends They are accountable to 
numerous constituencies: coaches, the public, I~culty, start; students, current student-athletes and 
recruits |hey must also maintain a p~ oP,~ssional distance from tbe student-athletes they setwe 
Assigning Academic Counselors team-by-team has advantages but may also lead to duplicative services 
and complex reporting lines it is clea*, however, that coaches £Br each team need a reliable and 

consistent contact within ASPSA This tension should be addressed in the light of the recent Bain report 
(no’~, embodied in Caro]i*la Counts) abottt eflicient business processes that resulted in recommendations 
concerning spans and layers necessitating restructuring in nlally ol"~ces across campus to meet the 
recommendation of having 4-7 direct reports per supervisor 

In the context of ASPSA restructuring and redefining position descriptions, this approach might suggest 
a ~eallocation of stafl’~esou~ces based on tbe support *~eeds oPthe students Some student-atbletes a*e 
admitted to the University with academic deficiencies (for example reading level, writing experience, 
and computarional skills) putting them at a disadvantage in classroom settings with other enrolled 
stude~tts at Carolina where the ave~ age academic credentia]s have improved dramatically in the past I 0 
years It is an injustice to these matriculated student-athletes if they are not provided with skilled 
prol;essionals to help mitigate these disad~ antagns The academic support services provided to those 
students most in need should become more specialized and use file more varied approaches that bare 
bee*~ shown to be eft~ctive i*~ Pacilitati*~g stude*~t learning The ASPSA staff should include 
Readin~’Writi~g/[,eaming specialists who ca~ assist with the dex~elopment of cognitive skills 

National standards suggest that a ratio of 1 to 25 is the appropriate case-load t’~r students who *teed the 
most academic suppo~ Therefore, to appropriately address the needs of the 100-125 current student- 
athletes who fall into tbis high-need categot y, it is necessat y to have 4 to 5 full-time prof~ssio*~als 
working in this area Ihere are some members of tbe ASPSA staff who are already working with this 
group of students, but there are not 4 ~ll-time professionals devoted to these students Although it may 

be necessat3, to phase in new specMized personnel over time, at least one tall-time proi’essiot~al should 
be hired as soon as possible Part-time staff may also be useful in this area The associated costs may be 



offset in part by rising clerical support personnel for fi~nctions sucb as textbook and computer 
distribution, where appropriate and where advanced degrees are not required 

Professional staffmembers also need to participate in professional development activities as much as 
possible, to stay current with developments in their profession and for personal growth as well Some 
of this can occur on campus and some professional development would be on a regional and/or national 
level 

In addition, the reliance on tutors for access to content-specific course material necessitates hiring a 
time tutor coordinator who is responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, supervising, and e~ aluating 
tutors In addition, the full-time tutor coordinator could help with access to the array of services 
avai]able throughout the University and conduct exit interviews when tutors leave the program to ensure 
continuing compliance with NCAA regulations All tEll-time staffwonld cotuinue to rotate through the 
hours of study hall udth some night and weekend presence (and perhaps travel with teams) expected 
Pem~issib]e assistance by tutors on subject matte~ learning, test preparation, and assistance with writing 
assignments should be deafly outlined and consistent with L~C-Chapel tlill and NCAA standards 
Any disagreement o~er what constitutes academic t?aud should not result in jeopardizing student- 
athletes’ athletic eligibility, so this is an area worthy of considerable attention 

a Tutors Tutors should be people with relevant academic experience, such as graduate students, 
retired Ulriversity faculty, and/or cnrretu and forrner pnblic school teachers who would undergo 
consistent professional development These skilled, knowledgeable, and experienced 
individuals would employ a variety of methods in one-on-one sessions, small groups, and 
whole-group instruction as well as offer targeted academic programming during summer months 
and during breaks The exhaustive l~aining and supervision needed suggests that tutors who can 
work more than 8 or 10 hours per week provide distinct advantages Hiring mturs with 
considelable background in the science of learning as well as content knowledge would also 
increase the expertise necessaU to work effectively vdth slsldent-athletes at all stages of their 
development This strategy might have an impact on the number of under~aduate students 
se*~ing as tuturs The tutor coordinator should be in the best position to identi@ tutors making 
effective use of the budget allocated for this purpose In addition, the annual assessment and 
evaluation process should help guide these decisions Tutors should be hi~ed across sports using 
their content expertise wherever needed ]t may be appropriate to hire botb subject-matter tuturs 
as well as writing tutors The tutors who assist student-athletes udth u, ritlng assignments should 
receive essentially the same training as the staff of the Writing (enter Appropriate ASPSA 
staff can implement the Writing Center tutor training model which the Writing Center will 
provide 

b Mentors Metuors assist with the development of study and time-managemem sldlls The 
culrent program, which uses primarily undergraduate Education majors as mentors should be 
redesigned It may be more al)propriate to tJse graduatu students, part-thne start; and others (for 
example retired ~Sculty and staIt) in thls role than undergraduates During the program’s 
redesigtt, it is approprime to consider whether these menturs should also engage in subject 
rustier tutoring and provide writing assistance lntil a new fondant can be designed and 
implemented, many of the services p~ovided by mentors could be abso~Sed by the fi.N-Iime 
ASPSA staf:~; hy tutors, and by the Readb~g/Writin~’Learning specialists Redesigning this 
program may also be an appropriate task tbr a new tutor coordinator to undertake 

4 Conduct a Program of Assessment and Evaluation. As with all units at the University, following the 
guidance of its major accreditation body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), the 



ASPSA should incol~orate a system of program evahmtion into its operation in order to retain services 
that work and revise those that are less effective _At present, student-athlete eligibility, team and 
individual GPAs, the N(AA Academic Progress Rate, the N(AA’s Graduation Success Rate, and 
degree completion rates serve as indicators of ASPSA effectiveness Though useful, these indicators are 
limited in providing i*lformation (eg, program strengths, areas that need improvement) that will intbrm 
program decisions Sysmmatically collected data on program processes and outcomes are scarce 
making the establishment of a tbmml evaluation system useli~l Such a system wou]d include, but not 
be limited to (a) docume~tting clear goals for student-athlete academic devalopment, (b) articulating 
program operations with respect to these goals, (c) setting program benchmarks and crltecia for success, 
(d) systematically collecti*tg data on ser,,ices, ser,,ice delivery, and outcomes, (e) and the regular 
conduct of both fom~ative (e g, eve~T two years) evaluations conducted by the professional staff of 
ASPSA and summative (eg, every five years) by parties extelnal to ASPSA 

In addition, the accomplishments of student-athletes should be tracked and compared to the student 
body Comparisons cou]d be made concerning entering SAT, BE(by-examhmtion creditbased on AP 
or 113 scores) credit, and class rank scores, as well as their pro~ess toward graduation via GPA, 

retention and ~aduadon rates, pm-ticipation in Study Abroad and Undergraduate Research, etc These 
benchmarks would be helpful when requesting additional staff members and for legitimate celebration 
of the success ot’Camlina’s student-athletes 

6 Review Admissions TheASPSAisnotdirectlyinvolvedwiththerecruitmentofstudent-athletes 
beyond informing recruits about ASPSA se~-ices duri~g visits to the facilities (and similar activities 
such as hosting a faculty breakfast on recruiting weekends) The ASPSA is involved, however, on a 
day-to-day basis with student-athletes once they matriculate Given this experience and expertise, 
ASPSA personnel can offer a valuable perspective on whether a student-athlete being recruited is 

capab]e of succeeding academically at Ca*olina both to coaches and the Office of Undergiaduate 
Admissio~s - a~d wbeflmr the University has the st~ ategies and pe~ so~mal i n p]ace to foster sncb 

To be effective, the role of the ASPSA in the admission of student-athletes should continue to be valned 
The Director of the ASPSA currently advises both the faculty subcommittee on athletics admissions (a 
subcommittee of the Undergraduate Admissio~s Adviso~T Committee) and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, which makes the final decision about all applicants Partly as a result of this consultation 
the number of cases considered by the subcommittee and those approved by the Ot~ce of Undergraduate 
Admissionshavedeclinedoverthelastten years This consultative role is appropriate and the ASPSA 
is encouraged to continue to provide detailed and unbiased advice about the capacity ot’prospective 
stude~tt-ath]etes to sncceed academically at the University H~is advice should take i~tto account the 
whole of the prospective student-athlete’s personal circumstances and educational profile, as well as the 
priority that his or her coaches will assign to academic pursuits and the capacity of ASPSA to provide 
appropriate support 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University and deserve access to hi~ quality academic support 
se~,q ces regardless of thalr academic background and preparation ASPSA provides valuable services to 
student-athletes and has the appropriate goal of’academic success for every student-athlete at Carolina This 
report provides a set of recommendations formed by a group of faenlty, ulriversity and athletics administrators, 
academic support personnel and student-athletes to make the ASPSA even stronger and more eftEctive in 
providing academic snppor~ to student-athletes 



APPENDIX A 

Plamdng Group Rosk~ 

Kim Abels. Director of the Writing Center 

John Blatmhard. Scaler Associatc Athletics Dircctor tbl Studcttt-Athlctc Services ((i o-chair} 
Lissa Broomc, W~hovia Professor ofBm~king Lmx in the School of Lmx, Faculty Alhlcfics Rcprcscntativc 
~he NCAA and the ACC. ex-ol~cio membe~ of’the Faculty Committee on Athletics. and ex o~cio member of~he 
sub-committcc ca~ Athletics Admissions olthc Undcrgraduatc Admissions Advisor1, Committee 
Glynis Cowell. Se~dor Eecturcr Departme~rt of" Romance I.a~tgua~es member of’the Facalb AdvisotT Committee 
I~r ASPSA. attd member of the Faculty Committee on AthJctics 
Lloyd Kr~cr, ChNr and Professor, Dcpara~c~t of~stoD, faculty member al lane 
George Leasing, Profcssor, Dcpa~mcnt of ~nglish m~d Comp~afivc Literature. member of Ne Faculty 
Commi~ee on Athletics 
Bill McDiarmid. Dean. Saline1 of Education, faculD" member at large 
[,aytm Mosley Professor. Departmenl of’Po~itical Science. fhcu~ty member a~ latEe 
Peter Mucha, Chair and Professor. Depaffment of Mathematics, facul~" member at large 
Bobbi Owen. Seuior Associa~ Dem~ of Undergradnate Education in the College of A~ and Sciences and 
Michael R McVangh Disth~guishcd Profcssor of D~natic A~, m~d chNr of the Undergraduate Admissions 
Adviso~3 Co~nittcc (Co-chair) 
Ei[cen Parsons, Associate Professor. School of Education, member of fl~c Facu[ty Commigcc on ANletics 
Steve Rez~ick. Pm[~ssor, Department of Psychology, (hair otthe Faculty Eommirtce on Athletics m~d member 
of the sub-commi~ee on Athletics Admissious office Undergradnate Admissions Adviso~" Commigee 
Deborah Stmman. Eecturer-adwisor Departme~rt of" Exetvise and Support Science ~hculty member al large 
I larold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director of the Cen*er for S~dent Success and Ac~emic Counseling 
(CSSAC) to whom the ASPSA director reports 

kx Oracle Members tColleagues and Resources): 

Brcnt Blamon Associmc Dircctor of the ASPSA 
Joc Brcschi, Hcad Lacrosse Coach 
Beth Bridget Associate Director of the ASPSA 
Paula Goodman. Admiuistrati~ Manager. Undergraduate Education 
Susan Maloy~ Assistant Athletics Di~vctor ~br A~hletics Ce~dficatior~ arid Eligibilit5 
Robert Mercer. Director of the ASPSA 



APPEN[)IX B 

ASPSA stat’t" cha~ 

T T 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 2:55 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

d 

919,843,0336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 8:30 PM 

TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

Here is Stick’s email: 

sti ck william s@duke-energy corn 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
C~]ce Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 5:14 PM 
"to: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

Good idea. We just didn’t have much time to ask folks. I will see if Dwight is available, I don’t have Stick’s #. Do you? 



919.8430336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 5:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

What about asking stick williams or someone not now connected w/unc e.g. Dwight Hollier 

Sent from my I/erizon Wkeless Phone 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@,unc.edu> 
To: "Sackaroff, Jeffrey Craig" <left sackaroff~unc.edu>, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL¢~email.unc.edu>, "Cricket Lane 
(cricket@uncaa.unc.edu)" <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" 
<cqcooper~,email.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Shelley H" <shj~,email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" 
<sportlaw~,unc.edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <djsothll~,email.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" 
<southall@,email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@,unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." 
<rwturner~email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" <eweinht~email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Mar 22, 2012 20:54:11 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

Please pass the word... 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:53 PM 
TO~ Tracey Williams (twilliams(~uncaa.unc.edu~; Walsh, Sue; Deunta Williams ~qmail.com> 

Subject~ CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

See attached. Thank YOU ! 

Phil Ford may or may not make the meeting. He has an appt. in Charlotte and may run late. I am still waiting 

confirmation on one more panelist. 

Please tell student athletes to join us! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Debor~fll L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - es - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ins~tute 

Faculty Advisor, CaroBna Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 







Subject: Tuesday for Trayvon 

Start: 1:00:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

~&en~n-flagler unc edu] 

9kenan flagler.unc.ed~] 

He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evL~ 
without protesting agai~’ist it is really coo,eerating with it. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

On           Trayvon Martin, a !7-year=aid Florida high school student, is fbund shot and killed, in Sanfbfd, 

Fie According to the Sengard police repo~t, George Zimmermam 28, a self-appointed neighbomoad ~;,atch 

captain, is gaund armed with a handgun, standing over Martin Martin is unresponsive and pronounced dead at 

the scene. He has no weapons on him, only a pack of Skittles and a bottle of iced tee tearing many people to 
believe that the main thLng he wee doklg #lat made him look suspicieus’ was weadng a hooded sweatshirt in 

the rein Me#ins parents joined hundreds of protesters in New Yod< City ~or the "Million Hoodie March," 

demanding justice ~ar the siam 17-year-old. As of today Zimmerman, wl~o teld pofice he acted in self-defense, 

has not been arrested or charged 
Link to New Sto~ and Explanation of FIodda Lew 
Trayvon could I~ave been your brother, friend, cousin or even your son and as a student at KFBS we want to 
ensure that hagedies like this don’t happen again and our voice is heard in changing the laws and bringing 
Zirnmermen to justice 

On we’d like to ask you to participate in a Tuesday for Trayvon 

Instructions: {If you are willinfl and able to participate} 

1 Please bring your laptop or a separate notebook with you on Tuesday. 

2. Wear a hoodie on your head all day Tuesday. Please make sure that you arrive to class a few minutes 
early to let your professor know why you are wearing the hoodie and ensure that they don’t think you 
are disengaged or being disrespectful in class 

3. Once someone asks you a question about the hoodie please give them a brief summary of the Trayvon 
Martin case and ask them if they’d be willing to sign a petition to prosecute the shooter and bring justice 
for Martin family. 

4. If they agree please send them the email attached. If you do not have your laptop or are unable to send 
it to them immediately please record their and send it to them once you are available. 

5 (Optional) Feel free to also post these links on your Facebook or twitter page to spread awareness of 
the issue and gain additional support for these petitions 

This link will petition Norman Wolfinger, Florida’s 18th District State’s Attorney, to investigate and 
prosecute George Zimmerman for the shooting and killing of Trayvon Martin 
http:/~www change.~g~petiti~ns/pr~secute-the~ki~e~f~ur-s~n-17-year~d-trayv~n~martin 

This link will send a letter from you to Attorney Ge ~eral Eric Holder and Florida US Attorney Robert 



O’Neill on your behalf 
http:/lact colorofchange orgisignFFrayvon/ 















WHO IS BUILDING 

WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO IN REGARDS TO 

CONSTRUCTING THE SCHOOL? 





PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEFITS 



BUILDING TOMORROW T~A~ 



.Jean I.aw 





























Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflyfoste~s, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement of Black employees at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n~fo@unc.edu 

The Power of Comtnunity 
A~ anthropoiog st proposed a game 

roger ~er e~ oyi ~g thei~ treats Whe~ 

that as also could have had ai the 

UBUNTU in the Xhosa 

Important Advocacy issues: DTH Trayvon Martin cartoon and 

response, 8~ack ma~e student retention activities, Athletics, and 

Affirmative Action at UNC 



CBC Schecluled Calenclar - 

-Spring Social 

Special Thanks to ~/aucus members who presented ~he~r 

research and scholarly projects at the March Meeting: 

St~de~st Ambassadors: 

and 



He~’p! We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! @ The photos wil be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with 

pride $5 members and $10 non members. 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc,edu/cbc The 

Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black related 

events and programs. Kudos to OJ McGhee for his coordination! So if 

you are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to 

the Caucus calendar, http://www.unc edu/cbc/submit event.html 

BJacl~s in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you 

know of persons working in technology related positions, 

please contact or refer them to OJ at oi mcghee@unc.edu, 

We need to collaborate and support our IT associates, 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected, We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post docs, etc.} 

in your unit or department We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Wednesday, at 1:30 4:00 p,m. (Gerrard Hall) "Creating a Strategic Plan for your Research 

and Writi%" workshop - Facilit4ed by Dr Kerry Rockquefo~d, author of The Black Academic’s Guide 

to Winning Tenure Without Losing Your Soul. Registration-www.lnyurl.com/Sxua6rp 



The Coalition of Schools Education Boys of Color presents the 6th Annual Gathering of 

Leaders GREA1 SCHOOLSARE NOI AN ACCIDEN[:Successful LearnlngCommunitiesfor Boysand 

Yourlg Men or Color (Durham) hltp:!!www.coseboc.org/2012/agendadllm 

Brown Bag Lunch Spring Series 

12:00 1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 211) The Value of Engagement in the Co-curriculum 

with Bettina Shuford, Associate Vice Chancellor, Divislon of Student Affairs Student engagement both 

in and outside of the classroom is known to have positive e[fect s on student learning and success. 

Shuford will highlight best practices for developing a seamless approach to learning and will engage 

the audiences in identifying how we can be more intentional in helping students make connections 

between their in-class and out-of-class learning experiences at UNC. 

12:00 1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 039} - The Other First Years: Stories from Transfer 

Students with Cynthia Demetriou, Rebecca Egbert, Annice Fisher, Rachael Murphy-Brown and Mary 

Lide Parker - A viewing of Ms. Mary Lide Parker’s short film, ’q he Other First Years: Stories from 

Transfer Students at the Dniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill" plus an important discussion about 

the transfer student experience. Come share your stories of transfer student experiences and your 

recommendations for encouraging success! 

® DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Sunday, Rhythm and Mues diva - He~ illustrious career has 

spanned over 50 years notching hits in a variety of sounds ranging from 

classic girl group pop to funk to lush ballads. Born Patricia Holt in 

Philadelphia on , she grew up singing in a local Baptist choir. 

Her hits have included such iconic songs as "1 ady Marmalade", "If You 

Only Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a duet with Michael 

McDonald Released in , Burnin’ earned a Grammy® for Best Female 

R&B Performance. LaBelle has written several books including her autobiography, Don’t Block the Blessings: 

Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cookbooks Recipes for the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Lite Cuisine. 

She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her best known hit "Lady Marmalade." 



Wednesday, - 8:00 p.m. 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

htt p://www,ca rolina perfor minga rts,org/gen res/all 

Joshua Redman & Brad IVlehldau Duo 

7:30 PM 

Cheikh L6 



http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/programs/spring- -program-and-events/ 

Wednesday,        7:00 p.m. - Spring     Writer’s Discussion Series Dn T.J. Desch Obi (Stone 

Center) to discuss hi~ book "Fighting for Honor: The History of African Martioi Art Tradition in the 
Atlantic World." Desch Obi explores another cultural continuity that is as old as eighteenth century 

slave sett@men~s in South Amedca and as contemporary as ho-hop culture. !n thi~ thorougb survey of 
the history of A~rican martial arts techniques, Obi maps the translation o~ numerous physical combat 

techniques across three continents and several centuries to illustrate how these practices evolved over 

time and are still recognizabie in American cuffure today. 

Friday,         6:30 p.m. = Communiversit},; the Stone Center’s signature youth program celebrates 

20 years of continuous years of service, by hosting a special program at the Stone Center that will 

.feature 5tare Scbool Superintendent June Atkinson, Communiversity Youth Program bas heOed Chapel 

Hig-Carrboro K-12 participants develop academic and interpersonal skills by matching program 

partidpon ts with UNC students who serve as mentors and tutor£ 

Dry Run: Defining Determination, Testing Reconstruction -                       The Robert 

and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn Marshall Linnemeier, In this 

latest work, rv~arshalI-Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. MarshalI-Linnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulating archival photographs that include stereographic images, Her visual narratives 

explore rnyth, spirituality and rnemory through vivid paintings, collages, and textile works 

Duke University President Addresses the Issue of Race ( } - Dr. Brodhead is a 
stron8 supporter of affirmative action in higher education and 

openly advocates for 8renter diversity in the student body, faculty, 

and staff at the university. However, actions speak louder than 

wo rds...http:/iwww.jbhe.com/ /duke-university-president- 

addresses-the-issue-of-race/ 



Rice University Study Finds That Racial Discrimination Can Be Harmful to Your Health 

__ JeniferBratter AstudybysodologistsatRiceUniversityinHoustonprovidesevidencethat 

-- racial discrimination is hamlful 1o I:he health of Arrlcan Americans. Aulho~s lenffer B~aller and 

Bridget Gorman used data on socioeconomic status, race, and perceived d~scriminatory behavior 

from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System administered by the Centers for Disease 

of White Americans reported higher levels of emotional or health related problems due to 

perceived race based discrimination. Dr. Bratter commented on the results by stating, "Discriminatory 

behavior very well may be a ’missing link’ in the analysis of racial and el:hnic heabh disparities. R’s irPportant 1o 

acknowledge and study its impact on long term health." [ he study was published in the Journe! o[ Heolth end 

Sociol Behavior 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity 

efforts on college campuses - http:iiwww.jbhe.comiracialgapi 

A New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

Hational Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://www,loc,gov/folklife/civilrights/) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil rights 

movement. The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in libraries, 

museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across the country, 

Where Do (:oRege Students Stand on the Issue of Affirmative Action? 

http:/iwww.jbhe.com/ 
affirmative-action/ 

/where-do-college-students-stand-on-the-issue-of- 

Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American 
Scholars 

Filed in aooks on 



African Art as 
Philosophy: 

Senghor, Bergson, 
and !t~e Idea of 

Negritude 
by Soulo’m~me 

gachi ’ 
/Seag~ll Books) 

Afro Colombian Hip 
Hop: 

Global~al~’on, 
Transc~lll~aral Music, 
and Elhnic ldentitDs 

by Christopl~er 
Dennis 

(I,exington Books) 

Darkc<aing Mirrors: 
imperial Representation in 

Depr~sion Era Aft’lean 
American Performance 

(D~lke University Press) 

Equal Time: 
Television and the 

Civil Rights 

by Aniko 
Bodroghkozy 
(University of 
Illi~mis Press) 

Fatal Revolutions: 
Natural History, 

West Indian 
Slave~/, and the 

Routes (g’Ameri( an 
Literamre 

by Chtis~opt~er P, 
[annini 

(U~liversity of No~tl~ 
Carolina Press) 

Listen, Whitey!: 
Sounds of Black Power 

~965-~975 
by Pat Tl~omas 
(Fantagrapt~ics) 



The 21st CentuW 
Bla& Librarian in 

Issues and 
Challenge~ 

edited byAndrew P. 
Jackson et al, 

tScarecrow P ’ess) 

The Jackson Counly 

Recons~rucffon and 
Resistance in Post 
Civi~ War ;~lorida 

by Dart~e[ R, 
(Un~versk3 oi 

Alabama Press) 

rEi~ey L@ Great Marks on 
.~’Ie: 

Ajh’can American 
l’estimorffes of Racial 

to World War i 
by Kidada E. }V~lliams 

(New Yofl~ University Press) 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

Is Sociology Racist? David Barash - This query might well sound pretty absurd, and in a 

sense, it is. Thus, I would bet that within the academy, fewer sociologists per capita are racist than 

are members of any other discipline Indeed, sociologists bare been irl the forefront when it comes 

to researching the various causes and consequences of racism, and have been among the loudest 

when il comes ~o proclaiming (erroneously, I believe--but lhal: is a topic fo~ another posl) tbat ~ace 

is "socially constructed" from the ground up, and thus altogether independent of biology. Right here 

concerning the often-hidden racist assumptions behind much of modern American life. And Laurie is 

a sociologist Read more. bttp://chronicle cor’l/bMgs/brainsl:orm/is sociology 

racist!45226?sid-cr&utm_source-cr&ut m_medium-en 



Congratulations! Patricia S. Parker has been appointed Director of 
Diversity Initiatives for the College of Arts and gciences. Parker, 

associate professor of communication studies, will advise the dean 

and senior associate deans, and work with department diversity 

liaisons on initiatives that will enhance the recruitment, retention 
and advancement of faculty from diverse backgrounds. She also will 

coordinate a speaker series highlighting diversity issues and 
initiatives, and help to implement other aspects of the     Faculty 

Diversity Task Force Report. "Enhancing faculty diversity across the 
College is one of my top priorities," said Karen M. Gih "Pat is an 

expert on race, gender and organizational leadership I look 
forward to her leadership and advice on best practices and policies 

to strengthen faculty diversity going forward." 

BECOME A MENTOR IN TI IE COMMUNITY - Would you like to make a difference in the life of a 

young person and close the achievement gap at the same time? Blue Ribbon Mentor- 

Advocate needs someone like you. BRMA seeks caring, creative volunteers to support a 

young person in our program Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate 

students have a 95% high school graduation rate and $00% of the 

Visit the Institute of African American Research’s Website for Announcements - The IAAR’s 
website serves as a source for call for papers, fellowships, conferences and 

grant opportunities in African American and African diaspora studies in every 
discipline, https://iaar.unc.edu/news and events/announcements 



Students organize a~lainst state ~aws banning affirmative action - 8y Mary BeLh Marklein - 
Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 

likely to hear a case involving the University of Texas this year. But a high court ruling may not 
settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 

consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 
and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them. At least five other states don’t 
use race, el[her http://www.app.com/ar[icle/2012030B/NJNEWSlg/3030BOOgO/Students- 

organize against state laws banning affirmative action?odyssey=navl head 

¯ Internet Essentials (Comcast)-Tell a friend or family member about Comcast’s effort to 
bring affordable Internet to a home http:i/www.internetessentials.com/how/index html 

How to qualify? 

1 To qualify For 59.95 a rnon[h Internet service and a low-cost compu[er, your household 

must meet all these criteria: 
2. Be located where Comcast offers Internet service 

3. Have at least one child receiving free school lunches through the National School Lunch 

Program 
4. Have not subscribed to Comcast Internet service within the last 90 days 

g No[ have an overdue Corncas[ bill or unreturned equipment 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 





Debby 

Nick 

On 



---- End ef Fercvarded Message 

End of Fo~,varded Message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,             5:26 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa unc edu> 

Larly Fedora <larPy fedora@unc edu> 

RE: Hello Dr Stroman[ 

Andre. Thanks again for the opportunity to watch the players pt act[ce and to have Nnner with them, TNs activity 

919.843.0336 

From: Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: FW: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Professor Stroman, 

We are delighted to hear that you will be able to join us for practice on Wednesday,         Please proceed to the 
Navy Practice Field gate located on Ridge Road (across from Boshamer Btadium UNC’s Baseball Field) between 3:15 pm 

3:45 pm. A team representative will be there to greet you with a       practice guest pass. 

We look forward to seeing you Wednesday! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Department of Athletics 

(o) 9199629119 

(f) 9199620393 

awillliams~) uncaa uric edu 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstroCo~unc.edu> 
Hi Arldle. [ w[[I be in attendance. [ hanks. 

12:31 PM >>> 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Do Good 

919.843.0336 

From: [mailto: #live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monda,~, 12:09 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

It appears that our schedules conflict. We begin our meetings at 2:10, which leads us into practice, and we normally are 
not finished with pracgce until 6:30. I was trying to meet you today because I have an invitation for you. I was 
contacgng you to see if you would like to join me for practice on             . On       , it is "Bring a Professor to 
practice" day. Pracgce will be 3:20-6:00 and dinner will be 6:30-7:00. In order for the food to be prepared, they ask that 
you RSVP by today. Please RSVP to Andre’ Williams (awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu) and include your name, department, 
and dame of the student-athlete who invitied you. You will not have to attend the whole length of practice, but 
a[JLendance at dinner would be greatly appreciated. In addition, I will give you the invitation in class tomorrow, but had 
to inform you of the information today. 

Excrcis¢ and Sporl-Scicncc Major/Prc-Dcnlal Imck 
U rfiversit3" of North Carolhm at CltaNl Hit1 c/o 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:23 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

I will be [n my office today after 2:30, Woollen 315 

Do Good 

Debor~d~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Engcge, Expio~ e, 

9I 9843.0336 

From: rmailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,. 11:22 AM 
TO= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Hello Dr. Stroman. This is 
meet with you? 

. I would like to hand deliver something to you today. What time is best to 

Exercise and ~port-Science M~jod Pre-Dental track 
University orNorlh Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:34 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa unc edu); Blanchard, John G 
<johnblanchard@unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email uric edu>; Littlejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Agbe-Davies, 
Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email uric edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Chris Faison <        @gmail corn>; Cox, 
La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; 
Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email uric edu>; Jeff Cartoon 

@yahoo corn>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email uric edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email unc edu>; Williams, 

Andre <willia46@email uric edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Nocera Article - Important Background 

Let me clarify a few points in this discussion, since Andy and I were the unnamed faculty members at the lunch... 

We talked about the letter we received that, as Jan and Kenneth have said, addresses excused absences. We discussed 

how this effectively puts a layer of padding between athletes (I can’t use the term student-athletes after hearing about 

its genealogy) and faculty members--not that this is what the letter says, but in practice, how it feels and is perceived by 

some faculty. And this inser[s another figure (the athletics depar[ment) into the teacher/student relationship that does 

not exist for other students, just as the athletes’ "minders" who stand guard outside of classroom doors change the 

tenor of those relationships. I took the tone of the discussion as one of m using over how this gap, which is necessary 

from the athletics dept perspective because they are protecting a "valuable asset," can be overcome through better 

communication between athletes and teachers. 

My memory of the gwahili discussion was that, according to the two athletes present, they were told by their advisors 

that they could not take other languages. One mentioned that he had wanted to take French. 

But there was no "approved" tutor for French. He says that he was steered toward either Portuguese or Swahili, 

because tutors were available in those languages. He did not make any claims about other students and what their 

experiences were. So this seems to hinge on an easily verifiable 

fact: are there tutors available to athletes in every language? The other student (             ’) mentioned that he 

was taking statistics but could not get a tutor for that subject. In general, my sense was that there are limitations on 

what athletes can take that extend well beyond the normal limitations faced by other students, in par[ because of the 

strictures of NCAA rules that limit exposure to non authorized tutors. 

And yes, Nocera did a bit of creative interpretation, to be sure. 



Laurie F. Maffly Kipp 

Professorand Chair 

Department of Religious Studies~ CB #3225 The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3225 

919.962.3927 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,              7:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Deguzm[~n, Marina <deguzman@email unc edu>; Maria DeGuzman 
<mdeguzman@earthlink net>; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper <joeycoop@uga edu> 

(~oeycoop@uga edu); Fritz G Polite Ph D <fpolite@utk edu>; Billy J Hawkins 
(bhawk@uga edu); Davis, Angela (amd) <amd@eservices virginia edu>; Jeff Cartoon 

@yahoo corn>; Gil, Karen M <kgil@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Pinkne¥, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email unc edu>; 
Felicia washington@klgates corn; @bellsouth net 

FW: CBC - Response to the DTH cartoon 

CBC Trayvon Statemem pdf; DTH Cartoon pdf 

FYL 

Do Good. 

Debolah I, Stroman, PhD. CLU 

9J-9.843 0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 7:33 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC - Response to the DTH cartoon 

Hi All. Attached find the response (as per your directive) sent to the DTH ed itor and opinion ed itor at 4:30 p.m. 

today. We also cc’d the Chancellor, the Provost, Dr. Clayton,               , and 

. Thanks again for your support of advocacy. Feel free to share this communication with your 

associates. Continued prayers to the family of Trayvon. 

Peace & Blessings, 

debby 

Carolina Black Caucus 



www.unc.edu/cbc 



The members of the Ca rolina Black Ca ucus express our concern for the lack of understa nding of the 
collective hurt felt by many in the Black communit~ in response to the killing o[ Trayvon Martin. Thls 

tragic incident has garnered the attentlon of the world. The UNC community has drawn national 
attention due to an insensitive Daily Tar Heel edito[ial cartoon (               ! that drew the ire of 

many Black alumni, faculty, staff, and students. Most Americans are emotional regarding the topic, 

which lends itself to passionate and uncomfu~able dialogue. Our enlightened academic village should 

be respectful of a community that has historically been the victim of bigotry and bias. 

The wheels of justice appear to turn very slowly in the Madln case, which lends itself to gossip, fear 
mong£rlng, untruths, and racist commentary. However, we are encouraged by the recent arrest of the 

shooter, George Zimmerman. It is our hope that justice will prevail and the disturbing actions by the 
Sanford police department will be made clear. 

In solidarity, we implore the Carolina community to be more thoughtful and cousiderate of its portrayal 

and summary or [his tragedy The racial bias that accelerated Zimmerman’s actions must be identified, 

explored, and understood to move America forward in its quest for true freedom and equal opportunity 

for its citizens. The denial of the hatred, profiling, and racism exposed through this killing only se~es to 

keep America from being its best at a time when we can least afford to be unified around individual 

rights. All Americans, regardless of race, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity, must be able to 
walk the streets of Chapel Hill and beyond witho ut fear for their safety, 

Resbectfully, 

Carolina Black Caucus 

Steering Committee 

Ursula Littlejohn Kenan- F]agler BusinessSchool 

O.L McGhee -School of Public Health 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday,               12:55 PM 

~gmail corn> 

Smith, Jay M Oaysmith@email uric edu) 

RE: Faculty Athletics Listerv 

tii I am not the coordinator of the faculty athletics listserv, This group is sn inforrnN collection of faculty across 

campus, I suggest you make a request to Dr. Jay Smith, I am not sure of the "openness" or resdiness of the group for 

Do Coo& 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Monaay~ 12:44 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Faculty Athletics Listerv 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
I spoke to Dr Weight and she suggested that I ask you to add me to the faculty athletics liste~ She thought 

that this discussion would be helpful for my thesis in developing research questions Thank you again for your 
time and consideration 

Best 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
MA Candidate- Sport Administration ’ 





On 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email unc edu>; Campbell, Steven P 
<stevecampbell@unc edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; 
Davis, Herb <hdavis@admissions unc edu>; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 
Scheper, Walter <scheper@email unc edu>; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; McLean-Porringer, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, 

Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@unc edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email unc edu>; Hohnan Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James C~egg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 

<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
TesTy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentist~T unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 
L <gretchen mccoy@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentistly unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Imka, Iheoma U <imka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
ann blake@dentistry unc edu; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
<candicef@email unc edu>; Fletcher, Craig A <craig fletcher@reed unc edu>; Roberts, 
Yetta <yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email unc edu>; Collins, Michelle 
Christin <mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 

<newsom@email unc edu>; Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon 
E <dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email unc edu>; 
angela thrasher@unc edu; Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, 
Avia <avia mainor@unc edu>; Chris Faison <        @gmail corn>; Alexander, G 
Rumay <mmay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharonthomas@unc edu>; 
annpenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; Burney, Myron G 
<mgburney@northcarolina edu>; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, 
Linda B <linda douglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; 
afall@unc edu; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Jones, Shandra 
<Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu> 

CBC Reminder 

Hi All. Just a friendly reminder that you need to respond (if you haven’t already) to the paperless post 
invite regarding our "Dinner & Dialogue" spring social. Looks like we are going to have a great turnout 
and engaging fellowship. Note: There is a "dinner and a movie" menu that we will all choose from. It 
will be imperative that we all order expeditiously so that we can make the movie on time. We will send 



out the menu before Tuesday so if you have time, please review your order before that evening. 
:) The movie is "Safe House" with Denzel Washington. 

FYI - Special SURPRISE celebration coordinated by students for Terri Houston. 
Thursday,        - 5:30 p.m. Stone Center. Contact -       ~H~/e~[~g~.e_~ 

"Just because it ha~n’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane." 









Assadate Professor of Ontology Nursing 





Wenhua Shi 
wenhua~,email unc.edu 

Media Production 
Lecturer and Advisor for undergraduate Communication majors 

Communication Studies 
Universil¥ of NoIlh Calolina at Chapel Hill 
Of~ce: 111 Bingham Hail 
Phone: (919) 9624955 

Office hours Spring 2012 

Comm130, Comm 230, Comm 396, Comm 596 & Comm 646 
Mon, Wed 11 :I 5 12:15 PM (111 Bingham Hall or Email Appt. for 104 Swain Hall) 

Advising 



Tuesday, 9:00 12:00 PM & 1:00 5:00 PM (G010, Steele bid Please schedule an appointment through 
https//apps2,oasis uric edu/advsched/app) 

Mon, Wed 3:10 5:00PM 
(111 Bingham Hall Please schedule an appointment through 

Wenhua Shi 

wenhua~email.unc.edu 

Media Production 
Lecturer and Advisor for undergraduate Communication majors 

Communication Studies 
Universiiy of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 9624955 

ONce houm-Spring 2012 

Comm130, Comm 230, Comm 396, Comm 596 & Comm 646 
Mort, Wed 11:15 12:15 PM (111 Bingham Hall or Email Appt for 104 Swain Hall) 

Advising 

Tuesday, 9:00 12:00 PM & 1:00 5:00 PM (G010, Steele bid Please schedule an appointment through 
https//apps2,oasis uric edu/advsched/app) 

Mon, Wed 3:10 5:00PM 
(111 Bingham Hall Please schedule an appointment through 



Communication Studies 
University of No[th Carolina at Chapel Hill 
O~ce: 111 Bingham Hall 

Phone: {919) 9624955 

Office tlours-Spdrl9 2012 

Comm130, Comm 230, Comm 396, Comm 596 & Comm 646 
Mon, Wed 11:15-12:15 PM (111 Bingham Hall o~ Email Appl fo~ 104 Swain Hall) 

Tuesday, 9:00 -I 2:00 PM & 1:00-5:00 PM (G010, Steele bid- Please schedule an appointment through 
hllps:/iapps2.oasis urlc edu/advsched/app) 
Mort, Wed 3:10 - 5:00PM 
(111 Bingham Hall Please schedule an appointment throu~Jh 





Wenhua Shi 
wenhua@email unc.edu 

Media P~oduction 
Lecturer and Advisor for undergraduate Communication majors 

Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 111 Bingham Hall 



Phone:(919) 9624955 

Office hours Spring 2012 

Comm130, Comm 230, Comm 396. Comm 596 & Comm 646 
Mort, Wed 11 :I 5-12:15 PM (111 Bingham Hall or Email Appt for 104 Swain Hall) 

Advising 

Tuesday, 9:00 -12:00 PM & 1:00-5:00 PM (G010. Steele bid.- Please schedule an appointment through 
https:/iapps2.oasis uric edu/advsch ed/app) 
Mon, Wed 3:10 - 5:00PM 
(111 Bingham Hall Please schedule an appointment through 

Wenhua Shi 

Communicalion Sludies 
Uffiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 9624955 

Office hours Spring 2012 

Comm130, Comm 230, Comm 396. Comm 596 & Comm 646 
Mort, Wed 11 :I 5-12:15 PM (111 Bingham Hall or Email Appt for 104 Swain Hall) 

Advising 

Tuesday, 9:00 -12:00 PM & 1:00-5:00 PM (G010. Steele bid.- Please schedule an appointment through 
https:/iapps2.oasis uric edu/advsch ed/app) 
Mon, Wed 3:10 - 5:00PM 
(111 Bingham Hall Please schedule an appointment through 



Media Production 
Lecturer and Advisor for undergraduate Communication majors 

Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (91 g) 9624955 

Office hours-Splirlg 2012 

Comm130, Comm 230, Comm 396, Comm 596 & Comm 646 
Men, Wed 11:15 12:15 PM (111 Bingham Hall or Email Appt for 104 Swain Hall) 

Tuesday, g:00 12:00 PM & 1:00 5:00 PM (G010, Steele bid. Please schedule an appointment through 
https://apps2.oasisuncedu/advsched/app) 
Men, Wed 3:10 5:00PM 
(111 Bingham Hall Please schedule an appointment through 









Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs - Winston Crisp 

Dean of Students Jonathan Sauls 

Assistant Dean of Students Melinda Manning 

Interim Chair (EXSS) - Ed Shields 

Director of Undergraduate Studies (EXSS) - Sherry Salyer 

Judicial Programs Officer - Erik Hunter 

Faculty Chair - Jan Boxill 

Faculty Honor System Advisory Committee Chair Donna LeFebvre 

I am writing to express my extreme disappointment in the Honor Court System and 
to communicate that it is my sincere belief that is now manipulating 
the system for his future career interests. 

In     of the spring     semester, I graded a group paper and easily identified 

plagiarism. I expressed this concern in track changes on the submitted paper. I also 
shared verbally to one of the group members that i was considering submitting the 
paper to the Honor Couc{. [ then began to conduct research on the Honor Couc{ 
process and sought advice from faculty as to the best option for my situation. A 
group member,              , a then      double major in Journalism and 

Exercise and Sport Science Spore Administration, wrote me without my solicitation 
or demand on Friday,          to request a meeting and to discuss my grading of 
the paper. In this note he admitted plagiarizing (and his confusion of the definition 

of plagiarism) and shared his concern for his course grade. On Monday, 
wrote me a second time to express his guilt again in an effort to sincerely 

apologize and offer resolution outside of the Honor Court process,        wrote: 



I believe 1 met briefly with       and two other group members each individually 
prior to receiving a letter from the entire group three days later on Wednesday, 

¯ The letter was signed by all of the group members. The group asked that I not 
submit the paper to the Honor Court. In this letter       again admitted that he 
plagiarized and acknowledged that the lower grade I had given for their paper was 

sufficient penalty. On               wrote me asking for a decision on my Honor 
Court submission because he was "seeking closure on the situation" and wanted to 

meet with me. I did not meet with him. After much consideration and consultation 
and in an effort to show support of student governance, 1 decided to turn the case 

over to the Honor Court for adjudication on       . The Attorney General of the 
Honor Court system reviewed all group members individually and found enough 

evidence to only charge       of an honor code violation. 

The Honor Cout~ found           guilty of plagiarism on             . At this point, 
I felt confident in a system that (despite recommendations by faculty members to 

ignore the unfair and often time consuming attempt at justice) awkwardly attempts 
to instill morals and principles in our academic community¯ Thus, I was amazed and 
disheartened to receive an email on that informed me of an 
appeal by on in which the University Hearings Board 
(UHB) overturned the original decision and the plagiarism case was dismissed. 

I attempted two times to gain full understanding of how such an obvious plagiarism 
incident could be overruled by the UHB. Eventually I moved on to other 
responsibilities and had not given the situation much more thought during the 
semester. However, two weeks ago       filed an appeal to have his final course 
grade of D+ changed to a B+. After learning that I should have submitted a grade that 

did not reflect the original honor court decision, l changed the final course grade to 
a C+. (This final grade reflected a similar grade given to each group member for the 
paper.)       is still trying to obtain the higher grade by implying that I singled him 

out for his admission of guilt and that I am unapproachable. 

In my opinion, I feel that       is clearly trying to take advantage of the system and 
question my integrity, For the grade change appeal, he requested a meeting with the 
chair of the department and expressed concern of my ability to be fair and impartial. 

As a caring faculty member and academic advisor, I have been open and accessible 

to all of the students and very considerate of the consequences of an Honor Court 
case. Mr, Erik Hunter, a Judicial Programs Officer, recently helped me to understand 

that the UH B felt that        basic rights had been violated during this process, 
Although Mr, Hunter did not state that I was guilty of doing such, he explained that 
often times faculty coerce students into pleading guilty or incriminating themselves 

when students are accused of an honor code violation. I feel that this attempt at 
legal processes failed as I was not allowed (or informed of my rights) to speak with 
the UH B, That is, if there were any question about my actions or intentions, the 
Appeals Board should have asked me directly. Instead it appears that 

presented his case and then made assertions about my intentions, How and why can 
a student, who is found guilty by his peers of an honor violation, address another 



decision-making entity in this matter and I not be given the right to refute or 
present evidence? How will the other students feel when they find out that the case 

was dismissed? From the very beginning, the group members were very upset that 

jeopardized their academic integrity by plagiarizing. When I asked for a 
transcript or the identification of said UHB members presiding over this case, I was 

informed that the information is not available, l did not coerce or encourage 
to write me regarding this matter or to express his guilt. 

In summary, I am saddened and disenchanted with the entire university Honor 
Court system       mentions the fact that I stated and believe that he is a good 

student and thus, the lower grade does not make sense. Good students make 
mistakes. And good students don’t always make straight ’A’s’ either. I have learned a 
valuable lesson about working with the Honor System. Based on this occurrence, [ 

strongly believe that the Honor System in its current form is ineffective and needs 
evaluation. My testimony can be added to the many other faculty members who do 
not trust or believe in its ability to fulfill its mission. Faculty can be "punished" and 

embarrassed for attempting to do the right thing. There are clearly respectful and 
non -manipulative ways to teach students these important life lessons outside of the 
Honor System. The UNC Honor Court system failed the student, his peers, and me as 

the faculty member. 

I do remain hopeful that the reforms and recommendations that are currently being 

developed will one day instill trust back to more faculty members and me. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflyfoste~s, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement of Black employees at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n~fo@unc.edu 

The Power of Comtnunity 
A~ anthropoiog st proposed a game 

roger ~er e~ oyi ~g thei~ treats Whe~ 

that as also could have had ai the 

UBUNTU in the Xhosa 

April 2nd :[:[:30 a,m, - Union 3:[02 

Important Advocacy Issues: DTH Trayvon Martin cartoon and 

response, 8~ack ma~e student retention activities, Athletics, and 

Affirmative Action at UNC 



CBC Schecluled Calenclar - 2011-12 

April - Spring Social 

Special Thanks to ~/aucus members who presented ~he~r 

research and scholarly projects at the March Meeting: 



He,/p! We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! @ The photos wil be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with 

pride $5 members and $10 non members. 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc,edu/cbc The 

Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black related 

events and programs. Kudos to OJ McGhee for his coordination! So if 

you are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to 

the Caucus calendar, http://www.unc edu/cbc/submit event.html 

BJacl~s in Technolog,/is a subcommittee of CBC and if you 

know of persons working in technology related positions, 

please contact or refer them to OJ at oi mcghee@unc.edu, 

We need to collaborate and support our IT associates, 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected, We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post docs, etc.} 

in your unit or department We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 25~l’ at 1:30 4:00 p,m. (Gerrard Hall) "Creating a Strategic Plan for your Research 

and Writi%" workshop - Facilita[ed by Dr Kerry Rockquefo~d, author of The Black Academic’s Guide 

to Winning Tenure Without Losing Your Soul Registration-www.tinyurl.corn/Sxua6rp 



APRIL 2B-2B The Coalition of Schools Education Boys of Color presents the 6th Annual Gathering of 

Leaders GREA1 SCHOOLSARE NOI AN ACCIDENt:Successful LearnlngCommunitiesfor Boysand 

Yourlg Men or Color (Durham) http:!!www.coseboc.org/20:[2/agendadltm 

Brown Bag Lunch Spring 20:~2 Series 

April 20~ 12:00 1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 211) The Value of Engagement in the Co-curriculum 

with Bettina Shuford, Associate Vice Chancellor, Divislon of Student Affairs Student engagement both 

in and outside of the classroom is known to have positive e[fect s on student learning and success. 

Shuford will highlight best practices for developing a seamless approach to learning and will engage 

the audiences in identifying how we can be more intentional in helping students make connections 

between their in-class and out-of-class learning experiences at UNC. 

May 11~ 12:00 1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 039} - The Other First Years: Stories from Transfer 

Students with Cynthia Demetriou, Rebecca Egbert, Annice Fisher, Rachael Murphy-Brown and Mary 

Lide Parker - A viewing of Ms. Mary Lide Parker’s short film, ’q he Other First Years: Stories from 

Transfer Students at the Dniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill" plus an important discussion about 

the transfer student experience. Come share your stories of transfer student experiences and your 

recommendations for encouraging success! 

® DPAC- http://www.dpacnc,com/events 

Sunday, April :[5th Rhythm and Mues diva - He~ illustrious career has 

spanned over 50 years notchinB hits in a variety of sounds ranging from 

classic girl group pop to funk to lush ballads. Born Patricia Holt in 

Philadelphia on May 24, :[944, she grew up sinBing in a local Baptist choir. 

Her hits have included such iconic songs as "1 ady Marmalade", "If You 

Only Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a duet with Michael 

McDonald Released in :[99:[, Burnin’ earned a Grammy® for Best Female 

R&B Performance. LaBelle has written several books including her autobiography, Don’t Block the Blessings: 

Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cookbooks Recipes for the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Ute Cuisine. 

She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her best known hit "Lady Marmalade." 



Carolina Theater- ~www.carolinatheatre.org!events 

Wednesday, Apri i~~ - 8:00 p.m. 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

htt p://www,ca rolina perfor minga rts,org/gen res/all 

Joshua Redman & Brad Nlehldau Duo 

Cheikh L6 



http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/programs/spring-2012-program-and-events/ 

Wedaesday, Aprd 4th 7:0g p.m. -Spring 2022 Writer’s Discussion 5edes Dr. TJ. Desch Obi (Stone 

Center) to discuss hi~ hook "Fighting for Honor: The History of African Martial Art Tradition in the 
Atlantic World," Desch Obi explores another cultural continuity that is as old as eighteenth century 

slave sett@men~s in South Amedca and as contemporary as ho-hop culture. !n thi~ thorough survey of 
the histor~ of A~rican martial arts techniques, Obi maps the translation of numerous physica] combat 

techniques across three continents and severoi centuries to igustrote how these practices evoived over 

time and ure still recognizubie in Americun culture today. 

Friday, April 20th 6:30 p.m. - Communiversit~; the Stone Center’s signature youth program celebrates 

20 years of continuous years o.f service, by hosting a special program at the Stone Center that will 

.feature State Sci~ool Superintendent June Atkinson, Communiversity Youth Program i~as helped Chapel 
HflI-Carrboro K-I2 participants develop academic and interpersorlul skills by matching program 

pardcipon ts with UNC students who serve as mentors and tutor£ 

DryRun: De,fining Determin#tion, Testing Reconstruction - February 9- April 30, 2011, The Robert 
and Ballie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn Marshall Linnemeier. In this 

latest work, Marshall-Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 
self determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. MarshalbLinnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 
by manipulating archival photographs that include stereographic images, Her visual narratives 

explore myth, spirituality and memory through vivid paintings, collages, and textile works 

Duke University President Addresses the Issue of Race (March 23} - Dr. Brodhead is a 
strong supporter of affirmative action in hiF~her education and 
openly advocates for 8rearer diversity in the student body, faculty, 
and staff at the university. However, actions speak louder than 
words...http:/iwww.jbhe.com/20:I2iO3/duke-u niversity-president- 

addresses-the-issue-of-race/ 



Rice University Study Finds That Racial Discrimination Can Be Harmful to Your Health 

__ JeniferBratter AstudybysodologistsatRiceUniversityinHoustonprovidesevidencethat 

-- racial discrimination is hamlful 1o I:he healtb of Arrlcan Americans. Aulbo~s lenffer B~aller and 

Bridget Gorman used data on socioeconomic status, race, and perceived d~scriminatory behavior 

from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System administered by the Centers for Disease 

of White Americans reported higher levels of emotional or health related problems due to 

perceived race based discrimination. Dr. Bratter commented on the results by stating, "Discriminatory 

behavior very well may be a ’missing link’ in tbe analysis of racial and el:bnic heaRh disparities. R’s irPportant 1o 

acknowledge and study its impact on long term health." [he study was published in the Journe! o[Heolth end 

Sociol Behavior 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity 

efforts on college campuses - http:iiwww.jbhe.comiracialgapi 

A New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

Hational Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://www,loc,gov/folklife/civilrights/) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil rights 

movement. The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in libraries, 

museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across the country, 

Where Do (:oRege Students Stand on the Issue of Affirmative Action? 

http:/iwww.jbhe.comi2012iO3iwhere-do-college-students-stand-on-the-issue-of- 
affirmative-action/ 

Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American 
Scholars 

Filed in Books on March 28, 2012 



African Art as 
Philosophy: 

Senghor, Bergson, 
and !t~e Idea of 

Negritude 
by Soulo’m~me 

gachi ’ 
/Seag~ll Books) 

Afro Colombian Hip 
Hop: 

Global~al~’on, 
Transc~lll~aral Music, 
and Elhnic ldentitDs 

by Christopl~er 
Dennis 

(I,exington Books) 

Darkc<aing Mirrors: 
imperial Representation in 

Depr~sion Era Aft’lean 
American Performance 

(D~lke University Press) 

Equal Time: 
Television and the 

Civil Rights 

by Aniko 
Bodroghkozy 
(University of 
Illi~mis Press) 

Fatal Revolutions: 
Natural History, 

West Indian 
Slave~/, and the 

Routes (g’Ameri( an 
Literamre 

by Chtis~opt~er P, 
[annini 

(U~liversity of No~tl~ 
Carolina Press) 

Listen, Whitey!: 
Sounds of Black Power 

~965-~975 
by Pat Tl~omas 
(Fantagrapt~ics) 



The 21st CentuW 
Bla& Librarian in 

Issues and 
Challenge~ 

edited byAndrew P. 
Jackson et al, 

tScarecrow P ’ess) 

The Jackson Counly 

Recons~rucffon and 
Resistance in Post 
Civi~ War ;~lorida 

by Dart~e[ R, 
(Un~versk3 oi 

Alabama Press) 

rEi~ey L@ Great Marks on 
.~’Ie: 

Ajh’can American 
l’estimorffes of Racial 

to World War i 
by Kidada E. }V~lliams 

(New Yofl~ University Press) 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

Is Sociology Racist? David Barash - This query might well sound pretty absurd, and in a 

sense, it is. Thus, I would bet that within the academy, fewer sociologists per capita are racist than 

are members of any other discipline Indeed, sociologists bare been irl the forefront when it comes 

to researching the various causes and consequences of racism, and have been among the loudest 

when il comes ~o proclaiming (erroneously, I believe--but lhal: is a topic fo~ another posl) tbat ~ace 

is "socially constructed" from the ground up, and thus altogether independent of biology. Right here 

concerning the often-hidden racist assumptions behind much of modern American life. And Laurie is 

a sociologist Read more. bttp://chronicle cor’l/bMgs/blainsl:orm/is sociology 

racist!45226?sid-cr&utm_source-cr&ut m_medium-en 



Congratulations! Patricia S. Parker has been appointed Director of 
Diversity Initiatives for the College of Arts and Bciences. Parker, 

associate professor of communication studies, will advise the dean 

and senior associate deans, and work with department diversity 

liaisons on initiatives that will enhance the recruitment, retention 
and advancement of faculty from diverse backgrounds. She also will 

coordinate a speaker series highlighting diversity issues and 
initiatives, and help to implement other aspects of the 2015 Faculty 

Diversity Task Force Report. "Enhancing faculty diversity across the 
College is one of my top priorities," said Karen M, Gil, "Pat is an 

expert on race, gender and organizational leadership I look 
forward to her leadership and advice on best practices and policies 

to strengthen faculty diversity going forward." 

BECOME A MENTOR IN TI IE COMMUNITY - Would you like to make a difference in the life of a 

young person and close the achievement gap at the same time? Blue Ribbon Mentor- 

Advocate needs someone like you. BRMA seeks cadng, creative volunteers to support a 

young person in our program Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate 

students have a 95% high school graduation rate and $00% of the 

Congratulations to the 20~ 2 C. gnox Masses, Award wideners: Jackie Overton, Employee 
Forum, Professional Development Manager in Public Safety;, 

Herbert Lee Davis, Retired Associate Director, Undergraduate 
Admissions; and Teretha Rone, Nousekeeper, School of 

Government!Facilities 
Services. http://gazette.unc,edu/2052/O3/27/six earn massey 
awards-for-distinguished-service/ 

Visit the Institute of African American Research’s Website for Announcements The IAAR s 
website serves as a source for call for papers, fellowships, conferences and 

grant opportunities in African American and African diaspora studies in every 
discipline, https:i/iaar.unc.eduinews-and-eventsiannouncements 



Students orcanize against state ~aws banninl~ affirmative action - 8y Mary BeLh Marklein - 
Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 

likely to hear a case involvin~ the University of Texas this year. But a high court rulin~ may not 
settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 

consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 
and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them. At least five other states don’t 
use race, either http://www.app.com/article/2012030g/NJNEWSlg/303060090/Students- 

organize against state laws banning affirmative action?odyssey=navl head 

Note: UNC wifl ~[e en omicus curioe [ater this year to show support for ~ffirm~tive action 

poiicies in North Coro]ina 

* Internet Essentials (Comcast)-Tell a friend or family member about Comcast’s effort to 
bring affordable Internet to a home http:i{’www.internetessentials.com/how/index html 

How to qualify? 

1 To qualiry [or .99.95 a rnonth Internet service and a low-cost computer, your household 

must meet all these criteria: 
2. Be located where Comcast offers Internet service 

3. Have at least one child receiving free school lunches throuch the National School Lunch 

Program 
4. Have not subscribed to Comcast Internet service within the last 90 days 

g Not have an overdue Corncast bill or unreturned equipment 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo(~unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

www.unc.eclu/cbc 























CAREER WORKSHOP 

athletes after ~tle~r sport~tg caree~ ’~ 

Thank you for this oppo~lunity to share wilh you a new semice provided by my consulting company LASER 

Life After SporL~ wi#~ Effective Resulls 



LASER~~ CAREER WORKSHOP 

The sport industry is over $350 billion making it one of the largest, it is bigger than electronics, fashion, and transportation 

It includes [oubsm, manufacturing and relail, apparel, facilities, and participation sports such as pro, college, 

interscholastic, amateur, and youth sports. And sport businesses such as marketing, sponsorship, and governing body 

We truly have a love affair with spods. 



LASER CAREER WORKSHOP 

However, there are unintended consequences of playing the games of OLIl youth all of our lives 

The average NFL career is 3.5 years 

The average NBA career is - 6 years. 

Most of these men finish their sport career before they reach the age of 30. 

And not 1o mention the long-term physical and cognitive injuries too. 

There are many examples of professional athletes who rnade poor life choices 

And I am not here to point fingers or place blame. The bottom line is that they did not plan fo fail, but rather they failed to 

plan for life after sport 

They too enjoyed this love affail with sport without thinking about their futllle 



LASER CAREER WORKSHOP 

We, as educatols, invest in young people and we are a pall of the athlete’s life cycle. And we have a responsibility when 

these young men sit in our classrooms and participate in our programs. 

We are here to provide a valuable education to everyone. To give them applied knowledge fist future success. Te help 

them become scholar athletes. 

However, on many college campuses there is a clash between academics and athletics and the athlete is the collateral 

dar~age 



LASER~~ CAREER WORKSHOP 

And we at UNC are riot imrnune Our iecent athletic situation still has many academics, administrators: and alumni upset 

and frustrated 

in the current system, these gifted athletes don’t always have the opportunity to take advantage of the educational 

resources or don’t value the educational cun ency and they often finish their pro career lost, disappoinled, and dep~e&£ed. 



LASER CAREER WORKSHOP 

Can we fault them for leaving the ivoW lower life for the NBA and NFL millions? 

Can you say that you as a 20 year old would have stayed in college if P&G, IBM or [he lirm o[ your choice of[ered you an 

annual salaH of $250,000 or $2.5 M to leave after one year of school? 

The decision was made and for some it was a sound one. For others, the potential never was realized. Now they are back 

looking for educalional assistance and I have decided to not tam my back on them 



LASER CAREER WORKSHOP 

Educator and Entrepreneur 
Former NCAA DI athlete and coach 
Connected with former pros who care 

LASER is corr)mitted to making a difference to those who are now determined to have a successful transition now that 

their sport career is over 

As a former basketball player at UVA, assistant coach here, NCAA director, and now an academic here I know fheir 

wodd I research this field There are theodes and career st~alegies 1hal can help them succeed I know what they fear 

and have the game plan to help them apply the same confidence they had on the court or field 1o three focused areas: 

Being a good corpoiate cifizen Helping them become employable 

Going back to school to finish their degree or obtain an advanced degree 

Being an entrepreneur or starting their business 

I am selective in my client base and only work wilh 7 p~os a year for an 18 month lime pedod. They wan1 help and are 

eager to learn 

need yoLll" help though 



LASER CAREER WORKSHOP 

Two day boot camp - 2x year 
Small group engagement 
"You are not alone" 
Immediate access and exposure to 
trusted, caring mentors 

LASER has a new offering a career workshop whereby 10 15 pros will come togefher for an educational arid fun two day 

seminar One cohort will be for the NFL players and the olher for the NBA players I am seeking to expand my client base 

in a short period of tst~e 

My learn of LASER experis includes former scholar athletes David Thomlon, the youngest director of player developnlenl 

in the NFL - lormer UNC walk on and NFL star with the Colts and Titans. 

Dr. Bobby Stokes, former UVA pt guard and who now is a physician in Charlottesvilts 

Will you join me in developing the content and measuring the outcomes of the LASER workshop? 

I need you to help me creale mo~e success stories like oiJr ve~/own Hubert Davis, a fo~ met college baskelball analysl 

and 



LASER CAREER WORKSHOP 

N BA stats such as Junior Bridgeman (who owns the most Wendy’s and Chili’s flanchises in the nafJon; net worth ~ 

$200M), David Bing (Detroit mayor and owner of Bing Steel), Shaquille O’Neal (who recenily completed his doctorate), 

Baron Davis (Knicks p[ guard who is known tot his investment savvy) and Myron Rolle (FSU star defensive back and 

Rhodes Scholar). 

And our very own, Curtis Byrd (UNC fullback who graduated early two years ago and was accepted into K-F’s Master of 

Accounting program) 



THANKYOU! 

atl]letes after their spo~dng caree~:" 

These iole models will inspire our young people to be scholar athletes, they will create jobs, and they will help to bridge 

the academic and athletic divide 

Thank you for your careful consideration. 







Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflySoste~, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement oS Black employees at the University 

o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n~fo@unc.edu 

The Power of Community [REPEAT 



Advocacy will continue throughout the summer. We wifl keep continue to 

communicate, as necessary, with the CBC membership regarding the 

university-related responses to the Department of A,frican and Afro- 

American Studies Report and other CBC matters of concern. Have a great 

summer! 

He/~p[ We still seek en*ails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride 

~5 members and ~0 non-members 

__ Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http:!/www.unc.eduicbc 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs Kudos toOJMcGheeforhiscoordination!Soifyou 

are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to the Caucus 

calendar, http://www.unc.edu/cbc/submit event.html 



Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or 

them to OJ at oi mcghee@unc.edu, We need to collaborate and 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

refer 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-does, etc.) in your 

unit or department We wish to welcome them to the university. Send information and your 

good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Duke University Opens Exhibit on the History of the 

Portrayal of Africans Americans in Film - Duke University Libraries is 

now showing an exhibit documenting the portrayal of African Americans in film. 

The exhibit, entitled "From Blackface to Blaxploitation: Representations of African 

Collection and the African Americans in Film Collection held by Duke University [ he curators of the 

exhibit note that "the ways in which the motion picture industry has portrayed African Americans 

over the vast majority of the 20th cenl:ury have evolved in a more positive direction; nevertheless, 

these portrayals have continued to be fraught with controversial images and stereotypical 

messages." The exhibit is being shown until July 29 in the hallway of the Rare Books Division at Duke. 

Many of tbe photographs in the exhibit can be seen online at 

http://exhib~ts.l~brary.duke.edu/exhibits/show/africanamericans~nfilm 

Faculty and Staff at UNC are ;nv;ted to submit a proposal to present at the Annual Diversity 

Workshop for Faculty (August 16) "’Teaching So Everyone Can Learn: What’s Race Got to Do 

With It?"’ Presentations should be interactive and focus on the impact of race in the classroom 

through curriculum, instruction, or specific projects or stratesies. For more details, including proposal 

forms and deadline for submission, please visit www.unc.edu/diversityifacworkshop.htm. Questions? 

Contact Dr. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu or (93_9) 962-6962. This Workshop is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and M ulticultural Affairs, The Center for Faculty 

Excellence, The Center for Dramatic Arts and The EEO/ADA Office. 

(hasmjth@ema[[,unc:edu) for more details. 



Sunday, June 17t~’ Multiple Grammy® award winner and R&B chanteuse, Anita Baker, is 

~enowned for he~ soaring all:o vocal range, Baker launched her career in ]986 wil:h 

"Rapture" which won her two Grammy® Awards. She recorded a number of hit singles, 

including that album’s title track and "Sweet Love". ghe is ranked among VHI’s 100 Greatest 

Women in Rock ’n’ Roll. Her newest album, 21st Century Love, is scheduled for release in 

The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and 

diversity efforts on college campuses - http:i/www.jbhe.comiracialgap/ 

® A New Database on Oral History Collections of the CMI Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in coniunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

{http://www,loc,gov/folklife/civildghtsi) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil 

rights movement, The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in 

libraries, museums, and universib/archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across 
the country, 

Ten African Americans Named to the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences 

{L to R) Top row: Emery Neal Brown, Colin 

Dayan, Kenneth C Frazier, Vincent Lament 

__ Chronicle of Higher 

Education 



Race and Ethnicity of Full=Time Faculty Members at Mere Than 4,200 

Are Teachers Lavishing Black Students With Too Much Praise? A study led by Kent 

D. Harber, an associate professor of psychology at Rutgers University, concludes that public" school 

teachers "under challenge" Black students by providing them more positive feedback than they give 

White students for work of equal merit. Researchers gave a poorly written essay to 223 white 

middle-school and high school teachers. The essay was written by the researchers but subjects were 

told it was written by either a White, Black, of Hispanic student in a writing class. The subjects were 

told to critique the paper and that their review would be given directly to the student. The results 

showed that the teachers displayed a "positive feedback bias." The teachers provided more praise 

and less criticism if they thought that the student who wrote the essay was Black or Hispanic. Dr. 

Harber says, "The social implications of these results are important. Many minority students might 

not be getting input from instructors that stimulates intellectual growth and fosters achievement. 

Some education scholars believe that minorities underperform because they are insufficiently 

challenged the ’bigotry of lowered expectations’ in popular parlance." 

Study Finds Students’ Attitudes on Race Change for the Worse During Their 

College Years - A paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educational 

Research Association in Vancouver, British Columbia, finds that students are less concerned about 

promoting racial understanding when they are seniors than when they were freshmen. Researchers 

surveyed students at six liberal arts colleges and 12 universities at the beginning of their first year. 

Tile students were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 4, "How important to you personally is helping to 

promote racial understanding." (A rating of 4 would be a very high commitment to promoting racial 

understanding.) The same students were asked the same question at the end of their first year and 

again when they were seniors. Overall figures without regard to the race of students showed that 

30.5 percent of all respondents thought promoting racial understanding was less important to them 

after one year in college. Only 27.3 percent of those surveyed reported that racial understanding was 

more important to them. The results found that for White students, the average response dropped 

from 247 at the beginning of the freshman year to 2.32 at the end of the first year [here was onlya 

very slight red uction between the end of the first year and the response of White students when 

Download the paper at 

http~//www~n~rc.~rg/PDFs/AERA%2~Annua~%2~Meeting/Racia~%2~AtBtude%2~Change%2~during% 

20the%20College%20Years%20(AE RA%2020:[2).pdf 



Weicorne! Darius Dixon, [he new housekeeping director for DNC Dixon 

states, ’I believe in people. People are our greatest asset and what we have to do is 

Congratulations! Patricia S. Parker (pictured 

in yellow sweater) was introduced to the 

May 18. Dr. Parker has been appointed the 

Director of Diversity Initiatives for the College 

professor of communication studies, will advise 

wil:h depar tmenl: diversily liaisons on initiatives 

that will enhance the recruitment, retention 

and advancement of faculty from diverse 

~ Congratulations Faculty Election Winners! Dr. Heather Williams- 
Social Sciences Division and Shaurla Collier - Faculty Council (Hniversity I ibraries) 

The Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in UNC’s Wilson UbraD invites you to participate in the 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY - Would you like to make a 

difference in the life of a young person and close the achievement gap at 

program. Blue Ribbon Mentor Advocate students have a 95% high school 



education, To learn about the process to become a mentor, email brma@chccs.kE2.nc,us or call Graig 

Meyer 919-918-2170. wv~.blueribbonmentors,org 

Has your child or student experienced the death of a loved one? Heroic Journey is an Outward 

Bound adventure designed to provide support to high school teens ~rievin~ the death of a loved one, 

This is a week-long course offered in some of the most beautiful parts of North Carolina designed to 

help teens discover the strength they have inside to face the challenges ahead. And from the time you 

arrive, you learn that you are NOT ALONE~ HJ is committed to providin8 as many scholarships as 

possible and there are approximately 30 spots available on three different Heroic Journey courses this 

summer. Please visit this page for more information, http://www.ncobs.or~/programs/wilderness 

exped klons!heroicjour hey 

HJ doesn’t want to turn anyone away... If you know of anyone who may be interested ~n being a 

student on a Heroic Journey course, please call the HJ admissions line at 866 282 6262 xl. 

Visit the institute of African 

American Research’s Website for 

serves as a source for call for payers, fellowshiys, conferences and grant opportunities in 
African American and African diaspora studies in every disdpline, https:i/iaar.unc edu/news- 

Students organize against state laws banning affirmative action = By Mary Beth Marklein - 

Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 
likely to hear a case involving the University of Texas this year. gut a high court ruling may not 

settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 
consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 

and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them At least five other states don’t 
use race, either, http://www.app.com/article/20$20306/NJNEWS?~8/30306OO90/Students 

orga nize-agains t-sta te-laws-ba n ning-a f [irrna rive-action?odyssey-nayI head 

Note: UNC wiii ffle on omicus durioe lurer this year to show support,Pot effirmotive ~ctiorl 
poiides in North Carofin~, 

Duke University Gets Two Firsts - 2} Paula McClain to Be the First 

African American Dean of a School at Duke University -She was 
named dean of the Graduate School and vice provost for graduate 

education at Duke University Dr. McClainisa professor of political science at Duke and is 
the former chair of the university’s Academic Council. 2) Alex Swain, a born and bred 

Durhamite who has become the university’s pre-eminent student leader is the first 
African American student government leader. Read more: The Herald Sun Local student 

makes it tothetop http://heraldsun.com/view/full story/~g499431~/article-Local- 

student makes it to the top 



We’re making histon/ by collaborating with artists and 
academics alike to present our most ambitious seasoa 

to date. 



Carolina Club offers a Special Membership for fellow Campus colleagues[ CC is the dining 
and social Club for UNC employees, conveniently located in central campus on Stadium 

Drive. Through June 1st, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with no 
initiation fee. As a welcome gift members will also receive a ~.00 dining credit. Low 

monthly dries start at ~28 and JJNC Faculty and Staff can enjoy many great benefits such 

as complimentary coffee and pastries each morning, and free snacks between 
appointments Dine and host with weekday lunch service including a full menu, ora.~10 

quick service soup, salad & sandwich bar. Join the Caucus at the Club[ 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu We want to collect and share information {eg, retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees 



From [he "Warming [he Hear[" file-Honorable JoeL Webster shares frorn his biog. 

the CBC today! www.~n¢.~d~/cb¢ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:22 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Agbe- 
Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, LanT <lecamp@email unc edu>; 

@gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Faison, Christopher D <chris raison@uric edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email uric edu>; Jeff Cartoon            @yahoo corn>; Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email uric edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email unc edu>; Overstreet Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email unc edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre 

<willia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Review of courses AFAM pdf 

Do Good. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:17 PM 
Subject: RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Key points shared (in no particular order) 



The importance of perception, The university must do a better job of communicating messages on and off 

I will keep you posted on any updates or requests. 

debby 

Debor~L.S~roman, PhD. CLU 

9:t9843033~ 

Sent= Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject= FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance; High 

Dcar Pro£ Stromm) and Pro£ Ashby: 

The Chair oftbe Faculty has recently appointed a subcommittee oftbe Facultw Executive Committee to assess tbe state of 
tbe reporting process in tbe uake oftbe problems in Afi’ican American Studies The subcommittee has requested tbat I 
contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting witb you botb The subcommittee’s preferred dates and times for next week are: 
Monday at 12:30pro, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pro, and Wednesday at 9am Are you ax ailable at any oftbose times? 



230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 4:18 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>;, 
<        ~gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Faison,             , <           @uric edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email unc edu>; Jeff Cartoon <           @yahoo corn>; Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 

<newsom@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@emad unc edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@emad unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<wdlia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Kentucky MBB: Pre-Professional Program? 

Hi CBC Athletics Subcommittee. Whether or not one supports the NCAA college model for sports, here’s the latest 

evolution: 

COIA Steering Committee Statement on the University of Kentucky’s New Policies for Men’s Basketball 

The Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) has long endorsed the collegiate model of amateur sports and 
opposed policies leading college sports toward professionalization A recent alteration of policy at the 
University of Kentucky is the type of warning sign we would expect to see on the path toward a full 
professionalmodel OnMay th 6 the Kentucky men’s basketball coach John Caliparl issued an online 
announcement: Kentucky will apparently demand that its non-conference basketball games be played off 
campus to provide better pre-professional training to its players, accommodate non-student fans, and increase 
revenues Consistent with COIA policy, the Coalition Steering Committee calls for strong opposition to such 
policy changes from the NCAA leadership, conference commissioners, and Division-I schools, and we urge 
NCAA member schools to refrain from signing contracts with Kentucky on such terms 

According to Coach Calipari, UK is no longer a "traditional program" because it is designed to lose most of its 
"one-and-done" players to the NBA each year Kentucky will therefore only sign short term contracts with non- 
conference rivals, and will require that both games in " home-home" series be played off campus He writes, 

"]W]e are rising the entire season to prepare us to compete jbr mttional titles.... Part oj that means 

~’ou ’re got lo play m b~ aremt.s; you’re got to play fll ~otball stadiums: you’re got to do somelh#tg lo get them 
ready f!~r a Sweet 16 or a l’7~tal P’oltl~ " 

Benefits to UK fans are listed without consideration of the negative impact on students: 
"tilt benefits ot~r d(mors as well as our flms that camtot get imo Rttpp Arena. For our K Fund donors, 

you u ill still hm,e the best tickets and the best seats .... [.stead q/ 20, O00 at home, u e bring 40, 000 o~t the 

Following Coach Calipari’s lead, Kentucky cancelled its traditional rivah?¢ with Indiana University because 
Indiana would not agree to move games off campus 

Kentucky has built its cmTent basketball program entirely on the basis of professional prospects playing their 
required one-and-done year in college before entering the NBA Tbe program is no longer designed to 
provide students pursuing a college education the opportunity to compete, it is designed to train 



professional basketball players 

Now Kentucky is taking its professional model to the next level By demanding as a matter of policy that non- 
conference games be moved to neutral sites that emulate professional conditions it is breaking the connection 
between campus and school sports and insisting that contracted opponents do likewise Programs designed 
with the balanced goals of the collegiate model cannot compete with this approach, and UK’s actions will 
place schools tinder enormous pressure to follow suit. 

We call on all those who support the collegiate model of athletics to speak out against this fur’ber move to 
professionalize college sports, and most importantly to decline to participate in such a separation of 
competitions from campuses Even a "non-traditional" sports program needs opponents to play 

For Coach Calipari’s full statement, scc: htto://~wwcoachcalcom/14391/2012/O5/fom~in~-a-nontraditional-schcdule-for- 
a-nontraditional-t~ro~ram 

COIA is an allim~cc of 59 faculty senates at NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision 
schools; for more information about COIA, scc: htrps://blogs comm psu cdu/thecoia 









Hi HeelsJ Please carefully read the attached letter 







Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflySoste~, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement oS Black employees at the University 

o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n~fo@unc.edu 

The Power of Community [REPEAT ;):~ 



Advocacy will continue throughout the summer. We wifl keep continue to 

communicate, as necessary, with the CBC membership regarding the 

university-related responses to the Department of A~frican and Afro- 

American Studies Report and other CBC matters o, f concern. Have a great 

summer! 

He/~p[ We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so [he 

owners can keep their originals If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride 

~5 members and ~]0 non-members 

__ Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http:!/www.unc.eduicbc 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs Kudos to 0.1 McGhee for his coordination! $o if you 

are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to the Caucus 

calendar, http://www.unc.edu/cbc/subrnit event.htrnl 



Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or 

them to OJ at oi mcghee@urlc.edu, We need to collaborate and 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

refer 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-does, etc.) in your 

unit or department We wish to welcome them to the university. Send information and your 

good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Duke University Opens Exhibit on the History of the 

Portrayal of Africans Americans in Film - Duke University Libraries is 

now showing an exhibit documenting the portrayal of African Americans in film. 

The exhibit, entitled "From Blackface to Blaxploitation: Representations of African 

Americans in Film," inchJdeS still shots from films from the Thomas Cripps 

Collection and the African Americans in Film Collection held by Duke University I he curators of the 

exhibit note that "the ways in which the motion picture industry has portrayed African Americans 

over the vast majority of the 20th century have evolved in a more positive direction; nevertheless, 

these portrayals have continued to be fraught with controversial images and stereotypical 

messages." The exhibit is being shown until July 29 in the hallway of the Rare Books Division at Duke. 

Many of tbe photographs in the exhibit can be seen online at 

http://exhlb~ts.ffbrary.duke.edu/exhibits/show/africanamericans~nfilm 

Faculty and Staff at UNC are invited to submit a proposal to present at the Annual Diversity 

Workshop for Faculty {Aut~ust 16) "Teachint~ So Everyone Can Learn: What"s Race Got to Do 

With It?"’ Presentations should be interactive and focus on the impact of race in the classroom 

through curriculum, instruction, or specific projects or strategies. For more details, including proposal 

forms and deadline for submission, please visit www.unc.edu/diversityifacworkshop.htm. Questions? 

Contact Dr. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu or (93_9) 962-6962. This Workshop is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and M ulticultural Affairs, The Center for Faculty 

Excellence, The Center for Dramatic Arts and The EEO/ADA Office. 

(hasmjth@ema[[,unc:edu) for more details. 



Sunday, June 17t~’ Multiple Grammy® award winner and R&B chanteuse, Anita Baker, is 

~enowned for he~ soaring all:o vocal range, 8ake~ launched her caree~ in 1986 wil:h 

"Rapture" which won her two Grammy® Awards. She recorded a number of hit singles, 

including that album’s title track and "Sweet Love". ghe is ranked among VHI’s 100 Greatest 

Women in Rock ’n’ Roll. Her newest album, 21st Century Love, is scheduled for release in 

2012. 

The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and 

diversity efforts on college campuses - http:i/www.jbhe.comiracialgapi 

® A New Database on Oral History Collections of the CMI Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in coniunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

{http://www,loc,gov/folklife/civildghtsi) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil 

rights movement, The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in 

libraries, museums, and universib/archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across 
the country, 

Ten African Americans Named to the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences 

{L to R) Top row: Emery I~eal Brown, Colin 

Dayan, Kenneth C Frazier, Vincent Lament 



Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,:>00 
Institutions (Database) - I his database shows the number of full time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/artide/RaceEthnicity-of/~[29099/?inl 

Are Teachers Lavishing Black Students With Too Much Praise? A study led by Kent 

D. Harber, an associate professor of psychology at Rutgers University, concludes that public school 

teachers "under challenge" Black students by providing them more positive feedback than they give 

White students for work of equal merit. Researchers gave a poorly written essay to :L 23 white 

middle-school and high school teachers. The essay was written by the researchers but subjects were 

told it was written by either a White, Black, of Hispanic student in a writing class. The subjects were 

told to critique the paper and that their review would be given directly to the student. The results 

showed that the teachers displayed a "positive feedback bias." The teachers provided more praise 

and less criticism if they thought that the student who wrote the essay was Black or Hispanic. Dr. 

Harber says, "The social implications of these results are important. Many minority students might 
not be getting input from instructors that stimulates intellectual growth and fosters achievement 

Some education scholars believe that minorities underperform because they are insufficiently 

Study Finds Students’ Attitudes on Race Change for the Worse During Their 

College Years - A paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educational 

Research Association in Vancouver, British Columbia, finds that students are less concerned about 

promoting racial understanding when they are seniors than when they were freshmen. Researchers 

surveyed students at six liberal arts colleges and :Lg universities at the beginning of their first year, 

The students were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 4, "How important to you personally is helping to 

promote racial understanding," IA rating of 4 would be a very high commitment to promoting racial 

understanding) The same students were asked the same question al: tbe end o[ their first year and 

again when they were seniors Overall figures without regard to the race of students showed that 

30.5 percent of all respondents thought promoting racial understanding was less important to them 

more important to them. [he results found that for White students, the average response dropped 

from 2,47 at the beginning of the freshman year to 2,32 at the end of the first year, There was only a 

very slight reducl:ion between tbe end o[ the First year and the response o[ Wbite st udenl:s when 

they were seniors. For Black students, the score for entering students of 3,26 dropped to 3.18 at the 

end of the first year and to 2,95 when they were seniors, The study was authored by Jesse D, Rude 

and Gregory C. Wolniak o [ the National Opinion Research Cente~ at I:he [J niversity of Chicago and 

Ernest I. Pascarella, the Mary Louise Petersen Professor of Higher Education at the University of 

Iowa. The authors conclude that "a college education does not automatically bestow more open 

Download the paper at 

http://www.norc.org/PD Fs/AERA%20Annual%20Meeting/Racial%20Attitude%20Change%20during% 

20the%20College%20Years%20(AE gA%202022).pdf 



Welcome! Darius Dixon, the new housekeeping director for DNC Dixon 

states, ’I believe in people. People are our greatest asset and what we have to do is 

Congrat@ations! Patricia S. Parker (pictured 

in yellow sweater) was introduced to the 

tJnivelsity h% a ~eceptlon by Dean Karen Gil on 

May 28. Dr. Parker has been appointed the 

Director of Diversity initiatives for the College 

of Arts and Sciences. Parker, associate 

professor of communication studies, will advise 

the dean and senior associate deans, and work 

with depa~tmenl: diversily liaisons on initiatives 

that will enhance the recruitment, retention 

and advancement of faculty from diverse 

backg@unds "1 am thrilled to have the opportunily to assist the Dean in crafting and hplementing a 

vision for faculty diversity that will energize our collective vision of institutional excellence. ] hrough 

our efforts we can change the conversation about diversity," Visit the college’s diversity website at 

http://college unc.edu/diversity/ 

~ Congratulations Faculty Election Winners! Dr. Heather Williams- 
Social Sciences Division and Shauna Collier - Faculty Council (Hniversity I ibraries) 

The Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in UNC’s Wilson Libran/invites you to participate in the 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY - Would you like to make a 

difference in the life of a young person and close the achievement gap at 

program. Blue Ribbon Mentor Advocate students have a 95%~ high school 



education, To learn about the process to become a mentor, email brma@chccs.kE2.nc,us or call Graig 

Meyer 919-918-2170. www.blueribbonmentors,org 

Has your child or student experienced the death of a loved one? Heroic Journey is an Outward 

Bound adventure designed to provide support to high school teens grieving the death of a loved one. 

This is a week-long course offered in some of the most beautiful parts of North Carolina designed to 

help teens discover the strength they have inside to face the challenges ahead. And from the time you 

arrive, you learn that you are NOT ALONE~ HJ is committed to providing as many scholarships as 

possible and there are approximately 30 spots available on three different Heroic Journey courses this 

summer. Please visit this page for more information, http:/iwww.ncobs.org/programs/wilderness 

expeditions!heroicjour hey 

HJ doesn’t want to turn anyone away... If you know of anyone who may be interested ~n being a 

student on a Heroic Journey course, please call the HJ admissions line at 866 282 6262 xl. 

Visit the Institute of African 

American Research’s Website for 

serves as a source for call for payers, fellowshiys, conferences and 8rant opportunities in 
African American and African diaspora studies in every discipline, https:i/iaar.unc edu/news- 

Students organize against state laws banning affirmative action = By Mary Beth Marklein - 

Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 
likely to hear a case involvin~ the University of Texas this year. But a high court ruling may not 

settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 
consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 

and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them At least five other states don’t 
use race, either, http://www.app.com/artide/20120306/NJNEWS?~8/303060090/Students 

orga nize-agains t-sta te-laws-ba n ning-a f [irrna rive-action?odyssey-nayI head 

Note: UNC wiii ffle on omicus durioe lurer this year to show support,Pot effirmotive ~ctiorl 
poiides in North Carofin~, 

Duke University Gets Two Firsts - ~} Paula McClain to Be the First 

African American Dean of a School at Duke University -She was 
named dean of the Graduate School and vice provost for graduate 

education at Duke University Dr. McClainisa professor of political science at Duke and is 
the former chair of the university’s Academic Council. 2) Alex Swain, a born and bred 

Durhamite who has become the university’s pre-eminent student leader is the first 

African American student Bovernment leader. Read more: The Herald Sun Local student 
makes it tothetop http://heraldsun.com/view/full story/38499431_/article-Local- 

student makes it to the top 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing A~s 

A SPECIAL ~h~nk yon ~o our friends at CPA~, The CBC e~]o~ ~ wond~rfu~ performance by ~h~ A~vin 

Alley American D~nc¢ Theater e~ch ycar~rem the#" generosity, 

http://www.carolJnaper~ormJngarts.org/ 

We’re making histon/ by collaborating with artists and 
academics alike to present our most ambitious seasoa 

to date. 



Carolina Club offers a Special Membership for fellow Campus colleagues[ CC is [he dining 
and social Club for UNC employees, conveniently located in central campus on Stadium 

Drive. Through June 1st, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with no 
initiation fee. As a welcome gift members will also receive a $:1.00 dining credit. Low 
monthly dues start at S28 and LJNC Faculty and Staff can enjoy many great benefits such 

as complimentary coffee and pastries each morning, and free snacks between 
appoin[ments Dine and host with weekday lunch service including a full menu, oraS10 

quick service soup, salad & sandwich bar. Join the Caucus at the Club[ 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo~unc.edu We want to collect and share information (eg, retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 



From the "Warming the Heart" [ile- Honorable Joe L Webster shares [rom his biog.. 

Wedding in the Go~den Isles 

http:l~,makinRadifferenceathowardu.bloRspot.com/ 

Join the CBC today! www, un¢.edu/cb¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

StToman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, June I I, 2012 10:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; Smith, Abbie E 
<abbsmith@email unc edu>; ’Sophie Trawalter (strawalter@virginia edu)’; Salyer, 
Sherry L <salye@email unc edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email unc edu>; 
Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email unc edu>; ’JCE Eaddy ’             ,@yahoo corn>; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; Tresolini, Carol P 
<carol tresolini@med unc edu>; Balaban, Rita A (balabanr@email unc edu); Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

CH~ - Consumatory Scholarship ;) 

GREAT discussion ar$icle... 

http://chronicle.com/ar~icle/Just-Because-Were-Not/132183/?sid-cr&utm source-cr&utm medium-en 

"We have no concise term to describe what we spend much of our time doing. Our colleges are focused on scholarly 
products that can be peer-reviewed and published, but the reality is that many of us spend much of our time on 
being scholarly, not on producing scholarship. We are, and should be, consuming the scholarship of others. 
Consuming scholarship includes preparatoly time for teaching but is much broader. We need a name for this 
ubiquitous activity, i offer "consumatory scholarship." 

Go Heels, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9~9,843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNIS~.ATfVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLI)/CN RECIPLENIS/CN DEBORAHLYNN STROMAN 
(DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday. June 2 l. 2012 2: I I PM 

Maria DeGuzman <           @earthlink net>; Clayton, Taf’f’ye Benson <taffye@unc edu>; 
Campbell, Latin <lecamp@email unc edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc edu>; 
Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email unc edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <IMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Tresolini, Carol P 
<caroltresolini@med unc edu> 

FW: Expect Title IX audits to come to Universities vein soon 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:23 PM 

To: Cooper, Coyte; Johnson, Shelley H; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michard; Stroman, 
Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne A.; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murdll, Verita L; 
Robertson, Nakenge 

C¢: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Salyer, Sherry L; Malone, Brenda Richardson; Penn, Ann E; Gray, Karol Kain 
Subject: FW: Expect Title IX audits to come to Universities very soon 

Do Coo& 

Deborah L. Stt’omao~ Phi) 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Ashby, Valerie S; Gil, Karen M; Thorp, Holden; Carney, Bruce William 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Expect Title IX audits to come to Universities very soon 

~STP (,~,whitehouseostp) 
6/21/12 10:24 AM 
Promoting #TifleLX in science, technolog% engineenng, and math -- Reuters: in reuters condarticle/2012/0 
in£o: whiteho use ~ov/the-press-offi 

More 

Joseph DeSimone 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sloman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 I : 15 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Turner, Katie <katieturner@unc edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
<AnneWhisnant@unc edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <jsfe~Tel@email unc edu> 

RE: Faculty Welt~are Committee 

Good. 

Debor~tLStromamPhZL CLU 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 10:31 AM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
CC: Turner, Katie; WhisnanL, Anne Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph $; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Faculty Welfare Committee 

Dear Deb, 

After careful thought and consideration, I have decided to reconstitute the Faculty Welfare Committee. As you know, 

recent budget cuts have made salary increases, expanded benefits, and faculty retention more difficult to achieve. It is 

because of these challenges I feel that reconstituting the Faculty Welfare Committee is necessary for ensuring faculty 

have a voice in any changes that may occur during these tenuous times. 

According the Faculty Code of University Government, the committee is charged with "monitoring and working toward 

the improvement of faculty working conditions, including salaries and benefits." 

I write to you today because it is my opinion, and that of the faculty nominating com mittee, that your experiences and 

qualifications would greatly enhance the work of this committee. I ask that you accept appointment beginning on July 1, 

2012 and ending on June 30, 2015. 

If you have any questions, please contact the Office of Faculty Governance staff at 962 2146. Please "reply all" and 

confirm whether you accept appointment. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Boxill 



Chair of the Faculty 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2012/OT/why women still can 8217~ have it 

all/9020/#.T Wxg21OnvE.twitter 

Shoman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,.            2:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email uric edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
~brenda malone@unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; EXSS 
Faculty <peess-f@listserv unc edu>; ’JCE Eaddy ’ <             @yahoo corn>; 
Tresolini, Carol P <caroltresolini@med uric edu>; Clayton, Tfffye Benson 
<taft’ye@unc edu>; Gray, Karol Kain <kkgray@unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email uric edu>; Tyson, I~arolyn D <kdtyson@email uric edu>; Chapman, 

Mimi V <mimi@email uric edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<YMBOX~LL@email uric edu>; Davis, Angela (amd) <amd@eselvices virginia edu>; 
Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murcill@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu> 

GREAT debate article! Why Women Still CAN’T Have it All 

www.exss.unc.edu 
315 Woollen - C~ #8700 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 1:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email uric edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email uric edu>; 
Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email uric edu>; 
Davis, Angela (amd) <amd@eservices virginia edu>; Craig Littlepage 
(ckl9e@virginia edu); Peggy Jablonski,       ~gmail corn>; Emmett Gill 
<                         @yahoo corn>; holden@unc edu; Jones, Shandra 

<shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula lirilejohn@unc edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe- 
davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email unc edu>; Chris Faison <        @gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J 

<lajeunecox@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier <dhollie@southeastpsych corn>; Faison, 
Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; Jeff Cartoon 
@yahoo corn>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; White, Carla 
<cywhite@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

PSU - Article of Interest 

Culture of Complacency PSU pdf 

Hi Friends. 

A good perspective on the dangers of letting "spo~cs run wild" on campus. Surprisingly, the author also notes the 

unintended consequence of letting white men administer the entire operation. #diversitymatters 

Explore, En~.lage. Empower, 

www.exss.unc.edu 

~19,843,0338 







Jeopardy - EXSS Exam I! 

Sport Finance 

10 - Which fina~cial st~tement? It is a summary of profit and loss during a certain perked (Income 

20 - Which business structure has a need fbr bylaws and articles of ~ncorporat~on and provkles liabili~, 
protection bmited to the extent of corporate assets? C Corporation 

30 In what two professional sports does the home team keep the gate? NBA and NNL (Two sources of 

revenue - Chpt. 6 Finance - Tickets & Sponsorship) 

40 - Licensing & Merchandising: What is 6% - 10% of the gross sales of the ficensed merchandise 
(Royalty Revenue the licensee pays the sport organization, the licensor) 

Daily double~ Name ~,he curren~ NC/~ Corporate C,hampions (~o~ Corporate Par~ne~:~), AT&~ Capital On~ 

and Coca-Cola. 9 corporate partners, 

S0 - Why is it good to receive compound ~nterest but not so good to pay compound ~nterest? Interest ~s 
calculated not only on the beginning interest, hut on any interest accumulated in the meantime, Receive 
5% compound interest on $ ] 00, the first year they would get the same thing as they were receiving 

simple interest on {he $100 or $5. The second year, though, their interest would be calculated on the 
beginning afnotmt in yea~" 2, which would be $105; thus .05 x $105 or $5.25 in interest. 

Sport Marketing 

10 What is often listed as the fifth P in the marketing mix? PUBLIC REbATIONS. Produce P[ace, 

Promotion, and Price 

20 - Which P? The communication activities that inform, persuade, and mo~vate consumers to pro’chase 
the produ~. FROMOTION 

30- Carolina played Louisville and Miami at home [ast fa]l in footba]l, if they had implemented what ~pe 

of pricing strategy, UNCAA would have been able to affect the demand Mr kickers by charging a lesser 
price for the Louisville game. Variable {Dynamic pricing uses mathematical formulas to adjust single- 
game ticket prices as late as the day of the game, Variable is set before the season - Rather than give eveky 
game on a season ticket the same face value, the team wil] va~3~ the price by game.) 

40 - Fireworks and concer~ are examples of    . Non-price promotions. {mascots shooting hot dogs, 
defivery of pizzas in the arena, etc.) 

50 - One of the first team sport franchises to use the techno]oWi was the PhiIlies as a means to increase 
the per capita consumption levels of fans, I,oaded ticket a normal ticket with at~ additiona[ do[lar 

amount"stored" into that kicker’s bar code, which allows users to scan their tickets for purchases instead 
of paying cash or using their credit cards. 

Sponsorship and Sales 

10 One of the benefits of this ~pe of marketing for the service provider is the fact that one receives fi’ee 

advertising through word of mouth. RELATIONSNIP MARKETING 

20 - In promotions such as advertising, one of the most common approaches is referred to as the AIDA 
concept. What ts AIDA? AWARENESS, INTEREST DESIRE, AND ACTION. The goa[ ts to move consumers 
along in the progression toward actual product purchase. 



30 Consider the typical 5k road race t-shirt. On the back is a conglomeration of company names and tag- 
lines. No single brand stands out to gain significantly from association with race participanLs. What is this 
concept? CLUTTER (vs, noise or ambush marketing - concerns that arise h’om competition in the sport 
marketplace.) 

40 Whetl sellitlg sponsorships, one should adhere to the hlt3K Rule. What is I,IBK? Adhere to LIBK rule: 
meaning "LET IT BE KNOWN TNAT" you are proud and enthusiastic to be selling a product you believe in. 

DAILYDOU~LE! 

What & the most desirable measure fiom ~ sponsor’s perspective? ROL The impact that a sponson;hip 

investmen t has on sales is the best indicator of success, 

50 Sponsorship activation means that l)r every dollar spent on a sponsorship l)e, art equivalent dollar 
is typically spent in the promotion of the sponsorship. ’[’he industry standard is 1:1. Today many elite 
sponsors say the ratio is more likely to be (1:5) for a sponsorship that will he short term (1 year or 
less). 

SPORT FACILTY AND EVENT MANAGEMENT 

10 - Forum Arena, Pro Players Stadium, Texas Stadium, and Wrigley Field have what type of ownership? 
PRIVATE (vs. public or sports authoriD’) 

Daily Double! What type is owned hy the Green gay Packers? (Private corporation deliver a profit for the 

owners and/or s~ockholders~l 

20 - The code of operation is also known as        (OPERATIONS MANUAL) includes the "why" and the 
"how." What is the "why"? POI,ICY. What is the "how"? PROCEY)HRE. All policies and procedures should 
he reduced to writing and compiled into tile policy and procedure manual, sometimes called a code of 
operation. 

30 - The majority of patron problems revolve around what type of behavior? EXCESS CONSUMPTION OF 
ALCOHOb. 

40 What governmental entity idetltifies high-profile sporting events in the U.S. as potential terrorist 
targets? DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY due to weapons of mass destruction and lack of 
h’aining and education of key scholastic and colleDate personnel responsible for sport security 
operations. 

Daily Doubte~ One of the worst terrorist a~acks in America took place durin9 a night-time music concede at 
the      (Eentennial O{vmpic Park m Aaanm) which was the public gathering place A 401b bomb, the 
tartest ever detonated on American soil, exploded durin.9 a performance ~V the band )ack Mack and the 
Heart A~ack. The explosion killed one person and injured over a hundred others. 

50 This court case determined that foreseeabili~ dictated that Notre Dame had a duty to protect its 
patrons from the potentially dangerous actions of intoxicated third parties. This case set the standard for 
duW of care of the management of alcohol at even~. ~EARMAN V, UNIVERSfPV OF NOTRE DAME. 

CURRENT EVENT & SB] 

10 Lawmakers are furious over the U,S, Olympic uniforms. Why? Made in China. 

Daily Doubte~ Who is the unijbrm designer? ~LPH LAUREN 



20 Name one of the two teams playing baseball otl the day (June 3) that the fan ran around the field to 
the dismay of the stadium security. YANKEES VS TIGERS 

30 - Some economics and college sport critics recommend a        (SALARY CAP ON COACHES’ 
COMPENSATION PACKAGES) to of*set the power held by coaches and growing commercialism in big-time 
football programs. 

40 - PSU sports programs and football at in particular skipped out on sexual abuse awareness and 
summer camp procedures tl"aining, tbe F~’eeb ~’eport rmtes, and opted out of most of the CLERY Act, 
the federal law that requires the universiB, to report campus crime statistics. 

50 Dana White is taking his organization       (BFC) overseas. What country was featured as a place 
that is ripe for growth based on their number of athletes? (Brazil) 



Iley guys, 
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Jeopardy - EXSS : Exam Ill 

Sport Law 

10 - Precedents are used as          ["Stare Decisis’] ("To stand on decided cases." - 
follow rules or principles laid down in previous judicial decisions) 

20 - Of all the elements of sport law, tbe most publicized subject deals w~tb issues related 
to          [player contracts]. Think of the regular~D’ that sportscasters talk about free 
agency, h’ades, contract extensions, bonuses, suspensions, optmns, and other contractual 
matters, 

30 A      is a civil wrong other than a breach o[ contract [’or which an injured 
persot~ can recover damages, i.e,, the person responsible for the harm hears the financial 
loss. [tort] Three categories: intentional negligence and strict liability, 

40 - There are 4 major sources of American law. Name one. [one of the four in the 
Hierarchy] 

Da~ly Double~ Name ~he Hierarchy o fLaw: 

L     ConstituHons 

Statutes or Ordinances 

Administrative A~qenq7 Re~qutations 

Case Law 

50 - What is the difference between Title 1X and Title VII? Title IX - Prohibits gender 
discrimination in education. Title VII Prohibits workplace discrimination 

10 - Sport governing bodies can be organized in a variety of ways, the most common of 
which are by function, geographic location, product line, and customer segment, What 
company fbunded in Alabama in J_902 is illustrated to show organizational structm’e7 
[Russell - largest supplier of athletic team uniforms in tbe US] Know tbe difference 
bet~veen bne and staff. 

20 - This organization evolved over time from a service-oriented, facilitative group based 
on the philosophy of"Home Rule." [NC,a~A local college control of all aspects of the athletic 
program to a sanctioning body witb enforcement and policy-making autbority and 
responsibility] 

30 What is the Scalar Principle? [the chain of command that denotes a clear lithe of 
authority from top to bottom of the organization. This principle shows who your 
immedtata boss is, as well as those who you supervise] 

40 - What professional league began in 1917 with tour Canadian teams? [NHh - expanded 
to the US in 1924] 



DAIL Y DOUBLE! [’Vbich professional leasue was the earliest to ~orm and in (within l O years) 
whatyear? MLB in 1876 

50 - What does the YMCA inverted triangle logo symbolize? ["Mind, Body, Spirit"[ 

SPORT ETHICS 

10 Zinn (1993) pt’oposed an 1J-step ethical model for decision-making. One step says 
"Sleep on R." T/F IT don’t rush to a decision] 

20 -     deals with theories and/or a set of principles that are used to determine right 
and wrong. [Ethics. E%~cs vs. morals - dictate appropriate behavior within a culture or 
socieD’] 

Daily Doubte~ Theories based on ~eteology jbcus on the consequences of art action and weigh 
the benefits against O?e costs. Explains phenomena by final causes. A popular teteolog~cal 
O~eo~ is    [utilitarianism] D~; Boxill~ trolley ’Save 5 [br I " exampla 

30 Freedom, Pleasure, and Social recognition are examples of what type of values? 
[terminal-goals (vs. instrumental behavioral 

40 - In Kohlberg’s Model of Moral Development, there are three levels and six stages. What 
is the name of the second level? [conventional (pre and post}] 

DaJ{~ Double~ Weiss’5 Levels" of Moral Developmen t (similar to Kohlbew) - ThJerry Henw3" 
~ouch of ~he bali in the soccer ma~ch in 2010 against Ireland demonstrated which level? [1] 

1. le~ okqy as IotN as I don’t get caught. 

2. Eye [or an eye. 

3. Treat others asyou would like to be treate& 

4. bbllow externat rules and regulations. 

5. Do what is best ior evetTyone. 

50 Socially responsible businesses have lbur main responsibilities within the community. 
Name them. [Economic, Legal, Ethical, and Philanthropic] 

Economic - be a capitalist 

Legal - operate under the law 

Ethical operate by eslabfished norms defining suitable behavior 

Philanthropic give back to the community 



GLOBALSPORT 

:tO - What is the "supreme authoriQ/of the Olympic Movement"? [lOCI 

DaOy Double! The IOC is represented in individual countries by        /National Olympic 

Committees or NOCs, which are responsible for promotin8 the Olympic Movement nationally, 
developing athletes, and sending delegation Go t,he Games. 

20 Name three of the seven driving lorces ol globabzation (Westerbeek and Smith): 
[Economy, ’Fechnolo~; Social science, resources, natural environment, Demography, 
Governance. and Conflict and war] 

30 Some argue that to save the Winter Games, the IOC needs to consider addressing this 
partic ular challenge of the Olympic Games. There are three challenges. ]Drug testing 

(World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), Over-commercialization, and Gigantism,] 

40 - What is the third largest sporting event in the world based on viewership? [IJEFA 
European Football Champiot~ship or Euro (1. FIFA’s World Cup at~d 2. Summer Olympics)] 

50 Of the four US major professional sport leagues, the    has the highest percentage of 
players born outside the North America, with about    percent of its players originating 
Irom countries other than the US. iN HL/30] 

Daily Double! 14 power footbatI clubs from 7 European countries came together in 2000 to 

/brm the     (G-14), an o&anization of ctubs that served as a negotiating partner with FIFA 

and UEb~ on beha{[o] tbe clubs and players, and which also explored plans [br O~e creation 

a closed Super League, 

Current Event 

10 - The NFUs Saints were penalized for their bound, program. Payments were made for 
plays such as interceptions and ii~mble recoveries, but the program also included bounty" 
payments for "cart-of{~?’ What is a "cart-ofU? [The opposing player was carried offthe 
lid&] 

20 - The Seminole Tribe of Florida passed a resolution supporting FSU’s use of the 
nickname and tribal images. Seminole tribes in other states have agreed or disagreed with 
the Florida group. DISAGREED. 

30 Three of goll’s four major tournaments are played in the U.S. Name the one that is not 

played in the lhS. [The British Open] Master’s, PGA Championship, and IJ.S. Open 

40 - What company signed on as the NFL’s newest sponsor and official PC supplier? 
[Lenovo] 

Daily Double’. Lenovo’s U.S. headquarters are located in what NC ciD-? Morrisvflle 

50 - ARer months of debate, the NBA is moving towards what policy? (Marketing and 
Sponsorship} [Allow teams to sell jersey sponsorships] 



TIE-BREAKER 

1. Arizona Sports Summit Accord (1999) 

Encot~rages greater emphasis on the ethical and character- 
building aspects of athletic competition. 

Ethics and character embodied in 6 principles - - What are the six principles? 

Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Earing, and Good 
Citizenship 
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Robert Bruce, Director Friday Center 

Steven Matson, Dean - Graduate School 

Sandra Hoeflich, Assodate Dean for Interd~sdplinary Education, Fellowships & Communication 

Leslie Lerea, Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

Stephanie Schmitt, Associate Dean for Academics 

James Dean - K F Business 

Jan Johnson Yopp - Summer School 

John Stature - Dental 

Bill McDiarmid - Education 

Michael Smith - Government 

Gary March~onin~ - Information and Library Science 

Susan King Journalism 

John goger - Law 

Robert A. Blouin - Pharmacy 

Barbara Rimer - Public Health 

William Roper- Medicine 

Kristen M. Swanson - Nursing 

Jack Richman - Social Work 

Karen Gil A&S 
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Douglas Dibbert 

Karol Gray 

Lawrence Cunningham 
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Matt Kupec 
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thomas Ross 
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rgbruce(@email.unc edu 

smatsonC~bio.unc edu 

Sandra Hoeflich@unc edu 

ea@ema[I.unc.edu 

sschmitt@email unc.edu 

ames dean@unc edu 

stammi@email.unc.edu 

bmcd@email.unc.edu 

msmith@sog.unc edu 

march@ils.unc edu 

pennyma@email unc.edu 

icbo~a) email unc.edu 

Bob 81ouln@unc edu 

brimer@unc edu 

Roper@med.unc.edu 

swa nsok(~email.unc edu 

irichman@email.unc.edu 

kgil@email unc.edu C8C Sponsor 

holden@unc.edu CBC Sponsor 

doug dibbert~unc.edu 

kkgra¥@unc.edu 

bubbac@uncaa unc.edu 

strohm@email.unc.edu 

Matt Kupec@unc.edu 

bruce@unc.edu 

larry conrad@unc.edu 

wbcrlsp@email unc.edu 

annpenn@email.unc.edu 

brenda malone@unc.edu 

entwisle@unc.edu 

dpinkney~emaikunc edu 

ove~ton(~psafety unc.edu 

eft mccracken@unc.edu 

ierrl bland@unc edu 

bcshufor@email unc.edu 

cparbsh @ northcarolina edu 

C8C Member 

C8C Member 

C8C Member 

C8C Member 

C8C Member 
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Felicia Washington 

Phillip Clay 

Valerie P. Foushee 

Wade Hargrove 

Lowry Caudill 
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Carol[resolini, Associate Provost 

Joseph DeS~mone 

K~mberly Strom Gottfried 

Josmell Perez 

Maria DeGuzman 

Jay Gaidmore 

Emil Kang 

Reed Colver 

John Blanchard 

Lelgh Williams 
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Roy W~lliams 

Larry Fedora 

Sylvia Hatchell 

Chairperson’s Advisory Board 
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BOV; Orange County Commissioner 

AWFP president 

Latino/a Caucus 

Latino/a Caucus 

U nivers~ty Archivist 

Carolina Performing Arts 

Carolina Performing Arts 

U NCAA Student Athlete Development 

Bull City Sliders 

Men’s Basketball 

Football 

Women’s Basketball 
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fel~cia.washinAton@klgates.com 

plclay@mit edu 

~bellsouth.net 

whargrove@ brookspierce.com 

wlcaud(~)email unc.edu 

sm farmer@ema[I.unc.edu 

carol tresol[ni@ med.unc.edu 

desimone@email.unc edu 

stromAot @ email.unc.edu 

~email unc.edu 

aldmore@email unc.edu 

rcolver@unc.edu 

johnblanchard@unc.edu 

~hotmail corn 

nch@uncaa unc.edu 
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Comment: Dr. Debby Stroman: 

Out of town 





Why a~l the disbe~ie~ from leadership on UNC scand~]s? 

Deborah LStroman, Ph D CLU 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:56 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email uric edu>; Malone, Brenda Pdchardson 
<brenda malone@unc edu>; Clayton~ Taffye Benson <taffye@unc edu>; Berry~ Marcus 

D <betla!md@email uric edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email unc edu>; 
Felicia washington@klgates corn; Boxi[l, Jan <J~ABOXILL@email uric edu>; Sable, 
Eunice N <eunice@email uric edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe- 
davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, LaiTy 
<lecamp@email uric edu>; Chris Faison         @gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Faison, 
Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; Jeff Carmon 

~yahoo corn>; Kathy Crawford ( @hotmail corn); Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email unc edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email unc edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email unc edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Hammet~, 
Victoria LaFfieda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu> 

CBC Athletics Update 

Hi All. I met with the Chancellor today regarding Carolina Black Caucus activities and concerns for the upcoming year. As 

always, he has been a super su pporter of the Caucus and very forthright in his beliefs and efforts. 

I am encouraged by his responses to the questions posed regarding the ongoing Athletics situation. The recent student- 

athlete transcript release has only heightened the alarm on campus. The Chancellor and I remain optimistic about the 

future and have agreement on many of the solutions. He shared the university solutions and I shared mine. Due to the 

confidentiality of our discussion, I ask that you just stay tuned to the media as further university improvements and 
changes are announced. @ I appreciate your faith in my leadership and do know that if there were ANY solutions that 

do not suppor~ our mission, I made our voice heard. 

The Chancellor and I are in agreement that the AFAM department continues to face unwarranted attacks from various 

media outlets and rabid non-UNC supporters. The AFAM faculty is still answering questions from various review units. 

Dr. Sahle, the AFAM chair, is doing a wonder[ul job maintaining morale and implementing new policies and procedures. 

If you have the time, please send her a note of encouragement. (Eu nice@email.unc.edu) I will reach out to the Black 

Student Movement early this term to encourage ou r Black students to enroll in AFAM courses if they are truly interested 

in this rich discipline. We don’t want them to refrain from the examination and study of Africans and African Americans. 

I also met with our athletic director, Bubba Cunningham, two weeks ago and expressed a general concern of diversity 

within the senior ranks of the department. I stated that "1 can’t tell you how to administer the department." I also let 

him know that it is not very encou raging to see his first two hires as white males. He expressed that "there is more work 

to be done" and acknowledged my comment. I shared this conversation with the Chancellor. 

Thank you again for you r ongoing suppor~ of the Caucus and Athletics. Our you ng athletes need us as they move beyond 

the UNC campus. The Chancellor and I are also looking to identify Black employees who have had spor~ participation as a 



college student. If you know of anyone (including yourself), please send me a note. We need to be aware of resources 

on campus who can fu~her assist us in this effort. 

Please feel free to contact me at any time if you have questions, feedback or concerns. I am stron81y considerin8 havin8 

an CBC Athletics meetin8 before October 1. 

And don’t forget the Caucus "Welcome Back" Reception on Friday, Au8ust 24th at 5:00 p.m. Invitations have been sent 

to all dues-payin8 Caucus members and invited 8uests. The Chancellor will make remarks at this event. 

Staying encouraged, 

debby 

Re8ards, 

Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





@gmai com] 





























BIG Thanks[ 









Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:57 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:20 PM 

Ffiga, Paul <PaulFfiga@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; DeSimone, 
Joseph M <desimone@email unc edu>; Jones, Steve <SteveJones@kenan- 
flagler unc edu>; Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler uric edu>; Templeton, Joe 
<joetemp@unc edu>; Jay Klompmaker <    ~nc rr corn>; Didow, Nicholas 
<Nick Didow@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

TelTell, Matt <mtelTell@unc edu> 

RE: Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics - Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Do Good. 

DebolahLgtroman, PhD. Et,U 

From: Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edul 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 22, 2012 12:38 PM 
TO~ Smith, Jay M; Boxill, Jan; DeSimone, Joseph M.; Jones, Steve; Evans, Jack; Templeton, Joe; Jay KIompmaker ; 
Didow, Nicholas; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coy[e 
~c~ Terrell, Mat[ 
Subject~ Informal Focus Group on Carolina Athletics -Thu Aug 30 - 7:30-9:00 

Hello Colleagues, 

My name is Paul Friga and I am faculty member in the UNC Kenan Flagler Business School. I have been working with 

Bubba Cunningham this summer in the development of a strategic plan for Carolina Athletics. 

The task force has put together some draft ideas and we are in the process of vetting the content with different 

constituent groups. 

You have been nominated as a candidate for a focus grou p of faculty members. Details: 

We invite you to an informal breakfast focus group session on Thursday morning, August 30 from 7:30 9:00 

AM. 

The event will be held at the Carolina Inn, Nor[h Parlor Room. 



You can valet park and your parking will be covered. 

The topics will be the draft strategy statements and implementation objectives and initiatives over the next 4 

years. 

You will not be asked to do any pre-work, we will just be seeking your reactions and suggestions to the draft 

strategic plan ideas 

Matt Terrell, an associate athletic director within Carolina Athletic, who is leading the strategic planning task 

force will be joining us as well 

I hope that you are able to join us and I look forward to spending some time with you if you r schedule allows. 

Best, 

Paul Friga 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] models 

;) 

d 
Go Heels, 

Debot-ah Stroman, PkD CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ht~.,J iiexss 
Sporl Adminislmlion Lecturer and Academic Ad~ isor 

Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 
Facully Advisor, Carolina Sporl Business Club and Sigma AIplu~ Lambda 

"Kuowmg is not enough; we must apply Walling is not enough; we must do" 
Q Goclbc) 

On 8/23/12 3:17 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL~a ¢mail uric cdu~ wrolc: 

>Tlris idea Ires been discussed for nmik~, mare" yeats, and nmch Ires been 
>~ fitten about it The first Klfight Conmfission discussed it: even the 
>first Carnegie Conmfission in 1929 discalssed a version of tbis--i e 
>paying addclcs I know there arc essays by La~, Sporls Managcmcnl, 
>Economics, and other professors, as wet1 inthe Jounml of 
~lntercollegiate Sport, and fl~e CSRI, but ar~,mments for such a tml~sifion 

>reaso~ts As wifl~ m~ thing, there are no easy aatswers, much as we would 

>-----Original Message ..... 



>esiablisbed college aflfletes as "student-aflfletes," as well as tbe recent 

~1’11 selld infommtion on CA SB 125: "Sta~dent Atlflete Bill of Rights" if 

>own Tlmt bill and oifiers like it around ifie countt3, migbt provide ifie 
>group wilh sonic lalking poinls and ideas on Ihings Ihal could be proposed 
>UNC system wide 

>Let me know if these items ate the Upe of background infommtion you and 
>the oilier facully mighl find itseful 

>Life is an obligalion We’re nol here Io dic slowly, we’re hcrc Io live 
>fully 

>On 8/23/12 8:37 AM, "Ja) Slrdth" qia) smillta;enmil unc edu> wrote: 

>>Riclmrd/Debby et al: 
>> This is a good start, but I was boping ifieie was sometNng quite 
>>specific out tbeie about how a program migbt trmtsifion from "amateur" 

>>Has am’one wfiRen such a piece? If so, 1 (memfing Nm~cy) get it to 
>>lhc web lickcly-splil -Jay 

>>soutlmll@email m~c edu To mtsubscribe 

>>&l faculg’--atbletics-fomm&o 32015224, orsendablatikemailto 
>>lcavc-32015224-48699884 3cOdfq3868952acddd594aO8487223c6~alislscr~ unccdu 

>jmboxill@emailunc edu To mtsubscribe click het~: 



>dstro@unc edu To unsubsciibe 

>Ncully--alhl¢lJcs-fontm&o 32018417. or scnda blank �mail Io 
>leave-32018417-48699886 To7876885467 lbebc23 d57742m2763d6@tist ser~- uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 6:43 PM 

cbcchair <cbcchair@unc edu> 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Ursula Lit~lejohn <Ursula Lir~lejohn@kenan- 
flagler unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita mul+ill@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc edu>; Hall, Perry A 
<HALLPA@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email unc edu>; 
Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email unc edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
<JEN32 I@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
<nzongula@email unc edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email unc edu>; Sahle, 
Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email unc edu>; 
Jackson, Fatimah LC <fatimahj@email unc edu>; Johnson, Norris Brock 
<norrls~ohnson@unc edu>; Price, Charles R <cprlce I@email unc edu>; Slocum, Karla 
<kslocum@unc edu>; Logan, Juan <jlogan@ad unc edu>; Searles, Lillie L 
<lsearles@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Parker, Patrlcia 
S <psparke@email unc edu>; Watts, Eric King <ekwatts@email unc edu>; 
t~abian@cs unc edu; Francis, Neville R <nrfranci@email unc edu>; Coleman, James W 
<coleman3@ad unc edu>; Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email unc edu>; Kenan, 
Randall G <rkenan@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jenna A <jaj@email unc edu>; 
McIntosh, Terence V <terencemcintosh@unc edu>; McNeil, Genna Rae 
<mcneilgr@unc edu>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email unc edu>; Assani, Idris 
<assani@email unc edu>; Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc edu>; Boxill, Bernard R 
<brboxill@email unc edu>; Unah, Isaac J <unah@unc edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D 
<kdtyson@email unc edu>; Berger, Michele T <mtberger@email unc edu>; Johnson, 
James H Jr <jim~ohnson@unc edu>; cyriaquj@dentist~T unc edu; 
eric rivera@dentisttT unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R <~parsons@email unc edu>; Tillman, 
Linda Carole <ltilhnan@email unc edu>; Gollop, Claudia J <gullop@ils unc edu>; 
Brown, Carol N <carolbrown@unc edu>; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 
sharon w williams@reed unc edu; Adimora, Adaora A <adimora@med unc edu>; 
Godley, Paul Alphonso <paul~godley@med unc edu>; brewster@med unc edu; Dent, 
Georgette A <georgettedent@med unc edu>; Coyne-Beasley, Tamera <tameracoyne- 
beasley@med unc edu>; Dawkins, Karon <karondawkins@med unc edu>; Corbie- 
Smith, C,qselle M <gcorbie@med unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J 
<djbarksdale@unc edu>; Rowsey, Pamela Johnson <pjrowsey@email unc edu>; 
Edwards, Lloyd J <lloydedwards@unc edu>; Peggye Dilwotth-Anderson@unc edu; 
Carlton-La Ney, Iris B <ibc9717@email unc edu>; Farrell, Walter C Jr 
<wfarrell@email unc edu>; Roberts-Lewis, Amelia C <amrobert@email unc edu>; 
Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email unc edu>; Campbell, Steven P 
<stevecampbell@unc edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; 
Davis, Herb <hdavis@admissions unc edu>; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu> 
Houston, Terti C <thouston@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <cticket@unc edu>; 
McLean-Porringer, Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email unc edu>; Nicholson, Carol 
Avery <cnichol@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; 
tony patterson@unc edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins <jacquelinewynn@med unc edu> 
Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; Moore, James Gregg <james moore@unc edu>; 
Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis 
<claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; 
diane baker@dentistry unc edu; McCoy, GretchenL <gretchen mccoy@unc edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

ovevton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; 
kathyramsey@dentist~3z unc edu; Freeman, Ashalla Magee 
<ashalla magee@med unc edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email unc edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo-annblake@dentistl’y unc edu; Powell, 
Candice Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email unc edu>; Fletcher, Craig A 
<craig tletcher@med unc edu>; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email unc edu>; 
kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances <francesdancy@unc edu>; White, Carla 
<cywhite@email unc edu>; Collins, Michelle Christin <mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, 
Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; Smith, Holly A 
<hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; Shuford, Bettina C <bcshufor@email unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <kicaldwe@email unc edu>; 
rbearty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta Georgette <simsevan@email unc edu>; Pierce, 
Jackie <japierce@email unc edu>; Thrasher, Angela D <adthrash@email unc edu>; 
Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<rumay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; Penn, Ann E 
<annpenn@email unc edu>; Hewett, Stacie B <staciehewert@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@nor’hcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
B <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; Fall, Alassane 
<afall@email unc edu>; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, 
Camille A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taft’ye@unc edu>; 
Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email unc edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L 
<dpinkney@email unc edu>; Felicia Washington <Felicia washington@klgates corn>; 
Benjamin, Andrea <andreabz@email unc edu>; Jackson Jr, Curtis 
<cjjunior@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JSVIBOXILL@email unc edu>; Gil, Karen M 
<kgil@email unc edu>; Thorp, Holden <holdenthorp@unc edu>; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
<hartlyn@unc edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - IMPORTANT 

Case of Race Flyer pdf 

Hi CBC Members and Tenured/Tenure-track Black Faculty. 

I hope you are having a productive and manageable first week of classes. The university community is buzzing. 

I hope to see you on late afternoon tomorrow in a more relaxing environment with friends and associates. 

The Chancellor will address a number of issues at the "Welcome Back" Social that are very important to our 
community, I am truly excited about our gathering, 

In light of the ongoing "cloud" before us, I want to share my sentiments with you. The Caucus leadership team 

continues to observe and document particular happenings that affect our campus status and climate. Thank 

you for your emails and phone calls. Over the past few months I have met with the Chancellor and Dean 

Karen Gil (A&S) to express our concerns, ask questions, and to gain insight on their respective positions and 

actions. I am in constant contact with Dr. Jan Boxill, the faculty chair, and Dr. Eunice Sable. I do believe that 

the Chancellor, Dean Gil, and Dr. Boxill all support the UNC Black community and in particular, the critical 

examination of our ethnicity and culture. The Chancellor met with the entire Department of African and 

African American Studies yesterday. Dr. Boxill will present a resolution of support for the department at the 

first Faculty Council meeting on September 7. Today’s response by Associate Dean Hartlyn (A&S) to the 



August 21 disturbing DTH letter is also very important in this regard. (Note: Dean Gil is out of town. It is my 

understanding that the                                              will also respond to the letter.) Dr. 
Sahle encourages the Caucus to continue to stay mindful of the situation as she prepares for a very important 

presentation to a Board of Governors panel this upcoming Thursday. I ask that you pray for her and our 
continued strength. 

The Caucus will host an important town hall meeting with the Black Student Movement on September 19 

(SASB - Upendo Lounge) at 5:30 p.m. to discuss the racial and political aspect of the UNC "cloud," the Black 

male student crisis here at UNC, and national concerns. (See attachment.) Currently, the panelists include Dr. 

Kia Caldwell (African and African American Studies), Dr. Donna-Marie Winn (FPG Child Development 

Institute),                                                           ), and              ( 

L In addition, Vice Provost Taffye Clayton and Vice Chancellor Winston Crisp will provide 

remarks. Your attendance is greatly appreciated as we demonstrate unity against unwarranted attacks on the 

department and a quest for truth and dialogue. It is my hope that we have a very engaging discussion and 

leave Upendo with a positive spirit, yet ever cognizant of forces working to retard our progress. In an effo~ to 

provide a better connection with our Black students, we will also introduce a joint-reading program for this 

academic year. The book is titled, Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration in 

America. The book, written by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through four d istinct stories. The Caucus leadership is confident that the book will 

foster stimulating thought and conversation. 

Apologies for email duplications and thank you again for your participation in Caucus activities and events, 
The full Caucus calendar for this academic year will be available at the Social, 

As always, )lease feel free to contact me if you have any questions, feedback or good news. ;) 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 





CBC Scheduled Calendar - 20:12-13 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September S - Monthly Meeting 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home (Nov. 

26 

December - No scheduled meeting; Monthly Meeting with BSM; Holiday Social (Dec. 14 ??) 

January = "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (January 9??) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Ar~s Nigh~ Out" with CPA ~Feb. 26 & 27) and "Read 

In" (Feb. 8 or 22??) events 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting with B~M 

April - Spring Social 

Steering Committee - Deborah Stroman IChai~person), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Little john, 

OJ McGhee, Verita Murrill, and Nakenge Robertson 

www.unc,edu/cbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SBoman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 8:52 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - ]MPORTANT 

Do Good. 

Debor~lL, Stroman, PhD. CLU 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:05 PM 
"to: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - IMPORTANT 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Unive~ib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

Prom: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 6:42 PM 
To: cbcchair 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - IMPORTANT 



Hi CBC Members and Tenured/Tenure-track Black Faculty. 

I hope you are havin8 a productive and manaBeable first week of classes. The university community is buzzins. 

I hope to see you on late afternoon tomorrow in a more relaxin8 environment with friends and associates. The 
Chancellor will address a number of issues at the "Welcome Back" Social that are very important to our 

community. I am truly excited about our BatherinB. 

In lisht of the onsoin8 "cloud" before us, I want to share my sentiments with you. The Caucus leadership team 
continues to observe and document particular happeninBs that affect our campus status and climate. Thank 

you for your emails and phone calls. Over the past few months I have met with the Chancellor and Dean Karen 
Gil (A&S) to express our concerns, ask questions, and to 8ain insiBht on their respective positions and actions. I 

am in constant contact with Dr. Jan Boxill, the faculty chair, and Dr. Eunice Sable. I do believe that the 
Chancellor, Dean Gil, and Dr. Boxill all support the UNC Black community and in particular, the critical 

examination of our ethnicity and culture. The Chancellor met with the entire Department of African and 
African American Studies yesterday. Dr. Boxill will present a resolution of support for the department at the 

first Faculty Council meetin8 on September 7. Today’s response by Associate Dean Hartlyn (A&S) to the Ausust 
23. disturbin8 DTH letter is also very important in this resard. (Note: Dean Gil is out of town. It is my 

understandin8 that the I                                        , will also respond to the letter.) Dr. 
Sahle encourases the Caucus to continue to stay mindful of the situation as she prepares for a very important 

presentation to a Board of Governors panel this upcominB Thursday. I ask that you pray for her and our 

continued strensth. 

The Caucus will host an important town hall meetin8 with the Black Student Movement on September 3.9 

(SASB - Upendo Lounse) at 5:30 p.m. to discuss the racial and political aspect of the UNC "cloud," the Black 

male student crisis here at UNC, and national concerns. (See attachment.) Currently, the panelists include Dr. 

Kia Caldwell (African and African American Studies), Dr. Donna-Marie Winn (FPG Child Development Institute), 

),and 

). In addition, Vice Provost Taffye Clayton and Vice Chancellor Winston Crisp will provide 

remarks. Your attendance is 8reatly appreciated as we demonstrate unity asainst unwarranted attacks on the 

department and a quest for truth and dialoBue. It is my hope that we have a very engaBinB discussion and 

leave Upendo with a positive spirit, yet ever coBnizant of forces working to retard our proBress. In an effo~ to 

provide a better connection with our Black students, we will also introduce a joint-reading proBram for this 

academic year. The book is titled, Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration in 

America. The book, written by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through four d istinct stories. The Caucus leadership is confident that the book will 

foster stimulating thought and conversation. 

Apolosies for email duplications and thank you asain for your participation in Caucus activities and events. The 

full Caucus calendar for this academic year will be available at the Social. 

As always, please feel free to contact me if you have any questions, feedback or good news. ;) 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

919.843.0336 



Faith is learning to let God keep you steady an d to be ruled less an d less by your emotions an d circums~an ces. " (T Paris) 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Attach: 

Shoman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 6:45 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; discussion (t~aculty--athletics- 
forum@listserv uncedu); Emmett Gill <                     _ @yahoocom>; 
Taylor Branch <mail@taylorbranch corn>; Earl Smith <smithea@wfu edu>; Davis, 
Timothy <davistx@w[’u edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email uric edu>; Osborne, 
Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email unc edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc edu>; Turner, Robert W <vwturner@email uric edu>; Weight, Erianne A 
<eweight@email uric edu> 

Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email unc edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Chris Faison 
<cfaison I @gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email uric edu>; Jeff Cartoon <           ~yahoo corn>; Kathy Crawford 

~hommil corn); Lane, Cricket <cricket@uric edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
<jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email uric edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email uric edu>; White, Carla 
<cywhite@email uric edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Race and Sport Discussion 

Case of Race Flyer pdf 

Hi All. I scheduled a joint meeting with the Black Student Movement 

(https://sites.google.com/site/uncblackstudentmovement/) and the Carolina Slack Caucus (http://www.unc.edu/cbc/) 

to discuss the racial considerations of what is happening on our campus and beyond. Both groups are very excited about 

this discussion. Students and faculty comprise the panel and remarks will be made by Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs, 

Winston Crisp, and Vice Provost of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, Taffye Clayton. 

See attached. (September 19 at 5:30 p.m. in SASB - Upendo Lounge) 

Feel free to join us in this impo~ant dialogue. 

www.exss.unc.edu 
315 Woollen - CB #8700 

919,843.033~ 







To: EXSS Liaison <dstrol~, unc edu> 

















The event will be held at the Carolina Inn, North Parior Room 

you can va et parl{ and your par ling wil be covered 

The topics wil be the drat strategy staten’ents and mplementation objectives and init atives over tile next 4 ye~rs 



Carolina Athletics Strate 
Focus Gro p- Faculty 

August 30~ 201 2 



Agenda 

Project 

People 

Plan 

Definitions 

SWOT 

Draft Strategy Statements 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 2 



Agenda 

Project 

People 

Plan 

Definitions 

SWOT 

Draft Strategy Statements 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



We were rney to develop a strategy 

]. Guide decision making 
of employees to be 

consistent with the 
strategic direction of the 

organization 

¯ Strate~    ~lan for the 

values, vision, priorities 

and actions) 

2. Strategic thinking 

training to Carolina 

Athletics 

3. Strategic input from 

key constituents 

I. Understand approach 

2. Review assessment 

data 

3. Generate insights and 

ideas (captured by 

consulting team) 

. own and 
implement eventual 

strategy 

Feedback on draft 

s;workings 

5. Understand approach 
and suggest changes for 

different constituents 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 4 



Strategic Plan Task Force 

Bubba Cunningham Director of Athletics 

Martina Ballen St. Associate AD 

Clint Gwaltney St. Associate AD 

Steve Kirschner Sr. Associate AD 

John Montgomery Sr. Associate AD 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN s 



Strategic Plan Advisory Committee 

Sam Paul Coach 

Student-Athlete 

Lissa groome Faculty 

Karen Gil Faculty 

Lowry Caudill Rams Club 

Dwight Stone Rams Club 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 6 



Strategic Plan Consultants 
(Kenan-Flag[er Business School) 

¯ Assoc. Professor, Director Consulting Program, UNC KFBS 
¯ Consulting Experience - Mcl(insey & Co., and PwC 
¯ Author of "The McKinsey Engagement" & strategy articles 
¯ 4 sport letterman & NCAA football 

The Soccer Foundation 

Project Leader, STAR Kenan-Flagler, Delta Engineers 

Guam National Tennis Team 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



Th project was divided into 3 phases 

Strategy 

Statements 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



Agenda 

Project 

People 

Plan 

Definitions 

SWOT 

Draft Strategy Statements 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



How do firms create strategy? 

bCAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



Paul’s 4 Ps of Strategy 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



Different levels of strategy 

bCAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



We used SWOT to guide o r assessm nt 

Strengths Weaknesses ] 
Traits within our 
organization that we 

Internal ~                                                  could leverage in the 
future or mitigate A Ivi..na.~s.s 
through strategic 
actions 

Opportunities Threats 

External 
Analysis 

Elements outside of 
our organization of 
which we have no 
control but that could 
(and should) affect 
our strategy 

[~ CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 13 



Carolina Athletics - Pr[or[t[zed SWOT 

Strenqths 

Student-athletes 

Coaching staff 

Focus on facilities 

Opportunities 

Foster a service mentality 

Leverage brand 

Increase revenue 

Weaknesses 

Organization 

Bias toward status quo 

)ensation 

Threats 

Conference affiliation 

Financial challenges 

NCAA shifts 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



Primary Strategy Statements 

Priorities 
Objectives 

Initiatives (& Metrics) 
Actions 

15 



Our starting point 
Mission Statement 

is the 

ca e 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 16 



We establish our 
Co~e Val es 

Responsibi 
ion 

~xii;~ togethe£ 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 17 



To drive us forward, we draft our 

lead in all 
Academ~cs~ 

Adm~ 

~ha~ 
A~hle~ics 

isolation 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 18 



To translate strategy to action, we identify 
Priorities 

Academ c Ach evement 

Athletic Per~ormance 

Adminstratve 

AIgs our oper~£t oss to fulf II the m ssion of 
the university 

Achevea op 3academc nshin he 
conference an8 a top 10 ~nsh nationally is 
each spo~t~ 

~>eform oatop3athle crankingin he 

n each spot 

inte~nal and external constituen s to 
relentlessly pu sue the resources and 
admnistra vestrucuessecessayf~or 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 19 



Carolina Athletics Strategy Statements 

We educate and inspire 
through athletics. 

Responsibility 

Innovation 

Service 
Excellence 

Do what is right. 

Find a better way. 

Put others first. 

Work hard. Play smart, Win together. 

Academics, Athletics & 
Administration 

Align our operations to fulfill the mission of the 
university. 

Academic Achievement 
Achieve a top 3 academic finish in the conference 
and a top 10 finish nationally in each sport. 

Athletic Performance 
Achieve a top 3 athletic ranking in the conference 
and a top 1 0 ranking nationally in each sport. 

Administrative Engagement 
Engage internal and external constituents to 
relentlessly pursue the resources and administrative 
structures necessaW for success. 

bCAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 2o 



Agenda 

Project 

People 

Plan 

Definitions 

SWOT 

Draft Strategy Statements 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 



Discussion 

1. What do you think 

2. What do you think 
initiatives (hand 

3. What reactions 
for buy-in? 

of 

of the 
out)? 

should we plan 

the draft strategy statements? 

initial objectives and 

for as roll this out 

CAROLINA ATHLETICS 
~STRATEGIC PLAN 22 







CBC Scheduled Calendar - 201 o13 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September g = Monthly Meeting 

September 19 5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Bate: issues and insights Before Us" 

(Upendo) 

October 3 = Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November lg 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Beception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December- No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 - "State of the U’* meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February- No scheduled meeting 

February CBC Events -"An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater and "Read-In" (TBD) 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TgD) 

Student Ambassadors: 

www,unc,edu!cbc cbcinfo@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 6:40 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: Faculty Welt~are Committee 

d 

Do Good 

Debmah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage, E~[vlora Empowec 

919,843,0336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Faculb/Welfare Committee 

ABSOLUTELY!H h wi[[ be my honor! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:38 pivl 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Faculb/Welfare Committee 

Only if you commit to keep i~lentoring me and assisting in my development as a master lecturer in the future, ;) 

Do Good 

Deborah 1,. Str’oman, Ph.D CI,I] 
En,3u~Te, Expk~r a L’n!po~ve~; 

919,843.0336 



From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent; Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:37 PM 
TO; Stroman, Deborah L 
~c; Boxill, Jan 
Subject~ Faculty Welfare CommiL~ee 

Deb, 

Thanks for agreeing to be on the Faculty Welfare Committee. Given you organizational expertise and skill, I would like 

ask you to serve as Chair of the Committee. I hope you will consider and accept my request. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



CBC Scheduled Calendar - 2012o13 

September 19 5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: @ssues and insights gefore Us" 

IUpendo Lounge - SASB) 

October 3 = Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 15 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - Dey) 

November 15 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December- No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 = "~$tote of the U" meeting with Choncellor Thorp 

February- No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CgC "Read-~n" 

March g - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TgD) 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@unc,edu 































Eli 





CBC Schecluled Calenclar - 

(Upendo) 

- "Welcome t~ack" Social 

= Monthly Meeting 

5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of gate: issues and insights Before 

= Monthly Meeting 

- Monthly Meeting 

6:00 p,m, - "Giving Thanks" I~eception at the Chancellor’s Home 

= NO scheduled meeting 

- Holiday Social 

- "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

- No scheduled meeting 

CBC Events -"An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater and "Read-In" (TSD) 

- Monthly Meeting 

- Spr~ng Social 

Student Ambassadors: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 8:32 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: Faculty Council Comments 

Do Good, 

Debor~t LStroman, Ph.D, CLU 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 11:32 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Faculty Council Comments 

Thanks 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 10:52 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Faculty Council Comments 

Not sure on that one... ;( 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 



Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Know[nB is not enoush; we ruust apply. Willing is not enodgh; we must do." (J. Goethe/ 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <imboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, September 6, 2012 9:33 PM 

TO: EXSS Liaison <dstro(~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Faculty Council Comments 

I see it! 

3an Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
UniveBity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 4:26 PM 
TO= Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Faculty Council Comments 

Do Cood, 

Debora~l, Stroman, Ph.D CLIJ 
~ngaL~e,~kplor~Ln!powen 

919,843.0336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 4:25 PM 
TO= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Faculty Council Comments 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 2:43 PM 
TO= Boxill, Jan 



Subject: RE: Faculty Council Comments 

d 

Do Good. 

Enfi~,qe Explore. Empower: 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 2:41 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Faculty Council Comments 

THANKS SO MUCIL Love your comments. 

Jan 

From~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 2:36 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject= RE: Faculty Council Comments 

Do Good. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 12:04 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject= Faculty Council Comments 

Attached is a draft of my comments for Friday I would appreciate any comments you might have 



Thanks, 
Jan 



CBC Schecluled Calenclar - 

5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: ~ssues and insights t~efore Us" 

(Upendo Lounge - SASB) 

, Monthly Meeting 

- Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - Dey) 

6:gO p,m, = "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

- No scheduled meeting 

- Holiday Social 

= %tare o[ the U" meeting with 6hancego~ Thorp 

- No scheduled monthly meeting 

* "An A~s Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

C8C "Read-in" 

Monthly Meeting 

- SpFing Social 











let 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Monday, September I 0, 2012 I 0:29 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Open letter to the Daily Tar Heel 

Thanks. Yes, I already did ! And to the BSM and two of my "trusted" friends in the media. ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill 

Date: Monday, September 10, 2012 10:25 PM 

TO: EXSS Liaison 

Subject: FW: Open letter to the Daily Tar Heel 

I am passing along a letter that Perry Hall has sent to the DTH It will be interesting to see if it gets published 
They didn’t publish mine, even alter telling me they would, which is why I sent it out to all t~aculty You might 
share this with the Caucus, and others 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Universib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone: 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Perry Hall [haJl2)o@en~aihu0c,edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 9:52 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Open let[er to the Daily Tar Heel 

Dear Jan 

Thanks for your support of our department 

Please find attached (and embedded below) the "Open Letter to the Editors of The Daily Tar Heel" which I j ust 
submitted 
I addition to seeking its publication there, I am seeking to circulate it through as many other channels and 
networks as possible 



Share with friends if you care to 

Thanks 

Penni 

Dear Editors: 

Open Letter to the Editors of The Daily Tar Heel 

The latest DTH article on the ongoing academic scandal - reporting on Friday’s 
Faculty Council meeting - continues the paper’s consistent practice of 
scapegoating the entire AFAM department as the locus of that scandal, and its use 
of the shoddiest tactics to accomplish that aim. Long after several published 
reports emphasized that none other than the two named parties were involved in 
the irregularities, today’s DTH article frames the meeting’s focus in terms of "the 
questions surrounding the University’s Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies." Indeed, for the entire summer, the DTH’s website’s updates of the 
scandal’s developments consistently referred to a "scandal-ridden department," 
and the "widespread academic fraud," alleged to exist there. 

To persist with such loose, gross exaggerations distorts the issues beyond 
recognition, and shows extreme irresponsibility on the part of those who penned 
these distortions. To combine this distortion with the pattern of reporting and 
emphasizing certain aspects of an event while minimizing and omitting others - 
which was blatantly the case in your report on the Council meeting - adds up to 
the reporting of an outright lie. 

After reporting on Chancellor Thorp’s report to the faculty, your story devotes 177 
words (more than one-third of the 49:l.-word story) to the comments of History 
Professor Jay Smith, who was stridently critical of the administration’s handling of 
the problems. 

The fact that there is only one vague quote from Faculty Council Chair Jan Boxill 
(the very last words of the story), constitutes a gross violation of journalistic 
standards, if not a punishable offense. 

There was no reporting on the balanced report Chair Boxill presented regarding 
the issues, problems, and value of athletics in academia; no reporting on the fact 
that she presented to the faculty a resolution supporting the integrity of the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies; no mention of the fact that 
AFAM Professor Kia Caldwell read a statement, and the names of all department 
faculty that signed it, that acknowledged and welcomed the resolution; no 



reporting of the fact that every faculty in the packed room stood to applaud and 
support the Department after her statement; and certainly no reporting on the 
simple, hard news fact that the resolution of support passed with apparent 
unanimity. 

The expressions of support from that representative group of faculty - the 
resolution and most especially the standing ovation - constituted a major event in 
this ongoing crisis. It was certainly welcomed by the AFAM department faculty, 
and has constituted a major boost in terms of their morale. It affirmed the value 
of that enterprise and signaled that we as a university community were ready to 
move on and continue to perfect and practice our mission. 

Your reporter was present, witnessed this important turn of events, and (that 
reporter or an editor) chose not to report it. 

That is an atrocity. 

In face of the gross lack of professional standards that the DTH has consistently 
displayed while covering this story, your recent editorial which ignored 
information presented to you by members of the department and 
presumptuously demanded "transparency" from the Department in order 
to "prove" (presumably to your editors) that standards were being upheld, stands 
as an absurd joke and a gross insult. 

Until your staff decides to clean up its own act and report the news instead of 
trying to shape it, the DTH will remain both a laughing stock, and a model for how 
journalism should NOT be practiced in a democracy. 

Perry A. Hall, Associate Professor 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 10:31 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

Re: When it rains ;( 

;( Yes, it is a VERY sad time for us. Wish I could fast forward my career. ;) I am tired of defending us... 

I need to recharge EVERY night to stay positive and encouraged. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill ~Lrr~boxi[l@emai[ unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, September 10, 2012 10:27 PM 

TO: EXSS Liaison <dstic,~’~Jnc.edu> 
Subject: RE: When it rains... ;( 

i almost wish i could retire, just when we try to move forward, something 
comes up anew. I have worried everyday for the past year --what next? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 10:25 PM 
"to: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: When it rains... ;( 

Exactly!! It will be twisted (just like this athletic "cloud") for a particular agenda. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is hot enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <[mbcx~H@emaIL~Lqc.e{~u> 

Date: Monday, September 10, 2012 10:22 PM 



TO: EXSS Liaison <dst~ o@unc e&J> 
Subject: RE: When it rains... ;( 

Fortunately for Holden, Kupec was there for 20 years--but people will see 
again, "no oversight"! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 10:19 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject= Re: When it rains... ;( 

That’s what I heard ANOTHER unfortunate blemish on the Chancellor’s tem~ in office too So sad 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Departrnent h it p://c.xss.~J n ~ , d~J/ 

’Knowing is not enougl’t; we must apply Wiiling is not enougl’t; vve must l!o" (J Goethe) 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <j~T~bcxJ!l@emai! u!~c.~d~> 

Date: Monday, September 10, 2022 10:16 PM 

TO: EXSS Liaison <¢’is~r~unc edl> 
Subject: RE: When it rains... ;( 

I KNOW! This is awful. I just got to know him this year and found him 
amazing. 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculb/at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
Universib/of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3125 
Office Phone: 919 962 33~7 
Cell Phone: 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 10:14 PM 

TO= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= When it rains... ;( 

Mercy 



I il!~:;~ n ewDoi;~,OI ~,~ol" C;/I o, i2’<Df)iO<71lOi2~ 3 ? 707_,’ ~-~ ~C-fU n d’ai s e~’-resi m is-llild h 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

’Knowing is not enough; we m~!;t apply Willing is nor enough; we must lio" (,f Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 9:26 AM 

Walter Storholt @gmail.com>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC WBBALL 

Hi Walter. Good to hear from you ! All is well here on campus as we continue to navigate "the cloud." Hopefully, we will be 

able to focus on more solutions and creating smiles at the end of next month. There seems to be heightened national 

attention on college sport and academics now. 

Yes, please do count me in for WBB. I look forward to the escape. ;) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha tambda 

Hi Jan and Debby! 

l’ve missed you guys. I hope you’ve both had great summers. 

Just want to touch base to see if you were both planning to serve as color commentators for the women’s basketball games 

again this year. I really enjoyed our time together last year and hope you’re both interested in doing it again, although I know 

how extremely busy you both are. I’m sure you’ve taken a peek at the schedule already and we of course don’t need to set 

anything in stone yet. Just let me know when you can if you plan on being on the broadcasts again this year. 

Thanks and I look forward to speaking with both of you again soon 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(DSTROMAN)> 

We&lesday,                  1:17 PM 

Boxill, Jml <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
RE: WRAL 

d 

Do Good 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Boxill Jan 

Do Good 

DcborahL Slrolnalx Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower 

919843.0336 

..... Original Message ..... 

Sent Wednesday, 1204 PM 
To St~oman, Deborah I, 

Jay 





On 

On 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:33 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: In case you missed it~ Margolis commentary 

Always good. We go back two years of clandestine chats. Lol 

We need to encourage her. She has been REALLY beaten down in the Ed School. She is back from her fellowship and needs 

support. 

After last night, the articles that Kia sent out today, and my chat with Eileen this morning, I am going to work with Brenda 

Malone, Ann Penn, and Wayne Blair about a campus wide strategy to do more. I will keep you posted. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt E~zi/exs~ ur~c.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:24 PM 

Thanks How was the meeting with Eileen? 

Jan Boxill 
Clmir of fl~e Facults" 
Dir¢clor. Parr C¢lacr Eor Elhics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:11 PM 
"[o= Weight, Erianne A.; Southall, Deborah Joy; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coy[e 
~c: Boxill, Jan 
Subject= In case you missed it~ Margolis commentary 



by Lew Margolis - The Commentators 

Pig~d ..~p,..2)12 i2:.1 :’14 

~el recently published an analysis of the latest budget of UNC’s Department of Athletics. ~,Mlile expenses in the $75 

e slated to increase by about 4%, salaries and benefits wil! increase a generous 11 7%. Apparently there 

3bligations" to coaches based on all sods of incentive clauses in their contracts. 

~ividuals should be free to seek the compensation they think they deserve, and employers should be free to 

leeded to secure the best employees, so I do not envy the football coaches or basketball coaches or athletic 

salaries place them in the very upper percentiles of university compensation ! do, however, believe that the 1 2% 

~ensation that state employees are scheduled to receive does oblige the citizens of the university to ask some 

an increase of 11.7% for our athletics colleagues. 

does the athletics revenue stream have on the ability of the university to carp>, out its mission of advancing 

rship and creativity? For example, UNC has struggled with faculty retention in recent years. Talented faculty are 

y other prestigious universities 

~re two rewards systems in public universities. The academic system is driven by state budgets, tuition, acquisition 

3, and the generosity of donors. The other--in athletics--is propelled by entirely different incentives of media 

ate sponsorships, ticket sales, and, remarkably, student athletic fees We have ample evidence of the harmful 

athletic revenue model on the university’s mission so perhaps it is time to acknowledge this and send the athletics 

) the world of professional sports leagues. 

ce of this lucrative revenue stream how do we justify, and accept the fact that the athletes from whose talents 

!ow do not have the right to a financial return? Even if one accepts the unsupportable claim that their scholarships 

ation are their stipends increasing by 11.7%? 

s budget does the department of athletics compensate faculty, students, and staff for the harm of the damaged 

liversdy? Academic dishonesty involving athletes now appears to reach back at least 12 years and likely beyond. 

een told that the department of athletics will pay for some of the mounting legal and other investigator,,, expenses, 

)mage to the integrity of the university is not so transparently assessed. 

contractual obligations mean that Butch Davis wil! see an increase in the $590,000 that he is receiving for the next 

~ct, can anybody explain why this former head coach is receiving any compensation, given the harm to the 

~s been disclosed under his watch? 

)aches make good use of their !! 7% increase in compensation. I have already decided what charities to support 



Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not en(~ugh; we mllst appl;y Willing ix not enough; v~e must do" (J Goethe) 































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 
Sunday, September 30, 2012 4:32 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Student-Faculty-Staff Coalition 

Yes. I will be oul of Iown tomorrow headed Io the NCAA ;) 

I am planning on coming by the Fi¢ld Hock¢y game to wa/ch and chat wilb 
you about the WBB schedule too 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PkD CLU 

Sporl Adminislmlion Lecturer and Academic Ad~ isor 

Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 
Facuh) Advisor, Carolitm Sport Business Club m~d Sigma Alpha Lmnbda 

On 9/30/12 10:54 AM, "Boxilk Jaff’ <JMBOXILL@e~nail m~c edu wrote: 

>1 believe tbele is a meethtg set up for Monday Ulffommatel), I have an 



>Go Hccls, 
> 

>Deborah Stronmak PhD CLU 
> 

>Chair. Carolilul Black Caucus 
>Faculg" Advisor, Carolit~a Spor~ Business Chlb alld Signm Alpba Lmnbda 

>"Knowhlg is not enough: we must appl) Willing is not enough: x~e must do" 
>(J Goelhe) 

>On 9/25/12 1:32 PM, "Caldwe[1, Kia L" <klcaldwe@email uric edu> wrote: 

>>Hi All. 
>> 1 met with a s~dent toda) and discussed tbe possibiht) of forming a 
>>stud3 -Facully-sla ff coalilion to develop a progressive blueprint for 
>> bigber education flint could serve as an ~ltenmtive to fl~e "BNe Ribbon" 

>>Monday or Friday at l~oon Tlfis would be a small gathebmg of students, 
>>~lcully, and slaff Io bminslonn possibililies For now. il would be 
>>good Io keep plans aboul Ihe mceling confidenlial I will Follow up wdh 
>>mote detads soon If you tbi]tk of otber people to imdte to tbe 

>>Kia Lilly Cald~ell, PhD 

>> Afro-Alnerican Studies 

>>UNC-Chapel Hill 

>>CB g3395, 208 Battle Hall 

>>Chapel Hill. NC 27599 

>>Phone: 919-962-8225 

>>Fax: 919-962-2694 



>>website for PFN and lead the statement of principles ffyou agree to 
principles, mid to behtg listed on the website, flten entail Karen 

>>Best to you, 
>> 

>> Sher~’l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 5:59 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email unc edu> 

RE: Photos from Sep 30, 2012 

d 

919,843,0336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thmsday, October 04, 2012 8:32 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Salyer, Sherry L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Photos from Sep 30, 2012 

GREAT PHOTOS--Thanks; these are the first we have ever done at Field Hockey 

Thanks so much, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Faculty 

DirectoL Pan Center for Ethics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:20 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: 

Explore, 

9:19,843,0336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 6:10 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks. I always like your quotes, and have used them! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 6:00 PM 
To: Boxill, ]an 
Subject: RE: 

POWERFUL quote with your signature. I !ove it! 

Do 6ood 



9J98430336 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:32 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Salyer, Sherry L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Photos from Sep 30, 2012 

GREAT PHOTOS--Thanks; these are the first we have ever done at Field Hockey 

Thanks so much, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of Ihc Facully 
Dir¢clor. Pan" Ccnlcr for Elhics 
Master Leclu~r, Department of Pl~osopl~ 
Univcrsily orNorlh Carolina al Chapel Hill 
Cllal~el Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, October I I, 2012 7:01 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Ballen, 
Martina K <mballen@email uric edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Richardson, Wally 
<wricha@email unc edu> 

FW: CSBC Project CASPER 

Do Good 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October II, 2012 6:50 PM 
"I’o: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu; richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Fedora, H. Larry; 
r~ox@uncaa.unc.edu; derekg@uncaa.unc.edu; skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu; shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu; 
bk~Ibas@uncaa.unc.edu; uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu; janmann@uncaa.unc.edu; meadem@uncaa.unc.edu; 
rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; cd@uncaa.unc.edu; Papa, Donna J; spaul@uncaa.unc.edu; jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu; 
masapp@uncaa.unc.edu; kcs@uncaa.unc.edu; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu; VanAlsWne, Mark; Williams, Roy A 
~c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC Project CASPER 

Hi Coach. If you haven’t heard already, I am writing to let you know of a new ambitious project I am undertaking with 

the assistance of outstanding Carolina Spor~ Business Club (www.csbcunc.com) students. I briefly chatted with Bubba 
about this project and he also excited about the possibilities. 

My goal is to create a database of ALL Tar Heel alu mni (u ndergrad and grad) who work in the sport industry. The 

{2)~1~, ~!l~(:h !2: ~ which is an acronym for "Carolina Alumni in Sport Project Each one, Reach one. (Casper was friendly! 

If you have any contacts or leads for the database, feel free to contact                          my team leaders. 

They will reach out to you (in person, phone or email) with the necessary information for the database. 

@kenan flagler.unc.edu 



Please share this note with your coaching staff, managers, office staff, and players. We welcome athletes to the Club and 

hope that they will take advantage of this great resource for all students, regardless of major, who are interested in a 

career in the spo~ industry. We seek to prepare them for life after UNC academics and extracurricular activities. 

Thanks for all you do for the Tar Heel family. 

Continued Success, 

debby 

~bor~h L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

3~.5 Woollen - C~ #8788 

best ability i’s availability," 



"The bes~ abi~t~ ~s availability," 



"The bes~ abi~t~ ~s availability," 

















Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflyfoste~, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement of Black employees at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n.fo@unc.edu 
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CBC Activities 

Next Meeting: WEDNESDAY, October 3rd - 11:30 aomo Union 3411 

BS~V~ & CBC ~oint Book Read - Fa~ Semester 2022 

Please purchase Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The 

Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written 

by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race 

and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through 

four distinct stories. 

CBC and BSM members will read the book this fall 2012 

semester and then engage in a discussion group(s) in 

January 2013. 

IMPORTANT 

"The Cloud" Update - Definition: The ongoing situation that 

currently occupies center stage for many senior administrators 

(academic and athletic) and members of the Department of 

African and Afro American Studies and is directly related to the 

identification and implementation of policies to ensure campus 

wide integrity, adherence to policies, and the integration of our 

highly-competitive athletic program. There are two more 

investigations in progress that will hopefully bring the entire 

campus closer togeLher and unified on soluLions. Pres. Ross and 

the Board of Governors has convened a five-member panel to look further into academic fraud and 

former Gov. Jim Martin (with Virchow, Krause & Company) is exploring possible academic 

improprieties prior to 2007. In addition, Chancellor Thorp asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the 

Association of American Universities, to help our univeraty examine and better define the future 

relationship between academics and athletics. The Rawlings committee will begin their work after 

aov. Martin finishes his review and report. 



~ There are many students, sta,~, and ~facuity members very concerned with the ideological battle 

over the mission of higher education in the state of North Carolina. The Caucus leadership encourages 

http://ww~indyweek~com/cit~zen/archives/2~22/~9/2~/~rt~p~pe~nd~the~[utur~f~duc~ti~n~in~ 

There is a progressive faculty network iist¢erv http://proqfacunc, wordpres:~ com/. If you agree to the 

principles, and to being listed on the website, then email ,~aren Booth (kmbooth@emaiLunc.edu) to 

say you’ve read them and want to be on the listserv. 

Strongly recommended artiele~ of interest: 

~. http:i/www.newyorker.com/reportinqi20~i~O/l_O/~O~O[~ [~ct mayer?currentPage-afl 

unc, html 

A@i~mativ Actors Update 

On Oct. 10, the court will take on an affirmative action case that could curtail or further restrict race-conscious 

admission polities at public universities It was only ~n 2003 that the Supreme Court heard a similar case. 

lus[ice Sandra Day O’Connor aul:hored the 5 4 decision, known as Grul[er I:ha[ narrowly upheld the limiled use 

of race as a factor in law school admissions to increase diversity. But O’Connor has since been replaced by 

Justice Samuel Alito, who is more skeptical of racial classifications and preferences. 

Now, in Fisher v. U niversity of Texas, a white student named Abigail Fisher is suing the University of Texas 

challenging the constitutionality of the school’s use of race in undergraduate admissions decisions. In :1997, the 

Texas legislature passed the "Top ~0 Percent Law," which mandates that Texas high school seniors in the top 

10 percent of their classes be automatically admitted to any [exas state university After the Grutter derision 

conic down, the universil:y added anolher policy to its admissions p~ograrP, allowing schools to consider race 

along with several other factors for admission. Fisher did not have high enough grades to qualifg for automatic 

admission, so she had to compete with other applicants, some of whom were entitled to preference on the 

basis of race. She was denied admission. 

In court papers, her lawyers say in part that that the "Top :10 Percent Law" produced a race-neutral policy that 

made the University of Texas one of the most diverse public universities in the nation, and that the university 

should not have combined that policy with one that considers race 

weighed during the admissions process. Read more htt p://abcnews.go.com/Politics/supreme court faces 

aff!rmative-a ct[on:~,ay:marriagewot!ng/st o ~/?[d-:17338750 

http ://www.in si d e h ighered, co rain ews/20 $ 2/08/14/coil eh’e-t~r ou ps-fl ood-s u p rein e-co u rt-b ri efs-d efen d inh’- 

affirmative-action 



CBC on YouTube~ Speciaf thanks to OJ McGhee and Victoria Hommett for their work 

on social media and the online presence of the Caucust. Visit YouTube (CBCUNC1974) - 

http://www.youtube.com/user/unccbc1974?feature=resutts_main or the CBC 

website’s Video Vault to view our videos from past CBC event~ 

Hetp,f We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

Show your colors[ Wear your Caucus hat with pride - 95 members and 910 non-members. 

Super resource! 81ackDocter.org (BDO) ;s the all important pdmaw destination that redefines Black 

health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, happier living, and your daily 

medicine...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most comprehensive online health resource 

specifically targe[ed [o African Americans. 

CoBtlrllurli~:y News - Please send your uni[’s events and activi[y information to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, milestones, 

accomplishments, etc) concerning Black employees. 

CBC BiT 

Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of persons 

working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them to OJ at 

oj mcghee@unc,edu. We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

Special thanks to OJ for his CBC website work as we now have a YouTube 

channel and videos posted to the CBC website. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever 

feel isolated. We want to know if there are 

new hires {faculty, staff, administrators, 

coaches, post docs, etc.) or retirements in 

your uni[ or depar[rnenL We wish [o 

welcome them to the university Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.eduicbc 

Politics, Race, & the November Election Forum Series sponsored by Organizing Against Racism 

(www.or~anizingagains[racism corn) HeMtb - Oc[ober 4 at 7:00- 8:30 pm Education -- 
October 18 at 7:00- 8:30 p.m. Both events will be held at the United Church of Chapel I lill, 

$321 MLK Jr. Blvd. 

The Department of Women’s and Gender Studies presents Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz (Feminist. 

Revolutionary, Historian.) Two lectures: :[) Race, Nations, Land, Decolonization: indigenous 
Resistance in the Americas. Monday, October 8~" at 5:30 p.m. (Stone Hitchcock) Reception to 

follow, 2) Women, War, Race, and Revolution: Second Wave Feminist Organizing in the South, 
an Oral Histoiy. Tuesday October 9t, at Noon - ::[:30 p.m, (Global Education Center- 4003) 

*Space is limi[ed for this event; please RSVP to Dr Ariana Vigil; avigil@ernail unc,edu 

Graduate Student Crosstalk Time! "What Graduate Students Should Know about Postdoc 
Oppor[uni[ies." Friday, Oc[ober 21 a[ 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. (Gradua[e Student Cen[er) Speaker: Dr. 
Sibby AndersonZhompkins, Director ofthe Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. Please share this 

opportunity with your graduate students. As usual, heaW appetizers will be provided. 
REGISTRATION IS OPEN Visit website: www.unc.edu/opt ed Contact: Larry E. Campbell 

lecamp@emaikunc.edu OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-:[1. Check out the great schedule of Black Alumni 
events! ht t.o :!/a]umn! ~unc~ed u/ar t[c]e~aspx?sid= $52 



Duke Performing Arts- htt : duke efformances.duke.edu artists- 

~;enre/dp=downtown 

Meshell Ndegeocello - October 19 & 20 

The Mighty Clouds of Joy- November 16 & ~L7 

http://ncstatefair.org- October 

® The Carolina Theatre presents Untold Durham Tuesday, October 9 (7:00 pm.) - 

in collaboration with Museum of Durham History, Preservation Durham and Open 

Durham. Gary Kueber, creator of the award-winning website Open Durham and author 

Of Endangered Durham, will share the town’s colorful history through a live storytelling 

event. Hear tales of the Bull City as never before ! 



Stone Center 

Diaspora Festival of Black and ~ndependent Films: 

Aviva Kempner), 

Oct 9 at 7:00 p.m.: "Twilight Revelations: Episodes in the Life 
and Times of Emperor llaile Selassie" (discussion following with director 
Yernane Demissie). This documentary shows us the man behind the 

myth through the eyes of people, who then held leading positions in his 

government, or worked closely with him An insightful portrait of a 
defining figure in African history, 

Oct 11 at 12:00 p.m.: Lunch and a Movie series: "Elevate" 

Oct 23 at 7:00 p.m.: "The First Rasta" 

Oct 23 at 7:00 p.m.: Education for Action Social Justice Series-- El 
Kilombo Intergalactico presents An Other 

Politics 
Oct 25 at 7:00 p,m,: "The Rosenwald 

Schools" (discussion following with director 

Oct 30 at 7:00 p.m.: The Sonja ffoynes Stone Memorial Lecture given 

by gpelman Professor, Dr. Beverly Guy-ghetto!! 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performin8 Arts - http:!iwww.carolinaperformingarts=org/ 

Alley American D~nce Theater e~¢h year from theP generosity, 

(~arolina Performing Arts seeks to change lives by creating and presenting exceptional ar~s 

e×periences~ and connecUng ~hern to ~he surrounding cornrnunib!. CPA makes history by 

collaboraUng with ar~is~.s and academics alike ~o presen~ ~he mos~ ambitious season ~.o da~e~ 

NEWS OF INTEREST 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity efforts on 

college campuses http://www.ibhe com~radal~ap/ 

The number of students taking African studies courses at Stanford has 
increased 27 percent over the past eig}~t years! 



A New Database on Oral History Co@lections of the Civil Rights Movement - The 

American Folldife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://wwwJoc.8ov/folkHfeidvilri~hts/) present,n8 a database of oral history projects about the dvil 

rights movemenL The C~vH Rights H~story P~oject has data on more than ~,000 o~al h~story collections 

in libraries, museums, and universi~ archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 
Institutions (Database) - This database shows the numbel of full lime faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009~The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/article/RaceEthnicity-of/12909g/?inl 

Job opening]! The Office of the 

~** L*, ~dt** Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost seeks 
a tenured UNC Chapel Hill faculty member 

to lead the Institute of African American Research (IAAR). The mission of the IAAR is to 
[acii]tate, support, and promote research being done by scholars of A[rican American and 
Diaspora studies in every discipline. Visit the IAAR website as it serves as a source for call for 

papers, fellowships, conferences and grant opportunities in African American and African 
diaspora studies in every disdpline, https://iaar.unc.edu/news and events/announcements 

Do you know about ACR£D? The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity is based 

out of the Office of University Development. The African-American subcommittee seeks to 
bolster awareness about and build support for academic and athletic programs at Carolina, 

with special emphasis on initiatives that support and promote a vibrant multicultural campus 
environment, If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, 

please contact Jackie Pierce @ japierce@emaikunc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly 
interested in donor and student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit 
from additional exposure, http:i/~ivin~.unc.edu/affinity-#roups/alumni-diversit¥iindex.htm 



The Power of Community 

An anthropologist proposed a game to kids in an African 
tribe. He put a basket full of fruit near a tree and told the 
kids that who ever got there first won the sweet fruits 
When he told them to run they all took each other’s 
hands and ran together, then sat together enjoying 
their treats VVhen he asked them why they had run like 
that as one could have had all the fruits for himself they 
said: "UBUNTU, how can one of us be happy if all the 
other ones are sad?" 

UBUNTU in the Xhosa culture means: "l am because we 

A great lesson for our community... 

Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www,unc,edu/cbc/joinform.html 

Your CBC 20.~2-~3 Leadership Team 

Larry Campbell - Chemistry 

Victoria Hammett - School o~f Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan.Flogler Business 5~’hool 

Ufsula Littlejohn - Kenan-f:/agler Business School 

O,J. McGhee ---- School qf Public Health 

Verita Mur~d/I - Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson ---- FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Straman - Exercise and Sport t;dence 

New Ambassadors for 

every community; there is work to be done. in every notion, there ore wounds to 

heel. in every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Wiftiemso~ 



Our vision is o univemity community that consistently 

and erl~husi~s~ically fos~er% supports and celebrates 

the achievement o~F Black employees at the University, 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hifi. 

chcin.fo~unc.edu 

September 20:12 E-News 

Thanks to off who attended the 

"Welcome Back" Reception! The 

fellowship was wonderful as,friendships 

were renewed and oar community 

greeted new colleagues. Thanks to 

Chancellor Thorp ~or his gradous 

remarks and ongoing support of 

activities and advocacy. And 

remember to commit to taking care of 

~ourse~f ~irs~. Proverbs 4:23 states, 

"Guard your heart above aft etse, for 

determines ~he course of your life." The caveman. The chameleon. The 

champion. Recognize these people and act accardingIy to manage your 

emotional tank. ;) 

CBC Activities 

C~C First MeetM~: WEDNESDAY, Sept. Sth - :l:l:30 aorno Unior~ 34:l~ 



CBC Town Hall Meeting with Black Student Movement 

Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before Us" 

Please join BSM and CBC members as we discuss the racial 

implications of the ongoing "cloud" hovering on the UNC campus. 

I low can Black students and faculty work closer together to address 

matters of race? Who is speaking for the Black athlete on campus? 

How can we protect the interests of those working to support the 

Department of African and African American Studies? What are the 

(ongoing) lessons learned from the Trayvon Martin and Troy Davis 

cases? Hear our distinguished panelists and share yolJr voice to this important discussion. Panelists 

include Dr. Kia Caldwell (Department of African and Afro-American Studies) and Dr. Donna-Made 

Winn (FPG Child Development Institute) Remarks will be made by Winston Crisp {Vice-Chancellor of 

Student Affairs) and Dr. Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost of Diversity of Multicuitural Affairs). 

"The Cloud" Update - Definition: The ongoing siLuation that 

currently occupies center stage for many senior administrators 

(academic and athletic) and members of the Department of 

African and Afro American Studies and is directly related to the 

identification and implementation of policies to ensure campus 

wide integrity, adherence to policies, and the integration of our 

highly-competitive athletic program. There are two more 

inves[igations in progress that will hopefully bring [he entire 

campus closer together and unified on solutions Pres. Ross and 

the Board of Governors has convened a five-member panel to look further into academic fraud and 

[ormer Gov Jim Martin (wi[h Virchow, Krause & Company) is exploring possible academic 

improprieties prior to 2007. In addition, Chancellor Thorp asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the 

Association of American Universities, to help our university examine and better define the future 

relationship between academics and athletics. The Raw[ings committee will begin their work after 

Martin finishes his review. 

From Dr. Eunice Sahle, chairperson o.f the Department o~f A.frican and Afro American Studies, states: 

would be very grate[ul if you let member~ of the Caucus know that the Chapel Hill team had a very 
productive meeting with the Board o~ Governors panel today [August 29]. Members o.f the panel 

asked very tough questions, but they were[air Furthec they highly appreciated my responses and 
were very pleased to hear about where the department is at this juncture and our ~uture plans...On 
beha~ o~ the department, kindly send our thanks to the members o~ the Caucus [or their supporH 



CBC on YouTube! $pe¢iaf thanks to for their work 

on social media and the online presence of the Caucus! Visit YouTube ~CBCUNC:~974) - 

http://www.yootube.com/user/unccbc1974?feature=results_main or the CBC 

website’s Video Vault to view our uideos ~rom past CBC events~ 

Help./ We still seek ernails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at U NC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus, Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! :~} The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep [heir originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbc!Dro@unc edu 

Show your colors[ Wear your Caucus hat with pride - 95 members and 910 non-members. 

Super resource[ BlackDoetor.org (BDO) is the all-important primary destination [hat redefines Black 

health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, happier living, and your daily 

medidne...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most comprehensive online health resource 

specifically targeted to African Americans. 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to cbcinfo@unc edu 

We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, milestones, 

accomplishments, etc,) concerning Black employees, 

CBC BiT 

B~acks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and ir you know of persons 

working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them to O.l at 

oi mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

Special thanks [o OJ for his CBC website work as we now have a YouTube 

channel and videos posted to the CBC website. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

feel isolated. We want to know if there are 

new hires {faculty, staff, administrators, 

coaches, post-docs, etc) or retirements in 

your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-:[~[, 20:[2. If you have not done so already, please 

take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=162 

Publishing Date! Friday, September 21~t for the next edition of the "Celeb~atil~g Diversity" e- 

r~ewsletter~ This bi annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni and friends and addresses 
news and issues that are important to our multicultural community. If you have any news or 
updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jaclde Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc edu The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and student 
profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus[ Congrats to 

the founders of ’q;aro~i~a Me~ Advocating 

MALES}. Focused on the low retention rate of minority 

males at Carolina, and purposed to find ways to create a 
united body dedicated to helpin8 minority males reach their 

full potential, these young men need other dedicated, hard- 
workinB individuals for leadership positions. If you know of 

~live.unc.edu 



October 6 (Friday Institute on NC State’s Centennial Campus} - As part of Hispanic Heritage 

Month, NC State invites faculty and administrators in the UNC System to the first 

HISPANIC/LATINO UNC System Faculty Forum. Activities include: speakers, breakout sessions 

on recruitment, retention, and campus climate, and poster presentations about 

I lispanic/Latino programs at UNC colleges and universities. The Faculty Forum is sponsored by 

the NC State Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity, the Office of the University of North 

Carolina Vice President for Academic Affairs, NC State’s ADVANCE Developing Diverse 

Depa~tments, andtheNCStateOfficeoftheProvost Contact: Dr Maria Correa at 

correa@ncsu,edu or leave a message at 9:[9 5:[3 6253. 

September 21 - 6:00 p,m. (Graduate Student Center} It’s time for Graduate Student Crosstalk! 

Dr, Sibby Anderson~hompkins, Director of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs is the keynote 
speaker. Additional speakers include a Social/Behavioral Scientist Postdoc as well as a STEM 

Scientist Postdoc. The topic for the Crosstalk will be "What Graduate Students Should Know 
about Postdoc Opportunities." Visit www.unc.eduiopbed for registration information. 

Bull Durham Blues Festival = September 7 & 8 

htt p://www.hayti.org/25th=a~ nual-bull=d u rha rn-blues=festival,htrnl 

Held at the historic Durham Athletic Park, the 25th annual festival is nationally recognized as one 

of the premier blues festivals in the country and has been honored with the "Keeping the Blues 

Alive Award" byThe Blues Foundation in Memphis, TN, The festival has become one of North 

Carolina’s largest celebrations of the blues, recognizing Durham’s rich musical heritage as an 

important center of Carolina and Piedmont glues. 

* DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Wednesday, September :[9 AI Green and special guest Jo Gore Duo 

The Reverend AI Green is known the world over for his 

extraordinary voice and legendary hits that include "Let’s Stay 

Together", "i’m Still in Love with You"," Tired of Being Alone", and 

"L-O-V-E", In 2005, Rolling Stone magazine named him #65 on their 

"100 Greatest Artists o1 All Time." Green has sold more than 20 

million records and has earned 1.1 GRAMMY Awards, and was 

inducted into the Rock and Roll Nail of Fame in :[995. 

* Manbites Dog Theater- http://www.manbitesdogtheater.org/402/ 

September :[3 29 - "The Brothers Size" -Tarell McCraney’s contemporary remix of West African 

myths in a wry, modern context that includes elements of poetry and hip-hop. 



Duke Performing Arts = http://dukeperformances,duke.edu/artists= 

genre/d p-downtown/johnpkee 

John P. gee and the New Life Community Choir {Hayti Heritage 

Center) 

Friday. September 14 and Saturday, September 15 8:00 p.m, 

Meshell Ndegeocello -October 19 & 20 

The Mighty Clouds of Joy - 

November 18 & 17 

* NC Symphony- http://ncsymphony.org 

The Music of Ray Charles - Ellis Hall, piano, William Henry Curry, Resident Conductor (Meymandi 

Concert Hall, Raleigh) 

Friday, September 28 and 
Saturday, September 29 8:00 p.m. 

Honor an American original at this tribute to 

the great Ray Charles, featuring his protege, 

friend and fellow Georgia native, Ellis Hall. 

Join this energetic one time front man of the 

legendary Tower of Power for a night of 

unforgettable soul classics. 

http://ncstatefair,org - October 11-21 



Radio Golf by August Wilson 

The concluding play in Wilson’s epic 10-play cycle charting the 
African American experience in the 20th Century, the plan/follows 

Hat ~o ~d Wlks, a successful e ~repreneur v’¢ing to become 

Pittsbursh s first black ma,/or. A t]meh! and movin~ comic drama 
frora Lhe author of Jitney. August 24 - SepLember 15 

Stone Center 

"Nina Simone==.What More Can ~ Say?" 

exhibition opens September 13 at 7:00 p.m. 

Nina Simone ... What More Can / Say? includes rare 

photosraphs, awards, personal letters and other 

documents of acclaimed singer, activist and North 

Carolina native Nina Simone. The exhibition will run from September 13 - November 30 and will 

open with a free reception on September 13 at 7:00 p.m The one-act play will be presented at 

7:00p.m Sept 15 and 2:00 p.m Sept 16, in the Stone Center auditorium. The exhibit and play, 

both free and open to the public, share the same title. 

Diaspora Festival of B~ack and Independent Film and Welcome Back 

North Carolina Premiere of 

Bernadette, a sinsle mother in Paris, tries to provide her daushters 

with evervthin~ and is thrilled when her eldest daughter, Elza is the 

first in the family to graduate from colle~je. But Elza breaks her 

mother’s heart by runnin8 away to their native Guadeloupe in search 

of a distant childhood memory: the memor,/of her father which 



becomes biurder as s~e encounters [he real man livi ~g in an u g~nown world that begins [o unfold 

}n front of her That descent }nto the past allows her to fully understand the }mplicat}ons of race, 

love and hate in d~e contemporary world Following screening, discussion wi~h the fihn’s directo~ 

Mariette Monpierre, UNC Professor Tanya Shields, NCSU Professor Sheila Smith McKoy (SB FMC 

member) and Bennett College Professor Yvonne Welbon {SB-FMC member) 

As a special We!~eme B~cg te C~mpus, the Stone Center will serve a fantastic menu of the Caribbean 
themed food. RSVP to 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts - http:!iwww=caro~inaperforrningarts.orl~ 

experiences, and connecting thel~q to the surrounding community. CPA makes history by 

NEWS OF TNTEREST 

Hampton University Business School Bans Locks, Cornrows 
Cherie S. White, B~ackAmericaWeb,oom 

Ha ]~plo ] U ]iversity’s I~air ban policy 
was enacted in 2001 but today is the 

topic of ~luch discussion. 

The topic of hair in the black 

community, as many know, is a 

sensitive subject, Dreadlocks and 

braids are seen as expressions of 

pride to some while for others, the 

hairstyles can be polarizing and seen 

as limiting in today’s 

society Hampton University’s hair 

ban policy was enacted in 2003. bLlt today is the topic of much discussion, As shocking as this may 

seem coming from a historically black university, the business school’s dean, Sid Credle, sees the ban 
in a positive light. I le says that enforcing the ban gets students one step closer to securing jobs in 

corporate America. "All we’re trying to do is make sure our students get into the job," Credle told 
ABC, ’What they do after that, that’s you know, their business." The ban on dreadlocks and cornrows 

at the historically black college only applies to male students enrolled in the school’s five-year MBA 
program. 



The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity efforts on 

college campuses http:!!www.ibhe.com/radalgap/ 

The First African American Woman to Lead the CIAA -lacqie Carpenter was named 
comrnissioner, which has :~2 member institL tions including "-1 historically Black colleges and 

universities. ] he CIAA was founded in 29~2 as the Colored Interco~le~iate Athletic Association and is 

the oldest African-American athletic conference in the nation. She was an executive with the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association and most recendy was a member of the leadership team directing the 

NCAA’s men*s basketball tournament, 

A New Database on Ora~ History Collections of the Civil R~hts Movement - The 

American Folklif~ Center at the UbraW of Congress in con urction with the Smithsonian lrstitution’s 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

Institutions (Database) = This database shows the number of full time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than/~,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http;//chronide.corn/artide/RaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 

College Costs Too Much Because Faculty Lack Power 



1. Over 90 group fitness classes a week 

2. Specialty fitness classes such as Boot Camp and TRX 

3. Personal training 

4. Fitness services (blood pressure, body composition, functional movement 

screening and more[) 

5. Wellness workshops 

6. Expedition & challenge course programs 

In addition, UNC Campus Recreation offers Carolina faculty and staff an opportunity to play 
and exercise with your children through our Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) 

program. Two special programs will be o[fered this fail--SOCCER & GYMNASTICS This 
is a free program thanks to the generosity of our staff and special guest instructors. 

For more information visit ht~j~:iiuam£usrec unc:edui£iogra~ns-selvices-fac!!!t!es 



The Power of Community 

An anthropologist proposed a game to kids in an African tribe. He put a basket full of fruit 
near a tree and told the kids that who ever got there first won the sweet fruits. When he told 
them to run they all tool< each other’s hands and ran tegether, then sat together enjo~/ing 
their treats. When he asked them why thee/ had run like that as one could have had all the 
fruits for himself they said: "UBUNTU, how can one of us be happy if all the other ones are 
sad?" 

UBUNTU i{~ the Xhosa culture means: "l am because we are." 

A great lesson for our community. . 



Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www~unc~edu/cb¢!joinform,htm[ 

Your CBC 2012..i3 Leadership Team 

Victoria Hammett - School of Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones ---- Kenan-Flag/er Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn - Kenon-Flagle~ Business School 

O.J. McGhee - School ~f Pubfic Health 

VeHto Mu~i#- Humon Resources 

Nokenge Robe~tson - #PG Child Development Institute 

Deboroh Stromon - Exercise ond Sport Science 

New Ambassadors for 

heal tn ever~ heart, there is the power ~o de 

M, Witli~mson 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiasticaflyfoste~, support~ and celebrates 

~he achievement of Black employees at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

cbc!n.fo@unc.edu 

October 2012 E-News 



CBC Activities 

Next Meeting: WEDNESDAY, October 3rd - 11:30 aomo Union 3411 

BS~V~ & CBC ~oint Book Read - Fa~ Semester 2022 

Please purchase Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The 

Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written 

by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race 

and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through 

four distinct stories. 

CBC and BSM members will read the book this fall 2012 

semester and then engage in a discussion group(s) in 

January 2013. 

IMPORTANT 

"The Cloud" Update - Definition: The ongoing situation that 

currently occupies center stage for many senior administrators 

(academic and athletic) and members of the Department of 

African and Afro American Studies and is directly related to the 

identification and implementation of policies to ensure campus 

wide integrity, adherence to policies, and the integration of our 

highly-competitive athletic program. There are two more 

investigations in progress that will hopefully bring the entire 

campus closer togeLher and unified on soluLions. Pres. Ross and 

the Board of Governors has convened a five-member panel to look further into academic fraud and 

former Gov. Jim Martin (with Virchow, Krause & Company) is exploring possible academic 

improprieties prior to 2007. In addition, Chancellor Thorp asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the 

Association of American Universities, to help our univeraty examine and better define the future 

relationship between academics and athletics. The Rawlings committee will begin their work after 

aov. Martin finishes his review and report. 



~ There are many students, sta,~, and ~facuity members very concerned with the ideological battle 

over the mission of higher education in the state of North Carolina. The Caucus leadership encourages 

http://ww~indyweek~com/cit~zen/archives/2~22/~9/2~/~rt~p~pe~nd~the~[utur~f~duc~ti~n~in~ 

There is a progressive faculty network iist¢erv http://proqfacunc, wordpres:~ com/. If you agree to the 

principles, and to being listed on the website, then email ,~aren Booth (kmbooth@emaiLunc.edu) to 

say you’ve read them and want to be on the listserv. 

Strongly recommended artiele~ of interest: 

~. http:i/www.newyorker.com/reportinqi20~i~O/l_O/~O~O[~ [~ct mayer?currentPage-afl 

unc, html 

A@i~mativ Actors Update 

On Oct. 10, the court will take on an affirmative action case that could curtail or further restrict race-conscious 

admission polities at public universities It was only ~n 2003 that the Supreme Court heard a similar case. 

lus[ice Sandra Day O’Connor aul:hored the 5 4 decision, known as Grul[er I:ha[ narrowly upheld the limiled use 

of race as a factor in law school admissions to increase diversity. But O’Connor has since been replaced by 

Justice Samuel Alito, who is more skeptical of racial classifications and preferences. 

Now, in Fisher v. U niversity of Texas, a white student named Abigail Fisher is suing the University of Texas 

challenging the constitutionality of the school’s use of race in undergraduate admissions decisions. In :1997, the 

Texas legislature passed the "Top ~0 Percent Law," which mandates that Texas high school seniors in the top 

10 percent of their classes be automatically admitted to any [exas state university After the Grutter derision 

conic down, the universil:y added anolher policy to its admissions p~ograrP, allowing schools to consider race 

along with several other factors for admission. Fisher did not have high enough grades to qualifg for automatic 

admission, so she had to compete with other applicants, some of whom were entitled to preference on the 

basis of race. She was denied admission. 

In court papers, her lawyers say in part that that the "Top :10 Percent Law" produced a race-neutral policy that 

made the University of Texas one of the most diverse public universities in the nation, and that the university 

should not have combined that policy with one that considers race 

weighed during the admissions process. Read more htt p://abcnews.go.com/Politics/supreme court faces 

aff!rmative-a ct[on:~,ay:marriagewot!ng/st o ~/?[d-:17338750 

http ://www.in si d e h ighered, co rain ews/20 $ 2/08/14/coil eh’e-t~r ou ps-fl ood-s u p rein e-co u rt-b ri efs-d efen d inh’- 

affirmative-action 



CBC on YouTube~ Speciaf thanks to OJ McGhee and Victoria Hommett for their work 

on social media and the online presence of the Caucust. Visit YouTube (CBCUNC1974) - 

http://www.youtube.com/user/unccbc1974?feature=resutts_main or the CBC 

website’s Video Vault to view our videos from past CBC event~ 

Hetp,f We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@ unc.edu. 

Show your colors[ Wear your Caucus hat with pride - 95 members and 910 non-members. 

Super resource! 81ackDocter.org (BDO) ;s the all important pdmaw destination that redefines Black 

health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, happier living, and your daily 

medicine...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most comprehensive online health resource 

specifically targe[ed [o African Americans. 

CoBtlrllurli~:y News - Please send your uni[’s events and activi[y information to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, milestones, 

accomplishments, etc) concerning Black employees. 

CBC BiT 

Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of persons 

working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them to at 

@unc,edu. We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

Special thanks to for his CBC website work as we now have a YouTube 

channel and videos posted to the CBC website. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever 

feel isolated. We want to know if there are 

new hires {faculty, staff, administrators, 

coaches, post docs, etc.) or retirements in 

your uni[ or depar[rnenL We wish [o 

welcome them to the university Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.eduicbc 

Politics, Race, & the November Election Forum Series sponsored by Organizing Against Racism 

(www.or~anizingagains[racism corn) HeMtb - Oc[ober 4 at 7:00- 8:30 pm Education -- 
October 18 at 7:00- 8:30 p.m. Both events will be held at the United Church of Chapel I lill, 

$321 MLK Jr. Blvd. 

The Department of Women’s and Gender Studies presents Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz (Feminist. 

Revolutionary, Historian.) Two lectures: :[) Race, Nations, Land, Decolonization: indigenous 
Resistance in the Americas. Monday, October 8~" at 5:30 p.m. (Stone Hitchcock) Reception to 

follow, 2) Women, War, Race, and Revolution: Second Wave Feminist Organizing in the South, 
an Oral Histoiy. Tuesday October 9t, at Noon - ::[:30 p.m, (Global Education Center- 4003) 

*Space is limi[ed for this event; please RSVP to Dr Ariana Vigil; avigil@ernail unc,edu 

Graduate Student Crosstalk Time! "What Graduate Students Should Know about Postdoc 
Oppor[uni[ies." Friday, Oc[ober 21 a[ 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. (Gradua[e Student Cen[er) Speaker: Dr. 
Sibby AndersonZhompkins, Director ofthe Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. Please share this 

opportunity with your graduate students. As usual, heaW appetizers will be provided. 
REGISTRATION IS OPEN Visit website: www.unc.edu/opt ed Contact: Larry E. Campbell 

lecamp@emaikunc.edu OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-:[1. Check out the great schedule of Black Alumni 
events! ht t.o :!/a]umn! ~unc~ed u/ar t[c]e~aspx?sid= $52 



Duke Performing Arts- htt : duke efformances.duke.edu artists- 

~;enre/dp=downtown 

Meshell Ndegeocello - October 19 & 20 

The Mighty Clouds of Joy- November 16 & ~L7 

http://ncstatefair.org- October 

® The Carolina Theatre presents Untold Durham Tuesday, October 9 (7:00 pm.) - 

in collaboration with Museum of Durham History, Preservation Durham and Open 

Durham. Gary Kueber, creator of the award-winning website Open Durham and author 

Of Endangered Durham, will share the town’s colorful history through a live storytelling 

event. Hear tales of the Bull City as never before ! 



Stone Center 

Diaspora Festival of Black and ~ndependent Films: 

Aviva Kempner), 

Oct 9 at 7:00 p.m.: "Twilight Revelations: Episodes in the Life 
and Times of Emperor llaile Selassie" (discussion following with director 
Yernane Demissie). This documentary shows us the man behind the 

myth through the eyes of people, who then held leading positions in his 

government, or worked closely with him An insightful portrait of a 
defining figure in African history, 

Oct 11 at 12:00 p.m.: Lunch and a Movie series: "Elevate" 

Oct 23 at 7:00 p.m.: "The First Rasta" 

Oct 23 at 7:00 p.m.: Education for Action Social Justice Series-- El 
Kilombo Intergalactico presents An Other 

Politics 
Oct 25 at 7:00 p,m,: "The Rosenwald 

Schools" (discussion following with director 

Oct 30 at 7:00 p.m.: The Sonja ffoynes Stone Memorial Lecture given 

by gpelman Professor, Dr. Beverly Guy-ghetto!! 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performin8 Arts - http:!iwww.carolinaperformingarts=org/ 

Alley American D~nce Theater e~¢h year from theP generosity, 

(~arolina Performing Arts seeks to change lives by creating and presenting exceptional ar~s 

e×periences~ and connecUng ~hern to ~he surrounding cornrnunib!. CPA makes history by 

collaboraUng with ar~is~.s and academics alike ~o presen~ ~he mos~ ambitious season ~.o da~e~ 

NEWS OF INTEREST 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity efforts on 

college campuses http://www.ibhe com~radal~ap/ 

The number of students taking African studies courses at Stanford has 
increased 27 percent over the past eig}~t years! 



A New Database on Oral History Co@lections of the Civil Rights Movement - The 

American Folldife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://wwwJoc.8ov/folkHfeidvilri~hts/) present,n8 a database of oral history projects about the dvil 

rights movemenL The C~vH Rights H~story P~oject has data on more than ~,000 o~al h~story collections 

in libraries, museums, and universi~ archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 
Institutions (Database) - This database shows the numbel of full lime faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009~The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/article/RaceEthnicity-of/12909g/?inl 

Job opening]! The Office of the 

~** L*, ~dt** Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost seeks 
a tenured UNC Chapel Hill faculty member 

to lead the Institute of African American Research (IAAR). The mission of the IAAR is to 
[acii]tate, support, and promote research being done by scholars of A[rican American and 
Diaspora studies in every discipline. Visit the IAAR website as it serves as a source for call for 

papers, fellowships, conferences and grant opportunities in African American and African 
diaspora studies in every disdpline, https://iaar.unc.edu/news and events/announcements 

Do you know about ACR£D? The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity is based 

out of the Office of University Development. The African-American subcommittee seeks to 
bolster awareness about and build support for academic and athletic programs at Carolina, 

with special emphasis on initiatives that support and promote a vibrant multicultural campus 
environment, If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, 

please contact Jackie Pierce @ japierce@emaikunc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly 
interested in donor and student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit 
from additional exposure, http:i/~ivin~.unc.edu/affinity-#roups/alumni-diversit¥iindex.htm 



The Power of Community 

An anthropologist proposed a game to kids in an African 
tribe. He put a basket full of fruit near a tree and told the 
kids that who ever got there first won the sweet fruits 
When he told them to run they all took each other’s 
hands and ran together, then sat together enjoying 
their treats VVhen he asked them why they had run like 
that as one could have had all the fruits for himself they 
said: "UBUNTU, how can one of us be happy if all the 
other ones are sad?" 

UBUNTU in the Xhosa culture means: "l am because we 

A great lesson for our community... 

Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www,unc,edu/cbc/joinferm.html 

Your CBC 20.~2-~3 Leadership Team 

Larry Campbell - Chemistry 

Victoria Hammett - School o[ Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan.Flogler Business 5~’hool 

Ufsula Littlejohn - Kenan-f:/agler Business School 

O,J. McGhee ---- School qf Public Health 

Verita Mur~d/I - Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson ---- FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Straman - Exercise and Sport ~dence 

every community; there is work to be done. in every notion, there ore wounds to 

heel. in every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Wiftiemso~ 



Our vision is o univemity community that consistently 

and erl~husi~s~ically fos~er% supports and celebrates 

the achievement o~F Black employees at the University, 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hifi. 

chcin.fo~unc.edu 

September 20:12 E-News 

Thanks to off who attended the 

"Welcome Back" Reception! The 

fellowship was wonderful as,friendships 

were renewed and oar community 

greeted new colleagues. Thanks to 

Chancellor Thorp ~or his gradous 

remarks and ongoing support of 

activities and advocacy. And 

remember to commit to taking care of 

~ourse~f ~irs~. Proverbs 4:23 states, 

"Guard your heart above aft etse, for 

determines ~he course of your life." The caveman. The chameleon. The 

champion. Recognize these people and act accardingIy to manage your 

emotional tank. ;) 

CBC Activities 

C~C First MeetM~: WEDNESDAY, Sept. Sth - :l:l:30 aorno Unior~ 34:l~ 



CBC Town Hall Meeting with Black Student Movement 

Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before Us" 

Please join BSM and CBC members as we discuss the racial 

implications of the ongoing "cloud" hovering on the UNC campus. 

I low can Black students and faculty work closer together to address 

matters of race? Who is speaking for the Black athlete on campus? 

How can we protect the interests of those working to support the 

Department of African and African American Studies? What are the 

(ongoing) lessons learned from the Trayvon Martin and Troy Davis 

cases? Hear our distinguished panelists and share yolJr voice to this important discussion. Panelists 

include Dr. Kia Caldwell (Department of African and Afro-American Studies) and Dr. Donna-Made 

Winn (FPG Child Development Institute) Remarks will be made by Winston Crisp {Vice-Chancellor of 

Student Affairs) and Dr. Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost of Diversity of Multicuitural Affairs). 

"The Cloud" Update - Definition: The ongoing siLuation that 

currently occupies center stage for many senior administrators 

(academic and athletic) and members of the Department of 

African and Afro American Studies and is directly related to the 

identification and implementation of policies to ensure campus 

wide integrity, adherence to policies, and the integration of our 

highly-competitive athletic program. There are two more 

inves[igations in progress that will hopefully bring [he entire 

campus closer together and unified on solutions Pres. Ross and 

the Board of Governors has convened a five-member panel to look further into academic fraud and 

[ormer Gov Jim Martin (wi[h Virchow, Krause & Company) is exploring possible academic 

improprieties prior to 2007. In addition, Chancellor Thorp asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the 

Association of American Universities, to help our university examine and better define the future 

relationship between academics and athletics. The Raw[ings committee will begin their work after 

Martin finishes his review. 

From Dr. Eunice Sahle, chairperson o.f the Department o~f A.frican and Afro American Studies, states: 

would be very grate[ul if you let member~ of the Caucus know that the Chapel Hill team had a very 
productive meeting with the Board o~ Governors panel today [August 29]. Members o.f the panel 

asked very tough questions, but they were[air Furthec they highly appreciated my responses and 
were very pleased to hear about where the department is at this juncture and our ~uture plans...On 
beha~ o~ the department, kindly send our thanks to the members o~ the Caucus [or their supporH 



CBC on YooTobe! Special thanks to OJ Mc6hee and Victoria Hammett for their 

on sodal media and the online presence o~ the Caucus~ Visit YouTube (CBCUNC~974) 

http://www.youtube.com/user/unccbc~974?~eature=result~main or the CBC 

website~ Video Vault to view our uideos ~rom pa~t CBC event~ 

Help./ We still seek ernails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at U NC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus, Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! :~} The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep [heir originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbc!Dro@unc edu 

Show your colors[ Wear your Caucus hat with pride - 95 members and 910 non-members. 

Super resource[ BlackDoctor.org (BDO) is the all-irnportant primary destination [hat redefines Black 

health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, happier living, and your daily 

medidne...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most comprehensive online health resource 

specifically targeted to African Americans. 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to cbcinfo@unc edu 

We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, milestones, 

accomplishments, etc,) concerning Black employees, 

CBC BIT 

B~acks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and iF you know of persons 

working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them to O.l at 

oi mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

Special thanks [o OJ for his CBC website work as we now have a YouTube 

channel and videos posted to the CBC website. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

feel isolated. We want to know if there are 

new hires {faculty, staff, administrators, 

coaches, post-docs, etc) or retirements in 

your unit or department¯ We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-:[:[, 20:[2. If you have not done so already, please 

take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=162 

Publishing Date! Friday, September 21~t for the next edition of the "Celeb~atil~g Diversity" e- 

r~ewsletter~ This bi annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni and friends and addresses 
news and issues that are important to our multicultural community. If you have any news or 
updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jaclde Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc edu The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and student 
profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus[ Congrats to 

the founders of ’q;aro~i~a Me~ Advocating 

MALES}. Focused on the low retention rate of minority 

males at Carolina, and purposed to find ways to create a 
united body dedicated to helpin8 minority males reach their 

full potential, these young men need other dedicated, hard- 
workinB individuals for leadership positions. If you know of 

@live.unc.edu 



October 6 (Friday Institute on NC State’s Centennial Campus} - As part of Hispanic Heritage 

Month, NC State invites faculty and administrators in the UNC System to the first 

HISPANIC/LATINO UNC System Faculty Forum. Activities include: speakers, breakout sessions 

on recruitment, retention, and campus climate, and poster presentations about 

I lispanic/Latino programs at UNC colleges and universities. The Faculty Forum is sponsored by 

the NC State Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity, the Office of the University of North 

Carolina Vice President for Academic Affairs, NC State’s ADVANCE Developing Diverse 

Depa~tments, andtheNCStateOfficeoftheProvost Contact: Dr Maria Correa at 

correa@ncsu,edu or leave a message at 9:[9 5:[3 6253. 

September 21 - 6:00 p,m. (Graduate Student Center} It’s time for Graduate Student Crosstalk! 

Dr, Sibby Anderson~hompkins, Director of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs is the keynote 
speaker. Additional speakers include a Social/Behavioral Scientist Postdoc as well as a STEM 

Scientist Postdoc. The topic for the Crosstalk will be "What Graduate Students Should Know 
about Postdoc Opportunities." Visit www.unc.eduiopbed for registration information. 

Bull Durham Blues Festival = September 7 & 8 

htt p://www.hayti.org/25th=a~ nual-bull=d u rha rn-blues=festival,htrnl 

Held at the historic Durham Athletic Park, the 25th annual festival is nationally recognized as one 

of the premier blues festivals in the country and has been honored with the "Keeping the Blues 

Alive Award" byThe Blues Foundation in Memphis, TN, The festival has become one of North 

Carolina’s largest celebrations of the blues, recognizing Durham’s rich musical heritage as an 

important center of Carolina and Piedmont glues. 

* DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Wednesday, September :[9 AI Green and special guest Jo Gore Duo 

The Reverend AI Green is known the world over for his 

extraordinary voice and legendary hits that include "Let’s Stay 

Together", "i’m Still in Love with You"," Tired of Being Alone", and 

"L-O-V-E", In 2005, Rolling Stone magazine named him #65 on their 

"100 Greatest Artists o1 All Time." Green has sold more than 20 

million records and has earned 1.1 GRAMMY Awards, and was 

inducted into the Rock and Roll Nail of Fame in :[995. 

* Manbites Dog Theater- http://www.manbitesdogtheater.org/402/ 

September :[3 29 - "The Brothers Size" -Tarell McCraney’s contemporary remix of West African 

myths in a wry, modern context that includes elements of poetry and hip-hop. 



Duke Performing Arts = http://dukeperformances,duke.edu/artists= 

genre/d p-downtown/johnpkee 

John P. gee and the New Life Community Choir {Hayti Heritage 

Center) 

Friday. September 14 and Saturday, September 15 8:00 p.m, 

Meshell Ndegeocello -October 19 & 20 

The Mighty Clouds of Joy - 

November 18 & 17 

* NC Symphony- http://ncsymphony.org 

The Music of Ray Charles - Ellis Hall, piano, William Henry Curry, Resident Conductor (Meymandi 

Concert Hall, Raleigh) 

Friday, September 28 and 
Saturday, September 29 8:00 p.m. 

Honor an American original at this tribute to 

the great Ray Charles, featuring his protege, 

friend and fellow Georgia native, Ellis Hall. 

Join this energetic one time front man of the 

legendary Tower of Power for a night of 

unforgettable soul classics. 

http://ncstatefair,org - October 11-21 



Radio Golf by August Wilson 

The concluding play in Wilson’s epic 10-play cycle charting the 
African American experience in the 20th Century, the plan/follows 

Hat ~o ~d Wlks, a successful e ~repreneur v’¢ing to become 

Pittsbursh s first black ma,/or. A t]meh! and movin~ comic drama 
frora Lhe author of Jitney. August 24 - SepLember 15 

Stone Center 

"Nina Simone==.What More Can ~ Say?" 

exhibition opens September 13 at 7:00 p.m. 

Nina Simone ... What More Can / Say? includes rare 

photosraphs, awards, personal letters and other 

documents of acclaimed singer, activist and North 

Carolina native Nina Simone. The exhibition will run from September 13 - November 30 and will 

open with a free reception on September 13 at 7:00 p.m The one-act play will be presented at 

7:00p.m Sept 15 and 2:00 p.m Sept 16, in the Stone Center auditorium. The exhibit and play, 

both free and open to the public, share the same title. 

Diaspora Festival of B~ack and Independent Film and Welcome Back 

North Carolina Premiere of 

Bernadette, a sinsle mother in Paris, tries to provide her daushters 

with evervthin~ and is thrilled when her eldest daughter, Elza is the 

first in the family to graduate from colle~je. But Elza breaks her 

mother’s heart by runnin8 away to their native Guadeloupe in search 

of a distant childhood memory: the memor,/of her father which 



becomes biurder as s~e encounters [he real man livi ~g in an u g~nown world that begins [o unfold 

}n front of her That descent }nto the past allows her to fully understand the }mplicat}ons of race, 

love and hate in d~e contemporary world Following screening, discussion wi~h the fihn’s directo~ 

Mariette Monpierre, UNC Professor Tanya Shields, NCSU Professor Sheila Smith McKoy (SB FMC 

member) and Bennett College Professor Yvonne Welbon {SB-FMC member) 

As a special We!~eme B~cg te C~mpus, the Stone Center will serve a fantastic menu of the Caribbean 
themed food. RSVP to 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts - http:!iwww=caro~inaperforrningarts.orl~ 

experiences, and connecting thel~q to the surrounding community. CPA makes history by 

NEWS OF TNTEREST 

Hampton University Business School Bans Locks, Cornrows 
Cherie S. White, B~ackAmericaWeb,oom 

Ha ]~plo ] U ]iversity’s I~air ban policy 
was enacted in 2001 but today is the 

topic of ~luch discussion. 

The topic of hair in the black 

community, as many know, is a 

sensitive subject, Dreadlocks and 

braids are seen as expressions of 

pride to some while for others, the 

hairstyles can be polarizing and seen 

as limiting in today’s 

society Hampton University’s hair 

ban policy was enacted in 2003. bLlt today is the topic of much discussion, As shocking as this may 

seem coming from a historically black university, the business school’s dean, Sid Credle, sees the ban 
in a positive light. I le says that enforcing the ban gets students one step closer to securing jobs in 

corporate America. "All we’re trying to do is make sure our students get into the job," Credle told 
ABC, ’What they do after that, that’s you know, their business." The ban on dreadlocks and cornrows 

at the historically black college only applies to male students enrolled in the school’s five-year MBA 
program. 



The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity efforts on 

college campuses http:!!www.ibhe.com/radalgap/ 

The First African American Woman to Lead the CIAA -lacqie Carpenter was named 
comrnissioner, which has :~2 member institL tions including "-1 historically Black colleges and 

universities. ] he CIAA was founded in 29~2 as the Colored Interco~le~iate Athletic Association and is 

the oldest African-American athletic conference in the nation. She was an executive with the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association and most recendy was a member of the leadership team directing the 

NCAA’s men*s basketball tournament, 

A New Database on Ora~ History Collections of the Civil R~hts Movement - The 

American Folklif~ Center at the UbraW of Congress in con urction with the Smithsonian lrstitution’s 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

Institutions (Database) = This database shows the number of full time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than/~,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http;//chronide.corn/artide/RaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 

College Costs Too Much Because Faculty Lack Power 



1. Over 90 group fitness classes a week 

2. Specialty fitness classes such as Boot Camp and TRX 

3. Personal training 

4. Fitness services (blood pressure, body composition, functional movement 

screening and more[) 

5. Wellness workshops 

6. Expedition & challenge course programs 

In addition, UNC Campus Recreation offers Carolina faculty and staff an opportunity to play 
and exercise with your children through our Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) 

program. Two special programs will be o[fered this fail--SOCCER & GYMNASTICS This 
is a free program thanks to the generosity of our staff and special guest instructors. 

For more information visit ht~j~:iiuam£usrec unc:edui£iogra~ns-selvices-fac!!!t!es 



The Power of Community 

An anthropologist proposed a game to kids in an African tribe. He put a basket full of fruit 
near a tree and told the kids that who ever got there first won the sweet fruits. When he told 
them to run they all tool< each other’s hands and ran tegether, then sat together enjo~/ing 
their treats. When he asked them why thee/ had run like that as one could have had all the 
fruits for himself they said: "UBUNTU, how can one of us be happy if all the other ones are 
sad?" 

UBUNTU i{~ the Xhosa culture means: "l am because we are." 

A great lesson for our community. . 



Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www~unc~edu/cb¢!joinform,htm[ 

Your CBC 2012..i3 Leadership Team 

Victoria Hammett - School of Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones ---- Kenan-Flag/er Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn - Kenon-Flagle~ Business School 

O.J. McGhee - School ~f Pubfic Health 

VeHto Mu~i#- Humon Resources 

Nokenge Robe~tson - #PG Child Development Institute 

Deboroh Stromon - Exercise ond Sport Science 

heal tn ever~ heart, there is the power ~o de 

M, Witli~mson 



CBC Scheduled Calendar - 201 o13 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 25 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs IToy Lounge i Dey) 

November 29 6:00 p,m, - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December 24 - Holiday Social 

January 9 = "~$tate of the U" meeting with ~han~ello~ Tho~p 

February- No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An A~s Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

February 7 - C~C "Read-~n" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TBO) 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu,/cbc cbcin~o@unc.edu 















UNC focus on research does colne at a cost 

"The best ability is avaiJabi~Ry," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:01 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

d 

Do Good 

En~a~e, £~plore, Empowen 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I have decided to sit down with Jay one-on-one to see if I can reach him at some level I know Holden tried and 
he thought he had, but these emails give me pause 

Hope you had a good few days oil" I did take an afternoon off on Thursday, but that was it 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of file FaculB" 

-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:42 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 



From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Monday, O~tober 22, 2012 2:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I had written something, but can’t keep up. I just want to sa~, Jay is a bit out of control, He ju st condemns snd distrusts 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:40 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Su~ect: FW: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

Melcy, 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, O~tober 22, 2012 2:31 PM 
TO: discussion 
Co: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

Again, I didn’t mean to suggest that COMM is a suspect discipline. Only that I *wonder* whether a constellation of 

suspect courses has been created under the um brella of the major. I admit that I have litLle to go on, other than this 

glance at COMM 350 and my perhaps unfounded suspicions about our athletes and how we keep them eligible. And I 

still fail to see how COMM is especially appropriate for athletes. More than English or Poli Sci or DRAM? l’d like to know 
why athletes are being told (if they are) that COMM is where they should want to go. How many ESPN sideline repor[er 

gigs are going to be open 4 years from now? Better to study English of Philosophy, l’d say. (Or at least, a case can be 

made that Hist or Engl or Phil would be better.) 

I would also still maintain that any course that attracts X % of athletes should be subject to regular scrutiny. Many other 

universities, including NC State and Duke (I think) do this already. We’re way behind the curve on this. I’m not saying 

it’s fair. But it’s one of those "hidden" costs that every big time university should be willing to absorb. 

On 10/22/12 10:29 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

To reinforce Ken’s point, while there may some weak points in COMM offerings, as there are in perhaps 

most majors, that depaCcment has rather rigorous standards for majors. I know of a number of cases 

where students, including some athletes, have not met the standards. They have had to retake required 

courses and, occasionally, had their graduation delayed. The major is attractive to some students because 

it has no special quantitative course requirement (also true for History and some other social science, 

humanities, and fine ar[s departments), but its courses are reputable liberal ar[s offerings and provide 

many good post-college opportunities. 

Dick 

&nbs p; 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Ar~s and Sciences 



From: Janken, Kenneth R [mailto:kr~anken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:22 AM 
"to: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I think Jay raises pertinent questions in his post, but like the N&O article it references they are 
mostly buried at the end and are preceded by statements that give me pause I don’t think it is news 
that athletes cheat, just as I don’t think it is news that students across the college cheat What is 
news is that apparently some athletes have had (continue to have?) the ASPSA interfere for them 

Here is where I agree with Jay: the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes acted 
(continues to act?) in ways that corrupts the university’s curriculum and academic mission I would 
not be bothered at all if the Loudermilk center was turned over to better uses (Bulldozing it, as Jay 
advocates, would have the added benefit of resturing the telTific view from the stadium’s stands) I 
think the reforms that the FEC subcommittee recommended and that the chancellor adopted in 
reference to the ASPSA should clean up a good deal of the mess if they are consistently 
implemented and monitored 

But Jay’s statements about the Departu3ent of Communications Studies take us in a wrong 
direction The way I read what he wrote, the "tough questions" he wants to pose amount to whether 
communications studies is a legitimate endeavor or a huge loophole for the athletics department 
This is not a tough question, but rather a question tbat is out of line My rough understanding is 
that departments come into being as a result of faculty governance and that they supposed to be 
reviewed on a regular basis in order for the university to earn reaccreditation It seems to me that 
questions about the legitimacy of a depamnent out to be raised and answered in that process not 
some outside investigation like Jim Martin’s, which seems ready to pronounce on issues like 
clustering and link that data to issues related to the new t~ashionable phrase in the lexicon: 
"academic rigor" It" athletics has managed to compromise communications studies as it did 
African and Afro-American studies, that speaks directly to the collegiate athletics industry It may 

speak to the susceptibility of some faculty members and graduate instructors to the blandishments 
of athletics But based on the incidents of plagiarism described in the N&O article (for which the 
athletes in question were penalized when the incidents were discovered) calling for an investigation 
of the department is dangerous Jay has lightly called for faculty governance of atbletics and the 
curriculum, but I think his statements about communications will lead not to a proper resolution of 
the important issues he raises training graduate instructors; recognize the dangers of hi~ing short- 
tern3 instructors; eliminating the interference of the ASPSA in curricular affairs, and so on but to 
a willy-nilly investigation of any fi eld of study that investigaturs believe are soft And given the 
composition of the new committee charged with developing a new five-year plan, I think we have a 
good idea what those fields are 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www umass edu/umpress/spr 97/ianken html 
httu://uncDress unc edu/books/T-8059 html 



http://undpress nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress nd edu/book?PO0723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(-a),email unc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I’m sure many have seen the story about the blog post plagiarized from an 11-year old’s musings 
about poult12¢ farms I find a lot to be concerned about in this stotT--starting with the fact that this 
obvious plagiarism was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made its 
way to the honor system Are support staff" not bound by the honor code? This decision was made, 
remember, while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA 

But, to go where we haven’t dared go before, I’d like to ask is it appropriate to have students 
earning college credit for copying Encyclopedia Britannica factoids about chicken farms? I sure 
would like to know more about this course What do students learn in it? Was this assignment 
typical of it? And come on: Does the existence of such courses and such assignments explain why 
athletes have made COMM their preferred major? I’ve forgotten whether we have Comm faculty 
on our list But I’m sure there are many others, even outside the dept, who know a lot more about it 
than I do I don’t want to be unfair to COiVlM--one of the insidious things about an athletics 
scandal (maybe even the existence of an athletics program) is that clouds of suspicion descend 
where athletes concentrate in large numbers--but I also think that tbis counts among the "tough 
questions" we must have the courage to ask Are there "loopholes" in the curriculum of the College 
of A&S that are large enough, and seemingly legitimate enough, for unprepared athletes to pass 
through? (Possibly without being troubled to learn 
much?) If not, how can we be sure? Are there particular risks associated with the use of grad 
student instructors (as was the case 
here?) Or with the use of instructors hired for short-term contracts (as was the case in N AVS)? 
Why in the world did this particular instructor contact academic support? Do the people in 
academic support nurture certain instructors? (Parenthetically, this story confirms my belief that 
Loudermilk should be bulldozed tomorrow) 

Again we have a stotT that makes the UNC curriculum look positively laughable As the former 
dean of undergrad curricula, I feel a little ashamed 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: k~janken@email unc edu To 
unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 486998923171359d2b3847d4257e0db20dfS102f&n T&I faculty--athletics- 
forum&o 32322145, or send a blank email to leave-32322145- 
486998923171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f@listse~w unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer~)email unc edu 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 48699891 94aa6dcgedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n T&I faculW--athletics- 
forum&o 32324695 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32324695- 
48699891 94aa6dc8edb08de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5(gklistse~w- unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: iaysmith~)email unc edu 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 



id 4869985765997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n ]-&l facultv--athletics- 
forum&o 32325363 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32325363- 
48699857 65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9 t~listsel~ unc edu 

You are culvently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstroUa)unc edu 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 486998867b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32327433 
(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32327433-48699886 7b78768854b7 Ibebc23d57742a2763d6(~listse~ unc edu 





CBC Scheduled Calendar - 2012o13 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November :~5 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs IToy Lounge - Dey) 

November :19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December :~4 - Holiday Social 

January 9 = "~$t~te of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February- No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An A~s Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CEC "Read-ln" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Sp~ing Social (TBD) 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.eduicbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Our vision is o university community thor 

consistently end enthusiosticolly J~osters, supports 

end celebrotes the ochievement of Block 

employees ot the University of North Corolino ot 

Chopel HilL 

5A VE- TH E-DA TE$ ~. t, 

November T - Our next monthty meeting- Uoion 34]] 

November 3.5 3:00 p,m. (Dey Hail = Toy) Tenure and Promotion Workshop 

(Joint pro&{ram with Off~ce of Postdoctoral Affairs) 

November 19 5:00 p.m, - "G~v~n8 Thanks" Reception at the Chance@~or’s Home - 

Don’t miss this wonde~ui event~ Limited capacity, Sign-up at the Nov. ~" 

meeting. 

BSM & CBC Joint Book Read - Fal~ Semester 2012 

Please purchase Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The 

Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written 

by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race 

and integration post Dr. Martin Luther KinK, Jr. through 

four distinct stories. 

CBC and BSM members will read the book this fall 2052 

semester and then engage in a discussion group(s) in 

January 2013. 

Re~d, R<tt@(:t] end Reveel your thoughts! 



1. tMPORTANT~ Tuesday, Oct. 23 (5:00 p.m. = Stone Center) Forum for the Five= 

Year Vision of UNC. Every five years, the UNC system is charged with 

developing a five-year vision, The UNC Board of Governors has convened an 

Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for 

that five-year plan. Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a 

forum to highlight what we value most about our university and what it should 

look like moving forward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision 

that works for all. https://’www.facebook.com/events/288754991235966/ 

2. Wednesday, Oct. 24 (9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. UNC General Alumni Association 

Board Boom) See attacbed. Open to tbe public. 

http:!iwww.northcarolina.edu!strategic direction/meetings/index.php 

3. Wednesday, Oct. 24 (12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m. Fox Auditorium, Carrington Hall) 

Affordable Care Act (Health Care Reform): Separating Fact from Fiction with 

Jina Dhillon, JD, MPH. Are you confused by the legislation passed in 2010 

referred to as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) or referred to as health reform 

legislation? Join this informative session by an expert on health reform and staff 

attorney with the National Health Law Program. 

4, Tuesday, Oct. 30 (12:30 p.m. Rosenau Hall - 228} Herman Taylor, PI of the 

Jackson Heart Study - the largest study in history to investigate the inherited 

factors that affect high blood pressure, heart disease, strokes, diabetes and 

other important diseases in African Americans. (A roundtable discussion 

specifically targeting minority health, underrepresentation of minorities in 

research and the minority student experience at 11:00 a.m,) 

5, Tuesday, Oct. 30 (12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Stone Center - Rm. 103) Chris 

Fitzsimon, Director of the NC Policy Watch. NC Policy Watch is a progressive, 

nonprofit and non-partisan public policy organization that is dedicated to 

changing the way elected officials debate important issues and, ultimately, to 

improving the quality of life for all North Carolinians. NC Policy Watch is an 

independent project of the NC Justice Center, North Carolina’s leading private, 

nonprofit anti-poverty organization. 



Sunday, Oct@b~r ~.- ~1:~@ p,m, Dr. Joseph Jordan, S~one Center director, will be featured on ~his 

week’s Black Issues Forum on UNC-TV to discuss the recent Nina Simone exhibition and upcoming 

film screening of "The Rosenwald Schools." 

Movie Time! Tuesday, October 23 and Thursday, October 25 at 7:00 p.m. 1) Tuesday - "The First 

Rasta" focuses on the origins of the Rastafari movement. Based on Jamaican culture expert N@l@ne 

Lee’s eponymous book, The First Rasta traces the political, ideological and spiritual movement to its 

founder: Leonard Percival Howell, a.k,a, TheSong, 2) Wednesday Sneak preview of "The Rosenwald 

Schools" is a documentary (in final production phase) on businessman and philanthropist Julius 

Rosenwald who joined with African American communities in the south to build schools during the 

early part of the 20th century Rosenwald spurred the establishment of 25 YMCA-YWCAs to serve 

African Americans in cities across the U,S. and created a challenge Brant proBram, seeded for the 

creation of more than 5,500 schools for poor, rural African American children. 800 Rosenwald Schools 

were built in North Carolina. The screening is co-sponsored by Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, the 

Center for the Study of the American South at UNC, and the UNC African - Afro American 5tudies 

Department, 

Tuesday, Oct. 30 7d~0 p.m. Annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture - 

Dr. ~everly Guy-Sheftall, Professor of Women’s Studies at Spelman 

College. Guy-Shefiall has been involved with the national women’s studies 

movement since its inception and provided leadership for the establishment 

of the first women’s studies major at a historically black coWeBe. She is a past 

president of the National Women’s Studies Association and has been 

involved in a number of advocacy organizations including the National Black Women’s Health Project, 

#~e National Council for Research on Women, and the National Coalition of ~00 Black Women, on 

whose boards she serves. 



Sunday, Oct. 21 
3:00 p.m. 

"You Wouldn’t 

Expect" 

ArtsCenter(300-G E. 
Main Street 

Carrboro) 
919-929-2787 ext. 

You Wouldn’t Expect, an original play by local playwright Marilynn Barner Anselmi, is a 

fictional retelling based on true events surrounding the North Carolina Eugenics 

Program, "You Wouldn’t Expect" focuses on a group of characters and how they are 

involved and affected by the sterilization program that changed so many lives, and, in 

turn, prevented others. 

Dr. Pamela Love retired from Campus Health 

Services after 20 years of service ! Dr. Love, the 

only Black physician at Student Health, deserves a 

peaceful and joyful rest. Dr. Love received both 

her undergraduate and medical degrees from 

UNC- Chapel Hill. We appreciate you and your 

warm infectious smile ! 



www.hiddenvoices.org - Please join in this community effort to support Hidden 

Voices’ 2012 work with veterans, students, teachers, and juvenile justice. 



Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. g-2~1, 2022. Check out the great schedule of 

Black Alumni events! http://alumni.unc,eduiartide.aspx?sid=;[62 

From the BSM president, Alexis Davis - "As you may know, BSM will be 45 years old on 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012. The students of BSM are excited to have this 

celebration overlap with UNC’s Homecoming Week in hopes that many BSM alumni 

will be in town. I am inviting each of you to attend the BSM History Exhibition in the 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room on November 7th from 5:00 -7:00 p.m. The event will 

feature past BSM presidents, Mr. and Miss BSMs, central committee members and 

Minority Student Recruitment Committee On-Campus Coordinators. The event will 

a&o have posters of BSM archived photos and archived issues of Black Ink Magazine." 

http:!/alexismdavis.com I 919-631-9393 

Articles of Interest and great discussion material: 

~. Carpet Bombing identity "Studies" - 
http:iiwww.popecenter.orgicommentariesiarticle.html?id=2739 

State for Sale - 

http:/iwww.newyorker.comireporting/2011/10/l O/111010fa_fact_mayer?curre 

ntPage=NI 

How Higher Education in the US Was Destroyed in 5 Basic Steps - 
http:!/~vw,alternet.org!how-higher-education-us-was-destroyed-5-basic- 
steps 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs has launched the Carolina Millennial 

Scholars Program (CMSP) to assist minority males in their academic and professional 

development. Funding from the General Alumni Association will allow ~ 25 males to 

join a cohort that will participate in workshops, mentoring and service activities. 

Contact: Marco Barker, Ph.D. at barker@unc.edu 



Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www.unc,ed /cbc/]oinformohtml 

Your CBC 2012-13 Leodershi# Team 

Victorio Hommett - School o/ Phormocy 

Shondra Jones - Kenon-Flogler Business School 

Ursula Litdejohn - Kenon-Nogler Business School 

OM McGhee - School qf Pubfic Health 

Verito Murrilt - Humon Resources 

Nokenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stromon - Exercise and Sport Science 

every community, there is work to be done. In every notion, there are wounds to 

heoL tn every heort, there is the power to do it." 

M. Wiftiemson 









Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:04 PM 

Ste net, Niklaus Andreas <hate ner@unc edu>; StromaR, Deborah L <dstro@ un~.edu> 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of Nodb Carolina at Chai~el 14~ 



we look ahead. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:12 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email uric edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@uric edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med uric edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
TesTy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentist~2¢ unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 

L <gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentist~?~ unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Imka, Iheoma U <imka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
annblake@dentist~2¢ unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; carla whiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email unc edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; jackiepierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@unc edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<mmay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; 
annpenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@northcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; 
afall@unc edu; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jgjordan@email unc edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrleda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc edu>; 
Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email unc edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc edu>; Campbell, LanN 
<lecamp@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Lirilejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

CBC FLASH News! 

Fitzsimon Flier 10 25 12 (2) docx; JesseJacksonPub jpg 

Hi Caucus[ Just a few updates and news of interest: 



~e~ Jess~ Jackso~ speaks at UNC. - Friday, Oct. 26th 2:00 p.m. (Genome G-100) Come out and suppor~ 

the message of "early voting" and community engagement for political justice. (See attachment.) He 

was recently arrested at a Bain-owned company so his insight on this additional matter should be 

interesting. Our BSM students are "begging" for us to show up to this event too. ;) 

NC Policy Watch Director, ~Zh~is Fitzsimon, speaks at UNC. - Tuesday, October 30th 12:30 p.m. Stone 

Center (See attachment) Sponsored by the Employee Forum. Advocacy links: 

¯ Summary of the BOG Advisory meeting: http://pulse.ncpolicywatch.or#/2012/10/25/unc- 

committee-continues-to-debate-hi#her-eds-role-in-state/ 
¯ Videotape of Tuesday’s F[~Y~ar Forum Meeting. Art Pope makes his statement at the ~ 34 

minute mark. Dr. Maria DeGuzman makes an impassioned speech on the importance of staying 

vigilant in this struggle, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdrslvBgfaO&feature=youtu.be 
¯ Fascinating read: ~ Io~ Higher Ed~¢atio~ i~ ~:f~e US Was Destroyed ir~ 5 Basic Steps - 

htt p://www.alternet.o rg/how-highe r-ed ucation-us-was-destroyed-5-basic-ste ps 

New Chancellor - The search committee seeking Chancellor Holden Thorp’s successor invites the 

Carolina family to share suggestions about characteristics they hope to see in the next chancellor, 

Please communicate your ideas directly to cbcchair@unc.edu or please bring your thoughts to the next 
th Caucus meeting on Nov. 7 , We plan to develop collaborative statement with the American Indian 

Center and the Latina/o Studies program. 

Professional Development - Please share your ideas for the type of workshops YOU need to assist in 

your development as an instructor, advisor, project leader, manager or administrator on campus. We 

are partnering with the Center for Faculty Excellence to create a customized offering to help Black staff 

and faculty. Send to infocbc@unc.edu. 

Time to go home!! ;) Hope to see you tomorrow! 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:55 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: WBB braodcast schedule 

That is disgusting. How can you teach anyone by playing that level of competition? Where is the sportsmanship to even 

schedule a game like that? Mercy. 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <~rriboxilkS~errtai! ~mc.edc’> 
Date: Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:24 PM 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dslro@ mc cdu> 
Subject: RE: WBB braodcast schedule 

Thanks--I will send this offto Walter 
I went today--don’t know what the final score was, but when I left it was something like 70-8 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair o1" Ihc Faculty 
Directol; Pan Center for Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 10:46 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: WBB braodcast schedule 

Hi Jan Those changes are fine I think the doc is good for now as I imagine our schedules will continue to 
change over the next few months ;) I think it is good that we continue to be flexible 

I will add these to my calendar 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt~://ex~ unc.~du/ 



From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill 

Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:52 PM 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: WBB braodcast schedule 

Debby, 

I looked over the WBB schedule against my schedule I have several conflicts which I am hoping you can fill 
Attached is the schedule and filled out as we talked about which also indicates my conflicts Can you look it 
over before I send it off to Walter 

Thanks, 
Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:58 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: response to listserv comment 

I forwarded the note to Barbara. llove her response back to him. Lol 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw~unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, October 28, 2092 9:05 PM 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: response to listserv comment 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exe~ cise and Sport Science 

Phone: 919.962 5173 

Emaih spoAlaw@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 8:15 PM 
TO: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Re: response to listserv comment 

Bam !! That was great. I loved the analogies. The sad part is that he will not listen (even if he says he does and says nice things 

when you meet with him). I find most of them on the list uneducable around the administration and business of sport. ;) 

Note: l’m dstro@unc.edu or dstroman@email.unc.edu ;) 

Thanks for sharing. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

~:Bntil reality is defined progress is impossible.’ 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw~unc.edu> 



To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Associate Professor 

Exe~ cise and Sport Science 

Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 7:08 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject= response to listserv comment 

Dear Jay, 
A friend forwarded remarks that were recently made about and his futu re career in the N FL for my 

thoughts. I felt compelled to write to you directly, because I’m not a member of that list and because I felt that you r 

comments were completely out of line for someone who is supposed to be an educator. 

First,            may have been recruited to play football, but it is the oppor[unity to receive an education that hooks 

most of our recruits. It is ou r job as educators to see that these students receive an ed ucation in the same way that we 

deliver to the fraternity boys, par[y girls, or any of the other students on this campus that might have competing 

interests besides the classroom. 

Second, advising to sit would not "save" him for the NFL it would likely harm his chances as the NFL scouts would 

thin k him too small and too high risk to play if he gets hurt this easily at the collese level. Every practice and every 

same is a risk for every athlete. You can’t save him for potential future millions. 

Third, your thought that he will be making millions in the NFL is misguided as well. Very few players that are for[unate 

enough to be drafted actually make the final roster cut at the beginning of the season. The overwhelming majority will 
not survive their first year, and only a small percentage of professional football players make it through their third year 

and become eligible for the NFL pension plan. Research shows that the "average" NFL player would make more over his 

lifetime with a college degree than by going pro. Our student-athletes are better served by educating them while they 

pursue their dreams. 

Finally, I find the assumption that our revenue sport athletes don’t belong here to be elitist. Can you honestly say that 

the spoiled inner Beltline Raleigh student with great grades and SAT scores because his morn and dad provided him 

with the best of everything who parties every night, barely attends class, and rarely makes an effor~ because he knows 

that morn and dad will contact his professor and try to bully them into bringing up his 8rade, deserves to be here more? 

The sweepin8 8eneralizations about what football and/or basketball players are or are not is unfair to each and every 
one of them. 

Thank you for takin8 the time to read this response. 

Sincerely, 



Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: spor[law@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

SOoman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:26 AM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email uric edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@uric edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblevm, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James C~egg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 

<dnixon@email uric edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
TesTy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentist~’y unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 
L <gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentistl3 unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; haaka, Iheoma U <imka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
annblake@dentist~’y unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; carlawhiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email uric edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email uric edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 

<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email uric edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email uric edu>; jackiepierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@uric edu; 

Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<rumay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; 
annpenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@northcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email uric edu>; 
afall@unc edu; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jOordan@email unc edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email uric edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; 
Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj 
<ojmcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge robevtson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

CBC Friendly Reminder: TODAY 

NC Policy Watch Monday numbers pdf 



2) 

NC Policy Watch Director Chris Fitzsimon 12:30 p.m. Stone Center Room 103. Mr. Fitzsimon speaks on "The 

Real Threat to UNC" (Sponsored by Employee Forum) See attachment 

20th Annual Stone Center Memorial Lecture and Reception - Dr. Beverly Guy-Sheftall, Women’s Studies Pioneer 

7:00 p.m. 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, Nov. 7th at 11:30 a.m. (Room chenge to Union 3407) 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"~When the root i~ deep, there i~; no ~’eo~on to ~feo~ the wind. 







(c) 

~Fhe best ability is availability, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StToman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 

STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, November I, 2012 3:42 PM 

Walter Storholt @gmail corn>; Boxill, Jan 

<YMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

RE: UNC WBBALL 

Do Good 

919.843.0330 

From: Walter Storholt [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 3:37 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC WBBALL 

Thank you Jan This looks good 

The "both" broadcasts are perfectly fin!! I always enjoy the ones with all three of us Especially when it’s a treat 
for the "big" games 

I won’t be at the game tonight (will be at Fetzer broadcasting the men’s soccer game for ESPN3) But I saw the 
team vs Carson-Newman and they looked good A little rough around the edges, but tremendous energy that I 
feel last year’s team lacked a little No such thing this year as eveq¢ player is out there flying around! As the 
chemist~T gets better the team will, too, and I think we’re in store for a nice treat this season 

Thanks again for the schedule and we’ll touch base again before next Friday’s game 

Walter 

On Wed, Oct 31, 2012 at 1:42 PM, Boxill, Jan <JiVlBOXELabemail unc edu> wrote: 
Hi Walter, 

Jail 

From: Walter Storholt rmailto: ~qmail.com] 



Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:44 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= UNC WBBALL 

Hi Jan and Debby! 

I’ve missed you guys I hope you’ve both had great summers 

Just want to touch base to see if you were both planning to se~w-e as color commentators for the women’s 
basketball games again this year I really enjoyed our time together last year and hope you’re both interested in 
doing it again, although I know how extremely busy you both are I’m sure you’ve taken a peek at the schedule 
already and we of course don’t need to set anything in stone yet Just let me know when you can if you plan on 
being on the broadcasts again this year 

Thanks and I look folw~-ard to speaking with both of you again soon! 

Walter 





"The be~: ability ~ availability,." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:30 PM 

Walter Storholt < ~gmail corn>; Boxill, Jan 
<IMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

RE: 

Do Cood. 

£)ebor~tLStroman, Ph.D, CLU 
~’ngu,ge, Explora Empowe~ 

919.8430336 

From: Walter Storholt [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Boxill, Jan 
¢c= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

4:06 PM 
)gmail.com] 

Well there’s been a slight change to the broadcast set-up this year Due to a few different technical reasons we’ll 
only be able to do one color commentator per game instead of two for some of those games where you wrote 
"both" Son~ for the change, but would you mind hashing out who would do the "both" games and re-send the 

schedule to me? 

Counting down to Friday! 

Walter 













Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. 



I’ve got a professol you’ve really 6or to meet before yo~ leave next week. Her name Js Debby 5tloman and her ex~er rise s sports leaders lip so 





















To markel and sell a sponsor, you need to undek’stand whal THEY wan1 

These lhree competing companies are differing needs, wants, and demands 



imagination and Marketing Effort! 

[] Research the current trends 

[] Articles and Trade publications 

[] lEG 

Must have imagination and markeling effort to find sponsois arid show them how you can help 1bern! 

Research the current trends within individual business sectsrs - Articles and trade publications (lEG - tile Sponsorship 

Report regularly publicizes the most active categodes involved in sponsorship. Banks, auto, nonalcoholic, food, 

e eco ~11,1 noa ons Th s, companes "1 bese sec ors may be ke y candda es o approach ’~ 

Check out a company’s business profile - local chamber of co~’nmerce - personnel, financial base, and co~’npany products 

Yeltsw pages, ads in the newspaper, drive through tile bs district in tswn. 

Nalional? Read the WSJ info on co~#orats mergek’s, business expansion, and product launches 

eg Wachovia and Ffisf Union melger in 2001 bklhed Wachovia Center (Philly) DHL in 2004 wanted to inclease networt~ 

across the US (compete with FedEx and UPS) so they partnered with USOC just prior to the Games in Athens Also, 

received e×clusivdy on advertising on NBC DHL- Bankrupt/M&A 4 2010 



Sponsorships 

Some sponsorships are a natural fit. 

Galorade was developed in 1965 at U F to help re hydrale 1he fu players Now partnered with most colleges and pro th 

organizations and can be seen by most iv audiences on the sidelines in the Galorade cooler. Who owns Galorade? Pepsi 

(extended their NFL contract through 2011) 

Each one has a collision repair facility. Wrnat do they need? Paint! Henddck gained sponsorship of its racecar, ddven by 

You as the spot[ markete~ (seeking potenlial sponso~) may ask lhese queslions to find those businesses 1hal have the 

intelest and the ability to pad~cipate 



Questions for Research 
[] What product or service does the 

corporation produce? 

[] What is the marketing structure? 

[] What are the general marketing 
approaches? 

[] What types of programs are successful? 

[] Where is the corporation in relation to its 
competition? 

Research those questiorls prior to askirlg what the coigolate sponsor "what are your busirless objectives?" 



Questions for Research 

[] Has the corporation sponsored sports or 
events previously? 

[] If so, were the experiences positive or 
negative? 

[] Who makes the marketing decisions? 



Questions for Research 

"The most critical tactic for a property that 
wants to work with us is to show us that 
they understand our business. It would go 
a long way in my eyes to know that a 
property had talked to dealers and sales 
people before even talking to me, 

== Sr. Marketing Mgr - Gulf States Toyota 

Finding the correct access point may be difficult. Sorne retail outlets ai~ange their own agreements, while others have to 

go to corporate headquarters for approval 

e.g. Dicks Sporting Goods, Pizza Hut, McDonalds 

May be an advantage if corporation has more $ to commit. But always start locally tirst! Need their support. 



Adolph Coors Company 
Sports Sponsorship Criteria 

To qualify for sponsorship with Sports, 
subject sponsorship must meet a majority 
of the following guidelines: 

Can you determine WHY these guidelines 
are used? 

Would you recommend that any of the 
guidelines be changed or removed? 



Adolph Coors Company 
Sports Sponsorship Criteria 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

Must rank high on the beer drinker index 
participant, spectator, and viewer. 

Must score high on the sports calculus 
which encompasses everything from size of 
audience to amount of product sold to retailer 
involvement opportunities. 

Must affect the bulk of the Coors marketing 
territory via on-site appearances. 

Must fulfill expectations or guarantee national 
media coverage. 



Adolph Coors Company 
Sports Sponsorship Criteria 
, Individuals sponsored must be known & 

respected as "leaders" in the sport by media 
& spectators throughout Coors market area. 

* Event sponsored must be unique, contain the 
possibility of Coors "ownership," be directed 
toward our target market, be on the upswing 
in popularity, and provide the Coors 
distributors with opportunity for tie-ins. 

, Sport must also lend itself to solid consumer 
promotion possibilities outreach. 



Adolph Coors Company 
Sports Sponsorship Criteria 

Sport must lend itself to continuity meaningful 
reach as well as optimal frequency. 

Must be controlled by a viable sanctioning 
body (e.g., NASCAR) who establishes or 
designates all events. 

Events of sponsored party (venue) must be 
competitive in nature. 



Adolph Coors Company 
Special Marketing Criteria 

Special Marketing will research, evaluate, 
and develop opportunities that match the 
young adult’ s lifestyle and brand objectives. 
The profile of the young adult target segment 
applies to both Coors and Coors Light= 

Can you guess the demographic profile (e.g. 
age, sex, or education) that Coors is 
targeting? 



Adolph Coors Company 
Special Marketing Criteria 

Demographic profile 

Age 

Segments 

Marital status 

Work status (by priority) 

Ethnicity (by opportunity) 

Primary target LDA=24 

Non=college, coflege 

Male, Female 

Single 

(blue coflar, white, gray), 

part-time, unemployed 

Anglo, Hispanic, Black 

Special marketing: match 1he young adult’s lifestyle and brand objectives. 

Coors? Non-college 

Coors Light? College 

Male? Pdmadly Coors 

Grey Collar relers to the balance of employed persons not classified as white or blue collar. Although grey collar is 

sometimes used to descdbe those who work beyond 1he age of retirement, its most widely accepted meaning refers to 

occupations that incoipoiate some of the elernen~ of both Blue and ’~qite collar, or are completely diffeienf from both 

categodes. 

Examples of Grey Collar industries: 

Farrning, fishing, forestry and otl~er forms of agribusiness 

Health caie, aged care, child ca~e and #~e personal service sector 

Protective services and security 

Food preparation and [he ca[ering industry 

High tech technicians 



Adolph Coors Co=~pany 
Marketing Criteria 

[] Appeal to young adult lifestyle. 

[] Uniqueness of events. 

[] Activities for large groups of young adults, on a 
major regional and/or national level. 

[] Involvement of young adult radio (3-to-1 ratio). 

[] Entertainment activities such as music, music- 
related, and comedy. 

[] Opportunity for Brand dominance or ownership. 
[] Programs cost effective and turn-key operative. 



Adolph Coors Company 
Marketing Criteria 

[] Activities fun, offer escape from daily pressures. 
[] Programs extendible through distributor efforts. 
[] Cross-promotional opportunities, if applicable. 
[] Events offer consistency & continuity within 

markets and from market-to-market. 
[] Impact in Coors marketing area where high 

concentrations of young adults reside. 
[] Programs that can serve as vehicles for national 

level/regional advertising and/or consumer 
promotion opportunities. 



Last Word 
on Coors Sponsorship 

In 1996, Saunders said that Coors’ days of 
"playing calculus" were over. He was 
referring to using a formula to calculate a 
sponsorship’ s value: $X for a stadium sign, 
$Y for pouring rights. In his view, corporate 
valuation beyond the ’90s would be based 
on selling beer on site, increasing market 
share, and providing direct product profits 
through distributors. 

Steve Saunde~s is the diiector of national event marketing at MolsoniCoors 



Where do you find sponsors? 

[] Immediate Family 

[] Extended Family 

[] Employers 

[] Neighbors, friends, and 

[] Private Sponsors 

[] Corporate Sponsors 

community groups 

The creative alhlete article 



Who wants to do all this work? 
Outsource! 

A Force in 

Adicle posted IMGjolls campus 

Article - Doling out the Dough (review) 





Key Terms 

[] exchange theory 

[] demographic fit 

[] company image 

[] cross-promotion 

Exchange refers to a soctal r~)a~keting context ir~ which the "buyers" in this exchange are the mer~be~s of the ta[get 

audience. These people pay a price, such as money, time or effort when they "purchase" the product Effort-related costs 

include i~/convenience, physical and/or me~/tal tasks, social standing, a[~d comfort It is important b ide~lify which costs 

intended audience members are willing to incur and which costs they are eager to avoid.In return for the cos~ paid by the 

audience, the "seller," or campaign planner, provides a tangible good, such as a smoking cessation kit; an intangible 

good, such as "health" a service, such as nutrition counseling; or an idea, such as the health risks posed by a high-tat 

diet.To persuade someone to take part in an exchange, the person must believe the benefits of adopting preventative 

behaviors that outweigh the costs of purchase/adoption 

Demographics how else can the sponsor benefit? E.g. offer the database to the sponsor for use in direct mail. 

Kmart sponsoring PGA golf. 



Factors to Assess 
Budget considerations 
Event management 
Competition consideration 
Sales promotions 

Position/image 
Media guarantees 
Strategies 

Targeting of market 
integrated communications 

Proposals 

After all of this considerafion, many companies feel that is ~;orthwhile, finar~cially, to suppod the NCAA and college 

football and basketball 



Most important Factors to Test 
Validity 
,, Fit between sport image and 

product/service image 

[] Target market fit 

[] Demographic profile of the extended 
audience 

[] Demographic fit of the immediate 
audience 

[] Opportunities for signage 

Most irnportant factors 

Also, community involvement, enhancement of corporate image, corporate hospitality and building trade relations 

More recently, market driven objectives such as increased market shar~ new client acquisition, new product awareness, 

and on site sales. 

Can lead to over-commercialization of youth sportd ESPN RISE 

h#p://espn.go comihigh~choolistory/ f~d/3551563iespn rise magazine information/ 

After all or this co[~sideratio[~, many companies reel that is worthwhile, financially, to support the NCAA a~)d college 

football and basketball. 



Football Bowl Subdivision 
TV Conference Contracts 

Big Ten (ABC/IESPN) (ABC!ESPN) 

C-USA 8-YcaligSOM (ESPN) 

Mid-Amcrlcan 5-’v~aff$3M (ESPN) 

Diffeience between NCAA Divisions article 

Display and read: ESPN will pay $80M a year for Rose Bowl 

http:iiwww.spo[tsbusinessdaily.com/JoumN/Issues/2012/O7/16!Colleges!BCS playoffs.aspx 



NFL TV Agreem en ts (2005) 

Rights Holder Rights Fee Elements 

ESPN 588B Moilday Night FB, Draft 

FOX $43B Sunday (NFC), SB (2008, 2011) 

CBS $37B Sunday (AFC), SB (2007, 2010} 

NBC $36B Sunday Night, SB (2000, 2012) 

DirecTV $700M . Sunday Ticket 

NFL Television Contracts (2005) All 5 10 year contracts 

11 92004 - contract extensions through 2011 (6 yr extension with CBS & Fox) 

2009 The NFL also announced extensions with broadcast padne~s Fox and CBS, taking 1hose deals through the 2014 

season. 

Read SBJ! 

Posted - NFL Broadcasting Rules 



Future of Sponsorship? 

Cleveland Browns, 
Portland Trailblazers 

Sponsor Zones: 
1. Parking Light Poles 
2. Curb stops 

3. 

Buffalo Bills, and 

Entrances (Browns sold 4 = $20M) 

Must rr)eet the need of the sponsor[ 

Cleveland Browns, Buffalo Bills, Portland Trailblazers segment their sladiums 

(i’,laming Rights to Stadium Dif[erent) 



New York City 

Rollerblades are NYC’ s official In-line skate 

Free skates for all park security and staff 

Free skate and roller hockey clinics 

Signage on park security vehicles 

Think outside #)e boxl Not o~fiy pro and college sports. Murgcipali~es ~,arff to be paid and p~omoted, (Career opportunities 

there) 

New York City is one of the most "skatable" cities in the entire wodd; there are plenty of locations around the city for 

beginners and experis 

Central Park is skaling heaven The internal "loop" (known officially as Park Drive) is approximately 6 miles around, with 

plenty of hills to challenge even the most seasoned skater 



NASCAR & Nextel 

10%: Increase in Awareness 

8%: Increase in NASCAR fans switching 
to Nextel Cell service 

5 times more likely to switch to Nextel than 
the general population 

Nextel Communications made histoi,/June 19 2003 when it signed on to be the title sponsor ot what came to be known as 

the NASCAR Nextel Cup Nextel replaced the then current sponsor, Winston, which had been the title sponsor for 33 

years The 10-year con[tact fl)r a reported $700 million b $750 million is the largest sponsorship deal in the his[ory of 

sports, dwarfing other pacfs like Nike’s ’13 year deal for $440 million with English soccer club Manchester United and 

Winston’s old $200 million five year agreement with NASCAR Nexlel beat out other companies like McDonald’s, Coca 

Cola and Visa, which were all reportedly interested in signing on as the title sponsor. But the question that investors must 

ask is this: Can Nextel make a profit on this deal? 



College Hoops & Sponsors 

[] Who are the three NCAA corporate 
champions? 

at&t 

http:iiw’ww.ncaa football com/CorporateSponsors aspx 



College Hoops 
[] Reese’ s 

[] Lowe’ s 

[] Enterprise 

[] UPS 

[] Planters (Kraft) 
[] Unilever 

[] Infiniti 

& Sponsors 

http:iincaa.olgiwpsiwcm/connect/colp [elatJorlsicorprelicorporate+rela~onshipsicorporate+alliances/padrlels.htnll 

2009: CBS ad ceverage 90% sold out less than 3 wks prior to March Madness 

30 second spot [o lhe F4 and champlanship games cost belween $1.3 $14M(eadlarrounds$350k).Supe~ Bowl2011 

$3M for 30 sec. ad 

Beer sponsor: MillarCoo~s and AB 

CBS is in okay shape considering the recession. "it’s one of the highest CPM (cost per thousand viewers) in all of spots. 

-$150 or more [or men aged 21 -34 and - $30 on a household basis. 

MM on Demand (Online streaming) expected to increase in ad revenue and audience. Partnered with Microsoft to improve 

quality of the video (2008 48M viewers and $23M in ad revenue.) 

NCAA Corporate partners- Enterprise, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Planters (Kraft Foods), Reese’s, Uni[over and UPS 

enterprise, the hart[ord, hershey’s, [owe’s, LG, Planters (kra[t foods), UPS and slate farm 

NCAA Corporate champions? Capital One, coca cola, at&t (exclusivity) 



Sponsors must find value! 

[] Economic 

[] Relationships 

[] Awareness 

[] CLC 

Economic Can the sponsoi afford the relationship? 

Relationships - It’s not who you know, but who knows you on a favorable basis! 

Awareness - is the publicity good a~/d far reaching? 

CLC Visit UIlique, Histo~)’and Rankings 



, expff~ve, engage, empower. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday,                 3:48 PM 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa unc edu> 

RE: WNIT Championship 

Do Good 

Debmah [, Stroman, PhD CLH 

From: Sylvia Hatchell [mailto:shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:42 PM 
"ro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ect: Re: FW: WNIT Championship 

We have already contacted Team Tempo, thanks! 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 3:35 PM > > > 



debb? 

Do Good 

From: Donna Cheek [mailto:dcheek~uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, I               3:32 PM 

To:        I@yahoo.com;       @email.unc.edu;          ~uscm.orq;          @atL.net; Email_Address; 
’@durhamnc.qov; cam; (@wsfcs.kl 2.nc.us; 

@yahoo.cam; : Nat hletics.pitL.ed u; i @hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

(&yahoo.cam; i(&lvcos.com; {& ra ndolah hosaital.ora; ! NaLlanticl0.ora; @ati- 

! ,~aol.com; ~oaunitedwav.ora: (&salisburv.edu; 

~us~.edu: ~vahoo.com;      ~hotmail.com; ~embammail.com: 
@aol.com; @canisius.edu; @hotmail.com; @atlanticlO.orq; 

@twcny.rr.com; @nc.rr.com; @hotmaihcom; @aol.com; 
@qmail.com; ~ @cms.k12.nc.us; ~verizon.net; @hotmail.com; 

@shu.edu; @yahoo.corn; ! @aol.com; ~holtcstore.com; 
@outerba n ksbeach.com; @yahoo.corn; ~yahoo.com; ~yahoo.com; 

~earthlink.net; 
~(~vahoo.com; 
@charter.net; 

@yahoo.cam; I 
@qloryroad.neL; ! 

~rcsdk12.ora: 
~mac.com: 

~amail.com: 
~hotmaihcom; 

~amail.com: 
~aol.com: 

(&mindsprinq.com; 

l@carolina.rr.com; 
¯ @loyno.edu; 

~qmail.com; 

{~bridae.bellsouth.com: (~vahoo.com; ~ 

~hotmail.com; ~comcast.net; (~aol.com; 
@bellsouth.net;       @earthlink.net; 

¯ @qmail.com;. :@qmaihcom; @yahoo.corn; 
@uvm.edu; @comcast.net; 

@yahoo.corn; @qmail.com; 

(’&cox.net: " " (’&hotmail.com; 

~alorvroad.net: (’&earthlink.net; j 

(’&Qmail.com: 
~midsouth.rr.com: 

(’&dmu.edu: 
:~mail.com: 

~trian~leortho.com; ~aol.com;        @comcast.net; @yahoo.cam; 
~yahoo.com; @yahoo.cam; Cc~capstone-dev.com; ~nc.rrX-Mplus-Spam- 

Scanned: mplusversion: 5.1.Release; Fri; XCFSPAM4 Engine; 6.1.5/2012.11.12.20.49.47/2005.02.11.04.44.13/; success; 
XCFSPAM1 Engine; Not Available; success; none 
Subject: Fwd: WNEF Championship 



I need your help![ I am sorry that we are not playing Sunday @ 4:00 in Carmichael for the WNIT 

Championship. I just got off the phone with Triple Crown Sports who are the owners and operators of the 

WNIT. The only reason we are not hosting the Championship is because our attendance for the three 

previous WNIT games lead ing up to the Championship were lower than Iowa’s. Basically, it came down to 

what school had the best atmosphere and the best fan attendance that got to host the Championship game. 

Once again, I am sorry that we are now in preparation for leaving early Saturday morning to travel to Iowa 
and it is embarrassing for me and the players to have to admit that we are traveling and not hosting because 
Iowa had better and more fan support than we did. This should not be happening and we need your 

support. 

For those of you who were at one of our WNITgames, thanks for attending and if you were there, you saw 

just how hard our players were working and competing to represent the fans and The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. The bottom line is, we must put more people in Carmichael and our current players 

are working extremely hard and deserve to have more fan support and people in the stands. 

As I close, just know that as we go to Iowa, we will compete extremely hard to bring back the WNIT 
Championship trophy to North Carolina. To all our loyal fans who did support us with your attendance, 

THAN K YOU ! 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 
919 962 2506 Fax 















Da e T e day                   7:27PM 
To: "Deborah Stroraan ph D. CLU" <dstro,.~unc edu> 









Sentfrom myiPhone 







Unbersib" ~ Consortium to Offer Small Online Courses for Credit 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:32 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: WBB 

d 

Do Good. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:30 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: WBB 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:49 PM 
TO: Boxill, ]an 
Subject: RE: WBB 

DoGood 



9J98430336 

From= Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 2:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ect: WBB 

Deb, 

Would you like to switch games with me and you do Radford and VII do NCCU? Let me know. 

I’m hoping we can find some time to talk 

before then. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 































"[The] UNC administration has violated the equal oppo~tun ty mandates 

Llndel Title I×, irl¢lLIdinL, but not limited to: la¢ilitatinL, a hostile 



Priorities 

CONNECT 



<] [if]support[ists] >’<! lendif] >SeeCmrolinaAthetcsexampleinmppendix 

< [if!supportLists >? <[ [endif] >Analyzemndrankinitativeson rqpmct, staff, andfundin~requrements 

< [if!supportLists >? <[ [endif] >Suppor~Tl’temms 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 2:21 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc edu>; ann~enn@unc edu; mgburney@northcarolina edu; 
Rucker, Nkecha <ncmcker@email unc edu>; Rucker, Walter C 
<wmcker@email unc edu>; C~iffin, Latoya <poolehn@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email unc edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; Terry, Jules 
M <jmtenN@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; 
cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R 
<diane webster@unc edu>; Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 
rbeatty@unc edu; jackie~ierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@unc edu; Mainor, Aria 
<aria mainor@unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; Hewett, 
Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, 
Linda Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, 
Reginald F <hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; Brooks, Camille A 
<camillebrooks@unc edu>; mballen@uncaa unc edu; McNeal-Trice, Kenya 
<kmtrlce@med unc edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc edu>; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email unc edu>; Anderson- 
Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email unc edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu> 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@unc edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email unc edu>; Hohnan Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James C~egg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
TesTy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentist~2¢ unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 
L <gretchen mccoy@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentistly unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
ann blake@dentistry unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yet~a 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; carla whiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email unc edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; jackiepierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@unc edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;         ~gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<rumay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; 
annpenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; 



mgbumey@northcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email uric edu>; 
afall@unc edu; tvvilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jt]jordan@email uric edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFfieda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Robinson, Whitney Ragan 
<whitneyrobinson@unc edu>; vickie suggs@unc edu; Wilson, Add K 
<adaw@email unc edu>; Holden Thorp <holden@unc edu>; Campbell, LanT 
<lecamp@email uric edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email uric edu>; Lirdejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Roberts.n, Nakenge 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
CBC - Holiday Social & More 

Hi Caucus. The year is coming to a close and we are all excited to rest up and spend quality time with loved 

ones! Several notes for you: 

1. CBC Holiday Social TOMORROW- 4:30 p.m. at the Carolina Club. We look forward to another great 

fellowship. We will also celebrate the retirement of Drs. Love and Newsom and introduce two new 

hires, Dr. Marco Barker and Ada Wilson, of the Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs. The 

tradition of scrumptious food and beverage will continue. ;) The two-year renewal membership gifts 

will also be available. (If you haven’t renewed, one can do so at the Social.) 

2. Debrief of Special CBC Meeting with Art Pope on Nov. 26: Please call me for details but I will 

summarize in our next e-news. Everyone in attendance, including Mr. Pope, enjoyed the dialogue, 

understanding, and exchange of ideas. 

3. Professional Development Assistance - The Caucus leadership is working to identify and create 

customized resources to help us be more efficient and effective employees. The Center for Faculty 

Excellence (CFE) is our partner and has agreed to support the creation of a series of workshops 

addressing challenges such as relationship building (its importance and how to), managing ourselves 

(work-life balance and boundaries; image and credibility), and tenure and promotion strategies. This 

effort is unique in that we are also researching how we can offer individualized coaching and feedback 

to participants. Stay tuned! In addition, we encourage faculty to utilize CFE’s Professional Interests 

Manager program - a web-based system that offers teaching, research, and leadership resources. 

Users can select how often they want to receive updates, http://cfe.unc.edu/pim/index.html 

4. Joint Reading Program with BSM - Please take the time to purchase (or checkout through the library) 

Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written by 

Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

through four distinct stories. We will have a discussion with students in the spring semester. 

5. Next meeting- Wednesday, January 9, 2013 at11:30 a.m. (Union 3407) The annual "State of the U" 

with Chancellor Thorp. 



Happy Holiday Season and New Year! 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 









Exercise and 



















Handout Co~e EXSS classes 



















NCAA Estimated P[obability of Competing in Alhletics Beyond HS. dala 













Handout 175 Suggestions from EXSS p~ofs 





Profs are not your friends nor your parerds! Manage your expecla’~[o~)s 

Fdends and classmates - futuce employer and/or employee. Choose wisely! 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 I 1:44 AM 

Deborah Stroman Ph D CLU <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; 
Cooper, Coyte (cgcooper@email unc edu); Joseph DeSimone, PhD 
<desimone@email unc edu>; Campbell, LanN <lecamp@email unc edu>; Jones, 
Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Litdejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murdll@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe- 
davies@uric edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email unc edu>; Chris Faison 

~gmail corn>; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeunecox@unc edu>; Darlene Cannon 
<darlenecannon@live corn>; Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Paison, 
Christopher D <chris faison@unc edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email uric edu>; Jeff Cartoon 
@yahoo corn>; Jimmy Hitchcock                  ~yahoo corn>; 

Kathy Craw[’ord        @hotmail corn>; Keith Johnson 
@gmail corn>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 

Samatha <jaimielee@email unc edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email unc edu>; Overstreet Tia <overstre@email uric edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Roy Flood <rdgjjmd@aol corn>; Teresa Artis <tartis@cbc- 
raleigh corn>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; White, Carla 
<cywhite@email uric edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu> 

Martin Report - video 

From the "In Case You Missed It" file 

http://www.wral.com/news/video/11897303/#/vid11897303 

I am sure the articles and comments in Sunday’s N&O will be interesting. 

Merry Christmas and Happy Holiday Season! 

d 

315 Woollen = 







From: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMTNISTRATfVE 
GROUP(FYDIBOHF23SPDLI)/CN RECIPLENIS/CN DEBORAHLYNN STROMAN 
(DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 I 1:06 PM 

Boxill, Jinx <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Storholt, Walter <wstor92@email unc edu> 

RE: WBB UNC-UMd broadcast 

THANKS so much for your kind note! i really appreciate yol!r feedback W~ had a gr~at time tonight as MD gave DNC fits 

And of course, Walter makes bo[b of us !ook good. 

d 
Do Good. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 10:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Storholt, Walter 
Subject: WBB UNC UMd broadcast 

Deb & Walter, 
i coulchft stay for the game so listened to you on nay computer--the broadcast was GREAT Of course the game was 
as well, but whether UNC was leading or behind, you two worked beautifully together 
Deb, your commentary was superb in your analysis and in supplying what you were seeing and what needed to be 
done It was easy to visualize the game through the radio broadcast i’m actually glad i was listening, rather than 
even being there It gives an endrely different visual and cognitive picture &the game People have said this to me 
before, but I never realized just what they meant until listening to you two tonight 

THANKS Great game-- CONGRATULATIONS! 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of dlc Facully 
Director, Pan Comer Jbr Ethics 







"The Gale Is Changing ....Expect GREATness! 
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L~nce M~rkos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Janua~T 9, 2013 1:32 AM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email unc edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; drberb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <crlcket@unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@unc edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James C~egg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
Te~vy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentist~T unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 
L <gretchen mccoy@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentisttT unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Imka, Iheoma U <imka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
ann blake@dentistry unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yet~a 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; carla whiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email unc edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmitb@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; jackie~ierce@unc edu; angela tbrasher@unc edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<mmay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; 
annpenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@nortbcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; 
afall@unc edu; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jgjordan@email unc edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Robinson, Whitney Ragan 
<whitneyrobinson@unc edu>; vickie suggs@unc edu; Ballen, Martina K 
<mballen@email unc edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email unc edu>; Crisp, 
Winston B <wbcrisp@email unc edu>; Clayton, Taft’ye Benson <taffye@unc edu>; 
sylvia frazier@dentist~T unc edu; Hall, Pent A <HALLPA@EMAIL UNC EDU>; 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L 
<tsodom@email unc edu>; BenT, Marcus D <berrymd@email unc edu>; Anderson, 



Attach: 

Victor L <techguy@email unc edu>; Ford, Justin G <jgford@email unc edu>; Campbell, 
LalTy <lecamp@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

CBC E-News 2013 

OurTimeOurFuture StrategicDirectionsFor2013 -2015DRAFT42013 Jan07 pdf; 
OurUniversityOurFutureFAC Strategic Directions Report 2012Nov25 pdf; CBC 
Communications 19 13pdf 

Happy New Year! See attachments. 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 - "State of the University" Meeting with Chancellor Thorp at 

11:30 a.m. (Union 3407) Please bring your questions, feedback, and ideas. 

Members Only and Invited Guests. Lunch is served. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"Whe~ the root is de~p, there is no reeson to fear the wind, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Wednesday, JanualT 9, 2013 10:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
<sibby@email unc edu>; Charles, Roy Anthony <rac@email unc edu>; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; Davis, Herb <hdavis@admissions unc edu>; Daye, Charles E 
<cdaye@email unc edu>; Lane, Cricket <crlcket@unc edu>; Nicholson, Carol Avetay 
<cnichol@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; Patterson, 
Tony <Tony Patterson@unc edu>; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, 
Shauna D <colliers@email unc edu>; Hohnan Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email unc edu>; Moore, James Ga-egg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, 
Donna L <dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudisAaolk@med unc edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J 
<djbarksdale@unc edu>; Te~y, Jules M <jmterl2c@unc edu>; 
diane baker@dentist~T unc edu; McCoy, GTetchen L <gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; 
overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; 
kathyramsey@dentistty unc edu; Freeman, Ashalla Magee 
<ashalla magee@med unc edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email unc edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon Bonapa~e <nbyars@email unc edu>; j o-annblake@ dentisttay unc edu; 
Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicef@email unc edu>; Fletcher, Craig A 
<craig fletcher@reed unc edu>; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email unc edu>; 
kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances <francesdancy@unc edu>; White, Carla 
<cywhite@email unc edu>; Collins, Michelle Christin <mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, 
Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, La~y <lecamp@email unc edu>; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; Smith, Holly A 
<hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; Shuford, Bettina C <bcshufor@email unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc edu>; 
Beat~y, Rhonda Hubbard <rbeatty@email unc edu>; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email unc edu>; Thrasher, 
Angela D <adthrash@email unc edu>; Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; 
Mainor, Avia <avia mainor@unc edu>;        ~gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<rumay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; Penn, Ann E 
<annpenn@email unc edu>; Hewett, Stacie B <staciehewett@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@nor’hcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; Fall, 
Alassane <afall@email unc edu>; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email unc edu>; Burston, Gwen 
<gburston@email unc edu>; Brooks, Camille A <camillebrooks@unc edu>; Jordan, 
Joseph F <jf]ordan@email unc edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
<vhammett@email unc edu>; Robinson, Whitney <whitneyrobinson@unc edu>; 
Suggs, Vickie L <vicki suggs@unc edu>; Adem, Mukhtar 
<mukhtar adem@med unc edu>; Adimora, Adaora A <adimora@med unc edu>; Agbe- 
Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc edu>; Aitsebaomo, Julius 
<juliusaitsebaomo@med unc edu>; Albtitton, Travis J <talbritt@email unc edu>; 
Alexander, G Rumay <mmay@email unc edu>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 
<renee alexander craft@unc edu>; Allicock, Marlyn A <allicock@email unc edu>; 
Amos, Keith D <keithamos@med unc edu>; Armstrong, D Michael 
<armstron@med unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Assani, Idris 



<assani@email unc edu>; Ataga, Kenneth I <Kenneth Ataga@med unc edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; Barnes, Spencer Ryan 
<srbarnes@email unc edu>; Bass, Candra <CBass@aims unc edu>; Bell, Lynda L 
<lynda bell@reed unc edu>; Benjamin, Andrea <andreabz@email unc edu>; Berger, 
Michele T <mtberger@email unc edu>; GeorgeBlakey@dentistty unc edu; Boxill, 
Bernard R <brboxill@email unc edu>; Boyd, Brian A <brianboyd@med unc edu>; 
brewster@med unc edu; rbuckmir@unch unc edu; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte 
<nbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email unc edu>; Caldwell, 
Kia L <klcaldwe@email unc edu>; Carlton-La Ney, Iris B <ibc9717@email unc edu>; 
Castillo, Karl David <kdcastil@email unc edu>; Charles, Anthony 
<anthonycharles@med unc edu>; Chibwesha, Carla 
<CarlaChibwesha@med unc edu>; Chowa, Gina Agnes <chowa@email unc edu>; 
Clark, Chris Jude <chriclar@email unc edu>; Clark, Trenette T 
<ttclark@email unc edu>; Coleman, James <coleman3@ad unc edu>; Corbie-Smith, 
Giselle M <gcorbie@med unc edu>; Coyne-Beasley, Tamera <tameracoyne- 
beasley@med unc edu>; Crayton, Kareem <kcrayton@email unc edu>; Da Costa, Kerry- 
Ann <kdacosta@unc edu>; Dawkins, Karon <karondawkins@med unc edu>; Daye, 
Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; Delaney, Rani Michaela 
<rani delaney@med unc edu>; Dent, Georgette A <georgettedent@med unc edu>; 
Devane-Johnson, Stephanie <stephanie devane-johnson@med unc edu>; Dilworth- 
Anderson, Peggye <dilwo~h@email unc edu>; Alesii, Lekisha Y E 
<ledwards@aims unc edu>; Edwards, Lloyd J <lloydedwards@unc edu>; Erinosho, 
Temitope <erinosho@email unc edu>; Fall, Alassane <afall@email unc edu>; Farrell, 
Walter C Jr <wfarrell@email unc edu>: Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21@unc edu>; Fisher, 
Rebecka Rutledge <rrf~sher@email unc edu>; Floris-Moore, Michelle Andrea 
<michelle tloris-moore@med unc edu>; Francis, Neville R <nrfranci@email unc edu>: 
sylvia frazier@dentistt~j unc edn; Gantt, Angela B <angela~gantt@med unc edu>; 
Gibson, Keisha <keisha~gibson@med unc edu>; Giscombe, Che~Nl Woods 
<Che~2¢l Giscombe@unc edu>; Godley, Paul Alphonso <paul~odley@med unc edu> 
Gollop, Claudia J <gollop@ils unc edu>; C~-iffin, Dana C <dcgriffi@email unc edu>; 
Haithcock, Benjamin E <benjamin haithcock@med unc edu>; Hall, PenN A 
<HALLPA@EMAIL UNC EDU>; Hamilton, Jill Bridgette <jhamilto@email unc edu>; 
Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email unc edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; Hobbs, KeiaK <keia hobbs@med unc edu>; Hogan, 
Vijaya K <vhogan@email unc edu>; Homer, Martinette <mvhorner@email unc edu>; 
Horton, Cheryl T <chorton@unc edu>; Hughes, Sherick Andre 
<shughes@email unc edu>; Jackson, Cheryl L <cjackson@med unc edu>; Jackson, 
Fatimah LC <t~atimahj@email unc edu>; Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email unc edu>; 
Jenerette, Coret~a M <jenerett@email unc edu>; Johnson, Da~Nhl Lindsay 
<daryhljohnson@med unc edu>; Johnson, James H Jr <jimjohnson@unc edu>; Jones, 
Samuel W <samuel jones@reed unc edu>; Joyner, Benny L <bjoyner@aims unc edu>; 
Keku, Tope <temitopekeku@med unc edu>; Kemper, April E 
<aprilkemper@med unc edu>; Kenan, Randall G <rkenan@email unc edu>; Lambert, 
Michael Canute <mclambe@email unc edu>; Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
<playne@email unc edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email unc edu>; Lipscomb- 
Hudson, Angela R <angela hudson@reed unc edu>; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
<lisanza@email unc edu>; Mangum, Ron <rlmangum@email unc edu>; Matin, Ian 
Bebvon Kuwait <Jan martin@reed unc edu>; Martinson, Francis E 
<francis martinson@med unc edu>; McDonald, ]-revy A <trevy@email unc edu>; 
McFarlane, Claude <cmcfarlane@aims unc edu>; Mclntosh, Terence V 
<terence mcintosh@unc edu>; McIver, Mandisa A <mcivem~@email unc edu>; 
McLean, Beth A <beth mclean@med unc edu>; McLean, Sean E 
<sean mclean@reed unc edu>; McNeal-]-rice, Kenya <kmtrice@med unc edu>; 



McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilgr@unc edu>; Mendez, Michelle Ann 
<mmendez@email unc edu>; Mitchell, Brenda O <brenda mitchell@med unc edu>; 
fabian@cs unc edu; Moore, Carlton Reid <carltonmoore@med unc edu>; Morgan, 
Jonathan Q <Morgan@sog unc edu>; Mumford, Rick <rgm@email unc edu>; Mutima, 
Sinamenye A <smutima@email unc edu>; Mwanza, Jean-Claude <jean- 
claude mwanza@med unc edu>; Myers, Richard E <nnyers@email unc edu>; Ndaliko, 
Ch~rle Rivers <ndaliko@email unc edu>; Neblett, Enrique W 
<eneblett@email unc edu>; Nichols, Kimberley R <kimberlyclemons@med unc edu>; 
Nicholson, Wanda Kay <wanda nicholson@med unc edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email unc edu>; Oliver, Terence <olivevt@email unc edu>; Oramasionwu, 
Christine Uzonna <oramsc@email unc edu>; doctorparham@med unc edu; Parl~er, 
Patricia S <psparker@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email unc edu>; 
Parlllo, Ericka <parlllo@unc edu>; Perkins, Kathy A <kaperkin@email unc edu>; 
PenT, Victor L <victor perry@meal unc edu>; Pittman, Jessica 
<jessicaA)ittman@med unc edu>; Preston-Roedder, Ryan Conree <preston- 
roedder@unc edu>; Price, Charles R <cpricel@email unc edu>; Reddick, Bonzo 
<breddick@med unc edu>; Redding-Lallinger, Rupa C <rupa redding- 
lallinge@med unc edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email unc edu>; Reives, 
Wanda Foushee <wreives@email unc edu>; Richardson, Liana J 
<liana (lchardson@unc edu>; Pdcketts, Karene Joanna <krlcketts@aims unc edu>; 
eric rlvera@denrlstry unc edu; Roberts-Lewis, Amelia C <amrobert@email unc edu>; 
Robinson, Michelle <mmrobins@email unc edu>; Robinson, Whitney 
<whitneyrobinson@unc edu>; Rodgers, Shielda (]lover <srodgers@email unc edu>; 
mromanisle@med unc edu; Rowley, Diane Louise <drowley@email unc edu>; 
Rowsey, Pamela Johnson <pjrowsey@email unc edu>; Rucker, Walter C 
<wrucker@email unc edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu>; Sams, Lattice 
<samsl@dentist~T unc edu>; Samuel-Hodge, Carmen D <cdsamuel@email unc edn>; 
Scarlett, Yolanda V <yolandascarlett@med unc edu>; Scott, Tiffany Lynn 
<tiffany scott@reed unc edu>; Searles, Lillie L <lsearles@email unc edu>; Seaton, 
Eleanor <eseaton@email unc edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email unc edu>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email unc edu>; Sheffield, Karen 
<ksheffie@email unc edu>; Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc edu>; Simms, Jeffrey A 
<jeffrey simms@unc edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc edu>; Smith, Jacqueline N 
<jacquelinen smith@meal unc edu>; Smith, Karl <kwsmith2@sog unc edu>; Stafford, 
Harry C <harry stafford@med unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Terry, 
Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; Thompson Dorsey, Dana N <dtdorsey@unc edu>; 
Thrasher, Angela D <adthrash@email unc edu>; Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc edu>; 
Truesdale, Kimberly Parker <Kim Tmesdale@unc edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D 
<kdtyson@email unc edu>; Udekwu, Pascal O <udekwu@med unc edu>; Unah, Isaac J 
<unah@unc edu>; valentine@email unc edu; Vanderbilt, Tauchiana J 
<tjvan@email unc edu>; Vines, Anissa I <avines@email unc edu>; Watts, Eric King 
<ekwatts@email unc edu>; cyriaquj@dentisttT unc edu; Weeks, Latasha 
<lxweeks@email unc edu>; White, Becky L <bls@med unc edu>; White, Carla 
<cywhite@email unc edu>; Cene, Crystal Wiley <crystalcene@med unc edu>; 
Williams, Evelyn S <EWMS@email unc edu>; Williams, Heather A 
<hawill@email unc edu>; Williams, Kathy <khwillia@email unc edu>; Williams, 
Lyneise E <williale@email unc edu>; sharonwwilliams@med unc edu; Wilson, Erika 
K <wilsonek@email unc edu>; Yotebieng, Marcel <yotebieng@unc edu>; Crisp, 
Winston B <wbcrisp@email unc edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L 
<dpinkney@email unc edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc edu>; 
cyriaquj@dentist~T unc edu; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu>; McGhee, Oj 
<oj mcghee@unc edu>; Ursula Littlejohn <Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-flagler unc edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrleda 



<vhammett@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Stroman, 
Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Murrill, 
Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
Re: CBC "State of the U’ - Wednesday, Jan 9 

GREAT Meeting today! The dialogue and interactions were so inspiring. Yes, we have lots of work to do, but we should always 

celebrate the uniqueness of our culture and the opportunity to be employed at this special university. 

Follow up notes: 

1. See you at Tobacco Road on this Friday, January gl - 6:00 p.m. ;) Let’s continue to network and meet one 

another, http://www.tobaccoroadsportscafe.com/Iocation/index.html 

2. Advocacy Stay tuned to the Strategic Directions Initiative. Please read the documents, attend BOG meetings, when 

possible, and let me know if you identify other "missing" areas of concern. (See E-News and attachments in previous 

emails.) We will explore our response options to the lack of diversity in the recommendations to the BOG. 
g. Thanks to Chancellor Thorp for his agreement to add a Black male to the Provost’s Search Committee. We also 

appreciate his sharing of important "hot off the press" new diversity initiatives in education and minority student 

scholarship. 

4. Steering Committee member, Larry Campbell, requests feedback on Education Appropriations for his 

meeting with NC Rep. Craig Horn next week. lecamp@email.unc.edu 

5. "Raisin in the Sun" CBC event g:15 nights: Tuesday, January 29 or Tuesday, Feb. :127 (Several Tuesday conflicts with 

M BB games.) If you have a STRONG preference on either date, please advise. The Steering Committee will finalize the 

details. 

Friendly Reminder - Please support Dr. Sable and the African and Afro American Department by promoting student 

enrollment. This variable is the most critical to effect change. Thank you. 

We look forward to seeing you at the MLK Jr. activities and in February for the Caucus Black History Month events. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CEU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@ unc.edu 919.843.0336 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, January 7, 2093 lg:34 AM 

TO: "Deborah 5troman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC "State of the U’ - Wednesday, Jan. 9 



<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]--> 

Happy New Year! This note is your friendly 
reminder that we will meet with Chancellor 
Thorp for our annual "State of the University" 
meeting. Please join us for lunch and our final 
gathering with him. We will discuss many topics 
of interest for the Black community at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. 

This is a members-only meeting with invited 

guests. 

Wednesday, ~nu~y 9 

i2:30 #,m, 
UriC, on 3407 

Deborah LStroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





CSBC Executive Meeting - ]anuary 14,, 2012 

L Sprin,q Semester Leadershfp Structure 

, Appreciation: Order of the Golden Eleece 

II. Meetin~ Schedule 

. Set day vs, best available7 

CSBC Celebration Week (April ~5 - ~8) - Need two speakers plus Bnbba 
C unningham 

llL Webs~te Updates 

IK Social Media 

Twitter 
Facebook 
Other? 

l< Possibte Speaker~’ Skype or On-site? 

Spiracle Media 
Livis Freeman (4 Our Fans, Inc.) 
Jim Tanner (Williams & Connolly LI,P) --- John Henson’s agent 
Hubert [)avis (UNC Assistant Coach) 
Smart Scott (ESPN) 
Martina Ballen (UNC Athletics CFO) 
Bubha Cunningham (IJNC AD) 
Kris Aman (Nike) 
David Paro (DEEP Alliance) 
Chris Zepkowski TPG Sports Group 
Caroline D’Bng]ere IMG College 
Kevin York - Charlotte Bobcats, Sales Rep (UNC grad) 
[)avid Faro DEEP Alliance Marketing 
Clayton Somers Wasserman Media Group 
Cindy llensley (Sarah Pelligrino’s supervisor) - ConnectTWITY 
Sports Business journal Representative (i.e., DNC grad, Courtney Know[es) 
Frank Zecca VP of Financial Services at Octagon (Alexis Davis heard him 
speak) 
*Jason Lucas Sports Reporter at News 14 Carolina 
*TiRhny Black - Social Media Manager at CBSsports,com 
*CJ. Cash - Business Manager at CNN 



CSBC Alumni Panel 
Robbi Pickeral ESPN.com/UNC Basketball ESPN Blog writer 
John Spencer- sports agent (represents Ivory I,atta) 
Ronnie Ramos - NCAA Director of New Media 
Kris Aman Nike, hlc. (VP) 

Eric Montross DNC basketball/sport broadcaster 
Angel ]ones - I]NC basketball sport broadcaster 
Adam Lucas TarlteeIMonthly 
*q3ryan Harris, Managi~g Partner and COO at Taylor Agency 
**joe Favorito, Independer~t Constdtant 
**Mark Waller, NFL {Chief Marketing Officer) 
**Peter O’Reilly, Fan Strategy. and Marketing (VP) 
*=Chris Parsons, NFL International (VP) 
**Lewis Howe& Author (Webinars) 
**Kathy Carter, President of MLS and Soccer United Marketing 
**jared Bartie, Counsel at Arent Fox 
*=David Denenher~ Senior Vice President of I,egal and Business Affairs at 
NBA 
*=james Johnston, partner at Davis and Gilbert 
*~Stacey Escudero, VP of Business Public Relations for MSG Sports 
**Todd Melli, VP of Sports and Entertainment Sales l)r MS(3 Sports 
**jamie Morningstar, Director of Season Ticket Service and Retention for 
MSG Sports 
**jared Schoenfeld, Director of Corporate ttospitalily Sales for MSG Sports 
**Brett Stewarg Entreprenuer and Fitness Author 
*~jonathan Blue, Chairman and Managing Director at Blue Equity 
**Carlos Fleming, VP at IMG Taler~t Management 
**Lou Koskovolis, Senior Vice President of Corporate Sales and Sponsorship 
at MLB 
**Kenny Mitchell, Director of Sports Marketing at Gatorade 
**Darren Rovell, CNBC Sports Business Reporter 
*=jamey Sunshine, Senior Vice President of Corporate Partnerships at 
I,agardere Dnlimited 
*=Mark Zablow, Senior Director of Marketing at Platinum Rye 

VL Possible l~oad trips 

Charlotte Motor Speedway Tour they give garage and pit tours to NASCAR 
corporate clients; We could easily do a Friday afternoon or Saturday morning 
trip; the rates are pretty inexpensive 
NASCAR Hall of Fame (~roup Tour - can get a customized option on a Friday 



Charlotte Bobcats trip (March} - Contact Kevin York 
kyorkObobcats.com 

’rpG Sports Career Conference (Charlotte) - April 
http:/iw~v.tpgspor tsgroup.com 
SportsBusiness Journal office (Charlotte 
Carolina Hurricanes (Raleigh) 
UNC Kenan Stadium Tour 

Carolina Railhawks (CarT) 
Wasserman Media Group (Raleigh) 
Leverage Agency (NYC) 

Durham Bulls (Durham) 
Executive Board Golf Workshop (Finley) 

Sports lndustW Netavorking and Career (SINC) Conferen ce in Washington, 
DC (FebruaW 10-’i !) 
UNC Sport Administration - CSRI Conference (April 17-’19) 

Possible Projects 

Hoops for Homeless Basketball Tournament 
Sport Business Symposium (Suggested by Mr Sturner) 
Collaboration with UCS for a Sports Marketing Night (Feb. 27 - 5:30 p.m.) 
Zumba Event 
Sports Trivia Fundraiser 

VIIL Spot,sot Support 

i. MSBA- Ben Sturner 
2. Bank of America 
3. Realistic C omputing, lnc. 
4. EXSS 

Other - 





ion 



David Fox 
The Univelsi[y of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2015 
Chief Operatmq Office~ Carolina Spot[ Business Club 
Cell: 





CSBC Executive Meeting - ]anuary 14,, 2012 

L Sprin,q Semester Leadershfp Structure 

, Appreciation: Order of the Golden Eleece 

II. Meetin~ Schedule 

. Set day vs, best available7 

CSBC Celebration Week (April ~5 - ~8) - Need two speakers plus Bnbba 
C unningham 

llL Webs~te Updates 

IK Social Media 

Twitter 
Facebook 
Other? 

l< Possibte Speaker~’ Skype or On-site? 

Spiracle Media 
Livis Freeman (4 Our Fans, Inc.) 
Jim Tanner (Williams & Connolly LI,P) --- John Henson’s agent 
Hubert [)avis (UNC Assistant Coach) 
Smart Scott (ESPN) 
Martina Ballen (UNC Athletics CFO) 
Bubha Cunningham (IJNC AD) 
Kris Aman (Nike) 
David Paro (DEEP Alliance) 
Chris Zepkowski TPG Sports Group 
Caroline D’Bng]ere IMG College 
Kevin York - Charlotte Bobcats, Sales Rep (UNC grad) 
[)avid Faro DEEP Alliance Marketing 
Clayton Somers Wasserman Media Group 
Cindy llensley (Sarah Pelligrino’s supervisor) - ConnectTWITY 
Sports Business journal Representative (i.e., DNC grad, Courtney Know[es) 
Frank Zecca VP of Financial Services at Octagon (Alexis Davis heard him 
speak) 
*Jason Lucas Sports Reporter at News 14 Carolina 
*TiRhny Black - Social Media Manager at CBSsports,com 
*CJ. Cash - Business Manager at CNN 



CSBC Alumni Panel 
Robbi Pickeral ESPN.com/UNC Basketball ESPN Blog writer 
John Spencer- sports agent (represents Ivory I,atta) 
Ronnie Ramos - NCAA Director of New Media 
ga-is Aman Hike, h~c. {VP) 
Eric Montross UNC basketball/sport broadcaster 
Angel Jones - IJNC basketball sport broadcaster 
Adam Lucas TarlteeIMonth]y 
*q3ryan Harris, Managing Partner and COO at Taylor Agency 
**Joe Favm’ito, Independent Consultant 
**Mark Waller, HFL {Chief Marketing Officer) 
**Peter O’Reilly, Fan Strategy. and Marketing (VP) 
*=Chris Parsons, NFL International (VP) 
**Lewis Howe& Authm" (Webinars) 
**Kathy Carter, Preside[xt of MLS and Soccer Bnited Marketing 
**Jared Bartie, Counsel at Arent Fox 
*=David Denenherg, Senior Vice President of I,egal and Business Affairs at 
NBA 
*=James Johnston, partner at Davis and Gilbert 
*~Stacey Escudero, VP of Business Public Relations for MSG Sports 
**Todd Melli, VP of Sports and Entertainment Sales lbr MSG Sports 
**Jamie Morningstar, Director of Season Ticket Service and Retention for 
MSG Sports 
**Jared Schoenfeld, Director of Corporate Hospitali/y Sales for MSG Sports 
**Brett Stewart, Entreprenuer and Fitness Author 
*~]onathan Blue, Chairman and Managing Director at Blue Equity 
**Carlos Fleming, VP at IMG Talent Management 
**Lou Koskovolis, Senior Vice President of Corporate Sales and Spo~xsorship 
at MLB 
**Kenny Mitchell, Director ol Sports Marketing at Gatorade 
**Darren Rovell, CNBC Sports Business Reporter 
*=Jamey Sunshine, Senior Vice President of Corporate Partnerships at 
I,agardere Dnlimited 
*=Mark Zablow, Senior Director of Marketing at Platinum Rye 

VL Possible l~oad trips 

Charlotte Motor Speedway ’Four they give garage and pit tours to NASCAR 

corporate clients; We could easily do a Friday afternoon or Saturday morning 

trip; the rates are pretty inexpensive 

NASCAR Hall of Fame Group Tour - can get a customized option on a Friday 



Charlotte Bobcats trip (March} - Contact Kevin York 
kyorkObobcats.com 

’rpG Sports Career Conference (Charlotte) - April 
http:/iw~v.tpgspor tsgroup.com 
SportsBusiness Journal office (Charlotte 
Carolina Hurricanes (Raleigh) 
UNC Kenan Stadium Tour 

Carolina Railhawks (CarT) 
Wasserman Media Group (Raleigh) 
Leverage Agency (NYC) 

Durham Bulls (Durham) 
Executive Board Golf Workshop (Finley) 

Sports lndustW Netavorking and Career (SINC) Conferen ce in Washington, 
DC (FebruaW 10-’i !) 
UNC Sport Administration - CSRI Conference (April 17-’19) 

Possible Projects 

Hoops for Homeless Basketball Tournament 
Sport Business Symposium (Suggested by Mr Sturner) 
Collaboration with UCS for a Sports Marketing Night (Feb. 27 - 5:30 p.m.) 
Zumba Event 
Sports Trivia Fundraiser 

VIIL Spot,sot Support 

i. MSBA- Ben Sturner 
2, Bank of America 
3, Realistic C omputing, lnc, 
4. EXSS 

Other - 



On 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 1:41 PM 

Deborah Stroman Ph D CLU <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Little, Mark <Mark Little@kenan-flagler uric edu>; Birdwell, Natalie 
<NatalieBirdwell@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Black, Nicholas<Nicholas Black@kenan- 

flagler unc edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email unc edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M 
<desimone@email unc edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med unc edu>; Elia, Jean 
Morton <jean elia@unc edu>; Johnson, Geordy <GeordyJohnson@kenan- 
flagler unc edu>; King, Genny <Genny King@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Napier, Ma~2¢ E 
<mnapier@email unc edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan- 
flagler unc edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Charlotte 
Lindemanis,                 @gmail corn); Burton, Matthew 
(Matthew Burton@kenan-tlagler unc edu); Friga, Paul <Paul Friga@kenan- 
tlagler unc edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; Catherine Andruzzi k~ @gmail corn) 

College Sport Expansion and Research - Complex Intersection 

Big Ten Expansion Info docx 

Hi All. I had a particularly great discussion with my sport entrepreneurship class today around the strong interest of alum 

Jim Delany (commish of the Big Ten) and others to have UNC& UVAjoin their conference. Entrepreneurial spirit in 

action from the seat of a very influential sport CEO. ;) {I had the opportunity to have dinner with him last month and he 

is truly relentless.) 

Why leave the ACC? Attached article frames the economic engine of research as a critical motivating factor. 

Enjoy. 













Exercise and 



















Handout Co~e EXSS classes 



















NCAA Estimated P[obability of Competing in Alhletics Beyond HS. dala 













Handout 175 Suggestions from EXSS p~ofs 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 19, 2013 3:46 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] title ix coordinator 

Wow! Iwish we could pause UNClife for a month to catch our breath.;) 

Hang in there and get your rest!! I’m headed to DC in a few. Back on Monday night. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <imboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 19, 2013 3:43 PM 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [progfac] title ix coordinator 

Just now getting to emails after 2 days of meetings which left me exhausted 
I haven’t read all the emails exchanges yet I actually haven’t read the DTH a~icles But I have read most of the 
OCR complaint I did know that there was a Title IX coordinator position search 

Anyway, I don’t want to put anything in email about what I know or don’t know I have not read the DTH 
articles, and I doubt the N&O is really interested in changing their focus on the athletic scandal!![ I can talk 
later; I have to meet some people to discuss a meeting for Tuesday 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
CBaJr of IBc Facuhy 
Director. Pall Center for Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2013 1:51 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: rprogfac] title ix coordinator 



Are you following this chain? 

d 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 19, 2023 2:40 PM 

TO: progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [progfac] title ix coordinator 

Altha: The data I seek is based on my truth that the DTH is a very poor source of information and representation of 

journalism. This matter appears complex to me. I see a bleeding of different issues in the email chain, which may not get PFN 

the results we need. Note:l know Melinda and consider her a friend. She is a hard and smart worker. Something happened 

that caused her to react the way she did. 

g. The c~mp~aint against UN~ A~ the data ~ have is fr~m the DTH artic~e and third party pers~ns (he.~ pe~p~e wh~ ~n~w 

someone who has been hurt, abused, mistreated, disrespected, etc.) There are FERPA and privacy laws that will not 

permit the university administrators to ever give us the detailed data we may need to get the clear picture. So IIV]HO 

we should wait for the university response to OCR. The response will then provide the necessary direction of who 

should, if any, get suspended, fired, "a good talking to," reassigned or applauded. 

2. The naviBati~n ~f UNC~s sexua~ harassment pr~cess and pr~cedures. C~ear~y~ we have a breakd~wn. Yes~ Ann Penn is 

the Title IX officer. Is there a coordinator/deputy? Is there a search? Yes, Haven training is awesome and more should 

be knowledgable about resources. How come some students/staff/faculty don’t know where students should go in the 

event of an attack? The Honor Court has been accused of many injustices and inefficiencies over the years and there is 

a faculty/staff group working on reform. Undoubtedly, the treatment of the injured party in the Honor Court process 

needs to be reviewed immediately. In summary, PFN should address reform and the lack of communication and clarity 

of the entire UNC process directly to the Chancellor and Provost/EVC. 

3. The university c~imate f~r w~men’s issues (e.g.~ harassment~ hiring and retenti~n~ academic supp~rt~ w~rk ~ife ba~ance~ 

tenure/promotion/reappointment, etc.). Some feel the environment is toxic. Perhaps PFN should SUgBeSt a town hall 

meeting, more dialogue with administrators, universal policy review, Faculty Council Committee on the Status of 

Women and Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, Women’s Center support, outreach to community partners, 

and joint proBrams with other local institutions. And more... 

4. Other? 

Another 2 cents. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

From; <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 19, 2013 4:10 AM 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [progfac] title ix coordinator 

Debby: 

One storflinAf~ct is that vely few people on PFN listserv know whele to send ugrad victims of sexuai assault. Nor do we 

know who the current campus Title iX officer might be. Uow ale students especially someone involved in a crisis -- 

supposed to gain this information, if we can’t figure it out? I suppose we could call Campus cops (P~blic Safety?) and 

ask them. Or perhaps the Cli cops might know. I hope you see my point. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dsLro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary 18, 2013 11:19 PN 
TO: The progfac mailing lisL 
Subject: Re: [progfac] Utle ix coordinaLor 

IMHO we need more data.;) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

<ul> 

<li> You are currently subscribed to 

pro3fac as: <a href="mailto:dstro~’~unc.edu">dstro~unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave 32646143 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56felebgb@listserv.unc.edu">leave 

32646143-56223020.38abcb43200370a7c32481b56fe3eb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 







Susan Edkins 

Susan Edkins MS, LA-, ATC 
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Agenda 

INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

~VItERE WE STAND 

OUR PROEESS 



Nearly 30 years ago~ a seed was F~anted 
The Kenan institute of Private E~terprise 

Initial ~lission (~ 985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and cor’nmercial 
communib/of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



The importance o[ research universities Js 
increasingly clear 

America is driven by innovation 

Corporate research labs that drove American industrial leadership 
in the twentieth century have largely been dismantled 

"Startups aren’t everything when it comes to job growth [hey’re 

Federal support for research at universities is consolidating 

"The role of research universities has never been mo~e important 



Benchrnarked institutions a~e investing in 
entrepreneurial partnerships 

Common characteristics 

Transformative visions 

Collaborative efforts across 
"whole university" & region 

Integration with 
entrepreneurs, government 
& pPivate sector 

"Academic offerings to meet the needs of 
industry including those in business, 
engineering, health sciences, and computer 

science--will be offered, tailored to the demands 
of the local economy," 



North Carolina has unique opportunities 

THE RESEARCH 

North Carolina is the 9th most populous state (9~5M) 

,, We will be the 7~h most populous state by 2030 

North Carolina has a large rural population 
3.2M, 2~d o~ly to Texas, but our percentage is higher 

Divemilication of funds; indusll¥ pa~lne~ships 



North Carolina receives significant federal 
research fundin9 

208 NC A&T 

221 UNC Greensboro 

22g UNC CharloIIe 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research E×penditures I~er New Patent Application 
FY 201 l 



UNC-CH: Above average [n research dollars 
per techno[o~gy transfer employee 



FY 2011 



Three NC universities are above average in 
research expenditures from private industry 

% of Total Research E×pendltures from Industrial Relations 
FY 201 ] 



NC is lagging in Venture Capital Irlvestment 

Venture Capital Investment and Number of Deals by State* 
FY 2012 

240 



U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index 

births per person) 



Why can’t Wilmington be the "San Diego" of the East Coast? 
Satellite labs at UNC W? 

Why can’t we combine the financial strength ofCharlotte with the 
technology of RTP? 

THE RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE PARK 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



NC Economic Development: 
What i~ Wh not? 

Why can’t NC point to more breakout successes? 

 .sas 

Why can’t we develop technology solutions f~r the challenges of Eastern 
NC? 

Applied research agenda 
As of 2010, NC has ]0M hogs, most located in Eastern NC 
How can the land be made more productive? 

Slide that Joe asked fol to speak to Objective 3 



Success will come when we work together 

Add a value chain 



We have been developing our strategy since 
September 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 
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Purpose, vision and priorities for 
Ker~ar~ Institute of Private Enterprise 

Values 

To e evate North taro ina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Priorities 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurship 

Expand MultT Universfty Research TranslatToq 

Leverage Intellectual Cap tal ;or 

NC Economic Development 



Latest Strategy Statements (draft) 
Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carol na as a global 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurshfp 

Expand Multi-University Research [ransiation 

Lever’age h~tellecLual Caoital for 

NC Economic Develooment 22 



Mission (draft) 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ One of many 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 



Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 



Examples of ’~impact-dial~’ 

U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton ReviewE ship Ranking 



Priorities (d~aft) 



201 6 Objectives (draft) 

2016 Objective C~biective Level Metrics 

¯ #of newc~oss university partnerships 



AC responcled positively to mission statements 
with stror~g suppott of all initiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

Great. Crisp, cleal, concise coIIpelling. 

[hanks to all of you for leadingt~is:]lan~ing process It’salead~ tearing momentum above and 
beyon~ itsexplcit panning functio~ I~ravoand brava~" 

Clear, focused, a d ac am~ion fo patne~sbp 
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Agenda 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE i 

OBJECTIVE 2 

O]~JECT[VE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overal[~ AC responded positively with stror~g 
support of all initiatives 

81% 

I00% 



For 
Initiative 5 - 88~ agree or strongly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas [or 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter university collaboration 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



For example: 
Initiative 8 - 89~ agree or strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entFepreneurs 

,’~ Support public,’private venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing small business 
advising senzices and consulting 
firms to communicate offerings 

Survey Results 

Qu alitative Feedback 
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Next Steps 

I:or US: 

: Communication Plan 

Reorganize KIPE to reflect this strategic planning 

For you: 
Feedback still welcome 

Let us know about how we can suppor[ you 

THANK YOU!! 
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Appendix 

Tack Force Members 

Full survey and results 

KILF benchmark report 

Additional strategic planning analysis 



Task Force embers 



Our Task Force ~ep~esem~s diffe~en~ views,. 

joe DeSimone Director of Kenan Institute 

jean Elia University and Business School 

ZHaroon, MD/Ph.D Institute Nanomedicine start up formation 

f homas Stith Economic development 

Ted Zoller Entrepreneurship 



The Task Force includes K[PE leaders and 
advisors.., 

Ted Z. 

jean E. 

Deborah S. 



staff and students 

Cynthia R. ¯ 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
C~mp~ School of Medicine 
Lowry Caudill, ROT and professor in Shelley Earp, Director LCCC 
the E ship Minor Bill Roper, Dean~VC Medical Affairs 

Office of the Chanceffor 
Ilolden Thorp, Chancellor 

School of Iournalism 
Susan King, Dean 

Jim Dean, Dean 
Jack Evans, Professor Emeritus 
Dennis Whittle, EIR 

Bob Blouin, Dean 

S~hoo~ of Public Health 
Barbara Rimer, Dean 
(lulie MacMillan, designee) 

Colleqe of Ar~s and Sciences 

Office of Research 

Barbara Entwisle, VC of Research 

JackJ ResnJck, Director~ Office of 
Research Development 

4S 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

KIPE BOT members 
Agnes Beane 
Amit Singh, CEO, Spectraforce 
Ping Fu, CEO, Geomagic 

North Carolina State University 

Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, 
William R. Kenan, jr. Institute for 

Engirleering, Technology and Science 

Randy Avent, Professor & AVC for 

Research 

Research Trianqle Institute 
E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Trianale Foundation 
Bob Geolas, President and CEO 
Dick Daugherty, Board Member 

Rex Hea~thc&re 
David Strong, President 

Reqional Entrepreneurs 
Neal Fowler, CEO, Liquidia 
Bill Starling, CEO, Synecor 
Joe Davy, CEO, Buystand 
Jud Bowman, CEO, Appia 
Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Venture 
Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 

ChristySchaffer, Venture Partner Hatteras 

Bob Ingrain, General Partner, Hatteras 

Brent jones, Northgate Capital 

Charles MerrJtt, founder, Parish Capital 

Governor Beverly Perdue 
Don Hobart, Chief Advisor for Business & 
Economic Development, Office oF Governor 
Perdue 



Strategic Planning Advisory Board 

Duke Universit~ 
Eric Toone, Principal Deputy Director of 

the Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Energy(ARPA E);injanuary2013, 

assumes the Directorship of Duke 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

Initiative 

Susan Casey, Richard j Casey Foundation 

Baker McKenzie 

Marc Paul 

Kevin O’Brien 



Our strategic plan process is driven by 
members of the Kenan-----Flager Business School 



We [ister~ed ,~revised strategy statements 
addressed previous AC concerns 



AC completed a survey on strategy 
statements and initiatives 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked each initiative’s 
impact and provided feedback 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked each initiative’s potential 
impact and provided feedback 

Ways to engage AC 



The AC ranked each initiative’s potential 
impact and provided feedback 

Ways to engage AC 





Initiative 1 " 88% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

lesearch) 

Reformat glaphs, add in source and N value, pull frorn objective 2 and 3 as examples lo walk them thlough to [lave less 

UNC-centric: add slide o findustry % of expenditure 



Initiative 2: 82S~ agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC CH 
technology 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



Initiative 3:100% support 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

57 



Initiative 4: 70% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 4: Identity and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Align wi~h UNC Board of Governors and 
UNC CH straLegic planning 

Advocate fo~ Applied Physical Sciences 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 





Initiative 5: 88% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 5: Support faculty to 
engage in multi university 
collaboration 

Identify priority areas for 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter university collaboration 

Su~ey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



Initiative 6: 76% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 6: Support structural 
integration between universities 

£ Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

helps increase ~mpact of D~NC system 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

wth th~ Cqancellol and PlOVOS~ Tqe 

re aliors~’i~ beLv, een UNC Chapel HI ard 



Initiative 7: 82% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities 
for students to collaborate 
across universities 

with other universities 

Create multi disciplinary / multi 
university entrepreneurial STAR 
projects 

Advocate for connecting 
mechanisms (e.g. video 
conferencing, bus, etc.) 

related to entrepreneurship (e.g. 
competitions, conferences, etc.) 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



Initiative 8: 89% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entrepreneurs 

Support publiclprivate venture 
fund to advance research based 
start ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing small business 
advising senzices and consulting 
firms to communicate offerings 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



Initiative 9: 66% agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 9: Develop Eastern North 
Carolina think tank to support 
economic development 

Explore large scale, tech based 
oppo~tunines (e.g, biofuels, hog 
waste to energy, etc.) 

Develop applied research on 
barriers to development (eg. po~ 
infrastructure, hog lagoons, tax 
incentives, wor kforce preparedness) 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 



UNC-,,CH: Research expenditures from federal sources 
(app~ox~ $554~) is below average 

Research Expendlturesfrom FederalSources 
FY2011 



UNC-CH: Total research expenditures (,~ $762 M) 
is below average 

Total Research Exl~endltures 
FY 201 l 

Avg 114B uric 762 M 



A look at the 
diversification of our 

funding sources 



UNC-CH: Percent of research expenditures from federal 
sources (73%} is above average 

100% % of Total Research Expenditures from Federal Sources 
.... FY 20~ ~ 



UNC-CH: Percent of research expenditures from industrial 
relations (4%) is below average 

% of Total Research Expenditures from Industrial Relations 
FY 201 l 



UNC-CH: License income ($],5 M) is below average 

FY 2011 



UNC-CH: Percent of license income from total research 
expe~ditures (.2%) is below average 



A look at our investment 
Technology Transfer 
Office (TTO) staff 



Tota~ FTEs In TTO 
FY 2011 



UNC-C[~: Research expenditures per FTE in TTO (-~$59 M) 
is above average 



~. look at the number of 
patent appi~c_t~ons and 

start-ups 



UNC-CH: New pa~ent applications (65) is below average 

Total New U.S, Patent Applications 
FY 20| | 



UNC-CH: Number of patents issued (33) is below average 

Total U.S, Patents Issued 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH: Number of start-ups formed (7) is below average 

Total Start-ups Formed 



A look at our 
effectivenes wi~h 

resources 



UNC-CH: Research expenditures per disclosure (,~$5,4 M) 
is above average 

Total Research Expenditures per Disclosure 



UNC-CH: Research expenditures per newly filed patent 
application (approx, $1 4.2 rail) is above ave~age 

FY 20| | 

The 2010 version says that it s based on ne~,ly filed patenl application, but the d 



UNC-CH: Research expenditures per patent issued 
M) is above average 

Total Research E×pendltures per Patent Issued 
FY 20| | 



UNC-CH: Research exl~enditure per start-up (~ $132 M) is 
below average 

TotaIResearch Expenditures perSta~up 
FY2011 

you lake out U of California Syslem, then UNC is above average 







UNC-CJI: FederaJ r’esearch exper~ditures pet r~ew patent 
applic~tior~ (--+$8~5 M) is above average 

Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 201 ] 



Pot~,ntia/ Alternative Format - 2x2: 
UNC-CH: Federal research expenditures per new patent 
application (,~$8.5 M) is above average 

Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 20~ ~                ÷ ~ 

Federal Funding 



UNC-CH: Federal research expenditures per patent issued 
(-$16 8 M) ~s above avera e 



Total Federal Funding per Star~-up 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH: Percent of start-ups in which University holds 
equity (0%) is below average 

100% % of Startups in which University Holds Equity 
FY 20| | 



AUTM FY 2011 offers a wide range of data: 
Do we wan~ addidona; ben~f~ma~’k pomLs? 



The Task Force has been strategizir~g to 
determine how K~PE can support the vision 

Timeline Sept. 10,2012 Feb4,2013 



The AC has provided [nva[uab[e feedback 
throughout 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMEI’qT$ 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Io elevate North Carolina as a global 
leader iq Tnqovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Create 

NC Economic Develoament           9~ 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous (:on(:erns voi(:ed by AC 

MAKE INTO CHART 



Mission (draft) 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

¯ The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

¯ The creation of new ideas and entities 



¯ One of many 



¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is grea.ter than the sum 

of its parts 

We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impa.ct 



Overall Metrics (draft) 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Satisfaction survey of all co~st[tuents served by 

the Ke~an Institute 

l "lmpact dial" for university & state levels (vision)? 



Existing indices may help guide discussion of 
State-wide/! Umvers~t~-w~de ~m~act-d~a[ 
Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index Princeton Review E ship Ranking 



Priorities (draft) 

- L~erage crov, d accelerated nnovatio 1 & plug il to global markets. 



201 6 Objectives (draft) 

2016 Objective C~biective Level Metrics 



AC responcled positively to mission statements 
with stror g suppott of all ir itiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

This mission staternent is weak arid unclear. The vision and values are greaf, however The mission statement needs to 

say in one sentence what we strive to do better than anyone in the world, completely agree; many statos/universgies have 

these goals and mission statements however The mission, vision, and rallies slatome~)ls assume thai everyone shares a 

definition of key concepts. It is important to recognize that to most people, entrepreneurs are people who organize, 

manage, and assume the risks of a business (dictionaP~’ definition). I lhink ~,,ou have Peter DnJcker’s definilion in mind, 

i.e., person who searches for change and capitalizes on it as an opportunity. Similarly, with respect to innovation, most 

peopleinterpretthisasthecroaflonorapplicationofsomethingnew Is this what you mean? Thepdoritystatoments 

thclude some current buzz words and phrases You rnight give sorne thought to how this will read five yea~s flora now 

The mission seems to be missing an aclJon element. Specifically, what is it that you aim to do as a partner for innovative 

entrepreneurship? The vision slatoment seems te be more like what I would think of as the mission sta[ement and the 

vision statement should articulate what the result would look like as a result. 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS~ AND IMPLEMENTATION 

NEXT STEPS 



Agenda 

INITIATIVES~ ACTIONS~ AND IMPLEMENTATION 
OVERVIEW 

OB1ECTIVE ]. 

OB!~CTW~ 2 
OBJECTIVE 3 



20] 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Obiective ~ : Increase UNC-CH en~repreneurship 

Obiec~ive 2: ExDand mulU-universiw research translation 



Overal[~ AC responded positively with stror~g 
support of all initiatives 

81% 

I00% 





Initiative 1 received 88~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 1 : Attract additional 
investment in UNC CH research and 
commercialization 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 2 received 82~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC-CH 
technology 

Implement "Commercialization Support 

co~q~rnerciaization of UNC CIIIPand 

Support incubators and accelerators on 

"1 find it hard tojudge this as written. 
I would have to Rnow a little more 
about what "commercialization 

that this wou d be some kind of 
parinership with other units oil 
campus, e.g., OTD, Kickstart. Is it?" 

2 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 3 rece ved ] 00% support 

Qu alitativ~ Feedback 

3 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 4 received 70~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 4: Identify and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Ways to engage AC 





Initiative S received 88~ of agree and strongly agree 

Identi~’ priority areas for 
investment and communica.te 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter-university collaboration 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 6 received 76~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initial:ire 6: Suppo~ structural Results ................................................... 

Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

Align strategies and initiatives with 

7 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 7 received 82~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities for 

universities 

other u niversities 

related to entrepreneurship (e.~. 

t~hs[~ ndud,~?pp~rtunties fo~ 

Ways to engage AC 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage ir~te~lectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 



Initiative 8 received 89~ of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct assistamce 

Ways to engage AC 



Initiative 9 received 66~ of agree and strongly agree 

Qualitative Feedback ............ 

"Establish regiona~ think 
talks connected through 
this office as a central 
support system for 
economic development." 

Ways to engage AC 



Purpose, Vision ~nd P~’io~’ities 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

To e evate North taro ina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Inc’ease UNC-CH Ent’epreneurship 

Expand Muir-University Research T’anslat o ~ 

Leverage Intellectual Cap tal -’or 

NC Economic Development 



Agenda 

[NTROD[JCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

INITIATIVES, ACTIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 
NEXT STEPS 



Next Steps 

For us: 
~ Finalize Plan 

, Communication Plan 

: Reorganize KIPE to reflect this 

For you: 
1 Feedback still welcome 

Let us know about how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 















COLLEGIATE SPORTS ASSOCIATES 

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 

"[odd 
Founder & President 

Todd Turner has served the intercollegiate sports world for over thirty years as an administrator, sports 

He has held the position of Director of Athletics at four maior NCAA Division I Universities over a twenty 

one year period and is the only athletics administrator I:o have worked as an AD in four of the original six 

BCS Conferences. turner began his 32 year career in collegiate sports administration at the University of 
Virginia (1976 1987), He served as Director of Athletics at the University of Connecticut (1987 90); NC 

State University {]990 96); Vande~bill: University (1996 2003), and the University of Washington {2004 

goog). 

He is most noted for his work on NCAA Academic ~eform while al: Vande~bill: University Through his 

determined leadership, the concept of applying competitive rewards and penalties to the academic 

performance of student athletes became a reality in 2005 when the NCAA membership voted to adopt 

the principle. Turner’s push for academic policy changes first began in g998 gaining the support of the 

Southeastern Conference membership before being adopted by the NCAA, In 2002, he was appointed 

as Chair of the NCAA Working Group on Academic Incentives and Disincentives which developed and 

recommended the fundamental principles that led to the creation of an Academic Progress Rate used 

today by the NCAA as the metric for measuring academic performance, 

Prior to Vanderbilt, Turner was Director of Athletics at the University of Connecticut (1987-90) and 

North Carolina State University (1990-1996). At each stop, his teams were highly successful, winning 
numerous conference championships and making dozens of post season appearances, including five 

football bowl appearances while at NC State. On two occasions, his teams at the University of 

Washington {2004-2008) won national championships. 

In his last year at Vanderbilt (2003), Commodore teams achieved their highest national ranldng ever (28) 

in the Directogs Cup all-sports rankings, with NCAA tournament appearances by g0 of Vandy’s 15 sports 

teams. During his tenure, Vanderbilt’s football team also twice earned the American Football Coaches 



Association Academic Achievement Award for the highest graduation rate among all Division :~A (FBS) 

football programs. 

Always a proponent of student-athlete wellbeing, Turner established NC State’s first Student-athlete 

UfeSkills Program (ImPACK), which was among the first programs nationally to be recognized by the 
Division 1A Athletics Directors’ Association as a "Program of Excellence", Student athlete success was 

honors increased to record highs. 

the NCAA AcaderNc and Eligibility Cabinet, the SEC Executive Committee, the Board of Directors of the 

Rose Bowl, and the NCAA Golf Committee (chairI. He has also served his communities as a board 

member of the Middle Tennessee YMCA, 1he G~eater Charlottesville Chambe~ of Comme~ce, the 

]ennessee Sports Hall of Fame, and both the Nashville and Seattle Sports Commissions, 

Turner is a past President of 1he Division :[A Athletics Directors’ Associalion and a membe~ of the 

Association’s Board of Directors. He is also the author of the Association’s "Code of Ethics" and 

"Statement of Core Values" for Division 1A Directors which are foundational documents for the 

p~ofession In 2012, he was named the recipient of the Homer Rice Award, presented by the 

Association to a former athletics d~rector w~th a distinguished career, who has made a s~gnificant impact 

on the profession and intercollegiate athletics, 

In 2010, after working for two years with Winston Salem, NC based International Sports Properties (now 

IMG College) to establish a collegiate consulting and executive search practice, Turner formed his own 

company, Collegiate Sports Associates, to p~ovide similar services to a broader range of collegiate sports 

clients, As President of CSA, he personally directs all services provided by his company, He also 

continues to teach a course in Human Resources in Athletics in the Intercollegiate Athletics Leadership 

Graduate Program at the University of Washington and is a regular presenter and faculty member at the 

Division IA Athletic Director’s Institute. 

Turner received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Religion from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

i~ ~.97g. In :[976, he earned his M,ED n Sports Admirfistration from Ohio University where he was 

honored wth the Ohio Universit,~ Graduate School s Distingu shed Alumni A~,~,ard n 199B. 

Turner currently resides in West End, NC with his wife, Sarm The Turner’s have four adult children and 

one granddaughter. 

For more ~lbout Todd Turner please ~2o to; 

CONTACT INFORMATION: Todd Turner 

Founder & President 

Collegiate Sports Associates, LLC 

3185 Seven Lakes West 

West End, NC 27376 

910-722-4222 (o)             (c) 
tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com 

www.collegiatesportsassociates.com 
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Welcome to "The Club!" 

2012-2013 Academic Year 

Third Meeting: October 22, 2012 



CSBC Business Cards are still available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
i@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthletic Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Amar~, Nike VP 

- ~/al Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 



Carolina Alumni in Sport, Each one F~each one 

CSBC database of all Tar Heel graduates 
(undergrad or grad) working in sport industry 

Goal: 100 names by end of semester 

Contact 

,@~nc.edu) or 
@live.unc.edu) to help out! 



Club Trip 

¯ Sunday, November 18~h vs. Tampa 

Bay Buccaneers lpm 

"Tickets: 
¯ ~35 For Club Members 
¯ $40 For Non-club Members 

Interested contact: 

@unc,edu 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

o EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 



Today’s Speaker: Fred Whitfield 

Charlott~ Bobcats President and COO 









at [1:24 AM, "Stronlan, Deborah [~r <dstro@ uric edu> wrote 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:52 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Games this week 

Yes, I am okay with the schedule. Thanks! Have a great trip. 

P.S. I would like to see the video when possible. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstlo@ul,c.edu> 

Hi Deb, 
You know I am out of town from Wednesday through Sunday night, so I am hoping you were planning on 
doing both games this week I hate that I have to miss the Duke Game, but I’ll be in California giving a series of 
papers 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Cltair of rite Facuby" 
Director. Pall Center for Etlllcs 
Master LcclurCr, Department or Philosopb) 
University orNonh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cllapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Pltone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 











Welcome to "The Club!" 

2012-2013 Academic Year 
January 28th, 2012 



CSBC Business Cards are still available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthleUc Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Aman, Nike VP 

- Val Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 

- Fred Whitj~ield, Charlotte Bobcats President 



Carolina Alumni in Sport, Each one F~each one 

CSBC database of all Tar Heel graduates 
(undergrad or grad) working in sport industry 

Goal: 100 names by end of semester 

Contact 

@unc.edu) or 
@live.unc.edu) to help out! 



Potential Club Trips 

¯ Carolina Hurricanes 
¯ Thu Feb 21st 

¯ Sat. Mar 2rid 

¯ Thu Mar 2$st Thu Apr 4 

¯ Charlotte Bobcats 
¯ Fri Feb. 8th Lakers 
¯ Fri Feb 22rid Buls (Career in Soort Day) 
¯ Fri Mar 8th OK(: 
¯ Fri Apt 5th Heat 
¯ Sat Apn 13th Bucks 

¯ If Interested contact: @unc.edu 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

o EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 



Today’s Speaker: Livis Freeman 

CEO 4ourFans inc 









Welcome to "The Club"! 

Academic Year 



CSBC Business Cards are still available! 
Order yours today! 

Compliments of 

25 cards = 55 

50 cards = ~:tO 
7-10 day turnaround 

Contact 
@unc.edu) 

for further information! 



Get Connected! 
Past speakers: 

- Bubba Cunningham, UNCAthleUc Director 

- Phil Ford, UNC Basketball Legend 

- Kris Aman, Nike VP 

- Val Ackerman, WNBA Founding President 

- Fred Whitj~ield, Charlotte Bobcats President 



Carolina Alumni in Sport, Each one F~each one 

CSBC database of all Tar Heel graduates 

(undergrad or grad) working in sport industry 

Goal: 100 names by end of semester 

Contact 

@unc.edu) or 
@live.unc.edu) to help out! 



Potential Club Trips 

¯ Carolina Hurricanes 

,Sat. 

,Thu 

¯ Charlotte Bobcats 
Lakers 

I Bulls (Career in Soort Day) 

OKC 

Heat 

Bucks 

¯ If Interested contact: @unc.edu 



Next Meeting 

Monday, 

5:30 p.m. 

Fetzer 109 

Ph.D. Student 

Journalism and Mass Communications 

Media Research 

Marketing 

Sales 
Advertising 



Celebration Week- 

Stay Tuned! 
Bubba Cunningham 

Alumni Panel 



Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Stay Tuned! 
Director - 



How can you find us? 

Club Members listserv over Sakai 

o EXSS Department emails from Dr. Salyer 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 



Todav’s Speaker: Livis Freeman 

CEO - 4ourFans, inc. 





Orl 









On 















Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

April 5~’ Student Tragedy and Cultura~ Responses 

with Dr. M~ureen Windle, Associate D;rector, Counsel;rig and Psy~hotogic~ Servlces~ ~nd De~iree 

8ring a friend! 

For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undersraduate Education, cyndem@emaiLunc.edu 

Alice Dawson, Academic Advisint~, adawson@email.unc.edu 
Amy Schmitz-Sciborski, Counselin8 and Psychological Services, schmitzs@email.unc.edu 





Our vision is u university community thor consistently ond 

enthusiosticelly fosters, supports ond celebrotes the 

echievement of Bleck employees et the University of 

North Cerolino ut Chepel Hill 

C8C Activities 

Read-In - Thnmday, ~’eb. 21:~ 6:00 p.m. (Stone Center) - 

Don’t miss out on this specia| evening! Students, staff, 

faculty, and administrators read their favorite poems aud 

literature from the African Diaspora. We also honor our 

people and history through song, dance, and spoken word. 

This special event culminates with scrumptious sem, ings of 

cuisine (e.g., soul food, Carihhean, African, and [,afino dishes) 

l?om our African culture. 

Arts Night Out" - Tuesday, ]Feb. 26~, with the Alvin 

Ailey American Dance 

Theater. This third annual event is in partnership 

with Carolina Performing Arts. 

(http:iiwu~.carolinaper formingarts.orgi) The 

Caucus receives complimentary tickets to the 

performance. [,imited tickets so please send a note 

{o cbchair@ unc,edu if you want to reserve your seat 

Support CPA~ 



Friday, February ~.5 - The Friday Center is hosting a reception (6:00 

p.m.), presentation (7:00 p.m.), and art 

exhibit featuring photographs from Give 

My Poor Heart Ease, Voices of the 

Mississippi Blues by Bill Ferris. The 

pictures and music are by blues 

musician, Ben Wiley Paton, and the 

Spoken Word is by the Black Student 

Movement. This event is free, but 

reservations are requested. Call 919-962-3000 or email 

fridaycenter@unc.edu 

20% Off ALL African American Authors - Bull’s Head Bookshop {UNC 

main campus Student Stores) 

Calendar 

http://www.unc.edu/diversity/blackhistory.ht m 

BSM & CBC Joint Book Read - Spring Semester 2023 

Did you purchase or check out Some of My Best Friends Are 

Black: The Strange Story of Integration in America? The book, 

written by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of 

and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through four 

distinct stories, CBC and BSM members will engage in a 

discussion group(s) later this semester. 

race 



Advocacy 

1. HKonJ: Saturday, February 9th, https://www facebook com/events/260701634057494/?fref-ts the 

Historic l"bousa~ds on Jones Street People’s Assembly Coalition {HKonJ); HgonJ is a movement of 

more than 140 partnering organizations, led by the North Carolina NAACP. The 2013 March will 

focus on economic justice while also raising many other critical issues within the 14 point people’s 

agenda. Register here to help the NAACP get a count of who will be able to attend. If you would like 

to ride a bus from Chapel Hill to Raleigh, please email Laurel Ashton at ~gmail,com 

2. IMPORTA~Cr! The ILINC Strategic Directions Plan (Our Time, Our Future: The UNC Compact with 
North Carolina) has been released! It is expected that the strategic plan will go before the BOG for 

final approval on February 8. 

http://www.northcarolina.edu/strategic direction/reports documents.htm 
3. Scholars for a Progressive NC Meeting Friday, Feb. 8th 2:00 4:30 at the Library at the Center for 

Documentary Studies (1317 W Pettigrew St. Durham, NC 27705), with social time to follow. The 

meeting will include a short briefing by the NC Justice Center staff on threats and opportunities in 
the current policy context, a big picture collective strategy discussion on what progressive scholars 

can do, so as to not simply be reactive, but shape the long-term picture, and breakout sessions for 
workinggroups, Please RSVP Jane Burke at            @gmail,com 

Stone Center # ews - http:i/sonjahaynesstonectr.un .edu/ 

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2: This symposium presented by distinguished faculty, alumni, 

students and honored guests of the Departmen t of African and Afro-American 

Studies. Hyde Hall University Room. http://duboisconfe~ence web.unc edu 

La Sombra ¥ el EspJdtu: Women’s HeaJing Rit~a~s ir~ the Diaspora 

BBoodli~es: The Work ~f ?~ni Scott 

Exhibition Opening Reception a~d Artist Talk ~]lo~d/in~s, by Los Angeles sculptor, pah~ter, 
and mu ti..media artist loci Scott, is an all..er~compassing large.scale h’~sta lation or~ the 

sugject of the Aft car~ Amer can ioumey from slavery to freedorn t speaks of resilier~ce 
and tragedy, hope and h story 

Scott uses photography, grapbic design, digita renderir~g, and is ar~ "extraordinary fusion of fOnT, S and 



ALL MONTH - PlayMakers presents ’A Raisin in the Sun’ with ’Clybourne Park’ 

PlayMakers Reperton/Company offers audiences two insightful looks at race and the meaning of home 

in productions of "A Raisin in the Sun" and "Clybourne Park," to be performed in rotating repertory 

Jan. 26 to March 3. In this groundbreaking drama proceeds from a life insurance policy give the 

Younger family hope for a better life, Can their "dreams 

deferred" be realized by moving into a home in an all white 

neighborhood when they are confronted with conflicting 

desires within [he ramily and racial prejudice ou[side [heir 

door? First produced in 1959, Lorraine Hansberry’s landmark 

drama "A Raisin in the Sun" has become an acknowledged 

American mas[erpiece. Nominated for multiple Tony Awards, 

"Raisin" was the first play written by a black woman to be 

produced on Broadway. The New York Times proclaimed that it "changed American theater forever." 

2. Clybourne Park- A spin off of Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun, this razor sharp new satire 

takes a jab at race and real estate in a fictional Chicago 

neishborhood. The play begins in 1959 as a black family 

moves in[o a while enclave Ac[ Two lakes us back [o [he 

same house in 2009 as gentrification sets in and the roles 

are reversed. One asile ensemble of actors play two sets of 

charac[ers in [he play The Washing[on Pos[ deer~led "one of 

its feistiest, funniest evenings in years." 



Four time Grammy winning Boyz II Men joins the North Carolina Symphony for one night only of their most 
[amous his like "1’11 Make Love To You,’ "End of [~e Road,’ "0~ Bended Knee" and many more. (Meymandi 
Concert Hall, Raleigh) 
http://www ncsymphony or,q/events/index cfm?view=details&viewref=calendar&detailid= 1011&eid= 1744 

April 5 - 8:00 p.m. April 2~. - 7:00 p,m, 



March 2 - 8:00 p.m. March 30 - 8:00 p.m. 

Ron K Brown F~4denee Richard Smallwood & Vision 

www.hiddenvoices.org - Please join this community effort to support Hidden Voices’ 2013 

work with veterans, students, teachers, and juvenile justice. 

Be a Blue Ribbon Mentor! Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate is a comprehensive support 

program for students in the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools. BR provides mentoring, tutoring, 

advocacy, enrichment, leadership training, and scholarship support services 

http://www2 chccs k~2 nc.us/educatlon/dept/depuphp?sectiondetailid-50082& 

Articles of interest and great discussion material: 

Reduced Tuition for Select Majors? To nudge students toward job friendly degrees, the governor’s 

task force on higher education suggested recently that university tuition rates be frozen for three years 

for majors in "strategic areas," which would vary depending on supply and demand, An undergraduate 

student would pay less for a degree in engineering or biotechnology -- whose classes are among the 

most expensive for universities -- than for a degree in history or psychology. 

Read more - http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/lO/education/florida-may- 

red uce-t uition-for-select-maiors.ht ml?pagewa nted-all& 

2= It’s Time for Black Scholars to Escape the Academic Plantation As you spend 

your career writing one research paper after another, you also teach classes, 

with many of them having only one or two black students. White folks have all 

the money, so the dominant paradigm in this model of academic imperialism is 



to disappear from the black community and use your PhD as your ticket to "Never Land." As a result of 

this antiquated approach to professional development, thousands of promising careers are ruined 

before they even begin. Our brightest rninds are extracted from black America like barrels of oil from 

the soil of Nigeria Even sadder is that the system to which so many black scholars dedicate their lives 

often leaves them used up, frustrated and feeling professionally worthless. Most predominantly white 

universities are willing 1o consider hiring black scholars for a few years, but almost never give them 

tenure, like the professional athlete who gladly sleeps with black women, but then runs off to man~’ 

the white girl, Read more of Dr, Boyce htt p://www.you rblackworld,net/2012/04/feat u red 

b!oggers/dpboyce itsRjme fopbbck scho!arsR~esca[3e the academ!c Plantation/ 

3. Celebrating the Past, Chartering the Future - (:ornrnernorating 

50 Years of Black Students at Duke - 

Duke was one or the last major universiLies [o desegrega Le. On March 

g, 19g’], the Board of Trustees voted to desegregate the graduate and 

professional schools and the following year four African- American 

studenLs matriculated LO Duke graduaLe schools. They round a school 

with segregated restrooms and an entrance and section at Wallace 

Wade Stadium designated "colored." In t963, the first five black 

undergraduates enrolled at Duke. At that time, the university had no 

black faculty, administrators or trustees. The first students encountered culture shock as they forever 

changed the fabric of the university, http://spotlight,duke.edu/50years/ Great website with lots of 

information! 

Black First-Year Students at the Nation’s Leading Research Universities - For the 20th 

consecutive year, JBHE calculated and compared the percentages of African-American 

students in this fall’s entering classes at the nation’s highest-ranked research 

universities. Five years ago Columbia University headed the JBHE rankings for the first 

time. Now, for the sixth year in a row, Columbia has the highest percentage of Black 

first-year students among the 30 highest-ranking universities in the nation. UNC had an 

11.5% decrease in enrollment [rom 20~ to 20:~2. http://www.ibhe.com/2012/~2/ibhe annual 
survey-b!ack:first -year -st udents:at-the-nat!on s-!ead[ng-research-un!versit!es-2012/ 

Links to online articles that may be of interest to our readers. The links presented direct 

the reader to articles from many different points of view that deal with issues of African 

Americans in higher education. 

:L How America’s Top Colleges Reflect (and Massively Distort) the Country’s Racial Evolution 

2, Toni Morrison: Goodness More Powerful Than Violence, Hate 

3. Meet One of Nigeria’s Youngest Ph.D. Holders 



Course Development Grant - To support the development of new courses that focus on African 

American studies broadly defined or the African diaspora 

2. Research Gr~nt To suppo~ projects, include a statement of the topic, an explalaation of the 

significance of the proposed research, and a description of the methods or procedures to be used 

3 Working Grotlp Grmlt - To suppori tbe growth of new researd~ and scholarship by sponsorilag multi- 

and interdisciplinary cohorts of scbolars and researchers (at least 4) This grant opens oppommities for 

engaged scholarship and provides the f’oundadon t’<~r fimn;e projects with Working Group members and 

others Funds may be used to sponsor meedngs with scbolars, activists from outside I~C, or to provide 

mmerials and logistical support for meetings/gatherings 

All Grants ~c due Tlmrsda3, Fcbmm3 28, 2013 - http://iaaruttccdu/ 

S~ey Td[[< is a student group for young women of color who would like to discuss any 

relational, transitional change that is impacting their ability to successfully be the best 

they can be. The group will discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, work/life 

balance, academic success, managing stress, self-image, and other topics that the group 

feels would be pertinent to their personal success and academic achievement. Feel free 

to bring your lunch! Facilitators include Dr. Ra~. Lundy and DeVetta Holman-Nash. 

Meetings begin on Wednesdays from 3_2:00 - 3_:00 on the 3rd Floor Campus Health 

Services (g&:l). Students can access additional information about the group at 

http:i/campushealth.unc.edu/capsigroup-therapy (Click on Sister Talk) 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs launched the Carolina Millennial 

Scholars Program {CMSPI to assist minority males in their academic and professional 

development. Funding from the General Alumni Association allows 40 males to join a 

formal cohort that participates in workshops, mentoring and service activities. Contact: 

Marco Barker, Ph.D. at barker@unc.edu 

Faculty Women of Color - First annual Conference! April 3 5, 2013. I losted by the University of Illinois at 

Urbana Champaign. This years conference will focus on Issues of Politics and Scholarship, featuring prominent 

keynotes and panelists. 



The Caucus leadership is now partnering with the American indian 

Center and the Carolina latina/o Collaborative to share ideas, 

strategies, and feedback on issues of mutual interest on a monthly 

basis. 

Let us know what is on your mind! 

Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www,unc.edu/cbc/joinform.html 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Your CBC 2012--13 Leod~?rshi£~. T~?arn 

Larry Campbell - Chemistry" 

Victoria Hommett - School o[ Pharmacy 

5hondm Jones - Kenen..F/ag/er Business .School 

Ursula Litdejohn - Kenan-F/egler Business ~chool 

Od. McGhee - ~chool qf Pubfic Health 

Vedto Murrifl - Office ~t Human Resources 

Nekenge Robertson - FPG Child Deve/opment Institute 

Deborah Stromon - Exercise and Sport .Science 

"in every community, there is work to be done. In every, notion, there ore wounds to heoL In 

every heort, there is the power te do it." M. Wfttiamson 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Sunday, FebmatT 10, 2013 3:14 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: Faculty Council comments 

Great comments! I especially like how you acknowledge the "holes" and encourage us to still move forward. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <imboxi[[@erz~ai[ unc.e&.’> 
Date: Saturday, February 9, 2013 6:17 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dst~e@un’..edu> 
Subject: Faculty Council comments 

Attached are my faculty council comments 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of rite Faculty 
Director. Pall Center for Etlxics 
Master L¢clurCr, Dcpamn¢nl of Philosoph) 
U niversits" of Notflt CaroIiim at Clmpel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 9:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; Charles, Roy Anthony 

<rac@email.unc.edu>; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; Davis, Herb 
<hdavis@admissions.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 

<cricket@unc.edu>; Nicholson, Carol Avery <cnichol@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen 

R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Patterson, Tony <Tony_Patterson@unc.edu>; Wynn, 
Jacqueline Rollins <jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 

<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis_polk@ med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 

Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 

Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 

L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; over~on@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; Freeman, Ashalla Magee 

<ashalla_magee@med.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 

<brenda_malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo- 

ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

<candicef@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, Craig A <craig_fletcher@med.unc.edu>; Roberts, 
Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 

<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Michelle 

Christin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 

<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Shuford, 
Bettina C. <bcshufor@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Rhonda Hubbard 
<rbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Sims Evans, Charletta <simsevan@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, 

Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; Thrasher, Angela D <adthrash@email.unc.edu>; 

Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia_mainor@unc.edu>;        ~gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E 

<annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 

Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; Fall, 
Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu>; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email.unc.edu>; Burston, Gwen 

<gburston@email.unc.edu>; Brooks, Camille A <camille_brooks@ unc.edu>; Jordan, 
Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Whitney <whitney_robinson@ unc.edu>; 
Suggs, Vickie L <vicki_suggs@unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Law, Bernard S <blaw@email.unc.edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Ursula Little john <Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Hammett, 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@ernail.unc.edu>; Strornan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecarnp@ernail.unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Strornan, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Read-In REMINDER 

CBC Read-In 2053 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Hi Caucus. Please save the date and join us for our third annual Read In! Tell your associates about this great fellowship and 

celebration of our people. 

Thursday, Feb. 21 

6:00 p.m. 

Stone Center 

UNC Black History Month Calendar http://www.unc.edu/diversity/blackhistory.htm 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/chc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 



Beth Can you please update th e attached deck and start the rr eetin~, will do the speaker introduction Than ks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Attach: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 4:53 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Sibby Anderson-Thompkins <sibby@email unc edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@unc edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med unc edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
TesTy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentistry unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 

L <gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; overton@psafety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentistry unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Imka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
annblake@dentistry unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; carla whiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email unc edu); Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 

<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; jackie~oierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@unc edu; 

Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<mmay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; 
ann~oenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@northcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; 
afall@unc edu; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jf~ordan@email unc edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrleda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Robinson, Whitney 
<whitneyrobinson@unc edu>; vickie suggs@unc edu; Barker, Marco J 
<barker@unc edu>; Ballen, Mariina K <mballen@email unc edu>; 

@kenan-flagler unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
@live unc edu>; 

< ~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 
@unc edu> 

CBC Read-In - Friendly Reminder 

CBC Read-In 2013 FINAL Flyer pdf 

Hi Caucus. Here’s your reminder to clear your calendar for next Thursday, Feb. 21. The planning committee is 

working hard and smart to make this another great event! Bring your friends and family. 



Please share the flyer and post it on your door~ ;) 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 6:26 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: African American Philosophy Conference 

Thanks Jan! This event looks great. I will try to attend. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department I~icx*ss.~Jncedul 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <imb~J×ill @em~ih~inc edu> 

Date: Sunday, February 17, 2013 12:45 PM 

TO: "Deborah 5troman Ph. D. CLU" <~_t~.’_,’2~=!’.d~ > 

Subject: African American Philosophy Conference 

Hi Deb, 

I think I told you some time ago that in celebration of Black History month and in support our colleagues in the 
African and African American Studies Depa~ment, Bernie and I are using some of our research funds to 
sponsor a mini conference, "Africana Philosophy: Breaking New C~ound," on Friday-Saturday, Feb 22-23, 
2013 I would like to invite you attend, and would ask that you distribute the infom~ation and flyer to the 
Black Caucus, colleagues and students in your depa~ment and in Steel Bldg Attached is the flyer; full details 
are available on the Parr Center website 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair oF Ihc Facully 
Director. Pa~ Center for Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

A 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

35 

37 
38 
39 
4O 

44 
45 

Ifneeded 

YES 

YES 

B 

Attending Performers 

Yes Jennifer Evans 

Yes Victory in Praise Dancers 

Yes Dante M~tchell 

Yes ERO[ 

Yes Cadence/Bailey Jackson 

Yes Herrison Chicas 

÷Pronunciation Key for names needed 

CBC Ambassadors 

Myles Robinson 

taylor Walker 

Aaron Dodson 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

C 

Dept Name 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

Professor and Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Senior Assodate Director of Athletics and CFO 

Health Girls Rule the World 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Youth Ambassador 8yrs, 3rd grade Duke School for children 

Senior Manager/Senior Consultant, [raining & [alent Development 

Youth Ambassador :tByrs, 6th grade, Cu~breth Middle School 

Student Black Student Movement Chairperson 

Professor, Health Policy and Management 

Director, Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

Vice Chancellor, Office of Human Resources 

Professor, English & Comp Literature 

26 

Andrea acole07@ema~l.unc.e 

@live.unc.edu> 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

2 
3 
4 

9 

2O 

22 

24 

27 

29 
3O 

32 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4O 

42 

44 
45 

Vivian & James, by Evelyn D~lworth Williams 

[he Master Controller 

Afro Latina/o poetry 

Sympath% by Paul Laurence Dunbar 

Sing 

Dance 

Drummer 

Perform Between 7:15 - 7:45 Poetry 

Perform Between 6:30 - 7:30 Sing 

Perform Between 6:00 - 6:30 Poetry 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 

Morgan Johnson 

rist~na Redd 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 



CBC Black History Month Read=in 2013 Readers/Performers 



A ! B C D 

~ CBCBlackHistoryMonthRead-ln20~ISchedule 
2 rriduy, Februory25,2012 __ 

4 ~ 

6 5~00-6:15 p.m: Welcome - Wayne Blair 

109 

6:24, 2~Becca Battaglini 

@6:28~ 3 Jennie Ofstein 

19 7:16 13~Terri Houston 

21 7:24[ 15[Bernard Glassman 

23 7:32[ 17[Jennifer Evans 

24 7:42 18~Cookie Newsom 

37 8:52[ 34 Dance/MusicalPerformance 

4344 

9:20, 
41~ibbyAnderson9:24~ 43 



E F G H I J 

2 Food is availaNe throughout program 

8 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

~9 Interim Assoc, Provost, Diversity& MCAffairs 

2~ Professor, Public Health 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

28 Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, EXSS 

Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

Professor, EXSS 

Professor, School of Law 
Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

Ombudsman 



AI B 
1 Not Able to Participate 

2 Barbara R~mer 

~ I affye Clayton 3 

4 Benny Ramos 

5 No Richard Southall 

B Leoneda Inge 

~" No Robert Nash 

8 No David Garcia 

9 No Amy Locklear Hertel 

10 Maria DeGuzman 

C 

School of Public Health 

D~versity & Mult~cultural Affairs 

5pecioi Request & Special Guest (DaVetta’s son) 

Department of Music, Director of Graduate Admlss~ons 

American Indian Center 

English & Comp Literature 





I11 All On behalf of the leadership team of the Ca ucus, a BIG than k you for your participation in tomor ro~&/s Read In We a re vep~ exc[ted about the program and 





WELCOME FROM THE CHANCELLOR 

Greetings Tar Heels! 

Black History Month gives us the 

opportunity as a community to learn 

and celebrate the cultural riches of the 
African Diaspora. I am thrilled to see this 

even[ taking place. 

~ Holden Thorp 

GREETINGS FROM THE CAUCUS CHAIR 

Harambe! We hope you enjoy this rich 
celebration of Black culture. We thank 
every contributor and attendee who offered 
their time to join us in this rich fellowship. 
Through this powerful gathering, we build 
uni[y and promote the Arts. Share a smile, 
offer a hug, and give praise for the strength 
of our African heritage. 

Lift Eve  Voice And 
Sing 

Johnson., 

Lift eye,b/voice and sing, 
till earth and heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies or 

liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise 

High as the listening skies, 
Let t resound loud as the 

rolling sea. 

Sing a song full of the faith 
Ihat 

dark past has taught us 
Sng a song full of the hope 

that the present has 
broDght US; 

facing the rising sun of our 
new day begun, 

et us march on til v ctory is 
won, 



Lov  

Dr. Maria DeGuzman 

Nakenge & Miah Robertson 

Dr. Peggye Dilworth-Anderson 

Wayne Blair 
Camille Brooks 
Larry Campbell 

DeVetta Holman-Nash 
OJ McGhee 

Verita Murrill 
Nakenge Robertson 
Deborah Stroman 

Some peop}e forget that love is 

"Good n ght" 

no matte~ how young or old you 

that 
love is 
Fste ~k~g ~md I~ugh[ ~g and 
questions 
no matter wha your age 

Dr, Joseph Jordan 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

comnfft ~ent, responsibility 
no fun at all 

EROT 

Cadence Victory in Praise 









doctoral program She notified me 







it was an 11onor to be apaYL of your event and if yon ever need me just caU 









University of" North Car~li~ at Chape[ Ilill 

Shaping Your Success.~ 

























ATIL{TIC 







































EXSS Laboratories 

Sport Medicine Research Lab 

Applied Physiology Lab 

Neuromuscular Research Lab 

CPR Lab 
Exercise Science Teaching Lab 

Cadaver Anatomy Lab - 
Undergraduates! 



Centers 

Center for the Study of Retired Athletes 
Colleqe Sport Research ~:nstitute 

National Center for Catastrophic Sport 
]:njury Research 

Get REAL & HEEL 
(An After Care Breast Cancer Program) 

Participants in the Get REAL & H EEL program will be a pail of an exercise and recreational the[apy piogiam 3 limes pei 

week for a period of 5 months. 

The Exercise Program may include: 

Cardiovascular activities on vadous b~pes of ae~obic exemise equipmenl 

Weight training 

Flexibility exercises (including specific exercises to regain surgical side shoulder range-of-mofion 

The Recreational Therapy Program may include: 

Pain and stress managemen[ 

Relaxation techniques 

Mindfulness 1raining 

Individual leisure educafion 

Group acfivgies such as ropes challenge course, expressive arks and group leisure education 















Summary - Why EXSS? 

interested in the human body? 

interested in how the body gets 
stronger, faster or the response 
to exercise, stress or therapy? 

Natural Sciences base ~ Anatomy and 
Physiology are the foundation 

Debby Handout curdculurn sheets 



Summary - Why EXSS? 

interested in the business of sport? 

-- Management and Business-related theory and 
curriculum with focus on athletics 

-- Experiential education and internship emphasis; 
~’leam by doing" 

Debby 



Tips for Carolina Success 

Get to know your professors 
Get involved in campus activities 

and other helpful Seek out advisors 
people 

Ask questions 



Tips for Carolina Success 

Treat your academic day like a 
job be "OTOT" 
Shrink your UNC world 
Experiential Education 
Strive to be "in" college rather than 
"at" college 



"Re~e~ber, there are no n~istakes, 
only lessons. Love yourself, trust your 
choices, and everything is possible." 





<imageOOijpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 5:36 PM 

cbcchair@unc edu 

Sibby Anderson-Thompkins <sibby@email unc edu>; rac@unc edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeunecox@unc edu>; drherb@unc edu; Daye, Charles E <cdaye@email unc edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; carolnicholson@unc edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email unc edu>; tony patterson@uric edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacquelinewynn@med uric edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email unc edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D <colliers@email unc edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email unc edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james moore@unc edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email unc edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~:~olk@med unc edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <haroldwoodard@unc edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc edu>; 
TelTy, Jules M <jmterry@unc edu>; dianebaker@dentist~2¢ unc edu; McCoy, C~etchen 

L <gretchenmccoy@unc edu>; overton@psffety unc edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc edu>; kathyramsey@dentist~?~ unc edu; ashalla@unc edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Imka, Iheoma U <imka@unc edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie winn@unc edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email unc edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email unc edu>; jo- 
annblake@dentist~2¢ unc edu; c powell@unc edu; cfletch@med unc edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email unc edu>; kking@uncaa unc edu; Dancy, Frances 
<francesdancy@unc edu>; carla whiteharris@unc edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email unc edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane webster@unc edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email unc edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email unc edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email unc edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions unc edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email unc edu>; 
bcshuford@unc edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email unc edu>; rbeatty@unc edu; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email unc edu>; jackiepierce@unc edu; angela thrasher@unc edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davontownsend@unc edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc edu>;        @gmail corn; Alexander, G Rumay 
<mmay@email unc edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc edu>; 
annpenn@unc edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie hewett@unc edu>; 
mgbumey@northcarolina edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <lindadouglas@unc edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email unc edu>; 
afall@unc edu; twilliams@uncaa unc edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email unc edu>; josmell@unc edu; gwenburston@unc edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille brooks@unc edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jgjordan@email unc edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrleda <vhammett@email unc edu>; Robinson, Whitney 
<whitneyrobinson@unc edu>; vickie suggs@unc edu; Ballen, Martina K 
<mballen@email unc edu>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email unc edu>; 
sylvia frazier@dentistlN unc edu; Cooper, Trinnette M <coopert@email unc edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email unc edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; 
Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; McGhee, Oj 
<ojmcghee@unc edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

CBC - Black History Month Events 

Wow! Two great CBC events this month... 



The 3rd annual Read-In was fantastic again ! Many thanks to all contributors and plan ners. As per the popular demand, 

we will post the reading selections on the website (www.unc.edu/cbc) shortly. The photos have been posted. Thanks OJ 

McGhee! 

Alvin Alley Dance Theater was amazing as usual You haven’t lived if you haven’t seen them at least once in your life. ;) 

Note: The March 6 monthly CBC meeting has been postponed. We will convene later in the month of March though. 

Advocacy: Lots going on - sexual harassment climate, athletics & academics discussion, NC Strategic Directions rollout, 

Chancellor search, etc. If you aren’t on the Progressive Faculty listserv and want more information, please send a note to 

cbcchair@unc.edu. 

SA VE-THE-DA TE: The Deportment oyAyricon ond Ayro-American Studies and the CBC will host o joint "Appreciotion 

Receptlon" ~or the Chancellor and the Provost on April 30. 

Stay healthy and happy! 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to.fear the wind." 











On 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:56 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

1 CSRI is the sanlc day as Rawlings’ visit 

3 I ant also supportive of an unofficial UNC gartering Bubba and I chatted yestettlav about how brad it is to have t.eal dialogue with 

Do Good 

Deborah L Siroman, PhD CLU 
Engage Explore Empower 

9198430336 

"You wit1 never l.each your destination if you stop and throw stmles at eveD dog fllat barks" 
W Chumhdl 

..... Original Message ..... 

Seal: Thursday, March 07, 2013 10:24 AM 
To: discussion 
Subj ecl: RE: [ facully --ad0elics- fontm1 FAC, FAC COUNCIL elc 

So nlal\~ tlfings to address: 
1 Hunler Rawlings is coming April 19th: the details of this will be announced on Friday 
2 Tom Ross will be allcnding Friday’s Faculty Council Mendng and d0s will take a good bit of lime a/the beginning 
3 We will also likel? be disca~sshlg the sexmnl misconduct issues, Milch al.e pret~." important 
4 I ha~e luld so maw news reporters calling ine about it because IIx~y believe d is a Facully Council proposal; but d would be odd for 
you not to bhrlg it up [Ja? I anl not sut.e what you mean about September: you wine given time, but your ~.eading tbe long statement 
deadened any discussion1 5 I drink you arc right, FC is nol Ihe best place because of all Iha olher Governance issues thai come up II 
is hard to have am" sustained discussion in such a consunilled em’iromnent Perhaps we should go to 2 FC meetings a monfll--one 
where we do Iha "business" of Facully Govemance. and anolher for these kinds o f open - Ihemed discussions 
6 I have al~ a? s been up for bin-big open disca~ssions Indeed file Parr Center has spoitsmed 6 in tbe past 3 years, file fit~t one 3 
yems ago with Bill Ffida?, Dick Baddouc Fac Rep from Duke,[who had to deal with tbe Lacrosse Scmldnl] 2 coaches, and 2 student 
a/hlclcs --one football anolhcr WOlllell’S baskclball T~o olhcrs co-sponsored wilh die Black Cancus and BNM: one I~ld former 
revenue sport athletes; mtotller wiflt presmlt afllletes, coacbes, and facults" Tbe discussimts wine vmy fndfful, especially beating front 
fltose mvoNed [or former? ] was vet5 helpN1 On anoflter occasion we had an excellent discussion wiflt Richard Soufllha[1 and 
Bndoara Osborne 

7 At any rote, I would vmy much like to orgmfize snore of these, xx here we listen to mid discuss wifll othet~ for what we all want, 

Thanks. 

Jan 

..... Ofigiind Message ..... 
Froin: AndrewPerbm [lnaLt<alt&ew i~enP@a~e eda] 
Seal: Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:39 AM 



Cc: discussion 
Sul~iect: Re: [faculB’--adfletics-fomnl] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc 

Do you disagree wilh the argument2 

On 03/07/2013 09:18 AM, Ja~" Snfifllwrote: 
> I have Io say: I aln baffled by Ihis discussion, and baffled by who is 
> suddelfly driving it (this also happened in September) 

> Pm bappy to tell Jml to pull us from the agenda But at that pohrt, 1 
> Iiuly am done wilh ARG 
> On 3/7/13 9:14 AM, Wa?ne Lee wrote: 

>> I agree To be cleac hawevec tbe reason the call is in our docannent 
>> was because no date had yet been amlomlced for the Rawhr~gs visit 
>> (and although Jay has recently lea~cd il will begin April 18, as far 
>> as I know, lhal is sllll nol public) We can simply modif3 our call 
>> by sa? ing that we welcome Ra~ hr]g’s p~Qiected visit as a lust step, 
>> but that we hape flle~e will be Nrther events and actual follow tl~ugll 
>> AI lifts poim, beginning Ihe "conversation" a/lhc end of April, wilh 
>> tbe Chmlcellor leaving, ~eaily nleat~s starling over in file Fall 

>) Wayne E Lee 
>> Professor o f Hislot3 
>> Chair of the Cumculunl in Peace, Win, mid Defense wlee@unc edu 

>> www ama/~n com/~Vayne-E -Lee/C/B001KHRXKW/rc~nllalhr dp~el 

>> O113/7/2013 8:48 AM. Andrew 

>>> with ~espect to other groups on cmnpus Specific~ll? : because tbe 

>>> Hunter RaMings lead a panel to discuss Ihe role of aildclics al UNC 
>>> and polcnlially more broadly, I think an5 rcasolu~ble oulsidc 
>> > ohaer~er would see tbe request here that we have a series of 

>> > conmfission be asked to hmldle its task through a very open, 

>> > Here’s wbele we Stmld, in my view We asked for FEC to launch a 
>>> faculi~’-led investigation of what happened They did so, and in 

>>> inquiries into (a) what happened: and (b) the role of atlflefics at 
>>> UNC in general The adminislm/ion responded by agreeing I~ do bolh: 

>>> think wc all agree thai Ihc Mar0n invcsligalion was vet3 shodd3, 
>>> but tbat doesn’t chmlge tbe fact that the adnfimstvation clmrte~ed 
>>> it largely bccansc faculty asked them I~ do so 

>>> Now, having asked for mid been grmlted a bigb-profile, independent 

>>> negatively on this mfless fllere’s some wa? in which it is distinct 
>> > from file process that’s aheady happening *mid* a ~eason wllv it has 



>>> On 03/06/2013 10:22 PM JW $1nithwrote: 
>>>> Rudi--no need to apologize for not being tbete Tbe FridW before 
>>>> spring break is easily the ~orsl possible Iffne to have one of thasc 

>> >> Your tenmrks are vmy useN1, thaugh, and wifl~ your penmssion 1 

>> >> latec we nfight as well write off tiffs semestec I tlthtk I’d hate 

>>>> addressed at Fac Councik file agenda is wa) too crowded m~d tbe 

>> >> Frida) and see if we cm~ at least get a response from file crm~d 
>>>> Maybe rll blow a wiffstle to wake evmyone up 1’11 play tbe fight 
>>>> song! I think you’re right aboul Williams and Fedora. by Iha way 

>> >> "operatiolmlize" tbe nmjorit) views that come out of these discussim~s 

>>>> On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Collotedo-Mansfald, Rudoff J wrote: 

>>>>> 1 am gratefid to Jay for m-my tlth~g he has done to keep tbe ARG 

>>>>> Ja) speak biffntl) and ditectl) about all tiffs that keeping quiet 

>>>>> baskelball coach was fired for falsi[x ing receipts, and I was al 

>>>>> scmldal im-olving football pla) ers Thase wine notlth~g compared to 

>>>>> grades, faked classes, academic support program under suspicion, 

>>>>> ciffef acadenfic officer of the uiffversits" is sm~dmg out Iffspectot~ 

>>>>> hall meetings need tbe hlvolvement of people who lead tiffs 

>> >>> For me, that would need to include file dem~ of the college i 

>> >>> asked of bet students wha play on a sports team? 

>>>>> Camliffa education mem~ to iffm wben he tiff~tlcs about Iris playet~? 

>> >>> risked success on the court for one of iffs player’s aciffevement in the classroom? 

>>>>> such diffment acadmmc Iffstilufions, Iris perspective could be 

>> >>> whetber tbey tiffnk m~x ~eal dmnage bas been done brae 



>>>>> Life is an obligation We’~ not he~ to die slow~, we’~ he~ to 



O113/6/13 6:45 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysnrifl~(a entail uric edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> Y¢s. bul I h¢ard jusl Ioday Ilull Ihe Rawlings proc¢ss will 
>>>>>> begin until April 19 A week before the end oftbe term? Huge 

>>>>>> On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Pemt~ Andlew J wrote: 

>>>>>>> On IVku 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM, "Jay Snriflt" <jaysnritb~a email uric edu> 

>>>>>>>> plans for Friday Let me b¢gin with Friday As Ihings sland a/ 

>>>>>>>> iniliating a campus-wide, no-holds-barred and well publicized 

>>>>>>>> seriously it will be takelt ) So let me know it" you’d like to 

>>>>>>>> asked several key persomtel from ASPSA to come explain fire 

>>>>>>>> for tbem because tbey lmve buge and clmllanging jobs We (Rudi, 

>>>>>>>> of tlte discussion I was plesent for, but for me tbe lrigldigbt s 

>>>>>>>> comprehension levela and fluent" with collage-level vocab; 3 

>>>>>>>> NOW the c}nic (Ihat’s me) would say you’re hoping that 
>>>>>>>> eventually fltey’ll be writing and t~ading at college-level? Are 



>>>>>>>> YEARS AT UNC 

>>>>>>>> slides (the goals slide) some text tbat be bad meant to delete 
>>>>>>>> It r~ad (as tbe last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN 

>>>>>>>> GRADUATE FROM LEEP’? 

>> >>> > >> HA Tbe glly shouldn’t be cnlcified for having a sel~se of hunloL 

>>>>>>>> --Befllal when asked how inany leanmlg specialists work in 

>>>>>>>> to--Betbal and (1 t bitlk) Beth L?ons 

>>>>>>>> keeping score tit home) fllat tile football program brings in 

>>>>>>>> happcncd ovcr in ASPSA ill fllll. 201 I Thai fall Ihcrc wcr¢ 

>>>>>>>> hlchlded ) lnmlediatal3 thereafter, tutoring was linfited to tile 

>>>>>>>> 1¢a~¢-32845368-48699881 da¢530c599cd3¢93872521640193868d~alisls¢ 



Andrew J Pcrdn - andrcw~crdn@mlc cdu - h~l?:riyan- ~ ~¢c ~¢1 ~!¢:zdu Associal¢ Pro fcssor of Sociolog5 - +1 (919) 962-6876 
University or Norlh Carolina - CB#3210. Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You ate currently subsclibed to facult)--atltletics-fonun as:.in~boxill@enmil uric edu To m~subsc~ibe click riele: 

-- You ate currently subsciibed to facult) --atlflefics-fonun as: dstro@unc edu To unsubscribe crick here: rirtp:,ili t~ 







Iti Deborah, 

I hanks so much again for your time! Please send me a few of your pi~res for the Champagne and Beyond article 

Andrew Givens 



~ Tt~omas 











I:0, UVPowder 
I s~Down Line 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:42 PM 

@live.unc.ed u> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 

<brenda_malone@unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 

<JMBOXILL@email.unc.ed u> 

Re: SMILES 

Hi . You are SO sweet! Thanks for making me smile and reminding me that my work is appreciated. ;) 

Let’s chat soon. I don’t want you to give up on graduate school and particular internships. Let’s find solutions! 

Do Good. 

Debor~lL, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

From: ~.!(V*~_~:~f!j~ > 

Date: Thu, 02:32:18 +0000 

TO: Deborah Stroman Ph D CLU <~:st o~qu ~: e~: > 

Subject: SMILES 

Dr. Stroman, 

Your truly blessed, a great professor and always know that somebody has it 
worse and they did not wake up this morning. SMILE!!! I wanted to let you know there is an opportunity to do a program 
called F.L.A.M.E but sadly I will not be able to do it because I have a 2.5 and even with graduation coming around the 
corner I cannot even apply to grad school because many require a gpa of a 2.5. I did look at NASSM just wanted to 
inform you. AGAIN SMILE!!!!!! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chris Zepkowski 
Vice President 
TPG SpoAs Group 

Norning Chris, 



debbv 

Hi Debby, 

I hope al is gong wel. 















lust wanted to touch base with you regarding the Bridging the Gau Between Academic and Entrepreneurial Cau[tal Conference" UNC Charlotte ADVANCE 



Dr. Pnku Mukhe*jee, n&,in Bell< Endowed Professor for Cancer Research at the Unlvers[ty of North Carol ha, CO Founder, CEO & Chief 5cient tic Offcer at 

CharlotteCanDia6, Inc. The company has a wor dwide exclus ve license to a patented tumor antibody that has been used to develop a blood test for the 

I loliday Inn Charlotte Center City 

230 N Col ege St. 

Charlotte, NC 28202 











011 





~live unc edu>. @ ve unc edu> 





CSBC Alumni Panel 

o S:OO PM 
Fetze~~ 109 

Contact: theclub@tmc.edtt 
Twi tte~’: 

Visit ore" website! 











Debby and 
Let me introduce you Debby, is a rtsmg 
Io f I understand corrccll3 he 
well He’s h~temsted in the Spmxs Ventures track attd I tl~ougl/t it woutd be good to h~troduce Nm to you       , Debb3 is a 
Professor in EXS S zmd in the N~nor in Ent~elxeneursl~p Sire created the Sports Ventures course She is a superb person zmd 

at U NC zmd is going to be fit the Nfinor ht EnttepreneursNp next tzfl[ lie went 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, April 23, :2013 2::25 PM 

Deborah Stroman Ph D CLU <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Napier, Mary (MaryNapier@kenan-flagler uric edu); Cone, Judith 
<jacone@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; C~oft~ Diane G 

<groff@email unc edu>; Marks, Bonita L <marks@email unc edu>; Weight, Efianne A 
<eweight@email uric edu>; Sibby Anderson-Thompkins <sibby@email unc edu>; 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX~LL@email uric edu>; Tresolini, Carol P 
<carol tresolini@med unc edu>; Hurt, Christi <christihurt@unc edu>; Maria DeGuzman 

@earthlink net>; Hertel, Amy Locklear (AmyHertel@unc edu); Williams, 
Heather A <hawill@email uric edu>; Feldman, Maryann P 
<maryann feldman@unc edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia <CynthiaReifsnider@kenan- 
flaglerunc edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M <desimone@email unc edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email unc edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email uric edu>; A T Panter 

@gmail corn); Sengupta, Sohini <sengups@unc edu> 

Article of Interest: Another (not surprising) bummer 

h tt p://ww w. w ia r e p o ~. co m/2013/04/st u d y-fin d s-me n d e r-bia s-in-t h e-p e r c e p tio n- o f-t h e-v a lu e-of-s c ie n tiff c-p a p e r s/? 

utm source-Women+ln+Academia+Repo~&utm campaign-72c7a0ee2d- 

Women in Academia Report 6 14 116 13 2011&utm medium-email 

Study Finds Gender Bias in the Perception of the Value of Sdentific Papers 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9Z9.843.033(~ 







As Schools Evolve, So Should Athletics 





I1{ Sore e of you asked me about my crazy notion to do th{s event, yes, I can’t believe I wil be out th ere 



Subject: CSBC - Close Out! PLEASE READ 

Thanks again for a super Club year Celebration Week was outstanding. We made great connections and learned yen/valuab e advice. The Cub continues to grow 



From: 

Sent: 

TO: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013:10:16 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Article of Interest 

I spoke to Art Chansk% He said WCHL~s event is their resular Community Forum. They will have one section on Athletics. is 

one of the panelists. They are also trying to find a former athlete to participate. ;) 

From: Jan Boxhill <imboxi[i@emai! uric ~dv> 

Date: Wed, 24 Apr 2013 22:09:02 0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d.2.t.!~.~ mc edu> 

Subject: RE: Article of Interest 

Thanks for sending this 1 had just given a similar argument today in a conference call 1 know some research has 
been done on this--i e figming out just what the actual cost of their education is What they get is so much more 
than just a scholarship The actual cost of what any student gets say at UNC is much more than what they pay 
for, and athletes even more Plus, a education and college degree is not nothing[ 

Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 8:32 PH 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.i Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= Article of Interest 

Not sure if you saw this one Malekoff is on the Rawlings Panel too 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

?l~drstroman 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor 
Faculty" Advisor, Carolim~ Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

l’hose who hi’rag sunshine to tlae I~ves of oflters cannot keep ~t f~’om thenaseix es. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:26 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I am not sure on the exact time. Jay is promoting gO:O0 a.m. Who figures that they can’t find an athlete???!! 

d 

From: Jan Boxhill <imboxi[l@e-nail ~n~.edv> 
Date: Wed,           22:21:42 -0400 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstrcC~un~.edu> 
Subject: RE: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I wish you could participate When is the athletic panel? Is Richard on it as well? He should have on 
who is regularly on      is a former    player Or even               Or better yet, why didn’t 

they ask 
There are so many former athletes around 

I just noticed that on my email to you it has my name spelled wrong I know I didn’t that I’ll have to figure out 
how this has happened 

Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:17 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

Here’s Mary 

pe¢ipier~t- says- ur~iversit v- £ailed- ath ] etes/_ 

Listen because she says a little more in the speech (than what’s only on the 
paper) 

d 

So there is a panel and J ay is on it tomorrow That wouldn’t be so bad if" he actually knew what he was talking 
about There are live panel discussions all day from 8 am to 6 pm; I am on one from 9- I 0 am 

I don’t know if I want to do a letter It gives him more credence that he deserves 
I still haven’t seen what Mary said at the award thing 



Also, I see he is lobbying to bling people to the Faculty council meeting for the resolution You need to come 
and bring the others as well I’m expecting some contentious discussion But many usual FC members won’t be 
there, and Holden will have left by the time the resolution comes up 

,]an 

Jan Boxill 
Chair or Ihc Facully 
Director. Pa~ Center for Etl~ics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:01 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I am SO tempted to write a opinioNrebuttal for the local papers I do support Holden’s comments Do you want 
to do a joint letter? 

Do you know about the WCHL event? Call when you can 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. ELU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

I fo~-ard a comment from our emeritus colleague George Baroff (see below-) He’s on the money as he usually 

We haven’t really deconstmcted Holden’s Friday comments, but they were appalling on so many levels How 
about his "and if we want all these things [that we institutions luckier than U Chicago get from our sports 
enterprise], we have to win" In other words--the pressure to win is not to be resisted but to be embraced 

And the Twilight Zone character of his affront to the University of Chicago could be unpacked for days 



(Worth noting that Mary had won the Hutchins prize the day before, by the way) 

Lew did a great service by contesting the way the whole conversation was framed--flrst with Holden’s "we 
presidents are powerless before the machine," then followed by Bubba’s "the machine has been growing 
steadily for 35 years and can’t be stopped" 

I think we have not quite come to terms with Holden’s complicity in our institutional failure He believes in the 
big-time, he was all in His fall was not exactly the stuffof Greek tragedy He courted the tragedy 

Apparently there’s a WCHL panel tomorrow, 10-I I, that will be about athletes and their academic experiences 
(in part) I say apparently because I will be on it, but I don’t know if it’s live or taped for later broadcast I’ll try 
to channel 

Also--remember to come out F~iday (those who can) to support the resolution on Thursday games 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

l)ate: Wed, 17:39:11 -0400 
From: George S ~aroff2 i~2bel[sl,uth net 

To: Jay Smith < ia5 ~ln~iih ?;"enr, ai[ unc eduo" 

From my perspective, none of this touches on the recruitment of 
athletes who are not academically prepared to function in a 
environment. If winning is as essential as          asserts, there can be no 
change given the nature of athletic competition in the ACC. 

Thorp sounds as "money driven" as our fund raisers and appears to 
be fully supportive of the current 
freshman ineligibility for 
the transition but it cannot erase 
by the SAT or high school grades. 
is, I assume, reflected in absence 
League schools. 
If you deem it appropriate, please 
group. 
George S. Baroff 

athletic             At the very least, 
play would allow those athletes to make 
academic capacity differences measured 
The recognition of this 
of athletic scholarships at the 

forward my colr@~ents to others in the 

On at 8:14 Jay Smith wrote: 

> Heck, I could have written this one. Nice to see it coming from 
an "impartial" outsider. 
> 



You are cullently subscribed to thearg as dlat-~�~’ ,me edu 
To unsubsclibe click here: 

(It may be necessa~N to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:28 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

Lol. Get ready... 

So he is on after me :) 

Jan Boxill 
Chair o1" Ihc Facully 

Director. Pall Center for Ethics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I am not sure on the exact time Jay is promoting 10:00 am Who figures that they can’t find an athlete???![ 

d 

From: Jan Boxhill <j~bo×iil@~mad uqc~du> 

Date: Wed,           22:21:42 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.sdu> 
Subject: RE: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I wish you could participate When is the athletic panel? Is Richard on it as well? He should have on 
who is regularly on      is a former          Or even Or better yet, why didn’t 

they ask 
There are so many former athletes around 

I j ust noticed that on my email to you it has my name spelled wrong I know I didn’t that I’ll have to figure out 
how this has happened 

Jan 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:17 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

Here’s Mary- h~):// 

Listen because she says a little more in the speech (than what’s only on the 
paper) 

d 

From: Jan Boxhill 

Date: Wed, 22:~4:50 0400 

TO: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~,~u ~c cd~> 

Subject: RE: [thears] Jim Jenkins 

So there is a panel and Jay is on it tomorrow That wouldn’t be so bad if he actually knew wh~t he was talking 
about There are live panel discussions all day from 8 am to 6 pm; I am on one from 9- I 0 am 

I don’t know if I want to do a letter It gives him more credence that he deserves 
I still haven’t seen what Mac/said ~t the award thing 

Also, i see he is lobbying to bring people to the Faculty council meeting for the resolution You need to come 
and bring the others as well rm expecting some contentious discussion But many usual FC members won’t be 
there, and Holden will have left by the time the resolution comes up 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Cltair of fl~e Facults" 
Director. Pa~ Center for Etltics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:01 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan 
Subject= FW: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

I am SO tempted to write a opinion/rebuttal for the local papers I do support Holden’s comments Do you want 
to do a joint letter? 

Do you know about the WCHL event? Call when you can 

d 



Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

From: Jay Smith 

I forward a comment from our emeritus colleague George Baroff (see below) He’s on the money as he usually 

We haven’t really deconstructed Holden’s Friday comments, but they were appalling on so many levels How 
about his "and if we want all these things [that we institntions luckier than U Chicago get from our sports 
enteq)rise], we have to win" In other words--the pressure to win is not to be resisted but to be embraced 

And the Twilight Zone character of his affront to the University of Chicago could be unpacked for days 
(Worth noting tbat Mary had won the Hutchins prize the day before, by the way) 

Lew did a great se~w-ice by contesting the way the whole conversation was fi-amed--first with Holden’s "we 
presidents are powerless before the machine," then followed by Bubba’s "the machine has been growing 
steadily for 35 years and can’t be stopped" 

I think we have not quite come to terms with Holden’s complicity in our institutional failure He believes in the 
big-time, he was all in His fall was not exactly the stuffof Greek tragedy He courted the tragedy 

Apparently there’s a WCHL panel tomorrow, 10-11, that will be about athletes and their academic experiences 
(in part) I say apparently because I will be on it, but I don’t know if it’s live or taped for later broadcast I’ll try 
to channel Mary 

Also--remember to come out Friday (those who can) to support the resolution on Thursday games 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Jim Jenkins 

Date: Wed, 17:39:11 -0400 
Fronl: George S Baroff 

To: Jay Smith ~.a~’srni~[(z~ema,! u’le edu: 

From my perspective, none of this touches on the recruitment of 
athletes who are not academically prepared to function in a 
environment. If winning is as essential as          asserts, there can be no 
change given the nature of athletic competition in the ACC. 



Thorp sounds 

be fully supportive of the current 

freshman ineligibility for 

the transition but it cannot erase 

by the SAT or high school grades. 

is, I assume, reflected in absence 

League schools. 

If you deem it appropriate, please 

group. 

George S. Baroff 

as "money driven" as our fund raisers and appears to 

athletic             At the very least, 

play would allow those athletes to make 

academic capacity differences measured 

The recognition of this 

of athletic scholarships at the 

forward my coK@~ents to others in the 

On at 8:14 Jay Smith wrote: 

> Heck, I could have written this one. Nice to see it coming from 

an "impartial" outsider. 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to as: }S£_]_I~NSj£.nSA. To 

> click here: 

send a blank email to ieR,~c--33013478- 

You are cullently subscribed to thearg as: !s_tr~t~!~!gedu 
To unsubsc~ibe click here: h_tp/Ji~s uric ~duh~? 
id 6252~5240131,01348bf~gflgcgfel-%d711d33~e5d&n 2’&] ~he~&o 33!741171 
(It may be necessm?¢ to cut and paste the above URL if" the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ]ea’,’e-3 ;i)41 ] 7 ] -<-,252452a 013b/’04 f~b f%g f’[ 9c85e [~?d71 I d 338e5d@] ist~e~v ~c edtx 
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TPG Sports Career Conference - Charlotte, NC 



~aroiina ~lumni in 3port ~roject, ~ach 
one ~each one 

CoA.So~E.R. 















"Dr~ Stroman always rem]nd~ me to know my worth, ~ hove 

skill~ and t~ent.~ that I must showcase to the worJd~ ~nd 
cennot setde [br #nything ~ess then gre#tness. Do the best 

with what yoa’re g)ven, but ~lw~ys strive for the best," 





"When I wos ot o crossrood in mv li~e, Dr, 5tromon reolly 
opened my eyes to severe! opportunibes ~nd inspired me to 

become e more well-rounded individual Needless to soy thet 
her ddvice end guidance proved to be very )n~iuen~iel over the 
lost sever~i y~urs. I would not be where I om tod~y without 

.~troman ~nd when f look b~ck ot my year~ at C~rolino, 

o/wf~,.s remember her f~s f~n invaluable ro/e model." 















~’ampus giwn her incredibie advice. She~ aot o~ly inspirin~ 

but o ~go-getter," As o women ot UNC Fm h~ppv that I con 

graduate having been pos)t)vely ~n~luenced by he~" 











provide support and ~dvice w~th tough derisions, Because 

he~ muIUtude o~ experiences ond knowledge, I o[wo~’s trt~st 

that she is guiding me in the right direction," 















"13~ Stroman hos tought me to meet everyone I possib)y con ond 

tMd¯ every opportunity. You never know whfch one will moke the 

d)~erence, She hes shown me the true de¢~n~t~on of ~ powerful 

business wom~n ~nd I ~m ~orever gr~te~ul~or her guidance," 







"D~: Stromun hos been the most i~uentiM professor on my 

ot UNC so f~r. Arriving ~t UNC, I w~s {~cking ~ worthwhil~ 

pro[essor relc~tionship, D£ Stroman ~fl/ed tbc~t gap and has 

gone ~bove and beyond as a mentor and a [riend, 



will ~lwoys be thonk]uI j~ur the you enceu:o#ernenL support, ~md 



"D~: 5troman has been readily c~vail~Tble and wiiiin.q to help me 

pursue my dreams. She a/way, s ge% the most out of her 

students by pushing us to the next level, I’m excited to learn 

~from her in the near.future,"~ 





























Student 

Student 

Stqdent 

Student 

Student 

Stqdent 











C~: "l(iel, David’" <kiel(~ ernai .unc edu>. An~ela [~ryant < ~earthlink.net>. Rick <rickpl~,visions inc.or~> 



Sub]eel: C~3C Pro fessional Development Series Workshop I WELCOME[ 







Mary Napier <Mary Napier@kenan flagler.unc edu>, "l{obart, Don" <hobart @ernai[ uric edu>, Deborah Strornan Ph D. CLU" <dstro@unc edu>, d rha rooll 









Thursday, May 15, 2013 3:08 PM 

Strorqan, DebOl-a h L <dstro@Ul~¢ edu> 

Stlol lan, Debora i L <dstro(a)ul c edu>; ~arl!el ~at r]c[a S <ps~arl!el@emai .urlc.edu>; Agbe-Dav[es, Anna Sophia <agbe- 





debby 



Board member suggestions 
May 2013 

Duke/UNC/NCCU 
Eric Toone; Innovation and E-ship at Duke 

Keith Piques, Dean of NCCU business school 

Ruben Carbonell, Director KIETS 

Agnes Beane; previous board member, Beane-Wright partners 

West 

Jean and Bill Cecil, Biltmore 

RegionalE=ship 

Bob Ingram; Hatteras Venture Partners 

Bob Geolas; Research Triangle Foundation 

Amit Singh; previous board member and CEO of Spectraforce 

Steve Nelson; Wakefield Group 

Christy Shaffer; Hatteras Venture Partners 

Kimberly Jenkins; Serial Entrepreneur 

Don Holzworth; Gillings Executive in Residence 

Vicki Gibbs; GM Albright Digital, LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Capitol 

Broadcasting Company 

Bill Starling; Synecor 

Clay Thorp; Hatteras Venture Partners 

Fred Eshelman; Furiex’s founding chairman. Founder and executive 

chairman of Pharmaceutical Product Development, Inc, prior to its 

sale to private equity 

Sean O’Leary; CEO Strikeiron 

Joan Gillings; co-founder Quintiles 

Dan Roselli, CEO of TargetPoin; Packard Place--Innovation. 

Entrepreneurship. Community 

Bill Greenlee; Hamner Institute 



Joseph Cart; CEO Semprius 

Frier~ds of UNC 
Richard Marciano; Foundation for Carolinas 
Stedman family; fund Carolina Challenge 

K[LF and consultant 

UNC leaders 
Bill Roper; SOM 

Carol Folt; Chancellor 
Lowry Caudill, UNC BOT 

National E-ship 
Peter Fox; Founder of Fox Development Corporation; real estate 

Tom Ruhe; Kauffman Foundation 
Bob Litan; Bloomberg; also Kauffman and Brookings 
Peter Blair Henry; Dean, Stern School of Business 

Sports Entrepreneurship 

Carla Overbeck; UNC soccer player and assistant coach on the Duke 
University women’s soccer staff 

Mia Harem; UNC soccer player and Mia Harem Foundation 

Fred Whitfield; President and CO0 Charlotte Bobcats 
William Fuller; Fulco Development, Norfolk VA and UNC football player 

Michael Jordan 
Donald Cogsville; Cogsville group; UNC alum and soccer player 

Karen Popp - global co-chair of Sidley’s White Collar: Government Litigation 
& Investigations group and member of the firm’s Executive 
Committee 

John Harding; NC Science and Technology Board 

Legal/VC 

Kevin O’Brien; Baker Mackenzie 



Marc Paul; Baker Mackenzie 

Corporate 

Charlie McNairy; International Farming Corp; mission of buying farmland 

Ernst and Young partners 

DeLisa Alexander; Executive vice president and chief people officer, Red Hat 

Ann Livermore; Executive VP Hewlett Packard and on the board 

Isaac Horton; CEO Tier One Solar 

Philanthropic 

Josh Schueller; MIT Lemelson 
Gururaj Deshpande; MIT Deshpande Center 

Others 
Howard and Vivian Lee; Mayor Chapel Hill NC late 60s; other government 

positions 



Additions 

Phail Wynn ’89 (MBA) - Dr. Wynn is the Vice President for Regional Affairs 
for Duke; previous president of Durham Tech. 

Charles "Chuck" Watts ’77 - Retired; active community leader- UNC Board 

of Nursing, NC Board of Transportation, Parrish Street Advocacy Board; 

Former Board of Visitors member, 

http://alumni,unc,edu/article.aspx?sid=9560 

Pamela Denise Parker ’90 (KFBS) - Wealth Management Banker, SVP, Merrill 

Lynch, Durham, goard of Visitors 

L Donnell Thompson ’81 - President of Thompson Hospitality LLC, Hotel, 
restaurant, and construction companies, 
http://alumni,unc,edu/article.aspx?sid=9559 

RJ. Harris - President of Southern Fasteners & Supply. SFS has nine 
branches nationwide and is one of the leading steel fastener suppliers to 
theme parks in the United States, including an exclusive contract with 
Disney. 
http://www.bizjournals.com/triad/stories/2OlO/OS/lO/smallbl.html?page= 
all 
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A B C D 

Z Name Title Department 
2 &nna [Agbe-Davies Assistant Professor Anthropology 
3 Camille Brooks HR Consultant EEO/ADA Office 

4 Frances Dancy Business Officer Carolina Population Center 

5 ~lasane Fall Lecturer African &African American Studies 

7 Samuel Jones Associate Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center Department of SurBery 

8 Cricket Lane Assistant Athletics Director Athletics 

$0 Pat Parker Assodate Professor Communication Studies 

~3 E~leen Parsons Associate Professor School of Education 

$2 Charlene ReBester Associate Professor African & African American Studies 

$3 ~akenBe Robertson Research Assistant Frank Porter Graham Child Development ~nstitute 

$5 beborah Stroman Lecturer Exerdse and Sport Science 

$6 Damon ~oone Senior Assistant Director of Admissions Admissions 

17 lennifer Webster-Cyriaque Associate Professor School of Dental EcoloBy 

$8 Becky [White Assistant Professor of Medicine Medidne 

19 

25 Rick PenderhuBhes Facilitator Visions Inc. 

22 

23 

24 

25 Faculty 



E 

Email Address 

asbe-davies@unc.edu 

:am;lie_brooks@ uiic.ed u 

frances dancy@unc.edu 

afall@email.unc.edu 

:J holman @ email.[mc.ed u 

~wjones@med.unc.edu 

:ricket@u~lc.edu 

dnixon@email.unc.edu 

3sparker@ad.unc.edu 

,arsons@email.unc edu 

oegester@email.u nc.ed u 

qakenge.robertson@u nc.edu 

esouffra@uncc.edu 

dstro@unc.edu 

dtoo~e @ad missions.u nc.ed u 

:yriaquj@dent;stry~unc edu 

31s@med.unc.edu 

20 @earthlink net 

21 oickp@visions i~c.or8 

22 

23 

24 

25 



Ceil: B14 

Comment: Deborah L Strornan: 

Invited guest; Chair of the faculty at University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

Ceil: B20 

Comment: Deborah L Stroman: 

UNC Alum; Attorney and NC State Legislator 

Cell: B21 

Comment: Deborah L Stroman: 

Psychologist 



A B C D 

Department 

Anthropology 

EEO/ADA Office 

Carolina Population Center 

African & African American Studies 

Campus Health Services 

Depa~ment of Sursery 

Athletics 

Law Library 

Communication Studies 

School of Education 

African & African American Studies 

Frank Po~er Graham Child Development Institute 

UNC C Philosophy 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Admissions 

School of Dental Ecology 

Medicine 

Ansela Bryant Facilitator Visions Inc. 

Rick Penderhushes Facilitator Visions Inc. 

Faculty 



E 

Email Address 

agbe-davies@unc.edu 

camille_brooks@unc.edu 

frances_dancy@unc.edu 

afall@email.unc.edu 

dholman@email.unc.edu 

swjones@med.unc.edu 

cricket@unc.edu 

dnixon@email.unc.edu 

psparker@ad.unc.edu 

arsons@email.unc.edu 

nakenge.robe~son@unc.edu 

esouffra@uncc.edu 

dstro@unc.edu 

dteene@admissions.unc.edu 

cyriaq u j@ d e ntistr~/.u nc.ed u 

bls@med.unc.edu 

~earthlink.net 

rickp @visio ns-inc.or8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 3:47 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win.docx; Healing from the Effects of Internalized 

Oppression.pdf; IsReconciliationPossibleSummary.pdf; Racial Microaggressions- short 
version-11-12.pdf; Role_of_Feeling_in_the_Workplace_BOOK[1].pdf; CBC Workshop I 

Participants.xlsx 

Powerfulreadingstoo! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

Date: Friday, May 10, 2013 1:40 PM 

To; "Deborah Stroman Ph D CLU" <~sto@unc e< u> 

Hello Friends. We are ONE week out from our first Carolina Black Caucus Community Building Workshop I - "Relationships & 

Partnerships." Thank you for your participation in this pioneering session that is purposed to enhance critical workplace 

competencies. The Chancellor and Provost are very excited about this offering, and we hope to build a foundation for the 

design of future educational and bonding opportunities. 

The pre work is attached to this email note. (Can’t have a productive workshop without homework, right?[) We hope that you 

find ~ 20 minutes a day to read through these very insightful and powerful documents. Please feel free to make notes and jot 

down particular statements or concepts that you wish to discuss in detail during our workshop. 

Again, we sincerely thank you for your registration. We filled all the slots the first week and started a waiting list. 

The facilitators have prepared a wonderful agenda to make our time spent most beneficial. We have great participant 

diversity that will serve to promote a very engaging dialogue. Be ready to learn, share, and offer solutions with the Vegas 

Rule in effect. ;) 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a super weekend! 

debby 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 @drstroman 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"Whe~ the root is deep, there is no reasot~ to fear the wind. 



[~versity of North Carolina at Chapel 

Shaping Your Success! 



Welcome 

Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz 
[] Chairman 

Dr. Sherry Salyer 

= Director of Undergraduate Studies in EXSS 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 
, Faculty/Academic Advisor 



Welcome 







New Spo~ts Hedicine 
Building 

St~ailings = Evans 



Welcome 

There are FOUi~ ways to major in EXSS. 

N GENERAL EXSS N 

3 Specialization Coordinators 

Athletic Training - Dr, Heredith Petschauer 

Fitness Professional - Prof. Alain Aguilar 

Spo~ Administration - Prof. Barbara Osborne 



The EXSS Plajor--My Future?? 

Pre-professJonal preparation 
Chiropractic 
Nursing 
Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 
Physician Assistant 
Pre-medical 
Pre-dental 



EXSS CORE Courses 
oEXSS 175 
oEXSS 188 
oEXSS 220 or 
oEXSS 276 

EXSS 221 

BIOL 101/101L is required 
Math 110 is a pre-req for 273, 376 and 385 



Course Sequencing--EXSS 
EXSS majors 175, 276, 376, 385 

Remember: 
o Must always take 175 first 
o Will take a MIN]iMUM of three terms to finish this four 

course sequence 
¯ 385 pre-req is 175; 376 pre-req is 175 and 276 

Ideally: 
o 175 first 
¯ Then 276; then 376 or 385; then 376 or 385 

What can be combined?: 
¯ 276 and 385--after having taken 175 
¯ 376 and 385--after having taken 175 and 276 



The EXSS Major 
My Future?? 

Athletic Training ...... 
~ Prepares you to take the BOC exam 
~ High School, College, Professional athletics 
. Orthopedic Clinics 

. Other allied health/medical fields 



EXSSmAT 

Application pro, gram; Five term program 
(summers don t count) 
October of Sophomore year (juniors can 
apply then but would have to stay a fifth 
year) 
Required for application: EXSS 175 and 188 
(B or better in both) and 50 hours of 
observation in AT room 
GPA: 2.75 
See Dr. Petschauer 



The EXSS Plajor--My Future?? 

Fitness Professional 
m Fitness Industry 
m Personal Trainer 
¯ Strength & Conditioning Coach 
¯ Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
¯ CorporateiWorksite Wellness 
¯ Y’ s, Health Clubs, Camps 



The EXSS Plajor--My Future?? 

Fitness Professional 
¯ Fitness Industry 

m Personal Trainer 

m Strength Coach 

¯ Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 

¯ Worksite Wellness 
¯ Y’ s, Health Clubs, Camps 



EXSS FP 

Start early. 

175, 276, 376, 410L*, 412" will take 
five terms to finish. CAN ONLY TAKE IN 
TH:IS ORDER!!! (*=not in Summer 
School) 
425-practicum after 410L and 412 

See Mr. Aguilar 



The EXSS Najor--Ny Future?? 

Sport Administration 
Finance 
Fund-raising 
Marketing 
Legal/Compliance 
Operations 
Tickets 

Special sporting events 

A~IL{TI[ 

Recreation Departments 
Youth/College/Professional/International 



EXSS-SA 

175 and 276 two terms 
Recommended progression: 
¯ 221, 322, 323- Junior year 

¯ 324, 326 Senior Year 
(Note: ECON 101 is a pre-req for 324) 

¯ 327 - recommended in Senior Year 
(Note: Grad School interest? Take 273) 

See Prof, Osborne and Dr. Stroman 



EXSS minors 
Available to ALL UNC Students 

¯ Coaching Education 
~ By application only 

~ See Dr. Salyer 

¯ Recreation - See Dr. @off 

¯ EXSS 
Blot available to EXSS majors 

BIOL I01/I01L Required 

Sheny 



The Graduation Requirement 

LFIT 

Lifefime fitness (LFIT) courses cornbine the practice of a spod or physical activity that can be sustained in later life with 

broader instruction in Iifolong health These courses carry one hour of academic credit Students can enroll in only one, 

one-credit lifetime fitness course during their career at the University, and only o[/e lifetime fit[Jess course (:an be counted 

toward the 120 hours needed for graduafion. 



EXSS EE credit 

Every EXSS specialization offers an EE 
credit (AT, FP & SA) 
The General EXSS Major curriculum 
does NOT have an EE credit course 



Centers 

Center for the Study of Retired Athletes 

College Sport Research ]:nstitute 

National Center for Catastrophic Sport 
]:njury Research 

Get Real & Heel 
(An After Care Breast Cancer Program) 



EXSS Honors/Awards 
Senior Honors Thesis 

~ 3,2; two semesters; See Dr. Petschauer 

Hyatt Scholarship 

~ Rising St; 3.6; at least 2 EXSS courses with a B or 
better; $2500 

Earey Award 

~ Graduating Sr; 3.6 



E×SS F cts 

Course availability 
Sophomore 

¯ Fall semester-EXSS-AT hopefuls should be taking EXSS 
175 and 188 or have completed it 

o Spring semester--EXSS-FP should be in EXSS 175 

o Others--nice if in EXSS course, but not life shattering if 
not 

YOU WILL 



E×SS F~cts 

18 hours (6 courses) of ’C’ or better 
grades 
¯ ONLY from required courses for that 

particular track 

m This requirement is firm and NOT open to 
debate 



E×SS F cts 
No substitution of EXSS major courses 
, BIOL 252 most common question 

¯ Not BTOL 252 taken at UNC 

¯ For EXSS minor, BIOL 252 is okay as pre-req of 
EXSS 376 and 385 

, Transfers: Maybe, depends, evaluation by SS 

Transfer evaluation 
, Recent change in Office of UG Education 



































2012 Coach Sylvia Hatchell WBB Social Media Team Assignments 

Dr. Deborah Stroman - Faculty Advisor 

- Coordinator 

Twitter: Sylhatch_unc 

11 Post at least three tweets per day. 

m Most effective tweets: questions, retweets, and 

celebrity mentions. 

m Current followers of 87. Goal: 150 by July 1st! 

Retweets from wbca1981, ACCSports, and NCAAWomensBKB 

Motivational quotes on Leadership, Teamwork, and Determination 

Tweets on upcoming games (For example, Big game coming up 2nite vs....) 

Retweets from TarHeelMonthly and all UNC sport teams 

(For example, Congrats!, Great win! Big game today...) 

Retweets from UNCCompliance 

Check the daily news: Anything and everything about Golden Retrievers, 

horses, and blueberries 

Loves riding her horse (A Tennessee Walker named "Smokey") 

Loves her Golden Retriever named "Maddie" 





Deborah L Stroman Ph.D CLU 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 3:21 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOX]LL@email uric edu> 

RE: Follow up 

"You ¢~n’~ wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ect: RE: Follow up 

Sounds good--Monday al: ~ 

Barbara Entwisle Researcb 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:28 PM 
TO= Boxill, Jan 
Subject= RE: Follow up 

We can pencil in Monday at 1:00, Meet at your office? 

Speak to Balbara?? i gave the full SA team the USADA event u pdate !)y enlail, 

d 

Do Good. 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"You can’t wake a person who i~ pretending to be aeleep." Havejo Proverb 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:08 PM 
TO= Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: Follow up 

11:00? ~.:00 ? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navaje Proverb 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:03 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Follow up 

Thanks Debby Next week works, although I will be riding in the firecracker ride (100k) on the 4th so Friday 



the 5th may not be pretty Early in the week is probably best I will follow up with Marilyn to see when I can 
meet Marlin Best, Mary 

MalN Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www unc edu/-willingh 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

StToman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 5:14 PM 

Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; 
Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 

<IMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: EXSS SA & USADA Conference 

Respectful[¥~ to M[. [ will bow out. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

"You can~ wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 3:52 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Cc: Southall, Deborah Joy; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: EXSS SA & USADA Conference 

So~y, Debby! 

I believe Kevin wanted the coordinators to be involved from the ground up so Coyte and I were invited to the 
meeting but I was under the impression you would also be involved as I imagine we will be relying on you 
heavily Strange - we’ll get this ironed out Thank you so much for being so willing to step up and setwe! 

We’re looking forward to this great opportunity to work with you, Jan{ 

-Efianne 

ErianneA Weight, PhD,MBA 
Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 
The University of NoVh Carolina - Chapel Hill 



Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 2:52 PM 
"1"o= Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte 
~:= Southall, Deborah Joy; Boxill, Jan 
Subject= RE: EXSS SA & USADA Conference 

Sorry~@ Who is now the EXSS point person? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 
Exercise and Sport Science 

Phone: 919.962 5173 

Emai[: spor[law@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 12:53 PM 
TO: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte 
~:: Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Boxill, Jan 
Subject= EXSS SA & USADA Conference 

Hi. I just met with Kevin and it appears that there is a meetin8 now scheduled without me for this proposed conference. 

I will politely "bow out" or unvolunteer ;) then as the SA point person. 

Please let me know if you need my assistance resardin8 such in the future. 

Onward! 

d 

919,843.0336 





Appendix to 
Kenan Institute of P~ivate Enterprise 
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Our Task Force represents different 

Joe DeSimone Director of Kenan Institute 

Jean Elia University and Kenan-Flag[er Business Schoo[ 

Z Haroon, MD/Ph.D. Carolina Institute for Nanomedicine - start-up formation 

Cynthia Reifsnider Kenan Institute Research Services 

Deborah Stroman Sports Entrepreneursh[p 



The Task Force includes KIPE leaders and 
advisors..~ 

oe DeSimone 

Mary Napier 

udith Cone 

Zishan Haroon 

Ted Zoller 

Jean Ella 

Deborah Stroman 

Buck Goldstein 



staff and students 

Thomas Stith 

Cynthia 

Reifsnider 



Strategic Planning Advisory Committee ([) 

University of North 
Campus 
Lowry Caudil[, BOT and professor in 
the minor 

Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
Shelley Earp, Director LCCC 
Bill Roper, Dean, VC Medical Affairs 

Office of the Chancellor 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 

School of Journalism 
Susan King, Dean 

KFBS 
Jim Dean, Dean 
Jack Evans, Professor Emeritus 
DennisWhittle, EIR 

Pharmacy 
Bob BIouin, Dean 

School of Public Health 
Barbara Rimer, Dean 
(Julie MacMillan, designee) 

College of Arts and Sciences 
Karen Gil, Dean 

Office of Research 
Barbara Entwisle, VC of Research 
Jacki Resnick, Director, Office of 
Research Development 



Strategic Planning Advisory Committee (1[) 
KIPE gOT members 
Agnes Beane 
Amit Singh, CEO, Spectraforce 
Ping Fu, CEO, Geomagic 

North Carolina State University 
Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, 
William R. Kenan, Jr. Institute for 
Engineering, Technology and Science 

Randy Avent, Professor & AVC for 
Research 

Research Triangle Institute 
E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Triangle Foundation 
Bob Geolas, President and CEO 
Dick Daugherty, Board Member 

Rex Healthcare 
David Strong, President 

Regional Entrepreneurs 
Neal Fowler, CEO, Liquidia 
Bill Starling, CEO, Synecor 
Joe Davy, CEO, Buystand 
Jud Bowman, CEO, Appia 
Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Venture Cal~ital 
Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 
Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 
Christy Schaffer, Venture Partner, Hatteras 
Bob Ingram, General Partner, Hatteras 
Venture Partners 

Brent Jones, Northgate Capital 
Charles Merritt, founder, Parish Capital 

Government 
Governor Beverly Perdue 
Don Hobart, Chief Advisor for Business & 

Economic Development, Office of Governor 
Perdue 



Strategic P[annir~g Advisory Committee 

Duke University 
Eric Toone, Director of Duke Innovation 
and Entrepreneurship Initiative 

Philanthropic 
Susan Casey, Richard J Casey Foundation 

Baker McKenzie 
Marc Paul 
Kevin O’Brien 



Our strategic plan process is driven by 
members of the Kenan-F[ager Business School 

¯ Assoc.         , Director          ~g Program 

STAR Program at UNC I(enan-Flagler 
¯ Consulting Experience McKinsey&Co.,and PwC 
¯ Author of "The McKinsey Engagement" & strategy 

process, entrepreneursh!p, and dec!s!on making art!des 



2. Full Survey Results 



20] 6 Objective ]. 
Increase UNC-CH entrepreneurship 

Initiative 1: Attract additional investment in UNC-CH research and commercialization 

A. Educate investors on how to assess new ventures in unfamiliar sectors 

13. Develop partnerships with private sector investors and firms to create funding opportunities for 

investment in UNC CH ideas (e.g. joint university government industw investment fund) 

Initiative 2: Support increased commercialization of UNC-CH technology 

A. Implement "Commercialization Support Services" program to support the commercialization of UNC-CH 

IP and student, faculty, and alumni start-ups 

13. Support incubators and accelerators on and around campus 

Initiative 3: Connect and stimulate UNC-CH entrepreneurial efforts 

A. Maintain inventory of people and programs in entrepreneurship and innovation 

13. Create opportunities for students to collaborate across disciplines 

C. Host Match.comdike site that matches budding entrepreneurs with more experienced individuals 

D. Connect inventors with consumers 

E. Empower more students with business essentials (e.g. liberal arts, student athletes, etc.) 

F. Create multi-discipline entrepreneurial STAR-type proiects - with faculty and students as "idea coaches" 

G. Sponsor pan-university events related to entrepreneurship 

H. Initiate "sports ventures" in entrepreneurship minor 

Initiative 4: Identify and champion strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

A. Align with UNC Board of Governors and UNC-CH strategic planning 

13. Advocate for top S 13iomedical Engineering Program 
C, Advocate for Applied Physical Sciences Department 
D, Advocate for increased investment in computer science 
E, Partner with the Equal Opportunity Office to ensure Title IX compliance 



Initiative ] received 88% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 1" Attract additional 
investment in UNC-CH research and 
commercialization 

Educate investors on how to assess new 
ventures in unfamiliar sectors 

Develop partnerships with private sector 
investors and firms to create funding 

~)opePOrtunities for investment in UNC-CH as (e.g. joint university-government- 
industry investment fund) 

Survey Results 

1 2 3 4 5 

S rongly D sagree S rongly Agree 

Level of A~Ireement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"As written, the two action steps focus on 

commercialization, and the statement of the 
initiative itself might be changed to 
acknowledge that (i.e., drop the reference to 

research). 

"KIPE supporting the creation of early stage 
venture funding will greatly impact 
entrepreneurship." 

Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 13 
january 2013; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 



Initiative :2 received 82% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 2: Support increased 
commercialization of UNC-CH 
technology 

Implement "Commercialization Support 
Services" program to support the 
commercialization of UNC-CH IP and 
student, faculty, and alumni start-ups 

Support incubators and accelerators on 
and around campus 

Survey Results 

2 3 4 5 

s rongly Agree 

Level of A~.Ireement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"Hard to judge this as written. Need to better 
understand "commercialization support 

services" mean. l assume that this would be 
some kind of partnership with other units on 
campus, e.g., OTD, Kickstart. Is it?" 

~.~, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 14 
january 2013; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 



Initiative 3 received ] 00% support 

Initiative 3: Connect and stimulate UNC CH 
entrepreneurial efforts 

Maintain inventory of people and programs in 
entrepreneurship and innovation 

Create opportunities for students to collaborate 
across disciplines 

{:, Host Match.corn-like site that matches budding 
entrepreneurs with more experienced individuals 

© Connect inventors with consumers 

¯ Empower more students with business essentials 
(e.g. liberal arts, student athletes, etc.) 

Create multi discipline entrepreneurial STAR type 
projects with faculty and students as "idea 
coaches" 

Sponsor pan-university events related to 
entrepreneurship 

~t Initiate "sports ventures" in entrepreneurship minor 

Survey Results 

1 2 3 4 5 

Level of Agreement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"Follow folks (usually in the 1st three years of 
appointment) who win limited submission 
prestigious awards to see if they are 
exceptional entrepreneurs...connect winners 

with OTD." 

"Involve Renaissance Computing Institute 
(RENCI) as is appropriate. " 

Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 15 
january 20] 3; completed by Advisory Committee; n=30 



Initiative 4 received 70% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 4: Identify and champion 
strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Align with UNC Board of Governors and 
UNC-CH strategic planning 

Advocate for top 5 Biomedical 
Engineering Program 

Advocate for Applied Physical Sciences 
Department 

Advocate for increased investment in 
computer science 

Partner with Office of Multicultural 
Affairs and Diversity to ensure Title IX 
compliance 

Survey Results 

10 

6 

4 

2 

0 

1 2 3 4 5 

Level of A~.Ireement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"The problem I see is one of culture. UNC is not 
an Applied Science (with the exception of the 
medical and business schools) university but is 
more liberal arts. All the entrepreneurial 
activities in the world won’t change that, which 
is why I put the most emphasis on the last 

"Innovation at UNC will require a huge 
investment in technical sciences, engineering 
for the future opportuntes/unmet needs.’ 

~,~, ......... ,, ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 16 
january 2013; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 



2016 Objective 2. 
Expand multi-university research translation 

Initiative g: Support faculty to engage in multi-university collaboration 

A. Identify pdority areas for investment and communicate across campuses 

B. Host forums, meetings, brown bags and mini conferences 

C. Seek grants for national and international funding opportunities 

D. Provide/locate seed funding for inter-university collaboration 

A. Advocate for joint faculty appointments 
B. Align strategies and initiatives with other I(enan institutes 
C, Share policies and procedures with other NC universities 

initiative 7: Create opportunities for students to collaborate across universities 

A. Share entrepreneurial courses with other universities 

B. Create multi-disciplinan//multi-university entrepreneurial STAR projects 

C. Advocate for connecting mechanisms (e.g. video-conferencing, bus, etc.} 

D. Sponsor cross-university events related to entrepreneurship (e.g. competitions, conferences, etc.} 

~.~, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 17 
january 20] 3; completed by AdvisoPt Committee; n=30 



Initiative 5 received 88% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 5 Support faculty to 
en~a,ge in multi-university 
couaboration 

Identify priority areas for 
investment and communicate 
across campuses 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter-university collaboration 

Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 
januapt 2013; completed by Advisop/Committee; n=30 

Survey Results 

2 3 4 5 

s rongly Agree 

Level of Agreement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"What’s in it for a faculty member? Will require 
funds to interest faculty, equal participation 
across Universities, and infrastructure ." 

"Makes sense for KIPE to accelerate these kinds of 
collaborations but KIPE is not logical lead. Holding 
forums, meetings, etc. or seeking funding on 
topics tied to commercialization makes sense." 

"Important to coordinate with other groups on 
campus trying to accomplish the same goal." 

"We need more specificity regarding the joint 
university efforts and confirmation of buy in 
from the other institutes." 

18 



Initiative 6 received 76% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 6: Support structural 
integration between universities 

Advocate for joint faculty 
appointments 

Align strategies and initiatives with 
other Kenan Institutes 

Share policies and procedures with 
other NC universities 

Assist in strategic planning that 
helps increase impact of UNC system 
universities 

Survey Results 

~o 

~ 8 

2 3 4 5 

s ~ongly Agree 

Qualitative Feedback 

"It will be critical to coordinate these activities 
with the Chancellor and Provost. The 
relationship between UNC-Chapel Hill and the 
system is their province, especially that of the 
Chancellor. The Kenanlnstitute, asabodyin 

the KFBS, cannot act as an independent entity 
in these matters." 

"What about working to simplify IP licensing, 
spin outs and tech transfei" fl’om the 
universities?" 

Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 19 
january 20] 3; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 



Initiative 7 received 82% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 7: Create opportunities 
for students to collaborate 
across universities 

Share entrepreneurial courses 
with other universities 

Create multi-disciplinary / multi- 
university entrepreneurial STAR 
projects 

Advocate For connecting 
mechanisms (e.g. video- 
conferencing, bus, etc.) 

Sponsor cross-university events 
related to entrepreneurship (e.g. 
competitions, conferences, etc.) 

Survey Results 

2 3 4 5 

Level of A~.Ireement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"Video conferencing and low cost connectors 
(7BB) are good investments. The resources 
necessary to build a bus system could be 
better spent else where." 

"You might consider broadening this to 
include opportunities for students across the 
Triangle. (E.g., l am thinking of internships at 
RTI, which in the current phrasing, would not 
be included.)" 

~.~, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 20 
january 20] 3; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 



201 6 Objective 3: 
Leverage intellectual capital for North Carolina 
economic development 

Initiative 8: Provide direct assistance to entrepreneurs 
A. Support public/private venture fund to advance research based start ups in North Carolina 

B, Work with existing small business advising services and consulting firms to communicate 
offerings 

Initiative 9: Develop Eastern North Carolina think tank to support economic development 

A, Explore large scale, tech based opportunities (e,g. biofuels, hog waste to energy, etc.) 

B, Develop applied research on barriers to development (e,g, port infrastructure, hog lagoons, tax 

incentives, workforce preparedness} 
C, Become subject matter expert and accelerator for defense contracts 

=.=, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey corlducted in 2] 
january 20] 3; completed by Advisory Committee; n=30 



Initiative 8 received 89% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 8: Provide direct 
assistance to entrepreneurs 

Support public!private venture 
Fund to advance research-based 
start-ups in North Carolina 

Work with existing small business 
advising services and consulting 
Firms to communicate offerings 

Survey Results 

Qualitative Feedback 

"Anything KIPE can do to support the creation 
of early stage venture funding will have a big 
impact on entrepreneurshJp." 

"Both of these initiatives are critical." 

"Who "owns" and administers the fundT 

,.,, ......... ,. ......... Source:Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 22 
january 2013; completed by AdvisoPy Committee; n=30 



Initiative 9 received 66% of agree and 
strongly agree 

Initiative 9: Develop Eastern North 
Carolina think tank to support 
economic development 

Explore large-scale, tech-based 
opportunities (e.g. biofuels, hog 
waste-to-energy, etc.) 

Develop applied research on 
barriers to development (e.g. port 
infrastructure, hog lagoons, tax 
incentives, workforce preparedness) 

Become subject matter expert and 
accelerator for defense contracts 

Survey Results 

10 

6 

4 

2 

0 

2 3 4 5 

Qualitative Feedback 

"Establish regional think-talks connected 
through this office as a central support 
system for economic development." 

"Why just Eastern NC? Other parts of NC 
with strong need (now and/or in the 
future)." 

"Need all good ideas on growing jobs and 
investment in Eastern NC!" 

,.,, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 23 
january 2013; completed by AdvisoPy Committee; n=30 



Revised strategy statements addressed 
previous concerns voiced by AC 

Used specific initiatives and actions 
1 Lacks ambition make ambitious vision manageable 

2 

3 

Too big, too abstract; does not clarify 
scope 

Does not clarify or emphasize university’s 
role 

Restricted our immediate scope to NC 
and shifted our focus to UNC and 
surrounding entities 

Recrafted priorities to specifically define 

UNC’s role 

Should include strengthening individual Added specific initiatives to support and 
4 companies and entrepreneurs; network is 

nurture high-quality entrepreneurs, 
useless if" pieces are weak 

Overlap with existing organizations and 

5 networks (§Eg. NC Biotech Center, CED, 
HUB Raleigh, Blackstone, NCTA) 

Metrics need work (Too vague (e.g. lives 
touched can be positive or negative; do 

6 we weight all funds equally?) 
Do not measure progress towards "most 
entrepreneurial state") 

Objectives focus on UNC, University 

collaboration, and Economic 
Development, and are specific to KIPE 

Metrics reworded and clarified with 
accompanying goals 



Revised strategy statements 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

We are a partner for innovative 
entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carolina as a global 
leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Diversity We learn most from those with whom 
we have the least in common; we 
welcome all to work for the benefit of 
North Carolina 

Collabor We actively seek opportunities to work 

ation with others; the whole is greater than 
the sum of its parts 

Innovation We relentlessly pursue new and 
creative endeavors that target 
important needs; we uphold a 
commitment to integrity and impact 

Connect Foster a vibrant & powerful eco system of 
entrepreneurs, researchers, inventors, & global 
citizens within UNC CH & throughout the state 

Leverage crowd accelerated innovation & plug in to 
global markets 

Seek diversity & maximize our collective potential 

Create Support self reliance, remove gatekeepers, & help 
partners access resources 

¯ At[rac[ external resources for and wi[h partners 

¯ Enable all to be entrepreneurs. Help leaders & 
organizations find the tools for their success & reach 
for their dreams 

Accelerate ¯ Identify enhancements, improve processes, & support 
transformation to multiply the impact & scale of our 
partners 

Follow when others lead, lead when called to 
leadership, listen always 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurship 

Expand Multi-University Research Translation 

Leverage Intellectual Capital for 
NC Economic Development 2s 



Benchmark 
Report 



UNC-CH’s research expenditures from federal sources is 
approxo $554M 

53,500 

53,ooo 

52,500 

52,ooo 

51,500 

$I,ooo 

5o 

Research Expenditures from 
FY 2011 

Federal Sources 



UNC-CH total research expenditures is approxo $762 M 

~ $6,000 

S~,ooo 

$o 

Total Research Expenditures 
FY 2011 

Average: $1,14B 

Source: AUTM FY 2011 28 



A look at the 
diversification of our 

fundin_ 



The percent of UNC-CH~s research expenditures from 

federal sources is 73% 

% of Total Research Expenditures from 
FY 2011 

Average: 

Federal Sources 

SoLirce: AU[M (Association of University/ 30 
.............. Technology Managers) FY 2011 



The percent of UNC-CH’s research expenditures from 
industrial relations is 4% 

% of Total Research Expenditures from Industrial Relations 
FY 2011 

Average: 8% 

**Data not available 

Source: AUTM FY 201] 



Silo 

License Income 
FY 2011 



The percent of UNC-CH’s license income compared to 
total research expenditures is °2% 

License Income as % of Total Research Expenditures 
FY 201 ] 



A look at our investment 
in Technology Transfer 

Office (TTO) _taft 



140 

6{) 

4O 

2O 

0 

Total FTEs in TTO 
FY 20] ] 

Average: 37 

,,. ......... ,, ......... Source:AUTM FY2011 35 



UNC-CH has a higher research expenclitures per 
technology transfer employee ratio 

Total Research Expenditures per FTE* in TTO** 
FY 2011 

Average: $35M 

*FTE: Full-thne Equivalen[ 
**TTO: Tech Transfer Office 



A  ook at the number of 
patent applications 
start-ups we generate 



The numbe~ of UNC-CH~s new patent application~ is 65 

Total New U.S. Patent Applications 
FY 2011 

gO0 

600 

4O0 

200 

Average: 231 

Source: AUTM FY 2011 38 



UNC-CF~s number of patents issued is 33 

400 

350 

300 

250 q 

200 

150 

100 

5O 

0 

/ 

Total U.S. Patents Issued 
FY 2011 

Average: 86 

Source: AUTM FY 2011 39 



UNC-CH’s number of start-ups formed is 7 

Total Start-ups Formed 
FY 2011 

50 

4O 

30 

2O 

0 

,.,, .......... ,. ......... Source: AUT~,I FY 2011 40 



A look at our 
effectiveness with 

resources 



UNC-CH"s research expenditures per disclosure is ~$5°4 

Total Research Expenditures per Disclosure 
FY 2011 

$4 ¯ 

Average: $3,2M 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research Expenditures per Patent 
FY 201 ] 

Average: $6,4 M 

*Top 20 in Federal Fu~ding in 2011 +WF(#79)&NCState(#69) 

Source: AUTM (Association of LJniversi[’~, Technolog’~, 43 
Managers) FY 2011 



UNC-CH~s research expenditures per patent issued is 

~$23ol M 

Total Research Expenditures per Patent Issued 
FY 2011 

Average: $] 5M 



Total Federal Funding per Disclosure 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH~s federal research expenditures per new patent 
application is ~o,$8o5 M 

Total Federal Funding per New Patent Application 
FY 2011 



UNC-CH’s federal research expenditures per patent issued 

is oo$1 6°8 M 

=- Total Federal Funding per Patent Issued 
FY 2011 

Average: 

51o ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 





INTRODUCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

CLOSING 



INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

WHERE WE STAND 

OUR PROCESS 



Nearly 30 years ago, a seed was planted - 
the Kenan Ir~stitute of Private Enterprise 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KIPE) Initial Mission (| 985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercial 
community of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 



The importance of research universities is 
increasingly clear 

America is driven by innovation 

Corporate research labs that drove American industrial leadership 
in the twentieth century have largely been dismantled 

Today, our Nation’s primary source of new knowledge and skilled 
pioneers is our research universities 

"Startups aren’t everything when it comes to job growth. They’re 
the only thing."      "]he Importance of Startups injob Creation andjob Destruction" 

Kauffman Foundation, july 2010 

Research output consolidating; 24 universities share 42% of overall 
US research output. News ofthe Week, .~cience 330 (2010) 1032 

"The role of research universities has never been more important 
with regard to their overall position of authority and leadership in 
our society." - Robert Steel, October 20| 0 

Key regions in the USA, and other countries, are increasingly 
investing in their own competitiveness, especially in their research 

universities 

Source: Research [Jniversities and the Future of America, National Academies, june2012 5 



Benchmarked institutions are investing in 
entrepreneurial partnerships 

Common characteristics 

Transformative visions 

Collaborative efforts across 
"whole university" & region 

Clustering of Expertise 

Integration with 
entrepreneurs, government 
& private sector 

"Academic offerings to meet the needs of 
industry including those in business, 
engineering, health sciences, and computer 
science will be offered, tailored to the demands 
of the local economy." 

Source: institutes’ web sites & annual reports, news articles, Task Force analysis 6 



North Carolina has unique opportunities 

THE RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE PARK 

Source: 2010 Census, US Census Bureau 7 



North Carolina has challenges in 
unemployment and poverty rates 

] 2% 

8% 

6%" 

4% 

2% 

O% 

Unemployment Rate by State 

25% 

20% 

15% 

10% 

5% 

0% 

Poverty Rate byState 
2011"* 

*December 2012 preliminary unemployment rate, seasonally adJusted 

**Est mates Source: U.S. Census Bureau 8 



North Carolina receives significant federal 
research funding 

Top 20 Universities in Federal Research Funding 
FY 201 

1 Johns Hopkins 

2 IJ. of Washington 

3 U. of Michigan at Ann Arbor 

4 U. of Pennsylvania 

5 U. of Pittsburgh, main campus 

6 Stanford U. 

7 U, of California at San Diego 

8 Columbia U. 

Additional UNC System Universities 
FY 2011 

208 NC A&T 

221 UNC Greensboro 

229 UNC Charlotte 

234 East Carolina U 

245 UNC-Wilmington 

305 NC Central 

458 UNC Asheville 

9 
10 

11 

12 

14 

15 

17 

2O 

72 

U. North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
U. of Wisconsin at Madison 

U. of California at Los Angeles 

U. of California at San Francisco 
Duke U, 
Yale U. 

Har~ard U. 

Washington U, in St. Louis 

Penn State U. at University Park 
M=I=T= 

Cornell U= 

U, of Minnesota Twin Cities 

Wake Forest U. 
NC State U. 

Total Federal Research Funding in NC 
FY 201 I 

Duke U 
35% 

Source: National Science Foundation (NSF) 



UNC-CH spends more research dollars per 
patent than any top 20* school 

Total Research Expenditures per Patent 
FY 201 ] 

Average: $6,4 M 

*Top 20 in Federal Fu~ding in 2011 +WF(#79)&NCState(#69) 

Source: AUTM (AssociaLion of Universi[’~, Technolog’~, 10 
Managers) FY 20] 1 



UNC-CH has a higher research expenditures 
per technology transfer employee ratio 

5i0 

Total Research Expenditures per FTE* in TTO** 
FY 2011 

Average: $35M 

*FTE: Full-thne Equivalen[ 
**TTO: Tech Transfer Office 



UNC-CH is well below average in license 
income ($] 5 M) 

$200 

Si6o 

S140 

$120 

License Income 
FY 2011 

Avera~.le: $35M 



Three NC universities are above average in 
research expenditures from private industry 

% of Total Research Expenditures from Industrial Relations 
FY 2011 

Average: 8% 

**Data not available 

Source: AUTM FY 201] 13 



As a state, NC is lagging in Venture Capital 
Investment 
$1,ooo VC Investment and Number of Deals by State* 200 

FY 20] 2 
$000 Triangle startup fundraising hits 

] 5-year low in 201 2 
$8°0 By David Ranii - ~J!i~! i!~[]~C~!k~Lf~!~i! 

Pub/i~hec/ in: Loca//S~ate 

$600 

$5oo 

$400 

$300 

$200 

$ioo 

NC Ranks 19t- in VC Funding ($169M) 
And I 7th in # of Deals (35) 

Venture capital raised 
I~y Triangle companies 

$530 

CA (~$14Band 1521 Deals), NY (~-$1,9Band 33] Deals), and 
MA (,~$3B and 4]0 Deals) no[ irlcluded For display purposes 



We rank in the middle on entrepreneurship 
and economic transformation 

U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index 

1. Percent growth in employer establishments 

2. Percent growth in employer establishments per 

3. Business formation rate (i.e., establishment 

births per person) 

4. Patents per thousand persons 

5. Average income per non-farm proprietor 

The ITIF* State New Economy Index 
Economic Dynamism 
- Job Churning 
- Fast G~owing Firms 
- Initial Public Offerings 
o Entrepreneurial Activity 
o Inventor Patent 

The Digital Economy 
Online Population 
E-government 

o Online Agriculture 
- Broadband 

Telecommunications 
Health II 

Globalization 
Foreign Direct Investment 
Export Focus of 
Manufacturing and Services 

Innovation Capacity 
High-Tech lobs 
Scientists and Engineers 
Patents 
Industry Investment in K&D 
Non Industry R&D Investment 
Movement Toward a Green 
Economy 
Venture Capital 

Knowledge Jobs 
Information Technology Jobs 
~vlanagerial, ProFessional, and 
Technical Jobs 
Workforce Educatiorl 
h:qmigration of Knowledge 
Workers 
Migration oF U.S. Knowledge 
Workers 
Manufactuling Value Added 
High Wage Traded Services 

~ITIF Information Technology & Innovation 
Foundation 



BHAGs-Big Hairy Audacious Goals 

Why can’t Wilmington be the "San Dego’ of the East coast? 
Satellite labs at UNC-W? 

Why can’t we combine 
technology of RTP? 

the financial strength of Charlotte with the 

THE RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE PARK 



BHAGs-Big Hairy Audacious Goals 

Why can’t NC point to more breakout successes? 

Why can’t we develop technology solutions for challenges of Eastern 
Applied research agenda 

NC? 

As of 2010, NC has 10M hogs, most located in eastern NC 
How can the land be made more productive? 

Source: USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service 1 7 



BHAGs-Big Hairy Audacious Goals 

Why can’t NC lead in research ,4iVD in manufacturing? 

"Startups are a wonderful thing, but they cannot by themselves increase 
tech employment. Equally important is what comes after that mythical 
moment of creation...This is the phase where companies scale up. They 
work out design details, figure out how to make things affordably, build 
factories, and hire people by the thousands." 

How can we maintain the chain of experience in technological 
evolution? 

3D 

NANO 

AERO 

~8 



BHAGs-Big Hairy Audacious Goals 

What if it were really easy to dynamically form teams made up of 
expertise throughout the state, to tackle big problems, to create 
companies and new jobs? 

~9 



Success will come if we work together 

CAMERON 



We have been developing our strategy since 
September 

Timeline - Sept. ] O, 2012 - Feb 4~ 20] 3 



The AC has provided invaluable feedback 
throughout 



INTRODUCTION 

STRATEGY STATEMENTS 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

CLOSING 



Latest Strategy Statements 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

We are a partner for innovative 
entrepreneurship 

To elevate North Carolina as a 

global leader in innovation and 

entrepreneurship 

Increase UNC-CH Entrepreneurship 

Expand Multi-University Research Translation 

Leverage Intellectual Capital for 

NC Economic Development 
24 



Mission 

"We are a partner for innovative entrepreneurship" 

The Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

One of many 

Creative, big, research-based ideas that 

lead to high impact 

The creation of new ideas and entities 



Values 

¯ We learn the most from those with whom 

we have the least in common; we welcome 

all to work for the benefit of North Carolina 

We actively seek opportunities to work with 

others; the whole is greater than the sum 
of its parts 

¯ We relentlessly pursue creative endeavors 

that target important needs; we uphold a 

commitment to integrity and impact 



Vision 

"To elevate North Carolina as a global leader in innovation and 
entrepreneurship" 

. To lift up, to support in upward movement, to move 

towards a higher goal 

.The State of North Carolina, and all of its 

entrepreneurs, researchers, leaders, organizations, & 

residents 

. One of many 

¯ Impacting and being influenced by the entire world 

connects and change~ bi~orf 

The creation of new ideas and entities 

27 



Overall Metrics 

¯ Amount of matching dollars to invested funds 

Number of students, staff, faculty, alumni, 

entrepreneurs, investors and North Carolina 

citizens benefitting from efforts 

¯ Satisfaction survey of all constituents served by 

the Kenan Institute 



Examples of "impact-dials" 

U. Nebraska State Entrepreneurial Index 

]. Percent growth in employer establishments 

Princeton Review E-ship Ranking 

1. Number and type of courses 

2. Percent growth in employer establishments per 
person 

3. Business formation rate (i.e., establishment 
births per person) 

4~ Patents per thousand persons 

5~ Average income per non-farm proprietor 

Availability of internships, externships, experiential 
and cooperative learning and consulting opportunities 

for small-business owners 

% of students enrolled in entrepreneurship program 
and entrepreneurship related courses 

% of graduates that launch businesses 

% of faculty who started, bought, or ran a business 

# of faculty teaching entrepreneurship (exclusively, 
and as part of larger course-load) 

Connection with other schools / entrepreneurship 
programs 

8. Officially recognized clubs and budgets 

9. Entrepreneurship related scholarships 

10, Mentorship programs 

1 1. Number and size of prize of competitions hosted 

] 2. Number and size of prizes of case competitions won 

Sources: 1)http:,/bbrunl.edu,documents~Sep~ember_2012_BIN.pd,’ ’             /             ’ 29 
2) http:i !~evw entrepreneur.comislideshowi22 4422#O 



Priorities 

¯ Foster a vibrant & powerful eco-system of entrepreneurs, researchers, 
inventors, & global citizens within UNC CH & throughout the state. 

¯ Leverage crowd accelerated innovation & plug in to global markets. 

Enable all to be entrepreneurs. Help leaders & organizations find the tools 
success & reach for their dreams. 

~ identily enhancements~ improve processes, & support transformation to 
multiply the impact and scale of our partners. 

¯ Follow when others lead, lead when called to leadership, listen always. 

ii 



20 ] 6 Objectives 

20] 6 Objective Objective Level Metrics 

¯ UNC-CH Entrepreneurial Climate Survey 

¯ # of new cross-university partnerships 
launched 

Funds dedicated to new cross-university 
partnerships 

÷ Firm growth 

¯ Jobs created 

-Wealth generation 



The Advisory Committee responded 
positively to the proposed initiatives 

Individual feedback on strategy statements 

"Great. Crisp, clear, concise, compelling.’~ 

"Thanks to allofyou for leading this planning process. It’s already creating momentum above and 
beyond its explicit planning function. Bravo and brava!" 

~’Clear, focused, and a champion for partnership." 

"These show a thoughtful evolution and assessment of Kenan’s potential in the region. I am still a 
bit unclear as to how Kenan will fit in the existing mix of organizations, which still strike me as in 
need of ~coalescence.~" 

~’1 feel like we are afraid to say ~be a leader’ and I actually think we need a fleader’ for this at UNC 
and in the State. if it is an effort to coordinate and facilitate that can be OK, but some institution 
needs to grab this andlead~andlthinkKenan Institute is perfect it is UNCaffiliated but 
independent. A good combo.’~ 

"This sounds great...Try to be a little more specific. What are the KPIs that will measure KIPE’s 
mpact a~d success? 

"All very appealing! Need to move forward quickly and ask for forgiveness, not permission! We need 
jobs in 

~.~, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 32 
january 20] 3; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE 1 

OBJECTIVE 2 
OBJECTIVE 3 



201 6 Objectives include 9 specific initiatives 

Objective 1 : Increase UNC-CH entrepreneurship 

1 : Attract additional investment in UNC-CH research and commercialization 

2: Support increased commercialization of UNC-CH technology 

3: Connect and stimulate UNC-CH entrepreneurial efforts 

4: Identify and champion strategic needs for entrepreneurship 

Objective 2: Expand multi-universi~ research translation 

5: Support faculty to engage in multi-university collaboration 

6: Support structural integration between universities 

7: Create opportunities for students to collaborate across universities 

Obiective 3: Leveracle intellectual capital for NC economic development 

8: Provide direct assistance to entrepreneurs 

9: Develop Eastern North Carolina think tank to support economic development 

Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 35 
january 20] 3; completed by Advisor/Committee; n=30 



Overall, AC responded 
positively with strong support of all initiatives 

Initiative 

2 

3 

5 

? 

g 

9 

Description 
Attract additional bwestment in UNC CH 

research and commercialization 

Suppor!! increased commercialization of 

UNC CII technology 

Connect and stimulate UNC-CH 

enb’epreneurial efforts 

Identify and champion strategic needs for 

entrepreneurship 

Support faculty to engage in multi-universit 

collaboration 

Support structural integration between 

universities 

Create opportunities for students to 

collaborate across universities 

Provide direct assistance to entrepreneurs 

Develop Eastern North Carolina think tank tc 

support economic development 

N 

"[7 

17 

17 

17 

"[7 

17 

17 

18 

18 

% of Respondents that Agree (4) or Strongly Agree (5) 

~ 74% 

73% 

85% 

88% 

92% 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 

% of Agree (4} or Strongly Agree (5) 

Source: Keuan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 
january 2013; completed by Advisop/Committee; n 30 

00% 

1 OO% 



2016 Objective 2. 
Expand multi-university research translation 

Initiative g: Support faculty to engage in multi-university collaboration 

A. Identify pdority areas for investment and communicate across campuses 

B. Host forums, meetings, brown bags and mini conferences 

C. Seek grants for national and international funding opportunities 

D. Provide/locate seed funding for inter-university collaboration 

A. Advocate for joint faculty appointments 
B. Align strategies and initiatives with other I(enan institutes 
C, Share policies and procedures with other NC universities 

initiative 7: Create opportunities for students to collaborate across universities 

A. Share entrepreneurial courses with other universities 

B. Create multi-disciplinan//multi-university entrepreneurial STAR projects 

C. Advocate for connecting mechanisms (e.g. video-conferencing, bus, etc.} 

D. Sponsor cross-university events related to entrepreneurship (e.g. competitions, conferences, etc.} 

~.~, ......... ,. ......... Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics survey conducted in 37 
january 20] 3; completed by AdvisoPt Committee; n=30 



Initiative 5 received 
887  of agree and strongly agree 

Initiative 5 Support faculty to 
engage in multi-university 
cogaboration 

Identify priority areas for 
investment and communicate 
across campuses 

Host forums, meetings, brown 
bags and mini conferences 

Seek grants for national and 
international funding opportunities 

Provide/locate seed funding for 
inter-university collaboration 

Source: Kenan Flagler Qualtrics surve~ corlducted in 

.............. january 2013; co~qpleted by Advisory Co~qmittee; n=30 

Survey Results 

o10 

2 3 4 5 

s rongly Agree 

Level of Agreement 

Qualitative Feedback 

"What’s in it for a faculty member? Will require 
funds to interest faculty, equal participation 
across Universities, and infrastructure ." 

"Makes sense for KIPE to accelerate these kinds of 
collaborations but KIPE is not logical lead. Holding 
forums, meetings, etc. or seeking funding on 
topics tied to commercialization makes sense." 

"Important to coordinate with other groups on 
campus trying to accomplish the same goal." 

"We need more specificity regarding the joint 
university efforts and confirmation of buy in 
from the other institutes." 

38 



We value your insight... 
Implementation 

Content 
For each proposed objective, initiatives and set 
of actions, please discuss: 

implementation 

actions needed to 

Process 

Each Advisory Committee member is 
assigned to a breakout group. 

Each breakout group to discuss the 
implementation of each objective; 
issues we will face, additional actions 
and partnerships, 

10 minutes will be allowed for each 
objective; task force members to 
facilitate; Paul will signal when time to 
move on to next objective. 

Task Force will use feedback to 
inform the implementation process 



Implementation breakout groups: 
Discu~ ~H ~/~ee objec~.ive~ 
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CLOSING 
P~CAP 

THANK YOU 
NEXT STgPS 



Nearly 30 years ago~ a seed was planted - The 
l/~enan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Initial Mission (1985): 
Have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercial 
community of North Carolina, the United States, and, eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government. 

Soulce: KIPE arc fives; KIPE website 



Next Steps 

Finalize plan 

Develop and implement communications plan 

Align KIPE with strategic plan 

Feedback still welcome 

Let us know about how we can support you 

THANK YOU!! 
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To: 

Co: 
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EXSS Sport Administration - PLEASE READ! 



Hi Heels! I hope you are enjoying your summer break. 

Congratulations again to all of our graduates please stay in touch by posting your news on our Facebook page (EXSS 

UNITE!). 

News you can use: 

1. Dr. Erianne Weight is the new coordinator of the undergraduate sport administration program. Please contact 

her regarding curriculum and advising needs. (With my new role as a senior advisor with the Frank Hawkins 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, I will no longer serve as the sport administration academic advisor. My 

new additional responsibilities include building any, and everything, related to Sport Entrepreneurship on 

campus. Sweet[) The Steele Building REMAINS as the "final say" for your academic progress towards graduation. 

We recommend that you visit with an advisor at least once per year[ You should be very familiar with Connect 

Carolina and Tar Heel Tracker to assist in your understanding of courses, resources, and policies. Faculty are 

always here to suppor[ you too. 

2. Dr. Weight and Dr. Cooper have moved offices. They will be located in the Sport Administration suite on the 

ground (2nd) floor - 205. 

3. Dr. Southall has joined the faculty of the University of South Carolina. Thus, the College Sport Research Institute 

(CSRI) will no longer be administered from our unit and on our campus. We have plans to keep you busy and 

active learning major event planning and conducting research though. ;) 

4. The Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) is here to assist you with career guidance. We strongly encourage your 

mem bership, www.csbcu nc.com The inaugural Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo will be held on 

Saturday, October 5 at the Blue Zone. This pioneering event is purposed to help you meet employers and 

network! Don’t miss out! www.csfeunc.com The Club is also building a database of all the Tar Heel alums who 

now work in the sport industry (CASPER Carolina Alumni Spot[ Project, Each One Reach One). If you know of 

names, please forward the name to me asap. Thanks! 

5. We recommend TeamWork Online (TWO). Don’t wait until your final semester to get your information posted. 

Stay tuned as UNC will soon have access to the MVP Access College Program within TWO. This initiative is 

offered through CSBC, and it will increase you r probability of job success. 

6. Sport Entrepreneurship Some of you may be interested in learnin8 more about the entrepreneurial mindset or 

having your own business in sport. Consider the Entrepreneurship Minor (http://www.unceminor.or~/) as there 

is a sport venture track (EXSS 328). Ido reserve some spaces for non E minor students. If you are interested in 

being added to my Twitter Entrepreneu rship list, send me an email. 

7. You need internships! Looking for academic credit? Consider EXSS 493 (formerly EXSS 327) Field Experience in 

Sport Administration. See me the week be.fore classes start. 

8. Social Media Counts! Don’t forget to follow your profs and department on Twitter! @co~r[ecooper 

@erianneweight @drstroman @uncexss Follow our great department on Facebook at EXSS UNITE! 

(https://www.facebook.com/u ncexss) 

Please share this note with other sport administration students. 

Enjoy the rest of the su miner. Eat well. Work aut much. Laugh o~rten, 

Smiling in Chapel Hill, 

Explore. Engag~o 
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Robert Bruce, Director Friday Center 

Steven Matson, Dean - Graduate School 

Sandra Hoeflich, Assodate Dean for Interd~sdplinary Education, Fellowships & Communication 

Leslie Lerea, Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

Stephanie Schmitt, Associate Dean for Academics 

James Dean - Provost 

Jan Johnson Yopp - Summer School 

John Stature - Dental 

Bill McDiarmid - Education 

Michael Smith - Government 

Gary Marchionin~ - Information and Library Science 

Susan King Journalism 

John Boger - Law 

Robert A. Blouin - Pharmacy 

Barbara Rimer - Public Health 

William Roper- Medicine 

Kristen M. Swanson - Nursing 

Jack Richman - Social Work 

Karen Gil A&S 

Jack Evans Interim Dean, B F 
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Steven Matson, Dean - Graduate School 
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James Dean - Provost 
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Bill McDiarmid - Education 
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Barbara Rimer - Public Health 

William Roper- Medicine 

Kristen M. Swanson - Nursing 

Jack Richman - Social Work 

Karen Gil A&S 

Jack Evans Interim Dean, B F 

Joseph DeS~mone Kenan Institute 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 I 1:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Weight, Erianne A <eweight@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc edu>; 
Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email unc edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email unc edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email unc edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
<vhammett@email unc edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc edu>; 
Jim Dean <JimDean@kenan-flagler unc edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsych corn>; Lane, Clicket <cricket@unc edu>: Malone, Brenda 
Richardson <brenda malone@unc edu>; Ballen, Manina K <mballen@unc edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc edu>; Chris Faison         @gmail corn>; Jones, 
Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed Shields@unc edu> 

And the beat goes on 

And some people think UNC has a major problem (and of course, we are supposed to compete with this...) 

http : i/~,s~, m7 k2mes, co~t201~/~8i~33ispor’ts!ncaa~i:oo~_bai[1i,~pegor~ ~:ootbalil. 

d 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.B. CkU 

9~9.843.0336 

@drstrornan 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Larnbda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
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Fundamental of Entrepreneurship 
ECON 3251PLCY 327 Fall 

Lectures (generally on Tuesday) all sections, 
Sections 001-005: GEC 1015 (Nelson Mandela Auditorium), T 12:30-1:4b 

Recitations 
Section 001, John Stewarti Gardner 0106, R 12:30-1:45 

Section 002, Charles Merritt, Gardner 0309, R 12:30 145 

Section 003, Deborah Stroman Gardner 0307 R 12:30-1:45 

Section 004, Lo~vry Caudill Gardner 0008, R 12:30-1:45 

Section 005, Maryann Feldman, Gardner 0103 1:4 12:30 145 

Teaching Assistant: 
~gmail.com 

internship Director: 
Care Tidwell, catetid~¥ell@uncedu 

V~/e will meet as a large group on Tuesday, and in small sections on Thursdays These are the instructors and room 



Who are you? 

Section 3 Name? 

Student Search 

Student Profiles 

Student Search - Bingo 



Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Who am I? 



Class participation/attendance 15% 
¯ Attendance & contributing to discussion 

Online discussion 

Team Projects 25% 
¯ Idea Pitch 
¯ Team Presentation 
¯ Accountability assessment 

Written assignments 20% 
¯ 5 written assignments 
¯ One pagers for Thursday sessions 

Final Exam 40% 
¯ Note: The date on first version of syllabus was 
¯ The exam will be at noon, Tues. 

incorrect, 

Small group discussions that are based on the case method of learning--Mechanics of small group 

Oulside speakers--List of speakers 

A group projecf thstruclions will be posted discuss in class 3 

One page~ Inst~.lctions will be posted for each assignmenl 

File naming conventions 



This Course: Econ 325iPIcy 327: Fundamentals of Entrepreneurship 
Workshops: Econ 3271PIcy 326 

~ Commercial 
Social 

. Scientific 
o Arts 
¯ Sport 

Internships 
. Provides direct experience in the process of entrepreneurship 
o Lizzy Hazeltine coordinates and will be rneeting with you one-on-one this 

fall to discuss international and domestic opportunities 
Capstone Course: ECON 393 (formerly ECON 328) 
Electives: 

From the approved list 

By approval of the Director of the Miner 

To complete the minor, 

Econ 325iPIcy 327 (courses are [aught together as one course, it makes no di[ference which one you are enrolled in) 

Workshops: (all deal with making a business plan, each with a special emphasis on opporluni~ies and issues in specific 

areas. We will have sign up in class when preregislration for sp~ing comes Some of you were admilted with pdodi~, for a 

particular workshop. That means if you s*JII want that workshop you are guaranteed as seat. I1 you don’t have priority, we 

will try to match you with your choice 

internship: Cote and Courtney will provide you with all the irfforn~ation you need over the course ot the sernester 

Capstone (only course offer both semesters, and if you do the China program, in the summer. You have to have 

comple[ed your internship before you can lake [he course) 

Elec*Jve: There is a list of elective on the websitc; it is a little dated as course have been dropped, added and 

renumbered. You can consult the director of the minor to get approval reran eleclive coul,-se 



All assignments will be submitted electronically 
through Sakai 
File naming 

* When you submit a file, the following convention should 
always be followed 

* (Section number)_(lastname_first name)_(assignment 
name).doc (or docx or pdf) 

~ Example: Bob Jones in Section 3, submitting Assignment 
3. 

~ 3_Jones Bob Assignment3.doc 

It I download all the files and then sort by nacne, all the tiles are in a nice neat order and I can easily st)lg up tiles by 

sections and they are alphabetized to easily check against the section rosters. 













Caucus Calendar - 

(Monthly Meetings in the Union TBD- 2nd Wednesdays at 12:00 p,m,) 

"Welcome Back" Beception 

- Holiday Social 

*~ The annual "Giving Thanks" (at the Choncefor’s home) and "State o[ the U" (Chat with 

the Chance#or) event dates will be onnounced soon. &toy tuned! 

Partnership 

Let’s Talk! The Black Student Movement and CBC will co=sponsor a series on the Trayvon Martin Case 
& Beyond, All town hall meetings are in the Upendo Lounge - SASB 5:30 p,m, 

’The Decision and the Law" 

"The Power of the Media and Being Black in America" 

"Empower Yourself" 

If you are interested in presenting and/or serving on a panel, please send 

note to cbcchair ,~, unc.edu. 

Don’t Forget! 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Opening Symposium -Thursday, 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 

p.m. (Pleasants - Wilson Library) 

"Voting Rights, Racial Justice & Mora~ Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 21~ Century" 

Speakers include: Professors Kenneth (Andy) Andrews (UNC Department of Sociology), gareem Crayton 

(UNC School of Law}, and isaac Unah (UNC Department of Political Science). 



All about the March on Washington, August 28~ 1963 

gy Shmuel Ross 

The stated demands of the march were the passage of meaningful civi~ rights legislation; the elimination of racial 

The event included musical performances by Marian Anderson; Joan gaez; Bob Dylan; Mahalia Jackson; Peter, Paul, 

and Mary; and Josh White. Charlton Heston--representing a contingent of artists, inc@uding Harry Belafonte, Marion 

The speakers included a~l of the "1~i~ Si~("1 civil’rights leaders {James Farmer, who was imprisoned in Louisiana at the 







Caucus Calendar - Fall 

(Monthly Meetings in the Union TBD- :~nd Wednesdays at 12:00 p.m.) 

"Welcome Back" Beception 

- Holiday Social 

*~ The annual "Giving Thanks" (at the Chancellor’s home) and "State o[ the U" (Chat with 

the Chancellor) event dates will be announced soon, Stay tuned! 

Partnership 

Let’s Talk! The Black Student Movement and CBC will co-sponsor a series on the Trayvon Martin Case 

& Beyond. All town hall meetings are in the Upendo Lounge - SASB 5:30 p,rn, 

The Decision and the Law" 
"The Power of the Media and Being Black in America" 
"Empower Yourself" 

~f you are interested in presenting and/or serving on a panel, please send a 

note to cbcchair .@unc.edu. 

Don’t Forget! 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Opening Symposium -Thursday, 4:30 p.m. - B:30 

p.m. (Pleasants - Wilson Libraw} 

"Voting Rights, Racial Justice & Mora~ Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 2E~ Century" 

Speakers include: Professors Kenneth (Andy) Andrews (UNC Department of Sociology), gareem Crayton 

(UNC School of Law), and isaac Unah (UNC Department of Political Sciencel. 



All about the March on Washington, August 28~ 1963 

gy Shmuel Ross 

The stated demands of the march were the passage of meaningful civi~ rights legislation; the elimination of racial 

The event included musical performances by Marian Anderson; Joan gaez; Bob Dylan; Mahalia Jackson; Peter, Paul, 

and Mary; and Josh White. Charlton Heston--representing a contingent of artists, inc@uding Harry Belafonte, Marion 

The speakers included a~l of the "1~i~ Si~("1 civil’rights leaders {James Farmer, who was imprisoned in Louisiana at the 



Caucus Calendar - Fall 

(Monthly Meetings in the Union TBD- :~nd Wednesdays at 12:00 p.m.) 

"Welcome Back" Beception 

- Holiday Social 

*~ The annual "Giving Thanks" (at the Chonce/Ior’s home) and "~tate o[ the U" (Chat with 

the Chancellor) event dates will be announced soon. Stay tuned! 

Partnership 

Let’s Talk! The Black Student Movement and CBC will co=sponsor a series on the Trayvon Martin Case 

& Beyond. All town hall meetings are in the Upendo Lounge - SASB 5:30 p,rn, 

The Decision and the Law" 

"The Power of the Media and geing glack in America" 

’~Empower Yourself" 

~f you are interested in presenting and/or serving on a panel, please send a 

note to cbcchair .@unc.edu. 

Don’t Forget! 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Opening Symposium -Thursday, 4:30 p.m. w g:30 

p.m. (Pleasants - Wilson Libraw} 

"Voting Rights, Racial Justice & Mora~ Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 21~ Century" 

Speakers include: Professors Kenneth (Andy) Andrews (UNC Department of Sociology), gareem Crayton 

(UNC School of Law), and isaac Unah (UNC Department of Political Sciencel. 



All about the March on Washington, August 28~ 1963 

gy Shmuel Ross 

The stated demands of the march were the passage of meaningful civi~ rights legislation; the elimination of racial 

The event included musical performances by Marian Anderson; Joan gaez; Bob Dylan; Mahalia Jackson; Peter, Paul, 

and Mary; and Josh White. Charlton Heston--representing a contingent of artists, inc@uding Harry Belafonte, Marion 

The speakers included a~l of the "1~i~ Si~("1 civil’rights leaders {James Farmer, who was imprisoned in Louisiana at the 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc edu> 
Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:30 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email unc edu> 
Re: [thearg] Letter to Provost? 

On 8/27/13 10:43 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <IMBOXILL@enmil uric edu> wrote: 

>Jan Boxill 
>Chair oF the Facully 

>Universily o f Norlh Carolina a/Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3125 
>Office Phol~e: 919-962-3317 
>Mobile Phone: 

>~ Notlmlg is so firnfl) believed as what xxe least knoxx ~ 
>        < MAchel De Montaigne 

>Se~t: Tuesday, Augmst 27, 2013 4:03 PM 
>To: BoxilL Jan 
>Subjccl: RE: [thcarg] Letter to Provosl? 

>Thread today was all about tile Deml’s new comnfit~ee on athletics 

>No talk of your article 

>d 

>Do Good 

>D¢bomhL Slroman. PhD CLU 
>Engage Explore Empower 

>9198430336 

>~The first tesponsibdit) of a leader is to define lealits" Tile last is 

>In between, file leader is a servant: ~M DePtee 

>CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-nmil message, inchidmg at~achinents, if 

>mid rim) contain cotffidential and/or pmdleged material All) 

>It you arc not Ih¢ inlcndcd rccipi¢nl, pl¢ase conlacl Ih¢ sender by reply 
>e-mail and destroy all copies of file orighral message 

>-----Orighral Message ..... 



>Sel~t: Tuesha~’, Augn~st 27, 2013 2:57 PM 
>To: Stromat~ Deborah L 
>Subjecl: RE: [Ihearg] Leller Io Provosl? 
> 

>So what is tl~e thread het~? Did it come from tbe ARG? What ~espoltse ws 

> 

>-----OfiNnal Message ..... 
>From: Nlroman. Deborah L 

>To: Boxill, Jan 
>Sul~iect: FW: [tbearg] Letter to Provost? 
> 

>Do Good 
> 

>DeborahL Stromat~ PhD CLU 
>Engage Explot~ Empower 
> 

>9198430336 
> 

>~The first t~sponsibilit) of a leader is to define ~ealiti" Tbe last is 
>to say Ihank you 
>In between, fire leader is a sere’ant: ~M DePtee 
> 

>CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including a0achmenls, ir 

>mtI. is intended oltly for fire -person or enti~ to which it is addressed 
>and may conlain confidenlial and/or privileged malerial AnI 

>If you arc not tile intended rccipicnl, please conlacl Ihc sender by reply 
>e-mail and destroy all copies of file original message 

>-----Original Message ..... 



>> Click on a link for infonnalion aboul my publicalJons: 



Uni~e,~i~y of ~\~o~th Ca~’o|in~ a~ Ct~pel Hill 



Be proactive about your future 
~ S ~÷~.lowii~ i~tems 4ps ,<~radu~t~’~ schoo ~dvk:~ 

Talk with EXSS Faculty 

Talk with EXSS Advisors 

Make an appointment with an advisor in Steele 
Building 
~ Update you worksheet ea¢.h tern 

Be sure you are on the EXSS [istserv 

(,~ Do all this sooner than later; Don’t wait 



Natura! Sciences and Mathematics Division on 
the second floor of Stee{e 

These advisers ~re r~oT resp(~s]b e for beff’~ s~re you 

on ~XSS m~:~]ors~ cour e ~ sequen~=in~ i"~e n hip ~ etc, 

requirements 



Visit the Steel website at the be~innin8 of each 
semester! 

Advice by Student Year: 

It is YOUR responsibility to use all information 
resources available. These include 
Undersraduate Bulletin, departmental 
websites, the Academic Advisin8 website, 
MyUNC, and your UNC emai| account. 



See these advisors to discuss the EXSS 
majors, course sequencing, avaitabitity, 
summer schoo[ 

Graduate prosrams 

Careers 

Internships!Shadowin8 



,~:~ If you are a FYS 
~ There is no ur~oency for EXSS courses 
c Exception: EXSS-AT should be in EXSS 17S and 188 no 

later than fall semester of soph year 

:+; If you are a Sophomore 
c Fall semester--EXSS-AT hopefuls should be taking EXSS 

175 and 188 or have completed it 

c Spring semester EXSS-FP should be in EXSS 175 (could 
tare in summer too) 

o Others nice if in something, but not Life shatterin~ if 
not 



~ If you are a Junior 
~ ~:,XSS General Sho~[d be ~n oF have comp/et.ed 

17% 
~ EXSS FP- Should be in 76 this spHns; o~ s~mme" 

(~ If you are a Senior 

~ ’~bu ae windin!i~ up 

~ Be s~re your EXSS ~dvisin~ worksheet is cu~xent 

~ Appy to ~raduate once spdn£ semester starts 



Wi[[ take a minimum of three terms to finish 
(due to the 175, 276, 385, 376 sequence) 

Senior EXSS majors 

~ 10I:I8 ~ 73~380 

o Can be t:ken a~: ny dine; in ~:~ny order 

FY$, Soph and Jr EXSS majors 

~ 101~ 188, 220or221~ 273, 380 
~ Can be ~aken at any time; in any order~ 

See Dr, Sa[yer or Dr. Petschauer 



385 sequence 175, 276, 376, 
Remember: 
~ ~Aus ~ w~y~ tke I75 fist can~ ~ke 17~ ~~d 

Z76 at same time urfiess abeady had Bio[ 
~ Wi[[ take a ~,~[N~t,4Ut~ of three tem~s to finish this 

four course seque~ce 
~ 385 pre-req is 175; 376 pre-req is 175 and 276 
Ideally: 
~ 175 first 
~ Then 276 then 376 or 385 then 376 or 385 

eWhat can be combined~: 
~ Z76 and 385 after havin~ ~aken 1793 
~ ;~76 and 385 after havin~ ~aken 1793 and 276 



Apptication prosram; Five term prosram 
(summers don’t count) 
October of Sophomore year (juniors can 
apply then but would have to stay a fifth 
year) 
Required for apptication: EXSS 175 and 
188 (B or better in both) and 50 hours of 
observation in AT room 

<~ GPA: 2.75 
See Dr. Petschauer 



Start early, Wi[[ take five terms to finish, 

175, 276, 376, 410L*, 412"-CAN ONLY 
TAKE IN THIS ORDER!I! (*=not in ss) 410L 
and 412 can be taken at the same time. 

593 (new number; old # was 425)- 
practicum after 410L and 412; usually 
spring of senior year. 

See Mr. Agui[ar 



175 and 276 two terms; take early, don’t 
wait unti~ your senior year! 

EXSS-SA courses can be taken in any 
order: 
~221~322~323 recommended n Junior 

year 
~ 324~ 3~6 recommended in Seno~~ Year 
~324 ECON 101 

See Dr. Weisht, Ms, Southa[[ 



Available to ALL UNC Students 
~ Coa~:h n~ EducaL~on 

o By application only 

~ Email Dr. Sa[yer 

~ Ema~l Dr. Groff 

~ XSS 

Not available ~o EXSS majors 



hours of C or better 
C-, D÷ or D does not count in this tota~ 
h~UST have a C or better ~n all four core courses 
AND18 hours of C in ai~ required EXSS courses 

~45 hours ~n EXSS classes-MAX 

~> Advisability of retak~n~l courses 
~’~ DO NOT REPEAT UNTIL YOU TALK WiTH ADViSiNG 



~ NO EXSS course may be taken 
Pass/D/Fail by an EXSS major. 

Math 110 (prerequisite for EXSS 273, 
376, 385). Check NOW! Connect 
Carolina will NOT let you re~ister if 
Math 110 is not on your record. 

Bio11011101L required for ALL EXSS 
majors 



,~ VERY Important 
~ f doli’t ~ake a C ili any o/e of tie co~e 188~ 

~4anaf~eme~t course (22t 220 ~¢69 for ~T), I75 a~d 

Re-take 
Chan~e majors 

We highly suggest! 

Take EXSS 175/276 early in career; don’t wait 
until Sr Year. Could end up with NO major!! 



co~ Ronald Wo Hyatt Scholarship 

Patrick F. Earey Award 

Senior honors thesis 

~>With Honors/H~hest Honors 

o Extensive, in-depth study 

oTwo semester project 

oOn~y for se~f-motivated! 



For outstanding classroom instruction, 
advising, mentoring 

Nomination form wi[[ be sent to [istserv 
Announced at May EXSS commencement 

2012 recipient: Dr. Cooper 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 5:41 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

FW: [thearg] last night 

Do Good. 

Debor~lL, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Cramer, Richard [mailto:mrcramer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 30, 2013 9:10 PM 
TO= athletics reform group 
CO= Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject= RE: [thearg] last night 

Shouldn’t the Athletic Department be give the authorib/to determine scheduling for any course that has the word "sport" 
in the title? 

Just being facetious. But obviously our revenue (and non-revenue, to a lesser degree) sports have the resources and 
clout to affe~ a lot of what goes on in the name of UNC. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Andrews, Matthew P [andrewsm@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 3:06 PM 
"l’o: athletics reform group 
~c: Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject= Re: [thearg] last night 

No criticism taken, Miles None whatsoever Like I said, I think it’s a fair question-do we change the way we 
teach or organize our classes to accommodate athletics and other university realities? But I want to talk with 
you about scheduling recitations in the middle of the week I think that makes sense for some of my courses 

Best, 
Matt 



On Aug 30, 2013, at 2:58 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

recitation sections in my largest coulses on Wednesdays (for reasons that have no relationship to athletics), I agree with 

Miles 

From: Andrews, Matthew P rmailLo:andrewsm@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, AugusL 30, 2013 12:40 PM 
TO: aLhleLics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] last night 

I think that’s a fair question, Miles But I don’t think of switching recitation days as a tail-wagging-the-dog 
scenario Academic integrity is not compromised by schedulings recitations for, say, Mondays instead of 
Fridays What matters the day of the week, especially if it means an overall increase in classroom attendance? 
Of course, this rescheduling could with the schedules of the graduate students 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 12:29 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Of course, Miles Why do you ask? 
On 8/30/13 11:43 AM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 



Subject: Re: [thearg] last night 

Some numbers: By my count, 15 of the 162 students (almost 10%) missed most or all of lecture 
yesterday in my course, HIST 120: Sport and American History, as well as missed their first 
recitation in which my TAs were going to discuss their ground rules, discuss the major themes of 
the course, and discuss important prima12¢ source documents Among the 15 were players on the 
football team, band members, oft]cers in Carolina fever, and students going to cheer on the Heels 

From my perspective as someone who teaches large lecture classes where smaller-group recitations 
play a vital role, if the university is going to have Thursday night football and basketball games--or 
players will be traveling on Fridays for weekend events (which they do in many sports)--I am going 
to tl3~ to move my recitations to Monday and Tuesday late afternoons in future classes 

M att Andrews 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 10:04 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

And probably some other student fans. But I’m pretty sure that I saw one cheerleader in advising 

yesterday. She probably left right after her morning appointment, if she was going to Columbia. The plan 

for a 6:00 game could have been helpful for getting people back here last night. But then there was that 

rain delay. 

Dick 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wmfletch@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Augus~ 30, 2013 10:01 AM 
TO: athletics reform group 
Subject: RE:[thearg] last night 

Dear Dick, 

From: Cramer, Richard [mailte:mrcramer~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Augus~ 30, 2013 9:45 AM 
TO: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] last night 

The trip to South Carolina was certainly worth it for students (excuse me, "student athletes") to miss 

probably two days of classes. Would this be more true if we had won, rather than having been 

overmatched? Look at all the money coming into the Athletic Department coffers. That should pay for 

some improvements in our athletic facilities. 

Dick 



M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Ar~s and Sciences 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: wmfletch(?~,email unc edu 

To unsubscrlbe click here: http://lists unc edu/u? 
id 61803871 0bbl38ded41799e4f64e5dage69f3ad7&n T&I thear~&o 33509380 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33509380- 

61803871 0bb 138ded41799e4f64eSda9e691~3 ad7@listserv unc edu 
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or send a blank email to leave-33510790-618038710bb 138ded41799e4f64e5 da9e69~ ad7(~li stse~w- unc edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shoman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, September l, 2013 10:21 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email uric edu> 

RE: [thearg] last night 

scheduling as a farce or ineffective is not productive We do have ti3e resources to help those who may be struggling 

Beach is great[ Time for more biking 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower; 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you, 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2013 9:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [thearg] last night 

Interesting! I think it would be interesting to do research on all students who miss classes I would bet we 
would find that athletes don’t miss any more than "regular" students But if research shows differently then we 
should definitely address it Actually as I am writing this, I think the FAC has done such research and found that 
football players are among the teams that miss the fewest # of classes 

In advising, we usually told athletes not to take a course with Friday recitations during their season, because 
recitations are ve~T important for success in the class It is often difficult to do, and especially in basketball 
which is in season both temps 

Hope you are enjoying the beach 

Jan 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2013 5:41 PM 
TO: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: [thearg] last night 

Do Good. 

Debor~lL, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Cramer, Richard [mailto:mrcramer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 9:10 PM 
To~ athletics reform group 
~:: Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: RE: [thearg] last night 

Shouldn’t the Athletic Department be give the authorib/to determine scheduling for any coupe that has the word "sport" 
in the title? 

Just being facetious. But obviously our revenue (and non-revenue, to a lesser degree) sports have the resources and 
clout to affect a lot of what goes on in the name of UNC. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Andrews, MatLhew P [andrewsm@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 3:06 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
~:: Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: Re: [thearg] last night 

No criticism taken, Miles None whatsoever Like I said, I think it’s a fair question--do we change the way we 
teach or organize our classes to accommodate athletics and other university realities? But I want to talk with 
you about scheduling recitations in the middle of the week I think that makes sense for some of my courses 

Best, 
Matt 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 2:58 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 



Let me emphasize that in my message earlier today I d[ d not mean in any way to criticize youl spedfic decision to 

My comment aimed at raising the general issue of whether professors/instructors should take the athletic schedule into 

acco~3nt when organizing their courses. [tas athletics become such a dominant part of the University that professors 

From: Andrews, MatLhew P [mailto:andrewsm(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] last night 

I think that’s a fair question, Miles But I don’t think of switching recitation days as a tail-wagging-the-dog 
scenario Academic integrity is not compromised by schedulings recitations for, say, Mondays instead of 
Fridays What matters the day of’the week, especially if it means an overall increase in classroom attendance? 
Of course, this rescheduling could with the schedules of the graduate students 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 12:29 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Of course, Miles Why do you ask? 
On 8/30/13 11:43 AM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

From: Matthew Andrews [mailto: @mac.corn] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:57 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] last night 

Some numbers: By my count, 15 of the 162 students (almost 10%) missed most or all of lecture 
yesterday in my course, HIST 120: Sport and American History, as well as missed their first 
recitation in which my TAs were going to discuss their ground rules, discuss the major themes of 
the course, and discuss important prima~2¢ source documents Among the 15 were players on the 



football team, band members, officers in Carolina fever, and students going to cheer on the Heels 

From my perspective as someone who teaches large lecture classes where smaller-group recitations 
play a vital role, if the university is going to have Thursday night football and basketball games--or 
players will be traveling on Fridays for weekend events (which they do in many sports)--I am going 
to t~T to move my recitations to Monday and Tuesday late afternoons in future classes 

M att Andrews 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 10:04 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

And probably some other student fans. But I’m pretty sure that I saw one cheerleader in advising 

yesterday. She probably left right after her morning appointment, if she was going to Columbia. The plan 

for a 6:00 game could have been helpful for getting people back here last night. But then there was that 

rain delay. 

Dick 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wmfleLch(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:01 AM 
TO: athletics reform group 
Subject: RE:[thearg] last night 

Dear Dick, 

From: Cramer, Richard [mailto:mrcramer(~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 9:45 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] last night 

The trip to South Carolina was certainly worth it for students (excuse me, "student athletes") to miss 

probably two days of classes. Would this be more true if we had won, rather than having been 

overmatched? Look at all the money coming into the Athletic Department coffers. That should pay for 

some improvements in our athletic facilities. 

Dick 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: wmfletch~?email unc edu 
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Andres Oppenheimer: Canada joins race for global talent 
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Are u ova[lab e to meet at 3:20 tomorrow or be#ween the hours of 9:25AM and 12:25PM ? 



A } Tamar Bh’¢khead, a JNC aw professor has confirmed she w]l be a panelist on 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Shoman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday,                 2:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@uric edu>; Patricia Brooks Nobles 
@verizon net>; Michael Williams (mdwilliams@stellarone corn); 

Sharon Gross Collins @gmail corn>; Kim Allen-Lee I @msn corn); 
Donna Banks ( @comcast net); John F Stroman < @comcast net>; 
DeSimone, Joseph M <desimone@email uric edu>; Napier, Mary E 
<mnapier@email unc edu>; Padua, Darin A <dpadua@email unc edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email uric edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email uric edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<YMBOX~LL@email unc edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email unc edu>; 

~unc edu>; Cone, Judith 
<jacone@email unc edu>; Elmira Mangum (em443@cornell edu); Sheila Durrell 

~aol corn); Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email uric edu>; Jones, 
Shandra <shandraj@email unc edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge robertson@unc edu>; Ursula Littlejohn <ursula littlejohn@unc edu> 

FW: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:11 PM 
To: Pettis, Tanea 
~c: jsoutherland@mmc.edu 

Subject= RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

debby 

Do Good. 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Pettis, Tanea [mailto:tanea pettis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: j.southerland@mmc.edt~; Pettis, Tanea 
Subject: McClinton Outstanding Faculb//StaffAward 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Congratulations on being selected as this year’s Hortense K. McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

recipient. The committee was thoroughly impressed with the success you have achieved in your field and your 

dedication to Carolina. 

The planning committee is very excited that you have made plans to attend the Light on the Hill Society 

Scholarship Awards Banquet. This event will take place on Friday,       at the Sheraton Chapel Hill ( 1 Europa 

Drive, Chapel Hill NC). A cocktail reception and silent auction will begin at 6:15 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 

p.m. 

Please note the following as you make preparations for this event: 

Recipients must attend the banquet to receive the award. 

You will receive two complimentary banquet tickets, one for you and a guest (you may also purchase 

additional banquet ticketsI 

The attire for the evening is semi formal/black tie optional. 

There is a 2-minute limit on recipient remarks. To be respectful of fhe program formal and fo adhere to 

time consfraints, this policy will be sfricfly enforced. 

You’ll find the following attached to this email: 

LaTH Banquet form 

Souvenir journal ad form. For ad examples, copy and paste this link in your browser 

IhfiD://alumni.un¢.edu/Ddt/bar/12BAR $ouvenir.lournaI.Ddtl - cover spaces have all been sold. 

BAR registration brochure. If you would like to register for other BAR events, ple~se ¢~ ~ne as se~n 

Should you have additional questions, please contact me via email or (919) 843-9694. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you in November! 



Tanea 

HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS! 

Tanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affinity Activities 
The University of North Carolina 
General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 
919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.alumni.unc.edu 

Proud to be a Carolina alumna and GAA Life Member, loin me by visiting http://alurnni.unc.edu/ioin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:57 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Thanks Jan[ I needed that confirmation from you.;) 

Remember, you were key to my being a part of the FAC. I am ever grateful. ;) 

d 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <imboxill@emaihunc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 7:56 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Interesting meeting today--dynamicsH Thanks for bringing up both the race issue and for the "culture of 
change" Perfect Good work--as always 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Cltair of fl~e Faculls" 
Dir¢clor. Pan" Ccnlcr I’or Elhics 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:59 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Do Good. 

DeborN1L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you, 



In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sul~ect= RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:26 PM 
TO: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:11 PM 
TO= Pet[is, Tanea 
¢c= isoutherland(~mmc.edu 
Subject= RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explor~ Empowen 



919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is ta define reality. The last is to say thank yau. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Pettis, Tanea [mailto:tanea .pettis@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:03 pivl 
TO~ Stroman, Deborah L 
CO= isoutherland@mmc.edu; Pet~is, Tanea 
Subject= McClinton Outstanding Faculbl/StaffAward 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Congratulations on being selected as this year’s Hortense K. McCIinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

recipient. The committee was thoroughly impressed with the success you have achieved in your field and your 

dedication to Carolina. 

The planning committee is very excited that you have made plans to attend the Light on the Hill Society 
Scholarship Awards Banquet. This event will take place on Friday, Nov. 8 at the Sheraton Chapel Hill ( 1 Europa 

Drive. Chapel Hill NC). A cocktail reception and silent auction will begin at 6:15 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 

p.m. 

Please note the following as you make preparations for this event: 

Recipients must attend the banquet to receive the award. 

You will receive two complimentary banquet tickets, one for you and a guest lyou may also purchase 

additional banquet ticketsI 

The attire for the evening is semi formal/black tie optional. 

There is a 2 minute limit on recipient remarks. To be respectful of the program format and to adhere to 

time constraints, this policy will be strictly enforced. 

You’ll find the following attached to this email: 

LOTH Banquet form 

Souvenir journal ad form. For ad examples, copy and paste this link in your browser 

(http:I/alumni.unc.edulpdllbar/12BAR SouvenirJournal.pdl) cover spaces have all been sold. 

BAR registration brochure. If you would like to register for other BAR events, ~lease ¢a~l me ~s soea 

Should you have additional questions, please contact me via email or (919) 843-9694. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you in November! 

Tanea 

HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS! 



Tanea Pellis ’95, Manager of Affinity Aclivilies 
The University of Norlh Carolina 
General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 
919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.alumni.unc.edu 

Proud to be a Carolina alumna and GAA Life Member, loin me by visiting http://alurnnLunc.edu/ioin 













deal # of students per section for that course (a range is 0 K) 30 

deal # of students per section for that course (a ranse s OK) 











Advocacy 

Thursday, at 5:30 p.m. - Scholars Speak Ou[! Moral Mondays! (@MoralMondays) 

(See attached flyer) 

Key links: http:/iwww.naacpnc.org/and 

http://www.ncpolic,cwatch,com Stay informed, get 

involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for 
you! EVERY person makes a difference. 

Political Redesign. "IT’S" been done before, so let’s 
pay attention and participate. It is critical that we 

stay involved and have our voices heard. 

htt p://www.nor~hca rolina history,orR/e ncyclopedia/ 

532/entry 

!just learned today that Greensboro writer and resident Orson 5cart Card has been named by the NC 

http://www~newsobserver~c~m/2~-~/~/~9/328~4~4/c~ntrovers~al~auth~r:named~t~htm~] 

Which is one reason I will no longer support or pledge money to UNC TV. And I hope the management takes a 

good iong hard look at its va!ues and pfiorides. Because when you start to afienate English professors, you’re 

ready not playing to your base. 



STEM for Underrepresented Youth. From Dr, Jenn~er Webster Cyriaque DD5 PhD, Associate 

Professor Department of Dentai EcofogR~ .School of Dentistry.. 

On the closure o~ the UNC Chapel Hill NC MSEN Pre C~ollege Program (PCP): "The under representation o~ 

Saturday,          - 8lack Male Student Symposium, We are very proud of our students who 

continue to support the advancement of Black males on campus! Kudos to 
’~Carolina Men Advoeatin8 for 

Learning, Empowerment, and Success" {aka Carolina MAL£BI. Taking the Reins: M.A,LE,S, 

(Maximizing Achievement, Leadership, Excellence, and Scholarship) is a student-led effort to continue 
the momentum that has spread across campus to better address the academic needs of 

underrepresented male students. For more information contact Tony Patterson - 
tony patterson@unc.edu 

Article of ~nterest - HBCUs Hit Hard by NCAA Sanctior~ 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association released its latest Academic Progress 
Rates (APR} for colleges and universities, The ratings are calculated using eliBibility, 

retention, and graduation rates of student athletes. [~ams that do not reach certain 
thresholds of academic success are penalized by the NCAA, 

Eighteen teams were penalized by beinB declared ineligible for postseason competition in the 

academic year. Of these ~B teams, ~B were teams at histoBcai[y Black colleges and universit}es. 
While HBCUs are bearing the brunt of the most stringent sanctions, the NCAA states that the average 

APRrateforHBCUshasdsen~Spointsoverthepasttwoyears NCAA Executive Vice Preside ~t 

Bernard Franklin, stated "Over time, these institutions will continue to flourish and meet the needs of 
their student-athletes." 

The sporLs teams facin~ sancLions at HBCUs are: 

Alabama State University: baseball, football, men’s basketball, women’s volle’yball 

Florida A&M University: wort en’s volleyball 



How 3"0 Fight Racial Bias When It’s Silent and Subtle 

Calvin Lai and Brian Nosek at the University of Virginia recently challenged scientists to come up with 

ways to ameliorate such biases. The idea, said Harvard University psycholoBis[ Mahzarin Banaji, one 

of the researchers, was to evaluate whether there were rapid fire ways to disable stereotypes. 

Groups of scientists "raced" one another to see if their favorite techniques worked. All the scientists 

focused on reducin8 unconscious racial bias against blacks, Listen to the interview: 

http://www.nhpr orB/post/how fiBht racial bias when its silent and subtle 

Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http://www.unc.edu!cbc/ieinform.html 













PS. Wh[ie the analyses and comments should conta n no appi[cant supplied personal or pdvate [nformatlon, piease handle them as if they 

Monday candidates -- 

13:00 







Sent: Monday. 10:58 AM 

TO: 5trorqan, DebOl-a h L <dstro@un¢ edu> 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

St+oman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHP23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:20 PM 

Walter Storholt < ~gmail corn>; Boxill, Jan 
<IMBOXILL@email unc edu> 

RE: Women’s Basketball 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Walter Storholt [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:36 PM 
TO~ Boxill, Jan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Women’s Basketball 

It’s that time of year again! I hope you both have had a wonderful summer and are ready for another basketball 
season Are you both planning on doing games again this year? I hope so 

I’ve attached the schedule Only one game doesn’t have a time listed yet Feel free to start filling out which 
games you think you’ll do I’m planning on attending both exhibitions and may to a practice broadcast for one of 
them just to get back in the groove (since Tennessee is the second game of the season and we want to sound 
good for that one)! So if you’d be interested in having a practice game or two to get back in the swing of things 
it’s an option 

Looking forward to hearing from you both! 

Walter 



Wednesday, 9:49 PM 

Stro[~an, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu>; 

@1 ve.unc edu>; 

@ ve.unc.edu% 

R~k Ste nba~her        #dr 
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